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When Aladdin
found the Magic

Lamp and rubbed it

the Geni instantly ap-
peared.
"Bring- me," said Aladdin,

"the most delicious cigar-

ette that man ever put be-

tween his lips."

In a moment he was
back again.

"Murad!" exclaimed Aladdin as he
saw the box under the Geni's arm. "I've
smoked Murads for many years. They
surely are THE Turkish Cigarette, and
Turkish tobacco is the world's most
famous tobacco for cigarettes."

J4nw^nOAmmd Jokers ofjhemhMQrgdeTurhsh
—^^f^m - and tqyptian Cigarettes m the world
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Write to the Readers' Service 24-c

Cow Mill floored Writh Aimttrong Cork Brick in the 'lairy

harn of Dr. Thomas C. Ashton. Newton Square, Pa.

Why Not Put In A
Real Stall Floor?
A cow that has to stand or lie on a cold, hard

floor will never be as productiv e and healthy as

one that has "all the comforts of home." She
will not produce the quantity of rich, pure milk

necessary to maximum profits.

Cold concrete or wet plank floors cause rheu-

matism, bunchy joints and garget.

Armstrong Cork Brick
protect your cows from these diseases The ingredients used
—granulated cork and asphalt— are non-absorbent anyway,
and the process of manufacture subjects them to such pres-

sure that all pores and air spaces are eliminated. This
prevents the absorption of moisture and the lodging of

disease-breeding dirt.

Cork Brick keep the cold and moisture away from the

udder; are never slippery—wet or dry; are easy under foot

and wear indefinitely.

Write today for illustrated booklet and sample. Both
are free.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.

143 24th Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

Thick, Swollen Glands
that make a horse Wheeze, Roar,
have Thick Wind or Choke-
down, can be reduced with

ABSORBINE
also other Bunches or Swellings. No blister, no hair

gone, and horse kept at work. Economical— only a

few drops required ar an application. $2 per bottle

delivered. Book 3 M free.

ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniment for man-
kind, reduces Cysts, Wens, Painful, Swollen Veins and

Ulcers. $1 and $z a bottle at dealers or delivered.

Book "Evidence" free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple St., Springf eld, Mass.

Write for catalog of

Belle Meade Ponies.

Bred from blue rib-

bon winners. Shows
photos of pet ponies,

describes them with pedigree

and gives prices from $75 up.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Box6, Belle Meade, Virginia

Ponies from the Bunn Herd
till win—Grand Champion harness
I ony. and Grand Champion saddle
l>onyat Panama Exposition Mere both
shown from this herd—At same show
the First Prize Shtttand Pony single
harness and First Prize Shet/au.f
Pair, defeating the first prize winners
same classes, Madison Square. 1915.
w ere bred from this herd. Shetland—
IVetsh and Hackney Ponies. Over
200 head for sale reasonable.

I'll.VS. K. BUSH IVorla, III

Large Yorkshire Boars
Ready for immediate service

Also a few good Large Yorkshire brood sows to

farrow this spring

Heart's Delight Farm, Chazy, New York

The Readers' Service gives information

about Livestock

IT'S IN THE DAM
Navel Disease, Joint-Ill, and Blood Poison in

Foals cannot be cured; they must be prevented.

We can prove it. Write for literature.

THE FOALINE LABORATORY CO.
321 First Avenue N. Minneapolis, Minn.

Country Life Readers
Want the Best

They believe in breeding high quality cows, pro-

ducing clean milk, and getting all the cream. Thous-
ands of official tests have shown that 19 out of 20

hand separators are turned below speed a great part

of the time. Every old style separator will lose a lot

of cream whenever the speed slackens. One and all,

they have a constant feed. But,

THE NEW
SHARPLES
SUCTION-FEED

Separator varies the feed in proportion to the skimming force. It skims clean at any speed

—

something no other separator can do.

The Suction-feed Separator handles more milk as the speed increases, yet delivers cream of the exact density desired.
Smooth cream of even richness is sought by the cream trade and churns out better butter.

The large knee-high supply tank is unusually convenient to fill. The slender three piece bowl is very easily cleaned

—

no discs to wash or get mixed up.

We will gladly send readers of Country Life in"America our new book "Velvet" for Dairymen. It fully explains the
many exclusive features of the New Sharpies. Send for it today. Address Dept. A.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR COMPANY
Also Sharpies Milkers and Gasoline Engines

West Chester - Pennsylvania
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND TORONTO

LetYour Horses
"Salt to Taste"

No more need to guess how much salt each horse requires-

Let them lick it themselves—as much or as little as they
want, w/ten they want it.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
in patented holders make this easy
in your barn or stable. Save work
and time— prevent "forgetting"

—

keep horses toned up because it's

pure refined Dairy salt—no drugs.
Ask dealer, write for booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
Patentees and Manufacturers

3G9 Bush Terminal. Brooklyn, N. Y .

Shetland Ponies
Thoroughbred, hardy northern stock,

bred in Central NewYork . Gentle and
sound. Trained for either riding or

driving and used to children. Full de-

scription and prices upon application.

Greenaway Farm, New Hartford, N. Y.

101—RANCH PONIES
High class saddle and polo ponies, perfectly trained, gentle, fear-

less of autos, trolleys, etc. Ponies for women and children, weight
carriers; prices reasonable. You take no risk in buying, if not sat-

isfied, exchange your purchase for one that suits you. The ex-

change will be cheerfully made. Will meet intending purchasers at

station. So. Norwalk (1 hour from N. V. Grand Central Depot)
if notified.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH PONY FARM
Comstock Hill Tel. 1693 Norwalk Norwalk, Conn.

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK. FOR SALE

Send (or illustrated catalog to

H. L. WARDWELL, Box A. Springfield Center, N.Y.

Photography, Good Sport

but the results are not always
satisfactory. Ask practical help
from the photo-man with

THE READERS' SERVICE

SILVER FOXES
For Sale

lllaik. Silver. Patch, ft Blue
and Red Ford, Mink. Marten.
Otter. Heaver. Skunks. Rac-
mils. Klk, Deer, Huffalo.l rsnes,

Ikib White Quail. Pheasants.
Grouse. Swans. Squirrels, Kab-
tuts and all other kindsofanlmals
and birds. Beautiful Illustrated
catalog 95c, price lists free.

Home's Zoological Arena
Kansas City Missouri

HORSE LOVERS
ATTENTION

Riding and driving over 35 miles of private road in

one of the largest estates in New England. These
roads run to the border of a beautiful lake over 20
miles in length, and to the tops of mountain ranges

(elevation 3,000 feet) through valleys, deep woods
and across beautiful mountain streams, occasionally

giving from high promontories extensive views of beau-
tiful scenery, mountains and lakes. 25 miles of these

roads are used exclusively for riding and driving,

automobiles excluded. Excellent fly-fishing in moun-
tain streams, trout and bass fishing in the lake; tennis

court, private golf course, one of the finest 9 hole

courses in New England. For lovers of outdoor
sports who appreciate beautiful scenery and have good
horses, this is an ideal summer home. House of 12
rooms with bath, steam heat, completely furnished;

stable, 2 box and 2 single stalls; garage for 2 cars.

Rental $2,000.00. Will rent only to parties who
golf and have horses to ride and drive and can furnish

highest references. Box 733, care of Country Life in

America, Garden City, N. Y.

The Readers' Service gives informa-

tion about real estate

BARN FLOORINtj*^

Will last as long as the
building. It is really

The Floor
Indestructible

For barns, stables, piggeries,
bull pens, carriage houses, gar-
ages and other out-buildings.

Sanitary, Restful
Warm, Enduring

Our booklet gives floor infor-

mation not generally known.
You should have it. A postal
will bring it.

LINWAX MANUFACTURING CO.
1640 Merchants Bank Bldg.

Indianapolis Ind.

572S7
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t£he Rational agricultural g>octetp

Was founded by a group of far-seeing men of national reputation. Their aim is a high

one—to weld together the various agricultural interests and make the organization a

strong factor in national development. Every patriotic farmer should give his support.

AFIELD
ILLUSTRATED

Constitution
Article II

The objects of this Society shall

be as follows:

(a) To effect an organization non-

partisan and non-political which by

its unquestioned sponsorship and

membership shall command gen-

eral confidence and afford a com-

mon mouthpiece for the varied and
diversified agricultural interests of

the country on matters of National

concern.

Reduced facsimile, size of page 9x12% inches

America's Quality Farm Monthly
Is one of the strong arms through which the Society reaches
out to help its members. It is big, beautiful, practical. The
methods of successful big farmers, the news of the great,
international pure-bred animal lovers' fraternity. "THE
ANNUAL OUTFITTING NUMBER" contains 100 pages
and 76 practical illustrations; also Christmas "THE IN-
TERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK ANNUAL." Worthy the
man who grows the best, breeds the best and reads the best.

The Field Illustrated, alone, per year, is $1.50

Reduced facsimile, size of page 9x12% inches

All Its Name Implies and More
The other strong, helpful arm of the National Agricultural
Society is THE AGRICULTURAL DIGEST. The lirst

issue ready March 15, 1916. It analyzes and summarizes
the best farm literature monthly for the progressive, think-
ing farmer. It skims the cream for you and brings you the
very best in condensed, readable form. THE AGRI-
CULTURAL DIGEST fills the greatest need in agricul-
tural literature today.

The Agricultural Digest, alone, per year, is $1.50

HLt>£ /National gcjricultural Soctrtp

Dept. 13. 17 WEST 42nd ST.. NEW YORK
I herewith apply for membership in THE NATIONAL

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY and enclose $2.00 annual
dues, to include THE FIELD ILLUSTRATED and THE
AGRICULTURAL DIGEST without further charge.

Name . . .

Address.

What The Society Can Do for You
In addition to the advantages that come to you as a
member of a society of such high standing, there are two
distinct, tangible benefits. The Field Illustrated and
The Agricultural Digest will be sent without further
expense.

Tear off blank at left, fill in name and address and
mail with currency, check or money order for $2 00.

"She Has Opened the Eyes of Thousands to the onder and Glory

of the JVOrld About Them"—London Standard

An English Estimate of GCHC StfattOIl-POrt CT

Below are the nature books and romances which

have won for the author this high praise.

Michael O'Halloran
"A Book With Sunshine on Every Page"—London Referee

"Michael O'Halloran" with his Irish wit and optimism has won thousands of English and

American readers. Published August 17, 191 5, it was the best loved as well as the best selling

book, of the Fall season. Now in its 257th thousand. Illustrated. Net $1.35. Leather net $2.00.

FRECKLES
(New Limbertost Edition and 33rd Edi-
tion) Illustrated. Net, $1.50

At the Foot of the Rainbow
12th Edition Illustrated. Net, $1.20

THE HARVESTER
731,506 Copies Sold. Illustrated. Cloth,
net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

LADDIE
576,451st Thousand. Illustrated. Cloth
net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

A Girl of the Ltmberlost 37th Edition

Illustrated. Cloth, net, $1.20: Leather, net, $2.00

Mrs. Porter's Unique Nature Work in Field and Swamp is Described in

The Song Of the Cardinal 7th New and Revised Edition with color plates Cloth, net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

Music of the Wild
With 120 Photographs of Bird and Insect Life. Net, $2.50

Moths of the Limberlost illustrated in

Colors from Rare Photographs of Living Moths. Net, $2.50

FISHING IN IOWA
BECAME inoculated with the pis-

catorial virus one summer at my
old home in Iowa, one of those
little towns which dot the land-
scape there about every five to
seven miles. There are many

streams in that country and anglers are plentiful.

Many times that summer I was numbered among
those anglers. I did not know at the time that
I really liked fishing, but thought I was going
merely because there was nothing else to do.
But now it has come upon me that I must
have loved the sport for itself alone.

No sooner had I reached home on my next visit

than there was a call for me on the telephone.
"This is George," said a voice I quickly

recognized. George is my friend; one of those
old friends you always feel at home with no
matter how many years you have been separated.

"Hello, George," I answered. "How are
you ?

"

"Never mind about that," replied George
hurriedly, "we can talk that over to-morrow.

My aunt says we can have Minnie (the

horse), and I thought you might want to go
fishing in the morning."

Fishing is more or less of a disease with George.
He gets it by the divine right of inheritance, and

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

"Many times that summer I was numbered among those anglers
'

by consistent practice. When the winds of

winter are howling and the snow is banked to

the top wire of those pig-tight Iowa fences, you
can risk your last dollar that George is planning

a fishing trip for the early spring. The first

unwary sucker that wends its way up Wap-
sinonoc Creek from the river is in danger from

George's generously baited hook.

We went fishing next day. A week later we
went again, and thereafter during the summer we
went again and again and again. At first we
were quite civilized about it; we would wait till

sun up, so that we could see to hitch up Minnie
properly. But later we would plan our trips

days ahead and when the glad morning arrived

we would rise at two or three o'clock, before the

first rooster had loosed his clarion call, and drive

out of town while the night was still black, and

the dusty road was barely discernible before us.

Oh, those fresh, dew-dripping Iowa mornings!'

Those quiet country roads, with bursting grain

fields on either side! The tall elm trees, the

osage hedges, the plump, timid quails that came
tripping out before us; the beautiful tints of the

morning sun climbing up from behind the bank
of clouds in the east; the dark fringe of timber

now coming into view along the distant river!'

Quietly we would move along behind old

Minnie, through soft, dragging stretches of

sandy road, up past the line of sentinel cotton-

wood trees marking the commencement of the

river region; through worn and dilapidated

gates, heavy and hard to move, and down the

winding little road that took us to the first
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A Great Novel
of the

Vigilante Days in

California

By
Stewart

Edward
White k%*

Author of -Gold, • • etc. ,vfjf
> " Gambler "from

" The Gray Dawn '

The Gray Dawn
A Romance of San Francisco

in the Early 'Fifties
"It teems, from first page to last, with the feverish, reck-
less life of the San Francisco of that period, its hunt for
wealth, its flagrant amusements, the amazing extremes of
the beginning of its social life, the shameless corruption of
its civic affairs, its picturesque early journalism."— New York Tribune.

Illustrated by Thomas Fogarty. Net $1.35

Other Books by Stewart Edward White

The Adventures of Bobby
Orde. Illustrated - - - - Nel$\.2Q

African Camp Fires. Illustrated " 1.50
Arizona Nights. Illustrated- - " 1.35
The Blazed Trail. Illustrated - " 1.35
Blazed Trail Stories. Illustrated " 1.35
The Cabin. Illustrated - - - - " 1.50
Camp and Trail. Illustrated- - " 1.25
The Claim Jumpers - - - - " 1.35
The Forest. Illustrated - - - " 1 .50
Gold. Illustrated 1.35
The Land of Footprints. Illustrated " 1.50
The Mountains. Illustrated - - " !.50
The Mystery (with Sam'l Hopkins
Adams) - -- -- -- - " 1.35

The Pass. Illustrated - - - - " 1.25
The Rediscovered Country.

Illustrated " 2.00
The Riverman. Illustrated - - " 1.35
The Rules of the Game. Illustrated " 1.40

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

A Free Service to Property Owners

Who Wish to Sell or Rent

If you have a country, suburban or

seashore home you wish to sell or rent,

list it without delay, in our Real Estate

Directory File. All that is necessary

for you to do is to send a complete

description, state price, terms, etc.

There is no charge for this listing —
not even in the event of a sale or

rental.

We do not act as real estate brokers

nor negotiate sales in our office —we
simply cooperate with owners desir-

ous of selling and renting to reach

prospective purchasers, by placing the

owner in touch with the buyer and
vice versa. Send your description to

Manager Real Estate Department,

Country Life in America

The NationalReal Estate Medium

Garden City. LI. 1 1 W. 32nd St.. N. Y.

"HARD KNOCKS -oreentui ies

have not destroyed
the principle of the dove-
tail or, the preserving
qualities of creosote
and Asphalt

.

Time, the great destroyer, deals

"knock-out" blows to inferior build-

ing materials. The stucco finished

house with any but the best background
for stucco, cement or plaster is short-lived.

Write for our free book,
"Built on the Wisdom of

Ages," illustrating homes,
apartments, factory and
public buildings finished

in stucco on Bishopric
Board—containing letters

from architects, builders,

and users, and extracts
from reports of scientific

tests, also free samples of

Bishopric Board.
Write today, investigate

for yourself, be convinced.

LOCKS THE PLASTER

STUCCo*plasTER
BOARD

is a modern combination of materials and principles that centuries of

actual use have proven the most efficient in building construction. • The
dovetailed, creosoted lath clinching the stucco, backed by Asphalt

Mastic over heavy fibre-board, absolutely weather and water proof,

withstand the vibrations from storm, the extreme changes in tempera-

ture and all the hard knocks of time, more successfully than any

known background for stucco made—and it's the most economical.

The Mastic Wall Board & Roofing Co.
768 Este Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio

The most authoritative book on the new banking system

THE FEDERAL RESERVE
By HENRY PARKER WILLIS, Secretary of the Federal Reserve Board

With an Introduction by Charles S. Hamlin, Governor of the Board

THIS important book supplies a concise, lucid and authoritative study of the new banking system,
reinforced by a background sketch of American currency and an analysis of the provisions of the Federal

Reserve Act.

The extraordinary financial situation before the country now demands a widespread understanding of the

possibilities the Federal Reserve System holds. Mr. Willis's book should prove of great use to American
business men.

The New York Times calls this book "An American Bagehot on Banking"

"Mr. Willis has produced a necessary book, and one that fits the need. . . . Bankers and customers will find it an American
Bagehot on Banking, which comes near to exhausting praise on the subject. Of course there is but one Bagehot. But in grasp of princi-

ples and lucidity of expression Mr. Willis resembles him. There are deeper writers, but they arc too deep for general reading. There arc

other less deep writers, and time is wasted with them. There arc books with more words in them and less thought. Mr. Willis's book
strikes a happy mean."—New York Times.

The Boston Transcript in a leading review says:

"This volume makes a timely appearance . . on the first anniversary of the inception of the Federal Reserve System, the rise

and consummation of which is the theme of this very thorough and lucid work. The neeil of such a treatise was very definite. The book
primarily is intended for readers without technical banking knowledge but with a desire to obtain information regarding the principal

aspects of the banking situntion as altered by the Federal Reserve Act The system the board and the banks, each is analyzed in turn.

. . Another innovation which Mr. Willis treats is that of the foreign branches The value of this provision in the financing of our

foreign trade is immeasurable."

The book is of convenient »ize, bound in dark green cloth, gold stamped, 342 pp.

Second Printing. $1.00 net at all Bookstores.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York
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QUILTS
THEIR STORY AND HOW TO MAKE THEM

By MARIE D. WEBSTER

The first book on a fascinating household occupation—and recreation.

Mrs. Webster not only tells the romantic story of the quilt, but gives

in clear, workable English an account of how quilts can be made to-day,

together with a great many illustrations showing the old and also the

modern designs. In addition to this, there are fifteen pages in full

colors, and a large number of outline drawings of individual patterns.

66 illustrations irk black and white; 15 in full color.

Net, $2.50. De Luxe Edition (Limited to 125 copies) net, $5.00.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

sloughs. Here we would stop and get out our
net, to try for minnows. George would be
whispering now; he always began talking under
his breath while half a mile from our fishing place.

Later in the day he would talk boisterously and
freely, but in these first delicious moments, while
the spell of the woods was upon him, he would
speak in whispers only; this is a mark of your
true fisherman.

The sloughs along these Iowa rivers, the Cedar
in particular, are curious things. They catch
the first overflow of the main stream each spring,

and are every year given a new supply of finny
creatures. Some of the sloughs dry up later in

the year, but these are usually seined by an
authorized game warden, and yield vast quan-
tities of carp and game fish. The latter are put
back into the river, but the carp are often
distributed among friends of the game warden,
or sold on the market.
But the larger sloughs never dry up. They

extend for miles in the timber lying along the
river, paralleling the main stream, and con-

There is always one good one under (he old bridge

nected at intervals by shallow rivulets. It is

in these rivulets that you are most apt to find

your supply of minnows. Sometimes George
and I would scoop up enough of the little wrig-
glers in two trials to keep our bucket supplied for

a greater part of the day. On other visits we
would put in an hour in vain efforts to get
enough. Late in the season the rivulets dry up
and the minnows are either eaten by the larger

fish or swim back into the deeper waters.
I always disliked that job of getting minnows.

It is hard work. My theory of fishing is to have
an easy time, but I do not carry it to the extent
some people do. I went out with one party of
anglers last summer, who started in an automo-
bile at nine o'clock in the morning, arrived at

ten-thirty, baited their hooks, and got over on a

high bank and talked about the Grand Canon
and Yellowstone Park till lunch time. After
lunch, they baited up again and talked some
more till four o'clock.

George and I were not as bad as that. We
would work if it was necessary, and we knew by
experience that the bass in those sloughs would
rise to a minnow when they would not touch
fish worms. So we got the minnows, thanks
largely to George's persistence.

We fished usually in the sloughs during the
morning. Croppies were the main catch as a

rule, with the constant exception of dog fish

and turtles, which abound freely in all those
waters. I have seen George pull out dog fish

till tears of rage sprang to his eyes and he would
say things entirely out of keeping with his usual

manner of speech. We hated the turtles also,

for they would not only snap off a whole string

of fish when opportunity offered, but once you
got one on a hook it was next to impossible to get

the hook out.

As I say, we caught occasional bass; small
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There'sMoney

For You!

IT
IS in our bank at the

present time, waiting for.

you to earn it; not a

small uninteresting amount,
but thousands of dollars.

Every year at this time we
place this opportunity be-

fore our men and women
and provide an occupation
as a side line, a means of

making money in spare

hours, and the possibility

of establishing a perma-
nent business that will

make you independent for

all time. You owe it to

yourself and those inter-

ested in you to investigate

this advertisement. If you
have a good salary and '

some spare time you can
make it larger. If you are

in need of money for some
special purpose, you cannot
secure it in a more interest-

ing and profitable manner.

Send the Coupon

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

Country Life in America,
Garden City, N. Y.

Gentlemen

:

Send me full information and particu-

lars regarding this advertisement.

Name

Address

A Book of Permanent Value

The Financial Chronicle says of

Cost of Living
By Fabian Franklin

Associate Editor of the
New York Evening Post

"In the whole United States it is doubtful if

there be another man as capable of enlightening
the popular mind on economic and financial

problems as this brilliant writer. . . . The
book is popular, not in the common sense of being
frivolous and itdpsbod, but in the better sense of

freedom from unexplained technicalities. . . .

The book is so interesting that he who begins it

will not lay it down till he has finished it. The
style is like that of John Stuart Mill for clearness."

"Cost of Living" is a clear illuminating

discussion of the problem of rising costs

for the average household. It is unique

among books of its kind, for— it con-

tains NO STATISTICS.

All Bookstores. Net $1.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

Qnpire
\

is made of live, tough Empire
Red Rubber. The durability
of this rubber has spread the
fame of Empire R' d Tires
among motorists. Decay is

minimized in Empire Red
Rubber because it is free from
active chemicals.

You can let an Empire Red
Hose lie in sun and water

—

they can't hurt it. You can

drag it around trees and sharp
corners without harm— the
heavy corrugations act as
armor. You can twist it and
pull it, but it won't get into
tight kinks.

Empire Red Hose costs a
little more, but it's worth a
whole lot more. If your
dealer hasn't stocked it yet,
write us.

EMPIRE RUBBER AND TIRE COMPANY
Factory and Home Office : Trenton, N. J. See this

trade mark

Country Life Experts
Are at Your Service

This magazine aims to be the headquarters for advice and information

concerning every phase of country home living. The more general its

service becomes, the greater success it attains as an institutional periodical.

To retain the services of experts such as those who make Country Life

would be possible to very few. Nevertheless, as a reader of this maga-

zine and a contributor to its success, you enjoy what amounts to the

same privilege. They are all at your service to solve any problem you

may have. And all this without price or obligation.

These men will gladly answer any of your questions about your home,

its grounds and furnishings, if you will write and give them the necessary

details. We will be glad to have you use this Readers' Service just as

often as you desire.

Readers' Service Dep't, Country Life in America
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You Can't Have the Ut-

most of Home Comfort

Without Automatic

Temperature Regulation
If it is considered es-

sential in high grade
office buildings,

schools, public buildings, etc., it is

indispensable to the twenty-four

-

hour-a-day comfortand healthfulness

of the home. Large homes are diffi-

cult to keep comfortable, not because

of deficiency in heating system, but
because of the lack of temperature
regulation. While man-regulation
waits until it is "too cold" or "too

warm" the Johnson System auto-
matically increases or decreases the
heat of each heating unit, maintain-

ing prescribed temperature.

JOHNSON SYSTEM
of TEMPERATURE REGULATION
AND HUMIDITY CONTROL

—can be used with any form of heating system.

It maintains temperature as prescribed for each

room, and also regulates the source of supply.

The Johnson Thermostat which guards
home comfort day and night is only
\\" x 2" x 1" in size. It is inconspic-

uous, but always alert. "Heat On"
and " Heat Off ' indicator, and
Positive Shut Off for sleeping rooms |

especially adapt it for home install-

ation, insuring healthfulness,

comfort and an economically
operated heating plant.

If you are planning a home,
or are interested in business

or public buildings write us.

JOHNSON SERVICE
COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Engineering and Sales offices in

all principal cities.

YARNS

"He has the rich, salty tang of an Elizabethan ad-
venturer."—James Huneker in "Ivory, Apes and Peacocks."

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

SELL, YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well for all you have—every spare hour can

coin money—by securing new subscribers to The World's Work,
Country Life in America, and The Garden Magazine. Write to
Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

THE HUDSON "SUPER-SIX"
is the final achievement in the six-cylinder motor.
A radical advance.
Fundamental patents have been granted on it.

Delivers 76 horse power. Attains speed of 74.67 miles
per hour. Eliminates vibration. Wonderful flexibility,

silence, and ease of control. Combined with a new body
of resistless grace, beauty and comfort.

HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

ENGINES,
SEPARATORS

' SPREADERS.TRACTORS
JMy 250-pa"e free catalog tellB you
rwhy I sell direct to user, at whole-

and other imp!
menu, built in my own fa

es at Waterloo, at prices oni
d to one-half LESS than you usu
pay for first-class goods. A

>sizes, styles and prices of separators
[
enginesand spreaders. My Varmobi
(tractor) has no equal for simplicity
efficiency. State what you need.

260,000 customers testify to
quality of the Galloway line of 25 ..

goods. Write today for your free »a.75 up
copy of this wonderful hook of bargains for farm

and household.
WM. GALLOWAY, Pres..
WM. GALLOWAY CO.
'.'047 Galloway Station

Waterloo,
Iowa.

fellows ranging from half a pound to two pounds
in weight. Besides croppies and bass, the
sloughs yield up many bull heads, or yellow-
bellied catfish, which are delectable eating, in

spite of their unprepossessing appearance.
After our lunch and hot coffee at noon, we

would glance curiously at the magazines we
invariably took along and seldom read, and then
one of us would begin to wonder openly how
things were going at the river— the great,

mysterious Cedar, which always seemed so very
fishy and yet which we had so often visited with-
out avail!

There are fish to be had in the Cedar, quan-
tities of them, but I think George and I were a

little slow about learning the trick. It takes
time and patience and usually a trout line to get
them out. The line fisherman stands little show,
except in certain localities and at certain times.

Usually we struck some spot where the stream
was wide and our farthest cast would scarcely
get us to four feet of water. This is an almost
impossible proposition from the fishing stand-
point. You may perhaps pull out an occasional
channel cat or a blue cat, but generally speaking
you get nothing under such circumstances but a

fresh coat of sunburn, and after an hour or two
of this you are glad to get back into the cool

woods and the shady banks of a friendly slough.
Once, however, we made a haul worthy of

mention. We got our lines into a deep swirl of
water just beyond the pier of a railroad bridge.

We fished more than half an hour I believe with-

Where the Cedar River finds its way into Morgan's Slough

out result, when George began reeling in his line.

"What's doing?" I asked anxiously.

"Don't know," returned George,wonderingly,
"but it feels as though there was something on."
He continued to reel in and to our astonish-

ment brought in a two-pound fish of a beautiful,

gleaming white, such as we had never seen come
from the Cedar before. We wondered and ex-

claimed over it for some time, and then went
excitedly back to our work.
Within two hours we had brought out fifteen

of these fine fellows, which I think at that time,

late in June, represented the catch of the season
for that locality. We caught them all with
worms, and while they were comparatively game,
they usually swallowed the hook so deeply as

to render them almost helpless. They did not
strike or run with the line, but gave only a few-

slow tugs to let us know they were hooked.
We, in our comparative inexperience, had some

trouble identifying these fish. Many fishermen
described them as sheepsheads, but we consulted
an illustrated encyclopedia and finally determined
that they were white perch. Many more of

them were taken from Iowa rivers that season,

and they were fine in flavor and a very desirable

catch.

Fishing in the streams of the Middle West is

by no means poor sport, though old timers will

tell you it does not compare with former years.

1 he pike of other days seldom appears now, but
if one knows how to set a trout line and has some-
thing of the fishing instinct for localities about
him, he will generally be rewarded by a haul of

rather generous proportions. We hear little

talk of fishing in the interior these days, except
in the lake regions, but when the spring freshets

have subsided and you can tell what is river and
what is land; when the suckers are running and
the sinuous worm is dodging the early bird; when
•the days are getting languid and dreamy—

I

wou\i as soon hear my friend George call up and
mention something about fishing as anything I

know. And I believe we would come as near

having a day's real sport as those fellows who go

to Palm Beach or Catalina, or up to Mackinac
and sit around all day in a launch waiting for a

"big one." Robert C. McElravy.
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"The farmer who is not a book
farmer is only one-half as good
as he might be."

Country Gentleman, Editorial, January 2y, iyi6.

HOW very true this is! How much ;i farmer can learn by drawing on the experience

of others through good reading. The doctor reads to learn what other doctors
are doing in modern medicine and surgery. The lawyer reads to get the latest decisions.

The civil engineer reads to learn the latest methods in his profession. And surely the

farmer should read. His is a big business. No man can get the most out of it from
his own unaided experience. To make larger profits, he must learn what others have
found out. And President Wilson says: "The methods of our farmers must feed upon
the scientific information in the state departments of agriculture—and, tap-room of

all, the U. S. Department of Agriculture."

The best of all this information—facts and methods which government experts
have spent years in gathering—positive Department of Agriculture facts and methods
—are now offered you in the

Farmer's Cyclopedia
(Authentic Records, U. S. Dept. Agriculture

7 big volumes; 5,000 pages; 3,000,000 words. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams
—information that cost the government more than $4,000,000.00 to collect and classify.

All this now yours on a very special offer. Get the particulars here. Learn how we send
this great farm library for free examination. Also how you can have the direct help of

Hon. F. D. Coburn, America's greatest agriculturist. Never before, such an offer as this.

Free Shipment Offer
Sign and mail the coupon below. It will bring you this great library of

farming facts absolutely free for 10 days. Not a penny to send. No express

charges to pay. The whole 7 big volumes delivered prepaid. Read them at

your leisure. Then if you decide to keep them send 50 cents as first payment.
The balance in $2 monthly payments. $24.50 in all. Otherwise return the

books at our expense. Send for the Farmer's Cyclopedia on our free shipment
offer and see how this great library answers practically every, farming question

you may ask. If you have had puzzling failures, it will show you how to trace

the causes. If you are dissatisfied with your yield of crops, or the results from
your dairy, your hogs, your sheep, your poultry or your orchard, it will ex-

plain the scientific methods for securing a larger production. One fact may
save you from a mistake which might cost ten times the price of the books.

Another may show you how to cut out waste. Still another may tell how to

add 25 per cent, or more to your profits in some direction you have not

thought of. The experience of thousands of successful farmers—gathered

and tested by the government—is now yours at a trifling cost. And free ex-

amination first.

Valuable Book
FRFF Hon. F. D. Coburn, America's great-
rlYEiEi es t agriculturist, haswritten a Manual
which analyzes the contents of the Cyclopedia
and offers many valuable suggestions to help

you study it to the best advantages. This
book you get free with the Cyclopedia.

Special
For only one additional monthly payment

you may have Country Life in America for a
year, just half the regular price, containing a
monthly talk by Mr. Coburn on the new busi-

ness of farming. It will help and stimulate

you every month.

Get Coburn's Advice, Free!

Partial List of Contents
i 'I and Car* of Dairy Cnws
(This a'one worth the price.)

rVi>»i and Kfrdlnir for Brrf
(A wonderful work.)

l>I»*A«m and In-' 1 Pp*1h
(How to protect cattle and crops
against them.)

I'rofltahle Hoe Raising
(A complete library on the hog.)

with Shipp
(Every question answered.)

Poultry Problems Soiled
(No other books on poultry ever
need be read.)

Km It

(How to (jet a larger yield.)

(How to avoid insect pests.)
LnUht Pacts and Investigation on
Every Farm Prodnrt
(Insures bigger, better rrops with
less labor.)

Kvery Pb»*«* on Farm Xanaeeuent
(From Government experiments
and researches.)

Soil* and Fertilization

(Make vour land yield more.)
Farm Rulldlne*
(How to plan and build on the
farm.)

Domestic Sr'enre
Comfortable, economical farm
housekeeping.
(I-i^htens the work of the house-

keepers.)
And thousands of >ther subjects of
% ital interest and value.

Subscribers to Farmer's Cyclopedia and Country Life can get advice on any J Doobleday, Page A Co.,

farming subject at any time they want it—from the master farmer of America, f
New York*

9

N Y
No limit on this. Write Mr. Coburn at any time. Ask him any question. /^ me ^ c;a;ges prepaid the

Get his active, interested cooperation in addition to the vast mine of in- g complete set of Farmer's Cyclopedia
(Authentic Records of U. S. Dept. of

M Agriculture) in 7 big, thick volumes.
* If not satisfactory I will tell you so in 10

days and you will tell me where to return

formation you will find in the Farmer's Cyclopedia.

Send this Coupon Now
Send no money. Just the coupon. We will ship the books

express prepaid. Examine them for 10 days. If you want

them send 50 cents. Then $2 monthly until $24.50 is paid. Otherwise return them at our expense. You pay nothing y
unless you keep the books. Send the coupon to-day. Act, while this offer is in force.

the books at your expense; otherwise I will

send you 50c down and $2.00 monthly until
»* $24.50 is paid. Coburn Manual and Mr. Coburn's

• advice are to be FREE. This offer also gives me
Country Life for half price if I want it.

Doubleday
,
Page& Co., Dept. 349, Garden City, N. Y. ,/

.* Xame. .

Address.

.
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THE- TALK- OF-THE - OFFICE

FOR READING ALOUD

IT IS not often that a book of timely interest

can come before the public a second time,

long after the events which made it up-to-

the-minute have passed, but such is the case

with the latest novel of A. M. and C. N. Wil-

liamson, whose popular romances of travel have
entertained so many people. The book we refer

to is "Secret History, as Revealed by Lady
Peggy O'Malley," which was partly laid in El

Paso during the Mexican troubles of several

years ago. One of the features of the story

was the discover)- of the plot of certain Mexican
trouble makers to raid the Texas border city.

Strangely enough, the events of last March
on the Mexican border are rather a close

parallel to the situation woven into the

Williamsons' novel.

"Secret History" is a book which we can
unhesitatingly recommend to our good friends

as one to be read aloud, for it is light, clean,

sprightly, interesting—and, besides, it is more
timely than it was when it was published a year
ago. It has many little touches and asides to

please the listener, and will not drive him to

sleep in an effort to think over it.

We publish here an interesting picture of a
gentleman who was so absorbed in the fortunes

of little Lady Peggy that he could not put
the book down even as he walked into the sea

for his bath. He almost lost . the volume in

the waves before he awoke to his situation.

It is a pleasure to be able to announce a new
book by Mr. and Mrs. Williamson which will

be published next month, and which we pre-

dict will be enjoyed by all lovers of a sprightly

romance, by motorists, and especially by the
thousands who read their earlier motor novel,

"The Lightning Conductor." This book was
one of the most popular of the Williamsons'
early stories and in bringing their "Lightning
Conductor" to America we believe they have
achieved an equally interesting and instructive

book.

Mrs. Williamson last summer spent several

months in this country gathering the material
for this book. She took a motor trip over
several of the eastern states studying the his-

torical associations of all places of interest and
letting the beauty of the varied scenery sink
in. In writing the story, which is told in the
form of letters, Molly and Jack of the earlier

"Lightning Conductor" appear, but this time
not as hero and heroine, as in the course of

years they have become a mature married
couple, deeply interested in the affairs of some
younger people we hope you will meet and
like in the new book.

A BOOK ON THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN

Although very few war books have come
from the Country Life Press, we feel that in

Mr. Stanley Washburn's "Victory in Defeat"
we have just published an important addition
to the literature on the great war, and a book

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra

which will perhaps have definite historical

value as time goes on for the first-hand picture

it gives of the great sweeping campaigns of the

Russian armies in Galicia and Poland.

He was so interested in the Williamsons' new book. " Secret
History," that he walked into the sea at Nassau, Bahamas,
before he knew it.

Mr.Washburn is an American war correspon-

dentof wideexperiencewho spent from October,

1914, to November, 1915, at the front with the

Slavic forces as correspondent for the London
Times. Last March he returned to Russia to

follow the spring and summer campaign.
During his thirteen months with the Rus-

sian forces Mr. Washburn enjoyed unusual
advantages for observation as he was with

every active army but one, covered some 10,000

miles of territory from the Bukowina to the

Baltic, saw many of the important battles

and was the only American (with the excep-

tion of the American Military Attache Lieut.

Sherman Miles and Robert R. McCormick) to

have any general access to the fighting lines.

He discusses in illuminating manner the Rus-
sian leaders, the morale of the Russian troops,

the Russian shortage of ammunition, and
points out how far from any possible con-

summation was the German hope of effecting

a separate peace with the Czar.

The author's experiences in Russia include

a luncheon with the Czar, at the Imperial

Field Headquarters, where he was decorated

with the Order of St. Anne.
Mr. Washburn is a young man and fulfills in

every way the popular ideaof whata war corres-

pondent should be. He "covered" the Russo-

Japanese war for the Chicago Daily News, oper-

ating the dispatch boat Fawan outside Port

Arthur, later serving with General Nogi's army.
He was decorated with the Order of the Imper-
ial Crown. Later, recuperating from a nervous
collapse in Pekin, he received a cable message
from his paper saying: "Proceed Russia direct

how soon can you start."

"Start 9 morning," was his reply, and
against the orders of his physicians he started

for Constantinople. Russia was in the throes

of the Revolution of 1906 and his object

was to reach there as soon as possible. At
Constantinople he chartered a small steel

steamer and against the advice of all seafaring

men in the Turkish capital started for Odessa.

They were nearly wrecked in the Black Sea
several times in the fierce winter gales, were the

first ship to enter the port of Batuum on the

Black Sea flying an American flag, and scored

a beat on the newspapers of the world on the

progress of the Revolution in Odessa.

THE LIBRARY OF WORK AND PLAY

Much is heard these days of the Gary or the

Wirt system of education. In the eleven

volumes in "The Library of Work and Play"
we have a series of books which in a general

way carry out some of the salient principles

of the Gary system—that is, the principle

of making play of school work and making
play instructive.

A list of the titles and the authors follows:

Carpentry, by Prof. Edwin W. Foster, for six years
Secretary of the Department of Science and Tech-
nology at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, X. Y.

Electricity, by Prof. John F. Woodhull, Ph. D., for

more than twenty years Professor of Physical Sci-

ence in Teachers' College, Columbia University.

Gardening, by Ellen Eddy Shaw, Member National
Garden Association. Lecturer in New York and
Massachusetts Schools. Supervisor of School Gar-
dens and Nature Study, Botanic Garden, Brooklyn.

Home Decoration, by Prof. Charles F. Warner, for

eight years Master of the Rindge Manual Training

School, Mass. Twelve years Principal of the

Technical High School and Director of the Evening
School of Trades, Springfield, Mass.

Housekeeping, by Elizabeth Hale Gilman. Many
years of practical experience in all branches of

Domestic Science.

Mechanics, by Fred T. Hodgson, Superintendent

of machine shops and construction of a Canadian
railway. Editor, American Builder and Woodworker
and The National Builder.

Needlecraft, by Erne Archer Archer, Needlework-

Editor of well-known magazines. Connected with

New York Public Schools, Y. W. C. A., and Arts

and Crafts Club.

Outdoor Sports, by Claude Miller, formerly con-

nected with the editorial Staff of Country Life in

America. Newspaper and magazine writer and
enthusiastic sportsmar^

Outdoor Work, by Mary Rogers Miller, Nature

Study Lecturer at Cornell. Author of The Brook

Book and of many magazine articles and booklets

on Nature Study and Gardening.

Working in Metal, by Charles Conrad Sleffel. Wide
experience in practical shop work and for twelve

years Instructor in Metal Work at the Horace Mann
School, Teachers' College, New York.

Guide and Index

THE LORD & TAYLOR BOOKSHOP
CONDUCTED BY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

opened on April 3d at 38th Street and Fifth

Avenue, New York. It is an unusual book-

shop, not so good as it should be, but improv-

ing, and it will be a pleasure if our readers will

visit it.

•
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Alfred Morton Githens

An argument upon the thesin ih.it there is no real reason why a man
who believes in architecture for his country house should exclude it

from his rim and other outbuildings
,

The Informal Fireplace John Taylor Boyd, Jr.

It i.s perhaps unnecessary to say that a fireplace designed for an
Adam dining room will not do for a log cabin, and vice versa. Here's
why.
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'Philadelphian in inspir.il ion, with heavy while tapering pillars and overhanging upper slory facing the barn-yard.'

garage of the Steel house shown on pages 50 and 51. Percy Ash. architect

This is the combined stable and

THE CONSISTENT FARM CROUP
By Alfred Morton Githens

HY have an architect for a barn?"

Why not, if you have an architect for your house?

Isn't a ham, with its cow stable, its lofts and feed bins

and chutes, its conveyors perhaps, its system of stall-

drainage and pits arranged so as to save the last pound

of that valuable by-product called manure ($3.50 a yard

I had to pay for the

last I bought) isn't a barn as difficult to

plan as your house? Isn't its sky-line of

ridges, gables, and ventilators, its tower-

like silo, its lower attendant tool shed,

corn crib, and outhouses as prominent

in the landscape as the roofs and chim-

neys of your house?

It seems reasonable to consider your

country place as a unit. You might

plan the house with your builder, who
will look out for the practical details, will

see that you have head-room for your

staircase, and that the construction is

sound; or if you employ an architect it

might be worth while to consult with

him about all your buildings and your

grounds and garden as well.

Plan of barn-group for Mrs. R. White Steel, Bryn Mawr. pictured above
which utilizes three fronts for the three functions—stable and carriage-house

garage, cow stable. Percy Ash, architect

27

"But the delightful old farm-buildings of New England and the Middle

States had no architects," perhaps you'll say. True; but the country

builders then knew more of architecture than you realize. I have before

me an old book passed down through several generations of them. It is

called "The London Builder's Guide" and is dated 1748; between its worn

brown leather covers are many things which architects could know with ad-

vantage. Quaintly didactic it is, and lays

down the law in its old type and queer long

s's; but its multitude of carefully en-

graved illustrations are definite and con-

vincing. The old country builder, armed

with such a book and familiar onlv with

simple traditions of plan and composition,

was quite wellfitted for the easier prob-

lems of his time. The builder and

architect were one in those days. In

difficult construction he was a child

compared with the builder-contractor

of to-day.

You decide, perhaps, to look further

into the matter; to notice the more

successful country places about you,

and inquire whether the owners have

found that an architect was necessary for
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' On a private road . . . two farm-wagons and a white barn with carriage-shed pro-

jecting from it and tree-masses behind." Bailey & Bassett, architects " The flag-paved terrace with its Windsor chairs seems
to invite us." Milk would taste the better for coming from
such a farmhouse. Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, architects

an ambitious scale. If there were a few care-

fully placed shrubs or vines, the building would

seem more a part of the country. When you
build you will save a little in the cost of con-

struction and put it into planting. If you
decide to have an architect, you must ask his

opinion as to where he thinks the foliage should

be massed; you will find him eager to help in

this for the enhancing of his finished work and

reputation; you need not ask him for an elabo-

rate planting-plan, but by casually bringing up
the subject, in a few minutes you will find out

his ideal arrangement, for as he composed your

building, the chances are that he has vaguely

visualized a general scheme of planting, and

it will do no harm for you to know it.

But we are on our way. Yonder, across

the fields, those roofs recall the old Pennsyl-

vania farmsteads. We pause and alight.

These buildings are also new; there is no
"A stable with long, low, sloping roof and

church-spire ventilator." Inexpensive materials

but a judicious use of these, well planted.

Bailey & Bassett, architects

their farm buildings. You will not

theorize; you will investigate, mak-
ing exploring expeditions into the

country in various directions to see

as many such buildings as you can.

Let us imagine that you and I are

about to set out on such a tour. We
will examine the barns, the stables,

and the outbuildings we pass, good

or bad, as they come. We will look

for the more interesting of each type

and ignore the others, for we expect

in such a ramble to find not neces-

sarily the best in the countryside,

but what we may consider good,

representative buildings. We have
blundered into a private road some-
how, and hurry by two farm wagons
and a white barn with carriage shed

projecting from it and tree-masses

behind, out through the open fields, past a stable with long, low, sloping
roof and little church-spire ventilator; we speed by a great barn with
low er stable-ranges bordering the sheltered barnyard. It resembles the
old stone post-Revolutionary barns and invites investigation, but we
do not stop; the buildings fit the sweetness of the countryside, but we
have not examined therrf in detail.

In the next estate is a brand-new coachman's house and stable, on rather

A great barn with lower stable-ranges bordering the barn-yard . . . suggesting the old post-Revolutionary barns."

Ziegler, architects

Duhring, Okie &

planting, and yet they seem to belong to the landscape and grow out of it.

They apparently give the lie to my positive speech a few minutes ago.

You laugh at me, perhaps. But there is an explanation, and it lies in

the long eaves and ridges, the preponderance of the horizontal rather

than the vertical, the tranquil rather than the staccato.

We are interested and alight. The owner happens to be there and

he takes us through the barred gate into the barnyard; we pick
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our way through the dry litter ami are shown

a complete farm organism muler one series of

connected tools horse stahles. cow stables,

carriage house, garage, hay lofts, and gran-

aries. He explains how he has followed the

old system of fodder storage over the stahles

so that the hay and feed may he dropped

through chutes, and no conveyors are needed.

I nder the great harn are the cows; in the

lower wing the horses. He has something

else for us to see. his architect's drawing of

the completed scheme, including his residence,

for his place is still in the making. As in the

old farmsteads about Philadelphia, the barn

is largest and most prominent. The arrange-

ment, however, is conceived as a whole, with

as much study put on the barn-group as on

the house, with garden and lawn carefully

thought out. and stone w alls planned to con-

nect all together.

Through the barred gate into the barn-yard." Again appear* the fat plastered column
of Pennsylvania farm barns. Mellor & Meigs, architects

' Recalling the Pennsylvania farmsteads long eaves and ridges, a preponderance of horizontal rather than vertical." Mellor &
Meigs, architects

The group might have been arranged somewhat differently if certain

hard and fast conditions had not governed it, for the house might have

been moved to one side so as to be as near the barn, yet not facing it.

Some persons would doubtless prefer such an arrangement, prefer not to

see continually the wheels of the farm machinery go 'round. For in-

stance, the barnyard might be on the side of the barn away from the

house and the barn appear merely as a background for vines or pleached

Coachman's house and stable of Mrs. Elsie

French Vanderbilt at Newport, before the

planting had matured. Andrews, Jacques &
Rantoul, architects

fruit trees; a clump of shade trees

might interpose; in short, to retain

a grouping of all the buildings, yet

to have them separated by tree

masses, studied orientation or care-

ful placing in relation to the contours

of the ground—this is one ideal.

Another perfectly logical arrange-

ment is to have two distinct groups,

the house group and the farm group,

quite far apart, with little or no re-

lation in their group composition.

This is the only reasonable arrange-

ment if an architect is retained for

| 'I the house and not for the other

. ]
buildings, for there is no compelling

pril need of carrying a similar style of

architecture through the two groups,

though a more impressive estate

would be produced thereby.

Next is a peculiarly fascinating barnWe resume our wanderings,

group. It has an elusive, leisurely grace that one feels but cannot de-

scribe. Everything about it seems near the absolute of perfection, the

outlines perfect, the proportions perfect, the trees and vines and broad

turf about it perfect. Again we alight. We investigate more closely.

The exquisite detail we notice and the fine stonework laid in the

Philadelphia manner; the walls are whitewashed where they might be
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"A complete farm-organism under one series of roofs

. . . stone walls connecting house and garden with

it . . . a single composition." Mellor & Meigs, architects

soiled by the proximity of the horses or

cattle. The building is evidently Philadel-

phian in its inspiration, with the heavy white

tapering pillars and overhanging upper story

facing the barnyard. We criticize the rather

heavy cornices of the ventilators perhaps,

but otherwise everything seems just as it

should be. We are taken through the build-

ings; the interior arrangement is compact and

convenient; we notice the utilization of the

three fronts for the three functions

—

stable and carriage house, garage, cow

stable—and that, although separate, they

back toward each other, but are only a

step apart and therefore easy to administer.

Now this proper arrangement of parts in

relation to each other is exactly what the

average man thinks he can accomplish by

himself. He is quite ready to acknowledge

that he cannot handle the exterior, or "the

elevations"; but he undertakes the plan

without fear. His difficulties are sometimes

quite primitive. We remember a certain

neighbor who decided on the exact outside

dimensions of his stable and did not allow sufficiently for wall-thickness;

so when the shell was built he had room for one less stall than he needed

and a foot or two left over at the end which has become a dirt-catcher

and a place to stow trash that should be destroyed. He really made a

mess of that stable. Some one told him of the danger of sun in

the horses' eyes, and carefully

avoiding facing his stalls toward

the south, he managed to get

his horses in a draught. Then
the harness room is next the

stalls and his buckles and fittings

are sadly tarnished by the

ammonia fumes. He seems to

have had more than his share of

misfortune, I suppose, but many
are the pitfalls that await the

bold and unwary. I have no
doubt thatplanningseemsto him
the science of what to avoid.

It is an easy and natural error

to place the dairy next the cow
stable for convenience in handl-

ing the milk, but milk readily

absorbs odors and so would be-

come rather too reminiscent of

its origin. Yet the farm is a

machine, and convenience in

management is of the first im-

portance. All the buildings

must be properly related to the

road-system so that fodder may
be easily gotten in and manure
distributed. The prevailing

winds must be taken into ac-

count so that no odors deluge

the house in summer, if the

house be near-by. One could

go on ad infinitum with rules

and precepts of what to avoid.

But we must hurry on. Now
we pass several low cottages of

rough-cast and whitewashed

stone, built for the tenants or

the gardener I suppose. They
are well designed and surely add

to the attractiveness of the land-

scape. Where the irregularity

of the site allows it, they are

Cottage of roughcast and whitewashed stone on Philander C. Knox's estate at Valley Forge, Pa. Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, architects

fitted intimately into the slopes and hollows of the ground. One would
be glad to be a tenant there! Yonder flag-paved terrace with its Wind-
sor chairs and covered well-head seems to invite us to stay awhile, but

we must on. A garage and greenhouse next; then another huge barn

group, very evidently new, but, like the others, following old tradi-

"Stable wings to the rear suggest the double rows of stalls within." The builders can hardly have left. Chas. Barton Keen, architect
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"Anolher stable all linishecl 111 the Spanish texture of contrasting rough and smooth stucco." J. W. Ames, architect

writers say, to " blend with the landscape"—of all qualities one of the

most difficult to attain.

Now we reach more level country where a building is bound to assert

itself, no matter what its design. Here they are grading the drives around

an unfinished barn and stable, w hite and hard despite its gambreled roof, of

The lovely vine-covered barn of Kairacres, Jenkintown, Pa., a part, with the poplars, of the garden's background. Wilson Eyre, architect

good design and staid dignity, but crying out

for proper anchorage to mother earth. It will

seem quite different in a year with planting

finished. I he stable wings to the rear suggest

the double rows of stalls wirhin.

Next we pass another cowstable, just com-

pleted, its walls finished in the Spanish texture

of contrasting rough and smooth stucco.

Beyond them is an older building, to me
very satisfying as a piece of architectural de-

sign. Notice the breadth of roof surface and

the relation of the right-hand dormer to it.

The great second story hay door was to be

the dominant feature, and that its dominance

might be complete, the dormer sill is depressed

below the roof slope.

Hut here is a familiar place, for we have

seen it illustrated more than once in various

magazines. Best of all we have seen perhaps,

it illustrates the possibility of combining house,

garden, barn, and ourbuildings so that the rest

would suffer were one withdrawn.

We study the careful placing of the barn,

how its walls are made into a vertical garden

by trellises and vine-masses; lest it be too assertive, its bulk is

broken by tall poplars.

Well, to-day's pilgrimage is over. Most of the buildings we have seen

seem to argue for the architect. Perhaps it is unfair to judge until

we see what can be accomplished without him. In remote districts

we might find attractive modern

barns and outbuildings designed

entirely by their owners and

builders.

Of course your superintendent

and the builder are familiar with

other barns or stables that have

been successful. What they will

do, consciously or not, will be to

duplicate one that they liked as

near as they can; but the danger

is that though successful some-

where else, it might not be so

under the different geographic

conditions of your farm.

As to the various esthetic qual-

ities and relationships we have

admired, though you yourself re-

alize them, I doubt whether with-

out both technical training and

experience you could createthem.

After all, isn't it consistent to

dismiss the architect altogether,

or else let him help you in all

your building operations?



THE INFORMAL FIREPLACE

I R E -

places are

altogether

the most

important

features of the interior

of a house. This is

true not only of small

dwellings where, except

for the stairs, the fire-

places and mantels are

the only bits of architec-

ture in the whole design,

but also in the case of the

more imposing houses.

No matter how much
formal decoration is lav-

ished on walls and ceil-

ing, the fireplace is usually

selected^ for special en-

richment and emphasis as

the keystone of the scheme

of decoration for the whole

room. From the begin-

nings of history the hearth

has been the centre of the family and the symbol of the

home, in its functions of giving forth light and heat

and of providing the means of cooking, besides its

more restricted use in modern times as nothing more

than a source of pleasure and of relaxation.

Such ancient race memories of the fireplace are never

more strikingly personified than in the sturdy, rough

constructions of camp and cottage—themselves a re-

turn to simpler and more natural ways of living. They
are devoid of any features of highly developed architec-

ture, and in their great size suggest to us the older uses

of the fireplace in cooking and warmth-giving. Indeed,

several of the examples shown in these pages are large

enough for the roasting, over cordwood logs, of a row of

ducks, a fat buck, or a bear steak in the true medieval

manner such as Sir Walter Scott describes.

Though the informal type of fireplace may be rude,

it need not be ugly or ungainly. Such fireplaces do

The fireplace at Bear Mountain Inn. The construction of huge fireplaces like this calls for special considerations due

to their great size rather than to any difference in character from'the smaller types. Tooker & Marsh, architects

chimney pieces, which
contain many tons of ma-

sonry, should be carefully

worked out in all its de-

tails. If one imagines

that any huge recessed

opening in a chimney
will fill the order, he may
be disappointed. The
fireplace may not draw,

or defective masonry
may cause a conflag-

ration or even a collapse.

The details of fireplace

construction are generally

misunderstood, and I

have often been surprised

at the many curious no-

tions people have in re-

gard to,t hem. When
they come to build, owners

imagine that successful

fireplaces are a matter of

chance, and they watch

the construction with

an anxiety that is not allayed until the fireplaces are

tested out by kindling some wood in them. People have

asked me, doubtfully: "Why can't they build fireplaces

to-day that equal the old ones?" The answer is that

not only can they build as successful fireplaces as the

old-timers did, but they usually build much better

ones. There is really no reason why a fireplace

should not draw. And as to safe construction, chim-

neys are more carefully and more solidly built now than

formerly, mainly because architects have insisted on

tile flue linings and cement mortar.

In the matter of safety, the old builders often went

far astray. The massive chimney of a very old house

may be a perfect fire-trap, and it is a fact that most of

the fires that break out in old houses are the result of

defective chimneys—unlined flues built of poor masonry.

Indeed, many of the stone chimneys in Colonial Amer-

ica were laid up in clay from the fields, with no

A simple fireplace crudely fashioned from local materials, but pleasing

in proportions and effective in operation

Isometric drawing of fireplace, showing

plan and construction

not often come under the hands of

architects, but are usually thrown to-

gether in a haphazard way by a local

mason, without the slightest regard

for form or proportion, and as a result

are unnecessarily crude. In fact, the

more form they have, so much the

more will they resemble ancestral

prototypes, for in times long past,

even the humblest dwelling was built

with a naive beauty that rouses our

envy to-day. All the fireplaces shown

here were designed by architects, and

it is worth while to note the resource-

fulness brought to bear in their de-

signs.

In addition to considerations of

appearance, the construction of these

32

Typical hunting lodge fireplace at Lake Placid. It is well to remember

that chimney, fireplace, and hearth, should rest on firm foundations.
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An interesting tiled fireplace in the Toronto home ol Mr.C S. Swaync, landscape architect

mort.tr of any kind —mere sieves for heat. As the clay may crumhle or

he disturbed by rats, the danger lurking in them may he imagined.

In old hrick chimneys, the ahsence of flue linings, and the thin walls,

sometimes only four inches—one hrick—thick, laid in lime mortar of

poor quality, together with floor beams resting on the chimney, are

a few of the features likely to cause trouble.

In make a chimney safe, the flue should he lined with terra cotta

flue lining up to the top, and the joints of this lining be made of fire

cl.iv. I he chimney around the flue should be eight inches or more

thick, laid in mortal made of sand and Portland cement, without lime

—in sptte ot the mason's protests. Some brick chimneys have walls

only four inches thick, but this hardly seems enough. Recently an

improved type of terra cotta flue lining has come upon the market

which consists of a double thickness containing an air space between

and a rabated joint between the pieces. This seems a desirable

lining, and with it a four-inch wall might safely be used. In fire-

proofing a chimney, we should remember that it is not enough to

prevent sparks from reaching woodwork, but that great heat must

also be kept away. Investigations undertaken by insurance com-

panies have revealed extraordinary cases of combustion; one in-

stance especially, where heat from a steam radiator in a store-room

wlio

had charred the wood of a packing < asc tunc hing I In- radia-

tor I It is evident, therefore, that a chimney should he , f

job IGO per cent, well done.

The size of the flue in the next important point to con-

sider. If is scaled to the size of the opening of the

fireplace in the room, in the proportion of about I to 10.

I "i example, a fireplace opening -} ft. 8 in. wide and 2 ft.

K in. high represents an area of 1,408 square inches. If we
take one tenth of this we have 140.8 square inches, which is

the theoretical area of the cross section of the Hue. ( 'onse-

(|uently a lining of the stock size 12 x 12 will he ample for

the proper draught. Some authorities hold that the propor-

tion of 1 to 10 is too low, that the draught resulting from it

will cause the fire on the hearth to burn up too quickly, and,

in addition, draw all the heat out of the room. In most

cases the proportion of 1 to 12 is probably satisfactory, and

1 know of an architect who has designed countless fireplaces

who is willing to make his flues much smaller than that.

To prevent the too rapid escape of air, iron dampers are

often built in the fireplace, though I agree with those who
consider them superfluous in small size types. If such

dampers are used it is well to remember that they are in

place, and not inform the architect that his fireplaces will not

draw, only to have him inspect the work and find the damper
closed tight,—an incident which actually happened.

This hreplace in a log cabin on the estate of Robert W. Pomeroy, Esq., at Buffalo, N. Y.,

proscribes the inclusion of timbers in chimney construction

The unique recessed inglenook in the H. T. Hull boat house living room at Lake Placid, with grill

work of peeled logs and saplings. Dennison & Hirons, architects

These are the principal considerations in chimney and

flue construction, and they apply for all examples of

whatever size. Equally important is the design of the

fireplace itself. The isometric drawing on page 32,

made from the architect's construction drawings of a

fireplace in a Canadian camp, will serve to make clear

the principles to be applied. In the drawing, the stones

are removed from a part of the chimney-breast in front

to show the smoke chamber, a large pyramidal open

space just above the fireplace. The smoke from the

fire on the hearth enters the smoke chamber from the

fireplace through the throat, a long slit extending the

full width of the fireplace over the front of it. It is at

the throat that any metal damper may be installed,

should it be desired. The bottom of the smoke

chamber at the throat should be made flat and horizon-

tal, forming a wide shelf—called the "smoke shelf"

—

for the purpose of deflecting any down draught in the

chimney away from the throat, which might otherwise

become choked from time to time and allow smoke to

escape into the room. The flue with its flue lining leads

up from the top of the smoke chamber several feet

above the hearth.

As to the fireplace itself, the considerations are soon

set forth. The opening into the room should preferably

be somewhat lower than wide, and not too deep. The

idea that the deeper a fireplace is the better it will draw
defies the rule which
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is a fallacy. For instance, a fireplace 2 ft. 8 in. wide need be

only I ft. 4 in. deep, and one 4 ft. 6 in. wide, need be only

2 feet deep. The example shown in the drawing is 7 feet

wide, s feet high, and 2 ft. 8 in. deep, though it corbels out

over the hearth. In any fireplace it is well to splay the

sides and to arch over the back up toward the throat, not

only for the sake of appearance but also because the heat is

the better radiated out from their hot surfaces into the

room. The sides and hack are lined with fire brick laid in

fire-clay, unprotected stonework being liable to crack and

disintegrate.

It is perhaps superfluous to add that chimney, fireplace,

and hearth should be solidly built on sound foundations,

should carry their own weight and nothing else, with no

beams or joists resting upon them.

Such are the main features of fireplace and chimney con-

struction as practised by many architects. It must be said

that one may find plenty of examples which are different

in one detail or another, yet which nevertheless work per-

fectly. Some people even omit the smoke chamber, and

others follow certain old types in New England, where

the throat is at the back of the fireplace instead of at

the front. One may find many old chimneys which

contain one flue serving two or more fireplaces. Still

it is fair to say that, while the methods I have outlined

A happy solution of the corner fireplace problem, which necessitates an irregular shaped fire box

and the location of the flue at one side

are not the only possible ones, they have proved entirely

successful in hundreds of cases, and I personally do not

know of any instance where they have not been thus

successful.

When we build the large constructions of the infor-

mal camp type herein described, we have usually to deal

with some special considerations due to their great size

rather than to any real difference in character from the

smaller types. In the first place, to make absolutely

sure that the blaze of the great log fires will be drawn

up the chimney, the flues are often made proportionately

larger. In the drawing, the flue shown is 15 inches by

3 ft. 8 in., or in the ratio of flue to fireplace opening of

about 1 to 8. There are no terra cotta flue linings

manufactured large enough for such huge flues, and

the chimney must consequently be built with great

care and solidity to avoid danger. One well known
architect was asked how he had made a certain colossal

fireplace draw. "Oh!" he replied, "I was afraid one

flue might not be enough, so I put in two!"

The construction of huge fireplaces must be care-

fully planned, for they contain many tons of masonry
which must be supported and well braced to make them
secure. If great arch«s are built, care should be taken

to load them at the sides with enough mass to take up
the thrust; or else they should be tied together with

irons or with reinforced concrete. Referring to our

A rather unusual treatment—the fireplace* raised and slightly recessed. Walker & Gillette, architects

drawing again, there is a steel angle iron support for the stones of the

arch over the opening in front and another heavy channel beam to

carry them at the back. This latter channel beam is part of a frame

which extends into the jambs of the fireplace to the back of the chim-

ney for the purpose of supporting the heavy masonry of the smoke

chamber in front, which comes upon the edge of the corbels and might

otherwise crush them down. Completing this reinforcement there is

also an iron angle at the throat to support the firebrick arch at the

back of the fireplace.

I have outlined above the main principles of good fireplace and

chimney construction as carried out in architectural practice. But

they are not the final words. As the structures are used they should

be kept fairly clean and inspected from time to time to make sure

that no defects develop. Like all other things that go into a house,

fireplaces are but illustrations of the truth—often ignored—that there

is no such thing in the world as an "automatic" device. The
very simplest fixtures in plumbing, heating, wiring, yes, floors, walls,

and roofs, need constant care and attention. Yet except for the most

obvious and insistent things, like plumbing, this maintenance is too

often overlooked. People prefer to wait for the appearance of the

disease rather than to seek to prevent it.

A huge but well proportioned fireplace which proves that informality of construction need not necessarily mean

ugliness or ungainliness
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days the mistress of a great house like

was more than a mere housekeeper.

N COLONIAL
Mount Vernon

I ler obligations extended beyond the mansion, into the

nan] little domestic buildings which nestled about it.

Winn the widow, Martha Custis, came to her new

home, the bride of Colonel ( ieorge W ashington, she

brought with her John Parke Custis and Martha Parke

Custis, he I children bv her first husband. I he master and mistress kept

these two with them until Martha died and John married, anil took up

Ins home nearbx ; after Ins death the agirtg and childless pair adopted

two of his children, (ieorge Washington Parke Custis and Lleanor

Parke Custis. So the Mount Vernon household numbered four during

the last forty-one years of the General I life.

They were the nucleus of a busy and extensive life on the estate. The
gradual accumulation of shoemakers, tailors, smiths, carpenters, wheel-

wrights, masons, charcoal burners, farmers, millers, hostlers, house and

outside m i \ .mts. ami o\ erseers. all w ith their families, constituted an army

of MVeral hundred. Everybody and everything that had no relation to

the big house fell under the direct jurisdiction of the General. The

house servants and all those connected with the domestic side of lift-

on the place were the responsibility of Mrs. Washington.

She was a woman of methodical habits, with real love for domestic

management, and a native energy which

kept her hands busy at all times. Even

when she sat down to visit or to rest,

the knitting needles danced under her

chubby ringers.

Her grandson gives this brief sketch

of her domestic life: "In her dress,

though plain, she was so scrupulously

neat that ladies often wondered how-

Mrs. W ashington could wear a gown

for a week, go through her kitchen and

laundries, and all the varieties of places

in the routine of domestic management,

and yet the gown retain its snow-like

whiteness, unsullied by a single speck.

In her conduct to her servants, her

discipline was prompt, yet humane, and

her household was remarkable for the

excellence of its domestics."

Near the mansion grew up little

houses for all sorts of domestic offices

and manufacture. In one the shuttle

bobbed back and forth through the

great loom, in another buzzed a whole

battery of spinning-wheels. Across the

lawn in another of the little white

houses stood the steaming tubs. There

was no appointed "wash-day" on the

plantation. Every day the laundry

rang with the music of wash-board and

mangle, beaten clothes and hissing

steam. Its neighbor, the dairy, was

The most interesting feature of the great kitchen fireplace is the smoke-jack—

a

slender belt chain operating from a circular fan in the chimney that turns the spit

The chain runs over a flanged wheel at the end of the spit, and the draft from the

fire keeps the fan in motion
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scarcely less active with the gallons of milk to skim, the butter to churn,

and the cheese to prepare. A near-by smokehouse lined with legs, sides,

and shoulders hanging on crude forked hooks of natural wood, was the one

quirt house in the little group.

After the fashion of most old Virginia homes, the kitchen was in a de-

tached house next to the big house, and processions of pickaninnies carried

the heaped dishes across the lawn to the family dining room. The altar

of this temple was a great fireplace with an opening which would accom-

modate half a dozen grown persons. Here andirons held wood cut to

cord Size, and Often oak logs which strained a brace of black backs to lift

into place. Cranes of iron, wrought over the hill in the blacksmith shop,

swung steaming kettles over the glowing coals. Quarters of beef, young

suckling pigs, and rows of fowl, game and domestic, were roasted on

spits. Corn pone and sweet potatoes nestled in the ashes. The planta-

tion cooks knew the nice properties of all the woods, and were particular

to have sassafras or beechnut, red or white oak, hickory, pine, or gum,

according as they needed a slow fire or fast, or as the epicure demanded
each wood's own smoky aroma.

When Mrs. Washington first came to Mount Vernon she refurnished it

throughout. Some things she brought up from her former home in the

\ ork country and she retained a few things in the house which survived

the days of Lawrence and Anne. Among the latter were the painting of

the Battle of Carthagena, sent Lawrence

by Admiral Vernon, the old lantern in

the hall, and the brass window cornices

and curtain bands in the west parlor,

all of which have survived the changes

of years and are to-day preserved in

their accustomed places.

In the main, however, Mount Vernon

was refurnished by order on London.

The Virginia Colonial dame of means

shopped almost exclusively by mail

order on England. Yet in point of

time she was more distant from the

London market than is Japan to-day.

Robert Cary & Co. were Washing-

ton's London correspondents at this

time. Immediately the Colonel and

his bride reached home, they made an

inxoice of needed furnishings and sent

a long order, which included: "i

Tester Bedstead 75 feet pitch with a

fashionable blue or blue and white

curtains to suit a Room laid w yl

Ireeld. paper. Window curtains of

the same for two windows; with Papier

Mache Cornish covered with the cloth.

1 fine Bed Coxerlid to match the Cur-

tains. 4 Chair bottoms of the same;

that is, as much covering suited to the

above furniture as will go over the

seats of 4 Chairs (which I have by me)

in order to make the whole furniture
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The room of Nellie Custis, with the wooden high chair which she used as little girl when she, with her brother, was

adopted by the General and his wife

uniformly handsome and genteel. I Fashionable set of Desert Glasses

and Stands for Sweet meats and Jellys &c.—together with Wash Glasses

and a proper Stand for these also. 2 Setts of Chamber, or Bed Carpets

—

Wilton. 4 Fashionable China Branches & Stands for Candles. 2 Neat

fire Screens. 50 lbs. Spirma Citi Candles. 6 Carving Knives and Forks

—handles of Stained Ivory and bound with silver. 1 Large neat and

Easy Couch for a Passage. 50 yards of best Floor Matting.

"Order from the best House in Madeira a Pipe of the best Old Wine,

and let it be secured from Pilferers."

This order fur-

ther included hos-

iery of cotton and

silk; half a dozen

pairs of shoes "to

be made by one

Candle holder at Mt.

that you should raise three accounts; one for me, another

for the estate, and a third for Miss Patty Custis; or, if

you think it more eligible (as I believe it would be),

make me a debtor on my own account for John Parke

Custis, and for Miss Martha Parke Custis, as each will

have their own part of the estate assigned to them this

fall, and the whole will remain under my management,

whose particular care it shall be to distinguish always

either by letter or invoice, from whom tobaccos are

shipped, and for whose use goods are imported, in

order to prevent any mistakes arising."

Quaint items arrest the eye all along these lists.

There are "A light summer suit made of Duroy, 2 plain

Beaver Hats, a Salmon-covered Tabby, Calamanco

shoes, 6m Minnikin Pins, 30 yards Red Shalloon, 5

castor *Hats, 2 Postilion Caps, one dozen coarse shoe

and knee buckles, 450 ells Osnabergs." In an order

"for Miss Custis, 4 years old" were "2 Caps, 2 pairs

Ruffles, 2 Tuckers, Bibs and Aprons, if fashionable, 2

fans, 2 Masks, 2 Bonnets," a "Cloak of Fashionable

silk made to pack-thread stays," one fashionable

dressed baby 10s. For "Master Custis, 6 years old"

he ordered "1 piece black hair ribbon, 1 pair handsome

silver Shoe and Knee Buckles, 10s worth of toys, 6

little books for children beginning ?o read, and 1 light

duffel Cloak with silver frogs."

Other interesting articles in the early lists are some

200 carpenter's tools, an extensive provision for the

pharmacopoeia, "all liquids in double flint bottles," and these art

objects for the adornment of his rooms; listed under "Directions for

the Busts":

"4. One of Alexander the Great; another of Julius Caesar; another of

Charles XII of Sweden; and a fourth of the King of Prussia. N. B.

These are not to exceed fifteen inches in height, nor ten in width. . . .

2 other Busts, of Prince Eugene and the Duke of Marlborough, somewhat

smaller. ... 2 Wild Beasts, not to exceed twelve inches in height,

nor eighteen in length. . . . Sundry small ornaments for chimney-

piece."

These objects have been wrongly described as having actually been a

part of the furnishings of Mount Vernon, but when the vessel brought

the other goods ordered, the invoice had these entries instead of the

art objects requested:

"A Groupe of Aeneas carrying his father out of Troy, with four statues,

viz. his father Anchises, his wife Creusa, and his son Ascanius,

neatly finisht and bronzed with copper, £3.3. Two Groupes,

with two statues each of Bacchus & Flora, finisht neat, &
bronzed with copper, £2.2 each, (£4.4). Two ornamented

vases with Faces and Festoons of Grapes and vine Leaves,

finished neat and bronzed with copper, £2.2. The above for

ye Chimney Piece. Two Lyons after the antique Lyons in

Vernon Italy, finished neat and bronzed with copper, £1.5 each (£2.10).

The old tool house, later a school room, at the corner of the garden

Didsbury, on Colo. Baylor's Last— but a little

larger than his— & to have high heels";

riding gloves; a "Suit of Cloaths of the finest

Cloth and fashionable colour"; a "large assortment

of grass seeds"; "the newest and most approved

Treatise of Agriculture"; also "a New System of

Agriculture, or a Speedy Way to Grow Rich," and

"Six Bottles of Greenhows Tincture."

This was despatched in May, 1759. In Septem-

ber Washington forwarded another order of about

250 items.

"From this time," he writes it will be requisite,
The interior of the spinning house. According to the old records, the output of this department for one year was a total

of 1,365} yards of cloth—linen, woolen, linsey, and cotton
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" lino is no luists al \ii \.in>li i \r (in.it, (mm at

.ill >>l Outlet i:th ill Sweden,) IiiIiiis Cesar, king of

IVusiiut I'riiui I unfile, noi Duke of \l.nll> igh, of

tin -i/e «li mii il, .mil tn 1 1 1 ,i L i models would |>c very

expcmivr .it "it 4 guineas each."

Mthough tin lulls were itemised in pounds, shilling

and peine, tln\ »i u puid in tobacco I Ins plant w;is

it . in i .1 1 nip nnl .1 1 urrcnt \ Washington, like other

nn .it pl.mteis, shipped Ins KOMCCO tn London ,ind drew

against it in orders lor merchandise.

lln niiW is which WWl si nt front Mount Vernon to

I nndon show ,ts ele.irlv .is .tnv other surviving evidence

the t.iste of the ni.istet which he stamped on the life

there. Me did not helieve in a false economy. There

is r.irelv .1 question of price. Hut throughout the orders

appear the three rei|insites: good, neat, and fashion-

able. Mw.tys fashionable, hut never ostentatious.

In niie letter he asks tut the "hncsf cloth and fashion-

able colour"; again tor .1 "genteel suit of cloaths made
of superfine broadcloth, handsomely chosen"; but, he

writes. "1 want neither lace or embroidery.' Plain

cloaths. with a gold 01 siUer button (if worn in genteel

die--' are all 1 desire " This excellence, neatness, and

lashionableness in his personal attire was rcHccted in

his house and its furnishings.

The domestic life at Mount Vernon was simple and

methoelic.il. One of Washington's sense of order and

organisation could endure nothing else. Martha,

either natively or by cultivation, supplemented him exactly. "Every-

where order, method, punctuality, economy reigned," said his adopted

son. "His household . . . was alwa'vs upon a liberal scale, and

was conducted with a regard to economy and usefulness."

I'hey both were earl\ tiser-. though breakfast was not early for all the

household. Washington in winter often made his own lire in the library

and there, over his correspondence and accounrs. did an immense amount

of work in a few hours. Mrs. W ashington rose when he did and directed

tin beginning of the day's domestic duties into easy and ordered

channels. After breakfast he rode out on one of his horses to overlook

the laborers on the various farms into which he divided Mount Vernon

estate, and returned, according to Custis, "punctual to the hand of the

clock, at a quarter to three . . . and retired to his room to dress,

a- was his custom." Mrs. Washington chose the first hour for re-

ligious devotion in her own room, an unfailing custom her life long.

Dinner was a mid-afternoon meal after the Southern tradition.

\\ ashington rarely ate any supper, though it was always spread for

his household and guests.

Devoted to their friends and neighbors as were the General and

Mrs. Washington, there is, in their recorded utterances about Mount
\ ernon, more of a domestic than social appreciation of their estate. It

was essentially a home to them. Washington's letters at the close of the

Revolution are full of his joy to be again under "his own vine and fig-

Mis Washington's bcclrooom. After the General's death she occupied this little room in the south gable, above the

library on the third floor, which was added to the original building by Washington after he inherited Ml. Vernon in 1752

tree." When the household was again broken up by the call to the

Presidency, Mrs. Washington wrote regretfully of leaving home: "I had

long since placed all the prospects of my future worldly happiness in

still enjoyment of the fireside at Mount Vernon." When at the end

of eight years they returned home, Washington wrote of his relief to

many friends. One passage, however, written to Oliver Wolcott, is sig-

nificant of all: "For myself, having turned aside from the broad walks

of political life, into the narrow paths of private life, I shall leave it

with those, whose duty it is to consider subjects of this sort, and (as

every good citi-

zen ought to do),

conform to what-

ever the ruling

Candle molds

Looking down the lane that leads past the big brick barn to the boat landing. BuUer's house at the right; and at the left

the kitchen and the stepped wall which screen? the stable from the riverside lawn

Rest house and flower-bordered path across vegetable garden

powers shall decide. To make and sell a little

flower annually, to repair houses (going fast to

ruin), to build one for the security of my papers of

a public nature, and to amuse myself in agricultural

and rural pursuits, will constitute employment for

the few years I have to remain on this terrestrial

globe. If, to these, I could now and then meet the

friends I esteem, it would fill the measure and add

zest to my enjoyments; but, if ever this happens,

it must be under my own vine and fig-tree, as I do

not think it probable that I shall go beyond twenty

miles from them."



The typical home of Southern California, its low-pitched roof shaded by the spreading

branches of a great oak. Plan abo*e at right

BUNCALOWS
Having some Value in Suggestion

A new Adirondack type with a single-pitch roof. White Pine Camp, at Paul Smith's. Wm.
G. Massarene, architect
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Anolht'i example ul llu »• khI-mi.iii '. kill m i.uiI.Ihh: "I

Floor plan of the Pasadena bungalow

illustrated just below. Garrett Van Pelt,

architect

I'lan of the bungalow shown just to the

right. S. B. Marston. architect

Stucco and shingles combined in a beautifully simple Pasadena bungalow. The wide over-

hang of the eaves belongs unmistakably to the buildings in this land of sunshine. Plan above

AND SHACKS
for Country Homes ofthe Informal Type

White stucco wilh while woodwork, is not a very common combination of materials, par-

ticularly on the South Pacific Coast. S. B. Marston, architect

A very simple clapboarded bungalow that has distinction by reason of its pergola porch.

Plan at left

Another of the White Pine Camp group. The walls are of slabs sawed from the log and

unplaned on the edges
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FROM A
COUNTUr WINDOW

THE
FULNESS
OF LIFE

MOST OF US are accustomed to mark the difference between

country life and existence in a city, by comparing the quiet and

leisure and peace of the one with the noise

and hurry and turmoil of the other. All this

may be true as tar as it goes, but there is a

deeper spiritual significance in the differences

that separate the two modes of life than the mere surface effects.

The profound, basic quintessence of country life is its individual-

ism. In farm life or life anywhere in the open places, the in-

dividual must meet and solve for himself the countless big and

little problems constantly arising, which in their aggregate con-

stitute human existence. The greater part of the farmer's food

he himself, by his skill and labor, must produce. If for any reason

he fails, there is no delicatessen store at the corner to make good

his oversight or his error. Further, he must to a large extent be

his own carpenter, painter, plumber, mason, and odd job man,

for the simple reason that no specialist in any of these lines is

readily available when need arises. He lives his life as an in-

dividual and not as a cog in a complex cooperative structure.

On the other hand, the city man has most of his problems of

living solved for him by numberless specialists, each contributing

a little to a community life. He produces neither food nor

the other essentials and conveniences of life, which wait ready to

his hand in return for his fulfilment of his special function in the

community. Theoretically this cooperation results in the lighten-

ing of individual burdens by fusion of effort. In reality it destroys

the balance of the individual's life and reduces him to the position

of a cog in a machine.

In its individualism lies the infinite richness of country living.

The urban dweller may have his path smoothed for him by the

cooperative simplification of his daily problems, but the farmer

in overcoming his own difficulties achieves the fulness, the

completeness of a well-rounded life.

MOST PEOPLE of refinement and breeding do not commonly

refer, in general conversation, to their underclothes. In the best

circles underclothes are something to be

assumed but not mentioned.

No such modesty or restraint is felt by

our neighbors in the Massachusetts hills.

To them an undershirt is as properly a topic of conversation as a

horse blanket or the fur of a woodchuck. Quite the same thing,

in fact. Perhaps that is because underclothes play a much more

prominent part in country life than in that of the city. Country

people take their underclothes seriously, like their religion.

There is among our neighbors one Martin Beaman to whom
underclothes are as important as his pipe or his Bible. To be

sure, Martin is more than seventy now, with rheumatism in the

right shoulder, and he cannot be too careful. It would probably

be murder to hide Martin's winter flannels when the first snow

flies—or to dye them blue.

Last April Amanda Beaman (that's Martin's wife) was dis-

cussing this matter with characteristic candor.

"It's been so warm this week," she said, "and Martin's seemed

so het up and sweaty, that I've about decided to let him change,

though it ain't rightly time yet. But I tell him at his age he'd

better taper off gradual. If it don't turn cold again by Saturday

night, I'll let him change to his heavy gray drawers but keep on his

red flannel shirt. Then the next week he can change to his gray

ON
WINTER
FLANNELS

TOURING
AND
DETOURING

shirt. Then after that, if it keeps on gettin' warmer, it'll be most

time to change to his thin flannels anyway."

There is something very intimate and neighborly about all this,

and as the seasons change, my thoughts turn in friendly fashion

toward Martin Beaman, for I know that Amanda has his welfare

at heart and is directing some sort of seasonal change in his

underwear. When the winds of late November howl and the

white flakes begin to fly, I do not worry, for I know that the

squirrels have a goodly store of hickory nuts laid away somewhere,

and that Martin Beaman has changed to his red ones. Even the

winter nights, when the mercury drops to ten below, have no real

terrors, for I strongly suspect that Martin's cheerful underclothes

are not hanging useless over a chair-back.

And when spring comes again, and the time of the bursting of

buds and the singing of birds is at hand, I like to think of it as the

season when Martin Beaman emerges like a butterfly from its

chrysalis; for the snow is melting in the hollows, the rigors of

winter are past, and I do not need the visible evidence of Amanda's

Monday wash-line to tell me that Martin's winter flannels are

hiding their flaming scarlet once more in the camphor trunk in the

garret.

MUCH CAN BE SAID—and is said, daily—against the method

of road building which makes the detour such an extensive part

of motor touring, but there is not a little

to be argued in its favor. What must
be endured should be enjoyed, and,

approached in the proper spirit, the least

attractive conception can be made to yield a measure of enjoyment.

This deeply rutted gutter which inevitably ushers in the detour

—there is satisfaction in learning that the car springs will (speak-

ing only figuratively) rise to the occasion. And this long run in

low gear through bottomless sand gratifies our conceit, for a less

efficient motor than our own would prove unequal to the test. To
be sure, there are certain phases from which no possible enjoyment

can be extracted, such as when we meet the other fellow with a

car more impressive than our own and a vocabulary more expres-

sive, or as when we come to a strip of mud into which some well-

intentioned but senile person has dropped jagged stones to afford

a footing.

These features and others are as much a part of the detour as is

the detour itself of the national highway system, and a chart de-

tailing "What to Expect When Detouring" would meet with

universal application. First, there's the gulley just mentioned

and the run through the sand, followed by a succession of

ups and downs—mostly ups—with a black mud obligato in the

hollows and a taste of country dust in the uplands as we pull up

behind another tourist. Then there are the inevitable false leads

and the unfathomable windings of the road, each of which seems

to carry us further back from the highway. Every deviation,

however, yields us more of the country's priceless treasure, until

a suddenly revealed valley view or farm setting fairly grips our

hearts in its beauty or its homely appeal.

And then when we least expect it comes again the broad blue

ribbon of the highway. Gone is the need for nursing the car,

gone the dread of masked corners—but gone also is our tranquil

contemplation of the wayside beauties, and wre step on the throttle

and become again as a unit of an express train running on through

schedule.
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THE
LLS I D E

SITE

What the Architects

of the Pacific Coast

have dour With it

ARTHUR K KELLY
f~ ii.

From the upper road the Habersham house seems to set very much in a hole, but none of the important rooms
has this outlook, and from the inside of the house the steep bank is not in evidence. A. R. Kelly, architect

The MlWilli I ttt|lt Wit terrace wall

of the Allen house were built of light

yellownh-hcown Moot taken from the

excavation, which determined the

whole color nehrmr. A R. Kelly,

architect

N HANDLING
hillside prop-

erty, the car-

t.1 in .(I principle

is to nuke the

house fit the hill—to so plan

tt that the natural contours

of the hill are changed as

little as possible.

W hen the proper handling

of a hill property is the most

economical, and the most

beautiful results are obtained

by making the house fit the

hill, it seems strange that the

mistake of remodeling the hill to fit the house, should so often be made.

The selection of the type of architecture to be used is important;

for instance, it is obvious that a formal Colonial type of house is not

the sort for a hill site where the surroundings are broken and rugged;

wink a picturesque Swiss chalet, or an Italian or Spanish house such as

we see among the moun-
tains of those countries,

would be eminently fitting

for such a location.

On the other hand, some

hill sites would permit of a

formal and dignified treat-

ment. These would neces-

sarily be even in slope and

with dignified and quiet sur-

roundings, such as would he

found in rolling country, not

too close to the mountains.

One of the important
points to consider is the ex-

act location of the house on

the ground. There are so

many controlling features

which determine this, that it

is impossible to lay down any

governing rules, but I have

found out by experience that

the location which could be

left most nearly in its natural

One would hardly expect to find so

much architecture in a garden where

the surroundings arc so rugged as

in the Wattles garden. The contrast

is startling. Myron Hunt and Elmer

Grey, architects

condition has been the most

successful in the final results

obtained. These houses

have looked more as if they

had grown there, and had a

right to a place in the picture;

while those in which a great

deal of time and money have

been spent in changing the

contours of the ground look

like a blot on the landscape.

I have also found by ex-

perience that the most at-

tractive hill houses have been

those which were set in the

angle of the hill instead of on a protruding hillside, except in cases where

the house has been the crowning feature of the hill or ridge. Here it can

be made to tie into the hill in a most attractive manner, as do some of

the old houses of the Italian mountains.

As to the external treatment of hill houses, there are a few things which

are always essential. The
' ^" most important of these is the

slope or pitch of the roof,

which should be in harmony

with the visible and com-

parative hill slopes—not ex-

actly the same, perhaps, but

without a decided contrast.

Another thing is to keep

the mass of the second story

back toward the hill as far

as possible. This will often

require that part of the sec-

ond floor shall rest on the

ground on a higher level.

Lastly, the color scheme

of the house should be in

harmony with its surround-

ings—not necessarily the

same as the neighboring hills

or landscape, but fitting for

the type of house and the

surroundings in which it is

built.
In the Nordhoff bungalow the architects utilized the boulders and outcroppings of the hill to bring the

whole building scheme into harmony with its surroundings. Designed by Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey
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The McKeever house, designed by A.

R. Kelly. Hill houses usually require

numerous (lights of steps

42

The Allen house before the planting had grown.

The [upper portion of the second story is on a higher

ground level





LIME & WEEDS, he
HIS is a story of how lime

and weeds brought a

soil back to good be-

havior and the simple

life after it had begun
to get gay. Next to

water, lime is about the most common
thing on earth, while weeds are gener-

ally regarded as an affliction and a

pest by most farmers. As a rule,

afflictions are blessings dressed up as a

sort of scarecrow. To a boy in a hot

potato field, a blessing masquerading
as a weed is thoroughly disguised.

Sometimes a man's grandfather de-

clares that a certain thing is a nuisance,

and he engages in a death struggle

with it. Son and grandson inherit the

old man's prejudice, and they keep on
fighting, never stopping to analyze or

question the nuisance itself. It may
be only by accident that they learn

the truth. What grandfather called a

pest and affliction in the light of ele-

mentary knowledge, has been evolved

into a gentleman, unfortunately

wearing the wrong tag.

That is about what happened on
the Repp Farm in south Jersey, a

country of light, active land and of

quick crops. Most of these stories

thus far have dealt with poor but proud
farms, where pedigree ran to seed,

and character was rocked to sleep.

This one came back from a riot of high

living on manure, and thus became a

land of steady habits.

Down south of Camden, N. J., the

country was cast up by the sea. For
ages the water stood over it. The
ocean is nature's great pocket-book.

Earth squanders its plant food into

the streams, and these rush it along to

the member of nature's family that
can be trusted to hold her treasures.

I do not care for figures, but perhaps
it will prove comforting to some of you
to know that the volume of water on all the earth

flowing into the sea in one year amounts to 6,524
cubic miles, and includes five billion tons of min-
eral matter held in solution! Most of us call this

lost, but it is safer than in any bank ever organ-
ized, until the ocean banks it in sand. Sea water
contains traces or tons of every known element,
for the sea is the thrifty sister of the earth, who
follows her brother, picking up the treasures he
squanders and tucking them into her big pocket.

These sisters never treat their brothers in a

businesslike way. The husband is expected to be
a model of thrift and behavior, but the more
worthless the brother, the more he is protected
and excused. The ocean seems to have put that
element into human nature. So when the water
stood over south Jersey, she was kind to her
brother earth, opened her pockets and covered
him with riches which were well mixed in sand.
Through ages the wealth of the sea was slowly
deposited.

Then the earth acted like most other brothers.
Having dug deeply into his sister's pockets, he
shook himself and humped his back, so that
south Jersey rose up from the water and crowded
the ocean out of the house. For centuries it

lived a lazy life, with sister's treasures buried in

the sand. The red man raised a few beans and a

little corn to put the first glimmer of civilization

into his diet along with clams and flesh. The
desire to make some sort of bread is the funda-
mental difference in food habits between wild and
civilized man. Nature^ dropped in a few seeds,

and a growth appeared which slowly added
humus to the sand. Nature is the greatest
farmer of them all. The man who brings her

H W COLLINCWOOD

Manure and then fertilizer were discarded in turn, and now only ground limestone is

applied to the orchard. It is put on in spring and thoroughly worked in

When cultivation stops in July the weeds come in with a rush, check the growth of the

trees, and prevent the escape of plant food from the soil

methods down to date is the best agriculturist.

She made this south Jersey soil out of the ocean.

Not long since a wise man bought a tract of

abandoned land, sucked dry of available plant

food, and located beside a shallow, fresh pond near

the ocean. He put a hydraulic pump at work,
and pumped the pond mud out over several

hundred acres, just as the ocean emptied its

pockets years ago. Then applying lime, and
working all into the upper soil, he had a new,
strong hearted farm of "virgin fertility."

The ocean gave her brother sand, but not much
sense. Lay up plant food treasures in sand and
you can never get them out again without making
use of watered stocks. You must put water into

that soil and keep it there. You cannot keep it

there unless you stuff the sand with organic

matter. If you ever have the choice between a

sand bank with a full chance to irrigate, and a

rich clay bank where summer droughts are prob-

able, take my advice and choose the sand bank.

Water plays the double role of life giver and thief

to the soil.

The problem on this quick, warm, open soil has

always been how to hold water in the upper part,

so that plant roots can take their food in baby
fashion, for they must have soup rather than
solid food. When properly handled this open
soil will produce a corn crop 25 per cent. larger

than the crop on an Illinois prairie, while the

grain will sell for 50 per cent, more than it would
bring on the Illinois farm.

This light soil has been handled in two widely

different ways. The first proposition was that

manure was a necessity on such soils. There must
either be live stock kept on the farm, or stable

manure must be bought. Dairying
belongs by right to the drained clay

or heavy loam soils which hold water
well and are natural grass and corn
lands. I know of a case, however,
where a dairy was started on a light

sandy soil. The first year a great

corn crop was grown by using chem-
icals heavily. This corn crop was put
into silos, and when fed gave out
great quantities of manure. This
manure put back on the soil gave
more corn. Thus from that first start-

ing with chemicals a great supply of

manure was produced, and in the
course of time that soil was changed in

color and in texture from light sand to

dark loam. It reformed itself with the

manure produced from its own crops.

The warm, quick land in south Jer-

sey is for the rnost part too valuable

for live stock, and is put into veget-

ables or fruit, though this last year a

strange thing has happened. This soil

is naturally deficient in potash, and
most of the crops grown in southern

Jersey are heavy feeders upon potash.

It is now impossible to obtain that

element of plant food at any fair price.

Therefore there are some farmers in

this part of the country who plan to

change their farming and keep more
live stock to replenish the soil until

they can obtain potash once more at

a reasonable price. The first propo-

sition of the fruit and vegetable farm-

ers was to feed the soil by stuffing it

full of manure and chemicals. From
this developed the plan of feeding

not the soil, but the crop, and leaving

the soil to take care of itself in its idle

hours.

Now on the Repp Farm, for some
years, purchased stable manure was
relied on to fill the soil with humus
and provide plant food. That was
before they realized that a catch or

cover crop grown between the middle of July and

frost could add more humus to the soil than car-

loads of manure ever would, while nature did all

the hauling and the spreading for nothing. In

some ways there is nothing better than stable

manure for adding humus to the soil, and in other

ways there is nothing worse. The chemists do not

pay great attention to the actual plant food in

this manure—it is the fermented organic matter

which does the trick. The stable manure holds

the water, and in this warm soil gives off its plant

food freely, but you never can tell just how much
you are feeding your crops, and it leaves the soil

foul with weed seeds. In growing vegetables like

cabbage or celery, these farmers found that you
can hardly use too much stable manure, for these

crops have strong heads. Rich manure carries

nitrogen like a stimulant, and this certainly goes

to the head and drives the plant into a rapid

growth above ground. That is what you want
in most vegetables, a quick, tender growth of

leaf or stem. Fruit cannot stand such dissi-

pation, and especially the peach and pear on
this light, quick soil.

As years went by, the vegetables took some-

thing of a back seat on this farm, and orchards of

peach and pear and apple came in their place.

This brought new problems. It became harder

than ever to obtain stable manure at a fair price,

and these farmers had come to understand that it

is possible to find substitutes for the manure, and
that in any event' manuring is a gamble at crop

production.

You take this light, active soil, water it well,

and it became a slave driver whenever you put

organic matter into it, forcing the nitrogen to
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\ml again, sou ncvei know when the nitrogen

in manure is to become available. Ili.it is MM
thing about otg.nuc matter that you should re-

number. It may remain stubbornly solid all

through the eatl\ part of summer, and then whi n

the hot. moist August d.iys tome, that <|uick soil

rouses the sleeping lion in that organic nitrogen

ami drnes it out to work. That would be just

w hat you w ant with celery oi cabbage or corn, but

it would surely dn\c pe.u trees to blight, peach

trees to soft, colorless Itmt and winter-killing, and

apples to top rather than fruit buds.

That is what they found in that south Jersey

orchard. The warm soil, stufted with stable

manure, rose up against those orchard trees in

July and August like the mob in the French
Resolution. It was a clear case of too much of a

good thing on this soil, too much like a "sandy"
man running amuck with no sense of humor to

resti.un him The remedy was to substitute

chemicals for manure, and start a cover crop .it

the right time to shut off the trees as soon as they

had all that was good for them. When you use

chemicals you know just how much nitrogen,

potash, anil phosphoric acid you put into the soil;

nut when you use manure, you guess at it. and
vou generally guess w rong. So, as the orchard

grew into bearing, stable manure was discharged,

like the high priced assistant who had become
rather too large for his place. As a substitute for

it a mixture of dried blood, bone, acid phosphate,

and potash was used. These are standard

chemicals, and when you use half a ton you know-

to the dot just how much nitrogen, phospho-
ric acid, anil potash vour trees are receiving.

As early as possible the soil is plowed or

disked, and the fertilizer spread on. 1 his

work was formerly done with horses and
mules, but now a tractor goes coughing
up Hid down the orchard, tearing and
turning the light soil over. From the time

the fertilizer is put on until July, that soil

is kept on the jump. It is constant and
thorough culture, with a very large C.

The object is to hold moisture in the soil

and to make those trees grow. I nder

ordinary conditions w ater in the soil rises

to the surface and w ill escape unless the

road is blocked. Hut when it reaches the

fresh stirred, cultivated soil, it stops,

gives up its dream of freedom, dissolves

an atom of fertilizer, and puts it into the

mouth of a root. All this goes on through
the hot June days. The peach and pear

trees feel themselves swell and lengthen

out, and they shake their sprays of fruit

proudly. They begin to feel that nature

has decided to make them rival the big

oaks in size. Then just at the right

time, when the trees have grown enough
to satisfy the master's eye, work stops,

horses and men and tractor get out of the

orchard, and the soil stands idle. Water
finds a clear path through the upper soil,

and like all w ho suddenly take the road to

freedom, stops feeding baby food to the

roots and gets ready for travel. It would
get fully away into the air at once if it

were not for a smear of green which begins

to show on the surface. The Honorable
Mr. Weed, the gentleman wearing grand-
father's old tag of disgrace, has stepped
in to show himself off.

You w ill see the philosophy of all this.

The trees have made all the growth they
can stand. For their own good, the al-

lowance must be cut off, and they must
go to work and mature their fruit and
their wood. Play time is over and busi-

ness has: begun. Most glowers will sow clover or

gi .nil is .i co\ ii i iop to i hei k grow th and hold the

plant bod whan cultivation itopt, On tins farm
they hgiired thai tin weeds would do tin trick

bttttfi so whin tin y git out of the orchard tin-

weeds get busy, and within a week they are

aho\ i BOUnd
I In ii .incestors came in those old days of

stable manuring ragweed from Vermont, pig

weed from Iowa, I. mill's quarter from New
i"ik, redtop from Illinois, and thistle from
Canada. They all come and hold an Inter-

national Convention in that orchard where the

feeding is good.

In th.it warm, qui< k soil tin- weeds grow true to

their reputation. They pump out the water and
hold the plant food nothing escapes them. I

have seen the orchard in August with ragweed
so high that it towered above the peach trees.

( )nc ol the best neach growers in flu- country, who
believes in 1 1 1 I i culture, s.iw that orchard m
August and nearly cried with grief at what he
called barbarous treatment of good trees. When
he got into that forest of weeds and found on those
trees the most beautiful peaches and pears he had
ever seen, his grief changed to wonder, and then
to admiration.

It seemed at first thought like a most slov-

enly and wasteful method, for have we nor

all been told that a weed is a pest and a

a nuisance? "Can any good come out of rag-

weed?" says the hay fever sufferer. Let him eat

a few pears taken from this orchard, and then
answer.

Consider the weed as a farmer before you de-

cide, i" Ml can easily make four weeds grow
where one blade of grass grew before. You do
not have to make them—they grow themselves.

Just go off fishing when cultivation stops, and
thev will do the rest. No cultivation, or seeding,

or fertilizing, or spraying, or frost protection, or

inoculation, or liming is needed. You just stop

cultivating and the thing is done for you. What
is done? I he growth of the trees is stopped, the

plant food left in the soil is held and cannot get

away. The soil is well filled with roots, and you
haw a cover or humus crop larger than any
civilized plant could make before frost. The

Ii 1 1 v side ol weed', .e. a l.iim lined man wan
shown in Went Virginia where they analyzed all

the worm offenders. See what they lake from flu-

soil and hold for you. I he figures given in the

following table represent tin analytics of dried

weeds.

I'nkewiiil ....
Common thistle

Swert clover

Hindu, i

Ox-eye daisy

Wild carrot ....
Klin thistle ....
Lobelia, Indian tobacco
I'm. ii'.

Milkweed, wild cotton
Kidlop
Canada thistle . .

Sorrel, ,

Ragweed, ....
Goldenrodi ....

Ni l KOI, I N

3 34
2 44
2 40
I.85

2 12

I 65

'45
» 79
I.J]
1 71

1 39
2 .06

1.38

1 36
1 27

I'lfOH. Allll

.65

.62

.05

.06

46
.62

.80

.65

•3*

93
.40

45
.21

4'

39

MtlMH
8.00

5 53
• 95
3 07
2.88

4.21
4.56
2 35

74
.78

2 10

2 74
1 .89

« 79
1 62

As early in spring as possible the soil is disked. This was formerly done by
horse power, hut now a tractor goes coughing up and down the orchard, turning

and tearing the soil

The orchard in blossom time. Constant and thorough culture from the time

that lime is put on in spring until midsummer keeps the trees on the jump

See what potash miners many of these weeds
are. Surely they are gentlemen carrying the
wrong tag, and with no embargo on their potash.

Who will not have a higher respect for burdock, as

he picks the burrs off his coat, when he realizes

that the dried plant carries more potash than
many a boasted fertilizer? And also consider

this—the burdock and the thistle, the daisy and
the ragweed, seem able to get potash out of com-
binations in the soil which are too tough for the

roots of our civilized crops. When these weeds
have stored up the potash in their leaves and
stems, the tenderer plants may come along and
utilize it.

I his plan of fertilizer and weed brought the

farm back from the riot of stable manure to the

simple life. I hen another thing became evident.

Practically nothing was lost as plant food from
this orchard. A full ton of pears in the fruit will

carry away only one pound of nitrogen, seven
ounces of phosphoric acid, and two pounds of pot-

ash.

Hfty 1 1 11
1 . of daisies will provide the ni-

trogen, and forty pounds of thistles will give the
potash. More plant food went into the wood of
the trees, but when the prunings are burned, and

the ashes returned to the soil, a man
could just about carry in a basket the
chemicals required to replenish the loss

on one acre.

So the next step was to drop out the
fertilizer and use ground limestone. This
is put into the soil in the spring,

thoroughly worked in in the same way as

the fertilizer.

Of course the great growth of weeds
dies at frost and stands through the
winter. In the spring the dead vines

and stalks are plowed under, and with
the roots provide humus for the soil.

The lime hastens the decay of this mass
of dead weeds, and thus provides plant

food for the trees.

A skilled fruit grower can quickly tell

when the trees need more plant food,

and knowing this, it is easy to add
nitrate or acid phosphate, and in that

quick, warm soil the results will show
in the tree inside of a week. Thus the

work goes on in a circle. When cultiva-

tion stops the weeds come in with a

rush, check the trees' growth, and pre-

vent the escape of plant food. In the

spring they go back into the soil, give

up once more the plant food which they
have held in their bodies like money in a

bank all through the winter.

New methods of handling the soil are

being worked out all the rime, but
the lime and the weeds brought the

farm back to the simple life from a

riot of high living, and held it

there.

This is not a model laid down for

fruit growers to follow. It is just a re-

cord showing how the wrong tag was
taken off a farm gentleman, so that he

whom grandfather had called a pest and
an affliction had a fair chance to prove

his worth.



MANTEL
^Some of the early
^American craftsmen's

work in Salem, Dan-
versport and Peabody
in Massachuscetis and
Portsmouth,NewHampshire

In the Larkin-Richter house at Portsmouth, N. H. The upper carved molding, here used instead of a dentil

course, is a product of the New England craftsmen, probably inspired by the classic bead-and-reel
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DETAILS
Pfiohk/rufJis /'i fraiik ( (Hisui\

winch are reprvduced at

a larae scale to show the

at eat lx*aut\ ' ofthe < annl

(letat I and the delicacy

ol the hand-planed moldings

In the west parlor of the famous Nichols house in Salem, bamuel Mclntire, architect. In contrast to the applied

putty-work shown in the picture above, note the better proportioned detail of these hand-wrought moldings
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W HEARD IN THE LOCKER. ROOM ft

The America is rapidly building up the

"Two Sport" ranks of the "two-sport" men, a

M an class rather restricted as to num-
bers hardly more than a decade

ago. There are probably more conspicuous ex-

amples this year than ever before—men who
have taken up the second sport not merely by
way of diversion, but with the hope of ranking
high therein. In any group of golfers nowadays
there are sure to be a few first class tennis players,

and the converse is coming to be true of the aver-

age tennis gathering. Golf lacks, of course, the
element of pace that has come to be of such tre-

mendous importance in American tennis, but

Copyright by International Film Service

McLoughlin in a new role. The ex-champion tennis player

has taken up golf seriously this year and is here shown using

the wood

the technique is no less fascinating, and it is the
study of this technique that has done much to

attract two of the most famous of our former
tennis champions, William A. Larned and
Maurice E. McLoughlin. The older man has
been at it much longer than McLoughlin, the
latter having taken the game up seriously only
this year.

How well Larned has fared after his three years
or so of work on many golf

courses may be gathered from his

victory in the Lake Worth tour-

nament at Palm Beach, where he

fought his way through a re-

spectable field, and not only won
the tournament, but also turned
in the lowest medal score. The
former tennis champion plays a

fairly orthodox game, a style

worked out as carefully as his ten-

nis method. It is not so brilliant,

of course, for the reason that golf

does not call for the wonderful
display of footwork that marked
all of Larned's exhibitions at the
net. But the remarkable co-

ordination of eye and muscle that

he gained from tennis has proved
invaluable in golf. There prob-
ably never was a man who needed
less racket surface in tennis. I

have seen many a Larned racket
after a day's tournament play.

Exactly in the centre there was

BY HEFvBEKT REED

always a discolored spot about the size of a
silver dollar. Accuracy of that sort is a big

help in any game, not to mention the value of

years of experience in tournament tennis.

McLoughlin Just what McLoughlin will ac-

As a complish in the course of his ad-

Golfer ventures in golf is difficult to

forecast. He has already turned
in excellent scores. Partly because of the differ-

ence in years and partly because of the difference

in disposition, the Californian has a style that

shows greater freedom than Larned's. It is

modeled somewhat on the lines of Findlay
Douglas's, the body getting a great turn at the

waist, both knees being bent, and the top of the

swing being rather flat. It is not nearly as pretty

to watch as that of Douglas, but in the main it is

of the bold order that might have been expected
of the Pacific Coast star. McLoughlin has taken
up the game at a stage in his career that ought"

to be the most favorable possible. He needs

another interest than tennis for a time, and the

chance to become absorbed in the technique of
a different game cannot fail to do him good.

Up to the present time, the Californian has done
little experimenting with clubs. That will come
later. He has, for instance, been using a putter

of the vintage of 1895 or worse; but McLoughlin
is a young man of ideas, an individualist, and if

he sticks to his golf is likely to play the game
unlike any one else.

It must be remembered that golf on the Pacific

Coast is still rather a new game, despite the

number of excellent courses, and most of the
tennis players in that section have yet to take it

up. It gained rapidly in favor last year with
the advent of a real Coast champion in the per-

son of Harry K. B. Davis, and the appearance of
such men in tournaments as Heinrich Schmidt,
H. Chandler Egan, and Chick Evans. If the

Western Association finally decides to go to Del

Monte for the annual tournament, that will mean
another real lift for the game in that section.

So the combination of tennis and golf on the Coast
should not be uncommon in future.

Murray A rather uncommon two-sport

On Track combination was that adopted by

And Court Lindley Murray, who has now
settled in the East and begun

another whirlwind tennis campaign. Murray
was one of the best track athletes ever turned out

at Leland Stanford Jr. University; he is also
a brother of Fred Murray, the national champion
over the hurdles. He took up the middle dis-
tances while at Stanford, where track athletics
are in high favor, and turned to tennis quite
casually. His first appearance in the East will

not soon be forgotten, not merely because of the
fury of his play, but also because of his endurance.
He played four matches in one day against first-

class opponents at Sleepy Hollow. In the end,
however, the heat proved too much for him, and
it is probable that this time he will hardly at-
tempt the impossible. A fine track athlete, and
ranked No. 4 on his first appearance in the big

Photograph by Paul Thompson

F. B. Alexander, one of the best court generals lawn tennis has ever seen, hasn't forgotten how to

play baseball. He is shown at the finish of a hard line drive

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Versatile Lawrence Waterbury. Sometime champion at rac-

quets, and always in the front rank, he has applied the lessons

of that exacting sport to polo with remarkable results

tennis events of the East, he has shown plenty
of versatility.

On his arrival from California this year, Murray
set right to work both on canvas-covered courts
and on armory floors. His terrific service and
his reckless, driving net play made him a terror

indoors, but it will remain for a study of his work
when he gets out of doors at Longwood, Sea-
bright, and Southampton to determine how much

of a factor he is likely to be in

the All-Comers. He has all the
natural gifts of a great tennis

player, but his type of play will

need a lot of polishing if he is to<

work his way through the East-
erners who have mastered the

ground strokes, and stand a chance
against William M. Johnston, the

champion, who admittedly has a

very nearly perfect style. Murray
still has a tendency to pound
himself to pieces, a dangerous
thing to do against players of the
calibre and type of R. Norris

Williams, whose deep driving and
passing strokes have made a heap
of trouble in the past for men
with a tendency to rush the net.

It is well to remember that it

was not until he reached Long-
wood that Johnston showed any-
thing like a command of the
ground strokes which he executed

so beautifully in the course of
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spoilsman of ll>«' hucst type.

Racquets l «> tin ,i\rt.i|!i' observer, polo

||,||, ami racquets might seem to

Polo have little in common, hut it.

i\ safe to n.i v fli.it \1n11 n i\

intrin.ition.il victoncs urn won in the

i.icquct court .is "i ll .in in tin- held. Most
of" the good polo pl.iv.ers go in for r.ieipiets,

partly because the indoor game in .1 great

condltionct lor the galloping name, .mil

partly because 1.inpu ts, a game of tre-

mendous paee, m.ikiN the 111.in who plays

it a hard and accurate hitter. Lawrence
Waterburv worked out the combination to

the extreme of efficiency, winning cham-
pNMhtpa indoor*, and playing in every
international polo match as well. I do not

think that any such uncanny Ntroking

could have been worked up on the polo

held alone. It was better than anything
the Knghshmen showed us, Rood as their

mallet work win Waterburv prepared

for the internationals in the racquet court,

and no harder form of training, nor one
more valuable could well be devised.

f
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Most American college . ieli> cling tu this style of rigging

Boy Tennis Baseball, of course, we hav e alw ays

Makes with us. and not i few ot iti de-

Champions v
V
ti

;

ts m' drjwn '<>'".the ranks

of the tennis players, r=red Alex-

ander, for instance, keeps up the game of his

youth, and Bob Wrenn occasionally gets into

action on the diamond. Baseball is the birthright

of every American boy, but even in the club

sense it is rather too hard a game to keep up
when one is out of the twenties. I hen, too,

there is a tendency nowadays for boys to take

up golf or tennis seriously and stick to it, with-

out any side excursions to the diamond. The
result is that the two-sport men who continue

to play baseball are fewer than they were a

decade ago. The Californians built up their

tennis by keeping the boys on the courts and
off the diamond, and that tendency is now
very noticeable in the East. Norris Williams of

Harvard is an example, and so is Philip Car-
rer of Bridgehampton, the

golfer, not to mention
Throckmorton, Beekman,
and Rand, the last three

among the most promis-
ing of the younger Eastern
tennis contingent. Williams
learned his tennis abroad
under professional instruc-

tion, while Carter's golf

dates back to the sturdy age
of rive.

Incidentally, to follow Car-
ter, especially on the putting

green, is a treat. This young
man frequently sends them
doyvn from a distance of
thirty feet, and does it with-

out preliminary prayer or

tiresome inspection of the

green. He is the exact op-
posite in this respect of Hein-
rich Schmidt, another really

great putter. It takes

Schmidt something like three

hours for a single round,

and the process requires a

full measure of careful

mental and physical address,

while Carter moves so fast

that it is difficult for the

gallery to keep up yvith him
yvithout running.

An Acid l est Colin S. Carter, the youngster's

For a father, is a golfing enthusiast of

Golfer tne c' et'pest dye. He has pur-

sued the rubber-cored pellet in

many lands, and in the course of one of these
foreign invasions he had the honor of making
one drive under conditions that would have
staggered the coolest professional—driving with
the gallery in front of the tee. And he is justly

proud of the feat. It happened in Gibraltar,

where he went ashore for a couple of hours to try

the course. About half way around a regiment
appeared, going through various evolutions.

The soldiers at last were drawn up directly

across the course. Some kindly disposed resident

volunteered to see that Mr. Carter's game was
not spoiled. He therefore explained to the com-
manding officer that the player was a famous
American golfer who wished to complete the

round of the course and whose time was short.

I lu re was a sharp 1 ominand, tin v,ldn r.

marched and countermarched until they
were halted in two parallel lines stretching
outward from the tee, and leaving only
(he narrowest of lanes through which to

drive. I he troops presented arms and the
American was told that he might proceed.
I he drive had to he almost exactly on the
line nl the Hag, wit h ,1 good i</> yard 1 ar r y
in order to ileal the double wall of rigid

humanity. The hall flew true and far down
rhe living lane, the American's best drive
of the day, and there were no casualties.

The Outlook The college rowing season

for i» this year of unusual in-

Rowing terest because of thechanges
in certain coaching systems

and the progress of the Knglish idea. Guy
Nickalh, is now firmly entrenched at Yale,
where he has developed a stroke that,

while based on that of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, has been modified to suit American
boys who have not had the preliminary
experience of the young Englishman. Now
Harvard is to fall in line, for Wray is no
longer in charge, and Robert Herrick, who
coached the Harvard second crew that
won the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley,
w ill take over the work. He will be assisted

by Haines, the professional who has been
turning out the fast Union Boat Club
eights in recent years.

It is a safe wager that no man who has
studied rowing at Henley ever returned
without bringing with him certain ideas

new to this country. I hardly think Mr.
Herrick will prove an exception, and I expect to

see a Crimson eight at New London that will not
slur the catch as too many of Wray's eights have
done in recent years. It is possible, too, that

there will be a few interesting changes in the
Harvard rigging.

The University of Pennsylvania also begins

the rowing season under a new regime. Joe
Wright, formerly coach of the Argonaut eights,

of Canada, will be in charge, and while it is prac-

tically certain that he will use American seating

in his boats, he will continue to use the thole pins,

a legacy of Vivian Nickalls. However, the thole

pins seem to have justified themselves to a con-
siderable extent, albeit a wordy warfare was
waged over them for many years. Columbia,
Cornell, and Syracuse, as well as Princeton, will

continue to work along the familiar lines, while

Stanford, which is one of the earliest eights in

the country to get on the water, will again be

seen in the big regatta.

A Polo
Encampment at

Point Judith?

Sweep-rowing, English fashion. The men are side-seated or, as some call it. "staggered," giving perhaps

more leverage, but less certainty of an even keel. They are also rigged low in the boat and equipped with the

much discussed thole pins

Despite
the war
and the

conse-
quent absence of interna-

tional events, there is promise

of a bright year for polo.

The system of intersectional

matches ought to bring out

the best players throughout

the country, with the pros-

pect of splendid matches at

Point Judith at the height of

the season. While such a

thing may turn out to be im-

possible this season, the time

is coming when the Army
will have a polo encampment
at Point Judith, which ought

to be an attractive feature of

the Narragansett season.

Under the direction ot Cap-
tain Julian R. Lindsey,
Lieutenant Garrison, Lieu-

tenant Erwin, and others,

West Point is getting to be a

real polo school, with some
forty good mounts available.



-WINDHAM-
BFOfN MAWIVPA

Percy- Ash
Architect

The first floor plan, showing that although the house is a

fairly large one it is of the simple central-hall [type with

service wing ">

The garden front of Windham. In keeping with the traditions of Philadelphia and its suburbs is the char-

acteristic Germantown hood over the first story windows

The dining room. The two doors at the end open into the same hall—a concession to architectural symmetry A mantel in the guest chamber over the billiard room

The garden end of the wide hall which is given an added air of dignity by the cornice and In the garden the design is in broad, simple lines, securing an immediate effect that is quite satis-

paneled wainscoting small trees,
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The mum stmrwny stop* nl the second Door, but a secondary

one in the ndioinutK hall rriiche* additional rooms in thr hall-

story above

The entrance front. To the man who appreciates good masonry, the window lintels and arch work of thi

long, thin, mica-bearing Chestnut Hill stone are a delight

The stately mantel at the side of the dining room In the living room fireplace and cornice one feels again the same sturdy note of architectural embellishment

fying, but with infinite possibilities of development by the addition of more perennial masses, The stairway end of the main hall with its landing lighted by the big triple window which

and shrubbery directly over the front entrance doorway

Si



T WOULD seem safe to

assume that there is

hardly any one who
does not know by
sight at least a few
birds. Nearly every

CONDUCTED BY T. GILBERT PEARSON
SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES

[Mr. Pearson will be glad to answer any questions relating to birds; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.]

one in Eastern United States and
Canada knows the robin, crow, and
English sparrow; in the South most
people are acquainted with the mockingbird
and turkey buzzard; in California the houne

finch is abundant about the towns and cities;

and in the prairie states the meadowlark is ex-

tremely well known.
Taking such knowledge, however slight, there-

fore, as a basis, there is no reason why any one,

if he so desires, should not, with a little effort,

soon get on neighborly terms with a large num-
ber of birds of the region, and spring is a most
favorable time to begin such an effort. One
may learn more about a bird's habits by closely

observing its movements for a few hours at this

season, than by watching it for a month later on.

1 he life-that centres about the nett is most ab-
sorbing. Eew sights are more stimulating to

interest in outdoor life than spying on a pair of
wild birds engaged in nest building. Nest-
hunting, therefore, soon becomes a part of the

bird student's occupation, and I heartily recom-
mend such a course to beginners, provided great

care is exercised not to injure the nests and their

contents. Be careful in approaching a wild

bird's nest, otherwise much mischief may be
done in a very short time. I have known

HOW TO STUDY

Young cedar waxwing. Members of the waxwing family are

readily recognized by the crest

"dainty eggs" and "darling baby-birds" to be
literally visited to death by well meaning people,

with the best of intentions. Often the parents
become discouraged by constantly recurring

alarms and desert the nest; or a cat will follow

the path made through the weeds and leave noth-
ing in the nest worth observing. Even the bend-
ing of limbs, or the pushing aside of leaves, will

produce a change in the surroundings, which,
however slight, may be sufficient to draw the
attention of some feathered enemy.
When one stumbles on the nest of a quail,

meadowlark, or ovenbird, it is a good idea not to

approach it too closely, because night-prowling
animals have the habit of following by scent
the footsteps. One afternoon by the rarest

chance I found three quails' nests containing
eggs. The next morning I took out a friend to

share the pleasure of my discoveries. We found
every nest destroyed and the eggs eaten. My
trail the evening before lay through cultivated

fields, and it was thus easy for us to find in the
soft ground, the tracks of the fox or small dog
which, during the night, had followed the trail,

with calamitous results to the birds. When
finding the nests I had made the mistake of
going to within a few inches of them. Had I

stopped six feet or more away the despoiler that
followed probably never would have known that
there was a nest near, for unless a dog approaches
within a very few feet of a brooding quail it

seems not to possess the power of smelling it.

The mocking bird is very common in the South, and seen fre-

quently in the North, particularly in the Connecticut Valley

When one starts out to hunt birds it is well to

bear in mind a few simple cautions. The first of
these is to go quietly, stopping to listen every few
steps. Make no violent motions, as such actions

often frighten a bird more than a noise. Wear
garments of neutral tones which blend with the
surroundings of field and wood. It is a good idea

Young long billed curlews—shore birds

to sit silently for a time on some log or stump, and
soon the birds will come about you, for they
seldom notice a person who is motionless.

A great aid to field study is a good field glass.

A very serviceable one may be secured at

prices varying from five to ten dollars.

The bird student should early acquire the

custom of making notes on subjects
of which it is desirable to retain a

knowledge. In listening to the song
or call of some unknown bird, the
notes can usually be written down
in characters of human speech so

that they may be recalled later with
sufficient suggestion to make possible
the identification of the singer. For
many years in my field excursions I

have kept careful lists of the birds
seen and identified, and have found these notes
to be of subsequent use and pleasure. In col-
lege and summer-school work I have always
insisted on pupils cultivating the note-book
habit, and results have well justified this course.

In making notes on a bird that you do not
know it is well to state the size by comparing it

to some familiar bird, as, for example, "smaller
than an English sparrow," "about the size of a

robin," and so on. Try to determine the true
colors of the birds and record these. Also note
the shape and approximate length of the bill.

Perhaps this is short and conical like that of the
canary, or awl-shaped like the bill of a warbler,
or very long and slender like that of the snipe.

By failing to observe these simple rules the learner
may find himself in despair, when a little later he
tries to find out the name of his strange bird by
examining a bird book.
As a further aid to subsequent identification

it is well to record the place where the bird was
seen, for example: "hopping up the side of a

tree." "wading in a marsh," "circling about in

Another frequently seen shore bird is the sandpiper—a young one
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A hermit thrush—one of the most elusive of birds—caught in

the act of alighting on her nest

the air," or "feeding on dandelions." Such
information, while often a valuable aid to identi-

fication, would in itself hardly be sufficient to

enable an ornithologist to render the service

desired. That a young correspondent of mine
entertained a contrary view was evident from a

letter I received a few months ago from an inex-

perienced boy enthusiast. Here is the exact

wording of the communication: "Dear Sir:

io a.m. Wind east, cloudy. Small bird seen on
ground in orchard. Please name. P. S. All the

leaves have fallen."

A convenient booklet of reporting blanks and
directions for using them is issued by the National
Association of Audubon Societies, New York
City. When filled out, the blanks may be sent

in and the species described will be named for you.

There are a number of inexpensive books which
contain illustrations of birds in natural colors.

One of these will be of the greatest aid to the be-

ginner in bird-study. Among the most useful

are Reed's "Bird Guides," one covering the

birds of Eastern, and the other those of the

Western United States.

One does not get very far in the work of bird-

study without discovering that certain traits of

movement are characteristic of various families,

which is a long step taken in acquiring the

power of identifying species. I have often been

able to name the bird for a student upon hearing

a statement of its approximate size and the

character of its flight.
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1 1 1 \ I incoln was

.is I. t il how Ion .1

nun's legs should

be. hr replied th.it

thf) sin »n lil he long

enough tn teach the

OUad In like in.inner .1 nun's
faun should he l»m enough to

stippk linn with steady work.

job is t" raise food lor the

hum.in fannlv .is cheaply as possi-

blc. .mil nuke .» profit.

The world w.mts ehcap food.

Every eent th.it e.in he cut from
the cost ct tin- twenty million

brr.ikf.ist tables of this country
leases so much moie to be spent

in other ways. If the food ol the

family costs less, the children can
luxe more and bettei clothing,

the talking machine can have .1

few extra cms of Caruso or

Mine. Sembrich. or all can take

an occasional joy ride.

We have these things to-day
because food costs less than it

did generations ago. Then it

tiHik the farmer's family ami
their united efforts to raise

» ni m Hill food for themselves with
\ ei \ little to spare, and required

weeks for the New Hampshire
farmer to haul a load of produce
to the Bolton market. It is

ODVMMU tli. it there was not much
for luxuries.

\mcrica has plenty of farm
land. Labor costs more than
land. So the economic factor is

not the quantity of produce
which an acre of land will raise,

but the quantity which a man can
produce. It is the man who
raises at a profit two bladesof grass
where but one grew before who
is the benefactor, not the one w ho
forces .1 gi\cn spot to double its

production regardless of expense.
That may cost too much in labor,

and labor is what we wish to save.

In building up a farm business then, we must
consider land in terms of labor. It is not good
business to have so little land that labor is

wasted, or, for any reason, used inefficiently.

It is better to have a few acres idle at an in-

terest cost of a dollar or two an acre rather

than to have a three-hundred-dollar man sitting

around in front of the stove.

It costs nearly as much to keep a team of horses

as it does to keep a hired man. But a horse will

do ten times the field work of a man. So, to

adapt the size of the farm to economical horse

labor is even more important than to adapt it to

man labor.

A man alone on a farm is working at a dis-

advantage in numberless ways. The horses are

idle while he is doing chores. If he takes a trip to

town the whole machinery of the farm stops, for

horses, tools, and man are all off their work.

There are a thousand and one little jobs that two
men can do in a minute that would take one man
fifteen to do alone.

A man is non-divisible,— he cannot do two jobs

at once; but part of the cost of a horse is the

necessary oversight of his work by a driver. That
may be divided, for one man can drive four horses

as well as one, and much of the modern machinery
is made for the- use of a three- or a four-horse

team. The result of this is shown in the census

figures for ten years. In 1880 a man cared for

twenty-three acres of crops, but in 1890 he was
caring for thirt\r-one acres. This simply meant
that by the use of four-horse teams a man was
covering more land in the same length of time, for

during that period the area that a horse could care

0OKDU0T1D BY W D . OO 13 URN
|.Wr. Co/writ will ht ulnd to amwtr any pitltioni rtlatinf. to farming; fur convenience

ktndh address Renders' Service, Country Ulfl IN Ami-kica, Harden City, N. K.j

HOW LARGE IS A PROFIT-
ABLE FARM?

To adapt the size of the farm to economical

horse labor is important, and the economic

unit is not a two- but a four-horse team

The saving was infor was unchanged,
driver.

If one man tries to care for ten cows and two
horses, the team will be idle much of the time
while the man is doing chores. But if two men
care for twenty cows and four horses, the team
can be kept busy all the time, and there will be a

direct saving in the time required for the care of

the cows, for it does not take twice as long to look

after twentyr cows as it does to care for ten. The
economic unit of man labor on a farm is not
one man but two. The economic unit of horse

labor is not a two-horse team, but a four-horse

team.
This brings us to the unit of size for the farm.

It should have at least enough acres to keep two
men and four horses busy all the year round.
Upon this as a basis we can build until we strike

other factors which limit the profitable size.

Labor on a farm cannot be organized as in a

factory. It requires individual initiative and is

rarely of a kind at which a gang can work to-

gether. One man, or two, work by themselves,

perhaps out of sight and sound of the next man.
Weather, insects, or other conditions may cause

a complete change of work at an hour's notice and
the whole organization be upset. An overseer in

a factory can inspect the work of a thousand
employees in thirty minutes, but it would take
him a year really to inspect the work of a thou-
sand men on a farm. Moreover, the distance to

the fields from the barn becomes quite a factor

before we multiply that first unit of size very

many times.

The biggest saving is between the farm too

S3

small to be efficient and the
first unit of size, for the area

farmed by a hundred dollars'

worth of labor is five times :\h

great on a 175-acrc farm an on
one of 30 acres.

Horse labor is more efficient on
the large than on the small area.

On a 50-acre farm one horse cares
for 21 acres of cultivated crops,

but on a 260-acre farm one horse
will care for 40 acres; and a man
will produce twice as much on a

1 50-acre farm as on one of only
50 acres. On the larger farms,
then, the labor of horses and men
— the chief items of cost in rais-

ing crops— is cut in half.

The small farm cannot afford

sufficient machinery to do the
work economically, but neither

can the farmer afford to be with-
out the machinery. He must
overload his investment, per acre,

in tools, for the same tools re-

quired to farm 250 acres are
needed for 50. But in the latter

case the investment, per acre,

would be five times as much.
The equipment for 125 acres of

land—-horses, men, and tools

—

will, with very little additional

cost, farm 175 acres. It is not sur-

prising to find that the farmer's la-

bor income jumps 58 per cent,

with this additional 50 acres.

When the farm runs above 200
acres, some duplication on ma-
chinery is required and the propor-
tion of increased returns becomes
smaller. At about 300 acres, the
duplication isnecessaryall around,
and the limit of economy under
one management is reached.

The relative capital tied up in

barns and house is much greater
on the small farm than on the
large one.

The records show that in one
county in New York the average

having 80 acres realized only #370 for

his labor, while the one farming 175 acres had
$63 5, and the man cultivating 260 acres had a

labor income of $ 1 ,000.

We should not, however, go to the other ex-

treme and suppose that the larger the farm the
bigger the return. At a certain point complete
duplication of equipment becomes necessary, and
the distances between fields will more than offset

the economies practicable, and at this point it is

better to divide the acreage up into separate

farms.

Profit is the difference between the selling

price and the cost of production. The producer
makes in proportion to the difference between
these. The passer-by is impressed by the sight

of idle land. The horses eating their heads off

inside the barn are not in evidence. It is there-

fore a popular conception that idle land means
poor farming. Really it is the fat, sleek, under-
worked, well-groomed horses that mean poor
farming, and the men spending their time around
the stove in the store instead of riding on a gang
plow behind a four-horse team.
Land is only' the vehicle for work, and is the

least part of the cost of crops, labor being the chief

item; hence land should be subordinated to labor.

The size of the farm should be that on which a

given amount of labor will produce the greatest

result.

The figures given in this sketch are taken from
statistics published concerning Neve York State

conditions, but practically will hold, with due
allowance for type of farming and topography, in

any part of the country.

the farmer



The bark-thatched rooi of the

main part ol the cabin is somewhat

reminiscent of the East Indian bun-

galow in shape and slope. On the

The walls inside are left unfinished,

showing the construction timbers,

and door and window frames are of

unbarked logs

north side of the house and close to

it, are the tennis courts, in easy view

from one of the broad verandas

The living room fireplace. Note

that the mantel is on a level with the

top of the door, which gives some

idea of its impressive size

There are porches like this on three sides of the cabin,

sheltered by extensions of the roof, the floor being continuous

around the three sides (see frontispiece)

A LOG CABIN
ON THE ESTATE

M?-CHARLES S. WALTON
St. David's. Pa

D Knickerbocker Boyd. Architect
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1 1 1
1' plumbei i> tha

houst Ii.iLIi i \ pcison.il

dcv il, his fust cntiancr

tu tlx- home must hav c

been In » .i\ ill the

gutter .mil r.un pipe,

h UM of " leads," l'i» i H it

of "nhirobf lor lead

wot L« i > li>i roolct, |nniit s to ilu

progress ill' lead fiiun loot dr.mis in

lit. I HI pipes w It lull houses I >i Mll> I less

It was the ( nl\ tlelliolll.it hell. i\ lot

til joints Stopped with le.ul in letting

in rain which hrst gave the wretched
plumber the reputation he h is ncvci

since h\ cd dow n

Mut the development of e\tern.il

.mil lutein. il plumbing has heen in

quite divergent ilireetions. Inside,

the proudest spot of the house i.s

hkclv to he the gleaming nickel .mil

pi ii te l.i in i >f the unitary equipments.
tiimn from "exposed" to wh.it

might he called "displayed " plumb-
ing; while outside the tendency is

.ill toward disposing cutters and
drain pipes ami sp.uits .is unosten-
tatiously .is possible. 1'hc gargovle
has fallen into innocuous desuetude.

Hut win gutters or rain pipes at

all? The principal reason is clearly tin pro-

tection of walls from discoloration, or ills-

integration from the dissolving acids which
may he contained in the rainwater. Then
the foundations and Rower beds, or lawns
need to be sheltered troni the dropping or spat-

tering from the edge of the roof.

The character of gutters and leaders depends
first of all on the type of the roof itself, whether
flat or pitched. The main motive of the pitched
or inclined roof is, of course, to shed water, ice, or
snow. It is usually made up of small units such
as shingles or tile, articulated for expansion and
contraction in extreme v ariations of climate. If

metal roofing is used, it must be articulated for

expansion both of itself and of the underlying
roof structure. For flat roofs lead and copper
have been given up for asphalt and pitch, which,
if somewhat protected from oxidation, have a
long life ot viscosity and consequent imper-
meability. The better rmifs of
also coveted on top by brick or tile

\\ hy have we not gone on using lead for gutters
and rain pipes, as in the days when leadworking
was a traditional art. and ornamental gutters and
leader heads the pride ot the house owner!
First of all. because of the cost, which would now
be prohibitive. Moreover, lead is extremely
heavy, and pipes sag and burst under strain or

freezing, and are corroded by time. Other
materials available are solid copper, and thin

sheet-iron or steel protected by paint, tar, tin,

zinc, or copper coating. But no metals are im-
mune from corrosion. Rainwater carries dis-

solved dust and acid gases—sul-

phuric acid from coal-smoke, and
carbonic anhydride from the air

—and these will attack lead, cop-

per, or iron, forming sulphates or

carbonates, in addition to the

oxides formed by the oxygen of

the air. the action of the whole
accelerated by dampness. The
practical choice of material is

governed by the relative cost, to-

gether with relative immunity
from attack, and the conclusion

is that we take either galvanized

iron (zinc-covered sheet iron) or

solid copper. Zinc, as regards

iron, is electro-positive, whereas
copper, tin, lead, and nickel are

electro-negative. That is, if a

minute pore reveals the iron

under its zinc coating, the zinc in

its dilute acid bath of rainwater,

which sets up electric current,

goes into solution and particles

rush over to this exposed point of iron and
unite with it, thus continually recreating

the continuity of the coating. The other

metals, being electro-negative, retreat, on

KOOF
AND

GUTTERS
LEADERS

Benjamin A Howes

llangi

Irr and

orative

IMMllCll

head

The drain pipe

section is pro-

tected against

damage from
garden tools

this type are

Where the leader head and

downsixmt arc made to serve a

decorative purpose

exposed point, the iron going into solution and
being deposited in its turn on the tin and the

point going deeper. In simpler terms, tin, copper,

and nickel plate are ruled out as drainage pipes

because of pitting; zinc prevents pitting.

If price had not to be considered, nickel on
copper would be an ideal material, because nickel

is to copper as zinc is to iron. But in present

conditions solid copper and galvanized iron are

the practical choices. Galvanized iron has a

life of six to eight years. Painted outside, the

life of galvanized iron would be increased 50
per cent.; but an inside coating would very soon

be washed and scraped away. Solid copper

resists disintegration indefinitely, because the

first surface corrosion adheres fast and itself

forms a hard, protective coating.

The initial cost of copper is tbree times that of

galvanized iron, including labor of erection;

and this difference is somewhat increased by the

practice of having copper work specially designed

for each building, which means both more work
and more material; while galvanized iron is used

mostly in ready-made units. Fifty dollars will

buy the gutter and leader equipment for the

average house.

the contrary, from the edge of any such

Circular-sec-

tion leader with

head, at Red
Hill, the re-

modeled Patrick

Heniy house in

Virginia

The real wrought lead rainwater head

on Rudyard Kipling's old manor house in

Sussex
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Copper
square-section

leader and head,

costing about

three times that

of galvanized

iron

Cypress wood for gUCttflj if well

chosen and m asoncd, has a long life;

Inn the difficulty is 10 mm ure it no

that it will not twist, 01 tin joints

open, in .( i< v, of f reezing, drying out,

eti For a damp, warm climate,

sin h r. thai of our South, it does

very well.

Masonry in the form of a dish

shaped channel in theconiiie is also

occasionally used for gutters.

As to the shape of pipes, it is

clear that the circular section will

carry more water for a given weight
of metal, than the square. The
square form i.s, however, of better

appearance against a wall, both an

regards its own shape, and in fasten-

ing. Fach section may carry a lug

hy which it is fastened to the wall.

I he next upper section fits inside it,

and the whole joint is covered by a

hip-shape wall fastening in the form
of a metal band; few people think
that such a leader is anything but a
single integral tube. This arrange-
ment is especially desirable in that
it allows easy inspection or repair

of parts, and provides for expansion
and contraction of the sections, and

movement of the walls. Fxpansion is further
met by longitudinal corrugations, as well as

by the square form itself, which can take care
of even a solid ice formation without break-
ing. I he fact that cast-iron pipes cannot thus

expand i.s one reason for not using them for lead-

ers, except where they run down inside the
building.

All leaders should set into a length of cast-
iron pipe slightly above the ground level; first,

because a thinner metal leader will rust from
continual dampness there; and secondly, be-
cause the greater mechanical strength of the
cast-iron pipe protects against blows, such as

that of a lawn mower. The leader should on no
account be free at its lower end, for the spouting
of water is destructive to grading, may form ice

on paths in winter, or even back up in the leader
itself by the formation of an icicle.

failing ability to connect with a public sewer
or drainage system, these rainwater drains, in the
case of small buildings on sandy soil, will take
care of themselves at fifteen or twenty feet away
from the house, if turned into a dry well

—

in sandy strata two buried barrels full of stone
or gravel will serve. Otherwise a dry well of
larger capacity will be required, or better still,

the drain can be made to discharge at the surface
at some convenient place. It is not desirable
to turn rainwater into a private sewage dis-

posal system, where it is liable to wash out
the raw sewage.

Ciutters may take various forms for hanging
on eaves. Far the simplest is the semicircular

gutter, w ith edges rolled for stiff-

ness, hung under the eaves with
heavy galvanized iron or cast

bronze brackets. Or there may be
one gutter inside the other; the
inside one tipped to bring water
quickly to the leader opening,
the outside perfectly horizontal

to preserve appearance. In no
case is the gutter concealed in

the roof structure desirable; it

is difficult to make right in the

first place, and almost impossible

to repair; and it is dangerous be-

cause of the great variations of its

own expansion and contraction

from that of the roof structure

proper. The simple hung gutter

is preferable, especially as it may
be made to look like part of the

cornice.

For flat roofs the leader head
should be enlarged at the point

where it takes out of the gutter,

to provide against the clogging of sticks and
leaves. Otherwise the enlarged head may
be placed against the wall, with a gooseneck
leading down to it. Sometimes a copper
wire basket protects the leader opening.



OME TIME ago
there was re-
ceived by this
Depa rtment,
from a correspon-

rr nr wihtb«i
jent Qr an jnq U j r_

ing turn of mind, the following

request for enlightenment:

"I have heard that a cow's first

calf never develops into as good a

cow as her succeeding calves. As I have a heifer with

her first calf, which I am undecided whether to raise or

not, will you kindly tell me what you know or can find

out about the matter."

It quickly became apparent that all we " knew"
about it was that we had never heard the theory

advanced; and that the usual sources of informa-

tion on all such subjects were likewise as empty of

definite facts as Mother Hubbard's cupboard was
of bones. The next step, therefore, in the inter-

ests both of our correspondent and of our own
aroused curiosity, was to enlarge the field of our

search and to seek, in lieu of published data, such

opinions and conclusions as had been arrived at

by men interested in practical animal breeding

and in the theories and principles of genetics.

The first result of an appeal for facts from the

offices of the leading dairy breed organizations

and a dozen or more national authorities on such

subjects, was the corroboration of our previous

discovery that definite knowledge was conspic-

uously non-existent. For example, Professor L.

J. Cole of the University of Wisconsin reported

that "this is a subject on which we have very

little accurate knowledge, and such attempts as

have been made to determine the matter have

been seriously questioned." Professor W. W.
Smith of Purdue University wrote "so far as I

have been able to determine, the question is still

unsettled." Professor J. C. McNutt of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College has "found
it the prevailing opinion that the first calf from
a heifer will not prove to be the equal of later

calves," but he believes that "the opinion is not
based on fact, because I have known of a good
many instances where the first calf from a heifer

proved to be the best producer among the pro-

geny." Dean Eugene Davenport of the Univer-

sity of Illinois characterizes the subject as a

"knotty question upon which it would be per-

fectly easy to dogmatize, and extremely difficult,

if not impossible, to secure absolutely reliable

data, at least without an amount of labor which
has never yet been bestowed upon the subject."

And Secretary C. M. Winslow of the Ayrshire

Breeders' Association, while holding, in theory,

that "a cow in the prime of her life ought to

breed better stock thanwhen young and growing,"
agrees that "to establish your reader's statement
would require a great many experiments before

it could be laid down as an established rule."

But in addition to these somewhat negative

comments, our search resulted in the accumula-
tion of original information derived from two

CONDUCTED BY E D. SEYMOUR
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WHICH CALF IS THE BEST?
A PROBLEM IN PRACTICAL GENETICS
AND WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT IT

sources—the opinions of individuals based on
casual observation, and deductions resulting

from the examination and analysis of records

and data.

In the first of these two groups of evidence it

is interesting to note that, while all the opinions

are necessarily tentative and vague, yet every

one tends to favor the chances of the first off-

spring. Professor F. C. Minkler of Rutgers
College says, "It has been my observation that

in case a heifer has been well grown and reached
sufficient size and age before she is mated, her

first calf will prove to be quite as useful and valu-

able an animal as any calf that she might later*

produce from the same mating. . . . It is to

be remembered, however, that the personal

equivalent or individual unit item is involved in

each instance, and no definite rule could be firmly

established concerning this, for the value of the

individual depends quite as much upon conditions

and environment as upon the breeding itself.

Certainly there is no more variation in the indi-

vidual merit of the first calf and any other calf,

than between the seventh and the fifth calf, for

instance, as it would depend largely upon the

breeding matron during gestation and her general

health and vitality." Professor Smith, already

quoted, states that it is his opinion "that any
handicap or advantage the first born may have
it is not germinal or hereditary in origin. If

there is anything in either theory it will necessi-

tate the reconstruction of some of our fundamen-
tal principles of heredity as at present accepted."

Professor McNutt can "see no reason why she

[the first calf] would not be as heavy in produc-

tion as later offspring, providing she gets as good
care and has as good opportunity to develop";
and the observation of Professor T. L. Haecker
of the University of Minnesota, as a breeder for

thirty-five years, leads him to hold practically

the same opinion. Director F. B. Mumford of

the University of Missouri Experiment Station

has been "conducting an investigation for six

years which involves a comparison of the off-

spring of very young sows with the offspring

of half mature and mature sows, and continu-

ing the practice of very early breeding from
generation to generation. There is no evi-

dence to date," he continues, "that the powers
of transmission of the young sows are in anyway
superior to those of the older

mothers." Discussing the ^

more general aspects of the ques-
tion, however, he adopts much
the same viewpoint as those
already given.

Turning now to the conclus-

ions based upon study and
analysis of existing records,

we have, first, the theories ad-
vanced by Karl Pearson, the
English biometrician, and Mr.
Caspar L. Redfield of Chicago;

and second, the results of a preliminary examina-
tion of the records of the American Guernsey
Cattle Club, most courteously made, of his own
volition, by Mr. C. H. Hulburt of that organiza-
tion, upon our request for information. As the
most specific data at hand we can examine the
latter first.

"We first prepared," writes Mr. Hulburt, "a
list of the cows listed in our Advanced Register
which have produced 600 pounds of butter fat

or better, finding 274 such animals, of which 84,
being imported (and of which we have incomplete
progeny records) had to be disregarded.
"Of the 190 remaining cows there are 36 which

we are sure are first calves (a few others may be).

This makes approximately one calf out of every
five that has produced more than 600 pounds of
fat, a first calf; and if we may assume that there
are about five progeny to every first calf from the
average cow, we can conclude that the proportion
of first calves in the Guernsey breed which have
produced more than 600 pounds of fat runs about
the same as the proportion of first calves to subse-
quent calves in the world at large.

"Looking farther we found a total of 89 daugh-
ters of the dams of these first calves, which are of
such age that they might have entered the Ad-
vanced Register, but only 13 that have so entered.

Comparing the records of these thirteen with
the records of their first calf sisters, we found
that in only three cases where more than one
daughter of a dam has been tested has a later

calf made a better showing than the first calf.

(See page 68.)

"As a check on this analysis which, of course,

took note only of better than the average ani-

mals, we took at random from our files the

records of 36 first calves that had produced
between 400 and 500 pounds of fat—or a fair

average for the breed. Looking farther we found
that in fifteen instances records had been made
by subsequent daughters of the dams of eight of
these thirty-six first calves. Comparing these

two groups of records as before, we found that

in only two out of the fifteen instances had later

progeny made better records than first calves.

"It would appear from the above data—which,
of course, does not cover a large number of

animals—that the first calves were as a rule the

best, and our interest has been aroused sufficiently

in regard to this point so that we will go through
our records more extensively and work the point

One instance in which a "first calf" certainly

made good. At the left Pauline Spotswood

30446, whose record in the Guernsey Advanced

Register is 15,297.5 pounds of milk, 746.5

pounds of fat. At the right her first calf

Jehanna Chene, 30889, who as a three year old

produced 16,186.7 pounds of milk, 863.36

pounds of fat
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mil wuh a large rm >uiil» numlirr of own to make
possible .1 propel Intel ptetatioii

I'ltrir in. of ionise, .iv Mi HiiIImiii rceon

iii-r.l ami acknowledged. .1 number of factors

ih.it niu'lit easdv affect tin- accuracy of the

ibovf deductions I In Mii' lr Cu t tli.it different

bull* might have hnn. ami ptohahlv win, in-

volved in thr produt non of tin- hist ami latct

calves i s i>l considerable weight, miht it is widely

acknowledged that milking ahihtv ma\ he trans-

mitted through sue as well as dam. "further
mot e,

" adds Mi. I lulhiu t,

might have heen used on
the dams when young than
when the\ became older,"

thus inttoducing the influ-

ential factors of age. lela-

ti\ i prepotcnev . etc.

This hrim;s us to our re-

maining m iterial, namely,
the theories of Messrs. Pear-

son and Kedheld It is the

claim of the former that he
has estahhshe.l the fact

that the hi st horn in human
families are apt to he infer-

ior to the younger members
of the families, especially

m their liability to tubercu-
losis, insanity, albinism,

etc., and he has obtained
suttk'ient follow ms; to give

rise to the existing lively

controversy on the subject.

Hovvcv ei. in this discussion,

according to Mr. CI. M.
Rommel. Chief of the \nt-

mal Husbandry Division of

the U. S. Bureau of Animal
Industry, and Secretary of

the \merican Clenctic As-

sociation, "most of tin-

claims for positive conclu-

sions have been definitely

show B to he fallacious, and
none are generally accep-

ted." It seems hardly neces-

sary, therefore, to attempt
to apply Mr. Pearson's rea-

soning to, or connect it

with, developments in ani-

mal breeding.

Mr. Red held 's theory, in-

so-far as it is possible to

summarize it very briefly,

is that the age of an in-

dividual's parents is a vital

factor in the determination
of that individual's merit;

the best specimens of hu-
mans being never the chil-

dren of young parents, and
the tendency of early mat-
ing being to produce pro-

geny relatively weaker in

all characteristics other
than the tendency to do
likewise. Although he has
pursued the greater part
of his studies in the Held of
human genetics, he also

claims to have demon-
strated that the greater

the average age of ances-

tors in Holstein-Friesian
cattle, the better will be the offspring as regards
milk production, and has advanced similar

arguments in connection with the standard bred
American horse. Nevertheless, although at

first glance his conclusions sound convincing,
they do not, according to Mr. Rommel, seem to be
warranted by his data, while another commen-
tator states that "his methods are utterly

unscientific and unreliable, and hence no con-
fidence can be placed in his conclusion." This
same position has been taken and justified at

length by Dr. Raymond Pearl of the University
of M aine in a review of Mr. Redfield's book
"Dynamic Evolution."

Doctor Davenport, quoted heretofore, says
in this connection: "Mr. Redfield's work seems,
on the face of it, extremely conclusive, and yet

wt must remember that both mental and physical
qualities are involved in Ins studies, and that in

general the later children come alter the family
is comparatively well established and are likely

to enjoy many advantages denied the younger
oni . i .pi i iall\ hi middle ( lass lamilii s, from
which most ol our people come. Turning to the
animal side, we are still confused among sin h

animals as nigs and sheep. I he young are very
dependent lor a considerable tune upon the care
ol the mother, and experience shows that the

earlier births have a much hither degree of

With the opening of the National Capital Horse Show on May 6th will be inaugurated another outdoor horseshow

season—a season of spirited competition, friendly rivalry, good horsemanship, good horses, good sport, good fellowship,

and all amid the eminently fitting and harmonious surroundings of grass and trees and open sky. May the classes

be large, the judging close, the decisions cleancut—and may the best horses win! The illustration shows Cocktail

of Ashleigh Farms, a true Virginia hunter ridden by Roger Bayly, a true Virginia sportsman.

mortality, the earlier young suffering more
neglect from the inexperience of the mother than
do the offspring of the same individual later on.

"All this would not be true to any appreciable

extent among cattle and horses and we might
hope, with sufficient study of the performance
records in cows and horses, to get a good deal of

light upon this question; and yet even here we
are confused, because, in general, those females

which prove themselves to be successful producers

are very likely indeed to be bred to higher grade
sires after their reputation is so established than
in their earlier years.

" Pretty nearly everything seems to me to in-

cline to the conclusion that the later births have
slightly better chances of success. Over against

this is, of course, the old-time assumption that

ollspiiiig or iuiiii.it mi parent', wen infriioi

an assumption whieh has ncvei been maintained
beyond the fait thai (hi oil \pi inj< of youni/ and
undeveloped families are frequently mm Ii hi low
the normal at birth, hut thai they ultimately
attain normal size is fairly well established."

Thus we get a partial idea of the infinite ami
complex combinations of ( ire umstam es that

interfere with every attempt to formulate a

definite, comprehensive answei to out ioi respon-
dent's question. Ouradvice to him, or toanyotlx r

farmer undecided whether or not to raise a calf,

would be, in effect, this:

"Use your own judgment.
If the animal is normal, of
average development, born
of healthy parents of proven
merit, and if you can give
it the care and treatment
any farm animal deserves
at the hands of those it

lives for, go ahead and
raise it, whether it be a

first calf or a tenth. Of
course, if the sire was a

scrub and you have any
desire or ambition to im-
prove your herd, it would
re better in the long run
to turn the animal into

veal or beef than to raise

it for breeding purposes;
hut in such a case you have
done only half your best
until you ha ve slaughtered
also the scrub sire himself."

In a sense this is another
way of saying that for all

practical purposes the truth
in regard to the relation of
birth rank to merit is more
interesting than valuable.

To the practical breeder,"
says Mr. Rommel, "the
health and soundness of the
immediate parents and an-
cestors so far as known, is

of far more importance
than speculatirn on the
probable influence of the
age of parents on the merit
of offspring." Let such
a breeder, then, whether
he be working with dairy
cows, beef animals, wool
or mutton sheep, hogs,
dogs, poultry or what not,

develop a system and per-

fect a policy involving four

fundamental operations, as

follows: First, let him uti-

lize every available means
for testing and keeping
track of the ability of his

animals. In the dairy these

will be the milk scales and
the Babcock test; in the
field of meat or wool pro-

duction he can turn to the
actual performances of his

animals in the open market
or in the show ring; and in

every case a carefully kept
record of feed, labor and
other costs will provide

data upon which to base a calm, sure, im-
partial and profitable judgment. Second, let

him dispose of every animal shown by such tests

to be unprofitable and therefore unworthy of

having its characters intensified in succeeding

generations. Third, let him breed the remainder
of his females—only the best of them, if choice

is possible—to pure bred, registered sires of

proven merit or at least known and worthy
ancestry. And, fourth, let him continue this

testing and selecting and weeding out process

and the combination of the best on both

sides, for generation after generation. Thus,
and only thus, will he ultimately attain to the

highest pinnacle of success that destiny can

prepare for him.

E. L. D. S.



HIRTY-ODD years ago the

black-and-tan Manchester
terrier was well known and
well liked. In those days

the solid, aldermanic pug was
the pampered favorite of the

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs;

convenience, kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life
America, Garden City, N. Y.—The Editors.)
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drawing room, and a gayly spotted plum
pudding dog trotted beneath the front axle

of every smart landau. To-day the phleg-

matic pug has been nosed off" the lap of

Dame Fashion by othef toy dogs, and in

this age of motors the coach dog finds his

old-time occupation a sinecure. Hut the

Manchester terrier is coming back.

It is always difficult to regain a lost posi-

tion, and especially so for a dog to win back a

popularity that he has lost. "Every dog has

his day"—sometimes it is short as the twenty-
first of December; sometimes it is long as August
in the Land of the Midnight Sun—but be his day
long or short, once it has passed, only a dog of

exceptional desirability can bask again in the

sunlight of popularity. The Manchester terrier

is sucTTa dog. If he were not, the rather stren-

uous efforts that his good friends are making in

his behalf would be fruitless, for, if he enjoys pe-

culiar advantages, thanks to his own attractions,

he also labors under exceptional handicaps.

In the first place, the Manchester must now
compete with dogs that were unknown in his day.

Thirty years ago, the Airedale was only a loca

celebrity in the vales of Yorkshire; the Scottish

terrier had hardly stuck his black nose out of the

Highlands; the Irish terrier was unknown in

America. Nowadays, these three, and others

too, are strong contenders for the affections of a

terrier lover. The West Highland White terrier

and the Sealyham are proofs that it is much
easier to introduce, as the latest imported novelty,

a new breed than it is to revive interest in a

variety that has waned.
Secondly, the Manchester terrier can receive

no help from his native land. The anti-cropping

edict has practically killed the breed in England.
All of that sensational publicity that comes with

the importation at a fabulous price of a famous
champion is denied, for there are no famous
champions being bred in Britain. This means,
moreover, that we must depend almost entirely

upon the breeding stock we now have, with
whatever help we can get from Canada, long a

stronghold of the breed.

Thirdly, the Manchester terrier that from
a bench show point of view anywhere nearly

approximates perfection is very seldom seen.

They are sound and healthy, easy to

breed, and not hard to raise, but the
extreme length of head associated with
great shortness of back is always a difficult

combination to find in one dog. The very
exacting demands for color and markings
are an even greater problem for the breeder.

THE RETURN OF TH
MANCHESTER

By WILLIAMS HAYNES

Mrs. J. C. Liggett'sCh. Bad News. First in open and first win-

ners at Boston; second open and reserve winners at New York

Finally, most Americans habitually confuse

the Manchester terrier with the toy black-and-

tan terrier. The toy variety was certainly bred

from the Manchester dog, but the two differ as

much in looks, disposition, and constitution as

they do in weight.

These are four pretty tolerably good-sized

stumbling blocks in the way of any breed—but
the Manchester terrier is an exceptionally desir-

able dog. He is good looking—a clean-cut, aristo-

cratic terrier with odd and attractive markings.

He is wide-awake, intelligent, faithful, gamy.
He is active, healthy, and sizable. Since he is

all these things—and more too—the return of the

Manchester to popularity seems wholly reasonable.

Though he has undergone some modifi-
cations, he is the oldest surviving smooth-
coated member of the terrier family. He
has had a paw in the making of every
smooth terrier we have—even the Boston,
which was bred from the bull terrier, which,
in turn must acknowledge Manchester an-
cestry. He and the Scottish terrier are prob-
ably the only two terrier breeds that have
anything like a clean, straight-bred ancestry
that antedates the time of the dog shows.
The Manchester's origin is lost in a

strange tangle of myths and mysteries, but
sve know that he was alive and flourishing

two hundred years ago. His birthplace
was probably in the Midlands, and his

home has long been in and about the city of
Manchester. When the dog shows put a
value on physical points and supplied the

incentive for careful breeding, the Midland
metropolis bestowed its name upon this Midland
dog, much to the open discontent of certain

London fanciers of the breed who would have
called him the English terrisr.

In the Midlands his best friends were the mill

operatives. In their humble cottages nothing
was too good for the "black 'un, " as he was
affectionately nicknamed. He was born in the
kitchen; he grew up with the children; he ate at

the table: and when he died the whole family
went into mourning. But he did not become a

spoiled weakling. He had always to earn his

salt. Saturday nights at the "pub" he must kill

rats against time or in competition with his half-

brother or his cousin. Other times he must take
his turn at water rats down at the mill, at stoats

in the hills, or possibly at rabbits on His Grace's

preserves. About London his friends were more
aristocratic. They did not need a dog for vermin
destroying, and they developed the toy variety

for their parlors. These tiny black-and-tan dogs
became very popular in early Victorian days, but
they were—and are to-day—different from their

larger cousins.

It is the Manchester terrier of the Midlands,
the bright, affectionate, game "black 'un," who
is these days making the bid for popular recog-

nition. Thanks largely to a coterie of Boston
friends, Messrs. W. P. Wolcott, T. Dickson
Smith, Arnold Lawson, and J. L. Frothingham, a

Manchester Club was organized some time back,

and owing to their efforts the shows last year
had more entries than have graced the benches
in some time. Canada has always had its

quota of good Manchester fanciers, and all over

the Middle West, especially about
Chicago and Kansas City, there is a

sprinkling of good dogs and devoted
owners.

One of the biggest stumbling
blocks in the path of the "black
'un's" general popularity is the almost

universal misunderstanding as to just

One of the good Manchesters is Ch.
Watlands Leader (at the left) owned
by Mrs. Thomas W. Larsen

Mr Alf. Delmont'sCh. Leeds

Imitable, though a youngster,

has been romping away with

show honors. First limit,

second open, and reserve win-

ners, at Boston; and first

winners at New Brunswick,

Albany, Utica, Lancaster, Dan-
bury, and Easton; first open
and first winners at New York
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l>r Chat Irs I' Knapp's Jean. A K C IH2789 (left) anil Jackaroo. A. K. C. Ki2<>7H. have born witinitiK < < .n-.isl < rit
I
y ;il I h< I'c nnsylvania shown. Al Eastern they each took second open and

reserve winners in their classes, and together first brace

what dog Ik- is. Hi- is not .in effete to\ . Mr is .1

dog .is Ihmvv .is tin- l'o\ ti-rru-r. anil, because lit-

is more rac\ 111 build, lit- stands even taller at

the shoulder. Me is a lithe, wiry, upstanding,

active dog with a long, wedge shaped he. id,

straight legs, good, sloping shoulders; and a

short bod\ with a deep chest and well cut-up

loin. Mis ears are cropped and stand smartly

erect Mis tail, which is never cut, should taper

to .1 hue point and never he carried above the

line of his back. Roughly speaking, he is a

black, smaller, more racy edition of his blood

relative the hull terrier.

Mis disposition is e\ceptionall\ good. Me is

bright as a street urchin, hut a little gentleman
tn manners. He is clever and very affectionate;

hvelv without being boisterous; and very clean.

He is utterly game, but not at all scrappy, and
he has a reputation as a ratter that all other

terriers can envy. Me is hard as nails, and
although his slum . black coat is thin, still he is

not delicate. Nevertheless it is not kind to ask

him to tramp the streets on sloppv winter days
or to sleep outside without protection on freezing

nights.

The Manchester terrier indeed deserves better

than he has had, and it is to be devoutly hoped
that he w ill win back the general popularity that

he once enjoyed. It would be a pity if the oldest

smooth terrier—and such a nailing good sort of a

terrier at that— should become extinct through
lack of support.*****
A few supplementary remarks on the Man-

chester terrier seem apropos in connection with
Mr. Havnes's article. It is cer-

tainly a fine animal, and it is a

pitv that the extreme require-

ments of the standard have dis-

couraged so many breeders.

Head, symmetry, and color are
all essential. Definite color and
markings have been especially

insisted on. The ideal Manches-
ter should be a smooth-coated
black dog with rich tan markings
evenly distributed. The muzzle
should be tanned to the nose, the
tip of which should be jet black;

there should be a bright tan spot

on each cheek and one above each
eye; tan under the jaw and throat,

and tan hairs inside the ears;

forelegs tanned up to the knees,

with black lines on the toes and a

black mark above each foot; hind
legs tanned inside, but divided
with black at the hock joint;

under surface of the tail tan;

breast, or brisket, slightly tanned
on each side. Tan on the outside

of the legs is a defect.

These strict requirements have
tempted some unscrupulous fan-

ciers to dye their dogs, though I doubt if this

practice has been very prevalent in this country.

Here the result has been rather a decrease in

the breed, since perfect specimens are naturally

difficult to get. I should almost be inclined to

advocate a relaxation of these requirements, or

at least suggest that it would pay to breed a

less perfectly marked dog for general purposes,
though this is always dangerous advice.

I he weight of the Manchester is given as 10 to

?o pounds, though the general demand has been
for a dog weighing not less than 15.

The toy Manchester or miniature black-and-
tan, while derived from the larger dog, has become
a separate breed, and one not unpopular here in

spite of its delicacv and timidity. The good toy

Another Newfoundland gone to his reward—Mr. Walter Geldert's Ch. Major II

is a handsome little than, with the same shape
and markings as the Manchester proper. The
toy should weigh not more than 7 pounds, with
the preference given to dogs weighing 5 or 6.

There have been 4- and even 2-pound specimens.
The ears of both breeds are cropped here, but

not in England,
I here are several varieties of toys that are more

popular than the black-and-tan, though it has its

hearty adherents. At the New York show in

191 5, five were benched, and in 1916, three. At
Southampton last year there were three, two at

Mineola, and two or three at several of the

other shows.
The showing of the large Manchester has been

equally moderate of late—New York, 191 5, nine;

and 1916, eight; Southampton, 191 5, five; Mine-
ola, 1915, five. While I see no signs of a great

revival of interest in the breed, I sincerely hope
that Mr. Haynes is right and that the Man-
chester will come to his own again.

W. A. D.

THE NEWFOUNDLAND AGAIN

INCE the publication of our article

on Newfoundlands last October, I

have received a number of letters

from all parts of the country which
indicate a widespread interest in

the fine old breed and a sincere

desire to see it reinstated.

The following is an extract from a letter writ-

ten by Mr. Walter Geldert of Venice, Cal., early

last November:
"I enclose herewith a picture of

my old fellow who is now two and
a half years old. At the kennel

club shows he has taken four

trophies and a gold medal, with a

credit of thirteen points toward
his championship. I am now-

conditioning the dog for the next

show to be held in Los Angeles
on November 11-13, and expect

to get his championship.
"This breed is very scarce here

in the West and I seem to be the

only one in the southern part of

California to own one that has

been exhibited in any dog show
for the past three years. I am
now trying to get some of the

breed from the East."
Major II was shown at Los

Angeles and won his champion-
ship. Then came the news of his

death on Januaryi7th—with none
to fill his place.

For the story of the rise and
decline of the Newfoundland, I

refer the reader to Country Life
in America for October, 1915.

W. A. D.



URKEY raising

seems almost a lost

art with many who
formerly were very
successful. Whe-
ther the cause is

diminution of vigor of the breed-

ing stock, or conditions of environ-

ment, or other causes, is an open
question. Still, many are suc-

cessful, as evidenced by the large

supply of excellent turkeys in

market. The most critical time
appears to be during the first few
weeks of the life of the poult.

Once past this critical period,

they almost raise themselves, as

one breeder phrased it.

Here are some composite
pointers gleaned from different

successful turkey raisers:

One uses small colony houses
with attached runs for sheltering

the broods and mothers. These

are moved to fresh ground every

day. The houses are kept as clean

as possible, whitewashed frequent-

ly, and lice and mites abolished.

Shade is provided in hot weather.

None is hatched before May. The first eggs

are set under hens, the last being given to the

turkey hens. The first poults that hatch are

removed from the nest to avoid crowding, and
are placed in a warm basket covered with

flannel. They do not require feeding for a

day or two. Some breeders feed first hard-

boiled eggs, chopped fine, with a sprinkling

of black pepper, with which is mixed the com-
mon sting nettle also chopped fine. Several give

bread soaked in milk, squeezed dry, and with
a little red or black pepper added. Sour milk
or buttermilk is a favorite drink. The soaked
bread is a good feed till the poults are well

grown. Lettuce is frequently fed, and a number
of successful feeders give chopped dandelions.

When of sufficient size to range, they will get

their own feed through the day, and a feed of

sound old grain at night is sufficient. One
breeder, once a week, gives a half teaspoon-
ful of Epsom salts to a pint of milk for

twelve poults, given before the morning feed.

At night, a half teaspoonful of sulphate of

iron to a dozen birds is given in two quarts
of milk.

Filth, dampness, and vermin are the
worst foes of young turkeys. Everything
must be kept scrupulously clean.

Until well grown, they must be
kept out of the rain and wet grass,

and their coops must be dry. A
liberal use of insect powder will

dispose of the vermin. When the
poults "shoot the red" is a criti-

cal time. Some put a few drops
of tincture of iron in the drink-

Showing the tail penciling of the Bronze turkey hen at the right

CONDUCTED BY F. H. VALENTINE
[Mr. Valentine will be glad to answer any] questions relating to poultry; for convenience

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—
The Editors.]

THE LOST ART OF RAISING TURKEYS

than the common hen. She has
the advantage, too, of greater hov-
ering capacity when her charges
need protection. F. H. V.

TURKEYS— BREEDS
AND CARE

A flock of five months old

Bronze turkeys starting out for

their afternoon run in search of

grasshoppers

A bronze torn owned by
the Messrs. Bird—a blue

ribbon winner at the last

Madison Square

poultry show

HE TURKEY is

one of the best and
most profitable
of our domestic
fowls, and success

is not difficult to
achieve if we will but observe a
few strict requirements.
The two main drawbacks to

turkey raising are (i) the fact

that turkeys must have a large

range to do well; and (2) the great
number of deaths among little

turkeys during the first few weeks.
However, in the first case there is

always room enough on the aver-
age farm for a big flock of turkeys,
and in the second case the poults
may be successfully raised by any
one who will carefully see to it

that they are kept warm and dry for the first few
weeks; after that they will almost raise themselves.
Turkeys are preeminently a wild fowl, and

require plenty of liberty in order to be profitable
in the highest degree. They can not be closely

confined without affecting their health and vitality

and profitableness, nor can they be given the free-

dom of a small-fruit or vegetable farm, for the rea-
son that they will do destructive ranging. But on a

grain or grass or stock farm where they can roam
around at will and gather in the shattered grains,

and bugs, worms, and grasshoppers, turkeys will

return one of the best profits that can be made
from poultry. They require no expensive housing
or feeding, and holiday prices are always high.

There are a number of good varieties of turkeys
—the Mammoth Bronze, the Black, the
Buff, the Bourbon Red, the Slate, the
Narragansett, the White Holland, etc. The
Bronze and the White

are the kinds most com-
monly raised, and both
are fine birds. The Bronze
is somewhat the larger of

these two, but where

— and her well marked wing

feathers. First prize at Madi-
son Square.

ing water at that period, two or three times a

week. Raw egg in milk, or a little fine-ground
meat is also a help. After this period is passed,
if they have good range, there is little trouble.

The turkey mother is likely to take her family
much farther afield than the hen mother, which
is at the same time an advantage and a disad-

vantage. The advantage is in the greater op-
portunity for securing insects and seeds, and
the herbage peculiarly suited to the poults, and
the disadvantage is in greater exposure to

marauding animals and birds. The turkey hen,
however, is a much more vigilant protector
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white fowl i* not objection'

ihli on jiomnl <>l m.ir.iu-

deri oi li.iwlt. tin- White
I loll.mil \\ ill he found quite

dcur.ihlc

I urkcv eggs should not

!>«• s< I too i- .iil\ m the m'.i-

un I In \ w ill do better

it one w.iifs until Lite in

Aim il or until the month of

M.i\ , according to l.itituile.

I he hist h.iteh of crrs
which the turkey hen lays

should he taken aw .i\ from

Ihi and set uiuler hens.

I hen she w ill soon com-
mence Living again, .mil

these List r^gs she ni.iy he

allowed to h.iteh for her-

self In this me.ins one

e.m get '"° broods from

her, while if she were left

to follow her natural in-

clinations she would stop

w uli the tust eluteh of ecus.

This is all she wouhl produce then in one
season, .mil main >>| these youngsters might
he lost hy her trailing with them through the

high, wet grass. Hens are not so likely to do
this, ami by the tune the turkey hen has
hroughr lorth her second lot of youngsters, the
m iss has been cut and the stubble is short.

Vntil kbout two months old, the young must be

well protected from rains and dews, which ar.e

always fatal.

Doubtless the three things most disastrous

to young turkeys, and that must positively be
eliminated it one wishes to succeed, are damp-
ness, cold, and yermm.
Even cue .mil attention possible must be

gi\en to the obliteration of vermin on and about
the poults, and they must be carefully pro-

tected from cold and dampness and inclement
weather.

Fifteen eggs are enough for a turkey hen to

cover. Upon sitting her, dust the nest pretty

thoroughly with insect powder. Shortly before

the eggs are due to hatch, the hen herself should
be dusted with the powder, care being taken not
to disturb her too much. Leave the hen to

come off the nest whenever she pleases. Then
when the hatch is completed, remove the hen
and poults to a large box and keep them confined

therein for several days, especially if the weather
is cold.

If w arm, they may be at once placed in an A-
shaped coop on the ground, which is desirable,

as the coop may then be shifted around to new
ground every day or two.

As to feeding the poults, stale bread soaked in

milk is excellent for the first day or two. Then
gradually change to wheat middlings (shorts),

mixed moist but not sticky. Feed four or five

times a day for the first few weeks, never per-

mitting the feed to become soured. Chopped
onion tops and dandelion leaves may well

be added to their ration once in awhile, as

these seem to have a tonic effect that is very
beneficial.

Plenty of pure water must be supplied,

while skim milk or buttermilk is fine for

a daily drink.

At the end of four or five weeks, give the

brood their entire liberty.

R. B. Sando.

[Editor's Note: The ration advised is very un-

usual and very meager. The best turkey raisers

advise a small portion of hard-boiled egg mixed
with the bread at first, and many of them use a

bread made specially of ground corn and oats with

the hulls sifted out, bran and middlings with a dash
of pepper, especially if there is tendency todiarrhoea,

the whole mixed with sweet milk if available.

Cracked corn or w heat—only old, sound grain—may
be added, after a little. Some advise cooking or

soaking—the latter is preferable. Some feed at

first curds or pot cheese. Sweet milk is excel-

lent for turkeys of all ages. Some give a little

green-cut bone when feathering begins, but this

ought not to be necessary if turkeys have range and
insects are plentiful. Emphatically all feed must
be sound and sweet, fed little and often at first,

with pure water or sweet milk at hand.]

Tin' White Holland turkey is h.imfsome but not quite 90 large as the Bronze. Part of Mr. II. W. Macomber's Ilock

MAKING A LATE START
HOUSANDS of would-

be back-to-the-landers

will move to country
or suburban homes
as late as April, May,
or even June. Some of

these will wish to make a start with
poultry, and a few suggestions may

Bronze turkey pullet,

owned by the Messrs.

Bird, first at Mad-
ison Square

be helpful to such. From past knowledge, I

know that many of them will want to start with
several breeds of fowls, pigeons, ducks, and pos-

sibly turkeys and geese. To the tyro, a word of
caution—don't undertake too much at first. It's

safer, more satisfactory, and profitable to start

small and iri< h um- tin- num-
ber and variety of your
pets, than lo Man on a

grand scale and see them
dwindle and grow beauti-

fully less. f owls and pig-

eons may be kept very
nicely on the small place,

but I don't advise ducks,
geese, or turkeys. Further,
one breed of fowls is enough
for a starter. The solid

Colored breeds are easier to
breed than particolored
ones. Each individual
should consult his own
tastes and preferences in

making a final decision as
to breed.

April is rather late to

start by buying breeding
stock. One is not likely to

have as much choice then,

will probably have to pay
much higher prices for the

same quality, and it will be very late in the sea-
son before any hatching can be done. If one
have birds of the sitting breeds he may purchase
eggs, and the question of hatching them arises,

for the hens don't sit to order. Broody hens
may sometimes be bought or hired to hatch a few
eggs, but this method is generally uncertain and
often unsatisfactory. He may purchase an in-

cubator, or better, if he has but little use for it,

hire the eggs hatched in a public hatchery.
I his work is now done by many, a fixed price

being paid. A brooder will be necessary to care
for the chicks after hatching.

But the simplest and possibly most feasible

plan for making a late start seems to be by the
purchase of newly hatched chicks. If these are
properly hatched from eggs from good, vigorous,
healthy stock, and are not shipped too far or kept
too long and too closely confined, this may prove
the simplest method. One hasn't the bother or

theexpense of setting hens or incubators,
with their accompanying annoyances.

Another method of making a start is

by the purchase of partly grow n pullets.

Several poultry farms make a specialty

of these in response to a demand that

has existed for some time. This does away
with the necessity for even a brooder coop or

colony house, as the pullets may be put right

into the laying house.

Of course, these methods are suggested merely
as an aid in getting a belated start, especially

for the beginner. After one is established, he
will probably want to have his own breeding stock,

study selection and mating, have the fun of

hatching and raising his chicks, and enjoy
the results of his study, his planning, and his

labor. But all these developments will come
as a matter of course to the one who starts

right, plans carefully and intelligently, and
labors faithfully. F. H. V.

PROFITS IN TURKEY RAISING

Bourbon Red turkeys are not so numerous as the Bronze, but their

adherents are loud in their praise. Bourbon Red torn owned by Mr.

E. J. Reed

a V-jT THE hist Boston Poultry Show-

steps were taken toward the
organization of a Turkey Grow-
ers' Club. Evidently the editor

of Farm Poultry is not enthusias-

tic over the outlook. He says
that, stated in a few words, the reason why
turkey culture declined in New England and
is not likely to be extensively revived, is

that turkeys, under most conditions found
there, are less profitable than fowls, and
that, this being the case, only those whose
interest in turkeys makes them willing to grow
them although something else would pay
better, will continue long in the business

of turkey growing. It would be interesting

to know what others who have been success-

ful both with fowls and with turkeys, think

of this view of the case. The buyer of a

Thanksgiving turkey in our Eastern cities

certainly gets the idea that there is money
in turkeys.

F. H. V.
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HEUE AND T H E H E

St. Patrick Just why St. Patrick drove the

Up to snakes from Ireland, and, in-

j) a j-e deed, whether he ever actually

attempted or accomplished the

task, are matters deeply enshrouded in the inde-

cision of ancient legend. But there is neither

mystery nor question as to the expedition and
thoroughness with which the Bureau of Animal
Industry is driving the cattle tick off the face of

the United States. On December first, new
areas aggregating 12,313 square miles in six

Southern states were declared free of the para-

site and no longer under the quarantine ban,

making a total of some 50,000 square miles so

liberated within the year. While this is magnifi-

cent progress, it is but typical of the efforts that

have reduced the infested area of 1906, when the

extermination campaign was begun, by consider-

ably more than 33 per cent. A tick-free country
is clearly in sight, and as one reason therefor be-

hold the all powerful triumvirate—knowledge,
individual effort, and whole souled cooperation.

Wanted—As an article of food in the United

Snail States, the snail is doubtless better

Farmers known to a hundred frequenters of

restaurants of our largest cities, than
to one practical farmer. This may not long

remain true, however, for the Federal Govern-
ment has become sufficiently interested in its

possibilities to have had an expert collect the

facts regarding their culture in European coun-
tries, with a view to educating the American
people to a better appreciation of the mollusk,

and stimulating interest in a new industry.

Conditions for profitable snail raising are said

to be admirable in many parts of the country,

especially the Mississippi Valley; and in com-
parison with oysters, clams, and other delicacies

already valued by the American epicure, the

snail can more than hold its own, as regards
nutritive value, gastronomic worth, and the
cleanliness of its habits. Who is to be listed as

the first American commercial snail grower?

Sleighing A Seattle, Wash., man has

At Sixty- invented a sleigh, propelled

Five M. P. H. by an aeroplane engine, for

use in carrying mails over the
frozen trails of Alaska. The motor drives a pro-
peller attached to the rear of the sleigh and is able

to do sixty-five miles per hour on need. It has an
enclosed cab large enough to accommodate six pas-
sengers or pretty close to a thousand pounds of
mail. The whole outfit weighs only 1,100 pounds.

ui m$ ai 10

The Mystery The injury of trees by gas,

Of Plant though not uncommon in

Asphyxiation cities
>

is fortunately a rare

occurrence in the country.
Even there, however, some will be interested in

the findings of recent experiments designed to

ascertain just how and under what conditions this

injury is produced. It appears that when
passed through the soil, illuminating gas is

broken up into various groups of constituents,

some, such as the odor-giving ones, being quickly
absorbed by the soil particles and having no ill

effects on the roots; and others, notably ethy-
lene, remaining in gaseous form in the spaces
between the soil particles and causing the in-

juries already mentioned. A low concentration
of gas seems to have a stimulating effect, causing
abnormal development of the root tissues, in-

creased hydrolysis of starch, etc. A high con-

centration, on the other hand, rapidly kills the

roots and consequently the entire plant. As a

practical suggestion it is mentioned that etio-

lated (in the sense of blanched or only par-

tially vigorous) sweet peas are extremely sensitive

to the effects of gas and, growing where there is

thought to be danger from this source, will indi-

cate its presence before other species suffer

injury or at least show signs of it.

Ui w$ fu 10

Is Her Rumors were in the air some

Desuetude weeks ago that the hull of the

Innocuous? "interned" racer, Shamrock IV,
had undergone serious deteriora-

tion as a result of her enforced and extended
period of idleness. The existence of any founda-
tion therefor was promptly denied after a careful

examination that found things "in tiptop shape"
and the yacht in "as good condition to-day as she

was when she was put into the slip in 1914."

Yet the impression remains that the unhappy
sequel of her creation and brave trip across the

Atlantic must be more or less harmful, even if in a*

negative way. There is, for instance, the huge sum
she represents, now hoarded up and benefiting

no one; there is the inevitable change that comes
with age to every animate and inanimate thing

and that must lessen speed, efficiency, and
worth in some degree; and there is the healthful

sport, the clean enjoyment and excitement of
multitudes, and most of all, the active good
fellowship between the yachtsmen of two nations,

all of which are rendered impossible while the

boat hibernates in dry dock. Into how many
cracks and crevices of our life has the hand of

war inserted its iron finger! How many and
how varied the appeals that arise for a renewed
world peace and for the pastimes and avocations

that depend upon it, and that brighten the path-

way of man's existence!

"Sweets Running a motor car on a diet of candy

To the sounds fantastical enough, but that

Sweet" ls figuratively what we may be doing
some day, if recent experiments by the

Royal Automobile Club of Great Britain may be
taken at their face value. This organization has

been conducting a series of tests with a newly
found motor fuel, which consists, principally of

alcohol obtained from the waste products of sugar
refining factories in Natal. The name natalite

has been bestowed on the new product, which is

said to give quite as satisfactory results in so far

as power goes, as does gasolene, while several

points of actual superiority are claimed, first

among them being cleanliness. If gasolene con-

tinues to prove as volatile in price as it is in chem-
ical nature, we shall be forced to cast about for

some satisfactory substitute, and we shall keep
our eyes on natalite.

Automobiles The casual reader of the daily

Becoming press is apt to get the impres-

Less Wild s 'on that as tn e numbers on
automobile license tags grad-

ually approach infinity, his chances for dying a

natural death decrease even more rapidly.

Certainly accounts of accidents involving motor-
ists, especially in the larger cities, form a

regrettably frequent type of news items. But
in fairness to the machine, which receives, in our
opinion, much more than its share of the blame
for such catastrophes, the facts should be ex-

amined in their relative aspect. As a result of

such an examination, the Federal Department of

Commerce reports that "from 1909 to 1914 the
number of automobiles in the United States in-

creased more than twice as rapidly as the num-
ber of fatalities caused by them." That is, the
five-year increase of 775 per cent, in number of
cars has been accompanied by an increase of
only 315 per cent, in automobile fatalities. Why
this improvement—whether because of more
easily controlled cars, more careful driving, or
increased education of the masses to their use

—

we will not attempt to guess. Let us rejoice

that conditions are better, but—has the limit

•of improvement been reached? Is not a total

of even 4 persons per 100,000 too heavy to let us
rest in complacent inactivity?

"Lo, From the pen of Cato Sells, Com-
The Poor missioner of Indian Affairs, there

Indian!" has recently gone out to the em-
ployees of the United States Indian

Service a message and an appeal that rings with
sincerity, logic, and justice., Its spirit may be
common enough among the little corps of active

Indian workers and sympathizers, but it is not
often enough expressed outside that circle of
enthusiasts, nor even realized. "Save the
babies," is the keynote of Mr. Sell's message,
"wage with renewed vigor the warfare against
the arch foe of efficiency—disease." Not long

ago such a duty would have been no less un-
thought of than unnecessary; in his native
circumstances the Indian held a better chance for

health and vigorous life than most white men.
But civilization has, unfortunately, brought with
it degeneration, and the responsibility therefor

has descended from the shoulders of our fore-

fathers to our own. We are facing the inevitable

result—an Indian problem, but, as Mr. Sells,

succinctly remarks: "We cannot solve the

Indian problem without Indians. We cannot
educate their children unless they are kept alive."

School Children As this paragraph is writ-

As ten, the final arrangements

Census Takers are being made for the

taking of a new and en-

tirely unique sort of census in the State of New
York. The value of the agricultural data ob-

tained every ten years by the Federal Census
Bureau has suggested to Commissioner of Agri-

culture Wilson the desirability of a more frequent

report upon the actual farm resources of the

Empire State. He is therefore enlisting the

services of some 500,000 school children who, by
the time this note appears, will have reported

upon the number of horses and of cattle on every

farm in the state, and upon the quantity of

important farm crops produced on them in 191 5.

Should the plan work out satisfactorily, there

will probably be another census of the condition

of growing crops taken in June in the same
manner. The advantages of this innovation are

numerous. The data will be of tremendous
value to the state and to local agencies such as

farm bureaus, etc., in suggesting the development
and needs of different sections; and this value

will increase as new figures are supplied annually,

or oftener, for comparison. The investigation

will not only prove interesting to the school

children but will greatly increase their knowledge

of conditions in their state, county, and com-
munity; and it will supply splendid material

for subsequent analysis and study. Finally, in

the nature of publicity, the scheme must inevi-

tably stir up the interest, the self respect, and

the ambition of the farmers themselves, and

thereby result in better farming and more of it.
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A Record of Gqojd Roach
That Every Taxpayer Should Read

The Old Macadam Road

1m the oh! days l>< Inn tin automobile, the

roadwa\ th.it M.u VI.mi invented .1 bun-

dled \e.ns ago was good enough lor any-

body It was haul. smooth, fairly dust-

less .mil easy to maintain at slight annual

expense. Its durability varieil, ol eourse,

with the name hut it would go for some
ten yean oi more without serious recon-

struetion.

The Automobile Arrives

Then came the automobile storming down
MaeAdam's smooth highwav with a vicious

abrasive thrust of its powerful rear wheels

and scattering MacAdam's expensive ma-
teriali to the winds.

And macadam roads prom ply went out of'

date.

There are still some road builders who are

trying to make them serve in this day of

Fast traffic, and find that they are either

the custodians ol melancholy lanes of loose

stone or are engaged incessantly in expen-

sive repair and reconstruction.

Tarvia Roads

To make the road once again stronger than

the vehicle, modern engineers employ bitu-

mens of which the best known and most
used is Tarvia.

Tarvia is a tough, coal tar preparation.

It is not an oil and does not track or smell.

It is not a dust-layer but rather a dust-

preventer. Its use also adds greatly to the

life of the roadway since it cements the

road into a tough, slightly plastic matrix

that withstands automobile and horse

drawn traffic to an extent that is remark-
able.

How long will they last?

How long the Tarvia bond would with-

stand traffic has not been known till re-

Fac-simile of
label appear-
ingon"Tarvia
-X" barrels.

Newton Boulevard, Newton, Mass. Treated with
"

I arvia-A" nine years ago. Still in good condition.

cently but some of the early Tarvia roads
are now ready to testify. For instance:

A nine year record

Newton Boulevard, Newton, Mass., was
tarviated for five miles in 1 906 and
\')Oj. It is a great automobile thorough-
fare and before that time its maintenance
was difficult and costly. The original 10,06

treatment has never been renewed and
repairs have been too insignificant to com-
pute. At the most an inexpensive renewal
of the top coat of Tarvia w ill make it good
for another long period.

A ten year record

Bellflower Avenue, a fine residential street

in Cleveland. Ohio, was built with Tarvia
in 1905. 1 he photograph below of this

Bellflower Ave., Cleveland, 0. Constructed with

"Tarvia-X" in 1905. Note its present good condition

after 10 years!

paving was taken in 191 5 showing its fine

condition after ten years' service without
renewal or repairs, a record obviously im-

possible for plain macadam on a city street

like this.

A six year record

This was on the fashionable Lake Shore
Drive in the city of Chicago where plain

macadam would probably not have lasted

through a single winter.

As to the future

Such veteran Tarvia roads are the fore-

runners of a host that will be recorded a

little later when the great mileages of

Tarvia work that were built in 1909, 1910
artd I91 1 have reached a ripe old age.

Those early Tarvia roads were crude
compared with the more scientific and
more durable construction of today.

Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III. Reconstructed with
Tarvia in 1909. Heavy traffic but still good in 19 1

5

as above.

Different grades of Tarvia

Tarvia is made in three grades: "Tarvia-
X" for new or rebuilt roads and pave-
ments, "Tarvia-A" for surface application,

and "Tarvia-B" for dust prevention and
road preservation.

A word to taxpayers

You, as a taxpayer, are paying for roads.

If you have dusty plain macadam, you are

paying enough to secure durable, dustless

Tarvia roads, for the latter, owing to the
saving in maintenance expenses, cost no
more in the end.

Remember that dusty roads are not signs of
economy, but of wasteful and antiquated
methods.

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well

as road authorities, The Barrett Company has or-

ganized a Special Service Department, which keeps

up to the minute on all road problems. If you
will write to nearest office regarding road condi-

tions or problems in your vicinity, the matter
will have the prompt attention of experienced engi-

neers. This service is free for the asking. If you
want better roads and lower taxes, this Department
can greatly assist you.

Write our Service Department for illustrated booklet and further information

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston Cleveland ~T*1"10

Detroit Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited: Montreal Toronto

Company

Winnipeg

St. Louis Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

Vancouver St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N. S.



One of nature's themes which we should follow in our planting. The two kings of the Northern forest—white pine and white oak—intermingling their branches like brothers. Each is twice as

beautiful by having a perfect foil

WHITE PINE dearly

loves to touch elbows
with a white oak," ex-

claimed a friend one
day, reining up be-

fore an imposing illus-

TWO KINCS
AMONG TKEES

Vif^elm Miller

tration of his discovery, near Westbury, N. Y.
I he accompanying photograph shows another

case of pine and oak growing together, at Salem,
Mass., and gives some idea of the incomparable
dignity of these two kings of the forest. For
the white pine is certainly the king of Northern
evergreens, as the white oak is of Northern
deciduous trees. One of the finest sights in

nature is the intermingling of their branches,
as if each recognized in the other a mate or

brother.

Such a picture calls to mind Hawthorne's
famous pen portrait of Philemon and Baucis,

after their transformation into trees. "One was
an oak and the other a linden tree. Their boughs
— it was strange and beautiful to see - -were
intertwined together, and embraced one another,
so that each tree seemed to live in the other tree's

bosom much more than in its own. As the
breeze grew stronger the trees both spoke at
once
—

'Philemon! Baucis! Baucis! Philemon!'—as
if one were both and both were one, and talking
together in the depths of their mutual heart."

Here is a theme worthy of the best landscape
gardeners and photographers. Doubtless there
are in America a few fine examples of a perfect
marriage between two trees. Perhaps you have
such a pair of old trees on your place, or a pair
which is tending toward that ideal. But, alas,

the practical gardener is painfully aware that
most trees which intermingle their branches are
unhappy mates—one domineering over the other,
and both needing the ztg. of the tree surgeon for
the removal of dead branches, the sawing off of
stubs, the painting of wounds, and sometimes
costly internal cleansing and buttressing to
enable them to withstand the storms of another
century.

Sentiment is twice admirable if married to
practicality. Let us, therefore adopt this ideal
of blending a pair of trees, and try to realize it.

Some different types of oak leaves; 1, jack oak; 2, white oak;

3, red oak; 4, black oak

To succeed we must take off the rosy

glasses of family affection, through
w hich we have been accustomed to look

at our ancestral trees, and see them
in the cold, pure light of fact. See

whether a temporary tree is spoiling a

permanent one. See whether we must choose

now7 between having one good tree or two poor

ones. See what surgery each tree requires, and
estimate the cost. Stand at the gate or wherever
your house is first visible, and see whether one

tree hides the view of the house, while the other

frames it.

Walk the porch and see whether two trees

frame your outlook as effectively as one tree

would do. In many cases it will be profit-

able to remove the short-lived silver maple,

box elder, poplar, or willow thar is crowd-

ing your long-lived oak, red maple, beech,

or sycamore. For the cheap, quick-growing

and less desirable trees do not intermingle

amicably, as a rule, with the slower growing

and finer species.

But if your two trees do blend beautifully,

how can you preserve your "royal marriage

and make the most of it? Perhaps there is some
small, showy tree near by, quite perfect in itself,

that distracts attention from the main thing

—

a Japanese maple, blue Colorado spruce, or double

tree hydrangea. Why not move away the dis-

tracting element?
Or perhaps the trees on your lawn are all like

storks, standing on one leg, i. e., with no lower

branches preserved. They will then be unre-

lated objects. Why not tie them into groups by

means of shrubbery? Nature suggests this

sort of thing; in the photograph you can see

some tall bushes or small trees behind the big

oak and pine, which tend somewhat to draw the

big trees closer together. But would they not

look better if they were low bushes, with every

branch preserved, and all forming an island of

vegetation, little higher than the grass, but har-

monizing with the foliage overhead? Perhaps

juniper and scrub oak might carpet the ground

to perfection, each seeming the child of one of

the majestic parents that tower above.
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Cyclone Fence is something more than just

a fence—not a showy, conspicuous, inhar-

monious structure, but a pleating and ap-

propriate border to the natural landscape.

It is .1 |>.ut «>| the ensemble of the home and grounds looks as though it might
have grown there under Nature's benign influence, to afford strong yet grac ious

and Unobtrusive protection.

Cyclone fence is especially adapted to city and country homes, large estates,

parkl, sc hool and church grounds, etc.

Property Protection Fencing
It is the fence pre-eminent, combin-
ing the- maximum of good taste and
kingly quality.

Incomparable in material and work-
manship, it gives lifetime service with
enduring satisfaction at minimum cost.

Cyclone Fence enhances the beauty
and value of the premises, while afford-

ing needed protection.

The name Cyclone carries with it our

unqualified guarantee of full height,

full weight, and first quality.

LslRGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG SEAT FREE ON REQUEST.

Always Address Main Offices:

Cyclone Fence Company
Waukegan Dept. 138 Illinois

Branches: NEW YORK, CHICAGO. OAKLAND. CAL

You will find our free Engineering Service

very helpful in solving your fence problem*

To Dealers
The name Cyclone of

Waukegan, Illinois,

has always been a

guarantee of superior

quality for Pence,

(iates, etc. The
Cyclone name has a

stronger selling force

today than ever be-

fore because of our
commanding Nation-
al advertising cam-
paign.

Write for our Free
Service to Dealers,

and right prices.

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY. Dept. 138, WAUKEGAN, ILL.

Please send me free illustrated catalog on items checked below:

J
I Cyclone Property Protection Fence

I I Cyclone Ornamental Lawn Fence
I ] Cyclone Chain-I.ink Fence
I I Cyclone Cemetery Fence

J j
Cyclone Vine Trellis and Arches

I ] Cyclone Kntranee Arches
I I Cyclone Flower-bed Border
I 1 Cyclone "4 in 1" Playground Outfits
( I Cyclone Walk Gates and Drive Gates
[ I Cyclone Farm Gates
I ) Hy-erade Iron Fencing and Gates
I I Hy-erade Window Guards and Grills
I I Hy-erade Iron and Wire Work for Kennels. Poultry Houses,

Zoological Gardens, etc.

My Name
P. O State



new peony-flowered dahlia Lusitania, showing

the relative size of the pompon type

HIS is intended to be a practical talk

by an amateur to amateurs, the

word being in this case used in its

literal translation, "a lover" of

flowers. Perhaps the results of

my ten years' experience may be

of some slight help to them.

There are two classes of dahlia growers; those

who grow for show purposes and those who grow
purely for pleasure. The first named class con-

sists principally of professional growers and gar-

deners who have no other business cares to dis-

tract them, and whose principal object is to pro-

duce single specimens of flowers of enormous
size properly tuned up and prepared for exhibi-

tion. To my mind the clusters of dozens of

smaller dahlias, which grow as nature intended

them to grow, are far more interesting, and it is

to the growers of such dahlias, really amateurs,

that I address myself.

Professional growers classify dahlias as Cac-
tus, Show, Fancy, Decorative, Pompon, Peony-
flowered, Collarette, Single Cactus, Single and
Semi-peony flowered. Some of these classes

are so closely allied that the professionals them-
selves disagree as to their classification. Per-

sonally I think that four classes would be
sufficient to cover every known variety, and my
suggestion would be that the names of these four

classes should be Cactus, Decorative, Pompon,
and Single. The others are only slight modifica-

tions of these.

The lover of dahlias may have an abundance
of these wonderful flowers if he chooses, from
July ist until the first hard frost, although it is

by nature an autumn flower and is at its best in

September and October. The best results are

obtainable if it is recognized as an autumn
flower, the queen of the autumn garden, and
therefore it is a great mistake to plant the bulbs
too early. When I took up the growth of this

interesting flower I could not resist the tempta-
tion to plant the bulbs during the warm days of
May, when the call to nature was strong, but
recently I have planted my bulbs later and with
far better results.

THE
NEW DAHLIAS
AND HOW

TO CROW THEM
BY' HOBARPA'WALKER.

A decided objection to the early planting of the

bulbs is that by September the plants have grown
perhaps six or eight feet tall and require very care-

ful staking, as the stalks are brittle and tender. It

seems as though the cool autumn nights bring

out in all their perfection the variety and bril-

liance of color for which the dahlia is famous.

The middle of June is plenty early enough for

the planting of dahlias and there are many
reasons for this. Some people raise the objec-

tion that by this time the shoots have grown
materially and it would seem that nature in-

tended the bulbs to be planted. The advantage
gained by this premature growth of the shoots

is that it is easy to determine which bulbs are*

sure to produce sturdy plants. There are many
firm, healthy looking bulbs which for some
reason have no spark of life.- At planting time
these long sprouts may be cut ofF near the base

and they will grow out again, producing a better

plant than if the long, delicate sprout is used.

Another great advantage in this late planting is

that the ground can be worked over, pulverized,

and fully prepared, and if the weeds are kept
pulled they will become so discouraged by plant-

ing time that they will give no further trouble.

Almost any soil will produce good dahlias if

May-sown seedling dahlias, photographed in Septem-

ber, given no more care than sunflowers

Looking from the house down the flagstone centre walk of the

author's dahlia garden

not too heavy or full of clay. I have grown good
dahlias in coal ashes. If the"soil is heavy, a mix-
ture of coarse sand is advisable, as the roots must
have ventilation and drainage.

Give your dahlias plenty of room. They
should be planted three feet apart and in a sunny
location. In dry weather they must have plenty
of moisture. Watering with the hose night and
morning is sometimes necessary.

1 he only fertilizer which I have used is a

trowelful of bone meal in each hill at the time of

planting. Care must be taken to cover the bone
meal with about three inches of earth before plant-

ing the bulb. I use bone meal because it never
contains the seeds of weeds, a fault common to

most manures. The holes should be dug about
eight inches deep before the bone meal is put in.

Then the bulb should be laid flat and covered
to a depth of about four inches. After covering,

a slight depression may be left to hold the surface

moisture. It is best not to plant other flowers

near dahlias, as they are hearty feeders and re-

quire a great deal of nourishment from the earth

as well as an abundance of moisture. If the

autumn flowers are desired it is best not to allow

the buds appearing in August to mature. They
may be picked ofF as fast as they appear. It is

advisable to plant at least two bulbs in each hill

so as to be reasonably sure of at least one stalk.

After the leaves are turned brown by frost,

let the plants stay in the ground for a week or so.

Then cut off the stalks and remove the roots,

shaking off the earth as much as possible; store

them in boxes between layers of newspapers, and
put away in the cellar in a dry, cool place. They
must not be allowed to freeze and must not be

placed too near the furnace. If they are cared

for exactly as one would care for potatoes there

will be no trouble. The stalks and leaves may be

left on the ground, as they provide a good mulch.

There is such a wonderful variety of form and
color in dahlias that it is almost impossible to

keep posted as to the many varieties. My advice

to the amateur is to attend the dahlia shows and
try to secure bulbs of the varieties which appeal

to him most.

Here are the main types at the disposal of the modern dahlia grower: hrst, at left, the Single; next the old-fashioned form called the Show type; third, the Decorative type, in which both petals

and form tend to flatness; then the regular Cactus type in a variegated color; and finally, an extreme development of the Cactus form. There is also the Collarette type, not illustrated
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Will the Postman
Visit Your House on

fhrodcirimt Bat)
Thm Firat of
Evmry Month The National Pay-Day The First of

Every Month

BRIGHT and early on the first of every month the postman will ring the bells in many
homes. He will have a cheerful face, for on that morning he will be the Prudential
paymaster, and the first of the month will have been transformed from a dreary bill day

to a cheerful Prudential Day. Because the postman's ring on the first of each month will

mean a Prudential check.

He will be a busy postman, indeed, because he will stop at many a home. At the com-
fortable white home set back in its garden; at the big, handsome brick house on the hilltop;

the great houses along the city streets; at quiet apartments, and at little, unassuming
cottages which were bought through years of sacrifice and work.

Each of these will be a cheerful house when the postman rings, for at each will have been
left the check with the Prudential name on it, that will mean money for the coming month.

Prudential Monthly Income Policy
"Insurance that Insures Your Insurance"

And all this through the foresight of the

father and mother of the family, because the

father will have learned about, and realized

the value of, the Prudential Monthly Income
Policy, will have bought it, saved for it so little

each month that nobody felt the difference.

Then after the years have gone by, when
there will be a need for money, the Pruden-
tial checks will begin to come and continue

to come each and every month.
So he will have sowed in his youth or his mid-

dleageandhavereaped comfort in later years.

And in other of those homes the bread-
winner will have gone, but he, too, will have
realized what a Prudential Policy meant.
And through his foresight his widow and his

children will receive a check on Prudential
Day each month. There are no bad invest-

ments.no businessworries forthosewho have
the Prudential Monthly Income Policy. Their
money comes to them regardless of

fire, flood, or hard times.

"My
Company!"

—the proud statement
of every Prudential pol-

icyholder — the far-

reaching effect of Mu-
lualization, whereby
policyholders are
owners of thisCompany
and entitled to draw
dividends; the result of

a vote by the stock-

holders of the Com-
pany, giving the direct-

ors authority to pur-
chase controlling stock,

and turn it over to the pol-

icyholders.

For the dollars and
cents of these policy-

holdershaddeveloped a
Company having its be-
ginning in a basement
office in 1875 to a point
where in 1915, its poli-

cies numbered 13J Mil-

lions, and the amount
of insurance in force
was 2 Billions 810 Mil-

lion Dollars!

Thus Prudential pol-

icyholders have
acquired control of

the Company, and be-

ginning this year, will

receive their propor-

tion of the Company's
earnings.

JOH/V

c,e£Vo

// you do not know all about Prudential Day,

send this coupon and find out how you can

mak^e the postman ring your bell with a cheery \

ring on the first of each month. Write Dept. 91

.

The Prudential Insurance \ ^
Company of America \ ^

Incorporated Under the Laws of the State of New Jersey \ fc^o-
^

FORREST F. DRYDEN, President

Home Office - - - Newark, N. J.

A*
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Your home can

be transformed

like this with

^-/? %skl m HIGH STANDARD
^W^npotkV^ LIQUID • PAINT
You will take renewed pride in your home, when
painting has increased its attractiveness. You will win
the greater respect of your neighbors.

You will set a good example which others will follow

to the great benefit of your whole neighborhood.

Don't forget that you buy thor-

ough protection in "High
Standard" Paint. It is paint of

time-tested, years-proven quality

and durability. Withstands sun,

wind, and wet for years—keeps
its colors—fails only by gradual

wear— leaves a good surface

for repainting.

FRFF Color plates of
* rvEjEj attractive homes

Write for "The House Outside and In-

side." Pictures 18 homes inside and out,

in "actual colors, illustrating the uses of

Lowe Brothers paints, varnishes, stains

and enamels. Tells how each effect is

secured, not only as to finish, but as to

rugs, draperies and furniture.

Boston

Jhe CoweBrothers Company
467 East Third Street, Dayton Ohio

New York Jersey City Chicago Kansas City Minneapolis

Lowe Brothers. Ltd.. Toronto, Canada

SSHSS!

POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH
LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

I!!""""aMi«̂
•»« >.-v»r.*»—TI W,m»»- .

—^"^-»*;*
•> .•r.r
"-.*••' ii

iiHiHsmt ii
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Great Outdoors Is Yours
Even in your city home you can permanently assure your-
self a little corner of the great outdoors if you have a sleep-

ing porch screened with Pompeiian Bronze Wire Screen
Cloth permanently secure from mosquitoes, flies and other
insect pests. Be sure that Pompeiian Bronze is your screen-
ing material, for it never rusts, never needs painting, ready for instant
installation in the spring. Get it from your hardware dealer. There s

a Red String in the selvage of every foot of genuine Pompeiian
Bronze. Look for it. Don't accept substitutes. Write for booklet,
" Permanent Protection."

Clinton Wire Cloth Company
59 Sterling Street, Clinton, Mass.

First weavers of wire by power in the world. Makers
of Clinton Wire Lath— the first metal lath produced
and the best to-day for stucco and inside work,
interesting book of "Stucco Houses," showing

many types, sent upon
request.
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MORE ABOUT THAT
"BEST CALF"

N CONNECTION with the conclu-
sions reached by Mr. Hulburt of the
Guernsey Cattle Club, as to the
relative merit of first and later

calves, in the article on pages 56
and 57, the following tabulation of

his data is interesting

FIRST calf's LATER calf's
NAME OF DAM YIELD YIELD

LBS. BUTTER FAT LBS. BUTTER FAT

Dolly Bloom 632 34 906 89*
Bessie of Belle-
Vernon 2d 642 34 395 22

Champion's Elsie. . 692 87 745 75
Yvernelle 694.64 357 42
Hazel of the Glen. . 656 Si 319 I I

Nellie Tostevin of

Mapleton 637-7I 664 Ol*
Indian Belle 696.45 A 60 -1
Elite of Maplehurst 602 37 37° 9 1

Sibylla's Lass .... 600
.

76 393 94
Cottie of Belle-

Vernon 703 59 356 22
Langwater Rosie . . 75

1

62 34/
Alexa of the Glen. . 700 98 4 1

1

! 4
556 25

Robinson's Princess 725.65 437 78

Average 672 H 495 II

Falco 426 29 414 50
342 69

344 IS

Lady Rotha 2d ... . 396 45a 436 04c*

414 99* 524
606 79

Berkshire of Helen-
dale 499 18 418 61

Aura 2d 442 4i 386 07
287 87

Lady Gemsey 4th .

392 37

45 S 79 476 30*

Tritoma's Blanche.
477 38

4i3 13 383 24
Camelia of

k
Lebanon 453 86 437 44

Ula Doyle 2d
386 33

468 77 372 03

Average 43i 21 417 86

This gives the comparative performances of

first and later offspring of average (lower group)
and better than average (upper group) Guernsey
cows, the records for the latter being taken from
the Advanced Register files. In all but five

out of the thirty cases (those indicated by
asterisks) the first calves outdid their later

born sisters. Records marked a, b and c, d

are the results of first and second tests of the

same two individuals.

However unwise it may be to draw absolute

conclusions from these figures, nevertheless they
are certainly interesting. The results of Mr.
Hulburt's promised more thorough investigations

will be well worth waiting for.

It is interesting also to note that Director

Mumford, quoted earlier in the article referred

to, believes that "modern biologists would agree

that the first offspring of an animal inherits

the same capacity for development that is in-

herited by the later offspring, at least so far

as the qualities transmitted by the mother are

concerned.
"The inheritance of first offspring may

differ from the inheritance of the later offspring,

but the qualities contributed by the mother must
be essentially the same. Age does not change
the constitution of the germ plasm. Environ-

mental influences which effect the soma or body
cells do not influence the germ cells in a qual-

itative manner.
" What an animal actually achieves depends

very largely upon the environmental influence

after birth. The offspring of very young mothers

may be born with the same inherent qualities or

capacities for development, but because of in-

sufficient nutrition supplied by the young, imma-
ture mother, may fail to develop to the same
degree of perfection as the offspring from the

same mother when she is older and able to pro-

duce more milk and possibly give better care."

E. L. D. S.

m
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WHEN plans are being drawn is the time to pro-

vide for baseboard outlets and lamp sockets

from which to utilize the great housekeeping help of

electricity.

Important among electric conveniences are the built-

in vacuum cleaner and the Inter-phone. These
are recognized as standard equipment in new houses

where fullest efficiency in home management is

desired.

To put in the piping for the cleaner and the wiring

for Inter-phones is a simple matter when the house

is going up. The additional cost is slight. The only

visible parts are inconspicuous openings in the base-

boards, covered by hinged lids, where the cleaner

hose is connected, and neat wall plates for attaching

the Inter-phones.

Inter-phone in bedroom.
Wires connect with any rooms on f/ie first

floor, as indicated.

The stationary electric vacuum cleaner has reached

its highest efficiency in the type manufactured by
the Western Electric Company. It is thorough in

its removal of all dust and dirt, is economical to

use, and operates at the turn of a switch.

The Inter-phone provides for instant communi-
cation from room to room, is immeasurably su-

perior to the ordinary electric bell or buzzer, and
can be installed at a comparable cost.

" The Electrical Way in the Home " is the title of

a booklet describing every possible domestic appli-

cation of electricity. We will send this to you
on request, together with full information on the

vacuum cleaner and Inter-phone described above.

Ask for Booklet No. 242-B.

This illustration shows the baseboard
outlet for the vacuum cleaner. The
cleaning hose can be carried from

room to room.

g mm

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
New York
Buffalo

Newark
Philadelphia

Boston

Atlanta
Richmond
Savannah
New Orleans

Pittsburgh

Cleveland
Cincinnati

Detroit St. Paul

Chicago
Milwaukee
Indianapolis

Minneapolis

Kansas City
St. Louis
Dallas

Houston
EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

Denver
Salt Lake City

Omaha
Oklahoma City

San Francisco

Oakland
Los Angeles
Seattle

Portland
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Even temperature—even tempers!
Where there is plenty of warmth to go around, softly flooding alike

every room, hall, bay and corner of the house, there you'll find that the

even temperature makes even tempers—contented home-folks enjoying

the balm of wholesome, cleanly warmth

—

unfailingly guaranteed by

American^ Ideal
il Radiators ^Mboilers

With greater output (sales in 1915

were the largest in our history), we are

able to put the price within reach of

all. No one in the world offers equal

value in heating devices!

This ideal heating outfit is the only building equipment that stays

worth all you pay for it, and in fifty years of use repeatedly repays

its original cost through fuel savings? Can you possibly invest

money better or more safely than this?

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators supply the heat that costs the least because they make
every pound of fuel yield the full volume of heat. They protect the

family health with cleanly warmth—no ash-dust, soot, or coal-gases

reach the living rooms—which also saves much wear on furnishings

and decorations.

Get the heat that costs the least

!

They are absolutely safe. They have every improvement—designed by many experts
in our factories in America and
abroad. They bring quicker buyer
or tenant for your building, or secure
a larger loan. Fully guaranteed.

Made in sizes for flats, stores,
schools, churches, public buildings,
farm and city homes, old and new.

Write us for " Ideal Heating "

catalog (free). Puts you under
no obligation to buy. Now is

the time to buy.

A No. 5-25-W IDEAL Boiler and
500 It. ol 38-in. :AMERICAN Radi
ators, costing tbe owner $245.
were used to bot-water heat this
cottage. At this price tbe goods
can he bought of any reputable,
competent Fitter. This did not
include cost of labor, pipe, valves,
freight, wbicb vary according to
climatic and other conditions.

i $150 permanent Cleaner
'

Ask for catalog of ARCO
WAND Vacuum Cleaner.
First genuinely practical
Cleaner on market; is con-
nected by iron suction pipe
to all floors; and will last

as long as your building.

Showrooms and ware-
houses in all large cities American^adiator Company

WriteDepartment 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

Water Supply
for FARMS

and

Country Homes
Send for descriptive Catalog A
LUNT MOSS CO.

BOSTON, MASS,

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Steinway Piano
The ideal of music lovers of every country

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK

Quaint Suburban Houses
lose half of their charm unless they are tinted with the soft,

velvety colors of

Cabot's Creosote Stains
*

They are rich and transparent
, bringing out the beauty

of the wood, and the creosote penetrates the wood and pre-
serves it from decay. They are cheaper than paint, easier
to apply and so much more artistic and appropriate that
there is no comparison. (There are now 'many imitations,
so be sure that you get the genuine Cabot's Stains, the
original and standard.)

You can gel Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists. 147 Milk Street, Boston, Mats.

Cabot's Stucco Stains—for cement houses.

Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains

Slee &" Bryson, Architects, Brooklyn. .V. Y.

THE SUMMER-HOUSE WHICH
FURNISHED ITS OWN THATCH

}TWAS Joe's idea that we should build
a summer-house. (Joe said "we"
but he meant "he").

Joe, you must know, was our man
of all work. He had worked for us
or we had worked for him (take it

either way, going or coming, and you can't miss
it) for upwards of ten years. He was a handy
fellow; could turn his hand to almost any house-
hold or outdoor duty and make good at it, but his

hobby was building. Of him it could be said
"the sun never came a wink too soon, or brought
too long a day," if he could only be building some-
thing.

After dotting the rear of the place with poultry
houses of all descriptions, dog kennels and
"houses" for every conceivable purpose he could
think of, using up every stray board, stick, and
post that he could lay hands on, it naturally
seemed as though building operations would have
to come to a standstill.

So, when Joe broached the idea of building a
summer-house, I said (knowing perfectly well the
absolute dearth of building materials) "All right,

go ahead—let us have a summer-house by all

means!" I thought that I was perfectly safe in

giving my assent to the proposition, even at the

The self-thatched summer-house

moment mentally preparing myself to turn down
any application to buy posts or lumber. To my
great surprise no such application came.

In the rear of our place are three immense wil-

low trees. What was my astonishment, shortly

after Joe had taken his departure, to notice a

curious and furious waving and bending of the

branches among those same willow trees, and lo

and behold! there was Joe high up in the tree

sawing away for dear life! Saw, saw, saw, crash!

Down came tumbling a post for the prospective

summer-house.
I had to laugh. Yes, I really did. Sometimes

—not often, but sometimes—Joe actually gets the

better of me. 'This? time he scored, all right!

As for the willows, the heavy tops were really

all the better for being thinned out. So, I said

(to myself, of course) "That's one on you," and

the work on the summer-house went merrily on.

The posts were trimmed and cut to proper

length, and set in eight holes, three feet apart,

forming an octagonal shaped upright foundation,

on which a pyramid shaped top was built. To
the top and upper parts of the sides were nailed

short strips to form simple geometric designs;

while nailed to the apex of the roof was a fine

spherical ornament which Joe had cut from the

top of an old gate post—a prize which he had been

holding in reserve for a long time as a fitting

finish for some especial triumph of architectural

skill. Within the summer-house, at a suitable

height, a seat consisting of short strips of the

smaller branches, halved and with the bark left on,
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DUNHAM
PACKLESS VALVE

No packing, therefore
no leaking of vapor or
water. A single turn
and the heat is on or
off. Installed at top
of radiator— no
stooping.

DUNHAM
RADIATOR TRAP

Does away with all
pounding in pipes.
Radiator heats imme-
diately all over. No
hissing air valve to
spurt water.

DUNHAM THERMOSTAT
As ornamental and useful as a
clock. Fits on the wall—con-

nects electrically. Can be set

so that the house will be at any
desired temperature any hour.

VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM

Regulate the Fire

From Upstairs
More heat is wanted ? Or,

you may wish it cooler. What's

to do ? A weary trip down to

the cold cellar ? Not where
there's a Dunham Vapor Heat-

ing System, for there the fire

is regulated from upstairs, from

the room that's most used.

And it's regulated as easily as

switching on a light.

You can set the Dunham
Thermostat in advance to pro-

vide two temperatures—one,

whatever you desire for com-
fort during the day and evening

;

the other, whatever you de-

cide the house should be kept

at during the night. The
Thermostat, once set, there-

after automatically controls the

amount of heat so that these

temperatures are maintained

without further thought or

attention.

You won't be annoyed,
either, by knocking, pounding

radiators or hissing, water-

spurting air valves. The Dun-
ham Radiator Trap expels the

air and water, the cause of the

noise. A single turn of the

Dunham Packless Inlet Valve,

without your even stooping,

immediately heats the radiator

all over.

Investigate Dunham Heating

before contracting for the

heating equipment in your new
home. When moving into a

new house, see that it is Dun-
ham heated. Dutihamize your

prese?itheatingsystem—any steam

fitter can do this at a wonder-

fully low cost and with little

inconvenience to you.

Any Dunham office will be

pleased to give your needs in-

dividual study, to furnish you
precise information as to cost

and best methods of installation.

Send for our booklet, the
"3 H's." It throws a new light

on the heating problem.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa
DIVISION SALES OFFICES : Chicago New York San Francisco

BRANCHES:
Portland, Me. Washington, D. C. Detroit Minneapolis Kansas City Salt Lake City

Boston Atlanta Indianapolis Davenport Fort Worth
p

1^3
"^

Rochester Pittsburgh Louisville Des Moines Denver
Seattle

Philadelphia Cleveland Milwaukee St. Louis Cheyenne los Angeles

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Branch Offices: Halifax Montreal Ottawa Winnipeg Vancouver
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For shady nook or fair stretch of

grassy lawn, there is a Mott Foun-
tain that will help to beautify it.

All Mott Fountains can now be

equipped with self-supplying motor
pumps. No expensive piping or

water waste. Write for particulars.

We issue separate catalogs of Dis-

play Fountains, Drinking Fountains,

Bird Fountains, Electroliers, Vases,

Grills and Gateways, Settees and
Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums, Tree
Guards, Sanitary Fittings for Stable

and Barn.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Avenue and 1 7th Street, New York
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were nailed at right angles to seven of the sides,

the eighth being left open as a doorway.
Now there have been thousands of summer-

houses built in the past, and certainly no one will

question me when I say that there will be
thousands of others built in the future, far more
elaborate and pretentious than the one that Joe
built. Then what is there remarkable about this

summer-house that it is deserving of mention?
The willow posts, ruthlessly chopped off top

and bottom began to send out shoots and grow.'

The first thing I knew there were long, green,
feathery leaved shoots extending from the tops in

all directions. At first I thought that this was a
spurious growth which might flourish for a few
weeks or days and then die off. But no. Like
that notorious turnip of Mr. Finney's, they
"grew and they grew" and they not only did
no harm, but, quite to the contrary, solved the
question of a thatch for our summer-house. As
the shoots developed they were interlaced among
the strips on the top and sides of the summer-
house, forming a roof so unique and so attractive

that it is exclaimed over by all who see it.

And when it is explained to them that the posts
themselves are actually growing and forming the
beautiful green top, it is only seeing that really

convinces them.
Truly, we (I suppose I should say Joe) had

builded better than we knew.
Katharine E. Willis.

LEGUMES IN THE GARDEN
OR twenty years I have been trying

to work out the problem of using
the soil and natural forces so
scientifically or rightly, as to get
the best foods, sufficient for a small
family, from a few acres, in a way

that the work will not be burdensome, but rather
a pleasure and recreation. The soil we may con-
sider as our work shop in which we direct and
utilize natural forces so that they work for us, in

the production of material foods. Probably foods
that are the most pleasing to the minds of most
people are luscious fruits, the best vegetables,

nuts, milk products, and eggs. The problem for

the person who farms a few acres is to get these
with little money cost.

A recent discovery of great value is the law of
influence of legume plants on non-legumes, by
association. Science has lately given us the fact

to work with, that when non-legumes grow close

to legumes, the protein content of the non-le-

gume is considerably increased, because of its

association with the legumes. This fact has been
proven by conclusive experiments. The main cost

in feeding the family cow and poultry on the small

place, is for protein foods, i. e., those which contain

more protein than any of the other elements.

To feed these animals such protein foods as

alfalfa, clover, beans, and pea vines, cottonseed

meal, linseed meal, and other protein grains

means a largely increased production of milk and
eggs. These are necessary to balance the cheaper
carbonaceous foods, as corn fodder, timothy, etc.,

which usually cost little on the farm. In other

words, people who keep cows and poultry under
ordinary conditions pay grain bills which make
their milk and eggs cost them about one half

market price. One point to be considered in

buying the class of protein grains to balance cheap
carbonaceous roughage is that dry protein in

grains is less digestible than is protein in succulent

foods.

Now I am ready to show how the recent dis-

covery regarding the association of plants can be

made use of on the small place, to save the cost of

necessary purchased foods. Alfalfa is good for

this purpose, but all soils will not grow alfalfa

without a year or two of preparation; but most
soils, whether sod or cultivated ground, can be

made to grow some kind of corn the first year.

To grow corn or meadow grasses alone for ani-

mals necessitates the large grain bill mentioned.

The best solution of the problem of feeding

animals on a small place is the following practice,

which leads up to successful alfalfa culture, which

is the highest type of agriculture, and should be

kept in mind as an ultimate end. When planting

the corn, mix with it one third soybeans. If

twelve quarts of corn are planted per acre, use

eight quarts of corn and four quarts of soybeans.

Select the kind of corn that will mature in your lo-

cality. Probably on the small place sweet corn will

be the most desirable and the surplus ears not used

in the family can be fed to animals; then select a
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SLEEVE-VALVE MOTOR

1T50
MODEL 84B
F.OB. TOLEDO

I N these Willys-Knight models the economies of huge produc-
' tion are applied to closed car prices for the first time.

And now that the prices are so low, thousands of people are

driving closed cars the year around.

They are just as cool for summer driving as are open cars

—

and they are much more comfortable and cleaner.

They have the advantage of affording complete protection

against sun, wind, dust, rain or sudden cold.

The Willys-Knight motor cars are mechanically superior in

that they have sleeve-valve motors and spiral bevel drive gears.

The sleeve-valve motor is quieter, more efficient and more

durable than any other type.

It grows quieter, more powerful and more flexible with use.

And the sleeve-valve motor will serve you at the height of

its efficiency for literally thousands of extra miles beyond the

useful life of any other type of motor.

If you are buying a car this spring, consider carefully the

advantages of these closed models.

The Limousine is #1750, the Coupe #1500.

For those who prefer the open models there are the Touring

Car at $1 1 25 and the Roadster at #1095—all prices f. o. b. Toledo.

See the Overland dealer now and make sure of a prompt delivery.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
"Made in U. S. A"
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I
AM the heart of the house. When the dart-

ing flame starts unseen, I stop it dead,

standing guardian of the safety of those who
have placed their faith in me.

Where man would build toward the sky, he

looks to me for lightness and strength ; for

safety and economy, without which no construc-

tion may successfully leave the ground.

Over the whole nation I spread, and wherever I go I take

with me the spirit of progress.

I am the source of comfort and safety to thousands of

homes, small and large. I am the final answer to the

architect in his search for beauty, economy and safety ; to

the engineer who thinks in stresses and strains ; to the

contractor who thinks in figures of time and money.

They mold me of clay and then burn me for days in fierce

heat, until I am hard as the solid rock, strong as iron, and

yet lighter than anything else of equal strength.

I am made for you in many forms, so that no matter what

your building problem, I help you to meet it with economy

of money and time—and above all, with safety—absolute

safety—from fire.

I am NATCO HOLLOW TILE.

And National Fire Proofing Company, 1 88 Federal Street,

Pittsburgh, will explain what I can do for you, if you will

write them for the Natco House Book, enclosing ten cents

in stamps or coin.

1

IN-

WE have a man in our office who has a very inter-

esting job.

He receives letters from all over the world—and re-

plies to every one of them, not with a mere printed

form; but with a personal letter carefully thought out.

Some days he travels over the greater part of New
York City looking for the right answer to a single letter,

This man conducts our Readers' Service Department.

If you come across anything in any of our magazines,

or anywhere else for that matter, about which you want
more information just write him a letter.

He'll answer it—that's his job.

Address

—

Readers' Service Department, Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

variety of soybeans that will ripen with the corn.

If you plant Squantum sweet corn (which is the
best of all medium early kinds) or Pride of the
North field corn, then plant with it Medium
Green soybeans. After mixing the seed evenly

you can plant with seed drill, corn planter, or by
hand, but not so thick that the corn will com-
pletely shade the ground or crowd out the beans.

Cultivate the crop as you would corn alone, but
thin the corn where there is not sufficient room
for the beans to develop well. The beans will

grow up straight and will not wind around the

corn so as to prevent its growth. At the last cul-

tivation sow between rows of corn a cover crop of
rye, vetch and field turnips, which will make late

fall pasture for the cows. Cut the crop when the

corn and beans are in the milk stage, or before the
ears and beans fully ripen. If one has sufficient

animals to warrant the silo, to ensilo the crop is

the best disposition of it, but if not, feed what you
can in the green state and dry the remainder as

you would corn stover for winter, i. e., cut and
put in shocks in the field.

Now about results. The beans are worth five

times as much as the corn in the food elements,

because of the greater amount of protein they con-

tain. They have taken the protein or nitrogen

from the atmosphere, which the corn plant can-

not do, and have stored it in the roots and stem.

But this is not all the beans have done. The
roots of the beans working"near the corn roots in

the same soil, seem to have a good influence on the

corn roots, in stimulating them to absorb more
protein from the soil than they do in normal
growth, and the protein content in the corn is in-

creased probably one fifth. The result is a

balanced ration for most domestic animals. Cows
fed on corn and soybeans, so grown, give the

usual flow of milk without other food, as some
farmers in New York have demonstrated. One
farmer especially can be cited as getting very
satisfactory milk production with only corn and
soybean ensilage.

Where only the family cow and a flock of

poultry are kept on the small place, it may be
that the best way to grow this combination crop

is to plant corn and soybeans together and soy-

beans alone, in each alternate row, because of the

value of the beans for poultry. The bushes of

soybeans, pulled just before the beans ripen so

that they will not shell and waste in handling, can

be hung up in the poultry house as one hangs up
cabbages. The poultry will pick off the beans,

after which'the bush on which they grew can be fed

to the cow. The beans, being very rich in pro-

tein, are one of the best foods for egg production,

and will save a good part of the grain bill for the

fowls. Green alfalfa in summer, and in winter

cut alfalfa, or better, alfalfa ensilage and dry or

ensiloed soybeans, are very close to a balanced

ration, so the feed of purchased grain can be much
reduced.

In this connection I will say that the same prin-

ciple stated about soybeans and corn operates

with all legumes and non-legumes. The protein

content of timothy and this class of grasses is in-

creased by growing near clover and alfalfa, also

in oats by growing near peas, so there are good
reasons for sowing these crops together.

The whole story about legumes has not been

told, for they enrich the soil for all crops. The
legumes make a deeper root growth, and leave

organic matter and nitrogen in the soil; and
manure from protein fed animals is a better plant

food. In this soil so enriched, we can grow the

finest fruits, vegetables, etc. Follow the corn

and soybeans with alfalfa, and we can so scientifi-

cally direct natural forces that the food problem

becomes less of a burden. W. H. Jenkins.
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REPUBLIC TIRES
99

are now a better "buy
than ever

It Republic Quality Tires were the highest priced tires on earth, they'd he the

most economical tires in the end.

But they're not the highest priced.

Increased output and improved methods have enabled us to offer Republic

Tires for 1916 at prices very little above those asked for ordinary tires. As a result,

the motorist who buys Republics today is getting the best "buy" ever offered.

Go to the nearest Republic dealer and get a price on your size tire. Com-
pare it with any other. You'll surely buy when you consider it's a Republic you're

getting.

And your speedometer will v indicate your greatest expectations.

Don't buy another tire until you see what Republic offers you for 1916. For

detailed information address nearest dealer or

The Republic Rubber Company
Youngstown, Ohio

Branches and agencies in the principal cities

PLAIN, "WM"
AND STAGGARD TREADS

Ohl. 1914

The Republic
Rubber Company

TRADE MARK REGISTERED
U. S PATENT OFFICE
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Wot a sound
beyond th&

hath-room

Mott's 112 page
"Bathroom Book,"
full of practical in-

formation, shows
floorplans of26 model
bathrooms , andgives
hints on tiling and
decoration. Send 4c
ptstage.

Mott's QUIETACTION Closets

WHY install a noisy closet? Mott's Quiet
Action Closets effectively silence the rush

—

swish—hiss and gurgle of the flushing operation.

For fifteen years Mott's SILENTIS — the
pioneer quiet action closet—has been furnished for
the finest homes throughout America.

Mott's SILENTUM insures the feature of
quietness, and costs no more than an ordinary
closet of a dependable grade.

Both the SILENTIS and SILENTUM are described and
priced in our booklet, "Mott's Quiet Action Closets." which
will be mailed upon request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. and 17th St., NEWYORK
{Boston
Pittsburgh

{Chicago
Minneapolis
Atlanta

{Philadelphia
Seattle

1828
•41 Pearl St., Cor. Franklin

. Peoples Building
104 S. Michigan Ave.
Builders' Exchange

Peters Bldg., 7 PeachtreeSt.
. 1006 Filbert St.

. 406 White Building

Eighty-eight years of Supremacy 1916
Cleveland . 846 Leader-News Bldg. New Orleans

tDetroit . . . Penobscot Bldg. Denver
tDes Moines . . 205-211 W. Court Ave. tSan Francisco
tToledo . . . 430-434 Huron St. tSt. Louis .

Portland. Ore. .Showrooms. Sherlock Bldg. KansasCity .

tWashineton. D. ('. . Woodward Bldg. tMonrreal, Can.
Columbia. S. C. .Showrooms. 1533 MainSt. San Antonio .

622-640 Baronne St.

. 1834 Blake St.

135 Kearney St.

Century Bldg.
. N. Y. Life Bldg.

. 134 Bleury St.
431 Main Ave.

If You Want
Building Information

Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience with
building problems and the building trades has given us a valuable fund of

information. Advice and help in selecting materials and equipment, etc.,

will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

TILE ROOF
on this handsome residence

as illustrated more clearly

in border is known as the

French or German pattern.

It not only greatly adds to

the character of the build-

ing but affords a shelter

that is proof against fire

and the elements.
Oar illustrated booklet, "The Roof

Beautiful," printed in colors, con-

tains views of many beautiful homes
with roofs of Terra Cotta Tiles and is

sent free upon request.

Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

General Offices: 1108-1118 Monroe Bldg., Chicago. 111.LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.

mm

PAINTING THE HOUSE
IE PAINT our houses for two distinct
I purposes; for looks and for preser-
vation. One of the satisfactory fea-

tures of a frame dwelling is that we
can change its outward clothes every
year or two to suit our tastes or those

of fashion. Incidentally we preserve the wood by
the process and prolong the life of the structure.
The question of how frequently we should paint

is one that we often decide according to the state
of our bank account, but in reality it is one that
should be governed by conditions of climate and
the house itself. In building a frame structure
one should consider the cost of repeated paintings
in advance, for if this important work is unduly
neglected the house will deteriorate rapidly. The
value of good painting is well attested to in the
numerous old structures, which for upward of half
a century have withstood the ravages of climate
and wear with scarcely any of the important
timbers rotting. Without proper protection
from the weather by good paint they would have
long since decayed and fallen down.
At the seashore the disintegrating effects of

weather on paint are far greater than in inland
and mountainous districts. Wet climates are
likewise more destructive to paint than dry, and
by the same token an unusually long rainy season
affects paint so that it may begin to show signs of
peeling off within a year or two. At the seashore
where the house is greatly exposed to the ele-

ments, repainting must often be made every
second season, and touching up in parts should be
done every spring. The question of how often a
house should be painted is therefore an open and
very elastic one. A good deal depends upon the
quality of the paint and the character of the work-
manship too, and these must be taken into con-
sideration when trying to estimate in advance the
probable cost of keeping a house in a good con-
dition of repair. At the outside, however, it

should be understood that on an average a house
needs repainting once in every three years, and in

many cases every other season.

The fall or spring is the most suitable time for

painting, fall being preferable on account of the
more equable climate. In October it is apt to be
dry, clear, and free from high winds and other
atmospheric disturbances. Then, too, most of
the insects have disappeared, and the dust prob-
lem is really the only one that must be solved.

The importance of selecting the proper season for

outside painting is apparent when we remember
that a sudden hard shower frequently damages
newly painted surfaces so that they must be
entirely repainted. Likewise a heavy wind storm
sweeping up clouds of dust immediately after

painting may darken the paint to such an extent

that the surface is practically spoiled.

In figuring on new work painters always, if

they intend to do a good job, consider carefully

the character of the exterior woodwork. Outside
woodwork varies greatly. One house may have
only clean, clear clapboards, and another will

show so many knots and sap holes that painting

over them becomes a somewhat involved job. A
house made of poor, cheap lumber will require a

good deal of sandpapering, puttying, and shellack-

ing before it is ready for the paint brush. If the

knots and sap holes are not properly treated in

advance they will furnish weak places for the

rain and moisture to enter the wood. All of this

means a good deal of extra labor, and sometimes
it is a question whether the extra cost of painting

such a house does not counterbalance any econ-

omy in the wood. A good clean wooden surface,

free from knots and sap holes, with every stick of

timber properly seasoned and shrunk, will take

paint freely and the surface will present a perfect

skin of protection from the elements.

A point to be remembered is that the cost of the

labor is usually from two thirds to three fourths of

the total cost of the job of painting. Sometimes
where special stenciling of the lines upon a brick

wall are required, the cost of labor far exceeds

even this average estimate. Consequently, the

labor cost must be considered with a due regard

to the final excellence of the work. Good work-

manship next to good paint determines the ulti-

mate durability. The first coat must be worked
in thoroughly and applied very thin. The object

of this is to fill crevices, pores, and knot and nail

holes. They must have all the paint worked in

them that they will absorb. This furnishes a

smooth surface for the second coat. It is not an
unusual idea that a certain thickness of paint ap-
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HODGSONPMHOUSES
THK owner of :m estate who needs on his grounds a lodge for the keeper, play house

for the children, or screen house for recreation in some favorite spot can find what
he wants among the many styles of Hodgson Portable Houses.

POT the man of moderate means who wants a summer bungalow in the mountains, a cot-
tage at the shore, a garage or poultry house on his lot there is a Hodgson Portable House.

Save time by buying Hodgson Houses, instead of building. They are ready to ship, and
being made in painted sections, they are quickly and easily erected by unskilled workmen.
Save money, too—no middlemen's profits, no waste. The finest -o^S4
quality of workmanship is combined with the best quality of

f_

lumber obtainable.

CRITTALL
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

Residence on King Ranch
Santa Gertrudis

Near Kingsville, Texas
Adams W Adams, Architects

THIS is one of the many beautiful residences in

America equipped with Crittall Metal Casement
Windows. The artistic, dignified richness, combined
with the permanency and convenience of Crittall

windows was foremost in the minds of both owner
and architect in selecting our windows in preference

to other makes. Crittall windows are weathertight,

durable and easily opened and closed, regardless of

weather conditions. You can select designs from
our line in harmony with the architecture and
furnishings of your home.

Write to Dept. F for full particulars

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW COMPANY
Manufacturers of Solid Steel and Bronze Windows

DETROIT MICHIGAN

irti *il
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Siorm proof

Sum proof

Eosijy washed

Make these Enamolin Tests

1st for whiteness

—

Send for the "Famous Brushful." Spread
a few drops of Enamolin on any white
woodwork in your home. Enamolin will

positively make a white spot on your white
woodwork.

2nd for wearing qualities

—

Wash Enamolin with soap and water,
Sapolio or Pearline. You can not injure

its wonderful porcelain-like surface.

3rd for economy

—

Apply Enamolin over any wood, iron or
cement surface. You will be amazed at

its remarkable spreading qualities—over
six hundred feet to the gallon.

Prove that if you want to refinish a
room, the exterior of a house, a boat—in a word, any surface requiring
perfect whiteness and enduring wear—Encmolin is the finish perfectly
adapted to your needs.

Send for these:

We have a mighty interesting little book, "The
White Spot," which we will gladly send on
request, together with sample panel and our

sample can, "The Famous Brushful." Address
Suburban Dept.

The Floor Finish worthy
of use in the same room
with Enamolin is

Floor

ESTABLISHED IN 1850

lOOWilliam St. Newark

SOLVAY
Granulated Calcium Chloride

Clean—Odorless—Eflicient

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply

SOLVAY
Stock carried at many points
Wrile for illustrated Hood Book

Semet-Solvay Co., 412 Milton Ave., Solvay, N. Y.

No More Slamming of

Screen Doors
This noiseless screen-door
closer banishes the irritating

bang. It closes the screen
quickly, surely and without
noise. In summer add to your

comfort by equipping screen doors with the

SARGENT
Noiseless

Screen Door Closer
Attractive antique bronze finish. All working parts enclosed
—dirt cannot clog and hinder its operation. Any housekeeper
can install door closer—no carpenter is required. It fits dif-

ferent styles of door frames. Storekeepers, summer-hotel
proprietors and especially householders, will find this door
check almost indispensable to summertime comfort. If not

obtainable at hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to

SARGENT & COMPANY, 35 Water Street
New Haven, Conn.

Alto makers of Sargent Lock* and Hardware.
Send for Book ofDemign* ifyou are going to build.

plied in one coat will answer as well as two sepa-
rate coats, provided time and weather permit the
former to dry thoroughly. Nothing is further
from the truth. At least two and sometimes
three coats are necessary for a good job.

In estimating the cost of painting it is usual to
secure certain outside measurements and then
compute the cost per square yard. Thus the
cost of painting outside surfaces varies in different
parts of the country from 10 to 12 cents per square
yard for one coat, 20 to 25 cents for two coats, and
30 to 3 5 cents for three. This is on new buildings.
Old work costs rather more, owing to the necessity
for scraping and cleaning in places. Usually old
work is based on an average estimate of 13 to 15
cents per square yard for one coat, 20 to 25 cents
for two coats, and 30 to 40 cents for three coats.
On brickwork there is also some variation accord-
ing to the condition of the building and the cost of
labor. Usually on new brickwork the cost can be
placed at 15 to 18 cents per square yard for the
first coat, 20 to 27 cents for the second, and 26 to
30 cents for the third coat.

Estimates for painting cement surfaces are
generally at the rate of 15 cents per square yard
for the first coat, and 20 to 25 cents for the second.
Pillars, posts, doorways and window frames, as
well as piazza ceilings, are frequently finished in

the natural wood, and then varnished occasion-
ally. The cost of varnishing should be estimated
at 15 to 18 cents per square* yard for the first, and
25 to 35 cents for the second coat. This estimate
is not, however, based on the highest labor wages
or for special high grade varnishes. If both of
these are desired the cost will be rather higher.
Hard wood trim, with polishing, filling, and two
coats of hard oil well rubbed down, ranges from 40
to 80 cents per square yard.

To ascertain the total surface to be covered for

all flat work whether in brick, wood, cement, or
stone, the height and width of the building are
multiplied together, and all area openings are

added. On clapboard walls one square foot is

added to each square yard to make allowances for

under edges of boards. Plain cornices are
measured by multiplying the length by one and
one half times the girth, and bracket cornices

must be measured by multiplying the length by
three to eight times their girth, depending upon
their ornamentation and intricate pattern. It

is in painting such broken surfaces that the
labor cost mounts up high. Sometimes the
labor will equal three or four times the cost of the
materials used.

All outside blinds should be estimated by multi-

plying the height by twice the girth if they are

stationary blinds, and three times the girth for

rolling slats, and the height by twice the girth for

shutters. Measure door frames all around, and
multiply by double the girth of all exceeding six

inches in girth, and count all girths under six

inches as one foot. Paneled doors are measured
by their square and then doubled, and edges are

measured twice on account of lock face and butts.

Plain window sash measurement is obtained by
multiplying the height by one and one-half times

the width, and if fancy sash by three times the

width. Porch and other columns when plain have
their height multiplied by one and one half times

the girth, but when fluted by twice the girth, pres-

sing the tape in the flutes. Chimneys, conductors,

spouts, barge boards, and crestings are computed
by multiplying the length by four times the girth.

In dipping roof shingles estimates are based on
four hundred square feet for each thousand
shingles.

These measurements, though apparently some-
what intricate and minute, are not difficult for

any householder to obtain for himself, and once
obtained they will prove reliable data for future

paintings. Often they can be obtained from the

blue prints without laying a tape measure to

a surface. In having a new house built it is a

good idea to secure such data and file it away with

the plans where they can always be reached for

ready reference.

After a calculation of the amount of surface

which painters estimate in contracting for a job,

it will be found that liberal allowances have been

made for waste. That is, a certain amount of

paint may be wasted in the operation and con-

siderable time consumed in going around the

small corners and inside spaces of cornices and
window frames. The spreading power of various

typical paints differs considerably in buildings

and also in the colors. Thus on wood, ten pounds
of red lead will cover about 112 square feet for

the first coat, and 252 feet for the second coat.
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More Home To The House

Y'OU can beautify your home and add to its at-

tractiveness for all the family by equipping it with
Aerolux Porch Shades and Awnings. Finished in

soft, pleasing tones of green, brown or gray, that harmonize with

any style of architecture or decoration and add that touch of com-
pleteness to bungalow or mansion. Aerolux Porch Shades make
your porch a shady, secluded refuge from the summer sun, a de-

lightful living room, an ideal sleeping room for summer nights.

Ytth : no wh.... ;

• rm
PORCH SHADES

are furnished in several different grades and
prices and in sizes to fit any porch opening.
The Aerolux No-Whip Attachment, an
exclusive feature, makes it impossible for

them to whip in the wind. The Splint

Fabric shuts out sun, but lets in light and air.

Write for illu*trat*dcatalog ofAtrolux Porch Shad**, Stamping Porch
Curtain*, Awning* and Window Ventilator*

TheAeroshadeCo.,
50a™?* Waukesha, Wis.

AEROLUX Splint

k FabricAwninga
make your rooms
many degrees cooler,

because the wood is

a non-conductor of

heat and they do not

absorb and retain it.

They mny be adjusted

to shade any part ofthe
window or rolled up
entirely out ofthe way.

A Complete Electric

Light Plant for your

Country House for $350

Extreme simplicity of operation

Low cost of operation and maintenance

Absolute freedom from trouble

Dependable under all conditions

Moderate cost of installation

These are features of the Mor-Lite individual electric

light plant for country homes. Ample current for

lighting the average house, garage, etc., and for oper-

ating any household apparatus, such as vacuum

cleaner, sewing machine, elec-

tric fans, etc. Costs only about

ten cents a day to use.

We have larger plants where

greater capacity is needed,

also smaller and lower priced

outfits for bungalows, etc.

Write for Bul-

letin L4 whtch

kits you all about

Mor-Lite electric

light plants.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & COMPANY
BOSTON

47 Oliver St.

NEW YORK
30 Church Street

BALTIMORE
17 So. Hanover St.

IF "walls have ears" they also have
tongues. Stately iron fence, of the
classical dignity Stewart alone can

build, speaks eloquently of your good
taste and wisdom. For it is a wise man
who protects as well as beautifies his

property with artistic and permanent
Stewart fences.

Send us brief description of your property and our

experts will give you personal attention. Or ask

for our catalog.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., Dept. M, Cincinnati, Ohio
"THE WORLD'S GREATEST IRON FENCE BUILDERS'

IRON yASES, SETTEES. GARDEN AND DRINKING FOUNTAINS, IRON STATUARY
LAMP STANDARDS AND LANTERNS
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HOW DO YOU WANT
YOUR NEW HOME TO LOOK?

THE first rule in all good architec-

tural design is that the appear-

ance of the building shall express

the structural capabilities of the ma-

terials of which it is composed. Your

architect will tell you that concrete,

besides being the newest, is the most

flexible of all building materials. It

gives artistic effects to be obtained

with no other medium.

MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND
CEMENT used for exterior finish on

concrete, hollow tiles, metal lath, etc.

,

will give your house a

distinctive appearance.

It has all the properties - Mwater.proofed,
of any other high test- WHITE Portland CEMENT

ing Portland. It makes a durable

wall covering of pure stainless white.

It is inexpensive to put on—easily

and cheaply maintained. It improves

rather than deteriorates with age.

Exquisite effects may also be obtained

by using Medusa White for exterior

railings, steps, columns, doorways,

window casings, panels and for all

sorts of interior decorations. Let us

show you the artistic effects which

others have obtained with Medusa
White Portland Cement.

Write today for book-

let, "The Medusa
White House."

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Room M-4 Engineers' Building Cleveland, Ohio

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

KEWANEB Smokeless
Firebox Boilers
Cut Coal Costs

4f

This Book
On Home
Beautifying
Sent Free

: '

t;"~'" Contains practical sugges-
tions on how to make your home

artistic, cheery and inviting. Explains how you
can easily and economically keep the woodwork,
piano and furniture in perfect condition.

Building?
This book will tell you of newest, most attractive
color combinations for interior decorating. It gives
complete specifications for finishing inexpensive soft
woods so they are as beautiful as expensive hard
woods. We will send you this book free and postpaid.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Dept. D-5, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

The Readers' Service gives information

about Gardening

Qranes
oCinertoCawn

The correct writing paper "**"

You can get it from your stationer tkade makk

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

We Have the Book

You Want
TT Long Islanders will

c 1 1 find convenient

jj <C7ie Bookshop

Arcade, Pennsylvania

Station. Books of all

publishers up to the

minute. You pass'the

door.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Open Evenings

White lead will spread out over 221 square feet

for the first and 324 for the second coat, while
oxide of zinc has a spreading capacity of 378
square feet for the first and 453 for the second
coat. Red oxide, ten pounds, will cover 453 for

the first and 540 for the second coat. Raw lin-

seed oil will cover 756 square feet for the first

and 872 for the second coat; and ten pounds of
boiled linseed oil has a spreading capacity of 412
square feet for the first and 540 for the second
coat.

On plaster, ten pounds red lead spreads about

324 square feet, and white lead on size walls will

cover 362 feet. Oxide of zinc, ten pounds, will

cover 594 square feet, and raw linseed oil on un-
sized walls 55 square feet. Ordinarily we do not
have to consider metal surfaces, but as metal
shingles and even metal sidings are being used
more and more for garages, barns, greenhouses,
and even for houses, it is well to take them into

consideration in dealing with the paint question.

Ten pounds of red lead will on metal surfaces

cover about 477 square feet, white lead 648, oxide
of zinc, 1,134, red oxide 879, raw linseed oil 1,417,
and boiled linseed oil 1,296 square feet. This
spreading power of paint is based upon careful

thinning out of each coat in the proper way. If

one uses much more than these quantities for

painting any surface it may be assumed that the
paint is being applied too thickly.

Paint contractors generally base their esti-

mates of the amount of paint needed in this way:
the surface measurement is first obtained by the
method described, and the total area is then
divided by 18. This will give approximately the
number of pounds of white lead in oil that will be
needed to do a good three-coat job. Or to secure
the estimate of the quantity needed in gallons of
white lead paint for a good two-coat job, divide

the total area in square feet by 200, and the result

will be a safe guide to go by. Of course this is

merely approximate, but in any first class job
where good paint is used the difference in the
amount of paint will be very slight. One may
in this way make pretty shrewd estimates as to

the probable cost of exterior painting of his house,

either with or without hired labor to do the
work.
We do not as a rule paint the inside of the house

as often as the exterior, but brightening up and
freshening of worn parts go on more or less

regularly inside. The cost of the interior paint-

ing of an average frame house will almost equal

the cost of the work on the exterior. Much less

paint is required for this work, but there is less

flat surface to go over and more corners and small

details to attend to. It is the labor rather than
the paint material which makes the interior cost

so much. Then in addition to this, more of the

surface work must be polished and rubbed down
in hard oil or varnished. These cost more than
mere flat painting with ordinary white lead or

oxide of zinc. In making this estimate of interior

painting, wall and ceiling painting or decoration

is not included. Neither is the treatment of

mantelpieces and grill work. It is therefore

approximately safe to double the cost of the out-

side estimates to secure right figures for both ex-

terior and interior painting.

A good many householders do their own house
painting, and the cost is thus cut down materially.

The job of painting is not difficult if one can take

his time at it. This is especially true of houses of

plain lines with little cornice and detail ornamen-
tation. Very little experience is needed to apply
the paint to a plain, flat surface. The chief thing

is to work each coat in thoroughly, spread the

paint out thin and smooth, and give plenty of

time between coats for drying. The second coat

should never be applied until the first has had
ample time to dry thoroughly, or the paint will

begin to peel off or crack within a few months.
George E. Walsh.
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A Quiet Closet In Your Home
1

1

You can keep clovt noise out of your
home by keeping out (he kind of a closet

that m.ikrs .> imiy.

To permit the installation of a noisy

closet in your bathroom is an indifference

to an unpleasant and avoidable noise

which you are bound to regret later on.

Tk« Trvnton Potteries Company

SIWELCLO
Silent Closet

Tell your architect or plumber that you
want a Si-wcl-clo and you will be sure

that the closet installed cannot be heard
beyond a closed door. Your own sensi-

bilities will not be shocked by the sound
of frequent noisy flushings, and your
guests will not besubj. cted to the embar-
rassment of pretending they do not hear it.

Silence is not the only advantage of the Sl-
wel-clo. It is made o( vitreous
china—white all the way through.
The sutface is highly glazed, will
not tarnish or stain,crack or peel.

Write for Booklet M-9
"Bathrooms of Character"

If von want to know more
about them — and of beautiful
and convenient bathroom ar-
rangement.

The Trenton Potteries Company, Trenton, N. J.

^Ae Largest Sltakerj of Sanitary "Pottery In U. S. A.

Ideal refrigeration requires one hundred per cent
perfection in FOUR POINTS:
J \—Cleanliness (3)—Coldness—or
{2)
—A scientifically correct low temperature
circulation of Dry Air 14)

—

ice Conservation

Some refrigerators have a high percentage in

some of these points. But the high average in

all four points goes to the

"Monroe" Refrigerator
Cleanliness is assured by the "Monroe's" solid one-piece
porcelain food compartments—all corners round\d._ No
metal to corrode. No enamel to chip. Not a single
crack, crevice or corner to harbor dirt or germs. Easy
to clean and keep clean. Circulation of cold dry air
is secured by features scientifically installed.

Low temperarnres are obtained by heavy and high class
insulation — tight -fit ting doors and automatic locks
which prevent leakage of cold air.

AU these things mean ice conservation and small ice cost.

The "Monroe" is not sold in stores. We ship it from
factory— freight prepaid— on
"1 days* trial.

GET OUR
FREE BOOK!

It tells many "hot weather"
food facta—and how you may
judge the "Monroe." It will
measure np fully to all your
requirements. There is no obli-
gation. Your name and address
will bring the book promptly.

5

i

Every woman who takes pride
in her home should have a

copy.

It tells you just how to paint,

varnish, stain or enamel every
surface in and around your
home.

The book was written by a

practical painter and then re-

written for you. There is not

a technical word in it—every

detail is expressed in simple

language and every step, from
preparing the surface to ap-

plying the final coat, is com-
pletely covered.

You simply cannot go wrong
on any painting work with this

book to guide you.

Here is the Secret of
Home Upkeep"
No amount of cleaning and scrubbing can

brighten up a home where the floors,

woodwork, furniture and other surfaces

are worn, marred or dingy.

Our book teaches you how to beautify and pro-

tect these surfaces. Any Sherwin-Williams dealer

can supply all finishes called for in the book

—

just what you need for every purpose. Send for

the book, then see our dealer. You will enjoy

the work and will be delighted with the result.

Sherwin-Williams
Paints & Varnishes
Address all inquiries to 622 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, O.

Showrooms—New York, 116 W. 32d St.; Chicago, People's Gss Bldg.: San Francisco,

523 Market St. Sales Offices and Warehouses in principal cities. Best dealers everywhere

Monroe Refrigerator Co.

Good Houatkttjnng InstUuf 85 Benson St., Lockiand, Ohio

ivEs the Garden the EssentialTouch
r

fTie Sun-dial, that old Priend of trie Past,will find

ongenial Refuge inyour Garden Some favorite Spot
e enlivened by the twittering of Birds splashing inthe
-Font •• Flower Pol s and Boxes.Vases. Benches . Gaz-

ig Globes . Hermes and other interesting Pieces will re~
" the Charm of the Old \vorld Gardens. ^

Our Catalogue oi Garden Port uchwill

be sei\ L upon reqrresi., offers many Suj

i
GAJiOW,

3216 WALNUT
STREET

PHILADELPHIA
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THE charm of your home interior, even more

than the appearance of its exterior, depends

upon the finish of your woodwork. And the

ultimate success of enamels and stains depends entirely

on the kind of wood under the treatment.

North Carolina Pine
"The Wood Universal"

Although remarkably inexpensive, this wood has been used for

years in costly city homes and country estates, both for exterior

and interior purposes. Enamel of any kind applied to it posi-

tively will not discolor, blister or peel. It can be stained to

reproduce any hardwood effect without detracting from its natur-
ally beautiful grain.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Central Ter-
minal, New York City, contains a " life size " bungalow built

throughout of North Carolina Pine. If opportunity affords, it

will pay you to see this practical demonstration.

Beautiful Free Book.—Many helpful suggestions are contained
in our Home Builder's Book— pictures and floor plans of attrac-

tive modern houses, panels stained in different finishes, etc. Send
us a postal today, asking for Book No. 20.

North Carolina Pine Association
Norfolk, Virginia

5 NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
Praised as such by the
foremost reviewers
Note the editions

GLASGOW
"Life and Gabriella"

32nd
Thousand

CONRAD
"Within the Tides"

The New York Sun:
" It is one of Miss Glasgow's great nov-

els; it stands out as a fine and capable
achievement. She will rank as one of the first great American
novelists."

The New York Times:
" It sets a very high standard for the novels of 1016; those that

measure up to it will be notable ones indeed."

The New York Evening Post:
'' In ' Life and Gabriella ' the central conception is unique, and

it is one of great strength."

Frontispiece. Net $ t .33

4th
PrintingThe Review of Reviews:

" These stories are the finest of their

kind offered today; Conrad is the supreme
story-teller of this generation."

The New York Sun:
" Four enthralling tales, far above any other short stories now

being produced. Profound conception of character, beauty, restraint

and accuracy of expression, give Conrad the power to set forth pas-
sion as did Sappho and to tell a tale of horror and pity such as the
Greek tragedians might have told."

Net, $1.35; leather, net, $1.50

TRUDEAU
"An Autobiography"
Bt EDWARD LIVINGSTON TRUDEAU, M. D.

Pioneer in the Open-Air Treatment
of Tuberculosis

The New York Evening Sun:
" It is a splendid story told unaffectedly, of a life that was—

much as anyjife of our generation— busy and useful and noble.'

The Dial:
" Rich in human interest."

The Philadelphia Evening Telegraph:
"A record that cannot fail to inspire thousands."

Illustrated. Net $2 .00

KIPLING
"France at War"
The Bellman:
"Gives a remarkably unified and com-

plete presentation of France, body and
spirit, in her extremity, heart-breaking were it not so splendid.

It is 'France at War.' pictured with all of Kipling's incisive,

graphic artistry and elusive fascination of style—a wonderful little

book."

"The Fringes of the Fleet"
The New York Times:

"It is throughout of the stuff of which literature is made. For
one can imagine it being read with interest fifty years hence."

Each net, 30 cents

THE STORY OF A YOUNG ALLEN
HUMMINGBIRD
E W AS. indeed, an adorable pet, as

well as quite an unusual one.
Certainly nothing could be smaller,

or daintier, and just as certainly
nothing attracted more attention
on the steamer than this tiny mid-

get in feathers—for this little bit of pulsing life

was a baby hummingbird.
W c had been spending a week at Avalon, Santa

Catalina Island, and this little Allen hummer had
been turned over to me for safe keeping, it having
fallen from the nest, the whereabouts of which
were unknown and no amount of searching re-

vealed. The only thing to be done was to take
him and supply, as best an ignorant mortal could,
the food he needed. It seemed an almost hope-
less task for, while the sweet in the form of sugared
water could be supplied, to give the little thing
the insect food it required would be almost im-
possible.

Buzz, for so we named him, was, I judged,
scarcely two weeks old when he came into our
possession. He was fully feathered but could not
fly, although he frequently tried, and his buzzing
wings helped him to move about. Sometimes
when we came home he would be missing and
only his sharp "peep," or buzzing wings would
reveal his whereabouts. At such times we were
in constant fear of stepping on him, and soon
learned to place him where he could not fall.

His upper parts were a glossy-green with gray
unders, and a showy little tail of rufous red, edged

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Baby Buzz sitting in a teaspoon and sipping sweetened water

from his bottle

with black and white. The mature birds have a

good deal of rufous in their make-up and are very

handsome. They are abundant on Catalina

Island, nesting in the big eucalyptus trees in

close proximity to the campers whom they do
not in the least mind.
Baby Buzz sipped nectar from the nasturtiums

ofFered him, but his main food supply came from a

teaspoon. This he soon learned to appreciate,

even going to the spoon, when it was left near him,

and helping himself. Although humming birds are

the smallest of tbe feathered tribe, they are by no
means the stupidest. Many a larger species

could take lessons from them. Not only are

they smarter than many of the larger birds, but

they also seem to have more vitality. Several

times this little bird became stiff" from cold and I

expected him to die, but a few minutes in the

hollow of my hand alw ays revived him.

Ori£ day when our little visitor was resting on
the back of a chair before the window, a female

Allen hummingbird came buzzing about on the

outside. Being anxious to see what she would do,

I tore a small hole in the netting, and stood back

to await developments. In a very short time she

found the hole, flew in and hovered about Baby
Buzz, presumably endeavoring to ascertain if he

belonged to her; then, becoming alarmed at the

presence of human monsters, she flew frantically

against the screen and was soon between it and

the window in such a way that it was only after

repeated effort that we released her. Then the

little thing lay, as if dead, in my hand, only her

vibrating body and open eyes, proclaiming her

deceit.

I placed her in the window-sill beside the

nestling, where she still played 'possum. Finally,

I closed the lower sash so that she could not again

come into the room, and gently pulled the cloth

on which she rested. This brought her into

action for, like a flash, she darted through the
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Every Hour

Day and Night

By Chemists

NO NEED TO ASK IF
THE \\ ITER'S HOT
What ii comfort to h>iv«< u plentiful

Upply of hot M ilrr I|\ nll.ilili' i|iiu kly
whenever you wmit it. Tlio

Nfw Pbrfbction
Rbrosbnb Water Heater
l>rinir« eit y comfort tothi* country place
i>r i imp — wherever there's running
Mater.

Anil in town. too. it »locs the work of
nn artificial giis heater at one-third the
fuel cost.

Its (Wi ki'rnsi-in- i* site, i i»\ |o hantlli-,

l<>« prieetl wkl e\or> «-here.
Thi< w« rVrfeotkm is ultnple, reliable, eco-
iiomi. ii Mallv installed Inexpensive to buy
niul to lis**, t'srs tin- "tame hurm,rM as theRMM Nov Perfection Oil t'ook Move.
SlUMUcr or winter, wherever you are. this
heater ami a Now Perfivln.n stove w ill heat
your water anil eook your meals to perfect
satisfaction. I he> II -ji*<- you money ami cut
out the ilrmlicer) of teiuliiiK tires and ashes.

Don't you want to know more iilxmt
tins womlcrful beater? Write Dept. N
for our free booklet and the name of
Uie nearest dealer.

NEW PERFECTION
KEROSENE WATER HEATERS

THE CLEVELAND
FOUNDRY COMPANY
7 ."'71 Piatt Ave. Cleveland, O.

For this Kenyon

Take Down House

IT is a three-room
bungalow with fin-

ished hardwood floors, doors, windows,
screens, awnings, chimney, ceiling, par-
titions—a complete house. You can take
it with you to the lake, woods or moun-
tains and put it up with your own hands,
ready to live in the day you get it.

Kenyon Houses are staunch and weatherproof
and have all the conveniences of a permanent
house. Price, $35.00 and up—one to five rooms.

Write tor catalog and learn tvhere you can
see a Kenyon House ready for occupancy

The R. L. Kenyon Company
523 ALBERT ST. WAUKESHA, WIS.

THE GUARANTEE

PORTLAND

CEMEN
mieisnmtP rmAOl

WIIETHKR the user of

Portland Cement
makes his own private

tests or not, it must be a source
tion to him to know that all ALPHA Ce-
ment that comes to him has been tested
hourly by chemists who are men of real

authority in all ALPHA plants.

Under the ALPHA system of supervision,
all cement must be correctly proportioned
as to raw material, thoroughly burned, and
ground to exceed standard specifications; it

is impossible for anyALPHACement shipped
out to be lacking in proper binding power.
Every bag of ALPHA Cement is guaranteed to more than meet
the U. S. Government standard and every other recognized test.

Ask your dealer for ALPHA, the Guaranteed Portland Cement,
which costs no more than any other high grade cement, and have
him give you the 8o-page illustrated book, "ALPHA Cement

—

How to Use It;" it will tell and show you how to do all kinds of
concrete work. If you do not know the ALPHA dealer, write us,
mentioning what you plan to make or build. Address Dept. D.

ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT CO., gl^lV EASTON, PA.
Branch Offices: New York Philadelphia Boston Pittsburgh Baltimore Savannah

CONCRETE FOR PERMANENCE

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the New Forests, England. Beautiful

Landscapes, Sunsets, Moonlight Views.

Gypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

subject you can think of, for advertising

and publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
1 1 West 32nd Street, New York City

Steel Flag Poles
Clothes Posts
Tennis Posts, etc

These Posts are all Removable
You save the cost of Digging Holes

Don't disfigure your lawn with
perishable wooden posts when the in-

destructible Re-Move-Able cost less.

Write for catalogue L or ask your
dealer.

Milwaukee Steel Post Co.
81 Wisconsin St. Milwaukee

1?

Like Beautiful Houses of the Old World
Houses built of

(ireenflalel^ugTVick
have the mellow charm of Old World buildings which the long centuries be-
stow—wonderful effects of light and shade and colorful warm tones.

If you are planning to build, don't do so until you have asked your archi-
tect about Greendale Rug Brick. They are indestructible and moisture-
proof, and are made in many beautiful fadeless colors. The perfect building
material for houses, churches, hospitals, institutions and office buildings.

Avoid inferior texture bricks. Insist on Greendale*. They have a
quality and beauty far superior to all imitations.

May we send you color plates, samples and
full descriptions?

HOCKING VALLEY PRODUCTS CO.
180 South High Street, Columbus, Ohio
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Write for a Copy
of This Book

EVERYONE interested in the breeding

of game birds should write for a copy
of the book, Game Farming for

Profit and Pleasure." It is sent free to those

who ask for it.

Game Farming for Profit and Pleasure"

is a carefully edited and profusely illustrated

manual on the breeding of game birds. It

describes in detail the habits, foods and
enemies of wild turkeys, pheasants, grouse, quail,

wild ducks and related species. It tells of the best

methods for rearing. It discusses the questions of

marketing and hunting.

The breeding of game birds is profitable and
pleasant for many reasons. The demand for birds,

Game Breeding Department, Room 52

HERCULES POWDEI^CO.
Wilmington, Delaware

both from city markets and from those who wish to
raise game is much greater than the supply. There
is also a continuous call for eggs by breeders.

Furthermore the birds you raise will afford you
good sport in hunting, and also food for your table.

If you own large acreage, you may lease the privilege
of shooting over your land to those who will gladly
pay for it.

If you cannot raise game yourself we will try to
put you in touch with those who will raise it for
you to shoot.

The more game raised the more good hunting
there will be for you and the more often you will

enjoy game on your table.

But the book tells the whole story. You will
find it most interesting reading. Write for your
copy today. Use the coupon below.

Manufacturers of Explosives; Infallible and "E. C. Smokeless Shoteun Powders; L. 4 R. Orante Extra Dlack Sportine Powder;
Dynamite for Farming.

Game Breeding Department, Room 52
Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware

Gentlemen:— Please send me a copy of Game Farming for Profit and
Pleasure. 1 am interested in game breeding from the standpoint of

Very truly yours.

''O/i .' for boyhood's polities* play,
Sleep that vjahes in laughing day.
Health that mocks the doctor's rules.

Knowledge never learned in schools."

—WHITTIER.

A Summer Camp
for your boys or girls?

Thinking about what's best for

them next summer ? Then turn
to the Summer Camp Section of

Harper's Magazine
for it is in Harper's Magazine
that you find the announcements
of more summer camps, as well

as private and preparatory schools

and colleges, than in any other
publication—the widest, the best,

and the most dependable selection.

PEACE
f[T "My definition of peace:

peace is not merely a neg-

ative thing—a pale, scared,

wistful not-fighting. Peace is

a force of nature—an energy

of mutual attention, a genius

for pursuing and undertaking

mutual interest." —From:

We By Gerald
Stanley
Lee

Author of

CROWDS
A book of militari£ peace

Net $1.50 At all Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

hole to freedom, and we saw her no more. Quite
evidently she was satisfied that the nestlini; was
not hers and she took no more risk of being
trapped.

I had hoped, when our week was up, that Buzz
would be able to fly and that we could leave him
in his Island home, but although he made frantic
effbrts with his wings, he could not lift his body,
and we were compelled to bring him to the main
land with us. Just how to supply him with the
necessary food for the three hours' trip became
the question. Sweetened water he must have,
but how could we bother with a cup and teaspoon
on our ocean trip? I finally decided to put the
nectar in a small bottle and let Buzz sip directly
from it. The plan worked beautifully and the
little thing learned to know what the bottle con-
tained, and to stretch his little neck up when he
saw me touch it.

During the trip he perched on a twig in a small
box with the sun pouring down upon him, every
feather puffed out that the body might better re-
ceive the hot rays—and the bottle of sweetened
liquid not far away.

,

The baby bird had the advantage over some of
the larger passengers, for he was not sick and
stood the trip nicely, living four days after we got
home.
Every night I covered him with cotton in his

little box and took it to bed with me for fear he
should become cold and naed my warming hand.
Although he grew, he was not getting much
strength, and finally one morning, when I raised
the cotton and bade him "Good morning Baby
Buzz," he did not respond with the usual "peep,"
and although he sat just as I had placed him, up-
right, in his little nest, he was lifeless. Dead for
the want of a mother who could give him the ne-
cessary insect food. The only wonder is that he
had lived so long. Harriet Williams Myers.

THE SECRET OF BEE CONTROL
T IS possible to perform stunts with

bees, that, to the uninitiated, are
hair-raising, but which in fact pos-
sess very little danger to the oper-
ator. The writer often gives a live

bee demonstration, in connection
with a public lecture on bees, using a screened
cage to prevent them from flying about and an-
noying the audience. The hive is opened and
frames removed. The bees are then dumped into

a pan, picked up by handfuls, and quantities of
them poured over the bare head and arms.
Some nervous people are inclined to be frightened
at the sight.

We must remember, in the first place that
a colony of bees is an orderly commonwealth;
that every individual in it has a duty to per-

Mr. Frank C. Pellett playing with his bees

form, and is busy attending to that. The thing

to do is to break up the system, and create

confusion within the hive. Under normal con-

ditions, sentinels are posted at the entrance,

whose duty it is to note the approach of in-

truders. A person or an animal passing in front

of the hive, even at some distance, is likely

to receive a sting. The first step, then, is to

throw the sentinels off guard. The bee keeper of

experience will approach the hive from the rear,

and carefully blow a little smoke into the entrance.

This at once has the desired effect. The cover is

then lifted, and more smoke blown over the

frames. The colony at once becomes greatly ex-

cited; the bees leave off the work in which they

are engaged, and rushing to the open cells, begin

to fill themselves with honey, as though getting

ready to swarm. A careful operator is thus able

to throw the bees into such a state of hopeless con-
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Ise your porch 24 hours a day

Enclose your porch with Vudor
Shades. Live on it in cool

comfort when the sun is

hot; sleep there at ^
night in outdoor

seclusion.

R^enforc «?</

\Porch Shades
keep out the sun's rays, but permit

free circulation of air. Not expen-

sive, yet they are the kind that are

bought by people who want the best

Except in rv few cities, we sell onlv
single store. Write us for booklet
name of that store, nnd crrt genuine,

'

for years

'

' VuJor I'orch Shade.
TWi «• |Mi en »Trry (osulna

Viidor State

*«.., PORCH SHADES „,
•*** •. HO* OTHt»»

'

, HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION
/MILL. imilT JANISVUAI WIS.

"Reading Selmjt Ligerlbf is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one tflS been on holy ground."
—Haiio Alfven, the Stvedish composer

Have you read ' 'Jcruealem.
'

' her lateet novel?
Noui in it* Fifth Edition. Net. $1.35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

G. & B. PEARL Wire Cloth

Stops Screen Expense

PAINTING— repairing— replacing screen— those are

the expenses which make inefficient wire cloth a source of

annovance and money loss. When you screen with genu-
ine G. & B. PEARL you do away with painting, repairing and
replacements— simply because PEARL is rust-proof as

metal can be made, consequently makes a screen that's

practically wear-proof.
Genuine G. & B. PEARL has two copper wires in the sel-

vage and a Round Tag bearing the name Gilbert & Bennett
attached to the roll. Considering the fact that imitations

are so decidedly inferior, real G. & B. PEARL is worth
insisting on.

The Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Co.
(Established 1818}

Dept. E. 277 Broadway. New York

Dept. E. 38 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Georgetown, Conn. Wireton, Ills. Kansas City, Mo.
The Best Hardware Dealer in Your City Sells " PEARL "

.
mm*
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Goodness, man! I hardly recognized you
—I never saw you looking so well—been away?

"No slrree! I've been as hard at It as ever, but I take what
I call my concentrated vacation, golf, rest cure and exer-
cise with every meal and before I go to bed." "Give me
the recipe—or Is It a prescription?" "No—it's a liquid-food,
tonic. As you know, my Doctor ordered a complete rest
when I showed him that was Impossible he said

ISER-I^EUSER-BUSca^

V KC.U.S.PAT. Oft. TKAOC MARK

Liquid-Food-Tonic
An aid to digestion—a nourishing, strengthening tonic.
Taken before retiring, an aid to sound sleep. Recom-
mended for the overworked, the anaemic and the under-
nourished."
Don't let anyone tell you there's something as good. There are some
cheaper preparations—calling themselves malt preparations—they ore
beverages, not tonics. Malt-Nutrine is rich in malt—that's what makes it

cost more than imitations and what gives it its value to you. Insist.

All Druggists—Most Grocers
Malt-Nutrlne declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Depart*
raent to be a pure malt product, no tan alcoholic beverage.
Oontalus 14.50 per cent malt solids—1.9 per cent alcohol.

Interesting Booklet on Request.

Anheuser-Busch St. Louis, U. S. A.

MAJESTIC Coal Chute
Protects house and grounds and
durable and burglar proof. E ry ho

. indow when not in use. Strong,
should have one. Write /</r

THE MAJESTIC CO.. 600 Erie St., Huntington Ind.

Kno-Burn sftj*3Jfi
that make>

North Western Expanded Metal Company
935 Old Colony Bldg. Chicago

Dreer's Dahlias
WE offer and fully describe in our

Garden Book this season four

hundred and forty-seven of the choic-

est New and Standard varieties, which
include all types and colors of this

favorite Fall Flower, every one hav-

ing been carefully tested and found
desirable. If you have never grown
Dahlias you should begin by getting

a free copy of

Dreer's Garden Book for 1916

Write for it today and please mention this magazine

Henry An«.sii«. 714-716 Chestnut St

. ureer Philadelphia, Pa.

Dahlia Specialists
Double Show Dahlia
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On every out-of-doors day

—

KODAK
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Catalog free at your dealer's,
or bv mail.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

CONCERNING DAVID GRAYSON
THE Frenchman who said that the country is the place where

birds are raw, certainly would never be an admirer of David
Grayson. For Grayson's books are full of the thrill of the coun-

tryside in Spring.

<I The rhythmic swing of feet on a shady road, the silver water of
the wayside spring, the windy ridges that overlook the sea—all these
are in Grayson's books. They are full of the sane and soundNphilos-
ophy of open-air cheer that appeals to all healthy-minded people.

Fine reading for Springtime

—

"Adventures in Contentment," "Adventures in

Friendship, '1 "The Friendly Road, " "I.emrfeld.
"

<1 Ask your bookseller!

ANDREW McGILL

fusion that they lose all thought of resistance, and
can be handled at will.

Taking advantage of this fact, I often open a
hive, and take out the frames to examine the
young bees in various stages of development, and
to note the operations that are going on, just for

the fun of the thing.

There are a number of things to be remembered
in attempting an experiment of this kind. The
operator must have perfect self control and have
no fear of their stings. Then he must be clean.

The bees resent being handled by one who is per-

spiring freely, or who has disagreeable odors cling-

ing to him. They are more inclined to sting one
dressed in dark clothing, than in the lighter

colors. The most important requirement of all

is that he be gentle in his movements.
Frank C. Pellett.

THE HOMING INSTINCT
HE carrier pigeon shows in a larger

degree than any other bird the

ability to return unerringly home
jl from remote places, and sometimes

under circumstances so unfavor-
able as to be almost unbelievable.

A grocer in Omaha makes a hobby of raising

carrier pigeons. He told a traveling salesman
from Chicago about his pigeons, and the travel-

ing man didn't believe that the carriers would
return when liberated at a* great distance away.
To decide the matter it was agreed that he
should take one of the birds to Chicago and
liberate it there. This he did.

A week later he dropped in to see the grocer
in Omaha. No pigeon had appeared. Finally

one afternoon several weeks later he dropped in

as usual. "Well, Louis," he asked, "is the pigeon

A racing Homer pigeon with a 500-mile record

back?" "Yes," replied the grocer, "but its feet

are mighty sore." The traveling man had cruelly

clipped the wings of the pigeon in Chicago, before

liberating it, and it had walked home, more than

300 miles.

In what unaccountable way had this bird

been led to take the right direction home, and
to hold it true, in spite of the misfortune which
condemned it to hop along the dusty ground,

or fly very short distances across fences, through
plowed fields, etc.?

The well-trained foxhound has a wonderful

instinct for returning home after the hunt is over,

no matter how far afield it may have been led,

in what strange, unfamiliar country, or how fast,

furious, and long continued the chase, or how
tired the hound may be at its close.

An example of this fine instinct of the trained

foxhound occurred during a wolf hunt in Okla-
homa, when hunters with packs of hounds from
different states met to join in the chase and to

try out the mettle of their respective breeds.

Among the participants was a Kentuckian
from the central part of his state with a bunch
of fine, pure-bred hounds. After the hunt was
over, one of his hounds was missing, and he re-

turned home on the train without it. During
the second day after his return, this hound put
in its appearance at home, lean and hungry,

having made the journey from Oklahoma to

Kentucky in Jess than forty hours, and having
swum the Arkansas and Mississippi rivers. It

had never been to Oklahoma before, and had
made the trip there this time in the night. The
mystery is how it knew what direction to take

when it found its master and mates gone.

Isaac Motes.
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Does this sort of thing appeal to you ?

White Pickti Find

Elm Shadtd Strut

A well worn

Stone Stoop

Old Lila is and
/{ox Hushes

A gate with a

Cannon ball weight

It gets most of us
just why—well, read Frank E. Wallis's story of a New
England village of his dreams and find out in the June

Country Life in America
Nor do you want to miss these other things — just a

few samples of what the JUNE Issue is to contain

George Washington as a Farmer
PAUL WILSTACH

Some Reflections of a Back-to-the-Lander
JOHN ANTHONY

The Polo Situation
HERBERT REED

Oneof theOldest Houses in New England
— Dating from 168

1

Organizing a Wayside Tea House
C. H. CLAUDY

A. C. Wyatt's Paintings of the Auchin-

closs Garden, at Newport

—

in full color

Trellises of Old Cape Cod

A Farm that Came Back on Bacteria
II W. COLLINGWOOD

C.L.
5-16

Bird Neighbors

—

A new department conducted by T. Gilbert

Pearson, Secretary of the National Associa-

tion of Audubon Societies.

Country
Life

in America
Garden City
New York

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find

$1.00 for which send the

next five issues of Coun-To New Readers

—

Subscribe for the Country Life Season
/ next ti

In the spring and summer months country living has its greatest charms, and it is during the same period that / try Life in America, begin

Country Life in America is of the most value to its readers. That season will soon be here. When it comes, have / mng with the current issue

Country Life in your home every month and see whether it does not fill a need that you have often felt. /

A SPECIAL OFFER
We will send the next five issues of Country Life in America, beginning pi t

j CoUOOn
withthecurrentnumberfor$i.oo.Thisofferappliesonlytonewsubscnbers. I ICdot ^uu^uu

Name

.

Address
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ASOLENE, according
to the definition given

by a standard diction-

ary, is a colorless,

volatile, inflammable
product of the distilla-

tion of crude petroleum. The chemist refers to

it in a playful way as a hydrocarbon fuel of vari-

able composition, consisting mainly of pentane
and hexane; and the motorist of to-day, when he

can bring himself to talk of gasolene in terms other

than those of price, is apt to use language "more
thrue than tellable" as Mulvaney would say.

Undoubtedly the present soaring prices of
gasolene constitute by far the gravest situation

the automobile owner has had to face since the

advent of the internal combustion engine in its

application to the motor car, and unfortunately

the position as it appears to-day indicates that

the fuel which now sells at retail in New York
City for 28 cents a gallon, and which will in all

probability cost 30 cents before this article ap-

pears in print, is more than likely to advance to

40 cents by summer. Then the happy motorist
will set out on his day's run of, say, 150 miles

with the sure and certain knowledge that his little

trip will cost him somewhere in the neighborhood
of $4 for fuel alone.

That the subject of the present gasolene posi-

tion, its probable future, and the question of pro-

ducing a substitute fuel in commercial quantities

at a reasonable price, is receiving very serious

consideration from experts is unquestioned. The
rapidly increasing number of automobiles of
various types presents a problem, as evidenced by
the doubling of gasolene prices in the past six

months, which requires an almost immediate
solution if the fuel necessary to run them is to be
forthcoming.

Gasolene is still the only fuel available in even
moderate quantities, and therefore it may be
as well to consider its present position before out-
lining the possibilities in connection with kero-
sene, alcohol, etc.

HOW MUCH WE USE

There are no exact figures which show the
actual gasolene consumption in the United States,

but an indication of the amount available for

domestic consumption may be obtained by taking
the total production and deducting the exports.

On this basis we find that in 191 5 there were
35,100,000 barrels of forty-two gallons each and,
in round figures, 2,500,000 automobiles in ac-

tive service and requiring their daily fuel food.

A simple calculation gives the number of gal-

lons of gasolene available for each car as approx-
imately 590—perhaps enough for, say, 9,000
miles—surely not an excessive average for twelve
months of motoring. Unfortunately there is

to-day no reserve of gasolene to draw upon, the
2,000,000 barrels held in stock at various centres

in January, 1915, having been exhausted four

months ago. Things were not quite so bad in

1914, as the cars in actual use in that year could
draw nearly a thousand gallons of gasolene each
without being unduly greedy and taking more
than their share. Looking backward is bad
enough, but it serves only to emphasize the black

outlook which meets the eye for 1916 and the
following year.

Taking the estimated output of the automo-
bile factories for this year and deducting exports

in the proportion of those of 191 5, we shall have
nearly if not quite 3,000,000 cars running next
fall, and a year after the total will probably ex-

ceed 4,000,000.

In this connection
take the ominous
words of the Sec-

retary of the In-

t e r i o r "T h e

production of
crude hasbeengen-
erally regarded
as near its maxi-
mum" and couple

it with the fact

that the produc-

THAT GASOLENE PROBLEM
By ERNEST A. STEPHENS

tion of crude containing a relatively large percent-
age of gasolene is decreasing, as in the instance

of the Cushing pool of Oklahoma which declined
from 300,000 barrels in April, 1915, to about
93,000 in January last; and it would appear that
it is high time the subject of gasolene or a suitable

substitute should receive the attention it so.

urgently demands.
Observe that in the foregoing figures auto-

mobiles only have been considered, mainly be-

cause they are the largest consumers of gasolene,
but it should not be forgotten that there are more
than 300,000 motor boats in America and that
these, proceeding, as they do, always "uphill,"
are veritable gluttons for fuel. Add to these at

least 30,000 farm tractors, and goodness knows
how many stationary internal combustion en-
gines, a relatively few aeroplanes, and the woman
who stands by the stove and uses gasolene to
clean her gloves, and it seems a regrettable fact

that the days of miracles are past and it is no
longer possible to feed the many with the few.

To find a way out of this piling up of fuel

troubles is the problem which needs an immediate
solution. To take the line of least resistance, the
discovery and development of new oil fields and
the matter of treating known fields more inten-

sively seems to hold out some hope. West of
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas there are known
fields which cannot be developed owing to defici-

encies in the public land laws, and it has been
stated officially there is reasonable expectation
of finding 650,000,000 barrels under these lands.

Alaskan fields and those of Utah are capable of
development to an unknown degree.

ONE BIG LEAK

Is it realized that the gasolene producible
from natural gas which has been allowed to waste
itself in the atmosphere reaches appalling figures?

Dr. Henry Smith Williams, a well-known author-
ity, states that the amount lost in 1914 through
this waste and neglect was approximately
288,000,000 gallons. Gasolene can be produced
from natural gas by the application of sufficient

pressure to cause liquefication, leaving the gas
itself all right for lighting purposes.

An official of the Bureau of Mines is respon-

sible for the statement that many million gallons

of the lighter petroleum products are lost annu-
ally by evaporation from the open mouths of
wells and open storage tanks. An argument
against the holding back of crude is the fact that

it loses its more volatile constituents in storage

and becomes correspondingly unfitted to produce
gasolene.

NEW DISTILLATION PROCESSES

In hoping for the best in connection with the

development of new sources of supply, and grant-

ing the possibility of cutting down some of the

waste, it should be remembered that there is

another way to relieve the tension of the gasolene

position, and that is by the adoption of processes

of distillation which will result in an increased

percentage of gasolene being obtained. Of these

processes that invented by Dr. Walter F. Ritt-

man of the United States Bureau of Mines is

claimed to produce from two to four times the

amount of gasolene from a given quantity of

crude as was possible under the regular methods.
Another process known as the Burton, is said to

give an average of 40 per cent, of gasolene, and
there are several other methods controlled by
various oil concerns which apparently give good
results. The general use of these "cracking"
processes, as they are called, would do much to

help the motorist, as by their use gasolene can be

made from kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil residuums,

and heavy crudes.

SUBSTITUTES

Leaving the tried and (sometimes) true gaso-

lene, and giving brief consideration to possible

86

substitutes, kerosene, from the same
base, is naturally first thought of.

Its possibilities and likewise its lim-

itations as an automobile fuel have
long been known so well that the
periodic epidemics of kerosene car-

bureters have hitherto left the experienced motor-
ist cold. By the way, a kerosene carbureter was
patented forty-five years age, and they seem to
have been coming along at pretty regular inter-
vals since.

In the year 1902 the subject of kerosene as a
suitable fuel received a good deal of attention; at
that time the experts seem to have realized that
in the first place gasolene had to be carried to
assist in starting, that owing to relatively imper-
fect combustion, excessive deposits of carbon
were formed, and that this fuel's bad habit of
"creeping" mussed up everything in connection
with the engine, the car, and the motorist. Kero-
sene to-day can do all these things just as well as
it did then. In its favor it must be said that
motor boatmen appear to like it.

In regard to kerosene, -the pertinent question
just now is where does kerosene end and where
does gasolene begin? Both are composed of
practically the same elements, and it is hardly
too much to say that a few years ago when gaso-
lene was of a much higher grade, we should have
been tempted to refer to the commercial gasolene
which we now use, and are glad to get even at
present rates, as kerosene. Another little point
which is apt to worry the investigator into the
alleged merits of kerosene as a fuel is its habit of
recondensing in the manifold, assuming of course
that the said experimenter has, by heroic methods
succeeded in vaporizing it in the first place.

Taking everything into consideration, it seems
pretty evident that kerosene cannot be relied

upon to help the position.

If kerosene is unsuitable in one way, alcohol, a

fuel which has been thoroughly tried out in Eu-
rope, has proved to be unsuitable in others, at

least when used in engines of standard make.
Fifteen years ago exhaustive experiments with
alcohol were conducted in France and it is of
interest to note that about the same time acety-

lene, as a fuel, seems to have possessed about as

many adherents as alcohol. Later experiments
confirmed that in order to obtain good results

from this fuel specially built engines, giving very
high compression, were necessary—in fact, one
authority contended that an alcohol engine
must have four times the piston displacement
and three times the weight of a gasolene engine
developing similar power. This, however, has
not been borne out in subsequent tests, but still

there is an appreciable difference in alcohol as a

fuel which would demand in the engine using it a

good deal of redesigning and readjustment.

Apart from these differences, and provided a

simple way of overcoming them is developed,

alcohol ought to be an ideal fuel so far as the

available quantity is concerned. It has been
said that all the corn and all the potatoes grown in

the United States would not be sufficient to pro-

duce enough alcohol to run our cars, but ignoring

these sources of supply altogether it was esti-

mated by Dr. Smith Williams that the saw-
dust and waste products of the lumber industry

would produce a minimum of a billion (not

a million) gallons of alcohol a year, and that

a ton of sawdust produced as much alcohol as

did nine bushels of corn. Alcohol is produced
in Europe from the by-products of wood pulp,

and doubtless our forest fires every year des-

troy raw material

sufficient to pro-

duce this fuel in

quantities which
would put the mo-
t o r i s t who
possessed a suit-

ably designed car

in a position
where the fuel

problem would
cease from troub-

ling.
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&ef®me-Safeiy-Appearance
'

I 'HE expert who builds a bridge

and the specialist who builds a tire

are alike in this—they cancel distance

and they greatly increase the comforts

of travel.

They are alike, too, in this— that when

service has reached the possible limit

of excellence the builder turns his

attention to outward ornament.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,

This double refinement in building is

shown in the color combination of this

Firestone Tire with its impressive

trade-mark

—

Red Side Wall and Black Tread

This versatile efficiency is also applied in

specialized Factory methods which, with unap-

proached distribution, give you the "good

measure" of Firestone service at average cost.

Akron, Ohio—Branches and Dealers Everywhere

'America's Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers"
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THERE are three evils with
which every car must contend

—

jolt,

jar and vibration. They are success-

fully combated by the

*ffarfford
SHOCK ABSORBER

which applies the proven principle of frictional absorption to their elimination.

Rough road conditions incite abnormal spring action. When
roads are rough, effective spring control is essential for riding comfort. The
Hartford Shock Absorber affords such control through frictionally acting discs which anticipate

every violent movement of an automobile spring, dissipating the excess energy thereof and per-

fecting the function of the spring.

Jolt, jar and vibration are robbed of their power to cause
discomfort to you or harm to your car, when you use the Hartford Shock
Absorber.

Mention make, year and model of car and zee will send you our "Comfort Chart"
which tells how to make your particular car doubly comfortable and longer-lived.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY
EDWARD V. HARTFORD, President

216 Morgan Street JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Makers of the Hartford Shock Absorber, Hartford Cushion Spring, E. V. Hart-
ford Electric Brake, Hartford Auto Jack, Hartford Bumper, Red Rack Jack.

Branches: New York Boston Chicago
Distributors in principal cities. Dealers everywhere.

M Formerly Truffault Hartford

Kelly-Springfield Tires and Tubes

are Hand Made from Pure Rubber
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.
57th Street and Broadway, New York

KisselKar
Literature on request

KISSEL MOTOR CAR CO.
Hartford, Wisconsin

ALL-YEAR-

DISTINCTION WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE
The Hudson Six-54 Phaeton is a big, impressive powerful car at
only $2,350. The Hudson closed cars in both the Six-54 and the Six-

40 types are models for beauty, luxury and mechanical satisfaction.

$1,350.00 to $2,450.00. Prices f. o. b. Detroit. Dealers Everywhere.

HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY. 7935 Jefferson Ave.. Detroit. Mich.

Do YouWanta Business of YourOwn?
The desire of most every man and of every woman who earn their living is to

have a business of his or her own.

Doesn't this idea appeal to you? Are you not interested in the freedom attached
to being your own ''boss" and knowing that all of the energy you put in the

work is for yourself and the greater enthusiasm you have the sooner you enjoy

a handsome income?

We will give you the opportunity now to start your permanent business and to

safeguard yourself against the unfortunate circumstances of so many who in

their declining years are depending on the generosity of someone for a living.

We have opened the door of success for a great number of men and women
who are PROSPEROUS, and we will show you how to lay the foundation

for an assured future.

If you are not satisfied with yourself or your income—WRITE US NOW.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York

THE PROMISE OF BENZOL

Benzol, a by-product of coke, is now in gensral
use in Europe, more particularly in those coun-
tries which are unable at the present time to draw
supplies of gasolene from America or from the
other producing countries. It is a hydrocarbon
not differing greatly from gasolene, and at the
present time the United States distinguishes itself

by wasting, or at any rate failing to recover, about
600,000,000 gallons of it per year. This amount
of really valuable fuel is lost to us through waste-
ful methods of coal mining and by reason of the
archaic systems employed in converting coal into

coke. An elaborate series of tests carried out in

England a couple of years ago tended to show that
benzol could be successfully used if minor carbur-
eter adjustments were previously effected.

America will, it is estimated, actually produce
about 22,000,000 gallons of benzol during this

year. This at a first glance, seems to indicate

that a real start is being made to help the fuel-

hungry, but on looking into the matter it is found
that all this valuable product is already tagged
for use in the manufacture of dyes, chemicals,

and explosives. If the quantity of coal now made
into coke annually were properly treated, the
motoring public would be better off to the tune
of no less than 125,000,000 gallons of benzol.

The coal reserves available for the ultimate

production of benzol are simply enormous, but
it is not for a moment l.kely that these would be
drawn upon especially for the sake of the car

owner. At any rate, benzol may be looked upon
as the most attractive substitute fuel so far, and
it is hoped that -further investigations will result

in its production being undertaken on a basis

which will permit of its use in commercially suf-

ficient quantities to materially relieve the short-

age which we feel to-day, and which may possibly

exercise a restrictive effect upon a great industry

in the near future.

These are the fuels which possess possibilities

and which may to a greater or lesser extent affect

the motorist's future. There are, however,
many others, the products of inventive minds and
of youthful enthusiasm. For instance, a year or

so ago, it was announced with a great flourish of

trumpets that a gasolene substitute which would
sell at retail for about 6 cents a gallon was an

accomplished fact. The process was a secret

one, but it was believed that moth-balls or a

substance of similar nature formed the base.

Great things were expected, but nothing was
achieved except to render several people more
wary on the subject of secret recipes. Another
genius put forth a theory that by treating kero-

sene with peroxide of hydrogen an ideal fuel,

developing greater power than gasolene, would
delight the heart of the anxious motorist. A
further suggestion was that each car should

carry a compact producer plant and manufacture
fuel from coal, which also had to be carried, as it

toured the countryside. The latest fuel to be

discussed is to be manufactured from the millions

of gallons of vodka which became available when
Russia went suddenly "dry."

WHAT THE MOTORIST CAN DO

Summing up the situation it would appear that

the man who owns a car must either curtail his

mileage or alternatively increase his mileage per

gallon of gasolene, new fields must be found and

developed, intensified distillation must be em-
ployed, or one or other of the new fuels must be

placed on the market as a commercial proposition

in direct competition with gasolene.

Gasolene is still with us and it is up to the

man who owns a car to take such steps as may
help to keep his fuel bill down. He can do a good

deal in this direction with a minimum of trouble

plus just a little thought. In the first place the

grades of gasolene now on the market need heat

and a lot of it, to insure proper vaporization.

If the carbureter is water jacketed it is a good

plan to connect up the jacket with the exhaust

manifold by means of flexible piping. This will

keep the water sufficiently hot. If preferred, the

connection may be made to the w ater circulating

system, but usually this is a more difficult job.

In the case of a carbureter which is not fur-

nished with a water jacket, the necessary heat

may be similarly carried from the exhaust and the

flexible tube run around the air bend of the

carbureter. Loss of compression caused by

valves which require grinding is another source

of fuel waste, a certain proportion of the power

furnished by the fuel being lost. Carbon deposits
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LICrHT ELECTRIC

f. o. 6. Toledo f. o . h . Toledo

/~PHE Milburn is by far the lightest electric and
by far the easiest to start and stop, to steer

and control in every way.

See the Milburn- -ride in it—drive it.

Then realize that although its beauty is unsur-
passed, its comfort unequalled, its safety unap-

The most timid drive it w ithout the slightest proached—yet it costs from #500 to $1500 less than
nervousness. other electrics and is the least expensive to operate.

It is positively the safest car in the world for a See the Milburn dealer—write for our cata-

woman to drive. logue.

Established 1848

Address Department lOl.

THE MILBURN WAGON COMPANY
The Milburn Electric Charger solves the home-charging problem—effectively—inexpen-
sively—if your public garage is inconveniently located or lacking in electric facilities. TOLEDO, OHIO
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AUTOMATIC
HOT WATER

Your
is in the basement.

You never go near it.

It might as well be

located at the Gas
Works for all the

trouble it causes.

It is simply a con-
necting link between
yourgaspipe and water

pipe. It translates these

two public services in-

to a public necessity

—

Hot Water Service.

When you turn a

faucet in any part of

the house, the flow of

water automatically
turns on a full flow of

gas, which ignites from
the pilot light which
is a/ways kept burning.

Instantly the water in

the copper coils is

heated to the boiling

point and kept there,

no matter how much
water is used. When

Ruud
the water is turned off

the gas is turned off.

If the water gets too

hot, the heat closes

the gas valve.

These two methods
of turning on and
off the gas can never

fail nor get out of or-

der. A Ruud Water
Heater will last a life-

time.

'Wonderful," you
say, but it must burn

a lot of gas."

It Does Not Burn a
Lot of Gas

If, by old-fashioned

methods of heating,

you keep water at the

boiling point night

and day, you can effect

an actual saving by in-

stalling a Ruud, using

manufactured gas. On
natural gas the saving

is still greater.

Water
On the other hand,

if your water is never

more than lukewarm,

if you have to use cold

water in the morning,

if you have to give up

hot baths on wash day,

if there is no hot water

at night in case of

sudden illness, why
then the Ruud would
mean a slight increase

in your gas bills. An
attempt has been
made to lower the

first cost of some
heaters by using too

light materials and
abandoning a posi-

tive and absolutely de

pendable control of the

gas. You save only

$15 or $25 on such a

heater, but it burns
more gas, and you are

pretty sure to throw it

out altogether. Such a

Heater •

heater is not safe and
has no place in a home.
Send for descriptive cata-
log and pricet, stating
size of your house.

Ruud Manufacturing Co.

Dept. C. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Canadian Address: 371 Adelaide
St., West, Toronto, Canada

PocketKIPLING Edition

BOUND IN FULL FLEXIBLE RED LEATHER
Light and convenient to carry, easy to read. Each, net, $1.50

Puck of Pooks Hill.

Traffics and Discoveries.
The Five Nations.
Just So Stories.
Kim.
The Day s Work.
Stalky & Co,
Plain Tales from the Hills.

Life's Handicap; Being Stories of Mine
Own People.

Under the Deodars, The Phantom
Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkle.

Songs from Books.

The Kipling Birthday Book.
The Light that Failed.
Soldier Stories.
The Naulahka (With Walcott Balestier).

Departmental Ditties and Ballads
and Barrack-room Ballads.

Soldiers Three, The Story of the
Gadsbys and In Black and White.

Many Inventions.
From Sea to Sea.
The Seven Seas.
Actions and Reactions.
Rewards and Fairies.

Published by the CENTURY COMPANY
(Uniform with this Edition)

The Jungle Book Captains Courageous The Second Jungle Book

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

are yet another cause of fuel waste, as pre-ignition
will occur and power will be expended without
getting anything in return.

Look after the road wheels, see that the align-
ment is perfect, and that the tires are correctly
inflated. Keep the grease cups filled, test the
carbureter adjustment and, finally, extend the
attention which has been given as an inherent
right to the tires and the electrical system, to
the other component parts of the car, and it will

be found that not only is the automobile as a
whole a more satisfactory proposition from a
driving point of view, but that a direct benefit
will be reaped in the form of gasolene bills more
nearly approximating those of the days when
14 cents per gallon was the recognized rate.
All, then, that the motorist needs to complete
his sense of relative satisfaction is the comforting
thought that gasolene is 60 cents a gallon in Eng-
land, and that latest quotations from Paris quote
$1.06 per gallon "subject to supplies being
available."

A suggestion that some form of governmental
control be exercised in connection with the entire
crude oil production of the United States is at
present under discussion. It is understood that
the authorities view the idea with favor, basing
their opinions on statements made by the De-
partment of the Interior that the total remaining
supply of petroleum is approximately only 7,600,-
000,000 barrels, a quantity which will be ex-
hausted in twenty-seven years, assuming that
rates of consumption do not increase.

Absolutely prohibiting the export of gasolene
would mean a decided gain to the motorist, as no
less than 73,000,000 gallons were sent abroad
during last year, as against about a quarter of
this quantity in 1909. Otherwise it seems more
than likely that Europe's demands upon us will

be greater in the near future as, even after actual
hostilities have ceased, it may be necessary to
maintain elaborate systems of gasolene-propelled
mechanical transport for years to come, in view
of the tremendous part played by it, not only
in actual warfare, but in the hurried mobili-
zation of men and munitions.

A SUGGESTION
F YOU are, happily, so old-fashioned

as to consider the sunny window of
your living room incomplete with-
out a brass cage and a yellow
canary, you may possibly welcome
a suggestion that will enlarge your

bird lore and double your pleasure.

Like all protected domestic creatures wrho have
no share in providing their own food and shelter,

Master Canary is riotously extravagant, scatter-

ing far more seeds than he eats. An occasional

spoonful of this wasted provender can be "sown
for succession," as the garden books say, when
they advise the putting in of seeds at regular

intervals throughout a season. A one-inch flower

pot, full of growing rape or millet seed, introduced
into Master Canary's cage now and then, proves
an exciting event in his life, and it is a pretty sight

to watch his response to this unexpected call

"back to the land."

However, if all that our little prodigal scattered

were planted, we should live henceforth in a

grove of sprouted things. The greater part must
be put to other use. Save the seed and sand
from the daily cleaning of your cage, and put
them where the outdoor birds can harvest your
bounty. Chickadees, nuthatches, native spar-

rows, and even an occasional venturesome red

squirrel will gather to the feast.

There are several excellent feeding trays for

wild birds on the market. Our home-made one

seems to satisfy our outdoor neighbors perfectly.

It is simply the straight, unbarked stem of a

spruce, about 5 ft. 6 in. high, lopped of its

branches, and topped by a square wooden tray

which has a solid fence, two inches high, all round
its edge. The tray is painted a dull green, and the

entire structure stands free from all ambush on
the mound that crowns the rock garden by the

living room windows.
Here a portion of Master Canary's extrava-

gance is spread every day, and Canary himself,

secure in his cage, and perfectly sure that the

coming day will bring its quota of food and com-
fort, sings gaily at his sunny window, while his

wild pensioners, after warily examining the

square-topped tree that bears such unexpected

fruit, settle down to their treasure-trove meals

outside. Charlotte M. Martin.
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R.All ROADS spend thousands every year

testing ami wispo tin^ l!\ni Mock systems for llic

Iravrllrr's safety. Casualty companies get annual

premiums for making sure that the cables on

elevators won t break.

Nobody pays anybody anything to come around

frequently to tee that your car carries

BATAVIA Security Tires
Yet your family's safety and your own safety is

a lot more important to you than the safety of

passengers is to hired inspectors.

Is your car tired—
or are you ?

Try BATAVIAS

THE BATAVIA RUBBER CO - BATAVIA - NEW YORK
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To Oi r Friends :

We have issued a four-volume set of Nature Books
which |eH all about the Birds, the Wild Flowers, the
Trees and the Butterflies. We have called it "The
Pocket Nature Library." It is issued in pocket size,

illustrated in the wonderful natural colors, bound in

limp leather. It represents the best work of its kind
that we have ever seen.
To issue a circular that will show the beautiful color plates and

otherwise Ho justice to the set will require the expenditure of a great
deal of money . which would necessitate raising the price of the hooks.
We do not want to do that, as it is our wish to have every one of

our friends own it. We have made arrangements to send you the
complete set. all charges paid, for your approval. You can then see

t he hundreds of color plates, the thousand interesting text pages, the
beautiful bindings, etc.

The Pocket Nature Library
The volumes that make up "The Pocket Nature Library" (size

s\ xsJ). cover the most interesting subjects in Nature. Every' little

bird, every wild flower, every butterfly and every tree has a wonder-
ful story of its own—there are a thousand of them interestingly told
by the greatest authorities. These are the Nature Guides published
in pocket size that contain colored illustrations of every' subject.

To appreciate its tremendous scope, its great value, its beauty,
you must see it. The price of the complete set—four full leather

volumes, beautifully illustrated, neatly packed in a decorated box.
delivered at your door, is only $4.75. payable 75 cents on acceptance
and $1 00 a month for four months, or $4.50 cash. Simply sign and
mail the coupon now—the books will be forwarded immediately.

Doubleday. Paste & Company, Garden City, New York
Gentlemen—

Please send me. prepaid, the POCKET NATURE LIBRARY
in four volumes, attractively bound in leather and decorated in gold

—illustrated in the wonderful natural colors. If the books are satis-

factory. I agree to pay $.75 within five days and one dollar a month
for only four months (or $4.50 cash)—otherwise I will return them.
Please send books and bill to

Name . .

.

Address .

Puncture-Proof
Pneumatic Guaranteed with Greater Resilience

PUNCTURE and blow-out easily

destroy the best ordinary pneu-

matic tire, wasting tire money in

millions. There is One Tire that

successfully resists puncture.

LEE
PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE - PROOF

TWICE GUARANTEED
PUNCTURE-PROOF: LEE Punc-

ture-Proof Pneumatic Tires are Guar-

anteed Puncture-Proof under a cash

refund.

r>,000 MILES of Service are

assured under a written Guarantee.

The LEE "vanadium" process toughens

the rubber and imparts a vast power

of resistance and creates greater re-

silience.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET "K"

LEE TIRE 6c RUBBER CO.
Manufacturers of Rubber Goods Since 188}

CONSHOHOCKEN, PENNA.

NOTE
No sharp object can be

forced into the carcass and
inner tube. Even a steel

nail heavily driven into the
tread and cushion with a
hammer will be deflected by
one of the three layers of
discs deep in the cushion
of the tire.

Distributors in

alt the

Principal Cities

Look up "Lee

Tires" in your

Phone Directory

TRADE MARK

SMILES AT
MILES"
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OODYEAR Cord
Tires were chosen as

standard equipment

for Peerless cars be-

cause they offer veiy

definite and very
valuable advantages.

Since these advantages result in

unusual mileage and service, freedom

from tire worry, and great comfort,

they are well worth critical attention

from owners of fine cars.

It is almost impossible for Good-

year Cord Tires to stone-bruise and

blow out, because of their extreme

flexibility.

This comes from their construction,

which also makes them extremely

lively, speedy and responsive.

Strong, pliable cords—placed loosely

side by side in diagonal layers—are

cushioned in strong, stretchy rubber.

Having no binding cross-weave, they

are allowed great freedom of move-

ment.

So, under impact, the cords flex,

the rubber gives; the tire literally

absorbs road obstructions.

This insures against stone-bruise,

rupture, and the blow-outs—immedi-

ate or subsequent—which follow these

injuries.

Naturally such a tire has long life,

gives great mileage, and causes little

delay and annoyance.

And it permits high speeds with

comfort. It has wonderful coasting

qualities. It saves power. It increases

gasoline mileage.

In the Hudson Hill coasting

test, Goodyear Cord Tires averaged

177 feet farther than ordinary cord tires

on the same car; and reached a maxi-

mum speed of 36 miles per hour.

Of the fifteen Franklin cars which

recorded better than 40 miles per gallon

of gasoline in the fuel economy test

last May, ten were equipped with

Goodyear Cord Tires. And these

tires made the three highest marks

—

55 miles, 53 miles, and 51.8 miles per

gallon of gasoline.

Their great oversize, uniting the

added cushion of an increased air-

volume with the in-built cushion, resil-

ience, and easy-running of our cord

construction, makes the Goodyear

Cord the tire of utmost comfort.

Goodyear No-Hook Cord Tires,

in the 32x4, 36x4% and 37 x 5-inch

sizes, have 23 to 35 per cent more air-

space than regulation Q. D. Clincher

tires of corresponding inch-sizes.

In spite of the higher prices neces-

sary for these tires, because of their

construction and their oversize, users

seldom change to other tires.

Increasing sales shovJ that car owners

believe the extra value, and the extra

luxury, security and durability of these

tires, more than offset the difference

in price. •

Ask the nearest Goodyear Service

Station Dealer for Goodyear Cord
Tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Company

Akron. Ohio

All-Weather and
Ribbed Treads,
double thick, for
rear and front
wheels. Note the
deep, sharp All-
Weather grips.
They resist skid-
ding. They give
great traction.
No-Hook and Q. D.
Clincher types, for
gasoline and e/ec-
fric cars.

Made from Apoixo-Keystone 4}$^%.
Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets, S!$m$Z
the most durable

,
rust-repellent

sheets manufactured. htjsmkh

These sheets are unequaled for Silos, "JEIT'
Culverts, Tanks, Roofing, Siding and
all forms of exposed sheet metal work. I,ook for

the Keystone added below trade-mark. It insures
quality, service and satisfaction at reasonable cost.

Send to-day for our "Better Buildings" booklet.

We also manufacture Keystone Copper Steel

Roofing Tin— specially adapted for all high class

buildings, country homes, city residences, etc.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
General Offices: Friek Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A CITY FULL OF GARDENS
S IT worth while trying to make a

garden in a city—a big city, I

mean, where everybody is busy
and land is valuable? Let us see.

In 191 1 a family by the name of
Fashingbauer bought a home at

401 Girard Avenue North, in the city of Minne-
apolis. It was a bare, unkempt sort of place
when they took it, and the yard was full of rub-
bish. It looked pretty hopeless, but Mrs.
Fashingbauer longed for more lovely surround-
ings and she began casting about for ways and
means.
One day she read in the paper of an organiza-

tion whose aim was to help people like herself.

She called at the club's headquarters and was
given some seeds and instructions.

There were three boys and a girl in the family
who thought that their mother's idea was a good
one. They became very industrious and soon
had the yard cleaned up. Then the two older
boys took turns with a spading fork and the
ground was prepared for the seeds. Around
the edge of the yard they planted sweet peas,

pansies, and other flowers. In the back yard
they made a vegetable garden and planted let-

tuce, turnips, peas, tomatoes, potatoes, and
radishes. The children became very enthusi-
astic and got up early tvery morning to work
in the garden before it was time to go to school.

The boys had to do all the spading and hoeing
and in dry weather carried water fifty feet from
the house to the garden.
To-day you would never know the Fashing-

bauer home for the same place. Its vegetable

One of the city window boxes

and flower gardens are known for blocks around.
Mrs. Fashingbauer now feels that she lives in

lovely surroundings and there are always plenty
of toothsome fresh vegetables for the family
table.

Most of the flowers are given away, but $10
worth have been sold, and the family has saved
at least #75 a year on vegetables.

That is a kind of home making that is worth
while. "And the best part of it is," says Mrs.
Fashingbauer, "it keeps the children ofF the
street after school is out." Incidentally, many
of the neighbors' children have followed the

Fashingbauer example and now have gardens of

their own.
Raymond, the oldest boy, now sixteen, liked

the tilling of the soil so well that he has gone to

work on a farm, and Bernard, twelve, is now
head gardener.

At about the same time another mother by the

name of Mrs. Mary Buck, over at 3214 Second
Avenue South, also heard of the organization

that helped city people to make gardens. She
lived in a Polish and Slavonian neighborhood
that was not as beautiful as it might have been,

and where the cost of living was a vital daily

problem.
In accordance with the advice given her by

the organization, Mrs. Buck chose a vacant lot

not far from her home and there she made a

garden. She grew potatoes, corn, tomatoes, and
other vegetables so successfully, and with such

a noticeable effect on the household exchequer,

that her neighbors began to take notice. The
next year there were a number of gardens back
of the big lumber yards along the river, and now
a large part of that crowded neighborhood is

getting a fair portion of its living from the land.

Her daughter and her son have gardens of their

own, and there are five others in one big vacant
lot. There are more than twenty paying gardens
within a few blocks. Incidentally, this unused
land has been redeemed from ugliness and dirt

and the whole community has been beautified.

the BestSerVice
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Compressors [For the Factory
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to the famous

FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of

Woven Wall Coverings

THIS beautiful new crea-

tion requires but a glance

to establish it as the most
beautiful and most artistic

wall covering. Has all the

qualities of the rest of the

bab-rik-o-na line. Durable,

Color-fast, sanitary, strong,

crack-proof. Stands hard
usage. Will not shrink and
open at seams. Economical.

Fab-rik-o-na Interwovens

appeal to those who want the

daintiest as well as most serv-

iceable wall covering. Every
taste can be satisfied in the

urcat variety of tones and pat-

terns. The richness and beau-

ty cannot be imagined or set

forth in cold type. They must
be seen to be appreciated.

Send for samples Our service de-
partment will help you with your
decorating problems and put you in

touch with dealers in your own city.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
383 Arch Street, Bloomf ield. N. J.

" Victory
in Defeat"

THE AGONY OF WARSAW
AND THE RUSSIAN RETREAT

By STANLEY WASHBURN
Correspondent of the London Times

GET IT AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
Just Out Maps Net, $1.00

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

TheFRANKLIN CAR
a

ONE of the most inter-

esting things in the

whole automobile sit-

uation is the type of men who
own and drive Franklin Cars.

The list of Franklin owners

shows a most remarkable aver-

age as to substantial rating and

strong position in affairs.

The typical Franklin owner
is a successful man who thinks

Every practical-minded motorist should
Motorist's Dollar ia Shrinking." Send

for himself: and who owes his

place in the world to his habit

of getting the facts and using

his ownjudgment.
The point we make is that

the Franklin owner as a rule

is a man who can afford any
price car. He sees in the Frank-
lin the best use of his money—
and his whole habit of life has

taught him to seek efficiency.

read the new book, "Why the Average
us your name on a post card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

A Standard Book of Good Taste

INTERIOR DECORATION
ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

By FRANK ALVAH PARSONS
President of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts

This is the common-sense book of interior decoration which can never

go out of style. Mr. Parsons—one of the best known authorities on

the subject—tells the true principles of art that underlie good

taste in furnishing. What is more, he tells simply how any one, by
applying these principles, can furnish and decorate his house, large

or small, with individuality and yet artistically. He explains the

fundamentals of the period styles and their uses to-day.

MANY ILLUSTRATIONS NET S3.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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Knobs

—

Not Mere Ridges

-.The knobs stick out from
1 Nobby ' Tread Tires far

enough to protect the tread

from nails, sharp stones and
glass.

The knobs are bigenough
and are so scientifically

placed, that they add still

more resiliency to an al-

ready marvelously resilient

tire.

The knobs on these
"Aristocrats of the Road "

hold the ground with a

tenacity that says " I will
"

with every revolution of

the wheel.

All this because the
knobs on 1 Nobby ' Treads
are vigorous, protruding
knobs— not mere ridges

on a tire.

4 Nobby ' Tread Tires are

the largest selling very high
grade anti-skids in the

world.

Ask any United States

Tire Dealer for your copy
of the booklet on" Judging
Tires."

United StatesTire Company

'Nobby' 'Chain' 'Usco'

'Royal Cord' 'Plain'

"INDIVIDUALIZED TIRES"

Four years ago Mr. Clinton B. Wintersteen, a

Civil War veteran, sold his farm in North Dakota
and moved to Minneapolis, where he bought a

home in a newly opened district at 3449 Eleventh
Avenue South. There he proceeded to make a

garden and raise poultry. In spite of his ex-

perience he did not disdain the assistance of the
helpful organization; last spring he was the
first member on the enrolment list. In 1913
he received a prize for the best garden in his

vicinity. It was a fine baseball mitt, and though
he is seventy-three years old and had never
played baseball in his life, he exhibited his trophy
with great pride. It encouraged him to till two
vacant lots in 1914 in addition to the garden on
his own place.

Mr. Wintersteen is an expert gardener and
the oracle of all the other gardeners who now
thrive in his neighborhood. He raises practically

every kind of vegetable except carrots and"

potatoes, which do not do well on his land, and he
feeds the surplus to his chickens. He raises

fruit, too—apples, plums, raspberries, currants,

and strawberries.

For three years now George Blackett, a high
school boy, has cultivated gardens on vacant
lots near his home at 3416 Humbolt Avenue. In

1913 he made between #75 and $100 profit, and
that on the most unpromising sort of filled-in soil.

He keeps books and a garden record, and raises

A typical vacant-lot garden

peas, radishes, squash, sweet corn, tomatoes,
carrots, beans, beets, lettuce, onions, and par-

snips.

Mr. H. W. Darr, who lives at 5025 Harriet
Avenue, cultivated six lots in 1913 and raised

eighteen different kinds of vegetables. He
cleared $300 in the season.

These are only a few of the hundreds of men
and women, boys and girls, rich and poor, who
are making Minneapolis a city full of gardens.

Mr. Wintersteen and some others would doubt-
less have had gardens anyway, but the great

majority of these hundreds owe their inspiration

to the organization I have spoken of. It is a

unique thing, this Garden Club of Minneapolis,

and because dozens of other cities have lately

been making inquiries about it, it is worth while

to consider its scope and methods.
I don't know who originated the idea, but the

man who put it into execution was Mr. Leroy J.
Boughner, city editor of the Minneapolis Tribune.

Boughner is not an altruist nor a philanthropist

nor an aesthete nor a dreamer. If you saw him at

his desk you would know him for a practical,

hard-working newspaper man with his mind on
his job. It merely occurred to him that it would
be good business for his paper to father the Gar-
den Club movement, and so he set the thing

going. But as it grew, Boughner grew with it,

and he has, in spite of himself, been the president

of a big, beneficent, public service organization

since its inception.

The Garden Club was organized in March,
1910, to promote gardens in connection with the

schools, on the vacant lots, and in the back yards

of Minneapolis. The thing moved slowly at

first; only sixteen members joined the club.

Nasturtium seeds were distributed among the

schools and a few school children started gar-

dens, but the only garden that amounted to

much was one that Mr. Boughner managed for

the Boys' Club of Minneapolis. But that year
taught the promoters a few things and in 191

1

they started in with a rush.

Two kinds of gardens were especially en-

couraged—in private yards and on vacant lots.

Philadelphia has succeeded with vacant-lot

gardening, but most other cities have failed.

The difficulty has come in the time and red tape

DO you like parties? If you
do, then you should not
lose a moment's time in

accepting this invitation to a six

months' party in the heart of

New York as the guest of

VANITY FAIR
You positively won't know yourself

when you get back home after that

six months' party in what is now the

gayest capital of the world. Such
aplomb! Such ease of manner, such
habiliments de luxe, such wide learn-

ing, such brilliant wit, such many
sided culture, and oh! such exquisite

savoir faire.

You simply MUST come to this party

for sophisticated people. Wits, Ac-
tresses, Million Heiresses, Sculptors,

Essayists, Vers-Librists, Dowagers,
with Tiaras, Pianists, Ritz-Loungers,
Beaux, Humorists, Critics, Fox Trot-

ters, Cubists, Debutantes, Sportsmen,
Cabaret Dancers, Golf Nuts, Artists,

Ballerinas, Celebrities, Bohemians,
Motor Fans, Prima Donnas, Literary

Lions, Fashion Designers, Argentine
Tango-Worms.

Vanity Fair's Special Offer
A SIX MONTHS' PLEASURE-PARTY

IN NEW YORK FOR $1

You think nothing, in your poor, deluded

way, of spending $2 for a single theatre

tict\el, or for three faded gardenias, when
for only one dollar you can secure six issues

of Vanity Fair. If you want to blossom

out into a sophisticated New Yorker; ifyou
want to become a regular, Class A, 12-

cylinder, self-starting human being, simply

tear off the coupon, fill it out, put it in an

envelope, stamp and mail it
—with or with-

out money.

To the Editor of Vanity Fair, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York

Well, I'd like to join the party by subscribing to

Vanity Fair. I therefore enclose $1 with this.

Send me the current issue at once— and the five

later issues as they appear. (OR) Well, I'd like

to join the party but I prefer to open an account
with you. Please start my six months' subscrip-

tion at once. I will send you the $1 on receipt of

your bill.

Address.
C. L. 5-16
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Secret History
REVEALED BY LADY PEGGY O MALLEY

"G N. and A. M
Williamson have

w ritten nothing better

than this stirring

tale of life on the

Mexican border and

in Europe, and no

one has told

their stories quite

so well as little

Lady Peggy

O'Malley."
—Botton Trantcript

"Clean, clever and

convincing,

readers have a treat

before them in this

book."
— Troy Record

At All Bookstores. Net, $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

C )/$/o/n Built

beauty of the White touring body has been so marked during

the past year that more than a score of makers are attempting to

imitate some of its distinctive features * * the center cowl, for instance.

But the charm of the White center cowl can not be divorced from its

setting. It is the effect of harmonious proportions and of graceful

lines sweeping to and from it. To vary its width or height or curve

is to lose the effect. If the White contour were not copyrighted and

could be paralleled in its entire design, the result would still be

inappropriate without the high quality materials and costly hand labor

which enter into White body construction.

In specifying the upholstery and finish of White bodies each owner

is afforded an opportunity to express his individual taste.

THE WHITE COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

" I want to see things — and do things — and live things!"
GEORGIANA

—

Just a human, lovable, worth-while American girl.

She is old-fashioned enough to believe in home.

She looks on love as the gleam to follow through life.

She has her dark moments, her longings for a larger life than the

country village has to offer, but her will to win happiness out of

what is at hand is stronger.

Astoryof loveandof workand of playunder the countrysky. A"home"
tale, true to the highest ideals, and as refreshing in its sentiment as Mrs.
Richmond's "The Twenty-fourth of June" and "Red Pepper Burns."

A Country Story by "The Novelist of the Home"

Under the Country Sky
By GRACE S. RICHMOND

Author of "The Twenty-fourth of June," "Red Pepper Burns," Etc.

JUST OUT Illustrated in color. Net $1.25 At All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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Klaxons Change
Shifts in Big

Munitions

Factory

THE United States Cartridge Co. of

Lowell, Mass., have eliminated waste

motion in the operation of their big

machines through the use of Klaxon auto-

mobile horns.

For some months they have been working

24 hours a day on war orders. Three shifts

of men are employed—each is changed every

eight hours.

The din of the machines was so great under

the increased activities that the gongs and

whistles that were formerly used to signal

the changing of shifts could not be heard. In

their places Klaxon automobile horns were

installed.

When it is time for the shifts to change, the

incoming operators take up their positions

behind the men they are to replace. At the

sound of the Klaxon the change is made

—

losing not an instant of time and making it

unnecessary to stop the huge machines.

The sharp, impelling note of the Klaxon

cuts through the din of this heavy machin-

ery just as it cuts through the noise and

rush of street traffic. In both cases it

never fails to get instant attention and

action.

It is this peculiar penetrating quality that

has made the Klaxon the most widely used

automobile signal made. Its use is so gen-

eral that most automobile horns have come

to be spoken of as Klaxons.

In reality there is but one Klaxon and

that is made by the Lovell - McConnell

Mfg. Co. of Newark, N. J. The only

way to be sure a signal is a Klaxon is

to look for

—

and find—the Klaxon name-

plate.

Did the maker of your car equip it with

a Klaxon—or a cheap imitation? Suppose

you look and see. The name-plate will

tell you.

C Vtas nanxeplqte is

Ayour protection

againstsubstitution

.1MB
LOVELL- MS CON NELL MFG. CO.
CTiy-#*4rf'HI NEWARK '

N. J .US A

* KEWANEE
SEWACE DISPOSAL PUNTS

and Water Supply Systems
Give the Country Home Complete

SANITARY EQUIPMENT
and enable you to install in your home
modern plur.bing for bathroom, kitchen,
sink and laundry*
The construction of the Kewanee System

is extremely simple and roost of the material
may be bought at home. The Kewanee Cast-
ings are the most necessary and important
parts and are adjusted to give the best
results. Our Bulletin explains all.

You can't go wrong in the installation
of a Kewanee System when the simple
instructions are followed, and the Kewanee
Castings are used.

KEWANEE PRIVATE
UTILITIES

like Public Utilities, give every city comfort to the country
household. We will furnish plan and work with you for best
arrangement of the following:

Water Supply Systems Sewage Disposal Plants

Electric Lighting Plants Gasoline Storage Plants

Home Power Plants Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Send (or Bulletins, mentioning the subject yon are interested in.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
(Formerly Kewanee Water Supply Co. )

125 S. Franklin Street, Kewanee, Illinois

BRANCH OFFICES: 60 Church Street, New York
1212 Marquette Building, Chicago

The

Russian Campaign

<I An authoritative, first-hand account of the

agony of Warsaw and the Russian retreat, by
a war correspondent of wide experience, the

only American (with two exceptions) to have
any considerable access to the fighting lines in

Russia.

<I The author portrays General Alexieff, the

Russian Chief-of-Staff, as a remarkable man—
in fact the most remarkable military genius

that Russia has produced since Peter the

Great. The Czar decorated the author with
the Order of St. Anne.

Victory

in Defeat
By Stanley Washburn
MAPS NET $1.00

expended in securing permission from the owners
of the lots. The Minneapolis Garden Club did
not bother with any such conservative methods.
They went ahead and took possession of the lots

and settled with the owners afterward.

As it turned out, a very small percentage of the
owners objected to this use of their idle property,
which improved it rather than otherwise, and it

cost the club less to straighten matters out with
the few who objected, and to reimburse the gar-
deners for their loss, than it would have cost to go
to all the trouble of looking up the owners and
securing permission in advance.
The purposes of the club were well advertised,

and applications began coming in early. A
system was evolved, which I cannot give in

detail here, for the enrolment of members and
the allotment and supervision of the vacant lots.

A membership fee of $i secured free plowing, free

seeds, a chance to compete for prizes, a book of
instructions, and other helps. A superintendent
and six assistants were employed to supervise
the gardens and aid the gardeners. The Young
Men's Christian Association cooperated by
giving free lectures on gardening. On May 27th,

14,000 cabbage plants and 7,000 tomato plants
were distributed.

By this time 325 members had started gardens,
of whom 302 finished out the season. Nearly
22,000 packages of nasturtium seeds were given
out to school children in 191 1; 2,000,000 square
feet were planted to vegetables and 200,000

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

One of the Garden Club's teamsters at work

square feet to flowers; 600 acres were cleared!

of rubbish by the club, and 20,000 feet of front-

age were bordered with plants. The cost to the
club was $3,584, of which $347 came from mem-
bership fees; the rest was secured from the
funds of the Civic Celebration. The gardens in

that year produced $11,800 worth of vegetables

and flowers.

In 191 2 the Garden Club fostered the planting;

of 1,002 vacant lots to vegetables and flowers. In
addition, 279 home gardens were cultivated, and
in these nearly 600 rose bushes and apple trees

were planted by members. There were 149
children's gardens and 138 lawn gardens. The
vegetable and flower gardens covered 160 acres

within the city limits and the frontage of these

gardens was a trifle more than eleven miles. The
cost to the club was $6,112, and the total value
of the crop was estimated at $55,000.

There were 1,430 members in 1912, and the

income was $3,500, an honorary or sustaining

membership having been instituted. The de-

ficit was made up by the Civic and Commerce
Association.

In 1913 an effort was made to make the club-

self-sustaining. Members of the club were
divided into four classes: honorary, paying $5
a year; vacant lot, $2.50; home, $1.50; junior,

50 cents.

Vacant lot members received the use of land

up to 40x120 ft., sufficient seeds and plants

for a family of five, free plowing and harrowing,

and the book of instructions.

Home gardeners paid for their own plowing

or spading, and received seeds and plants, five

fruit trees, two currant bushes, and the book of

instructions.

Junior members included children under sixteen

years of age. For 50 cents they received vege-

table and flower seeds, two apple trees, and the

book of instructions.

There were 3,308 members in 1913, and their

fees very nearly paid the total expense of $4,077.

The best garden of the year produced $175 worth

of vegetables, or at the rate of $1,400 an acre.

And this, mind you, on the ordinary soil of the

city's vacant lots. About 400 acres were under
cultivation, of which about 30 acres were planted

with flowers. Members of the club set out in

their city back yards 8,000 apple trees, 2,000

crab apple trees, 2,000 cherry trees, and 4,000
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The MOTOR LAWN MOWER
Backed by Seventy-Six Years'

Reputation For Reliability

THE Fuller & Johnson molor-driven,
hand -controlled lawn mower is no
longer an experiment. It haa been

tried by experience, tested by actual ute
under every conceivable condition, and
ha* proved itseli the la*t word in both
efficiency and economy in lawn-making.
It matter* not if your lawn i* hilly, dotted
with ihrubs and flower beds or shaded
by countless trees. So delicately flexible,

and yet so extremely powerful is the
Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn Mower
that it will cut under shrubbery, trim close
up to trees and along walks, will climb a
35 r grade — and do a beautiful, finished
job at a single cutting. Fuller & Johnson
Motors are famous all over the world for
their perfection and durability. The

Fullers, Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is bailt as a unit and dors not merely represent the
addition of a gasoline motor to a pony-type lawn
mower. Indeed, its balance and the details of the
mechanical features of the mower itself have re-
ceived as close consideration as has the motor. If

it were possible to dismember this wonderful Motor
Lawn Mower before you. so that you could examine
it piece by piece, you would marvel at the extraor-
dinary thought and study given to the planning of
its smallest feature; the infinite csre used in the
finishing and adjusting of its smallest part — and
yet its greatest characteristic is SIMPUCITY.

rE FULLER A JOHNSON Motor Lawn Mower
will yield a 100 annual dividend in economy.

It is designed for use on Private Lawns,
Parks, Cemeteries, Golf Links and
Public Grounds.

It* cutting capacity is five acre*
a day, and it* price—

Write for full

information
and a copy of

"ABETTER
LAWN"

Maaofactarers

Distributing Co.,

414 Publicly Bids

.

ST. LOUIS. MO

AGreenhou5c$tH£^
/r^4llYourOwnfir

Perhaps you are one of the many ^ —
thousands of men and women who love I

gardening, but indulge in it only during the spring and
summer months.
You may not know that there are many pleasing and

practical styles in our Duo Glazed Sectional Greenhouses
at from SoS up.

' 1 These Greenhouses are fitted with

Dyo (glazed Sash
sash with two layers of glass and air space between,
excluding cold and retaining warmth.
Our sectional unit construction has brought down

the cost. Erection is easy and econom-
» teal- Or you can produce blooming flowers

and all manner of vegetables from
— one to two months ahead of the

usual season by using hot -beds

and garden-frames, cov-
eredwithDuo Glazed Sash.

J.. sent anywhere
Catalog upon requcst

< ulUihan Duo Glazed
Sauh Co.

1681 Wyandot St
llttUotl. "hi

05

A Ds Laval Cream Separator and a Dc Laval Milk Clnrificr in thr famous Moraine Farm Dairy of E. A. Deeds, of
Dayton, Ohio, where certified milk and other high class dairy products arc produced.

In Dairies Equipped with the Most Modern Sanitary

Appliances You Will Find

Cream Separators and Milk Clarifiers

When the great "captains of industry" such as heads of Armour & Co., Swift & Co.,
Standard Oil Co., Singer Sewing Machine Co., Postal Telegraph Co., American Sugar Co.,
American Tobacco Co., Eastman Kodak Co., use a cream separator for their private farms
and home dairies, they want the best, are accustomed to be satisfied with nothing but the
best of everything, and have a thousand means of ascertaining which is the best that are
not open to the average buyer. That these men select De Laval machines is a high
endorsement that should have considerable weight in convincing any one who has need of

such equipment of the superior quality of De Laval machines. The largest milk plants
and creameries in the world also use De Laval machines to the practical exclusion of all others.

If you have a large or small dairy there is a De Laval Cream Separator of size and
style exactly suited to your needs. If you take pride in the equipment of your dairy this

is the machine for you. No matter how carefully milk may be produced, it should be
clarified by a De Laval Milk Clarifier. This machine, after every other sanitary precau-
tion has been taken is the final assurance of clean milk.

Catalogs completely describing either or both of these machines will be sent vpon request.

The De Laval Separator Company
16S Broadway, New York 29 East Madison St., Chicago, III.

Wrecked by a
V-shaped crotch!

To neglect a V-shaped crotch is fatal — always. It is so weak
structurally that inevitably wind strain splits it, water enters the

crevice thus made, and decay starts. Nature meanwhile heals over

the surface, but decay continues inside to eat its way down through

the trunk—until eventually the tree becomes an easy victim for

any severe storm. Ate YOUR trees menaced by this and other

hidden agents of destruction ? There is only one safe place to find

out—go to headquarters

—

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree surgery as they practice it, is scientifically accurate and mechanically

perfect. It is safe because it eliminates experiment. It endures. John G.

Jennings, of the Lamson & Sessions Co., Cleveland, O., writes: "This is the

second season's work you have done for me, and I am glad to assure you that it

is very satisfactory." The U. S. Government, after exhaustive oHicial investi-

gation, chose Davey experts as best. Every year of neglect adds lO% to

25% to the cost of saving trees. Have your trees examined
note. Write today for free examination and

booklet illustrating Davey Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Co.

140 Elm St., Kent, Ohio

{Operating the Davey Institute

of Tree Sureery.) Accredited

Representatives available

between Kansas City

and Boston. * *

-31
'/-^#-

HAVE YOUR TREES EXA
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How the Eternal Fitness of Things
Concerns Your Greenhouse

YOU are thinking of building

a greenhouse. Your architect

designs for it a chaste, grace-

ful workroom, perhaps like this

one above. It is choice in every
way, quite in accord with your
idea, entirely reflective in both
beauty and quality of everything
else you possess.

Then comes the question of

the greenhouse that will consist-

ently harmonize with it and at

the same time meet your individ-

ual high standard.
Were you then to look over the

rather unusual collection of photo-
graphs of U-Bar houses here in

our office and learn of -their loca-

tions and owners, we are sure you
would be self-convinced that the
U-Bar Greenhouse fully meets
such a standard. If it's not pos-
sible for you to come to our office

we will gladly bring our photo-
graphs to you. Or send you our
catalogue. Or both.

UBAR GREENHOUSES
P1ERSON U-BAR CO

Cold Weather
Plants
and Flower
Seeds that

Grow

Where winters are
severe it pays to use only

the hardier kinds of shrubs, trees and bulbs.

Up here in Vermont we have had to discard
a lot of kinds that in the coldest winters
did not stand the frost. You should see
our new catalog before placing orders. It

has enough that are hardy without using
tender things. Don't fail to ask for catalog
M if you have not already had it.

F. H. HORSFORD. Clurlotte. Vermont

A Gorgeous Phlox
Sigrid Arnoldson is a deep, glowing, cerise-crimson, probably the

richest color to be found among Phloxes—and phloxes, as every
flower-lover knows, are the mainstay of the garden from July till

late fall.

For $1 .00 I will send six of these fine plants, postpaid, to-

gether with my free catalogue of choicest perennials;—a catalogue
I have striven to make as valuable as it is original. Write today.

Twin Larches Nursery, F. M. Thomas, West Chester. Pa.

MOONS' HARDY TREES AND PLANTS
for Every Place and Purpose

There is still ample time to plant Evergreens, and if you order from
us now you may expect such a satisfying result as that obtained in

the planting illustrated, which was set out late last season.

_
There is a vigor about Moons' Evergreens, and a wide range of

sizesand varieties to choose from—there is a pleasure in the possession
of such plants. Write for catalog and prices

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
> (ORRIS HEIGHTS (fA MORRISVILLE, PA.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
21 S. Twelfth St.

THE MOON M KSERY CORP.
While Pluin,, N. Y.

currant bushes. The value of the crop exceeded
#100,000, and the Garden Club had become the
largest civic organization in Minneapolis.
With the opening of the season of 1914, two

radical changes were introduced as a result of
the experience of previous years. The member-
ship fee was reduced to $1 again and the club
undertook to solve the plowing problem in a new
way. In return for the fee, each member was
offered two snowball bushes, three dozen straw-
berry plants, one dozen tomato plants, one
rhubarb root, eight varieties of vegetable seeds,
eight varieties of flower seeds, a package of peanut
seed, one of popcorn, the book of instructions,
and a selection of Government bulletins.

Fifteen or twenty teamsters were engaged by
the club, which provided a complete equipment
of plows, harrows, etc., and a plowing bureau
was established. The city was divided into as
many districts as there were teamsters, and as
soon as frost was out of the ground each teamster
was furnished each morning with a list of the
members in his district who desired plowing
done. The charge for plowing was set at 3 cents
per 100 square feet, and the charge for harrowing
was the same; minimum charge, $1.

1 he Club's offices opened for business on March
16th and 84 members enrolled. By May 1st

there were about 2,200 members. The plowing
system worked beautifully, and 1,055 vacant lot

gardens, comprising 141 acres, were plowed in

April by the club's teamstrJts. In addition, 211
vacant-lot gardeners had their lots plowed by
other means. On April 23d the snowball bushes
and rhubarb roots were given out, and also 900
mock orange bushes. On May 9th thousands
of strawberry plants were distributed, and later

in the month the tomatoes.

In addition to all this, the club secured from
the State Forestry Bureau 10,000 Norway pine

seedlings which were distributed to the members.
The Garden Club has reached the conclusion

that the offering of prizes produces a not always
desirable rivalry, followed in some cases by a

sense of injustice done, without greatly affecting

the general enthusiasm or encouraging more or
better gardens. In 1914, therefore, no prizes

were offered. In March, however, Governor
Eberhart suggested the awarding of certificates

of merit to the more successful gardeners, and
his suggestion was adopted. An attractive

certificate was engraved and printed, and a board
of award appointed, consisting of Governor
Eberhart, Mayor Nye, and President Vincent of

the University of Minnesota. At the end of the

season the reports of all registered gardeners

were examined and the certificates awarded to

members the value of whose garden crops

amounted to at least half a cent per square foot

cultivated.

Minneapolis has become distinctively a garden

city. It is too much to claim that the Garden
Club has made it so; rather the work of the club

is one of the more important expressions of a

civic spirit. At any rate, no other movement
has been more democratic in its fundamental
idea or has produced more far-reaching results.

Minneapolis has one of the largest and finest

park systems in the country. It has its clean-up

weeks and other movements looking toward the

achievement of a city beautiful. Its active and
efficient Civic and Commerce Association has a

gardens committee which started a movement
in 191 1 to beautify the business streets with

hanging gardens and window boxes. This move-
ment under the direction of Mr. Mac Martin
has increased in popularity until now there are

hundreds of flower boxes in the windows of banks,

shops, and office buildings and on the street

lamps in the business section. At one time it

was estimated that*if these boxes were placed

end to end they would form a line three miles

long.

All this has unquestionably helped Minne-
apolis to find its civic soul and to make it the

wonderfully progressive city that it is; but the

greatest gain has come to Mrs. Fashingbauer

and Mary Buck and George Blackett and the

hundreds of others who have learned to plant

and till and garner in the heart of the city.

Alden Fearing.



Ferns and Flowers for Dark, Shady Places

WHY not start this spring and make a collection of American ferns and
plants? If you have a woodland, even a very small one, you can develop

a natural garden which will be the envy of all your friends.

Gilletts
Ferns, in over forty hardy varieties, and such plants as Hepaticas, Bloodroot,
Native Violets, Lady Slippers, Trilliums, Dogtooth Violets, Solomon's Seals,

Lilies, Cardinal Flowers, etc., will produce lasting results.

If you wish beautiful native Azaleas, Hemlocks, Cedars, Rhododendrons,
Mountain Laurel, and other native shrubs, GILLETT has them. Also special

fern collections for beautifying that dry, shady corner by the house.

Send for my illustrated catalog of over 80 pages which tells about this class

of plants, also a long list of hardy perennials for the open border. IT'S FREE.

Edward Gillett, 5 Main St., Southwick, Mass.

A bed of Trillium grandiflorum growing in the woodland

I
r"

(. our SdccMon
varieties, delivered
postpaid for $t.

SOO Best Dahlias
All the'finest varieties to date in deco-
rative, fancy, cactus, show, peony-

_ dowered, collarette. Century and pom-
pon dahlias are described and illus-

trated in

Herbert's
1916 Catalog

Contains full directions on growing—
any amateur can raise these fine

flowers. Includes also the finest

Carinas, Gladioli, Lilium. and other
summer-flowering oulbs. Send today
for your copy— it is FREE.

David Herbert & Son
Box 301 Atco, N. J.

too acres devoted to dahlia culture—
the largest plant in the world.

BRAND
MANURE

Dried and sterilized — screened
and pulverized—makes nature's
best fertilizer for lawns and gar-
dens—trees—shrubs— vegetables—fruit and grain crops. Ask for

booklet with prices and freight

rates on a bag or carload.

S-'ld by Garden Supply Houses
\

Everywhere I

Pulverized Manure Co., J
20 UNION STOCK YARDS. CHICAGOJ

CONCENTRATED PulVE"1"»

MANURE

HAHLIAS
L/THAT BLOSSOM
Alexander's Up to Date Dahlias Lead
the World, because they are beautiful in

color, perfect in type and shape, and most
important of all—Free Flowering.
The Dahlia of to-day is of unsurpassed

beauty as a single flower, exquisite for
I private gardens, charming in masses,and

"the dahlia king" ideal for planting against shrubbery.
Our many customers are satisfied; they receive good stock;

true to name, and best of all—Guaranteed to Grow.
All Flower Lovers are invited to send to the "Dahlia King" for

his latest Free Illustrated Catalogue, which contains helpful

descriptions and valuable cultural hints on Dahlias, Gladiolus, Roses,

Cannas, Peonies, Phlox, Iris, Hard? Plants for the Old-fashionea

Garden, and a general line of Ornamental and Flowering Shrub,.

J. K. ALEXANDER
875-879 Central Street. East Bridgewater, Massachusetts

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth

Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it

will mow more lawn in a day than any three ordi-

nary horse-drawn mowers with three horses and three

men. (We guarantee this.)

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming the level, and the third paring a

hollow. Does not smash the grass to earth and
plaster it in the mud in springtime, nor crush out

its life between hot rollers and hard, hot ground in

summer, as does the motor mower.
Send for catalog illustrating all types of To-jcnsend Latcn Matters

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., 16 c^Ingle,
a
n
v
5
nue
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Your Glass Enclosed Rose Garden-Why
It Should Be Ready for Planting by July

IT TAKES from four to five

months for greenhouse rose

plants to become thoroughly
established and ready to give you
freely of their bloom bounty.

Rose experts claim that July
planted plants do decidedly better

than when planted later.

So if you want roses next Win-
ter, you see there is genuine cause
for haste.

The house above we erected

for Mr. J. P. L. Curtis, at Lake
Forest, 111. It is divided in two
compartments, so that half can
be used as a rose garden and the

other for carnations.

But perhaps in place of the car-

nations, you will want to grow
some of those delightful old fash-

ioned flowers, which are now so

decidedly new fashioned.

To get back again to the hurry
part—we will most assuredly do
our part in that particular.

Everything will be all cut and
fitted at our factory, so that when
it reaches your grounds, the house
will go up with surprising speed.

The masonry work generally takes

the longest time, so that ought to

be started under way the very
first day possible.

If you would like to talk the

matter over, we will gladly arrange
for one of our experts to keep any
appointment you may suggest.

You are welcome to our Two
G's Booklet — Glass Gardens, a

Peep Into Their Delights.

Sale* Office*
NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ROCHESTER

42nd Street Building Tremont Building Franklin Bank Building Rookery Building Granite Building
CLEVELAND TORONTO MONTREAL

Swetland Building Royal Bank Building Transportation Building

FACTORIES: Irvington, N. Y., Des Plainei, 111., St. Catherine.. Canada

L

Water Lilies
THE largest and finest collection in

America, embracing the best Hardy
and Tender varieties of Nymphaeas,
including Day and Night-blooming
kinds, also Victoria Regia, the Royal
Water Lily in several sizes. Nelum-
biums, in strong pot plants (or dor-

mant until June 15th).

These are fully described in Dreer's

Garden Book for 1916, together with

cultural instructions on the growing of

Water Lilies. The best Catalogue pub-
lished, containing 288 pages, five color

and five duotone plates, hundreds of

photographic reproductions and offers

the best of everything in Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs, etc.

Mailed Jree if you mention this publication.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Wc offer free to our patrons, the advice of our
experts in devising plants for ponds and selecting
varieties.

GROWING GLADIOLI FOR
THE MARKET

ANY people have an idea that
gladioli are exacting in their de-
mands upon the soil, but this is

not the case. Successful growers
of these popular flowers have been
known to use one plot of land con-

tinuously for ten or fifteen years, with no other
fertilizer than well rotted manure and hard wood
ashes spread over it before plowing in the
autumn.
When raising gladioli for cutting, the corms

are planted two to four inches apart in double
rows made about a foot apart. The depth in the
ground depends upon the size of the corms, and
so varies from two to four inches. Considerable
watering is desirable occasionally when the local

character of the soil or lack of rainfall demands it.

As soon as the first flower opens, the spikes
are cut and placed in water, care being taken not

There is a wide range in price for gladioli bulbs, from a few

cents up to as many dollars for famous named varieties

to overcrowd them. The terminal buds are

then removed to check development of the stalk

and throw all possible strength into the large

and early blossoming flowers. About three days
after cutting are required to bring the spikes into

bloom, and so proper allowance must be made
for the date of their intended use. Every day
the water must be renewed and the stalks

shortened a little, cutting them diagonally to

insure ready absorption of water. Opening
thus in the shade modifies the color of the blos-

soms from bright tints to delicately subdued
blendings.

Gladioli are easily shipped hundreds and even
thousands of miles by standing them on end in

suitable baskets or boxes. If, upon arrival, the

terminal buds are removed and the ends of the

stalks are cut off diagonally, the flowers will

revive rapidly when placed in water, and with

daily care will remain in good condition for a

week or more.
At the end of the season the corms are dug and

the stalks cut off close to them. This must be
done before the ground freezes, but it is not
necessary to wait until the plant dies down; a

few weeks after th« blooming period is ample to

mature both for this purpose During the winter

the corms are placed in shallow baskets or boxes

and stored in a cool, dry place.

Phil. M. Riley
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Lawn Mowers
Get a good mower this year—

and you'll have a good mower
lor many years. If a "PENNSYL-
VANIA" Qualify Mower.it will

stay sharp and smooth-cutting a

dozen years before you even have to

sharpen it, and will last a generation.

" PENNSYLVANIAS " are the only

Mowers with all blades of crucible lool

steel, oil-hardened and water-tempered

as in all kinds of good cutting tools.

n»i» exclu»i»e feature explains why " PENN-
SYLVANIA" Quality blades hold their keen-

cutting edge. With §uch high-grade iteel they are

poutirelr telf thatpening They keep constantly

in nrst-clau condition without the constant re-

grinding required by other mowers.

The trade mark below is stamped on the handle

of the following "PENNSYLVANIA" Quality

Brands. Look (or it at your hardware store or

seedsman's.

Two Gardens for Your Garden
Shakespeare Garden

o
Rock Garden

J
1ST now, it seems as if everybody
who has a likely spot, and many
who haven't, are planning for a rock

garden. Not necessarily big expensive

affairs; but perhaps just a nook of their

regular garden given over to it.

From April to Thanks|{ivinK Day it can he

in bloom. It's neither difficult to construct

them; nor is there any particular knack in

making thills nrow ' n them. Quite like

everything else, there are a few common sense

rules the following of which spells your success.

We will cheerfully tell you all of them. If you
wish we will gladly construct and plant it for

you from start to finish. Our rock garden

took the highest award at the 1915
International Flower Show.
We have 340 varieties of plants,

shrubs and dwarf evergreens

especially grown for rock planting.

We offer you a special collection of

the best 50. Or you can select any
number vou may fancy.

Send for list and prices.

F course you wil

iaf featur

Bay Trees
WE can't recall a time when our

stock of bay trees in all the stand-

ard shapes and desirable sizes, was quite

so complete. Fine shapely specimens

from $22.50 per pair to $200.

You will be privileged to come to

the nursery and pick out the exact trees

you want. Or we will do it for you.

want to make
a special feature of the flowers

of Shakespeare in this year of
his tercentenary celebration.

A fitting start would be with rose-

mary (for remembrance) and end with
" where the wild thyme grew." Of
the 64 flowers of which he wrote so

beautifully, we have as many as 32.

Among them are cuckoo-buds, colum-
bine, lavendar, marjoram, " Heaven
kissed iris;" even to fennel and flax.

Special prices on 25 — five each of

5 kinds.

Or send for complete list of
the 32 and make your own
selections.

Shad<
$9.50 for 6

kinds.

Anyone
trees will

wrong on these

Trees
Two each of 3

who knows shade
say you can't go

Diameter

l£-2 in.

2-25 in.

Send for com-
plete catalog

Norway Maple
Silver Maple
European
Mountain Ash 2 in.

6 of any one kind for the same
price.

Height

n-12 ft.

12-14 ft,

9-10 ft.

Julius* l^gelxrS* Ca
Box 12, RutK*rCord

Glories of Rose Land
described and pictured in the 98 delightful pages
of our 1916 Rose and Floral Guides—14 in na-

tural colors. All guaranteed to bloom. 101 are

C & J. Star Roses—the most exquisite of the

best grown roses for America;—of choicest variety
and largest size. Marked with a * in

Our Free Rose Guide
to help you make a most beautiful rose-garden. Write
for the Guide. We'll also send "Fairies in Rose Land,
an enchanting picture, in natural colors, suitable for

framing. Its price, 6 cts., includes a 25-ct. coupon good

on first $1 order from the free Guide. Send today.

TbepONARD a> WEST GROVE,
Jone. Co. » VY Box 125 PA.

JZesc specialists—Backed by JOyears* experience

Rain When You
Want It

by installing

Cornell Systems

of Irrigation

UNDERGROUND
SYSTEM FOR LAWNS

Portable Hose Sprinklers

OVERHEAD SYSTEMS
FOR GARDENS

Attractive illustrated booklet describ-

ing systems sent on request

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Everett Building New York
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The Little Imitators
A Valspar Story

their mother went to New York for a shop-
* * ping afternoon, little Harold and Bertha S. of

Great Neck, N. Y., got hold of some magazines and
decided to play "advertisements."

On mother's return she found them in the amusing
pose shown above—Harold in his father's top hat and
coat and his sister dressed as a"grown-up"—and Harold
was pouring boiling water on the dining room table.

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn Whit*

Mrs. S. writes:

"They were imitating your Valspar advertisement showing
the man pouring water on a dining room table. It gave me a
start at first until I remembered that my table luckily is

'Finished with Valspar,' so we mopped up the mess and it

was all right.

"Incidentally the floor, also flooded with hot water, did not
escape damage, as thatis not Valsparred.

"I thought this would interest you. It has taught us to use
only Valspar wherever we need varnish. We are going to
have the floors Valsparred next week.

This interesting letter is a better advertisement than
we could write ourselves. It points out that not only
on furniture but on front doors, window sills, porch
ceilings, all varnished woodwork and floors—the places
where ordinaryvarnishes areruined bywater—Valspar
remains bright and new, and will not turn white.

To clean Valsparred surfaces, you simply wash them
with water—even hot soapy water. Wherever any
varnishing is to be done around your home, be sure to
use Valspar. If you wish to test it first, we will send
on receipt of 10 cents in stamps to cover cost of mail-
ing, sufficient Valspar to finish a small table or chair.

Valspar may be had from most good paint and varnish dealers.

You will know where to buy it by the posters in the dealers' windows.

For your
white work use

Vf
VALENTINE'S I

al-Enamel
Ask Your Dealer

Starts White
Stays White

VALENTINE & COMPANY, 453 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK
Largest Manufacturer! of High-grade Varnishes in the World

New York Chicago

Boston

Toronto London

Amsterdam
Established 1832

W. P. FULLER & CO., San Francisco and principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright w/6 by Valentine & Company

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER

[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to antiques and collect-

ing; for convenience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in

America, Garden City, N. Y.\

EARLY ART INDUSTRIES OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
DUTCH

;'~iSjNE of the most important colonizing movements in the

^^5^ early days of this country was the German immigration
to Pennsylvania. Germans from the upper Rhine and
the Palatinate began coming over as early as 1683, when
Germantown was founded, and successive waves of
German immigration followed up to the time of the

Revolution. Hundreds of industrious German families

settled in the eastern counties of Pennsylvania. Swiss
Mennonites also came over in considerable numbers, and some of these,

amalgamating with the Rhenish Germans, established the communities
that have come to be known as Pennsylvania Dutch—which were, of
course, not Dutch at all.

These immigrants brought with them their traditions and skill in the
art industries and manufacture. A number of them, taking advantage

Sgraffito pie plate, tulip design, at the Metro-

politan Museum
A sgraffito shaving dish with German in-

scription. Tulip design

of the discovery of iron ore in Pennsylvania, became our first ironmasters.

During the eighteenth century Pennsylvania became the centre of the iron

industry in this country. Among the products of the Pennsylvania furnaces

were the five-plate and six-plate stoves which were built into the jambs of

fireplaces. They had no connection with the flue and were open on the

side toward the fire. Hot coals were shoveled into them, and the heated
iron, extending into the room, radiated a fair degree of warmth.
The side and end plates of these stoves were cast in raised designs, and

it is these quaintly decorative stove-plates that are of chief interest to the

collector. They measure from one and one half to two and one half feet

square, and often half an inch thick or more. The tulip was a favorite

design motif, and many of the plates bear inscriptions in German. The
most interesting subjects illustrate scriptural incidents, such as the stories

of Cain and Abel, Adam and Eve, David and Goliath, Joseph and Potiphar's

wife, the Miracle of Cana, the flight into Egypt, and Elijah and the ravens.

Among the known makers of these stove-plates were Thomas Rutter,

the Durham Furnace in Bucks County, Daniel Udree at Oley in Berks

County, John Potts at the Warwick Furnace in Chester County, and Baron

Painted rush-bottomed chair owned by Mrs.

George H. McFadden, Radnor, Pa.

A slipware pot or jar by Christian Klinker,

Metropolitan Museum collection
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, f/ May is

the ideal month
t<> sow Flower and Vegetable
leeds and planl our pol grown
Roses, and our pot grown old-

Fashioned Hardy Perennial*.

Also Gladioli, Dahlias, etc.

Our Garden Book

is the most complete catalogue

published. ( 'outiiius C2SH pages,

five color and duotpne plates,

hundreds of photographic illus-

tration! and is brim-ruB of val-

uable cultural information.

Mtiilrit free if you mention thin

publication.

*
" 714-716 CHESTNUT STv

PHILADELPHIA

Bobbink & Atkins
oriel's

Choicest

C&Gre

oducts

Nurseiymen - Florists - Planters

ROSES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

HARDY OLD FASHIONED FLOWERS
OUB GIANT FLOWERED MARSH MALLOW

SHADE AND FRUIT TREES
VINES AND CUMBERS
RHODODENDRONS
EVERGREENS

Uid 150 other specialties

300 acres of Nursery. .500.000 feet under glass. We Plan

and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere. Visit Our

Nursery, 8 miles from New York, or write for Illustrated

Catalogue No. 35

Rutherford, New Jersey

Be Independent
of the Weather

Don't let the hot, dry spells parch your
liiwn and garden this year. Avoid that halted con-

dition of the Inrf so common iiffer a drought.

Yon can have green, fresh, attractive lawn or a

sturdy, thriving garden and avoid the tedious work
of watering with the hose hy using

Lawn and Garden Sprinklers
We show here the "New Comet" sprinkler, a revolving type

covering .VI to 70 feet according to pressure. This .sprinkler has

sufficient elevation to Im> used for plants and hedges as well as h
for lawns. Price $5.00 at your dealers or liy mail. ^» f

For fine turf or young plants, the soft, mistlike

spray of the Voting fountain is the gentlest means of

saturating the ground. Price $.5.00.

Send for free l>ooklcts, "Sprinklers for Lawns and Gar-
dens" and "Moisture in Cultivation."

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO., Div. 3
93 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 74-25

Gates That You Would Like

Ornamental designs to harmonize with any
architecture, landscape and fence. Built strictly

to your own ideas if you wish.

Similarly we can meet any requirements ii.

railing, wire fencing, tennis court enclosures, grill

work, lamps, lamp standards, fountains, vases,

etc. Send for handsome
illustrated book of designs.

// Convenient Call at Our
Show Rooms

J.W.FISKE IRON WORKS
Established 1858

72-88 Park Place New York
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WITH
"CORONA
DRY

The Universal Insecticide

YOU Get the Fruit and
the Worms Don*t

bugs and worms spoil your

egetables, ruin your trees

and rob you of pleasure and profit? You can

rid your place of pests just as the commer-

cial orchardist and gardener does by using

"CORONA DRY"
The Universal Insecticide

This most efficient bug-killer known to science is now sold in sm
meet the urgent need of the man with a small garden or a feio fruit trees

Kills everything that eats leaves. Applied dry—in dust form—

w

and trouble of a sloppy spraying mixture. No costly equipment.
Use "Corona Dry" first—before the bugs start to eat your growing things,

buy your seeds. If your garden is small dust on "Corona Dry" through a
cheese-cloth bag or small bellows. For larger plots we advise using the
Corona Hand Duster. Ask to see it when you buy "Corona Dry."
Your address on a post card will bring, at once, free copy of our 20-page,

instructive book, "Garden Pests and Their Control." Send
for it today—tells how to get rid of all bugs, worms and plant diseases.

all packages to

and bushes.

ithout the muss

Get it where you

CORONA CHEMICAL COMPANY
Department 8 Milwaukee, Wis.

k££ Old Fashioned FlowersHardy
The old favorites, Columbine, Larkspur, Hollyhocks, Fox-gloves,
Sweet Williams, Phlox and many others, planted now, will take care
of themselves and increase in size and beauty each year.

Special Introductory Offer strong plants, that will bloom this
year, delivered free to your door. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Beautifully illustrated catalog, describing more than 170 varieties.
Write today for your copj— It's FREE.

W. E. KING Box 326 Little Silver, New Jersey

The Readers' Service gives information

about Gardening

Rurpee'sSeedsftrow
Send for Illustrated Catalog — Free Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

May, 1 9 1

6

Henry William Stiegel at Elizabeth Furnace in

Lancaster County. They date from 1735 to

1790, but the best examples were made between
1740 and 1760. With the introduction of the
ten-plate stove the decorations became less

interesting.

It was this same Baron Stiegel who made the
wonderful Stiegel glassware at Manheim between
1768 and 1774—another distinctly Pennsylvania
Dutch product. But this glassware presents too
interesting and important a subject to be ade-
quately treated within the limits of the present
discussion.

These Germans brought with them from the
Rhine many of their favorite design motifs. Of
these the tulip was the most popular and it ap-
pears again and again. It is given a conventional
treatment, usually, which suggests a Persian
origin. The same is true of the peacock, another
motif common among the Persians as well as the
Pennsylvania Dutch.
The furniture made by the Pennsylvania Dutch

craftsmen of the eighteenth century was varied
in type and it is rather rare to-day, though I

Sgraffito pie plate, conventionalized design. Metropolitan

Museum collection

fancy a persistent search would reveal a good
deal of it in old Pennsylvania garrets. The
most distinctive of this furniture was made of

soft wood and gaily decorated with paint.

Painted chairs of quaint design have been found
and, I am told, painted bedsteads, bureaus, etc.

Sgraffito plate by David Spinner

The only pieces I have personally examined have
been strong dower chests, painted in what were

once bright colors, and bearing the bride's name
and initials and often a date. My neighbor, Mr.
Renwick C. Hurry, owns one of these, painted in

panels, with the popular tulip on the central one,

and the name Anna Maria Muthhart, 1786,

above. The common design motifs were con-

ventionalized flowers—particularly the tulip

—

fruits, birds, etc., painted in greens, reds, blues,

and yellows.

The Pennsylvania Dutch also developed a local

type of the W'indsor chair, which was described

in Country Life in America for July, 1915.
But perhaps the most interesting of the pro-

ducts of the Pennsylvania Dutch craftsmen was
that of the potters—the slip-decorated and
sgraffito ware made from about the middle of the

eighteenth century until well into the nineteenth.

I

AV

Making Greenhouse Possession Easy For You
ABOUT all building, there is generally a

series of delays, vexations and disappoint-
ments such as to make one think twice

before getting into them. But such are not
the conditions with greenhouses we build. In
the first place, yo» get the advantage of our
quarter of a century greenhouse building expe-
rience. Second, if you wish we will assume en-

tire responsibility for all phases of the work

—

the worries, the vexations are exclusively our
part of it. To get an idea of the kind of green-
houses we build, and the breadth of our build-

ing service, send for our new catalog. It might
well be called a greenhouse guide book.

Materials are advancing—now is the time to
place your order.

HitcKings^ftmpany-
General Offices and Factory, Elizabeth, N. J.NEW YORK: 1170 Broadway BOSTON: 49 Federal Street PHILADELPHIA: 40 S. 15th Street
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FOlv the exposed cover-

ing ot a house no other

wood so success. ully wit 1 1
-

stands the ravages ol time

ami weather as

White Pine
And figuring value in terms of

service it is the most economical.

White Pine does not shrink, swell,

crack, twist, warp or rot—and once

in place it "stays put," after years of

exposure, even in close fitting mitres

and in delicate mouldings and carvings.

It takes paint and stains perfectly.

"White Pine in Home-BuUding"is beautifully

illustrated and full of valuable information and

suggestions on home-building. Send today for this

booklet— free to all prospective home-builders

"Helen Speer's Book of Children's Toys and
Furniture"— a fascinating children's plan book,

from which a child may build its own toys and

toy furniture. Prepared by Helen Speer, the toy

expert. If there are children in your home, sent

free on request.

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1515 Merchants Bank Bldg.. St. Paul. Minn.

Building a Greenhouse
That Permanently Satisfies

and at a Minimum Cost

To design such a greenhouse necessitates

a most complete knowledge of greenhouse
construction. This we have attained
through our 45 years' experience.

We have made many vital improvements in green-

house construction, heating and economic mainten-
ance, and are absolutely certain we can give the

utmost satisfaction to the most critical owner.

Every' preference in design may be suited.

Put your greenhouse problems up to us

Single and Double Light Hotbed Sash and Cold
Frames for immediate delivery.

We go anywhere in the U. S.

to submit plans and prices

METROPOLITAN MATERIAL COMPANY
Patented Greenhouees

1390- U18 MetropolHaa Arenae BROOKLYN, N. Y.

You make certain of lasting

satisfaction in decoration, service

and durability; you get security

and protection at their highest

—

when you insist upon Yale.

Whether it is locks and hard-

ware for your house—or a night

latch to support a doubtful lock;

or for a door closer to bring quiet

and comfort into your home, or

for a sturdy padlock for outside

ocking.

But insist on seeing the name
Yale—or you won't get Yale.

The illustration shows the "Gales-

head' ' design of Yale house hardware.

It is highly decorative anddistinctive.

Fuller information about the "Gales-
head" design and other standard

Yale hardware designs on request.

For Sale by the Hardware Trade

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
9 East 40th Street New York

Plants FOR YOUR GARDEN
All Varieties, Postpaid. Aster, Beet, Let-

tuce, Sweet Potato. 3doz., 25c.; too, 50c. Cabbage, Tomato, Cauli-

flower, Pepper, 3 doz., 35c; 100, 90c. Pansies in bloom, doz., 50c.

Ask lor Illustrated Catalog. Click Plant Farms. Smoketown, Pa , Box 5.

Tested Trees, Seeds, Roses, Plants, Vines
Write for 1 92-page Photo-Catalog—America's Nursery Guide and Garden
Authority. Pictures and describestho'Jsands of choice varieties. Sent FREE!
Write today. THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Dept. 318, Painesrille,

DREER'S ROSES
For the Garden

STRONG, two - year - old, pot-grown Rose
Plants that will give a full crop of flowers

this season is one of our most important V
specialties. In our Garden Book for 1916 we offer ^

and describe over two hundred of the choicest varie-

ties, including the latest introductions of the world's

most famous Hybridisers.

SPECIAL : The "Dreer Dozen" Hybrid-Tea Roses, a collec-

tion of high-grade sorts that always do well, — for $5.00.

Or, send for a copy of the Garden Book free, and make
your own selection. Please mention this magazine.

Henry A. Dreer Rose
Specialists

714-716 Chestnut St
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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CHILDREN OF HOPE
By STEPHEN WHITMAN

Author of "The Womanfrom Yonder," etc.

A story with the glamour of "Trilby"; a novel of the most gracious
literary appeal. Having touched nearly all the sciences, arts, and
plain businesses, Aurelius Goodchild was always interesting

but never prosperous—until something quite extraordinary
and beautiful happened. Then he and his three lovely

and artistically ambitious daughters were translated

from Z enasville, Ohio, to Florence, I taly. What hap-
pened to the Misses Goodchild and Aurelius

—

their love-stories, ambitions, joys, and sor-

rows— that is the material from which
the author has woven a novel of un-
usual richness, humor, and charm.

- , ,, S Burton Crane, who was young, and rich, and hand
6 full-page illustration* S , i /• i i_ \ , „

by F. R. Cruger / some, and a good sport (in the best sense of the word),
Price $1.40 net / found a little town below the Mason and Dixon line that

he liked; and then he found a splendid old mansion for tem-
porary rental

—

with servants. And a most mysterious and
fascinating group of servants they were. What happened in the

old Southern mansion, and during the hunts and drives in the

country around, the author has made into a delightful, swiftly mov-
ing story, enlivened with brilliant side-lights of humor and satire.

12 full-page illustration* by Paul Meylan
Price $1.25 net

COME
OUTofthe

KITCHEN!
By ALICE DUER MILLER

Author of "The Blue Arch," etc.

Four
Notable
New

Century J ByMOTORto theFIRING-LINE
•-fc » / An Artist's Notes and Sketches with the Armies D„ U7 A I TFR H A I 17

f<f\f\bC / ofNorthern France (JuneJuly, 1915) DJ TT AL. 1 HALEi

A ulhor of"An Ideal Motor Tour through France, " etc.

GOLDEN
LADS

By ARTHUR GLEASON

The changes on the face of France. Seeing the war through
the eyes of an artist. The most vivid pictorial account yet

produced of the big and little events that constitute life

(and death) in the trenches, and of how war has
changed the physical aspect of France, Tjy an

author who happens to be at once an es-

pecially sensitive and vigorous artist, a
charming writer, a veteran motorist

with a background of old French
(With a chapter on "How War Seems to a Woman" by Helen ^S. momm-ifc o fri^nA ->nH
Hayes Gleason, and an introduction by Theodore Roosevelt) X. memories, and a tnenCi and
™ .... r . t-j j « , . intimate of France.
The thrilling experiences of two Red Cross workers serving

on the front line with the Belgian army, sketches of the Belgian ^^s/2 author raited in tint
and French soldiers in action, and eye-witness accounts of atrocities. anj

r

'j2* half-tone'*

It is all fact—but not cold fact; the authors, having felt things as

well as seen them, could not help writing of them with the fire of

emotion, and it is safe to say that no piece of fiction this year will more
certainly touch the finest depths of the reader's heart than this true story

of the "Golden Lads."
16 full-page illustration*

Price $1.30 net

Price $1.50 net

At All Bookstore* TUP iTMTI 1DV Cf\ 353 Fourth Avenue
Publi.hedby 1HL t-t-NlUKY <~U. New York City

TheMost BrilliantFlower
in Your Garden

This Grand Canna introduced

by us three years ago is now
g\ m "fjikT ?%/ universally recognized as the
CrVl^iMA Best Scarlet Green -leaved

J"JJU£JJJ|^U
Variety in existence.

You won't have to go out to your nearest public park

to admire it when you have it in your own garden.

Price prepaid, Doz., $3.50; 3 for $1.00; Each 35c.

We are Canna& Gladiolus Specialists

Vaughan's "Homewood'' Gladiolus Mixture, 75
bulbs for $1.00 supplies flowers all summer. Cut as

first flower opens and placed in water, the flowers

develop for a week, even to the last bud. Commence
planting in April and repeat at io day intervals until

the end of June, and you will have flowers until late fall.

Gladiolus Bulblets "Kenwood" Mixture 25 pre-

paid for 20c. "How to grow" with every order

"Special Gladiolus List" Mailed FREE.

Vaughan's catalog "Gardening Illustrated," 160 pages

of Flowers, Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, Shrubs, Trees, FREE
with every order.

CHICAGO
31-33 West Randolph Street

NEW YORK
43 Barclay Street

Everything for Yard and Orchard

HAVE you arranged to make your
yard individual and attractive this

spring? We will design it free, if de-
sired, or you can order from our catalog
for immediate attention.
Our 800 acres of fruit and flowering trees,
flowers, vines and shrubs, etc., offer a varied
list that will please everyone. 60 years of
satisfied customers have proven their quality.
Write for catalog at once.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. I, West Chester, Pa.

Free Bulb Book
Gives all details of our plan
to supply you with choice
bulbs, direct from Holland

—

at the price of ordinary stock.
Tells all about our list of

Spring Flowering Bulbs
Tulips—Hyacinths— Narcissi

Only large, sound bulbs—every
one guaranteed. Full of vital-

ity, sure to bloom early. True
to name. Orders for fall de-
livery must reach us by July
ist. So write To-day for de-
scription of our Import Plan
and Catalogue of our many va-
rieties. Both free.

QUALITY BULB COMPANY
828 ChamberorCommereo Bldg.

Rochester New York

There were a few English potters among those
who did this work, but dishes bearing English
legends are very rare, and most of the potters
were Germans.
The Pennsylvania Museum in Philadelphia

has collected a large number of good examples
of this ware, and there are several interesting

specimens to be seen at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. Of late it has begun to

attract the attention of private collectors as well,

and already it has increased in value. One
noteworthy private collection is that of Mr.
George H. Danner of Manheim, Pa.

This interest is due largely to the efforts of Dr.
Edwin Atlee Barber of the Pennsylvania Mu-

Slipware "mower's ring," carried over the arm, and containing:

the field hand's beverage

seum, whose book, "Tulip Ware of the Pennsyl-
vania German Potters," contains about all that
can be learned on the subject. Dr. Barber first

had his attention called to a quaint old slip-

decorated pie plate in 1891, and ever since has
been on the lookout for authentic specimens.
The slipware, which was popular in Germany

at the time of the emigration, is a common red,

brown, or buff" pottery, upon which the decora-
tion was applied in the form of a clay batter
poured through a quill and allowed to dry before

firing. The commonest ground color was a

chocolate brown, and the "slip" was white or
cream colored, or tinted green, blue, pink, brown,
olive, etc. One rare variation shows a white
slip flowed over the entire surface, with a red

slip design applied afterward.

The designs on the slip-decorated ware con-
sisted of crude representations of men and wo-
men, birds, beasts, and flowers—the tulip pre-

Slipware meat or vegetable dish owned by Mr. R. C. Hurry.

Probably made by Georg Hiibener

dominating—executed in a sort of futurist style

and often accompanied by dates, names, and
legends, with usually some sort of convention-

alized border pattern. Cooking pots, vinegar,

and molasses jugs, jars, tea caddies, mugs,
pitchers, coffee pots, sugar bowls, pie plates,

meat and vegetable dishes, bowls, and toys were

made in this ware.

Sgraffito ware was made in Pennsylvania as

early as 1733, and pieces have been found which
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DEITIES
'c
tf\e Utmost in Cigarettes

Tlaiii EndorCodcIip

C

Ropleof-Aikm. refinement

and education invariably

TREFER Deities to

mj other cigarette.

25*

Makers of the Highest Grade Turkish

and Egyptian Ciaarettes in the World

' I *H 1' blossoming beautyofnineout of ten gardens endswith Sunt-
mer. ^ et two to three months remain when the most wonder-

ful color effects of all the year are to be obtained by the planting of

Hardy Chrysanthemums
The characteristic tones of
these late flowering plants blend

with the natural autumnal tints.

They bring into the garden the

marvellous glory of the woods
after the first frost — russet

browns, golden yellows, bronze

reds. 1 hey should be as much
a feature of every garden in the

Fall as the bulb blooming plants

of Spring. My Hardy Chrysan-
themums are the result of the

most careful selection from

hundreds of varieties of the

best domestic and foreign origin.

To start them inyourgarden I

will send express prepaid, one
splendid plant each of 20 dis-

tinct varieties for 552.50.

May and June are the months
to plant for Fall blooming.
Don't lose two of the most de-

lightful months in your garden.

Mybook ofHardy Plant Special-

ties will tell you all about them.

T BEGAN' growing Dahlias years ago for my own pleasure. The
* past season I have studied over 2,500 varieties with the purpose

of selecting just those which would give the greatest satisfaction

in anybody's garden. As a result I have chosen

125 Novelties of My Best Dahlias
I have prepared a special list

of these varieties and will be

glad to mail it to all who are

interested in utilizing my tests

for their ow n gardens. Those
readers of Country Life who are

acquainted with the products
of YVyomissing Nurseries will

be particularly interested in

the offer I now make.

My personal selection of one

each from a dozen of the best

varieties from this list for £2.50
express prepaid.

May and June are the months
for planting. The list above
mentioned supplements the

pages of named Dahlias ap-

pearing in my large catalogue

of Hardy Plant Specialties

which I will be glad to mail on
request.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WYOMISSING NURSERIES

103 Garfield Avenue WYOMISSING, PA.

GiveYOUR Lawn
BetterCare

PROPER lawn care this season will count greatly toward a

permanently beautiful sward. Start your lawn care right

this year. This summer use the Ideal, the lawn mower that

pushes itself. You can give your lawn twice the usual amount

of care, more efficiently and more economically, too.

The Ideal Junior Power Lawn Mower for 1916 offers

all the features on which Ideal has built its splendid reputation,

with many new refinements and improvements—simple, reliable

clutch; automobile throttle control; gearless differential. It

stands unexcelled in the field of lawn mowing machines.

Write to us for full particulars

—

now, while making your plans

for a beautiful lawn.

The Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

401 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Mich.

Junior

Power
Lawn
Mower
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Keep the Iceman Outside

In the Best Homes
where the highest efficiency and perfect refrigeration are demanded,
McCray Refrigerators are used.

They are frequently built-to-order to harmonize with the house

plan and interior finish. Arranged to open directly into the

kitchen and to be iced from the outside, they are handsome in

appearance and exceptionally convenient.

McCray Refrigerators
were selected by the U. S. Pure Food Laboratories at Washington and are

installed in the finest private residences, clubs, hotels and public institutions.

Their superiority is conceded beyond question.

Selection may be made from our wide range of large and small stock sizes

to suit almost any requirement or special sizes will be built to order, in co-

operation with your architect.

Writ*» fnr Catena that explains the McCray Patentedwrite lor V^aiclIUg System and gives full information.

No. 92—Regular Sizes for Residences No. 50—For Hotels, Clubs and Institutions

No. 74—For Florists No. 61—For Meat Markets No. 70—For Grocers

McCray Refrigerator Co., 622 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind.
New York. McCray Building, 7-9 W. 30th Street

Agencies in All Principal Cities

Chicago, 1000 S. Michigan Avenue

Grow Phlox
Plant Hicks phlox NOW

Vases and Bowls
to bloom all through late summer
and early fall and every year
hereafter. Choicest varieties. All

weak colors and poor growers
discarded.

Hicks flowering shrubs
include exceptionally
fine rhododendrons

"W'e also specialize in 10
and 15 year old trees
— evergreen and
shade. Guaranteed to
grow where trans-

planted. Write for

free booklet, ' Home
Landscapes."

HICKS NURSERIES
Dept. L, Wemtbury
L. I. Phone C8

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

Thorough Shade Tree Spraying
Performed by experts with large sprayer that reaches highest trees

from ground. Prices very low to Town Improvement organizations
or estates owning a lar^e number of trees subject to insect pests. N. V. or
Conn, work desired. G. M. STACK, Horticulturist, Brookneld Center, Conn.

Meehan's Mallow Marvels
These wonderful creations are among the latest flowering
Plants to start spring growth and may be planted safely
any time during May. They bloom from July to late
September. Write for descriptive circular in colors.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew St. Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

EVERYTHING for the HOME GROUNDS
We are situated in a most convenient locality to do work in

Southern Connecticut, and all through Westchester County, N.

Within this radius all stock is delivered freshly dug,

by auto truck, the day needed.

We have all kinds of ornamental trees and earnestly

solicit you patronage. You would enjoy a visit to our
nursery to look over and select from our stock.

We will make you a planting plan, and give you
any help desired in laying o»t your place. Let us hear

from you before the rush season. Send for our new
Catalogue C.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS COMPANY
New Canaan, Conn. Telephone, 333 New Canaan

the residential

Y.

section of Eastern and

were made as late as 1849. The sgraffito was a
similar brown or dark red earthenware, coated
with a white or yellowish slip, in which the
decorations were cut or incised, exposing the
darker body beneath. A transparent glaze was
then applied, and after the final firing the ware
usually showed a greenish mottled surface, with
brown intaglio decorations.

Occasionally a natural leaf was used in making
the decorations, but usually they were drawn
free hand and resemble those of the slipware in

type, though naturally finer in outline. The
designs are varied and include the tulip, forget-

me-not, lily of the valley, and other garden
flowers; the eagle, turtledove, oriole, peacock,
duck, swan, parrot, cock, hen, and various
fanciful birds; the horse, dog, lion, rabbit, deer,
and fishes, besides more or less elaborate human
figures and groups. Inscriptions are common.

In sgraffito ware have been found cooking
pots, apple butter pots, flower pots, vinegar and
molasses jugs, jars, coffee pots, sugar bowls,
cream pitchers, mugs, liquid measures, meat and
vegetable dishes, pie plates, shaving basins,
vases, and toys.

I; A number of small potters appear to have been
engaged in this industry, some of them perhaps
being farmers who employed their winter months
in this way. Dr. Barber has found evidence
of about sixty different ones prior to 1800, and
many more after that. A score or more of them,
mostly bearing German names, appear to have
gained considerable prominence.
One of the earliest on record.was an Englishman,

Joseph Smith, who made pottery at Wrightstown,
Bucks County, as early as 1763.
Georg Hiibener, in Montgomery County, was

the creator of some of the most elaborate designs
made prior to 1786. Toward the end of the
century some of the best of the ware was made
by John Leedy, near Souderton, Montgomery
County. His tulip designs were especially good.
Other potters of the eighteenth century were
Christian Klinker, Abraham Stout, and Rudolf
Drach, all in Bucks County.
One of the Germans who appears to have

attained eminence in this trade early in the nine-
teenth century was Johannes Neesz, or Johan
Nesz. He operated a pottery near Tyler's Port,

Montgomery County, about four miles from
Souderton. He manufactured plates, mugs,
vegetable dishes, etc., in both slip-decorated and
sgraffito ware, and also clay toys. Examples of
his finer work in the Philadelphia and New York
museums show him to have been a craftsman
of no small ability, particularly in his sgraffito,

and his decoration was always more finished and
in better drawing than that of most of his con-
temporaries. His son, also a potter, changed the
spelling of the name to John Nase.
David Spinner, a potter from before 1800 until

181 1, on Willow Creek, Milford Township, Bucks
County, was also an artist in sgraffito ahd enjoyed
considerable local fame. His father, Ulrich

Spinner, came to America from Zurich, Switzer-
land, in 1739. A number of Spinner's signed
pieces are in existence and they include some of
the most interesting examples of Pennsylvania
Dutch pottery. He used a variety of flower

motifs, the fuchsia being a favorite with him
rather than the tulip. His pictorial treatments
were more ambitious than those of most of his

contemporaries and were better drawn. They
include gay and courtly ladies and gentlemen,
gallant soldiers and horsemen, and spirited hunt-
ing scenes.

There are a dozen other nineteenth century
potters whose work was sufficiently noteworthy
to interest collectors, particularly when the

pieces were signed.

There is still a possibility of picking up this

ware in eastern Pennsylvania, and a few pieces

have already found their way to the shops of
dealers. At present they are worth anywhere
from $1 up, and the values are bound to increase

with the demand. Mr. Hurry recently paid

$25 for an unsigned meat or vegetable dish,

fourteen inches in diameter, and a rare specimen.
It is red clay slip-decorated ware, dated 1788,
and bears the peacock motif that was the favorite

of Georg Hiibener.

WASHINGTONIANA
T THE close of the American Revolution
and for twenty years thereafter, por-

traits of Washington, Lafayette, Frank-
lin, Jefferson, and other patriots were widely
used in decoration by American craftsmen of

A
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Ninety Million Faces

In one composite
poi i raiti .1 reflection

o( the soul <>t Amer-
ica. This is:

Wc By Gerald

Stanley Lee

Author of

"Crowds"

"II there has ever been a lime in

the history "I I lie world when mil-

lions of people wanted a war hook
that would ihcrr them up about
human nature, it is now." From
the Foreword to "H e."

A Book

of

Militant

PeaceWc
Eleven Nations Ask Us.

The Spirit of Making Things
Happen.

Dramatizing Husiness.

America. (lermanv and the World.

You and I Street.

The President, the People, and this

Hook. Also the Colonel.

The Death of Murder.
Cowards and Liars and National

Defense.

From the Table of Contents of " We."

Wc Advertising

War off the

face of the

Globe

Net $1.50. At All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

Now Is the Time to Plan
Garden and House

IMPROVEMENTS

"Pergolas"

Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
and A rbors

"Catalogue E-29" tells all

about 'em.

When writing enclose 10c.
and i ask for Catalogue
E-29:

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory * Main OtHer New York Oflloo
KlMoa A H flwltr A»e. « r!a»t 8»lh St.

CHIC \«.o NEK \ OKk CITY

Hi

LA:

THERE i- a distinctive charm in the interiors of
all beautiful homes, whatever their costs, due

tO just the right diffusion of light, and shade, and
air. These factors do not stand up with the artistic

furnishings and tangible decorations ami declare

theirown value, I Jut they are the essence of charm
in any really beautiful room. Fortius simple reason

WILSON
Venetian Blinds and Awnings
liavr I n specified by leading architects in the most nota-

ble homes of (lie country for more than forty years. They
provide a simple and perfect system for absolute control of
light and shade and ventilation in any room under all con-

ditions. They are permanent, efficient and attractive from
within and without. They are fast supplanting fabric awn-
ings and shades which for any purpose are not to be com-
pared with the Wilson products. For porch and piazza, and
especially sleeping porches, they have no equal.

Ask your architect, or write for illustrated and descrip-

tive booklet. Address nearest office.

J. G. WILSON CORPORATION
8 West Uhfa Street New \i,rk

Branrhr. in AVtr 0rlean». Amrriran Sheet Metal Work* and J. T. Mann & Co.;

Pittsburgh. It. II. Chtirlr*; DentM r . C.olorado Rldra. Supply Company; Phila-

delphia, L. II. Myrirk; Smattle, S. W. R. Dally and Galbraith-Uacon & Co.;
Spokane, S. \\ . ft. Dally; Chicago, II. B. Dodge A Co.; Oklahoma City,

S. II. BaBMal Minnenpali; J<ihn«,n-Jaek»nn * Corning Co. ; Buffalo, Roffer

Emmon.; Montreal, Sliniton. Reeb Bldra. Supply Co. ; Son Franruco and Lot
Angelet, V. S. Metal Product* Co.; Atlanta, J. M. Van Harlingen; Botton,

E. A. Baker; Norfolk, Va., J. C. Wilaon Corp.

Wl LSON
".SOMETHING FOR EVERY BUILDING'

Strel Rolling Door* for Fire Pro-
tection. Moiling Wood Partition*

for Churchm and 1 1- Ilravy

Wood Rolling Doom for Round
House*. Venetian Wind* and Awn-
ing* for the |MM and porrh.

Sleeping Porrh Blind.. Hygirntr-

Wardrobe* for Srhool*. Sliding

Swing Door* for Garage*. Wood
Hint It I looring for Arniorie* and
Public Ruildinga.

Write for booklet of the product
you are interested in.

When YouMake Plans
for your new home or renovate your old home,
don't overlook the importance of the kitchen
range. Give it as much thought as you do the

decorations or the furnishings. If it cannot be
depended upon under all conditions it may
fail you when you count most upon it. Be-

cause of our long experience building the

highest grade of ranges, we absolutely

guarantee the reliability of

DEANE S PATENT
FRENCH RANGES

No. 209
Patent French Range
in combination with

Gas Range and Broiler

The combination coal and gas range shown above, designed es-

pecially for the family of average size embodies all the best fea-

tures of big hotel ranges. Constructed of "Armco" Iron with

polished steel trimmings, the surfaces can be kept bright and
clean with the least amount of work. The ovens are provided with pisiform drop doors; the fire control guarantees

uniform heating; elimination of the exposed smoke pipe gives free use of the entire top; ease of access to all parts

simplifies cleaning. Deane's Patent French Ranges will give years of satisfaction under the hardest usage.

We also manufacture an extensive line of Plate Warmers. Broilers, Steel Cooks' Tables, Laundry Ranges, etc.,

which have been adopted extensively in efficiently planned kitchens. Send for catalogue, illustrating DEANE'S
PATENT FRENCH RANGES and KITCHEN APPLIANCES.

BRAMHALL, DEANE COMPANY, 261-263-265 West 36th Street, New York City
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various sorts. They appeared in pictures, em-
broideries, carvings, china, and, in fact, wherever
they could well be used. British potters, too,

of Liverpool and Staffordshire, whose commercial
interests outweighed their political prejudices,

were not backward in adding this element of

interest to goods manufactured for the American
trade.

That the French manufacturers should have
followed suit is not surprising. Cordial relations

existed between France and the United States,

and we were, at that time, getting our inspiration

in architecture, costume, and furniture design

from France.
The accompanying illustration is an interest-

ing example of this. It is a small gilt mantel
clock, made by Dubuc of Paris, and is to be seen

in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. The clock is surmounted by
the American eagle and is supported by a full-

length figure of Washington. Below the dial

are the well known words, "First in War, First

jn Peace, First in the Hearts of his Countrymen."
Mrs. N. Hudson Moore, in "The Old Clock

IN ALL THE WORLD-NO OTHER FENCE LIKE THIS

ELECTRICALLY WELDED
AT EVERY JOINT

The newest and most important development
in the iron worker's art.

RAILINGS and Gates made by this simple and recently perfected process of Elec-

trical Welding are almost unbelievably strong and rigid, and are superior to those

made by any previously known process.

Some idea of the remarkable rigidity of this railing may be gained from the illus-

tration above. The man weighs over 225 pounds and he is standing in the center of

an 8 foot panel made up of square rods. There is no perceptible deflection even

under this exceptional strain.

This Electrical Welding process is adapted to the making of Railings and Gates in

a wide range of sizes and designs. In its simpler and lighter forms it makes an exceed-

ingly attractive fence for lawns, gardens and suburban homes.

Before purchasing a railing, gate or lawn fence of any kind be sure
to get our catalogue and prices on this new and superior type.

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt Street (13th floor) NEW YORK

Grand Medal of Honor
Far above the ordinary Gold Medals

BACK up your own judgment by the opinion of specialists
in this line. Leonard Cleanable Refrigerators have

received the pnise and approval of the Panama-Pacific
judges, Good Housekeeping Institute, and a million homes.
These exclusive features won the victory:

. Bringing the porcelain lining clear to the

outside, around the door frame.

. A new one-piece door lining, covering
the edges of the doors.

3. A self-closing trigger lock.

. Ten walls to save the ice and
food.

Cleaned as easily and perfectly

as your Haviland China, so
sizes, many styles, $16.50 up
to $150.00, Porcelain or
Wood Cases, freight pre-

paid, money-back guar-
antee.

Write us to-day for our
Catalog and sample of

the finest porcelain ob-
tainable— the kind used
in Leonard Cleanables.

Grand Rapids Refrigerator Company
No. 118 Clyde Park Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Get This Free Book
TT IS full of useful information for
- everyone who wishes to improve
the appearance of his grounds or

estate.

This book gives a complete list of Trees,

Shrubs, Hardy Perennials, Aquatic Plants

and other items that will add to the gen-

eral beauty and attractiveness of your
grounds no matter how large or small.

Our service to you includes the entire

work, leaving you no details to worry
about. It is scientifically planned to

produce immediate and lasting results.

"Plans and Plants'

will give you
great assistance

in solving your
landscape troub-
les. Write for

it today.

A Washington clock in French Empire style, made by Dubuc
of Paris

Book," says: "A small number of very choice

French gilt clocks made by Dubuc, Paris, were
sent to this country in 1805. They were con-

signed to John Shaw, a merchant of Annapolis,

Md., and sold by him. These clocks occasionally

turn up in the auction room, where they fetch

good prices." Sometimes the figure of Washing-
ton is replaced by that of Franklin.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES

I have an old candle shade, plain glass, 23

inches high, and I want some idea of its value.

Also, two old plain glass hot-water bottles, with

metal screw tops.—Dr. F. F. J., Macon, Ga.

These candle or "storm" shades are usually

found about New Orleans and through the South.

They have not been considered especially rare.

A single one is worth perhaps from $5 to $7, or

$12 to #15 a pair.

The value of the glass hot-water bottles with

pewter (?) top is doubtful. Old Bristol ones are

rather rare, particularly those of colored or varie-

gated glass, but they are less in demand here than
in England, where they are worth £5 to £10,
according to color and quality.

Can you tell me the value of a Clews plate,

"Winter Scene, Pittsfield, Mass.?" The mark
is an eagle with darts clasped in the right claw,

printed in blue. The church is in the border

instead of the vine-leaf pattern.

—

Mrs. R. K.

New Brighton, N. Y.

Old blue Staffordshire plates by Clews are

worth from #10 to #25, according to subject and
condition. Some patterns have brought as high

as $40 to #45. The "Pittsfield" is one of the

series of American views and a good specimen
should be worth perhaps as much as $25 or £30.

One was sold not long ago for $37.50, but it was
in perfect proof condition, which means that it

had never been used and showed no scratches.
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The Lord & Taylor Bookshop
CONDUCTED BY

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

OOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY extend an invitation to book

[overs living in and near New York to visit a Library Bookshop of an
unusual kind which they are conducting in co-operation with the Lord

and Taylor Store. Fifth Avenue and Thirty-Eighth Street.

This bookshop aims to represent the highest ideals of book service. It makes
possible that rare pleasure to be found in selecting and buying books under

restful and attractive surroundings. Comfortable chairs, and cozy reading

corners take the place of the usual crowded counters and preserve the

atmosphere of a private library.

There are a number of other unusual and distinctive features including an
expert librarian's services in selecting the best books on any subject. In-

teresting entertainments with speakers of note, and frequent displays of

valuable manuscripts and memorabilia add to the interest of the bookshop.

Doubleday, Page 6c Company invite the interest and support of "Country
Life" readers in this attempt to solve some of the pressing problems of

the bookseller, and to make book buying a more popular recreation.
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G SERVICE
GGESTIONS
COLLIER MARSHALL

SUPERFINE FURNISHINGS

The^glory of the rainbow is caught in this
iridescent glass plaque

N THESE
days when
fine furn-

ishings for the

house are the

rule rather than

,
the exception,

and the shops

supplying these

items are over-

flowing with

good looking

pieces, the ex-

perienced shop-

per is likely to

turn his blase

eyes from many
a worthy article in his search magnificent. Yet
there are times when even the most jaded critic

receives a genuine thrill that makes up for

all the disappointments of months.
Of the many beautiful things always to be

found in the metropolitan shops and studios,

one rarely finds such gems as the superb

pieces shown here, the tapestry being natur-

ally the chief point of interest. This remark-

able antique, for many years the cherished

piece of a private collection, has but now been

placed on the market and is worth serious

immediate consideration of any one at all

interested in such articles, as it is sure to find

a quick and a satisfactory sale.

It is a genuine late Gothic tapestry of the

mille-fleur type dating from the late fifteenth

or early sixteenth centuries when all this

weaving was done. Like most of its kind, it

has no sky line and no border, being finished

with a braid, and its vertical floral patterns

woven in warm natural colors on a black

ground. Its texture is very fine and its con-

dition perfect, notwithstanding its great age

—better, indeed, than the Gothic example
in the Metropolitan Museum, and the equal

in all respects of the one in the Cluny Museum.
About 72 x 84 inches in size, its price is

nominal considering its great value and it will

prove a remarkable acquisition to any col-

lection or a splendid foundation for one.

Not less interesting, if less costly, is the ex-

quisite Chippendale table pictured here. Wizard
that he was at both proportion and detail, Chip-

Mr James Collier Marshall
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service^Department

Country Life in America ,

1 1 West 32nd Street New York

No whale of
song or story
is more inter-
esting than
this glass
aquarium one

Genuine Mille-Fleur Gothic Tapestries are very rarr. This magnificent
15th Century one from the collection of the late A. W. Drake, for forty
years Art Editor TheCenlurv Magazine rivals that in the ClunyMuseum.

pendale never turned out a better piece than
this whereon every line is perfect and the whole
has a plasticity that is emphasized by the mellow

brown tones of the mahogany and
the soft yellows of the marble top.

Note the faultless scrolls which
frame
the beau-

tiful fe-

rn a 1 e

mask in

the cen-

tre that exactly
balances the or-

nate legs. This
is an example of

Chippendale at

his best that
awaits an appreciative purchaser who will find

greatest joy in its lovely color—its bequest from
Time—as well as its opulent proportions.

Respecting color, behold the plaque of iri-

descent glass shown at the upper left of the

page. Not only is this modern, but it is of
domestic origin besides, and such color—

a

perfect riot of the most gorgeous hues, red,

blue, violet, orange, yellow, and green! From
every point of view its splendor is compelling.

Under day or artificial light it is equally ef-

fective, hence for its intended overmantel
use it is most successful. It is 14 inches

wide and when one considers how well it

compares with those rare and costly plaques

of ancient Persian glass, its price, #60., seems
very low.

Effective, too, is the glass aquarium shown
here. Having just enough iridescence to make
it attractive, its contour is as pleasing as its

conception is unusual. About 14 inches long

it costs #15.00.

Color is cleverly caught too in the domestic

adaptation of the Chippendale designs and
motifs, as seen in the chest with cabriole legs

pictured here, that in red and gold lacquer

will prove an attractive addition to any living-

room or bedroom, though it is not more im-

pressive than the dignified old Jacobean chest

of walnut seen at the lower right. Observe

the gracefully turned, interrupted spiral

legs, the fine hardware, the unusual drawers

above the doors, and the extraordinary grain-

ings of the wood itself. These and the rich

simplicity of its design recommend it highly

as a satisfactory life companion.

One seldom finds a more graceful Chippendale chest
than this of soft toned red and gold lacquer

Chippendale surpassed himself in this exquisite table where proportion and execution

are perfect, and nativedignity is charmingly emphasized by the mellowing touch of time
Impressively dignified but very friendly looking is

this Jacobean chest of exquisitely marked walnut
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"DRYAD" CANE FURNITURE
SEAMLESS CHENILLE RUGS

"Dryad" Cane Furniture possesses the grace and dignity, the comfort and

extraordinary strength, which combine to make it as suitable for indoor use

as it is ideal for porches and lawns. The construction is unique—the smooth,

even surface of unbleached pulp-cane being skillfully woven— not tacked—
around strong, rigid frames of ash.

In the above illustration is shown one of our "Chaumont" Seamless

Chenille Rugs, in a private Chinese border pattern. These splendid Rugs are

woven in a variety of Oriental and other designs, Two-tone effects and

beautiful Plain Colors. Regular sizes in stock. Special rugs up to 20 feet

wide, made to order.

Our booklets, "The Dryad Book," and "Seamless Chenille Rugs" (the

latter illustrated in color) mailed upon request.

W. & J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY- SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

San Francisco, Cal. Washington, D. C.

Iff

1
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DREICER&C<>

FIFTH AVENUE at FORTY-SIXTH..

-NEW YORK*

Q9ceciciiA Shriek

DREICER &c C° ARE DIRECTLY

REPRESENTED IN THE MARKETS OF

THEWORLD AND THUS SECURE.AT

FIRST HAND,THE CHOICEST GEMS AS

THEY BECOME AVAILABLE ,

BRANCH AT CHICAGO
THE BLACKSTONE

IfeFIUKISJIISISB

NEW YORK PARIS

Original HeppleWnite Holf Circular Cabinet— Date about 1770

RT lowers find tke Koopman

collection ricK in rare ex-

amples of the best Early

FrencK and English Furniture, Tap-

estries, Porcelains, China and

Glassware.

H. KOOPMAN & SON
16 East Fort;9-Sixtk Street, Ne\v York

Opposite Rit2-Carlton Hotel

4fr* flew

Glass and Pottery for Porch Use

ONE of the chief joys of summer life is found in decking the house
with flowers, not only the inside but the outside, the porches and
loggias coming in for their full share of this lovely and enlivening

form of natural decoration.

Until recently porch decoration, be-

cause of a lack of satisfactory containers,

has not been fully appreciated, the or-

dinary glass, china, or pottery vase be-

ing too light weight and insecure to

withstand the summer breezes, and
the vessels large enough for this purpose

not especially attractive. Fortunately,

these bugaboos are now overcome by the

introduction of heavy glass bowls and
vases large enough to hold quantities of

flowers, and good looking enough to

please the most captious critic.

Through these we may enjoy the common field flowers and those roadside

weeds, so-called, whose beauties are seen best when not crowded. The bowl
pictured here is ideally adapted to such use, being 14 inches in diameter,

with a huge glass block tp hold the flowers. Such a piece is most effective

on the floor, as the flowers

are then seen in their natural

position. Of very heavy glass,

this bowl sells at #15, the
block costing $>io. The iri-

descent dragon fly of celluloid,

shown above, is seen on the

flowers in f this bowl. It is

very natural looking and effec-

tive. Price, #1.50.

There->are many sizes and
shapes of the glass vases,

ranging from 12 inches at $10,

to 18 inches at #15, the vase
shown here being of the larg-

est size. Then, too, there are

vases and pitchers in a heavy
green glass that are extremely
effective for porch use. These
are smaller, coming in 12-

inch sizes at #10, and are

fully worth the price.

Apropos of colored glass,

there are to be had gazing

globes ready to be mounted
on pillars for garden use, in

lovely red, blue, and amber
glass. Imagine the stunning effect of such an article against the natural

green! These are also made with necks to fit into the hollow tops of

columns of stone composition, such as are widely used to-day, which
permits their removal and
preservation in winter.

There are also some in-

teresting new pottery

models for porch and out-

dooruse,such astheFulper
12-inch jar in cucumber
green at #9, and the pedes-

tal bowl, 5 x 12 in., at #8,
shown here. Especially

attractive is this last

named dish, as its bowl has
those lovely shades of
green and rose that are

seen in the peach bloom
Chinese porcelains.
Equally good looking are

the urns of this material

whose severe classic shapes
are softened by the varied

tones of color used. Nine
inches tall, of wistaria and
blue, they cost #4. This effective pottery comes also in attractive wall

pocket forms, ranging from six to eleven inches, in assorted colors and glazes,

costing #2.25 and $2.50. These are excellent for the porch or house wall,

and can be employed to good advantage on posts where a touch of natural

color will be grateful. J. C. M.
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Coo/, Comfortable and Artistic

FURNITURE
for the Summer Home

SO POTENT is the modern art of home
furnishing, that the Spring metamorpho-
sis in furniture and appointments, now

accomplished by the clever housekeeper, effects

a change not much less radical than would be

the removal to another climate or another

continent.

From the cozy elegance of the city home,

where warmth was a winter attraction, one is

carried to the cool, breezy, open-door life of

cottage or bungalow, by the proper touch of

taste and skill. Even the city home is changed

by cool furniture, so that it seems like a

different and newly delightful place.

The Lord &Taylor collections ofSUMMER
FURNITURE are completely representative

of the best productions of foremost American
manufacturers—selected for artistic and com-
fortable designs, as well as the durable char-

acter of their construction.

There is a definite advantage in making
selections now, while stocks are much broader

in variety than they will be later on.

Our representatives will aid you with ex-

pert advice on your furnishing problems, and
deliveries will be made, either now or in the

future, to exactly meet your convenience.

Lord & Taylor
38th Street FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
39th Street

]

)
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THE GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
is always the garden that reveals the individuality of the designer. When
you plan your garden consider how much you can increase its charm by
the use of appropriate ornaments. We produce the finest examples of old-
world sculpture for garden ornamentation in Pompeian Stone, a frost-proof,

artificial stone that is practically indestructible. The designs include a
wide variety of fountains, sun-dials, bird-baths, statuary, benches, urns,
terminals, flower boxes, vases, balustrading, etc. You will find among
them jusfcwhat you need. Send for illustrated Catalogue.

Special attention given to the execution of original specifications in marble or imitation stone

Factory

Astoria, L. I. THE ERKINS STUDIOS
The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

221 Lexington Ave.

New York

A Cheerful Breakfast Room

TEN years ago the country house that had
a breakfast room was unusual; to day
such a room is considered indispensable

even in the simplest home and is either planned
for early or added
as an afterthought.
Not infrequently

a semi-enclosed
porch is impressed
to this service with
great success. But
whatever its form,

it is, as it should
be, cheerful with
bright, cool colors

that when com-
bined with white
or cream, are as

effective as they
are inexpensive.

One of the best

breakfast rooms
I have ever seen

is one of these en-

closed porches that as an afterthought was
changed at small expense into a full fledged and
charming room. Oblong in shape, the spaces

between the porch pillars were filled solid 30
inches high
with an 8-inch

ledge inside,

above which
there is glass to

the ceiling,
parts of which
swing conveni-

ently casement-
wise. Thefourth
side of the room
is the house
wall, which is

stucco. This

was finished

smooth with
plaster and di-

vided with pic-

ture molding
into three pan-
els, above the 30-inch wooden dado that was
built to match the other ledged sides. All

the woodwork was painted ivory white, the

wall a paler tint, but the cream furniture had
line decorations

of blue and
salmon that
gave just the

necessary
touch of color.

In the mid-
dle panel over

the long buffet

which stood
against the

wall, hung a

gay Chinese
print matching
the colors in the

pair of mirror

sconces, like

those shown
here, that flanked it in the smaller panel spaces.

The same rich tints were also seen in the rug and
hangings, while added smartness was given by
the black and white silhouette flower pots on the

window ledges, and the decorated mail box in the

door that gave

on the walk to

the street as

well as to the

garden. The
f u rn i s h in gs

were completed
by a flower

stand and ser-

ving cart of

wicker, like
the one pic-

tured here con-

v e n i e n t 1 y
placed here for

garden use, and
contrast-
ing pleasantly

with the
painted furni-

ture. J. C. M.
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alas, howl. 12 inch, flower hoWs.
I., ...„.• .1,,.,, !...„. Il, I'.icelwil

• lion. (Hack
» while china

Sowars I $5.00

I
. inche. high.C 7. Black GUu i .,,.11. ...

pair $1 00

Separate price, I .'inch howl, $2.50; 14 inch howl.
$Mll While ckina birds nr hulteiflr. $.7) each.

I*la«k glass flower block. $.7); .. ..--I water lily

(eitra.) ».V)

C l«. C.rd.n Slick C16 N.wPlnntSticU. C 14 C.rd.n Slick,

metal bird decorated in fluttering butterfly on wife 42 inches long, with metal

("lor. "I hllielard. rohin .ll.rhr,] lo ', inch .Ink. oUlleiBy 4 • lrl( l,«|,rrn,| in

and canary on 36 inch $100 each. """""I «>\on. This

•tick, suitable lor outdoor butterfly i. particularly

41 nn Hilled lor oiilflooT lisr,""•» luu
- $1.25 or 6 lor $6.00.

C 10. Pottery Flower Pot with black
silhouette subjects on while background. 5
inrhe. $1.75,6 inrhe. $2 25. 7 inche. $3.00
8 inches $3.75, 10 inche. $5.00.

C 4. Crinoline) Girl Flower Box ol

wood, decorated in lay colon, 16 1 inche.

high. I I inches long and 5 i inche. wale f

tin lining (or plants. $7.50.
CS. French Boudoir Lamp
empire hgure in old rose or blue
enameled wood, 1 4 inches high
with 7 inch shade to match,
$10.00.

TX/'1 1 HTHER it is some
* * corner of your garden or

a room in your house, here at

Ovington's you will find that

something to give to it the little

touch of personality which
best satisfies—and reflects

—

your sense of tastefulness.

Send for the Ovington

Gift Book

OVINGTON'S
314 Fifth Avenue New York

C 11. Pottery Flower Pot
in Paul Potret design of black
and white stripes and colored
Bowers. 5inchej $1 75.6 inches

$2.25. 7 inches $3.00. 8 inche.

$3 75. I0.nches$5.00

C3. Enameled Bad
Vase in pink, blue or

yellow. $2.00 each
or pair $3.50.

last pan
1 I inches high, 1 1 *

inches wide and 6i
inche* deep. $7.50.

C 19. New Pottery Bowl. 81 inche* in

diameter with nude figure flower holder, fle»h

colored; the bowl is green, $4.00.

C 2. Lingerie Ribbon Girl decorated

in colors. Bouquet holds spool of pink or

blue ribbon with scissors and bobbin in

pocket, I I i inches high, $5.00.

C 18. Dachshund Shoe
Scraper, Leopold. Jr..

I I inches long, 5lbs.,

$2.50; Leopold, Sr..

22$inche*long,251bs.
$6.00.

C9. Sihrered Crystal Gazing Ball

10 inch ball on composition ped-
estal 8 inches high for indoor use.

Complete $ 1 2.00. 1 4 inch ball on

stone pedestal 42 inches high for

outdoor use. Complete $40.00.
Ball only-8 inches. $6 00: 10
inches, $7.50; 12 inches,

$10.00; 14 inches, $12.50.

C 8. Wood Weather Vane for

the porch rail, decorated bright colors,

183 inches high. $2.50.

C 13. Fish Globe (cylindrical)

with water lily decoration in natur-

al colors- 1 inches diameter, $6.

12 inches diameter, $7.50. 15

inches diameter, $14.

V

C 17. White Bunny of metal,

natural size, weighing 81 lbs. For

garden decoration as it will stand

the weather, can also be used as a

doorstop, $3. 50 each $6.00 a pair.

C 1. PerkinsAsh Stand.
English Butler in black,

with striped waistcoat, 36
inches high, $4.50.
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Bridal

Trousseaux

THE supplying of Bridal

Outfits is a specialty in it-

self. Our long experience has

made us familiar with all the

requirements of good taste and
prevailing fashion and enables

us to handle promptly and prop-

erly the details of marking and
making. Trousseaux are dis-

tinctly the business of "The
Linen Store."

Prospective brides will find here the

largest collection of Household Linens

in the world, as well as an exception-

ally beautiful and complete assortment

of French Lingerie, Hosiery, Handker-
chiefs, Silk and Knit Underwear, etc.

The very latest styles are here in pro-

fusion.

A request will bring you our helpful little booklet, "Bridal

Trousseaux," in which the choicest designs are shown and
which includes suggestive lists of Outfits ranging in price from
$100 to $5,000.

Mail Orders receive our prompt attention.

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th & 33d Sts., N. Y.

HANDEL^
Price $ 1 0.00 _//7/77AC
Ivory Finish OS^W/^J

Boudoir lamps as shown above\re especially desirable
for the bedside. Similar types for the desk or dressing
table. Could you select a more attractive wedding gift?
At your dealer's, or sent direct from factory*

THE HANDEL COMPANY
382 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

Basin
27" diam.

Height 32"

Base
14" xU"

Many Styles in

Table Fountains

Call, Write or telegraph to

! ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN CO.
348 West 42nd St., New York

Portable— Electric— Luminous Fountains

^iiiiiiiiiinniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

To Make Your Garden Delightful—

BirdA Fountain

A garden full of birds is de-
lightful. A garden without birds
is dreary. Resolve now to have
your garden full of birds this
summer!
Here is the way to do it. Let

us send you this finely designed,
substantial fountain, carefully
made of well-toned gray cement.
The price, with pipe connection,
is but $15. If required, we can
fit a small electric pump at
small extra charge.
The first day this fountain is

placed in your garden, it will

attract a host of birds.

Circumventing the Summer Laundry

Problem

PERHAPS no other single item of house-

keeping in mountain or shore cottage, how-
ever well equipped it may be, presents so

many vexatious problems as the laundry work,
wherein the most competent housekeeper fre-

quently meets her Waterloo.

This question is easily solved in the use of a

quantity of plain, inexpensive, But good looking

linens of coarse weave, or even of those interest-

ing cheaper materials that are now so popular

for summer. Of the new patterns to be found

there are some very nice looking embroidered

cottons whose quality as well as design recom-

mend them highly; the rose pattern, pictured

here, is one of

several excel-

lent designs

—

cherry blos-

soms, chrys-

anthemums,
wistaria, and
flying storks

—that might
be used with
great effect.

These sets,

composed of

a centrepiece

with six servi-

ettes may be

had with
either white

or blue em-
broidery on
white ground,
in three sizes,

the36in. cloth

and six 12-

inch napkins
coming at

#2.75; the 45 in. size at $3.50, and the 54 in. at $4.

The printed cottons are also quite effective

and very cheap. The one shown here is of Jap-
anese toweling, faggoted, coming in both green

or blue on white. It is 84 x 93 in. in size, and
with a pair of pillow shams, 20§ x 3 in. sells at

#3.75. Sets may also be had in wistaria, chry-

santhemum, and cherry patterns. J. C. M.
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Till". Vestibule Court, with its high

vaulted roof and quaint casements, the

flowers on their sills lending the

needed touch of glowing color, strikes, on

the very threshold, the pervading note of the

new Hampton Shops huilding.

Here is offered a whole series of harmo-
nious backgrounds and accordant surround-

ings for the seemly and suitable display of

the Hampton Furniture which is gathered

together in one or the other of the eleven

spacious galleries.

The whole beautiful building is but the

logical outcome Of the idea that the Hamp-
ton Shops may be intrusted not only with the

election of Furniture, but with the entire

scheme of the interior decoration and fitments

of the modern home.

Hampton £s>f)opsi

18 East 5011) &tmt jpplSj?

Storing &t. $Iatrirk*H (Eatlj?oral f(Jf)l

==3=
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FlREMCH c& (Co.
ANTIQUE TAPESTRIES

FURNITURE AND EMBROIDERIES
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

<> EAST S6TIH STKEET
kiew r o:iiK

A booklet of great interest to furniture
lovers is published by the Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company of Grand Rapids,
Michigan. It is entitled "Masterpieces in

Miniature,"and shows reproductions of fifty

photogravure plates from their large port-
folios. It will be mailed upon receipt of six
cents in U. S. Stamps. Address Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

DO YOU WANT SPECIAL WALL HANGINGS?
Ask your Decorator to show you the Davidge Hand Stippled Papers, with Border and Frieze Decorations to
match, designed and executed by our Special Artist, Mr. Ludwig L. Blake.

These fare the only [Hand Stipples done on paper and thej American Government has just granted us a
Patent covering them.

If your Decorator does not carry our papers write to us for samples.

F. C. Davidge & Company, 28 Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ontario

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
l^FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
M*ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

Soft Tinted Wall Papers

EVERY wall covering and paper in partic-
ular, should express cheerfulness, for in

these days of manifold comforts and the
clever purveyance of them there can be no pos-

sible excuse for
the use of either

depressing or
nerve-trying pat-
terns.

The fashion of
keeping the walls

in dull monotone
is passing and we
are using instead
figured papers in

soft colors that are
equally cheerful,

and satisfactory as

a background for

every-day living.

For example, the
exquisite bird and
foliage paper
shown here, in

different tones of
gray on a field of
the same color, will

be excellent in the
living rooms of the
ordinary house,
because its neutral
color is a good
background for
pictures as well as

people, its pattern
breaking up the
wall spaces and at

the same time
keeping its placeon
the wall. These
agreeable attri-
butes are shared

by the other floral paper illustrated, where
miniature trees and garlands are printed in cream
gray on a tan strie ground.

Quite different from those soft tinted papers,
though not less interesting, good looking, or
satisfactory, is the conventionally designed Lin-
crusta pattern

pictured here.

Among the
many uses for

which this
heavily i n -

crusted, pli-

able material

is adapted, it

is particularly

good in large

rooms having
much cold
woo d work,
where color

warmth is de-

sired, since it

can be had to

order in any
colororcombinations ofcolors. Indeed, so cleverly

is this color work done that it resembles tooled

Spanish leather, and like it is frequently used

above wood panelings in great halls and dining

rooms. Its strength and durability further re-

commend it for general use, and the number of

patterns available exceed 700. J. C. M.
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Inexpensive Lace Curtains at

Special Prices
Our assortment of attractive Curtain* for nurnmer use i» very extensive

and from it almost avery requirement can be supplied. The accompany-
in k pliotonraphs illustrate some patterns very popular tfiis season. Any
design selected can be supplied made according to style No. 20 1 3 which
has a dainty cotton edge on front and bottom, or in style No. 20 1 4 which
has a \} 2 inch hem on front and bottom and is trimmed with a cluny lace

edge; 40 inches wide 7}/i yards long.

2001
2002
2008
2001
200.

_
>

2006
2007

,29 i" i piur
3.50 '*

LOO
4.2.r> "

4.73
5.50 "

5.50 «

20oa
2009
2010
201 I

2012
2013
201 I

5.50
0.00
0.30
7.00
7.50
0.00
7.30

per
y

These prices are on the same basis as values existing before the
unsettled conditions abroad made the importation of these dependable
Nets very difficult

YARD GOODS
Scrims, Marquisettes, Voiles, Fancy Nets, Grenadines, Madras,

Cottage and Figured Muslins in splendid patterns at Moderate Prices,

bamplcs on request.

Cretonnes—Chintzes—Printed Linens

In this department an unusual stock is offered and we should be
pleased to send samples if given an idea of price and color requirements.

Prices range from 25 cents to 4.75 per yard.

MCGIBBON & CO.
1 .v.NM li West :5Tto St. Nkw York

BENJAMIN BENGUIAT
the w idely know n expert announces some Important
additions to the exceptional exhibition and sale of

ANTIQUE RUGS
They are a few very rare

and beautiful Antique
Oriental and Chinese

Rugs from the private

galleriesof Mr.Benguiat.

The same material reduc=

tion in prices, that made
this sale so interesting,

apply to these new import=

ant additions.

These private pieces of Mr.

Benguiat's are far=famed

and their advent into this

sale offers an opportunity

that will not be overlooked

bv connoisseurs.

Item Rug Illustrated Very Rare Hispano—Arab
16th Century of marvellous coloring and texture. Size

12', 8" x 23', 4". Price : $10,000. (!4 of rug shown.)

Windsor Arcade. 509 3" ^ve. J?&(

t Put* (Busic itrEmt* Soul
anb Skill in^Sout Fingers
The world has gone far in seeking for pleasure and

entertainment; but the love and enjoyment of Music remains

forever one of Man's sincerest emotions.

Music entertains, inspires, cheers and thrills every human

being, and its production is always counted one of the high-

est human accomplishments.

The PIANO is the most complete, the most satisfac-

tory, the most musical instrument with which to produce

musical expression, and

CAN BE PLAYED BY ANYONE THE FIRST DAY IT IS IN THE HOME

It develops musical taste; educates its possessor in the world's

greatest music; provides constant musical entertainment in the

home, and gives greater ability of high artistic performance every

day and month that it is used.

No other instrument of the kind possesses equal facilities for

highest artistic interpretation of classic or modern music.

Music lovers will be delighted when they hear it demonstrated.

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY and learn more about

this truly marvelous instrument.

Li SfieOItTcacS SIfnte Co"cooIlcSn'

—

Please send me Illustrated Booklet
<• about The Angelus Piano, and

I

name of Angelus dealer nearest to my home:

Name....

Address.

L
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LEAVENS
COTTAGE FVRNITVRE

If We wish to call your particular attention

at this time of year to our cottage furniture,

suitable for shore and country homes.

J In simplicity, construction, finish and
moderate cost, it is the most appropriate

selection for homes
of good taste and

refinement.

X It is no exaggeration

to state that Leavens

Cottage Furniture is a

distinct type recog-

nized at once and

appreciated by the

discriminating.

X We have an un-

limited stock to select

from and in addition, you have the choice

of a large variety of finishes to conform to

the individual taste or harmonize with the

interior surroundings. We also furnish un-

finished.

X Shipments carefully made, insuring safe

delivery. Send for complete set No. 1, of

over 200 illustrations and color chart. You
will find possibilities and suggestions for

every room in your house.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., Inc.

32 CANAL - STREET
BOSTON^MASS.

Rare and Genuine Antiques
Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING ELTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Over 20 years established

a DANERSK $t
DECORATIVE FURNITURE V^,

EXQyiSITE
REPRODUC
TIONSofold
ENGLISH
and

COLONIAL
ORIGINALS

Windsor B

ERSKINE-DANFORTH
COR.POHA.TIOK

2 west 47th Street New York^
Write for Booklet ' CD"

China and Glass for Summer Use

WHEN replenishing the china closet of the

country house against the coming sum-
mer season, it will be well to keep in mind

that the quaintly flowered patterns so popular
with our grandmothers are again in high favor,

and to take stock of those broken sets stored on
the pantry shelves and see if your china dealer

cannot match them for you. All the old-time

favorites—Copeland, Mintons, Wedgwood, Coal-
port—may be had in all their old, rich colors.

Not only have these fascinating old patterns
been revived, but there are some new ones that
have the double charm of good looks and low
cost. The three plates pictured here are excel-

lent examples of these new inexpensive wares
which are stock patterns and can be had in

broken sets. The gay colored cane-patterned

m%m est**

chop dish costs but #2.95, the pastel tinted square
cake plate is #2.25, while the natural flower

sprigged service plate comes at #17 per dozen.
Not less interesting is the enchanting Wedg-

wood pottery shown here, whose quaint shapes are

made more attractive by the feathery brownish
black patterns on its cream ground; a tea set

consisting of pot, sugar bowl and cream jug, with
six cups and saucers, sells at $8.

The swift return of cut glass to popular favor

is not to be wondered at when such patterns as

the lovely one shown here are to be found.
This set of sixty pieces comes at the low sum
of £21.50.

Nor can one scorn pressed glass when such
interesting patterns as this lemonade set of
crackle glass, whose very appearance make for

coolness, sell for $4.50. J. C. M.

l~C

ORIENTAL
RUGS

From Persia, Ckina, Caucasus,

Asia Minor

EASTERN FLOOR
COVERINGS

Rugs of special size and colorings made to

order.

Scotch, French and American Rugs made
to order in special sizes and colors, also less

expensive floor coverings suitable for cham-
bers and bungalows.

Plain carpets twenty) feet wide of artistic

coloring cut to an^ required size.

Kent-Costikyan
TRADING CO, Inc.

485 Fifth Avenue ^ New York
Opposite Library

Q HALL designed and executed by

The ART JOINERY CO.
114 East 13fh St.. Cincinnati, O.

Garden Furniture
and

Decorations

in Reinforced Cast Stone

BIRD BATHS
Sun Dials Fountains
Flower Boxes Vases

Settees Benches

Send for Illustrated Price List

J. C. Kraus Cast Stone Works. Inc.

154 W. 32nd Street New York

Designs and Estimates
Submitted

to meet requirements.

ATTRACT THE BIRDS
Ti

h

HIS beautiful gar-
den piece as well as
hundreds of other

exquisite Italian OLD IVORY
TINTED POTTERY pieces are
shown in our new Garden Pottery
Catalog.
Shapely vases and pots, graceful

sundials and benchesand many other
things are included for indoor or

outdoor use.

Wheatley Pottery
is weatherproof, tough, hard— and
very inexpensive. Send for Cata-
log. Order direct from the Pottery.

We pay freight on all purchases
amounting to $soo or over East
of Denver.

Wheatley Pottery
2426 Reading Road Cincinnati

Established 1879
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MR. VI R\ WS Collection in-

dudea important specimens

of Marly Kn<jlish Mahogany
Furniture especially several ex-

treniely interesting pieces of the

Sheraton period.

NEW YORK, 10, 12, 14 East Forty-fifth St.

BOS TON, 282 Dartmouth St.

LONDON, W., 217, Piccadilly A rare Chippendale Desk, circa 1760,

entirely in its original condition.

Beautify Your Home Grounds
with one or more of the attractive pieces of garden

furniture made of frost proof concrete known as

SHARONWARE
Morning Dip Bird Bath. Endorsed by
the National Audubon Society. 17 inches

across. 6 inches high. * a r\r\

Price F.O.B. New York *4 UU

Grecian Jardiniere. Because they are

I
semi - porous, to prevent

over watering _o£ plants

Crystal Spring
Bird Bath

SHARONWARE flower

pots and boxes are known
as "the flower pots that

breathe." Height 9 inches,

diameter 1 1§ inches.

Pnce F.O.B. Nezc

CrystalSpringBird Bath.
^9 inches high, 17 inches

K^£rJ**10"
Sunny Hour Sundial. 37
inches high, complete with

bronze dial. Price r r\r\

F.O.B. New York^XjW

No extra chargefor

cratingSharomcare Etruscan Jar

There is an interesting storv hehind

SHARONWARE. Send for it and
fully illustrated catalog showing win-

dow and lawn boxes, jardinieres,

benches, pedestals, etc., etc., in prac-

Morning Dip Bird Bath tical use.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, 84 Lexington Avenue, New York

ORNAMENTAL GRILLES
for RADIATOR ENCLOSURES
To harmonize with ever? period of architecture

Special design Registers for Heating and Ventilating

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
i

52 VANDERBILT AVENUE NEW YORK
CATALOGUE OF SPECIAL DESIGNS SENT ON REQUEST

1
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!
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To Lovers

of Garden Sculpture

The recent exhibition of Garden and Decorative

Sculpture, held at the Gorham Galleries, was a con-

vincing demonstration of the existing desire for works

of art of this character on the part of the discrimin-

ating public. It also brought out the fact that lovers

of Garden Sculpture were unaware that our native

American Sculptors had attained such skill and pro-

ficiency in this fascinating branch of decorative art.

Having acquired all the training and inspiration that

the ateliers of the Old World could give, our native

artists have evolved a new school of American Decor-

ative Art which completely comprehends and harmon-
izes with American decorative needs.

The Gorham Galleries, sensing this new development,

have fostered and encouraged it and are now prepared

to extend to lovers of garden sculpture, expert service

in solving garden and decorative sculpture problems.

For many years the Gorham Galleries have been in

close touch with landscape artists and owners of

country estates, and the experience acquired in sug-

gesting and planning the sculptural details for gardens
is now at the command of their patrons.

The Gorham Galleries
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street

NEW YORK
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"BILLIARDS—The Home Magnet"—FREE

!

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms,
prices, etc. Sent Free ! Write for it today.
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. , Dept. 28G, Chicago

IIHIIIIII'liHilH'lli:]!!.;!::' i.i::.;-:::! 1 ::.:!'-.":..:".!:, ;:::;!..!:..:. hciiihL

Good Lighting Means
^jooa Health

The lighting in your Home
skould.be comfortable and

sootking. S & A Ligkting

Fixtures will make it so.

Tke fixture illustrated is a

beautiful example of tke art

of tke Brotkers Adam. At
an invitingly low price.

~r-a Ask Your Dealer, or
^t'j Visit Out Showrooms

*Jy Hundreds ofotker artistic designs

in brackets, fixtures, and portables

fj always on displajJ. Call to in-

Ask to see No. 3 167E spect tkem at your convenience.

Before $ou make $odt next fixture purchase
write for helpful catalog L Free on request.

SHAPIRO & AROMSON
20 Warren Street New York City

One Block West of Brooklyn Bridge

BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING
May we send you free, booklet on Beautiful Light

MACBETH-EVANS GLASS CO
Pittsburgh Pa.

SUNDIALS
PEDESTALS

GAZING GLOBES
Dials to order for any latitude. Guar-
anteed to record sun time to the minute.
Our handsome, interesting bookletjsent
upon request.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc.

235 Fifth Avenue New York City

Branches: Brooklyn, St. Paul, Minneapolis, London, Paris

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

Indiana

Limestone

Garden Furniture

EASTON STUDIOS, BEDFORD, IND.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW

—

AN ISHMAEL
WONDER if there is anywhere some
patient and painstaking investiga-

tor, with mind uncolored by pop-
ular prejudice, who has been able
to discard the volumes that have
been written, and discover some-

thing good, something likable in the English
sparrow?

It is almost incredible that a bird with such
prodigious resource, with such an unflagging
spirit under unanimous displeasure, a bird that
goes on increasing in defiance of persecution, that
has flocked in our midst, defaced our dwellings,
and cluttered our eaves with its clamorous broods,
the while a bounty has put upon each scraggly
head—it seems almost unbelievable that the
humble object of such ungrudging dislike, should
not possess a few redeeming qualities.

He has no great song to sing. He is not a wel-
come harbinger of spring, because he stays on and
on the year through. He is plain and unpreten-
tious like the great bulk of humanity. He is con-
tentious and obtrusive, dirty and destructive.
Yet he is no more contentious than the kingbird,
no more obtrusive (if you can but change your
mental attitude) than the much loved house wren

;

The Ishmael among birds—the English sparrow

no more filthy than domesticated poultry, and no
more destructive than many much fondled pet
dogs. Usually when nature clothes a living

spirit in plain garb, she fills its throat with song,

as with the wren. When she put a taste for

cherries in the robin's palate she broke even by
making him welcome for his cordial "cheer-up"
when the spring is on the way. When she sent

the oriole to peck holes in the finest grapes in the

choicest clusters on the vine, she sent him in such
fine colors as to make him delight us in spite of the

tax he levies. With what qualities did nature

endow the alien sparrow that he might court some
favor?

It was a tender sentiment that brought him to

us. Where is there now any sentiment to protect

him? It is said that the first eight pairs of these

birds to come to America were brought by direct-

ors of the Brooklyn Institute in 1850, and that

many importations followed rapidly in succeeding

years. In Europe the sparrow was a familiar

dooryard bird. The native American birds did

not readily attach themselves to any cherished

sentiments in the minds of the newcomers to

America from abroad. Such sentiments are

woven of long association. One must live with

birds to make them his own and then they are his

own for all their commonness. So when it was
found that the European sparrow would thrive in

this country, as repeated importations proved

that it would, there was a lively commerce in these

birds. They became the objects of a popular

fad. Even the Department of Agriculture

recognized a sparrow "boom." Many believed

and for years continued to believe that this bird

was an insect eater and a friend to the gardener

and the farmer. Yet more than thirty years have

gone by since the Department took official cog-

nizance of the menace of the alien sparrow. As
early as 1885, when the Department issued its

first circular on Economic Ornithology, the

European sparrow was the subject of many
questions. This was the Department's first step

in an investigation, started several years before

by the American Ornithologists' Union and turned

over in 1883 to the United States Government for

it to finish. As a result of extensive inquiry into

the character and habits of the bird, there was
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Garden

Comfort
Your g»rdtn thu summer will be lh«

most inviting tpol in the world if you

make n a "Comfort Garden." Place

a flooded bench in one corner, an arbor

ieat m another, and pcrhapt a tea table

and chain within ut shelter— and you

will have an outdoor living room of

comfort and charm. Our Old English

garden furniture graces the finest es-

tates in America. Send for our Illus-

trated Catalog, which will help you to

make the most of your garden and lawn.

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO
BEVERLY. MASS

See our ditpUy in New York at the

(Mm UMMHT. M Eut 48th St.

CATNIP MOUSE

The MM i* slutTcd solid with first quality catnip. It

will make your cat playful, happyM healthy. 2 for

25c postpaid with our catalog of f.OOO thoughtful gifts.

Uo»k alonr sent tnr iv 111 st.imits.

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS
124 Bank Bids. Pawtuckct. R. I.

The Beautiful Snow White

IRISH LINEN
For Your Dowry Chest

Send for booklet M—"How to Select Linen" and some especially
interesting suggestions

KIMBALL'S TEXTILE SHOP
Norwich. Connecticut

Change your old Fixtures
to beautiful modern designs
Ask your dealer for the famous

Gaumer Fixtures

L

Distinctive, artistic,
unequaled for durability.

Refuse substitutes — get the
genuine. Look for this
GuaranteeTagwhen you buy.

See your dealer first—ifhe can't supply
you write usforadvice. Address Dept.C

BIDDLE-GAUMER COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

Dress

Up! M

ENJOY the stimulating influence of new clothes. They

give you fresh interest in life. With new things you

work better and play better—undertake your daily tasks with

new spirit and greater confidence. New garters add largely to your

comfort and contribute much to the personal satisfaction that comes

from the knowledge that one is really well dressed. Bostons give

more service and more comfort for their cost than any other article you

wear. Keep yours fresh and at top-notch efficiency at all times.

Boston Garter
SILK 50c. LISLE 25c.

GEORGE FROST CO.Jihtes BOSTON

The Greatest
Advancement
in Self-Fillers

Simply raise

and lower
the lever, with the point

in the ink, and this type
pen refills instantly. The
lever locks—an exclusive

feature.

Possesses all the supe-

rior qualities and pat-

ented features of the

Regular Waterman's
Ideal. The assortment
includes a short size for

vest pocket or ladies'

Ideal
ins

'en

Four
Important

Points of Safety
The Cap Screws down
and encloses the gold pen
and feed ink-tight.

The Filling Lever locks
in the barrel— accident

cannot raise it and dis-

charge the ink.

The Spoon Feed scien-

tifically controls the ink
when writing—never too

much, always enough.

The Clip-Cap locks the
pen to your pocket—safe

from loss or accident.purse. W
Best stores everywhere sell IVaterman's Ideals. In addition to the Pocket Self-Filler ask to

see Regular and Safely Types. $2.30 to $130. Illustrated folder on request. Avoid substitutes.

L. E. Waterman Company, New York, N. Y.
Chicago San Francisco Buenos Aires
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Refrigeration Means the

Exclusion of Heat-
Not the Imprisonment of Cold

There is no such thing as "Cold." What we describe as cold is

really a reduction in the amount of heat. Ice is placed in a

refrigerator because in ice there are only 32 degrees of heat.

There is a natural tendency everywhere toward equalization

of temperatures between neighboring objects and the air sur-

rounding them. This process of equalization is carried on, in

a properly constructed refrigerator, by circulation of the air.

Air coming in contact with the ice gives off heat, and is there-

fore reduced in temperature. Air of low temperature, being

heavier than air of higher temperature, falls to the bottom of

the refrigerator, drawing the warmer air from the top and bring-

ing it in turn into contact with the ice.

As the air drops from the ice chamber it passes over food

which is of a higher temperature than itself. It takes heat from,

and reduces the temperature of the food, its own temperature
necessarily rising. With this rise in temperature the air again

becomes lighter and ascends to the top of the food chamber.
Thus the air is always circulating, and as it circulates it not only "chills"

the food, but carries off and deposits on the ice all objectionable odors.

These odors are absorbed by the wet surface of the ice and pass out of the

drainpipe in the water as the ice melts. The ice also takes the dampness
from the air which passes over it.

The result is a dry, sweet-smelling food chamber.

In a good refrigerator—one so constructed that it prevents, as far as possible,

the transmission of heat from the outside through its walls and doors—the

process of reduction in temperature is carried to a point much more closely

approaching the temperature of the ice than is the case in an inferior

refrigerator.

The lower the temperature is, the more perfectly the food is preserved, and
the longer the ice will last.

This means the elimination of danger that the food will spoil, and a saving

in ice bills.

Lewis & Conger refrigerators are good refrigerators,

properly constructed

There is a size, shape and capacity for every requirement. Catalogs

will be sent by mail if desired—or a visit to this store will enable us

to assist you in the selection of the proper refrigerator for your home.

JWIS&^OHGEIl
Home Furnishings

45th Street and 6th Avenue NEW YORK

The RITZ Day Bed
is an unusually artistic piece, well formed and strongly
made. Appropriate for the country house living room,
sleeping room, den or porch. Can be had in any stand-
ard finish, or painted in the new shades, to match
draperies, etc., plain or in contrasting stripes. Complete
with denim mattress and wire woven spring, $48.00,
delivered to your home.

We are showing new designs in chintz, linens,
wall papers, etc. A visit to our shop solves fur-
nishing or decorating problems at a saving.

SPECIAL: 4-Post Mahogany Bed, $1 5.00
WE REPAINT COUNTRY HOUSES

If you cannot coll, write

EDWARD R. BARTO & CO.
Specialists in Interior Decoration

45 West 39th Street, New York Tel. Bryant 2337

Mathews Garden Craft
Make a cozy and comfortable nook

in some part of your garden with

Mathews Garden Craft Furniture.

There is nothing more inviting than

an outdoor living-room on the lawn.

Besides both porch and lawn furniture,

our free catalogue shows summer-houses,
arbors, pergolas, trellises and lattice work.

Send for it today. There's no obligation.

THE MATHEWS MANUFACTURING CO.
912 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Pasadena, Cat., Branch, Colorado and Los Roblcs Streets

completed in 1888 and published in 1889, Bulletin
No. 1 of the Division of Economic Ornithology
and Mammalogy, with more than 400 closely

printed pages, in which the English sparrow, as

popularly named, received the first great broad-
side of disapproval from those who had studied its

habits, and at the same time almost the last

faltering support from its thinning ranks of
admirers. The newcomers from Europe, who had
longed for the familiar chirp of their house spar-
row, came in time to know him for a nuisance
that followed the farmer's grain from stalk and
shock to stack and crib, as the Government
bulletin explains, levying his tribute at each step
of the way.
The Government investigators went so far as

to make a serious attempt to popularize the
English sparrow as an article of food, and pub-
lished many interesting reports to this effect:

"An excellent article of food," "commonly served
as 'rice birds,'" "superior to quail," "delicious
in potpies," "Philadelphia and Albany markets
disposing of large quantities."

Apparently, nobody who ever wrote seriously

about the English sparrow loved him. Professor
Walter Bradford Barrows (Dept. of Zoology and
Physiology, Michigan Agricultural College) who
did most of the work for the Federal Department
of Agriculture on Bulletin No. 1 in 1888, devotes
more than five pages in his 800-page book. "Mich-
igan Bird Life", to the Passer domesticus. In
all the 250 lines of print just four are required for a
statement of the bird's redeeming qualities—and
they, in the author's mind, do not redeem him.
Part of what Professor Barrows says is of course
purely technical; there are a few broadside on-
slaughts for introductory statements; then come
the four lines on the good qualities, followed by
90 per cent, of the whole matter given over to a

resume of those qualities which stamp the bird as

an unmitigated pest, and to a consideration of
ways and means for its destruction.

Edward Howe Forbush, who as Ornithologist

of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture pro-
duced a valuable book under the title "Useful
Birds and Their Protection," could not appropri-
ately give formal consideration to the English
sparrow at all, and does not; having only fourteen
minor references. I looked up all of these, search-
ing for a good word, and the nearest thing I found
to a compliment is an observation that on two or
three occasions the English sparrow was seen

eating caterpillars which destroyed trees. But
even this is spoiled in effect for there are other
observations that the sparrow was more fre-

quently seen to drive away other birds that really

were making a serious attack upon the worms.
Professor Barrows makes systematic denuncia-
tion and catalogues his complaints. There are

ten separate and distinct counts in his indictment,

and some of the ten might easily be subdivided

to make more. He prefers charges thus: a grain

eater, damaging crops in field and shock; eats

buds, sprouts, flowers, and every green thing cul-

tivated; at certain times does great damage to

fruit (this is admittedly one of the culprit's lesser

crimes); comes early and monopolizes nesting

sites, dispossessing other birds; is filthy in his

habits, defacing dwellings; chokes eaves troughs
and gutter pipes with nesting material, sometimes
defiling cisterns; strongly suspected of carrying

germs of hog cholera from place to place; dis-

tributes poultry lice (in one instance a single

feather in a sparrow: 's nest harbored 72 chicken

mites, and as there were 250 feathers in the nest,

it is assumed that there were 18,000 mites); the

tenth count in the indictment is based upon
fecundity—three and sometimes four broods in a

single season, so that a dozen pairs of healthy

birds might produce hundreds of thousands in

three or four seasons.

Still, in spite of learned investigators, or per-

haps because of them—as a relief from their

technical findings—it seems desirable that one

should find, appended to the long summary of
maladventures, at least one event in the English

sparrow's life that touches either upon the heroic

or the kindly. Is not the isolation afforded by
such generous enmity in itself heroic? Or is the

heroism too successful in perpetuating itself to

merit any esteem? Is there not the seed of some
kindly thought for such a bird when it seems to

flee all its lesser enemies to seek a refuge in prox-

imity to the greatest of them all? Or must this

be looked upon as evidence of taking an unfair

advantage? Can nothing better be said than

that he enlivens winter landscapes when there are

few other birds about? Harvey Whipple.
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Velvet Water
Water made so delightfully soft that a bath is

like ^lidinfj: into velvet, is the greatest (>f all

modern conveniences. The utmost in luxury is

to be found in pure, soft, sparkling water freed

from all mineral impurities by

Griiiiitit
The Water Softening Filter

This system, a simple filter, is installed in small bungalows
and palatial mansions, it is the most talked of feature of the

ultra-modern Biltmore Motel, New York.

No home is complete without this comfort bringing necessity.

If rite for interesting brochure "Velvet Water Velvet Skin"

THE PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42d St. New York

BURROWES RUSTLESS SCREENS
For Good Houses

Every screen on door, window
or |>orch is plainly to lie seen
from both outside and in. If

pro|x>rly made, screens can
adil materially to the attrac-

tiveness of your house.

Burrowes Rustless Screens
look right because they con-
form to the house plan in de-
sign, and harmonize with the
house trim in color, finish and
hardware. Every order re-

ceives individual treatment.

The famous Burrowes Rust-
less Copbronze Netting is held
tight as a drumhead in frames
of cabinet workmanship and
finest selected stock. Each
screen made to exact measure-
ments, guaranteed to agree
with specifications, and backed
by 43 years' experience.

Cheaply made screens must
be replaced every two or three

seasons because the netting

rusts out and the frames fall

apart. These are the most
expensive. Burrowes Rustless

Screens have a slightly higher

first cost because they are

built to withstand exposure
and hard service for years

and years.

Burrowes Rustless Screens are

made to order only. They are

designed by a screen expert to

meet your requirements. Our
salesman in your territory will

show samples of nett ing, styles

of finish, door designs and
hardware, and estimate exact

cost to you. freight allowed.

Write for CATALOG NO. D
—full of practical suggestions

for screening good houses. We
make all kinds of GOOD
SCREENS, either wood or

metal frame.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO., 91 Brown St., Portland, Me.
Offices in large cities Our mail-order department reaches everywhere

CONCRETE and stucco lend them-
selves to very attractive, artistic

effects when finished with

Bay State'22s?Coating
This gives a rich color tone, white or tinted,

without losing the distinctive texture of the ma-
terial. Bay State Coating is also weatherproof— it

keeps concrete walls absolutely dry.

For interiors, it is- equally desirable, being fire-retard-
ing, damp-preventing and light-reflecting.

.Samnlp fan FfPP Ifyou are going to build, test BayOdmpie Vein rree. StateCoating on concrete. Say
what color you prefer. Ask for color card and booklet 1

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND&CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers
Boston, Mas*.

New York Office : Architects' Building

Patio in residence of Mrs. M. C. Russell, Hollywood, Col.
Elmer Grey, Architect. Finished with Bay State Coating.

t
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WITH THE SPRING THE TALLY-HO

AS THE spring comes, so assuredly comes the

coaching season. This proves that though
the automobile as a means of transportation

may have supplanted the horse, the horse is still

the pride of the sportswoman. There is no sport

which compares to the driving of a four-in-hand;

testing the mettle of the spanking leaders and wheelers

and guiding them through a busy thoroughfare as

easily and gracefully as on an open road, is a feat in

horsemanship which takes a cool, clear head and
splendid nerve. Yet many women tool their own
coaekes and at the annual coaching parade in the

spring it is a charming sight.

If a woman is tooling her own coach she naturally

and fitly appears in a plain tailor-made suit, with a light

high-collared top coat over all, and one of the snappy
English silk four-in-hand ties. Her hat is a plain,

stiff sailor shape in a glazed straw, in black or white,

with an elastic band about a quarter of an inch wide
to keep the hat in place. Heavy gloves in tan or

corn color finish her useful costume. Her women
guests are free in their choice of attire and may be a bit more feminine.

The hats for coaching this season are charming in their wide variety;

one of the ultra men milliners has a rare selection of soft straws in bewitch-

ing shapes, done in a wonderful shade of pink, corn color, or navy blue,

and even in a canary yellow. These hats have flowers or fruits either

painted or embroidered on them as trimming, and they are eminently
suited for coaching as there is noth-

ing to catch the wind or dust.

Another famous hat shop has a

new model in a natural colored

plaited weave straw; the edges are

bound with a bit of ribbon for sta-

bility, and a ribbon band runs

through the crown and ends in a

stifF little bow knot; at the back a

bunch of flowers in worsted appear
as trimming. A hat which appealed

as most effective was in brown straw
with a parrot embroidered on the

crown, in the vivid greens, blues, and
reds of birds of that ilk. Then for

the woman to whom the small,

smartly built hat is more becoming,
there was a fine double straw in black
with an ostrich feather quilling and
a straight ostrich feather clipped

and curled closely, standing high directly in front—less youthful perhaps
than the sailor shapes, but most effective.

The parasols for coaching this spring are a bit on the Japanese order, with a

short stick and a silken cord to attach the parasol to the wrist when not in use.

The coverings are most gay, the main part of the cover being in a plain silk

gathered in to a straight border gay in many colored flowers. An umbrella as

well as a parasol is a distinct asset for coaching. These
are along plain lines, but appropriate for the practical

comfort of protection from the sun; they have the crook
handle in either leather or wood covering, and may be
had in plain red, dark blue, or slate color.

New model of a top hat for the "whip" and heavy
leather gloves for tooling the coach and four this

spring

the man who tools his own
appears larger than that of
The crown is straight, less

wider, a two-inch brim being

A parasol for coaching—a short handle with loop to attach to the arm for safety. The parasol is

in gay colors and most effective. An English coaching "en tout car" for both rain and sun-
shine—in slate color with leather covered handle

THE WHIP ON PARADE

SPORTSMAN tools his four-in-hand himself,

but permits his chauffeur to run his car,

which proves that the horse is still supreme
with him. The driving of four prancing, perfectly

appointed horses is a sport of the few, as it is a
luxury, and so will remain the pride of the horseman
until in this machine-driven world the horse becomes
as extinct as the dodo. It is a far cry to that day on
Long Island.

In the appointments of his horse and coach, as well

as in his own apparel, the whip is most scrupulously
correct. Every detail is inspected before turning
out at a club function, where the horn of the tally-ho

and the gayly dressed women add to the festive ap-
pearance of a polo game or a race meet.
Men's apparel changes very little in style from

year to year—it is only the observant eye which
notes a new model.

The top hat of

coach this season

last year's model,

tapering at the top, and the brim is

quite the correct thing. A black or mixed gray and black cutaway
coat and a soft black silk tie slightly puffed is the proper thing for

the formal coaching function. The gentleman whip on a public

coach wears the light top hat in gray or a sand color, with a top coat

to match, and a white soft tie.

HANDLING THE RIBBONS WITH GLOVES

The gloves for coaching are worn
very loose and are in a heavy cape
or doeskin, in tan, red brown, or

corn color, with stitching of the
same shade as the leather.

The handkerchiefs for men are in

fine white linen with a hemstitched
edge and a border in cross-bar effect,,

the initials being embroidered in

one corner. Other handkerchiefs,

less fine, and with a rolled hem, are
serviceable for less ceremonious oc-

casions, and are not so expensive.

An accessory for the rug which is.

folded neatly and precisely over
the knees of the driver is a brass disk

to be fastened on the rug in the

centre of the lower edge. It is in

lacquered brass and has the initials of the owner engraved or cut out in

an open work effect on the plate.

Another useful adjunct of the coaching outfit is a pair of clips bound
together with a small chain and made in the same lacquered brass, to hold

the rug firmly in place.

The change of horses at the way stations of the coaching trip must be
accomplished in record time. A watch which comes
in a handsome leather case, to be worn on the wrist,

is one of the necessary belongings in the comfort

of the coaching outfit. These cases come in pig skia

or in various kinds of black leather.

A hat in fine brown straw with an embroidered parrot in colors
spread effectively on the side

A black hat of double straw with ostrich feather
trimmings for coaching or more formal occasions

A large hat in natural straw—fancy weave—with a ribbon binding.

Has bunch of worsted flowers on the brim
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ESTABLISHED 1B18

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing Ready Made or to Measure

for Spring

Evening Clothes, Cutaways, Sack Suits

Sporting Clothes and Light weight Overcoats

English Hats and Furnishings

Boots and Shoes for Dress, Street and

Outdoor Sports

Trunks, Bags and Leather Goods

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON BRANCH
1 4.9 Themunt Street

NEWPORT BRANCH
220 Bellevue Avenue

Your Garden would be weeks ahead now
if you had started your plants in a hothouse and brought them
out when warm weather came. A late season doesn't bother

the flower lover who has a greenhouse in which to give his

garden plants the right start.

A Moninger Greenhouse
will prove the most satisfactory to any builder. Designed in

accordance with the most advanced greenhouse construction, it

affords the maximum of light. Constructed of the highest

grade of materials, it is most permanent in character.

Our half century's experience in building greenhouses and
the price advantages which our vast volume of business assures,

are at the disposal of every one who plans a greenhouse, no

matter how large or how small. We will gladly submit plans

and estimates free of charge.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO

920 Blackhawk Street

CINCINNATI
2312 Union Central Bids

NEW YORK
Marbridge Building
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TABLE DELICACIES
The Potato from Soup to Salad

ANN REMSEN

You-^nain in stamina and fitness if you partake
regularly of

Maillard's Breakfast Cocoa
— an exceedingly valuable addition to the diet,

because it is rich in the health-giving and strength-

affording essentials that you need.

Easy to make— delicious to take

AT ALL GOOD STORES

UNLESS we are following a strict diet to

preserve the svelte slender lines of the

figure, we can appreciate the feeling

of the small boy invited to his first dinner. He
came home crestfallen and on being asked the

cause, he whispered, "It wasn't a real dinner
after all because there wasn't no potatoes."

Potatoes are thought a commonplace com-
modity, because most cooks give little thought
to the variety of ways of preparing them. They
are usually served as a vegetable and are either

mashed, boiled, or baked; but the hundreds
of more appealing ways are not thought of.

A dinner of potatoes in many forms could be
served from soup to sweets. A delicious soup
is a cream of potato with a dash of onion.

CREAM OF POTATO SOUP

One quart of fresh milk, 6 large potatoes,

I stalk of celery, i small onion (if liked). Put
milk to boil with celery. Pare potatoes and
boil thirty minutes. Then mash them fine

and light and add the boiling milk. Butter,
salt, and pepper to taste. Rub through a

strainer and serve immediately. When in

tureen add a cup of whipped cream as an im-
provement, not a necessity.

POTATOES AU GRATIN A VALUABLE AND TRIED
RECIPE

Butter a large platter and spread upon it a
quart of cold potatoes cut into small cubes;

Creamed Chicken
A LA KING

—a noteworthy entree for

dinner, a delightful break-
fast, a fine luncheon or
late supper. Ready in a

moment. Keep some on
hand and surprise your
guests.

It's just like you find it

at the millionaire hotels and blue-blood
clubs. Made of fresh young poultry, rich
golden cream dressing, a faw bright red
pimentos and plenty of tender mushrooms.
Cooked and seasoned to a nicety, ready to

heat and serve on toast or patty shells.

Great for when the maid is out.

Purity Cross Creamed Chicken a la King is only 25c
and 50c. At best grocers.

If not yet at yours hewill order it if you ask for some,
or I will supply you direct at the special price of
$1.40 a half dozen 25c size:
$2.85 a half dozen 50c size, express
prepaid, if you will send me your
best grocer's name.

PURITY CROSS, Inc.

Route 2 C. L. Providence, R. I.

/ Purity '

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER

Absolutely Pure

No Alum—No Phosphate

ONES
DAIRY FA'RM

iAUSAGE

Jones Dairy Farm
Breakfast Ham

Put into a casserole or earthen

baking dish thin slices of Jones

Dairy Farm Ham to the depth

of two or three inches. Pour
over them a very little water

and bake until tender. Brown
the slices by alternating those

on top, leaving the cover off.

This leaves the fat entire, and
you will find it much more ten-

der than ordinary fried ham.
It is delicious.

MILO C. JONES, Jones Dairy Farm

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

PDMPEIAN OLIVE OILALWAYS FRESH
The belief that Olive Oil can be packed like peas,
corn, tomatoes, etc., and kept indefinitely, is wholly
erroneous.

You will find that there is the same marked dif-

ference between fresh olive oil and olive oil packed
months ago as there is between a newly laid egg
and an egg months old. Insist on Pompeian

FULL MEASURE TINS
V2 Pint— Pint— Quart— ]/2 Gallon

THE STANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

After Shopping
M ^ or any fatigue

"

^Vea
MOST DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less drudgifying home-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman. H contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of

the Ladies Home Journal, and the National Secretary of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net $1.00.

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, n W.
32nd St.,N. Y.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York
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POTATOES AS AN KNTIlll

\ prrttv » i\ of serving potatoes for .i lunch

party is to mate a little rinn of ereainv mashed

potitoeii aiul nil with finely chopped French
mUthfOOrnt, with a thuk. .ream same, adding

the juice of the itMiktd mushrooms to the

sauce. IJarnish with mimed parsley, and
serve.

I'OI Vli'l s \s V VI l.l IMil.

I

\nother w.iv of serving potatoes which is

appealing is to stuU them; a ijintd recipe is .is

follows:

Si I. > t ind wash fine, large, old potatoes and
hate until mealy; when eool eut in half, re-

move all the inside of the potato, t.iking rare

not to hreak the skin lo each potato .idd

one tahlespoonful of milk, one teaspoonful of

Cteam or butter; beat until verv light, season

with salt and pepper to taste, and put on the

ItOVC in .i s. inn p.m. allowing it to remain until

it just dimes to .i boil. Kill the potato skins

with this mixture, cover over with grated

cheese, and put in a hot oven to brown.

rorvroi s \ i v in' i ii vmi i

Steam the potatoes, and when done, cut
them in slices and place on a heated dish,

have a bechamel sauce ready, pour it over the
potatoes, and serve very hot.

POTATO BOL'LETTES

\s ,i garnish lor a fish dish or a baked meat
course, houlcttes of potatoes are most satis-

factor\ , tin \ are made in the following way:
: cups of mashed potatoes
i tahlespoonful of chopped parsley

i teaspoonful of onion juice

l teaspoonful of salt

a dash of cay.-nne

yolks of two eggs

Z teaspoonfuls of cream
I teaspoonful of powdered sweet marjoram
a piece ft butter the size of .i walnut.

Heat the yolks lightly and add them to the
potatoes, then add all the other ingredients;
mix well, put into a saucepan and stir over
the tire until the mixture leaves the sides of
the pan. lake from the fire; when cool,

form into bullets, dip first in egg and then in

bread crumbs, and fry in boiling fat.

GLAtED SWEET POTATOES

Cut cold sweet potatoes in slices about an
inch thick and season well with salt and pep-
per. For one quart of potatoes, melt half a
cup of butter and add two tablespoonfuls of
sugar to it; dip the slices in this liquid and lay
them in a large pan. Cook twelve minutes, in

a very hot oven. They should be a rich,

glossy brown.

POTATO SALAD

Potato salad has been called the poor rela-

tion of the salad family, but if properly dressed
it is a delicious hasty salad. The thoughtful
housekeeper has always a small bow l of cooked
potatoes as a foundation for many wonderful
dishes. 1 he secret of success in any salad is

the dressing, and the vital part of the dressing
in the oil used; it is a culinary crime not to use
the best olive oil made—it will be the cheapest
in the end. A recipe for a good potato salad
is as follows:

Boil six large potatoes, in their skins, in
stock or boiled salted water; skin, slice, and
pour over them a dressing made from two
tablespoonfuls of cream, one tahlespoonful of
olive oil, two tablespoonfuls of vinegar (one
tarragon and one cider), with salt to taste.
Toss together with a small piece of onion and a
tahlespoonful of parsley chopped fine. Chill
and serve.

// yim villi Inlmmittlim nlmul itiift
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For the Nation's Defense
The- Nation's defense is not in ^uns or

dieadnaunlits alone, lint in the men of

health and stamina who do t he work of fac-

tory or farm, or manage the great indus-

trial enterprises. Building sturdy hoys

for national defense is largely a question

of food and exercise. T he best food for

youngsters and grown-ups is

Shredded
Wheat

Being made of the whole wheat it supplies all the material for the
building of the perfect human body and is prepared in a digestible-

form. A daily diet of Shredded Wheat means preparedness for any
task that calls for physical endurance or mental alertness. It is ready-
cooked and read v-to-serve. •

For breakfast heat one or more Biscuit* in

the oven to restore crispness
. pour hot or

cold milk over ihem, adding a little cream;

salt or sweeten to suit the tasle. Deliciously

nourishing for any meal with stewed prunes,

sliced bananas, or canned fruits of any kind.

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Buy Maple Syrup Direct
from the Woods

Miiil .10c. for sample quart. If il is not the N'st you ever
had we will refund I he money. Write for prices and sam-
ple of butter by |>arcel post.

Justamere Farm
B. C. Buxton Middletown Springs. Vt.

Artistic Country Grounds
Free expert criticism of plans.
Suggestions on specific points.

THE READERS' SERVICE

I
Franco

t American
Soups

n r,

At the

better stores.

Country Life in America Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

WhiteHouse
^Coffee^

In every state and territory of the union, " White
House" Collee has found thousands of enthusiastic
friends. Critically has it been tested and compared;
and the universal decision is that— for perfection
of quality, richness of flavor and undeviating
uniformity— it truly has not an equal. Sueh
a superb Coffee should surely interest you to the
point of ordering it from your grocer— who can
always easily obtain it.

Comes whole, ground or pulverized . as preferred.
Packed only in all-tin 1, 2, and 3 pound cans.

JUST AS GOOD AS OUR COFFEE, IS
OUR SPLENDID "WHITE HOUSE"

'TEA*

The United States of America »>l ^ V ^^^»
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The Home You Want
You want it beautiful, comfortable, protected against fire,

moderate in first cost and low in repairs and upkeep.

One material may afford the greatest beauty— another the

lowest cost, etc. But which material gives the best average ?

Atlas-White Stucco
Good stucco is economical— almost as low as wood—and offers

protection against fire. Well-built stucco is lasting— will not

crack—needs no painting or upkeep, and is easy to heat—lower

coal bills. Beauty, distinctive finishes and warm mellow tones

are made possible by the use of Atlas-White Cement.
Ask your architect and contractor about stucco for your purpose.

Send for the Atlas-White Portfolio for Home Builders, containing

information on the advantages and disadvantages of stucco and
other materials, and reproductions of Atlas-White Stucco Homes.
It is free on request—use coupon below.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company

ATLAS
^laaHnHaHl

The Atlas Portland Cement Company, jo Kroad Street, New York., or Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago

Send me the Atlas-White Portfolio. I am interested in houses costing about $

Name and Address — G-5-16

Plan a Trip to the Pacific Coast
where the joy of out-of-doors is enhanced a thousandfold by hundreds
of miles of incomparable boulevards along the sunny Pacific and to the

summit of the snowy Sierras; where you can swim, boat, fish, play golf,

tennis and polo, climb the mountains and motor. Arrange to visit

Portland, the City of Roses, climb Mount Hood, take a trip over

the wonderful Columbia Highway, visit Spokane and Seattle, with

Mount Ranier, then to San Francisco, passing Mount Lassen, the active

American Vesuvius, and Mount Shasta, to the Golden Gate. Santa
Barbara and Los Angeles are the playground of the Pacific Coast and
the center of hundreds of points of romantic interest—Pasadena, San
Gabriel, the beaches, Mount Lowe and Mount Wilson, and Riverside,

the center of the orange district and the site of the historic Mount Rubi-
doux, a short distance from Arrowhead Hot Springs and on the main
automobile route to San Diego, where the all-year-round 1916 Exposi-

tion is being held. Across the Bay is Coronado with its polo, bathing

and out-door sports. Return through Arizona, and the Grand Canyon,
Salt River Valley and Chandler, via the Roosevelt Dam; then Southeast
through New Mexico, through El Paso, San Antonio, Houston and
Galveston, or the Gulf of Mexico. Include all or any part of these hotels

in your itinerary; full information, with illustrated booklets, will be
forwarded from

TRAVEL SERVICE BUREAU
WORLD'S, WORK COUNTRY LIFE !N AMERICA

I I West 32nd Street, New York
REVIEW OF REVIEWS CO.
30 Irving Place, New York City

THE OUTLOOK COMPANY
381 Fourth Ave., New York City

E. K HOAK, Pacific Coast and Southwest Mgr.

4 1 2 West Sixth Street Los Angeles, California

SAN FRANCISCO, California

Hotel St. Francis

James Woods
Manager

OAKLAND, California

Hotel Oakland
Carl Sword
Manager

LOS ANGELES, California

Hotel Alexandria
Vernon Goodwin
Vice-President and

Managing Director

RIVERSIDE, California'!

Glenwood Mission Inn

Frank Miller

Master

SAN DIEGO, California

U. S. Grant Hotel

Jas. H. Holmes
General Manager

CORONADO BEACH, California

Hotel del Coronado

J. J. Hernan
Manager

THE REINDEER OF ALASKA
OUNTRY life in Alaska is something

that most of us know very little

about. There are, however, inter-

esting agricultural developments
going on in that country, wherever
agriculture is possible, which will,

in time, greatly increase Alaska's economic value
to the United States.

But what of the vast reaches of territory, cold

and snowbound, where tillage of the soil is prac-

tically impossible?

Twenty-four years ago the Eskimos on the
great untimbered grazing lands of the Arctic and
Bering Sea coastal regions, from Point Barrow to

Alaska Peninsula, were nomadic hunters and
fishermen, ekeing out a precarious existence upon
the rapidly disappearing game animals and fish.

During this quarter of a century these Eskimos
have become a race of civilized, thrifty men.
Education is partly responsible for this change,
but the most important factor has been the intro-

duction of the reindeer industry. They now
have in their herds assured support for them-
selves and an opportunity to acquire wealth by
the sale of meat and skins. These reindeer, too,

furnish a new means of transportation and an
assured clothing and food supply to the mining
and trading settlements in Arctic and sub-Arctic

Alaska.

For this change in Alaskan living conditions,

the Bureau of Education of the U. S. Department
of the Interior is responsible, and the man to

St - W^f*0^%<

A reindeer herd at Mountain Village on the Yukon

whom most of the credit is due is Mr. W. T.
Lopp, Chief of the Alaska Division of the Bureau.
He planted most of the original herds, and edu-
cated the natives who are now the leaders of the

industry among their people. Incidentally, he
probably knows more about the reindeer than
any other man in the United States.

The reindeer industry in Alaska began in 1892,

with the importation by the Bureau of Education
of 171 reindeer from Siberia. The importation
continued until 1902, and a total of 1,280 were
brought over. At the time the last report was
compiled there were 57,872 reindeer in Alaska,

distributed among sixty-five herds. This total

represented a net increase of 22 per cent, during;

the fiscal year, notwithstanding the fact that
nearly 6,000 reindeer were killed for meat and
skins; 66 per cent, of these are owned by natives.

The average value is $25 a head, and the total

income of the natives from the industry for the

year, exclusive of the meat and hides used by
themselves, was $77,934.

Statistics are always dull, but these figures

will give some idea of the difference the reindeer

must have made in the life of these Northern
wards of ours. The Bureau of Education is dis-

tributing the reindeer as rapidly as the natives

can be trained to individual ownership, the

policy being to encourage initiative and inde-

pendence among the native population.

The reindeer service is an integral part of the

educational system, and the district superintend-

ents of schools are also superintendents of the

reindeer service. Promising and ambitious

young natives are selected as apprentices, re-

ceiving six, eight, or ten reindeer at the close of
the first, second, and third years respectively,

and ten more at the close of the fourth year.

Upon the satisfactory termination of his appren-

ticeship, the native becomes a herder and assumes
entire charge of a herd, and must in turn employ
and train apprentices.

The industry is carefully protected. No na-

tive is permitted to sell or otherwise dispose of a

female reindeer to any person other than a native

of Alaska, so that there is little danger of white

men depriving the natives of their means of

livelihood.

The figures quoted show that the reindeer is a
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Miss Hall's
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Holmes Road to Lenox.

Forty-five acres. One thou-

sand feet above the sea level.

Miaa MIR A H. HALL, Principal
Pittsfield. Massachusetts

Miss Bangs and Miss Whiton, 1890-1916

Ta« Only Country School lor Girls in New York City

Hoarding Jiul l).n S>ln«i|. Spj.iniis recreation

grounds. w.M.^t,! park, minis courts. Ml r l>«-

outdoor advantage* of the country with full cn-
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concerts. Small enough to he a real home, large

enough to he a "Real School." Strong Mum<
Deparrment. Special courses in dancing, elocu-

tion and art.
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THE FINEST SUMMER CRUISE
ON THE ATLANTIC SEABOARD

[2 •7.V
f All Expense $^^00
Northern Cruise 1—

Visitin.)

cttual in inter.

Visiting HAl
ST. JOHXS.

New tourist \tri

it,novelty.and healthfulness to a European cruise.
tFAX. Nora Scotia, the land of Evangeline, and
VeH'fot>Ni//<inJ. the Norway of Ametica, via the

Red Cross Line
uit.il>,, STKriliSO wmt »'IOWZri, fitted with every
.trt\ de, ice. Cost of trip Includes every essential expense.
> in i-ort Splendid . uisine. or, hestr.i. se.i sports. Ship is

entire trip. Reduced Kates tor Su|ierior A, omniodations.

BOWR1NG & COMPANY

COUNTRY BOARD
Light airy rooms, all conveniences; centrally lo-

cated; table the best; terms moderate. Investigate.

MRS. FRANK H. MacGREGOR
128 Centre St. Bethel. Conn.

Garden City
Doubleday. Page Sc. Company

Ne

What School

for your

Boy or Girl?

q
The Readers' Service

Department will help

you decide this im-

portant question.

17 Battery PI., New York

WILL MORE MONEY HELP?
As s member of our agency organization, securing subscribers

for The World's Work. Country Life in America and The Garden
Magazine, you can increase your earnings — many are doing it.

Send your name to the Circulation Dept.

York

UK LARCt^T FIREPROOF

RESORT HOTti IH THt WORID

THt SPIRIT Of AMERICA
AT PLAY

MAGNITUDE AND CHEERfUlNESS

D.S.WMITt.Prpit. J.WMOTT.rlqr. {

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UNIQUE FEATURES:
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
flanked with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqlei.the Forecourt,

Fountain of Fate.Cloi iter Garden,

Restaurant, Submarine Grill,

Rose Hall, LibraryTower.

Belvedere and Three
Decks lookinqonthe

yg*s»- Boardwalk and
S' the Ocean.

NEW YORK
RBI {i*^

m^^ vff^ 1^^RB
Why Piy Excessive Hotel Rates? J

CLENDENINC
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..f parin,, tadroot*, srlvsta hath for

i/e* running water every room.
sJlt-K"' M. I.oiigstllir. Old Forge, N. V.

NEW JER8EY

Halfii Hall ati.antk: city, n, .i.
IjJlCIl nail, noted ami (sanatorium.
New stone, brick *. steel building. Always
open, always ready, always busy. Table
and attendance niiHnrpasm-d

«s| \ |»
•I I % < KftfTNkmi \ « orv
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New York. N.w Haran At Hartford R. R.-Bo,lon 4 Mama R. R.- Mama Central R. R.

Quaint Cape Cod Seashore
Country
Lakes

A Land of Vacation Sport and Rest—Fishing, Bathing, Sailing, Golf
Write Advertising; Department, Room 472, New Haven, Ct., for Booklet

Hell^hlf.il All .V:it,TTri|,s, m Steamships, raPTCDU OTCRlflOUin HUCC New York f'lty, Boston, Mass., Portland A
is lioiiies. mi Landlnirs. Pares are always CRtjIEIlll O I E.AMaJnlr LINL-O Coast A Interior of Maine. Nova Scotia,
lower than b) rail. Lusurpassed Facilities.

a...., w niuviin *~""*w New Brunswlck.otber Maritime Provinces

METROPOLITAN S. S MHE. Brraton a New York. Lv. each city 5 P.M. MAINE S. S LINE. Portland a New York. BOSTON a PORTLAND LINE Dsilv
ica. KENNEBEC LINE. Bo,t-.n * poinU on Kennebec River. BOSTON * BANGOR LINE frail* aereiee. INTERNATIONAL LINES. Boston a

St. John. N B via Portland. Eaftporl and Lubac. PORTLAND a ROCKLAND. PORTLAND a BOOTHBaY, BATH * BOOTRBAy. MT. DESERT a BLUE HILL
and FRONTIER LINES BOSTON a YARMOUTH S. S CO.. LTD.

YARMOUTH LINE. Boeton and Yarmouth, N S.. conneetins St Yarmouth with train! for all pointa in the Msritime Province*.

For Ticket,. Schedule* and Hotel Lirt (the latter read* Ma* I) write PaMenger Traffic Department. India Wharf. Bo*ton. Man , or Pier l». N. R. . N. Y. City

MAINE I

Bar Harbor, Maine '
Modern equipment throuirhout. 8es-
aon: Juna2Sllhlo Se|.l. 16lh. A few
naervatlon, alill available. Addreas
L. C. Prior. Hotel Lenox. Boston

~ ant Of MMU F 1 M L ST INLAND fitjORl HOUIS AUTOinG-Mlt

Wm>i%
FISMINC HUNT1N6 CAMOEING ^UPtSo

etl 1 DCS' COOKIN6-C0n rODTABU CAMPS

rORKlliaWOKH-SEND 101 fORIUUi

BO0K.TO PASSEN6ER TRAFFIC MGR.

BANGOR 8 AR005TOOK R.R.BAN60S.ML

^llllAsV MT INN Moosehead Lake. Me- Modem,
JllUHn PI I. inn re5lful-Fishing.Muntin9.80at-
ing.Golf.Tennis-$3 up-Special rates Families or
Parties-Booklet -A.A.Crafts. Greenville Jet. Me.

I NTERVALE^WmTi^iHTS. N.H.

INTERVALE HOUSE. jSTjfK Summer Home Or Re-

riNEMCNT Ano Rest With Amusement Au Impsovehehts.'

Grand SaNEm, Casruac s Garaae Liveries. Fine Roam.Au'

SeOSTS. 0»OI»TRA. EjtiuIVT TAME BooMrt H S MuOGETT. I

MASSACHUSETTS

HOTEL PURITANw Commonwealth Ave. BostonW THE DISTINCTIVE BOSTON HOUSE
fei Globe Trotters call the Puritan one of

pvJKl Ihe most homelike hotels in the world.

I ^TrV^^* Your inquiries qladly answered
I A-P-Costcllo-Mqr. and our boohlel mailed ^-j-j

TRAVEL

DICBY NOVA SCOTIA

LOUR LODGE
Golf, Tennis, Boatine. Bathing, Fishing,
Garage. 'Write for booklet.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

Sconset Cottage Club"^urV;,v;;;::"
Open June loth. Fine location. Excellent
cuisine. Surf bathing. Golf. Tennis. S3
and up.' Booklet. Address Isaac Hills.

Health a Pleaiure Resort DARK
vvitTi ttie famous Min-

eral Baths for the

relief of Rheumatism.^

Hotel a Baths under one

roof. Open all year-BooMet -

hotel moo

HEALTH RESORTS

BATTLE CREEX
A Mecca for health seekers. Over 1,000

different curative baths and treatments, re-

nowned diet system ,
reducing and fatten-

ing diets scientifically regulated, thirty^

three specializing physicians. 300 trained

nurses, restful tropical garden, colossal

recreation gymnasium, swimming pools,

beautiful natural surroundings, invigorat-

ing climate, just the place far rest and
health bunding.

Send for free booklet "The Simple Lift at a*

tStutihcli"and illustrated prospectia,

THE SANITARIUM,
. BATTLE CRFTX,
MICH.

Saratoga Springs N. Y. bJSS!SS-
Rinime, baths, climate, everr essential for

h ealthbullding. Write Dr. H. F. Baright.

Steuben Sanitarium^5

Every known advantage to chronic inva-
1 ids. beautiful surroundings: every form of
phvsical treatment: electricity, hydrother-
apy, etc. Pure air. pure food, pure water.
Perfect hygiene. Mod. rates. Write for bklt.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of thinps. Tax* fare 2Sc
Rooms $1 00 up; with hath 92 lOnr" Homecomforte
to the traveler. A- CHESHIRE MITCHELL, Mgr.
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Residence E. A. Lailner, Detroit, Mich. W. E. N. Hunter, Architect

United Fuel y Supply Co., Hy-tex Representatives, Detroit

FIRE-SAFETY, permanence, economy and beauty

are weighty arguments for Hy-tex Brick in

home-building. The discriminating builder will

find a matchless range of color-tones and textures in

Hy-tex
The Standard of Quality in Brick

fitting it to every style of architecture— to every type and size oi

building— to every personal taste.

This adaptability of Hy-tex Brick makes it an all-round, always

dependable home-building material—universal in appeal and never-

failing in satisfaction.

You cannot afford to build without knowing about Hy-tex.

Valuable information is given in our

"Genuine Economy in Home-Building"

Illustrated in colors and treating the subject comprehensively.

Sent for io cents to cover postage.

Hydraulic-Press BrickCompany
DEPT.C-55 ST. LOUIS, MO.

Baltimore; Chicago; Cleveland, Davenport; DuBois,Pa.; Indianapolis; Kansas
City; Minneapolis; NewYork City ; Omaha; Philadelphia .Toledo; Washington , D. C.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FACE BRICK. IN THE WORLD

GA6ftl£l£A
The Storey of a. I

(JUonvaivs QouragS

Ellen Glasgow
iAutbs>rjfiF"ViRGiNiA

"

What the N. Y. Evening Sun says

:

". . . brave in its message,

well told, full of rare feeling, it

is the sort of book which makes
character and cheers and
strengthens it.

"Ellen Glasgow has made a
book for modern women : she has
made it of good stuff, so that it

will be a spur towards courage

and hope to those who need
those attributes." Net$i.35

" The Best Selling Book in America."—Jltsril Bookman

At all Bookstores. Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.

Suppose You
Had Married Daniel?

fU "I had to read a 'Life of Emerson' in my™ Sophomore year at Harvard." continued Dan-
iel. "Do you know that his writings never
yielded him more than nine hundred dollars a
year! Well educated as he was, he never made
good. A dead failure. Missed the main chance,

you see. Now / have always turned every cir-

cumstance and opportunity, no matter how trif-

ling, to my own advantage."

fTI Margaret, however, finds the philosophy of

Til life of the amazing Pennsylvania Dutch fam-
ily into which she steps more uphill work than
she had ever found that of "the sage of Concord,
Massachusetts," as Danny called him.

Her Husband's Purse
Another Story of the Pennsylvania Dutch

By Helen R. Martin
Author of "Barnabetta," {Dramatized

as "Erstwhile Susan, ") "Martha of the Mennon-
ite Country,

'
' etc.

Four Illustrations Net $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

prolific animal and has made itself at home in

Alaska. The rate of increase is encouragingly
high. No deterioration in the herds on account
of inbreeding has been noted. On the contrary,

Mr. Lopp maintains that the reindeer now in

Alaska are larger animals than those which com-
prised the original stock imported from Siberia,

and that the climate is better adapted to the
industry than is that of Siberia. The herds of

Alaska average more than 700 reindeer each, so

that the danger of inbreeding cannot be serious.

The introduction of wild caribou into some of the
herds has increased the size of the reindeer in

those herds.

The greatest menace to the industry are the

fires, usually started in the neighborhood of
mining camps, which sometimes cause the wanton
destruction of vast stretches of valuable grazing
lands.

The object of the importation was originally to

furnish a source of supply for food and clothing

to the Eskimos in the vicinity of Bering Strait,

but it has resulted in the building up of a great

wealth-producing native industry in northern
and western Alaska, with a consequent beneficial

effect on the character of the people. Moreover,
a means of transportation has thus been provided
which is superior to dog teams, and this has

worked to the advantage of white men as well as

natives, particularly the missionaries and the

school superintendents.

Mr. W. D. Cram, the teacher at Barrow, in

Arctic Alaska, the northernmost school in the

world, reports as follows:

"The purchase of reindeer during the last two
years has affected the whole commercial life of

the community. It has inspired almost every
full-blooded Eskimo with a desire to become an

owner. Especially is this true of the young lads,

many of whom go to the herds every summer and
spend their vacations, there learning all the traits

and habits of the deer."

An Eskimo in ciothing made of reindeer skin

Mr. Frank B. Snowden, teacher at Noatak,
reports:

"The reindeer industry is assuredly growing,

and all indications point to reindeer herding as

the future occupation of the Eskimo. I never

saw people take so much interest in anything as

these people do in the reindeer. Even the

younger boys take a deep interest in them, and
they all aim to become herders."

Mr. Harry D. Reese, at Igloo, writes:

"Reindeer herding is fast becoming the lead-

ing industry. The income from the sale of rein-

deer meat and reindeer skins during the past year

will probably exceed that from the sale of furs.

Not only are the herds a source of wealth to the

natives, but they are also a great boon to the

teachers and to other white persons by furnishing

them with a supply of fresh meat. The industry

also educates the natives in business methods."
Practically all the teachers in the district

report in a similar vein. At Kivalina wolves

attacked the herds, but were driven off by the use

of bells.

In a personal letter Mr. Walter C. Shields,

Superintendent of Schools of the Northwestern

District of Alaska, has written me as follows:

"During the past winter I traveled about

1,500 miles with reindeer teams. This is less

than my previous trips. One winter I covered

about 3,000 miles behind deer. My work takes

me over the entire country between Nome and

Point Barrow and we have to face the worst con-

ditions of travel at various times. I make this

statement for the purpose of showing you that,

while practically all of the winter travel up here

is done behind dog teams, yet reindeer are used

by some of us, and for some of the hardest trips.

"In many ways the industry is going ahead
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Light or thus Grrrn. Prices; Ar.hfj,. ,i, Bench fjj to.

is hc.tw, sAibslinti.il, strong, well p.iintcd— to

withst.inJ .ill kinds of wind .mil wcitht-r.

All our designs h.i \ e hern pn-p.trcd under
the lUptrvhkMI >! the best authority on this,

subject, jnd i he price* .ire the ».ime .is for

Mi hmc nude Roods.
Send vour order now. because it lakes time

to put on List coati of paint.

Nnv tllw.traltJ CaUlotut Ready. AddttU

j^cighborbooD Craft
llHIM Vlllll Long Isl*;Nd. New York

System

Of Underground Refute Disposal

Keeps your garbage nut 01 Hghl in

the ground, away from the cat, ilojj,

ami typhoid fly.
Opens with foot Hands never touch.

-fft^.H.r-HSl
Underground G.A.ge

ms and Keluse? Keceivers
A Fireproof Receiver (or ashes,
sweepiruts and oily waste in house or
G \K.\i.l

Our UnHtrfround Earth Closet
means freedom from polluted water.

Uok for our I . ..I. larki

In ttw 12 yn. It Paul to look uj up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

< ii IrTKPHI >>.o\. \irv.

• H r'arrar Hi., I . ..... Vaae.

WE WANT YOU
to secure new subscribers to the World's Work, Country Life in

America and The Garden Magazine in your town. Your spare
time thus invested w ill In.* profitable; literal commissions. Ad.lrcss

Circulation Pepl.

Doubleday, Page & Company; Garden] City, New York
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Six Garages and
Stanley Hardware

This is the title of an interesting book illus-

trating and describing garages from $200. to

$20,000. It will be sent free to those who
intend building: or are only "thinking about
it." It is not a catalogue.

Write for your copy to-day. A post card mil bring it.

NCW BRITAIN V CONN. L

New York
100 Lafayette Street

Chicago
73 East Lake Street

AS USUAL I SPECIFY • *

ii liijiijii jiij iMM

"AS USUAL I SPECIFY CLINTON WIRE LATH. I DO
XTL. thifl advisedly. I follow the work of my contemporaries and

find thai ('Union Wire Lath is used by the leading men of my
profession throughout the country."
" I have recently witnessed the demolition of several structures that were erected

over 50 years ago in which Clinton Wire Lath was used and when torn out by
the wreckers was as useable as the day it was put in. The secret of Clinton

Wire Lath rigidity and permanence is due to the fact that the lath is completely

imbedded in the plaster or stucco—away from the destructive effects of air

and moisture."

Send for our profusely illustrated book, "Successful Stucco Houses;" also "Clinton Handbook on

Lath and Plaster." Both mailed free.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
Firit Pvwtr £mQ

57 PARKER STREET
Vuwn tf Win Cttlh In thi WtIJ

II CLINTON. MASSACHUSETTS
,f" Pompel Ian" and "Golden Bronie" Screen Cloth, Clinton Painted Wire Screen Cloth. Clinton

"Silver Finish Screen Cloth, Clinton Poultry Netting. Clinton Electrically welded Fabric for reinforcing

Concrete. Hunt Corner Bead. Tree Guards, Fence Gates, Clinton Perforated Steel Rubbish Burners. Per-

forated Metals for all purposes and processes.

The Readers' Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.00 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

FOR FORMAL PLANTING

PinusCembra Is Good
because it is comparatively rare and is a slow

growing variety. If used for a formal accent

it will not outgrow its proportions as will quicker

growing evergreens.

2 - 2' 2 feet balled and burlapped, $2.50 Each
f. o. b. Holliston

Ask for prices on larger sizes up to 7 feet.

Juniperus Virginiana (Red Cedar)
3!4 • 4 feet balled and burlapped, $2.50 Each

f. o. b. Holliston

EASTERN NURSERIES
Henry S. Dawson, Manager JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS.
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Serves More People in More Ways than any^
other Institution of its kind in the World

COVERS
THE CONTIN

Akron
Albany
Atlanta

Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbut
Dallat

Dayton
Denver
Detroit

Duluth
Galveston
Houghton
Houston
Indianapolis

Kama* City

Los Angcle»
Louisville

Memphis
Mil waukee
Minneapolis

Nashville

Newark
New Orleans
New York
Omaha
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland
Rochester
St Louis

St Paul
Salt Lake City

Sao Diego
San Francisco

Seattle

Syracuse

Toledo
Tulsa
Washington
Wilkes Barre

Youngstown

THE CANADIAN
H. W.JOHNS-MANV1LLE

CO., LIMITED

Toronto
Montreal
Winnipeg
Vancouver

H.W.Johns-
Manville Co.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

296 Madbon Ave.
New York City

The Peril of the Wood Shingle Roof

A flying spark—a driving wind—a shingle

roof dry as tinder—and then a fire. Count-

less disasters are caused in this way. Home
builders who know the value ofprotection

ENT^ and permanence, specify

Johns-Manville
TRANSITE

Asbestos Shingles
These shingles refuse to burn, warp, curl or split, never need
staining and outlast the building. They combine safety and
economy with handsome appearance for they are supplied in

a variety of shapes, sizes and colors that give great latitude

of artistic effects. They rival slate in durability—outclass it in

looks—cos* Jess— are lighter in weight and easier to apply.

Ask your carpenter, roofer or slater about them and about

J-M Roofing Responsibility
—the unimpeachable responsibility of a nation-wide organization that
stands for the complete satisfaction of every purchaser. Through the
exclusive system of J-M ROOFING REGISTRATION, you can now
register your J-M Roofing with this concern and put it in our care. Ask
nearestJ-M Branch for particulars.

1-M Roofings include a fire-retardant roofine for every purpose—J-M
Asbestos Built-Up for flat roofs—J-M Asbestos Ready for sloping roofs

—J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles for residences

—

each examined, ap-
proved, classified and labelled by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

A residence in Westchester County, New York
Beverly S. King, Architect

/Complete Works

O. Henry
/Pocket Edition bound

in Red Limp Leather

In Twelve Volumes

Options

Rolling Stones

The Four Million

The Voice of the City

Heart of the West

Roads of Destiny

The Trimmed Lamp

Cabbages and Kings

The Gentle Grafter

Strictly Business

Whirligigs

Sixes and Sevens

Each, Net $1.50

Complete Set of 1 2 Volumes
Net $18.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York ^

Rudyard Kipling's Finest

Utterance Since "Recessional"

44FRANCE
"Broke to every known mischance, lifted over all

By the light sane joy of life, the buckler of the

Gaul,

Furious in luxury, merciless in toil,

Terrible
"

The magic swing and fire of Kip-

ling's best work are in this prophetic

tribute written before the war. Read
it all for yourself, together with his

war impressions at the Front, in

FRANCE AT WAR"
Rudyard Kipling's first book in more than

three years. At all bookstores. Net 50c.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City, New York

a

fast and has outgrown its original status. From
being a philanthropic idea to save a people from
extinction, it is growing into an industry that
will undoubtedly become, in the future, a certain

factor in the meat supply, for the western coast

at least. Next year will surely see a fairly large

shipment of reindeer carcases for sale on the
coast. A small number have been sent out each
year and the future will see this side of the indus-

try grow considerably.

"Last year we started a fair for all the reindeer

men of this section, and next winter will see two
in this district. At these fairs we have racing,

pulling contests, exhibits of harness, sleds, deer-

skin clothing, etc.; also lassoing contests and a

sort of institute to meet the educational needs of
the industry as it affects the natives.

"It is impossible to give a stranger a real in-

sight into this work. Even if you visited the
North in the summer, you would learn but little.

The only way to get any idea of the work is to

spend a winter on one of our trips of inspection,

driving reindeer, eating reindeer meat, wearing
reindeer clothing from head to foot, sleeping in

reindeer sleeping bags, in company with a rein-

deer herder, talking reindeer, and observing the

reindeer herds." Alden Fearing.

CUT YOUR GARDEN TO FIT
YOUR SPACE

ANY a woman, has longed for a

flower garden, but because she has
in mind some old-fashioned stretch

of various shaped beds and wan-
dering grass walks, and has no such
half acre at her disposal, has de-

spaired of ever achieving her heart's desire. If

this description of a garden that was made a

thing of beauty on a bit of ground that did not
seem to be good for anything else suggests possi-

bilities to such a discouraged garden lover, it

will have served its purpose.

My garden was the by-product of a tennis

court. In making the court on a side hill, a

terrace was formed of rich surface soil below the

level of the court, and some one said, "Why not
turn this strip into a flower garden"?

I hardly knew at first whether to say yes or

no. A terraced garden with a cement retaining

Entrance to the garden through the arch

wall three feet high at the back and a similar one
two feet high in front meant not the dear wander-
ing posy bed of my imagination, for I, too, had
had my dreams. However, I came to see many
possibilities in this formal garden, and the re-

sults have been so charming and so easily ob-

tained that I want to share my experiences with

other garden lovers.

The terrace on which my garden is made is

fifty-five feet long and fourteen wide. It begins

at the drive and ends in a pergola twenty feet

long, so that there is a stretch of flowers and
vines seventy-five feet in length. The entrance

to the garden is through a clematis covered arch

set at the back of a semicircle of Japanese snow-

balls and white hydrangeas. There are two
other entrances—one at the opposite end through

the pergola, the other in the middle by three

cement steps from the lawn. The pergola is at

present shaded by trees, but choice varieties of

grapes have been planted and will soon cover

it. A table and two long benches invite the

tennis players to its cool retreat.

I divided my garden space into four equal

parts bisected by two walks, and with a circle in

the centre for a small fountain. The walks and
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A Free Service to

Property Owners

Who Wish to

Sell or Rent

If you have a country,

Suburban or seashore home
you wish to sell or rent,

list it without delay, in our

Real Estate Directory File.

All that is necessary for

you to do is to send a com-
plete description, state

price, terms, etc. There

is no charge for this listing

—not even in the event of

a sale or rental.

We do not act as real

estate brokers nor negoti-

ate sales in our office—we
simply co-operate with

owners desirous of selling

and renting, to reach pros-

pective purchasers, by

placing the owner in touch

with the buyer and vice

versa. Send your descrip-

tion to

Manager Real Estate Department,

Country Life in America

The National Real Estate Medium
Garden City. L. L It W. 32nd Si. N. Y.

Stories of the East
tflj Of a ship that came within sight of

11 home. Of Sultan Hamid's idea that

a Circassian prince be taken in chains to

Yemen. Of Egypt, Beirout, Jiddeh!
The bottom ot that ship was overgrown
like a garden. Much of her was burned
as fuel on her voyage, and even her win-
dows were sold for food. Of 600 ragged
soldiers from Arabia come aboard, that
had not been paid in seven years, then
£9000 in wages among them at once.
Who was saved? The Turk alone who
told this Odyssey to the American?

tfjl Of such things is "The Leopard of
jl the Sea," opening tale of "Stamboul

Nights," and listed as one of the twenty-
one best short stories published in a year.

There are twelve other tales full of the
color and romance of the East.

Stamboul Nights
By H. G. Dwight

Author of "Constantinople, Old and New"
Frontispiece Net $1.25

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Walworth Non-Fouling Steel Flag Poles
with revolving weather-proof Halyard Top
are t he most eeonomieal and permanent for

Country Estates Suburban Lawns School Grounds
Parks and Public Squares Country and Yacht Clubs

in fin I evrrv place where a display of I lie national colors or private ensigns

is desirable. They lasl a lifetime, arc lightning proof, <osl less than

wood and are handsomer.

The Flag Can't Foul in any Wind or Weather

Walworth Non-fouling Steel Poles cost less to install and practically

nothing to maintain. We furnish all lengths from 20 ft. upwards. Send

for free lx>oklet.

At the right we show Walworth revolving, ball-bearing halyard top. It

makes fouling impossible and protects the pole and the sheave wheel from

weather. Cannot get out of order, and responds to the slightest shift of wind.

Walworth Manufacturing Company
IOI First Street South Boston, Mass.

Also Chicago and New York

Birdt

THE POCKET GUIDES

ARE UNIQUE IN

NATURE LITERATURE

Flowers

EVERY BIRD, FLOWER
AND BUTTERFLY

IN NATURAL COLORS

Butterflies

WITH FLEXIBLE

COVERS. IDEAL

FOR FIELD USE

Trees

Make the Pocket Nature Guides

YourVacation Companions
few ' " "

The Butterfly Guide Dr w j.holland
This is the first pocket butterfly guide, which gives in its

natural colors each of the 255 varieties, described. It makes
the identification of our common butterflies a simple mat-
ter for amateurs. Index. Boxed. Linen Cloth, net. $1.00.

Limp Leather, net, $1.25.

Land Birds East of the Rockies

By CHESTER A. REED, B S.

101 color plates. Description of each
bird. Boxed. Linen Cloth, net, 75c.

Limp Leather, net, $1.00.

Western Bird Guide
By CHESTER A. REED. B. S.

The first complete pocket bird guide for

west of the Rocky Mountains. 230 color

plates. Boxed. Linen Cloth, net, $1.00.

Limp Leather, net, $1.25.

Tree Guide
32 colored illustrations and 211 in black and white of the trees east of the Rockies.

Boxed. Linen Cloth, net, $1.00. Leather, net. $1

TWO IMPORTANT BOOKS ABOUT BIRDS

Water and Game Birds
(East of the Rockies)

By CHESTER A. REED, B. S.

230 birds in color. Boxed. Linen
Cloth, net, $1.00. Leather, net, $1.25.

Flower Guide
( Wild Flowers East of the Rockies)

By CHESTER A REED. B. S.

102 colored illustrations, with full de-

scription of each flower. Boxed. Linen
Cloth, net, 75c. Limp Leather, net. $1.00.

By JULIA ELLEN ROGERS

The Bird Book
By Chester A. Reed, B. S.

The last word on birds. Library size.

472 pages. More than 1000 illustra-

tions of birds and their eggs. 500 of

them in four colors. Full descriptions

of 768 birds. Index. Net, $3.00.

The Propagation of Wild Birds
By Herbert K. Job

A book that tells everyone who lives in

the country how he may have the wild birds

around his home. Many unusual illustra-

tions. Net, $2.00.

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, N. Y.
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EASTON-ALLENTOWN
PtmisyhaniQ

CONCRETE ROAD

INVESTyourRoad

Tax in Perma-

nent Roads of

Concrete instead

of SPENDING it

for Repairs

Millions of dollars are wasted every year in this country keeping up
roads which won't "stay kept" under heavy motor traffic. It costs

an average of $600 per mile per year to maintain a road of macadam
under such conditions. In New York the cost is reported by the
State highway authorities to be approximately $ 1 ,000 per mile per year. Think
^of it! 5% interest on $20,000—a sum sufficient to build \ \ miles of concrete
road which would cost about $50 per year to maintain. The first cost of

concrete averages less than a third more than that of ordinary macadam ; the
upkeep is about one-twentieth as much.

Read this statement from the 9th annual re-

port of the Road Commissioners of Wayne
Co., Mich., (Detroit) about their concrete roads:
" We have never taken up and replaced a twenty-five foot section since we
have been building and developing this type of road, and its freedom from
ruts and holes has permitted us to devote our energies and moneys to new
Work instead of resurfacing and repair work, which forms so large a part of
the activities of other communities where a less durable type of road has been

built at the outset.
"

An illustrated booklet "Concrete Facts about Concrete Roads"
will be sent free upon request to anyone interested

RETE
FOR PERMANENCE
Portland Cement Association

1 1 1 West Washington Street, Chicago

Hurt Building
Atlanta

Commerce Building
Kansas City

Ideal Building
Denver

Southwestern Life Building
Dallas

1 16 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Maybe your boy will some day
build a world-famous canal—

a

bridge to span some mighty
stream. A taste for engineering

can be developed into masterly
ability by the right schooling.
The announcements of the best schools can
be found in Scribner's Magazine every month.
If detailed information is desired, address

JcribnersMagazine
Schooland College
ServiceDepartment
Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 312 - - JVetV yorK.

The Art of Making
Things Happen

tf]T The soul of advertising is the
jI soul of America. We are not

disposed, in a new country, to let

things happen of themselves.
The spirit that is back of all our
more characteristic American
inventions seems to be this adver-
tising spirit—the spirit of taking
things in hand ourselves and of

making them happen.—Extract from "We"

WeBy Gerald
Stanley
Lee

Author of

CROWDS
Advertising war ojf the face of the globe.

Net $1.50 At All Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

the fountain are bordered with red brick, while
the steps, fountain, and walls are built of ce-
ment.
The first plants set were two dozen roots of

ampelopsis along the two retaining walls, so that
they will soon be walls of solid green. The outer
border of the walk around the fountain is of day
lilies, whose broad leaves have a tropical look
and whose fragrant white flowers come in August.
It may be well to say right here that this garden
is a part of a summer home which is occupied only
from the last of June to the middle of September,
and for that reason the early spring and late

autumn flowers are alike given second place.
Still they are not left out entirely. Inside the
brick border of the fountain are native ferns and
Kenilworth ivy.

I arranged my flower beds according to color.

The bed next to the pergola and on the lower

The middle entrance to the garden by three cement steps from
the lawn, showing the ampelopsis already in evidence

side of the garden is of purple and gold. Next
to the pergola is a great clump of wild asters

and goldenrod. Earlier in the spring the same
space is filled with daffodils and purple iris.

About the roots of the asters are enough pan-
sies to keep a vase filled all the time. Then
come marigolds in all mixtures of gold and
brown, and next to them a square yard of what
the master of the house declares best of all

—heliotrope. On the outer edge, fringing the
wall, are purple verbenas, while the inside bor-
der along the walk is of ageratum and sweet
alyssum. In fact sweet alyssum, forms the inside

border of the whole garden. All these plants,

with the exception of the asters and goldenrod,
which are at the end, are so low that they do not
hide the beds behind them.

The second bed—the one next to the pergola in

the rear—is red and yellow and not inharmonious
with the purple and gold. At the end are small
sunflowers, a great delight to the humming-
birds and goldfinches. At the back, completely
hiding the stone wall, is a row of scarlet dahlias of
heroic size. In front of them come salvias and
gladioli, and the rest of the bed is filled with
zinnias. Though the zinnia is rather a coarse

flower when studied by itself, it gives effects that
nothing else does. The colors are many and
none of them is raw; they have the richness

and softness of an Eastern rug and seem to
blend into one glorious harmony. Of course
this bed would not be complete without a bor-
der of nasturtiums.

My third bed, the one toward the drive in

front, is all in pink and white. Pink and white
verbenas festoon the wall, and in the spring pink
and white tulips and hyacinths should fill the

centre. Later their places are taken by pink
and white asters and snapdragons. At one end
of this bed is a small crabapple tree, whose tiny
pink balls were so beautiful when the garden was
made that the tree was spared and has become a

permanent part of the garden. Under its shade
lilies-of-the-valley and begonias flourish.

The fourth bed is somewhat hidden by this

small tree, but gets plenty of sun in the afternoon.

It is largely blue and white, but hospitably re-

ceives any flowers that find room nowhere else.

At the back, tall white cosmos blooms from early

in July. Next comes a row of white phlox; then-

bachelor's buttons, larkspurs, Canterbury bells,

stock, balsam, and sweet Williams make a riot

of color. This bed is composed largely of peren-

nials.

Besides the flowers already named, corners are

filled with tall, fragrant lilies, and mignonette

adds its fragrance to the borders. Next year
there will be some additions, but if the garden is

as beautiful every year as it has been during its

first season, it will triumphantly justify its exist-

ence.

May Ellis Nichols.
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Yellowstone

•37

Union Pacific
POPULAR AND DIRECT
YELLOWSTONE ROUTE

IMPERIAL
Garden Furniture
Window Boxes. KIowit Pots.
Vases. Bench Seats. Pedestals.
Fountains. Made in the linest
quality Cement.

Dtscription stnt on ttqutsl

SAMUEL HASLAM
172 Pomona Art. Newark. N. J.

The Garden of
Personality

requtresyour personal effort in plan-
ning it. An hour spent in my bulb-
gardens, studying my collection of
nearly a thousand varieties of Tulips
and Daffodils will help to give the
personal touch to your garden next
spring.

THE BLUE BOOK
OF BULBS

tells about a great many of the new
and rare sorts. If you cannot come
to see the flowers, my Blue Book will

go to you if you write soon.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
MAY FAIR

Dept D. Little Falls. N. J.

I

it

COLDWELL
CUTS WELL

"THREESOME"—
Three Mowers behind one horse,

cutting an 87- inch swath. Strong,

flexible, thorough, easy of control.

All gears run in grease cases, which
keep out all dirt.

"WALK TYPE"-
Motor Mower— You steer a motor
geared to 4 miles an hour, nego-
tiating 25% grades and running a

keen 40-inch cutter over an acre
of ground an hour. Three sizes,

rolling weight 500 to 1100 pounds.

"RIDE TYPE"—
Combination Roller and Motor Mower.
12 ha p. motor drives half a ton to a

ton of rolling weight and pushes a 40-

inch cutter over any grade up to 25 (/v.

Finest workmanship and materials and
low fuel cost. Two sizes, rolling

weight, 1100 or 2000 pounds.

Write for full information.

In..-' Manufacturers of Hand and Horse Lawn
Mowers in the World,

COLDWELL LAWN M RCO
BRANCH: 62 LAS'

-> NEWBURGH.N.Y Q
MaWQSN!

mm

LAKE ST., CHICAGO

Have a Business ofYourOwn
Are you secure in your position; do you know your future is

assured, or are you and your family going to suffer if

you are some day replaced by a younger man?

Prevent this by owning your own business. You do not

need capital to start; only ambition to be independent.

There are several men in our subscription organization,

who are making from #1,000 to #10,000 a year. The
difference in the earnings is the difference in the time and
energy put into the work. We are publishers of four

magazines, some one of which should be in every home.
If you will break away and start in business for yourself, or

if you merely want to lay up a reserve fund for the inevitable

rainy day, write us now for full particulars.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York
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ALPHANO is an absolutely

dependable plant food and

.Spil builder.

Its effects are immediate. Its

results are lasting.

It is rich in all the vital plant

foods, and liberally inoculated

with all the essential nitrogen

producing legume bacteria.

Delivered to you in a dry,

finely pulverized, odorless con-

dition.

Alphano the all-in-one soil

builder is distinctly different

from any humus product on the

market.
Our responsibility is a guar-

antee that it will and must
make good.

Protect yourself; look for the

name Alphano on bag or tag.

Send for the Alphano Book.
It's ;i short cut guide to every one
of your soil enriching problems.

Tf celery like this can be Rrown on
heavy, unproductive clay soil,
treated with Alphano, you need have
no doubts what it will do for your
soil, even if loose sand.

4.
ano H £3

Established 1905

alphano 1 7-D Battery Place New York

$12 a ton in bags

$10 a ton in bags by carload

$8 a ton in bulk by carload

Prices f. o. b.

Alphano, New Jersey

ON HEATING
SEND FOR IT

TT IS a meaty little book on heat
* ing. It talks with you about
steam, water and vapor heats. It

tells their advantages and disadvan-
tages. Then it switches over to warm
air heat and compares it with all the
other heats.

Finally, it ends with the Kelsey
Health Heat and gives you frank and
fair reasons why it is the most satis-

factory of all heats. The book is en-

tirely devoid of sweeping claims, but
it fairly teems with interesting facts

and proven figures.

In conclusion it puts the question right up
to your common sense application of a heat
that is healthy; one that is easy of opera-
tion; one that has yet to be equalled in

economy. It's rightly named "Some Sav-
ing Sense." Send for it.

C P fsj C C

IP-
CHICAGO

2767-D Lincoln Avenue
THE fCELSEV

WARM AIR GENERATOR |

231 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

NEW YORK
103-D Park Avenue

WALKING THE TOW-PATH
N THESE days of rapid transit on

land and sea, the pedestrian is apt
to be considered a relic of antiq-

uity, especially if he seriously con-
siders walking trips of any length;

but I venture to assert that more
vacations are taken afoot than in automobiles
or motor-boats, and in the aggregate more actual
pleasure is obtained from the experience of the
former than of the latter. It may not be pref-

erence, but necessity, that forces one to pedes-
trianism as a form of exploration, but whatever
the motive force the result is the same. Walk-
ing clubs are numerous all over the land, and in

the aggregate they represent a pretty large

army of pleasure seekers, tourists, and health-
hunters.

"But," somebody will say, "walking is spoilt

to-day by the automobiles. They make the
roads unsafe and so dusty that a pedestrian
finds little pleasure in the exercise."

Where the tow-path climbs a bridge across the canal. The
boats go under the bridge

Granted, for the sake of the argument, that

this is partly true on lines of travel frequented

by automobiles; but if you will take the trip

made by a party of walkers a few summers ago,

we will assure you in advance that you will not
breathe dust and gasolene fumes, nor be startled

by the honk of warning horns, nor once stain

your shoes or clothes with the abominable oil

and tar with which so many of our highways are

surfaced to lay the dust. Even more than this,

we will promise you a soft, grass-carpeted foot-

path for the most of the way, shaded in many
places, and always winding close to the brink

of a limpid stream of water whose surface reflects

the sun and clouds in perfect harmony with the

day. And this foot-path will wind among the

hills and mountains, skirt lakes and rivers, and
will mount higher and higher by such easy grades

that you will never know that you are climbing

a thousand feet above the sea level.

Our walking trip was along the tow-path of

the Morris &. Essex canal from salt water to the

Delaware River. The half abandoned canal

makes the finest walking route ever laid out by
man. The tow-path is grass covered in places,

and now here dirty, dusty, muddy, or oily. You
need neither map nor chart. You can start out

any day and find your way across the whole state

of New Jersey, or for that matter you can select

other routes equally good — the Erie canal,

for instance, across the state of New York, or

the Raritan River canal across the lower part oi
:

New Jersey. We happened to select the Morris

& Essex, and of that we know.
The starting point was Newark, where the

lower end of the canal begins. It won't appear
attractive at this point — not, in fact, until

you have passed Paterson — for the meadows
and factory sites at this part of the old inland

waterway are too suggestive of civilization. So

if we were going to undertake it again we would
begin at Paterson. Once outside of this town,

you strike straight into the hills of New Jersey.

The canal, unlike the railroads, does not try

to find the shortest distance between two given

points. Instead of cutting through a hill or

mountain, or boldly climbing it, the canal winds

around it, often going many miles out of its

way just to avoid a slight climb. Then when it

gets cornered and finds that it must go up to

higher ground, it does it all in one jump. Some-

times it is a single lock, and again it is a series

of them one after another, or inclined railways.

Your climb is therefore short, steep, and sharp,

and soon over.

Do not undertake a trip on the tow-path with
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Speciallowprices
DutchBulbs

Good only until July 1st

Order Now!

mi
« / I ly»> mll>».

Tulip*, Narcissi.

Crocu>, give, lot a

•mail uull.iy ol time and

money, an abundant r ul

flown < in I he house Itnm Dr-

cembrr until taster, and in the

garden, Irom earliest spring unhl ihr middle ol May.

Bulbs are grown almost exclusively in I lollanil, in

rniimou) uuantilie*. ami told al very low prices.

Usually they cost double belore reaching you.

By ordering Irom us now imtrad ol waiting until

Fall, vou makr a large saving, get a su|<eiior quality

ol Bulbs not usually to be obtained al any price in

this countrv. and h.ivr a much l.irger list ol varieties

to wlect Irom.

Out orders arr selected and paclird in Holland

and at* shipped to out customers immediately upon

their arrival in the best possible condition.

DARWIN TULIPS—We can now supply the

magnificent and high priced Darwin 1 uhpa .it a

great reduction. I hey are sensational in their

heauty and should be included in every garden.

I hey last tor many years.

K you wish to lake advantage of our very low

prices, we must have your order Dot later than

Jaly 1st, as we import Bulbs to order only. 1 hey

need not be paid lor until alter delivery, nor taken

il not satisfactory. (References required from new
customers. > For prices on smaller quantities

see oar import price list, the most comprehensive

catalog of Balbs published, which may be had for

the asking.

( »» mill* I'rr mo IVr ion

Fine Mixed Hyacinths - - $2 90 $14 00
Fine Mixed Tulips ... 80 3 75

Darwin Tulips— Fine Named 2 25 10 00
D.irwin Tulips— Fine Mixed I 35 6 00
Double Daffodils .... I 90 8 75

Narcissus Empress (Monsters) 3 00 13 50

Narcissus Golden Spur - - 2 40 10 50

Spanish Iris, Splendid Mixture 55 2 00

ELLIOTT NURSERY, 333 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa

.
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Some ul them make ;i fine firsi

impression, Imr they develop ;i

"yellow stif.ik" upon longei n
t| ii aint a nee. Rust-disfiguring,

disintegrating rust is the canst

of the Unsightly yellow streaks

which make then appearance so

persistently in some greenhouses.

Why not select a greenhouse that
is guaranteed absolutely
rust-proof the 1,1 "I "ION
V-HAR (IRKKNIIOI SK?
Kvery metal part, even
the screws and holts, are

t borough ly rust-proofed.

I he highest standard is

apparent in the architec-

ture and engineering features of
LITTON (.reenhouscs. \AJT-
TON methods of heating and
ventilation, foundation construc-
tion, everlasting slate henches,

absence of ugly shadow-casting
members at the eaves, wide
glass and compact supporting
bars that permit every available

sunbeam to reach the

plants—these, and main
other unique LU'ITON
features have won the

Unqualified endorsement
of architects and owners
in various parts of the
country.

I/you will send us your name and address we will be pleased to send you
full particulars and a small section of a LUTTON rust-proof V-Bar.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
261-267 Kearney Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

Builders of Conservatories Glass Gardens
Modern Greenhouses of all Sun Parlors Cold Frames

types ana Sizes

m

A

A

h> Greenhouses are Like People A

= Rear V iete of Range of Greenhouses Just Completed on Estate of E. IF. C. Arnold, Esq., Babylon, L. I. Front Vievs Above = =

Imported Marble Benches

for the Hall or Garden
Mantels, Consoles etc.

S. KLABER & CO.. Importers and Marble Workers

126 \* est 34th Street. New York Established 1849

Screen the Entire Window .^j
YOU CAN OPEN AND CLOSE THE
SHUTTERS FROM THE INSIDE

By simply turning the small handle within
your room, on the inside of the sash, the

Mallory Shutter Worker
enahles you to open, close or adjust
the shutters to any desired position
and automatically lock them. The
heaviest wind will not slam them.
The convenience, comfort and

economy of the Mallory Shutter
Worker has been recognized by
thousands of homes. Easy to in-
stall and costs little. Drop us a
postal for information.

.Mallory Manufacturing Co.
6*7 n>,klndo> m. H..«.i». V J.

FREE
\\ rite today for our new catalogue

entitled

THE WORLD'S BEST

DAHLIAS
Accurately describing all the best

new and standard varieties in

Cactus, Decorative, Giant Flower-
ing, Show, Fancy, Pompon,
Paeony, Duplex, Collarette,
Anemone, Century and Single.

Natural color reproductions of

new Decorative, "Minnie Burgle"
and new Paeony Dahlia "F. R.
Austin." 38 beautiful half-tone

illustrations of the distinct types.

Full cultural directions. The
leading Dahlia catalogue.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS, Berlin, New Jersey
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"Suggestions

for Effective Planting"

IJ A catalog in which botanical arrangement is

superseded for your greater convenience by list-

ing in groups, those plants best adapted to

varied uses on the quiet country place, sub-

urban grounds or for architectural effects. This

booklet will be sent only at your request.

Rhododendrons, Evergreens,

Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Plants

t| "Andorra Grown" plants are of the highest

quality, in wide variety of species and sizes.

Large Trees and Evergreens for immediate effect

are a specialty.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Proprietor

Box C, Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Pa.

DODSON BIRD HOUSES THE KIND THA '.

WIN BIRDS

If you wantAny Jack Carpenter can build a box and call it a bird house,

birds buy the houses made by a bird-lover.

Mr. Dodson has loved and worked for Native Birds all his life. Dodson Bird Houses (20 styles

—for all kinds of birds) used by birds in every state. Martin House (illustrated here) $12.00

—

pole extra; Wren House, $5.00; Bluebird House. $5.00; Flicker House. $2.50 to $5 00. Chica-

dee House, $1.50 and $2.50; Bird Baths, $6.00 to $17.00. Prices, f o. b. Kankakee, 111.

THE FAMOUS DODSON SPARROW TRAP. No other trap like this.

Double funnel and automatic drop trap combined. Works all the time. Price, $6.00

FREE PICTURE
of Bird in Natural Colors
with descriptive folder of
Nature Neighbors, the
best set of books about
birds published.

Write /or this—now

If you're interested in birds, write

to the "ZKCan The &<rds Looe"

JOSEPH H. DODSON
704 S. Harrison Ave., Kankakee, 111.

Mr. Dodson la a Director of the
Illinois Audubon Society

FREE BOOKLET
Telling How To Win
Native Birds and illus-

trating the famous Dod-
son Bird Houses, Shel-
ters, Baths, etc.

Writefor it

A New Departure in Watering
Lawns and Gardens

THAT two wheeled truck contains a

powerful little water driven motor
that automatically turns back and forth

a line of nozzle equipped pipe.

With a water pressure even so low as

40 lbs. you can water a space 50 feet wide
and 50 feet long. Falls in a gentle shower.
Every part will be watered thoroughly and
uniformly. No puddling. No packing of
soil. No beatingidown of plants. Connect

it direct to regular hose. Lengths of pipes

have easy, quick acting couplings, so they
can be easily disconnected and put across

top of tlie tw o w heeled motor truck, and
moved anywhere on your grounds.

1 his one machine will do the work of

a dozen whirly-gig sprayers, and do it

far better. Simple in construction, and
built to last.

Send for circular and prices.

The Skinner

Irrigation Company
KINNER
'YSTEM

OF IBRI6ATIO N

218 Water Street

Troy, Ohio

the idea that it will be rendered more comfortable
by carrying a lot of luggage. We spent three
weeks on the trip, and never carried more than
a light knapsack. This furnished us with the
few necessities required. This trip has the ad-
vantage of always keeping you within a short
distance of civilization. The canal taps every
town and village on the way, and you can stock
up with provisions at any one of these, or get
meals and lodgings at a minimum price. Be-
tween towns and villages you are out in the open,
breathing the freedom and elixir of country and
woods at every step.

From Paterson to Boonton the tow-path
climbs steadily through its series of locks. From
Newark to Port Morris it climbs to a height of

1,000 feet above the sea level. Between those
points there are upward of sixteen locks and
inclined railways. There are no toll charges for

walking the tow-path, although if you go through
it in a motor boat it will cost you about #13
by the time you have reached Lake Hopatcong.

A picturesque part of the canal tow-path

This inland mountain lake might be called

the half-way house. It feeds the canal with its

water, and is reached by a short arm of less than
half a mile in length. When you reach the lake

you can make a side trip around part of it.

A day taken off in exploring the lake was
considered time well spent by us. It is a verit-

able gem in the woods, a thousand feet above
the sea.

From Lake Hopatcong to Port Morris the

trip is accomplished in a couple of hours. At
this point you reach the highest point of the

tow-path, and from there on you begin to de-

scend toward the Delaware River. By the time
you reach Port Murray you can get a fine view
of the Delaware Water Gap in the distance, and
if you so elect you can take a side excursion to

the Gap. But the canal strikes down toward
Phillipsburg and Easton instead of aiming for

the famous Gap. All around, the country is

beautiful and filled with rich farming land, beau-
tiful homes, and lakes and streams that at some
point merge into the canal. But there is no
chance for wet feet. The tow-path is high and
dry, and bridges are provided wherever a stream
is to be crossed. The grassy banks are always
cool and inviting on the hottest day. You are

never far from wooded sylvan dells inviting you
to rest and sleep.

Lunch by the wayside is one of the privileges

that the pedestrian should take advantage of.

Buy your provisions in town, but keep them
until you have found an ideal spot for eating

them. Then, with a fire to fry eggs and bacon
and to cook coffee over, you can find all the com-
forts and pleasures of a camp without the

necessity of carrying your tent around with
you.

The total length of the tow-path from salt

water to its western terminus is approximately
100 miles, but the walking is so easy that it really

seems less. Ten miles a day over ordinary rough
country roads, up hill and down, kept up con-

tinually for a week or two, is about all that the

average pedestrian cares to undertake. You
may be able to force yourself beyond this point,

but a walking trip should be a pleasure trip —
haste spoils it. The desire should not be to get to

a certain point at a given time, but to loiter and
linger on the way and enjoy every mile of scenery.

After all, I think the professional tramp has the

best conception of a walking trip. He walks

until he is tired, and then he loafs until ready to

move on again. There is no objective point

for him, no hurrying or worrying. He simply

lives in the present.

We made the trip D the Delaware and back,
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Distinction in Tires
as well as Cars

rriIlI) graceful lines ami beautiful finish of your

I car are a source of pride to you. Complete its

comeliness with Empire Red Tires.

Carmakers have demonstrated that service and

beauty can be combined. W e didn t choose Empire
Red Rubber for its beauty alone; but we use it

because red rubber, cured our way, contains no
active chemicals found in other rubber and which
rapidly disintegrate tires. Empire Red Tires don't

age prematurely. Their bounce and life are bottled

up so that only long, hard wear can weaken their

resistance to the road and to blowouts.

The 5,000-mile adjustment basis assures you of

economical service. Empire Red Tires have shown
wonderful endurance on heavy cars especially.

Imagine Empire Red Tires on your car. They
harmonize perfectly with the appointments of the

better class of cars, and add the final touch of smart-

ness to any car.

EMPIRE RUBBER AND TIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA

Boston. Buffalo, Detroit, Newark, Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Minneapolis

Factory and Home Office, Trenton, N. J.
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I fVhat the Engineers are Doing
HIRTY thousand American engineers are mak-
ing a card index survey of American industry

so that it may be prepared lor its vital part in

defending the Country, if need comes. The
past eighteen months have taught us here in America
w hat lack of industrial preparedness has meant to some
of the countries now at war. These nations had the

ships and they had the men; but when the hour struck,

their factories were not able to furnish the colors with

arms and shells and powder. Their factories were not

prepared. And our factories are not prepared.

But it is not enough to draw a moral. In the United States five

great Engineering Societies—Civil, Mining, Mechanical, Electrical and
Chemical—have pledged their services to the Government of the United

States, and are already working hand in hand with the Government to

prepare industry for the national defense. They receive no pay and will

accept no pay. All they seek is opportunity to serve their country, that

she may have her industries mobilized and prepared as the basic line of

defense.

All elements of the nation's life—the manufacturers, the business men,
and the workingmen—should support this patriotic and democratic work
of the engineers, and assist them cheerfully when asked. There can be no

better national insurance against war.

The Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, representing all ad-

vertising interests have offered their free and hearty service to the Presi-

dent of the United States, in close co-operation with these five Engineering

Societies, to the end that the Country may know what the engineers are

doing. The President has accepted the offer. The engineers have wel-

comed the co-operation.

This advertisement, published without cost to the United States, is

the first in a nation-wide series to call the country to the duty of co-oper-

ating promptly and fully with the Engineers to prepare industry for

NATIONAL DEFENSE AND
INTERNATIONAL PEACE

"The Triumph of Surgery

to-day, like the greatest triumph

of medicine, lies in finding ways
for avoiding surgery."

Dr. Robert T. Morris in

"Doctors vs.Folks"
(To-Morrow's Topics Series)

A doctor's confession of faith. Full

of humor, robust wisdom and a

broad, jolly outlook on life.

In the Same Series

Microbes and Men
A Surgeon's Philosophy

Each, Ac!, $2. Of). Send for circular

Ask your Bookseller to show them to you

Doubleday, Page & Company-
Garden City New York

Keep Your Magazines

l i t us hind your copies of

Country Life in America
for you. The bound volume
will be a complete guide to

the best in building, decorat-

ing and landscape work. It

also covers adequately the

various interests of the man
who lives in the country,

everything from livestock to

sport.

We will bind your magazines
for you for #1.25 per volume.

Or, we will supply the maga-
zines substantially bound for

$2.50 per volume. You pay
the carriage.

Address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page& Company
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

covering, with a few side trips, approximately
250 miles in twenty days. That meant an
average of twelve miles a day, but some days we
made twice that, and others scarcely five miles.

There is probably no better track in the world
for walking than the tow-path, and one can make
better time on it with less friction than almost
anywhere else. The path is smooth and level,

and padded in many places with grass and moss,
and there is no dust, cinders, dirt, or oil to bother
the walker. You are always by the side of the
canal so that you can stop and moisten the head
and neck if the sun is hot. Trees shade a good
part of it, and there is always the grassy slope
of the sides to lie down on and rest.

We reached the Delaware River at Phillips-

burg and crossed to Easton on the Pennsylvania
side. A few side trips were made from this
point, but our trip was concerned chiefly with
the tow-path. We had started out without a
chart or road map, and had reached our destina-
tidn with scarcelj a I<>'>1< at a map. We did have
an old map of New Jersey, and we referred to
this occasionally only to find out the name of
the next town ahead. Not that it made much
difference, for all the use we had for towns and
villages was to find lodgings and food. Even
for these we did not always depend upon the
settlements along the way. What is better than
a good barn to sleep in and a dinner of rich milk,

with plenty of good bread and butter, fresh

eggs, and pot cheese! These we found fre-

quently at farms for twenty-five cents, with
the privilege of sleeping on the fresh hay in

AIoiik the tOW-path Oi the Morns and Essex canal

the barn thrown in for good measure. Farmers
are distrustful of tramps, but friendly to pedes-
trians who can establish their respectability. It

is well, therefore, to take along some identifica-

tion card or keepsake. It docs not take much
to convince an honest man of your honesty if

you are frank and open.

When we finished our trip, our clothes and
shoes were not much more soiled than if we had
simply taken a short afternoon walk. How
different would have been the case had we walked
as many miles on the ordinary country highway
with all its dust and dirt! The canal is not a

dirty body of water as some appear to imagine.

Where it winds through cities hke Paterson and
Newark it may be slimy and oily on account of

the refuse thrown into it. But away from these

places the water is clean and fresh. It makes
good bathing, and thousands along its whole

course take advantage of it for this pleasure.

So we took our daily dip in some hidden nook to

refresh ourselves after a hard day's walk. That
alone was worth a good deal to us.

The cost of our trip for the three weeks was
insignificant — less than #3 a week for each one.

We could have made it on less, but we were gener-

ous with our appetites and we were not denying

ourselves the good things we found. On Sunday
we rested a good deal and ate heartily at some
hotel or boarding house on the way. These
Sunday dinners cost us, however, only half a dollar

on the average, and never more than seventy-

five cents.

There arc other canals in the country which, I

doubt not, furnish equally ideal conditions for a

long walking trip. The tow-path is practically

an abandi med place to-day except for a few pedes-

trians, and walking clubs will find them the ideal

routes for enjoying long or short outings. More-

over, they follow, as a rule, the line of some rail-

road, and if obliged to return earlier than

expected, the train is waiting for you at some

convenient point. E. P. Smith.
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The Crowning

Luxury of the Pipe

BLUE BOAR was origi-

nated and perfected by
English pipe tobacco ex-

perts, who employed the

methods of blending
which have made Eng-

lish mixtures famous.

It combines the to-

bacco peculiar to English

mixtures with certain choice

varieties of American and Oriental leaf.

It is the united product of the best skill, ex-

perience and facilities of both England and America.

Each of the different types used in BLUE BOAR is so cut or

broken as to make the most of its own characteristics and to blend

and burn in perfect harmony with the others. This "Rough Cut"
process makes possible the exquisite flavor and fragrance of BLUE
BOAR and insures slow, even combustion in the pipe.

The New Pocket Package
BLUE BOAR is too expensive—too delicate—for ordinary pack-

ings. The only containers, until now, have been vacuum tins. Now
you can get BLUE BOAR in a convenient, easy-to-carry package

that is moisture-proof and air-tight.

ROUGH CUT
At Good Tobacco Shops. Twenty - Five Cents.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

I

I

I
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TH E

UNITED C!stateO
CREAM SEPARATOR

HOLDS THE
WORLD'S
RECORD

Won in the moat severe com-
petitive skimming contest

ever held

•i I'.n. t Owl'* >*

l« 487 II * milk I I

The 1916 issue of

"Meridale Jerseys " ^

is just off press

I I CON I \ I \ S the pedigrees <>f eight

1 Meridale service Im IU. and illustrations

of prominent Reaistci of Merit cows in

tlu' \fertdah herd, including ;(iold Mcd.il

winners in ii>ts completed in 11,15.

It presents a brief outline of tlu- breeding

policies followed .it Meridale f arms, of the

blixnl lines selected as most prohtable for

the practical conditions under which our
cows ate .it work, .i ml <>t some results

apparent .liter a8 years of herd-building

experience

A Copy v»dl gladly be mailed you on
request.

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.B—MS—<Sj

Pinehurst Shropshires
BESI BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalog to

H. L WARDWELL Bo* A. Springfield Center. N.Y.

FOR A LL-THC-YCARROUND
rW thi

Rot<

o( your cms. the health and ..i'|>«'..r

ancr nl U*th.mil <.ive veterinary nilU by
Irus scientific anil only sanitary' 'alt feeder

Roto Salt Feeders and Cakes

Roto Salt Co
1 Mill Street

Feelers of nl.i/e*t itonewarr. N" aimers.
P.H up any«her«. Cakes of pure.

SILVER FOXES
Foe Sale

Black. Silver. Patch. Cross. Blur
mil Kr.l hoses. Mink. Mirtrn.
Ma, Hea«ei. Skunks. Rac-

Grouse. Swans. Squirrels. Kali,

bits ami all other k inilsofanimals
anil hints, Beautiful itlustratcil

catalog 35c. price lists frrr.

Home's Zoological Arena
Kansas City Missouri

BED with

CHARLES A. SMITH'S

Baled Shavings
Sanitary, Cheap

29 Broadway, New York
Write for Low Prices

You Can't Cut Out a
Bog Spavin orThoroughpin
but you can clean them off promptly with

ABSORB
M~ * TRADE MARK BFG.U.

INE
TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

and you work the horse same time. Does not
blister or remove the hair. £2.00 per bottle,

delivered. \Y ill tell you more if vou write.

Book 4 M free. ABSORBINE, JR., the
antiseptic liniment for mankind, reduces Vari-
cose Veins, Ruptured Muscles or Ligaments,
Enlarged Glands, Wens, Cysts. Allays pain
quickly. Price $1 and $2 a bottle at druggists

or delivered. Made in the U. S. A. by
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple Street, Springfield, Mai*.

The Safety of Your Cows

AHUsrUnMi llUk Mil UK rMM IKS IN fill HAIK V MAUSI
t$ I II UAH MN, IIKISTOL, Tf.NN.

"\ r <H'R highly bud tows arc sensitive
I animals, easily ;md surely affected by

the conditions with which you .surround

them \tnl one of the chief men. ices to their

health and productiveness is the nature of
the floor upon which they stand.

Armstrong (g) Cork Brick
This "good friend of the cows" eliminates those

ronditioni which heretofore have brought rheu-
matism, bunchy joints, and garget upon your herds.

Armstrong Cork Brick are composed of granu-
lated cork and refined asphalt, combined under
pressure into brick form, 9x4x2 inches. They
are non-porous, non-absorbent, non-slippery, and
very durable. They are warm, dry and resilient;

easily kept clean and are remarkably sanitary

and will wear indefinitely.

A \l pat< book and a lamplr of Armtlront Cork Brick will be
i/nt, jret of ehargr, on rtqutsl

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company
143 Twenty-fourth Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

Large Yorkshire Boars
Ready for immediate service

Also a few good Large Yorkshire brood sows to

farrow this spring

Heart's Delight Farm, Chazy, New York

FOR 9AT F Registered pony "Spot."rUIV OrkL.lL Without doubt one of

the most beautiful and l>cst blooded ponies in the

country. Stud, gentle, kind, without a blemish,

color piebald, size 42 inches. Good runalxiut,

harness, etc. Price $250.00. I. L. Wood, Mer-
rick Road, Kockville Centre, L. L

Write for catalog of

Belle Meade Ponies.

Bred from blue rib-

bon winners. Shows
photos of pet ponies,

describes them with pedigree
and gives prices from $75 up.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Box6, Belle Meade, Virginia

SHETLANDS
If you want your

children Ip havr the
happiest and best

summer they ha\ e

e\er known yet
them a Shetland.
We have * hat yon
want, write us. All

ages, colors, and
prices.

Ml.. IMlM W, Mnith
Inm, Cm.

P.O. NiUltlj Him*., Ito* 'tS

Ponies from the Bunn Herd
-till MM

—

Grand Cham^iSH harness
pony, and Grand Champion saddle
pony at Panama Exposition were both
shown from this herd— At same show
the First Prize Shetland Pony single
harness and First Prise Shetland
Pair, defeating the first prize winners
same Classen, Madison Square. 1915,
were bred from this herd. Shetland—
IVetsh and Hackney Ponies. Over
200 head for sale reasonable.

CIIA& K. BCNK Peoria, 111.

The Readers* Service gives informa-

tion about live stock

Shetland Ponies
Thoroughbred, hardy northern stock,

bred in Central New York. Gentle and
sound. Trained for either riding or

driving and used to children. Full de-

scription and prices upon application.

Greenaway Farm, New Hartford, N. Y.

The ONLY sanitary cream sep-

arator.

The ONLY cream separator with

Nickel Silver, non-rusting skim-

ming device.

The ONLY cream separator with a

successful Mechanical Washer.

The ONLY cream separator with a

rustless Bowl Chamber Liner.

Send for Catalogue 39

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.

BELLOWS FALL, VT.

Chicaco
Salt Lake City

Portland. Ore.
Oakland. Cal.

Lightning 970

Hackney Ponies at Stud
Lightning, by Dilham Prime Minister, out of Sweet

LavenJer. Fee $50.
Delight, by Dilham Prime Minister, out of Lady Light-

foot. Fee $40.
Quartz, by Lightning out of May Apple. Fee S50.

PINECREST HERD STUD
Walter S. Halliwall, Owner
BOUND BROOK, N. J.

N.Y. Office, Bryant Park Building, 47 West 42d Street
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DELCO-LIGHT
Electricity for
the Country Home"

LIGHT AND POWER
For Summer Home and Country Place

Delco Light is a complete Electric Plant—Gas Engine and
Dynamo for generating current combined in one compact
efficient unit.

So simple that anyone can operate

it—Starts on turning of a switch

—Stops automatically when bat-

teries are full.

Will furnish 40 to 50 lights for

house, barn and grounds— and
will also provide power for small

machines, such as churn, cream
separator, pump, washing ma-
chine, etc.

Price, Complete ^VClS £250
Write for Illustrated Folder

Manufactured and guaranteed by the same
company that has made Delco Cranking,
Lighting and Ignition Equipment for
automobdes— the standard of the world.

The Domestic Engineering Co., Dayton, O.

General Agents

J. S. Snyder, 716 N. Broad St., Philadelphia
Domestic Electric Co., 18 Vesey St., N. Y.
P. E. Ulman, Syracuse, New York

Offices in all Principal Cities

BARN FLOORINfj*^

Will last

building.

as long as

It is really

the

The Floor
Indestructible

For barns, stables, piggeries,
bull pens, carriage houses, gar-
ages and other out-buildings.

Sanitary, Restful
Warm, Enduring

Our booklet gives floor infor-

mation not generally known.
You should have it. A postal
will bring it.

LINWAX MANUFACTURING CO.
1640 Merchants Bank Bldg.

Indianapolis Ind.

RODENTS IN THE ORCHARD
OUNG fruit babies and
young stock, pass through so many
vicissitudes that it is surprising how-
many of them live to become strong
and vigorous. In the spring of

191 S I discovered a dozen of our
finest young Baldwin trees dead, dying, or prac-
tically defunct on one side. They were three-
year-old trees and had a fine start. Apparently
all had started out blithely enough when the first

warm days came, and then faint-heartedly gave
up the ghost. I was at a loss how to account for

it and consulted the authorities. It seems that
the condition was general over a large part of
Massachusetts and was due to a dry fall and
cold winter, known as a winter drought. When
the trees started out vigorously in the spring there
was not water enough in the soil at that particular
point to sustain them, and they died of thirst.

Down on lower ground I found two dead North-
ern Spies, where there must have been plenty of
moisture. I examined them and found that they
had been girdled. Rabbits! Now- there is ap-
parently no cure for winter drought, but there is

a cure for rabbits. Get rid of them.

I recalled our early experiences with deer that
browsed on some young Rhode Island Greening
and Mcintosh trees and set them back two years
I was told that I would have to build a deer-tight
fence around the whole place if I wanted to save
the trees, but the State of Massachusetts came
to the rescue and declared an open season, and
the hunters have pretty effectually driven the
deer back from the farms. So I consulted a

neighbor's boy and told him to get his gun and
go as far as he liked. He is a good shot and a

natural hunter, and I forgave him for some minor
depredations, for I haven't been troubled further
by rabbits. I think a good Airedale terrier would
prove equally effective, and he would also get
the woodchucks out of our stone walls. However
woodchucks do not make good eating, and I was
willing that our neighbor's larder should be re-

plenished in this mutually advantageous manner.
I am still knocking on wood, for the boy and

his gun may not get all those rabbits, and I have
accordingly been arming myself with information
against their possible return. This information,

which comes from Washington and Amherst as

well as from fruit growers of experience, may
perhaps be of value to others.

! One fruit grower stated that the simplest

imethod was to tie a guard of thin wood veneer
about the trunk of each young tree, from close to

the- ground up perhaps 18 inches. This must
not be tied so tightly as to choke the trees,

and they must be watched closely to guard
against their outgrowing their collars. As we
have only 600 young trees, I suppose this would
be possible, but it seems like a good deal of a job.

The fathers at Washington state that cotton-

tail rabbits are apt to become a pest at any time

in the Eastern States, in spite of the efforts of
hawks, owls, cats, dogs, and hunters to extermin-

ate them. They are tremendously prolific and
not without wiles of their own. They eat veg-

etables and clover in summer and will gnaw the

bark of young trees in winter. A fence 30 inches

high, buried 5 or 6 inches in the ground, and
made of a i^-inch wire mesh will keep out the

rabbits. That is all right for a garden but rather

expensive and troublesome for a commercial
orchard. In small fruit gardens a cylinder of

wire netting can be placed about each tree.

Where the law- permits, poison may be used to

advantage, and the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture will furnish formulae for poison to be

applied to oats, orchard prunings, carrots and
parsnips, and the like. I am told that this is the

method commonly employed in the West. Of
course, great care should be taken to prevent live

stock from getting a taste of the poison. Strych-

nine washes may also be applied to the trunks

of the trees themselves.

I have never been troubled by mice, but the

Washington authorities state that pine mice,

which live in the ground like moles, have been

very destructive in some states. Pieces of sweet

potato, poisoned with powdered strychnine and

placed at the entrances of their holes, produce a

fairly complete extermination.

Dalton Wylie.
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You LikeWouldn't
to take
this tour

with
The Lightning Conductor?

i

i

Also, the good na-

med, delight t ill pair

who made their first

adventures in " The Light-

ning Conductor" return in

this story Jack Winston, now

of the British army, invalided to

America from service in Prance

—

and the very attractive lady, Molly,

now Mrs. Winston. Both our <;ld friends

show their added years very little.

A sparkling story of motor car life in America to-day,

with Cupid in the tonneau, following the Motorist's Grand
lour, over l ong Island, up the Hudson along the Massa-

chusetts and Maine coasts, through the White Mountains, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania— A jolly romance about a charming

young person of the name of Patricia Moore, and how
she transformed a beautiful old house on Long Is-

land into a super-inn, only rich people of good
connections taken; the train of adventures that

follows; and the clearing up of mystery and

a wildly confused situation— all this will

wing its way straight to the motor-

ist's heart, who has, in all proba-

bility, been well over the ground.

And, by the way, there is no

reason why it should not

bring gaiety, too, to hearts

that do not motor.

The
Lightning Conductor

Discovers America
By C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON

Jluthors of "Secret History," " Jl Soldier of the Legion," "The Lightning Conductor,

"Set in Silver, " Etc.

"5*

6
s
l

Frontispiece and Decorations Net $1.50

Doubleday, Page & Company Garden City, New York
J
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THE- TALK* OF -THE - OFFICE
Hi

THE HIGH COST OF PAPER AND BINDING

EVERYTHING that goes into the mak-
ing of a book or magazine has in-

creased in cost from fifty to one
hundred per cent. For paper for books and
magazines we are paying in some cases

nearly^ double when these lines are written,

and it is likely to be higher before these lines

are printed. Ink, binder's cloth, glue, and
all other materials have within a few months
gone up in price in a very unexpected and extra-

ordinary degree, and in our opinion will be
maintained at a high level until some time after

the war.

Beside paying a little more, or getting a little

less for the same money, every reader can help

by heeding this notice sent out by the Depart-
ment of Commerce at Washington:

SHORTAGE OF PAPER MATERIAL
SAVE YOUR WASTE PAPER AND RACS

The attention of the Department of Commerce is

called, by the president of a large paper manufacturing
company, to the fact that there is a serious shortage
of raw material for the manufacture of paper, including

rags and old papers. He urges that the Department
should make it known that the collecting and saving
of rags and old papers would greatly better existing

conditions for American manufactures.
Something like 15,000 tons of different kinds of paper

and paper board are manufactured every day in the
United States and a large proportion of this, after it

has served its purpose, could be used over again in some
class of paper. A large part of it, however, is either

burned or otherwise wasted. This, of course, has to be
replaced by new materials. In the early history of the

paper industry publicity was given to the importance
of saving rags. It is of scarcely less importance now.
The Department of Commerce is glad to bring this

matter to the attention of the public in the hope that
practical results may flow from it. A little attention
to the saving of rags and old papers will mean genuine
relief to our paper industry and a diminishing drain
upon our sources of supply for new materials.

A list of dealers in paper stocks can be obtained from
the local Chamber of Commerce or Board of Trade.

(Signed) William C. Redfield,
Secretary.

Almost all magazines (and we presume news-
papers) are sold to the dealers, who supply
the readers for less than the cost of paper,

printing, ink and shipping—in many cases at

less than half these costs estimated on the old

prices of these materials. The publishers'

profits come from the advertisements, and
competition to secure these advertisements
has become so keen that the percentage of

profits from this source has been much reduced.

Now that it is costing nearly double to print

these same advertisements, what is going to

happen?
In our opinion, every one has got to contri-

bute a little: the advertiser, also the subscriber
who gets ridiculously low "club prices," and
perhaps when we get through this war we may
be on a more solid arid reasonable basis.

"the lightning conductor discovers
America"

If all goes well, the Williamsons' book, "The
Lightning Conductor Discovers America," will

be published about June 1st. There is more
information in this book about the country
we all know so well than we ever knew before.

Readers will remember how the authors made
places of interest in England stand out in that

delightful book, "Set in Silver"; Spain in "The
Car of Destiny "; Holland in "The Chaperone"
and this American story, in the interest of its

characters, as well as in everything else, is the,

most wonderful of all. Here are a proof-

reader's comments, and proofreaders are

never over enthusiastic:

"The Lightning Conductor Discovers America," I

think the house should realize, is the very best thing the

Williamsons have ever done. Does the Selling De-
partment appreciate this fact? It is a story of much
more than usual human interest; it is vital with joy,

life, love; it is fiction, and at the same time a truthful

description of scenes on Long Island, in New England,
and New York State; in that far it is history. But
more than this—vastly more—it is a book of mystery;
not of the occult, or of the common, ordinary, every-day
kind, but mystery of such mystifying mysteriousness
as to characters and plot as to rob the reader of the

faintest clue whereon to base even an attempted un-
ravelment. Every character is a mystery unto itself

and each is engaged in trying to solve the mystery that

surrounds his neighbor mystery. After reading mere
than two hundred pages of the manuscript I

know not one of the characters, and am eager for the

solution.

PEONIES AT GARDEN CITY

If you are interested in roses, peonies and
iris, come to see the Country Life Press gar-

dens in June. Last year we picked 6,000

blooms from 10,000 peony plants in one day.

You will find here the collection gathered by
the American Peony Society; there are about
three hundred varieties, and in a large section

of the garden one specimen of each is shown
carefully labeled so that every peony of the

three hundred varieties can be easily identified.

Take your ticket to Country Life Press station,

or come by motor to Franklin Avenue just

south of the railroad track that leads to Hemp-
stead.

MILLIONS OF BOOKS

A good many people who visit Country
Life Press (and visitors are always welcome)
wonder how a single printing office like ours,

which is by no means so large as many, can
find readers for so many books. Here is one
reason

:

The 44 branch libraries of the New York
Public Library lent 10,384,579 books in 191 5.

This seems to show that reading still holds its

own with motoring and the movies as one of

the most popular amusements. Of these ten

million books, 4,415,794 were juveniles. That,

too, is encouraging.

THE LORD & TAYLOR BOOK SHOP
CONDUCTED BY

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

is doing well. The "literary Mondays" at

Chickering Hall in the Lord & Taylor building,

38th Street and Fifth Avenue, have interested

many people, and these causeries de lundi are a
very pleasant feature of the Book Shop's
activity. Every Monday some speaker or

author of prominence is secured for a lecture

on some topic of interest. Among recent

speakers have been Mr. Clayton Hamilton,
who gave an illustrated address entitled "On
the Trail of Stevenson," and Mr. Percy Mac-
Kaye, who read from his Shakespeare Masque,
"Caliban." May Day was set apart as John
Martin Day, and John Martin entertained a
hall full of children. Mr. Savior, the Editor
of Country Life in America recently gave
an illustrated lecture on "American Country
Houses," and Mr. Leonard Barron, the Editor
of The Garden Magazine, talked about Horti-

cultural Books. The Lord & Taylor Book
Shop hopes in this way to interest an ever
widening public in books and reading of all

kinds.

The manager of the shop writes:

It may interest you to know that among the first

mail orders received was one from a distinguished
gentleman in Buenos Aires, Argentine. He enclosed
a draft for $50 with an order for some good books on
banking, which he asked that we should select. We
made up a list that in our judgment was good and then
submitted it to the Economic Division of the New
York Public Library, which approved of it.

We are obtaining books almost every day from out of

the way concerns not known very generally. We think

this service is going to be an important asset, for as a
usual thing many booksellers do not care to go to the

bother, and, besides, the profit on an individual trans-

action is usually nil.

We have hundreds of visitors who are surprised to

know that just our kind of Book Shop exists. They
like the atmosphere, and the comfort of being able to

sit and browse while making a selection. Without
exception they have been more than kind in their

praise of the ''new kind of book shop."

COUNTRY LIFE PRESS IN FILM

We have had a film picture made of Country
Life Press at Garden City. One sees the

author step off the electric train at our station,

walk through the garden, present his manu-
script, and have it accepted. It then goes to

press, and we follow its course from the type-

setter to the completed book, which leaves in

the freight car at the door.

The picture shows other interesting things

— the farm and our own cooperative

grocery store, the little hospital and the

trained nurse, the pool, the gardens, and all

the rest.

At the moment the film is being enlarged

and perfected. It runs to something less than

two thousand feet, and is loaned to libraries,

churches or such educational institutions as

may care for it. Already there are applica-

tions received which indicate that it will be

shown perhaps a thousand times in 1916 and
be seen by many hundred thousand people.

If you are interested, will you write to us

about it?
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OLDTOWN- A DREAM
By Frank E Wallis
tH|n» OK Mil- (MHlll AN INsI | II Tl OH Al'c III I I I I

Y I RIP tn the North Country had great consequences

foi mr, great hcvond m\ desire or power of imagination.

The routine of my office work h.ul bored me to extinc-

tion. ;ind tlie constant clatter of the untidy city bad

annoyed me to such .in extent that my nerv es shrieked

to heaven for the balsam and pool and the isolation of

nature. I had fished the Averils and Colebrook with

the cry of the citv wolf g rowing fainter m my memory until on that fateful

day when hsh. dunnage, canoe, and self respect were thrown pell-null

from the lap of life into chaos and forgetfulness.

[here can be no explanation, nor do I desire to analyze that strange

reversion of mind which followed my accident in the swift waters of the

upper Le Prau. That the facts which I am about to relate are correct, I

most strenuously attest. Indeed, my diary, my photographs, and my sketch

books check me in ever] particu-

lar. I had frequent moments of

thankfulness that my training as

an architect had been such that

it enabled me to comprehend the

mental and phy sical creations of

Oldtown with which I was to he-

come so intimately associated.

While there remained in the dim-

ness of my memory some faint

assurance that I actually be-

longed to and was a product of

the twentieth century, I had the

most peculiar and comfortable

satisfaction of fitness and appro-

priateness in the life which en-

veloped me here in Oldtown

during this late eighteenth cen-

tury time. I frequently thanked

the good Lord that he had in

his infinite goodness given me
this new life, and that fast-

moving time had been reversed

for my benefit and comfort.

W e, all of us. have a most

amazing desire to dream of and

to enlarge upon memories of at-

mosphere—some atmosphere or

some memory of some old town.

1 hese dreams are of more poten-

tiality and of more comfort to us

than that knowledge of facts

which seems of so much impor-

tance. The memories of burn-

ing firewood, of the drizzle and

swizzle of rain drops through the

leaves, the smell of sweet lav-

ender and sandalwood long con- ' The town was noted for the beautiful elms which lined the streets and bordered the Common '

27

cealed in old chests, of dried rose leaves in Canton jars, of old laces and

gow ns in shadow v attics, mean more to us than the assured knowledge of

mathematics or the price of a new hat.

So that since my undesired return to these twentieth century days, I

have comprehended that my Oldtown with its river banks, its Common
and the elms, its Fort and the friendship of real people, created the

essential (acts which were visualized for me through the keenness of my
desire, and which have given me moments so rarely found in this hurly-

burly of life.

I must describe my Oldtown before introducing you to the intimate

characters which colored its atmosphere. Settled in 1632 by a group of

people from Salisbury in Old England, palisaded against the Indians, and

later protected by its earth fortifications from the encroachments of

the French, and again in later days from the privateers and small fry of the

English navy, it lies on the gen-

tle slope along the westerly bank

of a broad and not too shallow

river. Water Street, the old toll

road, parallels the river with its

miniature ship-yards, rope walk,

and boat landings hacking up

against the trading houses of the

town. At the northerly end of

the town Mill Creek empties it-

self, after having worked its

passage from Lake Utopia by

turning the huge wooden wheels

at the saw mill and the grist mill.

I he toll bridge at the mouth of

the creek on Water Street is

covered with a roof of bluish

colored boardings, and perme-

ating its shades and shadows

are those strange acid odors

which only such a structure

could have. Its heavy truss and

rails are carved with interwoven

hearts and initials, love tokens

of many long since dead or mar-

ried.

A little to the west of the

bridge and Water Street, the

Common flattens itself, following

the line of the Creek on the

northerly side and originally los-

ing itself in the shades of San-

ders' Woods to the northwest.

This Common is of a size, I

should say twenty-five acres

more or less, such as Oldtown

needs. Here we find the Pres-

byterian Church, the Church of
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England, the Baptist, and the Methodist, all of them Firsts.

Oldtown Academy, from which many of our great statesmen

have been graduated, encloses the southern side of the Common
facing on School Street.

Beyond, and to the south, is Fort Sullivan, a grassy hill with

the old earthwork in fairly good repair, while beyond and a

little to the west is Powder Horn Hill, with the ancient powder

house whitewashed and dated with strap iron letters " 1685."

During my stay in Oldtown, stage coaches from Rivermouth to

Sandersville passed daily, there being a relaying station at the

Hotel Swan, which was a treasure house of memories, and the

place where George Washington had stopped on his way to Cam-

bridge. Lafayette himself, had feasted there, and General Put-

nam had eaten its wheaten flapjacks.

Coach hours and packet boat sailings were the joy times of the

floating population of Oldtown, for then the strange outer world

seemed to open its maw and steal away our friends, and many

times deposited strange samples of humanity for our delectation.

The town was noted far and wide for the beautiful elms which

lined the streets and bordered the Common. The pride of the

people was such that, shortly before my arrival, a town meeting

had fined one Josiah Green the sum of thirty shillings for

desecrating the elm at the front of Squire Stroud's bouse on

the Common. It was the grandsire of this same Squire Stroud

who had planted many of these stately giants, and naturally

the old Ichabod was more or

lessTexcited over the disrespect

shown his grandsire's trees.

He, however, paid the fine him-

self and forced Green to work

it off" in his grist mill on Mill

Creek.

My friend, Dr. Bump, who
had found me in the whirlpools

of the river, bruised, broken,

and sodden, had me carried to

his old home on the Common,
where he brought me back to

this ancient life with a bumper
of Barbadoes rum forced down
my gullet with a silver spoon.

I awoke lying on an old hair-

cloth sofa, slippery and heav-

enly, for had I not slipped from

my drowning and beastly

modernity into Oldtovvn's at-

mosphere of the old time by

way of the river? Directly

opposite me on a splay-footed

table was a model of a full-

rigged ship which Bump after-

ward informed me was the

war vessel H. M. S. Wasp on

which he had served as a

surgeon. This, I also found,

accounted for his wooden leg.

His idiosyncracies were many
and his observations were

always human. During my
residence with him, on the

stormy evenings of the days which followed I found him with Squire

Stroud, Joe Hackey the smith, and Nick Meaton the ship joiner, a group
of philosophers such as Voltaire must have admired.

Joe Hackey was the giant of Oldtown, standing six feet three and weigh-

ing 16 stone, while Nick Meaton, smuggler and King's sailor, had a most
benign smile and a sweet tooth. The wisdom of this old Bristol man far

surpassed the modern sophistry with which I had become inoculated.

My personal desires carried me at other and various times to the Widow
Grimes's taproom in the Swan, where, in front of a cheery fire, Mary
Grimes sewed or crocheted, gossiping between whiles or showing me the

Rouen platters, the Staffordshire tureens, and the pewter porringers,

while serving hot grog to old man Dick, the millman, or to Hutch, the

keeper of the toll house. Lowestoft, Spode, and ancient Wedgwood
graced the shelving and the cupboards, while old prints of sea battles and
wonderful copperplates of ancient worthies decorated the walls. Mary

The porch of the Hotel Swan, already famous as the place where
George Washington had stopped on his way to Cambridge, and for

its wheaten flapjacks

The stately home of Justice Whitehead, chief of the

court, whose character was as markedly erect as the

My own rough sketch of Oldtown in plan

had a leather mug of which she was passing proud,

for George Washington had once accepted it from

.... her as a stirrup cup; that hero had caressed its
commonwealth s supreme

. .

tiers of his front windows cross-cut lips and smacked his own over her noggin.

At other times I spent many hours in the boat

house of Nick Meaton, whittling little models, and between whiles listen-

ing to his highly colored stories of pirates in the China seas, all of them

tuned to the present odor of tar and pinewood.

Doctor Dick, the clergyman of the First Baptist Church, was a graduate

of Balliol and an erudite scholar. He had a most piquant fondness for old

rum and church vestments. The discussion of the evils of sprinkling,

immersion, the elevation of the host, and the Homeric Greek were fre-

quently followed by Homeric heads the following morning, but they were

never sufficient to overcome the desire for another bout in his book-lined

library where India rugs and William and Mary cabinets filled with silver

snuff boxes and china dogs enamoured the eye, and where that mysterious

odor of sandalwood and old leather bindings permeated everything.

Not wishing to impose myself for too long a time on the generous hos-

pitality of these good people, I looked about for some means of earning my
own livelihood. My twentieth century training as an architect, though
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The home of Joe I lackey thr tuinth. nn old Indian lighter nnd

rarly seltlrt. who win in spirit a mo»t astonishing aristocrat, and

one lhal dearly loved an .umimrnt

V
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The

A plan of my own house between (he Common and river

at this time the memories of it were faint and elusive,

w.iv to serve me in good stead, for I soon struck up

a copartnership with the husky son of my friend

Meaton. This son, Joe, had had the opportunity,

while sailing as first officer in trading vessels running

to Bristol, of visiting those towns which were on the Reading Road, over

which all sailor men must journey to London. He had also some experi-

ence as a ship joiner and was possessed of a library of some merit. Such

books as "Yignola's Standards," the "Essays of Vitruvius" and some

loose plates of English prints showing spires, doorways, overmantels,

and wood turnings, which he had picked up in his wanderings, were on

his shelves. He had, in fact, drafted the plan of the main Academy
buildings and the First Baptist Church, so that our coming together

seemed most natural.

Those of you who know what in later days would without doubt be

labeled "Colonial architecture" can appreciate the family resemblance

between the blacksmith's shop, which was simple and very beautifully

designed in mass, and the First Congregational Church, where the mass

was equally fine but with all of its architectural motifs and details done

in the supreme manner. The Common was lined with these examples,

the churches, the Academy, and the. houses of the |<<-iif ry. !,<|iiin

Stroud''. Ihiiisi was tin supreme example of the, iy|>«-, and w ,,

COMulcicd l>\ the country folk in all tin- country round as

comparing favorably with the Court I louse (which wan, during

tin l.itci days of my stay, ' n < ted fiom the design', of tin gt< it

Bulfinch) as well ax with tin l ust Congregational Church and

the Church of England whuh had been designed by Mrlntire,

although some now claim that the great Wren designed them.

I had the good fortune 10 meet the great Bulfinch on dim -if

Ins \1s1ts, In having come into the town on the Thursday trip

of the coach Rattlci to attend a meeting of tin selectmen on

business having to do with his plans for the new Court House.

I Ins. however, is anticipating, as these visits took place many
V< 11 ilii 1 my first knowledge of Old tow 11.

Not all the houses in Oldtown had the honor of having been

designed by such celebrities as Bulfinch and Mclntire. I here

i n main immature examples of the works of other men, which

showed all the evidences of the love and care with which they

had been conceived and formed. Such an one it was my good

fortune to get possession of, for I had long since fallen into the

\\a\s and manners of these early people. [laving been forced by

Conditions to remain, I lured a small place on the north side of the

Common which was of sufficient size for my bachelor comforts.

I hat w hich appealed to me greatly was the Doric boat-house

with its float extending on Mill Creek. I presume the rose gar-

den and the trellised temple of

Venus, which was a most

marvelous place to browse in

on warm afternoons, influenced

me somewhat. I had my daf-

fodils, my hollyhocks and roses,

as well as my lilacs, which

graced the entrance. These

for the satisfaction of my soul,

for here peace came to me and

dwelt by my hearthstone, and

I longed no more for the noise

and the hurly-burly of the

twentieth century city.

It was in the study of this

little house that I found my
greatest pleasure, for I was

soon honored with the friend-

ships of such men as the Judge,

the Parson, and the Doctor,

and many pleasant evenings

we spent in arguments, for we

had no other resource but that

of argumentation, with men
like his honor, Justice White-

head, the chief of the common-
wealth's supreme court, born in

Bath, England, some sixty

years or more before this

time; Squire Stroud, the local

justice and the great timber

merchant whose ships sailed

the seven seas; Nick Meaton,

our ship-builder, a man ac-

quainted with the philosophy

of the world, for he had spent his full manhood on the quarter deck

and had assimilated the mysterious power of the great spaces of the

sea; Parson Dick, a Greek scholar and aristocrat of the old English

type; and Joe Hackey, the smith, an old Indian fighter and early

settler. These meetings were held in my own study, at Squire Stroud's

house, or in the office of Dr. Bump, where, with churchwardens and

hot grog, the long winter evenings rolled themselves into the past and

through our memories. The judge was an ardent socialist, whereas our

friend Hackey was a most astonishing aristocrat, and between these two

and the others, theories on the rights of man and the uselessness of kings

were most hotly contested. In my own thoughts, not being interested in

the politics and the arguments of the aristocrat and the socialist, I dreamed

of the power of color and form, of beautiful cities and streets lined with

the expression of those of my craft, and of the uplift and the broadening

power of my art, and I perceived that my art and that of my fellow crafts-

e end of Dr. Bump's house, inside which, with churchwardens ?nd hot

grog, the long winter evenings rolled themselves into the past
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men were to be responsible for betterment in life, and that those who were

to follow me were to become of more importance to the world than my

friends allowed. I contended that the ordinary things of life were the

true luxuries and that my art was the most vital necessity. That the

friendship and the comradeship of my time would extend itself into the

future, and that a great society would grow from the feeble efforts of my

craft. My friends agreed with me that a society or institute of craftsmen

such as might possibly come from those of us who were engaged in the

drafting and building of churches, court houses, houses, and cities, could be

of use in the Utopia which we all of us desired.

It may be that the spirit of the jug affected our thoughts somewhat, or

perchance our dreams were but forecasts of that which was to follow, for

we saw a great country spreading itself from the Atlantic to the great

western ocean, dotted with mills and factoriesand crossed with tradingroads,

but with my craft standing in the sunlight of life, coloring the thoughts

and actions of the great nation.

That the work which my ship-

joiner friend and I subsequently

carried out was well designed can-

not be gainsaid, for we soon became

well known in all the country

round, and indeed we were em-

ployed to make a draft of and to

build the new meeting house at

Rivermouth. This was desired in

the"" Doric fashion, and here the

books of Vignola came in most

handily. The deacons wished to

have sittings for full three hundred

and fifty worshippers, with the ser-

vants' gallery and the organ loft to

be added. This work we entered

into with great pleasure, for the

parish was rich and wished a proper

house of worship. Our work was

put forward in the spring which

followed our new arrangement, and

while my partner attended to the

labor of getting out the timber, I,

myself, made the drafts and the

moldings. We designed the church

with a spire and belfry tower, and

provided a comfortable Doric porch

with imitation quoin stones at the

corner of the main building, and a

cornice with a cavetto, and molded

blocks with one row of eggs and

tongues, and the new carton pierre

which we had ordered from the

Jacksons in London. We were

compelled to substitute this new
material where we wished to enrich

our work with carvings. This

meeting-house was much admired

and we gained great credit thereby.

I do not think it wise to explain these many technical matters, as they

can be understood only by our own craft, and shall therefore refrain, men-

tioning only such things as will be most easily understood by the lay mind.

The mansions for which we made the drafts were laid out most often

in the fashion of the times. That they were comfortable, there can be no

doubt, for first we planned the wide hall from the front doorway to the

garden door at the rear, placing on either side the parlors and dining room

of a size and fashion in accord with the ability of our client to pay. Our
outhouse and sculleries were mostly in a wing on one side. In the work
which we did in many of these houses we had great pleasure, and our

imagination could be given some play by means of the new carton pierre.

This same medium also enabled us to employ the many copies which were

made of the work of the great masters in England and France and Italy,

as well as the ornaments of the ancients. The mahogany which we used

for our doors came to us from the West Indies in the trading vessels, and

for our door harness and other needs we were well supplied by the special

craftsmen in our employ. Frequently, when the masters failed us in the

authority for detail, these special men applied their diligence to the solu-

tion of the problem^to the great gain of the craft.

We had many opportunities to meet the men of the craft from the cities

The First Congregational Church facing the Common. It, with the Church of England, had
been designed by Mclntire, though some now claim that the great Wren designed them

and towns of the state, for we had our yearly convention in the Capital

whence we journeyed by stage coach or by a trading vessel. At these

conventions we took great joy in meeting the various masters of the art

and the journeymen of intelligence, and interchanged with them ideas for

the new appurtenances which our labor required. At these conventions

we also visited the works of our fellow joiners and architects, gaining great

profit thereby. It was through this means that improvements and inven-

tions were encouraged, as well as a pride in our profession, for were we nor

masters in that great craft which made the houses of worship, the cham-

bers for our law makers, and the homes for the people? And were we not

the descendants of those great ancients of the old world whose names are

writ in gold?

Though we had no assurance that those who were to follow after us

would entertain an equal respect for their craft, we applied ourselves with

such diligence to the carrying out of our own responsibility, for pride of

self and for pride of craft, that no

craftsman, not any from the great

carver down to that one who mixed

the mortar, relaxed his pride, and so

through the efforts of all we were

enabled to express ourselves, our

town, and our nation, as only good

men and true can do.

At my birth I had been blessed,

or cursed, as you please, with a

power of imagination, and while

this sense had many times given me
cause for great pain, it had also

paid its own way with blessed com-

forts. Having acquired the habit

of dreaming dreams in my rose gar-

den in the shade of the trellised

temple, which the play of my im-

agination demanded in my reveries,

I dreamed of the future and of

these things which I was doing

with others for the delectation and

comfort of those who were to follow.

Would they understand the restful-

ness and the sureness of the right

thing which we all of us w ere doing?

Could they grasp that degree of

comfort and simplicity which our

Oldtown expressed? This expres-

sion could be comprehended only

through those buildings which lined

the Common and the streets of the

town, aided and abetted by the

familiarity and the nearness of the

wonderful elms. Was it these

things and these alone which

spelled peace, or what exactly was

the atmosphere that enfolded us?

It could not be the forest and the

stream, with the rolling hills and the

quietness of undressed nature, for the response to these is quite another

story. It must be, and it is, beyond peradventure, that the nature hunger

of ourselves is to be satisfied only by the songs which our craftsmen have

written. It is here where the charm lies and this charm is only possible

when the form and the mass, the well proportioned detail and the color

are in balance with our unexpressed desire. During my latter days at the

conventions I had contended with Bulhnch and with Mclntire and with

those other masters, that our responsibility w as great, greater than the re-

sponsibility of the clergy, for they, when they fail, have the great God to

correct their errors, while when we craftsmen fail in our discourse, the

poor, who must abide with it, have no rectifier. In my dream I saw greed

and mental clumsiness, personal selfishness and chicanery, blotting out the

great cameraderie of our craftsmanship, and my soul cried out that I might

take my message to those who were to follow us, the message which Old-

town gave to me with reverence, the message of truth and plain dealing.

[Note. In case there are any sticklers for historical accuracy in the audience let us hasten to

add, in this very small type, that Squire Stroud's house is in reality the Stearns house at Bedford,

Mass.. and was designed by Reuben Duren, architect; the elm-shaded street on page 27 is in

Litchfield, Conn.; Justice Whitehead's house is well known as the Isaac Royal house. Medford,
Mass.; the Hotel Swan porch is an end of the Andre house. Cresskill, N. Y.; Joe Hackcy's house is

the old Brinckerhoff house at Hackensack, N. J.; Dr. Bump's office end is on the Dorothy Quincy
house, Quincy, Mass.; and the First Congregational Church is a restoration of the well known
meeting-house at Lyme, Conn.

—

Editor]
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pfauntd foi iiiinseir

w .is tli.tr i>l' plantci

ami country gen t le-

W.IS till' must politem.in. which

and opulent occupation for the

\mt tu.in Colonial gentry <>f the

South. It signified proprietor-

ship, .111 acreage which tisu.illv amounted to domain, lordship over

hundreds ol" slaves, anil a hroad margin of leisure. South of Philadelphia

the jrreat Colonial names almost m\ .in.il'U were associated with the

country rather than the city. The gentry rarely had even a town house.

\\ ashmgton participated n.itnclv and genuinely- in this preference of his

time; he schooled himself diligently in scientihe agrii tilture antl became

htcralK a farmer His plantation and his experiments in soil, crops,

stock, trees, and other numerous by-products of his landed establishment

remained an active interest with hun in his absences, and at the end of his

official life he returned with relief and affection to his acres and the life

in the country. At that time Mrs. Washington's granddaughter, Nellie

v iistis. wrote Mrs. Wolcott: "(Irandpapa is very well and much pleased

with being, ODCC more Farmtr Washington."

Me found, by his own confession, "much more delightful to an unde-

bauched mind the task of making improvements on the earth, than all the

vain glory that can be acquired by ravaging it by the most uninterrupted

career of conquests."

W .tshington inherited from his half-brother Lawrence an estate of

2.500 acres fronting on the Potomac River and Little Hunting Creek. On
this land stood the

centre portion of the

now historic dwelling

and other buildings.

His first addition to

Mount Vernon was

the Cliftcn tract

across the original

Little Hunting Creek

boundary, thus ex-

tending his river front

to the east. From
Thomas Hanson Mar-

shall, of Marshall Hall

across the river but

in sight of Mount
Vernon, and from his

kindly but unfortu-

nate neighbor, Cap-

tain John Posey, and

from others, he added

land to the south and

westward which com-

pleted the original

tractof 5.000 acres as it

was when it came into

the hands of Nicholas

CEORCE WASHINGTON
AS A PLANTED AND
COUNTRY CENTLEMAN

By^ Paul Wllstack

Spencer and John Washington

in 1674, extending from Little

Hunting Creek to Dogue Creek

and frontinn on the river.

Other lands were acquired which

carried the estate westward over

the hills at the head of the

latter inlet. At the time of

Washington's death Mount Ver-

and nearly three quarters of its

)
c - * -~- - ,4—... ^3 xl^ .

non included above 8,000 ac

boundaries was water-front.

He divided Mount Vernon into five farms: the Mansion House Farm,

on which stood the big house and the village of surrounding buildings; the

River Farm, which lay across Little Hunting Creek to the east; Muddy
Hole Farm, on the low meadows northwest; Union Farm, next west of the

Mansion House Farm along the river and the creek; and DbfOC Run
Farm, w hich extended up the valley of the north branch of the run feeding

Dogue Creek. About half of all Mount Vernon estate was in woodland.

Each farm was a separate establishment with its own overseer, hand.,

quarters for the slaves, farm buildings, and stock. Over all the fartm

was a general steward or overseer, who was responsible directly and only to

Washington. He called this man his manager. Once a week, on Satur-

day, reports to his manager were made from all the farms. These were

set in order and passed on to the master. Washington transcribed

the data in these reports with scrupulous exactness into note books,

diaries, and account books, as those which survive attest in his own
handwriting. They recited in detail the work undertaken and

accomplished; the labor performed by each farm-hand; the time,

place, and condition

harvest,

Map showing Washington's five farms which totaled above 8,000 acres.
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The " References " are in the General's own hand

of sowing,

and sales.

He described thus

the mode of farming

which prevailed in

Virginia: "There is,

perhaps, scarcely any

part cf America where

farming has been less

attended to than in

this state. The culti-

vation of tobacco has

been almost the sole

object with men of

landed property, and

consequently a regu-

lar course of crops has

never been in view.

The general custom

has been, first to raise

a crop of Indian corn

(maize) which, accord-

ing to the mode of

cultivation, is a good

preparation forwheat;

then a crop of wheat;
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ture of both;—keeping an exact account of

the time they are fatting, and what is

eaten of each, and of hay, by the different

steers; that a judgement may be formed

of the best, and least expensive mode of stall

feeding beef for market, or for my own use."

Another kind of experiment which was

always going forward was the testing of

foreign seeds in Mount Vernon soil. Wash-
ington's fame as a farmer after some years

spread to England, and a lively correspon-

dence grew up with English farming enthu-

siasts and experts. Mount Vernon became
a kind of experimental station for the

growth of the sample grains and seeds which

they continually sent him.

Thorough in everything, he said "I had

rather hear it [grain] was delayed than that

The brick ice house at the northeast corner of the group, showing the green-

house in the background

after which the ground is respited (except from weeds, and every trash

that can contribute to its foulness) for about eighteen months; and

so on, alternately, without any dressing, till the land is exhausted;

when it is turned out, without being sown with grass seeds, or any

method being taken to restore it; and another piece is ruined in the

same manner. No more cattle is raised than can be supported by

lowland meadows, swamps, &c, and the tops and blades of Indian

corn; as few persons have attended to sowing grasses, and connect-

ing cattle with their crops, the Indian corn is the chief support of

the laborers and horses. Our lands . . . were originally

very good; but use, and abuse, have made them quite otherwise."

For the prevailing conditions he gradually studied out a sub-

stitute on the basis of stimulating and resting instead of taxing and

exhausting the land. He finally drew up for his manager this ro-

tation table, covering six years, as best for Mount Vernon farms:

1st. Indian Corn, with intermediate rows of Potatoes, or any root more
certain or useful (if such there be) that will not impede the plough, hoe, or

harrow in the cultivation of the Corn.

2d. Wheat, Rye or Winter Barley at the option of the Tenant—sown as

usual when the corn receives its last working.

3d. Buckwheat, Peas or Pulse; or Vegetables of any sort, or partly of

all; or anything else, except grain (that is corn crops)—for which this

is preparatory.

4th. Oats, or Summer barley, at the discretion of the Tenant, with Clover, if

and when the ground is in condition to bear it.

5th. To remain in clover for cutting, for feeding, or for both—or if Clover
should not be sown—or if sown should not succeed; then and in that case the field

may be filled with any kind of Vetch, pulse, or vegetables.

6th. To lie uncultivated in pasture, and for the purpose of manuring, for the

same round of crops again."

From the time that he settled at Mount Vernon Washington conducted

experiments in combinations of soil, fertilizers, and seeds. Probably none

is more interesting than one of his earliest set out in his diary
—

"Where,

how, and with whom my time is Spent," for April 14, 1760; an example

in theory and practice:

"Mix'd my compost in a box with ten compartments, in the following manner,
viz:—in No. 1 is three pecks of the earth brought from below the hill out of the

46-acre field without any mixture:—in No. 2 is two pecks of the same earth and
one of marie taken out of the said field, which marie seem'd a little inclinable to

sand.

3. Has 2 pecks of said earth, and one of riverside sand.

4. Has a peck of horse dung.

5. Has mud taken out of the creek.

6. Has cow dung.

7. Marie from the gullies on the Hill side which seem'd to be purer than the

other.

8. Sheep dung.

9. Black mould taken out of the Pocoson on the creek side.

10. Clay got just below the garden.

All mix'd with the same quantity and sort of earth in the most effectual manner
by reducing the whole to a tolerable degree of fineness and jabling them well to-

gether in a Cloth.

In each of these divisions were planted 3 grains of wheat, 3 of oats, and as many
of barle\—all at equal distances in rows, and of equal depth (done by a machine
made for the purpose).

The wheat rows are next the number'd side, the oats in the middle, and the

barley on that side next the upper part of the garden.
Two or three hours after sowing in this manner, and about an hour before Sunset

I water'd them all equally alike with water that had been standing in a tub about
two hours exposed to the Sun."

Later he made this proposal for the feeding of cattle: "I think it

would be no unsarisfactory experiment to fat one bullock altogether with

Potatoes;—another, altogether with Indian meal;—and a third with a mix-

The upper terrace of the kitchen garden, taken from the west end where the whitewashed brick wall,

surmounted by its trim picket fence, swings around in a graceful curve

it should be sown before everything was in perfect order for it: for it is a

fixed principle with me, that whatever is done should be well done."

Indeed his thoroughness must have been the despair of his managers

and farmers. His study in detail extended to the count of the number of

honey locust seeds in a quart, and he found: "a (large) quart contains,

4,000 seed; this, allowing ten Seed to a foot, would sow, or plant, four

rows of 100 feet each."

His experiments were not all to circumvent the perversity of soil and

seed. He had to contend with much perverse human nature. In plain

terms, the overseers of the various farms stole and sold the seed allotted to

them to plant. To prevent this his manager was directed to "mix in a

bushel of well dried earth as many pints of seed as you allow to an acre,

and let it be sown in this manner. Two valuable purposes are answered

thereby— 1st in this State, the seed is rendered unsaleable; 2dly a person not

skilled in sowing small seeds, will do it more regularly when thus mixed."

Tobacco was the purchase crop of the colony, in a sense the legal tender,

and as such every planter was obliged to raise it. Some planters raised

scarcely anything else. Washington began his farming at Mount Vernon

with large acreages of the leaf, but he very soon discontinued it; he said:

"I make no more of that article than barely serves to furnish me with

goods." Eventually the estate raised large crops of wheat, corn, oats,

hay, flax, buckwheat, potatoes, clover, hemp, sainfoin and barley.

In addition to selected breeds of plow and draft horses, Samson,

Magnolia, Leonidas, Traveller, and other stallions, with many brood

mares, kept the farms supplied with the best of horseflesh. Washington

was also interested in jackasses of which he had several presented him by

General Lafayette and the King of Spain. The roads on and about

Mount Vernon were familiar with the leisurely progress of yoked oxen,

which were driven until their eighth year, when they were fattened for the

market. The meadows took a decorative effect from the flocks of sheep

and from the grazing beef cattle which were branded on the right

shoulder with their owner's initials, "G. W."
The old mill, which his father, Augustine Washington, built, was im-
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Looking down the central cross axis of the Mower garden lo the greenhouse.

marvelous convolutions of old boxwood
Within the gates are the

not I can't say her works [being) all decayd and out of Order, which

I rather take to be the cause."

He rebuilt the mill in 1770 and reconstructed the mill-race in 1795.

[DC and neglect have since destroyed both, and the creek has so filled

since, that ships can no longer come within hundreds of yards of the old

landing. During the last century the ruin was known as Jack's Mill,

from the name of the last miller Washington established there. Like

( ir.i\ . who i- his name to dray's Hill on the heights to the west, he was

one of Washington's legion, a recommendation w hich nev er failed to reach

the heart and interest of the commander.

A distillery was set up on the place and furnished liquor for the hands at

harvest time or when malaria gripped them. When a deposit of stone

w as found it was quarried and supplemented the brick kilns in furnishing

foundations for the buildings. When the price of wheat and flour was

down they were turned into biscuit. One of the old contracts surv ives,

signed by Washington, and provides for his delivery "at his mill on

Potomack one thousand Harrells of fine barr flour & . . . Barrells

of good, well baked biscuit for a long voyage. . . . And it is agreed

by Geo. Washington to lend his boat to assist in getting the Flour from

the Mill door to the Ship at the Mouth of the Creek."

Second only to the productiveness of the soil w as the yield of the waters

of the Potomac. The diaries often refer to the fishing shore, his seines,

and his schooner built on the place in 1765. One entry reads: "The white

fish ran plentifully at my Sein landing, having catch 'd abt. 300 in one

Hawl." At another time "the Herrings run in great abundance." Her-

ring was the staple fish, and when abundant they were salted down in

barrels for use on the place or for winter market at an advanced price.

Of the generosity in both fish and corn which w ent forth from the place,

Peake, a manager, gives this testimony:
"

I had orders from General Washington to fill a corn house every year,

for the sole use of the poor in my neighborhood, to whom it was a most

seasonable and precious relief. ... He owned several fishing stations

on the Potomac, at which excellent herring were caught, and which when

The stable, and at the led. the gateway lending inlo the farm road. The little

white building at the right is the coach house

salted, proved an important article of food to the poor. .

For their accommodation he appropriated a station—one of the

best he had and furnished it with nil the necessary apparatus for

taking herring. Here the honest poor might fish free of expense,

at any time, by only an application to the overseer; and if at any

time unequal to the labor of hauling the seine, assistance was ren-

dered by order of the General."

Mount Vernon was eventually brought to high productiveness,

but the scale of life there was such that rarely did the farms show

a balance wholly on the right side of the ledger. Washington

found its true and largest asset in the fulfilled ideal of private life

and in solving the interesting problems of the planter.

From the time Washington first left home in 177; to take up his

career as General of the Army, his estate was in the hands of a

manager. Hut he exacted a weekly report from his manager by

the post leaving Alexandria each Thursday, and he, on his part,

wrote each week, usually devoting Sunday afternoon to the pre-

paration of the long letters, which covered two or three, and

even four, large, closely written pages. He referred to the hun-

dreds of slaves by name, and knew the names of each of their

children; he knew exactly where windows and doors were to be

placed in all the buildings, and their dimensions; what was boarded

and what was free; what carpenters were available and best suited to the

various jobs; what money was owed and what money was owing him;

the condition of his growing crops; the potentiality of each field; the stage

of the foaled mares; and seemingly every other imaginable detail. That

an absent proprietor with no other concerns should exhibit such a grasp

would be remarkable; that it was the concurrent if not the secondary

interest at first of a general conducting a great war and later of a president

organizing an infant nation, excites a truly natural wonder.

Washington has left an interesting account of how his days were spent

in a letter written on his return from his eight years in Philadelphia as

President, in the spring of 1797, to his friend James McHenry:
"You are at the source of information, and can find many things to

relate; while I have nothing to say, that could either inform or amuse a

Secretary at War in Philadelphia. I might tell him, that I begin my
diurnal course with the sun; that, if my hirelings are not in their places at

that time I send them messages expressive of my sorrow at their indisposi-

tion; that, having put these wheels in motion, I examine the state of

things further; and the more they are probed, the deeper I find the wounds

are which my buildings have sustained by an absence and neglect of eight

years; by the time I have accomplished these matters, breakfast (a little

after seven o'clock, about the time I presume you are taking leave of

Mrs. McHenry) is ready; that, this being over, I mount my horse and ride

round my farms, which employs me until it is time to dress for dinner, at

which I rarely miss some strange faces, come as they say out of respect for

me. Pray, would the word curiosity answer as well ? And how different

this from having a few friends at a cheerful board! The usual time of

sitting at table, a walk, and tea, brings me within the dawn of candlelight;

previous to which, if not prevented by company, I resolve, that, as soon as

the glimmering taper supplies the place of the great luminary, I will retire

to my writing-table and acknowledge the letters I have received; but when

the lights are brought, I feel tired and disinclined to engage in this work,

conceiving that the next night will do as well. The next comes, and with

it the same causes for postponement, and effect, and so on. . .
."





WHERE ARE THE SMITHS
OF YESTEKDAY

?

By / I D Seymoui

U the day of the apprentice, of his thorough, practical training and his painstaking. sclf-rcspecling skill, lust

to us entirely ?
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goodold trade

of M.n kunitkingi now w
overshadowed l>\ those

of chauffeur, repair man,

.mil met hamcian ' \iul in

rhr same breath, w Inn-
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. lulul, intelligent, bene-
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sible onl\ to, the racing

fraternity .mil the more

th.m well-to-do, .mil who

is left to perform simil.ir

offices forthe rest of us .mil

our steeds? A very few

masters of their craft who
have studied long under

old Dr. Fxpcriciiic and

who. in their work, t.iki eiiu.il parts of pains and pride. Hur these, alas,

are mostU of a generation past, old masters indeed, whose gruff but sound

advice we must make the most of for the few years it can he vouchsafed us.

For the rest— the omnipresent foreigner Slav, Pole, Italian—cutting

and tiling away at a hoof with about the same delicacy and restraint with

\\ hu h he would attack a ditch to be dug, or a tree to hi- felled; or perhaps the

youthful, half-tr.uned beginner

just starting in because he cannot

make the farm pay, or because a

job under tomebody else has

prosed distasteful.

Is the day of the apprentice, of

his thorough, practical training

and his painstaking, self-respect-

ing skill lost to us entirely ? Are

there no young nun left of the

same metal that makes good farm-

ers, good soldiers, good mechanics,

who are willing to learn by doing,

slowly and carefully, under the

eye of those old masters whose

places they must fill?

My smith tells me that he can

no longer get that sort of helper;

that the men that come to him

are about as well equipped for

work on the roads or the wharfs or

in the mines as in his shop; and

that the thought of really learning

his trade and excelling in it is as

foreign to their minds as Greek

and psychology.

Yet the gloom is not wholly un-

relieved by rays of hope. Two
means of almost infinite possibil-

ity are at hand, if men will but

realize and utilize them.

For one thing let instruction in

farriery be attributed its due im-

portance and receive its due at-

tention. Make of it something

more than a two or three hour,

half-year course in our agri-

' ^^^^

cultural and veterinary

lolhgcs. Alreadv the

first timid step in this

direction has been taken

in the establishment at

Cornell University of

America's first School for

I lorseshocrs. Under the

direction of experienced

veterinarians and a prac-

tical graduate of a similar

institution in Dresden,

this school, which opened

last year with a class of

about twenty experienced

New York blacksmiths,

offers unlimited possibil-

ities and an example that

other states will do well to

follow.

Blft this plan, admir-

able as it is, covers only

half the field. Unless

some premium is placed

upon expert workmanship,

unless the profession is

These masters of their craft are of a generation past
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given new dignity, and

made to offer some sort of definite attraction and reward, such schools

will languish and die for want of patronage. In other words, enlist the

stimulating aid of competition, adapting, perhaps, another of the excel-

lent customs of the continent. At the many splendid livestock exhibitions

of France, we read that, "A side show in which keen interest is exhibited is

a horse-shoeing contest between farriers from the provinces and from several

regiments in the French army. A
well equipped shelter, with forges,

anvils, and shoeing stalls, is pro-

vided for the contest. The test in-

volves almost every feature of the

farrier's skill, from the making and

fitting of shoes to prescribing for

horses with peculiar hoofs and

hoof diseases. A board of experts

representing the agricultural col-

lege and the army is present to

give a vigorous oral examination

to the contestants. A farrier w ho

can win a prize in one of these

show contests has demonstrated

his ability beyond question. The
contest results in encouraging a

high-grade group of farriers which

gives a basis to the Frenchman's

boast that French horses are the

best shod in the world."

Applied to our own state and

country fairs, this plan suggests

tremendous possibilities not only

in the temporary interest of such

contests but also in their indirect,

far reaching influence.

Here, then, is a programme,

simple, practical, needing only a

concerted effort to carry it to suc-

cessful completion. And but

little time remains for fruitless

discussion, for when the last of

the old-time smiths is gone and

none steps forth to take his place,

lovers of horses will have suffered

a loss indeed.



SOME REFLECTIONS
r\ BACR-TO-THE-LANDER

3yr John Anthony

We have

i]USAN and I made several jumps

into the dark. We got married,

bought an orchard, and came to

live in it—three hazardous ex-

periments.

been here three years. Our

lives haven't worked out as we expected them

to, and we are going to leave for a while.

No, distinctly, we have not given up the ex-

periment, but we didn't get the relationship

of things just right, and we are going away to

adjust values and perspective. We
couldn't bring ourselves down to the

level of the old owner of the place

nor could we, at once, lift it to our

own plane.

This orchard is not the right size.

It is too big for one man and not big

enough for two. The fruit is too good for or-

dinary grades and not enough of it good enough

for fancy box packing. It takes a long time to

lift the product into the higher grades. There

are too few trees of the table varieties to war-

rant the organization necessary to do first-class

boxing of the fruit, and yet a percentage of the

apples are too good for other use. Nobody told us anything about fitting

the place to ourselves or fitting ourselves to the size of the place. That

is one reason why I am telling about our experiences. It may save some

other adventurers from temporary dismay while they are adjusting them-

selves to new conditions.

The good things of life on this hilltop were the first that I saw when I

visited the Wests. They welcomed guests and had time to give to their

entertainment. The land yielded an abundance, and the table was bounti-

fully supplied with country richness. The hours of work seemed moder-

ate and the work itself a sort of play. Hiram talked with his city guest

until eleven at night and then went out to his cows, for, as he said, "I can

milk any time, but I don't get a chance to talk like that often."

The place had grown under his ownership without his realizing just

what it was doing. He was born and bred a farmer and from his dairy

eked out a scant living. His orchard cost him little and the sa"le of fruit

was nearly all clear profit, save for the harvesting expenses. He gave his

hours to the cows who returned him little, and devoted his minutes to the

trees which rewarded him largely.

He did not realize the potential value of the orchard, nor the economic

waste of a dairy of low-grade stock. And yet, under his management, the

place yielded a living each year and a surplus when nature, in kindly

mood, touched the trees with the wand of fruitfulness and kept away the

bugs.

He could wait, high ideals didn't worry him, nor third-rate cows make
him ashamed.

Susan and I were submerged in ideals. Indoors and out we wanted to

renovate, to paint, to build, to radiate success and joy in being alive.

If we had had the money to spend, these things would have been easy,

but unwise until we were tempered by experience. All the faith in the

world doesn't make a New England hillside farm a revenue producer, and

it and its owner should prove out before it is good policy to put much
money into it.

We devoted our energies to the resurrection of the trees, for we recog-

nized the value of the orchard, but in doing this we lost sight of the

immediate revenue coming from a six-cow dairy of ordinary stock. Our
ideals would have kept

us from this anyway, for

we don't want poor cows

and we don't know
enough to keepgood ones,

nor are our steep pastures

adapted to fancy breeds.

Our vision of the promised land

We put our faith in the trees. " It's like putting

money in the bank," reassuringly remarked

Hiram, as lie watched the heavy pruning of the

first year. It was more like putting it in an en-

tailed estate. For two years the crops were nearly

failures, and on the third the market had no bot-

tom. Through all the vicissitudes

we hammered away at our markets

and established our name and

raised the quality of our product.

Easy-going Hiram put his seed

potatoes in the ground with a little

fertilizer, sprinkled the bugs with

a bit of paris green, and dug his

crop in the fall. He had plenty of

potatoes to eat and sometimes

some to sell. What if they were

afflicted with scab? Mrs. Hiram
could cut out the bad spots and it didn't hurt

the taste—it only made more work for " Marm."
We were bothered with standards. I wouldn't

raise potatoes with scab, and Susan wouldn't use

them. It is easy to prevent this trouble, but it

means more work and material. The first fall

I brought into the cellar a crop of beautiful

quality potatoes, free from every trouble. We sold of the surplus at a

good price and builded a bit of reputation. The next year we expanded

and planted many potatoes and went after the market which had begun

to sprout the year before. Too late we discovered an insidious disease

for which the books do not supply a remedy. Our care and more costly

methods had availed us not one whit for that season, and our special mar-

ket was lost.

We advertised our apples in the local papers. It didn't pay in direct

orders, but it extended our reputation and added solid value to our or-

chard by making it known. When Susan and I drove around the country

in her pretty runabout behind a well-groomed horse, we were pointed out

as the "apple people".

Susan is the best cook alive, and when special visitors came to see our

orchard we kept them to dinner. The meal was served before a cheerful

blaze in the old-fashioned Dutch fireplace in the replastered living room.

The table was set with Canton china and real damask cloth. No wonder

our guests left, thinking that a bit of Eden had escaped from the long ago.

Susan's meals would insure that.

I wish to sell my apples at fancy prices because I wish to raise and

pack fancy fruit. It is good business to do it, too, for high prices mini-

mize the cost of our long haul. But our trees are a heterogeneous lot, many
of the varieties unworthy of the box package and others on the border

line, while a few demand the very best. It costs nearly as much to get

an expert box packer for a few boxes as for many, so we were between the

horns of a dilemma. We must and we couldn't.

Lacking ideals, Hiram met this condition by packing everything in

barrels and made money each year.

Having ideals, we met the same condition by packing everything possi-

ble in boxes and we haven't made money yet. We are educating our pub-

lic and elevating our apples. The Tracy apple packed in a barrel is a medi-

ocre sample of fruit. This same apple, wrapped and packed away in a

box until early spring, becomes a first-class variety. But the people don't

know it and we are teaching them. Each year our apples are better and

our customers demand more of them. Yes, ideals pay.

Hiram lived within the income provided by the place, but he let half of

his apples rot on the

ground and his orchard

was unknown. Susan

and I have lived beyond

and above the place. The

fresh paint in the living

room, the whitewash and
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gon men haxe succeeded, whv should not we? W hen

I compare the advantages ol" the Fast and West I

can xx ait. xxith patience, for our young orchard. The
result is certain] if the W estern man is not more than fix

as I.

From Portland. Ore., to Boston in carload lots the freight is }<i per

100 pounds. For us it is less than one fifth of that. The express rate is

£7.65. For us it is 84 cents. I can deliver my apples by express by the

single box at the house of the consumer in considerably less time than the

Oregon man can land his in car lots at the station. I can reach the retail

end ol the business for less money than he can nr.isp the xvholesale rope.

Oregon is handicapped by barriers xvhich she can never overcome. New
Fngland is handicapped In lack of cooperation and plain business sense,

obataclca winch she should overcome within a single decade. Her farm-

ers xx ill not see that the golden harvest xvhich Oregon has reaped through

modern methods of fruit raising should have been theirs, and can be if

thcx will ever learn the lesson so plainly taught. With a home market

surrounding them, the market of the country within a day's journey of

them, and the ports of the Atlantic almost Within sight, they have let the

energetic Westerner steal their birthright.

If the demand for apples keeps pace with the supply. New Fngland grow-

ers should profit because of nearness to markets and quality of product.

If the supply overruns the demand, then New Fngland, not having high

freight rates nor interest on costly land to pay, should thrive and supply

the best markets of this country and abroad. She wins, heads or tails.

So we dream, and Susan and I put our faith in the future and are happy

in our vision of the promised land. And not unhappy in the present, for

when we go to the city and see the tired workers in the streets and the

cars, we see the faces of people harassed by dull routine and read in

them of lives that are encompassed by walls of brick and organized

society. Initiative has been squeezed out and a juiceless pulp left

behind. Clad in overalls,

I'd rather milk the cows

than ride in a crowded trol-

ley to a joyless job. Our
living depends on our in-

itative; mere existence is

ours for a minimum of

labor. We think we have

the better of it.

W hen we came here I

was tired enough of the

apparent futility of life to

want peace at any price,

and Susan thought she was.

W e could both see flaws in

the way things were done

on our hilltop and we felt

that we could improve

methods and results. We
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The land yielded an abundance

hoped tr, hud h.tppilMM in I

himple mode of living

wherein we did our own
work and were free from the

raies and wonies of the

big outside woild.

Susan delights 111 looking

and findsliappiiM smii house-

work. She sings all day

when we can be alone, when

the table is set for two, bur

she rebels at the continued

preseni 1 ol the hired man.

She feels the thrill of pro-

viding for the harvesters

and packers and infusing

life and spirits into a house-

hold of a score at that busy

season, but she doesn't want

her living room continually

invaded by the alien. I

can find pleasure in clean-

ing the horses. I like to hoe the garden and even

enjoy going after the cows. Hut a boy can do

these things. I can run the gang in our busy

season, think out new ways to connect with the

consumer, and instal efficient methods of handling

our crops. It would take a precocious youngster

to do that. Susan is not adapted to running a boarding house for

one boarder and my capacity is not taxed to do the stable chores.

We must find other outlets for our energies.

Three years spent up here have taught us many things. We have

discovered that we are more truly working on the problems of the

world on our hilltop than ever we were when in the midst of the whirl.

Here we are face to face with the questions of production and dis-

tribution.

I he world is dependent on its food supply, and every question solved

concerning either of these, on however small a scale, is that much added

to the welfare of our fellow man. If, in learning to handle our labor

problem, we can teach our neighbors the value of organization and

show them the benefit of helping each other, we are doing a bit of good

in our community. When Susan teaches them the value of a vegetable

garden and the use of milk in the diet, she is driving in a wedge that may
open up a road of health and strength for children yet unborn.

This is the life that we see ahead of us, one of helpfulness to others

and good things for ourselves.

We cannot abide quietly in isolation. Our orchard cannot yet support

the number of people necessary to do all these things that must be done.

These be days of reconstruction. I he old is passing and the new is com-

ing into being.

Typical of the growth is a single tree, number 525 on our books.

The last year of Hiram's reign it bore a dozen apples. The fol-

loxving season it yielded two dozen big, red beauties. Last year a box of

fruit hung to its branches. This season more than three boxes of fancy

Mcintosh Reds were picked from that tree.

Up on the hillside, above the old place, there is growing up a new-

orchard. Year by year,

these young trees are

climbing toward fruitful-

ness. In a single season

they should have the first

apples, and on that day,

coming ever nearer, when

these, our own young trees,

shall really begin to bear,

the old regime will have

passed and the beginning

of the new era will have

dawned. Susan and I will

come into our own and will

know the joy of having

reached our " promised

land." The place and itj

owners will have adjusted

themselves to each other.



Garrison House is another name sometimes given the Spencer house, because of its use at one time as a storage place for powder. The fact was fixed in popular memory by an explosion which

blew out one side of the house, depositing an old slave in the boughs of a near-by apple tree

ONE OF THE OLDEST HOUSES
IN NEW ENCLAND

The SpencerH-Iouse (16 six 'NeiObury, Mass.

if...

NE of the oldest houses in New England is the Spencer

house, or, as it is sometimes called, the Garrison

House, now owned and occupied by a Newburyport

banker.

The house was built in

1651 by John Spencer, Jr.,

on land that had been

willed to him by his uncle, John Spencer, to

whom was granted 450 acres at the mouth of

the Merrimac River, for his eminent services

in settling the colony.

The public records of Salem, Mass., show

that this property was deeded by John
Spencer, Jr., to his uncle, Daniel Pierce, an-

cestor of President Pierce, November 26,

1651, and that in addition to the usual form,

the transfer of title was further confirmed by

following an old English form of conveyance

called "Turfe and Twigge," an account of

which is given by Coffin in his history of New-
bury. The testimony is as follows, by deposi-

tion of Anthony Sowerby:

"This deposition saith that about the year

1651 I was at y
e farm John Spencer sold to Mr.

Daniel Pierce in Newbury, and Mr. Spencer

and Mr. Pierce with myself and another, and,

as we were going through the land of y
e
said

farm Mr. Pierce said to Mr. Spencer, 'You
promised to give me possession by turfe and

twigge.' Mr. Spencer said, 'Soe I will if you
please to cutt a turfe and twigge,' and Mr.
Pierce did cutt off % twigge off a tree and

Ik-: m^Sk

4&m .

The door to the
'

cutt up a turfe and Mr. Spencer took the twigge and stuck it into the

turfe and bid us bear witness that he gave Mr. Pierce possession thereby

of the house and land and farm that he had bought of him, and gave

the turfe and twigge to Mr. Pierce, and, fur-

ther saith not.

"Taken upon oath 10th Jan. 1679, before

me John Woodbury, Commissioner. Re-

corded in the Registry of Deeds, Salem, Book

4, page 133."

During the Revolutionary War the prop-

erty was owned by Nathaniel Tracy, a

wealthy merchant who had many privateers,

whose incoming with prizes he would watch

from the east windows of his house. He mar-

ried one of the greatest beauties of the day, a

daughter of Colonel Lee of Marblehead. Dur-

ing his occupancy of the Spencer house Mr.

Tracy entertained many notable guests, among

whom were the Marquis of Chastellux,

Baron de Talleyrand, M. de Montesquieu,

and the Marquis de Vaudreuil, whose squad-

ron was then at Boston.

The Marquis de Chastellux, who was a

member of the French Academy, wrote as fol-

lows of an evening spent at the Spencer

House:

"Mr. John Tracy (Nathaniel's brother)

came with two handsome carriages and con-

ducted me and my Aide de Camp to his

brother's house.

"I went by moonlight to see the garden,

which is composed of different terraces. The

WW?

porch " as it was called, but which we might

now call a sort of vestibule
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house in very h.uulsome, and

everything breathes that air

of magnificence, accompanied

with simplicity, which is only

to be found amongst Mer-

chants here. At ten o'clock

an excellent supper was

served. We drank pood wim
Miss Lee sang, and prevailed

on Messieurs de V.iudrcuil

and Baron de Talleyrand to

sing also. Toward midnight

the ladies withdrew. Pipes

were brought on. Mr. Tracy

entertained his guests with

stories of his privateers and

the varying fortunes they

brought him. Sometimes he

would be on the verge of ruin,

then a rich and unexpected

The rear wing u|>on I he end of which
Ihe massive chimney indicates the ((real

kitchen oven

prize would carry him as on

a high wave to prosperity

again."

A member of the Massachu-

setts Historical Society re-

porting on the house in 1896,

said: "The walls ... are of

gray split stones and are very

thick. In front is a two-storied

brick porch, and at one end

is an early addition built of

wood.

"On the lower floor there are

two large wainscoted rooms

. . . quaint and delightful. It

is a substantial, very homelike

house, more like an English one

of its date than any the writer

has seen in Massachusetts."

Lucius Foote Spencer

A rather steep and narrow stairway

starts just opposite the front door
Inside the front door, which, with the tiled floor, is nearly as it was almost three centuries ago In the dining room the solid inside

shutters give place to slatted blinds



The lupin is easily the most conspic-

uous of the border flowers. A good

plant for light, sandy soils

CAP.DEN OF
HAMMERSMITH

FARM
NEWPORT. FLL

&lte Sumtner~Home of

Hugh D. Auchincloss

Esc

Pl\oio(jx,apl\s by~>

Arthur G. ElAridqe

The large parterre, bordered with for-

mally designed beds and suitable furni-
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^

^

jfffip lllllililllllll'iw^-'--

Lilies of the speciosum type flower

freely. In common with other lilies,

they prefer not being overfed

ture, forms a semicircular apron to the

long, tile-paved, shelter house piazza

The parterre is enframed by a vine covered arcade, and is approached through borders and beds of herbaceous plants, water lily pools, etc.
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THE ROCK GARDEN. HAMMERSMITH FARM
From the painting by A. C. Wyatt

Hammersmith Farm is the summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Auchincloss, at Newport, R. I.
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The rugirnl iteps .if of .h ii. taken from

(•nil l ii. I without cement
While Achillea lends the tracery of its shadows

the flagstone walks

Extending on the axis of the |>artcrre. and l>clow

it, is the rocky gully with its outlook to the sea

Oasplant ifraxinella) is one of the

more conspicuous of the taller

plants, and Ills in well with the sur-

roundings

A bit of truly rugRed rock

effect, part of the natural strat-

ification of the place

This glimpse Of 'he wall, with

its clinging plants anrl flowers, is

typical of tins excellent example of

rock gardening

The semicircular goige around

the parterre is richly set with

rock plants and alpines



FROM A
COUNTUr JV/NDOJV

THE SPORT
OF
LOAFING

A GOOD MANY people have been puzzled by Walt Whitman's

remark about loafing and inviting his soul. A sentiment to be

heartily disapproved of, they say, or

merely an example of the poet's fondness

for strange phraseology.

It is evident that such people have never

really loafed, or they would understand—loafed in a thorough,

sportsmanlike manner, that is, right in the middle of the week,

on a perfectly good working day.

Loafing is a sport that can be thoroughly enjoyed only by the

industrious; to be sweetest, a loaf should be deliberately stolen

from the midst of working hours. And the game is best played

alone.

It is something like this: on your desk there is a pile of mail to

be gone over; there are several important letters to be written.

Brown is waiting for a decision on the matter of that real estate

deal. There is a brief or a sermon or an editorial or a speech to be

prepared before the end of the week. There's that garage door,

too; you really must decide to-day whether you're going to fix it

yourself or telephone to the carpenter.

Wherefore and accordingly, you hunt up the oldest, softest

felt hat in your collection, steal quietly out at the front door and

around the house, and then stroll nonchalantly off down the road,

having reached the conclusion that the United States Govern-

ment, the Stock Exchange, the Presbyterian Church, the

Republican Party, the Western Union, and the local Historical

Society can all suspend business till 5.30 P.M., or find some way

to struggle on temporarily alone.

Over your shoulder you carry a fish-rod that you do not use,

though you wander along by the brook. Anon you start to climb

a rounded hill; but you change your mind half way up, throw

yourself flat on your back under a big oak tree, and squint up at

the loafing clouds, just as you used- to do when you were a boy

and knew what loafing really was.

On the grass beside you is a book you do not read; in your

pocket is a pipe you do not fill. Small insect and animal things

come to life under the low shrubs near at hand. Overhead

the little leaves dance and flirt, and the birds are busying them-

selves with gay and important affairs.

As the hour approaches for afternoon tea, all nature seems to

knock off work and to gather about you for a bit of gossip and

relaxation. And if you are at all the right sort you will

discover that you are not an unwelcome guest at this chatty,

informal affair, and that even your soul—that half-forgotten, half-

starved thing that had become so nearly buried beneath busi-

ness and habits and conventions—your soul, too, has been invited.

TO THOSE of us who, like Charles Lamb, fail to enjoy the chilly,

dewy experience of watching the sunrise from a knoll behind the

house, it is comforting to find one phase of

dawn which can be enjoyed from the cozi-

ness of one's bed. I mean the early morn-

ing concert. Before the first ray of light

steals in through the shutters on summer mornings, you can hear

soft noises from the world without: first a cricket's chirp, repeated

more insistently after a little, until, with a gentle flutter of unfold-

ing wings, the whole race of insects stretch themselves. They de-

liver the prelude before the birds, the real performers, take the

stage.

THE
SUNRISE
SYMPHONY

The orchestra undoubtedly needs a conductor, for its lack of

ensemble is its greatest weakness, but in variety of tone and bril-

liance of solo passages it has no rival. A conspicuous and oft

reiterated theme is the bobolink's outburst of gleefulness; a few

slow but insistent notes serve to attract your attention just before

his exuberance of songfulness bubbles over in an incoherent jumble

of liquid tones. Equally unmistakable is the vireo's high, unvaried

warble; it is an irritating motive by reason of its abrupt ending,

which puts you into the same state of nervous tension which you

felt as a child when you played "Going to Jerusalem." Other

melodies are contributed by the goldfinch, and the chickadee, and

the song sparrow, each distinct in pitch, rhythm, and quality of

tone. Rather of the nature of accompaniment are the minor

strains supplied at intervals by the meadowlark from a near-by

hayfield and the thrush from the edge of the woods. Occasionally

the red-winged blackbird intones his rough three syllables in the

swamp below the hill.

About the time that the gray light brings into outline the picture

frames on your bedroom wall, the musicians end their performance

and go about the more serious business of getting breakfast. And
by the time you step out on the porch for a whiff of the good

country air before breakfast, you need not expect to see any

of them, except perhaps a single nuthatch performing his peri-

lous perambulations around and around the trunk of a tamarack

tree, or a Phoebe twitching her tail in the lilac bush by the

door while waiting for a chance to slip quietly into her nest

under the porch roof.

CHARLES LAMB once suggested that before opening a good

book we ought to say a grace. It would be never a whit less proper

A GRACE
t0 ^'V6 tnan^s ^or t 'ie blessing °f green.

r „ D I would give thanks for green, because it is

GREEN e recuPeratlve color. Was it not said of

green leaves that they should be "for the heal-

ing of the nations" ? And has not the olive branch stood for these

thousands of years as the emblem of peace?

But I would also give thanks for green because of its many
minor services. Because it is unassertive. Because it is as re-

assuring as a dependable personality. Because it has a way, like

another type of personality, of bringing out the best in everything

it comes near. Because it enhances the beauty of reddening

apples on the trees. Because it lends a felicity to the red roofs of

homely cottages. Because it softens the glare of many a red brick

house in city streets.

And again, I am grateful for the green of shadows that, like

waves of rich content, spread over the rolling lawn. I am grateful

for the green of darkling woods, where a hush comes over the

spirit while the deep-breathing universe seems to invite the soul

into a mighty fellowship.

And then, I must be grateful for this green as a mere hue. I

must rejoice in the very fact that here is not one of those things

with tactile value, one of those far too numerous "objects in life"

which are forever bidding us come clutch them. Rather here is a

pervasive sort of companionship that tacitly relegates human effort

to its proper insignificance in the large scheme of existence, in

comparison with the mysterious realities. Here is a presence that,

annihilating strife, seems to excuse a moment or two of purely sen-

suous living. Yes, I would bask in green as your cat basks in sun-

shine.
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The trellises are frequently found in pairs, symmetrically disposed as on this little cottage at Another pair at South Chatham, from which one of the climbing rose bushes has long since

South Harwich passed away

SUM another pattern at Harwich, the top piece sawn out of The type is at its best when not too high, as in the left-hand One of the best, with turned tips and a fine feeling for the

a solid board example of these two at Hyannis spacing of parallel lines
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HIGH LICHTS IN AMERICAN POLO
BY HEKBEFCT KEED

T IS characteristic of the

American sportsman
that, however much
he maj^ enjoy his game
of a day or the cam-
paign of a season, he

is none the less always ardently plan-

ning for the future. It may be five

years, or it may be ten, before it w ill

be possible to hold another interna-

tional polo match, but that some day
such a match will be necessary no
one doubts. That it is none too soon

to begin to prepare for such a match
none of the lovers of the game in this

country will deny. They are con-

servative in the extreme when they

speak of the possibility of another

quest of the International Challenge

Cup carried away not so long ago by
Lord Wimborne's team, but it is

plainly apparent that such a quest

is always in the back of their minds.
Really it simmers down to a question of sports-

manship. How soon after the close of the

war may we decently challenge for a trophy
gallantly brought back to this country after a

long stay in England, twice so keenly defended,

and in the end so gamely lost to one of the best

fours that ever came out of the British Empire?
W e know that such a challenge will be forth-

coming in course of time. And it is possible that

in the meantime some of our best players will be

out of the saddle, at least so far as the galloping

game is concerned. It follows, then, that we
shall have to look to the younger element in the

American game, carefully advised by the veterans,

to maintain American polo prestige. And that

is just what is being done—sometimes consciously,

sometimes unconsciously. It makes for the

health of the game in this country, and for inter-

national triumphs of the future.

At the moment many American polo players

are pessimistic over the situation in England.
They maintain that it will take years to raise

the game at Hurlingham, Ranelagh, Dublin, and
other polo centres, to its old standard. The
players, practically to a man, have gone to the

war. and under modern conditions of warfare

there is no doubt that the vast majority will never
return. Yet England is so steeped in polo

traditions that I believe there will be an en-

thusiastic and thorough revival of the game
as soon as the war is over. We shall miss,

in the polo lists, some of the names that have
gone ringing down the annals of the sport

—

indeed, most of them. But your Englishman
is by nature a horseman, and I believe that
there will be men, and good men, too, out
for polo when the war is over, just as there

will be good men out for every other sport.

It is significant, I think, that there is hunting
in England, even now, despite the menace of
the Zeppelins, and that the age-long interest

in horseflesh is still stoutly kept up in the face

of all sorts of discouragements.

Granting that there will be the men at hand
to play the game, what about the mounts?
Every one who saw the last international

matches at Meadowbrook doubtless remem-
bers the remarkable string of mounts, in the
main Irish, that Lord Wimborne brought over.
Well, that string is practically intact. These
Irish mounts were really ponies. They were
not so big as the American mounts, but they
were almost uncannily handy. In the early
stages of the war they were taken across the
Channel, and were promptly brought back.
They were found unsuited to the conditions
they were forced to confront. At least that is

the official version. At all events, they are
back in their stables, and they are hardly
likely to be needed on a battle front where
the life of a horse averages less than five

days. No, it is hardly probable that England
will lack for polo mounts once the war is over.

It may be ten years before an American team
deems it sportsmanlike to challenge, according

to the more conservative, but I am inclined to

doubt it. In the meantime, reinforced by the

younger players, who are coming along splen-

didly, we shall have some fine polo right here at

home, with every prospect, in the long run, of a

team that may be sent in course of time against

England, Spain, or the Argentine, probably quite

as capable as the Big Four of Meadowbrook
which has done so much for the game pretty well

all over the world.

This year the non-playing (but none the less

enthusiastic) as well as the playing public may
well turn its attention to the development of the

American game, which promises to be formidable.

The enthusiast will see in action practically all of

the mounts that made reputations in the last

international matches. They may miss some of

the Hawaiian mounts, but there will be enough
left, and probably enough new blood to make the

tournaments laid out by the Polo Association well

worth while.

Before coming down to a consideration of the

young men who are to keep up the standard of

American polo in the future, let us have a brief

look at the situation as regards mounts in this

Photograph hy Paul Thompson

Thomas Hitchcock, Jr.. No. 2 in the suggested polo combination, car-

ries a handicap of 4, and can play any of the four positions thoroughly
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country. Even without international
competition there is a constant feed-

ing of new mounts to the important
clubs. This year James C. Cooley
has been in England looking over
the field, and it is possible that he
will be able to bring back English, or
Irish ponies that will add materially
to the strength of some American
string, while Malcolm Stevenson has
made his annual pilgrimage to Coro-
nado, in quest of mounts from the
same sources tapped by Carleton
Burke for such speedy and handy
animals as the chestnut gelding
Scotty, the best of his string, the
gray gelding Don Doma, and the two
full sisters, the chestnut, Rebecca,
and the gray, Rachael.
With the American game estab-

lished on the foundation of supreme
pace, these California mounts that

are to-day almost pure thoroughbred
are very much in demand. Others of like breed

are obtainable in San Antonio, Tex., and in several

Western centres. In other words, the American
polo strings are constantly being kept up to

international standards, and when the time comes
for the younger men to get into an international

affray, they undoubtedly will be as well mounted
as their predecessors. Even to-day they hardly

need ask odds on the score of mounts from any
team in the field.

It is perhaps necessary to explain to those who
love the game yet can play it only spasmodically
or not at all, that the building up of a representa-

tive team is a different process from that followed

in the selection of a representative American
college crew or a tennis team. What is commonly
known in other sports as making the team, the

process of selection under fire, is not so noticeable;

and it does not follow, either, that the best four

polo players in the country make the best com-
bination. The really worth-while combinations
come about naturally. And what more natural

than that in the long run the younger players

will be found joining forces: The success of the

famous Meadowbrook Four was founded upon
an intimate knowledge, a knowledge that in time
became practically instinctive, of each other's

methods of play. This four played together

for years—orthodox polo most of the time,

the polo of genius when occasion demanded.
It proved that time spent as a combination
was of the very essence of the game. W hen
one of the members of this four dropped out

it was found that the combination creaked.

With such a lesson before them, the youngsters

who already are doing so well ought to, and
I think do, realize the value of an early and
long continued combination.

In these days when polo is in the throes

of scientific development so far as combina-
tion is concerned, and v\ hen teams are being

run by signal, no combination of men that

aspires to the front rank as a team can afford

to delay getting together and working out a

scheme of team play that is likely to take the

enemy by surprise. Take the case of Mid-
w ick of Pasadena last year, wrhich resorted to

a neat but simple signal system designed to

produce the unorthodox; and two years ago,

the triumphant Englishmen ran their team
by whistling signals. The signal is insisted

upon in the training of the cadets under

Captain Lindscv at W est Point, and American
polo players are making scoring factors out

of the rapid interchange of positions in the

heat of action.

Among the younger men—the half dozen

or so who are being closely watched by the

veterans—there is every element of a success-

ful combination. Among these elements are

the presence of an able leader and field general

in the person of Wister Randolph, of the

Point Judith Polo Club, (handicap 3) and of
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nihil nun who in 'II

round polo plavrm, who
one In !«' W" ««'

chant!** positions illlilrt

tirr. .in«l .it hud gallop,

ju»t j» did the l*'u Four

whrn tin- pun h i urn I In'

ii ills piomisiiig smuttier

tiling t»l to d i\ is III. nil'

up of the follow mi: Ran-

dolph, ilu .nl\ incntioni il,

W htt WOUld Ml.lLl .III I \

a Hi nt rails mg point for

am huu th.it could hi-

st I, i nd front the list;

Barcl.is \K I adden, of the

Hun M.ixm Polo Club
(handicap j); R. K. Ktraw-

bridgt, Jr., of tin- same
cluh (handicap i); Kml-
m.i 11 W an imaker, l> . an-

other cJubmate (handicap

1). |,.hn O'Day, of the

Piping Rock C luh (handicap 2); Minns Waters,

of the Runison Country Cluh (h.indic.ip :).

and the vetrj remarkable I'homas Hitchcock, Jr.,

of the \iktii l'olo Club 1 handicap 4).

\ good niilci ot polo, who li.is m ule .1 r.ireful

mid) of the work of these vomit men, has sug-

ilted the following combination, designed as an

enduring team that in the course of time might
well become another Mig Knur:

No 1 . [ohn O'Day, Piping Rock, Hadrp. 2

No. J.. I'homas I hi v lii'oi k Jr., \1kn1. " 4

No. 3.. Wistct Kjiulnlph, Point Judith, " 3

Back, K I- Sitaw htulgi 1 1 . Hi \ 11 M .iw 1
" :

I'll .t
, :

. 11 l. Iiy Umlrrwo.nl \ Underwood

Kmtniiiii \\ .111.1111.1kr1 . J 1 .
wmiuiiK I In liiinllr 1.10 mi I illy, .11 ihr new I'liivlnirit tr ;nk. Hi- is suggested (or substitute No. 3

Can tell. It is to he hoped, for the sake of
the game, that they "ill result in the keenest
sort of competition. Bui of the continued popu-
larity 01 Certain other hxtures we may rest

assured. With the California season a season,

hv the way. not without its accidents to more

Barclay McKndden
of the Bryn Mawr
Polo Club, suggested

for suhstitute No.

2

Total handicap 1

1

We have here a versatile combination whose
average age would come to twenty years or less

Young Hitchcock, carrying the highest handicap,

is well under twenty. He can play any one of

the four positions thoroughly and with a dash of

(tennis. Further, he and O'Day have frequently

pl.m-d together as they are placed on this team.
0'D.iy's speci.ilt\ is .it No. 1. .1 position ot which
American polo players have made so much. The
other two are found here in their natural positions,

but could interchange w ithout seriously affecting

the play of the four. In case of injury, or of

necessity, Rodman W anam.ikcr could go in at

No. 3. McKadden at No. 1, and W aters could

serve as utility man.
I believe that were this team to

take the held, and I am supported
in that opinion by excellent

judges, w ith its eleven-goal handi-

cap. it could make a deal of trouble

for the best four in the country,
further, it is as close as anything
can be to a certainty that the hrst

four chosen will, in the course of
the next seven or eight years, at

the outside, work their way up
to the select eight-or-nine goal

class. Starting the combination
suggested, they ought also to
bring up team play in this country
to the very highest standard.
Of course it depends very

largely upon the present season
and the arrangements already
made with the teams that are
to play in the more important
events, whether the younger
players will get together at once,
or just naturally drift together in

the course of time. There are
many players of the game, how-
ever, looking forward to another
international some day, who
would like to see them do it now.
To return, now, to a considera-

tion of what the present season
holds forth. The Polo Associa-
tion has sought to emphasize,
this year, the intersectional
matches that it is hoped will in

a way make up for the lack of
international competition. Just
how they will turn out no man

Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

John O'Day ol the Piping Rock Club. His

specialty is at No. 1 — a position of which

American polo players have made much

mi
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ih. 111 oik of 1 In- hading
I'.u ilu ('oast player*

and tin- Riiiusoii Country
( 'lull's tournament < a miIi-

Htitulc this year for the

old Lakewood events that
vi 11 ,1 1ways looked upon
as the real opening of the

Metropolitan s< asonj out

of the way, the crack
players w ill turn in Join-

to Mryn Mawr, then Deal
putting in a good part of

the month in the low goal

and high goal tourna-
ments at Mcadowbrook.
The Mcadowbrook flat

event in the closing week
of June will be one of the

important hxtures of the
season. One side of the
stands used in the inter-

national matches has been
removed, and what used to be the automo-
bile parking space has been turned into an extra

field. I his club is constantly adding to its

plant, and some of the best polo of the year
should be played in this attractive section of
Long Island.

I he Junior and Senior Open Championships
will be held at Point Judith from July 17th to

August 14th, and these, of course, will be the

banner events of the year. I find a growing
demand among keen polo men for an extension
of the Point Judith polo another week of play

would be appreciated. The inter-circuit events
will close the season, these to be held at Philadel-

phia. It is hoped that the various circuit winners
will carry their teams intact through the earlier

events and so swing into the Philadelphia affair

at the top of their form.

Just how the army men will come through the
season is a problem. They are, of course, more
subject to the stress of stormy times than their

civilian brethren in the saddle. It is the history

of army polo that no sooner does it get well

under way with every prospect of accumulating
momentum and achieving a higher standard,
than something untoward happens. It is indeed
a pity, for up to the present writing the game in

the service had never before been in such excellent

shape. It is to be hoped that what few army
mounts suited to the game are available will not

be called upon for military duty,
although it is their suitability

for that sort of thing which has
formed the backbone of the

army officers' contention that
they ought to be regularly used
in the service, as well as the usual

charger and remount. In this

connection it is a fact not gener-

ally known that the Government
does not furnish at its own ex-

pense the officers' cavalry mounts
in our army. Hence army polo

depends upon the rather slender

purses of the officers themselves.
However, there is no reason to

believe that even under abnormal
conditions there will be any fail-

ure to keep up the good work in

polo, theoretically and practi-

cally, that has been under way at

West Point for some time.

Two events of perhaps as

great sentimental interest as any
will be held at Piping Rock this

year. These are the tourna-
ments for the Visitors' Cup, a

trophy left behind by the players
of Lord Wimborne's team, and
the Westminster Cup, presented
by the Duke of Westminster.
These trophies occupy about the
same place in polo that the King's
Cup does in yachting, and they
are always eagerly fought for.

The former cup becomes the pro-
perty of the team winning it

twice, while the latter is a per-

manent trophy.

Wister Randolph
of the Point Judith

Club—able leader and

field general



Part of the herd of elk in Yellowstone Park. Although possessing some of the world's richest resources of scenic beauty and ethnological interest, we have only barely begun the development of

these national treasures

PREPAREDNESS a&Ze NATIONAL PARKS
UNTIL the "War of the Nations" made

European travel impossible, the plea to

"See America first" aroused only luke-

warm response. Perhaps it was a sort of patriotic

confidence in the supreme attractiveness of their

native land that led many Americans to "save
the best till the last;" perhaps it was that peculiar

tendency to procrastinate in visiting — the
thought that "we can go there any time,"—which
sent them overseas to visit mountains and lakes

no more beautiful, ruins hardly more ancient,

than those that can be seen without going beyond
the limits of this nation. At all events they
went—to the Lake Country, to the Riviera, to

the Continent, and the Orient—and in the going
spent as much as #3 50,000,000 in a single year.

And this, much to the surprise and disappoint-
ment of the little band of loyal adherents to

America's offerings.

Would their surprise have been so great,

however, had they realized that whereas the

Not even the mirrowed beauty of famed Como surpasses that of Crater Lake in the National Park of that name
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Old WorM has been for hundreds of years

preparing for. .ind spu i.ili/uig in, rlu' rccep-

tion of tourists, the liutcd States, with

some of t lit* world's richest resources ol

miihv' beauty .ind ethnological interest

within itN borders. Ii.is only barelv Inmm
the development and appreciative exploit!

tion of these national treasures? There

HVI been created, it is true, fourteen N.i-

tion.il Parks .i Knren.it ing more than four

and a half million acrcsof some of the grand-

est country in the world, and thirty oi mon
reservations m National Monuments, all

consecrated to the education and recreation

of the American public. These have been

placed under the general supervision of the

department of the Interior, but with no

detinue, constructive, comprehensive sys-

tem of management or development, and
little or no means for carrying out such

plans even if they were evolved.

To meet these obvious and essential re-

quirements vital now, ol all times, when
trie millions ol dollars heretofore carried

annually to Kurope are to be distributed
The Yoscmite Falls. One of the most wonderful beauty spots of the world is

Yoscmite National Park, and fathered by John Muir

I '.I. M k tailed fawn of the Yellowstone

largely throughout our own country—there

is before Congress and the public the bill in-

troduced by Representative William A.

Kent of California providing for a National
I'ark Service to have as its sole duty and
responsibility the care, administration, and
development of these playgrounds of the

people. Men who know the Parks, their

priceless treasures, and their problems at

first hand (including Mr. S. T. Mather,
Assistant to Secretary Lane, who has gen-

eral charge of them under the present

regime), business men who can realize the

wisdom of such unified management, nature

lovers, and patriotic citizens throughout all

the country, have mingled their voices in be-

half of the measure. Hut there is still need
for every other person who has not yet

voiced his convictions, to add the weight of

his opinion and influence. The creation of

such a service and, no less important, its

efficient organization and a high principled,

disinterested performance of its duties, will

pave the way to unlimited benefits not

alone for the country but for its people.

The afterglow of sunset on the Upper Two Medicine, Glacier National Park Looking across Tyndel Glacier from Flattop Mountain, in Rocky Mountain National Park



THE FARM THAT CAME BACK ON BACTERIA
OST of the farms we have thus far

studied came back slowly, and
often painfully. Year by year

they gradually gained, until finally

they took rank as improved land.

The one we are now to consider

came back with a running jump—you might say

it came back on the back of bacteria.

In the summer of 1913 a black and white cow
stood at the top of a high field in Onondaga
County, New York, and made remarks to her

companion, who was brown and white, and who
had puffed up the steep hillside. They stood

some 300 feet above the Erie Canal, which lay

only a few miles away from them. How an
Illinois prairie farmer would have smiled if some
one had told him that within a year that tough
looking hillside would be paying nearly 25 per

cent, interest on the high valuation of his own
Western land!

The black and white cow was talking alfalfa

—

a pjeasant theme to any one that walks either

upon two or four feet, for all who have tasted

alfalfa, either the plant as it comes from the

field, or the money which the plant brings, be-

come alfalfa cranks forthwith. You might say
that the black and white cow was monarch of

all she surveyed, yet it was hardly worth survey-

ing. There was scarcely feed enough on that

dry hill to tempt any sensible person to assume
the throne. She looked off over the pleasant,

rolling country and saw here and there the dark
green patches of alfalfa, and then ran her eye over
the scanty herbage of her own stamping ground.

It could not be said that this farm of sixty-

five acres which the cow looked over was de-

pleted or exhausted. Very little of it had ever
been tilled or cropped, and while no manure or

fertilizer had been used on it for sixtv years or

more, very little had been taken ofF. It had
simply been used as a summer pasture, and that
means the removal of the small quantity of plant

food in the milk. The hill had stood there idle,

waiting for somebody to turn it up. Nature had
done her best, but at last she was ready to admit
that man must step in and help her out. She had
grown tired of waiting for a man to have sense

enough to do his duty, and so she had turned the

key in the lock, told the grass to hustle for itself,

and the bacteria in the soil to keep on working,
and ofF she had walked down into the valley to

boss a few alfalfa jobs.

It seemed ridiculous too, for here was good
soil—Miami loam—light, porous, and loose,

underlaid with limestone rock. The entire farm
of sixty-five acres was rented for #130 per year

—

$2 per acre. Take out about $35 a year for

taxes, and you would have a net income of #95
a year, or less than #1.50 per acre; yet the land
was valued at #40 per acre at that time, not be-

cause of its actual earning, but because most of
the soil near by was known to be alfalfa land, and
thus this hillside had a prospective value. When
you have real estate to sell, or when you want to
say something nice about the unfortunate and
lazy relative, you say that they have potential
value. This soil had that kind of value, and
alfalfa was the potentate.

Nature might leave such a farm, weary of
waiting, and lock the door behind her, but man
had his eye on that soil, and was prepared to
enter it through the cellar window. A skilled

cattle breeder needed more alfalfa, and he knew
this hill could be made to produce it. You ought
to understand that alfalfa is not a poor man's
crop, although it makes wealth faster than any
other forage crop that grows. Throw buckwheat
and turnip seed into the soil, or start with rye,
and these hardy fellows will do their best at least
without complaint. Alfalfa is like a skilled and
pampered worker^ who will not try unless the

H W- COLLINCWOOD
conditions are right. Call on her to eat up the

mortgage as though it were chocolate candy, and
she stops to ask a lot of questions: "Is that

soil right—is it sweet with plenty of lime— is

is fine and open with a deep subsoil—are there

plenty of bacteria in it to do my housework for

me—is the soil well drained? I don't intend to

put my dainty toes down into sour and soggy
soil. The moment I wet my feet I get ouf.

Plant dollars with me in the soil, and I will pay
back ten to one. If you think I am in the same
class with rye or buckwheat, take me out, or I

will get out."

No use arguing with any such character. If

you want her, you must simply get the dollars

somewhere, put them into the soil with her seed,

and give her every modern convenience. The
farmer who took this hill in hand knew all about
this, for he had lived long enough in the alfalfa

country to understand her character. He kn.ew

that soil too, so early in March operations

began. Most of us who live in the latitude of

New York City have been driven by experience

to believe that late summer is the best season for

seeding alfalfa. When seeded in the spring the

weeds come with a rush, and smother the young
alfalfa out, for our soil is cold, and likely to be

sour. Seeded in the late summer, the weed
growth is not quite so heavy, while in the warmer
soil the alfalfa goes on faster, for you must remem-
ber that the baby alfalfa plant is a delicate and
sickly child, not equal by any means to the young
red or alsike clover. Around Syracuse it is

often thought best to seed alfalfa in the spring

with a light seeding of oats, but in this case a

permanent field was wanted, and they made
sure to kill out thoroughly the sod on that old

hill. There must be no ghosts of weeds and
tough grass to disturb the dreams of the alfalfa.

The first thing was to plow
the field, just as deep as the

soil would permit. That means

The value of alfalfa lies in its power to put its roots down
deep into the soil and extract the nitrogen from the air. A
ten-year old alfalfa plant with a root fourteen feet long

So

down to the limit of the subsoil, so as to turn
the old sod under without showing the yellow
soil on top. It was a tough job, but the furrows
were turned over evenly. No doubt the weeds
and tough grasses were chuckling to themselves
down at the bottom of the furrow . "This man
has turned us over out of sight, but that is not
our finish. We will hold the hill against all

comers. Baby alfalfa plants are very sicklv

citizens. Just as they get going nicely, we will

start up, reach the surface, and smother every
one of them out.

These insurgents would have done it too, if the
farmer had not known their character fully, and
so when the plowing was done, instead of seeding
at once he started the disk harrow. Stand a tin

plate up in the sand and roll it ahead, pressing
down hard as you roll, and you will see how this

disk harrow sent the- hopes of those weeds glim-
mering.

Then came the spring tooth harrow. This tool

is the Henry Clay, or great compromiser, among
farm implements. The plow , the spike tooth, and
the disk intend to smash or cut their way through
every obstacle, and they do it or break a point.

The spring tooth hits a stump or a root or a stone,

and it compromises. "Oh! well, we will not
argue about it, I will just pull this tooth back,
give one good kick for luck, and pass on, and the
next time around I will kick you again and give
you one more yank in passing."

That is the character of the spring tooth har-
row. The roots and the stems and the flat

stones see this artless dodger passing around
them, and they think that they have beaten the
farmer. First they know, those swinging and
kicking teeth are at them once more, and the
cheerful compromiser finally gets them out. In-

stead of riding over the flat stones, as the disk

had done, the spring tooth pulled and yanked
them loose. The horses had a grouch against

these stones, for they had jerked back at their

shoulders many a time. It was the most en-

joyable part of their job when they pulled in

front of the wagon, and the hired man loaded
those flat stones in. OfF they went to the dump,
in order that the farm might be like an ash heap.

This is surely what its surface looked like when
the stumps and bushes were finally grubbed out,

and the spring tooth had finished its fourth

journey over the farm. When at last the roller

had packed the surface down, they figured up
and found that the labor thus far had cost

$864.50. This was about one third of the value

of the farm. It required the net increase for the

entire place for twelve years simply to shave and
massage its face so as to make it attractive to

Miss Alfalfa. This certainly looked like plant-

ing dollars with the seed to please the lady, and
yet they had hardly begun. About the middle

of July the fertilizer had been spread.

Fertilizer? I thought you said the soil was

rich and strong. It was, as little had been taken

out of it for years, yet a surplus is always better

than a deficit. No doubt corn would have
jumped and stretched in that field, and given a

good crop from the sod alone. Whenever you
go calling upon Miss Alfalfa, it will pay you to

show a liberal spirit. The lady might own a

conservatory or greenhouse, yet a few flowers

from the outside would please her, so this farmer

spent more than #275 for fertilizer, and put it in

liberally. It was a mixture containing 3 per cent,

of nitrogen, 85 of phosphoric acid, and 1 ot

potash. There would have been more of the

latter, if it had been obtainable. These chemicals

were mixed with the land plaster, and sowed
broadcast over the farm just before the last

harrowing. Then that spring tooth, no longer

forced by root and stump to compromise, kicked

and scratched the chemicals into the soil.
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genus. I here was no need of doing that,

however, on this old farm, for the sod was
alrcadv full of kn tt ri.il life. All along the

toads, and creeping in along fences, wen dumps
or plants ol sw eet tli i x i i . It has the te pi it. it ion

of being a weed, hut it is really a sort of half

sistrt ol all. ill. i. with a strain of wild, vigorous
blood which puts it iiist ontsitlf of the dainty

ladv's class.
v nu may have seen the village

belie, pretty, and wholesome, and bright, anil

with her the big, healthy, country cousin. The
former is tiulv the toast of the town. I he latter

with her slow, homely service and sense sees

that the toast is kept crisp and dainty and
warm, lew care to dance with her perhaps,

but she sees that the belle has partners in plenty.

\\ In n the belle has a household of her ow n, the

sensible cousin goes ahead anil sees that it is

properly fitted up with modern conveniences.

While she is doing that, some sound and sen-

sible citi/en of middle age comea along, appreci-

ates her, and they "all live happily ever after."

That is sweet clover, the John the Baptist of
plant life, classed as a weed at firsr. yet stocking

the sod with the needed germs so that the alfalfa

may follow and prosper.

If you have ever read essays or books on
alfalfa culture, you will remember how frequently

vou see the word "lime." The bacteria may
keep alfalta gix>d natured and satisfied, but lime

is her strong counselor and friend. Kven her
beloved bacteria could not long keep her happy in

a sour soil. It would be like putting some light,

emotional creature into a lonely old country
mansion, where on dark nights the frost makes
the timbers creak, and the dim light makes
haunted corners and shadows. Such a house
would drive a back-to-the-lander close to in-

sanity, yet flood it with light, and make every

room warm, and the women folk will be filled

with joy, and that takes care of the household.

Lime working into the sour, discouraged soil is

like the light and heat for the gloomy house.

In less it be freely used,

alfalfa will pack up and dis-

appear.

There was no need of

liming this old farm, how-
ever, for it is located on
the streak of limestone

which runs through central

New York. The soil is

mostly decomposed lime-

stone rock, part of the

great wealth which nature
piled into these valleys ages

ago. and which alfalfa is

now taking out. You may
have noticed from the last

census how the cities and
towns through the New
York alfalfa belt, on the
limestone ridges, are gaining
in wealth and population.

Perhaps you thought it was
due largely to railroading

and manufacturing, but the
real foundation for it is the

Alfalfa i* usually planted with a nurse crop, but it condition!, art? ri|(ht

and Ihr seeding is properly done, il dors Iwtlir aloni-

povvi-r of alfalfa to put its mors down into this

limestone soil and extract the nitrogen from rhe

air. This plant has never yet failed to bring

prosperity inro every section where it was made
contented and at home.

They made one mistake in seeding this farm,

when they put five acres of wheat in with the

alfalfa, so as to give it a nurse crop. This did

not pay. The wheat grew to be more of a curse

crop than a nurse. That is another thing about
alfalfa get the i ondif ions ideal and seed prop-

erly, and the crop does better alone. As a rule,

if you seed it with grain in the fall, the alfalfa

seems to feel that you cannot trust her, and
you will find great, bare spots of ground after

the grain has been cut.

Wnen they had harrowed the last of that seed

into the ground, they figured up and found that

they haa spent #2,090.66 on that farm. The
total cost of the farm at #40 per acre was #2,600,

so that when the horses finally pulled the harrow
out of that field the farmer had put up #4,600.66.

The detailed items of expense are given as

follows:

To interest on $2,600 at 6 per cent, for

Alfalfa it a responsible worker, and knows
how to applet 1,lie a good thing when 11 1*

well harrowed in. Kvcry dei.ue and every
whim had been nialilnil I lei .r.ter, iwcct
elovei, had gone ahead and fitted up tlx

house for her, leaving the soil full of h;n

-

teria. I he soil had been made sweet and
open with lime, ami the old sod was breaking
up into the finest sort of humui. There was
good drainage, and no need of wearing 1 iiblx 1 .

I he soil had been t hopped and stirred until

it was full of sunshine, and the chemicals
provided a full ration of available food. So
when the seed found itself in that warm and
congenial soil, it did what any skilled work-
man will do proceeded to work its patent

hard. I he legumes carry a trade secret of

taking nitrogen out of the air, and as the
roots of that alfalfa spread out into the soil,

millions of bacteria settled upon them and
proceeded to pump nitrogen out of the air.

I here are millions of tons of nitrogen in the

air, bathing the face of Onondaga County,
and every pound of it is worth 20 cents

at least. Taking nitrogen out of the air and
packing it away into alfalfa is about the

surest way to boost prosperity that you can
think of, and once given the chance of its life,

that old farm came back with a jump. In 1915
they had their first crop which figured out this

way:

161 tons of alfalfa at #17 #2,737

135 bti. of wheat 135

To taxes for 1914 and 1915
To plowing at #3 per acre

To removing stone at #3.60 per acre

To disking at #2 per acre

To harrowing (4 times) at #4.20 per acre .

To rolling at 50 cents per acre ....
To sowing fertilizer at 75 cents per acre

To sowing seed at 25 cents per acre

To cost of fertilizer at #4.25 per acre .

To cost of alfalfa seed at #1 1.25 per bu. .

To cost of seed wheat at #1.25 per bu..

To interest on money expended in improve-

ments for one year

Total expense

# 312 00
66 00
195 00
234 00
130 00

273 00

32 5°

48 75
16 25

275 60

339 06
12 5°

156 00

#2,090 66

The high tonnage per acre from alfalfa is due to the fact that from

three to six cuttings are made in one season, depending on locality

Total #2,872

The cost of harvesting was estimated at #2 per

ton, or #322, and this leaves a net income the

first year of cropping of #2,550. Thus the net

income for the first year paid all expenses for

packing the dollars in with the alfalfa seed, and
left #450.44 for a nest egg, or the bacteria for a

bank account.

Remember that the first year's crop of alfalfa

is never a full yield, usually not more than two
thirds of what may be expected when the field is

three or four years old. Also remember that

there will not be for some years any expense for

plowing, seeding, or cultivating, and but little

for fertilizer, for when alfalfa is satisfied she pays
her own wages and boards herself. In 1916, with

an ordinary season, this farm will produce 200
tons of alfalfa, which at the same price of #17
per ton, means a year's income of #3,400. The
expenses of harvesting, interest, and taxes will not
exceed #800, which will leave #2,600 as net in-

come for the year. Let some one with a good
head for figures tell us what such land is worth,
considered as an investment at ordinary rates of

interest.

And remember that this is not a fairy tale,

or the dream of some back-to-the-lander. The
only fairies connected with it are the tiny bac-

teria down in the soil, waiting, as they did for

years, to get an opportunity to show what they
can do.

Let any man put a roll of #2,600 into his

pocket, and he will cer-

tainly not consider it a

dream. But reading this,

he must not imagine for

a moment that he can go
out anywhere into the

highways and byways, put
the dollars into any soil, as

this farmer did, and spend
the rest of his life counting

money. Men go into a gold

region and dig out wealth

because nature has packed
it away for them, but they

cannot go out into the

back yard, open up any-

where, and do the same
thing. While alfalfa can be

grown on most land to fair

advantage, if the farmer will

pay the price, it is prob-

ably only along the natural

alfalfa soils that such re-

sults as are here recorded

can be worked out.



N VIEW of the fact that

birds display much
activity about their

nests, there is a great

advantage in studying

the nesting bird. Once
locate an occupied nest, and by
quietly watching for a time, your
field glass and bird guide will usually

enable you to learn the owner's

name. If you do not know where any nest is to

be found, go out and hunt for one. This in itself

will be found to be an exciting sport, although it

should be pursued with good judgment. Children

unattended should not be permitted to hunt

nests in spring. A very excellent way to find

one is to keep a sharp watch upon birds at the

time when they are engaged in nest building.

By noticing every bird suspected of being in-

terested in domestic affairs, you are pretty sure

to discover one before long with grass, twigs,

rootlets, or other similar substances in its bill.

Now watch closely, for you are in a fair way to

discover a nest. The bird may not go directly

to the coveted spot. If it suspects that it is being

watched it may hop from twig to twig and from
bush to bush for many minutes before revealing

its secret, and if it becomes very apprehensive it

may even drop its burden and begin a search for

insects, with the air of one who never thought of

building a nest anyway. Even when not sus-

pecting that it is under observation it will not

always go directly to the nest.

Early morning is the best time of the day to

find birds working at their nests, for then they are

most active. Perhaps a reason for this is that

the broken twigs, leaves, and dead grasses having

been dampened by the dews of night, are more
pliable, and consequently more easily woven into

place.

For nesting sites, birds as a rule prefer the open
country. Rolling meadow lands, with orchards,

thickets, and occasional streams, are ideal places

for birds in spring.

After the young have hatched it is even easier

to find nests by watching the parents. The
nestlings are hungry at all hours, and so the old

ones are visiting the nest at frequent intervals

throughout the day. Birds do not all behave
alike when their nests are discovered. A cuckoo
will glide away instantly and will make no efFort

to dispute your possession of her treasures. A
crow will also depart, and so will a wild duck, and
some others. On the other hand the mockingbird,

robin, or shrike, will raise a great outcry and
bring about her half of the birds of the neighbor-

hood to pour out on you their vials of wrath,

unless happily you have the good judgment to

retire at once to a safe and respectful distance.

Warblers will flit from bush to bush, uttering cries

of distress and constantly showing their uneasi-

ness. The mourning dove, nighthawk, and
many others, will feign lameness and seek to

lead you away in a vain

pursuit. A still larger

number will employ the

same means of deception

after the young have
hatched, as for example,

the quail, kildeer, sand-
piper, and grouse.

However much a bird

resent your intru-

CONDUCTED BY T. GILBERT PEARSON
Secretary of the National Association of Audubon Societies

[Mr. Pearson will be glad to answer any questions relating to birds; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.]

NESTING DAYS

Chipping sparrows feed their young almost entirely on insects

that are injurious to vegetation

in a hollow tree; its claws are very sharp, and you
will need first aid attention if you persist.

T. G. P.

THE CHIPPING SPARROW
HE chipping sparrow or hair bird,

Spizella socialis, is a product of
civilization. He is very democratic
in all his tendencies. He believes

in a plain dwelling, an inconspicu-

ous garb, healthy nestlings, and
many of them, and a generous diet of weed seeds

and insects taken from the garden, the fields, and
the trees of the orchard and the street.

These birds construct their nests of materials

that they find around the house. The foundation
frequently consists of coarse grass roots, or bark
fibre from the fence posts, or again of miscellane-

ous materials such as culms of hay, plant stems,

A white eyed vireo on her nest

may resent your
sion on the privacy of its

sanctuary, it is very rare

for one to attack you. I

remember, though, a boy
who once had the bad
manners to put his hand
into a cardinal's nest,

and had his finger well

bitten for his misdeed.
Beware, too, of ever try-

ing to caress a screech

owl sitting on its eggs A brooding wood thrush Nest of the long-billed marsh wren

and the like. They will even pick
up shreds of raffia or string and
embody them in their neat little

structures. The lining is usually of
horsehair, or sometimes of human
hair. So constant a factor is hair in

the nest building of the chipping
sparrow that he has acquired the
name of hair bird.

In the spring of 1914, I timed
two chipping sparrows building. The male ac-
companied the female to and from the nest while
she was gathering materials. She seemed to do
the greater part of the work. The burden of the
work was accomplished in the early morning
when the materials were wet with dew and easily
molded into shape. At the end of four days
the tiny house was ready for occupation.
The following year I spied a nest in a spruce in

the corner of the orchard fence, just as the spar-
rows were completing it. June 5th, Mrs. Chip-
ping Sparrow laid the first egg in the diminutive
brown cradle, and the following day she placed
another beside it, and began to brood. On the
two days following, she added two more eggs to
the number. The brooding bird was so gentle
that she remained on duty when the family
passed the tree, even though they lingered to
admire the charming picture.

The 18th of June, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
there were three nestlings in the nest, one egg
still remaining unhatched. The bird had been
incubating twelve days.

I was very anxious to obtain a photograph of
the mother performing her nesting duties, so on
the 25th of June, I trimmed around the nest a
little and put a bird blind near by that the birds
might get used to it. This was the seventh day
after the first nestling hatched and it was the
beginning of the feather stage. The following
morning, when I went to clip a twig between
the nest and the blind, the four nestlings, with
loud chips, flew in different directions and sought
refuge in the grass of the orchard, The parent
birds came to their assistance at once with much
fluttering, and most expressive language.
Toward evening, on the 28th of June, I was

walking in the orchard. The chipping sparrows
called as they gathered insects for the young from
the trees about. The thought came to me,
"What a pretty picture a young chipping sparrow-
would make! It would be tangible proof of the
vigor and endurance of this branch of the sparrow
family." At the same instant I was startled by a
young bird rising out of the grass at my feet. The
temptation to photograph him was too great to
resist. I caught him and carried him to the
house, where he was soon so much at home that
he partook of fresh ants' eggs, with an occasional
drop of water. He fed freely on fresh steak, that
I cut into bits and presented on the tips of the
scissors. Also he posed readily for his photo-
graph. When I took him back to the orchard he

began to chip to his par-
ents, and instantly they
were all excitement.

They swooped down
upon us with a frenzy of
chips! I was in a great

hurry, so I simply placed

the young bird on the

branch of a fir, near his

parents, and fled.

The chipping sparrows
raise from two to four

nestlings in one brood,

and often three broods in

a summer. Since they
feed their young almost
entirely on insects in-

jurious to vegetation, one
can form some idea of
what useful work they
accomplish.

Cordelia J. Stanwood.A song sparrow's ground-built nest
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Ill v jpit.il ,h rutin! uf i In in

Iv I IIICIMIII' ill till' business.

If all faritii can ml mi the

same t\ pc ul' farming .Hid if

ill f.triu laitil \wn worth™ thr same |>i ii < pel .H re, we
Could Use the Hie .is .1 mr.iMiti "I sl/c

Milt the Horist, with .1 few acres ul lugh-

priced land undci glass, m.i\ have mimic

monv) invested in his business than the

cattle raisci with a thousand acics of
i.mm . or the truck grower may in-

MMlf) until the cost of his crops from a

Mimic lite cipi.il that of a whole cotton
faun in the South.

Analyses ol farm accounts have shown
th.it the farmer's teturn is in proportion
to the capital invested, up to the amount
when the si/c Incomes unmanageable
because of physical factors That is. the
larger the business the bigger the return,

ana not only that, but the bigger the
percentage of return, hecausi of econ-

omies in management which can be intro-

duced in the larger business

Such a statement belongs in the pri-

mary department of finance. Yet how
many men believe it to-day 3 How many-
deluded city people go to tin farm expect-
ing big returns from little capital? I here
will be less trouble in the world when
people ha\e elemental facts clearly before

them.
If a man invests his money in bonds or

stocks, or puts it away in a savings bank,
he expects to receive interest for that
money. If a man works in an office he
expects to receive a pay envelope at the
end ol the week. If he invests money in

the concern for which he works he will

expect pay for his money and pay for his

work. Capital is needed to provide an
opportunity for the man to work, but
man's work is required ro gi\c capital an
opportunity to earn interest. Kach must
pa\ the other, and any system of account-
ing must take cognizance of this fact.

The farm owner puts both capital and
work into his business and he should be
paid interest on his money and wages for his time.

When we realize that farming is a conservative
business and the rate of return therefore low. we
begin to sec why the small t.irm cannot pay.

Because ol unusual ability the individual may
be capable of earning a large wage, but that
capability is very much more likely to bring
rewards in a less conservative business than
farming. 1 here are opportunities for specula-

tion in agriculture. If the farmer devotes his

whole place to raising potatoes in a year when
that crop brings a high price, he will receive the

return of speculation.

Without sufficient capital the farmer cannot
earn interest on that w hich he has, let alone earn
a w age for himself. In the city a man may run
a business on other people's capital and be, in

reality, an employee. The lawyer is a clerk for

his clients, the insurance agent is an employee,
and the stock broker is working on commission,
which is merely another name for wages, while

the farmer is neither an employee nor a broker,

but is working for himself and must supply all the
capital needed in his business.

The charge for the farmer's labor takes pre-

cedence of every other. The money invested in

a farm cannot hope to bring in a return except
through a man's labor. It is illogical to expect
a small capital to pay a man $300 a y

rear and earn
interest besides. Indeed it is asking the dollars

to be unusually nimble even to provide a man
with the opportunity to earn day wages unless

they are present in sufficient numbers.
How does this theory work out in practice?

In one section in New York State not a single

man who had less than $4,000 invested in his farm
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HOW MUCH CAPITAL
DOES A FARMER NEED?

The city man who would go back to the land should remember that the

average farmer docs not make even day laborers' wages unless he has a capital

investment of at least $4,000

made a labor income of $1,000, and only one made
so much as $800. W hen we reach those with an
investment of from $4,000 to $6,000 we find one
in twelve making $3 a day for his time and work.

But when we look among the farmers who have
an investment of $15,000, we find that 46 per
cent, of them made more than $1,000 a year, over
and above interest on their investment. The
mere use of that amount of money in the business

allowed them to pay interest on it and to receive

a good wage for their time.

The small farms were not big enough businesses

to pay. When the total income of a man is $500,
to make much that is net is out of the question.

Even 50 per cent, profit will not pay him the

wages of a hired man, to say nothing of interest.

The need for money is more pressing than is the

need for its proper distribution. A man without
capital is almost helpless, while the one who in-

vests it with poor judgment is simply handi-

capped. The average cost for labor on the farms

of the country is somewhere in the vicinity of

40 per cent, of all costs, but we have found that

on the large farms a hundred dollars' worth of

labor farms five times the ground that it will on
the small farms. No wonder the big farmer
makes the money!
The most important factor is the size of the

business. The highest profits are made when
size, diversity, and good production are com-
bined in a well-balanced business.

Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa are wealthy farm-

ing communities. The land is productive and
conditions propitious. Yet when all the

farms in one county of each state were investi-

gated it was found that one farmer out of

S3

every three wan paying for tin- privilege

of working on his own farm, lie had to

work with his money to make it pay
interest. The family lived well hei aira

the capital invested paid enough to allow

of good living, but the head of the house
hold was working for nothing.

The farmei does not talk in term, .,1

finance, but he knows more about the
business of (arming than people give him
credit for. I he Illinois owner of a farm
does not exert himself to make a labor in-

come because he has enough to live on v. i th-

OOt it, but the tenant farmer of that state
' cits himself. I lis hooks ate balam ed

for him each year. He must pay interest

to the landlord and have enough left to

live on. His own investment is usually
too small to pay any considerable part

of his living, and there is small chance
for him to misunderstand his position.

The tenant all over the country makes
more money on his capital than does the
owner.

I he tenant occupies a strong strategic

position to-day. He has the advantage
of the use of the combined capital

furnished by himself and his landlord,

and he has the initiative furnished by the
necessity for earning a labor income over
and above the interest demanded by his

landlord's investment.
The results found in Indiana, Illinois,

and Iowa are only typical of those found
elsewhere, for, wherever a community
becomes so prosperous that the farmers
can live on the returns from their farm
investment, the labor income begins to

flatten out. Necessity ceases to push.
A hired manager rarely makes a farm
pay. It is seemingly impossible for one
man to run a farm for another and make
it a business success. A good tenant
will pay a fair rate of interest on the
investment and make a good living for

himself.

The city man who wishes to leave his

present position to take up farming should
remember that the average farmer,

trained to the work from his youth, does not
make day wages unless he has a capital invest-

ment of $4,000. And after a full day's toil the
wages of a farm hand will not look very large to

the man from the city, when he compares them
with the weekly check to which he has been
accustomed.
There are various ways to decrease the farm

capital. A fancy barn that costs more than a

barn has any right to is one way. A set of
palatial chicken houses will cost more than the
hens can hope to repay. Farming land that has
been exploited to more than its \-alue for agri-

cultural purposes is another way; equipping a

place with too many horses and keeping them
sleek and well-groomed is still another. Too
many men for the work is a road to the poor
house. Few farmers make these mistakes, while

most city men make some of them. There
is a nicely balanced relationship between
pride of ownership and economy of labor

devoted to that end that needs a firm hand to

maintain it.

There is a way to increase the capital, and that

is to rent a place and so let the landlord provide

the real estate. Then all of the farmer's capital

can be put into producing-stock and equipment.
This practicable method is being increasingly

put into practice by young country bred farmers.

It is better to hire a good farm than to own a

poor one.

The reader may be discouraged by this list

of troubles in the way of the farmer. It is

given because the knowledge may save him a

lot of worry and tribulation if he decides to

try farming.



T SEEMS a simple

matter to establish

a tea house and to

start businessvvith a

dozen cups and sau-

cers, a basket of

cakes, and a tea kettle. As a

matter of fact, the problems of the

keeper of the simple tea house are

different from those of the man-
agement of a big hotel only in de-

gree and not at all in kind.

As any tourist knows, the

things most desirable in the place

at which he stops to eat are clean-

liness, a fine quality of food, and

pleasant surroundings in good

taste. After a hot and dusty ride

a simple luncheon of sandwiches

and tea, hot or cold, served under

trees in cool shade, and with

plenty of sparkling cold water

from a spring, for instance, is in-

finitely preferable to a much more
pretentious meal in some hotel—-

even a good one. At least, the

touring public has generally so

ruled, with the result that any
man or woman of good taste,

some commonsense, and a little

capital, can set up and run a way-
side tea house business, with the

reasonable assurance of making a

smairprofit at least and the pros-

pect of a very good one.

Hotel knowledge is not at all

an essential. But it must not

be assumed that the thing can

be done without meeting some
difficulties. One has only to ask

the keepers of a few tea houses,

and get their stories, to realize that the ven-

ture has two sides.

"I thought I had found just the thing to pay
for my third year at college," writes a lady who
has a little tea house on a main road between two
large cities, "when I developed the idea of making
my old stone spring house, which stands within

fifty feet of the road, into a place where motorists

could get a simple meal. We own the old farm

and I thus had no rent to pay, and it seemed as if

$100 capital ought to start me off". But I found

that it was harder than it looked. I determined,

in the first place, that I must have a choice of

drinkables. So I ordered ginger ale, in bottles,

grape juice, sarsaparilla, and lemon soda, and made
iced tea, hot tea, lemonade, and orange j uice. For

my menu I had tea cake, bread, ham, tongue,

potato salad, cheese in little jars, lettuce, olives,

pickles, and some fruit.

"I know now that I had too many things to

drink, and more to eat than I could manage in

my 'plant,' For the only heat I could get in the

old stone spring house was an alcohol stove for hot

water, and I had five times the demand for hot

and cold tea that I had for any
other drink. Lemonade came
next, with grape juice third, and
the soft drinks went begging.

"I thought that I could do the

whole thing myself, and when I

was ready, hung up my little sign,

put on a white apron and a cap,

and waited. At noon the first

car stopped. At fifteen minutes
after I had seven cars backed up
on the lawn and people sitting on
the grass, on robes, on the little

tables, and I was flying about as if

crazy, trying to serve them all.

"Oh, no, I didn't succeed. But
they saved me the trouble. I

explained my difficulties, told

them it was a new business, and
one lady (may the Fates preserve

her!) marshaled her party, turned
into a waitress, and helped me
serve every one! When they had
gone I had $22 and an empty
larder! I took my sign down
and fled—to order more things
to eat!

-

-fmf£ "To my mind the essential

things are, first, what you serve
to drink must be pure, it must be
very cold or very hot, and it must
be served quickly. What you
serve must be so good to taste

that they who buy forget that
they can't get forty kinds. Your
price must be decent — not low,

but not extortionate. For in-

stance, I charge a quarter for a

cup of tea and bread and butter.

Lemonade is 15 cents, but it's a

big glass full. The 'Rest-a-bit

spread' as I call it, is $1, and it

seems extortionate when you read
it, but few have objected, because
I have it plainly written down on
the little bill of fare. The
'spread' is tea or lemonade, ham,
tongue, tea cakes, bread and but-

ter, olives, potato salad, and home
made preserves. And I let them
eat all they want! But it's rarely'

that I get a call for a third helping.

It is not uncommon for me to

serve fifty or sixty 'spreads' be-

tween 11:30 and 2—much less in

the evening, although I once had
sixty-three people at six o'clock

—

and no girls to serve them either.

I made Sally do it. She didn't

want to go back to cooking—she

collected more than seven dollars

in tips!"

\ X / A \/ Q 1 F^V Y2 HP E7 A 1 T [ I Q r Not a" proprietors of small tea

VV f\ 1 J I Ut lCr\ M U U J L houses are fortunate enough to be

located on well traveled main roads.
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A quaint little tea house on the old Lancaster Pike in Pennsylvania, remodeled from a small and very

ancient building, and connected with the adjacent garage. Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, architects

ORGANIZING THE

"It took me a month to get things running
right. At the end of that time I had two school

girls, farmers' daughters both, to serve. I paid

them no wages, but they made a generous daily

sum from tips (I know this is immoral and unde-
sirable and all that, but I didn't create the tipping

habit and I am going to finish college if I break
a moral law a day). I cut out the soft drinks,

bought a gasolene stove (of which I am mortally

afraid), and spend my evenings cooking hams.
Our old cook makes the tea cakes—by the hun-
dreds now—and I was told a few days ago that if I

would change my sign from "Rest-a-bit Inn" to

the "Sally Tea Cake House" (the cook's name is

Sally) I would double my business. But I don't

want to double it. I couldn't handle it. I was
worn to a frazzle when September arrived, but

—

and this is the important thing—I had my #100
capital back and I had $310.11 in profits. I had
also 107 glasses, 82 plates, and a chest of plated

silver, besidesfourdozen and some cups, and a com-
plete equipment of bread boxes, cake containers,

stone jars for lemonade and orange juice, and a

gross or so of napkins and tablecloths of paper.

Attractive surroundings are of first importance in the wayside tea house, for this is its first appeal

to the wayfarer
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some method must be found for

attracting custom to the tea house.

"My problem," writes the owner of a tea

house inn in the hill country of New England,
"was to let people know that I w7as open and
doing business. My little inn is an old and
rather picturesque barn, so long unused for the

purpose for which it was made that it has no
other odor than that of the hay loft. I have a

mother and four sisters, and when we decided

to establish an inn, where we could serve simple
country meals to automobile people, we realized

at once that the trouble was to get them to go a

quarter of a mile down the lane which leads from
the main road.

"We solved this problem in three ways. First,

we had a very large sign painted, which we nailed

to trees near the turn-out from the main road.

It read: 'The Barn Inn—Good Country Food.
One Quarter Mile,' and it showed from both sides.

Next, we asked every person who stopped with us,

whether they bought a dinner or asked for water
for the car, for the name or names of motoring
friends. Every name was put on a postal card,

bearing a map of the road and a half-tone pictureof

the interior of the barn, with a short schedule of

prices. Third, we asked the sec-

retaries of all the automobile clubs

within twenty-five miles if they

would see that their members
knew of us if we would send them
postals. In every case we got the

list of club members. In this

way we worked up a small but

paying trade. We serve but one
meal a day—that is, if we have a

chicken dinner we don't have a

meat dinner, too. We grow our

own vegetables. Mother is a splen-

did cook, my sisters and I wait on
the table, and we consider it a de-

cided success, even though we get

no salaries or wages, and put the

Rrofits into the family purse,

lext year we plan to advertise

on Fridays and Saturdays in the

newspapers of five adjoining

towns. If we find that it pays

we w ill use more papers. I can-

not answer your question as to

what we have made, but I think

for the two summers we have

done this our profit in money is
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about Jd.ouo and «r have .ill

fhe wholi mv of II* lived w r II

liunnii r It*- season mi tin- dinnctx

\m cooked mil couldn't si ll

MCtpl rot two dtradlul davs

win n vvr wcic beset In .1 con-

, vent 1011 and sold ivctvthuiK <>n

the place whiih could he eaten,

111. 1 u tii.illvll.nl lo borrow mi- .lis

for ourirlxrx from good neigh-

bors!"

I In- help problem is acute in

some plans not .ill .tir able to

press .1 numctoiis fanulv into

m iuu 01 to employ hcsh-f accd

count r\ cnls who arc glad to

wotk lot tin tip- Ullt ICSOIItlC

can coiuiuer tins difficulty .is

well as others.
" \\ In n 1 am health) I am .1

tchool teacher. W hen I .1111 an

valid I am a crouch!" writes a

\ nunc man w ho has w hat he calls

.1
•• Ki -r I lav en" exactly half« a>

between two mulille sized cities,

KUTOunded In .1 wilderness ol

impossible hotels "When 1 am a crouch I have
to live out of doots M\ wile has a small piece

of propertv. winch is ot no use to an\ one except

HMIM person who wants to sit under the trees.

That is. it isn't salable. So we put up hrst a

tent, then two tents, next three tents, anil this

vcar a log cabin under the trees and thru- we
loaf and m\ ite our souls and let the passing

automobihst loaf and invite his tor a considera-

tion, which is what he pays for the best beaten

biscuits in tin world 1
•'•< makes them), a real cup

(if coffee, cohl chicken (which shr cooks), sliced

ham. ice cream (which we buy), fancy caki ii v

spring water, and a few trimmings.

"Hut 1 can't loaf and invite my soul and wait

on table and she can't cook iind w ait on table.

\nd female help (unless you arc married to it) is

an impossible thing to get here. Help
we have to have. So 1 invited the boys
of the school where I teach to come and
be waiters. The bait was the tips, to be

used in equipping their gvmnasium, plus

a small very small—wage to be used

as they pleased. A boy won't be a serv-

ant for money. Hut he'll let you walk
on him if it buys him something for his

school -if he likes his school. So we had
from one to four competent it sometimes

clum v boy waiters all last summer at

a cost of $} a week per boy
"

"You ask what was the hardest in

establishing ' Break an F.gg Inn,' " w rites

a young married woman who has suc-

ceeded in sending two boys to school and
keeping a home together, by utilizing a

large lawn and a farmhouse on a road

which is much used by automobile tourists.

"The hardest thing was the menu. I

knew that what I could cook I could sell,

but I couldn't cook many things be-

cause of the difficulty of getting ice

anil keeping supplies, and also be-

cause 1 believed that a hungry set of

tourists wanted to be served quickly.

My two boys have for several years

run a chicken farm, and we sell eggs

by the box. And it was eggs which
w e decided to use for our bill of fare

—

hence our name. W e serve only eggs

and bacon, home-made bread, tea,

and soup. If any one w ants more he
can go elsewhere. W e who do it are

sick of the sight of an egg. To
eat an omelette is a punishment.
Bacon is medicine, and any one
w ho offered one of my family soup
would flee for his life. But as no
one party takes two consecutive
meals w ith us, our very simple menu
doesn't pall on our guests. We
keep soup constantly hot — both
chicken and beef with rice; we have
genuine, honest, freshly laid eggs

—

if any guest wants to, he can come
to the hennery and see us pick
them from the nests! And I can

I. united lacilitie* hnve been made I h«- tniwl of here. One advantage in having the tea room in close prox-

imilv I" III. house 1* thai rrlrrnhmcnts ran be prepared in (In- kill In n and served with little extra trouble

make a real omelette, and get it in front of my
guests on the lawn - in bad weather we serve our
guests in our own dining room, which is large—
before it falls. We make no attempt to charge
very low prices. Tourists, when they are hungry,
don't mind paying a good price, so we get 50
cents for a thrcc-egg omelette, and 30 more for

tea, bread and butter, and two rashers of bacon.

Soup is 1 ^ cents a cup -good, large cup and
we sell a great deal. As we kill our own chick-

ens for the chicken soup, 'grow' our own eggs,

and have no extra rent to pay, our profits .in-

large in proportion to our investment. My boys
help serve, and we have .1 competent woman
who helps me in the kitchen, to whom we
give a home and £lj a month. She also waits

on table. I try to make every meal look

There is a suggestion in the simple, primitive charm of this tea room. Interior of

the house shown at the top of the preceding page and again below

Another view of the Lancaster Pike tea house, showing its swinging " sign of the tea pot

attractive, and I know that they

ate good lo eat I'.vci y < at that

stops gels a drink without any
one asking for it, a little atten-

tion which most tourist! seem to
appreciate."

A peculiar ptoblcm confronted
.1 inidille ,i|m il in. hi who had a

wayside inn, as he ex pressed it,

"wished on to me."
"My place used to he ( ailed

Huckleberry Inn" he writes,

"presumably because huckle-
hi 111 1

. grow 111 tlie neighbor-

hood. Not for years had any-
thing but beer, whiskey, poor
sandwiches, and had cigars been

served at Huckleberry. Then
my uncle, w ho owned and leased

the property, died. I was his

heir.

"I got rid of my undesirable

tenants at once, purposing to

rurn Huckleberry into a decent,

attractive place. But although

I refurnished ir, eliminated the

bar, bought good furniture and htrings, em-
ployed competent help, and advertised as much
as I could afford to, I did not get business.

The only kind which came to me was the kind I

didn't want, and that stopped as soon as it

found that I sold nothing stronger than tea.

"I knew there must be a way and the way I

chose proved to be the right one. I personally

went to call on every minister in seven adjacent
towns and on a dozen in the near-by city. I

told them just what I was trying to do, and
made them believe me. I was removing a canker
sore from the public highway, and what I wanted
was to make the public believe it. I offered

all of them the same thing come and see what
I have and what I do. If you believe it, arrange
a Sunday school picnic at my place. It will cost

you nothing, and I will supply water,
all the milk your children can drink, and
all the ice cream they can eat.

"It worked. I had eight picnics in

June and the advertising 1 got dispelled

forever the idea that Huckleberry was a
bad place. Since then I have had all the
tourist business and all the local business

in luncheons and dinners that any man
could want. I make daintiness of table

and dining room and goodness of simple
food my cardinal principles, and I

cleared #1,800 last year, net, in five

months! As I had my living besides and
am a man of simple tastes, I am satis-

fied."

I hese little stories are but samples, and
selected to show some of the problems
and the solutions which concern the
simple wayside tea house. Speaking
generally, success seems to follow prompt
service, simplicity of menu, reasonable
but not low prices, quality of food, and

pretty and cool surroundings. One
or two reports of places which have
not made a success give no particu-

lars of character of surroundings and
complain particularly of the difficulty

of having a variety of food with a

limited kitchen equipment. The at-

tention of the touring public is in-

vited to the fact that no simple

country house, barn, spring house,

tent, log cabin, or other primitive

structure can be reasonably expected

to provide the meals which can be

prepared in a hotel kitchen, and that

if cleanliness and good taste can be

obtained at a reasonable price, a

narrow limit of choice in the menu
should not be objected to. The
wayside tea house seems to offer an

opportunity to make a modest living

without great investment, and at

the same time give the owner and
operator a pleasant sense of having

contributed something to the joy of

life by means of real service to a

traveling public.
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HERE'S a little bit of Scotland

up in Westchester County,
New York—they call it

Strathglass Farm—that is

a concrete result of quiet,

CONDUCTED BY E, D. SEYMOUR
[Mr. Seymour will be glad to answer any questions relating to live

stock; for convenience, kindly address the Readers' Service, Country
Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.— The Editors.]

well directed determination

on the part of one of those modern busi-

ness men who are beautifying the country-

side with sumptuous homes and up-to-date

farm buildings on splendidly planned coun-

try estates, where herds and flocks of su-

preme excellence are raised, and thoroughly scien-

tific agriculture is practised. The gentleman in

question is Mr. Hugh J. Chisholm.
W hen he succeeded to the property, less than

ten years ago, he had only a foundation—albeit

a sound one—on which to outline the possible

accomplishments of the future. His father had
established the farm in 1909, with some 365
acres and 65 head of registered Jerseys. The
present owner has stretched its boundaries to

enclose 850 acres, has added to and improved the

buildings, and quietly, gradually, making sure of

each step, has replaced the original stock with a

herd of 165 Ayrshires, the best to be had.

Otie way to "talk cow" with the owner of

Strathglass is to seek out the offices of the Ox-
ford Paper Company in New York City and make
inquiry for the President thereof. If you can
show "just cause", and if there is no impediment
in the form of a board meeting or absence in

Chicago or Maine or Cleveland or Canada, you
will meet a ruddy, well set up, carefully groomed
man who will greet you with a smile of such
friendliness that you will feel welcome to stay a

week.
On the walls of this office you will note, along

with the photographs of the great mills and
waterfalls at Rumford, Me., a striking picture

of the famous Scottish bred show bull, Hobsland
Perfect Piece, and one of a string of Ayrshire

matrons that is a treat to the eye. Mr. Chisholm
will favor you, if you are inclined that

way—not otherwise, for he is no hard
rider of hobbies—with a sight of an
album full of Ayrshires' portraits, a

goodly collection; also with an oppor-
tunity to glean a good bit of Ayrshire
information, for in sooth he knows
families, records, sales, and prizes,

here, there, and everywhere in Ayr-
shiredom.

That he believes in the breed and
its future was never more strongly

emphasized than when, last October,
he held at Strathglass a Field Day,
invitations to which were sent out by
hundreds, and which represented an
expenditure of several thousand dol-

lars. Its aim was to give an oppor-
tunity, to all who would, to see a
thoroughly representative Ayrshire
herd, that they might be able to bear

THE AYRSHIRES
O' STRATHGLASS

By A. G. MORRELL
testimony to the beauty and productivity of this

splendid breed, and as a boost for the Ayrshire

the event merits the gratitude of all who share

Mr. Chisholm's feelings about her.

In the early days of the present herd's history,

the leading sire was Hobsland Gipsy King, just

as now another Hobsland, designated Perfect

Piece, holds that proud position. Later, Imp.
Netherhall True-to-Time 14976, a son of Nether-
hall Brownie 16th, who is closely related to

Netherhall Brownie 9th (an erstwhile champion

Mr. Hugh J. Chisholm and some of the cattle which he loves, at his 1915 Field Day

producer of the breed), was made stock bull;

and a great breeder he has proved—and
still remains. A majestic looking beast, of
splendid dairy type, it is only because of
his rather peculiarly distributed dark red

markings that he is denied the title of
"show bull." At this establishment they
have not made the all too common error of
discarding bulls before their worth has been
proven, and old True-to-Time is held in

deservedly high estimation on account of
the uniform excellence of his get.

All Ayrshire people, and some others, know
Imp. Hobsland Masterpiece 8795, "Bob" Ness's
great Canadian show bull, bred in Scotland, and
of world-wide fame. On one of his periodical

trips to Scotland, Mr. Chisholm bought a young
son of this bull, as well as a half-brother to True-
To- Time, having seen nothing else in all his seek-

ing that approached them in either type or
breeding, or that would "nick" so well with the
blood he already had.

The first of these was Imp. Hobsland Perfect
Piece 16933, who, as a show bull, will very likely

outclass his sire, since he is larger and longer, and
more in accord with t+ie tastes of American
breeders who are keeping strictly away from the
ultra fine type. He is of the popular nearly
solid white, with just a touch of red, carries him-
self well, and has lots of quality.

The second was Imp. Netherhall Wide-Awake.
I recall that on the occasion of one of my visits

at his office, Mr. Chisholm said joyfully, "I have
a string on a son of Netherhall Brownie 16th, a

dandy calf. I have offered the highest price for

him that has yet been paid for a bull calf in Scot-

land, and I think I'll get him. I wanted his dam,
but if I don't get her I'll have the bull anyway."
Wide-Awake in the last year and a half has
added poise, depth, and girth to his make-up and
has become a wonderfully handsome creature—
to my mind the best bull in the barns. Added to

the dairy type that he carries as a

characteristic of the Brownies, he has

quality, finish, style, and very evi-

dent constitutional vigor. He should

certainly sire top-notch daughters;

and in addition he has every right to

show ring honors.

There have always been good cows
in the Strathglass herd, judging by
current Ayrshire standards; but just

as no dairy breed in this country has

made such progress in the last six

years as these Scotch cattle, so the

present Strathglass herd is so much
better than its foundation that com-
parison is out of the question. There
are sixty-five head now in milk, and
after having a half dozen Ayrshire

men select six different cows as "the
best," I came to the conclusion that

it would be a hard task to say which

"There is a little bit of Scotland up in Westchester County, New York—they call it Strathglass Farm" —and the sleek cattle seem just as contented as if it were their native county of Ayr
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unpleasantness alter the last National Dairy
Show. Like all her stable companions, she came
back in hne fettle, none the worse, apparently, for

that trial.

Another favorite with many, besides myself
is the flashy, strong-loined, level-backed, big
barrelled cow Imp. Shewalton Mains Queen
37Q65, a strikingly handsome cow, and a worker
too. as is also Imp. Fairfield Mains Jean 32274.
Bob Gibson, the Strathglass herdsman, a

Scotchman and a born cattleman, liked the four-

ye.tr-old Holehouse White Pearl 6th pretty well,

remarking that "She has the makings of a

great cow, and will grow more, even though she is

\ er\ large now . She's milking 50 pounds, too."

The voting sire, Wide-Awake, has three two-
vear-old half sisters in the herd. Imp. Netherhall
Brownie 24th and Imp.
Strathglass Brownie — very
much alike in type, size, and
markings—and Imp. Nether-
hall Brownie 22nd, who,
though not like them in

coloring, shares their posess-

ion of splendid promise.
1 hen there is Burnside

Pearl 5th 43060 with a record,

in Canada, of 11,000 pounds
of milk as a two-year-old; and
Imp. Dalribble Jean Drum-
mond 3rd 47052, whose dam
in Scotland made more than
1,100 gallons a year for four
years, which in "United
States" means 1 1,000 pounds;
and Lady Likely of Avon,

who is a replica of her very lovely dam. Imp.
Howie's Ladylike, the pure white show cow
which gave Croftjanc Dinah i<>th a close run
lor most of the first premiums a few years ago
—and so on and so on, one splendid animal
after another.

I 11 house tins aggregation "I ho\ irM pulchritude

and efficiency, there are buildings of the latest

and most approved type.

I hebignewbam is finished,

outside, with hand -split

shingles and fireproof ce-

ment, and inside w ith a prep-

aration that gives the effect

of polished tile. Ventilation

is provided by means of the

improved King system, re-

sulting in pure, clean, freely

circulating air, with a tem-
perature, even in verv cold

weather, of 50 degrees. The
older barn, built for sixty-

five head, is now used for

young stock, dry cows, etc.

The cattle arefastened by
means of flexible chains

which slip up and down on
the bars of the stanchions,

giving perfect security with
maximum freedom; they are

bedded generously; have all

their hay cut; and have their water troughs filled

at night, so as to allow the water to get warmed to

the temperature of the barn by the time they
want it. Every second week in summer, the

cows which give the special babies' milk are

taken into a big concrete room and thoroughly
washed, apparently to their considerable enjoy-

ment.
I he "nursery" is a model of convenience and

cleanliness, with calf pens built of hollow piping,

lots of clean bedding, and plenty of light and air.

Manager Livingstone's system of calf feeding is

interesting: the calf is taken from the dam
twenty-four hours after birth, having by then
obtained all the colostral milk; it is fed whole
milk for the first six months, though a little

ground oats is always kept in the pen for it to

take at it will. Aftri that, nkim milk
light fiom the separator in fed, with
linseed meal and ground 0.1 Is, and of
course dome hay.

I In 1 ow s, .ill liouj'li di 11 d oil lot

three months, are given grain while
dry; in < ousequcut e, tiny come in

in good llesh, and easily milk tin 11

50, 60, or 70 pounds a day when they
get into then stride, p.leven were
averaging 55 pounds a day when 1

made my vitit. Test cows have
their hay steamed, while the day's
grain ration for each is kept in a

drawer 111 a hut'e filing cabinet, with
a label under the handle telling just

how much she is to have no guess-
work as to the menu there! I hey
and the old cows get mangels, of
which fifteen acres produce, weather
jurmitting, some thirty tons apiece.

I here are also twenty-five acres
planted to alfalfa, and seventy-five
to corn to fill the 680 tons of silo

space. Two years ago, to help out the
alfalfa hay, ten acres of soybeans were tried, but
on account of the wet autumn weather it was
cured with great difficulty; last fall the crop from
four acres was put into the silos, and worked out
very well. The first crop of alfalfa is fed as a
soiling crop, the second is cut for hay, and the
third fed green in the fall. To fill the paunches of
so many big cows and maintain horses, calves, and

The sort of show herd that Strathglass can produce. This one is headed by the late Red Hill Diamond Star,

whose noble head is shown at the top of the preceeding page

I-ochfergus Snow 37969. Mr. Chisholms ideal of a real Ayrshire cow. All

breeders may not share his opinion, but most of them would like to own her

bulls as well, requires a mighty big pile of hay; so

there has been built a steel, double tracked hay
barn which holds 350 tons. It is a monster,
but Mr. Chisholm says "We are painting it

green so you can't see it."

The cattle are the thing at Strathglass, but
there are also several Clydesdale mares and a

stallion, of the famous Baron's Pride strain, one
of the mares, Rosie Bloom, having been champion
over all breeds at Syracuse. Five hundred hens
and a hundred ducks add to the live stock inter-

ests, and are housed and cared for as carefully

as the cattle and horses. Wherever two or three

Scotchmen are gathered together, you will be sure

to find a collie; and at Strathglass there are several

—faithful, handsome, intelligent, their honest

eyes eloquent of affection for all and every-

thing on the place.

For the lover of live stock,

of good stock, Strathglass is

really an inspiration, an act-

ual evidence of what can be
done by intelligent selection

and mating; it is one of the

many places in our country
which keep a high standard
before the eyes of all stock

breeders and so are of untold
educational value to those

who will take advantage of

them. As long as there are

such herds, indeed, the breed-

ing of better stock will pro-

gress steadily and wisely, to

the ultimate betterment of

the whole dairy industry.



OT being a daily, or even

a weekly, Country Life
in America cannot attempt
to report dog shows. The
best we can do is to review

them. The following par-

agraphs, indeed, do not pretend to be

even a review; they are rather a series

of impressions which have remained from
the last big show of the Westminster Ken-
nel Club, held in Madison Square Garden,
New York, during Washington's Birthday

week. At the opening of the summer
show season, these remarks will perhaps

have a certain timeliness, after all.

It was a big show—the one last Febru-

ary—big in every sense. The papers said

the attendance was the largest since 1908,

which gives one a comfortable feeling that

the interest of Americans in dogs is not

dying out.

As far as canine representation went,

there were record-breaking entries in

some classes, which were offset by a falling

off irTbthers. I confess I was rather dis-

appointed in this. There is something
almost sad in the failure of some breed to

appear at all, as though there were no
longer any place for it among the great,

vociferous throng of canine aristocrats.

There were no boxers, no Chesapeake Bay
dogs, no Newfoundlands. Mr. Graydon's
Newfoundlands were shown in Newark
the week before and in Philadelphia the
week after, winning prizes and commen-
dation; it was a pity we didn't have them to show
to the thousands in New York.

1 wo mastiffs were entered in place of five

entered and three benched in 1915, but these two
were both marked absent and the competition

void. So we saw no mastiffs, either, and it looks

as though the effort to revive this breed were not

meeting with much encouragement.
Only one retriever was shown—Mr. John

Brett's Flirt; there were seven last year, and
lovely dogs they were. Six wire-haired pointing

griffons (why not call them Korthals griffons and
save breath?) appeared where there were nine

last year, three whippets where there were seven,

and so on.

Outside of the purely sporting element—the
foxhounds and beagles, the pointers and setters

—

the interest seems to be concentrated upon half a

dozen extremely popular breeds. There appeared
to be no end to the array of
collies, bulldogs, Airedales,

German shepherd dogs (how
amazingly that breed has

come up!), fox terriers, and a

few others. Just think of this:

one hundred and ten Boston
terriers entered and just two
pugs. Why, the pug was
enjoying the luxury of ten thousand cushions
before the Boston was ever heard of!

Well, there is certainly a tide in the affairs

of dog which, if taken, etc., and there is un-
doubtedly more triumph in winning second
or third place among the wire-haired fox ter-

riers, at the present stage of the game, than
by owning the whole bench of poodles.

Speaking of the wires, their continued
ascendency is certainly the most remarkable
phenomenon in recent dog history. One is

tempted to ask just why a wire-haired fox
terrier should be considered a better dog than
a Great Dane or a bulldog, and yet at show
after show, under different judges, the wire
has been winning premier honors for two
years. And it isn't one dog, either; or one
breeder, though Mr. Quintard has had rather
the best of it. There are half a dozen or
more wires that are ready to step out and
meet all comers any day.

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs; for

convenience, kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in

America, Garden City, N. Y.—The Editors.]

ECHOES
FROM

THE BIG
SHOW

Mr. George W. Quintard and Ch. Matford Vic, his wire-haired fox terrier bitch

which was adjudged the best of all breeds at the Westminster show

Roar Uproar, Miss Amy L. Bonham's
winning bloodhound

Mrs. Roy A. Rainey's sensational $6,000 wire, Conejo Wycollar Boy
first winners, dogs
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In the first
1
lace, thiswastheoccasionfor

the coming back of Ch. Matford Vic, who
won first honors for the second time at the
Garden. She had been beaten during tin

past year, and she had against her not
only fine dogs of other breeds, but the best
wires in the country, all the Quintard and
Rainey and Vickery blue bloods and a
host of others, including Ch. Wireboy of
Paignton, Ch. Guycroft Salex, Ch. Raby
Dazzler, Conejo Parcel Post, Biddy of
Holyport, Ch. Holmbury Reve, Ch. Vick-
ery Gipsy Moth, Vickery Brockley Miss
Circuit, and Mrs. Rainey's sensational

#6,000 youngster, Wycollar Boy. Vic had
been kept in reserve for this honor during
the showing, and the result justified her
owner's confidence in her.

Mr. Quintard also won the specials for

the best brace, with Ch. Matford Vic and
Ch. Wireboy of Paignton; and for the best
team, with these two, Ch. Raby Dazzler,
and Ch. Holmbury Reve. Other specials

won by the wires were as follows: the
Westchester Challenge Trophy for the
greatest number of wins during the year,

by Ch. Matford Vic; Vanderbilt Hotel
Challenge Cup, for the best brace owned
by a member, by Wycollar Boy and Ch.
Guycroft Salex; two Ladies' Dog Club
trophies by Wycollar Boy. In the variety

classes, wires won the first two places

among the terriers, champions barred,

with Wycollar Boy first and Vickery
Brockley Miss Circuit second; in the open

class they came up in one, two, three order—Ch.
Wireboy of Paignton, Conejo Wycollar Boy, and
Ch. Raby Dazzler.

The winners in the regular wire-haired fox

terrier classes were as follows: dogs, Conejo
Wycollar Boy first, Ch. Raby Dazzler reserve;

bitches, Vickery Brockley Miss Circuit first,

Pride's Hill Folly reserve. But we have gossiped

enough of this remarkable breed. 1 here is

every reason to expect the wires to go on winning
this summer.

It is pleasant to record the fact that the runner-

up to Ch. Matford Vic, and the best of the op-

posite sex, was a Scottish terrier, Miss Jean B.

Crawford's Conqueror, which had been in this

country only five months and which will be better

known before the year is out.

But to me a dog show is something more than a

competition for honors; it is a grand reception,

like the inaugural ball. Here one may meet
the finest dog flesh in the land on a truly demo-
cratic footing, and shake hands with those who
are not too stuffy to be gracious. To stroke the

hard little head of Matford Vic is something like

shaking the hand of the President. And, being

a dog lover rather than a fancier, I must confess

that I find myself looking for something besides

points as I stroll down the long lines of lively

benches.

Speaking thus personally, I believe that the

Irish wolfhounds appealed to me as strongly as

any dogs in the show. There were four of them,

great, strong, noble creatures, gentle as kittens

and alert as terriers, with fine, honest eyes and

faces that you can understand. The winner was

Newry Asthore, a splendid specimen, but my
special favorite was Mr. Hugh Murray's Wolfe

Tone, which took third prize in the limit and open

classes. Not such* fine dog, perhaps, judged by

the Standard, but all dog, nevertheless. He
has lived in a New York apartment house

since he was nine months old, and he gets, his

exercise jumping park fences, but his urban

life seems not to have hurt him. There are

things that a dog, even a big dog, needs even

more than space to run in, and something has

given Wolfe Tone the disposition and bearing

of a particularly intelligent saint. When
Wolfe Tone put his great paws ever so gently
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Freeman Ford"s \rroro Anarchist took first winners, dons, in a

huge showing of Boston terriers

coated variety, represented by Mr. K. V. Keeping's
Mamke and Mrs Maria \ an (.'.imp's Albert the First.

Among the varied impressions of the show that have
rem.uned with me are these ^^m.
somewhat isolated facts:

That Mr. J. E. Horrax'sToll
Bar lack and the Rockcliffe Ken-
nels Ch. Oak Nana won de-
served honors among a large M
entry of bulldogs. "^n^^"
That Mr. W. F. Livesey's

charming little Firenzi Cat-
catcher again bravely upheld the honor of

the Bedlington terrier breed.

That the Greentree Kennels' curious

long-haired Dachshund, Dirk von der
Dune, appeared again among his smooth-
coated brethren

That the big pack of German shepherd
dogs shown by Sir. Benjamin H. Throop
and the Russian wolfhounds shown bv Mr.
M M. Palmer were worth going far to see.

That Charles Ludwig's superb Great
Dane. Ch. Prince von \\ eisenau, was one
of the noblest looking and most perfectly
colored dogs in the show.
That Mr. Robert Goelet's Great Dane,

Zenda of Sudbury, and two Manchester
terriers were show n w ith uncropped ears.
I wonder if we may hope that this custom
will some day become the rule here as in

England.

But after a consideration of all these
splendid or curious dogs, I find my mind

1

quite HUM I should have awarded 1 1< 1 ,,

npccial ham hum trophy lot being the
lovingcst dog in the .how, she would
have understood that hitter. VV. A. D.

THE FELIXSTOWE WOLF-
HOUNDS

To Till'. Editor :

I was naturally greatly interested m
the article on the Irish wolfhound in the Janu-
ary number of Country Liu-; in Ami kk a. In
referenei to the crossing which the late Cap-
tain G. A. Graham did with Darns, deer-

hounds, and Borzoi, the first two breeds used
were a distinct advantage, hut the Bor/oi
cross turned out a very great mistake. Even
UO to the last few years it was noticeable.
" 'if Borzoi used was a dog called I loratai.and
wherever stock can be traced to him, I have
invariably noticed a narrow, snipy fore-face.

The Champion O'Leary referred to in your arti.lc

was considered by his breeder, G. K. Crisp, Esq., of
lavford Hall, Ipswich, and by the late Captain

Graham to be the most perfect model of his day.
Very strange it was that a large number of O'Leary's
progeny died of heart trouble, as he did also. But as

Mr Alclen S Condict's Norfolk spaniel, Jester

wandering back to

maid among the
ler name was Fort Orange

a pink-nosed

white bull terriers.

Diantha
and she was just eight months old that

day. She was one of these puppies
that would rather be caressed than fed,

and I gladly suffered her to cover the
front of my coat with talcum powder.
She trotted into third place, I believe,

in the puppy and novice classes, but
that neither pleased nor discouraged
Diantha. If I had been the judge, I am

Bar Jack, E. Horrax's bulldog which captured first

winners, dogs

Wolfe Tone, Mr. Hugh Murray's Irish wolfhound, which has "the disposition

and bearing of a particularly intelligent saint"

the family keeps broadening, there is less cause to
inbreed, and so their constitutions are improved.
During the last few years the size has increased
somewhat, so that at our shows dogs are seldom
shown under 33 inches, often up to 35 inches, and
in a few instances 36 and even 37inches at the shoulder.
Many of the present-day bitches are 32 to 33 inches.
The weight for dogs is 130 to 160 pounds. When I

brought out Ch. Dromore Gweebara at Dublin he
weighed a little more than 180 pounds. He
once scaled with me 189 pounds and was
then hard and fit and could gallop well.

t

I have bred many breeds as companions,

I
but have never found one to beat an Irish

wolfhound—a bitch for preference. They are
exceedingly clever and capable of being
taught a great many tricks. I never knew
one to start a row with a small dog, but
when they get on the w ar path the other dog
has to "sit tight." Whenever the Irish wolf-

hound has a chance of being tried as a com-
panion he invariably stops there, and as a

sportsman's hound I imagine, from letters

I have received from your side, that he is

"it." I have been breeding, showing, and
judging this breed since 1890, so that I

have had opportunities to watch the breed
and its development. If I can at any
time be of any use to Irish wolfhound fan-

ciers on your side respecting anything re-

lating to this really noble and grand breed,
I shall be greatly delighted.

I. W. Everett.
Felixstowe, Suffolk, England.



bear little

But there

N THIS country com-
paratively new, yet an

old established breed

in England where it

has been bred for many
years, the Sussex

has found ardent admirers here. In

England, for centuries, different

breeds of fowls have formed an im-

portant part of the appurtenances of

landed estates, and these have been

classed under the general head of

"The Farm or Homestead Fowl."

Some of these had five toes and some
had four on each foot. These fowls

were used to pay land rents in the

olden time, and the prices at which
they were reckoned would make our
modern poultrymen have a sick feel-

ing in the pocketbook. I find the
Kent-Sussex referred to in the earlier

history. The old-time illustrations

resemblance to the modern Sussex,

were no fanciers in those days, and the chief

mission in life of poultry was to furnish tooth-

some eating—after they were dead. The different

breeds took their names from the localities in

which they were developed.

I asked a number of breeders why they raised

Sussex in preference to other breeds. Some of

their warmest admirers were either of English

breeding or descent, which may explain their

predilection. Two varieties are given in the

American Standard of Perfection—the Speckled
and the Red. Two others at least are bred in this

country, the Light and the Partridge, while the

Brown is bred in England. Some breed one
variety only, others two or more. One breeder

of Red and Speckled admitted that, for utility, he

thought the Light excelled the others. He is

a fancier, and the beautiful deep, glossy red of the

one, and the attractive contrasting reddish brown
and white of the other pleased him. Bear in

mind that these opinions are from men who are

primarily fanciers.

One breeder of Red Sussex said that he liked

the handsome red color of the breed, and fell in

love with it at first sight.

Another said: "Sussex type is egg type.

The hen is kept because she lays eggs." He
thinks that the hen which doesn't make good with
lots of eggs should go to the

butcher. After defining what he
considers

CONDUCTED BY F. H. VALENTINE
[Mr. Valentine will be glad to answer any questions relating to poultry; for con-

venience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden

City, N. Y.— The Editors.]

A NEW-OLD BREED—THE
SUSSEX

can

Speckled Sussex cockerel, Tommy Atkins, first prize winner at

Madison Square, New York in 1916, at Chicago in 1915, and at the

London, England Dairy Show ir. 1915

The Light Sussex hen which captured the blue at Chicago in

1915, and at Madison Square, New York in 1916. Owned by
Houstonia Poultry Farm

fancy feathers. He sums up: "Sussex are beau-
tiful—none more so; Sussex, every one admits,

are perfect table fowls, and they are built to lay

eggs—and do it."

Another fancier says that, while he has de-

veloped a heavy laying strain, there has been no
change of the natural and desired type. Hence
he concludes that the Sussex possesses a shape
natural to heavy layers. He says, also, that the

Sussex is superior to other medium weight
breeds in the quality of flesh produced and
the part of the fowl on which it is pro-

duced, the breast. He thinks if the Dork-
ing type is adhered to, the breed will

be the best for table purposes that

be produced. His opinion is that the

just up to weight, or slightly under
weight, Sussex makes the most service-

able bird. "The best laying hen is

always on the small side, and is of finer

bone than the overweight hen, and I be-

lieve carries mor; meat in propor-

tion to bone than the larger

specimens." He also makes a
~

plea for the Light Sussex, as birds

of this variety become ready for

the market slightly in advance of

the others, with the added advan-
tage of finer appearance when dressed, on
account of the white pinfeathers.

Another says the Sussex must be accli-

matized. They must not be overfed,

and should have no corn, especially im-

ported birds, as they are not fed corn in

England, even for fattening. Possibly

the change in methods of feeding is as

important as change in climate.

Another says: "We have Red Sussex

pens now mated up that will compare in

every respect with our best pens of R.

I. Reds. While the Red Sussex are of a

different shade of red (dark mahogany),
different type, have different colored
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legs, and are different in every way,
still when it comes to saying which of
the two breeds is the more beautiful

and productive, we must call it a tie

on this farm."
Another says the Sussex will thrive

in any climate, and one slogan is

"The colder the day, the better

they lay." That may be, but I have
seen frosted combs on them in north-

ern New Jersey, and in fairly well

protected houses at that. I think no
breed can claim immunity in that re-

spect, and a frozen combed hen isn't

generally much of a layer.

One Sussex breeder, English born,

says that, in the London market,
there are more Sussex fowl than of

any other three breeds combined.
At the Dairy Show, London, in

dressed poultry, Sussex has won the

best prizes for a dozen years. One
pair of cockerels shown weighed 25

pounds. Another breeds Sussex for several rea-

sons—they are exceptionally hardy and vigor-

ous, good egg producers, and ideal market birds.

While many of their"admirers lay emphasis on
the beauty of the Sussex, practically all come out

strong on the general utility claim for recognition.

One tells of 8-pound cockerels, and pullets of

laying age at five months, which is certainly

"going some." One describes the color of the

eggs as tinted, neither brown nor white, and of

good size, According to these claims, these

comparatively new comers combine the qualities

of hardiness, freedom from disease, ease of raising,

early maturity, early and abundant laying, good
mothers, and extra table quality at any age.

Space precludes a detailed description of the

different varieties, but it may be said that, except

in plumage, all are alike in size and general con-

formation. American Standard weights are:

cock, 9 pounds; cockerel, "]\ pounds; hen, 7
pounds; pullet, 6 pounds. Many breeders say

that these weights are easily exceeded. One of

the foremost breeders gives this brief description

of the plumage:
"The Speckled is the oldest of all the varieties.

It is of a beautiful tricolored plumage of unique

and very ancient color pattern. The ground

color is lustrous, reddish brown, uniformly

marked with the narrow black bar and stripe,

and white tip. The Reds have a rich mahogany
color. The Lights have the color pattern of the

Light Brahmas. The plumage of the Browns is

not especially pleasing to the eye, consequently

few of them have been brought to this country."

The Speckled Sussex hen wnich took first prize at the last

Madison Square show. Owned by the Rawnsley-Shields Poultry

Farm, who also own Tommy Atkins
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Thr Krtl Suiwri tnillrt. hailing frum (hr I InuMnniii I'nultry I' .inn. whiih

won lint at Madam Square In 1916

1 he body of the Sussex is long, hut I think not

so lone .iv rh.it ul tin Dorking. legs longi r, hnuil

at the shoulders, .i nil deep, presenting .in oblong
appearance Color of legs .mil skin is white.

Wnite-skinncd birds are not lavoritcs in the mar-
kets of this country. Whether extra quality of

flesh will overcome this prejudice is a question to

h> >onsidered.

Our illustrations of the different varieties give a

good idea of the general appearance of the hreed.

I II. V.

CAPONS AS MOTHERS
NK who has used them to brood

chicks and turkey poults, tells how
it is done. A capon from a late

hatch and not too heavy is best. He
should be tame, and put by himself

so as to get lonesome. Put two or

three smart chicks under his wings at night, and
in the morning he is likely to be clucking and
fussing over his tiny companions. I hen he m.iv

be given more—not to exceed fifteen. W hen
the chicks are three or four weeks old. two broods
may be united, and one capon given another
brood of young chicks. When once broken in.

the capon is said to be ready to adopt a brood of

any age or kind. All that is necessary is to place

him by himself over night. F. H. V.

THE WATERING PROBLEM
HE real troubles in chick watering

are mechanical rather than bacteri-

ological. The chicks fall into the

water dish, or they walk in it, or

they scratch litter into the water,

or the water runs over, or the vessel

upsets, or the chicks soil the water by perching on
the fountain.

A tew years ago the writer hap-
pened upon a positive remedy for

most of these water dish troubles.
Although the acme of simplicity,
the idea does not seem to be recog-
nized by the makers of chick wa-
tering dishes. From the way-
dishes are made, and commonly
used, it appears to be assumed
that the chick must reach down
tor water. The typical saucer
\vith the inverted can is placed on
the ground or at most on a piece
of board an inch high.

My panacea is to have the lip of
the water dish on a level with the
chick's head w hen he stands erect.
In experimenting I placed water
lips one, two, and three inches
trom the floor. To my surprise

new K h.iti In <l h.dues di.ink

ROM ih< highci in pn lei

i in i In the Ihwi i level*.

\ut since ih.it day have I

i m i w ateted clucks from a

\ i ssi I h ss than 1 1 1 1 < < im hi .,

from tin floor Where
i hn ks .in ftd in litter, U all

indoor elm ks should be, I

i. list the \ i ssi I as tin i 1 1 1 < L\

KfOW, .mil keep the water
In I li si i. id lied litter.

Clucks do not step in the
water and track it about,
and I never vet ha \ e sei n

them get a chick down in a

water ruiih when a high
drinking lip is used. To
consider fine points, the
chicks even throw less water
with their beaks from this

style of dish. I he only un-
answerable criticism of my
plan is that it decreases the
neck exercise which the
chick takes in the usual
course of watering.

1 he high-lip wafer vessel,

because it keeps tin water
cleaner, may be made in

larger capacities and filled less often. Punch one
hole only in the rim of the inverted vessel and if it

stands on an uneven base put the hole on the
low side, otherwise a wet brooder will result.

Milo Hastings.

SQUAB SETTERS

I. IKK squab setters much better

than nappies or nest bowls, and
besides they cost nothing but a

little spare time. Four pieces of
wood, i j to 2 inches square and 8

to to inches long, (in size to conform
the size of your birds) nailed together,

a square foundation on which a square
of bagging or burlap is tacked so that it sags

slightly in the centre. These squab setters

are easily cleaned and disinfected, and renewed
from year to year by tacking on new cloth.

Since we have used them we have very few-

broken or chilled eggs. Little or no nesting ma-
terial is needed, and the squabs always have a

clean, dry bed, for if made the proper size for

the birds, they seldom soil the squab setter.

Allow two squab setters for each pair of birds,

and it is a good plan when placing the squab
setters in the nest to put a few moth balls under
each one, near the corners. Fresh moth balls

are very strong and should not be put under the

squab setters just when the little peepers are

hatching. If placed before or at the time the

eggs are laid, the fumes will not be too strong

by the time the peepers hatch out. 1 he moth
balls will keep away lice from both youngsters
and old birds. If the old birds are badly in-

fested, each one should be dusted separately. Do
the dusting over a large pan so that the powder
may be used over again and not wasted.

P. B. RUGGLES.

Another iloustoriia winner. Ked Sussex cockerel, first a

Chicago, 1915, and Madison Square, 1916

1915.

with
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MONEY IN GUINEAS?

UKSTIONS are frequent as to the
profit in guineas. Though found
on poultry farms, they are not
poultry, strictly speaking, but be-

long to the pheasant family. They
are great foragers, hence are cheaply

raised on range, and the market demand for

them is good. Moreover they are said to be use-

ful in driving off hawks and other marauding
birds. So they would seem to be desirable on
poultry farms.

I have never tried keeping them, but in con-
junction with several neighbors have raised quite
a flock. It was this way: one pair owned in the
neighborhood has increased to several dozens,

i hey wander at will over neighboring places,

eating where the fancy takes them. They ought
to be an inexpensive proposition to the real

owner. As to the other neighbors, it's a question
upon which some of them have doubts. I have
always been told that they did little or no damage
to garden or farm crops, didn't scratch like hens,
and were so destructive to insects that they were
very desirable to have about. Possibly this may
all be true with some. Here are some things I

observed of this particular flock:

Not only did they scratch in the garden, but
they were partial to nice mellow beds.

I hey ate the young pea shoots as fast as they
appeared above ground.

1 hey ate the young radishes, lettuce, and other
tender vegetables.

One man declared that they pulled up corn as

bad as any crows. I didn't see this.

But they did much damage both to the sweet
and field corn by pecking into the ears on the
stalks.

They also did much damage to the ripening

tomatoes in the garden.

They seem unconfinable by any
ordinary means. I have seen them
sitting in state on the ridge-pole of

my barn, and how any one could
catch them is more than I can
figure out. They might be con-

fined in covered runs the same
as other pheasants, but that

would entail considerable trouble

and expense.

Then the noise they make,
which seems almost never ending,

gets on some people's nerves. At
night especially do they give a

continuous performance. Possi-

bly these I have observed are dif-

erent. Doubtless guineas have
their place, but I am firmly con-

vinced that their place is not in

For two weeks old chicks the water dish can be raised fully five inches my garden. F. H. V
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The H. R. 941 1, a bill which at the time of

Tag writing seems in a fair way to become law

gill in the 64th Congress, brings up a subject

upon which boat owners and motor car

owners have often speculated—the matter of

numbering motor boats. On the face of it, the

bill is not a bad one, and many plausible reasons

may be advanced for extending the universal

practice of registering and numbering automobiles

to their water-borne sisters. But the bill is

rather definitely worded in vague language, and
there are many who think that it has been pro-

posed in order to injure the thriving sport of

motor boating. As things now stand, it is unde-
niable that ofFenders of the navigation laws may,
and often do, evade responsibility by giving

fictitious names, and should the bill go into

effect a great reform may be exerted in this di-

rection.

But the governmental department which would
have this matter in hand is already overburdened
with routine business, and it is thought that its

machinery will be swamped when it faces the

necessity of registering nearly a million motor
boats, thereby creating a greater chaos than now
exists. And why, as the bill proposes, should

the numbers be painted on the beautiful bows of

a boat, when they might more efficaciously be

cut or branded in its interior, as is done with all

documented steamers? A customs inspector

must board a boat to discover any delinquencies,

and it is undignified, to say the least, to have him
hang over her bow, when once aboard, to see

whether she is properly numbered.
At any rate, good or bad, the bill should not

have been drafted without prior consultation

with the boat owners themselves, as has been the

case, for that is legislation without representation.

ai —ic^ tu -W

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m Amid the surge and

HENRY WALLACE turmoil of American

Feb. 22, 1916 agricultural progress
for the last quarter

century, the person and spirit of Henry Wallace
have stood like a lighthouse of guidance and
a cross of inspiring faith. His knowledge of
farming was as deep as his knowledge of life itself

was broad, and as his understanding of human
nature was penetrating and sympathetic. Staunch,
upright, just in the highest sense, he had that
charm and attraction of personality and that
facility of thought and expression which made him
inevitably a source of help, of confidence, and of

mental and moral strength for thousands of
readers and hearers of his words of conservative
wisdom and upholding council. American agri-

culture, American farmers, American men and
women and boys and girls in all walks of rural

life—all have lost in his death a true friend and
champion.

Motor Instruction In the great granger

For the states of the Central

Coming Generation W^st, where the popu-
lation is largely rural,

the latest statistics show that there is now an
average of one motor car for each four families.

This percentage would scarcely hold for the
whole country, but even so it is evident that the
motor car is becoming a tremendously important
factor in country life in America. Granting
this obvious fact, it follows that there is need for

scientific instruction of rural youth in the opera-
tion and maintenance of self-propelled vehicles.

Something more than chance gathered under-
standing of the internal economy of the motor
car is going to be essential to the economic wel-

fare of the coming generations. The first step

toward meeting this situation has been taken by
the board of education of the city of Quincy, 111.,

which has instituted a course of instruction in

motor car operation and repair, in its primary
schools. Perhaps the present generation will see

the day when the little red school house on the

hill will include with the three R's, a course of

instruction in automobile operation.

The Recently the Park Commission of

Hidden Colorado Springs built in the Garden

Inn or" tne Gods, which is owned by that
city, a most unusual house for the

convenience of the many tourists who visit this

scenic attraction of the Pike's Peak region. The
structure is a replica of one of the Indian pueblos

of the Southwest. It is three stories in height,

with the step or terrace effect that characterizes

The hidden inn in the Garden of the Gods, a replica of the

Indian pueblo

this style of building. Visitors find it just inside

the famous gateway to the Garden, and it has

been so cleverly located between two thin, up-
standing ledges of sandstone, with which its

color exactly matches, that one at first thinks he

has come upon a relic of the days when this was
the Indian's country.

The hidden inn affords a pleasant resting place

and if one wishes to linger he may have tea or

luncheon on the terraces, for a manager is in

charge who caters to the requirements of visitors.

The Among the promising horticultural

Jujube discoveries made by our plant intro-

Tree duction scouts during their latest

travels in central China, is the jujube

tree—which is reported to be no less appetizing

in reality than in name. Native to a semiarid,

temperate region, hardy, productive, and easy
of cultivation, the tree appears to possess especial

adaptability for extensive areas in California,

Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and possibly

other states of similar characteristics. Its

ability to withstand cold, drought, and neglect
will at once endear it to various types of farmers,
as well as to enterprising land selling concerns.
And its production of heavy crops of "brownish
fruit which is delicious when fresh and which,
when dried, offers a confection very similar in

taste to the Persian date" will arouse the en-
thusiasm of a host of other persons, whose inter-

ests, though the anthithesis of those of the grower,
are none the less acute and sincere.

ai ip^ « m

A New Kind In northern Iowa, as in

Of many other sections of

Community Centre tne
.

country, a serious

social problem is pro-
duced by the distance between homesteads and
the unstable character of the tenant-farmer popu-
lation. There, as elsewhere, the young people
tend constantly toward the towns and villages

where life is easier and companionship closer.

Mr. Jasper Thompson, one of the old-time
pioneer settlers of Winnebago County, is en-
gaged in an interesting effort to solve this social

problem. His plan inwlves the establishment
of social centres at various convenient points in

the county—not in towns but in the open coun-
try.

About five miles out from Forest City, on a

good road, Mr. Thompson recently completed a

combined farmstead and social centre building
which he has named "Farmer's Social Camp No.
1." It is an attractively designed building,

90 x 32 ft., constructed of brick and concrete,

with red asbestos shingle roofing and outer walls

finished in white pebble dash. It stands in a

grove of evergreen and orchard trees, and com-
mands a broad view of rolling farm lands. It is

finished inside in Oregon fir and is steam heated

and electric lighted. It contains a library and

reading room, a hall that may be used for

meetings and dances, a piano, substantial

furniture, a swimming-pool, and baths. Tennis

courts and a baseball diamond are to be laid

out near-by.

It is Mr. Thompson's plan to offer this club-

house free of charge to the farmers of the com-
munity for all honorable purposes, as far as

possible without restrictions. If it is a success,

he purposes to build others.

Good Taste The enthusiasm and deter-

And the mination that are so vig-

Lincoln Highway orously promoting the

construction of the Lincoln

Highway along its transcontinental route are

also, apparently, stimulating the development of

its esthetic features as well. Mr. B. F. Redman
of Salt Lake City has volunteered to provide and

erect a suitable arch over the Highway where it

crosses the Utah-Wyoming state line, and the

officials of the Highway Association have taken

up with the American Institute of Architects

the matter of a design for such a structure. T he

suggestions made in the news statement issued

by the Association, to the effect that the ;irch

will be built of native red granite and will cost

in the neighborhood of $6,000, are satisfying and

stimulating; but it is to be hoped, if the sketch

reproduced in connection with the news note is

submitted to the American Institute of Architects

that that body will condemn, convict, and per-

manently and completely dispose of it. Patriot-

ism and generosity are true virtues, but unless

good taste is on hand to counsel and guide them,

errors and even crimes can be committed in their

name.

«-V
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Good roads

that decrease the

taxpayer's bills

—

THE driving wheels of every automo-

bile do exactly the same thing every

time they go around they prp and
grind into the road surjace.

Every point, no bigger than a pin-head, on

the circumference of these driving wheels

is the end of a lever stretching from the

axle to the ground, and that lever digs at

the road to move the car along.

It is that incessant dig and pry of the driv-

ing-wheels that tear up the macadam roads,

that grind out the dust, that loosrn the

stones. The front wheels are quite inno-

cent. It's the fierce driving-wheels that

ruin the macadam.

Horses' hoofs also tear up the road surface

in the same way and throw it to the four

winds.

Do you wonder that ordinary roads wear

out with thousands of driving wheels and

thousands of horses' hoofs digging at the

surface?

And they dig deep into the citizen's

pockets, for repairing those roads is a

costly proposition.

The taxpayer is the "goat" for he

foots the bill.

The way to avoid all this waste is to

build roads suited to modern traffic!

That means, in most cases, Tarvia

roads, for such roads are specially

designed to meet these trying condi-

tions -at a very low cost.

Tarvia roads resist the dig of the

automobiles three times as long as the

old macadam without any repairs.

Before—
Above Illustration shows the dusty and

worn out conditions of Sinsinawa

Avenue, East Dubuque, III., before

Tarvia Was applied

fAfter-

Illustra-

tion below

shows Sin-

sinawa Av-
enue after

" Tarvia -X"
wade it traffic-

proof, dusiless and
free from mud.

They resist

horses' hoofs
because they

have a plastic sur-

face instead of a
brittle one.

The use of Tarvia in-

sures a road that is

smooth, dustless, water-
proof and durable.

There are
thousands of
Tarvia roads
in America.
Many of the
great Boule-
vard and Park

Systems have been treated with this material.

Executive Avenue in front of the White House in

Washington isasplendid example of Tarvia work.

Wherever a road is treated with Tarvia the traffic

instantly increases, because automobilists, team-
sters and drivers of vehicles of every sort like this

easy-traction, dustless, mudless surface.

And most important of all, the use of Tarvia in the end
usually costs the taxpayer nothing, because its cost is more
than paidfor in the annual saving of maintenance cost.

How are your roads? Is your community using
Tarvia? If not, for your comfort and from the

standpoint of lower taxes, wouldn't it be a good
idea to send for some of our booklets telling about
thistreatmentand explaining itsmany ad vantages?

Special Service Department
In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as
road authorities, The Barrett Company has organized
a Special Service Department, which keeps up to the
minute on all road problems. If you will write to

nearest office regarding road conditions or problems
in your vicinity, the matter will have the prompt
attention of experienced engineers. This service is

free for the asking.

If you want belter roads and lower taxes, this Depart-
ment can greatly assist you.

Booklets on request. Address our nearest office.

The Company

New York Chicago
St. Louis Cleveland
Detroit Birmingham

Salt Lake City

THE PATERSON MFG. CO.. Limited:
Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N. B

Philadelphia Boston
Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Kansas City Minneapolis
Seattle Peoria

Montreal Toronto
Halifax. N. S. Sydney, N. S.
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KNOW
THE

MOTHS

Male cecropia with cocoon below. Note relative size of

moth and cocoon case, showing how the wings develop after

moth emerges from cocoon. Look for these on willows, maples,

and wild cherry during June. Eggs are laid during the sum-

mer, and cocoons made in the fall

Female polyphemus drying its wings and still clinging to the

cocoon. Upon emerging the wings are wet, wrinkled, and

weak; the moth flaps them vigorously to strengthen them, and

they rapidly expand to the normal size of about a six inch

spread

The male polyphemus is smaller than the female. Note the

larger antenna?, organs of smell; the markings are brighter too,

being red where those of the female are pink. These moths are

the most common and the easiest of all to study

A promethea moth clinging to its co-

coon. The promethea emerges without

breaking the cocoon by means of a coni-

cal valve in the upper part of the cocoon.

This moth is a male. The male and

female differ greatly in their markings 'A J* f* *4fL'

The beautiful pale green luna, loveliest

of all. These moths emerge on the

ground, then climb up tree trunks and

clinging there, wait for their wings to

harden. The cocoons are found under

walnut, hickory, and other forest trees

Photographs hy^
EJudin A. Roberts

Captions hy^

Ellen EidyShaW

Promethea cocoons hanging from a wild cherry branch. These are compact little homes, leaf

wrapped, and hung by a woven string of attachment. Often the petiole of the leaf is cleverly bound

to the branch
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man is born with relations; he picks out his friends for himsel

So with tires the tires that are on a new car the car manufacturer selects.

When a car owner buys tires he selects them himself.

Nearly every Kelly-Springfield tire used is selected by the car owner.

Kelly; -Springfield
Automobile Tires -HandMade
THERE is an important funda-

mental principle involved in this

tire selec tion. You ought to

understand it.

Few users buy Kelly-Springfield tires

until after they have had experience with

other tires. And fewer, having once

used Kelly-Springfield tires, voluntarily

discontinue their use. There is a reason

for both conditions.

The reason feu users try KelK -Spring-

field tires first is that the initial selection

of their tires is made by the manufacturer

who equips the cars which they buy.

And Kelly-Springfield tires cost more.

The manufacturer must put tires on

the car he sells, but need not put on tires

which give excess mileage. He is only

obliged to equip with tires which yield

the mileage most tire manufacturers guar-

antee. That is all the car buyer expects.

If the car manufacturer equips

with a tire which gives a greater

mileage than this, he has to pay

the additional cost out of his

own pocket—and why should he?

Considering proper manufac-

turing economies, he equips with

tires which cost him least and yet give

reasonable satisfaction. He equips his

car with higher priced tires only when
he buys advertising value for his car, as

well as tires.

Now we cannot meet the manufac-

turer's price requirements. Hand-made
tires cost more to make and yield excess

mileage. We cannot compete on price

when the excess mileage doesn't count.

So we rarely sell tires to car manufacturers.

Kelly-Springfield tires are sold almost

exclusively to car owners who pay higher

initial prices because they know they

receive excess value. At present the de-

mand is far in excess of our production.

The demand has been so great that

owners order tires before they need them
to get them when they need them.

It is important to you to know these

conditions and to know true tire

economy.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.
Factories in Akron and Wooster, Ohio

Executive Offices:

Broadway and 5 7th Street, New York

Send 10 cents for the neuu game, "Going to Market'"



IDEAS AND EXPERIENCES
OF OUR READERS

PLANTING FOR WINDMILL
TOWERS

FROM the photograph of the windmill

tower and tank at my residence in the

suburbs of Norfolk, would you recognize

it for that ugly rectangular spectre of so many
suburban homes? I could not stand the gaunt

The vine-covered windmill tower—an ugly necessity transformed

monster spoiling my otherwise lovely landscape
—hence the vines. They are honeysuckle and
the Japanese kudzu, mainly the latter, as it is a

wonderful grower and every fall has to be cut

away to below the tank. The tower is forty feet

in height, and, as you may see, is utilized by my
boys for the aerial of their wireless.

The birds, too, have taken advantage of this

leafy apartment house and have moved in in

Bringing pigs up on the bottle—the foster mother

great numbers; mocking birds, brown
Carolina wrens, cat birds, Kentucky
cardinals, and crested fly-catchers are

among the number of my "bird

neighbors"; so that my tower of

living green serves many purposes.

Mrs. H. H. Little.

PIG'S FOSTER MOTHER

THE five little pigs above belong
to Professor Pupin, inventor
of the long distance telephone

transmitter. The mother of the pigs

deserted them, and the Professor

brought his inventive*genius to bear

on the subject and devised this feed-

ing arrangement. The bottles are

filled with milk, fitted with rub-

ber nipples, and the neck of each
stuck through a hole in the trough,

thus providing a means for the little

The deer and the dog dining together

porkers to dine in a manner befitting their ex-

treme youth. Thorndike Colton.

THE DEER AND THE DOG

IT
IS remarkable how soon creatures of the

wild will yield to kindness and become
tame. A case in point is shown by the

above photograph. The deer, of the Ari-

zona dwarf white tailed variety, probably the

smallest species of deer found either in Amer-
ica or Europe, was brought from the borders of

the desert to the California State Game Farm, a

timid little creature hardly larger than a jack

rabbit.

As he grew in size he acquired knowledge, the

first thing learned being that the keeper was his

friend. So thoroughly has this lesson been
learned that now he will come and insist on being

petted, his nose rubbed, his back scratched, the

same as will a dog. He does not object to being

picked up, and if this is done, cuddles down in the

keeper's arms as would a cat. Next he made
friends with Spot, a wise old pointer, himself

knowing more than many a man.
Dog and deer eat from the same pan, the deer

being the more greedy of the two, also the more
insistent on his rights. If he happens to crowd
over to the dog's side of the dish, Spot looks up
as much as to say "Go easy Jack, old boy, plenty

for both," but never a growl, never a snap is he

guilty of. Should, however, the dog trespass on
the deer's side, Jack gently shoves him away.
Spot usually takes the hint and moves to his own
place, but if a bit absent minded and neglectful

about paying heed, a reminder comes in the

shape of a sharp butt in the neck, and for the

rest of that meal he is careful to keep his nose

where it belongs.

The two are great friends, and the deer seems
quite lonesome when the dog is not near.

Edward T. Martin.

DUCKS AS FLY CATCHERS

TORMENTED by the flies, the Jersey cow
(at bottom of page) has sought to escape
their attacks by wading out in the pond.

Here the ducks came to her relief and demon-
strated no small ability as fly catchers.

Every day about eleven o'clock during the

The duck's stolen nest in tne hollow tree

summer months this performance was witnessed
on the North Platte Nebraska irrigation project.

C. J. Blanchard.

A WISE DUCK
WHEN left to their own devices feathered

creatures often show amazing wisdom
in their choice of nesting sites. The

photograph above shows the curious place

The helpful ducks catching flies
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Courteously sharing their dinner with the unwelcome pig

chosen by a duck for her stolen

nest. In this hollow tree she secured

for herself seclusion and shelter

from the elements, and for her

eggs contact with Mother Earth,

which* latter is popularly supposed to

be conducive to a good hatch.

I. C. HoRTON.

STRANGE TRENCHER
MATES

THE pet pig in the photograph

above became much attached

to our dogs, especially the one

in the foreground. When she was

lying down he would lie down beside

her—usually on her bushy tail. 1 he

dogs did not reciprocate the pig's

affection, however, for if anything diy

pleased the pig,itwould jumpfor their

faces and bite. Lou E. Hurst.
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Make this test yourself
Write lor ;i siimplc of Prodium Process Rubbci

\

inch thick. Try to break it ! Pull it 1 Jerk it! Wc
have IihiikI tew kinds or iirms strong enough to tc;ir

this slender strand. Get a sample today. The test

will convince yon.

Prodium Process Rvibber
A new discovery that adds
wonderful toughness to tires

Rubber, when used in tire treads, is

compounded with other substances,

the character and formula of which
determine largely the mileage that the

tire will give.

Here is where Prodium comes in.

Prodium is an entirely new compound
substance, discovered and controlled

by The Republic Rubber Company.

When used in compound with high
grade rubber and other regular in-

gredients used in tire tread manufac-
ture, Prodium, or the Prodium Process
as it is now called, produces a material
which is unlike any rubber heretofore

used on tires.

Actual tests, in the laboratory and on the road,

have proved conclusively these wonderful qual-

ities of Prodium Process Rubber.

(a) It has a wonderful tensile strength, (b) It

is almost chip-proof and cut-proof on rough,
stony roads, (c) It wears down evenly like a

fine piece of steel, (d) It is remarkably resi-

lient, (e) It has great heat-resisting qualities,

(f) It weighs less than ordinary rubber.

Practically every drawback in tire construction

has been minimized by Prodium Process Rub-
ber. Mile after mile of service demonstrates
that here, indeed, is the Tire Perfect.

Made in the Stylish Black Tread

Republic Prodium Process Tires can now be

had in the Stylish Black F inish Tread, so much
in vogue among motorists. Even in the plain

tread, Prodium Process Rubber has great anti-

skid properties; and in the famous Staggard
Tread it makes the most efficient non-skid tire

ever put on an automobile.

Don't be satisfied with anything less than
Republic Prodium Process Tires. Your odo-
meter record will justify any effort necessary to

obtain them. Get the sample mentioned above,

and prove to yourself the exceptional merits of

this new tire material.

The Republic Rubber Company
Youngstown, Ohio

Branches and Agencies in the principal cities

REPUBLIC TIRES
STA6GARD PLAIN. AND "WM" TREADS
TRADE MARK REGISTERED
U.S. PATENT OFFICE

Republic Staggard Tread
Pat. Sept. i >-22, 1908
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HAT ARE the peculiar

qualities and advantages

of Goodyear Cord Tires,

for which so many motor-

ists gladly pay higher

prices?

First is the flexible Goodyear cord

construction. This makes the tires

extremely resilient, speedy, and re-

sponsive.

Second is Goodyear oversize. This

adds the buoyancy and easy-riding of

a larger air-cushion to the buoyancy

and easy-riding of our cord construc-

tion.

We get flexibility because the cords

have no cross-weave to bind them.

The tires yield freely when they

strike road obstructions. They are

protected from stone-bruise, rupture

and blow-out. Their life is prolonged.

They give great mileage and com-

plete satisfaction.

They save power and add fuel-

mileage. The Franklin car which
traveled 55 miles on one gallon of

gasoline—the highest Franklin

economy mark in 1915—was equipped

with Goodyear Cords. So were ten

of the 15 cars which exceeded 40 miles

per gallon.

They run easily; they are "fast."

At Hudson Hill, they out-coasted

ordinary cord tires by 177 feet, with a

maximum speed of 36 miles per hour.

In three sizes of the Goodyear
Cord, No-Hook type, the air space

is 23 to 35 per cent more than in

regulation Q. D. Clinchers. That
means lower inflation pressures, which

turn riding-comfort into real riding-

luxury.

Goodyear Cord Tires are standard

equipment on the Franklin, the

Haynes Twelve, the Locomobile, the

Packard, the Peerless, and the White.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company*

Akron, Ohio

Double-thick All-Weather and
Ribbed Treads, for rear and front
wheels. The deep, sharp All-
Weather grips resist skidding and
give great traction. The Ribbed
Tread assists easy steering.

No-Hook and Q. D.
Clincher types, for gaso-
line and electric cars.

Ask the nearest Good-
year Service Station
Dealer for Goodyear Cord
Tires.

ON ROADS. DRIVES and PATHS

SOLVAY
GranulatedCalciumChloride

Economical — Practical— Efficient

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply

Stock carried at many points
Write for illustrated Road Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO., 412 Milton Aye., Solvay, N. Y.

SOME STORIES OF THE PARA-
SITIC COWBIRD

(The interesting methods of one of Nature's
malefactors as observed independently by four
ornithologists.)

THE COWBIRD'S BAD HABITS

DARE say that most of us have seen
the cowbird at some time or other,

but have not recognized it. The
bird is dark in color, and as it

associates with the grackles or
"black birds," one might easily

mistake it for one of them at a distance, although
it is considerably smaller. The male bird has a
brown head, neck, and breast and the rest of the
body is lustrous black with blue and green
metallic reflections. The female is plain grayish
brown, lighter below. The bird is said to get its-

name from the habit of hovering about cattle,

presumably attracted there by insects.

The cowbird shifts the burden of motherhood
on another bird, and the worst of it is that the
bird imposed upon is usually smaller than the
cowbird, so that the legitimate occupants of the
nest have little chance to survive. The young
cowbird grows both in size and strength so much
faster than the other young birds that he soon

* ,&^lm*sc* fir

The young cowbird sitting on top of the young warbler, the

rightful occupant of the nest

gets more than his share of the food. In some
cases he so nearly fills the nest that he smothers
the other young birds. In fact he seems to feel it

his duty to sit upon the other young birds.

Studer says of the cowbird: "As they build no
nests, and farm out the raising of their young,
their family relations are anything but tender, and
they are arrant polygamists. When the female is

ready to lay, she is greatly disquieted, ceases her
search for food, separates herself from her com-
panions, and commences a careful reconnoitre.

Anxiously and in utter silence, she flits from
thicket to thicket, peering here and there until a

nest with the owner not at home is found, when
she disappears for a few moments. When her
labor is performed, she emerges jubilant, ruffling

and adjusting her plumage, and with many a

chuckle rejoins her companions.
The cowbird has been known to deposit her

eggs in the nests of all the following birds, and
probably many others: the wood thrush, yellow-

breasted chat, kingbird, towhee, cardinal, oven-
bird, scarlet tanager, song and chipping sparrows,

Maryland yellowthroat, indigo bird, Baltimore
oriole, Acadian flycatcher, red- and white-eyed

vireos, worm-eating, black-and-white, and yellow

warblers. I think perhaps the most often im-

posed upon are the yellow warbler and the red-

eyed vireo, probably because as a rule their nests

are conspicuous.

Of all these birds the yellow warbler seems to be

the only one to outwit the cowbird, although some-
times deserted nests of other species are found
containing an egg of the cowbird. The yellow

warbler uses a novel plan, for she often builds a

second and even a third floor over the eggs when
a cowbird leaves an egg in her nest.

I have found three nests recently two of which

each contained an egg of the cowbird and the

third contained a young cowbird. The nest of the

black-and-white warbler, containing one egg of the

warbler, one young warbler, and one young cow-

bird, was situated on the ground near the base of

a pine tree, and was made of grasses and pine

needles. The young cowbird was found sitting

on top of the young warbler, which was almost

smothered. Howard E. Bishop.
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A Complete Electric

Light Plant for your

Country House for $350
Extreme simplicity of operation

Low cost of operation and maintenance

Absolute freedom from trouble

Dependable under all conditions

Moderate cost of installation

These are features of the Mor-Lite individual electric

light plant for country homes. Ample current for

lighting the average house, garage, etc., and for oper-

ating any household apparatus, such as vacuum

cleaner, sewing machine, elec-

tric fans, etc. Costs only about

ten cents a day to use.

We have larger plants where

greater capacity is needed,

also smaller and lower priced

outfits for bungalows, etc.

Wntt for Bui.

Irtm L4 which

klh you all about

Xfor-Lite electric

light plant}.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & COMPANY
BOSTON

47 Oliver St.

NEW YORK
30 Church Street

BALTIMORE
17 So. Hanover St.

Anchor Post Fences
HEAVY galvanizing insures long service

and freedom from rust. The photograph
of the Anchor Post Lawn Fence repro-

duced below was taken before painting and
shows- how our fences are galvanized in every

part; fabric, posts, top rail and fittings. This
is one reason why Anchor Post Fences erected

twenty and more years ago are still in perfect

condition.

We have catalogues ' for Lawn, Garden and Tennis
Fences,—Chicken Runs, Special and Farm Fences,—
Entrance Gates and Railings. Ask for the one you need.

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
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HEAT

THE KELSEY HUMIDIFIER
Works Quite Like A Carburetor

JT does and then again it

doesn't. Both have to do
with mixtures.

One mixes air and gasoline.

The other mixes dry heated air

with just the right amount of

healthful moisture. One is more
or less of a worry (mostly more).

The other is never a worry, al-

ways a comfort, never needs

adjusting.

The Kelsey automatic Humid-
ifier is just one of the Health fea-

tures of the Kelsey Health Heat,

the heat that both heats and
ventilates at the same time.

It is the only warm air heat

that we know anything about

that can absolutely be guaranteed

to heat any room in any weather
with the wind in any direction.

1 1 is noiseless, leakless, dustless.

It burns less coal and delivers

more heat than other heats.

We can prove it.

Send for "Some Saving Sense

on Heating" Booklet.

CHICAGO
2767-D Lincoln Avenue

THE fC&LSEV
WARM AIR GENERATOR |

231 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

NEW YORK
103-D Park Avenue

Mott Fountains

BY THE installation of a Mott
self-supplying, motor driven

Fountain, the expense of piping is

eliminated. Only occasional re-

plenishment of the water supply is

necessary, as it purifies itself by con-
tinual circulation.

Write for detailed descriptions

of these motors and their applica-

tion to Mott Fountains.

We issue separate catalogs of

Display Fountains, Drinking Foun-
tains, Bird Fountains, Electroliers,

Vases, Grills and Gateways, Settees

and Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums,
Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings for

Stable and Barn.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
FIFTH AVENUE AND 17th STREET, NEW YORK
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A FEATHERED IMPOSTER

HOWEVER well-advertised the case of the
cowbird may be, it always bears repe-
tition; and any new observations which

have the tendency to strengthen the case against
this vandal should be recorded. The cowbird is

not a permanent resident about New York, but he
makes certain to arrive early in the spring, coming
before the warblers, the sparrows, and other small
summer residents have begun to be active about
household affairs. Mrs. Cowbird is so shiftless

that she constructs no home of her own, but
goes nest hunting, and when she has discovered
a suitable domicile of some bird smaller than
herself, there she deposits an egg at the moment
when the mistress of the house happens to be
away.
The exasperating thing about the whole affair

to an observer is that the foster parent very
rarely resents the intrusion. Possibly this is be-
cause she is physically incapable of throwing the
strange egg out, or it may be that she really gives
the matter little thought. Mr. Dugmore has re-

corded by photographs in Bird Homes the case

Section of red-eyed vireo's nest, showing how she disposed of a

cowbird's egg laid in her nest

of a red-eyed vireo which found a cowbird's egg in

her new-built nest. She proceeded to wall up the

interloper, by building a second story on the nest.

In this new nest she deposited her own eggs. A
cross section of the two compartments shows
exactly what was done.

Everything goes well during the period of in-

cubation, but when the eggs hatch the trouble

begins, even though the rightful occupants may
emerge from their shells a few hours ahead of the

parasite. The young cowbird, by reason of his

large size and more rugged constitution, succeeds

from the start in getting the lion's share of the

food. Thus his strength and bulk increase enor-

mously, until at the end of a few days the other

babies are frequently all dead or fearfully ema-
ciated. Nevertheless the foolish old birds con-

tinue their ministrations, often casting aside the

corpses of their own young to keep the nest in a

clean condition. When the young cowbird

leaves the nest and is in some instances fully

twice the size of his foster parents, still the mother
feverishly follows him about and deposits choice

morsels in his cavernous maw, while his wing;;

droop and quiver in a manner suggestive of fer-

vent supplication.

Several examples of this cowbird imposition

have come under my notice, and on each occasion

I have been seized first by the impulse to destroy

the cowbird's egg or young, as the case may have

been, and second by the desire to keep hands off

for a time at least, in order to watch developments
under abnormal conditions. The result has in-

variably been that I have not in any case brought

myself to the point of actually destroying the

abominable imposter. On one occasion I saw a

pair of northern yellowthroats making hurried

journeys to and from a young cowbird twice their

size. A few summers ago I was much interested

in the nest of a red-eyed vireo which contained a

young cowbird and three young vireos. For two

days the vireos appeared to be holding their own,

but when I next visited the place I was dis-

mayed to find that some one had found the nest

and removed it.

In Lenox, Mass., I found the nest of a redstart,

a red-eyed vireo, a catbird, a wood thrush, and a
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HODGSON«i
II you want a cottage nt the shore or in the niountaiiis this .summer, get :i Hodgson
Portable- I Imise. Krcct one on your own grounds, too, as a playhouse for the children

or a lounging place at your tennis-court. If you need any adjunct to your regular home,
buy one of the many styles of Hodgson Portable Houses.

Made in sections that Interlock for rigidity and constructed so simply they can be quickly
bolted together by unskilled workmen, they represent the quickest and least expensive
method of erecting a small house. Thoroughly practical for any season or climate.

Our catalog shows you the great variety of purposes that Hodgson Portable Houses
are made for. Address

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 20I, 116 W..hinglon St«.t. Bo.ton. M....
' 6 East 39lh St., New York City

1

F there were any materials or processes

that would make better tires than

BATAV IA Security Tires

you may be sure we would employ them.

Ever since we have been making tires— and

we can lay claim to whatever virtue there is

in being original makers of the indented tread—

our idea has been to develop quality.

Dealers who value their reputa-

tions as much as we do are selling

Batavias.

Permanent Protection and Sightliness

are necessary qualifications of good fence. You get

both when you surround your property with

fence. And above all, this fence is all that its name implies.

Strong and rigid, made to last—cannot be pulled apart. Patent

clamped joints keep the wires from slipping or twisting out of

position. The finished fabric is dipped into molten zinc, which
covers every particle with a thick coating of rust-resisting metal.

The most severe weather conditions will not affect Excelsior Rust
Proof Fences. They are the acme of value in appearance, strength

and service.

Ask your hardware dealer for Excrhior Rust Proof
Fences, Trellises, Trellis Arches, Bed Guards and Tree
Guards. Write for beautifully illustrated catalog A.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
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A MAN'S standing in any commur'ty de-

pends largely upon the house in which

he lives. The consideration is not one of big-

ness, but of appearance. A beautiful home,

no matter what its size, invariably proclaims

its occupants as people of refinement.

North Carolina Pine
"The Wood Universal"

Build with this wood and you will have, at minimum
cost, a home of maximum beauty. Its texture, and the

smooth ease with which it takes paint, afford you oppor-

tunity for a handsome exterior. The matchless tracery of

its grain, the great variety of figure in which it can be

had, and its splendid susceptibility to all artistic effects,

insure an interior of which you will be more than proud.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Cen-
tral Terminal, New York City, contains a " life size

"

bungalow built throughout of North Carolina Pine. If

opportunity affords, it will pay you to see this practical

demonstration.

Send us a postal today for our beautiful free book for

Home Builders. It contains pictures and plans of at-

tractive modern houses and many other helpful features.

Ask for Book No. 20.

North Carolina Pine Association

Norfolk, Virginia

'OU can makeyour porch the fav-

orite gathering place for all the
family—a shaded, secluded refuge

from the summer sun, an ideal sleeping
room on summer nights, by equippingit with

PORCH SHADES
Made ofAerolux Splint-Fabric, they shut out sun, yet let in
light and air. Aerolux No-Whip Attachment, an exclusive
feature, prevents whipping In the wind. Furnished in differ-

ent grades and colors at moderate prices. An architectural
adornment to any home.
Aerolux Splint-Fabric Awnings do not absorb and retain
heat, but keep it out. Write for illustrated catalog.

THE AEROSHADE CO., 524 Oakland Ave. , Waukesha, Wis.

Sherwin-Williams
Paints g- Varnishes

The right finish for every surface

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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phcebe, all within twenty-five yards. In the last

named I discovered a phcebe's egg and two young
phcebes, the latter dead and covered with bird lice,

and on the ground I found the egg of a cowbird.
While attempting to solve this mystery, I was
attracted to a bush by a considerable commotion,
and out flew a phoebe. Then I looked carefully

through the foliage and at last located a young
cowbird, with his feathers closely drawn in and
head held erect—an attitude indicating that he
was aware of my presence and that he was likely

to fly at any moment. I made a quick thrust for

the little rescal, but he was ready and flew out
through the opposite side of the bush before I

could lay hands on him. A vigorous chase re-

sulted in his capture, however, and straightway I

brought forth from my pocket a thin metal band
bearing the inscription, "Notify The Awk, New
York, No. 6001," and placed it on his right leg,

whereupon the ph'ebe's charge was given his

liberty.

Two summers ago a chipping sparrow built her
nest in our yellow rambler rose bush. The tiny

structure was above my head, but I could reach it

The chipping sparrow deposited choice morsels in the young
cowbird's cavernous maw

by stretching and I felt three small eggs in the

bottom of the nest. Chipping sparrows' nests

are so common that I did not trouble myself to ex-

amine this one again for many days, and might
not have done so then had it not been that I

noticed a movement among the leaves of the rose

bush and saw a young cowbird clambering up a

stem. The old chippy then flew in and delivered

some food, and after her departure I learned that

none of the young chipping sparrows had lived,

for the nest was empty. When I caught the

cowbird the chippy became much excited and re-

mained on a grape trellis close at hand. My
captive was placed on a twig in the open and a

camera was trained on him. Then I retired to

an outbuilding near-by and held the shutter-

thread between my fingers. Soon the chipping

sparrow appeared with food in her mouth and,

after some hesitation, alighted on the twig with

the cowbird, but so far to one side that she did

not appear on the plate. The cowbird's mouth
opened to its full extent as soon as the chippy's

toes touched the twig, as if the two birds had been

connected in some way by an automatic spring

that worked the muscles of the cowbird's mandi-
bles. The chippy was apparently suspicious of

the camera and remained at one side until the

cowbird came toward her. Then she flew a few

feet to a fence, evidently trying to lead the adop-

ted youngster away from the three-legged, one-

eyed monster, and in this she was all too success-

ful to suit my purposes. My "bait" (for as such

I was using the cowbird) made a supreme effort to

reach the fence and the chippy fluttered beside

him as he fell to the ground. At this point I

emerged from my place of concealment and re-

perched the fugitive. This programme had to be

gone through several times, but at last patience

won the day and from sheer exhaustion my
clumsy, captive vagabond sat quietly on his perch

as the chipping sparrow came time after time

while I pulled the thread and secured bird por-

traits.

One of the most interesting features about cow-

birds is that, although they are invariably reared

by a parent belonging to some other species, when
full grown, they do not associate with the foster

parents or their kind but flock and migrate with

other cowbirds. Howard H. Cleaves.

A COUNTERFEITER IN SPECKLED EGGS
'

THERE are those who think it is well to let

nature strike her own balances, but man
is a part of nature, and his knowledge

and judgment may quite properly tip the scales

to the right side. I should certainly shy a stone
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Your Hoajt Deserves the Most Modern Building Material. Find oat a bo at

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF- ECONOMICAL-SANITARY
National Fireproofing Company, 330 Federal Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Going to ;

Build ?

Then write for our in-

cresting book writ-

n just for prospec- 1

tive builders.

THE YALE A TOW N K MFG. CO.
9 K. 40th Street, New York

PRPP PLAN
J; 1\J-jJLLi BOOK
OF INEXPENSIVE SUMMER HOMES

Spend your week ends fishing—swimming;—hunt-
ing—lounging—reading— boating or tramping— at
very low cost. Simply lease a piece o£ ground and
erect an

M&M GOLD BOND Portable BUNGALOW
Hundreds live inM & M GOLD BOND houses the

year around. Amazingly simple construction. Fin-
est materials obtainable. Interchangeable sections
—all joints interlocking securely. Withstand fierc-
est storms—can be taken down—moved— put up
again or enlarged. Snipped complete. No carpen-
ter work—not a nail to drive—not a board to cut.
Only a screw driver and wrench needed. You do the
little work lequired.
FREE PLAN BOOK contains illustrations, plans, speci-

fications, prices, etc., of complete portable cottages, bunga-
lows, playhouses, garages, clubhouses, stores, etc. All sizes.
All prices. Write now—today.
Mention & Morley Co.. 105 Main St.. Saginaw. Mich.

USE

Western Electric
INTER - PHONES — VACUUM CLEANERS

Water Supply
for FARMS

and

Country Homes
Send for descriptive Catalog A
LUNT MOSS CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

Walls finished with Cabot's Old Virginia White
Roof with Cabot's moss-green Creosote Stain

W. C. Northup. Architect, Winston-Salem, N. C.

The Latest in Color-Schemes

Cabot's Old VirginiaWhite for the walls
A soft, brilliant white that is as cool and clean as new whitewash
and as lasting as paint, but without the hard "painty" look.

Cabot's Creosote Stains for the roof

Rich moss-greens, tile-reds or dark gTays that look like velvet,

wear like the wood itself and thoroughly preserve the shingles.

This combination is much cheaper than paint, in both material
and labor, and it has so much more character and so much
finer texture that the artistic effect is beyond comparison.

You can get Cabot's Stains all orer the country. Send
for samples on wood and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.. Manfg. Chemists. 147 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
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It's a Boy
—and your wife's doing splendidly

thanks to the fine reserve strength we gave her
beforehand with Malt-Nutrine. And now to
build her up quickly and to help nature supply
food for this little one, we will continue the
same splendid liquid-food-tonic.

REC. U.S. PAT. OFF TRADE MARK

Liquid-Food-Tonic
is recommended for expectant mothers and for nursing mothers.
Nourishing and an aid to digestion—it is a great aid in building up
the convalescent, the weak and the tired.

There are cheaper preparations calling themselves malt prepara-
tions—they are beverages, not tonics. Malt-Nutrine is rich in malt—that's what gives it its value to you. Insist.

All Druggists—Most Grocers
Malt-Nutrine declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Depart-
ment to be a pure malt product, not an alcoholic beverage.
Contains 14.50 percent malt solids— 1.9 per cent alcohol.

Interesting Booklet on Request

Anheuser-Busch St. Louis, U. S. A.

Boston
Garter

Take Home A New Pair!
Hurried on in the morning—tossed off at night— your garters are perhaps not so carefully

scrutinized as are other articlesof apparel. They
shouldn't be the last things you think of. Follow
your natural impulse and keep them fresh and
lively. The added comfort repays you.

Boston
Garter

SILK
SO Cent*

LISLE

25 Cents
8E0RGE FROST COMPANY. MAKERS, BOSTON

Kno-Burn —the Metal Lath that makes
the Plaster Stick.

North Western Expanded Metal Company
935 Old Colony Bldg. Chicago

BOOKLET FREE
"BATH ROOMS OF CHARACTER"

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
The Largest Manufacturers oj Sanitary Pottery in the U. S. A.

TRENTON, N. J.

A/I A frCT/r UNDERGROUND
1V1J\JL.k5 1 / L GARBAGE RECEIVER
The sanitary way of caring for garbage. Is water tight; emits no odors and
keeps contents safe from mice, dogs, cats. Nothing exposed but the cover.

IVrite for Catalog.

THE MAJESTIC CO., 600 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

Steinway Piano
The ideal of music lovers of every country

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK

Victrola
The instrument
of the world's
greatest artists

at a cat creeping toward a young bird, or help a
robin drive a squirrel from a tree that held her
treasures, or crush the head of a serpent found at
a catbird's nest. But more destructive thati any
of these bird enemies, possibly more destructive
of young birds than all of them, is the parasitic
cowbird, a bird which builds no nest of its own,
but lays its eggs in the nests of other birds.

Every lover of birds should know the parasitic

egg, and cast it out of every nest in which it is

found.

One may have compunctions of conscience in

destroying other bird enemies, but surely none
are needed in dealing with this egg, for it usually

means the destruction of the entire family where
it is found. The egg is a little smaller than the
red-winged blackbird's, but varies much in size,

and more in color. Indeed, from twenty or
thirty eggs it is not at all difficult to select three

Cowbirds' eggs, showing variations in marking, shape, and size

or four, each of which the novice might think
belonged to a different species. I once found a

yellow chat's nest with nine eggs, five of which
were cowbirds', but so gradually did the colors

grade into those of the chat's eggs that it was
difficult to distinguish at least two of them.
These shrewd birds usually lay their eggs be-

side eggs which, like their own, are spotted. The
greatest sufferers within my observation are the

red-winged blackbird, the summer warbler, the

yellow-breasted chat, and the chewink.
The reason this egg is so destructive is that its

time of incubation is shorter than most other eggs.

The young, which are thus given the start of the
mother's own, are rapid growing, pot-bellied

^ s„ -'y.i.

A cowbird's egg (on left) in chipping sparrow's nest

strong creatures, and they secure for themselves

nearly all the food brought for the family, while

they crowd and starve the rightful young to

death. To destroy this egg is to save the family.

It is strange, indeed, that the mother bird her-

self does not cast out this detestable egg, or at

least refuse to give the young interloper all the

food; but there are stranger things in nature, and

one is that mothers which have reared these foster

children at the expense of their own, will continue

to feed them as they would their own after they

have left the nest. Craig S. Thomas.

INGENIOUS DISPOSAL OF COWBIRDS'
• EGGS

LATE in November, I found the nest of a

red-eyed vireo suspended from a low-

' hanging branch of a sugar maple which

grew at the edge of a wood upon a hillside. The
nest was secured and taken home, and upon (ex-

amination, revealed something which makes this

nest, one of apparently ordinary construction— if

the vireo's lovely pensile home can ever be con-

sidered that—most interesting.

We know that birds sometimes do recognize the

egg of the cowbird, and that they often rid them-

selves of the encumbrance, perhaps after a sad

experience of rearing the strange nestling thrust

upon them, at the cost of their own young. But

for cleverness in outwitting the cowbird these
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Waterman's
Ideal
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WATER HEATER
The Ruud wny is the h«st way to hent water.

It is the most c<mvcni»Mit. the most efficient,

the moNt economical. It is so automatic you
hardly know it is in the house. It cannot fail

to work, needs no attention and causes no
worry.

All you have to do to get hot water, day or
night, is to turn any faucet in the house.

Full Information Mailed on Request
Learn all about this greatest of modern house-

hold conveniences. Write us for illustrated book-
lets. When writing please tell size of house and
family and if you
use natural or
manufactured gas.

Cheap autom*tia
iMatera an- made too
lightly to last long.

Iter tack the Ruud
dependable gas con-
trol and are therefore
expensive In the long
run.

Get a Road—
or nothing

Rand Manufacturing

Company
DaatC Pitlikank. Pi

I

Could You
Have Handled Daniel?

q "Margaret." said Daniel. "I've never quarreled
with anyone in my life, but." he added, a little

icy gleam in his eyes that did chill her tor a
moment. "I've always Mail my own way!"

#| "Which has of coarse." was Margaret's reply." "been dreadfully had for you. It's well you've
married a wife that is going to be rrrv firm with
you!" How a spirited, high bred Southern girl

came to "take on ' an exceedingly thrifty, million-

aire Pennsylvania Dutchman, and his amazing
relations, and what she made of it. is the story
rich in comedy

.

Her Husband's Purse
Another Story of the Pennsylvania Dutch

By Helen R. Martin
Author of "Barnahetta, " "Tillie: A Mennonite
Maid. '

'
' 'Martha of the Mennonite Country,

'

' etc.

Four Illustrations Net $1.35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City, New York

'
1

J„
'jSuif a UOaterman'/i ffdeal ;

» y» fit every hand.^ before you roam p
;r»Jti°

J S At the Best Stores

when bummer turns your "-tzzzr
y f New York

steps from home

Acquiring Good Taste
Question and Answer in the New York Evening Post:

E. R.
—

"I will have to furnish a home
in the next few months, and find myself

woefully ignorant as to periods, styles, etc.,

and even the simplest rules of interior

decoration. Could you suggest some books

on the subject for me to study? I am
especially ignorant about the different

periods of furniture making in England,

and the great furniture makers."

"With whatever book you begin this

fascinating study, you will certainly not

stop with it. One leads into another, like

books on gardening.
:The book for which you are looking,

with the 'simplest rules,' seems to be

Frank Alvah Parsons's 'Interior Decor-
ation.' It is profusely illustrated, the style

is clear, and the advice practical."

INTERIOR DECORATION
Its Principles and Practice

By FRANK ALVAH PARSONS
President of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts

69 Illustrations Net, $3.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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Take a

KODAK
with you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Catalog free at your dealer's,

or by mad. ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

tat

**Oh I for boyhood* s pntules? play.

Sleep that wakes in laughing day,
Health that mocks the doctor's rules,

Knozuledge never learned in schools."

—WHITTIER.

A Summer Camp
for your boys or girls?

Thinking about what's best for

them next summer ? Then turn
to the Summer Camp Section of

Harper's Magazine
for it is in Harper's Magazine
that you find the announcements
of more summer camps, as well

as private and preparatory schools

and colleges, than in any other
publication—the widest, the best,

and the most dependable selection.

France at War

The Fringes of the Fleet

If These two companion volumes con-

tain all that RUDYARD KIPLING
has written about the War. "FRANCE
AT WAR" describes the French battle-

line from Flanders to the Vosges, and
includes the famous poem "France."
"THE FRINGES OF THE FLEET"
describes the submarines, destroyers,

trawlers, and patrols that guard and
follow England's ships of battle in the

Narrow Seas. In this volume are half

a dozen sea-songs that show Kipling at

his best.

If Great deeds bring great words. Both
these little volumes show Kipling as the

far-echoing spokesman of the Anglo-
Saxon race— a great writer thrilled and
girded by a great passion.

If Each, net, 50 cents.

If The two volumes, boxed, #1 00 net.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

birds were original. The vireos, who had hung
their nest in the crotch of the maple branch, re-

turned to the nest one morning after a brief
absence, to find that while the nest was left un-
guarded, the number of eggs had been added to.

That they recognized this was shown by their

solution of this appalling problem. We can fol-

low their mental processes. The question of the
disposal of the parasitic egg had to be decided, for

this promised to become a great, hungry fledgling

to be raised at the sacrifice of their own little ones.
The birds could not remove an egg so much larger

than their own from the deeply cup-shaped nest,

so they set to work scratching out some of the
pine needles used as lining, a little to one side of
the bottom of the nest; into the cavity thus
made the egg was pushed, and to insure its not
hatching, it was punctured, so that its contents
ran out. Other needles were then woven over
the imprisoned egg, restoring the smooth inner
lining so dear to the heart of this tidy little bird.

For this reason, in the half light of the late

November day, the egg was not at once discovered
the smooth lining giving no hint of the ingenious
way in which this pair of vireos had disposed of
the intruding egg.

Another day, also late in the fall, a nest was
discovered, presumably a second-brood nest of a

song sparrow, for it was in a low shrub, and was
very badly weathered. The builders of this nest
had, in the very centre of the nest, scratched aside

the substance of the nest, making a depression
into which a cowbird's. egg had been thrust,

which then not receiving enough warmth for

incubation, did not hatch. It remained in its

depression during the occupancy of the nest,

and was still unbroken when found.

Nest of red-eyed vireo with the punctured cowbird's egg em-

bedded in the wall

When such instances as these are found in

which it is clearly evident that the individual

birds had to cope with circumstances of an ex-

traordinary nature, it looks as though instinct

played a small part in the decision of these bird-

minds as to how to meet the situation. They
had to decide for themselves what to do to avoid

hatching the strange egg. How they recognized

it as an intruder we can not know; it may have
been merely its size—nearly twice that of their

own; its difference in coloring also may have
warned them; or was it the sense of numbers

—

supposing that all of theirs had already been laid?

At any rate we do know that they understood

that the egg was not their own. Perhaps they

had once before been subjected to the sad ex-

perience of raising the unwelcome foster nestling,

so many vireos and song sparrows have to bring

up this uncouth youngster. It is a tale of clever-

ness that these little birds wove into the fabrics of

their nests for us to interpret; and, looking deeper

into the matter, from a psychologic standpoint,

I believe it to be a good instance of individual

decision in meetiag a new and difficult problem.

Mathilde Schlegel.
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This Perfect Workinfl
.Utile Power Station
Starts Itscll-Slops Itself

Ive from city
joy all Its ad-
Ith n Matthews
(I Power Plant,
ry or car* than
. For tho

Electric Light and Power Plant

nu-v uimisn nor oniv current tor HKtitlnir.
but powar to operate electric household de-
vice* as well. Mich as water system*, sewtnir
machines, washing machines, vacuum clean-
ers (ma. toasters, percolators, etc. Every
Matthews plant comes complete In one unit

Strictly 'hiWerade In every p*rt"cnlar^f"uy
guaranteed. Hundreds in use and all giving
perfect satisfaction.

Srnd far dftails, siMts and pruts

See Our Fxtilblt at The Country Life
Permanent Fxpowjllion. drand

Central Terminal. New York City
PATENTS PENDING I. The

Matthews
Company
60S Laurel
Avenue

If you want to give your boy an ideal

vacation, just send him to a Summer
Camp. He'll come back to school in

the Fall stronger in body, with the

health of the big outdoors in his red

blood, and he'll learn a lot of things

that mere books cannot teach him.
The announcements of the best camps
can be found in Scribner's Magazine. If
detailed information is desired, address

Scribner's Magazine
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 213 - . New York

e TVhiteToWns
aTtfieTropics
nAVF, you ever stood on deck a* your slii|> entered

harbor in the tropics and been charmed l>y tlic

i

1 adual appearance of a white- walled town gleam-
ing through t lie grrcn of the dense tropical foliage?

line you ever thought thai yon would like to Kec

realized in your future home sonic of the beautiful

effects that can he obtained by the use of pure, stain-

lens white i "I'n -

MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND CF.MF.NT is the
first true white Portland cement ever manufactured. It

is like any other good Portland cement— just as strong
and just as durable. It differs only in that, instead of

the ordinary, rather unattractive, greenish gray, it is a
puie, stainless white.

Medusa White, used for stucco work, produces a pure
white exterior which never becomes discolored and
which improves rather than deteriorates with age.

Beautiful effects may also be obtained by using Medusa
White for steps, railings, columns, doorways, window
casings, cornices and panels, as well as for interior

decoration.

Write for booklet, "The Medusa White House."

[WATERPROOFED^
"WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
R00111M-5 Fngineers' Building Cleveland, Ohio

JOilarmr tf F. P. 1.1.AKK
H trtirtir. Man.

L. tV. Brliei (.'•.. tl ifttouj

JJKJ Transite Asbestos Shingles
Fire - Proof and Everlasting

The Readers' Service gives information

about Gardening

FAB RIK-O-NA Interwovens
The newest addition to the famous FAB-RIK-O-NA line

of woven WALL COVERINGS. Durable, economical,
daintest, most serviceable. Colors and patterns for all tastes
and decorating schemes. Add value and attractiveness to
any house or apartment.

Snroplr, hk Our •wire ri>par1»rut will hrlp with jour
• I. . ... : prnlilim* .iii.l pnl Jon In touch with drmlrn.

H. B. WIGGIN S SONS CO.. 383 Arch Street. Bloomfield. N. J.

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

A Terra Cotta TILE ROOF
has every point of superiority in its favor: Architec-

tural beauty, perfect protection from fire, leaks,

moisture and weather changes— wonderful
durability without repairs, and therefore

eventual economy. It gives a build-
ing character and increases its selling

value. We show in border detail ol

the Closed Shingle Tiles used on
roof of this handsome residence.

Our illustrated booklet, "The Roof
Beautiful" is sent free to any pros-

pective builder upon request.

Ludowici-Celadon Co.
Mamifnetiirerw ol

Terra Cotta Kouling Tiles

1108-18 Monroe Bids;.. Chicago. ID.
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FIOR
those who

want the bath
only— for those
who want just the

shower— for those
who want both—
Mott's Built-in Bath

and Shower is an ideal

arrangement.

Combined with our new
light-weight porcelain
bath is the adjustable show-

er. Turns to any angle

—

avoids wetting the head.

An L shaped rod-and-
curtain forms the roomy
enclosure.

Further described in special

booklet, "Mott's Built-in Bath
and Shower," free on request.

Our 112 page "Bathroom Book"
shows floor plans and illustrations

ofmodel bathrooms and gives hints

on tiling and decorations. Mailed
for 4c postage.

K&WANEB Smokeless
Firebox Boilers
Cut Coal Costs

McCRAY Refrigerators
BUILT TO ORDER OR STOCK SIZES
Perfect cold air circulation—always sanitary

Send for Catalog

McCray Refrigerator Co., 68S Lake St., Kendallvllle, In. I.

This Book
On Home
Beautifying

\ Sent Free
_

C;;— Contains practical sugges-
~

\ tions on how to make your home
artistic, cheery and inviting. Explains how you

can easily and economically keep the woodwork,
piano and furniture in perfect condition.

Building?
This book will tell you of newest, most attractive
color combinations for interior decorating. It gives
complete specifications for finishing inexpensive soft
woods so they are as beautiful as expensive hard
woods. We will send you this book free and postpaid.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Dept. D-6, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

The Readers' Service gives information

about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

We Have the Book

You Want
TT Long Islanders will

C J

1 find convenient

J]
Uhe Bookshop

Arcade, Pennsylvania

Station. Books of all

publishers up to the

minute. You pass the

door.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Open Evenings

SEEING NEW ENGLAND FROM
HORSEBACK

ORSEBACK riding is a convenient
way of seeing the country, pro-

viding the person taking the trip is

contented with a smaller number of

miles travel per day than could be

covered by automobile. I have
made pilgrimages to many interesting places, over-

looked by motorists,which were off the main trunk
highways, on footpaths over hills and mountains
which cut off many miles of travel in my journey.

The real enjoyment of the trip was soon manifest

when I found that I could stop as desired. When
an interesting place came in view I could stop

with the satisfaction of knowing that I was not

taking the time of other people not interested in

the same place or feature. In this way I have seen

a good section of New England at small expense.

The fall of the year was selected as a good time

to take my trip toLonglsland Sound fromnorthern
New Hampshire. Afthis time of the year the

fall rains have invariably laid the dust of summer.
It is harvest time in the country and the whole of

New England is in its autumnal glory; the harvest

scenes in the cornfields, vineyards, and orchards

in connection with the autumnal color on the hills

and mountains add to the enjoyment of such a

3

i
A surreptitious luncheon by the way

trip; and the horse can make longer trips per day

without fatigue than in summer's heat. I could

make eight miles per hour, but as this would be

tiresome to the horse, I tried to hold him to about

five miles per hour, and he soon kept this gait after

the second day's journey.

The person traveling by motor car can carry

most of the luxuries of life, but the man on horse-

back must be content with a few necessary

articles. The outfit I chose to take had to be as

light as possible, so the saddle was the first con-

sideration. An army saddle was the one selected,

which had eyelets and straps to tie blankets and

saddle-bags; it was open centred to allow ventila-

tion, and did not bruise the back of the horse.

Strapped to the pommel, a rain coat, sweater, and

canvas blanket were carried, while across the

cantle was the saddle-bag containing a few toilet

articles, a camera, and drinking-cup. A tent was

not needed, because there were plenty of towns

along the route where sleeping accommodations

could be secured at a reasonable figure.

The route I desired to take was from Centre

Harbor, N. H., up around the White Mountains,

back via Lake Winnepesaukee to Concord;

thence to Brattleboro, Vt., following the Connect-

icut River through Massachusetts to Suffield,

Conn; to the Litchfield hills across that state,

down into the Housatonic Valley, and south to

Long Island Sound. All along the route were

sign posts to guide me.

I left Centre Harbor on a bright fall morning

following the shore of Asquam Lake to Holder-

ness, and from there to Plymouth and North I

Woodstock. The mountain scenery of the Fran-

conia Mountains commences here and I was

soon looking up the important places. The

Flume, Profile Mountain, Echo Lake, and the

Profile Notch were the famous features of this

range, the most important one being the view as
|

one passes out of the Franconia Notch going
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VANITY FAIR
I'he nwat successful of all Ihe new
magazines invites you to attend

A Six Months' Party

nO you like parties? If you do,

then you should not lose a mo-
ment's tune in accepting this invitation

to a m\ mouths' |i.ut\ in tin- heart of

New York. Pou't miss it! Mum. '

Suiting;! Dancing I Theatricals!
Evening Dress! Von positively won't
know yourself when you net hack
home after this six-tnouths' party.

Your own blood relatives won't know
vou. Such aplomb! Such ease of

manner, such habiliments de luxe,

such wide learning, such brilliant wit,

such main sided culture, and oh! such
e\i|uisite sacoir /aire.

In Every Month of the Party:
THE STAGE i Firal night ami
hehtml the semes views of the
newest plays with portraits.

THE OPERA AND MUSICi
Stories anil portraits of the new
inters, composers, conductors,
ami whatever is new ahout the
old ones.

THE ARTS! Illustrated news
and criticisms of pictures, archi-
tecture, books, sculpture.

HUMOR: The most original
.mil amusint works of our young;
writers ami artists.

PEOPLE: Striking and unusu.tl
portraits of celebrities who help
make New York a brilliant,
fascinating merrv-go-round.
SPORTS: \n illustrated iwno-

r.n

outdo.
Uu

* The morning after the
• six months' party. He
' talked too mui: h about it.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: FU
intellectually stimulating essay-
ists and critics.

PARIS AND LONDON: The lat-

est diverting news from the
A V

I M \ European capitals.

\ufi J \' 14
DANCING: (Outdoor dances, in-

p»M< V ft door dunces, rhythmic dances,
w*

FASHIONS: ProCfl Paris. Lon-
don and New York for all dis-
criminating men and women.
DOCS AND MOTORS: Photo-
graphs of the best-bred dogs and
the best-built motors, with de-
scriptions and timely discus-
sion of them.
SHOPPING: An index to the

Eeeruhodu—uhoisanu- best shops, what they sell, and a
hodu dips into Vanity shopping offer that is bound to
fair ana it refreshed, interest alert men and women.

A Six Months' Party in New York for $1
Vou thinly nothing, in your poor deluded way, of
'pending $2 for a single theatre ticket or three faded
gardenias, when for only one dollar you can secure

six issues of Vanity Fair. If you want to blossom

out into a sophisticated New Yorker; if you Want
to become a regular Class-A, 12-cylinder, self-

starting human being, fill in coupon below and mail

it with or without money.

Conde Nast, Publisher Frank Crowninshield, Editor

Twenty-Five Cents a Copy Three Dollars a year
lu MiiiimimiiiiiiNiiiiiiimHimimiHiiHiiiiiiiuiimiuiii

Vanity Fair, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York
Ve\\, I'd like to join the party by subscribing to
ranity Fair, t therefore enclose SI with this,

end me the current issue at once— and the five
tter issues as they appear. (OR) Well, I'd like to
^in the party but I prefer to open an account with
on. Please start my six months' subscription at
nee. I will send you the $1 on receipt of your bill.

Please write very plainly

ddress
C. L. 6-i6

A Stucco Home or Garage
Have you considered Stucco for your home or

garage ? S'mcco in first cost is low. It requires almost
no painting or repairs, and resist! fire.

StUCCOk a material of great natural beauty. Finished
with Atlas-White Cement it presents a pure white

exterior that contrasts attractively with surroundings

;

or it may be tinted artistically in cream, buff, brown,
and other warm mellow tones.

To Help You Decide
Ask your architect about Stucco. You will find it useful to

have the Atlas-White Home Portfolio or our Garage Hook, which

^ive the advantages of the various types of home and garage con-

struction and illustrate many beautiful homes and garages.

Fither or both will be sent on request—use the coupon below.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Membert of the rortlanit i r merit A tweiation

.to Broad Street, New York or Corn l.xchanitc Hank Hide, Chicago
Philadelphia I: > St. Lmiis Minneapolis Pes Moines Dayton

Atlas H'liite Stucco Home
ami tinragc

Forest Hills (.aniens, N. Y.

L :j

Tub Atlas Portland Cement Company, 30 Broad Street, New York., or Corn Exchange Bank Uldg., Chicago

Home Portfolio
Send to name and address below Atlas-White Qarage portfolio

1 exPect to build

(cheek the one vou want) 1-G-6-16 $ _

.Home

.Garage

F. P. A.'S
1914
"Conrad fans have urged us to read this or

that; we did, or tried to, and had to confess,

somewhat abashed, that it didn't 'get us.' . .

What depresses us is that we know we are wrong.
. . . It worries us like a recurrent painful

symptom. Are our literary- arteries hardening?
Tell us the worst, ye Conrad fans!"

Conversion
1916

"Well we have just finished 'Victory' and it

converted us. We are now a Conrad fan, and like

most new converts to any cause, we can think of

little else. For a week or two we are likely to be
as much of a nuisance to Conrad-blind readers

as others have been to us in the days of our
imperviousness."

Franklin P. Adams (F. P. A.) in The Conning Tower, N. Y. Tribune

A New Volume by

JOSEPH CONRAD
"Within the Tides

A New Collection of Short Stories. In Cloth, net, $1.35. In limp leather, net, $1.50.

Other Books by Joseph Conrad
Almayer's Folly Falk Lord Jim Romance *Twixt Land and Sea
Chance The Inheritors (cloth only) An Outcast of the Islands A Set of Six Typhoon

Victory Youth The Nigger of the "Narcissus"

Bound in Deep Sea Blue Limp Leather. Size 4f x 7;; net $1.50 each

An interesting booklet about Joseph Conrad will be sent free on request.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY
hcse column 1; include the advertisements of greenhoi

is known to be reliable and is painstaking in its service to c

find anything not advertised here, apply to READERS' SERVICE. COUNTKY LlFB IN America. Garden City, N. Y

trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden implements. Each conc<
For full information regarding horticulture and gardenii
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This Automatic Oscillating Sprinkler Will

Water Quarter Acre at One Setting
IT will water a space 50 to 60 feet wide and

100 to 200 feet long.

The connected pipes are turned from side to

side by a powerful little water motor that

automatically reverses the movement from side

to side. A complete oscillation can be secured

in twenty minutes or once an hour. The
speed is under your control.

The water is delivered in a fine, beneficent,

gentle shower, warmed by passing through the

air, and falling so gently that it neither packs

the soil nor injures the plants. No overlap-
ping or underwatering as is unavoidable in other
methods of watering. Every plant is watered
thoroughly and watered uniformly.

Sprinkling line easilytaken apart,mounted on
truck and wheeled away. Solves once for all the
watering problem of lawns and formal gardens.

Used on such estates as C. Oliver Iselin, Long
Island; F. S. Moseley, Boston; J. L. Severance,
Cleveland; C. L. Post, Battle Creek.

Send for circular and prices.

The Skinner

Irrigation Company
CKINNER
CJystem
OP IRRISATION

218 Water Street

Troy, Ohio

!:;;:::;;;;n;;;:;;;;nH::;HM;;;:H;;iH:;;:yy;::::::::

BEAR IN MIND
that Moons' have some
Hardy Tree or Plant for

Every Place and Purpose.

Write for information
and catalog

The fm. H. Moon Co.
Morris Heights Morrisville, Pa.

Horsfords
Cold Weather
Plants
and Flower

Seeds
that Grow

My list comprises the

hardiest kinds, that
have stood Vermont
winters. You should

see my catalog before buying
elsewhere. Write for catalog M.

F. H. HORSFORD Charlotte, Vermont

About this Greenhouse and Five Others

IN
our new catalog, there is particular attention

given to houses 18 feet wide and 50 feet long, like

this one. In all, there are six shown, each in dif-

fering locations and with varying workrooms.

In looking at them, you can come pretty close to

forming an idea of how such a house would appear

on your grounds; and whether or no it is large

enough to fill your needs.

Of course, there are also shown a good many

other houses, large and small; but we believe this

one to be the best all around medium sized one.

Besides giving you an idea of the plan of the

various houses, the catalog brings to your attention

the kind of construction we construct them with,

and to a large degree reflects the character of concern

Hitchings is. Both of which are decidedly impor-

tant to you in considering a greenhouse expenditure.

Catalog sent only on request, Interviews gladly

arranged at your suggestion.

• HitcKings^Company*
General Offices and Factory, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK: 1170 Broadway BOSTON: 49 Federal Street PHILADELPHIA: 40 S. 15th Street

toward Mount Washington. The towering peaks
with a placid lake at their base make this scene
one never to be forgotten. After passing this

there is a desolate stretch of country devastated
by forest fires nearly up to North Twin Mountain.
The first view of Mount Washington is secured

while nearing the Twin Mountains, and it is

readily distinguished by the smoke from the cog
railroad train climbing to the summit. This is

the loftiest mountain in New England, but it is

not as picturesque as the Franconia Mountains.
The trip from Mount Washington down

through the Crawford Notch was another de-

cided Alpine bit of country, with the Silver Cas-
cades and the Bretton Woods as features worthy
of attention. The plains of the Intervale and
North Conway were reached that evening, and
Moat Mountain and Kearsarge marked the last of
the White Mountains. All of the mountain
scenery is of a minor character after these two
mountains are passed until Chocorua is reached.

This mountain is above the timber line and has a

jagged peak and a lake at its base. Chocorua can
be readily seen from both the lakes Asquam and
Winnepesaukee, being well marked by its jagged
peak. After passing this mountain I was soon

back to the lakes again and had passed around the

Switzerland of New England.
The lakes of New Hampshire are worth seeing

separately. Winnepesaukee and Asquam are the

largest lakes in the state and are separated by
only a couple of miles. Winnepesaukee is the

larger, and has 365 islands, while Asquam has 52.

The scenery on and around both is very picture-

T1NISH

LONG ISLAND SOUND

Ptrcctioi\

Ple.ee, Stopped at tMwft
Rente TeX en

Map showing the horseback route taken from Centre Har-

bor, N. H. to Long Island Sound

esque, as the shores indenting the lakes with long

coves and bays are covered with evergreen trees.

The water is of sufficient depth to allow large

steamers to ply between the summer resorts and

shore towns. From Red Hill, a mountain located

between the lakes, a view is secured the whole

length of Winnepesaukee in one direction and
many miles past Asquam in the other direction.

I left Centre Harbor again for the down country

trip, following the west shore of Winnepesaukee,
and passing Meredith and Wiers to Laconia. A
stop was made at the Shaker colony at Canter-

bury to look over their well-bred cattle, from

whence I proceeded to Concord, making fifty-six

miles of travel in one day. The next day I left

Concord, passed through Henniker and Hillsboro

(the home of ex-President Pierce), arriving at

Keene, N. H., that evening. The next day's

journey took me out of the Granite State into

Vermont, across the Connecticut River to Brattle-

boro, and down to Greenfield, Mass. I passed

from Deerfield to South Deerfield where the

famous Bloody 1 Brook Massacre took place in

Colonial times. The longest single day's journey
was made the next day, when I passed from South
Deerfield to Suffield, Conn., about sixty miles by
the route taken. I followed the Connecticut
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There's

a Standard

Quality in Lawn
Mowers which
nisuresa lastingly

sharp-cutting and

easy-running machine.
Cheaper than this.amower

will go to pieces after a little

use, and prove far more expen-

sive than the lifetime of satis-

faction in

—

"PENNSYLVANIA"
Quality

Lawn Mowers
all Ine blades of which are of ihe same
cmcible tool steel as any fine culling loot, oil-

hatdened and water-tempered to a culling

edge impossible with ihe inferior steels of

ordinary mowers.
For this reason "PENNSYLVANIA" Quality

Mowers cut •» cleanly and smoothly as a paii of

sharp shears. They save their cost by a self-shatp-

emng construction that eliminates the usual regnndtng

expense ol a dollar • year.

One ol these "PENNSYLVANIA" Quality

brands will suit your requirements:

"PtaBsyhraBia" "Shock Absorber"
"Gnat Aawricaa" "Goli"
"Caatiaeatal" "Pony"
Pmnivl»«n.«. Jr." "Horse." "Power"

"Ktystoao" aad Others

MAILED FREE
Authoritative (realise on "Scientific Lawn Making
with catalog. Wnte tor them.

SUPPLEE-BIDDLE HARDWARE
Box 1576

tDWARE CO
Philadelphia •

ForThisSplendid

Greenhouse

now at low cost possess a hand-
some greenhouse the equal of any

in material, workmanship and con-

duction. It's a luxury that also

brings you health, pleasure and profit.

Made in sections, easily and quickly erected.

All Callahan Duo Glazed Greenhouses have double
layers of glass which retain heat, thus saving fuel.

This greenhouse gives fresh flowers and vegetables
the year round, beautifies your home and educates
your children in a love for beauty.

Full particulars of different styles, sizes, etc., sent

on request.

Callahan Duo Glazed Sash Co.

1623 Wyandot St. Dayton, Ohio

If You Have One Of Our
Gardens Under Glass

It's Summer Time All The Time
Jl'ST one lung hi laden, joy giving Summer time;

anv lime and all I he- lime.
Winter'* snows unrl blows you can scoff at. The

warmth and the flowers of I'alm Batch are always at
your door step.

As lovely ai are Ihe flowers you buy; ynu will agree, none
are quite so enjoyable as those grown in your own glass
garden.
To pick roses yourself- mayhap for an old (ricnil, who

i ta M a mid winter bride; or a sick relative, who is a
bit of a shut in; such, indeed, arc the deeper joys of our
glass garden possession.

And besides, the completeness of a country place these

days demands a greenhouse. Our friends seem quite to

expect it of u.s.

In greenhouses, however, as in all other things, there

is a distinct advantage in buying it of a firm having a long

established prestige. The fact that we have been build-

ing greenhouses for considerably over half a century,

gives us a distinctive position in the field.

You are welcome to our literature. I'crsonal interview

at your suggestion.

Sale* Office*
NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ROCHESTER

42nd Street Building Tremont Building Franklin Bank Building Rookery Building Granite Building
CLEVELAND TORONTO MONTREAL

Swetland Building Royal Bank Building Transportation Building

FACTORIES: Irvington. N. Y., Dea Plainea. III.. St. Catherine!. Canada

LORD &BUR.NHAM CO.

Fungi-the deadly
destroyerof tree life

If you have any trees which appear in any measure like the one
shown here, they need immediate attention. For fungus lives by
disintegrating the interior cell structure of the tree, producing
what is commonly called decay. This decay is merely the result

of the disease and is not, in itself, an active force. The disease on
the inside must be thoroughly eradicated by highly skilled men
who know how. Merely to remove these outside growths is not
enough—only the skill of a real tree surgeon can remedy the dan-
gerous condition permanently, and save the tree from premature
destruction. Real tree surgeons are

—

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree surgery as they practice it,

is scientifically accurate and
mechanically perfect. It is safe

because it eliminates experi-

ment. It endures. Jos. Pulit-

zer, Jr., owner of the New York
World and St. Louis Post Dis-

patch, writes:
"Your work on my trees was done
in amost.thorough and painstaking
manner. ' They have been greatly
benefited and their lives length-
ened." The D. S. Government,
after exhaustive investigation, offi-

cially chose Davey experts only as

good enough for work on the Capi-
tol trees. Every year of neglect
adds 10% to 25% to the cost of sav-
ing trees. Write for free examina-
tion and booklet illustrating Davey
Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Co.

1 50 Elm Street Kent, Ohio
(Operating the Davev Institute of Tree
Surgery.) Accredited representatives
bet-ween Kansas City and Boston.

Permanent representatives located at Boston.
Albany. White Plains. N. Y., Stamford. Conn.,
Jamaica. L. I.. Newark. N. I.. Philadelphia.
Washington. Buffalo, Pittsburgh. Cleveland.
Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago. Milwaukee. Minn*
eapolis, St. l~ouis, Kansas City.
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Bull Dog
Garden Hose

Lasts
Longest

ARDEN HOSE seldom wears out—it usually dies

and falls to pieces. "Bull Dog" hose lasts longest

because there is plenty of live rubber in it.

Here is an

actual

experience

:

Read this letter

Chicago, 111., April 29, 1915.

Gentlemen:

—

"I believe you will be interested in my experience with a piece of your Bull

Dog hose which I purchased in Scranton, Pa., about fifteen years ago. When I

moved to Chicago in January, 1905, I brought the hose with me, and it has been

rolled up and tied with a rope for ten years, as I have been living in an apartment.

This Spring we have moved into a house, and were about to discard the hose but

thought I would test it and see if by any possibility it would hold water. There is*

not a crack in it anywhere, and it is apparently as good as new.

"I find I need about SO feet more, and will appreciate it if you will tell

me what dealers in Chicago or Evanston, 111., handle your goods."

(Name on Request)

"Bull Dog" 7-Ply Garden Hose
Made % in. with % in. connections— 1 8c £1 lOOt—in 25 and 50 ft. lengths

Your hose will serve you best

when equipped with a "Boston"
Spray Nozzle. It is easy to use,

cannot get out of order and gives
you a shower, spray or mist. 50c
at your dealer's.

If a popular price hose is de-
sired, our Good Luck brand at
10c a ft. is your best selection.

It is the popular priced expression
of the "Bull Dog" standard. There
is no better hose at the price.

Our practical booklet "How to Make Your Garden Grow"
is fall of helpful suggestions. Send 4c to Dept. L.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Company
The World'* Largest Manufacturers of Garden Hose

Cambridge, Mass.

Order from us direct if your dealer does not sell our hose.

|aboway Pottery
GIVES THE GAM)EN

ESSEN-HAL^CH

Enliven some favorite

nook in your Garden
with a Bird-Font and
bring" an Atmosphere
of quaintness to the
scene with a Sun Dial

Flower Pots and
Boxes .V'a ses.Benches.
Gazing Globes and
other interesting"
Pieces will recall
the Charm of the
Old World Gardens

.Suggestions tor
beautifying" your
Garden are contained
in our Catalogue
4>f Garden Pottery

, which will be sent
upon request

IirOWAY
CoTta Co.
EET. PHILADELPHIA

The Renaissance of

The Breeder Tulips
is the outcome of my efforts to find new
colors to make your garden "the garden
of personality." The rich browns,
bronzes and purples, or the superb com-
binations of these shades in one flower,

have rapidly made the Breeders the

most desired of all Tulips.

THE BLUE BOOK
OF BULBS

contains the most complete list of Breeder
Tulips in the world. Some of them are so
scarce that it will not be possible to furnish

them unless you tell me before June 24 to

reserve bulbs for you. Write me for a copy
of my Blue Book.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
Dept. D Little Falls, New Jersey

River toward Northampton to Springfield, pass-
ing fields of corn in the shock in the level valley
land, which was a decided change from the
previous country passed.

From Suffield I crossed through the tobacco
raising section where this crop is grown in tents.

These, as viewed from the distant hills, look
like a large lake, and when riding through the tent
avenues a stranger would be easily confused in

trying to find the proper direction out of them.
I reached the Litchfield Hills at Hanvington,

and succeeded in making Litchfield that evening.
Litchfield is one of the best planned towns in

Connecticut, having but two long streets at fight
angles, with monster elms set at regular distances,

wluch show the forethought of people a couple of

A picturesque bit of roadway en route

centuries ago. From the Litchfield Hills I

journeyed toward the Housatonic River Valley,

passing Washington, and reaching the Housatonic
River at New Milford. One of the most in-

teresting views of this river is secured below that

town at the Great Falls of the Housatonic and the

Gorge.
The trip the next day took me to the sea

coast, and I had traversed New England from
Mount Washington to the sea. During the en-

tire trip I had not experienced a single day of rain,

and was neither tired nor saddle sore.

In taking the trip as outlined I traveled about

500 miles, spending 1 10 hours in the saddle. This

trip was taken several years ago and the cost then

was as given below; it would doubtless be some-
what higher now.

Horse-feed and stable

Hotel
Miscellaneous expenses

$12.50
20.00

5 00

Total £37.50

Garrett M. Stack
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^HE mom the bright, warm tun
1 li^lii poun in on the plants And

vines tin moil plentiful end beftU-

tiflll ihc hloom, I In- more fragrant

the fruit. So (luring the >horl days

ol winter it is very essential that

the plants in the (Ireenhouse git

every hit of the sunlight from morn-
ing until late afternoon.

GREENHOUSES
Have a -|hi i.il t\ |M- of rnn-dmi tion.

which permit* of (treat strength wit hunt

tin- mm of heavy shadow casting sup-
ports. This gives the plants all the sun-

light all <lay long. Note the amount of

light ami shadow in the upper picture.

In addition to its great strength the

King type of construction lends itself to

the graceful sweeping lines which harnmn-
ue with anv style of architecture That

hy a prtctical.
itself a thing *j of beauty.

We can build you any kind of a green-

house you desire; when you send for bul-

letin \: wh\ not describe that house you
have always wanted, that ideal greenhouse

of your dreams. Our ex|>erts will gladly

and w ithout anv obligation work your ideas

into a practical sketch. Since the days of

fairy tales a King has been able to make
dreams come I rue.

KING CONSTRUCTION CO.
305 King Road. North Tonawtnda, N.Y.

All th» Sunlight Alt Day Houimi

rilM!!!lll«

ILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark. Shady Places
Plan NOW to plant native ferns, plants and
bulbs. Early fall planting brings best results
for early spring flowers.
Send for descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages.
It's FREE.

EDWARD G1LLETT, 5 Main Street. Southwick. Mass.

Sophie 19th of Hood Farm
A Jersey l ow. Ihr leader in her
I.I. i .1. Willi |.|. .'III. I'll in < mi v ii

K-l!. pound* ol butler. Owned
I iv i I >• I .n ..I ii ., i

Murne Cowan
Pifflolll (fiirrnney ('ow, who
produri'd in one y<;ir KtftK 18
[MiiirirK nl Inn Icr liil Owned
by a lie I.aval user.

Lady Pontiac Johanna
A lluNliin world's record maker, who produced
in one week 11.81 ihiuikIh of butter. Owned by
a l)e I.aval user.

Three Great Cows and One Great

Cream Separator
Men prominent in the dairy business may have strong differences of

opinion as to the best breed of dairy cattle, and the various breeds may
closely rival each other in production, but these men are unanimous when
it comes to selecting a cream separator. They choose the

DI LAVAL
I he owners of the three great cows shown above, each a champion in

her breed and world famous, are De Laval users. Our list of more than

one and three-quarters million De Laval users proves that men prominent
in every walk of life, who are in a position to know and select the cream
separator that will give most efficient service and most value for the

money invested, choose the De Laval.

More than thirty-five years of thoroughly satisfactory service have
proved to the world that the De Laval is the most desirable cream separator,

whether considered from the standpoint of close skimming, ability to skim
under difficult conditions, durability or economy.

If you have a large or a small country place and keep cows, you will find

the De Laval Cream Separator Catalog a book wellworth reading. We will be

glad to send you a copy on request, and the local De Laval dealer will be glad

to quote you prices and give you any further information you may desire.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165 Broadway, New York 29 E. Madison Street, Chicago

Meehan's Mallow Marvels
These wonderful creations are among the latest flowering
Plants to start spring growth and may be planted safely
any time in early June. They bloom from July to late

September. Write for descriptive circular in colors.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew St. Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Everything for the Home Grounds
Ornamental, deciduous. Shade and weeping trees. Flowering Shrubs,
Barberry, Privet, Evergreens, Conifers, Hardy trailing vines. Climbers,
Fruit trees. Berry bushes, Hardy garden plants, etc.

The fluent nelectlon for lunn and garden plantine In
America. More than 600 acre* of choicest nursery prodnce-
We will make a planting plan of your place, selecting trees, shrubs, etc.,

suitable to soil and situation, and give you the exact cost of planting and
proper time to plant. Stnd/or Catalog C.

The Stephen Hoyt'a Sons Company-
Established 1848 New Canaan, Conn. Incorporated 1003

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth

Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it

will mow more lawn in a day than any three ordi-

nary horse-drawn mowers with three horses and three

men. (We guarantee this.)

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the
second skimming the level, and the third paring a
hollow. Does not smash the grass to earth and
plaster it in the mud in springtime, nor crush out
its life between hot rollers and hard, hot ground in

summer, as does the motor mower.
Send for catalog illustrating all types of Townsend Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.,
16 c KIS&anTue
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The Bugs Are There— But You Don't Know It

"CORONA DRY"
The Universal Insecticide

will rid your place of bugs and worms just as it does for the commercial
grower. Formerly there was nothing which the small grower could use
conveniently to kill insect pests. But now "Corona Dry" is sold in small
-packages to meet the urgent need of the man with a small garden or a few fruit trees.

No elaborate equipment necessary— no messing
about with a sloppy spraying mixture. "Corona
Dry" is applied in dust form and kills everything that

eats leaves.

Use "Corona Dry" first—before the bugs start to

eat your growing things. Get it where you buy your
seeds. If your garden is small dust on "Corona Dry"
through a cheese-cloth bag or small bellows. For
larger plots we advise using the Corona Hand Duster.

Ask to see it when you buy "Corona Dry." Your
address on a post card will bring, at once, free copy of
our 20-page instructive book
"Garden Pests and Their
Control." Send for it today

—

tells how to get rid of all bugs,

worms and plant diseases. mam
larger plots we advise using the Corona Hand Duster. Bmmt > '

Id1 9

Corona Chemical Co. ~~fm
!

"

n,m 9 B

Dept. 1 2—Milwaukee, Wis.

Free Bulb Book
Gives all details of our plan
to supply you with choice
bulbs, direct from Holland

—

at the price of ordinary stock.
Tells all about our list of

Spring Flowering Bulbs
Tulips—Hyacinth*—Narcissi

Only large, sound bulbs—every
one guaranteed. Full of vital-

ity, sure to bloom early. True
to name. Orders for fall de-
livery must reach us by July
ist. So write to-day for de-
scription of our Import Plan
and Catalogue of our many va-
rieties. Both free.

QUALITY BULB COMPANY
8-J8 ( humlx r of Commerce UMg.

Rochester New York

Everything for Yard and Orchard

T-JAVE you arranged to make your
yard individual and attractive

this season? We will design it free, if desired,

or you can order from our catalog for imme-
diate attention.

Our 8co acres of fruit and flowering trees,

flowers, vines and shrubs, etc., offer a varied
list that will please everyone. 60 years of

satisfied customers have proven theirquality.

Write for catalog at once.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. L, West Chester, Pa.

[>ur r

experts in devising plans for ponds and selecting
varieties.

THE largest and finest collection in

America, embracing the best Hardy
and Tender varieties of Nymphaeas,
including Day and Night-blooming

kinds, also Victoria Regia, the Royal
Water Lily in several sizes. Nelum-
biums, in strong pot plants (or dor-

mant until June 15th).

These are fully described in Dreer's

Garden Book for 1916, together with

cultural instructions on the growing of

Water Lilies. The best Catalogue pub-

lished, containing 288 pages, five color

and five duotone plates, hundreds of

photographic reproductions and offers

the best of everything in Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs, etc.

Mailed free if you mention this publication.

FARM ACCOUNTS AS THEY
SHOULD BE KEPT

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

OOK-KEEPING is a necessity on
every farm: there can be no really

good agriculture without it. But
there are several potent objections
to the specially designed "farm
systems." In the first place, they

are a departure from the commonly used system
which has the approval of the whole business
world, and this, in itself, justifies their very
critical examination. Also they leave a good
deal to estimated costs and values; than which
there is no more serious weakness, because such
a record, to be of any value, must be exact.
Another and a strong objection is that in all but
the simplest systems there is considerable danger
of entering the same item of expense or receipt in

more than one place.

There is really nothing complicated or hard to
understand about keeping farm accounts. I

have owned and managed farm land practically
all my life and with no more elaborate equipment
than a knowledge of arithmetic and a little

common-sense I have never had the slightest

difficulty in knowing what my farm was doing
financially. And, as far as beginners are con-
cerned, the less familiar a man is with practical

farming, the more necessary that his system be
simple.

To cover all the ground in which figures are
needed, the farmer should keep two distinct sets

of accounts, the first for the farm as a whole, its

purpose being to show the profit or loss of the
entire business without regard to the individual
details. This should be accurate, definite, and
always kept up to date. The second set con-
cerns the difFerent farm departments, that he
may know their comparative profitableness and
thus be able to develop the best paying ones and
to reduce or eliminate those that pay the least.

Being solely for his own information and guid-
ance, this may be much more elastic in the
regularity with which it is kept. For instance,

if a year's record shows how much milk a certain

cow gives, there is no need to pursue it further,

unless the conditions change. For the sole

object of the milk record is to show which cows
are paying a satisfactory profit and which are

not, and this having been learned and the
unprofitable ones weeded out, any further record

is needless. It may, it is true, be interesting to

continue it, but if the farmer is a busy man he
will not be likely to trouble himself with need-
less figuring merely for pleasure or out of curi-

osity.

Let us now see how the regular farm books
should be kept. On the debit side should first

come the interest on the capital invested. Then
should follow a record of all moneys expended,
which must embrace items for everything that is

bought for the farm, including labor—except that

of the farmer himself. Note the fact that when
we say money we mean money—actual cash and
nothing else; these figures deal solely in money
and must not be used to express any supposed or

estimated equivalent. On the credit side should

be a record of all actual moneys received. There
must be no estimated values, either of unsold

crops or of produce used by the farmer's family,

unless the latter is sold to the family and every

item credited to the farm at regular market prices.

The difference between the totals of expenses and
proceeds will show how matters stand. And that

is all there is to the regular farm account.

Does this look altogether too simple, even
inadequate? Probably it does to many who
have come to regard the peculiar features of

agriculture as a permanent trouble in book-

keeping, and who have worried as to how and
where to enter values that are still in the soil or

the granary or the hay-mow. Yet it is the right

way, and objections made to it, if carefully ex-

amined, soon disappear.

For instance, it is asserted that this cash basis

system does not take into consideration the

value of unsold crops. But it does. Suppose

that, besides the money that the books show has

been taken in, there is #500 worth of hay in the

barn. This hay is not money and cannot there-

for be credited, but in the course of the ensuing

year, when it is fed to the cows and when their

milk and butter are sold, it is converted into

money—and then it appears in the books. To-
enter it the same season it is cut, as an estimated

value, would simply involve counting it twice;,

and the farmer's books would then show a profit:
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We have issued a four-volume set of Nature Books
which tell all about the Birds, the Wild Dowers, the

Trees and the Butterflies. We have called it "The
Pocket Nature Library." Tt issued in pocket rite,

illustrated in the wonderful natural colors, bound in

limp leather. It represents the best work of its kind

that we have ever seen.
To i*sue a circular that will show the beautiful color plates and

otherwise do justice to the set will require the expenditure of a great

deal of money, which would necessitate raising the price of the books.

We do not want to do that, as it is our wish to have every one of

our friends own it. We have made arrangements to send you the

complete set. all charges paid, for your approval. You can then see

the hundreds of color plates, the thousand interesting text pages, the

beautiful bindings, etc.

The Pocket Nature Library
The volumes that make up "The Pocket Nature Library" (size

f) X S\). cover the most interesting subjects in Nature. Every little

bird, every w ild flower, every butterfly and every tree has a wonder-

ful story of its own—there are a thousand of them interestingly told

by the greatest authorities. These are the Nature Guides published

in pocket size that contain colored illustrations of every subiect.

To appreciate its tremendous scope its great value, its beauty,

you must see it. The price of the complete set—four full leather

volumes, beautifully illustrated, neatly packed in a decorated box.

delivered at your door, is only $4.05. payable 95 cents on acceptance

and $1.00 a month for four months, or $4 50 cash. Simply sign and
mail the coupon now—the books will be forwarded immediately.

Doubleday. Page & Company, Garden City, New York
Centltmen:—

Please send me. prepaid, the POCKET NATURE LIBRARY
in four volumes, attractively bound in leather and decorated in gold

—illustrated in the wonderful natural colors. If the books are satis-

factory. I agree to pay S.75 within five days and one dollar a month
for only four months (or $4.50 cash)—otherwise I will return them.

Please send books and bill to

Name . .

.

Address .

8
300 acres of Nursery —
500.000 feet under jdass.

We Plan and Plant Cirounds

and Gardens everywhere.

Visit our nurseries, only 8

miles from New York, or

write for illustrated catalog

No. 35.

I

I

i

can be grown the year 'round in one of Our greenhouses.
In the middle of winter you can have roses, gardenias,

carnations right out of your indoor garden. Or, if

growing vegetables is your hobby you can have toma-
toes, lettuce, beans, or strawberries and melons. Think
of the joy of having fresh fruit and vegetables out of
your own garden every day of the year.

You should be starting next year's garden right now.
Hefore it is too late, write us so we can help you have
your greenhouse ready in time. We will be glad to

advise you as to the house best suited to your require-

ments and will prepare sketches and estimates free of
cha rge.

You will find MONINGER GREENHOUSES satis-

factory in every detail. I heir superior construction is

the result of our fifty years' experience in building green-
houses for both commercial and private use.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICACO

920 Bluckhowk St.
CINCINNATI

2312 Union Central Bids.
NEW YORK

810 Marbridge Bldg.

Keep Your Lawn

Green and Fresh

In the Dry Spells

Your lawn and garden must have
careful attention during the hot,

dry snells, else they will parch and
wither. But they should not be

quickly flooded with a stream
from a hose which loosens and
washes out the roots, exposing

them to the sun. The way most
like nature's and which gives the

least trouble is with a

YOUNG
Fountain
This valuable sprinkler, attached

to a regular garden hose, can be

regulated to give a fine, mist-like

spray which gently and evenly

saturates the ground within an
area 30 feet in diameter. It may
be safely used on young, tender

turf, or in gardens of soft earth

without danger of washing out
roots. The round bottom permits

dragging without injury to turf.

It is well made and serviceable—
will last a lifetime.

Price $5.00. We ship on receipt

of check or money order. Send
for free booklet, " Moisture in

Cultivation." 74-30

Jl

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO..

95 Federal St., Bost on, Mass.U.SA
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Wear and Weather Don't
Hurt Empire Red Hose

Most hose should be labeled "handle
with care," for that's the way you have
to treat it; but it soon kinks and rots and
springs leaks in spite of you.

An Empire Hose will never bother you
that way. It's better constructed of bet-

ter rubber than common hose. This
rubber is Empire Red Rubber, which has
made such a big hit with motorists who
use Empire Red Tires.

Empire
Decay is negligible in Empire Red Hose

because the red rubber contains no active
chemicals. Neither use nor storage lessens the
service of Empire Red Hose. It doesn't kink
or crack, dry or rot, and it is not affected by
sun or water. There is nothing in the rubber
lo start or help disintegration.

Note the heavy corrugations that protect the
hose from wear and tear when going around
trees and sharp corners and over rough ground.

Be sure you get Empire Red Hose. No other
hose is like it. You have to pay a little more
than for most hose, but you could pay twice as
much and still find Empire Red Hose economic
cal. If not at your dealer's, write us.

EMPIRE RUBBER & TIRE CO.
Factory and Home Office: Trenton, N.J.
Maker* of Empire RED Tire* and "Peerlew" RED Robber Tabes

See this trade mark

A Book of Militant

Peace Preparedness

#]T "Every man of us every day, all

^j] day, is going to fight for his coun-
try. Instead of fighting in trenches,

each man of us behind his counter and
behind his desk all day, every day,
with every breath of his body and
thought of his heart, every bargain,

everypromise to pay and every prom-
ise to act, is going to make America
and American citizenship stand for

the peace of America and for the

credit and the safety of the world."
—Extract from "We"

WeBy Gerald
Stanley
Lee

Author of

CROWDS
A book to cheer you up about human nature

Net $1.50 At All Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the New Forests, England. Beautiful

Landscapes, Sunsets, Moonlight Views.

Gypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

subject you can think of, for advertising

and publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
1 1 West 32nd Street, New York City

Are You Looking for a
House ?

Turn to the Real Estate Directory at the

front of this magazine and choose from the

selection of country and suburban proper-

ties there offered for sale or rent. If you
don't see what you want, write to the

Manager of the Real Estate Department
and he will give you his personal assistance

in finding one. Whether he finds it or not
(and the chances are that he will) there will

be no obligation or cost on your part.

equaling the blissful, if impossible, condition of
having one's cake and eating it too!
Another objection made frequently is that this

system does not charge the farm with the farmer's
own labor and that of his family. But there is

no justification for charging expenses that are not
actually incurred, and if the farmer's sons or any-
body else's sons work for him without wages,
their labor costs him nothing. And if—as is
certainly true in many cases—they ought to
receive pay, this fact has no bearing as far as his
books are concerned. His own labor he surely
cannot charge for, for he is not on salary; he
is doing business for himself and he must
look to his profits to pay him for his time and
labor. He is not entitled to a salary and his
profits too.

Still another objection to the cash entry plan
is that it makes no allowance for the depreciation
in live stock and equipment on account of age and
wear and tear. A very little thought will show
the weakness of this claim; for if a new mow-
ing machine is needed, it is purchased and the
cost entered in the account of cash expenses for
that year, and this of course, covers, to an exact
cent, all the depreciation that has taken place in
the old machine from the time it was bought till

the time it was replaced by the new one. The
same thing holds good in the replacing of an old
horse or a worn-out cow or any part of the
regular stock and equipment.
These books, as they deal only with money, do

not, of course, cover the acfded values resulting
from the increase of flocks and herds or from other
sources, and which really represent a part of the
farmer's gam. Of course if a farmer starts out
with 100 sheep and at the end of the second year
has 100 more of his own raising, he has doubled
both the size and value of his flock. Such in-
crement is accounted for by taking, every year,
an inventory of the live stock and equipment.
This is usually a very simple matter, rarely re-
quiring more than one day out of the whole
year, and compared with the previous year's
figures it will show at a glance the gain or loss
in this connection. But as the inventory shows
only what property is owned, and not the farm
income, it must be kepc as a thing by itself and
in no case mixed up with the regular farm
accounts.

An excellent illustration of farm bookkeeping
as it is very often done and as it usually works
out, came under my notice a few years ago when
a wealthy young man started farming, with
model barns, fancy cattle, and costly equipment.
He did not intend his farm to be a plaything,
but aimed to practise the best methods, and
enthused over the possibilities of good farming.
He manured his land heavily, kept books (ac-
cording to his own ideas), and expressed the
intention, like so many young amateurs before
him, of "showing the farmers how to farm."
He succeeded in raising some very heavy crops

and in the autumn, when everything was har-
vested, he invited a number of his friends to come
and look things over. The barn was fairly

bursting with hay, the corncrib was full to
overflowing, and the root cellar contained hun-
dreds of bushels of turnips and mangels. Among
his visitors was one farmer who had long since
been through the soul-chilling but brain-clearing
mill of disillusionment as regards farm products
that have not yet been reduced to tangible dollars
and cents, and he had the audacity to ask if it

all paid. "Pay!" exclaimed the enthusiast,
"I should say it did! Farming rightly managed
pays as nothing else does. Just look at my books.
Here I have, according to conservative estimate,
1 10 tons of hay, worth #25 per ton; 2,200 bushels
of corn worth 80 cents a bushel, and more than
2,000 bushels of roots in my cellar, worth, say,
$1,000. Then I have '3 5 heifer calves, six months
old now, and worth surely $100 apiece. And
here, at the bottom of this page, you see all I've

paid out for labor, manure, grain, etc., which
leaves me, as I figure it, a clear profit of about

30 per cent." The man who had had the brain-

clearing experience asked if it was intended to sell

all this produce, cruelly pointing out that in its

present form, although property, it was not
money.

"Sell it? Of course not!" answered the en-
thusiast. "That would only rob the soil. It's

all to be used on the farm. But it makes no
difference whether it's money or not, as long as

it has a money value."

Some six months later the skeptic called again.

The haymows were empty, as were also the corn-
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Secret History
REVEALED BY LADY PEGCY O'MALLEY

"C. N. and A. M
Williamson have

written nothing better

than this stirring

tale of life on the

Mexican border and

in Europe, and no

one has told

their stories quite

so well as little

Lady Peggy

O'Malley."
—Boston Transcript

"Clean, clever and

convincing,

readers have a treat

before them in this

book."
— Troy Record

At All Bookstores. Net, $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

The

Russian Campaign

<I An authoritative, first-hand account of the

agony of W arsaw anil the Russian retreat, by
a war correspondent of wide experience, the

only American (with two exceptions) to have
any considerable access to the fighting lines in

Russia.

^ The author portrays General Alexieff, the

Russian Chief-of-Staff, as a remarkable man—
in fact the most remarkable military genius

that Russia has produced since Peter the

Great. The Czar decorated the author with

the Order of St. Anne.

Victory

in Defeat
By Stanley Washburn
MAPS NET $1.00

Every Lutton Greenhouse Represents
Three Problems Solved Right

(0 THEARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM—
The materials of which a greenhouse k ((in-

structed should Ik- sclcrtcd with a view to

suitability and durability and the design should
harmoni/.e with the surroundings.

LUTTON tireenhouses emlxidy the highest architectural
standard* The LUTTON Rust -proof V Bar Metal Frame
is unequalled fur durability and appearance (it avoids the
unsightly rust stains common to all ordinary greenhouses).
F.verlasling slate and tile benches arc lictter and more

iiniinic.il in the lung run. Glass does not touch metal,
thereby eliminating a common source of glass breakage.

<-> THE ENGINEERING PROBLEM.Ton-
pi rature and ventilation should Ik.' under per-

fect control and means should be provided for

draining away moisture which con-

dl DM inside on the glass and rain,

snow or sleet outside.

LUTTON heating plants arc economical and
efficient; cast iron wall ventilators direct the
cold air over the heating pipes, mi as not to

MOW directly on the plants; the \ -bars have
special provision for carrying away the moist-

ure that condenses on the glass and the pat-

ented curved eave construction prevents ice

and snow from accumulating at the eaves.

["HE HORTICULTURAL
PROBLEM—This consists in giving

I DC plants what they need in order to get

RESULTS. Besides heat, moisture, air, food
arjd the good care which the gardener gives to

the plants, they need light—lots of light.

The wide sparing (24 inches) and compactness of the V-bar
supporting members and the absence of shadow-casting
members at the eave line permit every available sunbeam to
reach the plants. The advantages of these features are at
once apparent by comparing the LUTTON (ireenhousefon
the right in the above view) with the house on the left.

Who can tell whether the three problems are
solved right? Surely none arc more competent
than architects, engineers and gardeners. Let-
ters of endorsement from prominent architects

and gardeners in various parts of the country
are on file for your inspection. LUT-
TON construction always makes a
strong ap(>eal to engineers, as is

evidenced by the large number of

executives of engineering companies
who own LUTTON Greenhouses

—

such gentlemen as C. A. Coffin Ksq.,

Pies. General Electric Co.; E. M.
Herr, Ksq., Pres. VVestinghouse Elec.

& Mfg. Co.; F. S. Wheeler, Esq.,

Pres. American Can Co.

We would like to tell you the rest oj the story in person, or at any rate

mail you full particulars, recent views and a small V-bar section.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
261-267 Kearney Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

Builders of Modern Greenhouses of all Types and Sizes

= CONSERVATORIES SUN PARLORS GLASS GARDENS COLD FRAMES =

WE have a man in our office who has a very inter-

esting job.

He receives letters from all over the world—and re-

plies to every one of them, not with a mere printed

form; but with a personal letter carefully thought out.

Some days he travels over the greater part of New
York City looking for the right answer to a single letter.

This man conducts our Readers' Service Department.

If you come across anything in any of our magazines,

or anywhere else for that matter, about which you want

more information just write him a letter.

He'll answer it—that's his job.

Address

—

Readers' Service Department, Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.
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These articles, designed under the super-

vision of the best authority in this coun-

try, are made by

The Neighborhood Craft

LOCUST VALLEY, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

They are substantial, heavy, and well

painted— as such furniture should be to

withstand the weather— in white, light

or dark green.

Old English Garden Seat. Velsor Design.
Curved seat, slanting back. Length 4 feet.

Price. $20.00. $5.00 for each additional foot.

Old English Gar- ^feJ^jHi^fefma <tgifwt&
den Bench, Table, ^^^P^^m^^nrl pSreT

and Chairs. Johnson Design. |jUljjp
"

Bench 7 feet long. Price, bench J"*^

$50.00, chairs $22.50 each, table $18.00.

Old English Garden Chair.
Design. Price $22.50.

Johr

Old English Gar-
den Set. Hoden-
pyl Design. Arm

chairs 2 feet wide; other chairs 18
inches wide; table 3 feet in diam-
eter. Price, table $9.00, arm chairs $12.00 each, other

chairs $9.50 each.

English Garden Seat. Hodenpyl Design.
Curved seat, slanting back. Total length 4
feet 6 inches. Price, $22.50. $5.00 for each
additional foot.

Old English Heavy Garden Seat. Charles
Design. Curved seat, slanting back. Length
7 feet. Price, $30.00.

Old English Heavy Garden Chair. Charles
Design. Curved seat, slanting back. Width
between arms, 1 foot 10 inches. Price $18.50.

Old English Heavy Garden
Seat. Ketcham Design. Curved
seat, slanting back. Length 6

feet. Price, $35.00.

Old English Heavy Garden Chair. Ketch-
am Design. Curved seat, slanting back.
Width of seat between arms, 1 foot 10 inches.
Price, $20.00.

English Garden Seat. Wat- m
erson Design. Curved seat, slanting back. ,E
Length 5 feet 6 inches. Price, $27.50.

$5.00 for each additional foot.

Old English Garden Seat. Allen Design.
Curved seat, slanting back. Length 4 feet 10
inches. Price o25.00. $5.00 for each addi-
tional foot.

Garden Seat. Batterman Design. 5 feet 10
inches, outside measurement. Price, $18.00.

Outdoor Comfort Chair. Mills Design.
Angle of seat distributes weight of body from
knees to shoulders. Painted light or dark
green, or stained. Price, $8.25. Children's
size, $7.00.

Circular Tree Seat. Cravath Design. 18 ^|
to 20 feet outside circumference. Made in 2 P
sections. Price, $85.00.

English Rose Arch with Seat. Effendi
Design. 9 feet high, 8 feet 2 inches broad,
seats 4 feet long. Price, $75.00.

English Rose Arch with Re- Ji

movable Seat. Cutcheon
Design. Bench 4 feet 6 inches

long. Bench has curved seat and slanting
back. Price, arch $20.00, bench $22.50.

Rose Fan Trellis. Coe Design.
Price, $4.00.

Strong Iron Bound Tree Box.
McNair Design. 24 inches across
top. Bound by 2 strong iron

bands. Heavy iron handles.
Price, $12.00.

English Garden Table. Lov-
ett Design. Size of top 3 feet
10 inches x 2 feet 3 inches.
Price, $17.00.

Garden Stakes. 30 inches long. 4 designs:
robin, scarlet tanager, woodpecker, cardinal.
Price, 50c. each ; $5.00 per dozen.

You are invited to send for our

new catalogue

THE NEIGHBORHOOD CRAFT
Locust Valley

ill 1

Long Island, N. Y.

crib and the root cellar. The herd of cows and

the thirty-four heifers were eating meal and hay

purchased in the city.

"What's become of all your crops?" asked the

visitor, "Sell them?"
"No; all fed out to the cattle."

"Has your herd turned you much income dur-

ing the winter?"
"Well—er—no. You see, we make most of

our butter during the summer months and most

of our cows are dry, or nearly so, in winter."

"I see. Well, whcre's all the profit you
figured on those crops last fall?"

"Well," came the answer, rather ruefully,

"I've got an awful great pile of manure."
Now this is what happens on hundreds of

farms} and from the grand display in haymow
and granary to the humble manure pit seems like

something of a drop. And yet the slump was
not real, but was made to appear so by a false

system of bookkeeping. Every experienced

farmer knows that stock must be wintered and
that crops are necessary for the purpose; and
the crops thus used are not in themselves items

of profit, but a means to an end. The profit

comes later on.

The other set of books, for determining the

profit of different farm departments, is fully as

important as the regular farm accounts, and like

them must be exact. Labor of both horse and
man, for example, should be charged at its actual

cost and no more. I recently saw a farmer's

record of the cost of his corn crop in which the

,

plowing and harrowing, which required one man
and a pair of horses were put at $$ a day! His

reason was that that was what he would have
had to pay if he had hired the work done; but
the charge was manifestly wrong, because the

cost, to him, was much less. His man was being

paid $1.50 a day; and the maintenance cost of

his two horses could not possibly have exceeded

50 cents a day apiece, thus making the cost of

the work #2.50 a day—just half of what he had
reckoned it. He also charged for his own super-

vision the salary that he formerly received when
holding a responsible, well paid position in the

city; whereas any one of his boys could and
would have done all the looking on that was
necessary and made a reliable report to him for

one tenth the amount. It is no wonder that his

record showed that there was no money in raising

corn.

Unfortunately, many of the figures on "crops
that don't pay" and, what is worse, most of those

that show phenomenal profits, have been w7orked
out on some such fanciful basis. Their relia-

bility is always to be doubted, for, except under
extraordinary circumstances, there are no phe-
nomenal profits in farming—though there may be
very good ones. It would, perhaps, be unfair to

say that the intentions of those who compute
these exaggerated profits are not good, but the

hell that is paved with this kind of good inten-

tions is a particularly hot one. To hundreds it

has meant broken resources as well as bitter

disappointment—the disappointment that comes
from striving for the unattainable. And it

means, too, a loss of faith in what is really a

good calling, a vocation, for the young man
who has a taste for it, as worthy of brain ap-
plication, enterprise, and labor as any he can
choose.

The purpose of bookkeeping is to bring out the
exact truth concerning the financial status of a
business; to show its proprietor in cold, uncom-
promising figures, just how much he is making or

losing. To do this it must deal in facts, not
fancies, and the simpler it can be and serve its

purpose the better. The farmer who has these

facts clearly in his mind and brings to the matter
a little good, hard, horse-sense, need not fear

going very far wrong in his cost accounting.

David Buffum

3Ut ilMure £>lnft

tfte Scenes.
The Gazing Globe affords a life-like panoramic
picture of all the varied tints of earth and tree and
sky — a weirdly beautiful ornament, interesting
and effective in garden plot or sweep or sward.

13

dSarfcen <&mm <Bloht
is a crystal ball mounted — within easy reach of
vision — on a lerra-cotta pedestal of Pompeian
design. It adds a touch of classic grandeur and
medieval mystery to the simplest scheme of decora-
tion. Your family and friends are sure of ever-
ready entertainment; they will never tire of the
fascinating views in the Gazing Globe.

Diameter of Globe, 15 inches. Height of Pedestal, 36 inches

Write for new booklet with story of the Crystal Ball, prices, etc.

Stewart-Carey Glass Company Indianapolis

The Cromwell Gardens Handbook iSHStSSiSi^S-
inn things—Trees, Shrubs, Roses, and other plants suitable for garden and
greenhouse. Write for a copy.
We make a specialty of Roses and Perennials in pots for late planting; send

us a list of your requirements.

A, N. Pierson, Inc., Cromwell Gardens, Box 11, Cromwell, Conn.

Tested Trees, Seeds, Roses, Plants, Vines

Write for 1 92-page Photo-Catalog—America's Nursery Guide and Garden

Authority. Pictures and describesthousands of choice varieties. Sent FREE!
Write today. THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Dept. 318, PainesvUle, 0.

6urpee'sSeeds(Irowfor Illustrated Catalog— Free Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

Photography, Good Sport

but the results are not always
satisfactory. Ask practical help
from the photo-man with

THE READERS' SERVICE

Insist on Genuine G. & B. Pearl

IF YOU want the one screen material that ends paint and
repair expense—that really resists rust, look for—ask for

—and insist on genuine G. & B. PEARL Wire Cloth. To
make sure of the real article look for the two copper wires in

the selvage and the Round Tag bearing the name Gilbert &
Bennett—you'll find them on every roll of the genuine article.

G. & B. PEARL is beautiful, smooth surfaced and abso-

lutely sanitary—easy on the eyes and the longer it's used the

less visible it becomes. The one reason why imitations fall

far short of the genuine lies in the fact that the metallic rust-

proof coating of PEARL, which does away with painting and
repairs, is a secret process, exclusive with the Gilbert

& Bennett Co.

The Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Co.
(Established 1818)

Dept. E, 277 Broadway, New York

Dept. E, 38 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Georgetown, Conn. Wireton, Ills. Kansas City, Mo.

The Best Hardware Dealer in Your City Sells " PEARL "
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i4 Great Novel
of the

Vigilante Days in

California

By
Stewart

Edward
White

Auihot of "Cold." tit.

The Gray Dawn
A Romance of San Francisco

in the Early 'Fifties
"It trfmi, fmm tlitt pj«r to li«r, with ihr fcvrnib, crck-
Itm hfv of thr San rr«ncura of thai period, it« hunt tur

Illustrated by Thorn .1. Fogarty. Net $1.35

Other Books by Stewart Edward White

The Adventures of Bobby
Orde. Illustrated - - - -

African Camp Fires, Illustrattd

Arizona Nights. Illustrated - -

The Blazed Trail. Illustrated -

Blazed frail Stories. Illustrated

The Cabin. Illustrated- ...
Camp and Trail. Illustrated - -

The Claim Jumpers ....
The Forest. Illustrated - - -

Gold. Illustrated

The Land of Footprints. Illustrated

The Mountains. Illustrated - -

The Mystery (with Sam'l Hopkins
Adams)

The Pass. Illustrated - - . -

The Rediscovered Country.
Illustrated " 2.00

The Riverman. Illustrated - - " 1.35
The Rules of the Game. Illustrated "

1 .40

AV/ $1.20
" 1.50
" 1.35
" 1.35
" 1.35
" 1.50
" 1.25
m 1.35
" 1.50
" 1.35
" 1.50
" 1.50

" 1.35
" 1.25

Doubleday, Page & Company

1

Garden City New York

A Big Quarter's Worth

Garden and Farm
Almanac for 1916
NOT one of the 200 pages of this

almanac contains anything but
information that is vital and neces-

sary to the man who would keep his

farm or garden up to date. One fea-

ture is a collection of 25 blueprints

giving practical plans for the country
home and its garden. There are

directions for combating any of the

plant diseases and insects common
to North America. All of the statis-

tical information which the farmer
should have has been brought to-

gether. Illustrations are numerous.

25c at news-stands
or postpaid for 35c from

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

linn ukI SiI.i

THE GUARANTEE
PORTLAND

CEME
^•OE MARK R£Gl"

34 LBS. NET 210*

ON CONCRETE STRUCTURES
No matter what kind of improvement you are

planning, you should have the helpful lUggeftiofll in
our hooks, folders and blueprints on building with
concrete—the everlasting way. They illustrate
scores of concrete structures with many valuable
Itlggettioni as to building methods.

Your architect will advitc concrete because lie knows from
experience that this modern building material looks well, lasts
longest, costs least in the long run and is absolutely fireproof
and weather-proof.

ALPHmS'CEMENT
has been used by architects and engineers to the extent of many
millions of barrels in important constructions like Galveston Sea
Wall, New York Aqueduct, Pennsylvania R. R. Terminal and
I unnels, etc., where both the cement and the finished concrete
were required to stand the severest tests.

ALPHA is made under the strict supervision of chemists who
test hourly to make sure that the proportioning of the raw
materials is exact, that the burning is thorough and the grinding
always well up to standard specifications. Under this system
no cement lacking binding power can leave an ALPHA plant.
Every pound of every bag is guaranteed always to meet the
U. S. Government standard for strength.

Get ALPHA Building Suggestions FREE
Check below the kind of construction in w hich you are in-

terested. Write your name and address in the margin and
mail it today. We will send free of obligation, data that will
be of great assistance in making your improvements. Tear this
out now before you turn the page.

Garage
Driveway
Culvert

1 House
Foundation
Barn

Silo

l
) Poultry House
Corn Crib

E Storage Cellar
[ Dam

Green House

Steps
Porch
Meat House
Milk House
Ice House
Manure Pit

Department D

ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
General Offices: Easton, Pa.

Salks Offices:

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Savannah

PocketKIPLING Edition

BOUND IN FULL FLEXIBLE RED LEATHER
Light and convenient to carry, easy to read. Each, net, $1.50

Puck of Pooks Hill.

Traffics and Discoveries.
The Five Nations.
Just So Stories.
Kim.
The Day's Work.
Stalky & Co,
Plain Tales from the Hills.

Life's Handicap; Being Stories of Mine
Own People.

Under the Deodars, The Phantom
Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkie.

Songs from Books.

The Kipling Birthday Book.
The Light that Failed.
Soldier Stories.
The Naulahka

| With Walcott Balesrier).

Departmental Ditties and Ballads
and Barrack-room Ballads.

Soldiers Three. The Story of the
Gadsbys and In Black and White.

Many Inventions.
From Sea to Sea.
The Seven Seas.
Actions and Reactions.
Rewards and Fairies.

Published by the CENTURY COMPANY
(Uniform with this Edition)

The Jungle Book Captains Courageous The Second Jungle Book

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York
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!|T WAS bright and sunny
and the air held a

promise of warmth.
Thei were an unusual

number of cars in the

yard of the Motor
Club, and their drivers showed a dis-

position to linger on the porch, to sit

on the rail and talk in the pleasant

sunshine, rather than to go into the

familiar club room.
As usual, the talk was on cars and

car troubles. There were several

groups, from each of which came different lines

of talk, of gears and wheels, of springs and bear-

ings, of overhauling and costs, of new models and
of old ones, of the increasing price of gas and oil,

and of makes of tires and mileage adjustments.

One group was especially interested in the wear
and tear on certain cars, and the Unmechanical
Man was holding forth.

"You can't tetl me anything about the Gallop-

ing car," he snorted, in answer to some low-voiced

praise. "Haven't I one of them out there and
don't I know it like a book? Why, she's made of

cheese, not steel. Everything about her wears,

wears, wears! Don't talk to me about a Gallop-

ing

—

I'm going to get a Canterness next week."
"What's worn now?" asked the President, to

be obliging.

"Oh, something in the steering gear! She
wobbles and jumps when I drive and I find my-
self steering all over the place. I'm not much of

a mechanic, but I can unscrew a nut, and I

thought I had found the trouble when I discov-

ered that the steering wheels pointed toward each

other. I straightened them out—they are ex-

actly parallel now—but she jumps worse than
ever. So I suppose it's wear in the worm. It

clicks and knocks down underneath somewhere."
"Maybe you have a bent distance rod," sug-

gested the Very Young Man With His First Car.

"I noticed mine is bent. I am going to have it

straightened as soon as I can get around to it."

"I have that clicking noise, too," said the Ig-

norant Driver, joining in. "But it's not in my
Steering Rear. It's in my front wheels. I asked
the garage boy what it was and he said something
like 'being guarded,' but I was in a hurry and
didn't ask him to explain. Any one know what
'being guarded' means to a front wheel?"
"I do." It was a growl. It came from be-

neath a pair of bushy eyebrows that worked up
and down over a fierce face that had struck terror

to more than one inexpert driver.

"Just the man I'm looking for!" announced
the Very Young Man With His First Car. "I
found out something new about a car yesterday
and I thought I'd tell you. I complained about
my front wheels being wrong—not straight, you
know—and they tell me all front wheels are not
straight. I thought you'd like to know."
"Ah! And did you also learn why they are not

straight?"

"N—no."

"Humph! Terribly dry work, standing
around here." The Ignorant Motorist crooked
a finger. The Old Motorist nodded his thanks.
"Oh yes," he said. "I'll tell you what 'being
guarded' means. I'll also tell you a few things
you don't know about your steering wheels and
gear. For it seems to me you need it."

The waiter thrust something under the Old
Motorist's nose and he stopped long enough to
bury that useful member, and set down a much
lighter glass.

"Well, as I was saying When the garage boy

STEERING GEAR AND
BEARINGS

THE OLD MOTORIST HAS SOME IMPERTINENT REMARKS TO
MAKE TO THE UNMECHANICAL MAN, THE VERY YOUNG
MAN WITH HIS FIRST CAR, AND THE IGNORANT DRIVER

By C. H. CLAUDY

said what you took to be 'being guarded,' he
really said 'bearing galded.' 'Galded' is a very
inelegant word not found in dictionaries, but a

very useful word, just the same. The garage man
calls any bearing surface 'galded' when it is

scarred, gouged, or abraded from seizing. Don't
know what that means either, do you? A bearing

seizes when it grips too tightly.
" But there is a great difference between wear

and 'galding.' Wear comes to all bearings even
when properly lubricated. 'Galds' come to bear-

ings not lubricated, or but slightly lubricated.

A non-lubricated bearing wears off small particles

of metal. These get mashed into the bearing,

where they promote still further wear. 'Galding'

is a dry wear. And in front wheels, with ball

bearings, such as you have—it's a shame to put a

ball bearing in the front wheels of so heavy a car

—the result is a badly worn ball and probably a

'galded' cone, which cause the clicking noise.

What you need to do is to have those bearings

taken down at once, and new balls, cones, and
cups put in. If you don't have it done and your
balls and cones seize some [day on the road
because of a 'gald', you'll come home behind an
ox cart."

"Well, is that what's the matter with my
steering gear? I knew it was worn but

"

"I doubt it. The trouble with your steering

gear sounds very much to me as if you had a

broken shock absorber."

"What? Oh, that's a joke. I don't use shock
absorbers."

"Oh, don't you? Well, that's the joke, really.

For you have one shock absorber on your car,

anyway, and it's probably got a broken spring.

Lucky for you that you haven't a broken steer-

ing rod or knuckle."

The Unmechanical Man looked helplessly

around. The Young Man With His First Car
snickered behind his hand. He knew the Un-
mechanical Man's car and was positive there

wasn't a shock absorber on it. Very much over-

rated chap, this Old Motorist that every one said

knew so much about cars.
" Please explain," at last ventured the Un-

mechanical Man. "I know you never say any-
thing that isn't so, but honest, I never bought a

shock absorber in my life!"

"Paid for your car yet?" inquired the Old
Motorist.

"Of course! What do you mean?"
"Then you bought a shock absorber," relent-

lessly went on the Old Motorist. "And if you
will have your repair man take the steering rod

from your gear crank and the right hand steering

knuckle—your car is a right hand drive, I believe

—and watch him, you will certainly find one, and
probably two, shock absorbers in it!

"You see," he explained, a somewhat grim
smile on his face at sight of the open mouth of the

Very Young Man With His First Car, who had
thought to tell him that all front wheels were
crooked, "you see, it is essential that all parts of a

steering gear should be amply strong enough to

sustain even extraordinary shocks. But it is

also essential that they be light, easily moved,
responsive, and not add too much to the weight
of the front of the car. It's plenty heavy enough
as it is. It is also essential that they do not
wear more than is necessary. To that end, the
steering rod, which reaches to one front wheel
from the worm and segment box, via a crank, is

attached thereto and to the steering knuckle by

means of a ball joint. The ball joint

allows play in any direction.
" Partly to take up wear on this

ball joint, and partly to eliminate
that wear, and partly to cushion these

slender steel balls and their necks
from the enormous road shocks
which they get, the sockets of these

ball joints are usually fitted with very
powerful steel springs. There is, per-

haps, something less than an inch of

play in these springs. But that inch

is the difference between a light

steering arm and crank and a very large and
heavy one. These shock absorbers are vital

to the satisfactory wear and reliability of the

steering gear. When a spring breaks—it isn't

common but it does happen—of course there is

an inch of play, less the size of the broken spring,

in those joints. This is enough to cause that

knocking and clicking you were complaining of,

and is certainly enough to cause erratic steering.

It is also a dangerous condition. Finally, those

shock absorbers ought to be taken out of their

leather covers and packed with stiff grease at

least once a season. I'll bet yours never have,

although your car is three years old. And that's

probably why she has busted on you!"
"Great Scott!" ejaculated the Unmechanical

Man. "Think of the bother and the mess I

made of myself straightening my front wheels
when it wasn't the trouble at all. Well, anyway,
I won't have that to do over again."

"No?" The Old Motorist was broadly grin-

ning this time. "If I demonstrate the need of
your doing it again will you do it yourself or will

you have it donc ;

"I'll do it—that is, I'll have it done!" The
Unmechanical Man weakened. " But why have
I got to do—to have it done again? My two
wheels are absolutely parallel now."

"That's the reason," was the cryptic answer.

"Listen, you motor innocent. All front wheels

toe in, or should toe in, from a quarter to a half

inch off the parallel, according to the size of the

wheels. If they don't, your car steers hard and
your tires wear."
"But I thought having the front wheels not

parallel meant wear on the tires," cut in the Very
Young Man With His First Car. "That's why
I want to straighten myr distance rod."

The Old Motorist looked at him witheringly.

"Let's see," he mused. "You were the informa-

tive chap who told me that all front wheels were

crooked, weren't you? But you didn't know why
they were dished, and you don't know why they

are mounted on a slant and you don't know why
they toe in. Well, well! If you would kindly

see that that glass is filled, I'll tell you."

The Very Young Man With His First Car had
the glass filled.

"Now listen," began the Old Motorist. "Ar-
tillery wheels, as you know, are made of wood.

They are dished—that is, the spokes don't come
straight out from the hubs to a rim, as they do
on a carriage wheel—because of the enormous
side thrust which the front wheels of an automo-
bile have to take. Going around a corner at

speed, an automobile puts most of its weight and
much of its forward force against the slender

spokes of the front wheel. If they depended only

on their native resistance to side strain, they'd

break the first time. But being dished, they have

spring, resiliency. Before they can break on a

strain applied from the inner side of the bearing

to the outer side, they must either push through

the rim or crush themselves longitudinally.

QO
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Make Travel Sure
With Firestone Equipment

T^RAIN and Boat, like "Time and Tide," wait for no man.
* Tire-delay and trouble have spoiled many a touring

trip. When demands of travel are imperative—then is

the time you should have the ever-reliable service of

Irestone
For cross-country work or spin

along boulevard—for hot weather,

when the road grinds like an
emery wheel, or rain that makes
the boulevard glassy, Firestone

Non-Skid Tires are the answer.

Firestone specialists are intensive

workers. They know how to build

heat-resistance into the tire; they
know how to make a tread that

holds in slippery places.

And back of this "know-how" is

the spirit of public service and a
name built on quality.

Your dealer has Firestones—or can
get them easily.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
"America's Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers"

Akron, Ohio—Branches and Dealers Everywhere
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TheFRANKLIN CAR

IN
the remarkable list of

successful men who own
and drive Franklin Cars

there is an astonishing num-
ber of prominent physicians

and surgeons.

The busy doctor uses his

car all the time.

He is subject to emergency
calls—needs to be sure of his

car.

A car that he can leave at the
Every practical-minded motorist should
Motorist's Dollar is Shrinking." Send

curb in cold weather without freezing,

or drive hard on the hottest day with-

out boiling.

He must have a car easy to get into

and out of. One that he can ride in

all day withoutfatigue.

The typical Franklin owner, wheth-

er he is a doctor or not, is a man who
buys his car to use.

If the average motorist drove hiscar a

thousand miles or more a month, he would
get a light on service, upkeep and dep-

reciation that would give him some real

standards for judging motor car values.

read the new book, "Why the Average
us your name on a postcard lor a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

KisselKar
Literature on request

KISSKI, MOTOR CAR CO.
Hartford, Hi

ALL-YEAR-
Car-

"THE HUDSON SUPER-SIX"
is the final achievement in the six-cylinder motor. A radical advance. Fund-
amental patents have been granted on it. Delivers 76 horse power. Attains
speed of 74.67 miles per hour. Eliminates vibration. Wonderful flexibility,

silence, and ease of control. Combined with a new body of resistless grace,
beautv and comfort.
HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH.

J* a

CONCERNING DAVID GRAYSON
THE Frenchman who said that the country is the place where

birds are raw, certainly would never be an admirer of David
Grayson. For Grayson's books are full of the thrill of the coun-

tryside in Spring.

<J The rhythmic swing of feet on a shady road, the silver water of
the wayside spring, the windy ridges that overlook the sea—all these
are in Grayson's books. They are full of the sane and sound philos-
ophy of open-air cheer that appeals to all healthy-minded people.

<I Fine reading for this time of the year

—

"Adventures in Contentment,"
"Adventures in Friendship, " "The Friendly Road, " " Hempfield.

"

•J Ask your bookseller!

ANDREW McGILL

"But front wheels, like rear ones, also stand
tremendous up and down stresses. So it is neces-
sary to have the spokes practically upright under
the weight of the car. For this reason, the front
wheels of a car are leaned outward from each
other, which makes the lower spokes, where the
weight comes, practically upright. If you will

look at your front wheel steering bearings, you
will see that they are not perpendicular, but lean.
"Very well. Now when you were a boy and

rolled a hoop with a stick, it rolled straight ahead
as long as it was upright. But if you leaned it

to the left with your stick, it went on a curve to
the left, didn't it? Of course. Well, the front
wheels, leaning outward, both tend to curve to
the outward direction—the right wheel tries to go
to the right, the left wheel to the left. This re-

sults in the wheels always running with all play
taken up in the bearings—both the wheel bear-
ings and the steering knuckles. If, now, there is

a half inch of play in those bearings all told, the
wheels will, supposing they are normally parallel,

point out from each other that half inch in run-
ning. Result is hard steering and wear on tires.

To correct this—for it is impossible to eliminate
all play or the slight give or springiness of steel

and wood—the wheels are toed in an amount
equal to the toe out under stress of driving. Then
at average speeds the wheels are actually straight

and in line and in the position for the easiest

steering and the least wear on tires.

"Unmechanical, here, supposed his wheels
must be absolutely in line. So they should, at

twenty miles an hour. But he straightened and
measured them at rest. That's why he has to
go and take his coat off and get under his car and
mess himself all up putting them back just as they
were before!"

"Oh !" The Unmechanical Man bit off a
hearty cuss word in the middle. "And I

thought I was doing so much when I straightened
them. How much must I have them toe in?"
"How do I know?" snapped the Old Motorist.

"Your car manufacturer decided that. Put 'em
back the way they were. Big wheels and loose

bearings and worn knuckles want more play than
small wheels and tight bearings. You'll soon
know if they are right or not," he added, grimly.

"Get them wrong and one tire or the other, or

maybe both, will show wear across the treads, not
lengthwise with them. When you find a lot of

marks on your tire, scratches and cuts which
seem to slant, look out for wheels improperly
aligned."

"Maybe I don't need to straighten my dis-

tance rod, then," ventured the Very Young Man
With His First Car, very subdued at having
tried to tell the Old Motorist something which he
evidently had known for years.

"Maybe you don't. It depends on whether it

has been bent accidentally or on purpose," an-

swered the Old Motorist. "Many makers bend
their distance rods to avoid conflict with springs,

pan, or other under car obstructions. Others
design a straight distance rod. If you have a

normally straight one and it's bent, my advice

would be to get a new one and have the old one
straightened at the factory. I wouldn't take

chances with a distance rod that had been bent

much since it came from the factory."

"What is the distance rod?" the Unmechanical
Man wanted to know.

"The rod that connects the two front wheels

to move them when you steer," was the short

answer. "If it ever breaks when you're running,

it's 'good night.' For then you have control

only of one wheel. The other will turn, dish,

break, and you will slew around and bring up
with a bang. The distance rod is pretty well

protected from being bent, but sometimes it gets

struck, and when it does, it ought to be attended

to right away, and you ought to kvow that its

bending has not injured its strength."

"Say, there are a lot of things to know about

steering gears, aren't there?" put in the Ignorant

Driver. "You said something awhile back about

it being a shame to put ball bearings in the front

wheels of a heavy car. Would you mind ex-

plaining?"

"You see," explained the Old Motorist, "there

are ball bearings of several kinds, and roller bear-

ings. The ball bearing is a mechanical substitute

for nature's model of anti-friction devices. Oil is

a mother-liquid holding minute balls of fat which

slip and roll, thus making movement of bearings

easy. The engineer substitutes a ball race-
usually a cup and a cone—with steel balls either

close together or separated by a ball holder which
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Complete the Pride You
Have in Your Car

ri 1 I/ E distinction that Empire Red Tires add to a

2 car is comparable to the greater measure of mile-

age stored in the springy red rubber.

You see Empire Red Tires on many heavy cars

where only the most durable tires can deliver
adequate return for the money invested.

The attractiveness of Empire Red Tires and the
5,000-mile adjustment basis prove that comeliness
can be combined with utility in tires as well as cars.

"If it's Red, it's an Empire.
"

EMPIRE RUBBER AND TIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA

Baltimore Boston Brooklyn Buffalo Detroit

Newark Pittsburgh Los Angeles Minneapolis New Orleans St. Louis

Factory and Home Office, Trenton, N. J.

A
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Big, Thick Knobs-
The Real Anti-Skids

You get real anti-skid protection from a car
equipped with 'Nobby' Tread Tires.

The big, thick, resilient knobs take hold of
the road-surface with a real grip.

•

Besides—no loss of traction—quick response
to the clutch and accelerator—less wear on the
tire through friction.

'Nobby' Treads were the first successful
anti-skids—and are still the first.

'Nobby' Treads are the largest selling very
high-grade anti-skids in the world.

The 'Nobby' is one of the five United States
'Balanced' Tires which meet every motoring
condition of price and use.

Ask the nearest United States Tire Dealer
for your copy of the booklet, "Judging Tires,"
which tells how to choose the particular tire

to suit your needs.

United StatesTire Company
'Nobby* 'Chain* 'Usco' 'Royal Cord*

"INDIVIDUALIZED TIRES"
'Plain'

5 NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
Praised as such by the
foremost reviewers
Note the editions

32nd
Thousand

GLASGOW
"Life and Gabriella"
The New York Sun:

" It is one of Miss Glasgow's great nov-
els; it stands out as a fine and capable
achievement. She will rank as one of the first great American
novelists."

The New York Times:
" It sets a very high standard for the novels of igi6; those that

measure up to it will be notable ones indeed."

The New York Evening Post?
" In ' Life and Gabriella ' the central conception is unique, and

it is one of great strength."

Frontispiece. Net $1.35

TRUDEAU
"An Autobiography"
By EDWARD LIVINGSTON TRUDEAU, M. D.

Pioneer in the Open-Air Treatment
of Tuberculosis

The New York Evening Sun:
"It is a splendid story told unaffectedly, of a life that was—

much as any life of our generation— busy and useful and noble.'

The Dial:
" Rich in human interest."

The Philadelphia Evening Telegraph:
"A record that cannot fail to inspire thousands."

Illustrated. Net $2.50

CONRAD
"Within the Tides"
The Renew of Reviews:

" These stories are the finest of their

kind offered today; Conrad is the supreme
story-teller of this generation."

The New York Sun:
11 Four enthralling tales, far above any other short stories now

being produced. Profound conception of character, beauty, restraint

and accuracy of expression, give Conrad the power to set forth pas-
sion as did Sappho and to tell a tale of horror and pity such as the
Greek tragedians might have told."

Net, $1.35; leather, net, $1.65

KIPLING
France at War" 18th

Thousand
(Two Books)The Bellman:

"Gives a remarkably unified and com-
plete presentation of France, body and
spirit, in her extremity, heart-breaking were it not so splendid.

It is 'France at War,' pictured with all of Kipling's incisive,

graphic artistry and elusive fascination of style—a wonderful little

book."

"The Fringes of the Fleet"
The Xew York Times:

"It is throughout of the stuff of which literature is made. For
one can imagine it being read with interest fifty years hence."

Each net, 60 cents

keeps the balls from coming together and clicking

as they drop.

"For mechanical reasons, it is customary to
put two ball bearings in a wheel, one at either end
of the hub. This puts all the strain of the weight,
shocks, and side and end thrust on two sets of

balls, and of course two or three balls in each
bearing carry all the weight and get all the road
shocks. That's why I said it was a crime to put
them in the wheels of a heavy car—it's asking too
much of small steel balls."

"Why do they do it then?" asked the Very
Young Man With His First Car.

" Because the cup and cone ball bearing easily

solves the problem of end thrust," was the quick
answer. "Roller bearings, in which rollers, thi

length of the bearing surface, surround the axli_

and roll on it, while the hub of the wheel rolls on
them, distribute weight better and are much
stronger than ball bearings. But a plain roller

bearing takes no end thrust. Thus, in going
around a corner or when inequalities of road push
the wheels in or out from their central position
some provision must be made to take that force

It is either a friction surface, which wears, or
combination of ball bearing for end thrust with
roller bearing for weight and road shocks—and
that combination is expensive. It's the best,

however.
"But no matter what kind of a bearing you

have, it's little use to you if you don't take care

of it. Even the best of roller bearings need lubri

cation. Generally speaking, as light a grease as

can be retained in ttie bearing is advisable for

roller bearings—that is, a semi-fluid grease which
won't run out like a liquid, but which isn't so

stiff that it interferes with the free play of the
rollers. For ball bearings a lighter grease is best:

to allow it to be retained, most cup and cone ball

bearings have grease retaining rings, often felt

washers which become soaked with the heavy oil

and give sufficient lubrication. Even so, 'gald-

ing' of a ball bearing in overloaded wheels is

common, and the 'gald' is the forerunner of a

broken ball or cone or cup, a seizing of the bear-

ing, then its total disintegration, and a possible

accident and certain trouble and expense.

"Hence it is that modern practice is going

more and more to roller bearings for all heavy
duty, although the ball bearing for end thrusts

and sometimes the annular ball bearing, in which
the too slender cone and cups are replaced by
grooved races, have their parts to play. And
right here I'd like to tell you a clever little trick

that the makers of vertical generators have
played on the imp of wear that infests rapidly

moving parts. A vertical generator is one in

which the armature which revolves turns in a

vertical plane. At the lower end is a ball bearing

to support the weight and take the friction. But)

the electrical engineer has utilized a principle of

physics to relieve the ball bearing of weight and
friction. He supports the field or magnets a

little above the central position of the armature,

which at rest is thus off-centre. As soon as it

gets going, the magnetic currents set up in the

generator tend to draw the ofF-centre armature
true to the centre of the field. The result is that

it is lifted up from its bearing, which thus has less

work to do, and wears longer, as it is less likely

to cause trouble."

"Humph!" The Unmechanical Man uncon-

sciously copied the Old Motorist's favorite ex-

clamation. "That's interesting. But what's

more so is the fact that maybe I've been doing

my car an injustice. Maybe what I take to be

cheese instead of steel is 'galded' bearings and
broken shock absorbers in the steering gear

—

maybe it's lack of grease on roller bearings."

"And maybe it's lack of attention to the adjust-

ment of your bearings," added the Old Motorist,

sharply. "People who don't oil their steering

rod balls in three y
rears certainly don't pack

bearings with grease and adjust cones to take up

wear."
"Maybe it is," was the thoughtful answer.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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School I )cpartment
In i lm department .in- (>t mini untunim <•

mrnt« ot liiith- grade school*. In lor-

pation rtgwaing schools will he gladly

fiinmhcd tu reader* upon request. For

school rate* address SCHOOL DE-
PAR l .MKN r, Country Lifi in

\\uku v. CJanlcn City, Long Island,

nl New York.

Miss Hall's
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Holmes Road to Lenox.

Forty-five acres. One thou-

sand feet above the sea level.

Mis* MIRA H. HALL, Principal
Pittsfield. Massachusetts

Miss Bangs and Miss Whiton, 1890 -1916
TktrOnly Country & koul for Girls in \tv York City

Bo«r\lirut ,in,l l>jy school S|>ac»>u« rrcrration Krounil«.wo<«lci| lurk.

Mais courts All Ihr .nit il.»>r .vlvanturs of thr country with lull

rnjoymrnt oi thr itilttir.il inllurntrs o( New Vurk City through c.isy

Small* enouich TcTXT mil" h^rnc? b'nrc* enough lo be a "Real
School " Slm«K Mu*ic Deportment. Special courses in tUncing,
elocution ami art Pupils tultr colleie upon Us oxen itrlijit alt.

Rivrrdak Avenue near J5jnd Street. West, New York City

Walnut Hill School
20 Highland St.. Nallck. Mass.

A College Preparatory School for Girls

Seventeen miles from Boston. Forty acres.

Skating Pond. Athletic Fields. Four Build-

ings. An Outdoor Study Room. (Jymnasium.
Miaa Conant Miss Bigelow. Principals

' "' wm

The Right School
for

Your Boy or Girl

Two men of wide educational exper-

ience are prepared to assist you in

selecting it.

Country Life in America announces

:

Mr. F. Burnham McLeary, A. B.. iHar-
vardl. Formerly of the faculties of

Syracuse University and Colby College.

Mr. Guy C. Howard, A. B., ( Bowdoin).
Principal of several preparatory schools

before assuming charge of Doubleday,
Page or Company's Readers' Service
five years ago.

Feel free to write to them, stating

your special requirements.

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

LEU DEPRECIATION

THE REASON
'"T'MVO t;irs same make, same model, same year—used in the same ser-

X vice over the same roads, for the same period, ultimately reached the

"used tar" salesroom. Yet the sales tags read differently. Why?
One car was equipped with the

*ffarfford
SHOCK ABSORBER

immediately after leaving the factory; the other was not.

The Hartford-equipped car commanded a greater price because it was in

better condition.

Any car, unprotected from road racking and vibration,

deteriorates in efficiency and depreciates in value far

molt rapidly than one protected by the Hartford Shock
Absorber, which absorbs the jolting, jarring and vibra-

tion to which every car is necessarily subjected.

To these facts more than 375,000 users of this pioneer

shock absorl>cr will attest.

Thrrt'i a Comfort Chart compiled for car tncmri. Your car—uhat-

nvr itt make or modtl— is lined. This Chart lilli how to realiu

greater comfort and incidentally decreased depreciation. Send lor it.

EDWARD V. HARTFORD, INC.

Heretofore known as Hartford Suspension Co.

216 Morgan Street, Jersey City, N. J.

Automobile Man-
ufacturers are
now utin£ the
finest springs
that can be made.
If you want more
co m fo r t , you
must use Hartford
Shock Absorbers.

Makes Every
Road a Boulevard

Makers of the Hartford Shock Absorber, Hartford Cushion Spring, E. V. Hart-
ford Electric Brake, Hartford Auto Jack, Hartford Bumper, Red Rack Jack

Branch**: New York Boston Chicago
Distributors in principal cities. Dealers everywhere.

^ Formerly Trut'fault Hartford

=7iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiitii«iiiu*'iiitii'»»iiii'iii''ii»ti«i'i'it'»i«»tt»»'»i»t'»i«i'ii»'«'i"»««iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitnn7;

BRADFORD ACADEMY
(fy^ci)

FOR YOUNG WOMEN
BRADFORD. MASS.

I I Sth year
JS*Ti

Thirty miles from Boston, in the beautiful Merrimac Valley. & '

Hxtenslve grounds and modern equipment. Certificate admits to

leading toilettes. General course of five years and two ,«"»* '
"

course for High School graduates.
A I Irr,. Ml.. I.AI II \ A. KNOTT. A.M.. Principal

Do YouWanta Business of YourOwn?
The desire of most every man and of every woman who earn their living is to

have a business of his or her own.

Doesn't this idea appeal to you? Are you not interested in the freedom attached

to being your own "boss" and knowing that all of the energy you put in the

work is for yourself and the greater enthusiasm you have the sooner you enjoy

a handsome income?

We will give you the opportunity now to start your permanent business and to

safeguard yourself against the unfortunate circumstances of so many who in

their declining years are depending on the generosity of someone for a living.

We have opened the door of success for a great number of men and women
who are PROSPEROUS, and we will show you how to lay the foundation

for an assured future.

If you are not satisfied with yourself or your income—WRITE LS NOW .

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York
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The lalrsl books on travel and biography may

be obtained through the Headers' Service COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA June, 1916!

I
Century-Country Life in America - Everybody's" Field & StreBm-Harper's
Red B 00 k-Revi ew of Reviews-Scrlb n er s -Th e Canadian -Wor I d s Work.
roVn? P,Sble in formation in travel, pua n n i n g, write to th ese advertisers

OR TO TH C WHCRt-TO-GO TRAVEL- CLUB ~ B BEACON STREET- BOSTON, MASS,

THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA
AT PLAY

MAGNITUDE AND CHEERFULNESS

D.S.W«ITL,Prcst. J.W.MOTT.Mqr.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UNIQUE FEATURES:
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
ftanked with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqles.the Forecourt,

Fountain of Fate.Cloister Garden,

Restaurant, Submarine Grill,

Rose Hall, Library Tower,

Belvedere and Three
Decks looking on the

Boardwalk and
i the Ocean.

NEW YORK
If Coming To New York

Why Pay Excessive Hotel Rates?
188 W. 103 St.

New Yin kCLENDENING
Solect. homelike, economical. Suit©
t parlor, bedroom, private bath for

two personi. 92.00 daily per suite.

Write forBrw)fclet H ..with map of city.

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
Commonweallh Ave. boston

THE DISTINCTIVE BOSTON HOUSE
Globe Trotters call the Puritan one of
the most homelike hotels in the world.

Your inquiries qladly answered
A P-Cojtdlorlqr end our booklet mailed -—

-ON YOUR WAY TO VACATION-LAND

HOTEL ESSEX
OPPOSITE SOUTH STATION + BOSTON
FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTI0N*SERVICE THE BEST

THE HAMMOND HOTELS CO.'DAVID REED.MANAGER

NOVA SCOTIA
LOUR LODGE g$JW
Golf, Tennis, Boatinp, Bathing, Fishing,
Garage. Write for booklet.

the "Bluenose Limited"

T.k- 1ou through

NOVA SCOTIA

S+a-nde end . quaint village.

Fishing hamlet, farmhouse.

Camp or collage colony.

Vtty Mod.ret. P„ct, £v4rywSwT

Overnight from Boston
About a Day from New York

NEW JERSEY
PolAtl TToll ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UalCLl Iiail* Hotel and Sanatorium.
New stone, brick & steel build inp. Always
open, always ready, always busy. Table
and attendance unsurpassed.

Alongthe Shore In the Foothills-

Profusely lllustratlnq

the Famous Coast and

Inland Resorts of New
Jerseyand Pennsylvania

reached W~
Newjersey
Antral ]it\?$

Complete Descriptive

and Hotel and Boardinq

House Information.

Sent on Receipt of 4cts.

postaqc by W.C.Hope.G.PA.

Central BldqNewYork.

Next Where-To-Go forms close May 31

THE NEW
HOTEL BALDWIN

Beach Haven, N. J. Six miles at sea;
American and European Plans, electric
lights, private baths, steam heat, enclosed
porches. New Wisteria Grill and Garden,
Shore Dinners, finest garage in state.

TheEn$leside.!^5a
HnK:TV

Only Resort on the Newjersey Coast that combines
Perfect Bathinq. Always Good Fishmq.with a Mod-

ern Motel. and qives Sure Relief from Hay Fever

besides-Opens June 15 - Booklet- R.F ENGLE.Mqr.

fjt\QAST
MAGAZINE:

m:.m>
TEN CEJfTSFOB A. I'OI'T

Full of pictures and
information about
resorts. A<i«ir< »»:
Atlantic €ity,NJ

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 2 jc.

Rooms $1 00 up ; with bath $2 fOup Hnmecmforts
to the traveler. A. CHE-HIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

TRAVEL

GlAflERNiVnONALPM
Uncle Sam's greatest plavpround in Montana's
Rocky Mountain land. Mountain climhing. fishins.

motor tours. Modern hotels—Swiss chalets. Vaca-
tions $1.00 to 15.00 per day. Write for FREE book-
lets. C. E. Stone. P. T. M.. Great Northern Rail-
way. Dept. 124, St. Paul, Minn.

"See America First"

HEALTH RESORTS

Get Away and Rest
The largest and most elaborately equipped

health resort in the world— a Mecca for

vacationists, a coot and delightful summer

testing place. Out door life encouraged—
swimming, golf, tennis, volley bait motoring;

and tramping. Systematized diet of sirftple and

del... i :-:.,! foods— eapert bath facilities— and

the most efficient medical service if desired.

Accommodations for 2,000 guests. Plan your

vacation early.

I Write for free booklet and rates now.

THE SANITARIUM
OX 10*. BATTLE CRUX. MICH.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

Healths Pleasure Resort PARK
with the famous Min- FPt^
era! Baths for the

*
relief of Rheumatism.,

Hotel 8 Baths under one
.

roof. Open all year-Booklet -A—

HOTEL MtaSlgs

ENJOY THIS INLAND SEA-SHORE
c >00 MILES OF OPEN WATER AT THE VERY THRESHOLD Of'

>

CHICAGO BEACH HOTEL
^* - 1 4 - 4 A Holiday Playground

supreme The
restfulness

of the country

with the more

active sports

and recrea-

tions.

frequent informal dances and orchestra concerts.

A summer outinq as you wish it among people

of your own sort -Tasteful. efficient service qives

a sense of home coming -The livinq and sleepinq

rooms are invitinq.-Meals shillfully prepared and de-

liciously served on American or European plan-10 Min-

utes from shopping a theatre districts -Write for rates

and reservations-Chicaqo Beach Hotel. Hyde Park,
Blvd -On the Lake Shore.-Chicaqo. III.

We have 1S.0O0.000 readers monthly

Plan a Trip to the Pacific Coast
where the joy of out-of-doors is enhanced a thousandfold by hundreds

of miles of incomparable boulevards along the sunny Pacific and to the

summit of the snowy Sierras; where you can swim, boat, fish, play golf,

tennis and polo, climb the mountains and motor. Arrange to visit

Portland, the City of Roses, climb Mount Hood, take a trip over

the wonderful Columbia Highway, visit Spokane and Seattle, with

Mount Ranier, then to San Francisco, passing Mount Lassen, the active

American Vesuvius, and Mount Shasta, to the Golden Gate. Santa
Barbara and Los Angeles are the playground of the Pacific Coast and
the center of hundreds of points of romantic interest—Pasadena, San
Gabriel, the beaches. Mount Lowe and Mount Wilson, and Riverside,

the center of the orange district and the site of the historic Mount Rubi-
doux, a short distance h-om Arrowhead Hot Springs and on the main
automobile route to San Diego, where the all-year-round 1916 Exposi-

tion is being held. Across the Bay is Coronado with its polo, bathing

and out-door sports. Return through Arizona, and the Grand Canyon,
Salt River Valley and Chandler, via the Roosevelt Dam; then Southeast

through New Mexico, through El Paso, San Antonio, Houston and
Galveston, or the Gulf of Mexico. Include all or any part of these hotels

in your itinerary; full information, with illustrated booklets, will be
forwarded from

TRAVEL SERVICE BUREAU
WCRLD^S WORK COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA

1 1 West 32nd Street, New York
REVIEW OF REVIEWS CO. THE OUTLOOK COMPANY
30 Irving Place. New York City 381 Fourth Ave . New York Gty

E. K HOAK, Pacific Coast and Southwest Mgr.

4 1 2 Wot Sixth Street Lot Angela, California

CHANDLER, Arizona

San Marcos Hotel
Mrs. W. H. Robinson

Manager

SAN FRANCISCO, California

Hotel St. Francis

James Woods
Manager

LOS ANGELES, California

Hotel Alexandria
Vernon Goodwin
Vice-President and

Managing Director

RIVERSIDE, California

Glenwood Mission Inn

Frank Miller

Master

SAN DIEGO, California

U. S. Grant Hotel

Jas. H. Holmes
General Manager

CORONADO BEACH, California

Hotel del Coronado

J. J. Hernan
Manager

LONG NEEDED COOPERATION
IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

F THERF is any one problem inj

which all the people of this nation—

I

or of any nation—should be inter-i

ested, it is the problem of their food!

supply. And yet in this country!
at least, this vital subject, likel

others of tremendous human and national signifi-

cance, has not until very recently received its

deserved attention in the form of systematic
analysis and study in the light of modern scien-i

tific knowledge.
We cannot have grasped and taken to heart,

for instance, the truth that whole and skim milk
and their manufactured products are among the

most economical and nutritious of foods for adults,

as well as nature's own sustenance for theyouiv;,

and a valuable source of protein for stock feeding.

For the per capita consumption of dairy products
in this country is surprisingly small—less than
half a glass of milk, one twelfth of a pound of

butter, nine hundredths of a pound of cheese, and
two teaspoonfuls of ice cream a day. A com-
parison of the annual per capita expenditures for

milk and other beverages involves even more
astonishing— not to say disappointing—data.

The amount spent for milk, at the conservative

price of 8 cents a quart, is #5.92; that spent for

soft drinks and candy, which can hardly be

classed as essentials, is^4. -;o; while the cost of the

average year's supply of liquor for one person

reaches, it is estimated, the relatively appalling

figure of #32!
The conclusion is inevitable that, in the first

place, the public has not been sufficiently advised

and educated toward a full appreciation of dairy

foods; and in the second, the agencies that might

be expected to supply such information and insure

its dissemination have not been in a position to

obtain such results.

Both are true—or rather it should be s;ud

both have been true—for the organization of

the National Dairy Council in 1913, and the

gradual buc steady development of its plans

and its potential influence have sounded the

note of a new era for the dairy industry—an era

of cooperative effort, intensive development,

and extensive publicity, of which the effects will

reach every producer, every consumer, and every

agency, organization, and industry directly or

indirectly interested in the dairy cow.

The dairy industry, measured solely by its

products, represents a business of more than

£600,000,000 a year; but until very recently its

contributing factors have worked, if not at cross

purposes, at least in different directions, inde-

pendently, often with unnecessary repetition of

effort in attaining a single result, and almost in-

variably with lessened efficiency. Now there

exists an active, progressive body including in-

dividual dairymen, representatives of breed

associations, milk producers, cheese makers,

butter makers, dairy machine manufacturers,

etc., headed by Mr. M. D. Munn of the Jersey

Cattle Club as President, and Col. W. E. Skinner

as Secretary, and with all its members working

harmoniously and whole heartedly for the per-

manent good of the industry and the improve-

ment, standardization, and increased consump-

tion of its products.

Here is a movement that affects practically, if

not absolutely, the entire ninety millions of our

inhabitants; if it involves any disadvantages or

threats against the welfare of any person or any

business, it requires a thoroughly experienced

and bigoted pessimist to find them. On the

contrary, the National Dairy Council is worthy of

enthusiastic support on the part of every individ-

ual whose interests touch any phase of the pro-

duction or utilization of milk. And the rest of

the world can well look on and heartily applaud

its efforts—which are destined very soon to stand

not as efforts but as results.

E. L. D. S.
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A Summer Home of Your Own

N~Oi ll it»eett't coet loo much—yotiH bv

urprlsatt whan you •• what a inixlerti,

attraitlva anil tomlortable aummar honit

your monay will buy In •

KENYON
TAKE-DOWN HOUSE

AM Kenvon Houses ara rain-proof and wind-
proof. KqtiU'pad with hardwood floor*, doors.

with you thli
It you In •!«(

and pru a.

II , ... » r,.. ty «Ib«.,U,J,..H|,.(

THS R. L. KENYON COMPANY
S29 '. WilMlrM

Waul, .aha, Wla.

THE FINEST SUMMER CRUISE
ON THE ATLANTIC SEABOARD

[
rawr AM Expense .f\00

Northern Cruise fa.|

—

ST JOHSS. V.

a Kurii|M-nn rruiv
>( KvnnKrhnr, and
\nu i u a. via the

Red Cross Line
nil" 'h HTM*lltMI 1 m I IIIM(t/ll.

BOW RING A COMPANY 17 Battery PI.. New York

THE NEW MONMOUTH
SPRING LAKE BEACH. N. J.

Will Open Saturday, June I 7th

Under the management of Frank F. Shute

1200 FEET UP IN THE CLOUDS

Hotel Berkshire
Litchfield. Conn.

Only three hours from New Y'ork. All outdoor sports,
dancing and music, golf and tennis. Tea and Grillroom.
Excellent cuisine and service. Write for booklet

ftVfmVi
Cyclone <n;\ \ui \ 1 \i

I'KMK
and substantial protection,

ilt of heavily jtalvanired wire
ttractive designs. Illustrated

r* to., Dent. 13V Waukraan, Ml.

DUNHAM
sfvAPOO HEATING SYSTEM

CUTS THE COST OF
PERFECT HEA TING

Send for our booklet, the 3 H's—H tells why.
C. A. Daakaal Co., Marshalltowa. Iowa Branches Everywhere

Make Country Living Modern
with Kewanee Systems for

Water Supply, Electric Light. Sewage Disposal, Gasoline Stor-
age, Vacuum Cleaning and Gasoline Power.

Bulletins on request.

Kewanee Private Utilities Company
foriaeelj- Kewanee \\ ater *upply Co.)

120 S. Franklin Street Kewanee, Illinois

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through Readers' Service.

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White pine
Send for our free booklet, "White Pure ra Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1615 Merchants' Bank Bldg ST. PAUL. MINN.

CONCLUDED

New England Vacations

Mount Desert ll WhiteMountains Vacation BooJot1>IW" THE MAINE COAVT I OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 1 Ufy ""OlfS
\n THE MAINE COAST

e+e. mmvmm
pains , ,.l »..-<»• P"'"'

Bar Harbor

mi+m 'a^TST^S
. „,,.,,, hrol* » J"

Em -*
'

',
,„..io« „„ u N.«

fWnt*
Y..s .~i

A.M.... V.. .l-.n flurpi

Of NEW HAMPSHIRE

A mountain rountry of
tlinllinif lieimly trnnsfVirinnl into
a wonderful summer playground.

Kxi|iiisitr scenery, glorious air,

New Ze»t in Living

Golf nn mountain rlimhing,
ftdtOrlug amon

ft
tht cloudi. Mott

drurahk I life.

Ftna.t of k0mt% MgHM board.nir hoiiata.

It hour, from N— York. Through lU-p-
Ing tun. parlor car trains.

for I k/«l C

Wlfwi^'WjJaw ,„ ove;
'"•l«fl»i WMt. „,„,„. .

'

P'noU
too at.

I Bai
«* U.r II,

jr. Qm» u.r.

171 R. .1.,, Rsom 107. '•— York. Naw York, Now II A Hortford R. R.-Boolon ir Maina R. R.— Main* Cantral R. R.

Wonderful
Vacation
IslandsNantucket and Marthas Vineyard

Warm Sea-bathing, Fresh and Salt-water Fishing, Sailing, Motor-boating, Golf, Tennis

Clean, White, Sandy Beaches— perfect places for children to romp and play
Write Vacation lliireau, Hoom 4W, 171 Hroadway, New York, for llooklcU

PASTERN 'STEAMSHIP'LINES
I * Oaliohtful All Tha Way By Water Trips 35 Stramships.ll Routes. 80 Landinqs.Faras always lower than by Rail. Unsurpassed

i Facilities -NawYorh Clfy. Boston Mass . Portland 8 Coast 8 Interior of Maine. Nova Scotio. New Brunswick 8 other Mari
Aatf time Provinces -MITROPOIITAN LINE direct bet New York 8 Boston, Lv. either city 5 PM —MAINE S.S LINE, New York &

Portland-BOSTON 8 PORTIAND LINE. Daily service ~~ KENNEBEC LINE , Boston 8 points on Kennebec River- BOSTON &
BANGOR LINE . Daily service — INTERNATIONAL LINES. Direct service. Boston 8 St. John. N B .also Coastwise, via *
Portland. Easlport 8 Lubec— PORTIAND 8 ROCKLAND - PORTLAND ft BOOTH BAY— BATH & BOOTH BAY- MT. DESERT a BLUE,

HILL and FRONTIER LINES— BOSTON 8YARM0UTH S.S. CO. LTD i— YARMOUTH LINE "Boston and Yarmouth. N.S.,con-J^»*;
nectinq at Yarmouth with trains for all points in the Maritime Provinces. ajia Tf^M^t

for Tickets. Schedules and Hotel List. write Passenqer Traffic Department. Pier I9.NR. New York City, or >—-=rs
India Wharf. Boston. Mass.. or apply Ticket Offices qenerally throuqhout U.S. mi la

POLAND SPRING HOUSE IfjSSkSf
\^ 41jt.5eoson-Junelst.-Octoberl6th.
* Famous as the Home of

—

POLAND WATER?
HlRAMRlCKERaSONS.SouTHpoffir.

^1 .

MAINE

'Wuis
Bar Harbol

L C Prl-ir. Hrltl I^noi, Boston

MANSION H0U5E~
r 'and THE BATHS
A Complete Hydrofherapeuticand Elec-

trical Equipment! Resident Medical Director.

OPEN ALL THE YEARs
INTERVALE WHITE MT8. N.H

@\./a\C IIP IM flSNIW MUNTiNG CJNOE NC >UK»B

lE'WAj'J'.'J "* 6UIDE5'C00Kia6 COFirORTABlE CAMPS

if .TCHuAAaiC rMMtwawwitN-siiiDio'-FOB mus

THEWIUitI' nUvilVOOUO M«tH6ER TRAFFIC NOD
I — I 11_^ M OwilWaAIIOCTMtCltRtrtrW^

NTFRVnLE HOUSL imtei>vale wurrt NTS NJt

USSaaa A Summer Home of Re-

finement 8 Rest with Amusement - All Improvements,

Grand Scenery. Carriage 8 baraqe Ir/eries.f ineRoads.AII

Sports. Orchestra. fnellent Table- Booklet, H j Wuiqett

Appalachee Camps
(in l."tli Appalachee I^ka and ocean TJnifine Cr>m-
fxrtahle. fl»liln(. N» ha? hw. Send for circular.

SDUAW MT. INN
Moo5eh -a '1.I^A^Me-Modeni
re5tful-Fishinq.Muntinq. Boat-

Inq. Golf.Tennis -»39° -Special rates Familiuor
Parties-Booklet^A.A Crafts. Greenville Jet. Me

Where-to-ffo advertiaements and ita

Travel Club plan produce bin resulta.

MASSACHUSETTS

TOUR NEW ENGLAND
SEND A 2c. 8TAMP TO THE
BANCROFT, WORCESTER,
MASS., FOR COMPLETE ITIN-
ERARY OF NEW ENCLAND'S
HISTORICAL POINTS OF IN-
TEREST & FAMOUS BEAUTY
SPOTS.

The Motel of Distinction

Block Island, Rhode Island
Accommodates 400 guests.

Opens .July 1st. C. C. RAIX, Proprietor.

Sconset Cottage Club"agStgr
Open .lune 15th. Fine location. Excellent
culaine. Surf battling, (."if. Tennis. $3
and up. Booklet. Address Isaac Hills.

Our 10th year of world-wide service.
Strictly reliable, & promoting the best.

HudsonHirerDayline

_MB^JIWi;i llllllHl|riMrrVI»'tir"if::?iS'

IjWjrnKelfjll^MitlT'Trf^^

TheTiiieayf and Ta.stest River Stearners LEver IDuilt
Vashin^ton Ijmjfj^-Heiidricklfudson-Rojberf Tulfon and Albanj

The interest and beauty of the Hudson appeal to every American. You can see

this world-famous river in all its glory by taking this world-famous trip between

New York and Albany. Season opens May 13. All through rail tickets

via New York Central or West Shore R. R. are also available by this line.

Send 4 cents for Summer literature. All service daily except Sunday.

IT j T> • Ta_ T • Desbrosses StreetHudson Kiver Day Line p.er, New York cuy
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Road Demons Admit Defeat

Messrs. Puncture, Blow-out, Wear and
Tear—the destructive agents of the

road—the enemies of the ordinary

pneumatic tire meet their Waterloo in

the Greatest Pneumatic Tire Improve-

ment of all time.

PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE -PROOF

LEE Puncture-Proof Pneumatic Tires are

Guaranteed Puncture-Proof under a cash re-

fund. By reason of the LEE Vanadium treat-

ment of the rubber which doubles its tough-
ness, 5,000 Miles of Service are Guaranteed

Boo!clet**K" Describes the Ingenious

Puncture-Proof Construction

LEE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Manufacturers of Rubber Goods Since 1883

CONSHOHOCKEN, PENNA.

Distributors in all

the Principal Cities

Look up "Lee Tires" in

Tour Telephone Directory

SMILES at
MILES"

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to antiques and collect-

ing; for convenience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in
America, Garden City, N. I.)

THE BAND-BOX GAY
MONG the less common but very intimate possessions of

our grandmothers which have of late been attracting the
attention of a moderate number of collectors, the band-
box takes its not inconspicuous place. The interest in

hand-boxes lies largely in the wide variety of their shapes,

sizes, and decorations, and in the fact that they represent
a not unimportant part of the family life of a past genera-
tion. They were often huge affairs in which women of

the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries kept and carried their poke
bonnets, calashes, quilted pumpkin
hoods, muskmelon hoods, leghorns,

Gainsboroughs, caps, wigs, and
muffs. Gay hat boxes^ too, were a

not uncommon part of the equip-

ment of the dandy.
The starched ruffs and bands of

the seventeenth and early eigh-

teenth centuries inEnglandrequired
large boxes to hold them, whence
the name band-box. Gradually
these boxes were found useful for

other purposes, and what had once
been a collar box became a hat box.

Used chiefly by the very fashion-

able ladies of the eighteenth cen-

tury the band-box attained a wide
vogue during the early nineteenth

for traveling. Journeys were taken then on horseback, or by stage or canal
boat, and under these conditions many boxes were easier to manage than the
large trunks of the present day. The belle of 1830 often used a small deer-

skin trunk, but she needed also piles of band-boxes whenever she set out
upon a journey, not only for head-gear, but also for her kerchiefs, gowns,
and stays. One woman, dressed in hoop skirts, with her pile of gay im-
pedimenta, must have made a fairly good load for an ordinary coach.

Band-boxes were usually cylindrical or oval in shape, but varied greatly
in proportions. In size they ranged from that of a two-quart measure to

more than a bushel. They were not made of pasteboard until about 1850, but
were usually of thin wood, and were generally remarkably strong as well as

light.

They were sometimes covered with old-fashioned wall paper, but more
often the covering was specially made for this purpose—a paper thinner
than wall paper, hand printed, from wood blocks, in pleasing earth and
vegetable colors. Most of the patterns required four or five impressions.

All sorts of patterns were used for ornamentation—floral, conventional,

and pictorial. Pastoral, military, classical, and allegorical scenes were all

popular. Among the subjects that were largely used were the first Capitol

at Washington, the Capitol at Albany, Castle Garden when it was still an
island, the New York Post Office, the New York Deaf and Dumb Asylum,
and portraits of Washington, Napoleon, Gen. Zachary Taylor, and others.

The livelier ones were used by the belles and fashionable young matrons,

while there were soberer ones in lavender, gray, and ashes-of-roses for the

caps of middle-aged and elderly ladies. The more elaborate and expensive

band-boxes were often protected, when rn use, by bag-like coverings of

chintz or calico that were hardly less gay.

For grandfather's beaver. Metropolitan

Museum Collection

A group of band-boxes of various designs, in the Metropolitan Museum collection
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RainWhen and WhereYouWant It
l>\ InttiUini i \ n in- 1 1 Syatimi >! Irrigation! Cor-
m II 1 K 1 1 In .ul .mi I I mlcrground Syatenu equipped
W nil patent Ruin Ooml No/./.Irs (>h>\ iilc tli<>r<iti»,li,

mh until , cconomir.il and rHcctivi; irrigation

w In it- .mil wluii it is w .niicd .mil do ,m .1 y w ith

tin- iiu tlii 11 nt .mil tiiiublesiiine c.inliii liosr.

Cornell Systems .ire inexpensive anil economi-
cal in oper.irion .mil represent .1 distinct s.ivitm in

w.ini consumption anil cost of labor, by reason

of even distribution and simplic ity of control, the

turninn of a valve beinjz the only operation. They
CM be initalled at any time without injury to
lawns or gardens.

< tin services iuelude a survey of your property,
together with plans and estimates covering the
Complete installation of our .systems— also water
supply and pumping plants.

Write to-day for illustratecitrated booklet.
PnrtnhU Lawn Sprinkler
iquipprd with Kain Cloud
Nnilr -ti.oof.o.b.,N r.

W.G. CORNELL

CO.

Plumbing, Heating,
Lighting.

A ulomalic Sprinkler a,

Sewage Diupoeal,

Water Supply and
Pumping Plant*

Everett Building

New York

Now is The Time for

Garden and House

IMPROVEMENTS
"Pergolas"

Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
and Arbors

"Catalogue F.-2H" tells all

about 'cm.

When writing endow 10c.

and ask for Catalogue K-29.

HARTM ANN-SANDERS CO.
r> A llalit IIKi-r New T«*kMm
,\ « . 1.- . V . . H Kill Ht»lh M.

< 1 1 11 \|.o N I " N IIKk CITY

Evergreen Planting in Mid-Summer
C^ROM the latter part of July until late September is a most

favorable period for the successful planting of Evergreen
Trees and Shrubs. Our Evergreens are lifted with a large ball

of fine roots and earth which is securely wrapped in burlap to

insure their safe shipment. Catalog if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

BOX C, CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mathews Garden Craft

A minest for it iHM*lics no obligation. Scnil today.

THE MATHEWS MANUFACTURING CO.
912 Williamson Bid*. Cleveland, Ohio

Xm Y*rt OJItf u". S. .V. •»»»«//. ,-*/ l-i/th Av.

Make Sure

Your Bulbs

This Year
Under present condi-

tions it will be very
unwise to delay placing
your order for Tulips.
Hyacinths, Narcissi and
other bulbs, until late

in the season. First of

all. there may be diffi-

culty in getting bulbs
from Europe: second.

will be next fall.

Special Discount On Early Orders

On all orders for Dutch Bulbs that reach me on or

before Julv t. I will allow 10 per cent discount from

my regular prices. Under" no conditions will I allow the

discount on orders received after July i.

Send Today for My Bulb List

My :qi6 list contains several new Hyacinths

and Narcissi that will make
very effective and pleasing

additions to your flower gar-

den. Write today for your
copy.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WYOMISSING NURSERIES

COMPANY
,

Wyomiuing

Tulips

mm

A Distinct Snowtime Advantage
of U-Bar Greenhouses

IN THE winter when the days

are short and gray days are

many, it is vital that every possible

bit of sunshine and light reach your

plants. Snow lying on the roof

completely shuts out the light. Your
plants stand still; buds refuse to

bloom. U-Bar Greenhouse roofs

are self-snow-cleaners.

There is nothing for the snow to

stick to or back up against, so it

slides off practically as fast as it falls.

Look at the photograph of this

U-Bar house taken up in snow-

bound Canada. See the snow
heaped up on the workroom roof

and yet the greenhouse is as free as

on a summer's day.

This is but one of the many
U-Bar Gieenhouse superior points.

They are all told briefly and
pointedly in our catalog. Send for

it. Or send for us. Or both.

UBAR GREENHOUSES
PltRSON U-BAR CO

I
, I
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A CATHEDRAL SINGER

By JAMES LANE ALLEN
Author of "A Kentucky Cardinal," etc.

A tender story of a mother's love that will

touch to tears thousands of readers who see the

supreme beauty of motherhood and who put

their trust in the great promises of the church.

The first piece of literature written around the

splendid Cathedral of St. John the Divine fn

New York City. Price $1.00 net

Three Notable

New Century

Novels I
ft

JOHN BOGARDUS
By GEORGE AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN

Author of "Home," etc.

The story of a youngman who.having been given

a scholar s education but robbed of his youth,

goes wandering about America, Africa, Asia,

and the seas between, finding adventure, love,

and wisdom. "His book positively blushes," says

The Chicago Herald, "it is so generously alive."

Pictures by Benda Price $1 .35 net

WHERE thePATH BREAKS
By "CAPTAIN CHARLES DE CRESPIGNY"

A swiftly moving love-story, beginning on a

battlefield in France and ending in peace and

happiness in the Far West of America. "A
story," says The New York. Sun, "that will

delight all who have any poetry left in them."

"One of the best novels thus far inspired by

the war," says The Times Current History.

Frontispiece in colors. Price $1 .30 net
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GA6CMEt£A
The Storey of a, I

(Dorcvev.i\s Courage?

y Ellen Glasgow
tAuths>rjSF"VtRGiNiA

"

What the N. Y. Evening Sun says:

". . . brave in its message,
well told, full of rare feeling, it

is the sort of book which makes
character and cheers and
strengthens it.

"Ellen Glasgow has made a
book for Modern women : she has
made it of good stuff, so that it

will be a spur towards courage
and hope to those who need
those attributes." Net $1.35

" The Best Selling Book in America."—Jipril Bookman

At all Bookstores. Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.

Suppose You
Had Married Daniel?

€j[ "I had to read a 'Life of Emerson' in my
Til Sophomore year at Harvard." continued Dan-
iel. "Do you know thai his writings never
yielded him more than nine hundred dollars a
year! Well educated as he was, he never made
good. A dead failure. Missed the main chance,
you see. Now / have always turned every cir-

cumstance and opportunity, no matter how trif-

ling, to my own advantage."

*|T Margaret, however, finds the philosophy of

Til life of the amazing Pennsylvania Dutch fam-
ily into which she steps more uphill work than
she had ever found that of "the sage of Concord,
Massachusetts," as Danny called him.

Her Husband's Purse
Another Story of the Pennsylvania Dutch

By Helen R. Martin
Author of "Barnabetta," (Dramatized

as "Erstwhile Susan,") "Martha of the Mennon-
ite Country, " etc.

Four Illustrations. Net $1.35. 2nd Printing

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Band-boxes were made in this country by
various manufacturers in various places, but
most of them, not being signed, give us no clue
as to their origin. A few American makers whose
names have been recorded were Thomas Day, )r.,

369 Pearl Street, New York; Putnam's Band-Box
Factory, Hartford, Conn.; Hannah Davis, East
Jaffrey, N. H., and H. Barnes, Jones Alley,
Philadelphia. Hannah Davis sold hers at 125 to

50 cents apiece.

One of the most enthusiastic collectors of band-
boxes was the late Alexander W. Drake, art editor
for many years of the Century Magazine. He
gathered some 300 of them, all told. Thirty-five
of the best ones were placed on exhibition seven
vears ago at the National Arts Club, New York,
at the time of the Hudson-Fulton celebration,
and the interest of collectors in this subject dates
from then. The Drake collection was sold three
or four years ago and was scattered among various
museums and private collections.

Mr. Drake's band-boxes covered almost the
entire range of patterns. There were a few-

plain colors; plaids and Oriental patterns; floral

and diaper designs; birds and beasts; coaching
scenes; tropical scenes; pastoral landscapes;
domestic and farm scenes; public buildings and

An old box for a three-cornered hat

views of New York and other cities; Italian gar-

dens; classical and allegorical subjects; coats of

arms; General Taylor, and the Erie Canal. One
box showed mountebanks performing at a fair;

another, a populous road to market; a third, a

village hose company fighting a fire. One box,

bearing a spread eagle, was signed by Putnam
& Hoff, paper hangings and band-box manufac-
turers, Hartford, Conn. These band-boxes repre-

sented a period extending from about 1800 to the

presidential campaign of 1840, when the political

emblems of the log cabin, the cider barrel, and the

beehive were most popular as design motifs on all

sorts of objects.

Collecting band-boxes has this obvious dis-

advantage: they take up a tremendous amount of

space. But they are interesting and are still to

be found in country garrets. Those offered in

the shops or at auctions seldom belong to a period

earlier than 1830, and those of the first quarter

of the century are worth hunting for. The prices

that are asked and obtained for them vary
greatly, but are never very high. The collecting

of band-boxes may be made a poor man's hobby,
if he has a place to put them in.

LIVERPOOL PITCHERS

OLD pitchers are always interesting, and

some collectors find it worth while to

make a specialty of them. The field is a

large one, but there is nothing in it more interest-

ing, I believe, than the so-called Anglo-American

pitchers made at Liverpool at the beginning of the

nineteenth century,

Liverpool was famous for its pottery as early

as the beginning of the eighteenth century, but

most of the Liverpool w are was not marked, and

so there is a good deal of uncertainty as to its

identification.

Liverpool punch bowls were popular during

the first half of the eighteenth century. Many of

these were intended for use on board ship, and

were appropriately decorated with marine views

and convivial mottoes.

Printing on china, if not an original invention

at Liverpool, was applied there as early as any-

where. About 1 752 John Sadler perfected a method

of transferring designs to china from engraved cop-

per plates, and the process w as patented in 1756.

Richard Chaffers was the most famous of the

Liverpool potters. He established a pottery in
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Dodson's Sparrow Trap
_ i |ors the work automatically and htini.im K

$600
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Dodson's Tree Guard
« >jB. .

i
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s ansl the tr f. themselves. Squirrels fw holes in ><>ur lioti!

35c Per Lineal Foot F. O. B. Kankakee

JOSEPH H. DODSON. 704 H. ,,,.<,„ A»... Kankakee. III.

iiT^i^d,H ;nga system

Of Underground Refuse Disposal

Keeps your garbage out of sight in

the ground, away from the cat, dog,
and typhoid fly.

Opens with foot. Hands nc\ touch.

Underground Garbage
and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof Receiver for ashes,
sweepings and oily waste ;n house or
GARAGE.
Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from polluted water.

Look Tor our Trade Harks

In use 12 |/rj. // paus to look us up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

< . II. STBPHRNSON, Mfr.
£t> t'arrar St., Lynn. Uass.

Make Your Shutters _3i
Burglar Proof

Aside from the advantages of operating your
outside shutters from the inside without
raising window, screen or curtain, the

Mallory Shutter Worker
automatically locks the shutters in

any position desired— cannot be
opened by burglars from the outside.

Easy to operate during high winds
or storms. Won't slam or get out of

order. Easily removed to clean or

paint. No house complete without
the Mallory Shutter Worker and
thousands in use. The cost small.

Full information on request.

Million Manufacturing- t o.

•77 Wuhlnrtoa s|. tleoilnrton, N. J.

Catalog of Dutch Bulbs at war time prices
Special Offers Which
this Book Contains

Fine Mil*! Ilva- too
clnlht f V
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\ I. i ami Empress
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1 inpress
(I-arge sslsCMd).., ••35
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( Monsters' ........

Narcissus Bwpsios
(Large selected)... ••35 i

NarcissusColden Spur
f Large selected ) . .

.

a .40 10.50

Spanish Iris. Splendid

•55

ttBSS While Nar.is.

sns for Christmas
I-40 6.50

Prices for hundreds
ftnd for smaller miantities arc

shown in this ca'alog

published. Free—write fur it

Send for your copy to-day
Don't plan your garrlen—don't buy a single thing

until you have seen this catalog!

Mail the cou.ion below or send a postal. Look over
the catalog—page after page of imported bulbs—the
very flowers you want, at prices lower than you have
ever before been able lo obtain. Learn how you can
have, this season, the very garden you have always
wanted!
Hyacinth*, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, give, for a small outlay

of time and money, an abundance of flowers in the house from
December until Easter, and in the garden, from earliest spring
until the middle of May. Hulbs are grown almost exclusively
in Holland, in enormous quantities, and sold at very low prices.
Usually they cost double before reaching you.
By ordering from us now instead of waiting until Kail, you

m.ikr | large saving, get a superior quality of I '.nil. . not usually
to be obtained at any price in this country, and have a much
larger list of varieties lo select from.
Our orders arc selected and packed in Holland, and are

shipped lo our customers immediately upon their arrival in the
In si possible condition.
DARWIN TUMI'S—We can now supply the magnificent

and high priced Darwin Tulips at a great reduction. They are
sensational in their beauty and should be included in every
garden. They last for many years.

Special prices good only until July 1—
Order now pay when delivered

To take advantage of the very low prices offered in this cat-
alog, we must have your order not later than July 1st, as
we import bulbs to order only. They need not be paid for
until after delivery, nor taken if not of a satisfactory quality.
References required from new customers.
Send for our Special Order catalog. Make your plans now.

See how little it will cost to have just the garden you have »r

always wanted.
Fill oi<t thr coupon or send a postal for catalog today. 4/

Read What These
People Say

Finest hcrvfraiw! "Ihave
received my order of gladiolus,
and they are the finest I ever saw.
The tulips and peonies that I

bought last fall have grown splen-
didly."—//. T. A.. Ilnufor. Mc.
Always perri'ei: Vour splen-

did bulbs arrived. F.nrlnsed find
twenty-five dollars. Asalways.the
sto. V you sent is perfect."

—

A. G.
/*".. ttnleiburg, tilt.

More than rli lighted' ' The
bull is I ordered from you are now
In bloom in all their glory. I am
more than delighted wiih them,
anri shall send another order."
—M. y. B . CHii/m, l/lt.

Adinlrnllon "I
want to tell you how magnificent

daffodils are. They are the
liniration of the town, and have

untnldpleasure. F.

sttfn

.'hi is the .f I Ml 1 p \1.,ny I
bulbs have four flowers,
one has failed to produce tw— 0. D. S.. Unumttnrn. At

rSlirpaases tulip beds
In city parkn. "Ihave

,

s bed of t .]. from +
bulbs purchased from

>-
you. It surpasses w
any thing I have f
seen in the city A
parks." M
J.A.D., f

J.

Elliott Nursery Co. /
362 Fourth Ave. Pittsburg, Pa.

Horticulturists and Nurserymen:

HAVE you ever noticed in going through "COUNTRY LIrE
IN AMERICA" the hundreds of beautiful and accurate

reproductions of plants and flowers, trees and shrubs?

This is our specialty and it also happens to be yours.

Did you ever stop to think that the Country Life Press which prints these

pictures is at your service? That what we have done in the pages of this

magazine we can do for you too?

Our out-door magazines give us unusual opportunities for handling your
Catalogs and special printed matter which requires accuracy and distinction.

Our collection of all kinds of photos, of flowers, garden and landscape views is

remarkably complete. A fully organized service department will gladly submit
ideas and suggestions for bringing your stock to the attention of lovers of the

Garden Beautiful.

ADDRESS

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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WILSON
"SOMETHING FOR EVERY BUILDING*

Steel Rolling Doors forFire

Protection, Rolling Wood
Partitions forChurcnesand
Schools. HeavyWood Roll-

ing 1 toon for Round Hous-
es. Venetian Blinds and
A.M rings for the house and
porch. Sleeping Porch
Blinds* Hygienic Ward-
robes for Schools. Sliding

Swing Doors for Garages.

Wood Block Flooring foi

Armories andPublicBuild"

WILSON
Venetian Awnings and Blinds

solve the problem. They secure at will any de-

gree of light, or shade, or air desired; shut out
the fiercest gale, or admit the faintest breeze.

The daytime porch is easily made into a comfort-

able, well protected sleeping room at night. Forty
years of use with constant experiments under
varying conditions have perfected them.

See that your porches and verandas, as well as the win-
dows of all rooms in which real Summer comfort is expected,

have Wilson Venetians. Now is the time to install them.

Write for illustrated and descriptive book, addressing our
nearest office.

J. Q. WILSON CORPORATION

Atlanta, Ga., Candler Bldg. ; Boston, Mass., 17 Pearl St.;

Buffalo, N. Y., 802 Fidelity Bldg. ; Chicago, 111., McCo>
mick Bldg. ; Denver, Colo., 1526 Blake St. ; Los Angeles,
Cal., 750 Keeler St.; Montreal, Que., Read Bldg.; New
Orleans, La., 909 Union St. (wooden products), orCarrolI-

ton Ave. and Edinburgh St. (steel products) ; Minneapolis,
Minn., Lumber Exchange Bldg. ; New York, N. Y., 8 Wc-t
imli St.: Norfolk, Va., The J. C. Wilson Corp.; Okla-
homa City, Okla., ol4 Majestic Bldg. ; Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Bessemer Bldg. ; Philadelphia, Pa., Heed Bldg. ; Rich-
mond, Va., Real Estate Exchange Bldg. ; Seattle, Wash.,
Foot of Madison St. ; Spokane, Wash., Wall St. and N.V,
R'y; San Francisco, Cal., 525 Market St

TTPICAl SECTION

National Tennis Tapes
Made of Galvanized Iron

PERMANENT AND PRACTICAL
SAMPLE AND CIRCULAR ON REQUEST

LORD MFG. CO., 100 West 40th Street. New York

Inexpensive Summer Homes
Ready built in sections. Two men can erect it in a day. No
carpenter work—not a nail to drive—not a board to cut. Only
a screw driver and wrench needed. No extras to buy—shipped
complete.

Gold Bond Portable Houses
are as strong and substantial as if built by a local carpenter
and costfar less. Amazingly simple construction. All sec-
lions interlocking: securely. Withstand fiercest storms.
Hundreds live in their Gold Bond homes all the year round.
Can be taken down — moved — put up again or enlarged.

FREE PLAN BOOK contains Illustrations, plans, speclflcatlons.prlces,
etc., of complete portable cottages, bungalows, playhouses, garages,
clubhouses, stores, etc. All sizes. All prices. Write now

—

today.

Mershon & Morley Co.t t"06Main Street, Saginaw, Mich.

Keystone Copper Steel (Open Hearth)

Roof

The most satisfactory roofing

material obtainable for high

class city residences, country homes and city or

suburban properties. Fireproof, clean, durable;

these are highest quality plates manufactured.
Look for the stamp "Keystone Copper Steel" in addition to
brand and weight of coating as i ndicated byMFtrade-mark.
We also manufacture Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheet*,
Apollo Roofing Products, etc. Send for our free booklets.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
Gtneral Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh Pa.

1752 for the manufacture of blue and white
earthenware and fine porcelain, which was
largely exported to the American Colonies. A
number of other successful potters followed in his

footsteps. Soft-paste porcelain was made at

Liverpool as early as 1760.

Of the later potteries the best known was the
Herculaneum Works, established in 1796 on the
other side of the Mersey. This pottery changed
hands several times, and about 1830 was accus-

tomed to maik its ware with a bird—the "liver"
—holding a branch in its beak, which was the
official crest of the town. A large quantity of this

ware, quaint and interesting, even if of moderate
artistic merit, was turned out, and not a little of

it found its way to this country.

A cream-colored ware decorated with black
prints preceded the American views on Stafford-

shire. This was generally called Liverpool ware
though some of it was undoubtedly made else-

where. Of this ware the most interesting to

Americans is that made about 1800 to 1810

Four Liverpool pitchers of the early nineteenth century,

printed with political emblems and portraits of Washington for

the American market

bearing pictures and cartoons of political signifi-

cance, not always complimentary to the United
States. Jugs, pitchers, bowls, and other pieces

were made especially for the American trade.

The portraits of Washington and Franklin were
favorite subjects on bowls, and other popular
decorations included the head of Commodore
Preble, United States flags, American frigates,

and more or less elaborate American emblems.
Many W ashington jugs and pitchers of various

designs were made, as well as those bearing por-

traits of other American heroes. Pitchers were
made, also, bearing the coats of arms of the

various states. Washington pitchers in Liver-

pool ware are fairly rare to-day, and are worth
from $25 to #35 if in good condition.

Perhaps the most familiar of the Liverpool

pitchers bears the portraits of John Hancock and
Samuel Adams, a Washington monument, and a

highly patriotic inscription.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES

I have an ancient beaker cup in my collection

which I would like a little information about. It

is plain but graceful, and on the bottom is

stamped a large letter X and the initials T. B. &
Co. I should like to know who the makers were,

and the age and date of the beaker.

Mrs. D. M. P.

Your beaker is undoubtedly American pewter,

as it does not bear the English pewterers' marks.

It was probably made early in the nineteenth

century by Timothy Boardman & Co., pewterers,

at 173 Water Street, New York. Their name
appears in the New York City Directory of 1824.

The X mark was commonly used in England to

indicate the better grade of metal; in this country

it was used occasionally.

I am sending you a rough drawing of a very

beautiful dressing glass something like the one

shown on page 171 of "The Lure of the Antique."

The wood is perfect and the grain beautiful. It

has six small drawers with glass knobs. What is

its value? F. H. J.

This dressing glass belongs to the American
Empire period, so-called. The retail price for

one in good condition. "'ith the original knobs,

would be around $40.
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IF
you appreciate- modern economy, attractiveness, con-
venience and the advantage of wonderful durnbility,

CRITTALL Metal Casement Window* should be
specified in the plans of your new home. Tliey ore abso-

lutely weathertight and will positively open and close,

easily, at all time*. You will find them in the modest as

well a* the palatial home*, in office and banking buildings,

in universities; in fact wherever economy, permanency
and attractiveness were considered.

Write to Dept. F for complete information

CRITTALL CASKMENT WINDOW COMPANY
Manufacturers of Solid Steel and Bronze Windows

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

'CRITTALL

UNIVERSAL

It Really Transforms
Concrete and Stucco

Here is strongest proof of the beautifying power of Bay State
Brick and Cement Coating. This actual photograph gives a vivid
" before-and-after " contrast. Any building of brick, concrete or
stucco can be permanently beautified and absolutely" weather-
proofed by painting with

Bay State
Bc" Coating

Yet the natural texture of the walls will not be lost. Two coats
are sufficient to add several years to the life of the house. Bay
State Coating gives an artistic dull surface in white— also made in

a variety of tints.

Use it also for interior finish. It retards fire, prevents dampness
and reflects light.

Trial Can FREE—just write for it, specifying what
tint you prefer. Ask for booklet 1.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers Boston, Mass.

Velvet

\Vater

Water made so delightfully soft that a bath is like

gliding into velvet, is the greatest of all modern ton

veniences. The utmost in luxury is to be found in

pure, soft, sparkling water freed from all mineral im-
purities by

PjQrrftutit
The Water Softening Filter

This system, a simple filter, is installed in small bun-
galows and palatial mansions, it is the most talked of

feature of the ultra-modern Biltmore Hotel, New York.

No home is complete without this comfort bringing

necessity.

Write for interesting brochure "Velvet Water— Velvet Skin"

THE PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42nd St. New York

Your Estate. Garden, Home, Farm,

Should All be Protected and Beautified

by Fiske Climb-Proof Fencing

For gardens Fisfce's climb-proof chain link fencing makes
a very attractive enclosure. Made in all heights, with or
without barbed wire. Posts set in concrete. Steel mesh
all galvanized. For city and country places Fiske's

ornamental wrought iron fencing and entrance gates in-

variably please.

We make everything in this line — lamp standards
and lanterns, grill work, fountains, vases, settees, arbors,

trellises, tennis court enclosures, kennel yards, etc.

We will mail our illustrated catalog immediately, on
request, and we will gladly help
on special or difficult work.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS
ESTABLISHED 1858

72-88 Park Place
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YOU can begin the

story of " Bonnie

May " just where it is

now, for what has al-

ready happened is ex-

plained in Magazine

Notes, the interesting

department which tells

what you want to know
about the unusual men
and women who write for

Scribner's Magazine.

If you will send us

your visiting-card with

your address upon it, the

current number of Scrib-

ner's will be forwarded at

once. A statement for

$3, for twelve numbers,

will be rendered upon
the first of the month.

Just a Beer-Driver and His Girl

THAT'S the way this couple

looked to the world, but to

Bonnie May they were beauti-

ful, because they were quite happy.

Are you seeing things through the

eyes of this little girl, who is " for-

ever surprising you by taking some

familiar old idea and making you
really see it for the first time ?

"

Imagine a lovable child, brought up

on the stage, suddenly placed in

the stately home of a conservative

family. Imagine the change wrought

in her— and in those about her.

Then you know something of the

charm of " Bonnie May." But to

get all its charm you must read the

story itself.

SCRIBNER'S for JUNE
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 599 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

The Art of Making
Things Happen

JTT The soul of advertising is the
soul of America. We are not

disposed, in a new country, to let

things happen of themselves.

The spirit that is back of all our
more characteristic American
inventions seems to be this adver-
tising spirit—the spirit of taking
things in hand ourselves and of

making them happen.
—Extract from "We"

We By Gerald
Stanley-
Lee

Author of

CROWDS
Advertising war off the face of the globe.

Net $1.50 At All Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

r

Stories of the East
flj Of a ship that came within sight of

1) home. Of Sultan Hamid's idea that

a Circassian prince be taken in chains to

Yemen. Of Egypt, Bei'rout, Jiddeh!
The bottom of that ship was overgrown
like a garden. Much of her was burned
as fuel on her voyage, and even her win-
dows were sold for food. Of 600 ragged

soldiers from Arabia come aboard, that

had not been paid in seven years, then

£9000 in wages among them at once.

Who was saved? The Turk alone who
told this Odyssey to the American?

Of such things is "The Leopard of
JJ the Sea," opening tale of "Stamboul

Nights," and listed as one of the twenty-
one best short stories published in a year.

There are twelve other tales full of the

color and romance of the East.

Stamboul Nights
By H. G. Dwight

Author of "Constantinople, Old and New"

Frontispiece Net $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

THE COOPERATIVE FAMILY COW
N THESE times of high

cost of milk to consumers has risen

to 9 cents per quart in the thriving
city where Neighbor and I live.

In consequence we were tempted,
like many other families, to go

without enough of this most useful of all the
household necessities. I say "most useful"
advisedly, for undoubtedly the food value of a
quart of milk is much higher than 9 cents per
quart in families containing children and aged
persons, like ours. Neighbor and I, as the pro-
viders, have done not a little figuring, and con-
sider the milk problem an important one. We
came to the conclusion a year ago that a cow was
about the right thing for us. We are both hard-
working men, and with our families require,

(absolutely require) if the price were reasonable,
two to four quarts of milk per day. If we in-

dulged in but two quarts daily, the cost would be
more than $62 a piece for our families in a year.
(The price is only 8 cents in summer.) This
amount would limit us however, and we do not
wish to be limited much further than conditions
demand at present. Meats are high, and milk
we must have.

Well, we agreed that we would buy a cow to-

gether, and that we should call her "Coopera-
tion;" that she should be a real cow, not a goat,

and that we should care for her in the following
manner: Neighbor should d_o the milking and
take care of and sell all of the milk above six

quarts per day. We agreed that each family
should have three quarts. My boy should feed,

The cooperatively owned family cow

water, or drive the cow to pasture, clean the

stable, and also milk when circumstances kept

Neighbor away from home over night, as some-
times happens unavoidably. We were to divide

the expense of pasturage (we live on the outskirts

of the city), and the winter's hay, grain, and
straw, as well as the income from any sales that

might be made.
We followed our determination to get a really

good cow, and after much looking and comparing,

taking several short trips together, decided on a

large Holstein grade that was guaranteed to give

milk testing 4 per cent, fats or a little better, and

to give milk the year round. She cost us an

even $100, and we have admitted frequently that

we wronged her previous owner when we took

her out of his herd, even at this price. The first

year of this copartnership has closed and let us

see what has been accomplished. In the first

place our families are rosy and well nourished,

which is better than money, though we have de-

cided that we shall use four quarts each during

the coming year, instead of three. Next we have
had cream in our coffee, and often a nice pat of

cream cheese. Such cream as we get costs 60

cents per quart in half pint bottles in our market,

and too often is sour then before it is used.

Next the old jug. This is the receptacle into

which was put all of the dimes and nickles paid

by neighboring families who came for milk.

Neighbor rigged a little flag that was kept flying

while any milk remained in his house for sale,

and was lowered when the supply ran short, and

the neighborhood kept strict watch of that flag.

We made the price one cent under prevailing

prices as we did not deliver the milk. We rarely

had a quart left over, but when this occurred we
had extra cream and our hens a treat to skim milk.

Everybody far and near was glad to get some of

our milk, because of its richness. On the anni-

versary of buying the cow we had a little party
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I'hc Armory of the 7th Infantry is a

national institution— huilt for per-

mittance and protection. A frw
years ago it was reconstructed and
modtmixed. The old wiring was
removed and

ECCO
Insulated Wire

was installed throughout—a signifi-

cant illustration of the fact that modern
electrical engineers consider KCCO
safe and permanent. KCCO Wire is

being installed in the finest buildings

where none but the best is good enough.
Look into the future and put in good

wire at the very start. ECCO costs but a
few dollars more $5 on a $5000 home and
$1000 on a million dollar building ECCO
carries all of the current—no lealc«ge—no
expense for waste. ECCO stays safe. The
insulation does not crack. Year after year
there is nocostfoi maintenance or renewal.

The name "ECCO" is stamped on the
wire every three feet—your identification.

Certified copies of tests on each coil are
furnished, upon request.

if hether you are interested in sky-scrap-

ers or modest homes or any building what-so-
tvtr, you will u-j-it lo know about safe wire
and good electrical installation. Our book-
let on the subject is yours for the asking.

THE ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY
Mmmm »( ECCO m^
I* IKK f.r #f»r,J* :«^VV
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Silence

the Banging
ft Screen Door
You can eliminate this annoyinsr drawback to sum-
mertime comfort by installing the

SARGENT
Noiseless

Screen Door Closer
on all your doors. It closes the door speedily, surely, si-
lenUy. Any housekeeper can install this door closer unaided.
It is readily regulated—fits different styles of door frame*.
Attractive antique bronze finish. All working parts enclosed.
This prevents dirt hindering its operation. Storekeepers,
hotel proprietors and, above all, housekeepers, will find this
door check nn aid to summert me enjoyment. If not obtain-
able at hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to

SARGENT & COMPANY, 35 Water Street
New Haven, Conn.

Also makers of Sargent Lochs and
Hardware, Send for Book of re-
signs if you are going to build.

1 his is the

Walwokti
Revolving

Ball-

bearing

Halyard-

top

which

makes

fouling impossible.

The Flag

Can't Foul

whether the

wind blows a gale

or a zephyr

Walworth Non-Fouling Steel Poles

Last a Lifetime and Cost Less than Wood
They not only cost less to install, but practically noth-

ing to maintain, and are lightning -proof.

We furnish these poles, complete, in all heights from

20 feet to 100 feet (above ground), in continuous con-

struction as shown in photo. No topmast recpiired.

Special heights to order.

Set either in the ground or in appropriate ornamental

bases, these poles are effective as patriotic memorials and

fit harmoniously into any scheme of landscape treatment.

Send for booklet to the

Walworth Mfg. Co., 101 First St., South Boston, Mass.
or to the Chicago or New York Offices of the Company

What About Your Range?
Is it giving you entirely satisfactory service? If it

isn't, don't bother with it. Select a range that can
be depended upon. Deane's Patent French Ranges
are designed to do just what you have a right to

expect of a good range. That accounts for

their growing popularity among those who
select only the best. Follow their example.
Place in your kitchen one of

DEANE'S PATENT
FRENCH RANGES

No. 209
Patent French Range
in combination with
Gas Range and Broiler

The combination coal and gas range shown above, designed es-

pecially for the family of average size embodies all the best fea-

tures of big hotel ranges. Constructed of "Armco" Iron with

polished steel trimmings, the surfaces can be kept bright and

clean with I he least amount of work. The ovens are provided with platform drop doors; the fire control guarantees

uniform heating; elimination of the exposed smoke pipe gives free use of the entire top; ease of access to all parts

simplifies cleaning. Deane's Patent French Ranges will give years of satisfaction under the hardest usage.

We also manufacture an extensive line of Plate Warmers, Broilers, Steel Cooks' Tables, Laundry Ranges, etc.,

which have been adopted extensively in efficiently planned kitchens. Send for catalogue, illustrating DEANE'S
PATENT FRENCH RANGES and KITCHEN APPLIANCES.

BRAMHALL, DEANE COMPANY, 261-263-265 West 36th Street, New York City
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y/Complete Works

O. Henry
/Pocket Edition bound

in Red Limp Leather

In Twelve Volumes

The Trimmed Lamp

Cabbages and Kings

The Gentle Grafter

Strictly Business

Whirligigs

Sixes and Sevens

Options

Rolling Stones

The Four Million

The Voice of the City

Heart of the West

Roads of Destiny

Each, Net $1.50

Complete Set of 1 2 Volumes
Net $18.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City ^fl^^YoA^^^f

Artistic Country Grounds
Free expert criticism of plans.

Suggestions on specific points.

THE READERS' SERVICE

HARPER'S MAGAZINE

It is not because of one

feature or another that

H arper's Magazine

has held the post of honor

in the homes of its readers

for three generations, but

because of its general inter-

estingness.— (It has been

called the most interesting

magazine in the world by

a large and discriminating

clientele.)

•

For four months

trial subscription

wrap a dollar bill

around a card bear-

ing your address

and mail at our risk.

Harper & Brothers,

Publishers, Franklin

Square, New York

"Mum
(as easy to use as to say)

takes all the odor
out of perspiration
Hot-weather embarrassment is easy to

prevent. A touch of "Mum" here and
there, keeps the body fresh and sweet from
bath to bath.

"Mum" is a snow-white disappearing

cream that neutralizes the odors of per-

spiration and other body excretions.

Harmless to skin and clothing.

25c—sold by nine out of ten drug- and department-stores.

"MUM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

of our exclusive set, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Neighbor and Mr. and Mrs. I. It was purel •

a jug-smashing-and-counting-up-the-spoils affair

and was an astonishment to all of us. Afttr a

neat speech by our banker, the jug was placed

on the table, covered with a cloth and struck

several times with a hammer. On removing the

cloth such a pile of silver was shown as made our
wives dizzy. Among them was a small roll of

bills, which represented the sale of the calf. Not
having any land we sold our calf, which was ;i

heifer, and she brought #8 at eight days old, from
the previous owner of the cow, who consented
also as part payment for the calf to have tbe cow
properly bred. The record—for one was kept by
hanging the pail of milk each time on scales and
penciling on a big calendar the number of pounds
registered—showed 10,247 pounds of milk total,

or an average of a little more than thirteen quarts
per day. This meant seven quarts a day for sale,

and had it all been sold would have amounted to

$191. As it was we counted out #187.19 in change
and the $8 for the calf made a total of #195.
The cost of pasturage for six and one half months
amounted to $14, we bought three tons of hay,
(part still on hand), #54, and $34 worth of grains

and straw, a total of #102. During our summer
vacation we cut a half-acre piece of hay that was
going to waste and did not cost us anything, and
put it in my barn. This helped out on hay and
bedding. Also we each had a garden and care-

fully put all of the sweet-corn stalks in the loft

as soon as they were cut. They dried a beautiful

green and were eagerly eaten by Cooperation.

This year we have plowed the hay ground of one
half acre and are selling quantities of sweet corn

from three separate plantings, each two weeks
apart. A little later we shall have a "snag" of

good fodder that will help out our hay bill. This
was made possible by another profit from the

cow, of which I have not spoken—a pile of the

choicest manure that is obtainable, and for which
we should have had to pay for our gardens at

least $2 per load. We usually buy two loads

apiece, and find difficulty in getting cow stable

manure, which we prefer. This year, besides

having all we can use, we have sold eight loads

worth $16 which will appear on the next settle-

ment, and raised this sweet corn, which promises

to net not less than $25 at present indications, for

the corn, besides the resulting fodder. Here was
a net profit of considerably more than 100 per cent,

besides the comforts and the fun we had out of the

affair. Still further, I consider that the education

which my son has received in the useful art of

stock keeping is worth as much to him as so

much time spent in the study of Greek and Latin.

Who can prove to the contrary?

E. Gregory Ellis.

THE OPPORTUNITY IN SAWDUST
HE New York College of Forestry

says that 11 per cent, of the lum-

ber cut of the country—or about

11,000,000,000 feet—is wasted

every year as sawdust; and that

New York State alone is account-

able for nearly 135,000,000 feet of this un-

necessary extravagance! "Unnecessary" is used

advisedly, since the College finds that there

are numerous ways in which the sawdust can

be utilized and rendered, as a by-product, a part

supporter of the cost of lumbering, instead of

being absolute refuse to be disposed of at some

expense and more trouble. It can, of course, be

used in its natural state as a non-conducting

packing material for ice houses, etc.; it can be

used as an ingredient, either ground as "wood
flour" or entire, in the making of artificial flooring

material; and the flour by itself is already much
used in making stucco, molding, dynamite, floor

polishing materials, etc.

But more significant at this time than these

suggestions is the information that the ashes of

sawdust and other waste, such as bark and twigs,

from hardwood trees, contain from 1 to 3 per

cent, of potash, which can easily be leached out,

either on a small scale by the individual farmer,

or commercially by lumbering and wood working

concerns. In view of the present absolutely

prohibitive prices of potash for fertilizer and other

purposes, this means of solving two problems at

once and of realizing a profit at the same time,

should make a tremendous appeal to every man
who has or is able to get his hands on a woodlot

or its products, or even an interest in either.

E. L. D. S.
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IF "walls have oars" they also have
tongues. Stately iron fence, of the
classical dignity Stewart alone can

build, speaks eloquently of your good
taste and wisdom. For it is a wise man
who protects as well as beautifies his

property with artistic and permanent
Stewart fences.

Send us brief description of your property and our
eocperts trill gire j/ou personal attention. Or ask

for our catalog.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.. Dept. M. Cincinnati, Ohio
TMK It'OKCP'S CKf.tr/-Sr MOM FMNCB HI ILPI-KS"

ikox r.4sts. surrsts. gakpfx .txp pkixkixi. kt\ i uns, ihon statuary.

BURROWIS RUSTLESS SCREENS
For Good Houses

Every Hereon on door, window or
north is plainly to hr. itccn from
holh outside and in. If properly
mafic, s< reins i.iii add materially

tO the attractiveness of your house.

Burrowcs Rustless Screens look
right hecause they conform to the
house plan in design, and harmonize
with the house trim in color, finish

and hardware. Kvcry order re-

ceives individual treatment.

The famous Burrowcs Rustless
Copbronzc Netting is held tight

as a drumhead in frames of cabinet
workmanship and finest selected

stock. Each screen made to exact
measurements, guaranteed to agree
with IpwfficatlOlU, and hacked by
43 years' experience,

Cheaply made screens must be
replaced every two or three seasons
because the netting rusts out and
the frames fall apart. These are
the most ex[x!nsive. Burrowcs
Rustless Screens have a slightly

higher first cost because they are
built to withstand exposure and
hard service for years and years.

Burrowcs Rustless Screens are made to order only. They are designed by a screen expert to
mm 1 1 vour requirements. Our salesman in your territory will show samples of netting, styles
of linish, d<x>r designs and hardware, and estimate exact cost to you, freight allowed.

Write for Catalog No. I)— full of practical suggestions for screening good houses. We make
all kinds of good screens, either wood or metal frame.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO., 92 Brown St., Portland, Me.
Offices in large citiec Our mail-order department reaches everywhere

t

Burrowcs Home Billiard and Pool Tables ) $ 1 T)OWV
Burrowcs Moth-Proof Aromatic Red Cedar Chests ... '

1 "wv»i>
Burrowes "Kiddie-Villa"—Portable—for Lawn or Seashore) Wrile for Catalogs

Burrowcs Light-Weight Folding Card Tables—Standard of the world—all dealer.

Save this

List of

Twelve

Here Are Twelve New books of Charm and Value

and Real Distinction. Ask Your Bookseller

or Write to the Publishers for More Information.

—Doubleday, Page & Company.
Garden City, N. Y.

IGeorgiana wanted "to see things—and do things

—and live things!" She wanted "life." This
from a young lady who had three rival suitors!

Ah! that was afterward. Remember "Red Pepper
Bums" and "The Twentv-fourth of June?" Same
sort of delightful people in "UNDER THE COUNTRY
SKY " by Grace S. Richmond. Clean and wholesome
—the kind of story that has earned for the author the
title "Novelist of the Home." (Illustrations in color,

Set

2 Did you read "Crowds?" Then don't miss this.

A new book of what someone has aptly called

"the wildest wisdom." A 20th Century Philos-
ophy that is a mental alarm clock

—"WE" by the
same Gerald Stanley Lee. "It never snores." says
the New York Sun. A witty, honest, wise man's gos-
pel of war and peace. (Net $1.50.)

3Babette was the jailer's daughter, Monsieur
Pivot's "Little Rabbit," and the prettiest girl

in La Fourche. Subtle master in the fine art of
theft was Raveau. but he was not proof against a
simple heart. " BABETTE," you know, is by the
author of "A Yillage of Vagabonds." (Frontispiece,
Net $1.25.)

4 A captivating comedy of manners, gay, scintil-

lating, fragrant, keen. How a spirited, high bred
Southern girl came to "take on" an exceedingly

thrifty millionaire Pennsylvania Dutchman, and his

amazing relations, and what she made of it, is the
story told in Helen R. Martin's latest book, " HER
HUSBAND'S PURSE." (Illustrated, Net $1 .33.)

5 Are mediocrities running the war? General

Alexieff, the Russian Chief-of-Staff, is por-

trayed as a remarkable man—in fact the most
remarkable military genius of Russia since Peter the

Great—in " VICTORY IN DEFEAT," an authori-

tative, first-hand account of the Eastern campaign by
an American acting as correspondent for the London
Times, Stanley Washburn. (Maps, etc., Net $1.00.)

6 There is much good in the worst of us; yes, no
matter how deeply it may be buried. This was
the theory of a man whose heart beat with a

large gesture, in the new story of the North Woods by
Harriet T. Comstock, "THE VINDICATION."
Seldom does an author have as interesting a situation

as that which develops in this shut-in country of the

North Woods. (Illustrated, Net $1.33.)

7 This story of Ellen Glasgow's is a fine piece of

literary workmanship and, we are glad Jo say,

the best selling novel in the country according

to latest reports. Gabriella refused to be one of the

"victims of life." She put courage first among the

virtues. This gentle Southern girl faced in New York
the fight before countless American women to-day.

This is the theme of Miss Glasgow's recent great novel,

"LIFE AND GABRIELLA." (Frontispiece;Nel$i .33.)

8 "Thirteen years ago on the indoor tennis courts

in Christiania, I took a racquet and hit the ball.

I think it went through a skylight." An un-

promising beginning for the "first lady in the land" of

the tennis world. Molla Bjurstedt, National Woman
Champion, combines sound advice and entertaining

talk of the court in her new book "TENNIS FOR
WOMEN." (Illustrated, Net $1.23.)

9 Which are the gayest, Roberta's smiles or
Michael's roses? Two gardens are in these pages
—one of fragrance and bloom, and another one

of human sweetness and character. A love story of
rare charm, full of the humorous wisdom of two old
gardeners, is "ROBERTA OF ROSEBERRY GAR-
DENS," by Frances Duncan, author of "My Garden
Doctor." (Decorated, Net $1.23.)

-t r\ Every man and woman will thrill to the
III message of optimism and courage in the

"Autobiography" of Dr. Edward L. Trudeau.
For forty years he did a hero's work for open air life,

founded Saranac, and at last died of the disease from
which he had saved countless thousands. It is the
boORY>f a generation—an inspiration for everybody.
"AN AUTOBJDGRAPHY." by Edward Livingston
Trudeau. (Mitny illustrations, Net $2.30.)

1-| Adventure—Climax—Excitement—Romance!
I About a rough, lawless band, the "Horde."

-* About great pines and roaring waters. About
a man's man and a very alluring heroine. Such is

James Oliver Curwood's latest story "THE HUNTED
WOMAN," a tale of the Canadian Northwest. (Illus-

trated, Net $1.23.)

-| "A young man wandering about in a strange
I y city and picking up curious stories." This

the New York Times says is the sense one
has in reading "STAMBOUL NIGHTS" a volume
of fourteen notable stories of the near East, by H. G.
Dwight, of New York, Constantinople, and New
England. A book of real distinction and literary

value. (Frontispiece, Net $1.33.)
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GIFTS FOK THE JUNE BRIDE'S HOME

Who would not have this charming lamp
whose grace adapts it to any setting

\HE se-

lection
-- of gifts

for the June
bride, always
the subject of

serious con-

sideration, is

this year as-

suming sol-

emn propor-

tions, rather

on account of

the bewilder-

ing array of

lovely things

to be found
than because
of any scar-

city in the

market of in-

teresting subjects for satisfactory gift making.
It is doubtful if ever before such a profusion of

beautiful designs in all branches of art work has

been shown, and the remarkable part of it all is

that in most instances both the designs and the

workmanship are domestic, a condition that is

most encouraging. It may be interesting to the

reader to know that four of the six articles illus-

trated on this page are purely American, the ex-

ceptions being the Repousse silver bouillon cup
and the china, which our manufacturers could

turn out would they but take the trouble to do so

tho we have much to learn about china.

Silverware seems our especial forte, if one is to

judge by the superb conceits and artisanship so

frequently seen. What more charming or per-

fectly balanced design could one hope for than the
service for iced tea shown on this page?
This splendid set of clear glass is over-

laid with a beautifully wrought floral

pattern of heavy silver which is so ex-

cellently balanced that there is no feel-

ing of heaviness or overdecoration.

Considering the beauty, the price of

$124.25 for the nineteen pieces pictured

here is very low.

There may also be had an ice bowl at

$6, and as many extra glasses and long

spoons as may be desired.

Aside from its decorative value, its

sheer utility makes it most desirable.

1 he idea of serving hot tea from the tray

in summer weather is made agreeable
through the use of attractive glass.

Not less interesting is the bouillon set,

one piece of which is shown. Here,

Mr. James Collier Marshall
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America .

I 1 West 32nd Street New York

Equally adaptable to any scene is this
sumptuous lamp with pottery base

Silver repousse bouillon cups are always acceptable to a bride.
This pattern is unusually good and with saucers sells at

$350.00 the dozen. Finger bowls come at the same price

fragile china adds to the attractiveness of the

splendid silver repousse, and whether the bouillon

is piping hot or in cool jelly form, it seems better

from such service. These cost $350.00 the dozen,

Iced tea is far more refreshing when served from such dishes as these glass ones overlaid with
graceful floral patterns in solid silver

Modern though
it be, thisquaint
china has all the
charm of the an-
tique patterns
from which it is

adapted, and is

very inexpen-
sive besides

finger bowls
of the same
pattern com-
ing the same
price, and
either service

would be a

present that
any bride
might be
proud to pos-

ess and list

.

The return

of crystal and
cut glass to

popular favor

w as first men-
tioned in this

Department
two years ago
this month,
but it must be
confessed that at that time no one could have
guessed that these materials would have the
tremendous vogue that is now theirs. Indeed,
there seems no limit to the uses to which they
may be put, and it must be said that there is

really nothing better to be found for the table

than glass and crystal, as all will agree who have
seen the superb punch bowls and other such ar-

ticles for special service.

The bowl pictured here is one of the simpler and
less expensive ones; the set sells at $35, but it is

not surpassed by the more costly ones in point of

richness, grace of contour, and delicacy of its cut
design. It has also the further advantage over
the old fashioned bowls of saving space on the

buffet or serving table.

Particularly good from the art

point of view are the lamps to be found
this season, of which the two shown
here are perhaps the best of the kind

that are generally adaptable. The
one at the right is especially remark-
able for the color warmth in the tall

po.ttery bowl, which is matched in the

graceful silk shade that is so agreeable

in shape and size. This kind of lamp
is not only adaptable to many set-

tings, but looks as well by day as by
night because of its solid dignity.

The lamp at the left, while Italian

in feeling, is almost classic in its chaste

simplicity, having its urn-shaped wal-

nut base richly hand carved, while the

shade furthers the dignity of the

whole. This shade is worthy especial

One of the chief
charms of the
new crystal is

the cut of its

edge— on the
bias, sotospeak,
but very beauti-
ful. This set
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Organ Console in a residence

ai Wellesley Hills, Mass.

HERE is a place in nearly every residence for an Estey

Pipe Organ. No other instrument but a pipe organ

has the power of satisfying so completely that innate,

but little understood craving for music that will reach the

very soul.

An Estey in your home does not require the services of an organist, for any

one can render with feeling and expression the music of the masters by the

use of the Estey Annotated Roll. Think of being able to fill the house with

the full tones of the Grand March from Tannhauser, or of listening while the

soft strains of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata steal through the room. There

are times when you will want to slip into place a roll of Annie Laurie, or

Love's Old Sweet Song, — and under all circumstances you will realize how
much an Estey Pipe Organ will add to the pleasure of your home life.

We shall be glad to co-operate with your architect in submitting plans for an

Estey Pipe Organ that will harmonize in every way with your home.

Estey Organ Company
BRATTLEBORO VERMONT

An Estey Pipe Organ may be heard at any of our studios.

New York Boston Philadelphia

25 West 45th St. 120 Boylston St. 17th and Walnut Sts.
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PARK AVENUE AT 51^ STREET

HAYDEN REPRODUCTION OF A QUEEN ANNE CABINET. 7 FEET IN HEIGHT

—

A PIECE ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE FOR COUNTRY HOUSES

ANNOUNCEMENT
THE Hayden Company are

now occupying their new
building, Park Avenue at 57th

Street. The company specializes in

making extraordinary reproductions

from rare specimens of Furniture and

Works of Art—Interior Woodwork,
from selected woods including genuine old

English oak. In the Galleries may be found

large collections of important Antique Fur'

niture of the Early English periods; An'
tique Tapestries and Reproductions of Old
Velvets and Brocades.

Every bride needs a salad set of faience, and this Copenhagen one
is gay with warm colored flowers that will make more enjoyable this

epicurean course

description because of the almost sumptuous effect gained by a perfect com-
bination and arrangement of only two colors—mulberry and silver green.

The simply gathered top is of the mulberry, the narrow collar and the skirt

are of the green, while the narrow bindings on both are of the richer color.

Altogether it is

most effective

and satisfactory

and would make
a most accept-

able wedding
gift.

The old-fash-

ioned shades of

plaited paper are

coming again

into use for
porch use,
though theirform

is more vertical

than the old-time

ones whose sides had considerable slant. The new ones are found in heavy
glazed paper, of two colors, usually equally divided, though this is optional
as the tints are laid on by hand, the heavier color being, as one might
imagine, at the bottom, while the gathering cord at the top takes the tone of
the darker color, thereby proving itself decorative as well as useful. And
there is no limit to the effective combinations that can be made—pale yel-

low with mauve, with green, with blue; pale pink with green; rich yellow
with black, and so on, all under a bright glaze.

Then there is a new clock on the market regulated by magnets that runs a

thousand days without attention, and when its course is nearly run, calls at-

tention automati-
cally to its needs.

This interesting

article is to be had
in a modest but
handsome mount-
ing of mahogany,
at a cost that puts

it within the reach

of all.

There is a notice-

able revival of the

old time graceful

custom of giving

china to the brides,

both in the form of

odd pieces as well

as full sets, that

bids fair to become
a widespread
custom. Certainly

there is no more
sympathetic gift,

if one may employ
such a term, nor is

there any field per-

mitting so wide a

choice where the

results of such a choice are more generally acceptable.

There are a number of new patterns in china that are most attractive,

many of them being the output of some of the famous manufacturers who
have taken a delightful advantage of the present vogue for faience.

The coffee set shown at the bottom of the full page is a particularly good
example of this inexpensive china. Note its graceful contours, its balance,

the perfect distribution of its decoration, its dainty covers as well as its

unusual handles that after the manner of the rare old English chinas,

separate at the top thereby gaining lightness and grace for the whole.

However delicate it seems, it is not a fragile china, but a stout, substantial

ware that will give excellent service and always be good looking. The pot,

creamer and sugar bowl cost $n.oo; cups and saucers may be had at

#17.75 per dozen, while the plates are #12.00.

Nothing could be more acceptable to her ladyship than a tea cart of
smooth, fine cane, with plenty of room for dishes and easy service.

Note the detachable tray on the top and the rubber tired wheels

A chair for the goodman and one for the goodman's bride in which to while away the

evening tete-a-tete hours on piazza and lawn; painted in two shades of green, these are as

attractive as they are comfortable
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VAN BRIGGLE
POTTERY
Soft Velvety Finishes

G LAMP $4.50

A novel and attractive Read
ing cr Bedside Lamp 899. 16" $25.00

The world's most beautiful

Flower Bowl

Blues Greens

Rose colors

Browns

Any piece, carriage paid,

on receipt of price.

SPHINX BOOK ENDS
7" high $6.00

A beautiful ornament for

any table

Send for catalogue

VAN BRIGGLE TILE AND POTTERY CO.

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Pacific Coast Distributors. Schussler Bros.. San Francisco.

Fine Willow Furniture
and Dainty Cretonnes

are inseparably associated with modern country

life.

Our Willow Furniture possesses qualities of grace

and comfort, combined with unusual durability,

which commend it for use indoors as well as in

loggias and on verandas and lawns. It is obtain-

able in all finishes at moderate prices.

! In English Cretonnes we
are showing a profusion of
beautiful designs and color-

ings. The charming effect

pictured, consisting of color-

ful flowers over a back-
ground of black stripes, is

most effective.

Per yard, 60c.
The Valance and Draperies
made up, at

$8.00 the set.

Equally good values
throughout the extensive
assortment.

Illustrated Willow Booklet on
request.

Samples of Cretonnes sent if

color requirements and an
idea of price are submitted

McGIBBON & CO.
1 and 3 West 37th St. Just off Fifth Ave. New York
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Furniture

Of Simple

Informal

Character

.HE country house, with its spa-

cious, many - windowed rooms and
broad vistas of green lawn, owes its

chief charm to the very informality

of its environment.

^TT Within its doors that feeling of

serenity which should pervade
our rustic retreat is best expressed
by such simple appointments as are

suggested here for the sunny Break-
fast Porch—a deep chintz-covered
Sofa for the Living Room—and some
of the quaint little groups which we
have planned this Spring for the
Morning Room and the Loggia.

JTT There are many such pieces in

our diversified gathering of dis-

tinctive Furniture, each one leaving

its own impression of the fitness of

simple things to express the keynote
of our country life.

^JT In pleasing contrast to this

Til lighter vein is that Furniture
which better befits the dignity of the
country house Dining Room—those
classic reproductions in Mahogany
so richly reminiscent of Georgian
hospitality, for example.

Furniture Company
INCORPORATED

Retail Display Rooms:
34- and 36 West 32d. Street

Between Fifth Ave.and Broadway

NewYork

Summer Chintzes for Hangings and

Covers

THE housewife who is looking for materials

for summer hangings and slip covers will

be delighted with the many new weaves

and prints to be found this spring, despite the ill

effects of the war on this business.

The first two designs pictured here are quite

new, making their bow to the public about the

time this magazine appears. The first one shows
natural tinted flowers, hand blocked on the deep
cream ground that linen takes so well. The other

is a daintily printed cotton fabric that sells at 60
cents. Both of these will be excellent for summer
use, but not more effective than the beautifully

colored exotic design on black linen whose beau-

ties speak for themselves.

Glazed chintz is going to be used extensively

this summer, both for shades, where it is ex-

tremely effective, and for upholstering couches,

day-beds, and lounges for porch and sitting room.
Perhaps its glaze has a psychologic effect as well,

but certain it is that for lamp shades, slip covers,

pillows, etc., it is very satisfying.

Apropos of covers, striped glass cloth and denim
are gaining a wide popularity for covering those

benches, chairs, and tables of wood and iron that

are left on the loggia and lawn. "1 hese are as

stunningly effective as they are useful, as a pro-

tection to the fragile laces and chiffons that come
in contact with them.

Heisey suggestions

Nothing excels the cool attractiveness of

crystal glass for the summer table service.

For the country home an entire luncheon set

of Heisey rtfl Glassware ofthe same design will

give to the noonday meal an inviting charm
and daintiness.

Send for illustrated booklet containing dozens
of designs as lovely as these shown.

A H. HEISEY CO.

Jam
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AS A READER of Country Life in

America you are cordially invited

to make full and frequent use of the

decorating service rendered by this

Department of which Mr. James Col-

lier Marshall, Decorator, is the director.

You may be planning to redecorate or

replenish your present residence or to

decorate and furnish a new home this

season and in this connection Mr.

Marshall would be very glad to have

you consult him for ideas and sugges-

tions which he is prepared to give you

in a complete and comprehensive way.

And as a logical sequel to the service

of this Department we suggest and

earnestly recommend that in purchas-

ing supplies you patronize the emi-

nently reliable and splendidly equipped

shops whose announcements you find

in these columns from month to month.

hum avkni'k ui i'oiity sixth
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THE DREICER COLLECTION OF

ORIENTAL PEARLS COMPKISKS
THE FIRST SELECTIONS FROM
THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD-.

PEARL NECKLACES EXPERTLY
MATCHED IN EVERY VARIETY OF

GRADATION_ LOOSE PEARLS OF

GREAT RARITY IN ALL SIZES

FOR ADDITION TO CENTRES-

BRANCH AT CHICAGO
THE BI.ACKSTONE

SHARONWARE
MORNING DIP

BIRD BATH

All Sharonware Bird Baths are designed to insure the com-
fort and the safety of our feathered friends. The floor of the

bowl slopes gradually toward the center varying the depth
from | to *2 inches. Thus the birds readily regain a foothold

and run no danger of drowning—a risk that exists in most
other bird baths. Because of the semi-porous nature of the

concrete, the water is absorbed within twenty-four hours.

As a result the bath is always fresh and consistently sanitary.

Frostproof. Attractive in design.

SHARONWARE BIRD BATHS are endorsed by the Na-
tional Audubon Society and are your logical selection if you
really have a soft spot in your heart for the birds.

MORNING DIP BIRD BATH o-meter 17 in.,heiBht6 in. $4.00

CRYSTAL SPRING BIRD BATH t t̂^Je
eil^ $10.00

Prices (F. O. B., N. Y. ) include crating charge.

There's an interesting story behind Sharonware. Send
for it and catalogue showing sundials, benches, window
and lawn boxes, jardinieres, etc., in practical use.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, 84 Lexington Ave., New York
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Summer Frocks
Suits aWBlouses

Ret. Trade Mark

A very attractive offering of
smart apparel for Women
and Misses, of Gowns, Street

Frocks, Lingerie, Linen and
Graduation Dresses, Silk Tail-

ored Suits, Smart Outing and
Sport Suits, Motor Coats,
Evening Wraps, Outing Skirts

and Tailored Blouses.

Tailored Suits of Linen; Smart
Norfolk Coat or flare Model,
White and colors .... $13.75 to $18.75

Silk Jersey and Knitted Wool
Sport Suits 25.00 to 32.50

Smart Tailored Street Coal in

Pongee, Taffeta and Black
four-in-one Silk 21.50

Linen Motor or Utility Coats . 10.50 to 16.50
Linen One-piece Dresses, plain or

combination Handkerchief
Linen 8.75 to 18.50

Cotton Voile Dresses, several

smart Models, hand embroi-
dered and Lace trimmed . 15.75 to 23.75

Dainty Frocks of Cotton Voile,

Linen Gingham, Nets, Pom-
padour and Figured Tissues

and Stripes 8.50 to 12.75
Sport Skirls of striped Chintz Silverbloom, Cotton Gabardine,

Pique, Linen, Bedford Cords 5.75 to 12.75
Blouse of Handkerchief Linen, hand embroidered and scal-

loped edge 5.75

McCutcheon Tailored Linen Shirts of White Handkerchief Linen
or colored stripe Linen, smart Pique Collar and Cuffs . . 5.95

Mail Orders receive our prompt attention.

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th & 33d Sts., N. Y.

ESHHi

Tailored Linen
Suit. Norfolk
Yoke in Back,
Patch Pockets,

$33.75

"BILLIARDS- The Home Magnet"—FREE! BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING
A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms,
prices, etc. Sent Free ! Write for it today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Dept. 28G, Chicago

H. KOOPMAN & SON
French and English Period Furniture

Tapestries, Porcelain, China and Glassware

16 EAST FORTY-SIXTH STREET
Opposite Ritz-Carlton Hotel

BIRDS andFLOWERS
Hundreds of other exquisite

ITALIAN OLD IVORY
TINTED POTTERY pieces

are shown in our new Garden
Pottery Catalog. Bird Baths,
shapely vases and pots, and
graceful sundials and benches
and many other things are in-

cluded for indoor or outdoor

WHEATLEY
POTTERY

is weatherproof, tough, hard—and
verv inexpensive. Send for Catalog.
Order direct from the Pottery. We
pay freight on all purchases amount-
ing to $5.00 or over East of Denver.

WHEATLEY POTTERY
2426 Reading Road, Cincinnati Established 1879

May we send you free, booklet on Beautiful Light

MACBETH-EVANS CLASS CO
Pittsburgh Pa.

LORD & TAYLOR
Home Furnishers

FIFTH AVENUE
38th Street 39th Street

NEW YORK CITY

A BIRD BATH

on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds

and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illustrated

is a new design affording a broad, shallow bathing area
which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as much as by older

birds since it is but 4f inches from the ground. Repro-
duced in frost proof, Pompeian Stone. Diameter C 00
26J inches. Price (F. O. B., N. Y.) «pO—

.

Send for catalogue illustrating all types of Pompeian Stone
garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
22 1 Lexington Avenue New York

Unique Summer Rugs

OF THE number of unique and highly com-
mendable summer rugs that have made
their appearance this year the cotton bed-

room rug, at the bottom of the page, is remarkable
not only for its attractive double pattern, there
being a different one printed in pleasing colors on
either side, but also for its excellent manufacture,
it being woven with double warp threads that

are locked by a deft twist between each two
strands of cotton wool which adds greatly to its

strength and makes it lie flat. Its very reason-
able price is not the least of its attractions. This
3 x 6 ft. one costs but $2.50.

From the Far East comes the attractive rug of
banana fibre, shown at the top of this column.
This is very durable, being hand braided and

woven into squares that are most securely sewn
together. It is excellent for porch use and comes
in many sizes. This one, size 2x3 ft., costs $1.50.

Even more effective is the round one of hand
braided and sewn rushes in natural colors, pat-

terned with woolen strands that give an exceed-

ingly novel and artistic effect. These come in

several sizes, both round and oval. This one, 6
feet in diameter, costs only #12.
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Kruiflurk

Rare and Genuine Antiques
Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING ELTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Over 20 yean established

You will find CREX rugs amazingly
durable. Strongly and firmly woven
of selected, long, pliant, jointless wire-
grass by our own patented processes,
they effectually withstand a great
amount of wear. Being reversible

their life and service is doubled. Their
wear-resisting qualities and adaptabil-
ity the year-round for any room or
porch should appeal strongly to the
thrifty housewife. They are artistic,

sanitaryf economical, easily cleaned
by light shaking and brushing with
damp broom.

To protect you against imitations and disap-
pointments the name C-R-E-X is woven in

the side binding of every genuine rug. hook,

for it when you buy.

Dealrrs detected of wilful substitution with
intent to defraud will be prosecuted under
U. S. Govt. Copyright laws by which CREX
is protected.

Send far 32-page catalog No. 26. lllu»-

trated in natural colors. Free on request

CREX CARPET COMPANY
212 Fifth Avenue New York

Originators of wire-grass products

W. &. J. SLOANE
Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings and Fabrics

Interior Decorators

FIFTH »VE AND FORTY - SEVENTH ST NEW YOKK

I'' u (

1

( [ Os ( !o.
ANTIQUE TAPESTRIES

FURNITURE AND EMBROIDERIES
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

« EAST SOTM STTRJSETNEW YORK

If you are interested in good furniture, $ou
should write today for

THE KARPEN BOOK
°f DESIGNS

v o. , ^ S KARPEN & BROS.
Karpen Bldg.. Chicago 37th & Broadway. New York City"

Dials to order for any latitude.

Guaranteed to record sun time to

the minute. Our handsome, inter-

esting booklet sent upon request.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc.
235 Fifth Avenue New York City

Branches: Brooklyn, St. Paul. Minneapolis
London. Paris

Imported Marble Benches
for the Hall or Garden

Mantels, Consoles, etc.

S. KLABER & CO., Importers and Marble Workers
126 Wat 34th Street. New York EstablUhed 1849

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
f^FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

'ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS
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FITTING out one's locker for the beginning

of the Piping Rock season of golf, is al-

most as exciting as buying one's trousseau,"

said a matron ofone winter. And it is exciting be-

cause there are so many stunning and effective

things to wear in sports this summer.
The box in which this trousseau is taken in the

motor to the locker is made of a new light wicker

material covered in a highly glazed duck, bound
in leather, with corners reinforced. The box is I_

large enough for a week-end visit. It has a tray

for convenience, and is lined with brown watered silk,

rw ith a large- shirred pocket in the top of the box.

As to the trousseau to be packed within, dull monotony
has gone, gayety in color and form prevails. The striped

silk coats, semi-loose and long, are among the newest
things; the Roman stripes are of old rose, sage green,

blue, yellow, and black, all on a tan ground. The cut and
finish are perfect. It is quite the smart thing to wear a

skirt, tie, and stockings to match one color of the Roman
stripe—sage green one day, old rose another, until the

gauntlet of the colors has been run. Or a plain tan skirt

following the color in the hat and stockings. These silk

coats come in a variety of colors and are among the latest

coats for golfing. A silk sweater is always part of the

locker's outfit. They come in the same colors as the
Roman stripes in the silk coats.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of Country) Life in America Advertis-

ing Department's Service Bureau Will be

glad to furnish further information or

purchase an$ of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., Kiev? York

M

IF THE HAT IS BECOMING WEAR IT

A golf bag in white
canvas with plaid
bands and black
leather trimming,
light in weight and

graceful in lines

This is the modern application of an old adage, as it

seems that, even in sport, the hat is the apple of a wo-
man's eye. She gives it a surreptitious last look, a little

pull here and a little pull there until the angle is the most
becoming possible before she appears for the game.
The newest sports hat is in fine glazed leather which

comes in various shapes and hues. A snappy small sailor

in a light mustard color, with a bunch of deep purple
plums and green leaves embroidered on the crown in

heavy worsteds was most effective. Another hat in an
old rose, leather with red ripe cherries and green leaves

was most appealing. These glazed leather hats are light

in weight and very serviceable, as they have the added value of being
rainproof.

The popular openwork hats of last season have appeared in new and
wonderful color designs, and are

lined with muslin to harmonize
with the color of the flowers or

birds that are painted on the

crown and brim. There are also

leghorn hats in more picturesque

shapes and painted with large

baskets of fruit spreading quite

over the hat. These are rather

efFective for the very young
golfer.

Golf boots are less clumsy look-

ing although as strongly made and
as durable as in the past. I hey
are in white leather or in canvas
and have fancy bits of leather

let in as trimming. This mode
comes in stunning effects in com-
binations of white and green,

white and blue, and white and
gray, also in white with
black trimming. Then, too,

are seen the more conven-
tional golf shoes in tan
and the solemn black
affairs, but the gayer
models are more a[^>ealing

to-day.

The golf field is a riot

of color to-day and a
mixed foursome is a most
effective group as seen
from the club piazza.

A week-end box in black lacquered duck, leather bound and lined with brown watered silk, finished handsomely with
gilt locks and snaps. Contents of box include a silk golf suit with skirt in white silk, box plaited, with green silk stripe
to match stripe in golf coat. Rom?n striped silk coat lined with fine white China silk, having a low rolling collar and
belt with loose ends. Stockings and shoes to match broad stripe in silk coat. Stockings in white silk with green
checked tops. Shoes in white leather with green leather trimming. A stunning outfit for a summer game

UCH discussion has been caused in the

country clubs and the world of golf

generally by an article in Commerce
and Finance on the detriment of golf to men of

fifty, that the thunder of disapproval has brought
down the vials of wrath upon the head of the

author, Theodore Price.

It has been proved by veterans on the links

that open air and exercise are excellent for mind
and body, in distinct opposition to Mr. Price's

theory; but the article has created vast discus-

sion, which begets interest,

and interest keeps the man
young and active.*

Apropos of interest, the
day has passed when a man
needs to be coatless to be
comfortable even in sports.

The etiquette of the links

demands that he shall be
as smartly turned out for

the field as for the club

house, for to-day there is

invariably a gallery to watch
the play. Even the older

players find the new golf

coat a most brilliant suc-

cess.

A suit which has created

popular interest, especially

among men whose creature

comforts weigh equally with
their desire to appear cor-

rectly dressed. It has a

coat with a pivot sleeve; the
especial feature is the ex-

panding plait which is in-

visible in a normal position,

yet gives absolute freedom
to the muscles of the arm
and the shoulder play.

From addressing the ball

to the follow through the long drive, the plait expands automatically.

This makes a strong appeal to the comfort-loving golfer. The coat may
also be adapted for trap shooting,motoring, and country wear generally.

Scotch tweeds and cheviots are in demand in this model, also golf suits

in hand-loomed Donegal homespun. Wind and rain proofed fabrics also

appeal for spring and summer wear. Golf coats in

Shantung silk are made water-proof; the silk weighs

3! ounces to the yard, and makes one of the

lightest weight coats in use. The knickerbockers

are made with a strap cufF, and also with a two-

button cuff" arrangement.

In the golf shoe there is seen a slight getting

away from the monotony which seems characteris-

tic of men's sports clothes. Shoes are varied in style

and design, imported English buck with black and

tan trimmings being among the newest styles this

season; they have either rubber or felt sole. A
heavy box calf golf oxford may be fitted with En-

glish rubber bottom, and is a most popular make
for the older sportsman.

Golf socks come in a bewildering

variety—silk socks in white with plain

tops, or in brown and tan

with the check tops, and

an Irish "tweed silk" in

brown, green, and heather

mixtures in wool with con-

trasting silk rib are some of

the designs.

A pairofsoft white chamois

gloves hasthelefthandglove

reinforced with leather; this

model has notthe perforated

backs, but hasinstead special

backs which shape them-

selves to the knuckles.

Golf coat with new pivot sleeve, made in Burberry cloth,

wind and rain proof
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
c
tfie Utmost in Cigarettes

Ttaitl End orContcIty

Leople ofxiliure refinement

and educaUon invariably

TREFER Duties to

any othercigarette.

JCS^OTHlJgC^

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Medium and Tropical weight Clothing for Business

Dress or Sporting Wear

Norfolks and Knickerbockers

Flannel Trousers for Golf and Tennis

Shantung Silk Riding Sacks and Breeches

Light weight Leggings

English Haberdashery and Leather Goods

Traveling Kits from Coats and Rugs to Dressing Cases

English Hats and Shoes

Liveries for all menservants

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON BRANCH
1 49 Trcmont Street

NEWPORT BRANCH
220 Bellevue Avenue

The Vogue gf—
WICK FANCY HAT BANDS
COLOR'S the mode—the gorgeous hat-band

and the scarlet scarf are gaily flaunting
wherever the gleaming yachts and swift

limousines glide through the summer breeze.
The newest idea is to have your Wick Hat Band "go" with

the costume or suit you happen to be wearing, either in harmony
or exquisite contrast—and appreciation was never so keen of "the
little hooks" on Wick Hat Bands for slipping them on and off.

Get the famous Wick Roman Bayadere—in 84 designs and
patterns f$i.50), or the Palm Beach Puggaree, gay with vari-

colored silken bars, or one of the English Regimental Stripe

Bands, or a plain Grosgrain Ribbon Band, or—but there are

scores and scores to choose from, suitable for a woman's sports

hat or a man's straw—mostly 50 cents each, some higher.

—and How to Get Them
Wick Hat Bands may be seen at hatterc. haberdashers and de-
partment stores chiefly, but order direct ifyou like, stating colors

preferred. You mil get the bands by' return mail. Fraternity-
Golf— Tennis and Country Club colors made to order.

(MEMO:—Send a dollar for two — postpaid.
You will also receive a copy of the celebrated
Penfield Baseball Poster).

WICK NARROW FABRIC CO., 931-937 Market St., Philadelphia

Originators of the Adjustable Fancy Hat Band Business
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TABLE DELICACIES
Ices, Sweets, Deserts and their Sauces

ANN REMSEN

You gain in stamina and fitness if you partake
regularly of

Maillard's Breakfast Cocoa
— an exceedingly valuable addition to the diet,

because it is rich in the health-giving and strength-

affording essentials that you need.

Easy to make— delicious to take

AT ALL GOOD STORES

THERE is no more fitting finish to a de-

licious dinner than an ice, and the

creams and ices may be made in a

short time with the new freezer of this season;

berries and fruits lend themselves readily for

this hasty sweet. The following recipe gives-

an easy method of preparing the syrup.

FROZEN BERRIES

Take two quarts of fresh strawberries, one
pint of sugar, and one quart of water. Boil

the water and sugar together half an hour;

then add the strawberries, and cook fifteen

minutes longer. Let this cool, and freeze.

When the beater is taken out add one pint of

whipped cream. Preserved fruit can be used
instead of fresh. In this case, to each quart
of preserves add one quart of water, and
freeze.

Prepare raspberries the same as straw-
berries. When cold, add the juice of three

lemons, and freeze. All kinds of canned and
preserved fruits can be prepared and frozen in

this way.

BISCUIT GLACE

Mix together in a deep bowl or pail one pint

of rich cream, one-third cupful of sugar, and
one teaspoonful of vanilla extract. Put the
mixture in a pan of ice water and whip to a

stiff froth. Stir this down and whip again.

Skim the froth into a deep dish. When all the

A Cook Book for Every Home

Practical Cooking
and Serving

By JANET MACKENZIE HILL
Editor of "The Boston Cooking School Magazine'

In this book recipes are given
for simple, every-day dishes,

and for such as are in demand
for the most formal occasions.

A special chapter is devoted
to garnishing and serving.

Another to the art of hospi-

tality and the etiquette of
entertaining.

What makes this the most up-
to-date and dependable book
of its kind yet published, is

that each recipe has been
tested and found excellent by
the author.

Illustrated, Net $1.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, N. Y.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER

Absolutely Pure

No Alum—No Phosphate

PDMPEIAN OLIVE OIL
ALWAYS FRESH

The belief that Olive Oil can be packed like peas,

corn, tomatoes, etc., and kept indefinitely, is wholly
erroneous.

You will find that there is the same marked dif-

ference between fresh olive oil and olive oil packed
months ago as there is between a newly laid egg
and an egg months old. Insist on Pompeian

FULL MEASURE TINS
Yl Pint— Pint— Quart—M Gallon

THE STANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

Purity
Cross

Mark

From the Table of Epicurus
—that Feast of the Epicure—Creamed Chicken a la King is now pre-
pared by Purity Cross ready to serve at home. Her mark as shown above
is the sign of delicious goodness—of tender farm-raised poultry, golde'n

cream dressing of bewitching flavor, a few piquant pimentos and mush-
rooms a' plenty, all cooked and seasoned to a nicety ® @ © ©

Creamed Chicken a la fiina
Serve when the days are hot. Serve when cook's away. Serve in patty
shells or on toast—as a dinner course, luncheon, Sunday night supper,
when company comes, or as treat on an auto or a motor boat trip.

Price 25c and 50c at fine grocers, or I will supply direct, expre^spre-
paid, at the special price of$1.45 or $2.85 jalf dozen respective sizes, if

you send me your best grocer's name.

Purity Cross, Inc., Route 2 C. L., Providence, R. I.

Try Purity Cross Jantalade—t$c and 25c at fine grocers ©

After Shopping
^^or any Fatigue ^

jfqd^rojqys

Tea
MOST DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less dritdgifyingkome-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman. It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of
the Ladies Home Journal, and the National Secretary of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net $1.00.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, 11 W.
32nd St.,N. Y.
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'l'hesc arc mailt' similar to Lisscs. luit arc put

OH the paper in ohloni: shape, ami ilricil two hours,

l ake from the hoard and, with a spoon, remove

all the soft part. Season half a pint of rich cream
with a 1. 1 hies pointful ol suuar and one of w me. or a

httle vanilla, and whip to a stiff froth. Kill the

shells with this, and join them. Or. they may be

rilled with ice cream. If the meringuei are

exposed to much heat they are spoiled.

CHOCOLATE WHITS

(W i|U.irt of milk, one (ouncel square of

chocolate, one generous halt cupful of lugar, six

crrs, a pinch of salt Scrape tin ehoeol.m hue

and put it in a small pan with two tabletpoonfuls

of the sugar and one ol boiling water. When
dissolved, add it to a pint and a half of the milk,

which should he hot in the double boiler. Meat

the eggs and the remainder of the sugar together,

add the cold milk, and stir into the boiling milk.

Stir constantly until it begins to thicken. Add
tin salt, and set away to cool. Whip one pint of

cream to a stiff froth and season with two table-

spoonfuls of sugar and a halt teaspoonful of

vanilla extract. When the custard is cold, half

till glasses with it. and heap whipped cream upon
it. Or. it can be served in one large dish, with

the whipped cream on top.

Frozen custard with a chocolate sauce is a

tempting dessert and easily made. The recipe is

.is follows:— ,

l quart of cream 1
j pound of sugar

Yolks of six eggs I tablespoonful of vanilla

Put the cream on to boil in a farina boiler. Beat

the yolktfltnd sugar together until light, and stir

into rhe boiling cream; stir constantly until it

thickens; take from rhe tire, add the vanilla, and
stand aside to cool. W hen cool, freeze. This

will serve eight persons.

SAUCES

A peach sauce is a delicious addition to a vanilla

cream and is made as follows:

4 large mellow peaches I cup of cream
I even tablespoonful of }4 cup of sugar

cornstarch } 2 cup of w ater

W hites of two eggs

Pare and stone the peaches; put them in a

saucepan with the water and sugar, stew until

tender, then press them through a colander.

Put the cream on to boil in a farina boiler; moisten
the cornstarch in a little cold water, and stir into

the boiling cream; stir until it thickens, then beat

into it the peaches and the whites of the eggs

beaten to a stiff froth. Stand in a cold place

until thoroughly chilled.

Apricot sauce may be made in the same man-
ner, using canned apricots.

FAIRY SAUCE

This is made the same as Hard Sauce, adding
a tablespoonful of sherry instead of brandy.

H cup of butter 1 teaspoonful of vanilla

1 cup of powdered sugar or a tablespoonful of
W hites of two eggs. sherry

Beat the butter to a cream, add gradually the

sugar, and beat until very light; add the whites,

one at a time, and beat all until very light and
frothy, then add gradually the flavoring, and
beat again. Heap it on a small dish, sprinkle

lightly with grated nutmeg, and stand away on
the ice to harden.

June Brides and Berries
Brides and berries come in

June hut no matter when
they come there is Shredded
Whe;it Biscuit to welcome
them with health, content-
ment and happy days. In

all the joys of June there is

nothing to compare with

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
and Strawberries

a Combination that is deliciously wholesome and nourishing and
is easily and quickly prepared. All the goodness of the whole
wheat grain made digestihle by steam cooking, shredding and
baking. Each little loaf of baked whole wheat is a good meal in

itsell, containing all the strength-giving nutriment needed
lor a half-day's work.

Heat one or more Shredded Wheat Bitcuits in

the oven to restore their crispness ; cover with

strawberries prepared at for ordinary serving .

pour over them cream or milk and sweeten to

suit the taste. Deliciously nourishing and satis-

fying with any kind of berries, or fresh fruits.

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect

illumination of your home—specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalog.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

How to Sell and Rent Country,
Suburban and Sea-shore Properties

A postal will bring our 1014 Real Estate circular which gives

full inlormation to property owners who desire to sell or rent
their places.

Mgr. Real Estate Directory. Country Life in America

The National Real Estate Medium. 1 1 West 32nd St.. N.Y.

Franco
American

Soups

At the

tetter stores.

Photography, Good Sport

but the results are not always
satisfactory. Ask practical help
from the photo-man with

THE READERS' SERVICE

Some Pertinent Points About Gateways
THE character of your entrance gateway creates

that ail important first impression.

It may give to your place a dignified air of quiet

elegance; or convey the impression of taste crudity.

It may reflect the care of design and execution

characteristic of your grounds and residence, or be

totally unrelated—a misfit in every sense.

Our service department with its experts backed by
years of experience, stands ready to suggest gateways
and fences, correct in design and execution; ones
fittingly fit for your purposes.

These suggestions may save you both money and
regrets. Tell us your problems. Our catalog you are
welcome to.

American Fence
Construction Co.
94 Church St New York
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Refrigeration—
The Vital Hot Weather Question

THERE is a vast amount of difference between

a good refrigerator and a poor refrigerator, even

though they look alike. In this difference lies the

whole, vital question of proper refrigeration.

A good refrigerator is constructed, insulated and arranged

in such a way that it prevents, to the greatest possible

degree, the transmission of heat from the outside, and at

the same time facilitates the free circulation of air within.

This free circulation of air and protection from the out-

side temperature, constitute the fundamental principles

of refrigeration.

The cold air in circulating, maintains the low temperature

throughout the food chamber on which the protection and

preservation of the food depend; and it carries off and

deposits on the ice odors, which, if allowed to remain in

the food chamber, would taint its contents.

So much for the importance of having a good refrigerator—but with

refrigerators all looking much alike, people ask how they can be cer-

tain of getting a good one.

There is one sure way

—

Buy your refrigerator from a concern which knows good

refrigerators, and will tell you the truth about them.

We know what a good refrigerator is—we sell good refrigerators—ask us questions

about any refrigerator we handle—we will answer your questions—and we will stand

back of our answers.

There is a size, shape and capacity for every requirement. Catalogues

will be sent by mail if desired—or a visit to this store will enable us

to assist you in the selection of the proper refrigerator for your home.

Home Furnishings

45th Street and 6th Avenue New York

EXQUISITE REPRODUCTIONS of

flErtfflisf) furniture
Inexpensive Painted Furniture

in your own color scheme
Write for Booklet "D"

ERSKINE-DAN^ORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street Mew York

Hand-made Cabinet Work
to individual orders only

The Art Joinery Co.
14 East 13th Street Cincinnati, O

Some Garden Furnishings

OF THE many joyful hours of summer life in

the country the most perfect are those of
complete physical relaxation after work or

play, around the tea table on the loggia or under
the trees. Here, where there is found mental as

well as physical stimulus, are enacted the prettiest

scenes of life, and it is but meet that these should
have a proper and artistic setting.

The English have brought this lawn furnishing
to that perfection of taste where one senses no
feeling of prearrangement, a condition arrived at
only by the careful choice and exact placement of
the correct articles. That we are learning this

delightful art is admirably-expressed in the two
scenes pictured here.

I he first one remarkable for its location and
arrangement, is commendable for its simplicity,

gracefulness, and comfort yielding qualities. Of
very hard wood, these articles are hand turned and
made, painted with three coats in white and light

or dark green. The 7-foot bench costs #50; the

chairs #22.50 each, and the table #18.

A trifle more formal though no less effective is

the loggia set shown below. This excellent and
durable group is made in the same careful manner
and in the same colors, but is lower in price,

the 3-foot table costing $9, the arm chairs

#12 each, and the plain chairs $9.50 each. The 5§
foot settee pictured here ($27.50), is reminiscent

of Chippendale's Chinese designs and will be
splendidly effective against greens in a shaded
nook of the garden wall.

Then too, when considering garden furnishings

one must not overlook the interesting steel sets

composed of a stout round table that supports a

huge umbrella, adjustable against the rays of the

declining sun, and four chairs of steel. These
sets, are immensely improved this season by the

gay colored slip covers that make them most
decorative and effective wherever used. These
covers, made to fit exactly the chairs and table,

usually take their color and design from the um-
brellas, which are of almost Oriental character,

having very deep scalloped edges with braided

patterns, with long slender tassels suspended
from the rib ends. In many different colors and
patterns these sets with covers cost from $55 up.





SLEEVE-VALVE MOTOR

MODCLB4B HOOCLS-iB

Limousine Coupe

*1750 H500
't o.bToltdn f.e.t.Tohda

Unequalled for Convenience

—

for Economy

—

for Service
When it blows

—

When it rains—
When it's dusty

—

When it's cold—
And the minute it blows, rains, gets dusty or

cold—then you want protection—instantly.
That's why, for most climates—for most occa-

sions—for most people, the closed car is the best
car to own.

There are few occasions when any other type of
car would serve you better.

There are many occasions when no other type
of car will serve vou so well.

And among closed cars there are none so per-

manently reliable and economical to own and drive

as these Willys-Knight models.
They cost less to buy because the economies

made possible by huge production are here applied
to closed car prices.

They cost less to drive because they have the
sleeve-valve motor—the most economical motor
the world has ever known.

Not only is the sleeve-valve motor the most
economical in consumption of gasoline for the power
it delivers

—

But it will stand more use—even abuse—with-
out mechanical attention or adjustment, than any
other motor ever devised.

And it will outlast by many thousand miles any
other type of motor.

These are not mere claims—they are universally

admitted facts.

There is nothing experimental about the sleeve-

valve motor—nothing new except the low price

made possible by quantity production, for the first

time in these cars.

Ask anyone who owns a sleeve-valve motored
car if he would consider for a minute going back to

any other type.

His answer will make you want to see the Over-

land dealer to order one of these cars now.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
'Made in U. S. A:
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The Gray Dawn
A Romance of San Francisco

in the Early 'Fifties
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Illustrated by Thomas Fugatty. Net $1.35

Other Books by Stewart Edward White

The Adventures of Bobby
Orde. Illustrated - - - - A7/ $1.20

African Camp Fires. Illustrated " 1.50
Arizona Nights. Illustrated - - " 1.35
Blaied Trail Stories. Illustrated " 1.35
The Cabin, Illustrated- ..." |.50
The Claim Jumpers .... " 1.35
The Forest. Illustrated ..." 1.50
Gold. Illustrated " 1.35
The Land of Footprints. Illustrated " 1.50
The Mountains. Illustrated - - " 1.50
The Mvstery (with Sam I Hopkins
Adams) '« 1.35

The Pass. Illustrated .... " 1.25
The Rediscovered Country.

Illustrated " 2.00
The Riverman. Illustrated - - " 1.35
The Rules of the Game. Illustrated " 1.40

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York
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By

Frank
H. Simonds

One of the few not-

able books of the war is

"They Shall

Not Pass!"

THE LIVING WALL OF VERDUN
The story of the greatest defence in human
history and its significance to the world. Now
ready in book form. (Net $1.00.) A book to
keep.

All Bookstores.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
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Electric Light and
Power for Sub-
urban,Village and
Farm Homes

Delco-Light was developed by the

same engineering and manufac-
turing ability that has made
Delco Cranking, Lighting and
Ignition Equipment the standard

of the world.

It is amazingly simple—a child can
operate it—starts by touching a but-

ton and stops automatically when
batteries are full.

Has a capacity of 40 to 50 lights and
furnishes power for pump, vacuum
cleaner, cream separator or other
small machines.

Generator and gas engine in one com-
pact unit—strong and thoroughly well

made—practically trouble proof.

Price complete with batteries $250

Write for the illustrated folder

The Domestic Engineering Company
Dayton, Ohio

Domestic Electric Co., 18 Vesey St., N. Y. City
J. S. Snyder, 716 N. Broad St., Philadelphia
P. E. Illman, 403 S. Clinton St., Syracuse
N. Y. Home Elect ric Light & Power Equipment

Co., 53 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

Offices in all Principal Cities

ODGSON/WAHOUSES
It is not too late in the summer to erect on

your grounds now a playhouse or studio such
as this, a garage, a screen house for recreation,
or a cottage in the woods or at the shore. A
Hodgson Portable House can be procured in a
very short time and the painted sections
erected, in a day or so. The catalog illustrates

the many styles for any season or climate.

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 201
116 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
6 East 39th Street, New York City

for use after the shower bath
or plunge-for a refreshing
sense of cleanliness.

LISTERINE
The Safe Antiseptic
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"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra

O. HENRY

YEAR after year the sale of Sydney
Porter's (O. Henry's) books grows. Not
far from 125,000 sets have now been

sold, and all summer the presses will be busy
preparing stock for the fall and winter. There
are always interesting things floating about

the shop in connection with the name of "O.
Henry": for instance, here is a note from Pro-

fessor Stephen Leacock, of McGill University:

I am greatly obliged for your letter about my essay

on O. Henry, and very glad to hear about the English

edition. I was first led to O. Henry (two years ago) by
noticing that reviewers of my books when they wanted
to pay me a compliment said, "There is here at times
something that suggests O. Henry"; and when they
wanted to do the reverse they said, " Compare this

idiotic drivel with such work as that of O. Henry."
I wondered who 0. Henry was, so one day I went into

a store here and asked if they had a book by 0. Henry.
They had one ("Strictly Business"). I took it home
and read as far as the end of "A Municipal Report,"
then I telephoned to the store and said, "Send to New
York and get me every last word that O. Henry wrote."

I imagine that a lot of people have felt that way about
his books.

In a new volume of essays by Professor

Leacock, entitled "Essays and Literary Stud-
ies," there is a most delightful one on the books
of 0. Henry which was written chiefly to tell

English readers that they would do well to

try to understand the popularity of the author
of "The Four Million." Mr. Leacock writes:

0. Henry is, more than any author who ever wrote
in the United States, an American writer. As such his

work may well appear to a British reader strange and
unusual, and, at a casual glance, not attractive. It

looks at first sight as if written in American slang, as if

it were the careless unrevised production of a journalist.

But this is only the impression of an open page, or at

best, a judgment formed by a reader who has had the
ill-fortune to light upon the less valuable part of O.
Henry's output. Let it be remembered that he wrote
more than two hundred stories. Even in Kentucky,
where it is claimed that all whiskey is good whiskey, it

is admitted that some whiskey is not so good as the

rest. So it may be allowed to the most infatuated ad-
mirer of O. Henry to admit that some of his stories are

not as good as the others. Yet even that admission
would be reluctant. . . .

In New York O. Henry's finest work was done

—

inimitable, unsurpassable stories that make up the
volumes entitled "The Four Million," "The Trimmed
Lamp," and "The Voice of the City."
Marvelous indeed they are. Written offhand with

the bold carelessness of the pen that only genius dare
use, but revealing behind them such a glowing of the
imagination and such a depth of understanding of the
human heart as only genius can make manifest. . .

O. Henry wrote in all two hundred short stories of
an average of about fifteen pages each. This was the
form in which his literary activity shaped itself by in-

stinct. A novel he never wrote. A play he often
meditated but never achieved. One of his books

—

"Cabbages and Kings"—can make a certain claim to
be continuous. But even this is rather a collection of
little stories than a single piece of fiction. But it is

an error of the grossest kind to say that O. Henry's work
is not sustained. In reality his canvas is vast. His
New York stories, like those of Central America or of
the West, form one great picture as gloriously compre-
hensive in its scope as the lengthiest nov els of a Dickens
or the canvas of a Da Vinci. It is only the method that
is different, not the result. . .

O. Henry lived some nine years in New York but
little known to the public at large. Toward the end

there came to him success, a competence and something
that might be called celebrity if not fame. But it was
marvelous how his light remained hid. The time came
when the best known magazines eagerly sought his

work. He could have commanded his own price. But
the notoriety of noisy success, the personal triumph of

literary conspicuousness he neither achieved nor en-

vied. . . . Since his death, his fame in America
has grown greater and greater with every year. The
laurel wreath that should have crowned his brow is

exchanged for the garland laid upon his grave. And the

time is coming, let us hope, when the whole English-

speaking world will recognize ip O. Henry one of the

great masters of modern literature.

There is a real biography of Sydney Porter

in the making, by Professor C. Alphonso
Smith, of the University of Virginia, which
will be ready, we confidently expect, this fall,

and a volume of his letters will be published

some time in the autumn.

A CURIOSITY PROM THE TRENCHES

Mr. E. K. Hoak, the manager of our Pacific

Coast office in Los Angeles, sends us this note,

which may interest our readers:

Letters are laid upon my desk every month addressed

to the publications represented by this office from al-

most every country in the world regarding investments,

travel, communities, lands, etc., on the Pacific Coast
and Southwest Country.
Mr. R. B. Bishop, Vice President of the Reynolds

Mortgage Company of Fort Worth, Texas, has for-

warded to me a clipping from the World's Work of an
advertisement of the Reynolds Mortgage Company,
which was taken from a dead Turk's pocket at the

Dardanelles by Corporal S. Renfro, R. A. M. C, a
Texas boy serving under British colors, who is now
in a hospital at Netley, England, and forwarded by
him to Mr. Bishop. In his letter, Renfro says:

"I don't happen to have any money to invest, but
you will probably be interested in this bit of paper,

with your advertisement, when I tell you where I

found it.

"It was one of the most peculiar coincidences I

think I've ever had happen to me. I found the page,

torn from some American magazine evidently, in a
dead Turk's pocket at the Dardanelles. Where the

Turk got it from I don't know, unless he took it off

one of our chaps, after he had been knocked off. The
rest of the page was covered with blood, so I tore it off.

"I am a Greenville boy, and your advertisement
brought home right up close to me, although I was in

that God-forsaken hole, dodging shrapnel and snipers.

I was wounded in the fight at Suvia Bay, on August 7 th.

It was hell there, and while I was lying in a dugout
at the field hospital a Jack Johnson landed on top of

the dugout and buried me.
"I came back to England with a set of shattered

nerves and a Turkish bullet in my leg, but kept the piece

of paper, and I would have sent it before, but have been
unable to write on account of my nerves. However,
I am much better, and I hope to get my own back on
the Turks before this little dispute is settled, but I

think I've accounted for a few of them.
"I've a cousin, Elmer Renfro, cashier of the Fort

Worth National Bank. If you happen to know him,
tell him I've learned to use the .44 Colts I had the last

time he saw me.
"I trust you will excuse me taking this liberty, but

the idea of sending this to you appealed to me so

strongly I couldn't resist it; also, if you have any doubts
regarding the circulation of this magazine, whatever
it is, this letter will remove those doubts, because it

evidently took some circulating to circulate it into that

Turk's pocket."
With this letter and clipping, Mr. Bishop writes:

"How is this for advertising? I have the original

framed and in a conspicuous place on my desk. This
was clipped from World's Work."

ADVICE ABOUT FINANCE

The story related above impresses us again

with the interest shown in what we call

The Readers' Service. This department was
started about ten years ago in a small way, and
was especially aimed to guard our readers as

much as possible from get-rich-quick concerns,

which were at that time (and are even now,
but to a much less degree) taking money out
of the pockets of widows, orphans and the in-

experienced generally.

At first a very large number of letters came
to us asking advice upon investing often large

sums in the veriest "cats and dogs" and the

most highly speculative stocks. These letters

were easy to reply to, because they repre-

sented the activities of a gang of crooks which
at that time flooded the United States mails

with its circulars. Later the Post Office

Department attacked the worst of this class.

Some went to jail, and many were frightened

out of the business. But during all these

years letters from people who have money to

invest have kept coming in increasing quanti-

ties, the intelligence of the would-be buyers

has constantly improved, and the queries have

represented many, many, millions of dollars.

Our readers in the World's Work have seen

the hundreds of questions and answers printed

in the magazine itself , and know to what pains

we go to give reliable information. We have
on the staff of the magazine a man who makes
this his life work, and the work is done as

conscientiously as he knows how to do it.

No letter ever leaves our hands, no information

or name is ever given to z broker or bondseller,

and we hope and believe that we have served

our readers well.

In this Service Department there are many
other branches of questions and answers, and
every kind of thing is asked about—gardening,

bulbs and plants, destructive insects, soils

and farm animals. The letters come in hun-

dreds, and sometimes we are tempted to say

that if our subscribers would buy and read the

Garden and Farm Almanac for 1916, which

costs a quarter, a good many of these service

letters need never be written.

However, they are all welcome, and the

force of the Service Department is always at

your command. •

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR DISCOVERS AMERICA
by the Williamsons, is published, and is selling

as it well deserves to do. One fifty at all

bookstores.

" THEY SHALL NOT PASS "

Mr. Frank Simonds,who first attractedatten-

tion by his articles on the War in the New York
Evening Sun and afterward in the New York
Tribune, has writtena little book with the above

title, and it refers, of course, to Verdun. It is a

book which is illuminating and deserves a

place beside Kipling's latest two little books,

"The Fringes of the Fleet," and "France at

War." Ask your bookseller about them.
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AN ISLAND GARDEN FROM 16^2
R THOMAS TRITON

I IK garden is dlil; so old that, in a new country, its

storv seems almost like a fairy tale whispered by a

doting nurse some reeolleet ion of her early days spent

on another and larger island where many gardens grow.

The aneient gentry ha\e departed, but this spot re-

mains, and its chatelaine of to-tkiy is like her forebears

in her love for the garden and her pride in its beauty.

The history of any given \incrican faniilv tor :<>o years does not usu-

alK cluster about one spot; but in this island garden of S\l\ ester Manor,

at Shelter Island, New York, are found iM the legends of two and a half

centuries. I'lowcts bloom luxuriantly, lawns arc close-clipped to velvet

smoothness, then- are box hedges two centimes old, splendid trees and

shrubbery, long, well-kept roads under forest trees and over grass-grown

downs, strange pools of black mystery fringed by water plants, ter-

races with deep, strong turf, magnificent old trees whose leaves seem to

whisperof the Indians and the early days. And over all one hears, almost,

the soft-toned voices ot those who

lie s,M]uietlv beneath the near-by

rise of land, telling their story of

the olden times; of the merry

badinage of those w ho sailed aw ay

from the foot of the moss-grown

steps at the ancient water gate.

One is tempted to dissent from

Dr. Cotton w hen he sav s:

"It puzzles much the sages' brains

"Where Eden stood of yore;

"Some place it in Arabia's plains,

" Some say it is no more."

But he never visited this island

garden. Of a truth, it is a verit-

able Garden of Kden where one

mav invite his soul to ease and

drink the brimful cup of joy.

The Manor House is so per-

fectly proportioned and so well

situated, that the garden seems

but the proper setting for the

gem. It stretches on, acre after

acre, around the Manor House.

When I use the word garden I do

not mean alone the flower garden

with its blossoming plants, or the

vegetable garden with its ample

supply of well-nurtured products,

but the park as well, with its

woods and driv es, the downs with

their gay, flower-bordered pools

and carefully cultured trees and

shrubs, its remarkable lawns

sloping to the water, its walls and

gateways. All these go to make

Copyright, 1916, by Doubleday. Page & Co.

The little white gate beyond which lies the old garden
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a perfect whole, and till one with the joy of realization— for who has

not dreamed of such a spot? Beautiful in itself, it is full of the memories

of an earlier time when men and women lived their lives and helped

to make OUI history.

The Manor House and its garden were the outcome of events which,

on this little island, were governed by greater ones in England. Per-

haps, if Oliver Cromwell had not lived his forceful and eventful life in

England, the early history of this island would have been something

quite other than what it is. Hut Oliver Cromwell lived and won his

victories over Charles [, thereby forcing many of the English to flee to

America, since their sympathies were with royalty and not with

the commonwealth. The first proprietor of the Manor, Nathaniel

Sylvester, sought shelter here and brought with him his young wife.

She was but sixteen years of age, and in 1652 left a luxurious home
and all her family to take, with her young husband, what may have

been one of the first bridal trips across the ocean.

The ship was wrecked and

many of the household effects

which the young adventurers had

brought ov er with them from their

English home were lost. Some,

however, were saved at great risk,

and among them a cabinet w hich,

though broken open and with

much of its contents lost, retained

a quaint knife and fork with car-

nelian handles. These two pieces,

in a beautiful Italian filigree silv er

case, are still preserved in the

Manor House. They are such

gifts as at that time were given

to princesses at their christening.

The history of the island tells

us that the first house there was

built by Sylvester in 1652 and

1653. It stood for about eighty

years, and was succeeded in 1737

by the present Manor House.

The new house was constructed

largely from materials which had

been brought over from England

and Holland for the first man-

sion; the great hand-hewn timbers

can be seen still, in places, though

those which formed the coiners

of the rooms are now, as they

were then, covered by wood

paneling, and are only in evid-

ence as construction.

The bricks for the chimneys

and many old dull blue tiles

were imported from Holland,
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and of these some are still to be found in var-

ious parts of the present dwelling.

At the head of the inlet, just below the

Manor, is a stone bridge which is called the

Watergate. Here moss-grown steps lead down

to the landing stage where the old oar-

propelled barges drew up to take away those

who were to sail in the ships waiting in the bay

beyond, or to go over to the mainland for

church services or social festivities. A pretty

story is told of one of the daughters of the

house. As the young lady sat, under a canopy,

in a barge propelled by the strong arms of six

slaves, the soft light of a summer day resting

upon the water was reflected in her face. A
stranger young man on shore, watching her

approach, was so won by the spell of her

beauty and so impressed by her grace and

charm that he sought an introduction and

became at once enslaved. Of course, as it is

a tale of the long ago, he later became her

husband.

From these old steps have sailed away

many good men and true, and to-day they

recall interesting memories of George Fox,

Its wonderful old boxwood is one of the garden's chief glories. Bowling green in background

Lewis Morris, Edmondson and Winthrop, and a long list of New York's

Dutch and English governors, and many well-known men from the neigh-

boring states. From here Whitfield, the preacher, sailed away after

exhorting the colonists from the little church. The first proprietor

established his domain on much the same lines as his forebears had done

in England, and for many years had his own chaplain, who was known
as the "priest," although the Lord of the Manor was a staunch

Protestant.

Of one of the early daughters of the house it is told that, being

asked on one occasion by a friend if she were not proud of her

father's possessions, she answered: "No, I am not proud of my
father's ships, nor of our fine linen, nor of our silverware, nor of

having costly dresses; I am proud of just one thing—that I know
how to spin."

\ he Manor and its gardens have many legends. Some of them

aie pleasant, some are not, but all are picturesque. The family

ghost appears periodically and looks out, with the beautiful visage

of some long-departed lady, from a quaint old mirror which

hangs in one of the bed-chambers. Nothing more serious than a

look of curiosity seems to characterize the appearance of the

ghostly visitor, and, having satisfied herself that the owner of

the room is there, she departs.

Another, rather more gruesome, legend is that, upon the ap-

proach of the death of the chatelaine of the Manor, a tall,

white-robed figure is seen far down the straight avenue of cherry

trees, which, in the early days, led up to the house. The figure

walks with a stately tread and bows to the ground three times,

The thick, velvety turf of the lawn is unbroken by flower beds, and at the front of the house great elms and maples shade it

raises itself, steps forward a short space -and bows again; rising

a third time and stepping forward once more, it reaches the

lawn before the entrance door. Here the spectre stops and

bows deliberately, only to disappear as mysteriously as it came.

Among the legends of the house are some connected with

Captain Kidd. A local story of the period tells that while

sailing along the shores of Long Island the redoubtable cap-

tain became short of fresh meat, and landed, at the head of a

party of his desperadoes, to search for food. In the yard of the

Manor House he came across two pigs, and directed his men, in

the casual manner usual with gentlemen of his class, to appro-

priate them. But the pigs objected strenuously and raised

their voices in lusty protest. This racket brought out upon the

scene a serving maid, who defied the whole gang and harshly de-

manded that the pigs be dropped.

Captain Kidd no doubt saw that he had a determined woman
to deal with, so in his most honeyed words he explained his

needs and tore some links from the gold chain about his neck,

which, to judge from the size and weight of these relics,

which are cherished at the Manor House to-day, were of

far greater value than the pigs. The maid accepted the pay-

ment and allowed the pigs to be carried away, and the story and

the links have come down to posterity as one of the delightful tales of old.

Outside of the fine old mansion with its paneled walls, its splendid

stairway, its old portraits, and countless evidences of other days—the

central jewel in the setting of the garden—the garden itself bids us come.

Crossing the thick turf of the lawn shaded by its great elms and

maples at the front of the house, we enter the little path which leads

In the water garden flourish an ever-changing variety of water plants
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Sylvr»tcr Manor First buill in U>.
r£-;i, il was succeeded in 1737 by the present mansion

to the garden gate. Kmc i>M box tm >. hl'tccn nr eighteen

feet high, guard this entrance, anil under the arch formed

b> them is the little tare which is the open sesame to this

old, old Harden We swing it back and straight before us

lies the box-bordered path. I he growth of not less than two

centuries, tenderly cared for by generation after generation of

its owners, the ho\ lu re stands to-day nearly six feet in height

and fulls rive feet thick. It is very dense and heavy, with the

peculiar perfume which to garden lovers is one of the chief

charms of bo\ bushes. I he warm sun spreads this spicy

odor through the air and tempts you to linger, but still the

bo\ is beside \ou .is you enter the pansy maze, a mass of

brilliant coloring.

To the left we enter through the box hedge into the fountain

garden. Mere a dazzling mass of annuals meets the view

—

phlox, both early and late, asters, a bewildering mass of

color, while delicate gypsophila screens with its fine foliage

and tinv blossoms the more vigorous plants beneath. 1 hese

seem set in listening attitudes, as though they heard the gentle

splash of the falling water from the old fountain in the

centre. A stone seat invites one to rest and meditate while

the water sings its merry song. The garden seems haunted by

the dim presence of its old-time lovers. How many must have watched

these slow-growing box borders attaining their height of eight or ten

feet! They lead us on into the terrace garden, full of the beauty of roses,

hollyhocks, marguerites, old-fashioned stock, columbine, larkspur, canter-

bury bells, etc. Wandering here and there through the many little paths

that divide the beds in the lower garden, we glance up to a higher ter-

i.ii c anil ilie roue arbors, where masses of pink

and deep cream-colored blossoms c lamhei over

giat cful trelliNCN. Hcyond lies the bowling

green, and to the left I In i< nnis t ourts, w hose

velvet turf sets one to wondering how it was

induced to grow so thick. Hen an tne-

embowered settees for the idle watt her, and

tablet from which tea may be served.

I he water garden is another revelation an

we come upon it, surrounded by great walls of

fifteen-foot box hedges. Here flourish water-

lilies, blue, pink, and white, papyrus, and an

ever-changing varieties of other water plants.

Mut all this is only one part of the garden.

On the other side of the central path lies the

Ladies' Walk, which climbs gently over a rise

of land, bordered with gteat masses of holly-

hocks, cosmos, and gay lilies, splendid all

summer with a profusion of blossoms.

The gentle hand of the Lady of the Manor,

Miss Cornelia Horsford (descendant on her

mother's side of Nathaniel Sylvester), which

directs all this bloom, directs it wisely, and at

no si ;ison of the year is the garden devoid of

welcoming charm. Even in midwinter its

In the lower garden looking toward the upper terrace

The box is still beside you as you enter the pansy maze, a mass of brilliant coloring
"

masses of old box and other evergreens make it seem as if it were still

vigorous in life, and not even for the moment fallen into somnolence.

By the driveway, which leads through a quarter mile of forest, with

its fine old pines and cedars, purple beeches, and hawthorn, bordered

with cornflowers and butter-and-eggs, we enter through the second gate

to the wide cultivation before the Manor House itself. The mind that

laid out these lawns knew the value of a splendid sweep of

green, which slopes away from the house on three sides, to

the meadow in the rear, to the water on the west, and to water

and park in front.

On the eastern side lies the old garden in its enclosing

white fence. These lawns are unbroken by beds of flowers

and only here and there an occasional cedar or some well-

trimmed shrub catches the eye.

Down along the water's edge is a rampart of plants which in

the late afternoon is ablaze with color from the setting sun, and

out across the inlet to the larger bay beyond, the color lies on the

water in masses of red and gold streaked w ith shafts of silver and

colder steel. Through this Oriental splendor floats a procession

of ducks, black as night, though white in very truth, for their

pure white becomes as black against the luminous quality of

the light from the setting sun. One turns from .picture to

picture, from splendid masses of color and gorgeous piles of

green to gentle nooks and corners w here shy flowers peep out

to welcome one. W hich is most beautiful?

Surely, like the Queen of Sheba, we can say "the half has

not been told."





SCALEBY — A NLW MANSION of the SOUTH

By Phil M. K.L
IMiningnphi by Paul J. Wp.bkr

£|V I K \ country has a

dominant s\\\v in

-J .in lulu mi. | .1

) J ..( distinguishing ii. .its

^•fc^-"*-** expicssixc of the

character ami life of thr people, .mil

representing the best thought of us

architects. \\ ith us the u al \mcii-

can style is. always has been, anil

probahls .ilw.ivs will be Colonial, it

u >>iii o\> n and «r cherish it.

It was with snmr such thought in

iiiin.l that 1 roile along the Winches-

tri and BeiTy'i Ferry I'ike through

the half mile of lush, green country-

ode from the railway station .it

|5..\.r toward Scalcbv. the Virginia

home of Mr. ami Mrs Menry B.

Gilpin. Earl) impressions influence

the entire subsequent viewpoint, anil

mine were formed w hen the entrance

of the estate came mt.> view, the

cur\ eil face of its flanking brick w .ills

partly clothed with Knglish iw and

Mioiecked through the branches ufureat, overhanging o.iks. The orna-

ment.il iron gates stood open tli.it they might not belie the two stone

pineapples emblems of hospitality surmounting the high brick piers.

The first glimpse of Scaleby from .1 bend in the carriage drive foretells a

house ol exceptional distinction, even (or the Old Dominion. Its simple

stateliness makes instant appeal no less than does its sincerity and direct-

ness of arrangement. Despite its great sue and obvious costliness, the

effect, though formal, holds a genuine note of hospitality, the result of

spontaneous design, restrained orna-

mentation, and harmonious inter-

relation of its several principal

features

hverv. approach to the house lies

somewhat In low the level of the

structure itself, a fact that accentu-

ati v its stateliness yet emphasizes the

comfort as well as dignity of its por-

ticos Situated thus at the crest of a

knoll, about 300 yards from the pike,

the house commands magnificent

riein northward and southward

along the Shenandoah Valley. Arch-

itecturally after the manner of the

later so-called Colonial period, its

Georgian porticos enlarged into ver-

andas with supporting colonnades in

the spirit of the

Greek revival, no

other style could

more adequately

fill the needs and

express the na-

ture of country

life and climatic-

conditions in the

South With its

Adam detail

throughout, it embodies tlx \„\\

traditions of the South wnli the

highest ideals of American ar< hite<

-

ture. It is of substantial fireproof

construction, as indicated by the

heavy stone masonry of the base-

ment, the thick side walls of brick,

the floors and partition walls of rein-

forced concrete, and the roof of Ver-

mont slate supported on steel beams

I he house is three stories in height

and 67 x 100.J feet ground dimen-

sions, its rectangularity being re-

lieved by semicircular wings to the

eastward and westward. It fronts

only a little east of south, the roof

line of the massive front portico tak-

ing the form of an architrave sup-

ported by six carefully proportioned

Ionic columns. The eastward wing

consists of a two-story semicircular

portico supported by six columns and

fronting upon the garden, while the

westward wing, of corresponding

form, including six flat pilasters, provides the carriage entrance with its

porte cochcre. The hipped roof, its broad expanse broken on all sides

by well proportioned dormers, terminates in a belvedere 30 x 50 feet,

reached through a trap door of steel weighing a ton, yet so accurately

balanced that a child can raise it.

Then is a separate two-story building for the service quarters, con-

nected with the main house only by a long corridor, and containing four-

teen rooms and a generous veranda, including kitchen, sitting room, linen

closet, laundry, store room, and

several bedrooms. These, together

with the rooms of the main house,

make a total of thirty-eight. The
east portico, or two-story veranda,

perpetuates a distinctly Southern

innovation of the early builders, who
did not hesitate to sacrifice classic

precedents to convenience. As a

w hole the structure is almost devoid

of ornamentation other than the

columns, chimneys, dormers, and

belvedere; the form of the house is its

own ornamentation, its simple struc-

tural features having been planned

to give the effect desired.

The chief construction material is

brick ranging in color from salmon

red to old rose and purple, and laid

up in regular

Flemish
bond with

warm gray

mortar, the

joints struck

and slightly

cut at the

top. In size

these bricks

are consid-

TT

The semicircular portico overlooking the garden to

the east of the house. The path of stepping stones is

on axis, with the east and west corridor

First floor plan. The

broad main hall extending

through the house from

north to south, and the

corridor which crosses it

at right angles provide

magnificent vistas

23

On the second floor

there is no direct connec-

tion between the main

house and the service

portion, the ground-floor

corridor between being

reached by a stairway
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The west wing corresponds in form to the circular portico on the east, six flat pilasters taking the place of the portico columns. The
great chimneys here break the skyline effectively

erably larger than those of the present day, corresponding to

those of the old Annapolis Court House, of which molds were

taken. All of the columns, pilasters, portico architraves, and the

south portico floor are of white marble; the east portico floor is of

large, square, red tiles, and the roof is of unbleached Vermont slate.

Scaleby boasts only a relatively moderate number of rooms, but

each is of generous size and eloquent of the genius of the architect

in adaptation of classic detail. The hardware throughout was

designed after old examples, and patterns for much of the com-

position work of cornices and the like were obtained from famous

old houses.

Corresponding with the external appearance, the interior ar-

rangement is generally symmetrical. A broad main hall extends

entirely through the house from north to south, while a long,

barrel-ceiled corridor extends each way from east to west.

To the right, in the main hall, double glazed doors of mahogany
open into the library, as do corresponding doors into the drawing

room to the left; farther back, single wood doors open into the

dining room to the right and the billiard room to the left, while at

the rear a door at one side opens into the farm office, and another

at the opposite side of the stairway, into the butler's pantry

adjoining the dining room. Two heavy beams bearing complete

entablatures, supported by four fluted Ionic columns and four

pilasters, continue the lines of the east and west corridor across the

main hall, and this vista of columns frames the splendid stair-

way at the rear of the hall as one enters the front door. The
stairway, its lower run 18 feet wide, rises to a broad half-way

landing extending across the entire breadth of the hall, from

whence wing flights rise in reverse direction to the floor above.

Two high Palladian windows light the stainvay and second floor

main hall, and between them a door from the landing opens upon

a short stairway leading down to the service corridor.

In the main hall and corridors, as in all the rooms of the first

and second floors, except the billiard room, the woodwork is of

white pine, the general color scheme of the paint and fresco work

being old ivory. Most of the floors throughout the house con-

sist of a double thickness of selected Georgia pine, tongued

and grooved. For the upper floor and the stair-treads, quarter-

sawed, waxed in its natural color, and brought to a high polish,

it accords well with the ivory woodwork.

The wainscoated library, with its great fireplace, has built-in

mahogany bookcases on two sides. Across the main hall, the

drawing room has been worked out on a more pretentious scale.

This applies to the cornice and ceiling, with their intricate fine-

scale detail, the ornamentation of the doorway lintels, and also

the wainscot with its superbly paneled dado and dainty scroll-

pattern surbase.

Unlike any other part of the house, the dining room is paneled from floor

to ceiling, an appropriate treatment in that it is the formal room of the

house.

Several purposes are served by the billiard room. Primarily it is a

masculine retreat, provided with a billiard and card table and facilities for

smoking. Its treatment throughout is typically old English, with high

The vista of columns framing the stairway forms an
imposing picture, dignified and harmonious

In the second floor hall, looking south toward the entrance front of the house

The harmony of line and proportion of the broad molded panels in the dining room is excellent

paneled wainscot, all standing finish, mantel, floor, and furniture being in

fumed oak.

The second floor has the same general plan as the first. The stairway

leads to a broad hall or second-floor living room that extends to the front of

the house and opens out upon a small ornamental iron balcony over the

front doorway, but under the portico. An east and west corridor with low
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Thr wntrr towrr w n clrvrr reproduction of tlir

l.imou* ruined towrr til Newport
The house from the garden, Riving a KlimpM of the entrance doorway under the south portico. The delicacy of detail in the fluted

colonncttcs. molded lint* I. and Ian and sidelights of this doorway is especially noteworthy

r

Glaxed doors open from the hhrary into the hall and into the corridor

On the second floor an east and west corridor with low elliptical arches corresponds to the one below

elliptical arches each side of the main hall corresponds to that below. Its

east end opens upon the second floor of the semicircular portico, and at the

west end the stairway to the third floor begins. On the second floor

there are five bedchambers—four of them very large, with fireplaces and

attractive mantels—four dressing rooms, and four bathrooms.

On the third floor there are four additional bedchambers and a hall

room which are used only occasionally when the house happens

to be full; also a ballroom 30 x 52 feet, lighted by six dormer
windows. I he latter is intended primarily for merrymaking, and
has no architectural pretension. On this floor, too, Mrs. Gilpin

has her Christmas room. There are more than 200 names on the

Scaleby Christmas list, so that gift shopping can by no means be

confined to Christmas week. Wherever and whenever anything

is seen that seems appropriate for a gift, it is sent to this room for

safekeeping. Wrapping and packing materials are at hand on a

large centre table, in anticipation of the time to assign and send

the gifts. This plan makes easy work of a really big task, and
should appeal to all similarly situated.

Heat for the entire house is provided by two steam boilers in

the basement. All radiators are concealed in partition walls be-

hind brass gratings. A separate small heater provides hot water

in summer. About a hundred yards north of the house, a private

power plant furnishes the light, direct by day and early evening,

and through the medium of a storage battery at night. The same
gasolene engine which operates the dynamo also pumps water

from an artesian well 275 feet deep.

There are several other outbuildings, including the ever-

present smoke house, an important adjunct to every Southern

homestead, a brick stable to the west of the house, and a fire-

proof garage. All have been designed by the same architect who
designed the mansion, Howard Sill, and erected by the same
builder, Charles Morgan Marshall.

Sunken and terraced gardens are being developed to the east of

the house, a succession of roses of many sorts being the chief

feature. A pergola of weathered chestnut timbers supported by
round concrete columns and located on axis with the east and west

corridor of the house is the most important architectural feature.

A path of irregular stone slabs leads from the east portico to it,

and then winds on in picturesque fashion through the garden,

Bpast a charming little summer house and gazing globe, into an

orchard below. Following the red-tiled path through the per-

gola, one comes to a circle within which a sundial marks the

passing hour. From the wooden arbor just beyond, may be

enjoyed one of the best views on the estate of the Shenandoah

Valley and the Blue Ridge Mountains. Sitting here, one notices

also, slightly to the northward of the house, another pictur-

esque feature of the grounds—a stone tower, incomplete, and in

imitation of the famous ruin at Newport, R. I., containing the

tank from which the gardens are watered. The rainwater from

the roof of the house collects in a 12,000-gallon tank under the

tower. After being used in the power house for cooling the gas-

olene engine the water is pumped to a 6,ooo-gallon tank within

the tower, from which it flows by gravity to the various faucets

about the garden and grounds.

Mr. and Mrs. Gilpin realize that the making of a home is as enjoyable

as occupation of the finished product—perhaps more so. They do not

expect to exhaust the vast possibilities for beautifying and developing

this great estate; neither do they anticipate that their children will do so.

It will take generations to paint the perfect picture.



"There is something about the race with jumps that makes the man who has once ridden it ... . forget all such unpleasant details as a broken collar bone or a bent rib now and again."

Third jump of the Greentree Steeplechase

The RENASCENCE of AMATEUR. HORSE RACINC
By Reginald Mc

lntoslv Cleveland
Photographs by Edwin Levick

' HROUGH a combination of circumstances, the turf

has had an accession of amateur enthusiasts this year

unequaled in the history of the "sport of kings" in

this country. Never before have there been such

important amateur race meets, such fat purses for the

fortunate winners, or such crowded cards for races of

all types and at all distances. Even the ardent sup-

porter of horse racing is tempted to ask why this sudden blossoming of

the sport, but the reasons, although many, are not far to seek.

In the first place, the war, at the door of which so many things other-

wise inexplicable are laid, is, in this instance, a real and an important

factor in the situation. The necessary dispersal of many of the most

important racing stables in England and on the Continent has led to an

importation of tried horses into this country hitherto undreamed of.

Scores of the timber-toppers and successful track horses that have done

well on the historic courses of the old world have thus become available

to enrich the sport in this country.

Moreover, this breaking up of the European stables came at precisely

the psychological moment so far as conditions on this side of the water

were concerned, because prosperity was waxing apace, and the war—which

seems inevitably to be the

scapegoat — by the de-

velopment of the "war

brides" and their abund-

ant profits, had created

new homes for the very

horses which it turned out

of doors on their native

heath. The opportunity

was too attractive to be

overlooked and race-horse-

loving American sports-

men have stepped hand-

somely into the breach.

But conditions in

Europe, after all, although

they have had a real

bearing on the renascence

of amateur racing, have The Mineola high weight handicap— coming down the stretch with Culvert in the lead
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not been the only contributing causes. If there had been no war it is safe

to say that the season would have demonstrated, none the less, an increased

patronage of these meets founded on their true merit as a sport. There

is enough of the blood of the landed gentry and the country squire in

most of us to be set atingle by the thud of hoofs on the turf or the sailing

leap of the steeplechase. Indeed, aside from its relation to our traditions

or inheritance, amateur racing is closely associated with forward moving

tendencies of modern country life, one of the most interesting of which

is the breeding of thoroughbred horses and hunters. The sport is ad-

mittedly one for the few rather than the many, as it can be indulged in

in any large way only by those blessed with this world's goods. But

this restriction applies, of course, only to those who enter horses. For

the rest there are the panoply of colors, the thrill of the jumps, or the

breathless moments of the home stretch.

For those who have the wherewithal to enter their own horses, and

especially to breed them, this season is an ideal opportunity. More than

200 horses of varying ages, the best blood in England, have been imported

from the British Isles alone. There are colts by noted sires and fillies

galore—in fact, an unprecedented abundance of material with which to

start or fill out a stud. Great improvement is sure to follow this infusion

ofnew blood in the quality

of the flat racers in this

country, but the most

marked effect is likely to

be in the development of

a race of home-bred

steeplechasers.

In this country we have

been content, for the most

part, to rely for our timber-

toppers on a hunter with

a bit more than the usual

speed or on some flat racer

with an unusual amount

of substance that could be

taught to jump. This, it

goes without saying, is

approaching the problem

from the wrong end. What
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Al Hmtetl H»y. lln Ihf apntng meet <>f the Mam in held filth year. Mr. Koxhall I'. Kecne's
I "ii iilm

1 in (iiKKrotinrl), whi) won I he Koekaway Cup this year

we want Is •• • !>< "I »'<<

chawi*. bred rip« cull\ to have

ihr Ihhic «taniiiia, m/« . ,iml

*|<rt'd nrcrssai \ lot this exacting

lolill III tM lilt! ^ "It ll'«' ll"l '

Stab which the present season

has brought mix the countr)

ami rhr ex ulnti inti 11M w Inch

horse lovrrs ami racmit enthus-

iasts have .Housed in the game,

then- is no icason \\h\ we should

not he ahle to produce such

horses ami hold steeplechases

th.it lor tin- i|tiality of the field

will rival rhr famous ones that

have been run mi John Mull's

"tljjht little island," such .is

the lone chases at Sandown

Park or the (ir.md National at

Aintree.

l ite race with jumps is a sport

which grip* the onlooker as do few others, with irs tang of real danger

and its speetaeul.il settings But, above all ir is .1 sport which holds

its mlt is in thrall How firmly its grip takes hold of its devotees was
illustrated in the lecond day'« meet it Hewlett Hay Park on May
6th, when, in one of the races, three of the four horses to finish in the

money were ridden b\ brothers, the Messrs. Tucker, enthusiastic

gentlemen riders ill Mure was some spirited racing at this meet.

There is something about the course over jumps that makes the man
who has nin e ridden it long to come back for more; that makes him forget

all such unpleasant details .is .1 broken collar bone or a bent rib now and

again. The bunched scurrv to the first jump, the take off and landing

with a moment ol ipeculation .is to how the footing mav be on the other

side, the careful husbanding of one's mount with an eye to the distance

and the rest ol the field, the delicate negotiation of the "wafer" perhaps,

and. at last, the satisfaction of the pell-mell drive up the home-

stretch. This is a sport which keeps a man in the saddle far into his

veteran days.

Those \\ Ii" saw Foxhall P. Keene ride a wonderful race at the Rock-

awa\ Hunting Club's meet last year and win again the trophy for which

he had successfully ridden lor two decades before, need no argument to

be convinced that racing over the jumps is one of the forms of sport which

belie the axiom that youth will be served, and will understand why "once

a steeplechaser, al\\a\s a steeplechaser" is a maxim not without justi-

fication. This year, although Mr. Keene was not up, his same horse.

Toreador, won the Rockaway Cup in handsome style, with several

lengths to spare.

Certainly no race meets, amateur or otherwise, could ask a better

setting than is to be found at the Hewlett Bay Park course, where the

opening meet of the year is held each season under the auspices of the

veteran Rockaway Hunting Club. It has been likened frequently to the

famous cup course at Melbourne, Australia. The course lies over natural

hunting country, entirely within view of the stands and the paddock,

and, by way of background for

the blight colors of flic racing

silks, there in the Atlantic itself.

Another exceedingly attractive

course from tin- point of view of

the onlooker is that al Lo< ust

Valley, where the Piping Rock

Racing Association held its an-

nual meet early in June. I here,

as every follower of the ponies

knows, the lawn back of the

club house forms a high terrace,

and the panorama of steeple-

chase or flat race is spread out be-

fore one with wonderful freedom.

The largest and most import-

ant of the race meets, that of

the United Hunts Racing

Association, held at the Belmont

Park Terminal) has not so pic-

turesque a setting, perhaps, but

it is one that has no lack of practical advantages. In all, #13,500 in

purses in addition to a deal of valuable plate was put up this year for

thirteen races in this meet, including one purse of #5,000 for the big

steeplechase bearing the name of the meet. This was by far the largest

purse ever offered for an amateur race in this country, but the event, a

chase for seasoned horses four years old or over, under handicap and

over a course of two and one half miles, was worth it. This Association

alone in the first three months of the year gained more than eighty new
members, which is strong evidence of the favor in which racing is held.

I he members subscribed, early in the season, to a guarantee fund of

#25,000 for this meet.

Meets which are still to be held are those of the Country Club of Brook-

line, Mass., which closes the spring season, and the fall meets, including

those of the new Rumson Hunt and Steeplechase Association of Rumson,

N. J. and, probably, further meets by the United Hunts and the Rock-

away Hunting Club. I he Rumson meeting will be a new one on the

calendar this year, but its announcement is not to be wondered at, for the

dwellers in that section of New Jersey have long been enthusiastic fol-

lowers of horse shows, hunting, and gymkanas, and the holding of a real

race meet is no more than the full blossoming of these promising buds

of sporting spirit. Where a nucleus of people who really love the thor-

oughbred can be found, the formation of a racing association is the logical

thing to expect, and a crop of new organizations of this character may be

looked for before another season rolls by.

The sport is attracting surprising numbers, but not numbers only. It

has enrolled a type of man, in nearly all cases, that stands for the develop-

ment of many kinds of outdoor sport in this country. It is notoriously

dangerous to prophesy, but if anything can be learned from the amateur

racing season which is now passing into history, it is that horse racing will

continue to grow in popularity; and last, but by no means least, that the

quality and quantity of thoroughbred horses in this country will continue

rapidly on the upward course.

At the Meadowbrook Steeplechase Association meet at Mr. Harry Payne Whitney's private track in Wheatley Hills. Start of the Rats' Cup race, a handicap for registered hunters



A flashlight of the Colonial pageant, with our artistic railroad station as a background

HEN one of

our neighbor

boys had his

thumb torn off

and another

boy's eye hung in doubt for

a week, we decided to have

a Fourth that didn't require

so much medical attention.

So we hit upon a celebration

that we have been giving for

three years now.

Our town—picturesquely

called Forest Hills, probably

for the reason that it has

neither forests nor hills—is

like hundreds of others in

the United States; it's a

commuting suburb where

everybody goes in on the

8:10 buried in his news-

paper, and comes out on the

5:15 buried under bundles.

After a lot of talking and

scheming and exploded bub-

bles we evolved a celebra-

IhSis or an'

v
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Lt HOW ONE TOWN CELEBRATED
versary without the hospital

care. On looking our
I Ht PUU I H

proposition square in the

face we found that the whole kit and boodle of us

had been going off some place else to celebrate the

day; we were laboring under the delusion that if we

went a long way off and spent a lot of money, we

were having a rip-roaring good time. We didn't

know that the four-leaf clover was growing in our

own front yard.

Our first resolve was to stir up some excitement at

home. So a strong-arm committee was appointed to

go around to the different families and extract money.

They put the proposition to them from the shoulder;

a father couldn't hope to take his family out for the day and show them

much of a time without parting company forever with a five-dollar bill.

Now, why not trust the committee with the amount of money he would

spend, and have the pleasure within a few blocks of his door? The con-

tributors were a little doubtful at first as to how much of a time

they would have, but

finally the money

squad reported that

we had enough to

make a stab at it.

That was the first

year—now it comes

easy.

On resolving the

proposition to its ele-

ments we found that

the boys would have

to be looked after first.

They were the ones to

be considered in plan-

ning a celebration. We
wanted to find some

way to keep them

interested and to keep

them whole. The
first secret in keeping

a boy interested is

keeping him busy;

there is no truer axiom

than the one about

the devil and idle

hands. And theway to

keep a boy busy is to

keep him in compe- The older people had almost as much fun at the games as the children did
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tition with his kind. He
won't want cannon crack-

ers if he can have three-

legged races. So we got

up a lot of races and

competitive games for the

boys: wheelbarrow races,

sack races, potato races, and

so on clear down the line.

Then the girls had to be

looked after; the same sport

amuses a girl, except that it

has to have a few ribbons on

it. So we gave them plenty

of games and competitions,

but of such a nature that

they didn't have to get down

on their hands and knees to

carry them out. A girl

can't have any fun if her

hands are dirty. We got

around this by procuring a

large canvas sheet and

spreading it over a section

of our main street; then if a

girl came down on her elbow,

a spot^on her dotted swiss

didn't make her feel bad all

the afternoon.

After the boys and girls

had been looked after, at-

tention was devoted to the grown-ups. For them

just enough of games to give the day a tang; just

dignified enough to get them to come in; and just

rough enough to muss them up and make them laugh.

A girl falling down before a crowd doesn't like it, but

a woman getting her hair mussed up before a crowd

is having a good time. A happy combination of

dignity and mussing was found in barrel tilting con-

tests. A barrel was sawed in two, and the two ends

placed ten feet apart, with the bottoms up; two con-

testants mounted these, pole in hand; the ends of

the poles were padded. The two celebrators would lunge at each other,

trying to see who could be first to push the other off and yet remain on

herself. It may sound easy, but you'll find that the actual practice uses

up a lot of oxygen. There were championship jousts between men and

men, women and women, and then between the two.

For the stouter resi-

dents who didn't care

to risk a barrel top,

there were tossing

games, where a circle

had to be thrown over

a peg; and for those

who went in for mus-

cularity a tennis game

was in progress. The

secret is in finding

something that some-

time during the day

appeals to every per-

son. A Fourth isn't

much of a success

where a handful of

people do all the cele-

brating. People don't

want their pleasure

by proxy. From ten

in the morning until

ten at night a pro-

gramme was in pro-

gress. There was

something doing all

the time—not always

wildly exciting, but of

interest to somebody.
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One of nut prrttv fea-

tures WMI the dodli atlllK i>(

ili. bird fountain We had

man<ru\ on d .in'iiml until

nr had fot .1 bird park,

In tin middle <>t* it wai .in

.irtiitu r><iiiit.iiii n\ here the

I irtU could quench ibrn

thirst. 1 >ut little town on

I
.'ii- Island is miles away

from fresh water, so we

found tb.lt one le.ison w li\

we were so slioit ol birds

» is tli.it thc\ I1.11I no

dunking place Menu- our

bird fountain. With news-

papers spread on thegrass.

we sat around while an im-

ported dancer gave us

some open-. 111 classic

dances. Barefooted and

in costume, she put on se\ -

eral delightful numbers.

Kach was an interpret**

tive dance, and one was

an invitation to the birds,

where she lightly and

h it \\ V-
9

a

M

1

wanted. In iIh 1 1 «-ci, W(.

had lights that we <ould

turn off and on, ,<» that

our pageant had all the

background of a pro-

fe»»ional entertainment.

I hi- hoy scouts acted

as ushers, the band

played, Uncle Sam danced

with Columbia, and the

evening went off with all

the enthusiasm of a first

circus.

Here are our expenses

verified and audited by

our committee:

< •' I'm,- ,, iiclv for the imtatu race There was not an idle moment all flay long

Music.
Games
All other enter-

tainment .

Refreshments
Printing .

Costumes.
Electric wiring

Flags, hunting,

lanterns

Labor and inci-

dentals. .

f> 251.20

72.30

120.00

24-53

142.95

3'2-7S
243.22

i6r .91

255.19

$1, 584.05

With newspapers spread on the grass,

while an imported dancer «ave us some

with a hundred people

in it. The parts were

taken in costume by our

townspeople. men and

women alike. From a pro-

fessional costumer in the

city we rented Uncle Sams.

Molly Pitchers, and Paul

Reveres until we could have

almost put on a Revolu-

tion. We have an artistic

railroad station with art

steps, and these we used as

a stage entrance. The
pageant people came out

of the station, down the

steps, and on to the stage

as if they were regulars at

the Metropolitan.

W e had a spotlight so

that we could bring into

view the character that we

we sat around

classic dances

gracefully scattered seeds

Cor them.

W In n w e first got into

our proposition the night

was our chief bugbear.

\\ hat COuU we do to in-

terest the people at

night 1

It seemed almost

unloyal not to have fire-

crackers, but firecrackers

filled the hospitals, so we

decided to get along

Without them in any

•ray, shape, or form. In

their place we had three

things: music, dancing,

and a pageant. We hired

a band — a good one—
and then on the same

canvas upon which we

had played games earlier

in the day, we danced.

After that we had our

pageant—a big pageant

This could be cut

down by a town that

didn't want to go into it

so enthusiastically. The
reason the band cost so

much was that we had a

military band, which

played in the morning

and all the evening. I he

printing bill was large

because in our town we

haven't a newspaper

and had to put up post-

ers. The electric wiring

in trees was expensive

and could be done away

with by a town not col-

lecting so much. Our

flags and bunting were

bought outright and we

are keeping them for

future use. In fact, a

great deal of our para-

phernalia we are going

Little Elma Rae stood beside the Boy in

and spoke a piece, and our bird fountain was
the Woods
dedicated

A close-up of those who performed in our Colonial pageant

to keep as civic property

for annual use.

But we collected enough

money to pay every

cent of expense, and as

there wasn't a single fire-

cracker fired in Forest

Hills that day, and as our

boys and girls begin talk-

ing about the Fourth the

da}- after Christmas, we
think the money well

spent.

But what we are proud-

est of is that every boy in

our town went to bed that

night with all his fingers

and toes, and even more

loyal citizens than if they

had put match to gun-

powder from dawn till

curfew.



Perspective of the island bungalow. On the left is a point of the mainland, and at tne right the channel entrance to the harbor village three miles away. Albert Randolph Ross, architect

AN ARCHITECTS BUNGALOW ON THE

On the first floor are but three rooms—dining room, kitchen,

and 30-foot living room

lOME years ago, becoming dis-

satisfied with the city life at so-

called country resorts, I resolved

to seek a strip of land and build

a shack of my own. "Go to

Maine," said a down-east friend. "You may be

disappointed on landing; but stay three days

and you'll stay a lifetime."

I certainly was disappointed on landing. It

was in a drizzling rain on a cold and foggy July

COAST OF
MAINE

morning. But I stayed, and the next day

breaking fair, everything scintillated in the

\\ ;irm sun, and I'm still staying.

Before the season was over I had acquired a

fifteen-acre island, lying a couple of miles off

shore, thickly covered on the lee half with

virginal spruce, and built myself a bungalow;

and I have had so much pleasure improving

this little place, the past ten summers, that it

has occurred to me that a sketch of it may be

interesting to others likewise inclined. (Full

details of construction are given on page 58.)

I planned a building to accommodate com-

fortably my wife and myself, and possibly a half

dozen guests; an outbuilding for two servants

and laundry; a kitchen garden; a wharf landing;

and a flag standard.

1 he ocean end of the island points southw est

toward the sea breezes, and is fifty feet above

mean tide, the tide variations being some ten

feet. It is comparatively free of trees here, so

at this point, on the highest knoll, I placed the

house, with the living room on the side toward

the open sea. On the left is a point of mainland

Second floor. The central space is partitioned by folding glazed

doors, which may be left open to make one large room

and at the right the channel entrance to the

harbor village three miles away.

In deciding on the bungalow type I wished

not only a piazza all round, to give always a lee

side but, with its simple roof, to avoid the

tedious cottage type. It also permitted two

stories in an apparent one-story building, and

its compactness and simplicity of plan and

construction would give the greatest accom-

modation for the least money. A. R. R.

Topographical map of the fifteen-acre island, showing location of the house, wharf, etc. The ocean end of the island (where the house is) points southwest toward the prevailing sea breezes
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FROM A
COUNTJiT JV/NDOJV

\l\ I t >RCE of the 1 ircumetancc ol theii struggle against and alH-

hki with nature, tin.- farming folk <>f all time* and nationalitica

//// BJSIC
' upon themselves for their

H)
( VH \ /'A')
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'

s " ''
'

'
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5£ SPIRIT bmi in them .1 nintu.il helpfulness which

is rn>t engendered in compact civic com-
munities where cert.lin duties .mil functions .ire relegated to those

apparent)) fitted t" pi rform them. In the city a croud will watch
hut will not assist .1 ill. iff horse over .1 slippery spot in the pave-

ment, .mil will crowd around .1 demented man hut offer not even

ympathy. "Let 'them* (an all-inclusive word) help him—

I

might gel into trouble/' is the slogan of the city man.

But in the country things an ordered differently. The popula-

tion of an entire district will assemble for a barn-raising bee with

no thought of t/uU pre '/«» other than that found in the general

meilj making; and in the dead of night the men w ill turn out from

miles around if a glare in the sky shows that fate has directed a bolt

of lightning to that barn. The assistance they render, puny.

inhnitesim.il. is nothing— it is the spirit prompting them which is

everything.

Occasionally, of course, there may be an exception, but the value

of such a phenomenon has lout: since been expounded. Such an

exception dwelt in the community of our boyhood, knowing every

one, loving no one. hindering some, and (so it w as believed) helping

none. Our parents told us that he was only a lonely old man,

mote to he pitied than disliked, but youth, flogged under his apple

trees, could accord him no measure of pity.

Later years took us back to the old hamlet, and it was on this

visit that we revised our estimate of the "exception," now stooped

with \ears. \ccidcntally observed, it was a trifling incident—the

mere matter of removing a pile of boughs from a road along which

he was tra\ cling, but removing them after his sleepy horse had

jogged o\ er them. Self-interest had no part in the occurrence, for

the road was little used and away off his beaten track—perhaps,

tiH>. with his reputation for crabbedness to sustain, he would have

let them lie had he seen us watching him. That, however, is a

matter between him and his conscience; for ourselves, we were

satisfied that even in the exception to the rule the spirit of help-

fulness is close to the surface, and our trust in humanity of the

country-bred sort was doubly strengthened.

"II IS A FACT," w rote a well know n author recently to a friend

BH Massachusetts, "that I am weary of living on rented land and

that I am looking for a farm. Little I ask

—

only this: a good house, pine woods, a brook,

nearness to the railway station to New York,

and close proximity to an excellent eighteen-

. . The farm I want is chiefly to support

a family cow and a kitchen garden. For the rest, I want woodland

to play with and a chance to make a garden full of native plants. I

am too poor to run a real farm."

1 he Writer is disposed to be whimsical, but he is also honest. He
does not pretend that he wants to become a farmer, but he would

like it if he could somehow contrive to live on a farm.

We suspect that a good many would-be back-to-the-landers

harbor a somewhat similar desire. They feel no hankering for

muddy boots, aching backs, and blistered hands. They do

not desire to plow or to milk or to do the chores at 5 a. M.,

and they cannot afford, perhaps, to hire a manager and

WASTED:

hole golf course.
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helpers to do their farming for them. Hut they do want to

live on a farm.

We smile a little at this dilettante point of view, asserting that

you can't have your agricultural cake and eat it too. Hut may
that not he prejudice, perhaps, or slavish devotion to time-honored

tradition' Is there anything fundamentally absurd or wicked

or unconstitutional in the desire to live on a real farm and yet

not be a real farmer?

If w e analyze this attitude we discover that the craving is not so

much for the occupations of a farmer, which are admittedly labori-

ous and not always elevating, as for the authentic atmosphere of

the farm home— a taste honestly inherited which runs as a sweet

undercurrent of memory in the blood of many of us. The subur-

ban house and garden do not satisfy it, nor the made-to-order

country place, hut only the old white farmhouse with the big barn

and the spring house, the fields and meadows, orchard and woodlot,

hay in the mow and chickens in the yard, and the long, winding

road thither where rattle the infrequent buggy wheels of friendly

neighbors. 1 he man who has this desire deeply implanted in his

soul may be justified in seeking any incongruous adjuncts which

the exigencies of his other tastes and occupations demand.

NOT LONG AGO a portly, distinguished looking gentleman

alighted from the train at a small railway station in Vermont and

surveyed, for the first time in thirty-

five years, his native village. It

looked rather insignificant and dingy

to him now, except for the new gro-

cery store where a smart young fellow with a pencil behind his ear

had evidently supplanted the familiar old sage of the cracker

barrels.

The gentleman left his baggage at the so-called hotel and took

his way out beyond the town, through the woods where the lady's-

slippers used to grow, to the open country beyond. Here was the

old ball field, with the flat rocks that had once served as bases

overgrown with weeds and briers; the distance from third to home
didn't look as long as it had once appeared. There was the old

wild apple tree still, with the low limb where he had often "skinned

(or is it skun?) the cat"—an exploit he would scarcely care to

attempt to-day.

Then lie climbed, with shortening breath, the rounded hill

over which he had scampered as a barefooted lad, and, mopping

his brow, gazed down with keen disappointment upon the old

swimmin' hole. What a wretched little mud puddle it was, to be

sure! And where were the elder bushes that used to grow so

luxuriantly on the farther bank? Though the day was hot the

gentleman was in no degree tempted, but turned sorrowfully away

—back to the city and his office and the dull routine that made up

his life.

The glamour of youth is something that cannot be recalled even

by revisiting the old swimmin' hole. However much or little

the old scenes may have changed, the heart of man has changed

more. Disillusionment is bound to follow upon any attempt to

revive the sensations of a dead past, if those sensations themselves

have been allowed to pass into oblivion. It is not the elder bushes

but the spirit of boyhood whose passing leaves the aching void.

Better let the old illusions lie decently buried—or, better still,

keep them alive through the years by a continuous contact with

the soil and with nature, which is ever young.
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OUR. COMINC CFLOP OF TENNIS STARTS
HEP^BEPv.T Fk.EE D

OLLOWERS of American lawn

tennis have become so accustomed
to the sudden appearance in the

first rank of a player who is

just out of his teens, that the

novelty has worn ofF to a large

extent. McLoughlin, Johnston, and others have

taught us to look to the Pacific Coast for the

newcomers of championship class. It did not

take long to discover that their sudden flashing

across the tennis horizon was by no means an

accident, but the result of a policy of prepara-

tion of the most thorough order. In this Cali-

fornia took the lead, but henceforth the far

Westerners will face stiff" competition in the

matter of training the young idea in the general-

ship of the courts, for all over the country, and
especially in the East, this policy of careful

preparation is being followed out under the

guidance of experienced veterans, notably at

the West Side Tennis Club at Forest Hills,

Long Island. The results are in sight,

and the prospects are that the next crop

of top-notchers, now playing as juniors,

and in many cases in the class for boys,

wirhtake the championship courts not as

unknowns, but as promising young play-

ers with whose early work the tennis

public will have a chance to become
familiar in the formative stage

through the medium of the junior tournaments.

Young players of the calibre of George P.

Throckmorton are becoming as well known
already as their seniors who for some years

have monopolized the championship courts,

but there are still many, already extremely
promising, whose work is not widely known.
It is the hope of the men who are interested in

this systematic promotion of "boy tennis"

that the mass of the tennis public will be drawn
to the junior tournaments, where they will have
an opportunity to become better acquainted
with the movement and where they will witness

play of a very high order. An afternoon spent

watching Cecil Donaldson, a boy of fourteen,

Charles S. Garland, Elliott Binzen, and half a

dozen other youngsters in action, is an afternoon

profitably spent, for these are the tennis stars

of the very near future.

Professional coaching for boys is something
of a novelty. Everybody knows what it has

done for R. Norris Williams
2nd, but not everybody knows
what is being done at Forest

Hills under the able profes-

sional coaching of George
Agutter and the keen advice
of the veteran enthusiast,

Frederick B. Alexander, who
is chairman of the committee
in charge of the Junior West
Side Tennis Club. The pro-

fessional coaching is of the
utmost value, since the pro-

fessional is such a master of
placement that he can con-
stantly play to the weak side

of his pupil and so round out
that pupil's game—something
that is beyond the powers of
the very best amateurs. Teach-
ing is apt to ruin the amateur's
own game. Further, he is in

it for fun and wants to play
actual games to improve his

own work. The fruits of Agut-
ter's work are already very
much in evidence at Forest
Hills, notably in the play of H.
P. Guiler, the former St. Paul's
School star, and at present cap-
tain of the West Side junior
team. Guiler, who plays a fin-

ished, all-round game, rich in

promise for the very^iear fu-

ture, would alone be a justi-

fication of the present careful

system. It is a tennis

treat to watch him
in action.

In teaching the

game to boys it must
be remembered that

they have not at-

tained their full

growth. The boy who
has not yet shot up-

_
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Harold Throckmorton, the National Interscholastic Champion,
who is still in the junior ranks

Charles S. Garland, one of the most promising of the

junior players

Herbert W. Forster, with George P. Throckmorton

runner-up in Metropolitan Junior Doubles

be weak overhead, while the

s not yet broadened out has
a fine forehand drive, and in

the interest of winning
matches shows a tendency
to favor the stroke at the

expense of the rest of his

play. These little tenden-
cies have to be watched at

an early stage. If let alone

the boy will continue to

favor certain strokes—the

strokes with which he can
win—so that he comes out of the junior class
finally with a one-sided development that will

take him just so far and no farther.
Among the very young players who are promis-

ing, but yet must round out their game, are
Herbert Forster and L. Maxwell Banks. The
former, eighteen years old, is six feet two inches
tall, with a consequent long reach. He is among
those who have developed a fine forehand drive
and are given to favoring it, while Banks is still

primarily a backcourt player.

Experts who have made a thorough study of
the work of all the younger contingent speak
most enthusiastically of the play of Charles S.

Garland, with W. Irving Plitt holder of the
Metropolitan Junior Doubles Championship,
and I am inclined to agree with them. It is

high praise, but deserved, I think, to say that
Garland reminds one strongly of "The Little

Do." Both his head work and his foot work
are practically flawless, and he has that same
fine faculty of sparing himself that marked the
play of the great Doherty. He never puts forth

too much energy, and there is always a reserve

of power for any crisis that may arise. There
is no height to which young Garland cannot
rise by the time he has achieved a man's strength.

He has everything that a great tennis player
needs, and his natural aptitude for and steady
development in court generalship make him
formidable, even now at the age of sixteen.

He is the opposite type to Throckmorton, which
does not mean, however, that Throckmorton
is not promisingly dangerous. Their tempera-
ments are different, for Throckmorton is a

chance-taker who forces his way to victory, and
we have seen enough of that kind in recent years
to realize how hard the type is to beat.

Cecil Donaldson is another
excellent prospect in the boys'

as distinguished from the

junior class. He isn't tall

enough yet to make a great

deal of the overhead game, but
he is heady, and plays the most
confident game of the lot.

There is rapid action every
minute that he is on the courts.

There are no outstanding char-

acteristics in his work, other

than this supreme confidence,

for he plays well-rounded ten-

nis, with some emphasis on the

volley, one of his best strokes.

Elliott Binzen, winner of the

first National Indoor Junior
Championship, is another
young man who will be heard

from when he gets out of the

junior class. He commands
possibly the best ground
strokes of any of the younger
players, and his foot work is a

constant delight. He gets a

good, hard drive, with plenty

of top spin—the kind of drive

that will score through small

openings—and he is very fast

on the court. His service is of

the most useful type, with

plenty of speed and spin, and
very accurate. It is the good,

workmanlike, modern service,

with no exaggerations.
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IL.
Good doubles players in the younger set art

still .is r.ire .is they .ire .imnni; their seniors

Perhaps the best of them is VV. Irving Plitt,

a very head\ plavcr, with .1 thoroughly sound

idkl 1 tlii generalship of doubles. I'litt is the

New town High School e.ipt.iin who paired with

Garland in the last Metropolitan Junior Cham-
pionship, and won the title.

I he junior movement is doing quite .is m
in othet cities as in New ^1 ork and San Francisco,

although in this section Kings County is to run
off the Island Championship, and Mr. \le\andcr

has persuaded the Sleepy Hollow Club to hold

a junior e\ ent.

Dwight F. Davis is the bin tennis impetus in

the West among the juniors as well as the seniors.

He has presented an inter-citv junior tropin,

which in some respects is like the famous Davis

Cup. It is not ot course, international, but
thete is no telling what it will be by the time
Mr. Davis's plans are complete. Mr. Davis is

superintendent of the public parks in St. Louis,

.uiii deeply interested in the development of

tennis in the parks everywhere. The first inter-

city junior meet will be held in St. Louis, and
thereafter the teams will be weeded out to the

final round for the new trophy. It is

the teal foundation for the national

junior tennis movement which is

growing so fast that George \ilee,

presulent of the United States Na-
tional Lawn Tennis Association, suc-

ceeding Robert D. Wrenn, has in

mind appointing a national secretary

who will take the mass of the work
off the hands of the various sectional committees,
who rind that they have more to do than they
can handle without the aid of a central secretary.

It is planned, too, to turn over the beautiful

Goddard Wells Saunders bowl, the Metropoli-
tan Junior trophy, to the care of the national

organization. This and the Davis trophy should
make tor the keenest sort of competition among
the \ bungsters.

Turning once again to the players themselves,
one finds promising newcomers all over the land.

Because of the past record of the juniors from
the Golden Gate Park courts in San Francisco,
it is natural to look for more stars from that
section. One glance at Roland Roberts on his

home courts last year convinced me that as a

trouble-maker for the Easterners he would be
the natural successor to the distinguished group
that had preceded him. He is no longer a sur-

prise party. There are others, however, al-

ready in an advanced state of preparation.
The latest Pacific Coast youngster to make

a name for himself is Raymond Kinsey,
whose age keeps him in the junior class, and
whose play is already good enough for higher
ranking. Like nearly all the Coast men,
save those who came from the southern section,
he is just now to the stage of development that
might leave something to be desired were he to

Kourlecn-ycar-cilfl Ce-

cil Donaldson plays Ihe

mosl conlinVnl game of

the lot

It is a trc.it tn watch H. P. Guilcr in action. He plays a fin-

ished, all-round game that is rich in promise

1

1

John Virdcn of the Cleveland University School team is one

of the most dangerous junior players in the country. He will

probably be seen in the East this year

play on a grass court, but he has the same genius
for pace that marks the other men from that sec-

tion. I lis victory in the junior event at the Pacific

Coatt Championship showed that he was almost
in I class by himself. He won his final round in

straight sets without letting out any extra links.

Irving Karsky, whom he defeared for the title,

is his nearest competitor, and the two make an
excellent doubles team that will be heard from,

I think, in the course of the inter-city matches.
Perhaps the next most dangerous player in

the far Western section is Marshall Allen, the
Washington State Junior Champion. The most
promising feature of his tournament play is

his ability to fight an uphill battle. He is still

apt to get into difficulties through mistakes of

his own making, but he has the true type of

tournament courage. His game, like that of

so many juniors, needs a lot of rounding out,

and a certain amount of settling, that no doubt
will come with age. W. S. Taylor, whom he

defeated in the semifinal round, and until that

time considered the best of the juniors, cannot
be counted upon this year, for he will be over the

age limit for junior competition.

Cleveland boasts of one of the most
dangerous junior players in the country,

not merely because of his form, but be-

cause of his ability to stand the strain

of severe competition. John Virden, a

member of the Cleveland University

School team, is the man. He is tall, an
easy player, with a deal of sweep to his

strokes, and a fine knowledge of the

court. Some idea of the test of his stamina may
be gained from the statement that he came
through a field of 164 seasoned youngsters, most
of whom already had reputations as school

players. Virden will be seen in the East this

year, in all probability, for he has acquired

the right to enter the National Interscholastic

Tournament to be held at Forest Hills in

August.
Massachusetts pins its faith to Arthur Favreau

of Wollaston, the state's Junior Champion,
and there is another player in the junior ranks

who is not far behind him, in the person of Joe

Tong, of Concord, a native-born Chinese.

It was to be expected of Philadelphia that it

would have a Thayer in the list, for the family

has had one representative in almost every

branch of sport as long as any one can remember.

Sidney Thayer, in spite of his defeat in the

championships last year by E. C. Cassard, is

improving steadily, and ought to be one of

Philadelphia's best in a year or two. R. R.

Coffin of Germantown, and G. H. Thornton
of Merion, are ranked very close to Cassard.

I had almost forgotten to mention another

young man closer home, Paul Treanor, of

Staten Island, who won last year's championship

at the Clifton Tennis Club. His play is well

thought of by the experts who are looking for

coming champions.



The gardens of Mellody Farm, as the Armour
summer home is called, were planned by Mrs.

Armour and the architect for the house, Mr.
Arthur Heun

TTie

SUMMER. HOME
OF

Mr Mrs.

J OCDEN ARMOUR
LAKE FOREST

ILLINOIS

Arthur Heun, Architect

The porte-cochere is on the axis of the long, tree-shaded entrance

driveway

m
nc M

Much of this garden's charm, as of many others, is due to change

of level

An arbor screen bounds one side of the garden, affording an architectural line of enclosure and
a retreat from which to view its broad pattern

Facing the house and forming a fitting terminal feature on the main axis is a raised garden

shelter, paved with brick, and roofed
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A thir.l .unl m-i\ small .lass Ii.im discovered

(that the town-loving mkies, Coprinus, are edible

kind excellent, and they, eagerlv appropriate
them wherever they appear, without the least

regard for property rights.

A lourth class consists of those who have made
,i more xi less serious study of fungi, numbering
perhaps less than hftv in the whole I nitcd
States, who m.i\ eniov gastronomic
delights in tin- form of Morels,

Hvdnums, Clavaria, and Russul.c,

whieh the rich gourmet, who im.ig-

nis thai he has had the rarest and
choicest foods which money can
Imv . has nr\ cr tasted.

From this it is ev ident that econ-
omic oncology is as largely ignored
in this country, to-day, .is it was in

Gnat Britain when Dr. Badham
said: "I have seen whole hundred
weights ot rich, wholesome diet rot-

ting under the trees, woods teeming
with food, and not one hand to

gather it; and this perhaps in the
midst of poverty and all manner of
privations, and public prayers
against imminent famine."
We are to-day facing an alarm-

ing increase in the cost of living,

which is sunpiv a forerunner of
actual shortage. During our years
of abundance we have ignored and
despised this spontaneous and bounteous
supply of fungous food, so rich in protein
and nitrogenous elements that it is an ade-
quate and acceptable substitute for meat;
but 1 behe\e that the time is not far distant
when we will be forced to regard our mush-
rooms as the children of Israel did the manna
in the wilderness. In England mushrooms
rrom the fields and woods are an important
part of the food supply, and are also the basic
and most essential ingredient of the English
table sauces. In many parts of Continental
Europe centuries of privation have caused
the peasants to know many of the edible
fungi by a process of crude experimentation,
in which some became martyrs that others
might eat.

The one and only cause of the amazing
spectacle of a whole nation, and part of it

hungry, absolutely ignoring a feast of the
most delicious food is

the universal fear of one
single family of mush-
rooms, the deadly Am-
anita, whose poison is as

fatal as that of the
rattlesnake. In the
popular imagination it

lurks wherever fungi

gnm. It may be com-
mon in some localities,

but I have found it so
rare that only after the
careful exploration of
many square miles of
likely territory, could I

find the specimens
shown here. In the
state of New York alone
there are 215 edible
species, which are as

KNOWINC THE MUSHROOMS
by. JOHN NICIIOLL BROWN

rhotofttpAs by A* . iutAof

harmless as corn or potatoes, yet the existence of
tins one deadly family causes a popular total ab-
stinence Irom fungous food. There is but one
wa\ by which this great food supply can be-
come available to the People, and that is by
their learning r<> know the more common edible
mushrooms ny their botanical identifying char-
iCtaritttca, All other ways of knowing them
have invariably led to fatalities.

I he chu t obstacle to a general acquisition of
this knowledge has been the prohibitive cost
and technical phraseology of reliable books on
the subject. Anotlu 1 obstacle has been the gen-
eral belief that the w ay n w hich ediblejand poison-
ous mushrooms were distinguished from each
other was by popular traditional tests, supposedly

J*
Amimila ttrna (left) and A. phalloidts are similar In shape, but the former is unchangeably white

while the latter varies in color. Both are deadly poison

Outline drawing of the Amanita from infancy to maturity, showing the

underground cup—the one constant structural characteristic by which the

members of this family may be identified

Amanita muscaria, showing the egg-shaped cap when young (left) and the.flattened cap at maturity. Deadly poison

the myhlciioiis and 1 arc-

fully guarded si 1 ins of

ancient i rones and village

oracles. I In ',i ii-sts such
.1. tin- darkening ol a stlvet spoon when
thrust into cooking mushrooms 01 peel

ing of the skin of the cap are worse
than worthless, because they afford no
protection whatever against the one-

deadly family, and exclude all others
except the common meadow mushroom.

I he object of this article is to describe

so clearly, accurately, and simply I number of the

most desirable fungi commonly found through-

out the United States, that even a tyro may
be able to identify them, thus not only offering

the reader an increase in the quantity and
vani ty of his food, but an introduction to one
of the most delightful recreations afforded by
country life.

Mushroom hunting need not be confined to a

vacation season. Some species can always be
found, from April to November. Certain mush-
rooms make their homes in towns and even in

cities. I have seen the Glistening Coprinus,
enough for several meals, growing in New York's
City Hall Park, and the Coprinus atramentarius
flourishing on the site of a defunct tree on

f ifth Avenue. The town dweller

may find his dinner at his very
doorstep, clinging to his shade
trees, or on his neighbor's lawn.

It may be asked, "Will not the

farmer come to a realization of the
value of his long neglected mush-
room harvest, and warn us from
his land?" From personal obser-

vation I can answer that unless the

Government should add education
in mycology to its other agricultural

benevolences, he will still continue

to regard all mushrooms, save one,

as toadstools, and poison, and con-

tentedly eat salt pork while his

children play football with the nu-

tritious Giant PuffbalL
Before going into the description

of species, I ask that the reader

banish the name toadstool from the

language of fungi, because it has

no meaning. Originally used to

indicate certain large mushrooms
suspected of being poisonous, which have

since been found to be edible, it has now be-

come a popular designation of any un-

familiar fungus. The species I have selected

for description, with the exception of the

common field mushroom and the Smooth
Lepiota, have such distinctive characteristics

that even a careless observer could hardly

confuse them with any poisonous species.

The poisonous and unwholesome mush-

rooms are far fewer than is generally sup-

posed. The Russula emelica, long noted as

a dangerous fungus, is now known to be

harmless when cooked, and another fear-

some fungus, the Bitter Boletus, s so uncom-
promisingly bitter, that no one has ever been

able to eat enough of it to test its edibility.

Of a few other species nothing worse may be

said than that they are unwholesome, and

their unpleasant odor and taste will prevent

their being eaten.

The Amanitas alone,

so far as known, are the

only mushrooms that

have caused death, and
although they are easily

recognized, I earnestly

advise all who take up
the study of fungi to

memorize thoroughly the
identifying characteris-

tics, and when a speci-

men has been found, to

treat it with the same
respect you would accord

to a rattlesnake orpoison
ivy, because its subtle,

poisonous alkaloid is

continually disseminated

by its invisible spores,

which float in the air

35
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about the plant. Poisoning, not necessarily

fatal, will result from absorption of the poison

through the pores of the skin or inhalation of

the spore laden air near the plant. It is obvious

from this, that a single Amanita, carried in a

basket with harmless mushrooms, will render

them all poisonous. This may explain cases of

poisoning resulting from eating the common
mushrooms bought in the markets, which have

been gathered by children or ignorant aliens,

who would be quite likely to include a white

Amanita, which they would naturally suppose

to be an exceptionally beautiful field mush-
room with an unusually long stem.

Fortunately, all the Amanita have one con-

stant structural characteristic by which they

may be positively identified. This is the cup,

socket, or membranous sheath about the base

of the stem, consisting of the remains of the

wrapper or volva which enveloped the entire

plant in its in-

fancy. I his cup
may be con-

sidered as the

cautionary
symbol of the

genus Amanita.
This structural

peculiarity is

plainly shown
in the drawing
or the preced-

ing page, which
represents i n
outline the

growth of the

Amanita from
infancy to ma-

stem will be found a broad white collar. The
length of the stem is usually greater than the

diameter of the cap, and its base is abruptly
enlarged and is sheathed with a cup-like mem-
branous wrapper which hugs the stem more or

less closely. It inhabits woods but is sometimes
found in the open.

The Amanita phalloides is variable in color,

the forms being pure white, yellowish green or

olive, to umber. 1 he white form is scarcely

distinguishable from the Amanita verna. The
cap is smooth, even on the margin, and destitute

of warts or striation; fleshy, viscid, or slimy when
moist, convex, and in age more or less depressed

by the elevation of the margin. The gills are

persistently white in all forms and free from the
stem or only joined to

it by a narrow line.

The stem is longer

than the diameter of

mm
Agaricus campester, the common meadow mushroom which every-

body knows; found in pastures and grassy places

The Flat Cap Mushroom,
Agaricus placomyces, favors the

vicinity of hemlocks

1

Coprinua comatus, otherwise Shaggy Mane, is edible when young Ink Caps (Coprinus atramentarius) are generally found near

and white. It melts into ink in age decayed stumps or on richly manured grassy places

turity. This cup, however, is usually hidden
under the soil, sometimes several inches under
the ground; therefore in all cases where other

characteristics indicate an Amanita, the earth

should be removed and search made for the

cup or membranous sheath-like wrapper. In

beauty and symmetry the Amanita is the ideal

mushroom, and its attractive appearance makes
it all the more dangerous.

The Amanita verna is pure white. The gills

are persistently and unchangeably white and
free from the stem. The cap is smooth, white, and
viscid or slimy when moist. The stem is white

and covered with minute floccose scales, and is

stuffed (filled with loose fibers or cottony pith)

or hollow in age. Around the upper part of the

The Marasmius oreades, Fairy Ring, famous in child lore, grows

in circles or arcs of circles

the cap, usually smooth and white, in dark forms
partaking of the color of the cap. It is stuffed
when young, hollow in age, and abruptly enlarged
at the base, where it is sheathed with the cup-like
remains of the wrapper. It inhabits woods,
their borders, and bushy pastures.
The Amanita muscaria is much larger than

the preceding species, its expanded cap vary-
ing from three to six inches in diameter. The
cap is egg-shaped when young, flat at maturity.
Its color varies from yellow to orange or scarlet.

One form is light brown. The cap is dotted
with adhesive white warts, remnants of the
wrapper. The gills are pure white, symmetrical,
of various lengths, the shorter ones terminating
under the cap with vertical abruptness. The

stem is white, yellowish when old,

becoming shaggy and scaly, the
scales at the base of the stem merg-
ing into the form of an obscure cup.
The cup is indicated by a ragged
line of shaggy scales around a bulb-
ous base. It grows in pine and
hemlock woods and under cedar
trees, and prefers poor gravelly soil.

Condensing the absolutely essen-

tial identifying factors of the Am-
anita, we have the cup, socket, or
membranous wrapper, sheathing
the base of the stem; the persistent,

unchanging whiteness of the gills;

the stent equal to or generally

longer than the diameter of the cap;

in the Amanita verna and phalloides

the viscid, smooth, pallid white cap;

Coprinus micaceus (Glistening Coprinus) is also found near

stumps or over wood rotting in the ground

The delicious Smooth Lepiota (Lepiota nauc\na) is the only edi-

ble species likely to be confused with the deadly Amanita

Pleurolus ulmarius (Elm Mushroom), so-called 'because it is found Another mushroom found on tree trunks is Pleurotus oslrealus, the Pleurolus sapidus (Sapid Mushroom) likewise grows

on the trunks and wounded surfaces of elms Oyster Mushroom. It frequently grows in dense, overlapping masses on tree trunks and rotting logs
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Igaricuj rampester, thr one mush-
Mm which everybody knows, the
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"I I circU; tha Plturotiu ottrtatus. Oyster M ush-
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which make thru homes on thr trunks of trees.
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have a closely packed mass of minute tubes,
presenting an apparently porous surface on thr
under side of thr rap, and an rarely found out-
.uli .if woods. The llydnei are distinguished
l>\ has inn awl-shaped spmrs in place of gills,

and the (.'lavarias by their striking resem-
hlance to thr various forms of coral.

I hr Lycoprrdon or

PtlffbaU differs from
all others in having
its whole interior

W ni hrllil rrwiiipri (left) and

M. esruUnla. Look for the

Morels in wet weather

filled with spores, when mature. I'ufl balk are the
most easily recognized of fungi, and an- edible
when young and snowy whin within. The large
form is particularly delicious and luminous,
bill I have found some ol the smallet loim ol

inferior quality, In its infant state, the white
Amanita, shrouded in its volva, super Ik aally

resembles a small I'uffball, bur if rut open tlx

structure of the Amanita will be revealed.

It has been said that all Morels, I'uff ball,, and
C'lavarias are edible, and that the collet-tot could
tin n Ion- sad ly partake of these, even if he were
unable to distinguish one spc< ics from another,
but there is always the possibility of the exist-

ence of a rare and unknown species, possibly
poisonous, such as the fungus I have- called the

Bud's- N est Mushroom, which resembles a I'uff-

ball and is really an Agaric. Kmincnt my-
cologists have assured me that this species

any fungus they have seen.

For the sake
of condensation
in the subjoined

table of char-

acteristics the

following tech-

nical terms
have been used.

Cap: the first

part of a mush-
room which at-

tracts the at-

tention.

GUIs: thin,
membranous,
vertical plates

on the under
side of the cap,

dike

i .n< nun coralM/tr* The Clavarias arc easily recognized by Iheir

sinking n-semblancc to the various forms of coral

Thr Cunt rulTh.il!. Lwofnulon titanlrum. is particularly <lrli

i hhis anil nutritious. Kilihle when snowy white inside

(jiant Puflball beyond the edible stage, its rind no longer

smooth, and the Mesh inside not lirm and white

Tht Edible Boletus Holeius edulis) is rarely found outsid

of woods. The Boleti have a tube surface in place of gills

The essential character of Bear's Head Hydnum (Hydnum

caputursi) is a Heshy body with branches covered with spines

LycopfTflon zemmalum, the Top-shaped Puffball. While not in-

jurious, this species is not always agreeable in flavor

radiating from the stem to the margin of the cap.

Free: said of the gills when they are rounded
off without reaching the stem.

Solid: said of the stem w hen it is evenly fleshy.

Hollow, when interior is occupied by a cavity.

Stuffed: when filled with fibrous threads or pith.

Veil: a thin, delicate membrane, which in the

young of some species extends from the stem to

the margin of the cap, concealing the gills.

Spores: the reproductive fruit bodies or seeds

of the mushroom, invisible to the eye except in

mass, as in a sporeprint, which is made by placing

the cap, gills down, on paper, and covering

it with a bowl; after several hours the deposited

spores will have made a perfect print, by which
the color of the spores may be determined.

Strohilomycts strobilaceus. the Cone-like Boletus.

The tube masses should be removed before cooking

The Bitter Boletus (Boletus felleus) is poisonous, but is too bitter The Bird's-Nest Mushroom resembles a Puflball but really belongs

anyway to be eaten to 'he Agaricus family
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TABLE' OF IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIES

July, 1916

A.
phalloiJes

A.
musearia

A.
C^saria

A.
rubeseen

s

COMMON
NAME

Vernal
Amanita

Poison
Amanita

Amanita

Royal
Agaric

Reddish
Amanita

CHARACTER

Deadly poison

Deadly poison

Deadly poison

Edible, but use

great caution

Edible, but use
great caution

White, smooth, viscid, slimy when
moist

Variable in color, white, yellowish,

amber, and olive green; smooth, vis-

cid, slimy when moist

Brilliant yellow, orange, scarlet or

li -lit brown, pale in age, dotted with
ail lesive warts

Reddish, yellow, or orange; smooth
but striated at margin

Smooth, slightly striated on margin,
covered with floccose gray scales; col-

or varies, usually tinged reddish hues

Persistently white;
free from the stern

White in all forms
free from the stem

Pure white, very
symmetrical, of
various lengths

Yellow and free

from the stem

White and free

from stem

White, abruptly enlarged at base anil

sheathed by a cup-like membrane

Abruptly enlarged at base and
sheathed by cup-like remains of the
volva

White, becoming shaggy, the scales

below forming an obscure cup around
the bulbous base

White, hollow, only slightly enlarged
at base, where it is covered by a prom-
inent fleshy white membrane

Tapering above, enlarged at base, tap-
ering abruptly below; dull reddish, be-

comes red where bruised

ANNULUS OK KING

White, broad

White, broad

A distinct ring but
does not hang in

folds

Broad, and hangs
from upper part of
the stem

Broad, membran-
ous, and fragile

M'HII I S

White

White

White

White

White

Woods

Woods and bushy
pastures

Pine and hemlock
woods and their

borders

Woods

Woods and open
places

July to October

July to Octobe

Summer and
autumn

Summer and
early autumn

Late summer
and early au-
tumn

SPECIES
COMMON
NAME

CHARACTER CAP GILLS STEM SPORES SEASON HABITAT

Agaric us
eampesUr

Meadow
M ushroom

Flat Cap
Mushroom

Edible White, silky, or scaly;

diameter, 2 to 4 inches
At first pink, brown in

age, closely placed, free

Equal, smooth, white,
stuffed, I to 3 inches long

Brown From July to Nov-
ember

Pastures and grassy places,
never in thick woods

A. placomycei Edible Bell shaped whcnyoung.tfat
at maturity. Thin, covered
with minute brown scales;

diameter, 2 to 4 inches

Close, at first white
changing to pink , fin-

ally brown

White, smooth, stuffed

or hollow, enlarged
toward the base, 3 to

5 inches long

Purple brown. The
veil is double and
Igaves a handsome
collar on the stem

June to September Woods, favoring the vicinity
of hemlock

Coprin us
comat us

Shaggy
Mane

Edible when
young and
white

Oblong, white, melting into

ink in age
Broad, crowded, moist,
equal, free, white chang-
ing to pink, salmon,
brown, finally black

White, long, smooth,
stuffed or hollow, 3 to

4 inches long

Black Summer Lawns and manured grassy
places

c.
atramentarius

Ink Cap Edible when
young, dark-
ens in cook-
ing

Color varies from silvery

gray to smoky brown; sur-
face marked by fine stna-
tions

Broad, crowded, white,
pinkish gray, finally

black, dissolving in

inky drops

Hollow, firm, white Black From midsummer to
late autumn

Near decayed stumps,
lawns, and richly manured
grassy places

C. micaceous Glistening
Coprinus

Edible when
young, dark-
ensin cooking

Thin; at first oval then ex-

panded, pale butt to yellow;
margin notched and split

Whitish, then pinkish,
and finally black melt-
ing into ink

Slender, fragile, hollow,

white
Brow n May to November;

common in spring
Near decayed stumps and
wheretreeshavebeen,orover
wood rotting underground

.Xhnasmius
arcades

Fairy Ring Edible, the
best species

to dry for

winter use

Has an umbo or mound in

centre, reddish buff to cream
color, resembles dressed
sheep skin

Broad and quite separ-
ated, unequal, leaving
stem as they curve up-
ward, deep cream color

Solid, smooth at base,

equal, tough and fi-

brous

White Summer and autumn Found in pastures and
lawns in circles or arcs of a
circle

M. urens False Fairy-

Ring
Poisonous Cap has no mound and be-

comes depressed. Pale buff,

tough and fleshy

Unequal cream color,

closerthan m trueform,*
hardly reaching stem

Covered with white
flocculent down, dense
and even hairy at base

Its taste is acrid and
bitter even when
< ooked

Lawns and pastures, often
associated with M. Oreades

Lepwta
naucina

Smooth
Lepiota

Green Rus-
sula

Emetic
Mush room

Edible Very fleshy, white, rarely

its surface may be broken
into minute scales

Whi te, in age or after

being bruised becoming
dull pink, free, rounded
at inner extremity

Bulbous, stuffed White August, Sep tern ber,

October
Lawns, grassy places, and
sometimes cultivated fields

Russula
virescens

I dibl< Firm, solid, dull, dry,
moldy green or creamy
with sage green broken
spots, more united atcentre;
centre depressed

Pale creamy white,
usually equal, but often
forked, very brittle

Solid, creamy white, no
veil

White July, August, Sep-
tember

Woods

M. emetica Suspicious;
poisonous
raw, edible

if cooked

Very smooth, pale bright
pink to deep scarlet

Broad, mostly equal,
not crowded, white,
continuous from cap
to stem

White or pinkish, taste

hot and peppery
White July, August, Sep-

tember
Woods

Lactarius
deliciosus

Orange-milk
Mushroom

Edible, and
said to be
the most de-

licious known

Yellow to dull orange with
mottled zones of deeper
color, smooth and moist at

first, convex, later funnel-
shaped

Orange, of clearer hue
than the cap, when
bruised exuding an
orange-colored milky
juice

Paler than cap, hollow;
flesh brittle, creamy,
stained with orange

White. Taste,
slightly peppery

July, August, Sep-
tember

Woods, pine groves,
swamps

Pleurotus
ulmarius

Elm
Mushroom

Edible Cream color, pale yellow or
buff, smooth when young,
at maturity spotted and
fissured

Broad, rather distant,

dingy white, extending
down the stem

Varies in length, us-

ually curved, firm,
w hite, solid,

White Autumn Trunks and wounded sur-
faces of the elm, sometimes
on other trees

P. osireatus Oyster
Mushroom

Edible Smooth, white or light yel-

lowish, pale ochre, thin at

margin

Dingy white, unequal,
extending down stem
in elevated vein-like

lines, not crowded

Short or obsolete on
side of cap

White Summer and autumn Old tree trunks, often in

dense overlapping masses

P. sapidus Sapid
M ushroom

Edible White, yellowish gray or
brownish, margin wavy in

age

White, broad, not
crowded, extending
down stem, often
cracked

Short, solid, tufted,

usually two or three
growing from a common
base

Tinged with lilac

when seen in mass
on white paper

June to November Tree trunks and rotting

logs

SPECIES
COMMON
NAME CHARACTER CAP TUBE SURFACE STEM SPORES SEASON HABITAT

Boletus edulis Edible
Boletus

Edible Cushion-like, smooth,
moist, light brown to
brownish red

Whitish, becoming yel-

low and later yellowish
green

Stout, solid pale brown
with tine network of
pink raised lines near
cap

Ochre colored July to October.
(Flesh white or
tinged with yellow)

Woods and their borders

B. Jelleus Bitter

Boletus
Poisonous Smooth, tawnv, buff-

brown, dark reddish brown
Whitish becoming pale
flesh color, rounded up-
ward at stem

Equal or tapering up-
ward, somewhat ridged

with coarse reticula-

tions

Pinkish. Bitter taste July to October.
(Flesh white,
changes to pinkish on
fra< ture)

Woods and their borders

Strobilo myces
strobilaceus

Cone-like
Boletus

Edible Covered with gray over-
lapping wooly tufts, tipped
with dark brown or black

Grayish white at first,

dark brown or black
in age, changing color
where bruised

Very scaly, with soft

scales of same color as

the cap

Dark brown Summer
( l ube masses should
be removed before

cooking)

Woods, singly or in clusters

Morchella
esculenta

Common
Morel

Edible Oval, round, or elliptical; hollow, buff or brown to

greenish, with deep pits separated by network of ridges

Stout, hollow, dingy
white

May and June Woods, orchards,and damp,
shady places

M. crassipes Edible Nearly equal in diameter to that of the cap, otherwise does not differ from M. Esculenta

Ciavaria
coralloides

Coral
Mushroom

Edible Resembtes coral, white and brittle Hollow Autumn Woods, especially among
cedar and hemlock

C. form os

a

Edible Thickly branched from a stout pale base, brittle; color, saffron yellow, buff in age Woods

Hydnum
eaput-ursi

Awl-like spines cover the entire exposed part of this fungus, which grows in fleshy branches each terminating in a crown of shorter drooping teeth; color, white or creamy white. Stem, single,

stout. Grows on tree trunks, favoring smooth barked trees. Edible

It.

caput-medusa
Very similar to the I/ydnum caput-ursi (Bear's Head Hydnum) in appearance but does not branch, growing in one mass. Edible and delicious

H. coralloides Resembles a branch of coral. A common stem arises from a rotting log, sending out successive graceful branches, from the under side of which hang the spines, similar to those of the Bears
Head Hydnum but shorter. Edible

II. erinaceus Satyr's Beard. EdiMe, grows in a large tubular mass, does not branch. Spines long and straight, hanging downward in paralk-l lines. Found on dead tree trunks and wounds in living trees.

Lycoperdon
gtzanteum

Giant Puff-

ball

Grows on the ground in fields and pastures, maturing in autumn. White to dingy white. Rind, smooth, dry, and white to whitish, 8 to 16 inches in diameter, often larger;

edible when voung while the flesh is firm and snowy white

L. gemmatum Top-shaped
Puffball

Small, white, dark gray when mature, covered with minute scales or warts. The smaller Puffballs, while not injurious, do not possess always an agreeable 6avor.
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thr faleonmc
buds iif tin* Unittd
States wchavr no mori"

beautiful spr» irs ill in

the sparrow It .i w k .

1'hcrr .in- M-vrr.il var-

ieties >'i Mibspntcs of tlirni, hut

ill appeal.nice .iiul genet al habits

thr\ art more m less alike \t dillerrnr nuns I

have bestow rd special attention upim thr sparrow

hawk, .mil moic ih.in once our of thr birds has

been .i cantixc in m\ hands fur months .it .i timr.

\s prts tin \ giw little trouble, and they thrive

upon hits ol raw nir.it, or on foods thc\ fhcin-

tlvea obtain in nature, surh .is mice, Knghsh
sparrows, and grasshoppers. I suallv thr hinl

btCOlim tamr .mil contented wrv shortly after

its capture; it sihui learns to perch upon youi

fingct . and to make known to you, in various

u .i\ s, that it is hungry.

Thr sivrs are ipute differently marked, and
are easily distinguished. 1 hr crown of thr head
is of a MM llatV-blue odor, with a central patch

of chestnut, thr l.ittrt \ .using much in size

and sometimes absent altogether. ( me conspicu-

ous, vertical, black bar crosses over tin region of

the Ml anil another at thr angle of the mouth.
At the back of the neck there are three more, the

combination giving thr head a \erv black-barred

appearance; all seven of these ma v. like the
crown patch, hr much subonlinatril in intensity,

ami in some individuals so obscure .is to be
sc.'reel v noticeable at all. The back also is

chestnut, which, in the slightly larger female
bird, is transversely barred with black. My pi t

male bird had the wing COveitl of a delicate

sl.itv-blue. with a trw small black spots scattered
over it; but in the female these feathers .ire of a

cinnamon color and black-barred like her hack.

The big feathers of the wings are black with
white indentations, the nrxt tirr of feathers above
being slaty-blue again. All the lo,\rr parts are

white, shaded with pair butt", their area being

beautifully black spotted in the male, and
streaked with dark brown in the female.

Coming to the tail, in my bird it w as of a glossy

chestnut, each feather being tipped with white,

which latter was separated from the chestnut
by a black /one including all the feathers. The
entire tail in the female is imperfectly barred
with black. The feet are bright yellowish or-

ange in both sexes.

Long before mv time, .Audubon also had kept
one of these little falcons as a pet. Of it he
wrote: "No bird can be more easily raised anil

kept than this beautiful hawk. I once found a

young male that had drooped from the nest

before it was able to fly. Its cries for food at-

tracted my notice, and I discovered it lying near
a log. It was large, and covered with soft white
down, through which the young feathers pro-

truded. Its little blue bill and yet gray eyes
made it look not unlike an owl. 1 took it home,

OONDUCTKl) H Y T Oil, 1) K It T I'KARSON
•siiirlmy "I I In- National Ashch iiilliin ill \ ml Sorirtlrt

\\lr I'ftir, on will bt flaJ in unswtr any qutstioni relating In bird'; for ninvrmrnrr,
kindly dddrr<< Readers' f

The sparrow hawk commonly lays five eggs to the set, though

the number may vary from three to seven

Service, Country Llfl in Amirica, Garden City, N. Y.\

P ARROW HAWK
BIOGRAPHY

By DR. R. W. SHU-FELDT

feed them

The male siwrrow hawk which Dr Shufcldt kept as a pel for

many months, and which became perfectly tame and gentle

named it Nero, and provided it with small birds,

at which it would scramble fiercely, although yet
unable to tear their flesh, in which I assisted it.

In a few weeks it grew very beautiful, and be-

came so voracious, requiring a great number of
birds daily, that I turned it out to see how it

would shift for itself. This proved a gratifica-

tion to both of us; it soon hunted for grasshop-
pers and other insects, and on returning from
my walks I now and then threw a dead bird high

in the air, which it never failed to perceive from
its stand, and toward which it launched with such
quickness as sometimes to catch it befoie it fell

to the ground. I he little fellow attracted the

notice of his brothers, brought up hard by, who,
accompanied by their parents, at first gave it

chase, and forced it to take refuge behind one of

the window shutters, where it usually passed the

night, but soon became gentler toward it, as if

forgiving its desertion. My bird was fastidious

in the choice of food, would not touch a wood-
pecker, however fresh, and as he grew older,

refused to eat birds that were in the least tainted.

To the last he continued kind to me, and never

failed to return at night to his favorite roost

behind the window shutter. His courageous
disposition often amused the family, as he would
sail off from his stand, and fall on the back of a

tame duck, which, setting up a loud quacking,

would waddle off in great alarm with the hawk
sticking to her. But, as has often happened to

adventurers of similar spirit, his audacity cost

him his life. A hen and her brood chanced to

attract his notice, and he flew to secure one of the

chickens, but met one whose parental affection

inspired her with a courage greater than his ow n.

The conflict, which was severe, ended the ad-

ventures of poor Nero."

Seven 1
1 m year. ,ij"i l.r.i May, I

received from a friend for study live

beautiful young sparrow hawks taken
from an old woodpecker's m st, where
tin pair had bred, near Washing-
ton, \). C. I hey wen: in excellent

condition and very vigorous. Not
having any mice or birds handy to

with, I purchased about a pound
and I half of raw beef. This I fed to them in

turn by hand, and, remarkable as it may seem,
the five ravenous little fellows ate it all up in l< s,

than | quartet of atl hour. Shortly after their
coming into my possession, I noticed that the
oldest and largest bird of the brood was nearly
double the size of the youngest one, while the
three others graduated down from the biggest
to the littlest one in regular order, the difference
in size from first to last being almost in exact
proportion. It was evident, then, that the fe-

male had laid the eggs at regular intervals, very
likely three or four days apart, and that incuba-
tion commenced immediately after the first egg
was deposited. What is more worthy of note,
however, is the fact that the sex of these nestlings
alternated, the oldest bird being a male, the next
a female, followed by another male, and so on,
the last and youngest being a male. The latter

had a plumage of pure white down, with the pin-

feathers of the primaries and secondaries of the
wings, as well as the rectrices of the tail, just be-
ginning to open at their extremities. It has long
been known that some owls begin brooding as

soon as the first egg is laid. Newton ("Diction-
ary of Birds"), has pointed out the advantages
of this, "since the offspring, being of different

ages, thereby become less of a burden on the
parents which have to minister to their wants,
while the fostering warmth of the earlier chicks
can hardly fail to aid the development of those
which are unhatched, during the absence of the
father and mother in search of food; but most
bird:,, and, it need hardly be said, all those the
young of which run from their birth, await the
completion of the clutch before sitting is begun."
Our sparrow hawk seems to mate for lift, if

we may judge from the fact that they are in

mated pairs when they arrive from the South at

their Northern breeding ranges. They select

all sorts of sites for a home—generally a deserted
nest of some woodpecker; but often the hollow of
a tree, or any natural cavity that may be found.

Sometimes—though rarely—they will deposit
their eggs in an old crow's nest, or in that of
some other bird.

Personally, I have not found the nest of this

species more than once or twice in my life; the
beautiful set of eggs here reproduced was loaned
me for the purpose of photography by Mr. Ed-
ward J. Court, of Washington, D. C, who has
taken more eggs of eagles, hawks, and owls

—

twice over—than any other ornithologist in the
city of Washington.

Nestling sparrow hawk in the white, downy stage—one of the five

taken from an old woodpecker's nest near Washington
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well done
called raw.

lay say, if you like,

that this farm was
done on both sides;

kept busy with no
idle days in the year.

Before the farm was
it certainly could be

Most men put in a

day's work and then stop for sleep.

Many of them would, if they

had their own way, cut the

work in two and add theclipped
hours to their time of rest.

If they are farmers, they are

quite willing to treat their

farms on the same principle,

with six months for production
and six more for resting.

I knew a man who for some
months worked fifteen days a

week. He was a ship carpenter,

and during the Spanish War
there was a rush to fit out
vessels for service. This man's
labor union made eight hours

a day's work. He worked
eight hours, took six hours'

rest, and then worked eight

hotrrs more, and so on. Each
eight hours was a "day," and he put in fifteen of
them inside of fourteen times around the clock.

This man surely kept out of mischief, and there are

farms run in something of the same way. An
old 'i ankee in our town, when I was a boy, hated
to see anything rest. He said rest was rust.

He built a dam across one end of the swamp and
held back the water in a pond. This provided
winter power for a small saw mill, while in summer
he picked cranberries and checkerberries and
blueberries, and cut the coarse grass for

bedding.

Very likely it was a descendant of this old

fellow who brought the system up to date and
made a worthless piece of land take on such
character and energy that it worked every hour
in the year— days, nights, and Sundays.

Ten years ago this industrious farm was about
the laziest specimen of land that you could find

in a week's search—a narrow valley between low
hills, where a sluggish little stream turned and
twisted down through it, as if determined to

see that every square foot of the soil was turned
into ooze. There was a fine crop of cattails,

coarse grass, and brush. Bullfrogs and muskrats
were its only citizens. A foolish young cow
once waded in on a voyage of discovery, but they
had to take a yoke of oxen to pull her out. For
years it had been an eyesore and a reproach.
I he stream was fed by pure springs back among
the hills, and a chemist would have taken some
of that soil into his laboratory and brought back
the report that it was as rich in crude material
as stable manure. W hy not, since the wealth
of the hills had been washed out into this swamp,
while, when the flood subsided, the lazy stream
did not have energy enough to carry the plant
food away? Raising bullfrogs on soil rich

enough to be used as fertilizer can hardly be
called good farming, yet that was about the
limit in the production of this field.

1 he swamp was part of a farm belonging to a
sensitive man, who went through life constantly
galled because his farm carried a mortgage and an
eyesore. The mortgage was held by one of his

wife's relatives, and I can hardly think of a
more trying creditor. He never would foreclose
of course, but what was worse, he made remarks
about the fortunate circumstance that Mary's
people had been able to finance John's farm for

him. The eyesore was this narrow swamp.
John was a good farmer, but his tillable fields

were poor and thin. Their fat had been washed
down into this worthless place. Of course he
realized something of the riches which lay sodden
and crude in this swamp soil, but what can such
a man do without capital, and where can you

WORKING A FAKM
DOUBLE SHIFT
@ H W COLLINCWOOD

" Ice and its partners, honey and spring water take no plant food away from the soil

get capital until you show that one dollar can
be made to earn three? No capitalist banks on
a borrower's opinion. He wants to see the goods,

and who can blame him? John tried hauling

this black soil out on the upper fields, but that

is a slow way to get ahead. No one ever got

very far along hauling muck for upland crops,

in, spite of what the chemists tell us they can find

in the muck. You must carry the crops down
into the ntuck if you want them to be sizable.

This farmer had no capital with which to drain

the swamp, and so he would lie at night listen-

ing to the bullfrogs croaking. "Mortgage!
Mortgage! Never pay it! Never pay it!"

A few miles away was a town of good size.

It was a factory town with rather a warm re-

putation. The warmer the town's reputation,

the greater the need for ice, for more people

turn out to parade the streets at night, and they
all want to be cooled off. There was no pond
near-by where good ice could be cut. It was
all brought in from a distance. One day a

shrewd business man cast his eye over John's
valley swamp. The springs which fed the slug-

gish little stream were noted for their purity,

and the location made it easy to throw a dam
across the valley and hold the water back. The
result was a contract under which John built

the dam broad and high, and the business man
built an ice house. The wife's relative w ho held

the mortgage looked kindly on. He did not
have so much faith in the ice business, but he

thought that there might be good fishing for

pickerel or trout in that pond.
They finished the dam by early October, and

the water began to rise against it and slowly flood

the swamp. Up it came, higher and higher,

until even the high-bush blueberries were out of

sight. The heavy fall rains came washing and
tearing the soil out of the hills. In former years

this flood had gone roaring and lashing through
the swamp and beyond, a biting riot of yellow

water. Now against that dam it spread out
into a broad pond, and the sediment settled

out of that yellow water, leaving it clear. The
wife's relative saw this going on, but he had no
idea that as this thin mud settled in the pond,

it was also settling that mortgage. This was
true, for the water had washed the life out of

the hills, but it could not get away with it as

before. It is during the late summer and fall

that the soil makes most of its plant food avail-

able. Nature had been washing it out just as

grandmother used to leach the wood ashes in

order to make soap. In former years all this

richness had been rushed off down through the

streams to the ocean. Now it was settling in
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John's pond to make a soap that
would wash the mortgage off the
farm.

They got their ice crop, and it

was a good one, clear and pure.

After all, you may call ice in its

way an ideal farm crop. Ice and
its partners, honey and spring

water, are the three graces which
take no plant food away from
the soil. Furthermore, nature
does most of the work of pre-

paring them. You might sell

ice, honey, and spring water
ofF a farm for years, and then
you could bring back in a

bushel basket all the plant

food they had ever carried

away.
March came, and with it the

break up of winter. It came
hard that year, for winter
hated to go for some reason
of his own. He fought till he

cried, and the tears came in

a deluge of warm rain. The
ice broke on the pond, and the

wind ajid rain forced it like a

battering ram against the

dam. Crash went the gateway, and a slice of

the wall went with it. The water dug a hole

under the gate like some blind, frightened giant

rushing from security out into trouble without
knowing why. The farmer stood and saw his

dam crumble away and the pond disappear. The
wife's relative saw his fishing pond spoiled,

and he wanted a payment on that mortgage at

once. John's pocket wras warm with his share

of the ice money, and Mary begged him to turn

it over so as to keep the relative quiet, but John
had been so long without capital that he meant
to see if one dollar could not be made to earn

another on that farm, and so he kept his ice

money in cold storage.

I lie pond finally emptied itself, and the

swamp pushed its nose up out of the water.

Somehow it was a different looking nose than
before it took its bath. Much of the old growth
seemed to be dead, and there was a dark brown
deposit all over the land. In some way the last

of the ice and the rush of the water had taken

that sluggish stream by the tail and shaken out

several of its kinks by gouging out a new channel.

In the lower part of the swamp it twisted and
wound about as before, but at the upper end it

had taken a straight course, and the soil was
drying out earlier than ever betore.

There came one day an old man from the

next tow nship. He was a retired farmer. Some
farmers retire in order to commit suicide in the

longest and most painful manner. After working

hard for forty years they move to town and

proceed to do nothing. Having never formed
the reading habit, they do not get beyond the

county paper in their study of literature. They
take no exercise, yet continue to eat as heartly

as when they worked fourteen hours a day.

Their wives do their own housework and keep
chickens or a garden, thus obtaining exercise and
keeping the mind busy. The husband sits

around and talks; the wife moves around and
works. That is why, when twenty retired

farmers come to town, there are usually within a

few years about eighteen widows and eighteen

gravestones. This farmer had all his life studied

how to do farm work, without knowing why.
Now he was occupying his mind by studying the

why of things. Thus he had struck a new life,

and a more interesting one, in finding out why
he had dug ditches for drainage, used phosphate
with manure, and a dozen other things. I his

man saw that brown deposit at the bottom of

the pond, and that crooked stream wandering

lazily along. He looked at it for awhile, then

put on his spectacles and pulled out a set of

figures, and this is part of what he read:
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Stable nunurr .

While thr "lil 111. 111 was mi tin- f.mii practising

the kfi ol turning tins would nut have incint

Mich to him N"w that hr had studied the

srAv, he saw th.it the watci which stood on this

swamp li .nl v .lined in .mil dropped on the ground
.1 thul imt 11 ol plain ft n til \n arinv of horses

hauliny in stable manure could hardly have done
hrttei work. I lie farmci with .1 mortgage and
no capital must eal the dr) etust of hard hread.

When nature puts such .1 smear as this on his

land, and he can obtain the tools for making it

Hatful, it is like adding the butter and sugar

needed to make bread pudding or cake. Here
was land containing as much nitrogen as stable

manure, and here came nature to carry out a

well-known seriptur.il truth bv buttering it

over each wintet with added richness, set the

soil lax tin re inert and incapable because it was
water-logged -'ml sour.

This old farmer had studied that too. I hev

went to the upper parr ol the swamp where the

Rraam had been straightened, and saw that the

soil which it drained w.is diving out. Through
tin straight and narrow path cut by the ice, the

water went quicklv oil about its business. Such
activ itv is catching, and the little cat-holes and
pools had fallen into the spirit of things, and

sent their surface water out to be carried on.

Down below, where the stream still dawdled and
twisted in the broad anil pleasant way, the

water remained and the cat-holes were full.

The old man pointed this out and shut one eye

as he sighted down through the stream to show
the natural W .iter course.

And so John raised something of a family

tumult w hen he invested part ol this ice money in

dynamite. One of the most interesting things

in this world is the mental picture of a good
woman, who has confidence in her husband,
feels somehow that it is shaking, and vet hra\el\

faces her relative who holds the mortgage. John
punched holes in the natural water course in that

swamp, put in his dynamite, and let it off with

mighty explosions. W ith some hand work it

was easy in this way to open a straight track

through the held. Water is well trained. It

will always march to lower ground, and by so

doing raises the farm to higher ground. I his

stream quit wandering and twisting and turning

and fell right into the new track. I he ditch

changed into a brook in twenty-four hours. As
the bright water from the hills rippled on through
this new opening, it called cheerfully to its sleepy,

sluggish friends in the cat-holes and pools:

"Come on! Awake -arise

—

or be forever fallen. Life lies

below. (Juit slumbering here,

and come with us out into the
world." And out of every ooze
and pool it came, not all of it,

but enough to show what would
happen when the little ditches

were dug in to give an easier

chance.

As the swamp commenced to

dry. the relative began to see that
after all it was a case of method-
ical madness. There came a

mournful catch in the voice of
the bullfrogs, like that of many
another old citizen who sees pro-
gress crowding him out of his

old-time haunts. The relative

thought that it might make a

fair pasture after all, but John
had begun to see things a little.

No one would think of pasturing

iows on hotbed soil lb-re was soil with as
much leitllifv as .1 hotbed, but lacking the beat
and the punch ol fermenting plant food to
make it go.

I i"in the analysis, what that sour and ugly soil

in.. 1 111 1 id il w.is phosphate and peace, the latter

of a kind that you must light for. My May
then wi 11 several .11 les of that .soil in the uppei
part ol the swamp dry enough to plow. It WU
a tough job) but it was finally turned over. Then
ihev pin on to i .1, I, .,, re .1 ton of air slaked lime
and harrowed it thoroughly in. I he neighbors
hoottd at tins pi. 111 ol w Inn w ashing land. Some
soiii men are whitewashed when they ought to

bfl dipped in carbolic acid. When the wash
Hakes oil' they are sourer than ever before, bur
good, honest soil will take the whitewashing and
turn it into nature's green paint on their crops.
Mien when the corn was planted they scattered
a little and phosphate around each hill and hoed
it in, lor the analysis of such soil showed that
this element was lacking. Luckily it was a
div season naturally. II. id it been wet. tin-

corn would have waded through water carrying
a poor, yellow erop. As it turned out, there
w is .1 drought, the water sank low in the soil,

and as a result such corn had never been seen in

that country before. The crops on the dry
hills were mostly a failure, but in this rich and
chastened soil the stalks grew up like trees.

I he neighbors called it luck. In a way it was,
but that sort of luck is made out of drainage,
lime, and phosphate. The wife's relative was a

wise man and a sport when you cornered him,
and he was the very person to come forward and
offer to lend the money for a complete system of
drainage in that swamp.

I In v built up the dam stronger than ever,

and put up another ice house. Then an en-
gineer came and got the levels for a full system
of drainage. A big main runs down the centre

It was lazy swamp land such as this that John put to work

on double time. There are manv locations where such a plan

could be carried out

In this rich soil the corn stalks grow up like trees

ol the swamp, with smallei laterals riinmni/ mio
it. I' mm these, smallei tile run hai k to every
low spot of ooze and cat-holes. I hesc little

lines of tile are most important of all, since they
tap the hidden springs and drill the watet into

the trick of marching away from home loi vivue
elsewhere. I hey are like Kipling's orderly
ergeants in the Egyptian army. No one ever
heard of them. I hey are loo small to be men-
tioned in 11 pons, and yet

" Ihev dulled a brown man white

—

I hey made a mummy fightl"

The main drain runs out under the dam down
below like a sewer. I here is a concrete mouth
to it, which can be closed or opened at will like

the pipe of a water power. In the fall the
mouth is closed, and the water backs up against

the dam to form the ice pond. When the pond
is filled, the drainage system may be partly

opened to give some flow through the tile and
thus prevent clogging. The ice crop has come
to be a large proposition, and it removes no plant
(ood from the soil. In the spring the gates may
all be Opened) and the water turned out. There
is always found a smear of mud over the ground
which represents the settlings from the pond.
It would be safe to say that this deposit repre-

sents on one acre all the nitrogen and a good
share of the potash to be found in twenty tons
of stable manure. I here is very little phosphoric
.11 id. and the nitrogen is inert and sour.

That gives a line on the farm side of the pro-

position. That soil needs what we have called

phosphate and peace. When cows gnaw old

boards or try to eat the barn down, it is well

understood that they need phosphates. When
men look as if they could gnaw a file, they need

peace, although it would be hard to make them
think so. When soils become sour and stagnant

they need lime. After a few years of work you
would not recognize this soil. The tough, sour

grass has disappeared, and the aristocratic ti-

mothy would grow five feet high. In place of

the sour and tough and untilled muck you find

a rich, crumbling soil, black and beautiful.

Corn, potatoes, celery, and onions are the crops

best suited to this soil, but w hatever grows there

must be off before the middle of October, for

there can be no sleep for this land. W hile other

soils lie waiting for winter to go, this farm is

Eroducing its ice crop, and receiving its thin

uttering of the fat taken out of the hills. Other
corn fields might boast of their cover crops.

T his one is covered with water, and goes in

swimming in the place of resting. Corn is the

best crop for such a field, because it can make
use of the rough plant food in the soil, and ends

its work w ith the first hard frost. W ith a

dressing of lime to quicken up the humus in the

soil, and a fair dressing of phosphates, corn

grows to enormous size. Potatoes and celery

are different. This is ideal soil in which they

may develop, but their feeding habits are dif-

ferent, and fertilizer may well be used to push

them on, even in this rich and fertile ground.

The corn crop reaches up out of the swamp and
puts its strengthening hand upon the hills.

Silage corn grows in this pond bottom until

you would think you were stand-

ing in a Louisiana cane brake. It

is hauled out and cut into a silo,

and then fed to cattle. The man-
ure from the cattle feeding goes

out on the upland soil, and thus

is bringing those thin old fields

back to clover and alfalfa. The
raw muck hauled out of the old

swamp could not do this, but the

drained and sweetened muck
produces corn, and tH^, after

paying a good profit in milk and
meat, passes off to the upland
and fits it for alfalfa.

Thus this farm is done on
both sides, and well done at

that. There are many loca-

tions where such a plan could be

carried out. Even if no ice

were cut, the pond would often

pay for its effect in fertilizing

and soaking the soil.
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The back of Greycote, looking up the path. The garden

is planted for succession, perennials in masses and annuals

filling in. The plan of the garden is Miss Foster's own,

and all the planting has been done either by her own hands

or under her supervision

G HEY COTE
7J\e Qarden of

Miss M.D. FOSTER
SAY VI LLE

L. I.

* ' Mr
The tea roses are grouped

together but not set apart

from the other flowers.

Pyrethrum in foreground

at the right *

On the south side of the

house a pink rambler out-

lined against the gray

shingles makes an unforget-

able picture

w « r

'Long about knee-deep in June". The whole garden is delightfully informal, with its winding
paths and cross paths, and friendly groups of flowers

Blue and white hardy bellflowers, pyrethrum, and early perennials, with asters, gladioli,

dahlias from seed, and rainbow corn in the foreground
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I Mlliull'l I'll I In JUtS

in. I luxuriunci <>i ilu

r \ in tin union
around Kivrrtitli'i must

make .in > lixjiu iii .1
1

>

j »« . 1 1 (<> tin

ruthctu MiiM' of .ill so|oiihhii in

ili H rnchaittt-d l.nnl. Inn I wondci
how ill.lin ol these delighted he

holders gam .ins i It- .11 compit-lu-n

mod i>l the sigmhi am r "I tins glow th

.i\ .in illusti atiuit ol wli.it natutc,

with man's assistance, can accomp
lisli in .1 compat.ttiv cl\ sllutt time,

much Icssol its economic inc.mini;

How in.nn, I wonder! realise tli.it

fllllv three tout ths u( till- ilf.tr,

million' of hearing orange trees

m California m i«)i4 owed their

existence t.< tin- importation into th.it

state less ill in f«irt V years ago nf two
small n.ivrl orange trees, or tli.it,

according to no less .m .i n t In n 1 1

\

than the I mtcd States Census, "in

no other State have .inrmiltiii.il

lands, .is such, reached tin- selling

price of tlu- Mib-tropu-.il fruit orch-

.iiiK ot touthern California."

The riist definite written record

of the navel orange, appears to be

that which was made by the Jesuit

monk, Maptisti- Ferrari, in hii «ork.
" llf>ptrultt sivr dt Malarum Aureo-
rum Cultura ft Usus. Libri Quat-

BOf," which w as published at Rome,
in 164(1. Ferrari calls this variety. An rant turn form

ima sin fertifrrum. The navel is again mentioned
in the " II: • rim Natmrtdu it Arboribui et Fruct-
ions. Libri Decern. Jokannis Joknstoni, Mtdieintt

Doclori .," published at Fr.mkfort-on-Main in 1662.

(Humes's "Cirrus Fruits and their Culture" )

From the discussion of tin- orange industry in

the Twelfth United States Census we learn,

furthermore, that oranges were brought from

Asia to Portugal in about the year 1500, and
thence spread throughout the Mediterranean
regions. Taken to Mra/il by early explorers, the

tree became w ild, as it did when it was hmuijit

to Florida by the Spaniards in 1560. In Florida,

wild groves were to be found until about 1NX0.

The following historical sketch is an extract

from .1 speech by the lion \\ dliam F. Kettner to

the House of Representatives. It is

based on information which he had
obtained from an official of the Agri-

cultural Department.

"According to the late James Hogg, of
New York, .1 wealth) Brazilian planter, a

Scotchman by birth, determined to manu-
mit his slaves and remove with them to

the I'nited States. This he did about

1858, settling on an island in middle or

southern Florida. He then returned to

Kra/il and secured a collection of Bra-

zilian plants for introduction, which he

consigned to the late Thomas Hogg, who
then conducted a nursery at the corner of

Broadway and Twenty-third Street, New
York City. Among these plants were
several navel orange trees. The collec-

tion was held in the greenhouse in New
York for nearly a year, until the plants

ipiirkly recognized, and the rico 011

Mis I ililiel
1 , 1 .1 . . win hugely piopa-

uated from by (
'alifotiiia unmet yinen.

Our ol these m 11,11111 il tin variety
Msivemidc Navel,' and claimed to have
imported tin inn, Itoin Bta/.il liiiimclf.

Later, ai a < (inference of mange glower*
held in 1.01 Angeles, Cal., ilu name
'Washington Navel' was adopo 4 f.,i ilu

variety, in rerognitioti of the fan of it*

introduction by the Department of
Agrii ultiiie, anil it is vny generally
giown at present under thai name. The
American I'omologiral Soeiety mill ad-
heres to the name ' Bahia,' under which
Mi. Saunders inrrodiu ed it, and recog-

nizes the names 'Riverside Navel' and
'Washington Navel' as synonymous. It

is now the most extensively grown
variety in California.

I he Washington Navel was widely
planted in southern California, the srate

acquired a world-wide reputation for its

citrus fruirs, and a new era in orange
culture began."

(r grnvc in hearing is a beautiful sight, but lieauly is not the only cm! served

value nl I he I alilnrnia navel orange crop is mote than $10,000,000 annually

The

FORTY YEARS OF THE
NAVEL ORANGE

/>Y , George Chidden

had recovered from the effects of the sea voyage, and
was then forwarded to the owner in Florida. During
the Seminole War the entire collection was destroyed

by United States troops, the owner being charged wirh
giving aid and comfort, to the enemy. The owner
then removed to Haiti. While it is not positively

known that these trees were of the same variety as

that subsequently inrroduced by the department, it

seems probable that this was the case. None of the

trees survived long enough to come into fruit, however,
and no trace of them now exists. The facts regard-

ing this early introduction of the navel orange do nor

appear to have been generally known until 1888, when
the above statement was published by Mr. Hogg.

"During the year 1868 Mr. William Saunders, the

horticulturist landscape gardener, and superintendent

of gardens and grounds of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, learned through a correspondent

then in Bahia, Brazil, that the oranges were of a

The so-called "thermal belt," of
California, with a soil and climate
both suitable for oranges, extends
northward from San Diego, for about
seven hundred miles, to 'Tehama
County (at about the 40th parallel),

is from two or three to twenty-
five miles wide, and includes about
1,500,000 acres, which is practically

2,344 square miles.

I be reader will forgive me for em-
ploying here a few statistics—notor-

iously dull reading— in a further
effort to convey a definite idea of the aston-
ishing growth of this industry. These figures

I shall take from the latest United States
Census, and they therefore represent conditions
which existed about six years ago, since which
time, of course, the industry has been very
considerably enlarged.

From the census tables we learn that in 1899
there were in California, 5,648,174 orange
trees of hearing age, which in that year produced
5,882,193 boxes of oranges, while in 1910, the
number of bearing trees had increased to

6,615,805; also that in the previous year, the
crop amounted to 14,436,180, boxes, valued at

£12,951,505. And remember that account is

taken here only of trees which were actually

bearing, and that this excludes practically all of

the trees under three years of age.

As to the proportionate value of

the navel orange crop, the following

statement on the subject, which ap-

peared in the Department of Agri-

culture's "Weekly Crop Letter to Cor-
respondents," of March 4, 1914, is

significant: "One of the most strik-

ing introductions of fruit ever made
by our Department of Agriculture

was that of the seedless orange. The
value of this crop in California is

now more than £10,000,000 every

year. Millions of California navel

orange trees are the descendants of

the few that were introduced by the

Department in the seventies."

•One of the two original trees to which the navel orange industry of

southern California owes its existence

The irrigating canal which traverses the Riverside, Cal., orange groves

superior character to any known in the

United States. The department accord-

ingly ordered a small shipment of trees.

The first lot were found dead upon

arrival. By sending minute directions as

to budding, packing, and shipping. 12

small trees in fairly good condition were

finally received by the department in

1870. These were planted in one of the

greenhouses and propagated from by

budding on small orange stocks. The
young trees thus propagated were dis-

tributed to orange growers in Florida

and California, under the name ' Bahia,'

for testing. In 1873 two of these young

trees propagated from those originally

imported from Brazil were sent to Mrs.

L. C. Tibbets, Riverside, Cal., upon the

request of Gen. B. F. Butler, then a

Member of Congress from Massachusetts.

When these came into bearing the super-

iority of their fruit to that of the other

varieties then grown in California was
An up-to-date packing house, showing machinery for sorting the

oranges and packing them for shipment
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GAFLDEN SCULPTURE IN LEAD
DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY THE BROMSGROVE GUILD

Infant figure representing Autumn, seated Flora with her wreath, and a realistic snake charmer, on either side of a garden entrance Seated Summer, a companion piece to Autumn
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COUNTRY UK K IN A M K

l/dltir. NEW BUSINESS OF F AKM1N C|>

I

/or r

Ami i

.III K I ire l>if icasons

for discisits on tin- f'.nm:

it i« .111 insurance against

Ctopf-lllutC.lt IV .1 method <>l

equalizing ssoi k throughout

tlu- season, .mil it almost

autom.iticalls pros ides a rotation ol crops

There arc three little irasons against di-

v,iNit\ hrst, that the spc* i.ih/cd work-

man becomes more skilful than tin- one

who ilocs main kinds of work. Second.

a

farm with one imp van base a bcttct supply of

t«H>U adapted to th it crop. I bird, .1 small farm

cm A" business on a larger scale if all the product

is in one specialty It is sometimes given as a

favorable factoi foi specialized farming that it is

c inhi fbi the farmci to have a vacation, but this

is muds anothei was nfstatumth.it such farm-

ins does not pros ide work throughout the year.

Insurance against crop failure is especially

important, because the risks are many. The
manufacturer buy« his raw material, makes it up

into the finished product, and sells it. His risk

is the chance of the silling price being below fin-

cost of the raw material plus the expense of

finishing Weather conditions cannot prevent

him from turning the crude article into the

refined, and he can insure himself against fire

and strikes.

The farmer plants his seed in hopeful anticipa-

tion that weather and insects will permit it to

grow; that he will be permitted ro bars est the

crop, and finally, that he will be able to sell that

crop .it a profit. Continued rains may rot the

seed, late frosts may kill the young shoots, bugs

m.i\ devour the older plants. c.iiU Freezes or hail

srorms may destroy the crop at the last moment,

or wet weather may interfere with harvesting.

Ordinary business prudence suggests insurance

01 .1 division of risks, and that is what diversity

pros ides. Karls rams will help the hay crop and

hinder certain others, hot days and nights will

make the corn gross but will worry the cows, and

late tains mas gisc an extra cur of rowen even

w hilt rhej cause the potatoes to ror in the ground.

The price of any one crop may be abnormally

loss in any given year, but the chance of hitting a

wrong marker with many crops is reduced by

every crop added. It is better to have the in-

come distributed throughout the year, for it is

then easiei to make it meet demands. If capital

is limitnl. money must be borrowed to meet ex-

penses, and then paid off at the end of the season

svhen the crops are sold. This is unpleasant, for

one likes to have the "feel" of money once in a

while. More than either of these is the mental

effect of having money coming in throughout the

year. It keeps up a man's courage and makes

him face the world with a

tsvinkle in his eye. I his

phase of the matter is espe-

cially important to a man
from the city, accustomed to

weekly or monthly pay-

checks. Despise not the

cow. svith her daily yield of

milk and butter.

Diversity equalizes the

farm work ana spreads it

over a larger part of the

season. Even the cautious

writers of the Bureau of

Farm Management at Wash-
ington forget their habitual

care when writing of diversity

and one of them says: " If the

svorkmg equipment can be all

kept busy on paying enter-

prises, success is almost as-

sured."

Labor is the chief item of

cost in farming. Large area

contributes to economy in

labor, therefore the size of

the farm is important. Capi-

CONDUCTED BY F. D. COB URN

will he glad In answer any questions relating to farming;

Likindly address

ten City. N. r

Headers' Service, Country I, IKK IN

THE IMPORTANCE OF
DIVERSITY IN FARMING

If this farmer had sold only milk and
cattle his receipts would nave been

#4,177, which would have left him a

labor income of only #41?. Presumably,
though, he would have raised more grain

and roughage, which would have reduced
his feed bill somewhat. I bus if we add to

this income all the expenses which could

I

>"s-,i I >l y l>c 1 barged against the additional

crops we would have:

tal is needed to buy the large farm or ro intensify

tin fi « .11 u s nt tin ilutist hi the truck gardener,
to economize labor. Diversity as important

as either size or capital, because it contributes to

c> urn tins of labor and the utilization of equipment.

The difficult problem is so to plan the various

enterprises on the farm as to yield the greatest

yearly return. The old-time farmer solved it

with the dairy- Milking and the care of his

cows kept hint fairly busy throughout the year,

and the harvest season found him overworked
for a few weeks. Hut the production of milk and

butter increased until they were sold ar a price

that did not pay the producer full-time wage*
for half-time work. Tnis is the condition on

many farms to-day, for all of the owners have
nor le.itned ro change their svays, and too many
COWI donor afford a profit at the present prices

of milk and butter.

The simplest svay to understand the results of

diversity is to study a couple of actual farm ac-

counts. These are not presented as of typical

farms but are used simply ro illustrate the point

in discussion.

AtRKS

Kxtra labor .

Seeds . . .

fertilizer

Machinery (J) .

Miscellaneous (\)

Label Income

#500.00
75-00
78 00
46.50
'59-50

#4'5

859

#1,274

as against #3,551 for the diversified farming. In

business parlance, this difference is the value of

the by-products.

Farm No. 2, 225 Acrks
Capital

6 horses, 30 cows, 20 heifers, 3 bulls,

other stock # 5,036
Real estate, tools, etc 16,750

#21,786

RECK I ITS

Milk retailed .

Cattle

Miscellaneous.

#6,400

2,255

641

I-'srsi No.
Capital

4 horses 31 cosvs,

and other stock

band, fools, etc .

10

I, 211

sheep.

# 3.497
1 1,562

Labor
board

Seeds .

Feeds .

Lime
Buildings
and repairs

Machinery
and repairs

All else. .

EXPENSES

and

5525

50
570
50

500

1 10

#15,059 #9,296 #1,890

rI 1 1 ir 1
s

Wheat . . # 357
Oats . . 366
Buckwheat. 20

Has . . 1 10

Potatoes '.797

Apples. 12

Cabbage 118

Milk . . 3,841

Cattle . 536
Eggs . . 69
Lambs. 224
Wool . . 63

Farm income

Labor :

board
Seed
Feeds .

Fertilizer .

Machinery.
Buildings

and fences

Miscellane-

ous .

EXPKNSKS

ml
. #1,286

90

Farm income #7>4°6

Interest 5 per cent 1,089

Family labor too

.'93

78

93

150

3'9

Labor income (father and son) #6,217

#7,5'3
—

Interest on capital at 5 per cent .

Labor income #3.55'

#4.304

753

#3,209

Apparently this farmer specialized on dairying,

but in reality he diversified for he d) produced

market milk, (2) raised pure-bred cattle, (3)

retailed milk.

Let us figure on the additional profit which

this diversification brought to him.

If his cows had done as svell as those on

Farm No. 1 he svould have received for milk at

svholesale #3,900. If his stock had sold for the

same price as those on Farm No. 1 he would

have had a cattle income of #750. The miscel-

laneous items, however,

would have remained prac-

tically the same, giving total

receipts of #5,291.

#3.291

Expenses 1,890

Farm income
Interest .

Family labor
#1,089

. 100

Labor income

#3.401

1, it

2,212

MaVaV
A dwersity of crops may curtail the farmer's vacation time, but it is a sort of insurance that every tiller of the

soil should take out
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The diversity of retailing

the milk and raising pure-

bred stock made an addi-

tional profit of #4,005.

These are extreme cases

and must not be taken as

typical, but they serve to

shosv the advantage of

diversity in farm manage-

ment. An increase of 25

to 100 per cent, in receipts,

svith very little added cost,

is hosvever, fairly represent-

ative.



COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA

FLY PROTECTION FOR THE
HERD

midsummer, unfortunately, is

a herd of cattle Standing tail

to tail, perhaps knee deep in a

stream, fighting the hordes of

flies that alternately cover

their hides and rise in swarms before their

swishing tails. But this is not the end.

Cows so persecuted subsequently come in

from the field at milking time weary, irritable,

with sore backs and appetites unappeased,

and, naturally, unable to yield their accus-

tomed flow of milk.

There are several ways of preventing these

discomforts and losses. In large dairies and
breeding establishments where many ani-

mals are handled and cheap labor is plentiful,

the commonest practice is to spray the cows
morning and evening with a chemical fly

repellent. Its chief disadvantage is that it

calls-for more labor and expense than the

average farmer can afford. Another is the

tendency of the spray material to lose its

power by early afternoon, leaving the cattle

at the mercy of the flies during the hours
when the insects are likely to be most ac-

tive. The greatest usefulness of these sprays

is in keeping the cows quiet during milking

time.

The fly is a lover of heat and sunlight and
in their absence is comparatively inactive.

This is the basis for another up-to-date and
economical method of combating it, namely,
the practice of keeping the herd in the barn
—which should be screened and shaded

—

throughout the heat of the day. Of course

this is possible only where a separate building

is devoted to the cows, so that they are not

molested by, or in the way of, the handling

of hay and other crops. Under this system
the herd is turned out to pasture in the early

evening and brought in in time for the morn-
ing's milking. The plan originated in

Europe but is gaining favor among increasing

numbers of our farmers each year. It in-

volves a minimum of labor in caring for the

herd except where pasturage is scanty or not

available, when soiling must be practised.

Where barns for the exclusive use of the

cattle are wanting, the next best plan is to

provide sheds in the pastures into w hich the

cattle may go during the hottest part of the

day. These should be as dark as possible,

but they must also be well ventilated else

they will become excessively hot and even
more uncomfortable than the sunlit open.
When none of the above suggestions can

be followed, the only thing is to

provide plenty of natural shade
in the pastures, or—which is usu-

ally more practicable—to make
pastures of those fields where
shade is already available. Run-
ning water and low-hanging
trees are veritable boons to the
stock raiser. For it is not only
cruel to the cattle but also costly
to their owner to deprive them
of any comfort that can practi-

cably be provided. No cow
can stand out in the full sunlight
battling with flies and gnats and
maintain her health and milk
flow; inevitably she will lose

both. And almost as inevitably
her owner will soon find himself
confronted by the unpleasant
necessity of disposing of her for

whatever he can get, and re-

placing her at a loss j)f both
time and money.

W. E. Wiecking.

CONDUCTED BY E. L. D. SEYMOUR
[Mr. Seymour will be glad to answer any questions relating to live

stock: for convenience, kindly iddress the Readers' Service, Country
Life in America, Garden City, .V. )'.— The Editors.]

Running water and low-hanging trees are boons to stock

The shoulders and back of every work and saddle animal should be

washed with cold water and rubbed dry at noon every working day, to

avoid galls and sores

HORSES' SHOULDERS
SUMMER

IN

It is not only humane to clean all dirt and sweat Irom the work horses' collars each noontime, but it is

good business— a form of live-stock insurance
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N THE West, they say: "Show
me a tenderfoot's horse, and
I'll show you a sore back,"
but on the farm it is more
often the shoulders that suffer.

Conditions are even worse in

the thousands of lumber camps scattered
among the pines, from Maine to the Gulf,
for there, owing to lack of attention, horses
frequently give out in a year or less.

A young college graduate friend of mine
had charge of some eighty miles of construc-
tion on his father's railroad "somewhere in

the South." Under him were men innumer-
able, and 1,200 mules. "The weakest spot
in this w hole system," he once remarked to
me, "is the shoulders of those bally mules.
If any more go to the bad it will tie us up for

the season."

More did go to the bad, until one day
he discovered a tow-headed, freckle-faced

youth driving a team of four mules entirely

free from shoulder-galls. The following
conversation ensued:
"How long have you had those mules?"
" 'Bout three months, I reckon."
"How do you keep them from getting

galled?"
" I wash their shoulders with cold water

every noon, and scrape the grease (dirt) off"

their collars."

"But the foreman tells me that they were
the worst galled team in the whole outfit

when you got them—how did you cure

them?"
"That one thar had a sore covered with

proud-flesh—I cured that with burnt alum.

I put jemson-weed leaves—I didn't have
time to boil 'em in grease as I orter—on the

other one, bein' as it w as an old sore. I got

time, later on, and boiled some elder leaves

in lard for the fresh sores, and put a leetle on
at noon after I w ashed the shoulders."

"Well, young man," remarked my friend,

"from now on you are the mule doctor of

this camp, and of camps six and seven, too.

I am going to double your w ages, and if you
make good—and take in camps nine and ten

—you'll get another raise."

He made good, and every time I saw him
thereafter he w as busy over a big pot, boiling

"jemson "weed or elder leaves in lard. The
ty pewritten directions now tacked up in

every construction camp of the system read

as follows:

"W ash the shoulders, and the back ofevery
saddle an5 pack animal, with cold water at

noon, and rub dry. If a

'green' or young animal, add a

teaspoonful of alum, or a pound
of salt, to a bucket of water.

"All collars must be scraped at

noon, and every particle of

sweat and dirt removed.
" For fresh sores, apply elder

leaves boiled in lard mixture.
" For old sores, apply jimson

w eed boiled in lard mixture.

"When the flesh of an old

wound is puffy, or light in ap-

pearance, indicating proud-flesh,

apply burnt alum, made by thor-

oughly burning ordinary alum
on a clean stove-top, or anyr

other iron, and using what re-

mains, powdered."
"Homely remedies," you sa>r

;

but remember that the proof of

pudding is always in the eating.

The jimson and elder remedies

are known to most old Southern

families, jimson being, in fact,
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PUTTING ON PLESH
it > M \NY people pigs is pigs,

.nul tin* average fanner is

content tu m .i i oupV in

tin- spiuig, li t them run in

flic orchard, feed tliriii mi
unsalable In -products, .mil

wli.it profit In- i.in in tin- fall when
rhrv weigh perhaps .'in pounds i.nh

Hut the ni|j * lul'-. throughout tin- countiv
arc teaching th.it rhrrt* in more in it

than th.it l ot example:
Raymond Williams ol Denton County, Texas,

joined the pia: club of his locality in the spring of
lui; Hi- not .i two-months-old Durot- |i i m \

ni(S weighing 41 pounds .nul commenced feeding

it tat I) in \pnl m accordance with instructions.

He grazed it on oats. Kcrniud.i grass, and alfalfa

and fed it .1 supplcmcnt.m (red of short*,

Chopped maize, some skim milk, and, toward tin-

end, tome cottonseed meal, In November,
even months Liter, it weighed 414 pounds, and
when killed, dressed (.j; pounds. for six

months of this time it averaged .1 net nam of
more than two pounds daily; you could almost
see it grow

.

I he meat, lard, sausage, etc., when sold at
retail, brought £;i.6s. I he total cost, including
feed, on^in.il cost of pig. killing, cutting, and
Mrieeration, was £28.34. The net profit of
J*: ; ; 1 w as approximately tw ice as much as if the

hoc had been sold on the hoof.

Of course no one, least of all a practical farmer,
should imagine from this that the probable profit

from a herd of, say. 100 hogs will be )s2,}ii.

Farming finances don't work that way; for it is

praetualK impossible to give to a number of
animals the care that can and must be given to

one if such results are to be obtained. Moreover,
the danger from disease, and the necessary invest-

ment for shelter and purchased feed, all increase

with the number of animals. And finally, it is

usually impracticable to dispose of an entire herd

at retail for the generous prices that one superior

carcass will brim;. Nevertheless, such results

art entirely possible with a few hogs, on every
farm, and if the opportunity to achieve them
is given to boys and girls in the form of a privilege

and an honorable duty, rather than as a chore
or an affliction; and if those boys and girls are

permitted to receive all the credit and financial

r

H.i) iik.ihI Willi. mis. ol l i x.m, .mil llir | >nr<* |. rat) pin wliu li under Ml < are and
feci I inn tilliiinrfl a wrighl uf III pounds al nine month! of age

benefit that result from their conscientious labor
and thought, then an entirely new set of benefits

wiU accrue in the form of heightened confidence
and self respect, increased interest in farm work,
increased knowledge, and more lofty ambitions,
for alter all, the contributing elements in the
successful ease herein described were good stock,
a i;ood start before weaning, a balanced rarion, a

mineral mixture always before the pig, and the
care and industry of a boy who was really inter-

ested in what he was doing.

Dalton Wylie.

THE MAN WHO HAD TO BE
SHOWN

COURSE Vm not what you
would call a 'horny handed son of
toil,'" remarked the Texas lumber-
man, who is also banker, capitalist,

and, to some extent, farmer. " My
farm is my play house and as such

I get a lor of fun OUt of it. nut just the same I

try ro play rhe game right and according to all

the latest rules and most progressive knowledge.
Lasr fall, for example, we bad an epidemic of hog
cholera down our way, and as I had about sixty

head of Poland-Chinas coming along I decided
to try serum inoculation. My farm foreman has
a little place adjoining mine, and as he had twenty
hogs there I ordered enough serum to treat the

entire hog population of both farms. It was an
experiment pure and simple, so I had no intention

of letting it cost him a cent.

"They sent the stuff up from the Agricultural

Experiment Station along with an expert to

administer it, and as I was too busy to go to the

farm, I sent him out in my car with a note direct-

ing the foreman' to give him every possible assis-

tant <-. The next evening he 1 ailed al

m v offices with a grin on hi* face.

'Well,' I asked, 'How did you get

along?'

"'Well enough so long as I worked
on your hogs,' he replied, 'bur when I

wanted to tackle your foreman's bunch
he went up in the air. He allowed it

was all right for you to poison your
stock if you chose, because you could
afford it, but that there was enough
danger of his hogs catching the cholera

without feeding it to them our of a

bottle. When we came to check up the

number I had treated we found that
one of his had been let in with yours
by mistake. He was ipiite peeved about
that, for he figures that shote a clean

loss. He is going to send me a bill if it

dies. I told him to turn the treated

animals into that small grass lot and to

cut the corn out of ; their feed for a

couple of weeks, and suggested that if any of
them got sick he put them in clean pens by
themselves and give them physic. I don't be-

lieve they will have a bit of trouble, but he's

mighty skeptical and you'll probably hear from
him.'

"Sure enough, a few days later the foreman
called me by telephone to say that most of my
hogs were sick. 'Well,' I asked, 'didn't the

expert tell you what to do?' 'Yes, he told me all

right, but I don't believe it will do any good.

I hem hogs is goners sure enough.' ' Do the best

ou can,' I replied, 'and let me know if any die!'

could tell by the way he grunted and hung up
the receiver that he was looking forward to a
wholesale hog burying.

"That was early in October, and as I was away
most of the time until Thanksgiving, I lost track

of the hog situation until one day the foreman
came into my office with a face as long as a mule's.

'Hello,' I said, ' How are my hogs getting along?'

"'Finest kind,' he returned without enthusi-

asm. 'Say, that little note I gave you will be

due in a few days, and I'd like to renew it for

six months if you don't mind; I've had some
bad luck.' (I had loaned him a little stake to

help him buy his place.)

'"Of course we'll renew it,' I replied. 'What's
the matter, some of your folks been sick?'

'"No, my hogs all died with cholera.'

'"Hogs all dead? Well I swear!'

"'Well they might as well all be dead,—there's

only one left.'

"'One left, eh? That's odd. How did he

happen to pull through?'

"'Oh, he got in with your bunch when that

dadgummed vet'nary was here, and the feller

gave him a dose of serum by mistake!"
B. J. Woods.
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The splendid herd and part of the farmstead of the beautiful Folly Farms, on the George W. Elkins estate at Abington, Pa.



N SPITE of all that has

been said as to the

value of dogs as an ad-

^ junct to the police

force of town or

country, the idea

1J

seems to be making its way but slowly

in America. In Europe the police

dog is an established member of hun-

dreds of communities—or was before

the war. Belgium has usually been

given credit for originating the idea,

but the city of Hildesheim, in Ger-

many, is now claiming the honor.

Dr. Gerland is said to have intro-

duced the police dog there in 1896.

Ghent, in Belgium, soon followed

suit, however, and became the posses-

sor of the most famous police dog
squad in the world.

About 1901 the idea spread rap-

idly all over Europe, until police

dogs were in use in many cities of

Germany, France, Belgium, Swit-

zerland, Holland, Italy, Austria, and
even Russia. Japan, also, has experi-

mented successfully with police dogs.

England and the United States fell into line a

little more slowly, the former still clinging to

the bloodhound as the best possible man trailer.

In America the best known police dog squad

is that of the New York Police Department,
established in 1907 and located in the Parkville

section of Brooklyn. The work of this squad

was described in Country Life in America for

July, 1915. Since that time new and more ade-

quate quarters have been built for the dogs and

several of the puppies bred from them have been

trained to service. The Department has ac-

quired a lot about 125 x 75 feet at the corner of

Foster Avenue and Ocean Parkway, and at the

east end of this a one-story frame building,

50 x 18 feet, has been erected. There are

twenty-four kennels within, each 3x4 feet,

built back to back down the centre of the

building, forming two aisles 40 feet long and

5 feet wide. Doors open from these aisles

upon a fenced-in yard about 80 x 65 feet.

About 10 feet across the front of the building

is partitioned off and is used as a kitchen and
store room. Adjoining at the rear a hospital

addition has been built, 15 x 13 feet, with five

kennels and runways, where dogs sick with
distemper may be isolated, or brood bitches

retained. There are also sixteen outdoor
kennels at the west end of the lot, each 3x5
feet, and each having a runway of 15 feet,

where the dogs are kept in good weather.
The Parkville squad continues to keep noc-

turnal crimes down to a low minimum, and
the residents of Flatbush sleep in peace.

Recently burglars terrorized the exclusive

residential section overlooking the Hudson
River between Spuyten Duyvil and Yonkers,
in the 74th Police Precinct. Two of the
Parkville patrolmen with their dogs were sent

there in November, and not a single attempt
at burglary has been reported in the precinct

since. The residents of Riverdale are now
protesting strenuously against the return of

the dogs, and this may lead to the extension
of the service in New York.
A year ago the New York police dogs, with

the exception of one Airedale, were all Belgian
sheepdogs, of two varieties. Recently, how-
ever, there has been a disposition to introduce
German shepherd dogs as well, and three of

these dogs and a squad of policemen have
been in training at a branch of the Elmview
Kennels on Long Island, under the manage-
ment of a former official trainer for the Swiss
government. The squad now owns six

likely looking puppies, sired by Mr. B. H.
Throop's huge Nero Affolter out of the De-
partment's Ollie.

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—
The Editors.]

FOUR-FOOTED POLICEMEN

The Parkville squad mobilizing. The new kennels are in the background

Within the past two or three years several

smaller communities in the East have formed

police dog squads. The town of Ridgewood, N.

(., owns several trained German shepherd dogs

which are used for night patrol duty in much the

same manner as the dogs of the New York squad.

Chief of Police Peter E. Pulis writes: "We had
a number of burglaries before the dogs were
purchased, but I am glad to say that since we
have had the dogs we have been free from burg-

laries."

A little over two years ago Ridgewood was
overrun with thieves of all sorts. Five or six

robberies were committed every night, so that

the authorities were obliged to supply the citi-

zens with police whistles.

Even this, however, did

not prove effective, and

Cant, the German shepherd

dog member of Ridgewood's

police force (below)

Mayor Garber and Chief Pulis de-
cided to form a dog squad. Two
clever German shepherd dogs were
purchased from Mr. L. I. De Winter
in thespring of 1914—Cant and Dina.
A public demonstration of police
dog work was given, so that loiter-

ing crooks mi^ht have an opportunity
to observe what might be expected.
1 hen the dogs went on night patrol
duty, and for two months not a
robbery was reported, the criminals
apparently decamping to safer lo-

calities. Then one night a gang of
burglars, recovering their boldness,
abstracted a thousand dollars' worth
of silverware from a Ridgewood
residence. In order to be free to
make a quick get-away, and so avoid
being caught by the dogs, they hid
their booty in a near-by barn, under
the hay, intending to return for it

after the trail had cooled. But Dina
proved too good a trailer, and as

soon as she was put on the scent she
led the police directly to the barn
and promptly dug up the silver.

From there she took up the trail again to the
outskirts of the town, where the robbers had
jumped a freight train and escaped. This was
but one of several remarkable instances in which
these dogs proved their worth, and several
arrests have been made with their help.

In the near-by town of Englewood, N. J., two
Belgian police dogs have done efficient service,
and Mr. Cornelius G. Hayes, Supervisor of Pub-
lic Safety, is much gratified with the results.

These dogs have been put to the usual use,
accompanying night patrolmen on their rounds,
and investigating back yards, porches, and
possible lurking places for criminals. These
dogs were presented to the town by Mr. H.
Weatherby, and I am indebted to him for the
following account of their activities:

"During the summer of 1913 the city of
Englewood suffered from an epidemic of burglar-
ies. Almost nightly houses were broken into
and much valuable property taken. The police

seemed to be powerless, and at last conditions
became so acute that the citizens became aroused
and decided that action of some sort must be
taken by the whole community. A meeting
of citizens was held at the Englewood Club and
a committee was appointed. This committee,
acting in conjunction with the city authorities,

employed extra watchmen and detectives and
had the city patrolled as never before; but the
housebreaking still continued, and finally, in

desperation, it was decided to try police dogs.

"Cable messages were soon on the way to

Antwerp, Belgium, and on November 28th there
arriv ed at the police station a pair of Black

Belgian shepherds—Due, a dog weighing about
sixty pounds, and Mouche, a bitch of about
fifty pounds.
"With the advent of these sagacious animals

the burglaries suddenly ceased. Criminals
evidently decided to avoid Englewood. Both
dogs have numerous captures to their credit,

and their work is so sure and reliable that

the burglar has no chance against them.
The dogs are used both with and without

muzzles, i
"One of the most celebrated cases in

Bergen County was the capture by Offi-

cer Michael J. O'Neill, with Due, of the

burglar Joe Blake who had raided about
twenty houses in the vicinity of Haworth.
The trail was about six hours old and the

sheriff and a posse of twenty-five men, with

several dogs, had previously scoured the

neighborhood. Due located Blake in a small

house. The burglar jumped out of a second-

storv back window in his stocking feet and
made for the woods, sneaking down through
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wire chicken run Due nailed him iust .is In

emerged from the chicken \ .11 «l

"Last year I >th> i i Noble \\ \ \ 1 Hi , wiili \lmu In-,

raptured lames I Sh«lb\, .1 noted > t nmu.il,

caught hteaktng into .1 resideim mi Maple
Street Shelbv. was tmitg m enter .1 small

window in the rear of the home Muuchr
pointed him from the street .1 hundred feel awav,
ind soon had him loiiund Winn Wyvillc

threw on Ins H ash-hghr, then- was Shelby with
his hand* up and Mouche Branding guard.

"
( >tln 11 W \ x 1 He, with Mouche, .11 1 1 si< A David

Purvis, 1 llfgto who Ii.uI slinl another 111. in.

I'm vis made "II through Phelps WHods ,uul mi

toward Teaneok, keeping well under
Wlun Mouche w.is brought to the scene of the;

hooting, there was no tuuitivc within sinht or

hearing Mouchi took the Mint and stunk off

mto the woods. Wyvillc allowing hei to go her

own >va\ I lie trail led to a spring in tin- woods
where iSirvis afterward said he h.ul stopped for a

dunk I r.nhni: lor about two miles farther,

Mouche began circling ami dually outHanked
and held bet man Wyville, Coming up, drew
his revolver and completed the airest. When
Marched, Purvis had a loaded revolver, hut he
said he decided to e.ivc up when he saw tin dog,
"Those communities which have adopted the

police dog an- enjoying a sccuiitv winch they
have nevet before known. I he time is not Car

distant w hen each

loburban locality

will have its ken-

nel ol dons vv ith a

iquad ot officers

capable of hand-

linn them."
the Englevvooil

Department now
has five puppies
from M o u c h e ,

sired bv King Cole

-all black, full-

blooded Grocnen-
daels.

I he question as

to \v h ic h breed

is best suited to this purpose in \merica

has yet to be determined by compara-
tive experiment. In Germany rhe Ger-
man shepherd dog, the Belgian slmp-
dog. the \iredale terrier, the Doberman
pinscher, and the less

Common Rottweiler d.»g

have all been succe >s-

fully employed; in Bel-

gium the Belgian sheep-

dog is naturally the fa-

vorite. Our \merican

Of squads have been
made up of the German
or Belgian shepherds,

though at least two Aire-

dales have been tried in

Brooklyn; they are dim-
cult to train, but make
wonderful performers.

Priv ately owned Dober-
mans have been em-
ployed effectively on
occasional police duty near Seattle, Buffalo,
Rochester, and elsewhere, w hile the bloodhound's
ability in trailing criminals is historic and has
been proved by a number of modern instances.
At the international police dog trials held in

Pans. Turin, Monte Carlo, and in several Ger-
man cities, the Belgian has been the most fre-

quent winner.

In the matter of popularity the German shep-
herd dog has had by far the best of it in the
I nited States, owing largely to the activities of
the German Shepherd Dog Club of America.
It has been widely advertised, figures promi-
nently at the shows, is represented by a monthly
journal devoted to its interests, and has been
taken up enthusiastically by the fancy. There
are now in operation several good police dog
training schools, most of which specialize in

the German breed, while field trials, such as

that held on Staten Island last October, have
been doing much to acquaint the public w ith the
accomplishments of the breed. W. A. D.

veins, there

I I I I IX X ,S Ol-' Ml XICO
Mil I 1 he l-.sk lino dog and the
husky are closely related to tin

Arctic dogs of I'.urope and Asia,
and while the Newfoundland and
othei so , ailed \merii an breeds
all h.iv 1 I- uropean blood in their

are, nevertheless, native breeds in
tin western hemisphere which are like no others
and which an- found now hen- eke. I refer to the
000 of M«xiC0, Central America, the West
Indu s, ud South America, of which the he si

know 11 is the ( 'liihuahua.

Perhaps the most curious of these are the hair-
less and semi-hairless varieties of the warmer
sections of America, which somewhat resemble
the hairless dofl of China, the Philippines, and
certain parts of Africa. " There seem to he two
h p< s," says Leighton: "one built on the lines of
the Manchester terrier, and sometimes attaining
the racy fineness of the whippet; and the other a
short-legged, cloddy animal, less elegant and
pnme to run to ungainly obesity. The size
varus. Some are small dogs of four or five
pounds in weight; others may average from ten
to fifteen pounds, while some are as heavy as
twenty-five pounds."

There is also in Mexico a little known breed
which is variously called the Mexican poodle, lap-

Amtla an<l Monita,

Miaa Daisy M. Hall's

fawn colort-d Chihua-

huas. The two to-

gether weigh four and

a (|uarU-r pounds

Mrs. C. I). Atwood's

Chihuahuas. The
largest is ten years

old and has sired

more than 200 pup-
pies.

Gipsy Queen. Mrs. M. E. Callahan's
' pocket piece." weighs three pounds

Hidalgo, a four-months-old Chihua-
hua puppy owned and bred by Mrs.

Atwood. Weight eleven ounces

dog, etc. It is popular with
some Mexican ladies, but I

doubt if it has ever been seen
in t'le States. It is said to be an uninteresting

dog, though attractive in appearance. It has

long silky hair and butterfly ears, and resembles
the Belgian papillon or squirrel spaniel, of which,
according to some authorities, it is the possible

ancestor.

But of all the dogs of Mexico—and there are

a number of less well defined varieties there—the

only one which has gained any considerable de-

gree of popularity in this country is the cunning
little toy terrier of northern Mexico, known as

the Chihuahua dog.

The Chihuahua (pronounced Che-vva-wa) is

probably the smallest of the canine race, though
there are occasionally freak toy black-and tans

which weigh less. The smallest specimens ap-

pear to be no larger than a slender rat and can
easily stand upon a man's hand and be carried

about in the pocket. Mature specimens have
weighed as little as twenty-two ounces, though
they often run up to four pounds in weight.

Small size is the essential characteristic of the

breed, and other things being equal, the smaller
the specimen, the better. Still, there is a good
demand for Chihauhuas weighing anywhere
from one and one-half to three and one-half
pounds. liny are said to become larger when
bred m colder countries—to become dlgttUfttdo,
as the Mexicans say but there are a number of
American bleeders who have heen leinarkably
successful in keeping down the tize. Miss Daisy
M. Mall writes: "I don't think that those raised
in this part of the country are any larger than in

Mexico. When I was in Mexico I saw a grcar
many more large ones than small, and they have
some that are larger than any I ever saw here-.

Dogs properly raised will always he small."
I he Chihuahua is a native of the Mexican

table lands, where it is bred to no particular
standard and varies considerably in size, shape,
and color, though the smallest ones are twist
desired. They are chocolate, tan, cream, and
white, the rarest being all white. In this coun-
try the white and fawn colors have been most
popular, particularly the latter. The coat is

short and smooth and easily kept clean. The
yea are large, bright, and round, and the face
intelligent. The ears are large and erect, flaring

slightly outward. The tail is comparatively long.

In a general way the breed resembles the toy
Manchester, and should be builr on the lines of g

small hunting dog—that, is, not too cobby or fat.

but rather long in

the body. 'The

nails are long and
claw-like.

I he head is

round and domed.
One peculiarity of
the pure-bred Chi-
huahua is a soft

spot, or muellera,

on the top of the
skull, which one
can easily detect
v ith the finger.

I he well informed
judge of toys al-

ways looks forthis.

I he Chihuahua is naturally delicate
and requires special care during our
northern winters, though the specimens
bred here are said to be hardier. Miss
Hall writes: "I do not find it hard to

acclimate them. At the
present time my yard is

covered with snow and
I let them run in and
out as they wish. Thev
seem to enjoy the snow,
running and playing just

as in summer."
I he breed is somewhat

timid and very sensitive.

They have small utili-

tarian value, except that

they are very alert and
will give the alarm if an
intruder enters the
house. They make
gentle and loving house
pets. Mrs. C. D. At-

wood, owner of several prize-winning Chihuahuas,
writes: "They make ideal pets and are good little

watch dogs. They are shy in disposition, but
are very affectionate and possess more than the
average intelligence. They are usually long-

lived; fifteen or eighteen years is not rare for a

Chihuahua." Mrs. Maurice E. Callahan writes:

"I find Chihauhuas the best toy dogs as pets.

Having a short coat of hair, they are almost no
care. They make good watch dogs and are most
intelligent, affectionate, and companionable."
A few years ago the Chihuahua was scarcely

known with us, but has been increasing in popu-
larity of late. Taking 191 5 shows as an indica-

tion, seven were benched in New York, five at

Mineola, and three at Southampton. Last
February only three were shown at Madison
Square Garden. On account of the present

troubled conditions in Mexico it is difficult to

learn what the status of the breed is there, but it

is safe to say that there will be few importations

for some time to come.

Cafeto with his collar weighs just two
pounds. Owned by Miss Hall
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HIS breed is of French
ancestry, and named
after Faverolle, France.

Like some other fowls

of foreign origin, it

came to us via Eng-
land, w here it has been bred for

probably a score of years. It is of
mixed parentage, its five toes denoting Dorking
origin, its feathered legs and toes, Asiatic blood,

while the Houdan or Crevecoeur blood was also

used. A distinguishing characteristic is a heavy

King Phil, the White Faverolle cock which took first at the

last Madison Square show. He has a full, rounded breast, and
good head, eyes, beard, and muffing. Weight ten pounds

beard which gives the birds a peculiar appearance,
and to which some object. On the other hand,
their admirers say: " The beard is a valuable pro-

tection to the bird's face and throat during cold

weather, and contributes much to the natural

hardiness of the breed." This beard resembles
that of the old-time " mufHechops" hen.

Those who like smooth shankr will not fancy

the feathered shanks of the Faverolle. The
white skins anc! legs will not please those who like

the yellow colored skins of our American breeds.

But these are minor points, and if fine quality

of flesh and large performance at the egg basket
are combined in the breed, these may be over-

looked.

The Salmon Faverolles were admitted to the
American Standard of Perfection at its latest

revision last year. There are a good many
White Faverolles in this

country, and they seem
to be well liked. There
are, also, some Buffs.

In England, several va-

rieties are found, of

which the English Sal-

mon is said to be the

most highly developed.

Others are the English

Ermine, French Black,

French Salmon, and
Blue.

The Faverolles are in

the middle-weight class,

the American Standard
weights being, cock, 8

pounds; cockerel, 7
pounds; hen, 6| pounds;
pullet, 5§ pounds. These
are approximately the
weights authorized by
the Faverolle Club of
England, except that the
latter allows consider-

CONDUCTED BY F. H. VALENTINE
[Mr. Valentine will be glad to answer any questions relating to poultry; for con-

venience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden
City, N. Y.—The Editors.]

THE FAVEROLLES
able variation: for instance, cock, 7 to 8^ pounds;
cockerel, 6^ to "j\ pounds; hen, 6 to 7 pounds;
pullet, 5 to 6\ pounds. The Standard adopted
by the White Faverolle Club of America calls for

weights of, cock, 9 pounds; cockerel, 8 pounds;
hen, 7 pounds; pullet, 6 pounds. The proportion
of exhibition birds in comparison with those
hatched is said not to be so high as with some
other breeds.

Unlike John Alden, the Faverolle breeders are

well able to speak for themselves, and to say why
they breed their favorites. I asked a number
of them, and here, condensed, is what they say
of the breed's good points. Let us hear first

from the breeders of White Faverolle fowls:

One says that he breeds them because they have
the greatest amount of white meat, the smallest

amount of bone, and lay the greatest number of

eggs during the winter months; are not subject

to sickness, are easily raised, grow rapidly, are

content to run out in all kinds of weather; are

unsurpassed as broilers or roasters, have beautiful

plumage, are docile, requiring only a low fence

to confine them, and make fine capons. He says,

also, that his Faverolles laid eggs all through the

severe snow storms and blizzards of 1914, and the
severe storm of December, 191 5, when other
breeds practically ceased laying on account of
bad weather.

It is said that the Swiss government has offici-

ally adopted the Faverolle as the national fowl

after years of scientific experimenting.
The following weights are given by a breeder as

those of chicks hatched March 14th: five weeks
old, 1 pound; nine weeks, 2§ pounds; fourteen

weeks, 3! pounds; eighteen weeks, 6 pounds
10 ounces. This man says that his birds have
slight feathering on the legs.

Another says that the White variety possesses

points that should appeal to any one who wishes

the most in one variety, being very good layers,

especially in winter, very tame, easily penned,
very quiet, strong and healthy, and for the
table will be found more than satisfactory in

every detail.

Edward Brown, one of England's best known
judges and poultry writers says: "The people
around Houdan and Mantes, France, believe

that the Faverolle is the best kind of fowl for

their purpose, and it evidently grows quickly,

fattens easily, and has fine flesh, which, to them,
are the chief aims in view."

M. Rouillier-Arnoult, Director of
the French Poultry School, says:
" The chief point is their size, the
amount and delicacy of their flesh,

which, in these days, makes the
fatted Faverolle esteemed. The
breed is, therefore, to be highly rec-

ommended from a commercial view-
point as a profitable breed. The chickens are
exceptionally hardy, which breeders have not
failed to appreciate."

1 he White Faverolle Club, in making up its

"4

!

v
1

A pair of Salmon Faverolles at Doughoregan Manor Farm. The hen, Victory, laid 64 eggs in 64 consecutive days, at the 1915

Storrs egg laying contest; and 229 eggs in 268 days

SO

The nine-pound White Faverolle hen, Dictoress, winner of

first at the last Madison Square show. Bred and owned by
the Dictograph Farm, from whence King Phil also hails

Standard, eliminated disqualifications, and Judge
W. H. Card, in speaking of this, says that it is a

step showing the progressive, up-to-date spirit

of its sponsors.

One of the leading breeders of Salmon Faver-
olles says that he breeds that variety because
" They are the kings of utility; they are heavy
layers; they develop into broilers at eight

weeks, roasters in four months, and layers in six

months. They are hardy and docile, non-sitters,

and unsurpassed as table fowls. Salmon Faver-
olles are the result of crosses between the French
Houdans, English Dorkings, and one or both of

the Asiatic breeds, Brahmas and Cochins. To com-
bine the good qualities of several of the best and
most profitable breeds required many years of

patient and intelligently directed experiments, but

the thrifty Frenchmen accomplished this, and the

fame of this great utility

bird spread first to Eng-
land, and about twelve

years ago to America.
Since then, many vari-

eties of Faverolles, ob-

tained by crossing with

Orpingtons, have bid

for American popular-

ity, but the Salmon
stands preeminently in

the foreground as the

premier variety. Nor is

this all, for the bird is

a 'fancy' as well, the

beard and muffs, fifth

toe, feathered legs, and
beautiful coloring offer-

ing plenty of opportun-

ity for the fancier."

The Faverolles are

not the first breed of

fowls that English
fanciers have taken from
other countries, whipped
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Luirrmeitts as to exact points, color, shape.
Farnagr, under color, etc., have ruined man]
k btCM foi utilitv purposes. Ilu White Fa\-
[tolle is, par excellence, a utility breed, and
Ihev » ish to keep it in

There is .1 club standard by \> hich breeders are

mvemed, hut it gives great latitude. One fine

jodcerel exhibited .it several shows, and taking
kvera I blue ribbons. h.nl h\ t tins on one foot

knd lour on the other, ui won in spite of this

Refect, which was insignificant from the utility

Inadpoint. The White Favcrollc Standard
alls for shanks slightly feathered, but 1 predict
hat a few years will bring a strain with smooth
lhanks to plcast those who object to birds with

It has been suggested that one reason for the
xcellence of the Favcrollc .is ,i t.ihU- fowl is th.ir

he French and the Swiss are such good cooks.
|lut they not only know how to cook, but know,
dso, how to produce something worth cooking.

\ large, heavy-breasted, soft-meated fowl is

nuch more promising from the cook's standpoint
han .i lanky, thin bird whose energies have
mostly been expended in hustling lot ,i hare
Otttence. Yes, the French .ire good cooks, also

»ood judges ol what's worth cooking, and adepts
n producing it F. II. V.

W HITE RUNT PIGEONS
HE Rl NT is an ancient breed, just

how old it is difficult to say, but
certainly centuries old. The name
is misleading as we ordinarily use
the word, for Runt pigeons are
very large birds, four pounds per

iair being an ordinary weight, though some
qpecimens have weighed nearly three pounds
:ach. According to available records, the an-
rient birds were as heavy as are our modern
>nes. but it is possible that there have been
mnrovements in other directions besides size.

Runts are of many colors,

>ut those represented by our
Kstrations are of a pure
rhite strain. They are hardy
ind vigorous, and with-
;tand hardships and vary-
ng conditions well. They
lie of a quiet disposition,

tasily handled, and make
jood pets. In wing spread
:hey measure usually from

to ;S inches, and some-
:imes 40 inches or more. For
iquabs. the large-sized bodies
ire of more importance than
spread of wings. For this,

:he bird should have a broad
Jack, a deep, full breast with
>lenty of flesh. The White
Runts produce fine-grained,

nrhite-meated squabs, which,
it killing time weigh a pound
uid a half or more. Thev

l ..niuiry to tin- Kent-rally nccrptrd meaning of the word. (In Kuril is Ilu- largest brrrrl
or pim-on* thai we have A White Kunt cock, and Ih-Iow. n hen nesting for the firs!

linn- llreil arnl owned l,y Messrs (ireeri & furry, who also bred I hi- birds shown In-low

are good breeders, and often give seven to eight
pairs per year. They are said not to reach
their full size and weight until about two years
old. Still they start breeding young, long before
they have attained their full weight. F. II. V.

WHY MEAT SCRAP, FISH SCRAP,
AND SKIM MILK PAY

IS generally conceded by pro-
gressive poultry raisers that some
form of highly nitrogenous food,

such as meat scrap, is a valuable
constituent of every good ration.

Hut in a number of instances this

fact is accepted, and passed along largely on
faith. A good many who adhere to the practice
more or less consistently do not know , and others
may be said not to care, whether or not it really

pays; they "understand" that it is a good thing,

and that is reason enough.
I here is, however, no longer need for this

blindly virtuous credulity. The Indiana Experi-
ment Station has pursued a series of investiga-

tions that settle the question beyond the shadow
ol a doubt, and the summaries and conclusions,

as recently published in Bulletin 182, provide a

veritable Ciibraltar of justification and a gold

mine of convincing proof for the man
who pi. 11 1 1'.i-s and pteai In -. 1 In-. 1I01

trine.

I he experiments, which extended
over four years, involved several flocks

ui high (lass l.eghoins, twenty live in

eai h, which were housed and 1 a red for

in the most up-to-date 111.mini, hut
always with reference to practical con-
sideration!. Modern colony houses
with shaded and sodded runs, and
standard trap nests wire employed;
and with the exception of the rations,

conditions were kept as uniform as

possible for all the flocks. In addition
to grit, charcoal and pasture or cut
green feed, which were supplied to all

the pens alike, the check Hocks rc-

1
1 1 \ ed only the daily grain and mash

rations as follows:

10 pounds corn 5 pounds oats

10 pounds wheat 5 pounds bran

5 pounds shorts

The grains were fed in the litter

morning and evening and the dry mash kept
available at all times. Other pens received each
day in addition to the above, J.t pounds meat
scrap, 3. 6 pounds fish scrap, and from 50 to 62
pounds skim milk respectively.

Passing over the lesser details of the investi-

gation the conclusions worth noting are:

1. The check (no meat food) pens averaged

32.5 eggs per pullet per year; the meat scrap

pens I35 eggs; the fish scrap pen 128 eggs and
the skim milk pens 13 5.4 eggs.

2. The average annual food consumption of

these pens per fowl was, respectively, 57 pounds
at a cost of #.722; 70 pounds at a cost of #.984;

74 pounds at a cost of js.995; and 157 pounds at a

cost of #1.10.

3. But the cost of producing a dozen eggs

averaged in the no meat pens 30 cents; in

the meat scrap pen 8.5 cents, in the fish

scrap pen 9.7 cents, and in the skim milk pen

9.7 cents.

4. The average profit per pullet pet year was,
in the no meat pens, #.09; in the meat scrap

pens #1.55; in the fish scrap pens #1.56; and in

the skim milk pen #1.62. E. L. D. S.

EGGS -NOW LOW—NOW HIGH

Illustrating the enormous size attained by the Runt. A White Runt cock tipping the scales at nearly three pounds

and a pair of four-weeks-old squabs weighing about the same

ROBABLY no food product varies

more in price throughout the year
than eggs. A village neighbor,

Jxt !j
!

i5^rS£ tired of paying high prices for eggs
in fall and winter, purchased a

quantity in spring and "glassed"

them for winter use. But the bringing forth

of her hoarded eggs was disappointing in the

extreme. They weren't half-bad — they were
all bad, and about as bad as it was possible

foi eggs to be. And the reason? While it

is probable that most of the eggs were good
when put away, it is quite likely that some
of them were not, and there were enough of

the latter to contaminate and spoil the whole.

This story points a moral if it doesn't do any
adorning.

There are many methods of

preserving eggs, but the pre-

requisite in each case is that

the eggs shall be fresh. For
the small-number man,water-
glass (sodium silicate) is the
best method. Most drug
stores sell the liquid form.
This varies in strength. One
quart to fifteen to twenty
quarts of water is the usual

Eroportion. The water must
e pure. Boiling makes sure.

The eggs are covered fully

with this in well-glazed jars,

weighted down, and kept
fully covered in a cool place.

A water glass in poyvder form
is on the market which is

claimed to be better than the
liquid, and to be uniform in

quality. F. H. V.
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E AND THE HE

Stimulating In stimulating the back-to-the-

Agricultural land sentiment among the peo-

£ea |
pie of America, perhaps the

most useful single agency is the

instruction of our youth in the advantages and
returns of agricultural activity. Many commun-
ities have set aside open spaces to be used by
their school children as gardens. This makes a

sort of competitive game of gardening, and the

pecuniary gains realized impresses on youthful

minds the fact that the modern farmer is prob-

ably the most prosperous individual in America
to-day. Out in Oklahoma City they have hit

upon a way of stimulating still farther the enthu-

siasm of the school children for this form of prac-

tical agricultural education. Mayor Overholsen
has announced that he will give as a prize to the

boy or girl among the city's 14,000 school children

who produces the greatest profit from his vacant
lot garden during the coming summer, a five-

passenger motor car, fully equipped. Other
prominent citizens have agreed to present the

driver's license, gasolene, and other supplies,

and to pay the repair bills on the car for one year.

At last reports the Oklahoma City portion of the

brown bosom of our patient Mother Earth was
being torn open in a fury of enthusiasm by 14,000
youthful agriculturists.

The Elk's ^ apiti has gone traveling.

New In response to a very ur-

Stamping Ground &n} invitation to change
their home from the vicin-

ity of Jackson's Hole, Wyo., to Colorado, an even
hundred went by baggage car de luxe to the
latter state. In other words the Department of

the Interior gave permission for the capture
of two car loads of elk at their winter feeding

grounds in the Yellowstone Reserve, and their

shipment to three sections of theColorado Rockies.

The animals were accorded the honor of going
by fast express, and reached their destination as

quickly as if they had been human passengers.

Of the one car, twenty-five were secured by
citizens of Pueblo for location in the Greenhorn
Mountains thirty miles southwest of that city,

and the other twenty-five w ent to the hills around
Idaho Springs, forty miles west of Denver.
The remaining fifty are to be one of the attrac-

tions of the Pike's Peak region. Through the

enterprise of Mr. Tod Powell, a sportsman of

Colorado Springs, and as a result of his campaign
of agitation and solicitation, a fund of more than
#1,000 to cover the expense involved was se-

cured. Residents of Cripple Creek, Victor, and
the towns up Ute Pass, as well as those of his own
city participated.

The range selected for this herd is on the north
and east slopes of Pike's Peak, along the route of
the new automobile highway to the summit of that
mountain. It is pronounced by the representa-

tives of the U. S. Biological Survey, who recently
examined it, as ideally suited to the elk.

The animals were unloaded from the car at

Cascade, a few miles west of Colorado Springs,

and hauled in big motor trucks to a point two
miles west, where a corral enclosing three acres

had been erected. Here they were fed until Mav,
when they were liberated. It is expected that

they will not wander farther than the higher hills

for their summer feeding grounds, and when the
snows compel their return to the lower levels, if

they need care and feed, it will again await them
at their corral.

Two Great Among the engineering wonders

Engineering °f America, the great Roosevelt

Feats dam, which harnesses to useful

service the waters of the Salt

River in Arizona, is certainly entitled to a place.

Just below this immense masonry structure, there

has recently been completed another engineering

feat, quite as interesting in its way, and again

it is a dam. This latter structure, however, is

the work not of man, but of a colony of beavers,

and the remarkable part of it is that the dam lies

within a few yards of a main traveled highway.
The beaver unfortunately is rapidly becoming
extinct in this country, and this Arizona colony
is attracting visitors from all over the state.

Under the laws of Arizona the beaver is not pro-

tected, but the Roosevelt colony has found pri-

vate protectors among the neighboring ranchmen,
and the visiting "sportsman" who tries to molest
the interesting little animals will get a taste of

Arizona justice that will be poetic even if it is

not strictly judicial.

What What we believe to be an almost

Do You universal problem throughout rural

Suecest? America has been brought up by a

Country Life correspondent, who
writes regarding a New England County Agricul-

tural Society in which he is interested, as follows:

"The Society owns a fairground about three

quarters of a mile from the centre of the village,

beautifully situated, with fairly good soil, and
quite well supplied with buildings and sheds.

Its investment is, therefore, a good many thous-
and dollars, and the returns from it must be
obtained during the three days of the fair. The
question is, how can the Society secure some re-

turn from the land and buildings at other times of

the year? The cultivation of the ground en-

closed, save to a slight extent, is impossible.

What can you suggest? What have other or-

ganizations done under similar conditions?"

Frankly, we are "stumped." We don't know
of any fair association that has solved the prob-

lem. Nor have we any suggestions as to how it

can be done, in view of the usual location of the

grounds, nature of the buildings, and time at

which the area is needed for fair purposes. Yet
there may be a way out—a solution that would
mean a great deal to hundreds of communities.
Who knows and will tell us of such a plan?

Avian St. Paul, Minn., recently held

Architecture the largest exhibit of bird houses

Exhibit on record; wherefore the feath-

ered folk of that part of the
country are the richer by some 4,700 commodious
domiciles. The exhibitors and contestants for

the several prizes offered were, with one exception,
school boys, fifteen years old and under. The
exception was a dauntless young advocate of
feminine rights and ability, who won attention
and commendation both by her energetic spirit

and for the originality of her entry, which con-
sisted of a cheesebox body with a chopping bow l

roof. The exhibit, which lasted a week, during
which all the houses were offered for sale and
most of them purchased, aroused considerable
interest, the Garden Club of the city cooperating.
The size and success of the affair have set a high
standard for other communities to attain to, but
is it not possible that some will set about at-

tempting to reach and surpass it? Which will

be the first to report such an achievement?

w 3c$ ai ju

A Great With the completion of its present

Year For fiscal year, it is expected that the

Fish U- S. Bureau of Fisheries will have
broken all existing records for the

distribution of fish in inland and marine waters,
by handling more than 5,000,000,000 specimens,
including pollock, cod, flatfish, blueback and
other salmon, trout, etc. Although actual fish

farming has not yet assumed commercial propor-
tions—as, it is to be hoped, it will ere long

—

nevertheless such Governmental activity as
this will go a long way in helping to restrain the
upward trend of the cost of good living.

The Birds It is reported that Commodore
As E- C. Benedict, the octogenarian

Beneficiaries bird
!
over

>
is

.

planning, as a
crowning achievement of his

many years of labor in their behalf, to bequeath
to his feathered friends the entire 300 acres of his

Greenwich, Conn., estate. Already his land has

become known as one of the first created and
most valuable of the many private bird sanctu-

aries in the country. The further step now
contemplated, which involves the enthusiastic

support of the Greenwich Bird Protective Associ-

ation, and the enlistment of Mr. Ernest Thomp-
son Seton as outdoor architect, will insure its

maximum development and permanent mainten-
ance at the very highest stage of its efficiency.

With acres of woodland, meadow, and thicket, a

long stretch of beach and marsh on the salt waters

of Long Island Sound, and lakes and streams to

provide inland, fresh-water conditions, the estate

has been endowed by nature with the best possi-

ble setting and materials. Now the generosity

and genius of man are providing the inspiration

and support that will make it a veritable boon for

the birds, and an imperishable, beautiful tribute

to him who conceived and created it.

Some of the designers and builders of model ten> birds, with the ho

the city and distributed among the public parks.

i they exhibited. All but 450 of the 4,700 odd houses were sold to individuals, the 450 being taken by

The attendance at the exhibition was estimated at 25,000
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Be your program elaborate or simple, be it staged in the fashionable watering-

place, the sequestered cottage, or deep in the heart of the woods, you will find Franco-

American Soups delightfully apropos.

Hostesses appreciate the exclusive French deliciousness which makes these soups

so acceptable in homes where the haul ton prevails.

As for the out-of-doors commissary, it would be difficult to conceive of a happier

item. Compact, easily carried, Franco-American Soups are all ready to eat in the

twinkling of an eye and the striking of a fire. Camper, motorist, canoeist, yachtsman

bless them for their convenience and eagerly devour them for their hearty food.

Could you do better than order today a variety of the Franco-American light

soups, heartv soups, consomme's, and broths?

Merely heat before serving

Thirty-five cents the quart Twenty selections

At the better stores

Franco -

American
Soups

fiev tfie

recipes of

OF PARIS

forrnerfy supervniendent of tfie

pa[ace of"70176n£5 George ofGreece

oO©£ -us give you a taste of oxiy qruaLity

k THE FRANCO-AMERICAN FQQE
L£5Lj?l



The bracken, Pteris aquilina, is widely distributed. The young The common polypody (Polypodium vulgare) spreads by means Hartstongue (Scotopendrium vulgare) is not a common variety;
fronds are bipinnate, becoming ternate later of branched root-stock, hence its name polypody—many feet found in central New York, Tennessee, and limestone districts

Back of polypody frond, enlarged. The globular sori, without
indusium (covering) is the polypody's distinguishing feature

Enlarged view of back of bracken fern frond.

The arrangement of the sori around the

border of the frond is typical of the Pteris

~ SOME OF -

OUR. FEF^NS

Photographs hy
S. Leonard Basfirv

Sori of hartstongue, in rows, elongate on
either side of midrib. The indusia of the

spore cases fold over to meet in centre of case

AND HOW TO
IDENTIFY THEM

Captions by~

Ellen Eddy Shau?

v J <

The maidenhair fern, Adianlum Capillus-Veneris,

luxuriates in rich soil; look for sporangia at the ends
of veins on reflexed portions of the margins

The wall rue spleenwort (Asplenium Ruta-muraria), a little fern growing
close to walls and rocks. Its sori are borne on the upper side of veins and
are covered with indusia attached to the same veins

Jw5

<i 3V i'

1 y*W!
'

. *'\ .>*

WooJsia Ilvensis, the oblong woodsia, has stalks covered with thin scales. Do not

confound this with the hairy lip fern.whose stalks are covered with hair

The bristle fern, Trichomanes radicans, is not a com-

mon genus—mostly tropical; the sori are in urn-

shaped indusia which are two-lipped at the mouth
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Dustless, Durable
Tarvia Roads at Low Cost—
T \RYI \ io.nU art" to be found

hundreds of miles of them

!

Those who have motored, driven or walked over these

roads know the comfort of their smooth, resilient surface

and their freedom from dust and mud.

Many of the parkways of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Boston. Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis have beautiful

Tarvia roads.

State roads in many States, branching from the great cities

have been treated or built with Tarvia. Here you'll find

no dust and no mud.

Countless small cities and towns have Tarvia roads because

the taxpayers have come to realize their durability and
appreciate the lo:r cost of building and upkeep.

Perhaps it never occurred to you before that many of

the easy-traction roads which seemed to give speed to

your car, ease to your vehicle and comfort to your horses,

were treated or built with Tarvia.

Many of the most famous roadways in America are

Tarvia roads.

For instance. Riverside Drive in New York, north from

157th Street, one of the parade avenues of the nation, is

treated with Tarvia.

The Lake Shore Drive of Chicago is another. You may know
its national fame for it is one of Chicago's famous roadways.

Executive Avenue in front of the

White House in Washington is

another Tarvia road.

Riverside Drive, New York City. Treated with "Tarvia-B"

Even 'way up North, at Chicoutimi, on the Sague-
nay where the thermometer drops to 40 degrees

below, you will find Tarvia roads. Tarvia is as

unbreakable by Canadian cold as by boulevard
traction.

Tarvia roads represent the maximum of durability at the

minimum of cost. They are an asset to any community
because they reduce taxes, increase property values, decrease

haulage charges and end the dust nuisance.

I hree grades of Tarvia are made, to suit varying road
conditions:

"Tarvia-X" is a dense, viscid coal tar preparation, which is

applied hot. It has great binding power. It encloses the
stone in a tough matrix and makes the road dustless and
automobile-proof. It is used for constructing new roads.

"Tarvia-A", applied hot, is for protecting macadam and con-
crete roads from heavy traffic and making them dustless and
proof against water and attrition.

"Tarvia-B" is applied cold. It enters the road crust and
cements it together, preserving the road surface and prevent-

ing dust.

Illustrated booklets on request. Address nearest office

I

Special Service Department

Fac - sim-

ile of label

appearing
on "Tarvia-X"

barrels.

In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as

well as road authorities, the Barrett Company
has organized a Special Service Department,
which keeps up to the minute on all road prob-

lems. If you will write to nearest office regard-

ing road conditions or problems in your vicinity,

the matter will have the prompt attention of

experienced engineers. This service is free for

the asking. If you want better roads and lower

taxes, this Department can greatly assist you.

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston Cleveland

Detroit Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited

Company
Toronto Winnipeg

St. Louis Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Nashville Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

Vancouver St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Svdi r, N. S.



E N C I N G
the large es-

state is not a

great prob-

lem if cost is

a minor fac-

tor. You simply pick out the style you

wish and order the erection. But to meet

all the requirements and yet have the bill

within reason takes a bit of study, more

so now than ever for there are many
varieties on the market, each one claim-

ing its own superiority. The following

discussion covers metal fences of the type

to enclose large areas, and deals principally

with prices.

It is wise first to determine definitely

just what your fence is to do. It may be

a mere boundary or division, three or four

feet in height, consisting of several strands

of horizontal wire held by posts. This

is the simplest form. It does not keep

out intruders and has no decorative

merit. The low fence may be elaborated

to stop all intruders except the climbing

FENCING THE ESTATE
By W H. Butter-field,

Woven mesh fence, with top rail. The rounded wires make an attractive finish

A 5-foot close mesh fence costing about $1.10 per foot, set

kind, which is done by substituting a mesh of

one form or another for the wire strands. Again,

if the fence is to have a heavy load of vines it

is made strong enough for this extra work. A
real barrier fence is 6 feet high or more and may
be made unclimbable by a device described

later. All manufactured fence wire is now of

steel galvanized with zinc, and the best makes
are galvanized after the mesh is formed.

About the simplest and cheapest fence that

can be built is one of chestnut or locust posts 6
feet apart, with three strands of wire. This
fence would be about 3 feet high and would
cost between 80 cents and $1 per running yard.

Five feet high with five strands brings the cost

to $1.15 or $1.20 per yard, the weight and
character of the wire making the variation in

price. Wood posts should have the ends in the

ground treated with hot creosote and be carried

below the frost line.

The all-steel fences—posts, wire, gates, and
braces—are manufactured products. I hey come
practically rust-proof for the best and non-rust

proof for the cheaper makes. Posts may be of

wood, iron, or steel; the latter two are either

set in concrete or anchored in the ground with

special devices. All posts should be of the rust-

proof kind. The variation is great in the kind

of wire or mesh used between the posts, what

the fence is intended to do
deciding this element. There
are square, rectangular,

woven picket, chain link,

and close mesh fences.

Poultry netting also is used
and sometimes pickets and
railings.

A plain square mesh
6x6 inches, 2 feet 6 inches

high, costs 12 cents per

running foot. A rectangu-
lar mesh 24 x 6 inches (the

rectangles placed horizon-

tally) goes as low as 6
cents per foot. A very close

mesh, 2x6 inches, is as

high as 20 or 24 cents for

each foot. And for these

must be added 2 cents for

each additional foot of height. These prices are

for the non-rust variety and are from 30 to 50
per cent, more than the other makes. It is to be
noted that the above prices do not include posts

or the labor of setting, and that there are several

intermediate sizes with prices accordingly.

The woven picket, chain-link, and close mesh
may be bought with the posts included, the

cost depending on the height and the post spac-

ing. The following table quoted from the

catalogue of a leading manufacturer gives an
idea of cost for woven picket, including the posts

and a top rail.

a foot for a heavy wire
and a width of 9 feet;

these prices include the
fabric only, no posts. As
for strength, the fence that
has some diagonal bracing

is the strongest, and for this reason the
chain-link is to be especially noted.
Horizontal bars or heavy wires are help-

ful in giving stiffness.

A picket and railing fence is more at-

tractive than most mesh fences and has
a more substantial appearance. How-
ever, it costs more. The simplest con-
sists of a top and bottom rail with
posts and square pickets which are some-
times set diagonally to increase the ap-
parent size. The cost varies so much
that it is difficult to give exact figures.

Here are two fences known by the

author. One has a heavy bottom rail

and light upper rail, the pickets being set

diagonally. The cost was $2.50 a running
foot complete, including labor of setting.

This fence is about 5 feet high. The

A
-

HEICIHT OF SPACING OF COST PER
FENCE POSTS FOOT
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Iron picket and rail fence, the posts set in concrete, costing about $3 per foot

The cost of erection varies, but for most
cases the total cost for a fence in place would
be 75 to 80 cents per linear foot for a fence 3
feet high; 95 cents to $1 for the 4-foot height;

$1.10 for a 5-foot fence;

$1.20 for the 6-foot, and
from $1.30 to #1.40 for a 7-

foot one. A chain link runs

a bit higher—8 to 10 cents

more per foot—and the
close mesh about the same.
To make the fence un-

climbable it should be at least

6 feet high, with a small
mesh which gives no foot-

hold. At the top of each
post is an arm extending at

an angle of 45 degrees which
carries three strands of
barb wire.

An exceedingly strong
fence fabric is the chain
link. This runs from 28
cents a linear foot for the
smaller size wires and a

width of 4 feet, to #1.70

56

A 6-foot unclimbable fence with barbed wires carried on steel arms

other was 6 feet high with medium weight top and
bottom rails, pickets set square. The posts, with
small finials, had their ends set in concrete.

The cost was $3 per foot.

The gate and corner posts are not included in

the fence when bought, but are separate items.

Corner posts, rust proof, run from $9 for a

3-foot fence to $2C for a 6-foot one. End posts

are about half these prices, while gate posts

cost per pair #11 to $26 for the above heights.

The corner posts come with braces, the style

varying with the manufacture.
The cheapest single gate is 3 x 3 feet and costs

$5. A large gate 5 feet wide and 6 feet high runs

to #12; these are for a woven mesh and are rust

proof. Double gates cost more, bringing #14
for an 8-foot width, 3 feet high, and $42 for a

width of 16 feet and a height of 6. The treat-

ment of the large, ornamental gateway is a dif-

ferent affair, as it is mostly a matter of design,

and the cost may be anything you care to pay.

A bit of decorative feeling can be obtained in

the choosing of the mesh. Sometimes the top

has the wires curved to form semicircles, while

extra wires are woven at the bottom. This

helps to break the rigidity of the design. Small

urns as finials on the tops of the posts add a

pleasing touch, and the intelligent use of vines

breaks the monotonous horizontal lines.

A 7-foot chain link fence without any frills, that will keep intruders at bay
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Marvels in Car Building
The Chief Things Accomplished by John W. Bate

We .i^k you to in.irk these

things you admirers of fine cars.

Let us drop for .1 moment .ill

the minor attractions—the cus-

tom,try claims. Let us ask your

judgment on what these things

meat) today, tomorrow and

alw a\ s.

The Solid Things
Wc staked the Mitchell Future, when

we started car building, on the genius of

John \Y. Bate. He had done wonderful

things, in lines allied to this, as an

efficiency engineer.

He has finished now \nd we wish to

cite, for your opinion, the solid results

attained.

Costs Reduced 50%
He has reduced factory costs, in the

past six years, an average of 50 per cent.

To do this he built a complete new

plant, designed for efficiency. He has

displaced hundreds of machines with

new ones. He has taught thousands of

men to save minutes.

Now this model plant—representing

£5,030.000—builds this New Mitchell at

a cost w hich amazes our engineers.

700 Improvements
Under Mr. Bate's direction, every

part of the car has been studied. The

car has been lightened some 30 per cent,

yet made twice .is strong .is 11 once w;is.

C astings have been almost eliminated.

Now 440 parts are either drop-forged or

stamped from toughened steel.

Over 700 improvements have been

made in the Mitchell to meet his ideas

of efficiency.

30-Year Service
We have records on one Mitchell

—

built by Mr. Bate—which has run

218,734 miles. We have records on six

Mitchells which have averaged 164,372

miles each—over 30 years of ordinary

service.

Mr. Bate has always stood for a "life-

time car," and those records indicate its

attainment.

You haven't known of these facts be-

cause we have waited until Mr. Bate's

4M ^O K F. o. b.

tyl-O^D Racine

For 5«=Passenger Touring
Car or 3-Passenger

Roadster

7-Passenger Body $35 Extra

High - speed, economical Six; 48
horsepower. 127 -inch wheelbase;
complete equipment, including 26
extra features.

work was completed. But engineers

knew them. Mr. Bate's efforts have

long been discussed among experts.

Every Mitchell dealer has a long list

of engineers—men famous the country

over—who have bought the Mitchell for

themselves because of Mr. Bate's per-

fections.

73 New Attractions
Now comes a Mid-Year model with 73

new attractions. We held its comple-

tion until other new models were out.

This one car embodies all the best new
features found in 257 Show models.

And it has 26 extras. That is, lux-

uries and conveniences which cars rarely

include. No car in our class, we believe,

has more than two of them.

It has Bate cantilever springs to make
it the easiest-riding car built. Not one

of these springs has ever yet been broken

or repaired.

In these things—and our price—you

will find our factory savings. You will

find in this Mitchell a wonderful value.

The demand for the Mitchell has

trebled of late. But we expected that

and got ready. We are showing this

spring another side to efficiency by not

keeping customers waiting.

MITCHELL-LEWIS MOTOR CO.

Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
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those who
want the bath
only— for those
who want just the

shower— for those
who want both—
Mott's Built-in Bath

and Shower is an ideal

arrangement.

Combined with our new
light-weight porcelain
bath is the adjustable show-
er. Turns to any angle

—

avoids wetting the head.

An L shaped rod-and-
curtain forms the roomy
enclosure.

Further described in special

booklet, "Mott's Built-in Bath
and Shower," free on request.

Our 112 page "Bathroom Book"
shows floor plans and illustrations

of model bath rooms and gives hints

on tiling and decorations. Mailed
for 4c postage.

The J. L. MOTT Iron Works
Fifth Ave. and 17th St. New York

1S28—Eighty-eight y

fBoston
Pittsburgh

tChica^o
Minneapolis
Atlanta

tPhiladelphia
Seattle

Sherwin-Williams
Paints &- Varnishes

The right finish for every surface

Ii,

That
Banging
Screen Door

is a source of irritation during the hot summer days when
comfort is sought and quiet is essential. You can eliminate
this rest-disturbing noise by equipping your doors with the

SARGENT
Noiseless

Screen Door Closer
It closes the door tightly with speed and silence. Any house-
keeper can install this door closer. It is readily regulated and
fits various styles of door frames. Attractive antique-bronze
finish. Enclosed working parts prevent dirt from hindering its
operation. No housekeeojr, storekeeper or hotel proprietor
should be without this noise-banishing device. If not obtain-
able at hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to

SARGENT & COMPANY, 35 Water Street
New Haven, Conn.

Also maker* of Sargent Locks and
Hardware. Send for Book of De-
signs if you are going to build.

When You Build
please bear in mind tha t there is still plenty of

White pine
Send for our free booklet, "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1615 Merchants' Bank Bldg. ST. PAUL, MINN.

Made from Apollo -Keystone ^M^tty.
Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets,
the most durable

,
rust-repellent '''4}*%?'

sheets manufactured. Pittsburgh

These sheets are unequaled for Silos, "jlJ „
Culverts, Tanks, Roofing, Siding and *•»

all forms of exposed sheet metal work. Look for
the Keystone added below trade-mark. It insures
quality , service and satisfaction at reasonable cost.

Send to-day for our "Better Buildings" booklet.
We also manufacture Keystone Copper Steel

Roofing Tin— specially adapted for all high class

buildings, country homes, city residences, etc.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
General Offices: Friek Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AN ARCHITECT'S BUNGALOW
HE construction of the bungalow
shown on page 30 is of white
spruce on cedar posts down to the
rock; the trim is white pine, painted
on the exterior and oiled on the
interior, where it is gradually-

turning to a golden-brown. The exterior walls
and roof are covered with clear white pine shingles
which are now a silver-gray. The flooring of the
first story is double, the top being laid in maple
and finished in wax. The partitions are of
beaded sheathing, the chimney built of ltdge

stone with common brick hearths. All doors and
windows are of the casement type, opening out-
ward, and are glazed with small panes. Screens
open inward. The hardware is of cast bronze.
The piazza flooring is quarter-sawed hard pine
treated each fall with a coat of paraffin—a good
preservative—which is turning it to a walnut
color. The ceiling is of beaded hard pine, show-
ing the grain, and finished with spar varnish.

With a saw, hammer, and plane, I built, in

white pine—which could be got from the local

yard cut to any size—cupboards, tables, talking

machine stand and rack, writing desks, shelves,

etc., merely of finished boards of proper sizes, all

very ship-shape and characteristic of the interior.

The bathroom has a tub for women and show er

for men. The floor is cemented and drained to a
central outlet, and the walls are enameled with
waterproof paint. The toilet room is separate.

The central space of the second story is parti-

tioned at night by folding glazed doors, forming

The bungalow's roof line harmonizes with the contour of its site

the owner's bedroom and a hall. During the day

these doors remain open, making one large room.

A large ice box is placed on the north piazza

convenient to the kitchen; it is zinc-lined, with

walls filled with charcoal. One half of the

space is used for ice.

For water supply, I was saved blasting and

installing a force pump and gas engine, since the

nearby village ran a main over one end of the

island to supply the adjacent point. To this I

connected; and by laying a four-wire cable to the

mainland, the telephone company connected its

service. The wire w as brought on the trees, and

into the house through an underground condu;t.

A covered cesspool is provided for the plumbing.

For cooking and lighting we use kerosene; but

such rapid improvements are now being made in

small electrical generating plants, that for a

nominal sum one may have electricity for these,

and other, purposes.

By building a large fireplace on each floor, and

using three layers of felt under the shingles, the

place has been made habitable in the coldest

weather, with some of the windows battened up.

With woolen blankets and proper clothing, we

have been down there in February and comfort-

able, with the thermometer at five above zero

and a sixty-mile gale blowing. At such times

landing, of course, is difficult, and we keep ashore.

The servant's building is similar in arrange-

ment, with a central room for sewing and laundry,

and a bedroom at either side connected by a piazza,

with storage space beneath. This is placed back

amongst the trees, but within sight of the house.

A sequestered, sunny clearing was made in the

trees for drying laundry.

Having built the bungalow, placing it with

due regard to the southwest view of the open sea

and oriented to give sunlight to all bedrooms at

least a part of each day, I set about treating the

site with planting, approaches, and a terrace to

give an agreeable transition from the uneven

contours of the surrounding landscape to the

rather rigid lines of the building; and locating;

a wharf landing, garden, and flag standard.
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Like Attracts Like

You may have remarked the fre-

quency with which Kmpire Red

Tires are observed on tlie major

class cars. These blears, that are not

particularly noted for tire economy,

have made some really ^reat records

witli Empire Red Tires.

Those who seek the ultimate in

cars seek it also in tires, and besides

there is a certain distinction about

these hi<j; beautiful Red Empires

that appeals to the esthetic taste.

The 5,000-mile adjustment basis is a more

practical reason for Empire preference.

"If it's Red, it's an Empire"

EMPIRK RUBBER AND TIRE CO.
Chicago New York Philadelphia

Baltimore, Button, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Detroit

Newark. Pittohurfh , No Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Si. Louis

Factomv and Hohi Omic«, Trunton, N. J.

v9o

TTXH3IE.
ueixrEsiESj
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NOTHING rivals the fire-resistant and durable

qualities of concrete construction. But ordi-

nary concrete is a rather unattractive greenish gray.

MedusaWhhe PortlandCement is as strong and asdur-

able as ordinary cement, but it is apure stain/ess white.

No color in the architect's palette is so valuable to him as

white. Beautiful effects can be obtained with panels,

columns, doorways, railings, steps, cornices and window
casings executed in Medusa White Portland Cement.
Equally wonderful triumphs may be secured by the use of

Medusa White for interior decoration — for staircases,

wainscoting, panels, reliefs and floors.

Write for booklet, "The Medusa White House."

Ifyou cannot eet the Medusa Producti in your town, lend us your dealer"*! name.

[WATERPROOFETJ
WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Room 6-M, Engineers' Building Cleveland, Ohio

Residence of F. Ft. H'aite, Worcester, Afass. Brown and Von Heren. Archs.

t 3

mm

KEWANEE Smokeless
Firebox Boilers
Cut Coal Costs

Inexpensive Summer Homes
Ready built in sections. Two men can erect it in a day. No
carpenter work—not a nail to drive—not a board to cut. Only
a screw driver and wrench needed. Noextras to buy—shipped
complete.

Gold Bond Portable Houses
are as strong and substantial as if built by a local carpenter
and costfar less. Amazingly simple construction. All sec-
tions interlocking securely. Withstand fiercest storms.
Hundreds live in their Gold Bond homes all the year round.
Can be taken down — moved — put up again or enlarged.

FREE PLAN BOOK contains Illustrations, plans, speclficatlons.prices,

etc., of complete portable cottages, bungalows, playhouses, garages,
clubhouses, stores, etc. All sizes. All prices. Write now

—

today.

Mershon & Morley Co., 106-Main Street, Saginaw, Mich.

The objection to the lee end of the island as a

location for the landing, while it had advantages
of protection from the sea and a floating stage was
possible, was its inaccessibility from the bungalow
to which supplies must be brought. It seemed
better to have it in sight from the piazza and at
as short a distance as possible. To construct a

floating stage on the sea end, however, was im-
practicable, not only on account of the rise and
fall of the tides, but because an ordinary summer
sea would keep it awash.
With the swinging steps of a battleship in

mind, I built a T-shaped pier with the floor plank-
ing well above the highest sea—so that only
spray could go over it—and projecting far

enough off shore to give a depth of water for the
draft of a cruising launch. At the T-head were
swung the steps, alongside which a landing could
be made in the usual summer weather regardless

of the level of the water. They are painted white
and are hoisted each night by a small windless to

keep them clear of moss, which soon grows on
wood continually under salt water.
The wharf was supported on oak spiles with

bottoms bolted into the ledge and sway-braced
with rods and ring bolts, giving a minimum re-

sistance to the sea. Fresh water was piped to

the pier end for a shower after the morning
plunge, with also an outlet to a shelf on the rail

for cleaning fish.

In winter the steps are hauled up and lashed

far above the highest se», and, contrary to the

prediction of disaster to this rig in the first heavy
winter sea, it still stands without repair, excepting

The floor of the T-shaped pier is well above the highest sea

an occasional new ring bolt. Boats do not lie

alongside but are taken out to a near-by mooring
reached by a skiff on a "haul-off", one end of

which is made fast to the pier head. The floor

planking continues on the ground, forming a

walk up to the house.

The knoll on which the house is placed, being

of an irregular grade, was leveled, to form a

terrace, retained by a rubble wall where the land

fell abruptly toward the wharf approach. Steps

of ledge stone were built in the wall, and a flag

walk made across the terrace to the piazza step.

The terrace was finished off with loam, and rolled

and seeded.

Between the posts at the corners of the piazza

diagonal lattice was built for a hardy native

woodbine which climbs to the projecting eaves and

esthetically ties the house to the ground. This

vine also covers the terrace wall, and flowering

plants fill concrete pots at each side of the steps.

A space at the rear was cleared of rock to a

depth of four feet and filled with loam, and here

the usual table vegetables are grown.

Young spruce trees of a size that one man could

conveniently handle were transplanted at the

sides of the walks in conventional rows, care being

taken to get the tap root intact. The roots were

covered, after transplanting, with loose earth

well soaked with water, and the trees were then

stayed from being swayed by the wind.

All along this coast wild flowers are rife

—

violets in May, wild roses in June, daisies, ever-

lasting, and many transient blooms unnamed

—

thistles, too, both Canada and Scotch. These

latter may be eradicated in three or four years

by preventing them from seeding.

A coastwise dwelling is, of course, incomplete

without a flag standard and flag, and much too

little attention is given to their proper proportion.

The pole should be eighty feet high with top-mast

and cross trees, and the hoist, or vertical dimen-

sion of the flag, five feet. These proportions,

if the standard is placed in a free and commanding
position, will increase the scale of the house and

environment. Albert Randolph Ross.

the BestSerVice
PriVateWater for^~^

Systems CountryHomes
CityResidences

Private Electric jCountry Clubs
Lighting Systems Summer-Cottages

Factories
Electric ancv. Private Public
Power Pumps Institutions

Compressors fFor the Factory
anc*.Garage Air , or Private or
ServieeSystems [Public Garage

IbRT^mtaEERlNGsMFGfe
main orncr.and factory

Dept.IBM Fo**t Wayne, hid.
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Li i s not be extravagant or hys-

terical about this tire question when
frankness is so much moreconvincing.

mumMta/mr tires
were the first tires made with indentations in-

stead of lumps as ,\ salrguat < 1 to skidding.

One proof that this theory was right is that

so many firms have adopted the same prin-

ciple. But a better one is that Batavias have
enabled so many thousands of motorists to

prove it right by long wear, easily developed
speed, by mileage and by economy.

Is your car tired—

or are you?

Try BATAVIAS

THE BATAVIA RUBBER CO.
Factory «l BATAVIA. NEW YORK

RPHRET
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

QUALITY of workmanship and ma-

terials is a characteristic in which

Crittall Metal Casement Windows lead.

They open and close without effort at

all times. We have designs to suit any

style of architecture for the modest and

palatial homes, office and bank buildings.

Write Dept. F, for complete particulars

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW COMPANY
Manufacturers of Solid Steel and Bronze Windows

BONWITTELLER&CO.1
Fifth AjJenue

distrfyefyely

Bonwrf:TbllerSiCo.

1

.

Detroit Michigan

Ready-for-service habits in astride and side-saddle

safety models. Costumes for the equestrienne

developed in English Melton, Covert Cloths, pin-

striped fabrics, Tailleur linens, shepherd checks,

Prince Albert, braid bound and double breasted

effects

—

for women, misses and girls.
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Hunting
Fishing
Canoeing
Camping
Kennel Dept.

Bait Casting
Fly Casting

Trap Shooting
Natural History
Game Breeding

Official Organ of the Camp-Fire Club of America
Its stories and articles by the best-known writers of the day on big-game and feathered-game hunting, arti-

ficial and live bait, and fly-casting, deep-sea fishing, c imping, woodcraft, canoeing, motorboating, have made
FIELD AND STREAM the favorite of the man who knows, and invaluable to the man or youngster who wants
to know.

I'nquestionably an indispensable magazine for the out-and-out, dyed-in-the-wool sportsman. FIELD AND
STREAM brings to you each month the breath of the pine woods, the splash of the stream and the attractive-

ness of God's outdoors. Full of articles by the old grey beards, those "know how" fellows—the kind that have
spent years and years learning the ways of the woods, field and stream.

Twenty years ir. the outdoors would give you this knowledge Why
not have it now? Why not learn the little tricks and dodges that the
other fellows have described to make your next trip a success?

Why Not Consult Our Service Department?
Why not let us help you make your plans for your next vacation?
A disappointing trip is a disaster. Count not only the financial loss—in any case a considerable one—^but add to it the fact that you have

wasted your vacation days—the time you have looked forward to for
months.

Unavoidable? Not Necessarily
FIELD AND STREAM long ago realized the importance of reliable,

up-to-the-minute information to the sportsman planning a trip. For the
past seven years we have been gathering reports on the shooting, fishing,
canoeing and camping possibilities of the various sections of the United
States and Canada. Our information with regard to the best hotels,
guides, cost of boats, and all the necessary local information is worth
alone the subscription price of the magazine a hundred times over. It is

free to every subscriber of FIELD AND STREAM.

Field and Stream's Annual Prize Fishing Contest
During the past five years our annual Prize Fishing Contest has grown to be recognized throughout the

country as one of the greatest sources of information on How, When and Where, and with what tackle the big
fish are caught, that ever has been devised. The stories of the catching of these record fish appear in every
issue, and they tell how the masters of the game succeed in catching those record fish. Over $3,000 worth
of prizes are given away each year, sufficient in number for any first-class fisherman to stand a chance, and the
tecord FIELD AND STREAM fish form a class by themselves in weights, measurements and records which
will be of value to science for years to come. The only authentic record in historv of Fishing.

J
Field and Stream Pub. Co.,

1506 Printing Crafts Bldg.,

New York City.

Enclosed find 25c for a three months' trial subscription to
Field and Stream.

NAME
ADDRESS

HeDidn'tSubscribe! HE Did!

Water Supply
for FARMS

and

Country Homes
Send for descriptive Catalog A
LUNT MOSS CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

MAJESTIC Coal Chute
Protects house and grounds and is .1 cellar window when not in use. Strong,
durable and burglar proof. Every home should have one. H'rite for
Catalog.

THE MAJESTIC CO., 600 Erie St., Huntington. Ind.

Information for Home Builders
on Stucco Homes, Bungalows and Garages free on request

The Atlas Portland Cement Co.
30 Broad Street New York

NORTH CAROLINA PINE
"The Wood Universal"

The Book of lOO Houses

F. K. Jvhnitm. Ar,k,u,t. Suprri

Walh tnilhtd with Cabal' I Old Vtrtinia IVhiu
wffinished with Cabat'i No. 305 Moi, Grim Crtnatt Stain

Sent free to anyone who intends to build.

This book contains photographic views ofover lOOhouses
of every variety and style of architecture (from the small-

est bungalow and camps to the largest residences) that

have been built in all parts of the country, under widely
varying conditions of climate and surroundings, and
stained with the rich, velvety shades of

Cabot's Creosote Stains
and with the soft, cool, brilliant white of

Cabot's Old Virginia White.
They are designed by leading architects and the book is full of

ideas and suggestions that are of interest and value to those who
are planning to build.

SAMUAL CABOT, Inc.. Manufacturing Chemists
147 Milk St., Boston, Mast.

AMONG THE WINGED BUILDERS
WITH A CAMERA
O GAIN a familiarity with the haunts

and habits of our wild feathered
creatures during the nesting season
is a delightful and profitable way
of spending one's leisure time. A
camera taken on every excursion

into the bird world reveals, with successful opera-
tion, secrets of bird life that can be obtained in no
other way. Pictures taken in the field give the
nests in their completeness—how they are saddled
to a limb, lashed to a tree-trunk, swung in the
air; show the chiseled opening, the excavated
tunnel, or how the mud daub is cemented to wall
or rafter. Every picture taken will require a
different method of procedure, and the book that
contains them will be a source of stories of adven-
ture in the open that will be recalled with pleas-

ure.

No definite way for the beginner to proceed in

starting this pleasurable pursuit can be pointed

The bushtit's nest. It took six weeks of hard work on the

part of the birds to build this nest

out, but success will never follow the one who is

unsympathetic with bird life. The only rule that

can be laid down with certainty is never to

hurry.

I am convinced that few birds will desert

their nests after the first eggs are deposited.

During the season of 1014, fifty-four nests on the

campus of the State University of Washington
were visited daily and from them but two broods

failed to reach the fledgling state. One was a

robin's nest. It was destroyed by some person,

as the whole branch was cut away from the

maple in which the nest was lodged. The other

nest belonged to a towhee. It was on the

ground and the young were missing from it when
three days old. The nests visited included

those of wrens, jays, flickers, townees, robins,

flycatchers, warblers, rails, swallows, chickadees,

thrushes, meadowlarks, kingfishers, juncos, red-

winged blackbirds, and California quail.

When seeking these nests there was no thrash-

ing about in the grass or among the shrubs, and

no one accompanied the regular visitant to the

nests after they were found. Birds are easily

convinced of one's friendship if one is really

friendly. The best way to do this is, first, to

learn the places frequented by certain birds.

Few of them are lagging workers. If one sits or

stands quietly near where a pair are seen flitting

back and forth during the building days he will

soon discover that there is one spot to which they

repeatedly return, and not always are they

loaded with building material. Birds are clever

deceivers, and building operations may suddenly

cease if they become suspicious of the loiterer.

Sometimes, then, it becomes an endurance test

between the birds and the person in the matter
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This Perfect Working
Little Power Station

Starts Itsell-Stops Itself

No matter h<<w far von live from citv

Flecfric Light and Power Plant
You

* you
in en-

Strictly hich-trrnitv In evrrv particular— tully
guaranteed. HumlroU In u«c and all giving

Send tor (t'ttith. sites and prices

See Our Fxhlblt al The Country Lite
Permanent Fxponllinn. Grand

Crnlral Terminal. New York City

PATENTS PENDING |. The
Matthews
Company
60S Laurel
Avenue

Port Clinton
Ohia

Smoky

Fireplaces
IFREEn,

211 Full

Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
neer and Contractor
on Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.

ON ROADS. DRIVES and PATHS

SOLVAY
Granulated Calcium Chloride

Economical — Practical— Efficient

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply
Stock carried at many points
Write for illustrated Road Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.. 412 Milton Ave.. Solvay. N. Y.

When There Is Game
Enough For All

The dty it coming when there will

he as much wild game in this country
as there was fifty years ago. Men now
living can remember the time when
the sky was darkened by the flight of

wild ducks, when wild turkeys, quail,

grouse and other game birds abounded
in our woods and fields. It does not
take a great effort of imagination to

picture what a return of these condi- *T="

tions w ill mean- not only to the sportsman butalso
to the farmer, the housew ife and the market man.

Game firming is the medium through which the change
will be brought about. Hy the establishment of game farms

throughout the country it will be possible not only to meet
the present active demand for game birds (now far larger

than the supply) but also the increased demand which
will come.

Game breeding is both profitable and pleasant. Any one
having a small amount of land may start a game farm and
raise birds for his own consumption and for sporting and
marketing purposes.

If these possibilities appeal to you, or if you are interested

from any standpoint in the increase of our game birds, write

us for the book, "Game Farming for Profit and Pleasure".

This book, which is sent without cost to those who ask for

it, takes up the subject in a broad way and gives much
interesting and valuable information regarding many different

game birds, their habits, food, enemies, and the methods for

bree ding and marketing them.

In writing for your copy please use the coupon below.

Game Breeding Department. Room 53

HERCULES POWDEI^CO.
Wilmington, Delaware

Manufacturer* of Explosives; Infallible and "E. C." Smokeless Shotgun Powders;

L.AR. Orange Extra Black Sporting Powders; Dynamite for Farming

Game Breeding Dept., Room 53
Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington. Del.

Gentlemen:— Please send me a copy of "Game Farming for Profit and Pleasure". I am interested in game

breeding from the standpoint of

Name... _______ —

Address «. - —............ _ "

Vogue Will Help You Choose A School

TCT HOME you watch over the development of your children with scru-

/A pulous care
;
you follow their daily activities in smallest detail

;
you

plan to make their associations and environment uplifting and pro-

ductive of character.

But, when your children go away to school—what then? Your surveillance

is no longer possible
;
you must surrender entire responsibility to a foster

parent—a school. The selection of this foster parent, therefore, cannot be
haphazard ; it must be made with the eyes open and the mind clear, for it

is an important step in your life and that of your children.

Who can advise you more wisely in this choice than Vogue? For Vogue
has made a life long study of this problem; it has conscientiously investi-

gated hundreds of schools of all kinds, and through long experience has
become expert in the appraisal of school values. Its co-operation is not
limited to Vogue readers—but is, on the contrary, open to all who ask it.

A letter from you will receive immediate and personal attention.

VOGUE SCHOOL SERVICE
443 Fourth Avenue

5K91
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Here is true

KODAK
efficiency.

YOU can make a photograph with a pin hole for a lens. Cheap

cameras have small lenses, with correspondingly small open-

ings—but fast enough for snap-shots in a good light. As you

get into the better grades, the lenses grow" larger.

True efficiency requires a lens of fairly long focus that will

work with a large opening—a big lens in a big shutter. That's

the kind you find in the No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special. And
with it a shutter that has a speed up to 1/300 of a second. Here

is true efficiency with nothing sacrificed to ?nere littleness.

And in every detail of construction and finish this little camera

shows evidence of having come from the factory where honest

workmanship has become a habit.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special, for 2% x 3% pictures, Optimo shatter

with variable speeds from one second to 1, 300 of a second, also time action, with

Kodak Anastigmat lens f.6.3, focal length 4^6 inches. Price, $40.00.

At your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

Steinway Piano
The ideal of music lovers of every country

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK

McCRAY Refrigerators
BUILT TO ORDER OR STOCK SIZES
Perfect cold air circulation—always sanitary

Send /or Cataiog

Metray If ifrlKerat*ir Co., 6&2 l*ake St., KendallvSlle, Ind.

1916ALLOWAY
J^*^ ENGINES, 1

\
m SEPARATORS, '

SPREADERS, TRACTORS
I My 25o-page free catalog tells you why I

II direct to user, at wholesale, these and
er implements, built in my own factories at

Waterloo, at prices one-third to one-half less
than you usually pay for first class goods. All
zes, styles and prices of separators, engines and
preaders. My Farmobi le (tractor; has no equal

for simplicity and efficiency. State w hat you
need. 350.000 custuuers testify to quality Ss* -,

of the Galloway line^gf goods. Write today up
fo^foiirfree copy ofthis wonderful book of

bargains for farm and household.

WM. GALLOWAY, Pre*.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.

2647 Galloway Station

Waterloo . .

Iowa »26 75 up

Make Country Living Modern
with Kewanee Systems for

Water Supply, Electric Light, Sewage Disposal, Gasoline Stor-
age, Vacuum Cleaning and Gasoline Power.

Bulletins on request.

Kewanee Private Utilities Company
formerly Kewanee M ater Supply Co.)

120 S. Franklin Street Kewanee, Illinois

BOOKLET FREE
" BATH ROOMS OF CHARACTER "

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
The Largest Manufacturers of Sanitary Pottery in the U. S. A.

TRENTON, N. J.

Dunham
n^vAPC* HEATING SYSTEM

CUTS THE COST OF
PERFECT HEA TING

Send for our booklet, the 3 H't—It tells why.
C. A. Dunham Co.. Marshalltown, Iowa Branches Everywhere

Cyclone OBN/STA1

for beauty and substantial protection.
Strongly built of heavily galvanized wire.

Different attractive designs. Illustrated

catalog free.

Cyclone Pence Co.,Dept.lS8, Waakegan, 111.

of waiting, but usually, after a song or two from
the male, whether singing be his sole duty or his

happy privilege while his domicile is being erected,

the female, or both, will resume operations.

Even after the locality of the nest is discovered
it may take keen observation and pardonable
deceit to find the exact location without alarming
the birds, for each variety has its own method of
approach to its nest, some flying directly to it,

some darting beneath the thick overgrowth for a

considerable distance, and others stealing along

a devious path, the entrance to which is far from
the nest. Disturb the route, and in a day or two
the discovery will be made that the birds have
sought another building site. After a nest is

found, one's daily presence in the vicinity allays

suspicions of sinister designs.

Little difficulty is experienced in getting good
pictures of ground-builders' nests or of those that

Stellar jay's nest. All colors of string and cloth were put

where the birds could get them to decorate their nest, but they

selected only the white

favor low shrubs. All situations must be studied.

If there are obstructions that can not be drawn
back for right light conditions, a gradual re-

moval of them will not be noticed by the bird.

The stellar jay's nest shown was in a dead fir

overshadowed by drooping boughs of a living

tree. By trimming the dead tree the protecting

boughs were easily withdrawn, and after the snap
were allowed to fall in place again.

It is worth a full morning's labor to get a per-

fect specimen of a bushtit's nest, for these inde-

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles
Fire - Proof and Everlasting

It was a day s adventure to secure this picture of a glaucous

^nged gull's nest

fatigable little workers, who combine the highest

art of the weaver, the feeling of a cathedral archi-

tect, and the skill of famous bridge builders in the

construction of their wonder bags, swing them

from the drooping ends of fir trees, usually at

impossible heights for the camera worker. The
picture shown happened to be on a branch that

could be brought into an unobstructed view by

one person operating with a wire hook on the end

of a string from one tree and the camera operator

working from another position.

It was a day's adventure to secure the picture of

the gull's nest. These beautiful birds of the sea

love its bleak, wind-swept rocks. On Gull Is-

land, one of the San Juan group, no difficulty is



KELSEy
HEALTH

IN Oi R Booklet called "Some s.ivinK
1 Sense on Mc.it inn." »e ilesinhe the

four m.iin svMetns i>( healing, giving

Mcli us due credit for eflu ien« \ . I he
s\ stem \\ hu l\ is most extensively in use,

wastes Q3 degrees <>l heat, rhc Kclsey
n.i v I s thoso

It's generall) considered that that 02
degree heat waster is an 1 economical
system. Perhaps you are thinking of

having it put in your home.

Before deciding, don't vou think it

would be a lngu.il thing to send for our
S.t\mg Sense booklet, ami .isk foi .1 lull

explanation of that yj degrees ol waste?

THE. ^E.L5E.V
WARiY) AIR Ctr»E.RATOn I

231 Ji

New York
103-D Park Avinui

Stmt. Srruuw, N. Y.

Chicago. III.

2767-D Lincoln Avtnut

Jf— _ D,.~— —the Metal Lath that make*l^no-Burn ^ PlMtmr Sbck
North Wntfin Expanded Metal Company

S3S Old Colony Bldf . Chicafo

Vour Heaae Deatnrat the Most Modrrn Building Material. Find oat about

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF- ECONOMICAL-SANITARY
National Fireproofing Company. 332 Federal Street, Pittiburfh. Pa.

D II II H Instantaneous Hot Water

nUUU by Just Turning a Faucet

RUUD MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Pittsburgh. Pa.

LEVER HANDLES
have an artistic value and an individuality which commend them to people of discriminating

taste. They are especially desirable for doors with narrow stiles, French windows and

cabinets, and can be used instead of knobs on any Corbin escutcheons. We illustrate a

few selections from a large assortment. Full particulars on request

P. & F. Corbin
T)te American Hardware Corporation Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

If You Want Building Information
Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience

with building problems and the building trades has given us

a valuable fund of information. Advice and help in selecting

materials and equipment, etc., will be cheerfully given free of cost.

The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Our illustrated booklet. "The Roof Beautiful" is

sent free to any prospective builder upon request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

General Offices

1108-18 Monroe Building Chicago, Illinois
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These columns include the advertisements of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden implements. Each concern
(s known to be reliable and in painstaking in its service to customers. For full information regarding horticulture and gardening, or to

nnd anything not advertised here, apply to HEADERS' SERVICE. COUNTKY LIFE IN America, Garden City, N. Y.

Rain When You
Want It

by installing

Cornell Systems
of Irrigation

UNDERGROUND
SYSTEM FOR LAWNS

Portable Hose Sprinklers

OVERHEAD SYSTEMS
^ FOR GARDENS

^Attractive illustrated booklet describ-

ing systems sent on request

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Everett Building New York

Horsford's
Cold

Weather
Plants

For Autumn Setting
It pays, in the north, to

plant Daffodils, Tulips, and other early
spring flowering plants as soon as they
are ripe. Many herbaceous plants may
be set in August and September and
give better returns next year than when
setting is postponed until spring. Ask

for Autumn Supplement M, ready in August.

F. H. HORSFORD, CHARLOTTE. VT.

The Meehan Hand-Book of
Trees and Hardy Plants

is unusual, practical, handy and always useful as a refer-

ence. All undesirables are eliminated. Lists actual sizes

and prices them individually. Mailed free on request.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Evergreen Planting in Mid-Summer
FROM the latter part of July until late September is a most favorable

period for the successful planting of Evergreen trees and Shrubs.

Our Evergreens are lifted with a large ball of fine roots and earth

which is securely wrapped in burlap to insure their safe shipment.

Catalogue if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

BOX C, CHESTNUT HILL PHILADELPHIA, PA.

danger sign-
ynore/tmeans sure tree destructionf

If you were to examine closely the trees on your place, you
would probably see on some of them a tiny crevice in the

bark. To you perhaps it would look very innocent. To the

trained eye of a Davey Tree Surgeon it would mean d-a-n-g-e-r!

The tree in the picture was sound and healthy—apparently—except for
a little hole in the bark (photograph No. 1). But note what the Davey
expert discovered after a little chiseling (photograph No. 2)—a condi-
tion of hidden decay so serious that the tree was but a mere shell, an
easy victim for any severe storm! What is the real condition of YOUR
trees? Have them examined NOW—by

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree Surgery as they practice it is scientifically accurate and mechani-
cally perfect. It is SAFE because it eliminates experiment. It endures.
W. G. Carrington, Greenwich, Conn., writes: "The work you have
done for me is the most wonderful example of tree surgery I have ever
seen." Davey experts are the official choice of the U. S. Government.
Every year of neglect adds 10% to 25% to the cost of saving trees.

Write today for free examination and booklet illustrating Davey
Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Company, 1 60 Elm St., Kent, Ohio
(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery) Accredited representatives

available between Kansas City and Boston.

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Albar.v. White Plains,

N. V., Stamford. Conn.. Jamaica, L. I.. Newark, N. I.. Philadel-
phia. Washington. Buffalo. Pittsburgh. Cleveland. Detroit. Cin-
cinnati. Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis. St. Louis, Kansas Cit

Cana ian address 8i St. Peter St.. Quebec

experienced in finding gull nests. It is quite
another thing to get in a position to make a pic-

ture of one. Not a single nest was to be found
on the accessible side of the island, and where
the nests were lodged on ledges of its towering
pinnacles they were even more barren and pre-
cipitous than the others. Not a nest was
sheltered, and often they hung on the face of
rocks so abrupt that the gulls had built re-

taining walls two feet in depth and eighteen
inches thick to support them.
Some birds will accommodatingly sit and give

you time to set up your tripod and respond gra-
ciously to your "Look pleasant, please," but
the ground birds, as a rule, will slip away, leaving,

however, something quite as attractive for a
camera subject in the deserted nest full of eggs.

Not every location of a bird's nest is a choice
subject for the camera. But the bird world is so

full of wonders that the student of film subjects
who will get on a certain scale of intimacy with
its bird inhabitants will never lack for the time,
the place, and the bird with its nest and eggs, or
young, to furnish desirable subjects and situations

for photographs ranging from the tragic to the
grotesque. Susan M. Kane.

A REMEDY FOR BLEEDING
GRAPEVINES

AST spring I pruned from a choice

grape an undesirable shoot that
had been->overlooked in the regular

pruning. It was rather late and
the sap had started to move, al-

though the buds had hardly begun
to swell. It started to bleed and bled so freely

for a few days that I became anxious. I asked a

number of men with vineyard experience, but
they could suggest nothing that would stop it.

After spending several hours at the library look-

ing over all the books bearing on the subject*

Showing how the grapevine was finally successfully bandaged

without result, I started to tinker. I improvised

a tourniquet of wire, placing a number, one above
the other, but to no avail. I then tried to seal

the end, using hot wax, paraffine, paint, and a

number of other things, but the pressure of the

sap kept the end wet and nothing would stick.

I then tried to cauterize, applying a bare flame

to the end, and although the sap boiled, it was
no better.

Finally, I slipped a piece of stout rubber tub-

ing over the end that was bleeding, bound the

lower end tightly to the shoot, and sealed the

open end. The bleeding stopped at once and
later, when the leaves were all out, I found on

taking off the tubing that the end was dry and
sealed.

The tighter the tubing fits the better, and it

must not be too thin nor old, worn-out stuff, as

the pressure is remarkable. The first piece I put

on was old and the sap burst forth in a tiny

stream as soon as it had filled.

William Sweikert.
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A Bundle of Goodly
Glass Garden Suggestions

HERE are four preenhou.se suggestions; and one of a conser-

vatory. Every one is thoroughly practical. Any one can

be promptly erected for you.

That small one in the upper left hand, is 18 feet wide and 33
long. We erected it for Mr. Henry E. Woodman, of Overbrook,

Pa. It is just a nice, compact, one compartment little layout that

will harbor tor you a surprising number of general plants. For
growing those for early Spring setr.ng out in y°ur garden, and the

protecting from the frost of your late garden favorites, it is ideal.

The one at the right of it, is 18 by 50, divided in two compart-

ments and connected to the stone garage by a glass passage, which

makes another compartment. This is an admirable subject giving

room for roses and carnations; or fruits and vegetables. Linking

it to the garage, admits of one boiler heating both. Mr. W. S.

Duling of Nit. Airy, Phila., Fa., is the satisfied owner.

That conservatorv interior in the centre is a creation of Hoggson
Bros., which we carried out for them on R. R. Conklyn's residence

at Huntington, L. I. It is known around our New York offices as a

"semi-conservatory;" because of its being part in the residence;

and part under glass. It's a unique idea well worth adapting.

The long house below it, with a central entrance, is 25 by 100 feet

with three compartments, each about 33 feet long. A house this

size, will come pretty close to covering the needs of the average
place.

The one with the massive gateway, is just a glimpse of the

extensive glass gardens erected several years ago on the Larz
Anderson estate at Brookline, Mass.

Here then is a goodly bundle of suggestions. Which one do
you want to talk over with us; or have us send you an approxi-

mate estimate on?
This year marks our sixtieth in the exclusive specialty of green-

house designing and building. We are both the oldest and the

largest such concern in the world.

It argues well for our abilities and facilities, in giving to you
the height of excellence in greenhouse construction and efficiency.

Our greenhouses have been aptly called "the houses of Everlast-

ing Lastingness."

Our catalogue you are welcome to.

An appointment tor our representative to call will gladly be

made at your request.

NEW YORK: 42nd St. Bldg.

ROCHESTER: Granite Bldg.

SALES OFFICES

BOSTON: Tremont Bldg. PHILADELPHIA: Widener Bldg. CHICAGO: Rookery Bldg.

CLEVELAND: Swetland Bldg. TORONTO: Royal Bank Bldg. MONTREAL: Transportation Bldg.

FACTORIES: Irvington, N. Y.; Des Plaines, III.; St. Catharines, Canada

a
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Men Who Put Efficiency Above Every Other

Consideration Invariably Select the

FOR the past thirty-five years men who take pride in having the best

and most efficient equipment procurable for their dairies have used

De Laval Separators.

Men prominent in industrial and public life who have every means
of ascertaining what equipment will give the most satisfactory service,

are found among our large list of De Laval users.

The fact that such men as those whose names are given below have
equipped their dairies with De Laval machines is very convincing proof

of the high quality of these separators.

Andrew Carnegie

John D. Rockefeller

J. B. Duke
James J. Hill

George J. Gould
Clarence H. Mackay

Chas. L. Tiffany

W. H. Wanamaker
George Eastman
James Stillman

Charles M. Schwab
H. Clay Pierce

J. B. Haggin
S. R. Guggenheim
John Hays Hammond
B. F. Yoakum
J- Ogden Armour
J. M. Studebaker

Complete 7
2-page catalog, and any other infor-

mation desired will gladly be sent upon request.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165 Broadway, New York 29 E. Madison St., Chicago

DREER'S
Mid-Summer Catalogue
offers the best varieties and gives directions

for planting in order to raise a full crop of

Strawberries next year; also offers Celery
and Cabbage Plants, Seasonable, Vegetable,
Flower and Farm Seeds for summer sowing,

Potted Plants of Roses, Hardy Perennials,

and Shrubbery which may safely be set out
during the summer; also a select list of sea-

sonable Decorative Plants.

Write ftw a free copy and
kindly mention this publication

Henry A. Dreer
Philadelphia, Pa.

"PENNSYLVANIA"
Quality Lawn Mowers

All blades crucible tool steel

Burpee'sSeeds(lrow
Send for Illustrated Catalog — Free Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

Cromwell Gardens Handbook
presents the best varieties of Roses, Plants, Shrubs and Trees for

summer and fall planting. Send for free copy.

A. N. Pierion, Inc., Cromwell Gardens, Box 11, Cromwell, Conn.

Waterweeds Removed
These unsightly weeds are easily removed from the bodies of lakes,

ponds, rivers, etc., by the Ziemsen Submarine Weed Cutting Saw.

ASCHERT BROS. We.t Bend, Wise.

Photography, Good Sport

but the results are not always
satisfactory. Ask practical help
from the photo-man with

THE READERS' SERVICE

THE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE. Prepai > Exten-
sion Division of the University of Wisconsin by George \V
Hobbs, S. C, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and Ben. G. Elliott. M. E., Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of Nebraska
McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New York. Illustrated 259
pages; 6 x 9 in.; price $2.

A text book for the instruction of those who
drive, repair, sell, or otherwise have to do with
motor cars.

KNITTING WITHOUT " SPECIMENS." By Ellen P
O.AYDON, Head mistress of Chuckery Council School, Wal-
sall, Eng., author of "Handwork and Needlework," and
C. A. Claydon, Sewing Mistress, Tantarra Street Mixed
School, Walsall, Eng. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York
With upward of 150 illustrations; 200 pages; 6j x 8} in-
price $1 net.

A text book of school knitting and crochet.

TRAVELS IN ALASKA. By John Muir. Houghton
Mifflin & Co., Boston and New York. Illustrated; :i2H naires ;

5J x 8 in. ; price $2.50 net.

This account of the author's three journeys to

Alaska, from journals written on the spot, is ;i

graphic and accurate description of the wonders of
our northern possessions.

THE REAL ARGENTINE. By J. A. Hammerton. Oodd
Mead & Co., New York. Illustrated; 453 pages; 51 x 8 in

'

price $2.50 net.

Notes and impressions of a year in the Argen-
tine and Uruguay, presenting an accurate and un-
varnished account of these countries from the

standpoint of the unofficial visitor.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. By Frank Farrincton,
author of "Selling Suggestions," "Retail Advertising." etc.
The Ronald Press Co., New York. 257 pages; 5x71 in.;

price $1.50 postpaid.

Designed primarily for the use of community
workers of the small town of 10,000 population or

less.

THE TRUE STORY OF BUM. By W. Dayton Wecefarth.
Sully & Kleinteich, New York. Illustrated by W. N. Cle-
ment; 44 pages; 41x(i; in.; price 50 cents.

The story of a vagabond dog.

GEORGE WASHINGTON, FARMER. By Paul Lei and
Haworth, author of "The Path of Glory," " Reconstruction
and Union America in Ferment," etc. The Bobbs-Merrill
Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Illustrated; 336 pages; 5x7; in.;

price $1.50 net.

An account of the home life and agricultural

activities of Washington, with numerous illus-

trations, facsimiles of private papers, and a map
of his estate drawn by himself.

ACROSS THE EVERGLADES. By Hugh L. Wii.loughby,
ex-Lieutenant commanding Rhode Island Naval Reserve.

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. Illustrated by the author;
192 pages; 5 x 75 in.; price $1.50 net.

Describing a canoe journey of exploration, il-

lustrated with photographs taken by the author.

QUAINT AND HISTORIC FORTS OF NORTH AMERICA.
By John Martin Hammond, author of "Colonial Mansions
of Maryland and Delaware." J. B. Lippincott Co., Phila-

delphia. Illustrated; 309 pages; 6J x 9i in.; price $5 net.

This work is not on fortifications, as such, but

on the old and existing defenses with their ro-

mantic and historical interest. It covers the

entire country from Quebec to Nova Scotia to

California and Florida, including, Morro Castle,

at Havana.

TWENTY LESSONS ON POULTRY. By C. T. Pattfkson.
Pathologist and Professor in Charge of Experimental and
Extension Department of the Missouri State Poultry Ex-

perimental Station. Edited by Frank E. Hering. J. B.

Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and London. Illustrated; 92

pages; 5J x 7 J in.; price, 50 cents, net.

An elementary treatise prepared under the

direction of the American Poultry Association.

THE POWER CRUISER'S PILOT. By Bradford Bum*-
ham. The Penton Pub. Co., Cleveland, O. Illustrated;

93 pages; 5 5 x 7 in.; price $1.

Practical suggestions and advice on how, where,

and when to cruise.

PARKS AND PARK ENGINEERING. By William T.

Lyle, Professor of Municipal Engineering, Lafayette Col-

lege. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Illustrated; 130 pages;

5J x 9 in.; price $1.25, net.

A text book for the young and inexperienced

engineer of construction.
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Wisdom in Greenhouse Buying

II
OW prone to doubt, how cautious art I hr

'l'li<* 1 r it i It of this saying of Alexander l'o|ie is

demonstrated by the i archil ins|WCtion llntl pre-

cedes tlx- great majoiilt i'l purchases, whclhcrthc

article Ik* an uulomohilc, > rug <>r even a lint.

Yel main greenhouses ,iic bought mi faith (nun

.1 » .tt.lloguc <>l .1 photo, lull kfd h\ wli.lt .1 s.ilrs-

mun lut» to say.

1 low inconsistent

!

VVe >li> not it«k our customers to take anything

tm fnith. \\r ilo not even ask llirni to rely ii|ion

out r\tfn»i\f r\|*riente in building greenhouses.

\V r < Ait.' them.

A full siied curved eave LUTTON Green-
houat, with rutt-proof metal V-Bar Frame is

on exhibit at the most convenient location in

New York City, the Country Life Permanent
Exposition, at the Grand Central Terminal.

This is not a i/xi/W "show" house, but repre-

sents our tliiniliml construction.

You are cordially invited to visit our exhibit at
any lime. This greenhouse has nn regular attend-
ant; we have no hesitancy in leaving it unattended
for the ex'tmination of greenhouse critics, having
perfect confidence in its ability to demonstrate its

own worth more convincingly than the most elo-

quent salesman could do. If you prefer, we will

Kindly hate a representative meet you there by
appointment.

Perhaps you cannot conveniently visit this ex-

hibit. If you live far away, even if you are from
Missouri, we are prepared In \limc you. Hundreds
of our greenhouses are in operation in various

parts of the country and undoubtedly there is one
near you which we can arrange to show you.

Select your greenhouse the wise way— let us

skmv you.

Modern Greenhouses
of all Types and Sizes

Conservatories

Sun Parlors

Glass Gardens

Cold Frames

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
261-2G7 Kearney Avenue

Range of LUTTON Greenhouses Erected in the Heart of the City of Wilkcs-Barre, Pa.

~—
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Where Will You Have Your Rain?
Will you have a little rain today right on your lawn,

or perhaps in your garden? That's not as absurd

as it sounds— you really can have a convenient,

reliahle artificial rain-fall at anv time by using a

1
YOUNG FOUNTAIN

This srurdy little sprinkler will

do away with brown, burned
patches in your lawn. It will re-

vive your flowers and vegetables

that are drooping for want of

moisture. It can be placed wher-
ever convenient and will give a

tine, mist-Jike spray that gently

A heavy, round base prevents overturning

and permits dragging over grass without injury

to the roots. This is a weil-built sprinkler, it

will last indefinitely.

Price $;.oo. Send check, money order, or

cash. Ask for free booklet, "Moisture in Cul-

tivation" and folder showing other types of

sprinklers.

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO., Div. 3

93 Federal St., Boston Mass.

saturates vegetation without
washing out roots or beating
down tender plants and young

grass.

Attach it to your garden hose,

turn on the water, and leave it.

It requires no attention until it

has finished its work.

"Wright" Means Might
In wire fence the name "Wright" stands for durabil-

ity, sturdiness and sightliness. Such a fence is

Wright's

which combines all these requisites and, above all, is the best

obtainable from the standpoint of freedom from rust and abil-

itv to withstand the wear-and-tear of severe weather.

This fence cannot be pulled apart—patent clamped joints keep

the wires from slipping or twisting out of position. The fin-

ished fabric is dipped into molten zinc which thickly covers

even- particle with a rust-resisting metal coating.

Ask your hardware dealer for Excelsior Rust Proof
Fences, Trellises, Trellis Arches, Bed Guards and
Tree Guards. Write for beautifully illustrated catalog A.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
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Look at U-Bar Greenhouses
From Their Productive Side
FI RST and foremost you want

a greenhouse because you
want flowers and plants in

abundance.
Upon ample light more than

any oneotherthing.doessuccess-
ful plant growth depend. So
obvious is this fact, that it seems
hardly to need mention. Still a

surprising number apparently

ignore the fact and put their

money into houses constructed

with needless heavy shade cast-

ing framing members.
The French gardeners, for forc-

ing early garden plants ; use clear

glass coverings shaped like a bell.

The plants are flooded with un-
hindered light.

The U-Bar greenhouse, be-
cause of its cobwebby-like con-
struction, the nearest approaches
the bell glass in lightness. Com-
bined with this lightness, is an
exceptional attractiveness and a
proven durability.

Results are what you want.
The U-Bar greenhouse produces
them. Send for catalog. Or
send for us—or both.

The frame work is

made of galva-

nized steel U-Bars,
partially surround-
ing the glazing
bars; to which the
glass is secured. So
strong is it that it

performs the work
of rafter and glaz-

ing bar in one. No*
other greenhouse
construction is so

constructed.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
P1ERSON U-BAR CO

This Ear was
protected with

"Corona Dry 19

This Ear
was Not

'•'*•*'» f r 1 't n?mi»«»i»>;

."M.4.. .'It*"*- —

Either You Get the Sweet Corn or

the Worms do—which shall it be?

"CORONA DRY"
The Universal Insecticide

gets the bugs and worms and gives you the sweet
corn.

You can keep insect pests out of your garden and
fruit trees now just as the commercial grower does.

For "Corona Dry," used in ton lots by the most
successful orchardists and market gardeners, is now
put up in small packages to meet the urgent need of the

man with a small garden or a few fruit trees.

You need no expensive spraying outfit or sloppy
spraying mixture. "Corona Dry" is applied dry

—

in dust form—quickly, efficiently and conveniently.

It is a sure bug-killer and a sure preventive.

Use "Corona Drji' first—before the bugs start to

eat your growing things. Get it where you buy
your seeds. If your garden is small, dust on

"Corona Dry" through a cheesecloth bag or small

bellows. For larger plots we advise using the

Corona Hand Duster. Ask to see it when you
buy "Corona Dry."
Your address on a post card will bring, at once,

free copy of our 20-page, ^mmrmmmmmmk
instructive book, "Garden jg|
Pests and Their Control."

Send for it today-—tells

how to get rid of all bugs,

worms and plant diseases, fll , ^

b —m ' 4-f
WHO*

;

coHuanuiawi

CORONA CHEMICAL CO., Dept. 14, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

lIlllWIillilR

THE COLONIAL HOUSE. By Joseph Everett Chandler
author of "Colonial Architecture in Maryland, Pennsylvania
and Virginia," etc. Robert M. McBride & Co., New Yo
Illustrated; 341 pages; 7J x 10 in.; price $2.50, net.

A comprehensive presentation of Colonia
architecture, describing every period of its d
velopment, copiously illustrated by photograph
and plans.

THE TRAIL OF THE INDOOR OUTER. By Raymond E
Manchester. George Banta Pub. Co., Menasha. Wis
47 pages; 5£ x 7J in.; price, $.

Outdoor essays, the principal theme being
fishing.

BY MOTOR TO THE GOLDEN GATE. By Emily Post,
author of "Woven in the Tapestry," etc. D. Appleton &
Co., New York. Illustrated; 281 pages, 5} x 8 in.; price
$2 net.

An account of Mrs. Post's trip via automobile
with her son from New York to San Francisco,

with twenty-seven maps, each showing one day's
run.

CAMP FIRES IN THE YUKON. By Harry A. Auer,
author of "The North Country." Stewart & Kidd Co.,
Cincinnati, O. Illustrated; 206 pages; 5$ x 8 J in.; price,
$1.75 net.

A record of the author's experiences and ob-
servations as a hunter of big game in the Yukon.

OLD TIME GARDENS. By Alice Morse Earle. author
of "Stage Coach and Tavern Days," "Home Life in Colonial
Days," etc. The Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated;
489 pages; 5| x 7| in.; price, $2.50 net.

That "Old Time Gardens" has gone into the

fourth edition since its first appearance in 1901
is evidence of its lasting appeal. Colonial garden
making, herb gardens, old flower favorites,

gardens of the poets, etc., are some of the sub-

jects covered, and the numerous illustrations are

from photographs of famous old gardens that

have come down to us from Colonial days.

THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING BOOK. By Grace
Tabor, author of "Old-Fashioned Gardening," etc. Robert
M. McBride & Co.. New York. Illustrated; 180 pages;
6x9 in.; price, $1.50; postage 14 cents.

Setting forth the simple laws of beauty and
utility which should guide the development of

grounds.

FISHING WITH A WORM. By Bliss Perry. Houghton,
Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. 24 pages; 5 x 7J in.;

price, 50 cents.

A little piscatorial moralizing that will appeal

to the angler—and others—of contemplative

mind.

ADVENTURES WHILE PREACHING THE GOSPEL OF
BEAUTY. By Vachel Lindsay. The Macmillan Co-
New York. 186 pages; 5 x 7j in.; price, $1.

An account of the author's trip afoot from his

home town, Springfield, 111., through Illinois,

Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, and New Mexico,

to spread what he calls his "Gospel of Beauty."

A BOOK-LOVERS HOLIDAYS IN THE OPEN. By
Theodore Roosevelt. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
Illustrations; 373 pages; 5J x 8i in.; price, $2 net.

Chapters from Colonel Roosevelt's outdoor

experiences in many wild and inaccessible parts

of the world, which have been expanded and

revised since their appearance in magazine form,

and two of which have never heretofore been

published.

SELECTED READINGS IN RURAL ECONOMICS. BY
Thomas Nixon Carver, Ph. D., Ll. D., Wells Professor of

Political Economy, Harvard University. Ginn & Co.,

Boston and New York. 974 pages; 5 J x 8£ in.; price, $2.80.

This volume is not intended to take the place

of manuals on special subjects relating to rural

problems, but is a handbook to be used in con-

nection with them to amplify the student's infor-

mation in the general field. It comprises forty-

two selections, representing many leading au-

thorities.

HOUSE PLANTS, THEIR CARE AND CULTURE. BY
Hugh Findlay, B.S.A., Assistant Professor of Horticulture,

Joseph Slocum College of Agriculture, Syracuse University.

D. Appleton & Co., New York. Illustrated; 325 pages;

5| x 8 in.; price, $1.50 net.

Written from the author's own practical ex-

perience, and dealing with the culture of common
house plants.

THE HILLS OF HINGHAM. By Dallas Lore Sharp,

author of "The Whole Year Round," "Where Rolls the

Oregon," "The Face of the Fields," "The Lay of the Land,

etc. Houghton, Mifflin Co.. Boston and New York. Il-

lustrated; 221 pages; 5 x 7i in.; price, $1.25 net.

A collection of delightful country life essays,

most of which had their initial appearance in

magazines.
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Everything for Yard and Orchard
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desired, or \nu can order from our catalog tor

Our Sco acre* of fruit unit flowering treev
flowerv vine* and shrub*, etc . offer a varied
Vi th.\t will plrme everyone. 60 year* of

ratisneil customer* have proven their (juulity.

\\ rite for catalog at once.

HOOPES. BRO. A THOMAS CO.
I'm-i L. Wt.t 1 Kr.tr, P«.

HICKS EVERGREENS
SummerPlanting

BEAR IN MIND
that Moons' have some
Hardy Tree or Plant for

Every Place and Purpose.

Write for information
and catalogue

The Wm. H. Moon Co.

Morris Heights Morri.ville. Pa

7'

Walworth Non-Fouling Steel Poles
Last a Lifetime and Cost Less than Wood

They not only cost less to install, but practically noth-

ing to maintain, and arc lightning proof.

We furnish these poles, complete, in all heights from
20 feet to 100 feet (above ground), in continuous con-
st 1 nction as shown in photo. No topmast required.

Special heights to order.

Walworth Revolving,

earing Halyard-

Top makes fouling

impossible and pro-

tects halyards from

weather.

The Flag Can't Foul

inanywind or weather.

Displays the National

Colors and keeps them

waving.

Set either in the ground or in appropriate ornamental

bases, these poles are effective as patriotic memorials and

fit harmoniously into any scheme of landscape treatment.

Illustrated booklet upon request, to the

Walworth Mfg. Co., 101 First St., South Boston, Mass.

or to the Chicago or New York Offices of the Company

PERENNIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Plant your gardens with old fashioned hardy flowers. Arrange

your planting so as to have blossoms from \lay until December.

Come to the Nursery and see the plants in bloom. Then plan your
garden. We also carry a full line of nursery stock which we know
would interest you. Send for our catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYTS SONS CO., INC.

Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

ILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places
Plan NOW to plant native ferns, plants and
bulbs. Early fall planting brings best results

for early spring flowers.
Send for descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages.
It's FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT, 5 Main Street, Southwick, Mai*.

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth

Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it

will mow more lawn in a day than any three ordi-

nary horse-drawn mowers with three horses and three

k men. (We guarantee this.)

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level, and the third paring a

hollow. Does not smash the grass to earth and
plaster it in the mud in springtime, nor crush out

its life between hot rollers and hard, hot ground in

summer, as does the motor mower.
Send for catalog illustrating all types of To&nsend Lawn Moaers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.,
23^In^n^
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It Is the Name
YALE

on Locks and Hardware

that is your guarantee of Quality and

Service.

Look for the name Yale—it is well

worth finding: a visible assurance of

the utmost in security, certain protec-

tion, highest decoration and artistic

fitness.

Specify Yale locks and hardware,

whether for use on the modest bun-

galow or cottage, or the city resi-

dence or country estate.

Look for the name Yale—it is on

every Yale product: house hardware,

padlocks, night latches, door closers,

cabinet locks and chain blocks.

For Sale by the Hardware Trade

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
9 E. 40th St. New York

[alk^way Pottery
GIVES THE GARDEN
rHE ESSENTIAL^^CH

Enliven some favorite

nook in your Garden ,

with a Bird-Font and
bring an Atmosphere
of quaintness to the
scene with a Sun Dial

Flower Pots and
Boxes.Va ses. Benches.
Gazing Globes and
other interesting"
Pieces will recall
the Charm of the
Old World Gardens

Suggestions tor
beautifying your
Garden are contained
in our_ Catalogue
of Garden Pottery
which will be sent
upon request »

iOWAY
x CoTta Co.
EET, PHILADELPHIA

Artistic Country Grounds
Free expert criticism of plans.

Suggestions on specific points.

THE READERS' SERVICE

COLUMBIA
Graf onolas

$50 to S500
8500 Dealers Everywhere

cat System

Of Underground Refuse Disposal

Keeps your garbage out of sight in

the ground, away from the cat, dog,

and typhoid fly.

Opens with foot. Hands never touch.

„ ..-^^"'.':^'~~-?„ Underground Garbage
""««

_ ' ., »•« and Keruse Receivers
A Fireproof Receiver for ashes,
sweepings and oily waste in house or
GARAGE.
Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from polluted water.

Look for our Trade Hark.

In use 12 urs. It pays to look us up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

O. H. 8TKPIIENSON. Mfr.
26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

LOW COST SUBURBAN HOMES.
Wright, Editor of House ana' Garden.

7\ x 10 in.; price, $1.25 net.

A book of suggestions for

with a moderate purse.

Edited by Richardson
Illustrated; 120 pages;

the home builder

BLACKFEET TALES OF GLACIER NATIONAL PARK.
By James Willard Schultz, author of "My Life as an In-
dian," "With the Indians in the Rockies." etc. Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. Illustrated; 242 pages'
5J x 8 in.; price, $2 net.

Indian legends which will give added interest

to the recently opened Rocky Mountain wonder-
land.

THE SMALL GRAINS (In the Rural Text Book Series,
edited by L. H. Bailey). By Mark Alfred CARLETON,
M. S., Cerealist in charge of cereal investigations. Bureau
of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. The Mac-
inillan Co., New York. Illustrated; 699 pages; 5x7: in

price, $1.75 net.

Intended primarily to be used as a text book in

colleges and universities, and agricultural short

courses, as well as by farmers and general readers

interested in agriculture.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. By R. L. Watts. Dean and
Director of the School of Agriculture, Pennsylvania State
College. Outing Pub. Co., New York. Illustrated; 186
pages; 4 J x 7 in.; price, 70 cents.

• A practical and handy "how-to" volume, No.
32 in the Outing Handbook Series.

RAMBLES OF A CANADIAN NATURALIST. BY S. T.
Wood. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York. Illustrated; 247
pages; 5 J x 7\ in.; price, $2 net.

A collection of nature essays, inspired by the

author's woodland walks, and illustrated in color

by Robert Holmes. The decorative chapter
headings are by students of the Ontario College

of Art.

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT. By Frederick Haynes
Newell, Professor of Civil -Engineering, University of
Illinois; former Director U. S. Reclamation Service, D.
Appleton & Co., New York. Illustrated; 306 pages; 41 x 7;

in.; price, $2 net.

Covering the operation, maintenance, and
betterment of works for bringing water to agri-

cultural lands.

THE NEW GOLF. By P. A. Vaile, author of "Modern
Golf," "The Soul of Golf," etc. E. P. Dutton & Co., New
York. Illustrated; 289 pages; 5J x 8 in.; price, $2 net.

A new and scientific theory of the game and its

mechanics, pointing the way to the shortest

road to proficiency.

HOW TO KNOW THE MOSSES. By Elizabeth Marie
Dunham, member of the Sullivant Moss Society. Houghton.
Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. Illustrated by the

author; 287 pages; 5 x 71 in.; price, $1.25 net.

A popular guide to the mosses of the north-

eastern United States, with keys to 80 -genera

and description of more than 150 species.

HISTORIC STYLES IN FURNITURE. By Virginia
Robie. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston and New York.
Illustrated; 196 pages; 7$ x 9i in.; price, $3 net.

A bird's-eye view of the development of styles

in furniture through ten centuries, beginning

with the Middle Ages, in which the backgrounds

and settings are given equal importance with the

furniture itself.

CHILD AND COUNTRY. By Will Levington Comfort.
George H. Doran Co., New York. 348 pages; 5 x 71 in.,

price, $1.25 net.

An account of the author's retreat from city

life to the quiet and repose of the country, richly

seasoned with his delightful philosophy.

UNDER THE APPLE TREES. By John Burroughs.
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. Frontis-

piece; 316 pages; 4 J x 7 in.; price, $1.25 net; Riverside edition.

$1.50 net.

Presenting the ripest fruit of the author's

thought on a wide variety of topics—biology,

philosophy, literature, California nature study,

and winter birds of Georgia.

THE MOUNTAIN: Renewed Studies in Impressions and
Appearances. By John C. Van Dyke, author of "The
Desert," "The Opal Sea," "Nature for Its Own Sake, etc.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Frontispiece; 234

pages; 4J x 7 in.; price, $1.25 net.

Sketches based on the pictorial element in

mountains.

TO YOUR DOG AND TO MY DOG. Compiled by Lincoln

Newton Kinnicutt. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston and

New York. 148 pages; 6J x 9! in.; price, $1 net.

The tributes of many masters to their dogs,

being a collection of thirty-two poems by Scott,

Kipling, Gilder, Matthew Arnold, Newbolt, and

others.
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Beauty Plus Strength
In selecting your ^rt•^•llhl»lls^•. yon should choose one
that will In not only pleasing to the eye, hut will also

prove practical and durable. The fact that Moningcr
( in i nhoiiM s have been chosen to add to the heauty of

main of the finest country places in America is ample
proof of the excellence of their design. That they have
long been the pictctencc of commercial gardeners is

Utnoritative evidence of the practicability and strength

of their construction.

If you contemplate building a greenhouse, write us

and we will gladly give you our advice, based on fifty-

years' experience in greenhouse work of all kinds. We
will also be glad to submit sketches and estimates free

of charge.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICACO

920 Blackhawk St.

CINCINNATI
2312 Union Central UN-

NEW YORK
810 Marbrid«e Bldg.

IF "walls have ears" they also have
tongues. Stately iron fence, of the
classical dignity Stewart alone can

build, speaks eloquently of your good
taste and wisdom. For it is a wise man
who protects as well as beautifies his

property with artistic and permanent
Stewart fences.

Send us brief description of your property and our

experts will give you personal attention. Or ask

for our catalogue.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., Dept. M, Cincinnati, Ohio
"THE WORLD'S GREATEST IRON FENCE BUILDERS'

IRON VASES. SETTEES. GARDEN A.\'D DRINKING FOUNTAINS, IRON STATUARY.
LAMP STANDARDS AND LANTERNS

Your Mother Knew the

Luxury of Soft Water. Do You?
In the old home, where the family water sup pi y < ame
from the rain-filled cistern, she knew what soft water
meant a more comfortable bath, softer skin, whiter
linens, better cooking. You can bring this luxury
into youi modem home by installing

v>L vXlIL
The Water Softener

To Zero Hardness

Connect it in your water piping— and you will have an
ample and unfailing supply of water as soft as rain and as

clear and sparkling as from a spring. You will know a
comfort that you have never known before. You will un-
derItand why "velvet water"- Permut-ized water— is

finding its place in hundreds and hundreds of homes, large

and small, from coast to coast.

Let us tend the booklet on "Velvet Water"

The PERMUTIT Co.
30 East 42nd Street

New York

Cold Mmdalt i

Ghent. 1913
San Francitco, 1915

Krsi.l. II., ,.f

Otto II. Kahn
Morriitown, N. J.

Kquippctl with I'rrmutit
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seen no new automo-
bile accessory launched

upon an already brim-

ming market. Many
of these devices show real ingenuity;

some of them have that inevitability

of application that causes us to wonder why
they have never been thought of before. Most
of them are born to the accompaniment of sobs

by the press agent, who weeps to think of the

pitiful state of the motoring world before his par-

ticular device came into being. And most of

them linger with us for but a few brief weeks

before passing on into the oblivion that always

awaits the unnecessary.

In the great flood of ephemerae, however,

there appear from time to time a few devices

that really have a legitimate function. Each
year a few of these essential utilities are added

to the list already existing of what we may call

standard accessories, devices that really contri-

bute something to the efficiency of the car and

the pleasure of motoring.

IrT the divisions of the accessory field that

have to do with devices that are actually vital

to the running of the car, it is only natural that

standardization should have made considerable

progress. Every magneto resembles every other

magneto in its fundamentals. There is a plainly

recognizable kinship among carbureters, and

battery ignition systems certainly differ more
widely in name than in construction. We make
this statement with all due apologies to the

individual manufacturers, who will probably

agree only in differing from us. It is undoubted

that the essential accessories are to a consider-

able extent standardized. The improvements

in these lines will, in the present era, be rather

refinement than actual change. But in the way
of devices intended as auxiliary aids to motoring

comfort or pleasure, there is no limit to the

ingenuity evidenced by inventors and manu-
facturers alike.

In the ignition field the outstanding develop-

ment has unquestionably been the progress

in popularity achieved by the battery system.

For many years the magneto has reigned su-

preme in the ignition field. Only last year some
60 per cent, of the cars in the national shows

were equipped with magneto ignition. This

year, however, the tide has set unmistakably

the other way, and more than 50 per cent, of

American cars are now equipped with battery

systems of generating the vital spark. The
real reason for this drift toward battery ignition

is the simple fact that it is cheaper, which na-

turally makes a distinct appeal to the quantity

manufacturer of cars. 1 he battery certainly

cannot make any comprehensive claim to greater

efficiency than the magneto, which is nearly 100

per cent, efficient in its modern form.

It is rather a peculiar fact that in the selection

of the ignition system the owner, the one most
interested when all is said and done, has little

to say. The vast majority of motorists accept

without question the -ignition system that is

installed on the car when they buy it. The
seeming popularity of the battery ignition system

may not, therefore, represent the opinion of

the majority of American motorists, but may
simply be the preference of the manufacturers,

into which pecuniary considerations have cer-

tainly entered. In the ultimate analysis, how-
ever, the preferences of the individual car buyers

will make themselves
felt, and will determine
the type of ignition as

well as every other part

of the car. It would be
premature, therefore,

to say at this time that
the battery will oust
the magneto from the
ignition field or even
that it will permanently
usurp its position of
paramount popularity.

THE ACCESSORY FIELD
By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

At the other end of the ignition system we
have, of course, the spark plug, and in this field

there has been little change during the past year.

The time-honored porcelain plug is still the

leader. Various types of patent stone plugs,

the composition of which is made to withstand
great heat and to be very durable to ordinary
wear, are making considerable headway. There
is also a noticeable drift toward multiple sparking
points. In summing up the ignition field, we
can only call the past year a period of refinement

and adjustment. It has certainly not been
characterized by the launching of any startling

innovations or revolutionary ideas.

In the carbureter field there has been just one
recent outstanding development, and that is

the activity among designers and manufacturers
of kerosene carbureting devices. This was, of
course, inevitable the moment the price of g'as-

olene passed 20 cents per gallon, with every
indication of a permanent residence above that

mark. A number of kerosene carbureters of
proved efficiency are now on the market and
there is more than hope that developments in

this line will give us an alternative fuel, which
should have a salutary effect on the gasolene

situation. There are no essential obstacles

to the production of a carbureter that will

handle kerosene just as effectively as our present
devices deal with gasolene.

The gasolene carbureter manufacturers have
contented themselves with minor improvements
and refinements of their familiar products.
The popularity of the eight- and twelve-cylinder

motors has made it necessary to turn out car-

bureters specifically adapted to service with
these engines. There seems to be a drift to-

ward the plain tube type of carbureter, which is

the simplest type, consisting merely of a tubular
mixing chamber without the familiar adjustment
features. There is also a tendency to use dash-
pots in connection with auxiliary air valves.

The dashpot is a device for controlling the action

of the auxiliary air valve, making the admission
of the air gradual, even when the valve is sud-
denly opened to its full extent. It consists of a
small chamber to which gasolene is admitted.
In this chamber rests the bottom of a double end
valve, and the resistance of the gasolene prevents
the too sudden lowering of the valve, the action of

the upper end of which controls the admission of

air. Manufacturers generally favor simple adjust-

ments for the carbureter, which is obviously the

way of safety, since permitting the average car

owner to tinker with a lot of screws and valves

is an invitation to endless trouble. Taken all in

all, the carbureter field is well standardized, and
revolutionary announcements from manufac-
turers in this line are not to be looked for in

this era of motordom.
While it is one of the newest standard ac-

cessories on the car, the electric starting and
lighting system has already achieved an effici-

ency and perfection that place it in the stan-

dardized class. Undoubtedly the outstanding

development in the starting and lighting field

during the past year has been the drift toward
two-unit systems. Some manufacturers have
dropped their one-unit systems altogether,

while practically all of them are offering a two-

unit system, even though they may have re-

tained their one-unit system from last year.

And indeed there is a legitimate field for both

types.

There is a noticeable tendency among starting

and lighting system makers to lessen the weight
of their products and to make it easier to get at

the various parts. There is also to be observed
a decided movement to make the systems fool-

proof. One manufacturer, for instance, has

arranged his system so that the starting motor

74-80

disengages as soon as the engine
starts firing, no matter whether the
driver takes his foot off the pedal or
not.

In the speedometer field there
is practically no change to record
within the past year. The three

familiar types, centrifugal, magnetic, and air,

are still in use, with the centrifugal by far the
most popular. This branch of the accessory
field is dominated by some ten or twelve con-
cerns, which sell practically only to the manu-
facturers of complete cars, so that the preference
of the motoring public is not indicated by any
percentage figures that may be given. The
speedometer is an entirely efficient instrument
and it would be rather a surprise to see any very
radical improvement introduced at this stage
of the game.

Manufacturers of warning signals for motor
car use have been extremely busy during the
past year. Their efforts have been directed
more toward improving existing types and turn-
ing out greater numbers of them, than to de-
veloping new ideas. The low-priced motor-
operated horn is now with us in great numbers,
and the hand operated horn, in handsomer
finishes than ever, has largely increased its follow-

ing. Exhaust horns of all sorts, bells, and other
unusual signals have certainly not gained any
ground and are apparently losing some of their

hold on the general motoring public. The
choice of a warning signal is something that
gives the owner a chance to voice his individual
preference, and we may take the drift toward
definite types as a fair indication of public
opinion.

There is certainly nothing radically new to
record in the recent history of the tire branch
of the accessory field. A few new patterns for

non-skid tires, introduced by new companies
in the field, a tendency toward distinctive ap-
pearance by coloring the rubber of the casing
red or black or blue—these are about all the
developments in the tire line. There seems to

have been an increase in popularity of the cord
tire these past eight or nine months. At least

three companies are making and, what is a

different matter, selling this type of tire in con-
siderable quantities. The cord tire has achieved
an enviable reputation on the track, and on the
strength of its racing efficiency it seems to be
gaining a hold on the general motoring public.

In the motor-driven tire pump field there

have not been any revolutionary innovations.

In the actual construction of the pumps them-
selves there have been no developments at all,

but there has been an interesting innovation
in the manner of mounting the pump on the
engine. This consists in installing the pump in

front of the radiator, taking the place of the

starting crank, supplanted by the self-starting

system. This location for the pump means that

the drive is transmitted from the end of the
engine crankshaft to the pump crankshaft.

Undoubtedly the most prolific branch of the

accessory field is that which devotes itself to the
manufacture of shock absorbers, which are

offered in every imaginable variety of mechanical
construction. The spring type of shock ab-

sorber is still the most popular, but a very notice-

able gain has been registered by the absorbers

employing the pneumatic principle, sometimes
in combination with the spring. Liquid, liquid

and air, and liquid and spring types are still

popular. There have
been numberless com-
binations and adapta-
tions of existing types

in this field but no
new types have been
brought out.

Falling in a general

way in the same cate-

gory with the shock
absorbers are devices

designed for lubricating

the springs. One of
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Made with

Silvertown

Safety-Tread

as well as

Silvertown

Ribbed-Tread

The Pedigreed Tire

=3

nl

oF nofcfV lineage, —these Silvertowns!
Descended from the world's most aristocratic

family of Tires

!

Directly from Palmer-Goodrich ancestors,
—

"Thread Fabric"
Speed Kings, —in the following order:

—The Goodrich "Palmer-Bicycle" Tire,—1892 to 1916.

—The Goodrich "Palmer-Aeroplane" Tire, -1911 to 1916.

—The Goodrich "Palmer-Motor-Cycle" Tire,—in 1911.

—The Goodrich "Palmer-Web" Automobile Tire,—1906 to 1913.
—The Goodrich "Silvertown-Cord" Tire,—1910 to 1916.

—In all this Breed of Tires the strain ran true,—each genera-
tion being distinguished for maximum Speed, Resilience, Far-Coast-
ing, Power-saving and,— in the Motor field,—wonderful Fuel-saving.

But, "the Flower of the Flock" is the Silvertown Cord Tire.

In this alone has been developed the great strength of actual

and individual CORDS,—as contrasted with "Threads."
These giant Cords,—each capable of lifting a man's weight,

—

are what now give the marvellous ENDURANCE, and multiplied
Mileage, to that famous strain of fleet-winged Tires, bred up (through
Goodrich perfecting of the "Palmer-principle") to the SILVERTOWN
CORD apex.

So, it comes to pass, that Motor-Cars when equipped with
"Silvertown Cord" Tires have not only distinguished bearing, but
also obtain about 17% increase in Net-Power from the same Motor.

This, with a Saving on Gasolene of about 25%, per mile, which
soon pays for the higher cost of these bona-fide CORD Tires.

There is a luxurious sensation in riding over "Roads of

Velvet," on these highly-developed Tires that absorb all minor
vibrations, super-cushioning each disturbing contact with ruts or

obstacles on the road.

Silvertown Cord Tires are not "plentiful, "—but can noiv be
had through Goodrich Dealers and Goodrich Branches.

Silvertown

Silvertown Tires are

Standard Equipment

on the following high-

class Cars:

GASOLENE CARS

-FRANKLIN
-LOCOMOBILE

(Optional)

-McFARLAN
-NORDYKE &

MARMON
OWEN MAGNETIC
-PEUGEOT
-PIERCE-ARROW
-SIMPLEX
-STANLEY (Touring)

-STUTZ (Bull-dog)

-WHITE

ELECTRIC CARS

-ANDERSON
ELECTRIC

-BAKER ELECTRIC
-RAUCH & LANG
-OHIO ELECTRIC

Etc., Etc

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.

Akron, O.

TWIN-CABLI Cord Tires
MB-

n n
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'Why the Average Motorist's
Dollar is Shrinking "

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical
minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Syracuse, N. Y.

Kelly-Springfield Tires and Tubes

are Hand Made from Pure Rubber
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.
57th Street and Broadway, New York

KisselKar C)^e
ALL-YEAR-

Gar
Literature on request

KISSEI, 9IOTOII CAR CO.
Hartford. Mlm-un.ln

Photography, Good Sport
ij but the results are not always satis-

factory. Ask practical help from the

Photo-Man with The Readers' Service.

Lee Tire SC Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pa.

lllll .1
.

. I innj

THE HUDSON "STJPKR-SIX"
is the final achievement in the six-cylinder motor. A radical advance. Fund-
amental patents have been granted on it. Delivers 76 horse power. Atta
a speed of 74.67 miles per hour. Eliminates vibration. Wonderful flexibility,

silrnce. and ease of control. Combined with a new body of resistless grace,
beauty and comfort.
HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH.

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

LOCOMOBILE

these consists of strips of perforated metal, de-

signed for insertion between the leaves of the
spring. The perforations are filled w ith lubricant,

which oozes out as it is needed by the spring.

1 his year there has been brought out an adap-
tation of this idea which consists of little flat

containers to be filled with lubricant and snapped
on the spring leaves. The construction of these
little devices is designed to regulate the flow of
the lubricant to the amount actually needed
by the spring.

No one whose business compels him to follow

the trend of the accessory field can have failed

to note, during these last few months, the number
and variety of devices intended to promote
comfort in touring and camping. Automobile
tents, designed for rapid and easy raising and
lowering, and for being carried in a minimum
space, are offered in innumerable forms and
materials. Folding cots, especially gotten out
to meet the limitations of storage room on the
car, may be had in endless variety. Portable
kitchens of ingenious design will give the motor
camping party the wherewithal to prepare the
most elaborate a! fresco meal, and yet this cook-
ing kit will pack into a container that takes up
little of the valuable space in the car. Dining
kits and luncheon baskets are being offered with
refinements over even the attractive sets of last

year. Refrigerators and food containers may
be had in a number of ingenious forms. All

these various conveniences, moreover, may be
had in very simple form for a comparatively
small price, or they may be elaborate and costly

enough to test the mettle of the most plethoric

pocketbook.
Among the new touring devices is an auto-

mobile bed which is erected in the car itself, the

bows of the top being utilized as posts for this

airy couch. These swinging beds turn the car

into a sort of temporary pullman, and really

make very acceptable sleeping quarters. They
are greatly in favor with ladies having a con-

stitutional objection to snakes and field mice.

In cross-country touring in America one is

certain sooner or later to have trouble with the

roads. Mud and sand are as inevitable as taxes

and old age. It is practically always necessary

to have in the car a stout tow rope of some sort

to be used in extricating the vehicle from any
predicament into which it may get. A number
of specially fashioned tow ropes with hooks for

attaching to the car have been on the market
for some years. There is a new adaptation of

this idea out this spring, which consists of a stout

towline with three steel stakes fastened to one
end. By driving these stakes into the ground,

it is claimed that enough purchase may be ob-

tained to enable a stalled car to pull itself out

of the deepest sand or the most affectionate

mudhole. An ingenious little device and simple

enough to be worth trying, in any event.

One of the novelties brought out within the

last year is the adjustable searchlight for mount-
ing on the windshield. This lamp is small in

size but throws a powerful spotlight for as far

as 200 feet. The lamp is mounted on a universal

swivel joint so that its light may be thrown in

any direction. It may be directed upon road

signs or upon house numbers in city driving.

Also it may be used for picking out an uncertain

bit of road ahead, which may then be avoided.

Its uses are so many that it seems likely to stand

the test of time.

The multiplying of ordinances against glaring

headlights has naturally produced a countless

flood of devices for dimming the offending lights.

When the accessory inventor gets the law as an

ally he is exceptionally well placed to cash in on

his device. In this line there is a notable trend

toward simplicity of design and action in the

dimmers on the market. Many of them call

into play extremely ingenious methods of elim-

inating the dangerous dazzling effect of wholly

unmasked and powerful lights. The dimmers of

to-day give the driver instant and perfect control

over his lights, so that there is no excuse for the

ill manners that used to be so common on the

road in this respect.

Another accessory line in which there has been

a noticable increase in efficiency of design is in

rim removers. The almost universal use of

detachable rims of various types has naturally

brought out a number of devices designed for

use in removing these rims from their tires.

Those who remember the prying and hammering
of a few years ago will marvel at the simple ana

yet effective tools of to-day, which make the
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School Department
In t hi* tlrp.ui im*n( arc pnntril amiounrr-

n.rnt* ol hi^h • jjrailc ». Imolv lnior-

matiou rcnarvlinn nhooU will be ul.ullv
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sJh..-I rates address SCHOOL DE-
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and New York.

A Country School for Girls
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I training
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M iss Hall's
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Hoi UK'S Road to Lenox.

Forty-five acres. One thou-

sand feet above the sea level.

Miss MIRA H. HALL, Principal
P.ttsf.eld. MstaachutetU

Miss Bangs and Miss Whiton. 1890— 1916
Tit Only Country & kooi far tiirli in Sne York City

Boarding anil Pay School. Spacious rrcreation grounds.wooded nark,
tennis court*. All the out door advantages ol thr country with lull

enjoyment of the cultural influences ol New York City through easy

Small enough to be
School " Slronit Mus
elocution and art. P«

Rivenlale Avenue

ne; large enough to be a "Real
nt. Special courses in dancing,

upon its awn itrtijuate.

Street. West. New York City

Walnut Hill School
-20 Highland St.. Natick, Mass.
A College Preparatory School for Girls

Seventeen miles from Boston. Forty acres.

Skating Pond. Athletic Fields. Four Build-
ings. An Outdoor Study Room. Gymnasium.

Misa Conant. Miss Bigelow. Principals

School of Horticulture for Women
AMBLER. PA.

Theoretical and practical instruc
turn in all branches of Hortic

e. Orchards, greenhouse
egetable ami fruit gardeus
'Peo.il courses in poultry
bees and gardening.

1
i 1. I. I.e.-

Kir,-, lor. 1 I

BOYS
KldgeaVld. Cuss, jo miles from Sew York, in the high-
lands of the Berkshire^. All water sports, athletic fields,
gymnasium. New boat house. One teacher to 6 boys gives
each student individual attention.

K. dun. I J. Yiulford. l'h.l>.. Headmaster.

We Have the Book

You Want
TT Long Islanders will

€ 1 find convenient

lj
Vhe Bookshop

Arcade, Pennsylvania

Station. Books of all

publishers up to the

minute. You passjthe

door.

Doubleday, Page 6c Co.

Open Evenings
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Tires. Dut n growth

even more striking than that is taking

place.

Goodyear Cord Tires are standard

equipment on the Franklin, the Packard

Twin Six, the Locomobile, the Peerless,

the White and the Haynes Twelve.

But you will also see them widely

used now on cars like the Hudson,
Stutz, Velie, Buick, Hupmobile,
Chevrolet,Apperson, Dodge Brothers,

Kissel, Oakland, Jackson, Oldsmo-
bile, Chandler, Paige, and so on.

Simply becauseowners have learned

that anygoodcargains in looks, in power-

saving and gas-mileage, and in smooth
riding, through Goodyear Cords.

Oversize, flexibility, and resiliency

combine in these tires to produce real

riding luxury by absorbing most of the

jolt and jar of travel; to give unusual

freedom from tire trouble; and to work
economies by giving long service, and

by saving power and fuel.

Their flexibility and resilience en-

able them to absorb road shocks with-

outdangerofstone-bruiseand blow-out;

add miles per gallon; assist in a quicker

get-away; and make thecar coast farther

when power is shut off.

The oversize is very marked, and

provides an increased cushion of air,

v?hich serves to emphasize the easy-

riding and the other good qualities

built into Goodyear Cord Tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Akron, Ohio

BRADFORD ACADEMY
FOR YOUNG WOMEN

BRADFORD. MASS.
11 1th year opens September ISth

Thirty miles from Boston, in the beautiful Merrimar Valley.
Kxtensive grounds and modem equipment. Certificate admits to

leading colleges. General course of five years and two years'

course for High School graduates.
Miss I.AIR. A. KNOTT. A.M.. Principal

Are You Searching for a Country Estate, Model
Farm, Suburban Residence or Bungalow?

There are complete descriptions of very desirable properties that are not

publicly known to be on the market in our Real Estate Directory File.

If you wish to know their location, acreage, price, terms, etc., kindly com-
municate at once with

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICAMgr. Real Estate Department

Garden City, Long Island

The National Real Estate Medium

1 1 West 32nd Street, New York
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"The Light

That Failed"-
is a good story, but when the light fails in

your own home—when suddenly the electric

current gives out and you're left fumbling
for matches—that's a different story.

^ou can prevent that kind of trouble by
using the

SIX IN ONE
FUSE PLUG

the greatest improvement in electric lighting

since the invention of the incandescent lamp.

You need never be without light in your
home. Simply pull and turn—every turn's

a new fuse.

Safe—economical—convenient.
A Quick, Sure Method that Restores ser-

vice instantly when a fuse "Blows."
Do you know what a Fuse Plug is? You should.

There are several of them in your home.
A Fuse Plug is an electric safety valve that

"blows" when the current overloads the wires in

your house.

The old fashioned kind is a single plug. When
it blows, some part of your house is immediately

ATLAS SELLING AGENCY, Inc:, 450 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK

in darkness and you have to send for an elec-

trician to come and insert a new plug before you
have light again.

The SIX IMPWE PLUG does awaywith all that.

It saves you time, money and discomfort. You
give the SIX IN ONE Fuse Plug a slight turn and

your lights are instantly burning as before—no
fuss or bother when a blown-out fuse has left you
suddenly in the dark. No groping about for

candles or oil lamps, while your guests and fam-
ily sit in unrelieved gloom waiting hour after

hour for the lights to flash on again and restore

brightness and comfort to your home.

Also invaluable in office buildings, factories, apart-

ment houses, hotels, theatres, etc. Approved by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Ask vour nearest electrical dealer to install

SIX IW OWE 1 1 PLUGS in your house before

dark today. Each SIX-IN-ONE Fuse Plug con-
tains six fuses. If he hasn't got them, send us

his name and address, or order from us direct.

We publish a little folder called

"When Your Electric Lights Go Out"
Write for it today and we will send it free by return mail.

Country Life in America Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

NOTE how the Stanley Garage Holder No.
1774, shown in the above picture, does

its work: holding the door open against the
strongest gusts of wind: yet a slight pull on
^he chain, leaves it free to close. It is as
essential to an old garage as to a new one.

Stanley Garage Hardware and the No. 117i
Holdermay be had <•/cr.y hardware dealer.
Write usfor the Garage Hardware Book.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., TJ. S. A.

New York Chicago
100 Lafayette Street 73 East Lake Street

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

If you want to give your boy an ideal

vacation, just send him to a Summer
Camp. He'll come back to school in

the Fall stronger in body, with the

health of the big outdoors in his red

blood, and he'll learn a lot of things

that mere books cannot teach him.
The announcements of the best camps
can be found in Scribner's Magazine. If

detailed information is desired, address

Scribner's Magazine
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 214 . _ New York

separation of the rim from its tire, even if the
two are rusted together, a matter of seconds.

The manufacturers of vulcanizers seem to
have taken to heart the injunction "increase and
multiply." Not only are the numbers of makers
engaged in putting out this type of equipment
rapidly increasing, but the different manu-
facturers are adding constantly to their lines.

Of greatest interest to the individual motorist
are the small portable vulcanizers that may be
carried in the tool box and used in the home
garage as well. It is possible now to get these
little devices to operate on gasolene, kerosene,
alcohol, and even by electricity drawn from the
source of supply already mounted on the car.

By the use of hermetically sealed water compart-
ments, portable vulcanizers are now made in the
steam type, operating on the principle of their

big brothers in the repair shops.

The fuel economizer in almost innumerable
types is with us still and apparently going
strong. There have not been any startling

developments in this sort of device. The basic

principle on which all of these inventions act is

that of breaking up the fuel into a finer and more
homogeneous mixture than that in which it

leaves the carbureter. There have this year
been placed on the market certain economizers
which add to the fuel mixture a small percentage
of water vapor, which surely ought to aid com-
bustion and discourage the formation of carbon.
While the bumper field seemed to be already

pretty well covered, there have appeared within

recent months some new designs. Among these

the most interesting are those that embody a

spring action in the entire construction of the
fender. Pretty broad claims are made for these

new devices and they certainly have the merit of a

businesslike appearance.
There have been several ingenious ideas in

cushions of various sorts put on the market this

year. Some of these are in the form of a tri-

angular section, intended to fill the space between
the ordinary perpendicular cushion and any well

regulated back. Others may be used in different

ways, but all of them serve a useful purpose, as

any motorist will testify after a long ride on the

ordinary seat.

Another device intended primarily to minister

to the comfort of the passengers in the car is the

tonneau windshield, which may be had in a

number of different types. This device is not
new this year nor even last, but the past few
months have seen a number of inexpensive adap-
tations of the idea. Until this year the shield

for the back seat has always been a rather ex-

pensive luxury.

The tremendous growth of motoring in this

country has made car stealing a very profitable

business. Many millions of dollars' worth of

motor cars were stolen last year, and the light-

fingered gentry have made a good beginning for

1916. Naturally the owners of rrlotor cars

eagerly purchase locks of many varieties in the

hope of circumventing the wiles of the brigands.

There are locks to be placed in the ignition line,

locks for the fuel line, locks for the gears, chains

for the wheels, and goodness knows what else.

Unfortunately no device has yet been discovered

that the car thieves, who are unusually skilful

in their chosen profession, cannot eliminate in a

very short time. If they cannot get their prey

in any other way, they will tow it away behind

a service wagon as if it were on the way to a

garage for repairs. The only device that will

give the car owner absolute peace of mind is an

insurance policy covering theft.

There have been a number of improvements
made in the tops intended for especially quick

and easy putting up and down. Some of them
are now really capable of rapid raising or low er-

ing by one man. The curtains of the type de-

signed for rapid adjustment have also under-

gone a considerable refining process. In this

connection we may note the great popularity

achieved by the different kinds of removable

tops to be placed on the ordinary touring car

body for winter use. There was a perfect

epidemic of these adjustable tops last fall and

winter. They would seem to be so logical a

development that there is little question of their

continued vogue with the refinements that will

come with experience.

Some three years ago there was launched in

this country a campaign that was vitally needed

to call people's attention to the necessity for

exercising care in modern traffic. We called

this "Safety First". During the past year, with
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Hudson River
By Davlighi

For the through trip. New
York to Alb.my, or tor .1

delightful day's outing,

t.ikr one of the splendid

I Line flyers

—

"WASHINGTON IRVING"
"HENDRICK HUDSON'*
"ROBERT FULTON"

"ALBANY"

Service daily, except Sunday.
Connections for the C'.itskills,

the Adiromlacks and points

north, east and west. Through
rail tickets via New York Cen-
tral Of West Shore R. R. ac-

cepted t>n steamers.

ORCHESTRA RESTAURANT
StnJ 4. in stamps for illustrated summer literature

HUDSON RIVER DAY LINE
Desbroste* St. Pier New York

In the Adirondack*
Locate*! on the 1 \- ..

• M and most beautiful
Fishing, hunting, canoe

-

11 I bathing. Excellent
ie camp is equipi^e*] with old
replaces, poolroom , music room

he « iKIerness but accessible from
Kates fr.-.oo per week and Hp.

I*rs»prletorJohn M. Ittildfr^on

"Reading Selma Lagerlof is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one has been on holy ground."
—Hugo Alfven. the Swedish composer

Have you read ' 'Jerusalem. *
' her latest novel?

Now in its Eighth Edition. Net, 51.35

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY

Boston
Garter

MZ^jir<
Gives men more service and more comfort for its cost
than any other article they wear. It's put on and taken
off in a jiffy and holds socks neatly and securely.
Silk 50c Lisle 25c.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY Maker* Bo.ton

( \4IIERE-TO-GQ j
•ntury-Cpuntry Llf» In Amnrlca - tvarybodys- Flelcf a Straam•d Book - R«x/i«w of Reviews - Scrl b nor » -The Can adlan-Wor>M "ILIMI W- INFORMATION IN TH A V KL PLANNINO, WRITE TO TMKSK A D 'OR TO TM «_ WHtnC-TO-OO T KAV C L CLUa-l BEACON »T FtHT - BOITOHE WMtAC-TO-OO Tl

flTfe

THE SPIRIT Of AMERICA
AT PLAY

MAGNITUDE AND CHEERFULNESS

O.S.WMITE.Pr'est. J.W.MOTT.Mqr. !

IEW YORK
If Coming To New York

Why Pay Excessive Hotel Rales?

CLENDENING T;
Select, hnmallke, economical. Suit*
at parlor, I— I.. • priest* bath f r

two |«»l> 11.00 rfa.ly par eiilte.

H.,l.f .ll-.M.I II w.ll, tiiaiw.f . .1.

B08TON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
Common wealth Ave. BoMon

THE DISTINCTIVE BOSTON MOUSE
Globe TrottfM call the l

Jurltan one of
\ht mo.it homeliKC hotflsln the world.

_ Your InqnlrlM ijlorlly answered
KftWHbJHr. and our hnnhkt mmlrrl

ON YOUR WAY TO VACATION-LAND

HOTEL ESSEX
OPPOSITE SOUTH STATION BOSTON
FIREPROOF C0NSTRUCTI0N»5ERVICE THE BEST
THE HAMMOND HOTELS CO.' DAVID REEO.MAHAGER

CHICACO ILL.

' ENJOY THISIB^SEASHORE
'

' "«o huh or m» twin »i m virr tmilshoid of 1

fHKAGO BEACH HOTEL
-' 114 A noliday Pldyqround

supreme The

freq,u*nt informal dance-, and orchestra concert)

A summer outinq as you wish it arnono people

ot your own sort -Tasteful ellicient service qlves

a sense of home cominq-The living and sfeeptnq

raoBisartinvitinq-Meals ski llfully prepared m<S de

liciously served on American or European plan -10 Mm
utes Irom shoppmq 8 theatre districts - Write lor rates

and reservations -Chicaqo Beach Hotel. Hyde Par^,

Blvd-On the Lake Shore.-Chicaqo. Ill

TRAVEL

GlACLERNATIONAlPARK
t'ocle Sam's irntnt playrrouDd In Montana's
It . ii Mountain land. Mountain ciimbinr. flitting,

motor tour*. Modern hotalg—6wiss chalets. Vaca-
tion! tl.00 to S3 00 per day. Writ* for FREE book-
let*. C. E. Stona. P. T. M. . Great Northern Rail-
war. Dept. 114, St, Paul. Minn.

"S*>0 America First"
Neil Where-To-Go forma cloae June 30

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UNIQUE FEATURES'.
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
ilanhed with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqles.the FoTecourt,

Fountain of Fate.Cloister Garden,

Restaurant. Submarine Grill.

Rose Hall, LibraryTower,

Belvedere and Three
Decks lookinq on the

apa- Boardwalk and
i X the Ocean.

NEW JEUSEY

lintel ami Sanatorium.
Ne»" Stone, lirlck A steel liiilklliif?. Always
open, :ii .< ready, always busy. Table
and att- el: nee unsurpassed.

Alond, the Short*

SUM/IERFOLOER
Profusely lllustrdtinq

thp fdmous Coast and
Inland Resorts ot New
Jerseyand Pennsylvania

reached by _
Newjersey
(Infral jjn?5
Complete Descriptive

and Motel and Boardinn

Rouse Information

Sent on Receipt ot4rt'.

postaqebyWC Hope CPA
Central Bldo New York

lirthe Foothills.

MAINE

(JfltfitttHHl't HU

oni or r/iint j riHLVl iriLANO ncsQRl mnmAuioiin toil

UilC-BOATirir.-iwnur anu 'jn irtN-hfiinmr,-ifnMis ~>jfj>

INTERVALE—WHITE MTS. N.H.

A Summer Home of Re-
finement fi Rest with Amusement.- All Improvements,
Grand Scenery, Carriage a Garaqe liveries, fine Roads All

Sports.Orchelra.fKellentTablerBooklgt.H.S.Hudqetl

CHICACO ILL.

450 Rooms-$l.50Up
{

300 Baths 1
'

Centra.lly Located
One Block, from
LaSalle Stovtiorv.
Post Office &
Eioard of Trade
Write for Folder No.A

C~t our advice on Vacation planning.

HEALTH RE8ORT8

Get Away and Rest

Th« Urfot and nvMI .I 1 -. .>>,',
. ... - I

kwhK ihmi in Ins w I — . ' . lo*

nf.ii'iii'i. a cool and dcligriiful Mnunrr

aMinf pUca. Out door Id. .neour.aed —
•wimmini. golf. Icnnifc volloi t,aU. motoring,

and Damping. SyMcnututtJ d^t ol MmpW wuj

deliuou. food*— oprrt buh finliliai— and

MM mo.t rrTi'.-nt madid aajagpj if daw rnd

Actommod.tlon. lor 2,000 aucMa. PUa your

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

Healths Pleasure Resort DARK
with the famous Mirv }'__, ,

eral Baths tor the * ''
'

relief of Rheumatism

Hotel a Baths under one

roof. Open all year-Booltlet —

'

hotel nta»

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe withemt peer. Center of thinga. Taxi fare 2^c.
Rotimetl.OOnp; aeith hath $2 OOup Hotnecomf' rta

to the traveler. A CHESHIRF: MITCHELL. Mg

TRAVEL
Yellowstone— Glacier
and Estes Parks
Look carefully at the maps we will send yon
of America's snmnv-r play ground in the three
frreat National Parks— Glacier. Yellowstone,
and the Rocky Mountain (Kates). Write today
and I will send you free, maps and fall infor*
tnation about National Park Tours and how
one low fare railroad ticket enahles you to
visit one or all. P. P. Enstis, Pass. Traf. Mgr.

,

Burlington Route. 540 W. Jackson til, Chicago

The Readers' Service gives information

about Gardening
The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

They Cost More
to buy than ordinary kitchen ranges because they are

worth more. They cost less to maintain because they are

constructed to insure uniform heating with minimum coal

consumption. The saving in coal will pay for them in a

relatively short time, and in addition they will give

highly satisfactory service under all reasonable

conditions. In short they represent a substantial

investment.

DEANE S PATENT
FRENCH RANGES

No. 209
Patent French Range
in combination with

Gas Range and Broiler

The combination coal and gas range shown above, designed es-

pecially for the family of average size embodies all the best fea-

tures of big hotel ranges. Constructed of "Armco" Iron with

polished steel trimmings, the surfaces can be kept bright and

clean with the least amount of work. The ovens are provided with platform drop doors; ihe fire control guarantees

uniform heating; elimination of the exposed smoke pipe gives free use of the entire top; ease of access to all parts

simplifies cleaning. Deane's Patent French Ranges will give years of satisfaction under the hardest usage.

We also manufacture an extensive line of Plate Warmers, Broilers, Sleel Cooks' Tables, Laundry Ranges, Incin-

erators, etc., for efficiently planned kitchens. Send for catalogue, illustrating DEANE'S FRENCH RANGES
and KITCHEN APPLIANCES.

BRAMHALL, DEANE COMPANY, 261-263-265 West 36th Street, New York City
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The apprecia-

tion of what
is good is a

mark of dis-

tinction.

The host watches
his guests with
interest as they
sip the 1820
Brandy that came
out of the cob-
webbed bottle.

There will per-

haps be only one
man in the gath-

ering whose eyes
will give back to

his the answering
gleam of appre-
ciation.

And it will be that

man, too, as one con-
noisseur to another,

who will offer his case

of Rameses Cigarettes.

He has always smoked
them. There is no
other cigarette for

him. He and his kind
will never change.

They say, "Nobody
ever changes from
Rameses."

That same capacity
for appreciationwhich
makes you select the

best of everything for

your personal use will

lead you naturally
to "The Aristocrat of

Cigarettes."

Stephano Bros., Inc.

Philadelphia

(Ins Safety First movement in full swing, there

have been placed on the market numberless
de\ ices designed to aid in the work. I here are

the semaphores for the use of traffic policemen at

the intersections of streets; these signals have
two crossed arms at the top, on <>ne of which
the word "Stop" appears and on the other

"Go." 1 he policeman on duty simply turns a

handle to change the graphic command above.

Palling under the same general head are the

direction signs for installation on the rear of

motor cars to indicate the movements of the

car to vehicles following it. These devices

usually take the form of arrows or hands, w hich

point the direction to be taken by the vehicle in

turning and show the word "Stop" when that
operation is to be consummated. These devices

are rather useful, but they are still a trifleexpensn e

and many of them are extremely crude in design.

The past year has seen the advent of the usual

number of preparations intended for the beau-
tification of the car. Some of them are good
but most of them are rather useless. There
have been one or two compounds brought out
which are to be sprayed on the varnished sur-

faces of the car and which have the faculty of
working their way under mud or dirt there

present, making it easy to complete a very satis-

factory cleaning job.

No student of the motor car industry can
have failed to notice the increased use of trailers

in the last twelVe months. This was inevitable

when the average owner of a car came to realize

that his vehicle had a considerable excess* of

power over his ordinary needs. The manu-
facturers were wise enough to see the same thing,

and supplied the need even before it was realized.

There are now twelve or fifteen trailers of dif-

ferent sizes and sorts on the market, all of them
intended for use behind pleasure cars. For the

farmer or any dweller in the rural districts the

trailer is almost unescapable. Many of these pow-
erless vehicles are just as carefully built as are the

cars that pull them. A dozen trailers have been
in use by the United States Army officials in Mex-
ico, where they have given sterling service under
conditions that are almost unbelievably bad.

Taking it all in all, the period of refinement
and improvement rather than of innovation and
revolution rules the automobile accessory field

at the present time. There will be many inter-

esting devices brought out from time to time,

but the broad principles have been laid down and
the work of standardization has begun.

THE WHY OF RIPPLE MARKS
CIENTISTS have long sought, in

vain, a satisfactory explanation of

the formation of ripple marks

—

those beautiful, evanescent,

mysterious phenomena of sandy
beaches with which even the most

casual visitor to the seashore is doubtless familiar.

At length, however, the problem is apparently

solved, for a report of the Smithsonian Institution

contains the translation of a paper by a M. Ch.

Epry in which he constructs an exceedingly plaus-

ible hypothesis upon the following conclusions:

(1) Ripple marks are due entirely to the action of

water [wind has frequently been suggested as an

important contributory agency]. (2) They are

never formed on the upper [or steeper stretch of]

beach nor on entirely muddy bottoms. (3) They
appear on all parts of the lower beach, where, on

the sandy bottom, a transverse current cuts

across the normal current of the ebb. (4) They
are aligned in the general direction of the trans-

verse current; any deviation indicating the relative

strengths of the two forces. (5) Their dimensions

depend upon the nature of the bottom, the size of

the grains of sand, and the velocity of the water.

In other words, even the slight movement of

the minute waves of a receding tide on an almost

level beach is sufficient to move some of the sand

particles. If this movement or current, in

passing down or across the beach shelf, meets any

obstruction or inequality—a depression, a rock,

an eddy—its direction is swung more nearly

parallel to the beach and, its course being some-

what checked, part of the sand burden is strewn

along its new path. Constant repetition of this

action by simultaneous rows and successive ranks

of wavelets is sufficient to create the striking re-

sult in a remarkably short time. The study of the

practical application of this theory offers a

delightful bit of semi-scientific recreation for

nature lovers. E. L. D. S.

"Mum
(as easy to use as to say)

takes all the odor

out of perspiration

and prevents hot weather em-
barrassment. A summertime
necessity—a year-round com-
fort, especially to women.

Applied in a minute. Harm-
less to skin and clothing.

25c—sold by 9 out of 10 drug- and department-stores.

''MUM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

tkinsBobbi
Nurserymen Florists - Planters

Quality. Variety and Abundance distinguish our offerings of

HARDY VINES, CLIMBERS AND PLANTS
in pots for summer planting. For the embellishment of the
house and for covering pergolas, arbors, walls and fences.

Write for descriptive folder No. 35- Rutherford, New Jersey

[" At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect

illumination of your home—specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

Garden Furniture
Send for catalogue of many designs

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES
Beverly Massachusetts

"BILLIARDS—The Home Magnet" FREE!
A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms,
prices, etc. SENT FREE! Write for it today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Dept. 28G, Chicago

DODSON'S SPARROW TRAP
does the work automatically ami humanely. tti.OO F. O. B. Kankakee. III.

Sparrows fiyht and drive out sonj; birds. They are noisy, quarrelsome and
destructive. This trap catches them by the hundreds as soon as set. Rid
your yard of these pests. No other trap like it. Write for booklet describing
this trap and Dudson Bird Holmes.

JOSEPH II. DODSON, T04 Harrison Ave.. Kankakee. III.

Mr. Dodson is a director of the Illinois Audubon Society 11

I

Write for new free book on

Bay State B£L7t

J Coating
Tells howto protectanddecorate concrete and stucco.

WADSWORTH, ROWLAND ft CO., Inc., Boston, Maaa.

9he,

Lord ^Taylor

Book^Shop

Conducted by

Doubleday Page & Company
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Books ofDrama
DRAMA LEAGUE

SERIES OF PLAYS

New limes in the Serin

HobHon's Choice

(tor «l

Youth

HAKOI l> IIKM.IKMsl
.III. I I..II In H l.lrn l\i» ....

inii'l. ill the now Mtuml o( ilrnm.i
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II, M\\ MAI III

Translation by Hara Tr«y Barrnwi
I Ml rivtllll I I..O I.* I Ullwig I r V* I a. ill II

1 nmir ilrrplv mill mitre hu-
imignantly our <vnw ol Ihr

I 1 mm. I fniMXlN in ImiiimIik linn

The Mothers
By CEORC HIRSCHFELO

Translation and Introduction by Ludwig
Lewlsohn

llirsvhfehl utanirs that grrat trot which George Moore
had itmcntnil a* "tlx' tr*t liy which Time will luilge in

Mothen' n nno nl I ho monini.iHc .li.iin.i* ..I nut inn.-
'

—PHtVKSMiH l.imvMi. 1.KWIMMIN 111 Intnxlm 1 1.

m

SonJ for Circular Giving Complete Litt of Tttlee

Hound in hoards. Back. Ntl 7S etuis.

CALIBAN: By the Yellow Sands
By PERCY MACKAYE

The Shakespeare Masque deviaed and written for the
lYi i » ntenary Celeliration. recngnueil ns a worthy na-

tional tribute to Shakespeare' 11 memory by the New
York Shakos|» .iro V. elohraiion I oniinilteo. the Shaken
pearo Nalion.il Memorial Committee, .mil the l>t.iin.i

League ot \mct ic. 1

Illustrated, I .'«>/». Ntl SI 25. Boards. SO etnls.

THE MASTERPIECES OF
MODERN DRAMA

Edited by JOHN A. PIERCE
Preface by BRANDER MATTHEWS. Proltuor of

English, Columbia Univaraity

This rmrk contains synoiwes ol sixty ol the most
important modern dramas. In the story of each,
parts of the actual dialogue have been included.

• Tli.- rata volume* entitled Tkr Ifasao ilim ol Mod-

dramatic library that it has been my pleasure to

possess. The selection is made with great taste and
excellent discrimination and the copious way in which
the .li.iUigue and main portion ol each play is presented
will give all readers, and especially those in the future

who wish to study the character of the drama ol the

present, a clear and comprehensive idea of their literary

and dramatic character. '— {Started) Dan'l Frohman
.' V Each. Ntl %2.S0.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

The White House Greenhouses—U. S. Propagating Gardens,
Washington. D. C. Heated by Kroeschell Boilers

Reward of Merit
You will find Kroeschell Boilers

heating the largest and best

equipped Greenhouses in all parts

of the country. There must be a rea-

son. Our catalogue
tells w hy. May we ^J&'lc™
send it to you ?

Kroeschell Bros. Co.

445 W. Erie Street

Chicago, Illinois

Advantages of

Hitchings Plan

Of Greenhouse
Unit Building

IT'S like starting out with a runabout and ending

with a bij; high powered seven passenger car.

First you adopt your base plan, based upon which,

each unit is built. Starting with, say, a workroom
and two compartment house 18 x 50 as numbered
1,2, 3 OI

"

t b' s plan; then you can add the remaining

houses one at a time. As each unit is added, you
continue to have an attractive balanced effect.

Always your layout will be practical. Always it

will give to you the highest productiveness at least

running cost. Each location, each condition, however, requires a special unit

plan to meet its requirements.

In planning such a plan, our Service Department is freely at your disposal.

At your suggestion, we will send one of our experts to carefully consider

with you the best way to meet your conditions.

Our catalogue we imagine you will find of unusual preliminary interest.

It will give you rather a conclusive impression of the kind of work we do,

and who we are who do it.

Hitchings^ G>"pany-
General Office* and Factory, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK: 11 70 Broadway BOSTON: 49 Federal St. PHILADELPHIA: 40 South 15th St.

The completed plan of

a ten compartment unit

plan. The illustrations

show two views of the
palm house and wing
portions, being the orna-
mental part of the lay-

out, faring the flower

gardens.

DAVID GRAYSON'S MESSAGE
TO THE GRAYSONIANS

THERE are no finer and more enduring interests than those con-

nected with the open life—gardening, farming, and the joy of get-

ting acquainted with roads and fields and hills and woods. It is

not the locality that matters—one can find the open country any-
where nor is it the exact kind of work that we do, whether gar-

dening, or carpentering, or doctoring, or writing, but it is the awakened
spirit which we bring to our adventures and friendships. To one
with such a spirit all roads are open and clear, all fields are free, all

towns are fascinating or mysterious, and all men friendly.

THE LIBRARY OF THE OPEN ROAD
Hempfield The Friendly Road
Adventures in Friendship

Adventures in Contentment

Leather. Each, net SI. 65
Four Volumee, boxed, net $6.60
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THE SLEEPING PORCH
THE sleeping porch has become so im-

portant a factor that to-day no country

house is built without one, if not more, of

them, and their comfort-yielding qualities are as

fully considered in the architects' plan as are

those of the living room. But it must be ad-

mitted with regret that, generally speaking, the

wide possibilities for their artistic decoration

and furnishing have been overlooked.

There is no hygienic reason why sleeping

porches should not be decorated, and many
psychological reasons why they should be, pre-

vided, of course, it is done properly. One must
consider from the standpoint of sanitation every

article to be used. Nothing should be employed
that will catch and hold dust, or that may not

be washed conveniently and as frequently as is

necessary.

The chief eyesore in the usual porch of this

description are the hangings,

which, because of their need to be

weatherproof, have been left plain

and rough, exerting a depressing

influence on all further decoration.

Fortunately, this need no longer

be suffered, since an easy method
of weatherproofing of all materials

has been discovered and one may
choose what one pleases for hang-
ings, have it weatherproofed, and
then decorated to order. This
permits the working up of a color

scheme that will harmonize with
the room or apartment from which
the porch gives out.

It is not practical, however, to
use only one shade in the open
sleeping porch, as no amount of
tieing down will hold it firm in

stormy weather; hence an outer
and heavier one should also be
provided. Frequently such shades
are sold in combination. One of
the best on the market has an
outer curtain of wooden splint

fabric tinted a dark green, and an inner one of
canvas that may be had in any color, weather-
proofed and decorated as one desires. These
curtains may be hung either at the top or the
bottom of the opening and rolled separately,
thereby allowing the free passage of air with
only the splint shade unrolled, and entire privacy
and protection from drafts when the canvas one

Mr. James Collier Marshall-
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America

1 1 West 32nd Street New York

Dignify this white iron bed with line decorations of sky blue or apple green, drape
cretonne set costs $5.75) ; add the white enameled table, $9., add the dainty glass

shade, $3., and your sleeping porch is nearly furnished

in no way affected. By decorating the bed
frames agreeably, only a satisfactory rug is

required, for, of course, the necessary tables and
chairs will be finished to match the bed, and the

cushion covers will match the bed drapery.
The question of covering the porch floor fairly

well with a large rug, or of using only a small one
at the bedside, is more or less an open one, de-

pending on personal taste and the kind of rug
used. In either case it must be a rug that can
be cleaned, preferably washed, often, and those
weaves that can withstand the latter process

are likely to be too heavy for easy handling.

There is, however, "a new flax rug in the
market that fills all these requirements perfectly

and comes in seventy-five different color combin-
ations of such charming tints and patterns that
they are sure to be very popular for porch as

well as interior use. The plaid pattern illustrated

is of this weave and is tre-

mendously effective.

Imagine the charm of a man's
sleeping porch with white wood-
work, dark green shades, a moss
and sage green plaid rug with a

salmon cross thread to brighten it,

a white iron bed and side table

with green line decoration, draped
in white, and some comfortable
white wicker chairs cushioned in a

green and white striped material.

Could anything be more at-

tractive?

Or consider for a woman a

semi-enclosed sleeping porch. At
the casement windows are hung
two pair of shades, the inside

white ones decorated with an
inch wide stripe of sky blue, three

inches from the edge, and a

quaint floral baske.t in the middle,

these decorations being re-

produced on the white iron bed,

which should be draped with

a pink flowered, blue barred

cretonne; the hardwood floor being nearly

covered with a washable solid toned, flax rug

of the same heavenly blue. Nothing more is

needed to make this scheme perfect but a couple

of white wicker chairs cushioned to match the

bedspread, and window boxes painted and

freighted to correspond.

it appropriately (this

lamp with cretonne

Does not this chair invite you to lounge a moment before
retiring? It costs in natural color but $9

v Washable flax rugs in beautiful plain colors, herringbone,
and plaids, are ideal for the sleeping porch, and they wear

excellently

is free. This canvas curtain may also be buttoned
tight all around its edge to keep out rain and
snow and prevent flapping by the wind. It comes
in four lengths of eleven widths each, and in the
plain green and khaki is very reasonable.

The sleeping porch bed, which not unfre-

quently outrivals a soldier's camp cot in looks

and discomfort, will, through the use of attrac-

tive curtains, take on an agreeable appearance
through similar decoration and artistic draping.

Iron beds are the most practical for this use, and
may now be had in many different varieties

other than the plain hospital type so commonly
employed. Those of the largest size tubing,

either round or square, with plain rods, can be so

charmingly decorated that their original condi-

tion is lost sight of, and their sanitation is thereby
Why not enjoy your sleeping porch to the full by adding a
writing table? In natural color this one costs, with chair, $20
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SHARONWARE
BIRD BATHS
arr attnu tivr in design ami prao
ii( al in conit ru< 1 ion, The floor

of the howl sIojh's \ t ry gradually

toward the ontrr so that the

hirds readily regain a foothold

ami anprotected from drowning.

Became <>f the semi-porous

nature of the concrete, the water

is ahsorhed in 24 hours. Hem e

the hath is always fresh and
1 onsistentlv sanitary.

Endortrd by the National Audubon Society

SHADY LAWN BIRD BATH
$17.5045 inches high, \o inch howl,

rn.. 1 t» I! \>-» Vork)

MORNING DIP BIRD BATH
17 inch bowl, 6 inches high.

Price IF. O. U Not Vork] $4.00

SUNNY HOUR SUNDIAL
37 inches high, complete with

Price (K. O. B. N«W York) $15.00
There's an intiT«~«tinii *tory hrhind Sharonware Send for it

and catalogue illustrating a wide variety ol concrete garden
furniture.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP
84 Lexington Avenue, New York City

- -'

SI'NNY mum si niiial

£1
Interior: HOTEL EL .UIRASOL, SAXTA BARBARA. CALIFORXIA

Decoration* by Mrs. Albert Herier, ,\ew York

Furnished With

LEAVENS FURNITURE
1 The opportunity through the use of Leavens Furniture,

for the exercise of individual taste and the possibilities of

harmonious Treatment of interior decorating, are strikingly

illustrated in many instances, where Leavens Furniture has been

used exclusively.

% Individual taste never has a wider latitude for selection

than from our unlimited stock. In addition, we finish to suit

the individual customer, either to harmonize with surround-

ing interiors, or your own selection from our color chart of

Leavens finishes.

1 With a pleasing variety of designs to select from, and your

own taste in finish, it is possible to have harmonious effects in

either Cottage or Modern, with here and there a Colonial piece.

T Send for package No. I, of over 200 illustrations of Leavens

Furniture and Color Chart.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., Inc.

32 Canal Street Boston, Mass.

DREICER*C°
.
/awe/4

FIFTH AVKNHK01 roHTY'SIXTU
- NKW YOIIK -

3?eaJtl QtecAIaced

DREICER & CO. have assembled
AND READY FDR SELECTION A LARGE

AN!) VARIED COLLECTION OF ORIEN-

TAL Pearl Necklaces of the high-

est Ll ISTRE AND TONE.ALLCAREFULLY

MATCHED AND UNIFORM IN GRADATION.

BRANCH AT CMfCACO
THE BLACKSTONE

/ : IWMMlfllMIH

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN

i

FOR SALE
A Hudson River Estate of One Thousand Acres

Twenty Room House finished in black wal-

nut and mahogany. Equipped with elec-

tricity, open plumbing and a gravity water

system.

Fourteen outbuildings in excellent repair, in-

cluding stable, power house, laundry, conser-

vatory, bowling alley and farm houses.

25 acres healthy fruit bearing apple trees.

Fishing and hunting on the property.

For price, terms, and further particulars, apply

JOHN FAIRMOUNT, Owner
Room 906—82 Wall Street New York
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New Tiles from Old Carthage

WHO would have dreamed that Carthage, famed city of the glorious
Dido, was destined to again quicken the pulses of the world with her
art? Strange as it may seem, such is the case, and her art renais-

sance has bestirred itself in so practical a form that even the most hardened
American business man can appreciate and enjoy it in a manner altogether

approved by the esthete in art.

All the beauty and color of the
ancient Near East have been re-

vived for us in the superb Tunis-
ian tiles that, through the
efforts of an American woman,
have been placed on the market
for our use. And the remarkable
part of it all is that these lovely

tiles have made their appearance
in this country at the very mo-
ment when our public is awaken-
ing to the realization of the fact

that American houses are lacking

in color warmth, that quality

which makes it one with its sur-

roundings.

Indeed, one of the most per-

plexing problems the architect

has to contend with in house
building is the proper introduc-
tion of color into the building

itself without making it ob-
trusive. This is usually accom-
plished in frame houses with
paint, in stone or brick buildings

by the use of the one with the
other,but for theconcrete houses,

so practical and popular in this

country to-day, there is nothing
so satisfactory as tiles though it

must not be understood that
these are successful only in con-

Has the East ever Produced anything that we can use crete Or StUCCO buildings. Thev
to better advantage than this exquisite fountain of soft j i_i

"
tinted tile? are adaptable to any setting.

Made and tinted by hand in

the exact method of the ancients, these tiles are copies of the superb speci-

mens unearthed in old Carthage. Their colors, usually green, blue, yellow,

and rich red, on a pork fat

ground, have all the soft

depth of fine enamel and,

as will be seen in the illus-

trations, their designs, ex-

cellently balanced and
drawn, are of a character

to please the most conven-
tional taste. In fact, their

graceful, intricate patterns

and rich, soft colors in-

trigue one's interest and im-
agination as completely as

does an Oriental carpet,

and their uses are manifold.

They may be successfully

employed as trimming, as

fireplace facings, as inset

wall panels either in hall,

portico, enclosed porch, or

loggia. They are charming
for flower pots or boxes in

either house or garden, but
their wonder-working
charm is seen to best ad-

vantage in wall fountains,

in one of those limited

spaces in the intimate
walled garden that need
color and interest other

than that supplied by
flowers.

Imagine the fascination

of the fountain pictured

here when set up in a quiet

nook in the walled garden
or in a sequestered angle of the house itself. And what better decoration

for the blank wall spaces of the enclosed porch or vestibule than this ex-

quisite floriated panel that seems more Italian than Arabic?

Who would not hang this splendid panel of rich tinted tile

in his hall or porch or on his garden wall?

The freehand-drawn conventional patterns and soft, rich tints of these Tunisian tiles, adapt

them wonderfully for use in fireplace facings, and their low cost, $2 per foot for anything above

50 square feet, places them within the reach of every one
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Imported Marble Benches
MANTELS CONSOLES
TABLES FOUNTAINS

S. KLABER & CO.. Import™ «nd M.rMe Worker,

I.V \*ea» »4th Stor*. New York Established l»49

GAZING GLOBES
Dials to order for any latitude.

Guaranttod to record sun time to the
minute. Our handsome, interesting

booklet MM upon request.

E B. MEYROWITZ. Inc.
235 Fifth Avinu. Now York City
Branches: Hrooklyn. St Paul. Minnrupoli*.

London. Paris

LORD & TAYLOR
Home Furnishers

FIFTH AVENUE
38th Street 39th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Hampton ^>f)ops
IB ?East 50th **trrrt ^

yarinii £t. Jlatrirk's (Eathrhral _

Vbrnayj
KM York. 10. IS. 14 Kut I. .il. Street
HoMon. MM Oartmuulh »i r, , i

I ..ii,l..,.. W., SI? l-i, , ,,,1111,

EARLY ENGLISH Furni-

lurr, Silrcr. Porcelains,

'otterr and Glassware

—

antiques of importance.

Rare and Genuine Antiques
Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING ELTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Ooer 20 Dears established

ANTIQUE TAPESTRIES
FURNITURE AND EMBROIDERIES

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
« E.\^T -15T1I ^TEK'KT

IN K >V Y OlilN

On the Estate of Mrs. Biscock, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whether your garden occupies but a few square feet or covers acres

of ground, you can enhance its charm and its interest by the judicious

use of garden furniture. Our collection of over 1500 models of Old
World garden sculpture includes many kinds of vases, flower boxes,

benches, sundials, bird baths, fountains, statuary, balustrading, etc.

You will find among them just what you need. Send for illustrated

catalogue.

To those desiring marble ornaments, we offer special facilities, insuring reasonable prices and prompt deliveries.

Factory

Astoria, L. I.
THE ERKINS STUDIOS 221 Lexington Ave.

New York

t^rtmmmmmmmmmmm
The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi
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"Never

put a

cheap

roof

on a

good

house"

Slate is

fireproof,

durable

and

always

beautiful

The roof

is the

most

conspic-

uous

and most

vulner-

able part

of every

house

—

to use a

substitute

is poor

economy

Cottage of Rev. F. A. Poole, Worcester, Mass. Roofed with
an appropriately small size (9" x 7") of

MONSON LUSTRE SLATE
(Note the Lustre on the Veranda roof)

The smaller the slate, the handsomer and stronger the roof.

Such a roof costs, on a house of this size, but #40 or #50
more than shingles; and adds #500 to its selling value.

If Interested for sample, picture of other roofs, etc, and literature, address:

Monson Lustre Slate Company
Successor to Maine Slate Co. of Monson

202 Devonshire Street

Boston, Mass.

DANERSK

Painted Furniture for the whole
house—now ready for decorating
in the newest color schemes.

Peasant Breakfast Tables, gaily painted
at $19.00

Write for Catalog "D"—telt us your re-

quirements and send samples of hangings

ERSKIN E-DANFORTH
2 West 47th Street

CORPORATION
New York

H. KOOPMAN & SON
French and English Period Furniture

Tapestries, Porcelain, China and Glassware

1 6 EAST FORTY-SIXTH STREET
Opposite Ritz-Carlton Hotel

A booklet of great interest to furniture
lovers is published by the Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company of Grand Rapids,
Michigan. It is entitled "Masterpieces in
Miniature,"andshowsreproductions of fifty

photogravure plates from their large port-
folios. It will be mailed upon receipt of six
cents in U. S. Stamps. Address Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

W. &.J. SLOANE
Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings and Fabrics

Interior Decorators

FIFTH AVE AND FORTY.SEVENTH ST. NEW YORK

v

The Beautiful Snow White

IRISH LINEN
For Your Dowry Chest

Send for booklet M—"How to Select Linen" and some especially
interesting suggestions

KIMBALL'S TEXTILE SHOP
Norwich, Connecticut

BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING
May we send you free, booklet on Beautiful Light

MACBETH-EVANS CLASS CO
Pittsburgh Pa.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
§^~FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

"ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

Cool Things for Summer

EVERYTHING is painted and varnished this

summer—to quote a saleswoman's criticism

on the subject, "Nothing seems safe from
paint these days!" Be that as it may, the effects

are cheering, and cool as well. An instance of this
is the flat bamboo basket for fruit with a small
design of fruit or flowers painted in the centre of
the natural ground, the stout bound rim painted
bright red, blue, or green, and the whole thing
under a high varnish glaze. This bright rim
gives great point and smartness to the whole
design, making the basket most effective. These

sell at $3.50, and others finished with loop handles
of patent leather in colors matching the rims,

come at a slightly advanced rate.

Not less interesting is the painted glass bedside
set illustrated, where dainty flowers in pastel

tints are made more decorative by linings or

black. With a black lined, twisted or square
pink candle in the stick, this would be ideal for a

young girl's room. It sells complete at $6.50.
Among the many smart new things that

aid our comfort, the gaily decorated black tin

bucket with a stout, straight handle, pictured

here, will make a wide appeal to the devotees of

tennis and cricket, since it is intended for trans-

porting and holding conveniently bottled ginger-

ale and soda, packed in crushed ice. Large
enough for twelve bottles it sells at $5.

Apropos of the tennis court, there are some
stunning looking folding chairs, having plain

khaki colored seats with framework painted

either a bright blue, red, green, or yellow, with

a delicate linked-rings design on their flat cross-

slat backs, the whole being finally varnished.

These are very effective and sell at #5 each.
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In the Hills

White Mountain Country

Vermont Hills

Dreamy Long Island

fhe Maine Coast The Swimming Hole

"THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR"
IS ON THE ROAD AGAIN

How would you like to tour New England with the "Lightning Conductor" No
and

some of the most beautiful scenery in America.

qThe lure of the Open Road isn't the only charm to this new Williamson book. There's

a story— romance and mystery too. "Mystery," as one reader says, "not of the

common, every-day kind, but mystery of such mystifying mysteriousness as to characters

and plot as to rob the reader of the faintest clue."

QYou remember the stir the original "Lightning Conductor" story made— the first big

Williamson success? Re-enter Jack and Molly here, too, in a different role.

Suggestion: It's a jolly motor romance for reading aloud. Your bookseller has it.

The Lightning Conductor
Discovers America

By C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON
The Authors of "The Lightning Conductor," "Set in Silver," Etc.

With many illustrations (A few of them greatly reduced are here shown) Net, $1.50

Along the Way Irving's Sunnyside Tarrytown

The Hudson River

Coif in Maine

Presidential Range

New England Hills

South Shore, L. I.
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TABLE DELICACIES
Tea, Sandwiches and Salads

ANN REMSEN

Maillard's

Breakfast

COCOA

Have you tasted Maillard's? If not why not

try it today. Its deliciously refreshing flavor,

its palatability, its nutritious qualities and its

economy are only to be fully appreciated after

an actual trial.

EaSy to make—delicious to take.

A I good stores

IT
HAS been said man cannot live by bread

alone, and this perhaps is the subtle

excuse for adding so many delicious

touches to the leavened loaf and calling it by
the baffling name of sandwich. Tea and sand-

wiches seem to have a wide appeal, especially

in midsummer and if served in the garden.

Tea is delightful cold if it is well made, but

not every one can brew a pot of tea success-

fully; much of course depends on the quality

of the tea, yet more on the manner of brew-
ing it.

ICED TEA

The tea should be made the same as if it

were to be served hot, and should be prepared
several hours before it is to be used. The quan-
tity depends, of course, upon the number to be
served and should be three times the quantity
that would be necessary if it were to be served

hot. The best blend for serving iced tea is

equal parts of Orange Pekoe and English

Breakfast; this blend does not lose its strength

in standing, but softens and gives out a deli-

cious aroma. The secret of success in cold

tea is to have it cold; a large bowl of crushed
ice is a necessary adjunct to the proper serving.

With iced tea a sandwich is most appealing

and, whisper it low, is said to do duty as a com-
plete midday repast for the slender beauty at

this season.

A Cook Book for Every Home

Practical Cooking
and Serving

By JANET MACKENZIE HILL
Editor of "The Boston Cooking School Magazine

In this book recipes are given
for simple, every-day dishes,

and for such as are in demand
for the most formal occasions.

A special chapter is devoted
to garnishing and serving.

Another to the art of hospi-

tality and the etiquette of

entertaining.

What makes this the most up-
to-date and dependable book
of its kind yet published, is

that each recipe has been
tested and found excellent by
the author.

Illustrated, Net $1.80

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, N. Y.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

PDMPEIAN DLIVE OILALWAYS FRESH
The belief that Olive Oil can be packed like peas,

corn, tomatoes, etc., and kept indefinitely, is wholly
erroneous.

You will find that there is the same marked dif-

ference between fresh olive oil and olive oil packed
months ago as there is between a newly laid egg
and an egg months old. Insist on Pompeian

FULL MEASURE TINS
K Pint— Pint— Quart— Yz Gallon

:ked ^
gg

THE STANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

COLLECTED verse
OF RUDYARD KIPLING

Garden City

Limp Leather Edition of

COLLECTED VERSE
OF

RUDYARD KIPLING

IT is safe to say that the best verse Mr. Kipling has written

is in this volume, because he has selected (or this edition

the poetical works by which he wishes to be represented.

Included are the favorites from " Service Songs," the
" Barrack Room Ballads," etc.

The present edition is designed for a gift book. It is

bound artistically in limp brown leather, and boxed.

Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

After Shopping
or any fatidue ^

^dsrvqys
Tea

MOST DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less drudgifyinf home-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman. It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of

the Ladies' Home Journal, and the National Secretary ci the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net$].25.

j

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York.

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, 11 W.
32nd St., N. Y.
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Caviare is an actptired fasti-, hut if liked makes
delicious sandwiches. \li\ well one half can of

ea\i.ne »iih a touch >>l onion juice and paprika;
stamp out rounds of bread, spread evenly with
the caviare, taking pains to keep it clear of the

edp. and sprinkle w ith a small i|iiantity of finely

chopped olives and celery; put the two slices

together and press gentl)

BOS TON 1IRHWN II R I \l> $\NOWIUIIS

Moston brown bread makes delightful sand-
wiches; one sort, winch is called the Bride and
Gloom, is nude by cutting out small rounds of
the brown bread with a biscuit cutter and placing
in between these rounds .1 mixture of Philadel-

phia cream cheese, olives, and Spanish peppers.
1'iess closcl) and clear the edges of the rounds
neatly. I hese sandwiches are also satisfactory

for a hamper for the motor run. Anchovy paste
or Rochefort cheese made into a paste with

French dressing is delicious as a tilling for brown
bread saiulw u lies

Ml SHROOM S \\|)W U HI- S

1 hin slices of toast with a pate made of mush-
rooms as a rilling are delicious. The rilling can
be made as follows: mince a jar of mushrooms,
put into a small saucepan with the liquor, salt

and pepper, and a piece of butter the size of a

walnut. Cook until the mushrooms are soft,

and thicken with flour stirred smooth in milk;
put in a dash of sherry, stir well, and set to cool.

Spread the mixture over the toast and press the
two slices together lightly.

OLIVE SANDWICHES

Chop tine one bottle of pin olives and mix w ith

some very thick and highly seasoned mayon-
naise dressing; spread the mixture between
slices of thin white bread and butter.

EGG SANDWICHES

Boil hard six eggs, chop fine, and mix into a
paste with mayonnaise; spread between thin

slices of bread and butter.

SALADS
It is important that all salad greens, such as

lettuce, endive, and celery, should be most care-

fully washed, crisped an hour in ice water, put
in a cheesecloth bag, and kept near the ice until

needed; or if ice is not accessible, wash the greens,
shake gently-, put into a covered stone jar and
set in a cool place. Cover the jar with cloth

before putting on the top. Salad materials
should be thoroughly cold and the made salad
kept cold until served.

MALAGA SALAD

™ ith a sharp knife slit one side of large Malaga
grapes, take out the seed, and rill with blanched
pecan meats. For each plate, put two leaves of
romaine side by side, pinched together, and
a row of grapes in each leaf resembling peas in a
pod. Put one half teaspoonful of green mayon-
naise on the ends of each leaf.

RADISH SALAD

Peel firm young radishes, cut in small pieces,

and soak in ice water one half hour. Drain and
mix with broken blanched pecan meats. Serve
on crisp lettuce leaves with mayonnaise dressing.

BANANA SALAD

Cut lengthwise a firm, perfect banana and re-

move the inside, carefully forming a boat-shaped
case. Slice ripe strawberries, mix with the sliced

banana meat, and sprinkle with a little sugar.
Pour lemon dressing over all and carefully fill

banana cases without mashing the fruit. Place
cases on strawberry leaves. This is dainty
served with grated cheese toasted on crackers,
and hot Russian tea.

Don't Live in the Kitchen
Intelligent regard for the

health and happiness of t he

family has led to a closer

study of foods and hygiene
'—and this has made the

kitchen a brighter place

than it used to be. Bui

you don't want to live in

the kitchen. Serve

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
the ready-cooked whole wheat food—a food that contains all the

body-building material in the whole wheat grain prepared in a

digestible form. Two of these Biscuits with milk or cream make
a complete perfect meal, at a cost of five or six cents. The ideal

summer food for the home or the country bungalow.

Whenever possible it it best to heat the Biscuit a

few moments to restore its crispness; then pour over

it milk, adding a little cream; salt or sweeten to

suit the taste. Deliciously wholesome when served

with berries, sliced banana* or other fruits.

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

The Readers Service gives informa-

tion about real estate

Best books for your wants; Aslc for

selections bv The Readers' Service.

READY TO SERVE ON TOAST OR PATTY SHELLS
A genuine treat for bungalow, yacht, outing, or summer entertaining. Ten-

. der fresh farm-raised poultry—exquisite Golden Cream sauce—a few pi-

)/%Q$9*m, mentos, mushrooms a-plenty. The great hotels' master dish-

for your lunch, supper, guest, outing, etc. And so inexpensive

—

35c or 50c at line grocers. Direct, at fi-45 or $2.Z$ half
doz., express paid if you mention your best gri

Prov.. R. Ltoned Chifkm.^ cr.. ,nc .. Route C .L.

a lajunfj _
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THERE is no tyranny comparable in a

man's mind to the tyranny of things. To
be obliged by the fear of Mrs. Grundy to

carry a wardrobe in good order to and from one
country club to another quite does away with the

interest or pleasure of the game, from his point of

view—yet a locker in every country club, filled

with tennis togs, would be out of the question.

Especially if his game becomes known, he is flying

here, there, and everywhere, which makes the

tennis bag not a luxury, but a necessity.

A new model in tennis bags has been imported from England. It is long

enough for a racket, and quite narrow and flat. The bag is in soft brown
leather and lined in light silk. The bag holds, besides the racket, all the ten-

nis clothes a man is apt to need. A pair of trousers in

white serge or French flannel, a dark blue serge coat,

white silk shirt, stockings, and white shoes. The hat
is a soft white felt one. The bag with its contents is

very complete and admirably adapted for being stored

away in a motor en route to the game.
Gray flannel trousers are quite popular with the

older men, and fine white flannel with a tiny stripe of

brown or black is also much seen. With these

trousers are worn the Innsbruck knitted coat which
comes in blue, gray, green, and heather mixture.
Coats in white serge or flannel are made to match the
trousers. A sweater is absolutely necessary—light

weight wool in gray or white or the heather mixture
being the smartest.

The socks for tennis are very gay this season. It

is possible for a man to indulge his sense of color in

this way. If he is a radical by nature, the brilliant

colors will appear in the fancy cuffs of his tennis cos-

tumes, or in the bright colors of the socks themselves,
which are seen in blue, gold, brown, or the new greens,

and in the two-toned effects, which are very attractive.

\\ ith these socks the tennis shoes are in white with
black leather trimmings, or white canvas with tan
trimmings. The hat, from a man's point of view, is

only for protection and is seldom, even if new, a thing
of beauty. Many tennis experts, in place of wearing
soft silk hats, use colored glasses which come in wonder-
ful effects of rose-colored with white rims, or in yellow
with the tortoise shell rims. These glasses are light

and are said to be exceedingly comfortable. Another
necessary adjunct to a man's tennis outfit is a coat to

throw over the shoulders while resting on the line. It

is made in a soft woolen material, and has five large

pockets and a rolling collar. It is made large and
loose and is seen in shades of brown, tan, and white.

1 he light rain-proof coat is not as necessary for

tennis as for golf, as the players are never very distant from the club house,

but the coat is serviceable in a locker bag if one motors to and from the

tennis courts. "The beauty of tennis is that the needed exercise can be had
on a spot near home, and we do not have to traverse the whole country
in accomplishing it," was a remark by a crusty sportsman, overheard
the other day.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of Country1

Life in America Advertis-

ing Department's Service Bureau will be

glad to furnish, further information or

purchase any* of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

THAT fashion wears out more apparel than
tri

the tennis court

the woman is no doubt true, for every
woman who appears on

A silk sweater in a new model. Upper half in a solid
green basket weave, sailor collar and deep cuffs.

The lower half is in a ribbon stripe in green and
white. This model also comes in an old rose and pep-
permint stripes, with Shantung silk skirt to match

is not there to play the game..

The sports clothes this season are seen in two
distinct models, and both are practical: One is

for rough-and-ready use, and the other for club

and gallery wear.
To-day it is conceded to be more sportsmanlike

_ , „ , , „ I
to appear well put together and to emerge from even
a swiftly contested match with every hair in place.

The useful model in white linen or pique, and white linen shirt with a

rolling collar, white canvas shoes trimmed in wljite leather, and white
stockings, is still the, proper apparel for the tennis enthusiast. But to many

women linen is not as satisfactory for sports suits as

are the new Shantung silk materials.

These silk suits are durable, light in weight, and
effective in design. The skirts have a double stripe in

green or peppermint shades. A striking sweater to

be worn with this skirt was seen in a silk woven net,

the upper part being in the plain green or peppermint
shade while the lower part of the sweater rippled

slightly and was striped in the tan and green, or tan
and peppermint, to match the skirt. With these

suits are worn soft silk hats in gay colors which blend
with the colors in the sweater and skirt. They are

sometimes elaborately stenciled or may be simply
corded and finished with a perky little ribbon with
bow ends. The picture hats are in double straw
design with colored figures. Other models in light

straw Leghorn are most becoming.
A light weight cover coat to protect the sports-

woman from the dust and dirt while motoring home
from the courts, or to throw on while watching the

games, is the new punjab coat in blue and black

ribbon stripes, faced in blue satin, with cartridge

plaits on the sides and a postilion cape. The coat is

most useful and in good style.

Another sports coat which appealed was in gold

Georgette satin with soft rolling collar and full

rippling back; the color was gorgeous, and with a

white Shantung silk skirt and gold and white silk and
straw hat would surely appeal to the woman who
wishes to combine beauty with practicality.

Sports coats for the onlooker's games come in a

marvelous and appealing variety. A white wool
Guernsey coat, which is an original model of Chanel,

of Paris, is most effective; it is quite long and has a

band of moleskin on the edge of the coat, with a

broad, square mole-skin collar and cuffs. Most of

the summer coats have a touch of this fur. White
wool Guernsey is soft and clinging, yet the fullness of cut make the

lines long and graceful. A white silk jersey coat was also trimmed in

moleskin, and an oyster white Shantung silk coat had the bands and
collar of moleskin.

A tennis bag in English leather with complete outfit for the player. A place for everything
and everything in its place. Compact and convenient. Built for comfort by a man who knows

Large hats are popular for the sportswoman this summer. An unusual model is in a double

straw in a picturesque shape—green with an old rose stripe—the ribbon is old rose, with small

blocks of worsted appliqued at intervals around the crown. Hats in soft white Shantung silk

with colored stripes and loose pongee scarf folded around the crown and worn with the Shantung
silk skirts and silk sweaters. Practical and comfortable if less effective than the larger hats
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—with a motor as yet unequalled—unapproached
Why is it that the announcement of

any improvement in a motor of the

ordinary type loudly claims greater

power and flexibility?

Fact is that no improvement yet made
in other types reveals a single instance

of all-round performance which equals
the sleeve-valve motor.

Everyone knows that no other motor is

so quiet—that no other motor stays

quiet as the sleeve-valve motor does.

And not only does it have this great

advantage of permanent quietness

but the sleeve-valve motor is so abun-

dantly superior in power and direct

drive range (flexibility) that no other

motor yet produced can stand against

it—once the truth is known and
realized.

Sleeve-valve construction makes four

cylinders perform like six.

There is more sheer joy in driving a

sleeve-valve motored car, new or old,

than can be had with any other

motor equipment.

And the sleeve-valve motor constantly

improves with use.

All other motors lose power and flex-

ibility, must be regularly "tuned up"
and "cleaned up", and after a while

no amount of "tuning" and "cleanr

ing" will make them fit.

But the sleeve-valve motor, after the

same work that utterly unfits any
other type, is better than ever and
good for thousands of miles of extra

service at highest efficiency.

With all the thousands of Willys-

Knight cars now in service, giving

unprecedented satisfaction, you have
every opportunity to verify these

claims which we assert with flat-

footed positiveness.

Motor car satisfaction, more real and
tangible than any thing else offers, is

enjoyed day in, and day out, with

little* or no interruption, by those

who own and drive Willys-Knight
s]eeve-valve motor cars.

The Overland dealer will show you these

really different, really superior cars

and demonstrate them.

Prices made possible by huge produc-

tion are hundreds of dollars less than
any other sleeve-valve motored cars.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio "Made in V. S. A."
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Lightning 970

Hackney Ponies at Stud
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1 Minister, out of Lady Light*
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P1NECREST HERD STUD
W«ll«r S. H.lliwell, Owner
BOUND BROOK. N. J.

N.Y. Oil,, r
. Bryant Park Building. 47 W..t 42d Straat

BLOODSTOCK
STALLIONS MARES—RACERS

bought on Comminion
List of Animal* for tlispoaal on application wieh tlrtails.

Ortltv* fcir pim-hasrs will br executed at Blooditocli Salrs held
in Augutl at Dublin.
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IRISH BLOODSTOCK AGENCY
COYLEfcCO (BROKERS) LTD.
7 Anglaaaa Straat Dublin
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Vermont Morgan Stallion Colt

Best bred Morgan in Vermonr. One year old

last May. Chestnut color, sound and clever. A rare

chance to secure pure blood. Send for photograph.

W. A. ELLIS Montpelier, Vermont

ENTIRE HERD
65 Head Pure -bred
Ayrshires For Sale

Most modem dairy farm in Nebraska to rent. Owner
retir.ng from business. Details upon request.

A. J. LOVE. OMAHA. NEB.

The Readers' Service gives information

about poultry

Write for catalog of

Belle Meade Ponies.

Bred from blue rib-

bon winners. Shows
photos of pet ponies,

describes them with pedigree

and gives prices from $75 up.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Box6,Belle Meade, Virginia

I i" I
' ' i". It lirpurtmrnt Kill -itul I" rradrra any information about ttock which fbey may

Purebred Holsteins
Ideal for Country Estates
The greal nation-wide demand for purebred registered Ifolstein-

Friesian cattle is well known, and the prime reason for it if the
nneont roverl ible fact that nearly all food chemists arid experts endorse
llolstein cows' milk as superior to that of all other breeds in health

giving, vitality imparting properties and in freedom from the elements
of danger to weak digestions occasioned by large fat globules found
in milk of other cows. So satisfying economically, and as show

animals, are the Holsteins, that, since

1871 from meagre numbers they have
increased to nearly half a million head
in the I Imted States. These big, vigor-

ous,mild dispositioned, healthy,"Black-
and-White" e.ittle are the cattle for

pleasure plus profit. Investigate them.
Send for our literal lire.

HOLSTEIN - FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
F. L. HOUGHTON, Sec'y. 52-H AMERICAN BUILDING, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT

PURE BRED HOLSTEINS
Finest White Leghorn Eggs
You cannot afford to own grade or scrub cows. Start now
to grow a pure bred herd. I have a few very choice
young animals I can sell. Write for pedigree. Do you
want new laid Infertile eggs from milk fed White Leghorn
hens. We can sunply you.

Broad Meadows Farm, Paul T.Brady, Owner, Pawling, N.Y.

THE READERS' SERVICE
gives information about real estate

Pure Bred Ayrshires
THE BLOOD OF AUCHENBRA1N
BROWN KATE 4TH 27943

Registered Tamworth Hogs

Registered Cheviot Sheep

GLIMMERGLEN FARMS
Cooperstown Otsego County, N. Y.

EDWARD A. STANFORD, Manager

Two Yearling Guernsey Bulls

FOR SALE
Nicely marked and good individuals

Heart's Delight Farm, Chazy, New York

GUERNSEYS—
Their Milk and Cream

for

Your Own Table
or

High Class Trade
ic

Not Equalled in Combining

Natural Color, Flavor and Richness

Literature cheerfully sent

GUERNSEY CLUB, Box C.L., Peterboro, N. H.

^«Che
AYRSHIRE

Not only a splendid SHOW breed, handsome and gentle, tak-
ing prizes everywhere, but hardy, prolific, PROFITABLE as
well. AYRSHIRE milk is 3.04 per cent, grade. Passes all

State and City requirements. Best for babies and invalids.

Send for interesting information and list of nearby breeders.

AYRSHIRE BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION
C. M. Winslow, Secretary, 32 Park St.. Brandon. Vt.

TARBELL
FARMS

BREEDERS OF

Pure Bred Guernseys

Pure Bred Percherons

Registered Berkshire and
O. I. C. Swine

PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Tarbell Farms
SMITHVILLE FLATS

CHENANGO COUNTY NEW YORK

New York Office:

320 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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Spending Money to Reduce
Selling Prices

IF
you were going to give a

large entertainment, you
wouldn't go out personally

and deliver a hundred or so

invitations verbally, would
you? Of course, you would
have them engraved and
mailed to your guests.

You would in this way
spend money to save money
and time, which is also money.
Any man who has anything

to sell has the problem of get-

ting his invitation to buy be-

fore the largest

possible number
of prospective
buyers.

The larger the
number he in-
terests, the more
units he can
make, and the

lower his produc-
ing cost descends.

So he takes the

quickest method of reaching a
large number of people—print-

ing advertising.

If anyone tells you he is able

to sell you his goods at a lower

cost because he had no adver-

tising expense, laugh at him.

Advertising reduces sales

expense, because a single ad
calls on thousands, while a
salesman can call on one or
two. Advertising reaches an
individual at less than 1% of

the cost of telling the story to

This article—one of a series to Advertise

Advertising—was written for the Asso-

ciated Advertising Clubs of the World
(headquarters Indianapolis) by

President,

Chalmers Motor Company.

that person in any other way.
Advertising increases the

keenness of competition so that

prices are forced downward.
It would not be possible to

produce a lead pencil for two
cents, a tube of paste for ten

cents, a collar for twelve and
a half cents, were it not for

the force of advertising in cre-

ating a wide demand, permit-
ting quantity production and
labor-saving machinery, thus
cutting costs.

There are other
reasons why you
should insist on
the advertised
product.

The purpose of

most advertising

is to establish the
reputation of a
name. In order
to live up to that
reputation, defi-

nite standards of quality must
be maintained in the product.
It must live up to the claims
of the advertisement. Faking
or misrepresentation cannot
stand the light of publicity.

Advertising is your protec-

tion and safeguard. It points

out the lines of goods of whose
quality you can be sure.
Write us for free booklet. This

is written for buyers like yourself

and every man or woman who
buys any kind of commodities
will find it profitable reading.

Ideal Bird Houses
For Wrens and Blue birds are the

most artistic made in this coun-

try regardless of price. 3 for

$1.00 free to third zone.

Wrile for Circular

IDEAL BIRD HOUSE CO., New Windsor, Carroll Co., Md.

De Laval Cream Separator
The original and the best

NEARLY 2.000,000 SATISFIED USERS

The De Laval Separator Co.
1
SlwToST

K&WANEE Smokeless
Firebox Boilers
Cut Coal Costs

For Sale—Surplus Nursery Stock
The best of its several varieties:

300 Hemlocks 3 ft. 5 in. high 500 Norway Spruce 4 ft. 7 in. high

500 White Pines 4 ft. 7 in. high 300 White Spruce 3 ft. 7 in. high

Inspection Invited

THE GARDEN CITY COMPANY
Geo. L. Hubbell. Gen'l Mgr. Tel. 1134 Garden City, N. Y.

— an antiseptic dressing for
cuts, blisters.and insect bites.A lotion

for cleansing the hair and scalp

LISTER. NE
The Safe Antiseptic

A PLEA FOR THE BLUE JAY
HAVE long been a stanch friend

and defender of the blue jay,

having sought his acquaintance
summer and winter for some years.

The fact that in our vicinity

such birds as rose-breasted gros-

beaks, orioles, scarlet tanagers, and even cat-

birds and thrushes besides numerous robins, suc-

cessfully rear their broods each year in close

proximity to the blue jay, impressed me as pretty
good evidence that he, in common with other
birds, is chiefly intent upon his own business

and the support of his family, and is by no
means either generally vicious or bloodthirsty.

I determined to seek a censensus of opinion
from the writings of bird students in the hope of
justifying my own observations and relieving the
blue jay of some of the opprobrium so long cast

upon him. The result of my search proved
gratifying, since I found little actual evidence
against him, while many close observers of birds

and their ways testify more or less strongly in his

favor. Major Bendire and Mr. Wm. Dutcher
affirm that they have "never caught a blue jay
in mischief," and Mr. Wm. Lovell Finley thinks
"we give blue jays more blame for nest robbing
than they deserve." But perhaps the strongest

and most conclusive testimony on this point is

found in a pamphlet by Mr. Beal, assistant biolo-

gist of the United States Department of Agricul-

ture, wherein he states <hat "the examination of

Perhaps the popular conception of the blue jay needs to be re-

vised. Is he the malefactor that we have so long thought him?

292 stomachs of blue jays revealed but three con-

taining egg shells and two wherein the remains of

young birds were found." Of the former, one

specimen was taken in October, therefore, since

the nesting season was long past, it follows that

the birds had but appropriated an empty shell

and though the other two specimens were secured

earlier in the season, proof cannot be shown that

the shells they contained were other than broken

pieces when swallowed. Too hasty conclusions

by casual observers may lead to injustice. For

instance, if a blue jay is seen during the nesting

season carrying a small egg, is it fair to infer that

he is guilty of theft? May it not be an addled egg

from his own nest, which he carries to be dropped

at a safe distance from home, even as many birds

are known to carry broken shells and excrement?

Mr. Beal's examination shows further that the

blue jay actually destroys an immense number of

pernicious insects daily, and since we have seen

that but an infinitesimal amount of harm, if any,

is done to other birds, is it not time that some-

thing be said in favor of the blue jay through the

medium of books and magazines?

Ceasing to regard the blue jay as a murderous

villain, we find him an interesting individual

worthy of acquaintance and study, and here I

would like to ask a question of bird students con-

cerning his domestic relations. Is it not true

that in many instances at least, the blue jay re-

tains the same mate through life? From the fact

that I have so often found them in pairs during

the winter I believe this to be the case.

Each winter I spread a table for the birds out-

side an upper window, from which many varieties

feed. Among them is always one pair of blue

jays claiming special rights, and together they

feed daily in perfect amity. As early in the year

as February these two birds begin to manifest a

growing affection for and interest in each other.

The blue jay possesses a keen and ready in-

telligence which he evinces in numerous small

ways. Having hidden a nut at the foot of bush

or plant, he will fly to some distance to procure a

fallen leaf or a bit of paper with which to conceal
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City Water Service in the Country
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Meridale Jerseys

Interested Cretesia 188104
The oldest A. J. C. C. Gold Medal cow. qualifying for that

honor in her fourteenth year. At si* years old she produced
u .Soj Ihs. milk. 63Q lbs. butter. On test beuun at twelve
years, she made ujSo lbs. milk, 8ij lbs. butter.

LONGEVITY
has long been recognized as the prime test

of constitutional vigor. It is a prominent
characteristic of Meridale Jerseys, and we
are particularly proud of the large number
of cows in the herd producing at their

maximum past ten years of age. Among
them is the cow holding the world's record

in butter production at twelve years or

over.

The Meridale Herd numbers about 400
head of purebred Jerseys, and affords an
exceptional opportunity for the selection

of herd bulls, foundation females, or family

cows. A copy of our booklet will gladly

be mailed on request.

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Rain Whtn You
Want II

tttt'::::::

jy installing

Cornell Systems
of Irrigatioi

UNDF.RGROUND
SYSTEM FOR LAWNS

Portable Hose Sprinklers

OVERHEAD SYSTEMS
^ 1 OR CARPI .NS

Attractive illustrated booklet describ-

ing systems sent on request

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Everett Building New York

Getting a New Slant on Life
If you want to get away from people and

just live, build a loungalow in some quiet
spotin the woods. Make itasimple building
for week-ends or a more pretentious cottage
for a real stay. You can find any style you
want among the many Hodgson Portable
Houses, made in sections that are quickly
bolted together. The catalog will convince
you of their beauty and low price.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

< HODGSONPorfeHOUSES
PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.

Detroit, Mich.

Everything for the

GREENHOUSE
John G. Moninger Co.

CHICAGO
920 Blackhawk St.

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
2312 Union Central Bldg. 810 Marbridge Bldg.

Now is The Time for

Garden and House

IMPROVEMENTS
"Pergolas"

Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
and Arbors

"Catalogue E-29" tells all

about 'em.

When writing enclose 10c.
and ask for Catalogue E-29.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory A Main Ollloc \<-„ York Oflle-r

Elaton A Webster A.re. <; East S9th »t.
• Mil LtiO NEW } OltK CITY

This "Campbell" Oscillating Sprinkler Is

Really a Wonderful Little Machine
It makes a complete oscillation from one side to the other every three

seconds, thoroughly watering a rectangular area 8 feet wide and 50 to

70 feet long. No. 2 will water an area 14 feet wide and 50 to 70 feet long.

The jetted pipe is turned from side to side by a powerful little water

motor which is both simple in construction and durable. It produces a fine

rain-like shower that thoroughly waters every inch of the ground without

overlapping or missing and does not injure the plants or pack the soil.

Hundreds of satisfied customers throughout the United States.

Prices: No. 1, 8 ft. long, £15.00; No. 2, 14 ft. long, $25.00.

Money returned if not satisfactory. Send for booklet describing this

and other irrigating devices suitable for all purposes.

THE GEO. W. CLARK CO., Dept. L, 259 Fifth Ave., New York Water Motor Made of Brass

I
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Books for Martial Times

Military

and Naval
America

By
CAPTAIN H. S. KERRICK

Maps, diagrams and illustra-

tions. Net $2.00

€][ Answers practically all questions that

anybody would be likely to ask concerning
the Army and the Navy. Every depart-

ment of our defensive equipment is treated

separately and in detail.

^ A handbook offacts in a crisp and vivid style.

^ Every chapter in this book has been ap-

proved by one or more of the heads of the

different War Department Bureaus.

Published September 6th

The
Soldier's

^ The book is the outcome of a series of

question and answer pamphlets which met
with success in army circles. Those who wish
to prepare themselves to discharge the mili-

1 • tary obligations which the times impose upon

(^Q^^QlUSfJI all able-bodied men, will find it strikingly

useful.

^ It supplies every possible kind of infor-

mation needed by the soldier, in concise,

non-technical language.

•I Endorsed by the Army War College.

Published September (5th

Compiled by
MAJOR F. C. BOLLES and
CAPTAINS E. C. JONES

and J. S. UPHAM
With an Introduction by

Major-General Hugh L. Scott
Chief of Staff, U. S. A.

Illustrated. Net $1.00

By FRANK H. SIMONDS
of the New York TribuneThey Shall Not Pass

(][
"They Shall Not Pass!", the historic cry forever associated with Verdun, is appropriately

the title of this account of the greatest battle, by the man whom the Review of Reviews
calls "our foremost war writer." Map. Net $1.00.

Victory in Defeat
By STANLEY WASHBURN

Correspondent of the London Times

{| "What makes this book different is the philosophy and the spiritual insight that it con-
tains. It is the chronicle of a nation finding itself. It is the story of the development

of national character."

—

The Outlook. Maps, etc. Net {Si.00.

WAR BOOKS BY RUDYARD KIPLING
France at War -a wonderful little book."

—

The Bellman.

The Fringes of the Fleet
"It is throughout of the stuff of which literature is made."

—

New York Times. Each, Net 60 cents.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

"BILLIARDS—The Home Magnet" FREE!
A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms
prices, etc. SENT FREE! Write for it today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Dept. 28G, Chicago

Sherwin-Williams
Paints &- Varnishes

The right finish for every surface

DODSON'S SPARROW TRAP
does the work automatically and humanely. $6.00 F. O. B. Kankakee, 111.

Sparrows right and drive out song birds. They are noisy, quarrelsome and
destructive. This trap catches them by the hundreds as soon as set. Rid
your yard of these pests. No other trap like it. Write for booklet describing
this trap and Dodson Bird Houses.

JOSEPH II. l>OI>SON, 704 Harrison Ave.. Kunkakec 111.

Mr. Dodson is a director 0/ the Illinois Audubon Society xa

PASTEUR LABORATORIES
RAT VIRUS

For the destruction of RATS, MICE, and MOLES, by a special virus which
conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harmless to human
beings, domestic animals, poultry or eame. Not a poison. 50 cts. to $1.50.
INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your dealer cannot supply
you. order from us. PASTEUR LABORATORIES OE AMERICA
Ne» York, 360 W. 1 1th St. Chicago, 17 N. La Salle St.

Laboratoire des Vaccins Pasteur pour l'Etranger and
Institut Pasteur, Paris Biological Products.

Are You Searching for a Country Estate, Model
Farm, Suburban Residence or Bungalow?

There are complete descriptions of very desirable properties that are not
publicly known to be on the market in our Real Estate Directory File.

If you wish to know their location, acreage, price, terms, etc., kindly com-
municate at $>nce with

Mgr. Real Estate Department COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
The National Real Estate Medium

Garden City, Long Island 11 West 32nd Street, New York

it from prying eyes, if none such chances to be
within easier reach. One September day follow-

ing a windy night, the basin of water which
stands in our garden for the use of the birds held
many fallen leaves. The water, not yet re-

plenished that morning, was low and facilities for

bathing not of the best. Robins came, eyed the
pool dejectedly, and retired. The blue jays, on
the contrary, grasped the situation and its remedy
instantly and at once set to work to throw out the
obstructing leaves, thus freeing sufficient water
for their needs.

It has been said that blue jays do not respond to

friendly overtures as do other birds, but I have
found that those who accept my daily hospitality

show an ever increasing confidence in the quality
of my intentions. Though they do not become
sociable to the extent of eating from the hand as

do the chickadee and nuthatch, they do remain
fearlessly within three or four feet of the open
window while food is being arranged, and alight

and eat freely when I sit quietly just within.
More regular in their habits than the other birds,

they loiter about calling loudly if their food fails

to appear at the customary hour each morning.
But even with so much confidence, the blue jay

is too alert, too eager to be off, to furnish an easy
opportunity for the photographer. Though able

to obtain several good pictures of the individual

birds, an attempt to reproduce both together as

they daily appear, resulted in the use of a dozen
plates with nothing to do the birds justice.

Granting him a brief, impartial consideration,

we find that the blue jay is brave, useful, intelli-

gent—reasons sufficient, surely, for his defense

—

but after all, one who has seen this bird of brilliant

plumage flash through a snow laden pine grove on
a keenly cold winter morning, his note ringing

clear as a bugle call, will find sufficient argument
for his preservation in his splendid vigor and
magnificent beauty. E. H. T.

LITTLE GARDEN TROUBLES
HE small garden is as much of a

study in its way as the large one.

I do not know but that it is a

greater problem to plan and plant

the bits of ground that many of us

have under city living conditions.

The lack of air and sunshine is the greatest draw-

backs to the success of the city garden. If, in-

stead of high board fences about the city back

yard we could substitute wire fences, then the

air problem would be solved in a measure. Think

of the long lines of city back yards with such

fences and the free circulation of air which the

wire fence would permit. It is very difficult to

solve the sunshine problem. Perhaps it can only

be solved by facing it, admitting the difficulties,

and working with rather than against them.

The first thing to consider always is the matter

of soil. What kind of soil have you in your back

yard? Is it heavy and wet and full of clay? If

so, you must lighten it up, because an over-plus

of clay means sure death to young seedlings, since

clay in soil prevents a free circulation of air

within the soil, so necessary to plant life. Lighten

this heavy soil with sand and with rotted ma-

nure and work it over thoroughly. Even though

the soil be heavy, if sunshine is there, do not

be discouraged. The shady garden, so often

found in the city, is the really difficult problem.

Even then lighten the soil, and if it be sour add

lime to it. Plant in the shady garden pansies,

begonias, ferns, bluebells, fuchsias, phlox, fever-

few, aspidistra, and a cover of myrtle.

If you have a sandy or a rocky bank in your

yard, try sedums, portulaca, nasturtium, candy-

tuft, zinnia, and poppy mallows. Fig marigolds

or mesembryanthemum planted all over a garden

of poor soil will*do well. These plants you must

buy. If the plants are small, say of a size sold

in three-inch pots, then place them eighteen

inches apart. They will look forlorn and straggly

at first, but by August they will be big, bushy

plants, always, of course, low growing. In the

fall take in a half dozen of the plants, and later

make cuttings from these and you will have

young plants enough in May to plant all the poor

soil gardens on your block. E. E. S.
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A New Kathleen Norris Romance

"Marriage never stands still: A man

and woman are growing nearer together

hourly, or they are growing apart/
9

THIS IS THE KEYNOTE OF

The Heart
of Rachael

THE STORY OF A WOMAN'S
HEART IN THE CRUCIBLE

OF MARRIAGE

I

By the Author of

"The Story of Julia Page""Mother"
"Saturday's Child," etc.

N "The Heart of Rachael," Mrs. Norris has told a story

of the corroding influence of modern society on domes-

tic ideals. Rachael Fair-

fax, a beautiful girl possessed of

potential strength of character,

marries and faces some of the

hardest problems that a woman
is called upon to solve.

Mrs. Norris has no need to overdraw her picture; all

the elements of romance, of tragedy, of achievement,

are in the situation she presents and it is the final

wresting of victory from a cumulation of errors and

entanglements that shows the growth in strength and

beauty of Rachael's soul.

Frontispiece in colors by C. E. Chambers

Net, $1.35 At all Bookstores

Jin interesting Booklet on Kathleen Norris sent free on request

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

William Dean Howells

says:

"Mrs. Norris puts the

problem before you by

quick, vivid touches of
portraiture or action.

She has the secret of
closely adding detail to

detail in a triumph of
Littleism, but Itohat

seems to be nature's

way of achieving
Largeism.'*
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Some Remarks on the Subject of Rising

Costs

magazine subscriptions

ANUMBER of new conditions have
arisen from the fact that paper and the

other materials which go into the mak-
ing of magazines have gone up in price to an
unexampled and unexpected extent. Double-

day, Page & Company for years have believed

and worked upon the principle that if a mag-
azine was worth anything to a subscriber, it

was worth a reasonable price; but a great many
periodicals in this country have been printed

with the idea that the advertiser should carry

most, if not all, of the expense, and the reader

should get his magazines for next to nothing

—

often less than half the cost of paper alone.

It is interesting to see that one of the results

of this possibly widespread belief among pub-
lishers has led the Association of National Ad-
vertisers, an organization which includes among
its membership the great advertisers in the

country, controlling millions of dollars in ad-

vertising, to take up a campaign to find out

how subscribers are secured and what they

pay. The Circulation Audit Committee of

this Association has just issued a bulletin from
which we quote, with permission, the following:

The quality of our copy has improved mightily in the

past decade. We have learned cooperation with the

Sales Department, we have learned about intelligent

follow-up. Our merchandising'methods have improved
to a marked degree. But advertising is not as profit-

able as it used to be.

Why?
Because the publications, in a perilously large number

of cases, are not building up subscription lists; they are

scrambling for names. Picture contests in which the

lottery law is cleverly evaded, the installment plans, cer-

tain classes of subscription agencies, the premiums to the

subscriber, the subscriptions from solicitors who are

authorized t© keep all the money they collect (and often col-

lect but a small fraction of what the printed slip says
they collected), mean waste, waste, waste.

There are 250,000 farms in Illinois. The personal in-

vestigation of a member of your Circulation Audit Com-
mittee shows that only 80 per cent, of these take a farm
paper. The circulation of farm papers alone in the

state of Illinois is more than 1,000,000 copies per issue,

or an average of more than five farm papers to every
home into which any farm paper goes. Fine for lighting

the fires!

These conditions are by no means confined to the

farm field and the women's paper field. There are

magazines that are gross offenders—and they don't

really want to be. They realize that their auriferous

goose is in danger of decapitation, but they feel that

they must have circulation. Nevertheless, when we
wake up they will soon be in the proper frame of mind to

work for quality rather than for quantities that are be-

yond the possibility of assimilation.

Audited circulation statements as to the "how
much" are now readily obtainable. When carefully

read, they give something of a hint as to how the circu-

lation was obtained—enough of a hint to enable you to

go further with your investigations in the suspicious

cases.

To the proper use of premiums and subscription

agencies there is no objection. Their abuse should be
given wide publicity. In future Bulletins from this

Committee and through the weekly News Bulletin, we
shall show some of the things that are being done by
publishers in the way of forcing circulation. These

must not be considered attacks on any publication.

They arc not to be anything of the kind, but they will be
shown simply to indicate to you the methods that are

now in use.

Waste circulation, millions of papers that never come
out of their wrappers or that receive but slight atten-
tion, papers that are sold at so low a price that their

published subscription price gives no hint as to the " well-

to-do-ness" of their readers—these are among the things

that arc making advertising unprofitable. •

When advertisers learn to discriminate between
"readers" and "circulation" and demand readers

rather than mere circulation, then and then only will the

conditions improve.

This bulletin is signed by the following very
competent experts, who form the Circulation

Audit Committee:

F. G. Eastman (Packard Motor Car Co.,

Detroit, Mich.)

O. C. Harn (National Lead Co., New York)
W. E. Humelbaugh (Genesee Pure Food Co.,

Leroy, N. Y.)

B. M. Pettit (J. R. Case Co., Racine, Wis.)

E. M. Simons (James Manufacturing Co.,

Ft. Atkinson, Wis.)

Harry Tipper (The Texas Co., New York)
L. B. Jones, Chairman (Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.)

OTHER SIDES OF THIS QUESTION

We are far from believing that the paper

shortage and its consequent rise in price is an
unmixed evil. The waste of paper among
American people is beyond calculation. Every
one who receives in his mail duplicate cir-

culars and perfectly useless printed matter of

all kinds is impressed with this fact day by
day. Every indication at the moment is that

paper will be scarcer and scarcer until the

price is so high that people will be more
careful in its use. The natural corollary then

develops that people will care more for

printed matter because it will be of better

quality and more worth reading.

Doubleday, Page & Company who frankly

admit culpability in paper waste have in-

stituted many reforms in this direction and
have even found it necessary to abandon cer-

tain plans simply because they cannot expect

the reader to pay as great an increase as the

increased cost of paper and printing demand.
For instance, for years we have made, we think,

a useful manual in the "Garden and Farm
Almanac," which has had a sale of 20,000 to

50,000 copies. For the coming year we have
abandoned the idea of making this book at all,

because the expense is so large that we should

have to double the charge.

PAPER SHORTAGE

In addition to the troublesome increase in

the cost of paper, the difficulty of getting paper

at all is another side. The mills are so full of

orders that delays are running to months, and
the quality is as difficult to maintain as it is

difficult to get the paper. We are reprinting

herewith the notice we are sending to all our

subscribers as their subscriptions run out:

PLEASE

, We are making an unusual request because
we are faced with an unusual condition. The
war has raised the cost of paper and printing

nearly double. This is a very serious matter
to the magazines. We are faced with a choice

of saving in our expenditures or raising our
price. If we save in editorial or manufactur-
ing costs of the magazine, the subscriber will

get less for his money. If we raise the price,

the result is the same. There is, however, one
other expenditure—the expense of sending re-

newal notices, follow-up notices, circulars, etc.,

asking our subscribers to renew. Nearly
seventy per cent, eventually do renew each

year, but only after many thousands of dol-

lars' worth of letters and circulars have been
mailed. This is a cost to us and sometimes we
fear a nuisance to them. Yet it has seemed
necessary because so many people cheerfully

renew on the* fifth or sixth notice. But if

every one who was going to renew his subscrip-

tion, renewed it on the first notice, or notified

us that he did not want to renew it, so that we
would send him no more circulars, we would
save enough to pay the extra cost of printing

and paper without raising the price to the con-

sumer or reducing the editorial or manufactur-

ing expenses on the magazine.

It is to help us save the waste of useless cir-

culars that we ask if you will not be good
enough to renew your subscription on one of

the plans outlined, or please say you not do
want the magazine any more, in which case,

while we regret to sever our relations, we will

not send you any more printed matter.

Doubleday, Page & Company
Publishers, The World's Work, Country Life

in America, The Garden Magazine.

PRIZE ESSAY ON CONRAD

Lovers of Joseph Conrad will be interested to

know how the Polish writer's mastery of

English prose has become a favorite topic of

study in colleges and universities. Under the

auspices of the English Department of North-

western University, Doubleday, Page & Com-
pany offer a prize for the best essay on the

art of Joseph Conrad written by an under-

graduate of this University during the

academic year 1^16-17.

It is a great pleasure to report a constantly

increasing sale of Mr. Conrad's books. We are

just completing plans for a limited, signed,

collected edition of all of his books from

new plates and revised text. It is hoped

that the first volumes will be ready this fall,

and we shall be glad to send particulars on

request.

MRS. KATHLEEN NORRIS'S NEW NOVEL,

"The Heart of Rachael," will be published,

we hope, about the first of August. It is a

book with a purpose, and we bespeak for it the

attention of all serious-minded readers.
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Lounging room of the 107-foot Ktslrrt II. The transoms at the sides may be made up into berths. This is a flush deck vessel, and the trunk

cabins not only give good head room, but adequate lighting facilities

JOUNTRY people,

anil note particu-

larly those who
have hut recently

moved from the

city, are inclined

to consider with

pity the poor unfortunates who are

obliged to dwell within the rather

limited dimensions of an urban apart-

ment. Nevertheless, there is a stead-

ily increasing army of country dwellers who go the Harlemite one better

—

or worse—and restrict their living quarters to a space which any well-bred

canine would think cramped. And just because they are motor boatists is

not sufficient excuse for one to say that they have lost their sense of

proportion and have subordinated comfort to a hobby. On the contrary,

it is the high development of their proportionate sense, a thorough

understanding of the possibilities and limitations of a given number
of cubic feet, that enables them to live in closet space and enjoy it.

1 he apartment dweller with

his four or live living rooms

—

some on the air shaft and some
on the elevated—his dining room,

bath, and kitchen, may, as

has often been stated, have to

step out into the hall to change

his mind, but how immutable

would be his mental processes

if he and his wife and their

AT HOME ON A
MOTOR CRUISER

By. Alfred F Loomis

Arrangement plan of a 45-foot motor cruiser. Full head room is provided in all compartments except

the engine room, which is placed under the bridge deck

children or occasional guests were

obliged to sleep, cook, and eat in an

apartment measuring eight by twelve

and a half feet, with a little less

than room in which to stand up-

right. Yet one of the accompany-

ing illustrations (at the top of page

20) shows such an apartment —
compartment is the nautical word

— which is used for all these pur-

poses and which is the delight of

its designer and owner and the admiration of his friends.

As this stateroom is a little out of the ordinary it is worth while to ex-

plain just how the conveniences of living are incorporated and the incon-

veniences eliminated or mitigated. To begin with, it is the cabin of a 33-

foot motor boat—about the shortest length of hull which can be adapted

for permanent living quarters. Forward of the door shown in the photo-

graph, or in the eyes of the boat, toilet facilities are provided, with fresh

water on tap for washing. In the cabin on the starboard side may be seen

a low chest of drawers in which

blankets and clothes are kept,

and on the port side there is

what appears to be a similar

drawer space. Appearances

here, as ever, are deceiving, how-

ever, for at the forward end of

this fixture, covered over when

not in use, is a sink with pot

lockers under, while next aft is
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Cabin of a well arranged 33-footer. To port are the enclosed sink, stove, and ice box

a two-burner alcohol stove, also covered except at meal times, and

nearest the reader is a commodious ice chest, large enough to carry a three-

days' supply of ice and food. The total length of these various divisions

comes to a little more than six feet, and so, at night, a mattress is procured

from the cockpit where by day it has served duty as a cushion, and a

bunk long enough for the lankiest is materialized. The chest of drawers

opposite serves also for a berth, and the two transoms in the foreground

Main saloon of the Roslyn (54 feet), looking forward toward door to the galley. The two seats are of the

extension type which make up into full width berths at night

The luxurious dining saloon of a 75-footer. Furniture and trim are mahogany, the ceiling, white enamel

Glimpses are had of the galley and toilet on either side of the buffet

of the picture provide accommodations for two persons more, a

stretched curtain separating the owner's "stateroom" forward

from the guests' aft.

A little unconventional? Yes, but so is our national institution

the Pullman car. Within these quarters, at any rate, the owner
and his wife spend a delightful five months of the year, cruising

under their own power to a convenient anchorage in the spring

and returning to the city to haul out in the fall. The wage-

earner goes to town by train like any suburban commuter, but

unlike the full-fledged suburbanite is rent-free and foot-loose,

ready to slip his mooring of a Saturday afternoon and lie for the

night in new surroundings fifty miles away.

A boat of 33-foot length will cost about $3,000 to build, includ-

ing furnishing and the power plant, and may be operated at a cost

per mile not exceeding that of a medium weight two-passenger

automobile.

There are many individual craft besides the one described, and

in fact it may almost be said that there are as many different

types of motor boat as there are motor boatmen. The day will

never come on water as it has on land when an owner distinguishes

his possession from his neighbor's by the scratches in the paint.

But despite the little individualities and eccentricities by which

the motor boatman gives character to his cruiser, there is a certain ratio

of room to length whereby the motor craft can be classified. Thus, the

naval architect can tell you to a man how many can be accommodated in a

45-footer; how many staterooms can be worked into a 65-footer, and so on.

Although there are boats of as many intermediate lengths from 33 to 45

feet as there are inches between the two figures, the 45-footer is generally

considered the next size larger. And the 45-foot cruiser is much more of

a boat than its additional twelve feet would indicate. Within

this length an able designer can give you three separate

staterooms, galley, toilet, and engine room, and will provide

as well enough unencumbered deck space to accommodate

a large day cruising party. The accompanying plan of a

"standardized" 45-footer shows an excellent arrangement

which has been worked out for this length to a beam of 11 feet 3

inches. In studying the plan it should be borne in mind that all

of the staterooms are fully 6 feet long and that the other com-

partments are in exact proportion. The division marked "main

cabin" is used by day as a dining saloon, but at night makes up

into sleeping quarters with two fixed bunks and two hanging

berths.

A 45-footer of standard construction should cost when new

something in the neighborhood of $5,500. The owner of such a

craft will not be let off quite so easily in operating expense as the

possessor of the 33-footer, for he will be obliged to hire a general

utility man at about $70 a month; but fuel and oil should not

amount to more than $1.50 per hour, even with gasolene at its pres-

ent exorbitant figure. If this sum were reduced to cost per mile,

the man who is accustomed to thinking of his motor car mainten-

ance in such terms would be slightly staggered, but it is to be re-

membered that a motor boatman reckons his cruises by the num-

ber of hours and days he has at his disposal, and not by the miles

which he puts between him and home. A leisurely day's run

will consume six or seven hours, and hard cash to the amount 01

about $10; happy would be the motor tourist who could do his

daily 150-mile stint for so reasonable a figure.

Arbitrarily taking 65 feet as marking the boat of the next

larger size, we can cite Frances II, a recent production, as a good

example of what can be accomplished in this length. The dining

saloon of a vessel of this size yields nothing in point of comfort

and beauty to a landlubber's dining room. As we go up in

length, the fittings and furnishings of a motor yacht increase in

costliness, and in the larger craft we find mahogany and teak

finish and furniture, leaded glass buffets, and more than the re-

finements of a luxurious country home. The owner of a 65-footer

is able to afford and keep a hired man and a cook, although the

former masquerades as captain or engineer and the latter as

steward and general handy man. In Frances II these worthies

are provided for in the forward part of the boat, which space is

also devoted to galley and engine room. From amidships aft the

owner makes his home, and he is provided with the saloon above

mentioned, which is fitted with two folding Pullman berths, and

two private staterooms, each furnished with a full width bed,

wash basin, lockers, and bureau. It is possible and even usual
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in a bon tbii length which ii intended Im .ill m ir u.c. in

furnish hot w ii< i radiator*, while in mih notable > mum i of Ho
font length tin iihiii'I installed .1 sit \ it c.ihli I'lankliu stove to

givr his lit >!•»«• .1 hi< si, I.

\s wi 1 mm - to 1 li> l.tigci niotoi yachts we luwl rli.it .111 added

trn 01 twcntv In 1 dm s noi make the 111.11 ' • d « 1 1 * 1 » u in I- in accom-

modations which was noticeable III tilt' addition "I .1 I < \\ li i I to

the mii.iIIi I st/cs. I litis, .in S, loot motoi lici.it m.t\ unit. nil lint

one innic si hi loom tli.m cm l« provided in .1 footer, while a

vessel of lew feet length m.iv. h.ive the .idv.mt.ine over the Kq-

fbotel to tin « stint onl\ ol se|i.ir.ite instead of eomhined dining

s.i loon .ind h\ ing room I he dimensions ol tin- mdiv nln.il sf.ite-

rooms in the laigt t v . ss< K .in of course mi rcascd, .ind in addition,

the loo-footcr m.i \ have, without crowding other quarters un-

d.ilv, a hathroom, two toilets, and running water in each st.ih-

riHini

Returning fot the moment to the mti resting studs of expense,

wr niav as well prepare ourselves foi .i hit of a jolt, for when we

get past the 45-foot class we ean no longer think of initial COM or

niaintcname as eomparative to automohiles, hut must get right

down to 1l1dl.1t s and e« tits. I luis, a fullv equipped motor hoat (15

fret in length m.iv well tost in the neighborhood of jsis.ooo, while

thr 85-footcr will reduee a hank aeeount to the tune of flto.OOO. I he

amazing different ! between these two eosts will immediately indicate that

the price of a hoat cannot he figured at so ninth per fore and alt foot.

KvidcntU. something mote than simple arithmetic must be evoked

to make this calculation, and it has been estimated that the cost

advances something as the cube of the ho. it's length. I his ratio does

not altogether hold in the larger boats, however, anil the divergence,

happily, is to the advantage of the purchaser. Operating ex-

pense also rises in the l.uger \ adits, ami it w ill he found necessary

to employ two men at a monthly cost ol about £125 for the 65-

footcr. and three men costing a little more than /200 for the 85-

foot vessel. On the latter boat the steward and the engineer do

the shore duties of cook, maul, and chauffeur, but the captain,

although ornamental, is undeniably an extra expense.

To man the loo-footer it will require a crew of five, and rheir

pay roll will amount to something like $300 a month. I he owner

must feed these men during the season whether he is aboard or

not. so this expense is constant. As if this w ere not sufficient, his

fuel cost is something to shudder at, and may well run up to ^15

an hour. 1 his cost may be easily reckoned when it is recalled

that the average marine motor consumes one pint of fuel per

horsepower hour which is to say that if the boat is equipped

with 200 horsepower there will be too quarts, or 25 gallons, of

gasolene consumed for every hour that the vessel is under way.

This formula is constant and may be applied to the 65-footCT with

her 65 horsepower motor and to the 85-footer with about 125

horsepower. \s an experiment, figure out the high cost of

scouting tor submarines, when it is known that a 60-foot sub-

marine chaser such as is used by the foreign governments is

equipped with 600 horsepower.

By the time we get up into the ioo-foot-and-over class we have

left the Harlem Hat far astern, and the owner of such a craft may-

be considered to have an estate afloat rather than an apartment.

A vessel of 120 or 130 feet will have more staterooms than its

lesser sisters, but it will not run to vaulted halls nor elevators.

The possessor of a yacht of this size may invite more friends

for a week's cruise than he will have at the end of the week, may
provide them with fresh and salt, hot and cold baths and

showers, may start them dancing on deck with the strains

from a piano or music box floating up from the cabin, and will

take them to and from the shore in a motor tender larger in point

of length and three times faster than the 33-footer we first men-

tioned. But tbis owner is not the director of his ship's destiny,

for so valuable a possession as his must be entrusted to trained,

competent hands. So the poor rich owner may lounge around

the deck or go ashore as he pleases and may order the steward to

serve cocktails at each stroke of the ship's bell, but he is really

little more than a passenger on an ocean liner.

His passage is high, howev er, and after he has spent £50,000 for

his 100-foot yacht or $150,000 for his 150-footer, there are still a

few inconsequential trifles to be considered. For in addition to

taxes, depreciation, and interest on the investment, he is obliged

to pay out each year somewhere between 10 and 20 per cent, of the

Mnin saloon of an 80-foot motor yacht, with a Franklin stove initialled. The stove pipe is led up the funnel

first cost for painting and general maintenance. The 150-footer will have,

too, a complement of ten men whose monthly wages will total about £500.

I low ever, vessels of more than 100 feet in length are rare, and the largest

motor yacht afloat measures only 154 feet. Indeed, unless, like the Com-
mander of the Queen's Navee, one has his sisters and his cousins and his

nints to take along, nothing could be more satisfactory in some respects than

a 75- or 80-foot boat. But for the pure joy of living, choose the 33-footer.

Children's nursery in the largest motor yacht afloat— a 154-footer. The picture shows one of the bath-

rooms, an electric fan run by current generated by an auxiliary lighting set, and a hot water radiator

Engine room of a 100-foot cruiser. To effect a proper distribution of weights, the engines generally

occupy the choicest position of a boat. These two six-cylinder motors develop 200 horsepow er each



HILE push-

ing slowly

along the

border of

the wooded

island in

Jackson
Park, with the clumsy oar of

the "safety first" flat-bot-

tomed boat which a careful

Chicago government provides,

one takes wild cherry blossoms

and silvery poplar buds and

red dogwood stems for granted,

as parts of the gay spring

landscape which a kindly Prov-

idence has furnished to warm

the hearts of Chicagoans. New
Yorkers, in most respects more

sophisticated, regard their

rocks and pine trees, along with

the Lohengrin swan boat of a

Central Park lagoon, as a

pleasant variation from the

surrounding apartment houses;

neither city dweller is aware

that the first bit of landscape

was entirely created and the

second skilfully preserved

by man. He takes their

beauty as a matter of course

because, like much of nature's

beauty, it is elusive and unob-

vious but; the more apparent

GARDENING THE
WATERS EDCE

By Ruth Dean

The water ireatment on the Reubens place at Glencoe, 111., illustrates marsh planting at its best.

of the plants are native

Most

charms of a formal pool or a

grand public fountain he is apt to admire extravagantly.

Of the two ways in which a water's edge may-be treated, architecturally

and naturalistically, the latter is much the more difficult to accomplish

successfully. The border about a formal pool or fountain presents a

definite problem in architectural design, to be worked out according to ac-

cepted principles; the water, given a certain form, must be framed in brick

or cement or stone, and the success of the designer's work depends upon his

ability to assemble moldings which shall form a good coping, or to make a

plain border the right width, with its brick or stone laid up in some pleas-

ing fashion. But framing a pond so that it will fit into its surroundings,

or treating the borders of the stream which runs smoothly across the front

lawn, is a task less tangible, less easily guided by rules. A great deal of the

difficulty arises from poor and inappropriate planting, but much more from

the necessity of having the water's edge free from planting for a portion of

its length at least. Just to get down to the water itself and walk along its

border—this is something that we like to do from the time we tuck up our

clothes around our knees and go wading, until the years when we sit

rheumatically on the bank and dream of those days. Without this con-

sideration, the question of what to do with the water's edge

would reduce itself simply

to one of good planting. We
could select the sort of planting

best suited to our situation—
for there are as many kinds of

water planting as there are

styles of architecture — and

hide the troublesome junction

of water and land with cattails

and marsh mallow, or black

alder and willows.

So many lovely plants grow
along the banks of streams or

by the still depths of forest

pools that it seems unnecessary

to decorate the water's edge

with garden flowers and shrubs

such as larkspur and lilacs,

bridal wreath and petunias.

These belong in the house

flower garden with other hy-

brids of man's making, and

i

—

1

P* jS*;1M-

A happy example of open planting— narcissus naturalized in grass near a water's edge

near the water should go iris

and cardinal flower, purple Joe-

Pye weed and pink marsh

mallows. There is no lack of

color among the flowers which

make their homes in wet

places, and the shrubs and

trees are an attractive com-

pany as well.

Marsh planting at its best is

illustrated in the pictures of the

Reubens place at Glencoe, 111.,

and the Humboldt Park water

gardens. Here great stretches

of rose mallow are gay through

their screen of grasses, and the

big leaves of arrowhead bend

over the water among spike

rushes. Lily pads, always

prone to profusion, are cut

down to a few groups inter-

estingly spotted, which leave

the better part of the water's

surface clear to reflect blue sky

and summer clouds. Mr. Jens

Jensen, the designer of these

two garcrens, is an adept in this,

as in many other sorts of plant-

ing. He has studied the

prairie landscape of his Middle

^ est until it has become

second nature to him, and he

reproduces all of its best

features in his gardens. It is

Mr. Jensen's idea in his water

gardens, as in other kinds, to reproduce so far as possible the type of

landscape indigenous to a given part of the country—that is, to re-

produce it in a glorified way, for he drops all of the bad features and em-

phasizes the good, and the net result is invariably pleasing.

It is a little hard sometimes to choose a native type of landscape and

stick to it, to renounce rhododendrons and hemlocks because one is not

planting a rushing mountain stream, but a quiet meadow brook, or to give

up the idea of a rocky pool when one is a dweller in Mississippi bottom land;

but the suggestion is a pretty safe one to follow, and the artificial pond or

stream which adopts the characteristics of its natural neighbor is much
more apt to be a success than the one which disregards them. The pool in

Mr. Reubens's garden was constructed of artificial rock laid in horizontal

stratified layers because the underlying rock of the prairie occurs in this

form. And most of the plants about its edge are native plants, ferns, iris,

grasses, and prairie roses, with soft, feathery cedars for a background. To
be sure, among these are a few plants which are not native, but they mix

well with the native plants, taking on their qualities and making them-

selves at home. German and Siberian iris grow side by side with sweet

flag; Eulalia japonica on the bank joins the spike rush of the stream,

and the dark, indeterminate

mass of Chinese tamarisk

fringes the cedars. Each plant,

however, is carefully chosen

as having characteristics simi-

lar to those of the native

plants; none of them is inhar-

monious or exotic in appear-

ance, and they all fit into the

existing landscape as if they

belonged there.

The pool shown in the pic-

ture to the left below that of

Humboldt Park is the un-

fortunate ugly sister of this one,

whose defects are all too evident

by contrast. A natural stone

or rocky border is not easily

simulated, and this photograph

illustrates the way it is oftenest

attempted. Stones all the same

size are impossible of arrange-

22
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in. in in ans thing but the in. «st

attihki.il looking bonier; every

m/c from small stones to l>m

Doublet* should he used, with a

preponderance of bin stone* in

nitlii to keep tin- bortlrr from

looking cluttered

I hc\ tlx <nUI nor suiround the

l<
««>l in .1 i«h ks inn such .is tint

in the picturti but should in

places be cntircls. covered ssith

clumps of shrubbery, vvatcr-

lovmg herbaceous plants, .mil

Occasional tree*. I be stone

heap in the centre of the pool

with its rose spray metis no

active censure, but rhe basic

ettor in the form of the pool

A p»<<l oci upying so formal a position as this one should have its border treated architecturally with

.1 < opinK <>l nrilerml and design tu correspond with the house

to tin vv.iti 1''.
1 d|'< ,

1 xi 1 pi in

sin h a formal or semi-formal

< a'.i .i'. that on iilioned 111 the

prei eding paragraph, hut .liould

he allowed to grow rough, with

herbaceous pi.mis mixed with

I lir pi ,iv. to Milted I In 1 ilj.i .mil

give it a <|iiahfy of interest and

mystery, which dipped grass

bordering the edge destroys.

I lie narrow stream in Hronx

I'ark has the grassy fringe of a

real meadow brook with blue

pickerel-weed ( I'nulrdrria cor-

(lalti) growing in a cove.

A very happy open planting

is thar shown at rhe bottom of

the preceding page, where nar-

should peih.ips he pointed out \ pond which is meant to he naturalistic

should follow some form which is less obvious than the circle, for this is a

(brmal shape, which tarrteil out m .1 naturalistic way results in a mixture

of two st\les iiist .is pooi m its w.i\ .is .1 Louis (Juin/e room done in Mis-

sion furniture and builap hangings. If a pool is to be round, square,

ractangulari or other* iaa tegular in outline, it should be nccutad in a for-

mal Waj with .; coping of MOM, brick, or cement, not one of rocks strewn

about the edge and cos ered bv plaining that is obviously superimposed.

Sometimes in Knghsh gardens a pool ol geometric outline is hordered by

the \ el\ et of an old law n. w it h no other coping visible to bound it. I his is

one way of successfully leasing the edge free of planting, but such a pool.

In \ ntue of its ugular uninterrupted outline, goes into the formal class,

although it is somew hat natutalistic in feeling. With it belongs the water-

is ,i\ which has its edge boarded. This expedient, adopted for the most

parr to protect the land and keep it from washing .iss.is . is used ordinarily

along the edges of running water or canals w here immediate depth is re-

quired and there is not space for a shelving shore. Some old streams I have

seen Rowing between their

boarded banks, w hich had

a certain amount of charm

and dignity, but it was

charm and dignity svhich

arose from the occasional

old trees and bushes along

tiie edge, and persisted in

spite of their border treat-

ment, for such a method

tends to destroy interest

in the banks and should be

especially avoided in con-

nection with naturalistic

waterways.

It is simplest to arrange

an open treatment of the

edge where there is no

great action of water on

the banks. The kept

lasvn should never exrend
In Humboldt Park. Noti

cissus is naturalized in the grass. Virginia cowslip (Merlensia ^irginica),

svhich blooms at the same rime, is lovely with narcissus, and when their

flowering season is over, there are blue asters, purple ironweed, and

cardinal flosver to follow.

An open treatment ol a water's edge will he better for occasional

stretches of shrub or tree planting, especially if a path follows the border.

To he really interesting ,such a path needs to svind in and out, through

bushes svhich hide the water completely at times, dipping dosvn to the very

brink ar others.

Sometimes planting alone is insufficient to preserve the border, although

the svater's action is not severe enough to demand the construction of

a wall. Mtg boulders or stones placed at the points where cutting is

most severe will help matters, and if the borders are shallosv one or

several rows of stone laid around the svater's edge, covered with soil

and planted, svill often take care of the difficulty. The stones need to

be concealed on the water as well as on the land side however, or they

svill presenr an unpleasanr, artificial appearance, such as that of the

water which mirrors the

big Italian house at the

top of the page. A pool

occupying so formal a po-

sition as does this one

ought to have a coping to

correspond with rhe house.

I here is no middle

ground in water gardening

—a pool must be either

formal or naturalistic, or it

w ill be svithout charm. The
gardenesque quality which

results when smoothly

grassed banks planred

wirh garden flowers and

shrubs border the water

has neither the interest of

a well designed architec-

tural pool, nor the charm

of the naturalistic pond.
that the lily pads—usually prone to profusion—are interestingly spotted, leaving the

better part of the water's surface clear for reflections

1m; a

A naturalistic pond should follow some form less obvious than the circle, and it should not

be uncompromisingly outlined by stones all the same size

This narrow stream in Bronx Park has the grassy fringe of a real meadow brook, with blue

pickerel weed growing in a cove



GFIEEN GR.ASS
- IN -

DFIY WEATHER.
By F. F. Rockwell

The nozzle-line system of applying water

HE first reason, of

course, for keeping

the grounds pro-

perly watered or ir-

rigated is for the

sake of appear-

ances; few things are more beautiful than a perfect

lawn in good color—few more unpleasing than a brown, patchy, or

burnt up lawn.

As a matter of fact, however, the question of immediate appearance'

is really a minor one. The lawn that is allowed to burn or dry out for a

few weeks in summer cannot be in perfect condition the rest of the year;

it cannot have that fine, smooth texture aptly described as "velvet."

Even if none of the grass plants are killed outright, a large proportion of

them are weakened, and as a consequence there will be more or less winter-

killing, and a chance for weeds to come in. Drought also means surface

cohesion, which is deadly to a healthy turf. The question is, how may
water be most efficiently and most economically applied ? How frequently,

in what quantities, and at what rate?

The old system of watering with a hose by hand, or even with lawn

sprinklers, is too cumbersome and too expensive to be of practical use over

grounds of any extent. Within the last two years the modern systems of

irrigation or water application which have been in an experimental stage

for several years have been practically perfected.

All of the watering devices illustrated here come under the head of what

may be termed "overhead," irrigation systems. The water may be dis-

tributed from the ground level, just above it, six feet above it, or over the

tops of shrubs or trees, but in all cases the general principle is the same: the

water is distributed with considerable force, is broken up by the resistance

of the air into a fine spray or mist, and falls by gravity, even as the gentle

rain from heaven.

The general advantages of this system of watering are that the water

may be distributed evenly over a large area at one time; that the distribu-

tion is practically automatic, so that the cost of applying, outside of any

expense for the water itself, is next to nothing; and that the time of apply-

ing the water, and the amount to be put on, are under absolute control.

The several systems differ in the method of arranging the piping to carry

the water to the distributing points, which may be from three feet to

seventy-five feet apart, and in the size and shape of the orifices through

which the water is forced into the air. There is no single device or system

which will give the most satisfactory results for all conditions. The re-

The circular spray with revolving mechanism

Water distributed from raised circular sprays

quirements, both culturally and as re-

gards mechanical convenience, of the

lawns, flower gardens, vegetable gar-

dens, etc., are all different.

The cost of equipment and installa-

tion varies f[pm $100 to $400 an acre,

according to the system, the market prices of pipe, labor expense, etc.

There are three general systems of applying the water, after it has been

distributed through main lines or pipes. The first may be called the

"nozzle-line" system. The water is distributed through small nozzles

placed two to four feet apart in f or 1 inch pipe. For use about the

grounds, the pipe may be concealed or laid along the edges of drives or

walks; or there is a very ingenious portable outfit which by means of a

minute water motor automatically revolves the nozzle line from one side to

the other, so that a strip forty to fifty feet wide is covered. For smaller

grounds there is another portable outfit which has three rows of nozzles

instead of one, and so waters on both sides and along the line of pipe at the

same time, and consequently does not have to be revolved from side to side.

In the second system the water is distributed in the form of a series of

circular sprays, so spaced as to secure a fall of water as evenly distributed as

possible. The sprays may be set in iron cups, shaped like a flower pot, sunk

to the level of the lawn. This makes them practically invisible and permits

the mower to be run directly over them. For flowers or shrubbery they

may be raised, on the pipes which supply the water, to any desired height.

The third system also applies the water in a circular spray, but unlike

both the preceding, has a revolving mechanism. As compared with the

second system, each distributing point will cover a bigger circle with the

same force and flow of water; but as there are revolving parts there is of

course some wear, and if the water is sandy or gritty, the wear may be con-

siderable. The water, while thrown farther, is not broken up into so fine a

spray: for many things this would be no disadvantage, but for some it might.

In watering with an irrigating system, as with the hose, the aim should

be to give a thorough wetting, and then not water again until the soil be-

gins to dry on the surface. In dry weather, naturally dry soils may re-

quire a half inch of water (approximately 15,000 gallons') per acre, twice a

week. Under most conditions, this amount once a week would be suffi-

cient. When your system is installed you will know its capacity, and how

long to water to get a given amount. Roughly, this will vary from twenty-

five minutes to three or four hours. As a general rule, when in doubt,

water until the soil seems to be thoroughly saturated down to moist soil

below. If water begins to stand on the surface, stop watering.

The portable automatic irrigating device may be wheeled into place, the hose connected, and the miniature water motor supported between the truck wheels does the rest
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I'lie design of (he mansion has been attributed to Sir Christopher Wrenn

WESTOVER RESTORED

W illiam Byrd, first of the

family in this country, came
to Virginia in 1(174 and built a

homo on the site of Westover

in 1690. His son, "William

the (.Ireat of W estover," one

of the most cultured and lov-

ahle figures of Colonial history,

erected the present mansion

during 1718-17:6. and dying

in 1744 left the holdings

which remained in the Hvrd

Photographs by Leo H. Bock

Looking across the river front. At the extreme left the wall sun-dial may be seen

family up to about 100 years

ago. Westover was a veritable

principality of 179,440 acres.

The estate was acquired in

1898 by Mrs. C. Sears Ram-
say (born a Risley of West-

over, Maryland), under whose

skilful and judicious restor-

ation one of America's most

famous and beautiful Colonial

country seats has come again

into its own.

From the painting made in October. 1864. by W. L. Henry, from the pilot house of a

transport. The mansion was being used as a Division Headquarters, and the artist has

included the man signaling from the roof

Westover in 1891. Little, if anything, had been done to the place since the last war. At
the right the colonnade joining the ballroom to the main house has gone, the ballroom

wing having been burned, as the Henry picture shows
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The hall as it is to-day. Throughout the house the ceilings

have been restored, the stucco modeling being copied from the

remaining bits of the original work The hall has had its periods of dark-

ness and lack of appreciation, as when
the beautiful white paneling was painted

and grained to imitate oak. Compare
this picture with that to the left
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The land front as it appeared in 1891.

A comparison with the photograph at

the right will show the skill with which

the splendid gates have been improved

by the wrought iron fence

The land front, which is the main carriage entrance. West-

over, of course, has its own dock, at which the river steamers

stop with mail and supplies



BELT PLANTINC
Op nearly every country place i6ere is an opportunityybr a sarroundiny

6eft ofnative trees and tall sfiru6s to contribute s6efter.privacyand 6eaatcj

Z^WILHELM MILLEK_

BELT of trees and

tall shrubs surround-

ing the whole prop-

erty is more impor-

tant than any other

single feature of a

country place. For

such a belt performs four invaluable

services:

First, it shuts out unsightly objects,

and to some extent ugly sounds, danger-

ous dust, and bitter winds which will

cut and burn unprotected evergreens,

like Goths slaying with torch and sword.

Second, it secures privacy, the most

precious of all domestic possessions,

by giving passers-by a pleasant wall of

~trees to stare at, instead of house, lawn,

and guests.

Third, it helps to blend our property

with the landscape, so that the lord

of three or thirty acres seems as free

and independent as the master of three

thousand.

Fourth, it makes a pleasant walk

around our property by beguiling every

step with endless variety of tree, shrub,

leaf, form, and color, and reveals no ugli-

nesses of the neighborhood.

The first attempts at belt planting,

even in England, were very crude,

for "Capability" Brown used to plant

trees in double or quadruple rows, pro-

ducing a deadly monotony and arti-

ficiality. There are some old country

places in Massachusetts—for instance,

the Perkins and Gore places at Brookline

and Waltham—which still show these

crudities and excesses of the first land-

scape reformers. And
forty years ago it was -a

common thing to plant

double or triple rows of

Norway spruce along a

country road, as at An-

nandale, N. Y., where

the present-day effect

is rather ghastly. For

the Norway spruce gets

thin, ragged, and gloomy

at the age of thirty, and

loses its most attractive

possession—i t s lower
branches. Consequently

all privacy is gone and,

since you can see every-

where through the tree

trunks, nothing is left

to the imagination and

all charm has fled.

The artistic type of

boundary planting is ex-

emplified by Wodenethe,

the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Winthrop Sargent at Fish-

kill-on-Hudson, R Y.

Fig. 1. To the right is a border of trees and shrubs, all native, about twenty-
five feet wide, making an effective screen from the highway. Along the path the

bushes have been clipped to keep from infringing on the walk, and this has tended

to thicken the screen

Fig. 2. To the left is a border of trees and shrubs to shut off the highway. A walk follows around between the
lawn and border and occasionally passes through where it juts into the lawn. The border consists of oak, birch, sweet
pepper bush, etc.
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The aim here is to reproduce faithfully

the spirit of nature at her best. Con-
sequently there are many species of

trees and shrubs instead of one; native

kinds are used instead of foreign ones;

long-lived sorts are given the preference

over short-lived poplars, silver-maple,

box elder, and the like; and the border
is not of uniform width, but thicker in

some places than others, so that the

ground line is irregular, free, flowing-
like the fringe of a natural wood. Every-
where the hand of man is concealed,

and the dignity of old trees is supreme.

The result is that the shelter belt per-

forms efficiently all the practical func-

tions above mentioned, and in addition

it becomes a cRarming feature in itself,

stimulating indoor people to go out-

doors and take their exercise in a most
delightful way.

To make such a feature enjoyable to

the utmost there should be a path, wide

enough for two, and dry at all seasons,

skirting the shelter belt and occasion-

ally exploring its deeper recesses. In

Fig. 1 we see such a path, and are at

once struck by the bold and interesting

leaf forms that furnish entertainment

throughout the growing season. For
even when shrubs are out of bloom the

best of them have highly characteristic

foliage, especially such notable per-

sonalities as our native dogwoods,
viburnums, sumacs, bayberry, elder,

hazel, shadbush—not to mention the

vines, as grape, clematis, and trumpet
creeper. In winter, when the outdoor

stimulus is particularly necessary, there

is quiet satisfaction in

the outlines of trees, while

vivid color is supplied

by many twigs and ber-

ries.

There is an art in laying

out such a walk. It should

not be so wide as to be

visible from the house,

or it will destroy the

woodland quality of the

belt. At Wodenethe, for

example, the walk is hid-

den from the windows by

reason of the ground slop-

ing gradually from the

house. Nor should the

walk always skirt the

belt, or there will be

monotony. Whenever
the belt is thick enough

for one to penetrate the

interior without encoun-

tering some disturbing

sight, sound, or smell,

such as shanties, factories,

or barnyard products, it
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m , N |>, hi II In i \ploir

tin- Ik .tit of ihr wood.

Not .tlw.l\v hoWCSCI,

for ihr most |<«i tut

branch?*, fiecst hliMini,

and initial Hiiiinin.il

lolnls .Hi on nlri

of a wood, w hcic alone

there is plenty of liichc

and room In short,

it is best to cntu 1
1

il

low woods i«nl\ whin

there are some parti-

cularly tine features

which i annot he \\i II

«ecn from the edge. My

hne features, we mean

la rue trees, i aie spci its,

a huge moss\ stone, a

hogi;\ spot Idled with

Jack-in-thc-pulpit. fei i>n.

etc. In short, the guid-

ing principle should be

to l.i\ nut the walk in

such a w .iv .is tn exhibit

in due sequence all the

noblest and most per-

manent features. Hut

if the walk ventures too

near a high board fence,

it is desirable that the latter should be screened by evergreens, for the

light of such a limitation jars upon the sense of freedom.

In Fig. 4 we see the path turn boldly into the wood and disappear

behind an island of shrubbery. The mystery and attractiveness of such

a disappearing curve are largely due to the impenetrable screen of shrub-

hen I hmk away that island, and .ill the charm would be gone, because

all the twists and curves of the path would be revealed. Moreover, you

would have four naked rree trunks, which .ire now hidden hy the tall

R| :i It is fctjajMntly necessary to screen (rom sight objectionable objects, and this is the border's raison d'etre.

rgrerns are the luitual solution, for Ihey will kivc permanent lorm to the liorder the year round, and provide a satis-

>ry hackiiround for ihe bloom of shrill*.. I. nil., etc In Ibis case. I he border is planted for a succession of bloom; along
nlgr ,.| the path ilatlixhls and while narcissus come iirsl. anil behind Hu m rhododendrons anrl dogwood, the whole

hacked by a I luck wall of evergreens

bushes, and there would
be no unity in the corn-

position merely a dis-

tracting lot of tree

flunks. It is good de-

sign to le.i \ e one ol I wo
of the [strongest tree

trunks exposed and to

bind together the others

inro a group by hiding

flu in amid such an is-

land of greenery. Mr.

O. C. Simonds of Chi-

cago is singularly expert

in such compositions.

And at YVodcncthe you

will occasionally see a

clump say ten to fifteen

feet wide and twenty-

five feet long, contain-

ing perhaps two or

three large trees, with

thick shrubbery on all

sides.

Whether it is right to

trim the bushes along

such a path is a ques-

tion. If they overhang

the path they crowd you

off, but if you trim them,

as shown in Fig I.

thin to hide unsightly

the handiwork of man becomes evident,

Sometimes, however, the shrubbery is too

objects, and then trimming is allowable, for it tends to thicken a

screen. The ideal, perhaps, is to remove year by year the old wood,

cutting out whole branches, instead of trimming the outside twigs.

For the former method produces more flowers and better habit,

while the latter sacrifices many flowers and introduces artificial

lines.

Fig. 4. Usually the path should skirt the wood, because there are more flowers and better colors there. But this path turns into the wood to reveal some fine trees, and it becomes more

alluring because hidden by the island of shrubbery. In planning the border it is good design to leave a few of the strongest tree trunks exposed and to bind the others together into a group by

hiding them amid such an island of greenery



'Cf^-^p SONC bird in a

ff c:ifif is .in insti-

ll ./^V/l tution as old as

U^r-^O C '1C pyramids,

but a bird-cage

three and a half acres in

extent, with no top, and

with sides six feet high, is

something new. That is the

kind of bird-cage that is owned

by the city of Cincinnati, and

it is full of birds that are not

captives.

The man who invented this

bird-cage and enticed the

songsters into it is Professor

Harris M. Benedict of the

University of Cincinnati, and

his full title is Professor of

Botany and Lover of Birds.

Now this is, of course, not

the only bird reserve in the

United States, but there are

several unique things about it

that are worthy of special

notice. In the first place, it

^s located in a large city which

song birds too often shun. In

the second place, on account of its connection with the university,

it is not merely a bird-lover's hobby, but is given a real educa-

tional value; it not only attracts birds but makes bird lovers.

In the third place, it is conducted by a scientist who is not satis-

fied to follow old methods, but who is making a thorough study

of the entire subject. Already he has reached a well founded

conclusion that the attracting of birds is not so much a matter of

patent contrivances as the natural protection and food offered

by certain vines and shrubs.

Professor Benedict had long desired to try this experiment, but the

means were not at his command. In 1909 he endeavored to persuade

the municipality to buy and equip a bit of woodland on the outskirts of

the city for this purpose and make it a part of the city's park system,

but the necessary bond issue failed to pass.

Then came to the rescue Mrs. Mary M. Emery, benefactress and lover

of birds. She approved of Professor Benedict's plans, and through

her generosity made possible the realization of his dreams. The plan as

outlined included the pur-

chase and enclosure of the

tract of natural woodland

and the conducting of ex-

CINCINNATI'S INVITATION
TO THE B1FLDS

Bif~ Alden Fearing

tractive food; (c) most attrac-

tive nesting facilities; (d) most
attractive shelter.

2. If efficient methods for

accomplishing the return of

birds were discovered, to start

a national campaign for the es-

tablishment of municipal bird

reserves in all towns and cities,

placing all results at the ser-

vice of any community desiring

them.

3. To enable bird students

to carry on researches in con-

nection with the economic

value of specific birds to city

life.

4. As soon as the birds had

increased to the maximum
which the reserve could con-

tain, to build within it an ob-

servation house into which

numbers of persons could be

taken at a time without dis-

turbing the birds, and from

which they could observe the

birds ^under most favorable

. circumstances. It is obvious

that to permit the public to enter at the start would defeat the

primary purpose of the reserve.

The tract had once been a favorite haunt for birds, but the en-

croachments of city growth and increasing population had al-

most entirely driven them away. Only three and one-half acres

could be purchased, with 150 feet frontage, but it was decided

to begin on that, on the theory that if the experiment should

prove successful, it would be more encouraging to other cities

than if a larger tract appeared to be necessary.

The first and most pressing necessity was to enclose the area with

a fence which would exclude cats and human beings. Cat skulls were

measured and it was determined that a space of one and one half inches

was too small for cats to pass through. On this basis an iron fence was

designed and constructed which possessed strength, durability, and an

attractive appearance. This fence cost #1.25 per linear foot.

The preliminary arrangements and the equipment of the reserve,

which was named the Mary M. Emery Bird Reserve in honor of the

donor, occupied the rest

of the season of 1910, so

that the actual experi-

ments and observations

One of the bird houses constructed for the reserve by a

local pottery company

periments to determine how the birds might

best be restored to the city. The Professor

drew up the main purposes of the project as

follows:

1. To determine by experiments the most

practical methods for attracting birds back

into the cities. These methods would na-

turally divide into: (a) most efficient means
of protection against enemies; (b) most at- Entrance to the reserve, showing size and type of fence
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The sanitary pottery larder, with compartments for dif-

ferent kinds of food

began with the nesting season of 191 1.

"I am satisfied," says Professor Benedict,

"that the value of putting up nesting boxes

has been exaggerated, and that while this

should not be neglected, it is even more im-

portant to plant suitable food and shelter

plants for the great majority of birds which

do not nest in holes."

For the birds needing such encouragement
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A ihnk;i

howrvrr, .i |«>tnrv t>i i «l homr wax

devised, n\tl was mnsiini ted In .ilm.il

pottctV lomp.inv, which embodies

twrntv m\ distinct fcatuns adapting

it for I'M . I Jml hum.in com i hh hi r. It

is attractive to the buds, icsists ill . iv,

does not split m w ii |>, icquircs nn i arc,

is mhai'iiimm. .mil blends li.iimnn-

umslv vvtth (In- sunoiindingx. I he

cavities in man) of the imported bud

houses, it has bun found, .in- not

suit id t,» tin need i ol >>iit native hole-

dwelling buds

Potter) bird larders have also been

developed and used, which have

proved in he mote s.imtaiv, dnrahle,

and attractive than wooden oi metal

food slu Im n. though plain wooden

ones .in also used hen . I li< n is \ erv

little snow and ice during the winter in

Cincinnati, and the glassed-m feeding

shelf has not heen found necessary.

There an now about a do/en feeding

places foi the hirds in the reserve.

The relative v .dues of different artificial foods, .mil of different species

of trees, shrubs, vines, .mil herbs .is sources of food, nesting-sites, anil

shelter, are being worked out with interesting results. I'rofessor Bene-

dict has gathered and planted in the reserve hundreds of shrubs, vines,

and wild Bowen, main of them bearing berries, and has recently been

giving particular attention to vines .mil shrubs which are not native,

in the hope of rinding some that .in distinctly better than the ones com-

monlv planted. Present evidence indicates that Hall's honeysuckle

(Lonictra japnnica tv/r. ILillian i) is the most valuable of all plants in attract-

ing birds, leading even the native varieties.

I he artificial food which has proved most useful is suet and whole

sunflower seeds. Fresh grated suet and sunflower seeds are placed on

the feeding shelv es ev erv morning. W atermelon, muskmelon, and other

seeds have also been used.

A bubbling water jet in a cement basin provides I pure drinking foun-

tain and bathing pool. A feeding table above it is kept provided with

suet, seeds, nuts, and grains, and the spot is a great bird rendezvous in

the early morning. The

food tor the birds is placed

loosely on the shelves

where it is free for all

comers.

Beginning with the

nesting season of 191 2, re-

sults began to be evident.

il 111 I lir hollim 11I .1 tree, illustrating how mil h places may Ix- utilized

by fimtcmnK .1 pirn ill li.irk pari liilly over the owning

and the Louisiana water ihni.li L •

been seen in tin n sei ve.

The number of npiiiin observed in

the reserve has shown a correspond-

illg increase. 1'iofrssoi Bcnedi< 1 has

counted thirty-one different <,pec u s in

.1 single motning and has seen fourteen

different kinds at one rime.

About a dozen kinds of bird', spi 1 'I

the winter in the reserve, in< hiding tli

blue jay, cardinal, Carolina wren, win-

ter wren, junco, brown creeper,

tufted titmouse, song sparrow, downy
woodpecker, hairy woodpecker,

flicker, chickadee, male c hewink, and

white-throated sparrow. Nuthatches

stay here some winters, but not all.

"A female red-breasted nuthatch/*

Professoi Benedict told me, "was one

of the most interesting of our resi-

dents. She soon learned that the

English sparrows were not nearly so

dangerous as they pretended to be,

and began to visit the feeding shelves even when many sparrows

were there. One of the larger shelves was her favorite table, though it

was the one most frequented by the sparrows. She not only ceased to

fear them but began to pester them. One of her favorite stunts was

to fly very quietly to the back side of the tree to which the shelf was

fastened, carefully work her way around the trunk until she was directly

above a flock of sparrows feeding on the shelf, and then, with wings

and feathers fully extended, give a loud squawk and plump down upon

them. Each sparrow burned a hole in the air in the direction in which

he happened to be pointed when the bomb dropped. Mrs. Nuthatch
showed visible satisfaction."

It is planned this year to begin another phase of this work, as origi-

nally laid out. An observation house will be built in connection with

the main feeding and bathing places, for the use of classes of school

children of the lower grades. Regular hours each week will be set

aside for the visits of teachers with their classes. The children will be

seated in a specially designed room, from which they can see perfectly

the birds on the feeding shelves, but in which they themselves will be

entirely invisible to the

birds. Talks on the re-

cognition, habits, and

value of birds, on means

of attracting them, etc.,

will be illustrated by the

live birds and by lantern

slides, stuffed specimens,

A young chewink

Professor Benedict takes a bird census of

the reserve about once a month during the

spring. The numbers then vary greatly on

account of the transient presence of mi-

grants. The increase in numbers of birds

nesting in the reserve was 5 per cent, the

first year, 8 per cent, the second, and 14

per cent, the third year; in 191 5 the in-

crease was not so marked. This lack of

increase was due chiefly to an invasion of

English sparrows which were attracted by

the increase in cover produced by piles of

brush and the growth of shrubs and vines.

Of course, the sparrow is not counted in the

bird census.

Such shy birds as the oven bird, the chat,

Oven bird on her nest

A feeding shelf beside one of the bathing pools

and charts. It is planned to make this a

regular part of the school work in Cincinnati.

Finally, the Mary M. Emery Bird Reserve

will be made the starting point of a cam-

paign for municipal bird reserves elsewhere.

Professor Benedict believes that the re-

sults accomplished already in Cincinnati

make it possible now to standardize plans

for planting so that new city bird reserves

may be laid out without any risk or doubt

of their efficiency. Tall trees have proved

to be of less importance than quick-growing

shrubs and vines as bird attracters. This

fact makes it possible to develop bird re-

serves within a few years, which is an en-

couraging factor in the campaign.



Black snakeroat has

long spikes of white

flowers which open up
during midsummer in

our woods. They have

an unpleasant odor not

in keeping with their

fairy-like appearance

Beautiful as is the

lacy white flower of

Queen Anne's lace, the

plant is a pestilent

weed. The flower heads

curl up in death, enclos-

ing a multitude of seeds

bepring stickers which

adhere to animals' coats

and are thus scattered

broadcast

SOME
Pokeweed, pigeon-berry,

ink-berry: this weed grows

from four to twelve feet

high. The flowers are in

clustered, purple-stemmed

spikes, which later produce

beautiful but inedible, dark,

crimson-juiced fruit. Child-

ren make red ink from these

berries

COMMO
^TAotoyraphs bj^

Marina Buntma

SB---'

v m
.V- •

Handsome Joe-Pye weed grows along streams or on moist, low ground. The flowers make a bit of dull pink or lavender

color sever to be mistaken. It may be called boneset—but who would wish to?

Originally native to Europe and Asia, the thistle is now a

thoroughly naturalized American, from Newfoundland to Georgia.

It blooms from July to November
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arc strongly fragrant

and usually li m g I r ,
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occasionally (utinil. but
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with single urn
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Ellen Eddy Slurw
Meadow -sweet (Queen-of-

thc-mcadow. Quaker ladyi

grows in low. moist places,

tiearmg plume-like clusters

of pink tinted flowers from

June to August. The stalks,

tough and yellow brown,

grow from two to four feet

high

•mi.

*>'£"

Even,' one knows yarrow by sight if not by name, for the
Tayish white flowers of this commonest of weeds confront us
very* here

Standing on tip-toe in open fields and along roadsides, the evening primrose opens its bright yellow flowers at evening

time and stays open into the next morning, then fades, and drops within a few days
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FROM A
couNmr WIND OIV

ALTHOUGH POSSESSED naturally of a temperament which

gives no room to lamentations over our past acts, we have some-

2 times, at this period of the year, "sigh'd

PLANTING anc* ant* s'gh'd again" at the luxuri-

MADNESS ance °^ our kitchen garden. Many truck

patches in August are luxuriant with purs-

lane or some of the more upstanding weeds, but such are not the

cause of our repinings. On the contrary, it is the unparalleled

enthusiasm of our legitimate garden products which gives us

pain. Wherefore, we ask ourselves, should we be blessed with

eighteen rows of beans of almost as many varieties, when the

family recognizes only one kind as edible; why have to pick four

dozen ears of corn per diem when our neighbors are even more

generously supplied; and why be obliged to gather each morning

a peck of choice lettuce to regale the fastidious White Runts with

the major portion of it? And having asked ourselves these ques-

tions, we seek the answer in our own guilty conscience.

Every year we—and you—go out into the garden plot when

the frost is first out of the ground, and with spade or foot turn

up a little earth to see how it appears after its long term of bondage

to snow and ice. Innocuous in itself, the act looses the shackles

of a hundred happenings, for with the aroma of the rich soil in

our nostrils we are smitten with the spring mania for planting.

Had we a plot one hundred feet square last season? Let us

double the boundaries and quadruple the area. Were there

enough vegetables to carry us through the summer? Let there

be sufficient this year to stock the cold-cellar.

The sight of the fertile ground banishes reason, and with our

plow, harrow, and seeds we are like a child filled to satiety who
samples the icing of a dozen ginger cakes. With this madness

upon us, the factors of leisure hours and future ability enter not

into our calculations, and we are insensible alike to dissuasion,

argument, and ridicule. The hot flame of ambition, kept smol-

dering by the winter months, warps our sense of proportion, and

only the cold light of reason now engendered by the heat of mid-

summer permits us to glimpse our spring-time foil}7
.

But, we promise ourselves, it will be different another year.

Captivating, tantalizing though the earthy smell may be, we

shall curb ourselves and be strong. One garden, the vegetable

needs of one family, the work of one hoe—this shall be our motto.

IN ADDITION to the five senses and those two or three others

which are severally called the sixth, we may be said to have another,

in our sense of possession. 1 his, al-

though made possible by the purely physi-

cal sensations, is compounded largely of

the better part of pride with a touch of

It is more than the sense of touch or of

seeing which together make known to us things as they are,

because it idealizes those things which circumstance has per-

mitted us to call our own, and reveals them as thev ought to

be.

The owner of a yacht, inviting you to come aboard, murmurs
in humble tones that "it's not much of a boat," but that it suits

his purposes; and while his words of deprecation are sincerely

meant, they carry with them the owner's unmistakable pride in

his possession. The driver of a car admits under compulsion

that the brakes and such are a little noisy, but adds that the motor
is in excellent condition and that little else concerns him. Al-

though he may have fixed his aspirations on a more elaborate

THE
SENSE OF
POSSESSION

becoming humility.

car—for who has not?—he is eminently satisfied that his machine

is not only the best of its class, but superior to all others of the

same make. Taking another instance, we have the possessor

of a dog—speak disparagingly of the animal and he will tell you
that it has the wisdom of Solomon, the disposition of a saint,

and minor traits and attributes which are little less than human.

Yet an impartial judge might declare it to be one part canine and

three parts trouble.

But in the possession of property in the country we find this

sense developed to its most benign conclusion. These few acres

which surround our house are almost as much as home itself,

and their cultivation and improvement form one of the greatest

joys of living. Work which we do on them is pleasurable enough,

but is made doubly pleasant and many times more necessary

through the knowledge that the land is ours. This knowledge,

this sense of possession, bears also on our affections, and we come

to know intimately and to love every tree, every slope, and even

the view from the hills. Nor does this love wound the suscepti-

bilities of others, for to every one is given the same extra sense,

and to each the rose-tinted spectacles of ownership.

HAVE YOU EVER pulled ragweed in August? Of course,

there should be no ragweed, either among the corn or the potatoes,

^ or in the young orchard. But in a season such

li'FED
as was ' ast summer m tne East, with rain almost

D 4YS everY d ay and twice on Sundays, it is practically

impossible to keep the cultivator going fast enough

to get ahead of the weeds. One manages to keep the corn field

fairly clean, but by the middle of August the witch grass has got

into the strawberry patch, wild morning-glories are wellnigh

smothering the young peach trees with their unwelcome love-

liness, poison ivy lurks treacherously behind the goldenrod and

Joe-Pye weed along the stone walls, and the ragweed lifts its head

in lavish exuberance among the berry canes and down the potato

rows.

1 here is nothing for it but hand weeding. Some of this is not

at all pleasant. Blisters inexplicably form, and there is much
need for subsequent manicuring. Onion weeding seems to re-

quire all the patience of a stolid, barefooted Polish family, and

the roots of some weeds appear to lay hold upon the very found-

ations of the earth.

But with ragweed the case is different. Ragweed grows with

the luxuriance and rapidity of Jack's beanstalk, and by the middle

of August it is elbow high and each plant has become a young

tree. But its apparent sturdiness is deceptive. It seeks the

lighter cultivated soils and its roots are neither long nor tenacious.

You seize the giant weed with a firm grip and pull, and up it

comes, heavy with its soft ball of earth, and you cast it down with

a thump and reach for another.

Down the row you go, pulling and laying low. 1 here is vast

satisfaction in the sport, and a fascination that keeps you at it.

For once the accomplishment seems to be proportionate to the

labor. The huge quantity of undesirable life demolished appeals

to some remnant of brute instinct in a man, and the frenzy of

destruction leaves behind it no remorse.

But there is one drawback. If you are subject to hay fever the

sport of ragweed pulling is not for you. Because of an absurd

but uncontrollable physical disability you must either let the

ragweed grow or hire a substitute to go forth against the enemy

m your stead.

e«is»
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The land front of the

house is to the east, where

the main cntranci is placed

The chambers are fin-

ished in white trim, and

the owner's room, one

truest chamher, and the

nursery have open fire-

Throughout, the dig-

nified Colonial atmos-

phere has been pre-

served in the choice of

furnishings

The dining room end

of the big living room,

which is paneled to the

beamed ceiling in white

painted wood

The living room fire-

place, flanked on either

side by built-in closets.

To the right is the stair-

way to the second floor

The real front of the house is to the west, and

from the piazza a lawn slopes away to a bold ledge

of rocks, beneath which lies the bay

First floor. The house is planned

with a central section and two approxi-

mately symmetrical wings which are

bent back at an angle of 30 degrees.

The north wing contains the service de-

partment

Wales & Holt

Architects

On the second floor the south wing

is turned over to the children. A hall-

way gives access to this wing, as well

as to the two bedrooms and the service

wing

I

Photographs from
MaryH Northend



MKRICAN golf has

reached that
sound stage of de-

v e 1 o p in e n t at

which expel* i-

mentsin prophecy

when championships are under

discussion are extremely unprof-

itable, not to say dangerous.

Time was in the early days of the

game in this country when the

finalists were almost certain to

be Walter J. Travis and Findlay

Douglas, with a chance for

James A. Tyng, Herbert M. Har-
riman, H. P. Toler, and a very

few others. In later years Fran-

cis Ouimet, Fred Herreshoff, W.
C. Fownes, Eben M. Byers, Jer-

ome Travers, the two Egans,

Sawyer, "Chick" Evans, and
a few others have been the

names that stood out. But now
a coming golfer not in the reck-

oning has an excellent chance to

come through to the title or

at least to the honorable position

of runner up. I his year any
one of at the very least a dozen

men has the right to be con-

sidered a championship possi-

bility in the battle for the title

that is to be fought out the

first week in September, over

the picturesque and soundly

laid out course of the Merion
Cricket Club just outside of Philadelphia. And
it is extremely improbable that a victory for

any one of these men could come about through

accident. The finalists of to-day come through a

draw that is bound to prove a serious test of a

player's mettle under fire, as well as of his skill.

One factor in this year's tournament will be a

relief to those who dislike to see a man gain the

title through proficiency in any one branch of

play, or with any one club—save perhaps, and
legitimately, the putter—and that factor is the

probable failure of the course and the con-

ditions to put an extra premium upon sheer

strength and endurance. That factor was very

much in evidence at Detroit last year. There is

no attempt here to detract from the 191 5 triumph

of the present champion, Robert A. Gardner. It

is merely necessary to state the simple fact that

the Detroit conditions were entirely too stiff in

other senses than that of skill and reasonable

strength for not a few of the competitors who have
shown better golf, by a wide margin, than they did

over the Grosse Pointe course. The Western
course put a premium on
distance from the tee and
on the second shot without
penalizing bad direction.

I hus it was upon many
occasions that a player

found himself playing the

odds against a "swiper"
whose ball should have
been in trouble. It was
discouraging to the true

player. The holes, too,

were so placed as not to re-

ward the master of the

short game, and the greens

were more than tricky,

actually slippery, to

which fact Maxwell Mars-
ton and sevetal others can
testify even at this late

date.

The Merion course will

call for sound golf all the
way. The mere "swiper"
will be penalized as he
should be, and the man
who is always on the flag,

and whose short game is

well in hand, will enjoy
those advantages to which
such play entitles— him.
All other things Deing
equal, the short game

Oswald Kirkby (left) of Englewood, again the New Jersey State Champion, and Gardiner White (Flushing),

one of the season's good tournament players

A NEW COLF CHAMPION ?
By Herbert Reed

Photographs by Edwin Levick

ought to prove of more value than it did last year.

Unluckily for the game, the famous Big Three,

which consisted of Travers, Ouimet, and Evans,
has been broken up because of the fact that the

United States Golf Association has declared the

famous conqueror of Ray and Vardon a profes-

sional and therefore ineligible to compete for the

Havemeyer Cup. By virtue of his title Gardner
takes the vacant place. It is unfortunate that

his addition to the ranks of the favorites could

not have made it a Big Four. The dozen or so

others, however, are so close to the popular favor-

ites this year, or at least have been so close up to

this writing, that there is, after all, no legitimate

reason for making the men mentioned the leading

choices. Tournament experience in tight places

is, of course, in their favor, but some of the

other men have played in such remarkable
form this year, and have become so seasoned
through working their way through difficult fields,

that even in this respect there is little to choose.

There have already been some sensational

performances by men who a year ago would not

John G. Anderson (Siwanoy), runner-up last year, and one
of the soundest tournament players

have been picked even as semi-
finalists, and by the time these

lines appear no doubt there

will have been even more. We
need not wait for the Metro-
politan Championship and othec
prominent events to study the

play of the men who have ac-

complished these golfing won-
ders. We may be sure that if

they care to ptepare for the
year's great event and do not
lose the form they have already
shown they will be formidable in

the extreme.

Among these interesting fig-

ures are Henry J. lopping,
Philip Carter, and Reginald M.
Lewis. Topping had been al-

most forgotten by the main body
of the golfing world until he sur-

prised every one by winning two
out of the three big tournaments
in the Metropolitan District, at

Ardsley and at Garden City, in

both cases coming through first-

class fields. 1 opping is no new-
comer to the game, having
held the Connecticut State

Championship not long ago,

but it has remained for the

prestnt season to find him at

his best. He has an easy
style, one indeed of great

freedom, but hitherto he has
been a prey to attacks of un-

steadiness. To brilliancy he has at last added a
certain solidity that has undoubtedly raised him a
class or two as a tournament player. This year,

I think, he will find himself thoroughly fitted

for the classy field in which he will be entered.
Philip Carter, of Bridgehampton L. I., the

young man who played more than human golf (as

one of his opponents put it) at Pinehurst, may
well be looked upon as a championship possibility.

He is just a little more than twenty and full of the
fire of youth, yet with the steadiness of experience.

After his return from the South he was obliged to

give up the game for a time because of ill health.

If he has fully recovered by the time of the tour-

nament he will make a deal of trouble for his

elders. He is possessed of every shot in the bag,

plays a slashing long game, and is a terror on the

putting green. Indeed, his putting alone has

won him many a tight match. His Southern
records have not earned him the fame he deserves,

but prior to play for the Metropolitan Champion-
ship he turned in a 69 for the very trying Shinne-
cock course, and a little later a 30 for the nine

holes at Bridgehampton.
There is not a man in

the country, young or old,

who can do any better

than that. Carter has a

fine pair of hands for golf,

and he makes the most of

the overlapping grip.

When fit, this young man
is no uncertain quantity.

Those who follow him in

his matches will need to

get into good condition,

for he plays at as fast a

gait as any man I have

ever seen.

Lewis is another mem-
ber of the younger con-

tingent who is quite likely

to figure in the National

Amateur if he holds the

form he showed early in

the season. He won the

Westchester title, in the

course of which he had to

dispose of such ex-

perienced players as

Johnny Anderson and

Dwight Partridge, and

won it by a display of ex-

treme brilliancy, over the

Dudley Mudge (Town and Country. St. Paul), last year's none too easy Wykagyl

medalist, and a most promising coming player COUTSe. Drives 01 2oO to
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"Chick Kvan* iKdgvwalir >. (hr "darling of the Went."

whtmr gulling lorm in iirrlcvlion

280 \ards straight down the fairway arc prool

enough of the v.ilihrt- of this youngster's pl.iv from
the tec. and upon one mv.iMnn Itc sent tin" !>.ill

so.mng tor iijo yards through ,m uphill fairway.

It was .1 una II matter for him. on .1 long elbow
ht>U\ to clear .1 hill .mil .1 clump of t.ill treei with
his niblick, finding thf green .mil getting .1 !, two
.strokes under .1 h.inl p.ir. lewis's play is no
flash affair, .ilheit he neeils .1 little more settling to

his game.
Fred Herreshofl h.is returned to the links, iftei

a lengthy illness, and even .1 month ago wai
driving .is long ;t h.ill .is ever. He must he

counted in the running for any title for which he
enters. In the meantime Osw aid Kirkby has been
regaining his New Jersey title .it Inglewood, de-

feating Max Marston on the fortieth green. This,

indeed, w.is one ot the greatest matehes ever seen

in the East. Just as at Detroit, Marston lost his

chance by missing a short putt, but up to that

stage the play of both men had been perfection.

In fact I have never seen either man in the form
he has shown this year. In the match at Engle-
wood the men underwent a test of nerve, and met
that test in a manner that a golfer is seldom called

upon to do, even in an Amateur Championship.
Marston will some day win the chief title, I feel

sure, for his play becomes almost weekly finer and
more satisfying, and almost every time he goes

out— sa\ e for one windy day at Harden City when
even the best of them were off their form— he
shows more of the dogged match play spirit that

marks your true champion. He is a fine long

hitter, having almost perfect direction, and w hen
it comes to pitching up approaches there are not

many in his class. Kirkby's long game is of the
consistent variety. Incidentally, any man who
can get 195 yards out of a jigger, as Kirkhy fre-

quently does on his home course at Englewood, is

likely to discourage not

a little any but the

stoutest hearted opponent.

Jerry Iravers is going
to be the puzzle of the

tournament up to the
time he actually goes into

action. His type of play

is almost too well known
to need extensive com-
ment, and his tournament
courage is one of his most
valuable assets. Those
who find fault with him
for occasional lapses with
the wood too often forget

that his driving iron can
be counted upon for an
average of 230 yards, and
that he is one of the most
wonderful putters in the
country. Travers has
won championships even
when he could do nothing

Kobcrt A. Gardner (Hinsdale), Ihr atrnteur title holder, ami a

wonder witli deck and midirnn

with Ins wooden clubs. But Tracers is a very
busy young m. in and conies up to his important
golfing engagements very short of practice. It

is possible, even probable, that last year this

was an actual help to him, hut it is not at all

certain that it will always be a help. I ravers

at his best is, .is we all know, a terror, but at his

worst he is far from formidable. There will be
no real chance to judge him fairly until the eve of
the big event, if even then.

I hose of the gallery who wish to see perfect,

apparently effortless, golf would do wi ll to follow

"Chick" Evans, the "darling of the West"—at

least some of the tune. He gers fine length anil

perfect direction from the tee, but there is no
amateur in the country who can approach him
either in length or accuracy with the irons. In

fact. Chick is about the nearest thing to a model
for all golfers that I base ever seen in action. The
golfing world is fairly familiar, I think, with
Chick's chief trouble, the lack of that grim de-

termination which makes a man champion again

and again. Almost any golfer in the country
Would be in the seventh heaven if he could play
like this young man. Somehow, perhaps from
sheer good nature and a naturally likeable dis-

position, Kvans seldom can seem to take the

matter in hand quite seriously enough. There is

apt to be a lapse, or, indeed, several lapses, on the

green when he is playing an important match.
More than once, right after defeat due to that one
failing, he has gone out and in a friendly match
played golf that would have given him the title

easily—golf that even the best professionals have
envied. But whatever happens, I say to the

duffer, yes and to any golfer who has the chance,
don't let the big event pass without following

Chick Evans around the course, not once but
many times.

Maxwell Marston and J Jetroit tournament

Philip V G. Carter (liridgehamplon), who started the sea

son by terrorizing I'inehurst

The champion driver is, of course, Jesse Guil-

ford. I have seen no one approach him off the

tee save Harry Davis, the Pacific Coast star.

( iuilford has been known to get an actual carry of

300 yards. If he can get the rest of his game
working in closer harmony with this wonderful
"swiping," as he seems to have done upon oc-

casion this year, he may have a chance to do some
execution at Merion, but as I have already said, I

believe that the man with the truest and best

short game will have the big opportunity this

year.

Johnny Anderson, a man rich in experience, a

stayer, with a well rounded game and perhaps
some addetl emphasis on the pitched up ap-

proach, is always to be reckoned in the account
of possible title winners. I here is nothing sen-

sational about his play, as a rule. It is a case

of sound golf, (iive him a well placed cup to-

ward which to work, and it will take a star to

get inside his ball. He is another man who is

well worth watching in the interests of studying
all-round golf.

A smashing player is the present champion,
Robert A. (iardner. I here is no man in the

country who can get better distance and accuracy
out of a halfiron shot. Indeed I have seen him
time and again take his midiron for a green 200
yards away, and this even when there is a demand
for plenty of carry. He is not a good man to at-

tempt to imitate, however, for not one in a

hundred is muscled as he is, due to some years of

fole vaulting consistently well over twelve feet.

)udley Mudge, last year's medalist, doubtless

will also be a factor. He is a very powerful young
man who gets a straight-arm ironshot that isof the

very best. He has tournament temperament, too,

and will come up to the big event with plenty of

practice behind him, since he has been a member
of the Yale team through-

out the season. Gardiner
White is a golfer with a

consistent record who is

likely to make trouble at

any time.

These seem to be the

most promising of the men
who will fight it out for

Gardner's title, and I

have tried to give some
idea of their style of play

rather than to attempt a

forecast that is becoming
extremely difficult be-

cause of the gradually

rising standard of play in

this country.

My final advice to the

average golfer is: Don't
miss it, for perhaps there

will be something worth
knowing to be picked up
at Merion.



Gardenia rose along the terrace. The results here

shown are the outcome of four years' struggle against

adverse conditions—a sour, sandy soil full of boulders,

the wrong exposure, etc.

THE

CARDEN OF

MRS.

JULIA

SCHAYER

Peonies collaborate with roses to make the place a
bower of beauty in June. Mrs. Schayer has been her
own landscape architect and from the beginning the
garden and grounds have been her special care

AT
LAWRENCE PARK
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BRONXVILLE

NEW YORK
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I W \S on the morning
of June, io, l < ; 1 4 . in

coinpain with i turn.

I

interrstrd in hud work,

tli.it I hoarded thr

n un .it Portland. Mr.,

len routi r>> s, arboro Hcach, on \\ li.it was for us .i

new undri taking ^« werr going in srarch of .i

[colons of hlack-t row m il night herons of which
[wc li.nl learned. I'hr. buds writ new to me.

and I w.i<s most anxious to \ i\it tin m. I In n tore

kmr anticipations rosr high .in tin- tr.nn pulled

sk»w Is out of tin- station.

Arriving .it Scarboro Beach, we followed ,i

wood road which In! dirrctls to thr marshes,

whrrr .it high tide the w.itei (lows inl.iml in little

channels for m.inv miles. I he serin- here w.is

cxc« ptionallv beautiful .i wonderful panorama
of marsh, forest, ,iml hills, while thr se.i ot blue

OVerhr.nl, across which Ho.ited a few large, Hree\

lune clouds, dipped into the re d se.i .if the ocean's

hori/on.

Whrn «e approached thr clump of maples

containing the hcronrs tin buds iliscovrml in,

and the colons was soon in an uproar; frequently

thr birds would go sailing out over the m.irsh,

their beautiful gray plumage standing out clearly

against tin d.uk blur background of the sky.

The clump of maples was almost impenetrable

fnun thr m.irsh side, for owing to the damp,
swampy location, the vegetation was almost

tropical. It seemed to me that the birds realized

this and took advantage of it as a means "I

protection. It was onh b\ shielding the cameras

with our coats and backing against the under-

brush that w e w err able to force our w ay through.

It was the most filthy, ill smelling place I

have ever encountered. 1 he ground w as covered

with large brakes and ferns which grew w.nst

hick .i ti<.l these were whitewashed with refuse

from the nests. Everywhere over the ground
were scattered the blue-green egg shells thrown

from the nest-, even one of which was perfectly

broken across in the middle. It would appear

that the adult birds broke the shells with their

bills to help free the young when hatching.

Every now and then we found the decaying bodies

of young that had fallen from the nests, and there

w.i> also much decaying fish remains. The air

was rilled with mosquitoes and black flies. We
had prepared for this and had anointed our

faces and backs ssirh mosquito "dope" without

which we could not have endured the place for

a minute. The heat too w as almost unbearable.

An investigation of the heronry proved it to

be a most interesting place. Everywhere above

us the trees contained the large, bulky nests

of the herons, often four or rive being placed in

one tree, and frequently they were only a few-

feet apart. The nests were constructed entirely

of sticks, and varied

greatly in size. Some
measured two feet
across, some two and
a half.and others nearly

three feet. The birds

used no lining, the eggs
being laid on the roug^h

platform of sticks. So
loosely did the nests

appear to be put to-

gether and placed
among the swaying
branches of the trees,

that it seemed a won-
der they ever stood the

force of the high winds
which sometimes sweep
across the marshes.
1 he eggs, usually

four in number, are of

a beautiful pale green.

They are a little larger

than a hen's egg and
quite pointed atone end.

(H)N llUC TKI) IIY T. (IIL1IKUT I'KARSOM
Hueri'iim of ihi< Niitlnnnl Aimoolatlon of Audubon HoeloUim

[ Mr /Viirion trill ht ulud lt> ansuitr rt«v i/Uftlinnt rtliiling, In birth; for runvenient

kindly addrtu Rtadm' Sfrvit f, CoilNTM LlFI IN Amkrica, (lardrn City, N

J*
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Mlntktruwncd niKlit lie-runs about three weeks old

VISITING A NIGHT
HERON COLONY
By EDWIN I.. JACK

I he night heron's day begins with the gather-

ing gloom, shortly after the sun has set, but
during the nesting season the old birds are kept
busy throughout the entire day providing food

for the ever-hungry young.

A perfect chorus of "click-click-clicks" came
from the nests above us as the young herons called

for food. I he adult birds were continually

flying out over the marshes in search of fish

and eels, of which the young birds' diet con-

sists. At the time of my visit the young were
being fed on herrings. The parents ate the

fish first, and later when it was partly digested,

they administered it to the young by regurgita-

tion.

After studying the birds from below, I decided

to secure a number of young ones to photograph,

so I climbed to a nest which contained four

nestlings. At my approach they drew back
to the rear of the nest. Their large, pointed

bills looked menacing, but as I wore heavy
gloves I reached out and secured one of the

youngsters. He clung to the nest desperately,

The heron's nest is nothing more than a loose platform of sticks,

upon which the eggs are placed

The exercise induced by having to cling to his crude nest early

develops the young heron's leg muscles

hut finally I got him to the ground.
I he moment I released him he
started to run, but I tied him up in

tin loi iisiti':, c lot h, and brought
down the others.

Owing to tin f;K r that the nests are
constructed entirely of sticks, to which the birds

are obliged to cling, the muscles of the young
birds' legs early become well developed and very

itrong; therefore, when only three or four weeks
old they can run quite well. When one reaches
•nit toward a young heron, it w ill drawback its long
neck and open its hill, displaying a great pink
mouth and throat, and if the hand comes in range,

will strike with force enough to cut to the hone.

It is most interesting to watch the method a

young heron uses ro regain its balance when it

falls from a limb. It will hang on by its bill,

piead its wings and brace them against the
limb, and by dint of much struggling will gradu-
ally draw itself back to its perch.

I he plumage of the immature black-crowned
night heron is marked with streaks of light

brown and grayish-white. I he feathers on
the top of the head when bursting from the
sheaths form a large crest, but the black crown
from which the bird obtains its name does not
appear until the adult plumage is attained.

I he bill is brown, and the feet are slightly

webbed, a common characteristic of wading
birds.

The plumage of the adult night heron is

beautiful. I he breast and wings are light gray;

the top of the head black, this color extending
down the back of the neck and on to the back.

During rhe nesting season the bird has a number
of beautiful occipital plumes, which grow from
the top of the head and extend down the back
of the neck. 1 he tail is very short, and the

bill black.

The night heron's call is a hoarse "quawk;"
in some localities it is very common to hear tbe
birds in rhe dead of night as they fly overhead.
If they are not molested, they will return

year after year to their old nesting grounds.
As soon as they arrive in the spring, they at once
begin to repair their old nests, adding much new
material, which I think accounts for the enor-

mous size of many of the structures. These
birds seemed to be continually repairing their

nests, which are frequently weakened by the

energy of the young birds.

By midday the clamor of the heronry gradu-
ally subsided, the stillness being broken only
now and then by the "quawk" of an uneasy
heron. This seemed to be a time of rest among
the birds, for many settled among the neighbor-

ing trees, some of them perching on one foot

and apparently sleeping. As the day waned
into late afternoon, the birds' activities began

to revive. The young
started calling for food,

and the old ones were
continually flying out
over the marshes in

search of fish.

Soon the sun hung
low in the western sky,

and the marshes took

on a soft, golden-rose

hue, while over the dis-

tant hills hung a purple

haze, warning us that

it was time to go. A
half hour later found us

well on the return trip

across the marsh, and
just as we rounded a

point of land that shut

the heronry- from view,

we turned and took one
last look at our birds,

which now resembled

mere specks against

the sky.
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POULTRY AND AN ORCHARD
THINK we may call this the story of

a man who made a farm swim back
to prosperity by grafting the web
foot of a cluck upon a White Leg-
horn hen.

"Thirty years ago I came back
to the farm along this very road," said Floyd Q.
White, as we turned off the macadam and drove
into the side road which runs past Fernwood
Farm. We left the station at Yorktown Heights
and drove off through the twilight of a cheerless

April day. The road which we entered was like a

mud pie.

Thirty years ago—that was just before White
could vote, yet he had cast his life ballot in favor
of back-to-the-landing. He was born on this

farm and had worked away from it. After two
years in the city he saw that fortune was too wise
and gay for him, and so he went back to the farm.
As we came over the hill and saw the farm

spread out before us, on that bleak, cheerless

-day, it did not seem an inviting prospect. To an
outsider there was no romance or sentiment in that
flat, muddy tract sliding down into the swamp.
1 here was nothing but the light in the farmhouse
window. When White comes to tell it all, we
shall know that sentiment and filial duty pulled

like an ox team to draw this unpromising farm
along the road to Eden. At any rate, White
went back, and this is about the proposition his

father made to him :

"For several years now this farm has not paid
expenses. If you will stay here and work it, I

will give you half the profits."

1 his arrangement was started on April 1st.

Most young men that I know would have re-

garded it as a proposition well suited to the day.
He started in, and he tells me that the total sales

of the first four months came to $128. At the
end of the first year, after all their work, they
came out just about even, with nothing to divide.

Mr. White's father had made a better proposition
than you think. He put up the farm and the
equipment, and he worked hard himself. The
equipment of stock and tools was not quite equal
to that of the ordinary farm. Such improvement
as they made must first be earned out of the soil.

I hey did remarkably well that first year to come
out even. The average back-to-the-lander never
could see it quite that way. He would have quit
in disgust and spent the remaining twenty-nine
years in trying to invent some new names to
throw at farming. White pulled his belt tighter,

and worked harder. He had a right the other
night to hold up his head, for all the world like one
of his Leghorns outside, as he told me chat the
average farm income is between #6,000 and #7,000
gross, out of which must come the expenses.

HW COLLINCWOOD
It was the power of vision which White pos-

sessed that put him past that first year. He had
no thought of quitting, for he had put earning
capital into that soil in berry plants and trees.

There was one strawberry patch put in with

great care. This came along that second year so

that day after day they sold #40 worth of fruit.

Nothing like it had been seen before in that
neighborhood, yet it was only a hint of what was
to follow. At the end of the second year White
and his father divided #800 between them.

Shortly after this there came knocking at

White's door a messenger, which appears at some
time to all—the spirit of education. White will

tell you that he had small chance for schooling.

As a little fellow he was sickly, so that he was
taken from school, and when he went back he was
a big boy in size, yet obliged to enter the little

boys' class. Coming back to the land, from work-
ing in a well conducted business, he saw as. never
before the need for training and some scientific

knowledge in handling the soil. You see the
time had come when farm education was dividing

farmers into two classes. Some of them must re-

main hewers of wood, while others would take

that wood and make it into ladders, up which
they climbed to better things. Some must re-

main drawers of water, while others would use

that water to produce steam which gave them
higher power. It was education which made the
difference.

W hite saw this, and he pondered over it until

about this time along came Jimmie Rice of Cor-
nell, breezing in from the University to speak at a

Farmers' Institute. White and Rice are of
about the same age. You can hold up the fingers

of your two hands and count upon them the days
which lie between their birthdays. They have
had about the same life's experience, and are

just enough different in temperament to make one
act as flint for the other's steel. After the In-

stitute, Rice came to White's house, and the two
young fellows sat up until nearly morning dis-

cussing education and Cornell.

When Rice went back to Cornell, White fol-

lowed him, and began the short winter course.

The father stayed at home and cared for the farm.

I have felt that this short winter course may be
called the true glory of farm education, because it

gets down to the real man on the farm who lacks

the training and the time required to enter the

regular college course, and gives him the touch
of science which drives him on to graft thought
and research upon the hoe handle. Another
thing which such a course gives a man is the read-

ing habit. This is the great resource for a farmer.
Some of them say that they will wait until they
are independent, and then take it up. Thar
would never do. It must be started early, like all

other habits, in order to endure.
White spent three months at Cornell, and they

say that he got more out of the University than
any student who ever studied there. Jimmie
Rice was there teaching and talking, and his

sister Jennie Rice was keeping house for him. N<

one would ever have thought of calling them
James and Jane—the real combination was Jim-
mie and Jennie. White proved an apt student,

and he found it necessary, in order to complete his

course, to make many private visits to the Rice

headquarters. You know the rest. Rice sud-

denly woke up to realize that his housekeeper was
being lured away, and not long after the short

course ended Jennie White began her long course

on the old farm. White might have stayed at

Cornell, and with his patient work and thought he

w ould have become ..a practical and scientific

educator, but the girl and the farm and father

proved the stronger call..

And then, strange to say, some months later

along came Jimmie Rice once more. He missed
his sister, and he followed her, and like White he
saw possibilities in this wet soil. The result was
that these two young men formed a partnership.

They rented the farm of White's father at a

stated sum, and started to work out their plans

from the very bottom, with Mrs. White as house-

keeper. Some years later Rice went back to

Cornell as a full professor, but the firm name of

White k Rice will always come to mind whenevei
people speak ofW hite Leghorns and farm partner-

1

ship.

For a number of years, when winter came Rice

left the farm and followed the Farmers' Institutes,

while White followed the hens. There is a popu-

lar story that Rice did this in order to earn capital

for the farm business, but that is a mistake. Rice

by agreement paid into the partnership $1 a day
for each week day of institute work. His going

was part of the plan of doing only the more
efficient things which each partner could find to

do. One of the best things you can say about

White is that he is like one of his best Leg-

horns, while the Leghorns have taken his honest

and prompt efficiency. You see the Leghorn does

not have to sit down and brood and study about

laying. She is efficient, she just lays, and lets the

incubator put in all the idle time at warming up

the eggs. Can any man warm a chair and hoe

corn at the same time? No more than a hen can

lay while she is warming up at brooding.

From less than nothing, to a #7,000 gross an-

nual income is something of a jump. How did

Munitions of war—the brooder houses and young chicks The laying houses in the orchard, and part of the flock
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thrM nit it ilo it' \\ .In nut discus* methods in

tni -i article*, but it n enough to ».iv th.n thi*

faint to*c up and shook oil tin- mini tluoiigh tin

now 1 1 nl efficient management ol .1 definite pi.in

A limn 1 must hist ol .ill h.ivt- no 1 in- vrrv dear
I inn tin nil, th.it nn .ins th.it he mint put his

pocket hook in ch.ngr ol' some faithful .1 n 1 lit .1 1 or

plant. White and Ricr chose thr hrn. She,

nr\t to \1 1 s \\ hitr, was to he tim i n o|' thr f.irni,

and othci viops must 1 .mm .irouiul bet .mil

nroy e themscly cs il' they wefc to sta v. W h.it hrn 5

Th«- first vr.ir they h.ul rive breeds on tri.il. \t

the end of the season they cut out .ill hut two, the

Brown .ind the White Leghorns. I hen they
finally drew the color line .mil divided to roll the

mortgage .i«.i\ on White Leghorn eggs.

It was .1 pro hicm too, because most ol' the

poiiltty .ilithotltles agree lh.it .1 hen will not do
well on w i t land, and the more nei \ mis the hen is.

the duel should he het looting It looks is il

White and Rice were able to draft webbed feet on
their Leghorns, or else have them hatched out

wearing rubbers, foi tin si birds .ire on iindr.nned

land, ami well know the feeling and the taste of

mud. White has .1 great eye for a hen. lie has
not trap nested, bur \ e.u alter year he has selected

w hat he calls good looking wot ki ts, and used them
as breeders. I hey might not pass as fancy , but

they lay big snow-white eggs, ami who would not

in 1 lltcenu 01 profit. I he grain bill is high, and
I.idol and OtMl things cost, but there is a "nest
egg" left in the hen house. Once upon a time a

back to tin landci wrote White that he wanted
a job, and he old nil to come to this farm and do
the light wotk and the heavy thinking. Winn
11 plied that he had no light work at all, and that
In always did the heavy thinking himself.

I In 11 tln\ si lei ted the White Leghorn's com-
panions with great tare. A ipieen metis good
coimsclois and strong defenders. As White say s,

the It etl hill is heavy, but the fertilizer hill is al-

most nothing, anil it always COIIICI easier to pay
l"i lied than fur fertilizer. You buy a bushel of
wln it for Si, and a bushel of corn for 75 cents.
When yoti 00 that you import about two and a

quart*! pOUndl Ol nitrogen, half I pound of pot-
ash, and twelve ounces of phosphoric acid, feed
it to gootl Leghorns, and you may get as a result

iOO eggs. These carry away about ten ounces of
nitrogen, perhaps one ounce of potash, and tyvo

ounces o| phosphoric acid. Now the tpiestion is,

what farm companion will give the most efficient

returns for the remaining plant food?
After trying many crops. White has decided

that apples ami gram for the poultry will make
the best use of hen manure. On this heavy land
he grows about 1.200 bushels of corn each year,

ami considerable small ur.iin for the hens. All the

White Leghorn, While says thai tin In .1 thing
he hough I as a result of his course at

(
'01 ncll was a

spray pump. I'rof. L. II. Mailcy taught domini-
um at Cornell then, and fiom him Wlut 1 li a r tied

that efficiency and quality are twin words. Von
in y

' 1 1 an ha vc quality 111 apples unless you have
efficiency > r 1 spraying. You can make a net
grow with tpiite ordinary culture, but you can
only make its crops beautiful thiougli thorough
spraying. White's apple lu es are at the top of
his highest hill, when they should be. I hey are

young, yet List year they gave some qoo barn Is.

I In y n il us that you must handle a line apple
as you would an egg, anil that is about the way
the Whites do it. 'I he commission men get very
little of White's dollar, for the apples, like the

fruit, are sold mostly direct to consumers. Next
to spraying, grading ami pat king are the most im-
portant points in selling fruit, and that being so,

naturally Mrs. White has charge of that part of it.

Kvcry egg that leaves the farm goes into a dark
room where it is passed over a brilliant electric

light to prove that it is straight. These eggs arc

fresh and the Whites and the Leghorns know it,

but they must be perfect as well. Sometimes
there are blood spots in an absolutely fresh egg.

Ir may be merely a small blood vessel that has
been ruptured, ft would not hurt the egg, but it

might hurt the feelings of a fastidious customer,

The ideal combination tor protit—poulry and an orchard . The White Leghorns under the blossoming apple trees at Kernwood Farm make a picture worth seeing

prefer to have handsome yvorkers about him if he

had the choice? It was no wonder that when
they hunted up the breeding of the ten American
Leghorns which gave the biggest record ever
made at the Kgg Laying Contest, they found them
tracing straight back to this efficient stock.

Hut the finest hens on earth would hardly pay
for such a farm if you iust sent their eggs to some
commission man at a distance, and accepted what
he sent you without complaint. There must be a

part of the middleman's share tacked on to the
farm income if you cy er expect to pay out. White
knoyvs that, and he has organized a system of

direct sale to the highest class customers, like the

leading hotels and clubs. Every egg is tested and
guaranteed, and it is shipped direct. This means
at least 5 cents a dozen increase on the net price,

compared yvith bulk shipment to the best com-
mission men. If you have 1.500 hens, and each
lays twelve dozen of salable eggs in a year, you
see what this means, and it is exactly character-

istic of the efficiency on this farm.

For some years it is doubtful if either White or

Rice banked a dollar of the earnings. As they
took a dollar out of the soil they put a hundred
cents right back again. A carload of tile went
into that wet land. They planted plums,
peaches, and apples, and they tried garden truck
and vegetables, and the rich soil responded as the

water was taken out of it. And hoyv they all

three yvorked! It looks easy yvhen you subtract
O from $7,000, but every cent of it meant a sore

muscle and tired back, for somebody. Let us get

this straight about the income. The annual sales

run between #6,000 and #7,000, but this is not

fertilizer needed to do this is acid phosphate to

balance the hen manure. The soil is naturally
rich in potash when you get the yvater out, but
grain needs phosphoric acid.

At one time they greyv garden truck and small

fruit. With hen manure on that drained land

these vegetables grew well, but the cold figures

drove them off the farm. This truck was marketed
in l'eekskill, which meant a long haul and lost

time. They figured that a man's time was worth
more on the farm working yvith the hens or with
other crops. With the automobile in use, this

might have been different. White made use of

his car last fall in delivering, carrying seven crates

to a load. In one day he delivered #130 worth of
produce, but they are yvorking away from most
crops except grain and apples, as partners for the

hens.

They have made plenty of mistakes in hunting
for these hen companions. Peaches pay fairly

well on some of the hill tops, yet some of these

hills are yvet and springy. The Northern Spy
apple might do yvell on such yvet uplands, but this

is no place for a peach. Plums grow yvell, but are

not a profitable crop. The rule on this farm is to

groyv nothing yvhich cannot prove its value after

fair trial, and yvhich will not interfere yvith the hen.

Then, too, the labor question is considered. White
plans to employ efficient humans, the same as

efficient hens, and to arrange things so that each

yvill do a full share of profitable labor. As y-ou

get beyond that system, your labor becomes too

expensive, and it eats up profits.

Thus a good apple orchard on the higher and
drier soil comes to be the best companion for the

and yvhen you are working for high-class trade
you should pour oil on their feelings rather than
acid. Mrs. White's eye is about as keen for the
apples as the electric bulb is for the eggs. Wormy-
apples do not get past her. They yvould roll off

the table of their own accord if they- saw her

coming, though it is their highest ambition to get

into a package and thus put a worm hole in an
honest reputation.

You may ask if this income of #7,000 per year
can be kept up. Yes, and it yvill increase as the
orchards grow older. I do not feel so sure of the

future of the egg business, though the Leghorns
will hold their oyvn, but each year brings in-

creased size and poyver to the apple trees. There
seems no good reason now why we should not say
that White will live to see his 1,000 trees average
three barrels each in a good bearing season.

These farm plans, laid so solidly yvith thought and
wise care, and carried on so efficiently yvirh plain,

honest character, are working out into great pos-

sibilities. He does not pretend to have any model
farm. You yvill find him just a plain, everyday-

man, yvho has brought an old farm back by plain,

everyday, honest methods, and now has a right to

enjoy his prosperity in a plain, everyday manner.
"I suppose those were hard days when you

started," I said to Mrs. White.
There was a little sigh beneath her smile as she

answered: "They yvere hard, but yve feel that it

was yvorth while noyv, for we have something to

shoyv for it."

"Something to show for it!"—something besides

the income. I guess that is about all there is to

it anyway, yvhen a farm comes back.



The BREEDER'S COMPASS - MENDEL'S LAW

i]ORKING quietly in his cloister gar-

den, Gregor Mendel, an Austrian

monk who taught natural science

and whose hobby was breeding

peas, discovered principles that

revolutionized the scientific con-

ception of heredity, and that furnish practical

breeders with a compass to guide their selection.

For thirty-five years his paper describing his

studies lay hidden in an obscure scientific journal.

In 1900 Mendel's paper was rediscovered, and
almost simultaneously three famous European
botanists published the results of independent

experiments that checked and confirmed Men-
del's work. In the past fifteen years Mendel's

law has been tested by many men working with

many different kinds of plants and animals, and

it has been demonstrated beyond all doubt.

Practical breeders have been surprisingly slow,

however, to grasp its significance, or to make
practical application of its principles to the prob-

lems of breeding better animals.

The very core of Mendelism is its discovery of

the fact that heredity works through unit char-

acters or factors. In cross breeding, these

factors do not commonly blend, but each acts

independently, separating out in a strict mathe-
matical ratio into the two distinct ancestral

types.

Mendel made this important discovery by
crossing different varieties of peas and observing

narrowly just how the distinguishing character-

istics of the different sorts behaved. He crossed,

for example, a tall variety about six feet high with

the dwarf variety only a few inches high. The
result was a lot of plants just as tall as the tall

parent. We think of hybrids as a combination
of the characters of the parents, and one would
naturally have expected these plants to be two or

three feet high. He also found that varieties

with colored flowers crossed with varieties with

white flowers produced plants with colored

flowers only; yellow seeded sorts crossed with

green seeded sorts gave all yellow seeds; smooth
and wrinkled seeded plants produced smooth
seeds only. In every case, one of the two con-
trasting characters excluded the other, and Men-
del called this character dominant and its op-
posite recessive. Thus tallness is dominant,
dwarfness, recessive; colored flowers dominant to

white flowers, etc. This can be expressed in a

table, letting D represent the dominant character

and R the recessive, as follows:

D

Remarkable as this dominance is, in successive

generations Mendel discovered even more remark-
able behavior of these characters. The tall-

short, but tall looking, hybrids he allowed to

fertilize themselves, which is the usual method of
reproduction in peas, and from the resulting seed
raised another generation 75 per cent, of which
were as tall as the tall original grandparent, and
25 per cent, of which were as short as the original

dwarf grandparent. Moreover, these dwarfs,
bred from tall looking, tall-dwarf hybrids, were
true dwarfs and continued in succeeding genera-
tions to produce only
dwarf plants. The 75 per

cent, talis, however, be-

haved very differently.

Self-fertilized, some pro-

duced both tall and dwarf
plants, while others pro-

duced only tails, and these
talis were true talis, which
continued to produce only
talis. In other words, his

plants, produced by cross-

ing tails and dwarfs,
when self fertilized, pro-
duced in turn, true tails,

tall-short but tall looking
hybrids, and true d\*fcrfs,

after the ratio 1 : 2 : 1.

Williams ^Haynes

The tall-short hybrids, though tall looking, con-

tinued to produce true talis, hybrids, and true

dwarfs in the same ratio in succeeding genera-

tions. If Td represents a tall-short, in which
tallness is dominant and dwarfness recessive, we
can express this graphically:

tt—x—DD
!

Td

TT
_l_

Td
_l_

Td
_1_

DD

TT TT TT TT TT TD TD DD TT TD TD DD DD DD DD DD

Plainly the units of heredity for tallness and
dwarfness remain distinct, or the offspring of

their cross would be a blend, and never could

there be a splitting off back to the original tall and
dwarf forms. It was in his explanation of this

splitting off that Mendel proved his original

genius. It was common knowledge in his time

that the combination of the male germ cell and
female germ cell is necessary to produce a new in-

dividual. His experiments proved that the in

dividuality of the units of heredity in these germ
cells was not destroyed, but remained distinct.

To account for the splitting off in the ratio of

1:2:1, Mendel showed that the units of both rnale

and female must each be double. The germ cell

of both the male and the female hybrid contain

the factors T and D. When crossed, the T of one
cell can combine with the T of the other producing
TT, a true tall, or it can unite with a D, giving a

Td. The D factors act in the same way, coming
with other D's to give DD or with T's to give Td.
Each germ cell carries two determinants. These
may be TT Td, or DD. On crossing these

couples, each acts independently, and but one
determinant of each parent will combine with one
from the other. TT x DD can only give Td,
which is just what happens in the first hybrid

cross. But when the Td x Td cross occurs we
can get either TT, DD, or Td, and the mathe-
matical law of chance insures the result of Td x
Td equals 1 TT, 2 Td, 1 DD. If you tossed two
coins in the air you would get either two heads, a

head and a tail, or two tails. In five tosses you
might get five two heads, but in a thousand tosses

you would get very close to 250 two heads, 500
head and tail, 250 two tails, the Mendelian ratio

of 1 : 2: 1. Just so, in a few cases, the Mendelian
ratio is not apparent, though the character of the

plant or animal may be following strictly Mendel-
ian inheritance.

A familiar example will make clear the practi-

cal application of these principles. Despite the

most scrupulous selection of blue birds, Blue
Andalusian chickens continually throw black and
white mottled with black. Professor Punnett
studied the problem and discovered that on the

average half the offspring were blue, one quarter

black, and one quarter white. This naturally

suggested that the blues themselves were hybrids

of the blacks and whites, and experiment con-

firmed this. The blacks and the whites not only
breed true to color, but crossed, invariably pro-

duce blues. The Blue Andalusian is therefore a

hybrid and will never breed true.

If two characters are crossed, the ratio and the

The single comb (left), the type inherited from the wild jungle fowl, and its pea and rose variations
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principle of segregation, though more com-
plicated, still hold. Black color is dominant to
red in cattle, and the hornless condition is domi-
nant to the horned; so, if a black horned variety
is crossed with a red hornless the first generation
will all be black and hornless. In the next gener-
ation, however, four combinations are possible,

black horned and black hornless, red horned and
red hornless. Three quarters of the generation
will be the dominant black and one quarter the
recessive red, while three quarters of the blacks
will be the dominant hornless and three quarters
of the reds will also show dominance in this

character. In sixteen individuals then, of

twelve blacks nine will be hornless (both domi-
nants) and three horned (one dominant), while
of the four red three will be hornless (one domi-
nant) and one horned (both recessive).

A breeder desirous of getting a red horned
animal by crossing black horned with red hornless

would, if ignorant of Mendel's law, probably give

up discouraged by the black hornless offspring he
would invariably get in the first cross. In the

next generation, however, he would get one red

horned animal in every sixteen and these would
invariably breed true, being a double recessive.

The four types of coirTbs in chickens is a still

more complicated, but remarkably valuable, case.

The single comb is the comb inherited from the

wild jungle fowl, the Adam of poultrydom. The
rose, the pea, and the walnut combs are fancy

variations that have been bred by selection. The
rose is dominant to the single, and crossing the

two gives all rose combs in the first generation and

75 per cent, rose and 25 per cent, single in the

second. The pea is likewise dominant to the

single, and the walnut is dominant to both pea and
rose. If, however, walnut is crossed with single,

while the first generation is all walnut, the second,

instead of being three walnut and one single, as

would be expected, gives nine walnut, three rose,

three pea, and one single. Furthermore, rose

and pea crossed give all walnuts in the first gener-

ation, and it was first thought that this type of

comb was a hybrid rose-pea that would segregate

in one rose, two walnut, and one pea in the second

generation. This, however, is not the case, for the

second generation is again nine walnut, three rose,

three pea, and one single. This is the same ratio

(3 to 1 )
2 that is gotten from two characters, as

the black and red colors and the horned and horn-

less condition in cattle. The explanation is that

the two dominant factors R (rose) and P (pea),

both absent in the single comb, can neither domi-

nate the other, but combine to make the walnut

comb, thus PR results in W. The ratio of 9:3 :3 :i

comes from the two factors P and R, acting in-

dependently, but when both present resulting in

the walnut comb.
Biologists have agreed that a recessive is

essentially the absence of a dominant. If the

weakest recessive and the strongest dominant can

be determined, definite rules can be laid down to

accomplish definite results. For example, poultry

breeders can now foretell the proportion of the

various types of combs to result from any given

mating, and they can easily make a new variety

with any type comb they may desire. Mr.

C. C. Little has been able to lay down rules for

mating pointers to pro-

duce either black, liver, or

lemon color, while Pro-

fessor Phillips has rend-

ered cocker spaniel breed-

ers similar service. In

stock breeding, color,

horns or lack of horns,

length ot wool, etc., can be

bred for with mathemati-
cal accuracy, as well as

many other characteristics

in animals, plants, and in

man—in fact, many biol-

ogists claim that, if the

different factors could only

be isolated, all inheritance

is Mendelian.
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Itfhcst n l»* i »J" perfection."

Modem tluoiists advocate in-

ttttivi' v ultiv ation. I In \ have
usht-U where but loo grew before, and felt th.it

ley were teaching .1 lesson in .ij»rivtilturi".

1 rememhci the elation with which 1 compared
;>t.it<> \uUls with the shrewdest farmer in the

rig hl*>r hood. 1 e .in see the twinkle in his eve .is

I nodded Ins head in approval and s.ml: " Pretty

kmI \ it U. th.it." I In next vcar Ins p< <t .1 ti

>

lehl icm.uncd it the same old figure of I0O

iishtls. IK- did not proht In the lesson, but I

d. for 1 began to figure costs

1 raised .tv> bushels .mil solil them for 7s cents a

ushil. M\ receipts wire )<i>o, the costs ,<i

iv profit M\ neifhboi had 100 bushels, for

hich he received £7,. I lis expenses wi re jsoO,

id his proht S>

Neither of us h.nl the best possible return. If

h.ul useil better seeil .mil .1 little mure fertilizer

robahlv his returns would h.ive bun hither,

hile it is quite possible that I could have cut my
rtih/er bill ami m\ spr.i\ ins costs to .11K .intake.

Ut the point is not what might have happened,

at what did. I he w.i\ to make money on po-

lices is to have the cost per bushel less than the

rice at which they are sold. My neighbor's

rnnnu experience w.is a better business asset

un m\ imported ideas of big yields.

The next year 1 increased mv yield and incident-

lly the costs. I had too bushels of potatoes, but

established a market .it .1 highei price than my
.•ighbor could command. And 1 did it because
: the confidence which the good yield gave me. I

fcanu .1 salesman. 1 sold to the best stores at a

igher price and held a quantity for sale as seed at

price determined bv tn

(
' < > N 1 ) I '

(
' T K. I > It Y !• I) (Mlllll UN

\\lr, Coburn will be glml In nmwrr iinv i/urtlinnt rtlnliiii In farming; for convtnuncc
kindly tddrtji K/aJrrj' Smicf, Cm nihv I. m i in Ami kica, Curtlnx City, A'. >'.

big crops vs. normal crops

quantity produced per

M.y neighbor was the better

the better salesman. Each
re in my fiel

mier. but I was
on out in Ins own specialty.

Ours is not a potato region, neither soil nor

1ysic.1l characteristics being adapted to econ-

Tiical potato production, ami so the cost figures

ive no value save to illustrate a concrete in-

ance of Yankee shrewdness vs. undigested book
arning

The beginner is sure to overestimate the im-
>rtance of large returns per acre. He cannot
inish from his mind the image of the big crop as

badge of success.

ft 11 Atom

$ 4-4*

OAT*

4°V
hat

* 3-78

42.19
32.0O 'c.tH

4 49
3 44

f,(M hi fins 1 $it 7'

Here are some of the figures taken from New
York farms:

Kent of land

Coat of man. horse, and
tauipmtni MM . . .

Other costs

I otal costs

I se ot the land is about one sixteenth the cost of
grow mi; potatoes, less than one-fifth the costof the

oat crop, and . 1 third that of the hay crop. If the

farmer is troubled about the cost of land for the

potatoes he m.is overlook some other figures.

A man cannot plant more than an acre I day by
hand, but a man, a team, and a $50 machine can
plant five acres in a day. A man cannot dig an
acre of potatoes in less than six days, anil he will

be mighty tired at the end of the sixth day even at

that. Hilt a man, a four-horse team, and a filOO

digger will put the potatoes (mm six ai res on top

of the ground inside of ten hours. Besides the

direct saving in costs, which amounts to many
times the land rent, is the item of insurance, for

when .1 crop is matured the sooner it is cared for

the fewer the chances for loss from the elements.

I lie problem of (lermany has been to be K II-

sust.lining on a given area, nut the problem of the

American farmer is different. Kach knows his

own business.

The follow ing table of costs of increasing the

wheat yield is taken from a report of Sir John
Lawes, giving the results of fifty years of ex-

periments. Wheat is figured at tf>l a bushel, and
nitrogen, 43 pounds, at #6.50:

15

34

33

36J

vai.u( or
GAIN

tfO.OO

£9 OO

*}-7S

COST OF
CAIN IN
NITROGEN

$6.50
$6. 50
06 50 l.c;

$2. 50
£2.50
*2 75

The practical farmer will figure on the net cost

before he concludes to add nitrogen to his land.

It will cost him 50 cents a bushel to raise wheat,

so instead of showing a profit, every bushel of in-

creased yield in the above table shows an actual

loss. The old fellows were right—it is "disad-

vantageous to cultivate land in

the highest style "f j .< 1 f < < lion."

It is only when a shot t age of land

and an increased supply of labor

changes the proportion between
labor iosts and land rent that it

is wise to begin to economize in

land by putting more labor on
each acre to increase its yield. I he slow working
of the factors controlling this principle is to be
seen in the present crop yields in this country.
Land is rising in value while the productive
cost of labor, thanks to modern machinery, has
fallen; therefore the trend in production is

upward. Man is conservative and does not
keep up with the procession, so we have the
result that the best farmers are raising 2$ per
cent, more crops per acre than the average,

which means that less efficient farmers are

lagging behind the economical unit of yield.

In China land is high and labor low, so we have
the extreme case of transplanting individual

plants of wheat in order to obtain the highest pos-

sible yield per acre, a practice that is quite beyond
the conception of the American mind.
No rule, save the general one that 125 per cent,

of the average yield of this country is usually

desirable, can be given for the volume of crops
which land in the United States should produce.

Kach farmer must work out the profit and loss ac-

count for himself. His job is to make the largest

possible different e between cost of production and
selling price. If a special market raises the selling

price, the cost of production may rise correspond-
ingly and yet the producer not lose money despite

his uneconomic management of his field costs.

I he law of compensation is pretty certain to care

for most discrepancies, and the man who can sell

to the best advantage may not have the ability to

produce most economically.

A logical deduction would be that in an era of

high prices the yield per acre increases. I he

higher the price at which wheat can be sold, the

more fertilizer the farmer can afford, the more
work he can give his fields, and the bigger the acre

yield. The reverse is true in practice. 1 he

higher the price of wheat the less the average acre

yield over a period of years.

Farmers know how to increase production, and
tbe cheapest way is to plant more land, not to

spend more money on land already in use. The
farmer knows more about the subject than the

economist, although he could not express himself

in terms of diminishing returns or vanishing pro-

fits. His bank account is less liable to error than
the theories of his advisers.
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^LINTSTONE
F'Sf FARM'S real

Jg
story, and that

of its cattle are

'Jg^ not tales of past

records and ac-

complishment, but rather of

what they promise to become
and achieve. As I see them,
the farming ambitions of

Flintstone's owner, Mr.
Frederick G. Crane of Dal-
ton, Mass., are three: first,

to breed and raise Dairy
Shorthorn cattle and Belgian
horses of the highest quality

and efficiency; second, by
means of them to improve his

farm and likewise the farms,

farming methods, and agri-

cultural conditions generally

throughout Berkshire
County; and third, to make
his farm a paying proposition.

This is a worth-while pro-

gramme, but hardly an easy
one. Berkshire County is

not primarily a farming sec-

tion; its average farmer has

his full share of proverbial

New England conservatism;

and it has been hard to find

just the system of manage-
ment and type of stock best

adapted to the needs and
possibilities of the farm. However, the present

regime has been in effect for about a year now,
and judging by the progress already made in

organizing, developing, and administering the

farm affairs, it appears that an era of substantial,

consistent success has finally dawned upon
Flintstone.

A hasty bird's-eye view shows us the 3,000 odd
acres spread across a rolling valley and the

wooded hills that enclose it, about two miles east

of Dalton village, noted as the source of the raw
material for our national paper money and the

home of Senator Murray Crane and others of that

illustrious Bay State name. About 2,200 acres

are rough and wooded, some, as Mr. Crane says,

"only good for holding the world together." The
remaining arable acres include a variety of soil

types from boggy swamp clay to upland loams and
gravels well sprinkled with
choice New England
boulders. Many of the
latter have already gone to

make roadways and fill ma-
terial, and many of the erst-

while wet fields are grid-

ironed below the surface with

four- and six-inch tile, that

carry off surplus water and
make possible luxuriant pas-

turage and hay crops of two
and a half or more tons per

acre.

Cropping policies are de-

termined to a considerable

extent by the rigorous cli-

mate which only occasionally

permits corn to mature and
frequently even cuts down
the desired proportion of

grain in the ensilage. The
stand-by crops are, therefore,

timothy, clover, oats, rye,

potatoes, mangels, a little

wheat, apples, and as an oc-

casional side line, maple
syrup and sugar. Hitherto
considerable hay has been
sold, but present plans in-

volve increases ^1 the stock

to the point where everything

CONDUCTED BY E. L. D. SEYMOUR
[Mr. Seymour will be glad to answer any questions relating to live slock; for convenience, kindly

address the Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—The Editors.)

FLINTSTONE FARM
AND ITS

MILKING SHORTHORNS

Some of the eight months old Holstein and Shorthorn heifers at Flintstone, one of the latter carrying, according

to a local cattle buyer, " the biggest udder I ever saw on a calf"

marketed shall be of animal nature or origin.

This is not such a distant prospect, however, for

no small amount of fodder is consumed by 150
head of cattle, thirty horses and colts, a score or

more ofTamworth and Berkshire hogs, and Rhode
Island Red chickens and Pekin ducks too numer-
ous to count, if not to mention. Space limita-

tions forbid discussion of each of these entirely

worth-while features, but one comment that ap-

plies to all is that they bear the imprint of real

Flintstone quality and promise. Witness the

leading trio of the Belgian stud consisting of the

strapping bay stallion Gaillard de Lens, im-

ported in 1913, and the sorrel mares Coquette
G. and Blesse' d' Oude which stood first and
second respectively in the three-year-old class

at the last International. Already these close-

coupled, stocky, massive Belgians have shown

Susie Clay 114117, purchased from the W. T. Pratt herd for $880, is a representative Flintstone matron

combining size, quality, breeding, and efficiency—to a far greater degree than this view suggests

44

their value and adaptability

to the farm conditions, stand-

ing the seasonal extremes of

temperature admirably!
negotiating hills and level

stretches, roads and fields,

with equal readiness, and ex-

hibiting a power that makes
even the ponderous manure
spreader lose its terrors.
Little wonder that Mr. Crane
(though he deserves none the

less credit for it) is offering

the services of his stallion al

an extremely low price that

neighboring farmers maj
come to see the worth of tht

pure draft blood and event-

ually breed and equip theiii

farms with constantly im-

proving grade animals of :

definite type. One of his

cherished plans is to hold ai

annual colt show at which thf

progeny of Gaillard will meeJ
m friendly family competi
tion.

To explain the relation oj

the Flintstone herd to th

farm as a whole requires

brief digression centtrin
around the question, "Wha
is the matter with New En<.

land agriculture?" SomJ
folk deny that anything is!

but among the real answers the most popular i

probably "Too little live stock and too mucM
selling of fertility off the farms."
To correct such a condition—which is. 1

course, the aim of Flintstone or any other farni

that aspires to success—it is necessary to raisi}

more animals and feed them everything or practi-

cally everything that is grown. But this in-

volves the important and often difficult problem
of what shall be sold, and how. Dairy products

are staple and usually the easiest to dispose ofj

But a dairy herd means that there will be surplus

bull calves, averaging about 50 per cent, of tht

offspring, and aging, unprofitable milkers, both'

of which must be profitably disposed of if the farn

as a whole is to yield a cash balance. The vealing

of such calves is unsatisfactory at best; the de

mand for even pure-bred young bulls of the dairy

breeds is not always brisk i|

and the beef value of old cowl
of these breeds is usually J
negligible factor.

It stands to reason, then!

that there is wanted a bree<j|

that will consume a relatively!

large amount of cheap rough!

age and correspondingly les!

of expensive concentrates; ol
which the females are goo<l

milkers, yielding a product ol
good quality, and fattening

readily into prime beef crea'l

tures whenever necessaryl

and of which the males, Jl

not wanted for breeding purfl

poses, can be steered an<l

economically fed to higfl

quality beef form in twenty J
four months or thereabout™
Now it so happens thafl

Shorthorn breeders all ovtj

the country in general, amil

Mr. Crane and Manager ml
S. Dunn at Flintstone in par,!

ticular, are convinced thall

the Dairy Shorthorn is thf I

living expression of a combi||

nation of these traits; and

am ready to admit that ail

far as my observations aII
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Dalion in concerned, their conviction! appear

warranted.
I For tin Daiiv or Milling Shorthorn, .is I found

it. is i big. capacious, vigorous, hardy, |Cntie

L'rr.itut. attaining a weight of :.ioo pounda or

more in thr case of hulls, and .is innrli .is I ,t>oo or

k,8oo I'm cows I In- latter .ire str.ulv. consistent

, iiill.ii-, good for yields ranging from 6,ooo

Munds i which in .i fan .iMi.iijfl to

8,07; pounds (t\w breed record) oi

milk th.it "ill test close around
|

par cent, butter f.it. I heir de-

mands .in- dccidcdh inoder.ite,

Mce Mr. Dunn is able to keep them
In highk productive condition on

My, silage or beets, and not more
than three and a half pounds of

train d.uK per pound of f.it pnv-

uuced. Also they ean be dried off

and fattened fm .1 top-o'-the-mar-

ket trade whenever circumstances
require, with no more effort th.in is

heeded ro keep them busy at the

milk p. nl. 1 he true dual purpose

nature of the breed shows in the

prepotency of the desirable char-

acteristics of both sexes, for while

the milk records are gradually

proving in common wirh those of

the specialized dairy breeds, there

are being transmitted simultaneously the at-

tributes ol sue, form, and smoothness that pro-

duce premium steers, (.'.ireful investigations

under average conditions in the Middle West
have shown ir possible to develop grade Dairy
Shorthorn steers to .1 weight of 1, 200 pounds and
more at two years of age. at a cost of from 3 to

>.t> cents per pound live weight.

Whether Klintstone Farm can attain similar re-

sults remains to be seen, but it has at least two pro-

nounced advantages in its favor. I he hrst is an

excellent permanent market at Pittsfield. some six

miles aw av. w here, at the time of my visit, IO

cents was the ruling figure for any beef the farm
could supply. Such a price leaves a good mar-
gin to take care of any chance in-

crease in feeding costs enforced
by f astern conditions. The second
advantage is a herd nucleus which,
if blood and breeding count for

anything at all, carries a leaven to

raise the future Flintstone herd to

eminent heights of conquest and
success. This consists of twenty
heitcrs bought early in 191 5 from
L. D. May's Glenside herd

—

known wherever the Shorthorn
language- is spoken—and the bull

W aterloo Clay, whose purchase
price was <-.;oo and whose true

worth may not be measured even
by that figure.

Two indications of the quality
of the foundation heifers were,
first, the reluctance with which
Mr. May parted with three that
Mr. Dunn had especially stipu-

lated as part of the purchase; and
second, the fact that a fourth

—

Lula Cllenrose. granddaughter of
Rose of Glenside. the breed
champion—sold at the Annual
Public Sale of the Milking Short-
horn Club, last March, for £875.
The three particular stars were

Minnie, a half sister of Lula Glen-
daughter of M.nun's Minnie who has

bettei than I ;.ooo pounds for the last

(ilenside

rose and
averaged better than
three years; (ilenside Lady Doris, whose sire is

hall brother to Rose of ( ilenside and whose dam is

Doris Clay with .1 three-year-old record of 10,617
pounds and who has won hrst and champion
trophies at most of the state fans of recent sens;

Otic of the registered Iklg'an m;ires and a very recent addition to her family

ranks of equine royalty at Klintstone

and (ilenside Hud. another daughter of Knight of

(Ilenrose who is said to carry "the strongest milk-

ing inheritance of any Dairy Shorthorn bull,"

and tracing through her dam ro Duke of Granville

who has eleven daughters with records of more
than 8.000 pounds, including Mamie's Minnie
above mentioned. More recently there has been
added to the herd Susie Clay, a cow of good con-

formation and obvious possibilities as testified by
her last three records of more than 7,000 pounds
with the most ordinary care and feeding. Her sire

was General Clay, noted for having twenty-two
daughters in the record of merit lists, or more
than any other bull of the breed, and her dam
was Susan, a 10,661-pound producer and the pos-

Waterloo Clay 340022 has plenty to be proud of in his famous and accomplished ancestry, but instead

of resting on these laurels he is making a new reputation for himself and for the Flintstone herd

sessor of a symmetry and beauty that rendered
hi 1 nationally famous.

Waterloo Clay, bred by Mr. May, sired by
CyrtM Clay and our of Imp. Coni.shead Waterloo
whose record is 10,557 pounds, is now a long,

straight-backed, upstanding six-year-old, weigh-
ing probably 2,100 pounds in breeding condition,
strikingly handsome in his almost solid white-

ness, and obviously a transmitter of

valuable characteristics, as his

thrifty, vigorous offspring at Flint-

stone are already proving. Finally,

as an act of preparedness against the
day when new blood will be wanted
to mix with his, Mr. Crane recently

paid $1,325 for the six-months-old
W illowdale Robin, a bull rii li in the

best of Fnglish breeding with its well

developed and splendidly balanced
blend of style, conformation, and
performance.

Wirh such type and quality repre-

senred, the outlook for Flintstone as

a breeding establishment is bright.

Practical farmers, though often con-
servative, generally get the point of
an argument if it is driven home by

and to the
visible results, and there are many
reasons for expecting to see Dairy
Shorthorn bulls at the head of many

dairy herds throughout New England. The
breed is not unfamiliar there—a number of
prominent and successful breeders are already
its enthusiastic sponsors; and the rapid growth
in size and activity of the Milking Shorthorn
Club testifies to a new countrywide awakening
to the breed's possibilities.

But the problem of making the animals pro-

fitable as producers and farm builders is also

receiving careful attention at Flintstone. The
milking herd of some seventy head includes some
excellent grade Guernseys and Holsteins and per-

haps a dozen pure bred black-and-whites. A
worthy grandson of King Segis heads the Hol-
stein group and provides one good starting

point for some experiments with

the Shorthorn-Holstein cross, in

which Manager Dunn is actively

interested. About 350 quarts of

whole milk are retailed daily in

Dalton in addition to some that

is sold on the farm or separated,

the cream going to special cus-

tomers and the skim milk to

the stock. This department how-
ever, as well as the pure bred and
strictly feeding features, will

grow rapidly as the herd ap-

proaches its contemplated pro-

portions, and the more live stock

the greater the opportunity to

provide steady work and year-

round employment, and thus help

to solve the ubiquitous labor

problem. However, much has al-

ready been done in this direction,

and it is largely the bond of in-

terest between Mr. Crane and his

employees, combined with his

sincere, energetic enthusiasm, and
reinforced by the excellence of its

animals that will, I believe, bring

well deserved success and re-

nown to Flintstone Farm.
E. L. D. S.

ft



FlHERE is probably no
toy dop so seldom seen,

or so little known as

the Maltese. It is

rather a pity, for they

are very beautiful, in-

telligent,' devoted pets. Essentially

a woman's dog, yet the ancient writers

and philosophers held them in high

esteem, and the fashionable men and
women of Greece and Rome, centuries ago,

considered these "pleasant playfellows" to

"represent the supreme pleasure of life, and
the greatest of all delights." The Greeks
erected tombs to their Maltese dogs, and on
antique vases and tapestries you will find these

dogs pictured. A very fine model of a Mal-
tese dog was dug up at Fayyum in Egypt, and
it is not unlikely that it was the little Maltese
dogs which the Egyptians worshipped, which
so incensed the Israelites that when they
escaped the tyranny of the Egyptians they used
the epithet "dog" to express their contempt.
The fact that these dogs have for centuries

Jkeen household pets probably accounts for

their great intelligence, fidelity, and cleanli-

ness. The ancients bred them so small that

they could be carried in the bosom of the

dress, and frequently, in order to keep the

dogs small, they resorted to strange means,
such as shutting them up in boxes and canis-

ters, or "enclosing their bodies in the earth when
they are whelped, so they cannot grow great by
reason of the place."

Although "these dogges are little, pretty,

proper, and fyne," they have the courage of a

Great Dane when it comes to defending their

master or mistress. They have a most acute
sense of hearing, and wonderful intuition, qual-
ities rare in so small a dog.

I lve hundred years ago, these dogs were called

the "spaniel gentle," and the "comforter," two
most appropriate names. We, with our modern
appliances, do not
need the heat from
a little dog's body to

relieve our aches and
pains, but I do not
doubt that they
were very useful to

the people of olden
days, and the "com-
forter" was not a

misnomer; neither

was"spaniel gentle,"

for these little ani-

mals arevery gentle,

never snappish, and
rarely if ever bark
without cause.

They are spaniels

and not terriers;

they have nothing of
the terrier about
them, and it is ab-
surd to call them so;

one may as well call

a Pekingese a terrier.

Let us hope that the day is not far distant when
the Maltese—the spaniel gentle—will be restored
to the spaniel family, where he rightly belongs.

Linnaeus, in 1792, speaking of the "Dog of
Melita" says, "It is about the size of a squirrel."
To-day, the Maltese dogs seen at the shows are
very much larger than a squirrel; in fact, there are
some which weigh fully fifteen pounds, although
the Standard limits them to ten pounds. It has
been said that we get our small dogs through
crossing the Maltese and the small French
poodle. This is absurd. It is far more reason-
able to suppose that careful breeding—breeding
to the pure "blood line"—is developing the tiny
dog which the ancients delighted in.

The English Maltese (with the exception of
Lady Gifford's Ch. Hugh, shown in 1876) are very

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Air. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—
The Editors.]

THE MALTESE DOG
By AGNES ROSSMAN

Mr. Leonard S. Miller's Maltese, Ch. Valetta of Malta

much larger, longer in body, and have longer

muzzles and much longer coats, than the Ameri-
can dogs. It is believed that the English climate

has a great deal to do with the splendid coats. Be
that as it may, we have in this country a few dogs
weighing under six pounds whose coats sweep the

ground.
One of the finest specimens of the Maltese

breed in America is Ch. Sweetsir, a dog who com-
pleted his championship when thirteen months of

age, making him the youngest champion of his

breed. Last year he finished his second cham-
pionship at the
Westminster show.
This little dog has
been a winner
under the best

judges, and at the

last show of the

Toy Spaniel Club,
New York, Ch.
Sweetsir had the

second largest en-

try to compete
with that has ever
been in America;
and in the corn-

Mrs. W. W. MacLeod
and Ch. Sweetheart, sire

of Ch. Sweetsir. Best

of the breed in New
York, 1913

Mrs. Rossman's Ch. Sweetsir completed his

championship when thirteen months old, making
him the youngest champion of his breed

pany of crack English and American
dogs, the judge (Mrs. Madge Thorpe,
a lady whose knowledge of toy breeds
cannot be questioned) awarded Ch.
Sweetsir the honor of being the best

Maltese. The winners at the West-
minster show this year were the Snow-

Cloud Kennels' Ch. Yankee Snow
Cloud, first, and Mrs. B. H.Throop's
Corkhill's Bell Loren, reserve.

The Maltese dog is white. Any yellow or
"lemon" would be a great drawback, almost
as bad as a brown, Dudley, or butterfly nose,

or brown or yellow eyes. The coat must be
heavy, absolutely straight, and long—the
longer the better—and of the quality of spun
silk.

The eyes, muzzle, and toe pads should be
black. If there is a black rim around the eyes,

the expression is more beautiful.

The tail carriage must be graceful; tail

rather short, curled over the back, with the
end or tip resting on the hindquarters, the long
hairs making quite a pompon (not at all like

the Pomeranian tajl carriage).

Legs short, straight, fine bone, well feathen
throughout. Feet small and covered with
hair. Body low to the ground, back short, and
straight from top of the shoulder to tail.

Leighton, in "The New Book of the Dog,"
substantiates Mrs. Rossman's assertion that the
small, white, silky Cants Melitceus is the most
ancient of all the lap dogs of the Western world.
It was undoubtedly of European origin and the

breed, as we know it to-day, has altered very
little in type and size since it was alluded to by
Aristotle more than three centuries before the

Christian era. The "offspring of the stock of

Malta" were probably imported into England
during the reign of Henry VIII.
The snowy whiteness, length, and soft, silky

texture of the coat of the Maltese terrier never

fail to attract ad-

miration. This and

the little fellow's

bearing make him
one of the most
beautiful of small

dogs. Nevertheless,

the breed has never

been as popular in

either America or

England as several

of the other toys.

In this country

the breed is most fre-

quently seen in and

around New York
and Philadelphia,

but there are some
good ones on the

Pacific Coast. Mrs.

Edward Judd of Se-

attle has a kennel of

imported champion-
ship stock which

swept the boards at

the Exposition dog show in San Francisco last year.

Compared with other toys, the show entries of

Maltese terriers have been rather small—eight at

Southampton in 1915, six at the Westminster show
in February, and sevtn at Mineola. W. A. D.

SPITZ OR SAMOYEDE?
SUBSCRIBER sends me photo-

graphs of a so-called "white

Eskimo" dog purchased from ken

nels in the Middle West and asks

for the true name of the breed.

"He is pure white," writes my
correspondent, "and one of the handsomest dogs

j

I have ever seen. The question is, what is he?

He was advertised as an Eskimo and is called also

Melita Snow Dream at eight months—best toy

puppy at the Panama-Pacific show in November.
Owned by Mrs. Edward Judd
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a Samoyede ami .1 spit/. No two of mv to*

quaint.inies can agree. M\ own idea is that lit-

is a mongrel spitz.

Since I hail received other inquiries regarding

these "white Eskimos." I took occasion to visit

this dog. and reached the condunon that he was
probably a Samoyede, though the mu/./le w.is

slightly finer, the coat a little longer, anil the tail

a little more tightly curled, perhaps, than is

usually foilml in the Samoyeile. This may argue

spitz blood. lie showed the chow-like coat and
bearing characteristic of the Samoyeile. and the

legs wen- not so he.i\ il\ feathered .is iv common 111

the spitz. In any case, Eskimo is a misnomer,
for the Eskimo proper is not a white dog.

As a matter of fact, it is not altogether c.isv to

distinguish .1 Samoyeile from .1 ^pit/. Moreover,
the term spit/ has been rather loosely applied.

In a way it is a genetic father than a particular

name. In Germany and Kngland the name
wolfspit/ is given to the largest of the family, a

Northern European dog not unlike the Eskimo,
which derives its name from its wolfish coloring.

It vvas probably the originator of the spitz or

Pomeranian family.

The Pomeranian, indeed, is the true spit/, the

breed being known in different localities in

Europe by different names. I he Germans do
not use the term Pomeranian at all. but call the

dog the German spit/. [he black or white toy

Pom they call the /wergspit/. In this country

we have most commonly applied the name spitz

to the larger sized dog. and Pomeranian to the

smaller.

The Samoyede is the Lapland dog of this type.

It is also called the laika. Those we have seen

in this country have been snowy white, but in

Europe thej .ire also black, black and white, or

occasionally brown or fawn. Leighton says:

"With its pointed muzzle and sharply erect ears,

its strong, bushy tail and short body, the dog is

obviously of the spitz type, but the

wolf nature is always more or less

apparent, and one cannot doubt that

the white Vrctic wolf has contributed

to its origin."

An opportunity vvas given at the
last New ork show to compare a
white spitz, Prinz Yon Hohenzoll-
em, with a good white Samoyede,
Ch. Jamara. The resemblance vvas

noticeable, but the differences could
be readily distinguished. The Samo-
yede was a little larger than the spitz

and his head broader. His hair, or
fur. was short and fluffy, like that of
a chow, while that of the spitz was
long and silky and his legs were
feathered. As the accompanying
photographs show, the Samoyede has
many of the characteristics of the
Eskimo dog. while the spitz is noth-
ing more nor less than a large sized

white Pomeranian.
W. A. D.

A "while Eskimo" puppy owned by Dr. Wilbur Ward

ON CHICKEN KILLING

ULL many a dog owner's life has been

made miserable by the apparently
insatiable and bloodthirsty desire

of his pet to chase and kill chickens.

This is especially true of puppies

that have been reared in kennels

where their education has been limited.

Any young dog in which the hunting instinct

has been developed, is prone to fall from grace in

this respect—hounds, bird dogs, terriers, Great
Danes. It is not viciousness; it is deep-seated

instinct. Whatever runs invites pursuit, and the

young, partly educated dog naturally looks upon
poultry, cats, and even sheep as some sort of game.

Miss M Keen's Samoyede, a daughter of Ch. Jamara, and a winner at the Long Beach

show. Note the tail carriage

It is by no means a simple problem to teach the
dog what should be killed and what should not.

One dog owner buys a cheap, barnyard fowl for

laboratory training and ties it near the kennel.
Whenever the young dog displays too great an in-

terest, in it he proceeds to explain, rubbing the
squawking fowl about the dog's head and graduat-
ing his severity to suit the offense.

My own dog, an Irish terrier, quick as a flash

and always on the qui vive for whatever might be
stirring, gave us no end of trouble. I do not re-

member how many chickens he killed, but I do re-

member that we paid fancy prices for one or two
of them. He would suddenly dash off the road,
even after dusk, and presently reappear with a
big hen or rooster held proudly in his jaws. We
were obliged to restrict our Sunday walks to a few
roads where there were no chickens to be killed.

Each time we whipped him, but the taste of

poultry seemed to offer a stronger motive than
the fear of chastisement. Then we followed
someone's advice and tied a slaughtered chicken
about his throat. He didn't like this, but the
sight, as he trotted through town, filled us with
far greater mortification than it did him. Before
long he killed another chicken.

Perhaps the treatment did help, and perhaps he
outgrew his wildest impulses, for he has of late be-
come more discreet even in his pursuit of cats.

But I am inclined to think that two other things
were chiefly responsible for his reformation. In
the first place we boarded him, during two or
three absences from town, at a place where
poultry was kept. We suspect that he sampled
the variety there, but he got so that he paid little

or no attention to them, and only dashed after
the chance-met victim. Then we muzzled him
and let him chase what he would, always whip-
ping him when he chased the wrong thing.

(Don't think us cruel; our whippings were often
too greatly tempered, his coat is thick, his hide

tough, his spirit unbreakable, and there
is no spark of resentment in his make-
up.) Apparently this treatment was
effective, and he came to understand,
that he was to be forever denied the
fruits of his backsliding, but never its

retribution. Gradually he got so that
he would return from tentative pursuit
at a sharp command, and then we took
off the muzzle. Since then he has killed,

to our knowledge, only one chicken, and
that was an errant youngster who
strayed into his yard where no stranger

is admitted unchallenged. He still dis-

plays a dangerous interest, sometimes,
in a running fowl, but a word seems
sufficient to divert his attention.

I believe him to be thoroughly

cured of an obstinate habit, and if

you had known our Sandy two or three

years ago, you would agree with me
that no case of chicken killing is hope-

less.

W. A. D.
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HF. desire to have some-

thing difFerent from

the other fellow—
something uncommon,
or rare, or odd — is

inherent in most hu-
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mans. Some carry this so far as to

try to produce new creations in plants

or animals. In no other department of animal

breeding has so much been done along this line as

with birds, particularly poultry and pigeons.

Within the memory of men not so very old, a large

proportion of the breeds and varieties now in our

Standard has been created, or "discovered" in

SOME OF THE RARER FOWLS

Mr. C. C. Rose's imported Blue Wyandotte hen Bonnie Blue,

first prize winner at Madison Square in 1915-16

some other part of the world, imported and de-

veloped into the beautiful specimens of to-day.

Not only has there been great improvement in

appearance, butin utilitarian qualities the present-

day breeds are far in advance of those of former
times. So this ambition has worked well, and is

to be commended.

THE BLUE WYANDOTTES

The Blue Wyandottes are one of the latest

additions to an already well-known American
family. Our Standard has now eight varieties of

Wyandottes, one of the most popular of our
American breeds. A curious thing about the
Blues is that they originated in England by cross-

breeding other colored varieties of Wyandottes.
An interesting question is, "Are they American
or English, or just plain neutral?" They
have been admitted to the English Standard,
are largely exhibited at the English shows, and
are said to be very popular in England. A
large Blue Wyandotte Club is pushing the
variety, and they are reported to be increasing

in popularity. Being a new variety they do
not yet breed true, but this drawback will be
largely overcome in time.

"The birds should have deep red ear-lobes,

bay eyes, and yellow legs. The head, neck
hackle, back hackle, and back of the males
should be a rich, dark blue in color, the rest

of the color to be a rich, clear blue. The
female should be a rich blue throughout."
This is from the English Standard.

The Blues are said to be great layers, and
of superior quality as table fowls, hence profit-

able from the utility standpoint. The English
Standard gives the weight of adult cock as

about 10 pounds; matured cockerel, about 8
pounds; adult hen, about 8 pounds; matured
pullet, about 65 pounds. This is from 1 to ih
pounds heavier than our American Standard
Wyandottes. (Notice the "about" in their
Standard!)

The Blues are han&ome birds, and should

well maintain the prestige of the Wyandotte
family.

WHITE PLUMES

Another odd looking fowl, about the size of the

Wyandotte, is what is known as the White Plume.

The peculiarity is in the plumage, and the de-

scription says that the feathers all over the body
are webless, while those of the hackle, back, and
saddle, as well as the tail, are practically little

plumes. Of course, all the feathers have quills

the same as other feathers.

The shape is described as being between the

Plymouth Rock and the Wyandotte, with the

weight about the same as the Wyandotte. The
single combs are small, wattles and ear-lobes red.

The skin is yellow, and legs are smooth and yel-

low, like the other breeds named. The flesh is

said to be very delicate, making them excellent

for table use at any age.

Nothing very definite is given as to their origin.

They have been found in different parts of the

country at difFerent times, and the first record of

them is said to be about fifty years ago. The
probability is advanced that they are the result of

a distant cross of the Japanese Silkies with some
of the larger breeds of domestic fowls. But they

are said to breed very true to type. In a flock of

350, it is said that not one has reverted to its

ancestors or diverged from the webless feather;

not a bird that is not pure white, and has the

plume-like feathers and the dwarfed wings.

The hens are said to be excellent layers, the eggs

highly fertile, and the chicks very hardy, com-
paring favorably with the Wyandottes and
Plymouth Rocks. Their fluffy, warm plumage
seems specially adapted for cold weather, which
makes them good winter layers. They have
sometimes been called by other names such as

Fluffs, Silkies, Ostriches, Angoras, etc., but the

name Plumes seems very appropriate. Their

wings are dwarfed and plume-like, useless for

flying, so they are very easily confined, a two- or

three-foot fence being sufficient.

There is a variety of Red Plume, and I believe

a Black Plume, also, but these are newer.

BLUE CROWNS

Another uncommon breed, in fact so uncom-
mon as to be in the hands of a single breeder, the

originator, is the Blue Crown. The
style of " crown" that gives the breed
its name is well shown in the illustra-

tions. The originator says that it

was a sport from the Single Comb
Blue Andalusian. New blood has been
infused by crossing with the Single

Comb Black Minorca, so that the

stock is half Minorca and half Andalusian.
The birds breed as large a per cent, true as any of

the new breeds and many of the old ones, especi-

ally in comb, which is the chief distinguishing

characteristic. They retain the color and mark-
ings of the Blue Andalusian, with an occasional

A trio of Mr. F. F. Lendewig's Blue Crowns. The comb, from which

they take their name, is something like that of the Buttercup
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Panama, first prize Blue Wyandotte cock at the Panama-Pacific

show, also imported and owned by Mr. Rose

black, and sometimes a mottled bird; but the
black ones will breed blue ones again, especially

if mated with a light colored blue. They are

hardy, great layers, non-sitters, and are as good
table fowls as the Asiatics. The originator con-

siders them the most ornamental fowl we have to-

day, not excepting the Oriental varieties.

WHITE FACED BLACK SPANISH

Though rarely seen nowadays, this breed is

both ancient and honorable. It was highly

esteemed in England a century ago, not only as a

producer of white eggs of the largest size, but as a

table bird with flesh of the highest delicacy and
excellence. It was at one time very popular in

this country, also. It is a striking looking bird on
account of its prominent white face and large red

comb in contrast with its brilliant black plum-
age. Aside from the white face, it is not

unlike the Black Minorca in general appear-

ance, though Standard weights are a pound
less. It is asserted by their fanciers that the

Black Spanish are again coming into popular-

ity, and this on account of their utility quali-

ties. They are said to be very hardy and
active, to like free range, yet stand confine-

ment well. The chicks mature rapidly. The
hens are non-sitters, and lay very large white

eggs and many of them. A Minnesota breeder

says that they rank among the best as winter

layers. In central Minnesota this past winter,

where the mercury went to 40 degrees below

zero, a pen of twelve two-year-old hens laid an

average of eight eggs per day during January
and F ebruary. But they had good shelter and

good care. The greatest difficulty where the

winters are severe is to prevent the freezing of

the combs and large wattles. Yet, he says,

this is easily prevented by providing good

shelter from wind and dampness, using a drop

curtain before the roosts at night, and provid-

ing water fountains that permit only the beak

to come in contact with the water. The latter

overcomes the difficulty of frozen wattles.
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\ California fancici ol Ml.u k Spanish, who h.is
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Show tor several \cats, vi\s that In1
h.i.s been

keeping then) tot thirtv-oni years, anil finds con-

liderable interest manifested in the breed.

Formerly there was a white variety <>f the

Spaniahi but. evidently, it never became pop-

ular.

\s most of the information about these new 01

rare breeds comes from those specially interested

in their creation or introduction, possibly it is best

to allow something fot their verv natural en-

thusiasm about their favorite*. Hut after this is

done, it may be well worth the while of the

lovers of beautiful birds to study these new
creations. All our leading and moat useful

breeds were once new. and among these more
recent om s, some may ptOVC well worthy of a

permanent place in our poultry yards. F. H. V.

THIi CARE OF YOUNG PIGEONS
qIIFN the parent birds have weaned

the squabs and they are thrown
upon their own resources, these

youngsters enter upon the most
difficult period of their lives, and
their future is largely in the hands

of their keeper. If young birds are allowed to

grow up in the breeding pens, they never attain

their best possibilities, for they mature long be-

fore they have reached their full growth and this

loss can never be regained in future years.

Even pigeon plant, no matter how small,

should have a nursery pen in proportion to the

breeding pens. One nursery pen lOx 12 with a

generous outside Hying pen w ill take care of all the

youngsters raised from fifty pairs of breeders, fig-

uring on all culls being dis-

posed of. as they should be, at

the age of four weeks, and all

youngsters at eight to ten

months old being removed for

mating. It is better, of course,

to have two such nursery-

pens, in order that all young
cocks may be placed in a pen
for cocks alone, as soon as

they begin to show their sex.

Hens may remain in the
nursery any length of time.

1 oung birds that are thus
separated during the growing
period are much more vigor-

ous, attain a larger size, and
are much better breeders right

from the start. It is also an
advantage if they need not be
mated so early, for they really

should be a year old before

mating.

The nursery pens should
not contain nests or nest

i" rchi f.lNti in >l to all the side wall*; where many
I'M ils inn . I lii accommodated, pen lies mas also

easll\ he suspended fium the ceiling, Rousting
poles oi long perchei of any kind are not mut-
able, for one 01 two liilils will take possession of

the whole length and never permit other buds
to pen h there.

Itesules the feeding l>o\, a wide, gcncrouN gril

DM should he | > 1 1
• \ i « 1 1 < I so thai new, timid

youngsters may not he prevented by the older

buds from getting gut and tli.ino.il. See that
the leed and grit boxes are twelve inches high, so

that older buds pen lied on top cannot peck the

youngsters as they feed.

I he covered feeding box is best for the nursery.

Open traj li tiling is wasteful and courts disease.

Iloppei leeding is also inadvisable, as youngsters
need to In fed sparingly, A little at a time but
often, is the best rule. In the s<|liab stage they
learned to be very greedy and as soon as they find

that they can have all they want, they are very
apt to gorge themselves, which is dangerous,
especially after the period of partial starvation

that tollows the cessation of the patents' fet tling.

loo rich feed should be avoided. I'cas and
hemp are not for youngsters and should nevt i In-

fed in the nursery. ( lood, sound w heat and
swtt t, div cracked corn, half and half, with a

quartet portion of good kafir corn and a small

handful of millet mixed in, is the best formula for

youngsters, (irit and charcoal mixture tin same
as for old birds should always he within easy
reach, and the supply never allowed to run out,

even for a day.

\ little fresh lettuce should be given the birds

once or twice a week during the summer. At
least twice a week allow them a bath in the sun
but be sure to empty the bathing water out
directly they are through the bath. The water
sours very tiuickly and is unfit for them to drink
after it has been standing awhile.

All pigeons must go through a complete molt
before they mature. Many fanciers pluck out
the tail feathers of all their youngsters when first

turning them into the nursery, but I do not
approve of this as it has a tendency to hasten the

molt, and it is better for the birds not to undergo
the strain of the molt until they have fully out-

grown their delicate baby stage and gained
sufficient strength to molt properly. Later on, if

an older youngster seems to have trouble in

molting, the tail may be pulled out, but this is

seldom necessary. Plucking out the tail feathers

is apt to cause a wry, or twisted tail, which is very
ugly. Some fanciers think that a sick youngster
may be cured of his troubles by having his tail

yanked out, but this is of no use if his digestive

system is deranged, as the chances are that it is.

The first aid for a droopy youngster is grit and
charcoal. I his is easiest administered with a

teaspoon, holding the head of the scpiab up and
the beak wide open. If he has not been feeding

himself, a little dry grain may be given the same
way followed by a drink of water. Sometimes a

youngster is dying for a drink. Take him to the

nursery water pan and press his head down a little

boxes of any kind, but only
The prominent white face and large red comb in contrast with its brilliant black plumage

Black Spanish most striking looking. Pair bred and owned by Mr. A. A.

One of Mr. Monroe's While Plume cocks. The wings are

dwarfed and useless for Hying

info fhe water. Me will take a long, long drink

and will have no trouble finding the water after

that.

If the trouble is of a minor nature and just

started, it ends here. Lots of youngsters need
the forced dose of grit to get them started to using

grit. If the bird remains droopy the next day he
should be removed to the hospital cage and re-

ceive a dose of phosphate of soda and no food lor

several hours. I he phosphate of soda may be
given in a capsule or the same amount on the tip

of a teaspoon. I his dose of salts, sometimes re-

peated the second day or given every other day
for a week, is the remedy for youngsters that

sit around with ruffled up feathers and shiver

occasionally. If neglected, the constipation and
indigestion with which the youngster is suffering

produce inflammation of the bowels, which is one
of the first indications that the bird is "going
light"— almost always a fatal disease with
young.
We always treat a shivering youngster as a

subject for going light and dose him accordingly:

phosphate of soda in the morning and a capsule

of cod liver oil at night. A neglected case, how-
ever, is almost impossible to cure, for so young a

bird is not physically fitted for the struggle

against this wasting disease. It is better to

prevent these disorders of the digestive system
by watching the birds carefully the first two
weeks after they have been put in the nursery, and
using great care with the feed. When the whole
flock of youngsters seem to have loose bowels, it is

best to run their feed through a hot oven and
brown it slightly.

Keep the nursery pen clean and free from
draughts and dampness. The flying pen should be

a generous, sunny one, and well sanded. Do not

try to house up the youngs-
ters too much; they enjoy
taking a rain bath or getting

out into the snow if it is not

too deep. Artificial heat is

never needed, and they are

better off without it even in

zero weather. A sick young-
ster will feel chilly even in the

hottest weather, but healthy

birds do not seem to notice

the cold. We leave all doors
and windows open in the day-

time, even in the coldest

weather when the tempera-
ture goes below zero, closing

only such openings as would
allow snow or rain to drive

into the house.

Our working theory is

plenty of fresh air and a

simple diet for youngsters,

and they practically raise

themselves, once they get

make the White Faced properly Started.

Ogren P- B. RuGCLES.



Have You If so, you should be interested in

Had the propaganda of the American

Hav Fever? Fever Prevention Associa-

tion, which, inaugurated in New
Orleans, is rapidly extending throughout all the

fever touched sections of the country and enlist-

ing the most gratifying support and cooperation.

The task of this organization is three-fold, in-

volving first, education as to the nature of the

malady and its real and sole cause—pollen in-

halation; second, the creation of a universal senti-

ment in favor of the destruction of the plants

whose pollen causes the trouble; third, the pro-

motion of legislation aiming at this same result.

It is now known that the plants mainly respon-

sible for the disease are those that produce abun-

dant pollen which is distributed primarily by the

wind rather than by insects. The flowers in such

plants are generally small and inconspicuously

colored, thus providing a rough means of identi-

fying suspicious species. The worst offenders are

the ragweeds, plantain, cocklebur, dock, canary

and Johnson grass, etc.—few, if any, of which
will ever be missed if they can be generally exter-

minated. A relatively mild spring form of the

fever may be caused by grain and grass pollen,

but a reasonable amount of discretion and pre-

caution on the part of sufferers, amounting to a

temporary avoidance of fields and
localities in which such crops are

abundant, can effect disproportion-

ately agreeable results.

"He Who —or rather, a forest of

Plants trees, on the steep,

A Tree " rocky, or otherwise
waste areas of his farm,

is doing a good thing for the land,

for himself, for his neighbor, and for

his children and children's children.

While he can well afford to invest

something in the work, he naturally

wants to keep the expense as low as

possible. Hence he will be interested

to know that in the opinion of the
New York State College of Forestry,

nursery grown, transplanted seedlings

are much more satisfactory than
young trees gathered in the pasture

or woodlot, and therefore that much
more economical. The reason is

that the once or oftener repeated
transplanting process, and the regu-

lar cultivation between the rows of
trees, combine to produce a much
thicker and more compact root system, which
not only is more convenient to transplant, but
also withstands the shock of the change better
than the long, irregular, certain-to-be-injured sys-
tem of the forest-grown specimen.

two tablespoonfuls of the "tonic" to five gallons

of debilitated essence. Owing to the universal

desire for such results as it is claimed to produce,

it would be difficult to conceive of a limit to the

sale of this commodity, but for one fact, viz.,

chemical analysis shows that Gaso-Tonic is

nothing more nor less than inferior or "power"
gasolene, worth at the most 20 cents a gallon!

tu gi_ m

A Boon If the author of "Darius Green"

To nad lived but two days longer, he

Romance would have heard the news that.

the Postoffice Department is adver-

tising for bids on mail service over eight proposed
flying machine routes. Service is to start in

October along seven air lines in Alaska and one in

southern Massachusetts. Even to read the
names of the Alaskan routes is something in the

way of a poem : Valdez to Fairbanks, Fairbanks to

Tanana, Tanana to Kaltag, Kaltag to Nome,
Nome to Iditarod, Iditarod to Seward, Seward
to Anchorage. Who can sigh for the bygone
picturesqueness of the overland mail-coach when
the Valdez to Anchorage Aeroplane Post sets otit

with a roar of propellers to wing its way across

1,900 miles of Alaska on a minimum schedule of

Salvation In introducing a bill calling for an
For the appropriation to enable the Bureau

Shellfish °f Fisheries to investigate the rea-
sons for recent depleted yields in

the shellfish industry, Congressman Frederick
C. Hicks of Long Island brought to light some
statistics and comparisons unknown, no doubt,
to the majority of both producers and consumers
of the various forms of bivalve delicacy. He
showed, for instance, that while the value of the
fisheries of the United States (excluding Alaska)
is $54,000,000, that of the oyster industry alone
is #15,000,000; that the latter business represents
a production of some 33,000,000 bushels of the
mollusk, the employment of nearly 67,500 per-
sons, and the payment in wages of nearly
#11,000,000 annually; that 90 per cent, of the
world's supply of oysters is grown in the United
States, and the bulk of this along the shores of a
dozen states; that 46 per cent, of the quantity
and 65 per cent, of the value of our annual oyster
crop is obtained from planted beds, by the prac-
tice of systematic oyster culture; and that in the
thirty years between 1880 and 1910, the value
of the oyster industry increased in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut from #41,800 to

#335,000, #225,000 to #1,369,000, and #386,000
to #1,893,000 respectively.

He emphasizes the fact, however,
that the present trend of the industry
is distinctly and sharply downward;
that losses of acres and acres of form-
erly productive beds occasioned by
unknown causes are wreaking havoc
in the business. And he contends that
the expenditure of #500,000 a year in

the development of other lines of fish

culture, while the shellfish industry,

which represents one third ofthe total,

receives less than the amount spent in

protecting and propagating the black

bass and a few othergame fish, does not
recognize and give due attention to a

deserving field for investigation. His
logic seems sound; his data are from
authentic sources; his conclusions

should appeal to the many who relish

the hard-shelled denizens of the

ocean shelf.

On the older

rooftree, is still

which to watch

houses of Nantucket Island the "captain's walk," a tiny porch perched on the

in evidence, and these may again come into active service as vantage points from

for the aerial postman

The Either the army of automobile

Confiding enthusiasts has its full quota of

Motorist —pardon the term—suckers, or the
price of gasolene is not advancing

rapidly enough to satisfy certain ambitious and
adventurous spirits. This assumption arises

upon reading in a recent Bulletin of the Food
Department of the North Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station, of a preparation called
"Gaso-Tonic," which is—or was—offered for
sale at the comfortable price of #8 a gallon for the
purpose of enlivening and improving the quality
of inferior gasolene. The dose recommended is

ten days and ten hours? Or who can lament the

decay of romance and the passing of the whale
ships, when the New Bedford to Nantucket
fliers begin to swoop back and forth across Nan-
tucket Sound and Buzzards Bay?
On the older houses of Nantucket Island the

"captain's walk," a tiny porch perched on the

roof trees for observation purposes, survives as a

reminder of the days when sailors' wives spent

many an anxious hour sweeping the horizon line

with spy-glasses to sight an incoming sail. Next
autumn these lofty little porches will once more
come into active service when Nantucket's
natives acquire the habit of popping up out of the

trap doors in the roofs every morning to take a

squint at the mail man. The postmaster general

is to be congratulated on his poetic instinct.

Nowhere in America is there another town so

admirably adapted, from the architectural point

of view, to appreciate to the fullest a modern
type of mail service.

Power The modern potato dig-

And the ger is an exceedingly

Potato efficient, economical, and
practical machine, but,

being awork of man and therefore not

perfect, it has exhibited certain disadvantages. It

is, for instance, cumbersome and ofextremely heavy

draft; and it is not, apparently, adapted for use

with existing forms of farm tractor. Hence it

has always represented a severe tax upon the

hqrse equipment of the farm on which it is em-

ployed. At last, however, mechanical ingenuity

has brought about a new era. By designing and

attaching to the machine a small gasolene engine

such as has been used on various harvesting im-

plements for some time, a far sighted contributor

to agricultural progress has arranged for the

actual digging, elevating, shaking, and sorting

to be done by this supplementary power, the

task of the team being merely to draw the

machine. Thus a reduction in traction needed

of from four to two horses is made possible, with

a corresponding saving in investment, upkeep,

labor cost, depreciation, and the other items that

altogether constitute the very appreciable expense

of this essential operation.
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jt{case of
^Jrenck cookery

whereveryou are

,3

Those who like Frnnco-Amcrican Soups—and they are legion—find it convenient to

order it by the case for their summer homes. It is easier to jot an order to your grocer

than to fuss about making the soup at home. Moreover, it would require an elaborate

kitchen indeed and our o~wn chefs to produce for you such delightfully French soups as these.

Franco-American Soups in your pantry are so many first aids to the brain-weary menu-

maker. You will be astonished how constantly you will draw upon them—for the home
meal, the picnic, the motor-trip, the boating party—for the ice-cold "bracer" after exercise,

for the piping hot nourisher on the damp and foggy days. No preparation is necessary!

If you are in a remote place, let Uncle Sam and the railroad bring you your consign-

ment of this "French" deliciousness. Or if a good grocery store is near at hand, a phone

message will suffice.

Merely heat before serving

Thirty-five cents the quart Twenty cents the pint

At the better stores

franco -

mertcan
Soups
Selections:

Tomato
Mock Turtle

Clear Ox Tail

Ox Tail, thick

Consomme
Bouillon

Julienne

Mutton Broth
Chicken

Chicken Consomme'
Chicken Gumbo
Clam Chowder
Clam Broth

Beef

Pea
Mulligatawny
Clear Vegetable

Vegetable, thick

JZat "us yo"u a taste of our equality



SAVINC THE COUNTRY HOTEL
By Martha Haskell Glark^

]HE American country hotel

haswondisfavor wherever
the unwilling foot of the

train-bound transient or

the ubiquitous tire of the

vacation motorist has

paused. Its general aspect awakens little

anticipation on the part of the entering

guest, save the anticipation of a speedy
release.

It is a sad and widely recognized fact

that this would-be progressive country

of ours must take a back seat and re-

spectfully doff its cap to its old mother
England or its continental cousins when
it comes to the science of housing guests

in its country lanes and byways.
Of course we have our palatial sum-

mer-resorts with their hordes of bell-

boys, their suave head waiters, their

Hungarian orchestras, their miles of
palm-dotted corridors. Then too we
have that multiple type which consists

in fitting up nondescript wayside houses

with a few pieces of severely Mission
"Tfurniture, placing a bit of Japanese pot-

tery, or a brightly-varnished spinning-

wheel in the front yard, and adding the

sign "San Yang Pagoda" or "Ye Olde
Black—Something or Other." But
whether it is a newly furbished Olde
Humbugge, or merely plain Drummers'
Hotel, it is sure to be lacking in the atmosphere
of country comfort and fittingness that our
country hotels should offer just as surely as

do the unforgetable inns of England, and the

tiny wayside hostelries of France.
In the first place it should be distinctive, not a

mere expensive and generally unsuccessful copy
of a city hotel. Neither should its distinctiveness

border on the grotesque, as is too often the case
with the tea rooms that have sprung up like mush-
rooms along the main paths of automobile travel.

And lastly it should combine the merits of a

fitting, dignified appearance and simple and well-

cooked meals with a milder pull on the purse-

strings than is generally the case, save
in the most frankly unattractive cir-

cumstances.
That tins can be done, and done suc-

cessfully, is being proved by a few en-
terprising individuals here and there
through the country, and it is to be
hoped that in the near future our country
accommodations may shake off their city

pretensions and dare to be themselves,
in the light shed by these successful
experiments.

A striking example of this casting loose

from old conventions, and daring to cre-

ate a new and more fitting type of country
hotel is seen in the illustrations of this

article. 1 his inn, situated in a rural

college town, and on a main automobile
thoroughfare to largely patronized sum-
mer-resorts, presented unusual prob-
lems to its remodeler. It must keep
open the entire year—truly an Inn of the
Four Seasons; as the only recognized ho-
tel in the town,
it must offer at-

tractive accom-
modations to a

wide range both
of purses and
tastes. It must
prove itself truly

hospitable to vis-

iting parents
from Podunk, as

well as to those
from the Wal-
dorf; it must of-

fer as gracious

and fitting a wel-«

come to the hard-
up solitary mo-
torcycle, as to a

massive touring
car blooming
with automobile
veils and lap

Entrance hall. One big lamp is hung before the office desk vice innumerable brass elec

trie fixtures which depended from the ceiling and stuck forth from pilasters

dogs; and incidentally, it must put itself on a

paying basis as speedily and satisfactorily as

was possible. A short survey of the situation

when the remodeling was undertaken shows a con-

dition typical of the general run of our country
hotels, and helps one to appreciate to the full the

changes that were wrought.
The first and main idea of the one in whose

hands the hotel was delivered was comfort, the

second attractiveness. He had as little desire to

ape a city hotel in his undertaking as he had to

copy one of those "ghastly sarcophagi of defunct
Mission" as he irreverently designated the "Great
American Tea Room Movement." A descrip-

The lobby, formerly ornamented by a small, lone table surrounded by a row of straight

backed rockers, was transformed into a comfortable, hospitable room

tion of what he faced can best be told

his ow n words.
" There were wallpapers, blobby Wal

papers, hideous in muddy browns, raw
greens, and yellows, festooned witl

sprawly caterpillars— at least the\

looked more like caterpillars than an\
variety of flora or fauna I have seen

An apparent procession of gnus, ram
pant, invaded the walls of the staircase

i he woodwork glittered painfully witl

varnish, the chairs were stiff, and in ru

danger of overuse, with a few plus

'heirlooms' straying about the parlor."

The lobby, plentifully supplied wit

chairs of the foregoing variety, wa
otherwise bleak and bare of comfort
and in addition offered to loungers anc

starers an undisturbed view of the stair

way and those coming and going.

But the worst feature of all w as th

table. Following the time-honored ex

ample of country hotels from prehistori

ages down to the present day, this inr

had adopted the custom of a long anc

elaborate menu. Though perhaps no

quite so frank as the far Western hotel <

the story, where the traveler innocent] 1

selecting frogs legs a la Delmonico fron

the choice bill-of-fare before him, wa
surprised by a pistol at his ear, and th

stern command: "You'll take hash!'

still hash masqueraded as many a high-soundin

dish. The entree, deemed necessary because I

was "tony," might be ham and greens, or cor

beef hash, it was nevertheless an entree if i

occupied the correct section of the menu,
greater part of the effort was spent upon th

wording of the menu than in the preparatio!

of the foodstuffs, which were often poor in qualit

as well as badly cooked and served. The the

proved his fitness for his position by the fact tha

he possessed fourteen children and "might not ge

another job"—a policy which was at least humane
however short-sighted astothewelfareof the hotel

It is not the purpose of this article to advertis

any one hotel, or to go into too grea

detail as to how the present transforma

tion was wrought. But for the sakt

of the thousands of country hotels tha

have not yet "found themselves"
few details are necessary.

In the first place color was used

plentifully—not the crude, garish dis

play that had disfigured it before, bu

a soft harmony of figuring and colo

scheme in wall patterns and cheerfa

chintzes, bound together and beautifiec

by soft green carpets. Big brown leathe

chairs and a wing sofa gave solidity ant

comfort to the lobby, and together witl

a home-like standing lamp partial!

screened the staircase from observers

Low willow chairs of comfortable desigi

replaced the straight-backed "horrors

of former days. In the reception room ,

few really beautiful pieces of mahogan;

took the place of the "heirlooms", anc

gay English linens lent charm and colo

to cushions anf

hangings.

In the upstair

rooms, willtn

furniture, whit<

enamel paint ant

quaint ginghan

wall-papers
simple and at

tractive, wen
used in abund

ance. A trained

dietitian wa

placed in th<

kitchen as gen

e r a 1 supervisor

and rates scale

according to th

The parlor with its walls in Chinese design, the black frames of the
prints repeating the black ground of the cretonne hangings and black
and rose rugs, is no longer a place to be avoided

In the bedrooms sprawling oak chairs and rockers were replaced by

chintz-covered willow furniture. Electric light plugs are now numer-

ous enough to allow of the luxury of reading in bed

rooms occupied

The expenditur

was large, bui

the results hav<

been successful.
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PresiTivs RowIs

Pra <>/tts Dust -

Fortst Lawn Road. Flortnct. Ntb., showing condition of
modMw tht MM of " Tarda- X.

"
Forest Lawn Road, Florence, Neb., showing transformation

of road surface after the use of "Taruia-X'' penetration method.

Tarvia Saves the Taxpayer's Money!
WHAT wears out a macadam road?

Not so much the weight of the

traffic or the friction of the wheels
carrying that weight, as the pry and
dig of the motive force.

When the horse is the motive, it is

the pry and dig of his iron shoes,

rather than the wheels that disinte-

grate the macadam.

\\ hen the gasoline engine is the

motive, it is the prying leverage of

the driving wheels that disintegrates

the macadam.

The heavier the weight, the harder
the pry and dig.

The greater the traffic of the heavy
cars, the more incessant is the pry
and dig.

So the endless procession of automo-
biles and horses means constant dis-

integration of macadam roads, and
the taxpayer's hand must go into his

pocket to pay for it.

The way to correct this is to build and
treat your roads with Tarvia. Its use

slightly increases the first cost but it

adds so much to the life of the high-

way and reduces maintenance ex-

pense so materially thas its use is a

great economy.

About Tarvia

Tarvia is a coal tar preparation, shipped
in barrels or in tank cars.

It is made in three grades, to be used
according to road conditions: viz.

'Tarvia-X," "Tarvia-A," "Tarvia-B."

The chief use of Tarvia is for con-
structing and treating macadam roads
— to make them durable, smooth,
resilient, dustless, mudless, water-

proof.

It is also used on concrete roads, on
brick pavements and even on good
gravel roads— to smooth out irregu-

larities, to arrest disintegration and
for repairs.

" Tarvia-X"

"Tarvia-X" is always to be used when
you are building a new macadam
road, both as a binder and surface

coating. The old way in building

macadam was to use water as a binder.

But a water-bound macadam wears

out quickly under modern traffic that

loosens the surface, grinds it into

clouds of dust, makes heavy mud and
leaves the road full of holes.

Results and Cost of "Tarvia-X"

With "Tarvia-X" in place of water,

you have a road smooth enough to

dance on— resilient enough for rub-

ber tires to grip on without skidding,

or for horses to trot on without slip-

ping, without dust in dry weather—
without slime in wet weather. You
have a road that lasts.

The first cost of making a tarvia-mac-

adam costs but little more than the

old-fashioned macadam, but the sav-

ing in maintenance more than pays

this difference. So Tarvia costs you
practically nothing!

"Tarvia-A"

"Tarvia-A" is, practically, a thin
"Tarvia-X," used for recoating the

surface of a macadam road already
built. It is applied hot and adds
greatly to the life of the road. It

keeps the road dustless, smooth and
inviting to traffic, but its use is con-
fined to certain kinds of traffic to be
economical.

"Tarvia-B"

"Tarvia-B" is a much more widely
used preservative. It is applied cold.

It is thin enough to sink quickly into

the road, yet strong enough to bind
the surface particles together into a

dustless, durable surface. "Tarvia-B"
offers the lowest cost of road main-
tenance yet invented.

Tarvia roads invariably reduce taxes

for road building and maintenance.
They give a maximum of road effi-

ciency for a minimum of cost.

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before taxpay-

ers as well as road authorities, The Barrett

Company has organized a Special Service

Department, which keeps up to the min-
ute on all road problems. If you will

write to the nearest office regarding road
conditions or problems in your vicinity,

the matter will have the prompt atten-

tion of experienced engineers. This ser-

vice is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes,

this Department can greatly assist you.

Illustrated booklet describing the various Tarvia treatments free on request

New York
Cleveland

Kansas City

Chicago

Cincinnati

Minneapolis

Nashville

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
The

The Paterson Manufacturing Company, Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

Salt Lake City St. Louis

ComPdny Boston Detroit Birmingh

Seattle Peoria

Vancouver St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S.



A half gate-leg or folding table

^GgTHERE are several reas-

Ist: onswhy gate-leg tables

should appeal to col-

lectors, and furnishers

of modern homes as

well. They are usu-

ally antique in every line of them,

and as much the natural product of

an age as is a Windsor chair or a

silver snuff box. Moreover, it is a

graceful thing in itself— the old

gate-leg—and as useful in a modern
home as it was 200 years ago.

Dealers in antiques tell me that they

are much in demand at present.

The gate-leg table—sometimes

called the hundred-legged table in

America—made its appearance in

England about the middle of the

seventeenth century. Though the

design was probably of Dutch origin,

the gate-leg table appeared almost spontaneously

to serve a specific need—the need for a lighter,

less immovable dining table than the heavy,

massive trestle affairs of Elizabeth's time. In

many respects it was the most distinctive product

of the Jacobean period. Its appearance indicates

a tendency to cut loose from tradition as well as

an increasing refinement in home life and civili-

zation.

This development of

civilization in England
naturally begot new
tastes and new desires,

among them a need for

more highly differenti-

ated furniture, that

should be more com-
fortable, more readily

useful, and more grace-

ful than that which had
gone before. People in

cottages as well as in

manor houses and pal-

aces began to want fur-

niture, and their need
was for something smaller and less elaborate.

The gate-leg table appeared in answer to the call

for a dining table that could be enlarged readily

or reduced in size as desired—a demand that has
existed ever since. The gate-leg table, then,

became the fashionable dining table of the last

half of the seventeenth century. It was probably
the most popular introduction of the period, and
more widely accepted than any other one form
of furniture in palace or cottage, England or the

Colonies.

The common form of gate-leg table consists of

a central portion with oblong top, resting on a

frame-like support, from which one or more
supports swing outward like gates to hold up
the hinged leaves. Supports, legs, and stretchers

are usually ornamented with turning, and create

the impression of being more numerous than
they really are.

The central frame is made narrow, so that
when the leaves are down the table occupies
comparatively little space—usually less than a
third as much as when open. The leaves often

hang nearly to the ground, and are so shaped that
when they are lifted the top of the table is

square, round, oval, or square with rounded
corners. Two square ones were sometimes
placed together for a large dinner.

In the commonest form, six feet touch the
floor—the four feet of the central frame and the
two at the outer edges of the gates. Often two
extra feet are added below the inner supports of
the gates, making eight legs in all. Large tables

sometimes have two gates to each
leaf, and there are gate-leg tables

with twelve, sixteen, 01 even twenty
feet. There are, in fact, many sizes

and variations, though all gate-legs

bear a family resemblance. There is

a famous specimen at Penshurst
Place, in England, which was in-

tended for state banquets and which
has seven parts in the top, sixteen

legs, and eight supports without feet.

\ arious patterns are to be found
in the turning of the legs and under-
braces—baluster patterns, knobs,
spirals, strings of balls, etc.—the
simpler forms being commonest.
One form of spiral known as the
barley-sugar design was much prized.

Occasionally square, octagonal, and
plain round legs are to be found.

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dver will be glad to answer any questions relating to antiques and collect-

ing; for convenience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Like in

America, Garden City, N. Y.]

GATE-LEG TABLES

A rare form of double gate-leg, the massive beams supported by
double gates, making twelve feet touching the floor

fill

Folding table, late seventeenth century, with single turned

stretcher, two main supports with trestled bases, and two gates

An unusually ornate eighteenth century gate-leg with carved

and fluted legs. It is of mahogany, which is uncommon

An unusual form; the two frames shut
together, and the top tips up

The best type of gate-leg and the one most com-

monly found. Metropolitan Museum

I he foot is usually a simple ball.

During the period of the Restoration
the Spanish foot was sometimes used.
Very frequently a drawer was placed
at each end of the main section.

I he earlier gate-leg tables made in

England were almost invariably of
oak. Throughout the periods of the
Restoration and of Queen Anne,
country cabinet-makers clung to this

wood,but among the wealthier classes

walnut became more fashionable, so
that the best of the later gate-legs are

of walnut. During the early Georg-
ian period a limited number of gate-
leg tables were made in mahogany,
showing some variations in the style,

but the true English gate-leg table

was almost invariably of oak or
walnut.

Some of the gate-leg tables in this

country were brought from England and some
were made here after the English models. Oak
was sometimes used here, though the commoner
wood for the purpose was American black wal-

nut. The Colonial makers also used pine, maple,
cherry, and even cedar and cypress.

During the time of Charles I a smaller table of

kindred type, called a folding table, was not un-

common. In some forms the main frame had
but two legs, so that it had to be leaned against

the wall when the leaf was down and the gate

closed. In others the> narrow frame was sup-

ported by simple feet or trestles.

Arthur Hayden, in his "Chats on Old Furni-

ture," gives a rather interesting outline of the

development of the gate-leg. Its forerunner

seems to have been a simple three-legged table,

with turned legs and stretchers and with trian-

gular or semicircular top, which could be moved
up close to the wall. Often it was found con-

venient to place two of these close together,

making a larger table with a square or circular

top. The next step was to combine these two
tables into one—a main supporting frame with

three legs and the semicircular top, and one

folding leaf supported by a single swinging gate.

It was a simple matter to extend this idea,

and two leaves and
gates were added to a

narrow supporting
frame. Then the cen-

tral section was wid-

ened and the whole
structure improved in

both utility and de-

sign. The styles in

turning developed with

the rest of the table,

and these forms con-
stitute an interesting,

if somewhat technical,

study in themselves.

The gate-leg table

in its purest Jacobean
form was made from
about 1660 to 1690,

and it is this early form
that is most in demand
among collectors. Good ones were made, how-

ever, up to the time of George II, both in England

and in America. A most useful invention, it

survived several changes in style and continued

to be made in decreasing numbers up to 1740

or 1750, and even to the close of the century in

the conservative rural districts. That the form

is as attractive and useful to-day as it ever was

is indicated by the popularity of modern repro-

ductions and adaptations.

It is becoming increasingly diffi-

cult to furnish a dining room with

authentic old mahogany, and there

is a tendency, especially in informal

country homes, to fall back on the

simpler forms of cottage furniture.

For such a home an old gate-leg table

of good style is particularly satisfy-

ing, used with Windsor or rush-

bottomed chairs.

It is natural that antique gate-leg

tables should bring a good price in

shop or auction room. The old

Jacobean oak ones are of course the

highest priced, but any original gate-

leg of good form is valuable. Propor-

tion, construction, condition, age, and

character of turning all affect the

value.

Prior to 1700 these tables could be

SJLX

The unmarked silver pitcher

described on page 58
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7^ New Conception!

2b Kxtra I (.atuns
M 1 1)-YEAR
MODEL $ 1 325

K. i). I). K;i(iiic

"No Dreamer's Car"
How Big Men Regard This Bate-Built Mitchell

A in. in w Im has sold .i hundred

thousand cars said, the othei day,

,»t this Mid-Year Mitchell

"That is no dreamer's car."

Perhaps m<> man has better

Voiced the opinion of the big men
«>l Motordom.

Mr. Bate's Compeers
John W. Rate, our efficiency

engineer! prizes most the approval

Of compeers. Ho/ens <>l engi-

neers-men of nation-wide fame
have selected the Mitchell as

their personal car. Our dealer in

your town has a list of them.

Every day shows that most
of our output is being sold to

leading men. For instance,

five bankers in Chicago bought
Mitchells in one week. New
York, the home of the critical,

can never get cars enough.
You will find it so in your town.

The practical men the men who
deal in realities are buying
nearly all the Mitchells.

Built for Able Men
The Mitchell is built by an able

man—a genius in efficiency. It

comes from a mammoth model
factory, built and equipped by
him. It is the work of men he

trained.

The car itself is the 17th model,

built under his direction. It is

the fruition of 13 years spent

aiming at perfection. It is the

result of 700 improvements which
he has engineered.

So this Mid-Year Mitchell is a

car that appeals to men who know.

A Lifetime Car
What appeals most to men is

the Mitchell stability -its extra-

strong parts, its big margins of

safety.

The car is nearly trouble-pr(x>f.

Its endurance seems unlimited.

Six Mitchells have averaged

164,372 miles each, or more than

30 years of ordinary service.

Yet this New Mitchell, with its

127-inch wheelbase, weighs under

3000 pounds. The strength comes
from drop forgings, from tough
steel stampings, and from a wealth
of Chrome-Vanadium. There is

hardly a casting in the car.

Many Surprises
Then the Mitchell has many

surprises.

$1325 F. o. b.

Racine

For 5-Passenger Touring
Car or 3-Passenger

Roadster
7-passenger Touring Body $35 Extra
High-speed economical Six—48 horsepower

— 127-inch wheelbase. Complete equipment
including 26 extra features.

It has 26 extras which most
cars omit. Things like a power
tire pump, cantilever springs, an
extra-cost carburetor, an easy
control. There's an engine primer
at driver's hand, a light in the
tonneau, a locked compartment.
All ,of these extras—26 of them—
are paid for with savings made by
factory efficiency.

Then here, in one car, you see

all the new touches. Our experts

examined 257 Show models before

completing this. You have never
seen a car so handsome, so up-to-

date, so complete.
It has a 22-coat finish. It has

French-finished upholstery— 10-

inch springs. In the rear it has
Bate cantilever springs—52inches
long—springs which have never
broken. For ease of driving it

has ball-bearing steering gear.

These are but trifles, compared with
efficiency. But they show the in-

finite care which experts find in the

Mitchell car throughout.
This Mid-Year Mitchell will delight

all men—engineers and laymen. Men
like efficiency, endurance, economy.
Women like luxury, beauty and com-
fort. All willyieldthiscartheirhighest

admiration. And thosewho buy it will,

in years to come, like it better than
to-day.

See it at your Mitchell showroom.

MITCHELL-LEWIS MOTOR CO.
Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
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"""""|IME was when Good-
1 year Cord Tires were

I considered the special

I prerogative of the
Irani mm «»i»S larger and costlier cars.

Now, a tremendous demand has

sprung up among owners of cars of

every size and almost every class.

You have known that Goodyear

Cord Tires are regular equipment

on the Franklin, the Packard Twin
Six, the Locomobile, the Peerless, the

White, the Haynes Twelve and the

Stutz.

Look about and you will see that

they are being adopted, now, by
owners of the Cadillac, Chalmers,

PierceArrow, Studebaker, Winton,
Overland, JefFery, Saxon, King,

Case, Interstate, Glide, Cole, Ford

and many other cars.

Could there be a stronger indica-

tion of downright good value than

this spontaneous and widespread

adoption of a tire whose first cost

is, of course, greater?

If there wasn't something more
tangible than mere good looks and
social distinction— the mass of

motorists would never pay the

higher price.

That something is, of course,

greater goodness, and greater com'
fort, less'power-lost, and morcmilc
agegained.

Extreme flexibility and resilience

enable Goodyear Cord Tires to

absorb road shocks without danger

of stone-bruise and blowout; assist

in a quicker get-away; and make the

car coast farther.

Their size is much larger, and
they have much greater air space,

than ordinary Q. D. clinchers. This
increased pneumatic cushion^empha-

sizes their comfort and offers further

effective insurance against trouble

The Goodyear Tire & RubberCompany
Akron, Ohio

Double-thick All-
Weather and Ribbed
Treads, for rear and
front wheels. The deep,
sharp All-Weather grips
resist skidding and give
great traction. The rib-
bed Tread assists ea*y
steering.

No-Hook and Q. D.
Clincher types, for gas-
oline and electric cars.
Goodyear Tires, He£.vy
Tourist Tubes and Tire
Saver Accessories are
easy to get from Good-
year Service Station
Dealers everywhere.

To La,y

ON ROADS. DRIVES and PATHS

SOLVAY
GranulatedCalciumChloride
Economical — Practical— Efficient

Shipped direct to your station in
air-tight packages ready to apply

Stock carried at many points
Write for illustrated Road Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.. 412 Milton Ave.. Solvay, N. Y.

Keystone Copper Steel (Open Hearth)

Roofing

£7
c"ru sit*"

The most satisfactory roofing
material obtainable for high
class city residences, country homes and city or
suburban properties. Fireproof, clean, durable;
these are highest quality plates manufactured.
Look for the stamp ''Keystone Copper Steel" in addition to
brand and weight of coating as indicated byMPtrade-mark.
We also manufacture Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets,
Apollo Roofing Products, etc. Send for our free booklets.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
Gtneral Offiets : Friek Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

bought in London for £2 or £3. Old advertise-
ments here give the following prices: Salem, 1690,
£2 5s; Boston, 1699, £ 2 ; Philadelphia, 1705, £2.
To-day these tables would be worth ten times as
much. Recent sales of gate-legs in England
show a range of prices from £18 to £35. In this

country good seventeenth century examples,
whether of English oak or American walnut, are
worth from #100 to $125, according to design
and condition. Cracked or warped tops, which
are rather common, reduce the value. Small
tables are fully as much in demand as large ones.

Especially fine examples of double gate-leg
tables, in good condition, of good design, with
the barley-sugar turning, have brought as much
as $1,000 to $1,200—which shows what may
happen to the valuation of antiques when the
wealthy purchaser is eager.

OLD WARMING-PANS

WARMING-PANS were in general use
in the days of Good Queen Bess. In
fact, something of the sort was necessary

to take the chill from damp sheets in unheated
chambers. The warming-pan was a simple
affair—just a round brass or copper pan with a
cover and a wooden handle, in which coals
or embers were placed for warming beds before
retiring. The pan was usually about fourteen
inches across and the handle three or four feet

long.

The charm of the warming-pan lies partly in

its ornamentation and partly in the attraction
which any obsolete article of usefulness holds

Brass warming pans in the Bolles collection. American, late

eighteenth century

for the collector. Naturally a graceful thing,

the warming-pan was made in all grades of
ornamental beauty from the plainest pattern
to the most elaborate.

The brass or copper covers were often engraved,
embossed, pierced, hammered, and decorated
in various ways. Sometimes figures, scrolls, or
foliage patterns were beaten up in relief, or the
cover cut through in perforated or open-work
designs. Conventionalized patterns of various
sorts, flowers, peacocks, and even ladies and
cavaliers, are to be found, with finely incised

carving on the figures. Rarely a motto or

religious inscription is to be found.
The handle, usually of wood in an iron or

brass socket, was sometimes plain, sometimes
ornamental. All sorts of woods were used, es-

pecially walnut and cherry, frequently turned
in graceful patterns. Eighteenth century ex-

amples sometimes had carved or turned handles
of polished mahogany*. A few of the latter

handles had brass mounts.
Dutch and English examples are most sought

after, the former being considered the finest.

A few were undoubtedly made in this country.

Authentic Dutch warming-pans of the seven-

teenth century bring the highest prices; ordinarily

good ones are worth up to $18 or $20, according

to condition and style. Unfortunately, a good
many old warming-pans have lost their original

handles through one cause or another, so that

the authenticity of that portion is always some-
what in doubt.

A polished warming-pan of good design makes
an attractive ornament, hung upon a wall in

proper environment, or standing beside the

Colonial fireplace. It seems to me hardly worth
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GEORGE SYKES
COMPANY - INC.
40 WEST THIRTY-SECOND ST NEWYORK

SPECIALISTS IN THE BUILDING
OF COUNTRY HOUSES

HESE views are of a coun-

try .place in Greenwich,
Conn., which we built.

In a home of this sort, you dc-

mand more than sound construe'

tion. It must possess something

ofthat qualitywhich distinguishes

a fine piece of furniture or a bit

of rare jewelry—what we term

the artistry of artizanry.

The character of work on which
we specialize (finecountry houses)

has enabled us to gather together

a remarkable group of masons,

carpenters and cabinet workers

who, under the guidance of our

graduate engineers, are able to

build into a home a subtle quality

of elegance and individuality
which money alonecould not buy.

Our resources enable us to do all

the work ourselves, thus elimi-

nating the uncertainties, annoy-

ances and increased cost resulting

from sub-let contracts.

interesting

notable ex-

May we send an

I

portfolio showing

|
amples of recently constructed

Country Houses?
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DunhamB»rVAPO« HEATING SYSTEM

CUTS THE COST OF
PERFECT HEA TING

Send for our booklet, the J H's—It tells why.
C. A. Dunham Co., Marsha lltown, Iowa Branches Everywhere

An assembled and tested outfit designed after

many years of experience by competent engineers

and intended for individual use where reliability is

the main essential. That's a fair description of the

Standard Water System
The advantage of a complete unit with every

part designed to work with every other part is

evident in economy of operation, low first cost

and certainty of performance.

We furnish these pumping units in any size

necessary for your needs, and attach to them a

complete electric lighting outfit to be operated by
the same engine.

Our engineers, with fifteen years' experience, are

at your disposal. They will give you or your
architect or dealer full information as to the best

way of meeting
your demands.
Write to us for

our new cata-

logue.

Standard
Pump & Engine

Company
700 Carroll Street

Akron, Ohio

Going to

;

Build ?

Then write for our in-

teresting book writ-

n just for prospec-
tive builders.

COALED
THE YALE & TOWN E MFG.

9 E. 41)1 li Street, New York

Make Country Living Modern
with Kewanee Systems for

Water Supply, Electric Light, Sewage Disposal, Gasoline Stor-

age, Vacuum Cleaning and Gasoline Power.
Bulletins on request.

Kewanee Private Utilities Company
formerly Kewanee Water Supply Co.)

120 S. Franklin Street Kewanee, Illinois

1916

534.50

ENGINES,
SEPARATORS,

SPREADERS, TRACTORS
My 250-page free catalog tells you why I

II direct to user, at wholesale, these and
other Implements, built in my own factories at
Waterloo, at prices one-third to one -half LESS
than you usually pay for first-class goods. All

styles and prices of separators, engines and
preaders. My Kannobile (tractor) has no equal

for simplicity and efficiency. Siateuh.it you •rt^=a.—

.

need. 250,000 customers testify to quality SSTtBiiim
of the Galloway line of goods. Write today

for your free copy ofthis wonderful book of 1

bargains for farm and household.

WM. CALLOWAY, Prtt.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.

2647 Galloway Station

Waterloo c"»« »2S 76 MP

while trying to put it to any modern use, and I

confess that it always distresses me a little to see

one turned into a clock or thermometer or candle
sconce, decorated with a bow of ribbon, and
hung from the picture molding of a modern room.

NOTES AND QUERIES

What is the value of a pair of pewter commun-
ion goblets in splendid condition? Also an
Empire mirror, 23^ x 11 \ inches, with hand-
painted landscape at the top and baluster frame
of black and gilt—the glass a restoration?

A. L. B., Le Grand, Iowa.

Much depends on the age and make of the

communion cups. If old, they should be worth
about $20 for the pair. The mirror is worth
perhaps $30 or $35; these are not rare.

I have a piece of solid silver which I have been
unable to learn anything about, as to its make or

age. It has no visible mark of any kind and the

silversmiths in Chicago to whom I sent it to be

cleaned could give me no idea of its age. I am
sending a picture taken just after it was cleaned.

Ncnv it has the white look of the old silver. It

is plain, with the exception of the beading and
grapes and leaves on the handle. It stands

about 11 inches high and is in perfect condition,

the handle showing a little wear where it is

grasped by the hand. Isn't it usual for solid

silver to have some mark? If you can give me
any information as to make, age, and value, I

shall be very glad.

Mrs. H. D., Ann Arbor, Mich.

English silver is always marked; American
and French silver usually but not always. This

is a very graceful piece. It looks a little French,

but was probably made in this country about

1770. If it is French, it is worth about #100.

If American, which is at a premium in this

country at present, it may be worth as much as

£150.

GETTING ONE'S BEARINGS
AFLOAT

S THE laws governing the operation

of motor boats now stand, a know I-

edgeof even the rudiments of navi-

gation is among the least of the

requisites. So long as the owner of

a pleasure boat has his horn, life

preservers, and the other articles of equipment

aboard he may go on his way unmolested even

though ignorant of the most elementary principles

of boat steering and control. Because of this,

three boat owners out of five know little and care

less of anything beyond bringing their craft in

and out of docks safely, and distinguishing can

from nun buoys. It is not here intended to

criticize the existing laws, for greater stringency

might work more harm than does the present

laxness, while the condition of things as they are

proves at least that the sport of motor boating

and motor boats themselves are essentially safe.

two known objects which
should be a ^ near/y as
possible 90° apart. The boat's
/oca-t ion having been determine,
on the chart by the intensection /

of the ti*o lioes
i
her* distance^

m miles from any desired point
be readily calculated.

Fig. 1, illustrating the two-point bearing
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Experience teaches us what we don't want as well as what we want.

Kelly;-Springfield
Automobile Tires -HandMade

FEW buy Kelly-Springfield Tires

until they have had experience

with other tires and learned to

measure tire values in terms of mileage

rather than initial cost.

Every Kelly-Springfield Tire you see

is a certificate attesting: "This is an ex-

perienced motorist."

It testifies: "This man has driven other

cars, measured the wearing qualities of

tires, and learned to purchase mileage at

the minimum cost."

The reason is simple. Kelly-Spring-

field Tires cost more. They
are handmade—to be sure

that mileage is built into

them. They are excess-mile-

age tires.

So they are found on new
cars of the better class only, as

special or optional equipment

when the car buyer knows tire

values and appreciates that

the car manufacturer has paid

the price necessary to provide

the best service to be had.

Kelly-Springfield Tires cannot be made

to meet the price allowed for tire equip-

ment on lower priced cars, when buyers

expect only guaranteed mileage. So they

are not found on cars until the car buyer

has learned to ignore initial cost and

guarantees and considers cost per mile.

Because the public expects a guar-

antee, Kelly-Springfield Tires are guar-

anteed for 5,000, 6,000 and 7,500

miles, according to type. But they

yield 8,000, 10,000 and often greater

mileage. Cases where adjustments are

necessary are rare.

Few who have once used

Kelly-Springfield Tires ever

change to other tires, except

when they buy new cars

equipped with other tires

chosen by the manufacturer.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.
Factories in Akron and Wooster, Ohio

Executive Offices:

Broadway and 57th Street, New York

Send 10 cents for the new
game, "Going to Market"
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WHEN bare floors first came into vogue, they

were made exclusively of hardwood. Hence

it has become the custom to refer to them as

"hardwood floors"— the term referring more to

their bareness than to the material of which they

are made.
Now it is a fact that vast numbers of these so-

called " hardwood floors " are made today of equally

satisfactory softwood. Preeminent among these is

North Carolina Pine
"The Wood Universal"

Scientific test and impartial experiment have

proven that North Carolina Pine is more than suf-

ficiently durable for the wear it must undergo. It

is beautiful in color and grain. It will take and
retain a high polish with wax, oil or varnish. And
it is remarkably inexpensive.

Your home, with North Carolina Pine floors, will

be identical with many of the most pretentious

homes in this country.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand
Central Terminal, New York City, contains a bun-

galow built throughout, bare floors and all, of North
Carolina Pine. If opportunity affords, it will pay
you to see this practical demonstration.

Beautiful Free Book. Send us a postal today
for this book. It contains pictures and floor plans

of attractive modern houses and many other help-

ful features. Ask for Book No. 20.

North Carolina Pine Association
Norfolk, Virginia

Are You Hesitating About Sending
Your Boy to a Private School

Because of the Cost?

THE tales we so often hear of* the excessive cost of private schools

have not been borne out by the investigation of Vogue's School

Directory. Naturally in every school there are some boys whose
allowances are unlimited. But they represent only a very small

percentage. You can give your boy the finest preparatory course the

land affords, in schools of refinement and wholesomeness for a com-
paratively low sum.

If this point is of importance to you, write to some of the schools

that interest you and ask them how much the average boy spends.

Or if you don't care to bother with such correspondence, write and
tell us how much you care to pay, and we will undoubtedly be able

to find just the school for which you are searching.

Vogue is thoroughly aquainted with more than five hundred of

the best schools and is eager to give you the benefit of its knowledge.

443 Fourth avenue
VOGUE SCHOOL SERVICE

New York City

However, the ability to determine one's posi-

tion on the water should be part of every small
boat navigator's mental equipment, as the lack
of it may well spell inconvenience or even de-
struction. Especially is this so when such an
ability predicates no profound knowledge of
higher mathematics.

I he accompanying diagrams show clearly three
ways in which the skipper of a boat may place
his position at sea or his present or future relation

to objects on shore. The first diagram gives

what is known as the two-point bearing, whereby
cross bearings may be taken on two known ob-
jects to determine the exact location of the vessel.

The boat is cruising the waters of a large bay
or sound at about the spot marked X and the
operator desires to know exactly how far distant

he is from lighthouse A or B. To do this he
places his pelorus (a "dumb" compass with its

dial marked off in the conventional manner in

points and degrees, and having two slotted verti-

. cal arms pivoting on the centre of the card, which
former may be brought in line like the peep sights

of a rifle) in a secure place with its lubberline or

zero line parallel with the keel of the boat, and
swings the arms around the card until lighthouse

A is sighted through the slots. Looking then at

the pelorus dial he finds that an arrow in the
centre of the supporting bar which extends across

Tr ee of oti

prominent
tend™ a rR.

Fig. 2. Ascertaining location by the bow and beam bearing

the face of the card points to westward, showing

that the light lies due west from the boat.

Quickly pivoting the sighting bar until lighthouse

B is brought in line with the slots, and again

glancing at the card, he finds that this lighthouse

bears north from him. Taking then his coast

chart for that locality, he projects a pencil line

west from lighthouse A and another south from

lighthouse B, their points of intersection giving

him his exact position except for a slight error

caused by the forward movement of the boat

between the taking of the two sights. Meas-

uring with his dividers from the scale in the

corner of the chart he finds himself so many miles

from the first lighthouse, so many from the other,

and, in fact, his exact distance from any other

object on the chart. (How he identifies his

lighthouses in the first place is another story, but

one known to nearly every one.) A third bearing,

when feasible, taken at the time of sighting the

other two landmarks will verify a boat's location,

but is only necessary where close reckoning is

desired.

The captain of a boat may, however, be so

situated that it is possible to sight only one pro-

minent object on land, in which case he may pro-

ceed as in Fig. 2. This is known as the bow and

beam bearing, for the reason that sights are taken

45 and 90 degrees off the boat's reading at a single

object. The vessel is cruising along the coast and

it is desired to figure the distance offshore from

the tree on the point shown in the drawing. The
pelorus is placed as before, and the sights are

fixed 45 degrees or four points on the port bow,

there being 360 degrees and thirty-two points in

the compass. The progression of the boat
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This it a photograph of a cross-

section of the lire that ran <)4<>7

ties. Note that it has worn down
evenly as a piece of fine steel,

tire would he good for thousands

of additional wear.

9467 miles on this
Republic Prodium Process Tire

Toughest rubber in the world gives new solution of the tire problem

What the sole is to the shoe, the tread is to the
tire.

No matter how good the fabric or the inner tube
may be, it' the tread is weak, the whole tire is weak.

\\ it K this princ iple before them, the Republic
Rubber Company's experimental force has worked
for years to perfect a tire tread stock that would
overcome the difficulties of ordinary rubber.
Prodium is their answer.

IMnlium is a newly discovered substance, that,

when compounded with high grade rubber makes
the toughest material ever used on a tire. The
tire section shown above is but one of many proofs
of this statement.

Prodium, or the Prodium Process as it is now
called, gives a tire tread that even fresh-cut rock
does not cut or gash; that withstands extraor-

dinarily high temperatures; that wears down as

evenly as a piece of fine steel; that is oil-proof

and grit-proof; that is more resilient than ordin-

ary rubber.

In fact, Prodium Process Rubber is as near wear-
proof as human ingenuity can make a material

that must be flexible.

Stylish SjAgG^Rp Black Tread
Trade Marl, Reg. V S. Pat. Of.

Republic Prodium Process Tires can now be had
in the stylish black tread, so much in vogue
among motorists. In the Staggard Tread or

"WM" Tread non-skid styles, this new rubber
furnishes immunity from skidding possessed by no
other tire. And even the plain tread style has

remarkable anti-skid qualities.

Make this test yourself

Write for a sample strip of
Prodium Process Rubber. Try
to break it. We have found
few arms strong enough to tear

a strand only \ inch square. A
strip I inch square will hold

3,400 lbs., or 20 average men.
Get the sample to-day. Convince
yourself that this is the tough-
est tread ever put on a tire.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio

Branches and Agencies in the Principal Cities

REPUBLICS TIRES
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AN INSTITUTION.
One of the pioneers in the manufacture of dry plates

and sensitized papers, first in the manufacture of films,

a leader in the manufacture of cameras, the Kodak

organization, has for thirty-five years, been in the fore-

front of photographic progress. Just as its transparent

him, (first made for the Kodak) made the motion pic-

ture possible, so has its work in the perfection of its

products for the professional photographer, for the

X-Ray specialist and for the scientist, broadened its

usefulness.

The great volume of its world-wide business enables it to mobil-

ize, for the further improvement of photography, the most efficient

men in the photographic world, enables it to maintain a Research

Laboratory that is not only solving the problems of to-day but the

problems of to-morrow, regardless of present profit. Yet this labora-

tory is by no means a house of mere theory. It provides not only for

experiment, but is in itself a small factory wherein practical tests are

made daily under actual manufacturing conditions.

With its experience-acquired ability, its courage to cast aside mere

talking-point-improvements and exploit only those things that mean
the betterment of photography, with intelligently guided employees

in whom honest workmanship has become a habit, the Eastman organ-

ization is something more than a great industry—it is an institution.

If it isnt an Eastman, it isn^t a Kodak.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White pine
Send for our free booklet, "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1615 Merchants' Bank Bldg. ST. PAUL, MINN.

uMum"
(as easy to use as to say)

takes all the odor

out of perspiration

and keeps the skin and clothing

fresh and sweet all day. A ne-

cessity in summer—a comfort all

the year, especially to women.
Does not check perspiration—

-

that would be harmful.

25c—sold by 9 out of 10 drug- and department-stores

"MUM" MFC CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

Get a

Stewart Garage Heater
and your Winter Car Worries are over

Cyclone ORNAMENTAL
Fi;\< i;

beauty and substantial protection.
Strongly built of heavily galvanized wire.
Different attractive designs. Illustrated
catalog free.

Cyaloma Fence Co., Dept. LSSj VTaukegan, III.

li/l A ITT C Tli"1 UNDERGROUND
1V1/\J LLJ 1 it GARBAGE RECEIVER
The sanitary way of carine for garbage. Is water tight; emits no odors and
keejw contents safe from mice, dogs, cats. Nothing exposed but the cover.
1
1
'rile fir Catalog.

THE MAJESTIC CO, 600 Erie St., Huntington. Ind.

JJM" Transite Asbestos Shingles
Fire - Proof and Everlasting

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

eventually brings the landmark within view
through the sights, and this moment is noted by
the clock.

Every owner knows approximately the speed
of his boat (however it may vary from his pub-
lished reports), and speed is the only factor necess-
ary for the taking of this bearing. Suppose,
then, the sights having been next set at 90 de-
grees, or directly abeam of the boat, that the
vessel, logging ten miles an hour, comes abreast
of the point in exactly thirty minutes. Provided
she has kept her course, she has logged five miles,

and as the two bearings have established the
hypothenuse and one leg of a 45-degree right

tri;ingle, the other leg—or the distance from the
tree to the boat directly abreast of it—must equal
the first leg, or the vessel's run of five miles.

The use of the pelorus or similar bearing finder
has been cited in these two instances, but if such
an instrument (which may be easily home-made)
is lacking, the sights may be taken with sufficient

accuracy from the compass, which is, or should
be, part of every boat's equipment. However,
in the third case perfect accuracy is essential,

and here a compass cannot very well be used.
This method of position finding, which may be

~\ ,<5afe.
1^/ Course.

Fig. 3. The 26j-45 degree bearing

called the 265-45 degree bearing, is used to

determine in advance the distance which a boat
will clear a given object. It is useful in passing

a promontory from which submerged rocks or

other hazards to navigation are known to extend
for a certain distance—which distance, however,
cannot be gauged with the eye.

If, as in the diagram, the promontory with a

lighthouse or some such noticeable object on it is

to be passed on the starboard side, the sights of

the pelorus are fixed at exactly 265 degrees ofF

that bow, and the time is noted as before when
they come in line with the shore mark. The
vessel maintaining her course and speed, the

next sight must be taken when the lighthouse is

precisely 45 degrees off" the bow, and the boat's

run, as deduced from a simple calculation of her

speed, is exactly equal to the distance at which
the boat will clear the lighthouse. If then, this

clearance is shown to be one mile, and examination
of the chart reveals that the sunken rocks project

half a mile, the boat is on a safe course, but if the

clearance is discovered to be insufficient (broken

line, Fig. 3), there is yet ample time for the

navigator to starboard his helm and give the

menace safe leeway.

Ay of these situations are easily memorized,
and the knowledge of all or even any one of them
may at least spare the amateur boatman an

anxious half hour.

Alfred F. Loomis.
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I F you appreciate moderate economy, at-
* tin ti\ eness, convenienceand theadvantage
of wonderful durability

CRITTALL
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

Should be specified in tin- plans of your new home.

l'he\ are absolutely weathertipht and will positively

open and close easilv. at all times. ^ on will find them in

the modest as well as the palatial homes, in office and

banking buildings, in universities; in fact wherever econ-

otm . permanency and attractiveness were considered.

H'ritt to Dtpl F for tomplttt im/ornuKlon

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW COMPANY
Manufacturmra of Bolid if.-**/ and 6ronx« window*

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

CRITTALL

UNIVKHSAL

Id p/I. ik i- .,( II K
I'.lnlon. Snrilii Hin
Ixifll, ( ill l'.l|UI|l

|Mll wild IVrniulil

The Luxury of Soft Water
Water as delightfully soft as rain, yet as live and sparkling

as that from a spring, can be yours in ample and unfailing

quantify in your own home, if you erpiip your home with

permi A\{
I B I I

1 1 vXtl L
The Water Softener

To Zero Hardness

It is a simple apparatus which, when connected to your water
piping, takes from even the hardest water all those elements
which make it hard—passing the wate r soft, sweet, pure,

ideal for the toilet, bath, kitchen or laundry. A Permutit
system costs little to install and next to nothing to operate.

It is automatic, unfailing, compact, economical. There is a

Permutit lizc for your house. Write for the literature on
"Velvet Water," the perfect water for comfort, health and
cleanliness.

THE PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street New York

GOLD MEDALS:—GHENT, 1913; SAN FRANCISCO, 1915

The Maine Coast The Swimming Hole The Hudson River

In the Hills

White Mountain Country

Vermont Hills

"THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR"
IS ON THE ROAD AGAIN

(If How would you like to tour New England with the "Lightning Conductor"? NoM hotel hills, no dust, no tires to change— but plenty of adventure, excitement, and
some of the most beautiful scenery in America.

(~|T I he lure of the Open Road isn't the only charm to this new Williamson book. There'sM a story— romance and mystery too. 'Mystery," as one reader says, "not of the

common, every-day kind, but mystery of such mystifying mysteriousness as to characters

and plot as to rob the reader of the faintest clue."

QYou remember the stir the original "Lightning Conductor" story made— the first big

Williamson success? Re-enter Jack and Molly here, too, in a different role.

Suggestion: It's a jolly motor romance for reading aloud. Your bookseller has it.

The Lightning Conductor
Discovers America

By C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON
The Authors of "The Lightning Conductor," "Set in Silver," Etc.

With many illustrations (A few of them greatly reduced are here shown) Net, $1.50

Golf in Maine

I

id
Dreamy Long Island Along the Way Irvine's Sunnyside Tarrytown

Presidential Range

New England Hills

South Shore, L. I.
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"TWENTY YEARS AGO

I CLINTON WIRE LATH i

^*
1 r

1 1 M.

1
PLANNED AND BUILT THAT STUCCO HOUSE
twenty years ago. Just look at those walls— plastered on

Clinton Wire Lath. Not a check, crack or stain ! That house has

brought me an ever increasing amount of business. In fact I am
known in this community as a Stucco house expert and I lay my
success principally to the fact that I always specify Clinton Wire

Lath."

"Repair bills are negligible, and if the owner wants to sell, he has

one of the quickest sellers known. Everybody wants a stucco

house nowadays if it is well planned and the stucco is supported

on Clinton Wire Lath."

Send for our profusely illustrated book, "Successful Stucco Houses;" also "Clinton Handbook on
Lath and Plaster." Both mailed free.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
Brit Power Loom Weal

5} PARKER STREET ::

n of Wire Cloth in the World

CLINTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Malm of " rompeiian" and "Golden Bronze" Screen Cloth, Clinton Painted Wire Screen Cloth, Clinton
"Silver Finish' Screen Cloth, Clinton Poultry Netting. Clinton Klectrically welded Fabric for reinforcing
Concrete. Hunt Corner Bead, Tree Guards, Fence Gates. Clinton Perforated Steel Rubbish Burners. Per-
forated Metals, Perforated Grilles for all architectural purposes.

A Permanent and Beautiful Fence

Nothing adds more to the beauty and attrac-

tiveness of your grounds than a good sub-

stantial fence. Permanency is of prime

importance, too. We all know that rust is

the great destroyer of the ordinary wire

fence. Select the fence that defies rust and

withstands all weather conditions.

RUST PROOF
fences are made of big, strong wires with clamped joints

which prevent slipping* sagging or twisting. This ex-

clusive feature assures unusual rigidity under the most
severe strain. Excelsior fences are dipped in moltenzinc,

which makes them practically indestructible. Wtite for

CatalogA, from which toselectthestylebestsuited toyour
needs. Ask your hardware dealer for Excelsior "Rust
Proof" Trellises, Arches, Flower and Tree Guards.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

Steinway Piano
The ideal of music lovers of every country

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK

Victrola
The instrument
of the world's
greatest artists

Boston
Garter

Gives men more service and more comfort for its cost
than any other article they wear. It's put on and taken
off in a jiffy and holds socks neatly and securely.
Silk 50c Lisle 25c.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY Makers Boston

SOUR-CHERRY CULTURE
T IS easier to grow sour cherries than

sweet ones in North America. Ex-
ception to this rule would have to

be made for a few restricted locali-

ties only. The condition men-
tioned may be the more graciously

accepted from the fact that sour cherries have
greater culinary utility than the sweet varieties,

and are generally regarded by fruit lovers as

being of equal or superior value for desserts.

That paragon of pastry, the cherry pie, can be
produced in perfection only with a liberal quan-
tity of ripe Morellos, Richmonds, or Mont-
morencies.

The cultivation of all sorts of cherries in this

country is given remarkably and inexcusably

small attention outside of the few neighborhoods
where they are grown for the markets or for the

canneries. I plead guilty to this criticism myself,

for I do not grow nearly enough cherries to supply

my own family. Last year I placed an order

with one of the largest fruit commission houses

Far too little attention is given to the cultivation of cherries,

outside of the few sections where they are grown for market

in New England for a bushel of sour cherries, and,

though the order was kept standing throughout

the season, I didn't get a cherry. This shows in a

striking manner what the supply of cherries is.

Sour cherries will grow in almost any good

garden soil. A light, friable loam is best, but

anything except wet clay or dry sand may be used.

The sour cherries succeed also through a wide

range of climate, thriving far up the Ottawa

River and away down the St. Lawrence, as far

almost as any fruits of any kind can be grown.

They succeed also on the hills of Connecticut

and on the dry plains of Nebraska.
The standard varieties, good almost every-

where, are Early Richm'ond, Morello, and Mont-
morency. Early Richmond is first to ripen, and

is grown largely on that account. It is light-

colored, with colorless juice. Morello makes a

small tree, which bears early and abundantly.

The fruit is very dark-colored, almost black, w ith

dark-colored juice, and is very rich and "fruity.

It is the ideal sour cherry for preserving. Mont-

morency makes a larger tree, with fruit of lighter

color, somewhat less freely borne. Other »<>od

varieties are Ostheim, Dyehouse, and Brusseler

Braun, but they are seldom planted.

Trees of Morello can be planted at distances

anywhere from 8 x 8 to 15 x 15 ft. apart, depend-

ing on the soil and situation, but still more on the

system of pruning adopted. Early Richmond
requires a little more room—say 12x12 to 15!

1 5 ft. Montmorency is a stiil larger grower and

requires 12 x 12 to 18 x 18 ft. for standard trees.

In a garden or orchard where all varieties are

planted together at equal distances, it is best to

adopt the maximum spacing.

Two-year-old trees should be chosen for plant-

ing. These may be set either in the spring or in

the autumn. At planting, each tree should be

pruned to a straight stem eighteen to twenty-four

inches long, with possibly a few very short side-
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lath rooms of Ch*|«

Why Endure a Noisy

Closet in Your Home?

B\l>
enough to have to cmltirv it, l>ut

to dtHberately let one m> into your
new house, in this <lay anil axe, is

cruel imHlTerrnev to the comfort of your
famiK ami guests.

The Si wel clo op
outside the hat Im*
tell that it is being

of Vitreous China.

•s so quietly that

iliH>r no one can
lied. It is made
Ik highly glazed= vurl.uc mil not tarnish, ir.uk n>>r jkcI.

The Trenton Potteries Company

Silent Closet

= All the Trenton Potteries Co. china and =§= |H>rnlain -.iml.u\ ti\tiircs, the Hath Pull, =— the l..i\.ttory the kitchen and l..mn.|r\ =
E= Fittmcv ha\e a dural»ility. a >moothnc»> =
S of -urlace ami ,\ freedom from -t.iin^ and ^=
5= tarnishes that make them a j;»hhI invest- =£== n\ent. ==

\\
i ou to know our sanitary fixtures

hen you consider building or re-

I*- familial willi I he advan-

nuvrd in them.

The Trenton
Potteries Company

Trenton, N. J.

Lariat Maker* of Sanitary
Pottery in V. S. A.

Write far BmU<I M-I. " Bathroom, of Character
'

I
rhe Readers' Service gives informa-

tion regarding Real Estate

When you plan your home
you think first of the needs of your family, and lay out your

looms exactly to suit your way of living. Then you consider

how it will look from the outside, what m;i1 < ri;il to use— wood,

situ i o, brick, etc.—and, "I low ninth will it cost?"

Now please picture yourself, in years to come, thinking

alxait your home. Has it heen an entire success? Or did you

overlook the cost Of upkeep?—ease of heating ?—fire-protection ?

Atlas -White Stucco
A well-built .stui in In one- will afford you satisfaction for many years

to come. Stucco is low in first cost, and requires no painting and
almost no repairs. It is easy to heat—saves coal—and can be built

prat tii ally fireproof. When Atlas-White Cement is used as the final

stucco coat, the finish may be varied in many exquisite and distinctive

u .1 \ s in either pure white or warm mellow tones.

Ar.k your architect about these and other advantages of stucco. Also
send for portfolio of information for home and garage builders explaining
the six important essentials of home and garage construction and de-

scriptions of the leading materials. Use the coupon below.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Members of the I'orflanJ Cement Amociation

New York Chicago Philadelphia DoltOfl St. Loui i Minnc.i|»>]is Des IfofaM Dayton

Atlas-White Slur- o Home with

Canity attained, 1'hitadetfhia. na

Lawrence I'isscher fioyd

A rchitect

ATLAS W J i. li J )~Lj

Th« Atlas Portland Cement Company, jo Broad Street, New York., or Coin Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago

5Home Portfolio
Home

Send to name and address below Atlas-White Qa portfolio * exPect to builcl

x
i G-8-t6

g %-fcheck the one vou want) Garage

A run in the fresh air of the open

country is better for the boy than

any amount of indoor track work.

Nothing monotonous about out-

door sport. Every good boy's school

encourages runs and walks over the

fields and country roads.

The announcements of the best schools can
be found in Scribner 's Magazine every month.
If detailed information is desired, address

Scribner's Magazine
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 215 . - New York

nchor post
Fences

Lawn Fences.Tennis Fences. Entrance
Gates and Railings, Poultry Frnces
and Special Fences for every purpose.
Catalog e on each subject, send for the
one you want.

vn< noi post ikon iroBKfl
ISCortlndl m. ISM Ho...- I. Y.

Your House Deserves the Most Modern Building Material. Find out about

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF- ECONOMICAL-SANITARY
National Fireproofing Company, 332 Federal Street, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Kno-Burn —the Metal Lath that make*
the Plaster Stick.

North Western Expanded Metal Company
935 Old Colony Bldg. Chicago
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THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORV
tisements of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden implements. Each concern
ing in Its service to customers. For full information regarding horticulture and gardening, or

liere. apply to READERS' SERVICE. COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA, Garden City, N. Y.

The Ideal Greenhouse for the

Idealized Garden Setting
PERHAPS this title is a bit ideal-

ized itself—but let us explain

what we have in mind, and
see if after all we are not

fully warranted in the

statement.

To spend freely both
thought and money on
your garden, in mak-
ing it quite the choic- -

est, quite the most
charmingly interest-

ing of gardens, and
then associate with
it, a greenhouse not

keyed up to it, is,

to say the least,

regrettable.

Consistency, you
must admit "is a jewel."

U-Bar greenhouses,
because of their wonderful

bubble-like construction; their consistency

in design; and rare care in execution,

are fittingly fit for the idealized

garden setting.

It is not a boastful state-

ment to claim that no other

greenhouse can equal the

U-Bar; because no
other greenhouse con-

struction is constructed

like the U-Bar. If

none are like it, you
can't compare it

with others. If you
can't compare it

—

then it becomes a

house unique unto
itself.

If it's this top-notch

in greenhousedom you
want—then you want
the U-Bar.
Send for catalogue. Or
send for us. Or both.

Th«"-e is no insistently dominating note in this

delightful garden of Miss E. Jenkins, at Baltimore,
Md. What charm has such harmony.

UBAR GREENHOUSES

And Outdoor
Perennials

Horsford's
rJjJJ*rtVf It is an excellent time to set German
" v and other hardy iris if you wish them
¥ llipc we'l established for next year. Mv list

of over 25 German iris includes all the
best varieties.
Ask for catalogue M
F. H. HORSFORD, CHARLOTTE, VT.

The Meehan Hand-Book of
Trees and Hardy Plants

is unusual, practical, handy and always useful as a refer-

ence. All undesirables are eliminated. Lists actual sizes

and prices them individually. Mailed free on request.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Increase the Beauty as well as

Productiveness of your Garden
They have a special type of iron frame construction which lends itself

to graceful sweeping lines and yet permits great strength without the

need of heavy shadow casting supports.

In a King the plants get all the sunlight all day long so it's easy to

produce a growth and bloom fairly tropical in luxuriance.

When you write for bulletin No. 47 tell us what you have in mind
and let our experts show you how artistic a greenhouse really can

be, we will work your ideas into a practical sunny King Green-
house which will in itself be the

beauty spot of your garden.

King Construction
Company
314 Kings Road

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

spurs. During succeeding years, pruning should

be moderate and annual, and should always be
done in early spring, or else just after the fruit is

picked. If the trees are planted close together,

they will require some heading-in at each pruning
season.

The trees should receive the usual orchard
cultivation. Modern systems of orchard tillage

are much the same for all tree fruits. In small

places good garden tillage will answer. Enough,
plant food must be given to keep up a good
growth, with an abundance of rich dark green

foliage, but special fertilizers are not required.

There are three principal enemies of the sour

cherries—the brown rot of the fruit, the cherry

aphis, and the birds. Early spraying with bor-

deaux mixture will reduce somewhat the damage
from brown rot, which is never so bad on sour

cherries as on sweet varieties. Spraying with ker-

osene emulsion or tobacco water, if thoroughly
done as soon as the aphis appears and before the

One of the standard varieties which will do well almost any-

where, is the Montmorency

leaves curl, will restrict the ravages of this perni-

cious insect. Perhaps the best way to circumvent
the birds is to grow cherries enough for them and

for one's own use too. Where there is only one

cherry tree bearing fruit in an entire county, it

seems almost as though the birds ought to have

the crop. At any rate, experience shows that the

amount of fruit taken by birds is much less no-

ticeable in orchards where quantities are grown.

Mr. G. Harold Powell figures a net profit of

#41.54 an acre on half a crop of Richmonds in

Delaware. In New England, sour cherry trees,

grown in small numbers, often yield two to three

dollars a tree annually. As there can be 134
trees grown on an acre at the maximum distance

of 18 x 18 ft., it is easy to figure a large profit

from such enterprises. As a matter of fact,

those few persons who grow small quantities of

sour cherries for sale realize a handsome profit

from their investment of labor and capital.

F. A. W.

TWO FROGS I HAVE KNOWN
HAVE always thought

that frogs were just

frogs, but I have had

an experience recently

that has caused me to

change my mind to a

degree, and now I am
convinced that all

frogs are not just frogs.

I have made the ac-

quaintance—and I say

this advisedly—of two

frogs, bullfrogs, within

the past month that

have astonished and

interested me. They

live in a pool where water lilies are grown, in a

garden, and until we met they were the most

neglected and unnoticed frogs in the world.

They were put in that pool for the express pur-

pose of catching pests, and nothing further was

required of them nor were they to expect anything

in return. So they worked overtime and doubt-

less satisfactorily, for they waxed fat and large.

They came to my particular attention one

afternoon as I was bending over the water to

examine a lily that was about to close. As I

raised the lily in my hand, I saw this great,

hideous frog head staring up into my face from

just beneath the surface of the water. I never

heard it said that frogs were cute or pretty, and at

that moment I could readily understand why.
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oi all Typci and Sun

Coniervatoriei

Sun Parlori

Glui Gardens

Cold Framei

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
26 1 -267 Kearney Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

i.UTTON Greenhouse in the Car< liel G. Reid, Esq., Irvinglon -on -I ludson. New York

Kipling At Fifty

Jin Editorial in the

r!/Yeu, York ^imes says of his verse:

c Hardly I line of all his poems but strikes a free,

vital, inspiring note for which the world is the better.

*I His poems, interpreted the soul of the colonies

for the motherland as had never been done before

and made both of them freshly aware of the senti-

mental ties that bind them together. Statesmen

decreed the British Empire. But Kipling was
one of the few men who breathed into it the

breath ot life.

Collected Verse
of

Rudyard Kipling

Cloth, Net, $2.00. Ooze Leather, Net, $2.50

Illustrated by W. Heath Robinson, Net, $3.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

Rain When You Want It

for Lawns and Gardens
Are you going to let the hot,

dry spells of July and August
ruin your garden and parch
your lawn? Or are you going

to keep things green and thriv-

ing by using a

Young $C
Fountain *J

With this sturdy sprinkler, you
can abolish yourlabor each evening
with the hose and get better re-

sults. Its soft mist-like spray
gently and evenly saturates vege-

tation without washing out roots

or flattening down young grass and
tender seedlings.

It has a low, heavy base to pre-

vent overturning and a rounded
bottom to permit dragging over

the turf without injuring the roots.

Lawns, gardens, tennis courts,

golf links, croquet grounds, etc., can

be kept in splendid condition with it.

Send check, cash, or money order

for £5.00 and we will ship immedi-
ately.

Write for free booklet "Moisture
in Cultivation."

Spray Engineering Co., Div.3

93 Federal Street Boston, Mass.
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Four compartment

f

greenhouse erected
orStewart Duncan,
Newport, R. I.

[as. Russell Pope,
Architect

This Greenhouse Catalogue

Anticipates Your Questions

It's Really A Guide Book
IT tells you just the things about green-

houses that we imagine you want to

know.

Its anticipated answers are based on
the hundred and one questions we are con-

stantly being asked.

Its illustrations show an exceptionally

interesting collection of houses and con-

servatories of all sizes and for all purposes.

By far the greater number are the medium
sized ones. For example, there are fully

eight of the 18 x 50 feet size, shown in

different locations and varying in design.

This is the size we sell the most of, and
so have given it merited consideration.

The book is beautifully printed in colors,

and has a delightful restful atmosphere ot

greenery about it, that adds no little to its

pleasure of perusal.

In short, it abundantly reflects the su-

perior kind of houses we build, and the

firm we are who build them.

Sent only on request to those interested

in possessing a greenhouse or conservatory.

HitcKinggftmpany
General Offices and Factory, Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK: 1170 Broadway BOSTON: 49 Federal St. PHILADELPHIA: 40 S. 15th St.

3«

Everything for Yard and Orchard

"LJAVE you arranged to make your
yard individual and attractive

this coming season? We will design it free, if

desired, or you can order from our catalog for

immediate attention.

Our 8co acres of fruit and flowering trees
flowers, vines and shrubs, etc., offer a varied
list that will please everyone. 6o years of
satisfied customers have proven their quality.
Write for catalog at once.

HOOPES. BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. L, Welt Chester. Pa.

Bobb
Nurserymen Florists - Planters

Secure our special booklets for Fall plantings in

Evergreens—Hardy Oldfashioned Flowers
Spring Flowering Bulbs

RUTHERFORD NEW JERSEY

Evergreen Planting in Mid-Summer
FROM the latter part of July until late September is a most favorable

period for the successful planting of Evergreen trees and Shrubs.

Our Evergreens are lifted with a large ball of fine roots and earth

which is securely wrapped in burlap to insure their safe shipment.

Catalogue if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wra. Warner Harper, Prop.

BOX C, CHESTNUT HILL PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I made a threatening motion to drive him away,
but instead of being frightened he lumbered up
on to one of the lily pads quite near me. There
he complacently sat and stared at me.

I interpreted this as a froglike desire to pro-

mote friendly relations, so, not to be outdone by
a frog, I hastily scratched in the ground and
luckily turned up a good fat worm, which I laid

on a pad. Like a flash he hurled himself from
his lily pad to where the worm wriggled, and even
before he landed, the worm had disappeared.

Then he did something that pleased me mightily.

I have often been startled, while going along

a lonesome country road at night, by the sudden
croaking of a bullfrog in a neighboring marsh.
The volume and variety of croaks seemed beyond
the power of any frog that I had ever seen. But
now, seated before me, he puffed out his throat

like a toy balloon and the mystery was solved.

I turned for another worm to reward him for

his courtesy, and just as I had laid it on a pad
convenient to him, there came a splash and the

worm was swallowed, but by another frog.

This newcomer not only stole the prize, but he
turned upon the first frog and put him to flight,

and then sat and blinked up into my face not

one foot away.
I felt sorry for my first frog acquaintance, but

still I could not help admiring the progressive

and strenuous attempts at scraping an acquain-

tance exhibited by frog number two. I treated

He enjoys sitting on my hand and taking worms

him royally to worms, occasionally tossing a tit-

bit to the dethroned croaker, who looked on from

a respectful distance.

This friendship was weeks old when I thought

to test just how far he would allow me to go. I

stretched out my hand toward him, as he sat on
a lily pad waiting for worms, and I expected to

see him disappear in a flash when he judged I

was close enough. Closer and closer went my
hand, until my fingers were within an inch of his

green, warty body. I stopped and wished he

would jump. It was I that held back. There
sat his froglets staring up at me with never an

indication of fright. My fingers touched his

body, then closed over him and I lifted him and

placed him on my hand. The sensation was far

from pleasant at first, but since that time I have

repeated this so often that all feeling of repug-

nance has vanished. Any time that I pick him

up he sits perfectly contented, taking the worms
that I offer him. I grow tired before he does.

I have made repeated efforts to effect a recon-

ciliation between these two frogs, but without

success. There is a fierce feeling of jealousy

there that will never be overcome. In the

struggles that occur the smaller frog is always

beaten into temporary subjection. From this

experience I have grown to think better of frogs,

and don't doubt that if I had time I might t>e

able to teach these frogs tricks that would put

the trained fleas to the blush. L. J. Doogue..
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BEAR IN MIND
that Moons' have some
Hardy Tree or Plant for

Every Place and Purpose.

Writt for information
ami catalogue

The Wm. H. Moon Co.

Morria Heights MorrUville. Pa.

PERENNIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Plant vour gardens with old fashioned hardy (lowers. Arrange
your planting so as to have blossoms from May until December.
Come to the Nursery and see the plants in bloom. Then plan your
garden We also carry a full line of nursery' stock which we know
would interest you. Send for our catalogue C

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., INC.

Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

DREER'S
Mid-Summer Catalogue
offers the best varieties and gives directions

for planting in order to raise a full crop of

Strawberries next year; also offers Celery

and Cabbage Plants, Seasonable, Vegetable,

Flower and Farm Seeds for summer sowing,

Potted Plants of Roses, Hardy Perennials,

and Shrubbery which may safely be set out

during the summer; also a select list of sea-

sonable Decorative Plants.

Write for a free copy and
kindly mention this publication

Henry A. Dreer
Philadelphia, Pa.

Awarded Gold Medal at
r^URINCi recent yeara I have found the hybrid-
^ i/ing and raising of seedling Irises a very inter-

esting pastime. Of the many thousands raised,
scarcely any two are alike. These beautiful new Irises
raisetl at Wyomissing are a selection from the
many thousands of hand hybridized Seedlings.
During the past season these Irises have been fre-

quently exhibited at Mower shows held by Garden
Clubs and other organizations where they invar-
iably won highest honors both in this country and
abroad
Mr. Gilbert Errey of Australia, writing to the

Panama Pacific Exposition
Gardeners' Chronicle of London, states that

having obtained the best varieties of England.
Germany, France and America, he found that for
"delicate beauty, combined with size, and fre-

quently fragrance, the seedlings of Farr are unsur-
passed. Card. Chron.. April 29, 1916.

I am sure that those who are interested in grow-
ing especially fine things, things out of the ordin-
ary particularly for exhibition purposes, will find
these a great improvement over the older varieties.
I'rom the numerous fine varieties I have selected
those which I offer as the

Panama-Pacific Collection
Cheater lltitit

pule blue, shavllii
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of metallic Venetiai
indards and fallt a very distinct shade
-quite difficult to describe accurately
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Wyo|>l nil- Ir

Jratal*
grant flowers
long drooping M
Mnry ttsrdra
Ink* Tails, creamy
clear yellow. 18

5) Immense broad incurved standards forming
entre; clear light-blue. Falls dark violet, tipped
ins a broadlv expanded (lower. Named In honor
llaverford. Henna., winner of Silver Cup and a
>lay of Irises made in Philadelphia in 1915(a)!
ng Nurseries). 20 in., ft.
clear blue, dee|»er than Dalmatka; large, fra-

he taliest of all the Beardless Irises, with unusually
iage. 75 cts.

S. pale yellow, flushed pale lavender; long, droop-
white minutely dotted and veined maroon; Stigmas
In., 75 cts.

ml*. S. pale lavender-white F. velvety dark violet-blue, bor-

dered white. Medium size flowers; tall gro* Ing, free blooming
50 cts.

l'owhattan. S. light bishop violet with deeper border: F. deep pur
pie with crimson shade, large, horizontal spreading flower. 18 in., fi
Quaker l-ndy. S. smoky lavender with jflUiyw shadings; F. agera
turn-blue and old-gold; stigmas yellow; yellow beard. ^8in..$i.
Red Cloud. S. rosy l ivender-brjnze; F. velvety maroon-crimson,
reticulated vellow. stigmas old-gold, 2 ft.. $1.

Wyomlrwlnc. S. . reamy-white, suffused delicate soft -ose; F. deep
rose at the base, shading to a flesh-colored border, ft.

(A little girl often, trying to describe this Iris, said. "I really can't tell

you what color It is. but it's every k.nd ofcfairy color.)

Entire Collection of 1 1 Varieties, $8
All of my own Seedling Irises together with upward of 500 other varieties arc illustrated and described in my new book

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties Edition 191s -ie

which shows many beautiful plates in color of Irises, Peonies, Oriental Poppies, long-spurred Aquilegias, and many
other hardy plants for early fall planting. Most garden-lovers have this book, but if you do not have a copy you
should write for it to-day—it will be sent on request.

BERTRAND H. FARR-WYOMISSING NURSERIES CO., 103 Garfield Ave., Wyomissing, Pa.

In the September issue of Country Life I will tell you all about the wonderful collection of Peonies that my painstaking care has made the largest

ortment in An.i>M)rtment in America. _ . , ,

So many have asked me to help them plan their gardens that I have found it necessary to form a special department in charge of a skilful land-

scape designer and plantsman. I shall be glad :o assist you in any way desired, whether by off-hand suggestions or by advice, which w ill be

of dettiled plans a chirge will be made.

Do YouWant a Business of YourOwn?
The desire of most every man and of every woman who earn their living is to

have a business of his or her own.

Doesn't this idea appeal to you? Are you not interested in the freedom attached

to being your own "'boss" and knowing that all of the energy you put in the

work is for yourself and the greater enthusiasm you have the sooner you enjoy

a handsome income?

We will give you the opportunity now to start your permanent business and to

safeguard yourself against the unfortunate circumstances of so many who in

their declining years are depending on the generosity of someone for a living.

We have opened the door of success for a great number of men and women
who are PROSPEROUS, and we will show you how to lay the foundation

for an assured future.

If you are not satisfied with yourself or your income—WRITE US NOW.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York
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Takeaway that bare look and give
beauty of outline and color all year

round with Hicks' evergreens.
They shut out objectionable
views and give seclusion from
intruding eyes. Hicks' bis
shade trees save ten years wait-
ing. We transplant and guar-
antee to grow. Catalog free.

HICKS NURSERIES
Westbury , L. I.

Box L Phone 08

iurpeesSeedsCrowB1

* uJLJ St nd for Illustrated Catalog — Free Address
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

Waterweeds Removed
These unsightly weeds are easily removed from the bodies of lakes,
ponds, rivers, etc., by the Ziemsen Submarine Weed Cutting Saw.

Write itsforparticulars

ASCHERT BROS. Wert Bend, Wi»c.

Cromwell Gardens Handbook
presents the best varieties of Roses, Plants, Shrubs and Trees for

summer and fall planting. Send for free copy.

A. N. Pierson, Inc., Cromwell Gardens, Box 11, Cromwell, Conn.

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark porch corner—just
the places for our bardywild ferns and wild flower collections. We have been
growing them for 25 years and know what varieties are suited to your cond.tions.
Tell us the kind of soil you have—light, sandy, clay—and we will advise you.

GILLETTS Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild

ferns, but native orchids and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides
and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas,
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as Nature grows them, send for our new catalogue and let us advise you what
to select and how to succeed with them. We are glad to call on you and advise you
regarding woodland planting and natural gardens. Price for this is reasonable.

EDWARD GILLETT, Box 5, Southwick, Mass.

MIDSUMMER NATURE STUDY

A1

The spreading plume of

the goldenrod

UGUST is summer
settled down, show-
ing herself as she is,

with all her freshness worn
off. It is not so inviting

a time for nature study;
the warm weather, the
storms often lasting for

days, and the shorter even-
ings seem to have a rather

depressing effect on re-

search work. At the same
time there are many things

ripe, in full bloom, and
ready at hand in the outdoor world. I would
suggest following either one line of study or
working out what August offers along all lines

of nature study. Suppose one takes the fol-

lowing for suggestions this month:
The Composite family — This family is at its

full glory in August. The Composites represent

the largest of all the plant families. As this

family is popularly understood, the Compositae
are plants where many flowers live together in one
head which forms the flower; so the flower of the
Composites is really many flowered. All the

year one of them, the dandelion, tries to

blossom. Give it a chance in open ground and
a little warmth and it struggles up to bloom.
The daisies, asters, thistles, ironweeds, clovers,

tansy, yarrow, coneflowtrs, and Joe-Pye weed
are all Composites. The asters and golden-

rods, large and rather difficult members of this

family, might well test the mettle of some to use

for their special study. Common asters are the

following: large-leaved aster, low, showy aster,

New England aster, purple daisy, small fleabane,

common blue wood aster, purple-stem or meadow
scabish.

The goldenrods are more perplexing than the

asters, if that can be. There are more than
eighty species in the United States. Wherever
you are, you can find a number of these species.

All of the goldenrods have yellow flowers, except

the white or creamy-white silverrod, as it is aptly

called.

Some of the most common of the goldenrods

are the following: blue-stemmed wood, robust,

fragrant, zig-zag, silverrod, bog, showy, seaside,

sweet or anise-scented, and field goldenrod or

Dyer's weed.
The Compositae all belong to the thistle family.

The songs of insects— This is an interesting

special study. It represents a field for real

research work, as there is little known on the

subject. Flies, bees, cicadas, locusts, katydids,

grasshoppers, and crickets represent the material

to work with. Crickets are the most common
and therefore the easiest of all material to

gather for observation.

Why is it that flies buzz on the wing? Bees

produce different sounds under different condi-

tions; the questions are why and how? With

the locust the sound is produced in two ways,

first by rubbing the hind femora against the

fore wings; and second by rubbing the upper

surface of the front edge of the hind wings

against the under surface of the fore wings.

These two different methods of sound pro-

duction are never used by the same species,

but some species use the first method, others

the second. Study the musical apparatus of

the male katydid.

The spiders— They are worth special study,

too. Try such forms as the funnel-web, orb,

ballooning, cob-web, crab, and trap-door

spiders.

The following books are needed in the month's

study: Gray's Botany; Chapman's "Southern

Flora"; Comstock's "Insect Life"; Howard's

"Insect Book" and "Nature's Garden" in the

Nature Library. E. E. Shaw.
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Start Right
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HOT WATER HEATING h mart Economi-
cal lh«n StaMBi I' ! the Ide*] Ileal for

thr (irwnhousc. KROESCHELL BOIL-
KHS an- making iiiiMir|»u.H.*Kil rvconls.

Gd riil of lliat Cast Iron lloilrr ami let

the iliffrrriMT in your cval bill pay for a

KROESCHELL. May \vr semi our new
catalogue.

KROESCHELL BROS.

COMPANY
445 Weil Erie Street

Chicago Illinois

Pot Grown
Strawberry Plants

set out this Summer will bear a full

crop of berries next Spring. Complete
information about Strawberries and
their proper culture is given In our

Free Mid-Summer Catalogue

This Catalogue also contains valu-

able information alwut Perennial

Seeds for Summer sowing anil Bull

»

for Autumn planting.

Send (or your copy to-day. A postal will bring

it by return mail.

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON CO., Inc.

Dept L
128 Chamber* St. New York

Jaboway Pottery
GIVES THE GAUiDEN

$HE ESSENTIAL^J^CH

Enliven some- favorite

nook in your Garden
,

with a Bird-Font and
bring" an Atmosphere
of quaintness to tho
scene with a Sun Dial

Rower Pots and
BoxesA ases.Benches.
Gazing Globes and
other interesting"
Pieces will recall
the Charm of the
Old World Gardens

Suggestions for
beautifying your
Garden are contained
in our Catalogue
of Garden Pottery
which will be sent
upon request

iOWAY
a CoTta Co.

ST, PHILADELPHIA.

.

Adopting the English Idea

of a Garden Within a Garden
AltOI T the lirii k wallcd-in garden there is

always a charm reminiscent of the wonder-
ful old gardens of Kngland.

Within I its restful seclusion, you can enjoy
your garden to its fulness.

There, then, is logically the place for your
glass enclosed garden—that turner of season*,

and perpetual producer of bloom bounties.

This one is on the grounds of Mr. 0. G,
Smith, at Centre Island, l.ong Island.

Surely no country place is now complete
without its garden under glass.

Send for Two (i's Booklet—Glass Gardens,
a Peep Into Their Delights.

Tord^IWnham(o.
SALES OFFICES

M W YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
42nd Street Building Trrmont Building Widener Building

CLEVELAND TORONTO
Swetland Building Royal Bank Building

FACTORIES l Irvington. N. Y., Dea Plainea, III.

CHICAGO ROCHESTER
RookiTy Building Granite Building

MONTREAL
Transportation Building

St. Catherines, Canada

The V-shaped crotch-the
sure sign of tree ruin!

If neglected, there is no escape for the tree with a

V-shaped crotch. It is so weak structurally, that

wind strain splits it, water enters the crevice thus made
and decay starts. Nature heals over the wound on the

surface, but decay continues inside to eat its wav down through the trunk,

grows weaker and weaker until some dav—a storm—crash—the tree is ruined! Such is the story of
tree pictured here. The owner thought it was perfect—until one morning
he found it wrecked beyond saving. To neglect such* trees is fatal. To
put them in inexperienced hands is equally so. The safe course is to go to

—

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree Surgery as they practice it, is scientifically accurate and mechanically
perfect. It is safe because it saves trees without experiment. It endures.

L. D. Drewry, Cincinnati, Ohio, State Agent of the Mutual Benefit Life Insur-

ance Co., writes: "I cannot speak too highly of the manner in which you han-
dled my trees." The U. S. Government, after exhaustive investigation, officially

chose Davey experts as best. Every year of neglect adds 10% to 25% to the cost

of saving trees Have your trees examined now. The V-shaped crotch is only

one ofmany hidden conditions which may be threatening them with destruction.

Write to-day for free examination and booklet illustrating Davey Tree Surgery.

Davey Tree Expert Co., 170 Elm St., Kent, Ohio
(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery.) Accredited repre- jL-j

jentatives available between Kansas City and Boston.

Permanent representativeslocated at Boston,Albany,WhitePlains, ^
N.Y.. Stamford, Conn., Jamaica, L. I., Newark, N. J.. Philadel-

phia, Washington, Buffalo, Pitsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit,
Cincinnati, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Louis
Kansas City. Canadian address, 81 St. Peter Street, Quebec
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HE Motor Club
was having an
oyster roast at the

country home of

one of its mem-
bers. It had been

a pleasant run of forty miles from

the city, and most of the drivers

had enjoyed it very much. 1 he

happiest of them all was the

Ignorant Motorist, who had driven his new Meoic

for the first time, and arrived before the others.

"Some car, eh?" he jubilated. " I ^hit fifty-

five on the level, and went up Higgins's Hill at

forty, from five miles at the bottom. What s

the matter with all you slow pokes?"

"Maybe we haven't the power you have,

smiled "the Club President, "although Cautious

Driver, over there, has a new Parkerino that is

supposed to have plenty of steam."

"Well, I heard that it wasn't good for a new

car to drive it fast, so I crawled out here on a

ten-mile-an-hour schedule," confessed Cautious

Driver. "Besides, she has just been scrubbed

with soap and water and is nice and clean, and I

didn't want to splash her all up!"

"I wish I had a nice new car," lamented Year's

Experience. "My old boat is sure a disappoint-

ment. She used to go fifty-five and climb

Higgins's Hill at forty an hour and look like

Cautious Driver's Parkerino—but she doesn't

any more. I thought she'd last me for three

years, but she is a wreck. Engine knocks, paint

gone, upholstery cracked, rides hard, fairly eats

up tires, and guzzles oil like a toper. I suppose

she was too cheap to be good. I only paid

$1,350 for her."

"Humph!" snorted the Old Motorist, stirring

a mess of roasted oysters around in a tin cup with

various highly spiced condiments which he poured

in with lavish hand. "Humph! Next time you'd

better get one that costs $350. Then motoring

won't cost your kind of driving so much.
" That's the first obvious statement I ever

heard you make," laughed Year's Experience.

"Of course a car at $350 won't cost so much as

one at $1,350. But what's the matter with my
kind of driving?"

" If it's obvious, why didn't you get one at $350
in the first place?" demanded the Old Motorist,

glaring over his cup. " It isn't obvious, or you'd

all buy the most inexpensive cars you could get

and throw them away at the end of a year and get

new ones. Here are you, with a $1,350 car a year

old fit for the scrap heap. Ignorant putting his

new Meoic on the skids as fast as he can, and

Cautious, here, who thinks ten miles an hour as a

schedule is taking care of his car, ruining it as a

second hand proposition, hand over fist, with soap

and water!"
Three pairs of accusing eyes focused themselves

upon the Club oracle. Three frowning faces

resented the animadversions upon their characters

as motorists. And three voices raised a protest.

"Oh, I say—go easy! Why I
"

"Why, you old reprobate! You said yourself

one shouldn't drive a new car too fast
'

"What's the matter with washing a car?

it preserve it to keep it dirty?"

1 he Club President, circulating about
the fire where the oysters were roasting

upon a great piece of sheet iron, seeing

that the club members were all supplied,

intervenei

"They are all innocents, Old Motorist,"
he said, kindly enough. "Suppose you
start 'em right.

"There's a whole tub full of bottles

about ten feet behind you," he continued
in a whisper.

The Old Motorist jumped up hastily

and moved to the tub where ice and
bottles swam together. "Got an opener,
some one?" he cried.

"I suppose no Club outing would be
complete without me telling some alleged
driver where he got off," he began.
"Listen, then, infant class in motorology,
while [I tell you a few facts about the
maintenance and upkeep of a car. In

MAINTENANCE AND UPKEEP
THE OLD MOTORIST CONVINCES SOME CLUBMATESTHAT A MOTOR
CAR WON'T RUN WITHOUT ATTENTION, AND THAT KEEPING

A CAR IN CONDITION REQUIRES MORE BRAINS THAN MONEY

By C. H. CLAUDY
the first place, the time to begin to maintain a

car in good running order is the day you buy
it. I've heard old drivers, getting a new car,

exult because, 'Oh, no more shop bills for six

months, anyway—she's good for that long with-

out attention.'

"Now, it isn't money half as much as brains

that counts in maintaining a car. Here Ignorant

Motorist is doing all he can to put his car in the

scrap class by driving it fifty-five an hour or forty

up a hill before it is 'worked in.' I know it's a

temptation, but it's folly to yield to it, and he

isn't using his brains when he does it. When a

car is new, none of its many bearings is truly

smooth. They are milling machine smooth, per-

haps ground smooth, but they are not run

smooth. The main bearings in the engine, that

is, the crank shaft bearings, the cams on the cam
shaft, which operate the valves, the teeth of the

gears in the driving system and in the trans-

mission, the bearings in the transmission, not to

mention the roller bearings in the wheels—all of

them are new, tight, unpolished. You go out and
run your machine fast, skedaddle up hills at forty

an hour, hit fifty-five on the level. What hap-

pens? Before fresh oil has a chance to film in be-

tween, before the surfaces are polished to a run-

ning smoothness, the bearings heat, get tighter

and wear unevenly, and you have started your
car toward actual ruin as a fine machine. On
the other hand, if you do as Cautious did, run ten

miles an hour, say fifteen or eighteen at the out-

side, you give everything a chance to be thor-

oughly lubricated, and to wear smooth before you
put any bearing to a strain. You went up
Higgins's Hill on high. Your speed shows that.

But it would pay you to run on the level in

second gear for a while if there was no hill to re-

quire it, merely to work in the gears in second

speed."
" But I thought all cars came well lubricated,"

protested Ignorant Motorist anxiously.

"They do—of course they do!" snorted Old
Motorist. " But don't you understand that the

steel worn off in the first running soon vitiates the

oil for lubricating purposes—makes a regular

cutting emulsion out of it with fine metal dust,

and that if you don't give the new oil a chance to

work in and replace this, you are going to cut into

all your bearings? It isn't fair to the machine.

Why, look at the way they run a battleship, when
it is new. Do you suppose they take it out for its

trial trip as soon as it is finished? Not much.
First, they run the engines slowly, very very

slowly, for hours and hours, with the ship tied up
to a dock. Then, still very, very slowly, they

steam around for days and days, watching each

Does bearing, taking its temperature, watching the oil

When a feller needs a friend"

consumption, and patiently wait-

ing for everything to wear to a

running smoothness. Only after

thousands and thousands of
revolutions will they put on a

little speed, and only by degrees
do they work those mighty
engines up to speed. Same way
with a locomotive—little by
little, slowly, slowly, they work

it in, until it is ready to stand a strain.

"Now an automobile is far less reliable and
strong than a battleship and nothing like as

sturdy as a locomotive. It is subjected to more
sudden strains, and to jolts and jars that the
heavier machines never have. Yet you climb
blithely into a new car and shoot around the
country at fifty an hour—and in a year she is

ready for scrap. Meanwhile she has cost vou
good money to be put back into reasonable run-
ning condition. But if you'd used brains in the
first place, you'd have had a good car without
spending so much repair money. But all you can
think of to say is: 'It didn't cost enough to be
good!'"
"How far should I run my car slowly?" asked

Cautious Driver with a superior air at the crest-

fallen appearance of Ignorant Motorist.
"I should run at least 500 miles, never exceed-

ing twenty an hour, and using second on all hills

that are really hills, whether the car could climb
them on high or not," was the positive and em-
phatic answer. "I know it's hard, and there is

always the temptation to see what the new car

will do. But it pays to resist it and to drive

slowly until every bearing is worn fine and smooth
and yet not scarred or worn improperly from
overheating, sticking, or poor lubrication. And
of course that applies also to piston rings and
pistons. Let them wear smooth and snuggle
themselves home, and you have a fine com-
pression which means power. Let them 'work
in' too fast, and they wear too quickly, and you
may have a cylinder a wee bit off the perfect

round. Then you never will get compression in

her."

"Well, I'm glad to know the Club Oracle ap-

proves of the way I take care of my car!" smirked
the Cautious Driver. "I think

"

"Oh, never!" interrupted the Old Motorist.

"I don't believe it. Cautious you are, but your
'care' is pretty short winded. You let your car

be washed with soap"—accusingly, and with a

glare.

"Well, isn't that all right? You don't want
the car dirty, do you?"

"Certainly not. But any one knows that cold

water is the only thing to put on new paint—cold

water in quantities, not in rain drops.

1 he best job of coach painting in the world

won't last if you don't take care of it. There are

from fifteen to thirty coats of paint on a good car

job—dried, rubbed down, dried, repainted, dried,

rubbed down, and so on. But the best paint

shop in the world can't season each coat to a fin-

ish between coats. If they did, it would take

years to paint a body. The result is that new
paint is soft, to a certain extent, when you get

it, and only time and sun and air will

harden it. Meanwhile, you take it in to

some garage where they are in a hurry,

and instead of cold water and a sponge

or a canton flannel rag, softening and

gently removing mud, they slap soap on

it. There1 goes your high gloss polish.

Not necessarily with the first soaping, but

with only a few she is gone forever

Cold water, and lots of it, gentle rubbing

—they preserve the paint and varnish.

"Then, after a week or so, when the

paint is a little harder, you should put

on a good body polish, and have it

used regularly. You want your paint

hard enough to resist spotting from rain

and mud, but you don't want it so hard

that it reaches the cracking point. 1 he

sun and wind take oil from the paint

layers. A good body polish puts it back.

Look at my old boat. Four years old she

is, and never been painted. I don't say

7*
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Remove the "Tire -Tax" on

Gasolene

EYKUY time the Gasolene Tank, on you?'
Car. is tilled up think of this:—

If the Tank holds, say, 20 Gallons,
—and the price is 30 cents per Gallon,— reflect
that FIVE of these Gallons are consumed, not
by the MOTOR, -but by your FABRIC Tires.

Of the $0.00 you pay for 20 Gallons, 25%,—
(or $1..">0). is practically poured on r i/oiir Tins,
instead of into your Tank. WASTED!

These Five Gallons of Gasolene constitute a
sort of "TAX," levied by Circumstance, against
the Man who does not MM vp to his Opportuni-
ties, who fails to investigate Silvertown Cord
Tire records.

If he (lid investigate these Records,—and
Test out Results for himself,— he could verify the
following Pacta, and PROFIT by them:—

SILVERTOWN Cord Tires have only
TWO Layers.

These Two Layers are of giant
CORDS, instead of the 5 to 7 Layers of Cotton
Cloth in Fabric Tires, or of Cotton Threads in

other (so-called) "Cord" Tires.

TWO Layers of Cords BEND 4 times, to 6
times, more FLEXIBLY, than 5 to 7 Layers of
Fabric or Thread rubber- cemented together
into a stilf. unyielding "Muscle-bound" Carcass.

This wonderful "Flexibility" is what gives
such wonderful RESILIENCE,—and such slight

Traction-Wave-resistance to Motor-power,—that
Silvertown Cord Tires are, through it, enabled
to do this:

—

—Coast down-hill 30% further and faster.

—Travel 25% further on each Gallon of Gas.
—Add 17' "o more Speed, to same Motor.
—Ride with 50% less Vibration.

—Be 70jb LESS liable to Stone - bruise,

Puncture, or Blow-out.
SILVERTOWNS are the easiest of all Tires

to permanently Repair,— the most Luxurious to

ride upon,—the most Aristocratic in appearance.
You are payingfor Silvertowns NOW (with-

out getting them),— in your GASOLENE bills!

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron, O.

Silvertown
GOODRICH Cord Tires

CUNNINGHAM ...... . Gasolene

FRANKLIN Gasolene

LOCOMOBILE Gasolene

McFARLAN Gasolene

MURRAY Gasolene

MARMON . . . Gasolene

OWEN MAGNETIC
Gasolene

PEUGEOT . . Gasolene

PIERCE-ARROW, Gasolene

SIMPLEX-CRANE
Gasolene

STANLEY (Touring) Steam

STUTZ (Bull-dog) Gasolene

WHITE . . . Gasolene /.
WINTON, Model 48, G^olene
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"If it's red, it's an Empire"

*mpfre
RED ires

"Why the Average Motorist's
Dollar is Shrinking "

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical
minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Syracuse, N. Y.

LOCOMOBILE

PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE - PROOF

Lee Tire Sc Rubber Co., Conshohoclcen, Pa.

THE READERS' SERVICE gives information
regarding Poultry, Kennel and Live Stock.

Firestone
Non-Skid

TIRES

KisselKar
All-year.

Gar
Literature on request

KISSEL MOTOR CAR CO.
Hartford, WlMonnin

T1IK HUDSON "SUPER-SIX"
is the final achievement in the six-cylinder motor. A radical advance. Fi

amental patents have been granted on it. Delivers 76 horse power. Attain;

a speed of 74.67 miles per hour. Eliminates vibration. Wonderful flexibility

silence, and ease of control. Combined with a new body of resistless grace

beauty and comfort. _
111 I.SON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH

id-

If You Want Building Information
Write to the Reader's Service Department. Our wide experience with building problems

and the building trades has given us a valuable fund of information. Advice and help

in selecting materials and equipment, etc., will be cheerfully given free of cost.

The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

she looks like a new car, but I do say she looks
better than the car of Year's Experience there,

and I'll leave it to him if she doesn't.
" It's the same way with leather and tops. You

buy a car with the finest of hand-buffed leather in

it. Then you proceed to make that leather earn
its price by leaving it out in sun, wind, and rain,

and expecting it to last forever. But you buy a
$3.50 pair of shoes, and if they get soaking wet,
you dry them on a shoe last, and then oil them
afterward to make them pliable and to prevent
them cracking. Nice, sensible differentiation,

that!

"What you ought to do—where's that opener?
—what you ought to do is to get some leather

dressing and have it applied at night when you
bring your car in, and leave it to soak in, over
night. Do this every three weeks and your
leather will never crack. Oil in the leather is

evaporated by sun, and dust works into the pores
and rots and cracks it. Keep the pores full of a
leather dressing, and the dust can't get in.

"Seat covers? By all means. But don't ex-

pect to cover leather with seat covers and find the
leather like new when you take them off in a
year. For while the oil evaporation from leather

is not so great through a seat cover, it is there, and
oilless leather, like wet shoes, will crack, I don't

care how good the leather is to start with."
"How about tops? Mine is all cracked up

now," complained Year's Experience. "What
did I do to make it do that way?"
"You folded it up arfd stuffed it into a hood

without laying it in straight folds. You never
dusted it or beat the dirt out of it. You left it

standing in the sun and the rain and the wind and
never gave it any waterproof dressing to keep it

from soaking through. Now you have to give

up £25 to $50 to get a new cover. My top
lasted me four years, simply because I dressed it

once in six months, dusted it every time I

folded it up, and saw that it didn't wrinkle
more than was needed when I shrouded it away
in its hood.

"But both tops and paint are details, although
they cost money when no brains are used in main-
taining them. They make a car second hand in

earnest when they are not good in appearance, but

a car may look like a scarecrow and go like a racer.

It's the lack of intelligence which starts with fifty

an hour on a new car that, carried through to its

logical end, makes a perfectly good, high grade,

#1,350 car no account in a year."

"I'm listening," said Year's Experience,

sheepishly.

"And I'm going to profit—keep it up!" added
Ignorant Motorist.

"Where's that opener?" The Old Motorist

failed to snort at this evidence of appreciation of

his efforts. "Well," he went on, after his thirst

was partially satisfied—the Oldest Member had

never seen it completely quenched
—

"well, there

is the question of lubrication. I've talked it

pretty hard here, and I won't go over it again, ex-

cept to say that grease cups ought to be turned

down every single day and refilled twice a week on

a new car for the first two months, any way.

There are a lot of places on a car that don't seem

to require lubrication much, because they are not

in continuous motion. Spring bolts, for instance,

and the spring leaves. But there is wear on

spring bolts, and having plenty of grease shot into

them saves the wear. Springs ought to be oiled

regularly, particularly when new. For they, too,

wear to a polish, if they don't rust. And the only

way to keep them from rusting is to have oil in

between them so the water can't get in. 1 he

need for lubrication on these parts is greatest

when the car is new. Use brains here, as well as

lubrication, and you save dollars in bills and

dollars in second hand value, and, as far as that

goes, dollars in Vr«ar, not only of tires but of the

car as a whole.

"There is a device which is put between the

leaves of springs, nowadays—inserts of some

cellular substance packed with graphite grease.

Watch a set put in. The first thing they do is to

sandpaper and then emory paper the leaves to a

polish. You can't get easy spring action if your

springs bind. And hard spring action means

additional jolting on the car and the engine. For

easy springs not only make you comfortable

above but make the chassis comfortable below,

since they yield to the road blows instead of

making the tires and the wheels take it all. Well

oiled springs mean increased wear on tires as well

as longer life for the car. Year's Experience com-

plains about his tire mileage—I'll bet that his

springs never have been oiled."
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terwovens

The Newest Addition
to the famous

FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of

Woven Wall Coverings

THIS beautiful new crea-

tion requires but a glance

to establish it .is the most

beautiful and most artistic

wall covering- Has all the

qualities of the rest of the

Fab-rik-o-na line. Durable,

color-fast, sanitary, strong,

crack-proof. Stands hard

usage. Will not shrink and
open at scams. Economical.

Fab-rik-o-na Interwovens

appeal to those w ho w ant the

daintiest as w ell as most serv-

iceable wall covering. Every
taste can be satisfied in the

great variety oi tones and pat-

terns. The richness and beau-

ty cannot be imagined or set

forth in cold type. They must
be seen to be appreciated.

Send for samples. Our service de-

partment will help you with your
decorating problems and put you in

touch with dealers in your own city.

H. B. WIGGIN S SONS CO.
383 Arch Street. Bloomfield, N. J.

CRANE
VALVES «"> FITTINGS

are necessary In the home

Splash! but they held their pipes!

HE TH01 GHT he

could fiah better

facing the bow.

Without B word to his

guide he rose and turned

—his fool caught in a rib

of the boat and—over it

went!

Mary Raymond Shipman

Andrews, .nil lior of "The

PerfectTribute,"lias writ-

ten for the annual Fiction

Number of Seribncr's a

rollicking story of a canoe

t rip of two brothers. It's

called "The Discovery of

Pouce-Long," and it \s full

of the amusing situations

that vacationists find in

the north, w ith a pleasant

background of balsam, siz-

zling bacon, and French-

Canadianisms.

SCRIBNER'S for August
Wl I LE you are away this month, you

will find this collection of worth-

while KDmner stories admirably suited to

your vacation mood. Pack the Fiction

Number with your other holiday supplies.

It's indispensable!

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
599 Fifth Avenue, New York

Date

CHARLES SCRIRNER'S BONA
499 Fifth Avenue, New York

Gentlemen: Please send mc Scribner's for one year,

starting with the current number. You may send me
a statement on the first of the moDth for (3.00 for the

twelve numbers.

Name

A.l.lr

DEAD
Our Life PreserverWould

I Have Saved Him
I but the old style supported
I him at the waist and let his

head go under.

Universal Hanasilk Life Preservers

hold the head above water

They support from the shoulders up

—

the head can't go under—and the heav-
iest person can't sink in them.

Adopted by the United States, Great
Britain and Canada for Government ves-
sels and adopted and stamped by United
States Steamboat Inspection Service.

Universal nanasilk Life Preservers,
$1.75, and Motor Boat Cushions,
11.00 up. are safest for all water craft.

Send P.O. order or draft for your
outfit to-day.

Boat owners read our free booklet, "Safety
on the Water." A postal will bring it.

Universal Safety Mattress Co., Inc.

Dept. F 31 Nassau St., New York

An Arm of Steel

Locking the Gar-
age Door Open

YOU will wonder how
you "ever got on with-

out them" after applying

a pair of Stanley Garage
Door Holders to those

garage doors of yours.

The door is held open firmly: yet a slight

pull on the chain leaves it free to close.

Stanley Garage Hardware and the Stanley Holder
may be had of any hardware dealer. Write us
for the Stanley Garage Hardware Book ' P."

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn.

New York Chicago
too Lafayette Street 73 East Lake Street
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TToTEL-REbUm-&-l NAVEL-DEPARTMENT
IPRIAniNQ MONTKLV IN ~T" tN FAMOUS MSOJIIN^ -•-

Centurv-Country Life in America - Everybody's- Fie lea & Strea m - H arpe r's
5^2 b!1^u - r «v/i«w of Reviews-Scr bner's-The Canadian-World's Work.ESdD? P.? S , p I N r O HM AT I ON IN TFlA V E. L PLANNING, WRITE TO THESE ADVERTISERS

35. TOPtHE' WM ERE-TO-OO TRAVEL CLUB -a BEACON ST R. KET - B OSTO N . MAS B .

MAGNITUDE AND CHEERFULNESS
jg|

D.S.WHITE.Prest. J.W.MOTT.Mqr.

NEW YORK
If Coming To New York

Why Pay Excessive Hotel Rates?

New York
Select, homelike, economical. Suite

of parlor, bedroom, private bath for

two persons. $2.00 daily per suite.

Write fnrBonklet H .with ninn of city.

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
Commonwealth Ave. Boston

THE DISTINCTIVE BOSTON HOUSE
Globe Trotters call the Puritan one of
Ihc most homelike hotels in the world.

Your inquiries qladly answered
APCoslelloJIqr. and our booklet mailed ^y-J

ON YOUR WAY TO VACATION-LAND

TIOTEL ESSEX
OPPOSITE SOUTH STATION + BOSTON
FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION'SERVICE THE BEST

THE HAMMOND HOTELS CCVDAVID REED.MANAOER

I'he " \vTien^o^(0^TTlurea!n^Trjeonly
department ofterlnir you the regular use of
TEN MAGAZINES EACH SlONTH

2 , .UUP copies. lB.IHIil.imo rearlers.

I4A66 ill.

ENJOY THIS INLAND SEASHORE
L >00 MILES OF OPEN WATER AT THE VERY THRESHOLD OF"

J

CHICAGO BEACH HOTEL
i .i . A Holiday Playground

supreme. The
restfulness

of the country

with the more

active sports

and recrea-

tions.

Frequent informal dances and orchestra concerts,

A summer outinq as you wish it among people

of your own sort -Tasteful, efficient service gives

a sense of home coming -The livinq and sleepinq

rooms are invitinq.-Meals skillfully prepared and de-

liciously served on American or European plan-10 Min-

utes from shoppinq 8 theatre districts - Write for rates

and reservations-Chicaqo Beach Hotel. Hyde ParK^
Blvd.-On the Lake Shore.-Chicaqo. III.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UNIQUE FEATURES:
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
flanked with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqles.the Forecourt,

Fountain of Fate.Cloister Garden,

Restaurant, Submarine Grill,

Rose Hall. LibraryTower,

Belvedere and Three
Decks looking on the

Boardwalk and

,

|

.,;,„, _
the Ocean.

NEW JERSEY
TT«11 ATLANTIC I'lTV.N.J.

Ijalcn mill. Hotel and Sanatorium.
New stone, brick * steel IniildiUK. Always
onen, always ready, always busy. Table
and attendance unsurpassed.

Along the Shore

1

In the Foothills-

Summer
Profusely lllustratinq

the Famous Coast and

Inland Resorts of New
Jerseyand Pennsylvania

reached by

Newjersey
(entrdl Iin?5
Complete Descriptive

and hotel and Boardinq

House Information.

Sent on Receipt of 4cts.

postaqe by W.C rlope.G PA.

Central Bldcj NewYork.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c.

Rooms $1 00 up; with bath $2 OOup. Botnecomforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

CHICACO ILL.

450 Rooms-$l.50 Up
\&

1 300 Baths'
Centra.lly Located
One Block, from
LaSalle Station.
Post Office <£/

Board of Trade
Write for Folder No.A

HEALTH RESORTS

Get Away and Rest

The largest and most elaborately equipped

health resort in the world— a Mecca for

vacationists, a cool and delightful summer

resting place. Outdoor life encouraged—

swimming, golf, tennis, volley ball, motor-

ing, and tramping. Systematized diet of

simple and delicious foods— expert bath

facilities—and the most efficient medical

service if desired. Accommodations for 2,000

guests. Plan your vacation early.

Write for free booklet and rates now

THE SANITARIUM
Bo» 109, BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.
Open O 1 T T 1 Mount
au the h'ark Hotel clen^?^\ ear Mich.

The Health & Pleasure Resort with the
MINERAL BATHS world famous for the
Successful treatment of RHEUMATISM.
Hotel and Baths under one roof. Best of
social life. Golf. All sports. Booklet.

INTERVALE-WHITE MTS. N.H,

INTERVALE HOUSE'^je™A Summer Home of Re-

finement 8 Rest with Amusement.- All Improvements.
Grand Scenery. Carriage 8 Garage Liveries, fine Roads. All

Sports, Orchestra. Excellent Table.- Booklet. H.5.Hudgett

Next Where-To-Go forms close Aug. 1

tiii^Hd.H.fcHa System
LYNN ' *A3& *

Of Underground Refuse Disposal

Keeps your garbage out of sight in

the ground, away from the cat, dog,
and typhoid fly.

Opens with foot. Hands never touch.

Underground Garbage
and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof Receiver for ashes,
sweepings and oily waste in house or
GARAGE.
Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from polluted water.

Look for our Trade Jl.n l.>

In use 12 yrs. It pays to look us up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

«'. II. STKIMIKNSON. Mfr.
\. 36 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

fciinni^d.HagBgi

Resort Sectioiv

[NEW ENGLAN
Magrxificeivt Scenery.
SuperbRoads .Numerous
Fiive Golf Courses.
Unsurpassed Faci I it ies for
the Entertainment of Visitors

.

3ook/etandFit/1Ln/brmatjoi\ /ro/n
THE BERKSHIRE RESORT BUREAU,

PITTSFIELD.MASS.

Are You Building ?
If so, * Mj Home"— a handsomely illustrated book which gives help-

ful hints on interior finishing and color schemes, will be sent free on
request to its publishers, the well-known Varnish Makers:

Pratt & Lambert-Inc, 113 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Write for new free book on

Bay State Br£*™
t

d Coating
Tells howto protectand.'ecorateconcreteandstucco.
WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc., Boston, Mass.

RUUD
Instantaneous Hot Water

by Just Turning a Faucet

RUUD MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Pittsburgh. Pa.

McCRAY Refrigerators
BUIl.T TO ORDER OR STOCK SIZES
Perfect cold air circulation—always sanitary

Send for Catalog

MoCray Refrigerator Co., 633 Lake St., Keiidallvllle, Ind.

the BestSerVice
PriV&teWater (For' ^

Systems Country Homes
CityResidences

Private Electric ICounl ry Clubs
Lighting SystemsjSummerCottages

Factories o^>

"

Electric aricv. Private -"^Public

Power Pumps Institutions
„

Compressors [For the Factory
ano. Garage Air or Private or
ServieeSystems Public Garage

MAIN OFF1CEAND PACTOHV
Dept. MfM For* t Wayne, lnd.

Yeear s Experience reached for the opener,
hurriedly. He had nothing to say, and tried to

conceal the lack with a bottle.

"You—I'm talking to you, Year's Experience'—went on Old Motorist, " have an old car, though
only a year out of the factory. I rode with you
once. I tried to tell you several things that vour
car told me, but you wouldn't listen. Your car
talks about her troubles— all cars do. I rode with
a man last week. Whenever we went around a

corner, I could hear his emergency brake grinding.
" 'Why don't you look for the trouble?' I asked.
'"Oh, I know what it is. Just a rub in the

brake housing. It doesn't amount to anything.'

"But it did. It cost him $300. What had
happened was this. Under most rear axles is a

strut or support, called a truss rod. It is fastened
to eye bolts at either end. In his car the eye bolt

fastens into the stationary part of the brake hous-

ing. One of these bolts had pulled in two, and
the resulting release of pull on the brake housing
made the car complain when it went around a

corner. But he paid no attention. So all the

strains on the rear axle came in the differential

housing instead of on the truss rod. Gradually
the housing pulled apart, he lost all his grease,

wore out his differential gears by running them
dry, and finally had to have a new set, and a new
rear axle.

"Don't neglect the noise—it means something.
"I know a man who had what he thought was a

slipping and grabbing clutch. He let it slip, in-

tending every day to "have it fixed One day his

car stopped with a jerk that threw him over his

wheel, cut his head open and laid him out. When
they looked for the trouble, they found a broken
key in the transmission—one of the gears had
been slipping and catching. The broken key got

in finally between gears and of course he stopped.

Hospital bill, #50; transmission bill, $100; delay,

three weeks—all because he hadn't attended to

the complaint of his car which was telling him as

loudly as it could that something was wrong.
"You can't maintain a car without care. You

have to spend time and thought and brains to

keep a car running. The car that overheats has a

wrong mixture or a stoppage in the water system.

Brains fix it before it runs out of water, burns the

oil up, sticks fast in the mud and scores a cylinder.

The car that has a grind in the differential prob-

ably has a broken tooth. Brains know that one

new ring gear costs now, installed, something less

than $10. Let that broken tooth get thrown into

the driving gears and it may wreck the rear sys-

tem.
" Same way with the electric system. Here you

go, brainlessly driving a new car and thinking

your battery is fool proof. Oh, I suppose you give

it water to drink, but do you ever think of hav ing

it tested to see if the acid is right or if it needs a

"booster" charge? Of course not. Some day

you will try to start and find the battery empty-
or, if you don't do that, you'll overcharge it, or

leave it standing six months in the garage while

you take a long trip, and when you come hack, it's

sulphated and ruined $50 worth.

"The unseen lubrication, spring bolts and

springs, brake shackles and rods, clutch and

differential, transmission and front wheels, steer-

ing gear and steering knuckles—those are no more

important to maintain in first class shape than is

the electric system. Never a system yet invented

fitted all possible cases and men. All of them

are compromises. Therefore, you want to see

regularly whether your battery needs' boosting

or is overcharging, if you wish merely a normal

depreciation at the end of the year and not an

abnormal one.

"I won't go into what you foolish drivers do to

tires. From starting and stopping so fast that

you skid your treads, to running half inflated,

from leaving spares out in the sun all day to

driving through sand on an old tire and never

looking at it to see if you have a sand blister and

emptying it, you treat your tires as if they were

steel. Of course, worn out tires don't depreciate

the car, but they do make it expensive and make

you try to save on repair shop charges.

"The only way to maintain a good car at any-

where near its value," the Old Motorist con-

cluded, "is to use your brains and spend some

little time on it. You can't hire it done at a

garage—you have to do the thinking yourself, un-

less you have a competent mechanician in your

employ—and I take it we are all our own chauf-

feurs. And from the exhibitions given in this

club,"—the Old Motorist glared
—

"I wonder

any car lasts a year for any one except myself.
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School ay Girls

U(mnlr>SihoolinNoOorMly

ft

rbrlVunliiiv{t<IKi\Tii|»ils

m»vo' mo

Spacious recreation ground*,

woodad para, tennis court*:

II the outJoor advantages of the

count rv « ithraady acecasibility

lo, ami lull rn|Oviitenl ,>t the

libraries. mu«nm», Uclur< courses,

concert*, art eshthition* and alt the

cultural influences of N«w York.

Small enough lo he a rral home, lartfe

enough to he a " Real School. " Ex-
ceptionally strong music department.
Spccul .'Our.*-« in Pjiu'int'. I" locution.

Art.Gymnastieaand Household Science

Pupil* mi.f college
upon it* own certificate

^lissBflnqs anil Missfflhiton
Riverjs'e Avenue. War JMnJ St. Weal

NEW YORK CITY

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home
THI mother in the

of hrr children
tsrcuharitics. th<

it

rht

s a teacher, (ho time comes
feels her inability alone lo

jwocevd further with Ihnr education.
I\*»ihlv not within reach of a really

ient school. she reluctantly gives Ihem up to be taught
1 other children.

». there has (frown up in the City ol Baltimore, in conncc-
i with a rrcat private day school a Home Instruction
Mrtment. the high object anil purpose of which is the cdu-
on of children from four to twelve years of age. entirely in

rotrn homes and yet according to the best modern methods
under the guidance and supervision of educational experts.

» arc list ^ in clrmen l.u v rtluc.it ion.

! school was estahhshed in 1897, and now has pupils in

ry state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

: mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magi-
in its results." An-
tr previously por-
ted by educational
hloms. voices her
I in these words:

outlining the
courses of
i will be sent

Ktkmi Carrart School,

he. V. M. HiByar. A. B.
Hartini . Headmaster,
l-W Cam Strvrl.

Baltia Md

Walnut Hill School
20 Highland St.. Natlck. Mass.

A College Preparatory School for Girls

Seventeen miles from Boston. Forty acres.

Skating Pond. Athletic Fields. Four Build-

ings. An Outdoor Study Room. Gymnasium.
Miss Conant Miss Bigelow, Principals

School of Horticulture for Women
AMBLER. PA.

-wl Theoretical and practical instrucM |\ tion m all branches of Hort
re. Orchards, greenhou<
egetable and fruit garriei

Special courses in poultry
bees and trartlening.

Flliakrlh l_ Ue
H.r

, |„r. H„, II)

Miss Hall's
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Hoimes Road to Lenox.

Forty-five acres. One thou-

sand feet above the sea level.

Miss MIRA H. HALL, Principal
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

SCI IOOI DKPARTMFNT 11 " 1
1 " •

i '

•<

lniuiin.il nuiinlinn hi liools will lit- nl;i<lly furnished lo rcaflcrs upon rcf|u»;»t. loi

mImmiI ralrs .kMii •.. SCHOOL hKI'AK 'I'M |;,\ T, (ouniky Liii. in Amlkica, Ciartlcn

City, Long Island, and New York.

FOR G/MSAND YOUNG WOMEN

N WORK AND IN PLAY the girls of Ward-
Belmont are stimulated to their finest interest,
riijwrpent and achievement in all that lc^i>|«i to their physlral, social,
Inti'l liii ual and moral development. Inspired by delightful iur-
roiiiuliniii uii'l iihwh i.il Ions iiikI " in our;iuiv| hy tlirr kindly influenceM < loMi iMTMinal instruction of master-minds, our younif women
enter with hearty enthusiasm into every activity of college life,

roo ii or In the saddle, In the awi inning jxnl or In the laboratory, at
;et ball, or in the studio and domestic science, the noblest ideals of effi-

e, practical and cultured womanhood are the common goal of Wakd-

The fifty or more instructors comprising the faculty, arc selected for their culture,
ability, experience and moral fitness from the leading American and (European Uni-
versities, Conservatories ami Studios. The beautiful campus and buildings, repre-
senting an investment of more than half a million dollars, afford every comfort, con',
venience and facility for the protection and training of body and mind.

In Nashville, "The Athens of the South," the center of Southern education and cul-
ture, favored by the peerless winter climate of tlir beautiful hliiegruHs region of I en-
nessee, young women from the bent homes of the South, Hast and West meet in delight-
ful and profitable association to enjoy the distinctive advantages of a thoroughly ap-
pointed institution of national prestige and patronage.

In Literary Work, in Music, Art, Expression, Home Economics, and Physical
Training, the facilities and instructional \Vahi>- Belmont meet the exacting demands
of a most discriminating patronage. The Academic Course includes Preparatory,
High School and College Work. Session opens September HOlh.

Early application is desirable, as the number of students is limited. Write for com-
plete Catalogues and Hook of V iews

Address:
WARD-BELMONT. Hox 3S, Belmont Hclchts, Nashville, Tenn.

mm.

_ NewEngland
Conservatory

George VV. Chadwick,
Director

Year opens
Sept. 21st, 1916OF MUSIC

Boston, Mass.
The Largest and Best Equipped School of Music

Located in the music center of America. It affords pupils the environment and atmosphere so necessary to a

musical education. Its complete organization, its imposing Conservatory Building, splendid equipment, and the

Residence Building offer exceptional facilities for students.

Complete Curriculum. Courses in every branch of Music, applied and theoretical, including Opera.

Owing to the practical training of students in our Normal Department, graduates arc much in demand as teachers.

The free privilege* of lectures, concerts and recitals, the opportunities of ensemble practice and appearing before

audiences, and the daily associations are invaluable advantages to the music student.

A Complete Orchestra offers advanced pupils in voice, piano, organ and violin experience in rehearsals and public

appearances with orchestral accompaniment.

Dramatic Department. Practical training in acting. RALPH L. FLANDERS, General Manager

A Country School for Girls
The refrular course of study is arranged to cover preparation for
the matriculation examinations of Bryn Mawr College and all co!-
lc-jres of good standing. The school certificate is accepted by r 11

colleges which allow entrance by certification. Elective courses
are offered to student9 who do not wish to prennre for college.
Great attention ts paid to modern languages. Physical training
forms an important pert in the life of the school.

Fanny E. Davies, LL. A., Principal

BRADFORD ACADEMY
FOR YOUNG WOMEN

BRADFORD. MASS.
1 1 4th year opens September 1 8th

Thirtv miles from Rrston. in the beautiful Merrimac Valle
Intensive (rounds and modern equipment. Certincaie admits i

leading colleges. General course of five years and two year
course for High School graduates.

Mia* I VI K \ \. KNOTT. A.M.. Prlnelnfll
"
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DECORATING SERVICE

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS
CONDUCTED BY JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

PICTURES HUMANIZE OUR HOMES
NOW that our extreme sensitiveness to

foreign criticism of our judgment of art

is passing, there is a quite noticeable

movement against the severely plain method of

finishing and decorating the walls of our homes

—

a condition brought about by the fad for pure

period furnishing, coupled with either the in-

ability of the decorator to humanize and soften

their severity, or the unwillingness of the owner
to allow him to do it.

More frequently it is because the owner has

not been able to decide what he wants on his

walls, and is not willing to leave the selection of

the pictures, with which he must live, to the taste

of another. On this course he is certainly to be

commended, provided, of course, he does eventu-

ally choose appropriately and wisely.

It must not be understood that pure period

furnishings and settings are not desirable—far

from it. But period

settings of whatever
type are difficult to

live with, however per-

fect, unless they are

relieved with pictures

that at once soften the

decorative scheme and
appeal to the imagina-

tion. Nor does one
transgress any pre-

scribed rule in decora-

tive art in so using

pictures. Even as

regards the very classic

lines of the Adams'
period this holds good,

and the most perfect

examples of all original

period decorations show
this humanizing in-

fluence.

One of the most in-

teresting recent exploit-

ations of this idea is

seen in one of the new
great houses on Fifth

Avenue. In a superbly

finished salon of purest Georgian construction

and finish, the woodwork and paneled walls are

painted a pale blue-green that, carried out in

carpet, hangings, and upholstery, would be too

cold and unresponsive if it were not for the half

Mr. James Collier Marshal
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America

I 1 West 32nd Street New York

In selecting pictures for your house, consider this excellent one by Battisto Dossi. Its wealth of color, wide range of interest, great
perspective and masterly execution, as well as its size, 30" by 56J", adapts it admirably for overmantel use in any of the living

rooms of the house

dozen beautiful Romneys and Gainsboroughs
that fill the several available wall spaces, and
by their presence make of this almost too perfect

apartment a most agreeable sitting room.
The success of this particular decorative scheme

is due undoubtedly to the fact that the pictures

used were chosen to suit the type of decorating.

Both of these artists flourished during the Geor-
gian period and nearly always incorporated in

their studies some decorative motifs of the time.

Correct framing, proper placement and hanging
on the wall are of first importance always, and a

too general ignorance of these points is undoubt-
edly the reason that pictures have been omitted
from our decorations.

There are, of course, no fixed rules for framing,

but one should remember that the real reason

for framing a picture, beyond the mere preserva-

tion of it, is that the frame itself shall be a com-
bining medium for the picture and wall; hence, its

color should be such that it partakes of or agrees

with the tints of both, and in order to do this it

is frequently a neutral tone, either a cool or warm
gold, antiqued grey is often so employed.

As to the frame de-

sign, it hardly seems
necessary to say that

the heavy, coruscated

gilt frames are incor-

rect, but few people

realize that the picture

may be brought into

very intimate rela-

tionship with the decor-

ative scheme by having

its design motifs in

keeping with those of

the room. Those who
are doubtful of their

judgment in this mat-
ter will have no trouble

if they will but study

the lines in a repre-

sentative chair of any
period. In all of these

it is the architectural

motif and not the ap-

plied decoration that is

important, and which

will prove the most sat-

isfactory medium.
The position of a

picture in a room is almost as important as its

framing, since certain types almost demand to

be placed in certain positions. For example,

the Battisto Dossi, shown in the middle of this

page, remarkably fine in itself, will be infinitely

Thoroughly satisfying in every respect is this broad-visioned canvas by James Shaw, about
whom little is known, though this work. : 8J" by 52J", reveals a great soul and a complete

mastery of art. With this picture one can live

How Gainsborough must have loved the delicate, fresh tints of spring. This jewel like

landscape, LC§" by 2H", expresses this in everv feithery bough and blade of grass It

will be an excellent drawing room canvas
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c7/z<? Cowing Midsummer^Sale of Fui\nitui\e
jj

forestalls a^BigT/^ise in Prices

T}ARFLY
;

if ever before, has there been

a time when fore-handed Furniture

buying meant quite so much in money-

saving and high quality securing, as it

does right now.

Makers of Furniture and of all the raw

materials that go into the manufacture of

Furniture are giving warning of large and

inevitable increases in cost. As recently

as July First a universal advance in Furni-

ture costs went into effect, and other

increases are expected.

But this condition was anticipated by

us, and its penalties evaded FOR THIS
OCCASION, by early plans and advance

purchases.

EVERY PIECE OF FURNITURE
IN THE SALE, Whether Newly
Purchased, or from Our Stocks, i

is 10 to 50% Less Than OLD
J

LOW PRICES

But with the approach of inevitable

price-increases, careful furnishers will an-

ticipate their coming furniture needs by

selecting from these collections, which are

as superior in quality as they are favorable

in price.

Sale starts Monday morning, July 24th,

and continues throughout the month of

August.
1

Lord& Taylor
38th Street FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
39th Street
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more impressive as an overmantel decoration than when otherwise placed,
while either the Gainsborough or the Shaw pictured here will prove as satis-
factory in other places than this, and lose no whit of their charm.
The hanging of pictures is a broadly argued subject, if one is to judge by

appearances, but two points that may be established by a little experimenta-
tion are these: they must be hung flat against the wall, no tilting forward
except when a proper angle of light is to be had in no other way, and, they
must be low enough so that the centre of the picture is on a level with the

eye, or at least

within easy vision.

This last rule

would not, of

course, apply to

the large Hopp-
ner portrait of Sir

Robert Wigram
shown here, which,
on account of its

length and general

im pressiven ess,

must be hung high

enough to dom-
inate the apart-

ment it dignifies.

The height of a

room permitting,

it ought to be at

least 45 inches

from the floor and
perhaps a trifle

more.

Just here an-

other feature of

this task is brought
forward, and that

is, what furni-

ture shall go under
such a picture. In

this particular

case the question

is easily answered.
A strong consol

table, is necessary

to make so bold a study as this a part of the room, and it will at the same
time relieve the feeling of overhanging weight.

Regarding the other illustrations, the Dossi, as has been said, is an over-

mantel decoration. The Beechey portrait of Mrs. Norton might also be

well placed over a consol table, while the jewellike Gainsborough would show
excellently in some intimate setting, over a dainty low cabinet or commode.
Unlike the others, the Shaw landscape calls for no supporting furniture,

nor does it speak a period or a setting. This is one of those lovely, heart-

gripping canvases that need no aid to express the message they carry.

Beechey was unquestionably a great portrait painter, as this excellent
picture of Mrs. Norton will attest. A picture of Mr. Norton is also
to be had, and the pair will prove a splendid addition to any house

Why not let this magnificent Honpner dominate and humanize your great hall or

library. Aside from its beauty as a work of art, the artist has limned in this

portrait of Sir Robert Wigram all those lovable qualities we admire in strong,

bluff men. It measures 82 |" by 54 J"
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Is your car tired—
or are you ?

Resilient

Strength

A thin wire can often stand more wear
than a heavy hawser. A yard of lead is

easier to penetrate than a foot of steel.

BNMI/I ft SECURITYTIRES
are designed for the services they must give.

All the rubber is put where it will resist wear
and distortion. Every ounce of strength

is put where it counts in wear and speed.

THE BATAVIA RUBBER COMPANY
Factory at BATAVIA, NEW YORK

M
DREICEIUC°

Jewed)
riFTH AVENUE at FORTY SIXTH

-NEW YORK-'

DREICER Jewels are
OF THE HIGHESTARTISTIC

MERIT- EACH DREICER
JEWEL EXPRESSES IN ALL

OF ITS MANY CHARACTER-

ISTICS AN INDIVIDUALITY

THAT GIVES IT AN EM-
INENT DISTINCTION.

—

a
i
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There is no
substitute for
the man who
is smoking
R am e s e s.

He himself will
tell you so. He
finds no satisfac-

tion in any other
cigarette when
he happens to be
out of his special

brand.

It's as if there were a

Rameses Club—an
informal organiza -

tion of men who are

loyal to Rameses
Cigarettes. They
wear no emblem.
They have their loy-
alty only as a com-
mon bond.

They smoke only
Rameses, "The Aris-

tocrat of Cigarettes,"
because they find in

no other brand the
full flavor and dis-

tinctive aroma that

Rameses alone pos-
sesses.

No man who once becomes
a member of this Club ever
leaves it.

Which is another way of
saying: "Nobody ever
changes from Rameses."

STEPHANO BROS., Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

FRUIT GARDENS FOR SMALL
AREAS

OST people who have any garden
space at all wish to raise a little

fruit. It depends upon your point

of view, pocketbook, available

space, and soil conditions what
kind of fruit you will have. I won-

der why the first image brought to mind when the

word fruit is mentioned with the raising of it in

view, is that of an apple tree. But it is the
thought of the apple orchard that first comes to

most of us. Now fruit may be raised on vines

and bushes as well as on trees. Surely grapes
are one of the most accommodating of fruits,

growing under almost any sort of soil condition.

This is not so true of most of the fruits, unless

again it be our favorite apple. Suppose the soil

you have to deal with is clayey—what fruits will

do best in such a soil ?

A clay loam, well drained, will be right for

apples. Apple trees ought to be set out about
forty feet apart, this of course referring to standard
trees, not dwarf ones which may be placed about
fifteen feet apart. Do not expect your apple
trees to bear under four years after planting, and
then look for them to keep on for the next forty

years. If your place is small, which means only a

few apple trees at the most, then choose to have
different varieties, winter, fall, and early ones.

It may mean more to the larder to concentrate
on just one good winter variety, as the Baldwin.
Other winter apples are the Northern Spy, Jona-
than, Greening, and Winesap.
Do you know the Pound Sweet and the Fall

Pippin, autumn varieties; as the latter one tells

by its very name. The Gravenstein and the
Red Astrachan are delicious early apples, and an
early sweet is excellent to add to these others. If

you live in the pie belt you might like Greenings
for the winter apple pies.

Now again, pear trees like a clay soil and so do
plum trees. In choosing varieties of these why
not select well-known ones such as Clapp, and
Bartlett in pears; Gage and Bradshaw in plum
trees. The little Seckle pear is so good as an
eating pear that you should not leave it out.

These trees are set about twenty feet apart.

Remember not to push the pear trees too fast

during the first two years or they may have
blight.

Again quinces may be raised in the clay soil.

Set the trees, bush-like in nature, about ten feet

apart. Choose the orange quince, it is by far

the best variety.

A gravelly or sandy soil will support nicely

cherries and peaches. These trees should stand
about fifteen feet apart, except the sweet cherries

which grow to be larger trees and need twenty
feet of space. The Windsor is an excellent

variety of sweet cherry; the early Richmond of
sour cherry; while a good early peach is the early

Crawford. The late Crawford is a correspondingly

good late variety.

The bush fruits are not particular as to soil, but
they do require plenty of moisture. These fruits

should go in rows six feet apart and three feet

apart in the row. If you care for red raspberries

choose the Cuthbert; or black ones, the Gregg.
A good variety of blackberry is Wilson; of dew-
berry, Lucretia.

It is always a temptation to go in for straw-

berries, and it takes tremendous strength of mind
to stop the formation of fruit during the first

year. Choose what is called a perfect flowered

variety like the Marshall or Brandywine. Grapes
are easy to raise and almost sure of good results.

I remember a charming back yard, a small city

yard, enclosed on three sides by grape vines neatly

trellised, set fifteen feet apart. There were sev-

eral varieties in this yard, among them old favor-

ites like Concord, Werde, Isabella, and Niagara.

Of course one must plan carefully for the small

garden, the space is precious, but it pays to have
a little fruit. Bush fruit may be worked in as

shrubbery, dwarf apple trees against the wall as

an ornament, cherry trees for a bit of color in

spring. E. E. S.

"DUM" the pup, a doorstop of
the noteworthy Fulper Pottery

"Vasekraft."

Fulper Pottery received the highest award
—Medal of Honor—at the Panama-
Pacific Exposition.

"BUM" is No. 492; Brindle Glaze; in

height 8 inches; price:—#4.00; delivered
safely anywhere in U. S. proper.

Send for illustrated booklet of other gifts

and prizes; bowls, insects, vases, book
block sets, candle sticks and novelties.

FULPER POTTERY COMPANY
—founded 1S05—

DEPT. 11
Exhibition Studio
333—4th Ato. Fulper Place
New York City Flemington, N. J.

Danersk Painted Furniture
Exquisite Productions of original quality and ar-

tistic beauty — single articles or complete sets.

Your choice from a large assortment of pieces for

all rooms, decorated and finished in color har-
monies for individual requirements. The decora-
tion and finish will prove the unity of any set.

ERSK1NE- DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 Wat 47th Street New York

Rare and Genuine Antiques

Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING ELTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Over 20 \ear» established

If y"ou are interested in good furniture, ;y"ou

should write today for

THE KARPEN BOOK
°f DESIGNS

S. KARPEN & BROS.
Karpen Bldg., Chicago 37th & Broadway, Netf York City

H. KOOPMAN & SON
French and English Period Furniture

Tapestries, Porcelain, China and Glassware

16 EAST FORTY-SIXTH STREET
Opposite Ritz-Carlton Hotel

A booklet of great interest to furniture

lovers is published by the Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company of Grand Rapids,

Michigan. It is entitled "Masterpieces in

Miniature,"andshowsreproductions of 6fty

photogravure plates from their large port-

folios. It will be mailed upon receipt of six

cents in U. S. Stamps. Address Berkey and Gay
Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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DEANE'S PATENT
FRENCH RANGES

The R«n«r shown abovr, destined for the fam-
ily of average sue, embodirs the brat features

of big hotrl range*. Sturdiest conetruction.

unitxim healing aaaured. platlorm drop doors,

unaightlv smoke pipe eliminated, all parta ac-

ceaaihle. eaay to keep bright andrlean. We also

manufacture an expensive line of plate warmers,
broilers, steel cook s table«. laundry ranges, etc.

Sen,l for Catalogue

BRAMHALL, DEANE COMPANY
MI-MS WhI 3«th Street New York City

A BIRD BATH

on vour Uwn or among wut flowrn will attract the birth
ami mM to the charm of vour Kartten. The t>ath illustrated

t^lrTVZV'oVT^'r "—'"$5.22
Sen. I for catalogue illustrating >ll types of Pompeian Stone

garden furniture Sjiecial facilities for designing in marble.

The ERK1NS STUDIOS
22 1 Lexington Avenue New York

At The Family Table
or the complete, correct and perfect

} illumination of your home—specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

W. &. J. SLOANE
Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings and Fabrics

Interior Decorators

FIFTH AVE ANO FORTY SEVENTH ST NEW YO«

Vernav
New York. 10. 1C. 14 East 46th Street
Boatoo. sen* Dartmouth Street
London. W.. 2ir Piccadilly

EARLY ENGLISH Fnmi-

tare. Silver. Porcelaini,

Pottery and Glaatware

—

antiques sf importance.

Hampton c%ljops
IB taut j llth fctrrrt

faring £L Patrirk'fl CCcitlirhral

^."rut flnrk

The Beautiful Snow White

IRISH LINEN
For Your Dowry Chest

Scad for booklet M—"How to Select Linen" and some especially
interesting suggestions

KIMBALL'S TEXTILE SHOP
Norwich, Connecticut

You Wouldn't Strike Your Beautiful

Walls With a Hammer
—but the fact that you could actu-

ally dent the wood without fractur-

ing the enamel, would show you
that the beauty and elegance of

your enamel was durable.

That is what you can do with Pitcairn

llan/ai Knamcl—dent the wood without
fracturing the enamel.

Make a Pictorial Visit to America's

Finest Homes
To show you how enamel contributes

light and spaciousness, good cheer and
optimism to an interior we would like to

send you our Pitcairn Portfolio of Knamel
Interiors, photographs of tasteful charm-
ing homes—and we will be especially

pleased if you give us the name of your

architect or decorator, so we may send
him one also. You will surely find this

Portfolio valuably suggestive for distinc-

tive decorative treatment of every room
in your home.

PITCAIRN
BANZAI
ENAMEL

—the finest flowing tnamel—white or
tinted—which makes it easy for the decor-

ator to secure that flawless, grainless, im-
maculate surface which is the elegance of

enamel decoration. Write for Portfolio

and please give name of your decorator
or architect.

PITCAIRN VARNISH COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wis. Newark, N. Y.

Attract the Birds

T to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking
in a

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from '/, to

3 incites deep without risk of drowning. The bath empties itself every

twenty-four hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across. 6in. h gh.

weiu'h't 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $4.00. F. O. B. New York.

There is an interesting story behind SHARONWARE. the frost-proof,

artificial stone for garden furniture. Send for particulars and descripli' e

price-list of wiiidow.lwxes. flower-pots, jardinieres, garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP. 84 Lexington Ave., New York

Marble Mantels, Consoles
Fountains, Sundial

and Hermes Pedestals, etc.

S. KLABER & CO.. Importers and Marble Workers

126 West 34th Street. New York E»ubliihed 1849

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS
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TABLE DELICACIES
Hints for a Southern Supper

ANN REMSEN

ANEW delight added to your break-

fast and supper table. Delicious,

nutritious, palatable and economical.

Easy to make—good to take. Sold at

all good stores.

THERE is a certain charm in the very

name "Southern supper." The mind
can picture the well polished mahog-

any table with stiff white crocheted mats, the

silver and glass glistening, the linen fresh and
fine, and the fragrance of white lilacs from,

the silver bowl gracing the centre of the table.

And last but not least the long list of tempting
dishes

—
"food fit for the gods," as Colonel

Carter would say.

No Southern menu would be complete with-

out chicken. Fried chicken with Sally Lunn
is the piece de resistance of the Southern supper,

but there is a French style of serving chicken

which is lighter and more appealing for a sum-
mertime repast; it is made by the following

recipe.

BLANQUETTE OF CHICKEN

One cold cooked chicken or fowl, 4 fresh

mushrooms, the yolks of 2 eggs, 1 pint of

chicken broth, salt and pepper to taste. Peel

the mushrooms, cut them into pieces, and
simmer in the broth until tender. Add the

chicken sliced into delicately thin pieces.

Cook gently until heated, when the beaten

volks of eggs should be stirred in gradually.

As soon as the sauce is smooth and creamy,

season with salt and pepper and a few drops of

lemon juice.

Jellied chicken is also a delicious substi-

tute for the heavier meats of a more formal

A Cook Book for Every Home

Practical Cooking
and Serving

By JANET MACKENZIE HILL
Editor of "The Boston Cooking School Magazine

In this book recipes are given
for simple, every-day dishes,

and for such as are in demand
for the most formal occasions.

A special chapter is devoted
to garnishing 2nd serving.

Another to the art of hospi-

tality and the etiquette of

entertaining.

What makes this the most up-
to-date and dependable book
of its kind yet published, is

that each recipe has been
tested and found excellent by
the author.

Illustrated, Net $1.80

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, N. Y.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

PDMPEIAN OLIVE OIL
ALWAYS FRESH

OLD Olive Oil tastes "oily." Fresh
olive oil tastes "fruity" and makes

a world of difference in the salad.
Insist on POMPEIAX and you will

get strictly fresh olive oil.

FULL MEASURE TINS
V2 Pint—Pint—Quart—\i Gallon

THESTANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

Limp Leather Edition of

COLLECTED VERSE
OF

RUDYARD KIPLING

IT is safe to say that the best verse Mr. Kipling has written

is in this volume, because he has selected (or this edition

the poetical works by which he wishes to be represented.

Included are the favorites from " Service Songs," the
" Barrack Room Ballads," etc.

The present edition is designed for a gift book. It is

bound artistically in limp brown leather, and boxed.

Garden City

Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less dritdgifying home-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman* It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of
the Ladies Home Journal, and the National Secretary of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net $1.25.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, 11 W.
32nd St.,N. Y.
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Anothtl diversion from the mr.it UM fish

ciuirsr in 'pagkrlti rn ttustrnlr, which if well

nude is a tempting dish. Cook the spaghetti

in boiling w.itrt about twrnt\ minutes, pour

into .i col.unlit ind run cold water through lf

Place in a huttereil casserole and ,idd a sauce made
ofone and a half cups ..| st.n k and one t< .ispoonful

of butter, thickened with flour, and one cup of

ntcd cheese, place in the oven. Add a second

cup of cheese and spread thin slices of baked
tomatoes or Spanish peppers on top. Serve hot

in casserole.

With tpagkrlli en cassarolr, hot tea cakes are

delicious; they are made as lollows:
J
pound flour,

J
pound of butter. I ounce of sugar. I saltspoon

salt. I teaspoon baking-powder. I egg, and some
sweet milk.

Make the ingredients into a soft dough with

the milk, cut into rounds about a half inch thick,

and bake for ten minutes in a quick oven; split

open with your fingers, butter, and eat hot.

Fggs Romanoff or egg-. Iv.inhoe arc delicious

dishes for a summer supper. Serve a plate of

thin buttered toast with the eggs. I he recipe

for Kggs Romanoff is as follows: Cover hard

boiled eggs w ith a stiff mayonnaise. Put a highly

flavored aspic icily in the bottom of individual

molds. VVnen the jelly is firm add a spoonful of

caviare and place the mayonnaised egg on the

top. Pour in more jelly. When it is cold turn

from the mold and serve on a garniture of lettuce.

This is good for a cold supper.

EGGS IVANHOE

Gx^k a piece of finnan haddie in milk, then

add two tablespoonfuls of sauce (a good cream
sauced with a few fresh mushrooms, salt, pepper,

a bit of cayenne, and one tablespoon of Parmesan
cheese. Put this through a fine sieve, and in

nests of this paste on slices of toast, slip poached
eggs. Sprinkle with grated cheese and place

for a moment in a hot oven to glaze.

Fish is often served for a summer supper in

place of chicken; there are so many digestible

wavs of serving fish that a choice of recipes is

difficult. A mousseline of fish makes a very
pretty dish, and may be served cold at this

season with a cucumber sauce or light mayon-
naise.

MOl'SSELINE OF FISH

One pound of raw halibut chopped very fine

(any firm white fish can be used). Mix the
whites of 4 eggs beaten stiff, I cup of fine bread
crumbs, I cup of cream, \ pound of almonds cut
in fine strips, a pinch of mace, a little bit of onion
juice or. if preferred, J teaspoonful of lemon-
juice, salt and pepper. Steam in a mold or bake
in a pan of water or in individual molds for three

quarters of an hour. Serve with a rich cream,
or mushroom, or lobster sauce.

CREPES SLZETTE

Pancakes in place of the sweet course appeals
to many a gourmet; "crepes Suzette" as the
French call these delicious pancakes, are made
by mixing I pound of flour, 5 ounces of powdered
sugar, a pinch of salt, 10 eggs, \ pint of cream,

i pint of milk, 2 spoonfuls of whipped cream, a
liquor glass of curacoa, and a few drops of es-

sence of mandarines. Three or four table-

spoonfuls of this mixture are enough for one
pancake. Cook in a pan and when brown on
both sides put in a hot covered dish.

When you take to the Woods
When you take to

the woods you will

want to take with

you an out-door

food that is easily

and quickly pre-

pared, that sup-

plies the greatest amount of

body-building nutriment in small-

hulk, that will stand up fresh and

m and sanitary in any climate,

these requirements are met in

SHREDDED WHEAT
the ready-COoked whole wheat food, the favorite out-door food for

the ramp in the woods, bungalow in the country, for the long tramp
or the automobile tour. A diet of Shredded Wheat in Summer
means good digestion, buoyant energy, mental
alertness and top-notch physical condition.

Shredded Wheat is deliciously nourishing with milk or
cream, or in combination with berries or other fresh
fruits. Triscuit is the Shredded Whole Wheat Wafer
—• crisp, tasty snack for luncheon or outdoor picnics

or excursions by land or sea. Serve it with butter,

soft cheese or marmalades.

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

est

cle

All

If You Want
Building Information

Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience with

building problems and the building trades has given us a valuable fund of

information. Advice and help in selecting materials and equipment, etc.,

will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

White House
Coffee ™~
and Teas
AMans Coffee

Ishis

Breakfast
W\TE HOflSf

Sold in the whole bean, ground or

pulverized, never in any package

but the 1, 2, 3 or 5-lb. All-Tin

cans. White House Tea, ]A

and Yz -lb. All -Tin cans, all

varieties, as good as White

House Coffee.

DW1NELL-WRIGHT CO.
r~_—1 Cff_ ~ - BOSTON CHICAGO
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A DISCUSSION of the joys of yachting

occurred on a club piazza a few days ago.

One of the members, known as "The
Beloved Vagabond" and an all-round sportsman,

asked why it was that a man who usually abhors

formality will ungrudgingly accept the iron rule

of yachting etiquette. He will be complacency

itself and allow himself to be led as a lamb to the

slaughter by a man "in the know" as to the most
approved tailor for the correct yachting clothes.

Because, if we yacht, we must do what the yachts-

man does or be conspicuous, which few men can

stand.

A~xelebrated tailor, in speaking of yachting things, said: "Men are con-

servative creatures. A prescribed cut and finish for the yachting costume

having been adopted, it has become distinctive and changes very little from

year to year. The only rule is that

everything must be new and fresh.

While afloat, every man should appear
as trim as his craft."

The etiquette of what to wear and
when to wear it, leads the tailor and my-
self to talk over the present needs of the

yachtsman's wardrobe.
While near shore, the owner of the

yacht wears a dark blue jacket cut

double-breasted, finished with four

gold buttons; white flannel trousers

with the cuffs turned sharply up; a

white linen shirt, stiff collar, and black

silk bow tie done in a short, snappy
style; a regulation yachting cap in blue

cloth; white canvas or leather shoes;

and white lisle thread socks.

For deep sea cruising when land is

lost, a yachtsman wears the blue jacket

with white linen trousers—they may be
done up more readily than the flannel

—

a white linen yachting cap, and white
shoes and socks.

On coming in to the harbor on a visit

to a strange port, the owner of the yacht
appears in the full blue suit which
corresponds to the full dress uniform of

the naval officer. With the dark blue

jacket is worn dark blue trousers, a blue

cap, and black shoes. There is a new
black leather sports shoe, same last as

the white leather and canvas half-shoe,

smartly fastened with a whip leather

lace, heavy rubber soles, and spring heels.

This model is very smart with the dark
blue suit for formal occasion on board.
With the black shoe is worn a lisle thread
or light cotton sock—silk not being as

comfortable at sea.

A guest on the cruise has more license

in choice of clothes than has the owner,
who is on duty as captain and must
appear in proper kit. A white flannel

suit with a double-breasted jacket fin-

ished with four gold buttons, a white
yachting cap or a stiff white sailor,

low white, canvas shoes with heavy
rubber soles, and white cotton or lisle thread socks, are quite proper for
afternoon wear. The younger men may vary this suit by having the coat
slightly cutaway and finished by two gold buttons. A white flannel vest,
cut low and buttoned by four small gold buttons, may be worn with the
white flannel cutaway jacket.

A member of the cruising party may also wear the white linen trousers
and dark blue regulation jacket and yachting cap. The models which one
of the best tailors in the sports wear is making this season are in a fine
cream colored flannel, smart in cut and finish, to be worn with the blue
flannel and serge suits.

A steamer trunk in glazed black leather should be chosen. It is damp-
proof and is fitted with a tray for shoes. Among the necessary comforts
on a cruise is a pair of good binoculars. "A field glass should not be bor-
rowed, but owned," a crusty sportsman once remarked on board a liner
coming home from Europe, when his glass was taken by a friend and kept
until the object was out of focus.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of Country) Life in America Advertis-

ing Department's Service Bureau will be

glad to furnisK further information or

purchase an>> of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

A WOMAN dresses bewitchingly at all

times—or should—but nowhere is she
more alluringly gowned than on a cruise

aboard a yacht. There she seems to acquire
much of the easy grace of the trim craft in motion,
and appears as scrupulously well gowned as on
land. And, why not—is not dressing aboard
these luxurious floating homes like fitting a keel to
one's boudoir and setting sail—as a clever wo-
man once said.

A woman's outfit for yachting comprises a
white flannel suit, a plain blue serge suit cut on

strictly tailored lines and finished as are the masculine coats, with four gilt

buttons. *>

A top-coat in Wue French serge, cut loose and full, with a mustard
colored silk collar and cuffs—the button in blue serge with tiny insets of

the mustard silk, and the lining in a

cream silk with cross-bar of mustard
colored satin—is one of the new and
effective models for yachting.
Capes are being much worn; they

are long and full, quite like those of the
Italian officers one used to see in Rome.
The capes are made of black or dark
blue broadcloth, and the lining may be
in any combination of silk or shade of

satin one desires. A stunning cape is

in dark blue broadcloth with a cherry
silk lining striped in black, the turned
over standing collar in Cluny.
A soft wool sweater comes in a be-

wildering number of colors, from the

smart green and canary colored effects

up to the dainty shell pink and baby
blue affairs. Wool is far better en

voyage than silk. The wool sweaters

may be dried out more readily if an
insistent damp day comes.
An afternoon gown for a function on

board, or for going ashore to visit some
distinguished person, is essential; it

should be in voile or a light weight
gabardine, as these materials do not

crush readily and are always smart.

The sleeves are formed by a series of

ruffles or tucks, if one is slender enough
to permit this style. A smart model
seen in an exclusive shop had a sleeve-

less blouse with which a fine net guimpe
with sleeves was worn.

HAT TO FLOAT IN

There is never a time when the hat

is not the chief interest in the feminine

outfit, on land or sea, and it must have
the personality of the wearer to be

becoming.
For the informal white and blue

flannel suit, a stiff sailor may be worn,

or one of those adorable soft, fine felt

hats which come in a wonderful pink,

canary, green, light blue, or white.

This is a white season in hats. A white

hat must be a part of every wardrobe, even in sports. The semi-dress

hat is in straw and satin or velvet, and has a straw brim and soft

velvet crown, full and floppy like a Tam-o-Shanter. These hats are in

all black, or black and white, or all white, and are seen at all smart race

meets, or on houseboats and yachts idling along the Sound.

SHOES AND STOCKINGS

A woman is not restricted to the monotony of the masculine choice in

foot-wear. The only rule to be adhered to is that to conform to the de-

mands of etiquette, the yachting shoe must have a rubber sole and spring

heel, or at least a rubber sole and heel. The models in yachting ties are in

the same general pattern as most sports shoes. The new combinations are

in white and blue, white and green, and wonderful two-toned green low

shoes, the last is on slender lines and avoids the clumsy look which the usual

sports shoe is apt to have.

(c) Underwood& Underwood

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hannan on their house yacht "Nirohda"





Announcing
WHITE ENCLOSED. CARS

CUSTOM BUILT

{""THE Limousine, the Landaulet and the

cS Town Car are constructed lower than
heretofore. The new lines enhance the

gracefulness of White design. They are

extremely simple, unbroken by door
mouldings and other details unnecessary
to the finest body construction.

White Motor Cars are a custom built product,

not merely in general design, but in every detail

which characterizes the made-to-order car

—

grace of line, imported materials, individual

appointments and the nicety of construction and
finish which expensive hand labor produces.

THE
,

WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND
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THE NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW
OCTOBER 12-21, 1916

Springfield Massachusetts

The Dairy Show Yard Event of the Year. To be Held in

Forward Agricultural Movement.
the East to Assist a

The Buildings Just Constructed for its Use are Larger, More Convenient,
Better Appointed than any Similar Buildings in the United States.

Over 50,000 Square Feet of Floor Space Sold for Machinery, Equipment and
Dairy Product Exhibits.

1 ,000 Dairy Cattle Entries. Utility Horse Show Features for Evening Shows in the

New and Beautiful Coliseum

Visitors from West of the Mississippi River by Buying Tickets through Central

Territory Points Enjoy Reduced Fares. All Other Territory Covered by Direct

Reduced Railroad Rates.

Railroads in Eastern States quote Very Low Rates of Fare.

Look at Your Map and Note a Beautiful Fall Trip to New England.

SILVKR FOXES
For Sale

la. k . Sil»«r. Hatch, I' row. Mil

Horne's Zoological Ar«u
Kansas City Mioaoun

FLYA-WAY

It will nol cum, Mister or take
ort th«- hair an<l it will not tils-

It has been pronounced by
humlmU of the ItnHn* dairy-

men and breeder* as the finest

We offer a maniple gallon at

$1.35. and in lots of rive and ten

gallon* at 5> • per gallon.

J. K HIF>F.( KKR,
Dairv nad Crraarrj Su|>|ille«

itt Ltarnq St., Sew York t Ity

The Readers' Service

Department

will be glad

to give you information regard-

ing schools in any part of the

United States or Canada. Since

this Department was established

we have helped hundreds of

parents find the best schools for

their boys and girls. Let us help

you

!

Country Life in America
Garden City New York

PASTEUR LABORATORIES
RAT VIRUS

For the destruction of RATS. MICE, and MOLLS, bf a special vlrut which
convert a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harmless to human
beings, domestic animals, poultry or rime. Not a poison. 50 eta. to fi.50.
INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS Ar.O. If your dealer cannot supply
you. order from us. PARTKt'R LAIIlMtATOItlKS OF AMERICA
!.•» V.rl, MS V). 1 Ith it. I Memo, 17 9. La Salle HI.

Laboratnire des Vacclns Pasteur pour IT.tranirer and
Instltut Pasteur. Paris lliological Producta.

MULES MULES
Broke mules of all descriptions. Two year

old green mules, yearlings and five . months old

mule colts. Always from 100 to 250 head on
hand to select from.

JOE KINDIG, York, Pa.

ARSORBINE
*^ TRADE MARK AEG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

reduce inflamed, swollen Joints,
Sprains, Bruises, Soft Bunches; Heals

Boils, Poll Evil, Quittor, Fistula and
infected sores quickly as it is a pos-

itive antiseptic and germicide. Pleas-

ant to use; does not blister or

remove the hair, and you can work
the horse. $2.00 per bottle, delivered.

Book 7M free

ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniment for man-
kind, reduces Painful, Swollen Veins, Wens, Strains, Bruises; stops
pain and inflammation. Price $1 .OO per bottle at dealers or delivered.

Will tell you more if you write. Liberal Trial Bottle for 10c in stamps.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.

LetYourHorses
"Salt to Taste"

No more need to £W*tf how much salt each horse requires.

Let them lick it themselves—as much or as little as they
want, when they want it.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

in patented holders make this easy
in your barn or stable. Save work
and time— prevent "forgetting"

—

keep horses toned up because it's

pure refined Dairy salt—no drugs.
Ask dealer, write for booklet.

lielmont Stable Supply < o.
Patentees and Manufacturers

SR9 Fallon Street Brookljn, R. Y.

De Laval Cream Separator
The original and the best

NEARLY 2.000.000 SATISFIED USERS

The De Laval Separator Co. UlSFZSff

Warm, Springy Stall Floors

Cork BrickJtnors in
Glenn L. Hriggs, Aubm

It would seem that this flooring meets perfectly

the requirements of the practical dairyman and
all owners of fine stock. It is sanitary to the

high limit of possibility, warm as any unheated
floor can be. quite resilient, and non-slippery.

Many of the most celebrated dairymen of this

country are now using this flooring and recom-
mend it without reservation.

Armstrong @ Cork Brick

Composed of clean, granulated cork and refined asphalt.

Subjected to a pressure which closes all pores. Water-
proof, easily kept clean, and no crevices to harbor filth.

Made into brick 9x4x2 inches; readily installed over
any kind of base; very durable.

A post card will bring you a sample of Armstrong Cork
Brick, and illustrated literature.

Write it now—then it wilt not be forgotten.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company
143 Twenty-fourth Street Pittsburgh, Pa.
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FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE

Originality in Fall and

Winter Furniture Styles

Our exhibition of Fall and Winter Styles is

marked, like its predecessors, by much that

is original with us, by the uniformly high

character of every design, and by the admir-

able arrangement of furniture in related

groups which greatly facilitate selection.

As an exposition of both Antique and Mod -

ern Art this collection is worthy of a visit

from everyone who appreciates rare and
beautiful furniture, and includes many pieces

thoroughly well made on simple lines at very

moderate prices.

From every viewpoint "Flint and Horner
Quality" pays.

Oriental and Domestic Rugs
and Draperies.

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.
20-26 WEST 36th STREET

NEW YORK

Submit Your Book Problems to

The Lord & Taylor Book Shop
CONDUCTED BY DOUBLEDAY,. PAGE & CO.

Fifth Avenue and Thirty-Eighth Street, New York

^TT A book shop which attempts to give good books

^jj the gracious and charming surroundings they

deserve. Easy chairs, portraits, and carefully chosen
furniture lend the shop the atmosphere and setting

of a private library where the customer may browse
in comfort and at will.

^TT During the spring the Lord & Taylor Book

^jj Shop held a series of lectures in Chickering Hall,

a beautifully appointed auditorium on the seventh

floor of the Lord & Taylor Store. These were well

attended and proved a pleasant way of interesting

the public in some of the current books. This fea-

ture will be continued by the Book Shop in the autumn.

CONCRETE GUIDE POSTS
N INTERESTING and novel article

of concrete construction and one of
recent origin, is the guide post,

which is readily adaptable to many
and varied uses. Consisting of a
reinforced concrete post or stand-

ard, with concrete signs, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration, this sign meets the increasing
demand for a guide post of permanent service and
attractiveness, and one which would afford a
suitable substitute for wood or metal. Signs
made of these materials have long been unsatis-

factory on account of their short life due to the
action of the elements, which has no effect on
properly constructed concrete. Metal signs,

with a certain superiority over wooden ones, re-

quire frequent painting as well as attention to
corrosion, and thus have proved expensive both
in first cost and cost of maintenance.

This concrete sign post is not only permanent,
durable and artistic in design, but compares
favorably in cost with metal or other signs. It is

made of white Portland cement and crushed

Concrete guide posts can be erected for about $15

granite, carefully molded in different ornamental
patterns based upon Greek and Roman archi-

tecture, with beveled edges and sunken panels.

The finished post presents a smooth white surface

which is unstainable and impervious to weather
conditions. The post is 35 inches square at the

top, 8 inches square at the bottom, and has a

length of 7 feet; the average weight is about 200

pounds. It is reinforced with four j-inch twisted

steel bars throughout the entire length, and is set

in the ground in a concrete foundation to a depth

of 18 inches.

A particularly interesting feature of this guide

post is the concrete inscription boards and letters.

The sign board is 12 inches wide by 31 inches

long, with a thickness of 35 inches at the middle

tapering to if inches at the ends. It is rein-

forced with j-inch twisted steel bars. With

edges beveled at both ends and bottom, the top

thickness is increased to form an overhang of

about 1 inch. A f-inch steel rod runs through

the full length of the post, continuing through the

sign boards to hold the entire structure together;

this is terminated in an ornamental cap at

the top.

The letters are of monolithic cement construc-

tion, molded in a plastic state, and dovetailed

into the concrete sign boards. While of any de-

sired thickness, these letters are usually from a

quarter to a half inch thick, of black or other

suitable dark color that is absolutely non-fading.

These posts with sign boards complete can be pre-

pared for about $15.

Within a short period of time concrete posts of

this nature have become very popular, proving

satisfactory in every way and asserting the par-

ticular value of concrete for this class of public

or private work. L. R. W. Allison.
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JI-'BOOK^'FOI^' VOV
A CIRCUIT
RIDER'S
WIDOW
By Corrn Harris

Illustrated. Net $1.50

Mary Thompson was a
saint—a very human saint
with a strong sense <>t humor and an
inward longing to see a horse race.

The story concern! her experiences

M i circuit rider's widow, the guide,

philosopher, and friend to a little

country community. Mrs. Harris

takiN one hack to the delectable humor and characterization of

her earliei success, " 1'he Circuit Ruler's \\ it*.-." I Ready in October)

THE HOUSE
OF FEAR
By Wadsworth

Camp
Illustrated. Net SI.35

the supernatural earned

only at the very end
story.

Short Stories

from "Life
*

Introduction by

Thomas L. Masson
Managing EJitor of Life

Net 91.25

"Pay what debts I can.
Kill you, if the strength

—

This was the famous line from the big

scene of "Coward's Fare." How the

lives of all who attempted to speak it

were threatened, a star revival com-
pany demoralized, a strong man's will

defied, and a mysterious duel with

on in "the house of feat" is revealed

of this new mystery and detective

Crusty Old THE GRIZZLY
Bachelor- K jNq
engaging hero,

peaceful over-

lord of vast
st retc h e s of
ca rth : such was
Thor, grizzly king of the Rockies. This is Mr.
Curwood's companion story to "Kazan"—

a

romance of the wildswith the mountingclimax
and adventure of " The Hunted Woman."

By James Oliver

Curwood
Illustrated, Net $1.25

A Mother Once Said:
"Why is it my children never ask me to

tell them a new story? It's always the

familiar fairy stories, the time-worn
nursery rhymes, especially the old,

old tales from the old, old book that

my boys and girls love best." Miss
Smith, co-editor with Kate Douglas
Wiggin of the "Children's Crimson
Classics," has retold these Bible

Old, Old Tales

from the

Old, Old Book
Retold by

Nora Archibald Smith

Illustrated, Net $1.50

Stories with loving care.

How Short Can a Short Story Be?
Life tried to solve the question last year by holding a contest. The stories accepted were to be paid

for at the rate of io cents a word for every word under 1 500 which the author did not write! Out of

;o,ooo MSS. received from all parts of the world, 81 stories ranging over every mood and every kind ot

plot by authors well known and hitherto unknown were accepted, and are published in this unusual vol-

ume. A #12,000 collection costing the reader #1.25.

A Novel:
andOf the romance and tragedy, the conflict

achievement dormant in every marriage.

Of the heart of one woman, reflecting the exper-

iences of a million.

Of the great emotions of life that rise above time

or place, poverty or wealth.

Of all those elements which have made Kathleen

Norris beloved in thousands of American homes.

THE
HEART
OF

RACHAEL
By

Kathleen Norris

Author of

"The Story of Julia Page,"

"Saturday's Child," Etc.

3rd Large. Printing. Net $1.35

Told with that art of which William Dean Howells

has said: "Mrs. Norris puts the problem before

you by quick, vivid touches of portraiture or

action. She has the secret of closely adding detail to detail in a triumph of

Littleism, but what seems to be Nature's way of achieving Largeism."

A PAGE OF NEW BOOKS FROM THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS OF

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
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THE- TALK- OF -THE • OFFICE

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra

THE ART OF KATHLEEN NORRIS

NATURALLY we follow more or less

assiduously the book reviews in the

periodical and daily press, even though
we do not always agree with them, but in the

early comments on " The Heart of Rachael,

"

the~-new novel by Kathleen Norris, appeared
a note which cannot help but come as a gratifi-

cation to those who have followed the develop-

ment of her art. The note we refer to is that

with this book Mrs. Norris has passed, or is

passing an important milestone in her career.

It is not only that she has shifted her canvas
all the way across the continent from California

to New York but also the critics have pointed

out that in so doing she has broadened and
deepened her message, told it with greater skill.

The New York Times Book Review remarked
that "The Heart of Rachael" "is by far the

best and most careful work that she has done
and ought to place her well forward among
American novelists."

"fewer and better" as applied to
serious books

The "fewer and better books" policy which
has been our guiding star for the last few years

is easily understood when it applies to fiction

but if one will stop a moment to consider condi-

tions it will be apparent that it should apply
just as stringently to non-fiction or serious

books. Yet most people do not think of it in

that way. They are all too prone, we fear, to

accept any serious book as a good and a worthy
work—for some one else to read. What we aim
to do is to publish serious books that you will

want to read, that you feel you must read. You
can't read everything on a given subject, yet on
a great many subjects you feel that you need
and want to read the one book which has been
selected with a view to giving you the material

in the most interesting and most suitable form
and from the most authoritative source. The
careful, even drastic, selection of serious books
to suit just these conditions is the meaning of

"fewer and better" when applied to non-
fiction.

Such a book was "Crowds," for it has sold

close to 30,000 copies. Such a book was G.

Lov/es Dickinson's "A Modern Symposium";
and "The Autobiography of Dr. Trudeau";
and "The Life of Pasteur"; and "Up From
Slavery" by Booker T. Washington, and Frank
Alvah Parson's "Interior Decoration,"—each

in its own field.

And also we feel that the non-fiction books
announced for this Fall and Winter will stand

alone, each in its own particular field. Not to

go into the matter at too great a length (for

formal announcements will be made later)

we give herewith a brief list.

"The O. Henry Biography" by Prof. C.

Alphonso Smith, Edgar Allan Poe Professor of

English at the University of Virginia—and a

boyhood chum of Sydney Porter. Perhaps no

modern writer has excited the curiosity that

O. Henry has. Here is an authoritative ac-

count of his life and literary beginnings by one
who has augmented the boyhood association

of many years with study and research into

the life of his subject for the last three years.

This biography will at once satisfy the intense

public curiosity about the life of O. Henry
and dispel the fog of misconceptions which ha,ve

clustered about the life of this outstanding

literary figure.

"The Life of James J. Hill" by Joseph
Gilpin Pyle. This book which will be issued fol-

lowing the publication of certain parts of it in

the World's Work, will be one of the most im-

portant biographical volumes of the season.

The author, for years Mr. Hill's private secre-

tary and constant companion, had been at

work on the material for a number of years

before the death of this great upbuilder. J. J.

Hill was the Cecil Rhodes of the American
Northwest, and besides its importance as a

biographical volume the story of his life is one
of dramatic and thrilling interest.

"Hesitations" by William Morton Fullerton.

Mr. Fullerton is one of the leading thoughtful

students of international politics. He was for

twenty years on the staff of the London Times
and now lives in Paris. This book is a study of

the American attitude toward the war, and a
critical analysis of President Wilson's foreign

policy. We believe it will be a book of per-

manent importance.

"The Biography of Booker T. Washington"
by Lyman Beecher Stowe and Emmett J.

Scott is another book of permanent value.

The interest in Washington's life may be
gauged by the enduring interest in " Up From
Slavery." This is the sequel to "Up From
Slavery," but while the former book was Dr.

Washington's own account of his struggle up
to the time of his success, this book carries the

story on to Dr. Washington's death. The
material was largely gathered under his own
supervision by Mr. Scott who served for many
years as Dr. Washington's secretary and later

in an executive capacity on the faculty of

Tuskegee Institute. Mr. Scott's collaborator,

Mr. Lyman Beecher Stowe, was chosen for his

well known ability as a writer and for his

sympathy with and knowledge of Dr. Wash-
ington's career.

The latest number of the American Library

Annual contains some interesting figures as

to the number of new books issued by different

publishing houses during the past year. The
twenty-six leading publishers of general litera-

ture issued in 191 5 a total of 3,411 volumes.

One house published as many as 458, and twelve

houses each published more than one hundred
books during the year.

In 19 1 5 Doubleday, Page & Company pub-
lished 74 new books, which seems to prove that

we try to live up to our motto of "fewer and
better books."

' IN LOVE WITH LOVE

TAe
BIRD HOUSE
MAN

by Walter Pridiard Hgion

THE AUTHOR of "The Idyl

of Twin Fires" has written

another idyl, an idyl of a
quaint New England village, of the

loves that played among its inhab-

itants, and of a man who made
bird houses and wrote of birds,

and was an inveterate match maker besides,

and also, when need be, a mender of hearts.

Incidental to the light and pleasant story

Mr. Eaton has caught and rendered the dis-

tinctive charm and flavor of a small New
England community to-day, as hardly any one
else writing has had the luck to feel it; the

New England, that is, of gentle taste, in tran-

sition between the hard and somewhat ascetic

New England of the fathers of our literature

and the more commercialized New England,
it may be, of to-morrow.

In "The Bird House Man" will be found a

spirit which should appeal to those who enjoy

human nature and who love birds and gardens

and out-of-doors. But, primarily, its appeal

will be for those who, like St. Augustine in his

youth, are "in love with love."

FROM AN ESKIMO IGLOO

A neighborly greeting to the World's Work
comes from Eskimo land, in the letter which

follows:

CROCKER LAND EXPEDITION
Netcher-loom-ee Jan. 8, 1916.

My dear :

I am here in an Eskimo igloo fairly revelling in the

war news in the World's Work, which you so kindly sent

me by the George B. Cluett.

What we had heard about the war during the last

two years might be classed as a mere rumor, so little

did we really know. But when the magazines arrived

the whole thing burst upon us in its terrible reality.

The Eskimos, uncivilized and classed as savages, declare

the white men have all gone " jiblockto" (crazy). For

a year now the extreaiely bad weather has almost been

unprecedented, volumes of rain and heavy snows.

It is the natives' version that the sky has cracked open

because of the fighting of the white men!
I bought the first copy of the World's Work and sub-

scribed to it for some years. Have it bound at my
home in my little library. Believe it to be the best

magazine of its kind in America. I very rarely read ;i

story or a novel of any kind. I want information and

look for it in such publications as the Outlook, Literary

Digest, Scientific American, Atlantic Monthly and World's

Work which I thoroughly recommended a few days ago

to the most northern white man in the world, Mr.

Peter Frenchen, in charge of trading station at North

StateBay.

I had planned to sledge home by way of Alaska and
could easily do it in a year and a half, putting new land

on the map and taking a look at the "white Eskimo.'
1

Donald MacMillan.
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HOW TO JUMP
- A HORSE ~

By Maj. William Milehell USA.

|(>N-INTKRKKRKMT'. is tin- stint of good jumping.

I low easy this sounds! Bttt when we try it ourselves

or watch friends who have heen lumping horses for

years, we hud how h;ird it is of accomplishment.

I here is no highroad to lumping any more than there

is to learning of any kind. I here are certain correct

principles to follow, however, which will greatly assist

the beginner, and in addition to tin s< . p< rsistence and calmness under all

conditions are most important.

lo begin with, some knowledge is required of the nature of a horse.

Stripped of .ill the romance of the poets and the mystery with which the

professional trainer enshrouds him, the horse, from a psychological stand-

point, is the most elementary of animals. His brain is very small; he

has an e\trcmcl\ limited power of reasoning, if any at all; he is highly

organized nervously and consequently is very sensitive to pain and equally

amenable to gentle treatment and kindness. Me has a very retentive

memory and bases practically all of his actions on precedent. When an

object is first presented to a gentle horse that is, one which is accustomed

to be handled by men generally he is not afraid of it, and if he is, it is

probably associated with, or resembles, some other object of which he is

much afraid. He enjoys fi>od, and when he is in good health there is no

greater glutton among animals. A well horse, like a well man, is a strong

and beautiful animal, but a sick or injured horse is almost as incapable

of physical effort as a

man in a similar condition.

In order to be capable

of jumping his best, a

horse must be in good

physical condition, and

while he is in the act of

jumping he must not be

hurt or his motions inter-

fered with. The latter

may be done in many
ways: by bringing various

pressures to bear on his

mouth in the w rong man-
ner, by putting weight in

the wrong place at a given

time, by striking or other-

wise abusing him when
the reason is not very

apparent to the animal,

by not adapting the gait

to the height and nature

of the obstacle to be

jumped, and by not clearly-

indicating to him what
we w ish him to do.

To avoid doing these

Photocrraph hy Kind

Armv officers jumping over a mess table—an example of horses schooled to jump straight ahead over unusual obstacles.

From left to right , Lieutenants Burleson, Greble, and Downer

things a good seat is a necessity. Every one knows this, but it

may be asked which seat, out of the thousands of seats that we

hear our wise friends talking about, are we to adopt? To answer

this, let us look at the structure of the horse from a geometrical stand-

point, because the control and development of a horse is more a question

of mechanics than anything else. The horse's skeleton, which is covered

with various complicated muscles that give direction and impulse to

its different parts, may be regarded as a combination of levers acting

around a common centre. The horse consequently has a centre of gravity

and a centre of motion, both of which are changed by the position and

added weight of a rider. A horse is said to be trained when his rider can

bring these centres into juxtaposition at any gait, whenever desired.

Now a proper seat consists in the rider's ability so to place himself that

the horse's continued motion along the line desired will be least interfered

with whenever the centre of gravity and centre of motion shift with

change of gait or position. While this may be very easily demonstrated

theoretically, it is a different matter to put it into practice. Here, then, is

where we find the secret of jumping a horse properly, and here also is w here

wc find our greatest difficulty. A good seat is the basis of good hands and

of the ability to apply by leg pressure the proper impulses to the horse.

It is through contact with the horse's back and sides that the rider feels the

motion of the muscles which automatically telegraph to his brain what the

animal is going to do next, allowing him to anticipate his mount's next

move and to take measures

accordingly before the

action actually has been

attempted.

There is only one way

to acquire a good sear

and that is by riding; and

the best manner of riding

in order to gain it is to

ride bareback, with arms

folded, at all gaitc and

over all sorts of obstacles.

From the very nature of

the process one not only

thus acquires the neces-

sary suppleness of the

muscles used, but gains

the balance required to

make the body move

automatically in unison

with the dynamic centres

of the horse.

Balance, then, is the

basis of a good seat, and

it is interesting to note

what similarity results in

the seats of persons trained

Copyright. 1916, by Doubleday. Pane & Co. 19
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brought well under the centre of gravity and instantly

the forelegs leave the ground. The head is drawn
in slightly and the neck arched. To relieve the weight

on the hind legs and maintain a proper balance,

the rider should lean slightly forward and give the

horse a free head, that is, exert only enough pressure

on the horse's mouth to keep control of him. The
rider leans forward as the horse rises, draws in

his head, and arches his neck, and it is comparatively

easy to give him a free rein. The motion of the

horse is much like a half rear followed by an en-

ergetic propulsion of the hind legs in order to raise

the horse over the obstacle and carry him beyond it.

The hind legs suddenly pass from the extreme of tension

to the extreme of flexion, and both fore and hind legs

A refusal in a hunt race. Refusals may be due to a

variety of causes—the horse's fear of the pain of landing

or of falling, lack of courage from fatigue, etc.

Captain Gibbs making broad jump of twenty-eight

feet. The whip hand is extended from stroke given at

exactly the right instant of the stride

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Mr. L. W. Riddle on the Virginian—an example of a

splendid horse well ridden

in this manner. In order to maintain the balance, no exaggerated positions

can be assumed, as is possible with a saddle equipped with stirrups, and a

truly natural seat is the result. This consists in holding the body erect,

with the legs well under one, and not pushed forward (as so many riders

hold them after being trained—or rather, not trained—in improperly

constructed saddles), the toes slightly turned out, the calves in close con-

tact with the horse's sides and always movable, while the thighs assume a

position roughly parallel to the horse's shoulder blades. The thighs should

remain fixed in position, while the shoulders and chest swing from the

waist in accordance with the motions of the horse.

Once taught to ride bareback in early life, it is difficult for a person ever

to forget the habits thus formed. Many who are good riders now can

appreciate the tremendous advantage which was given to them by being

forced when boys to ride their ponies bareback, though at the time they

may have considered it a hardship. When a man is past forty and has

never ridden it is very difficult to teach him to ride bareback, and the

position as indicated above must be given him in the saddle. Under
efficient teachers many men at this age, or even older, become very good
over the jumps.

Having acquired a good seat, the handling of a trained horse in straight-

away v.ork is a comparatively easy matter. In jumping, particularly,

always be sure to jump straight over the obstacle, swerving neither to the

right nor to the left and so jumping it obliquely, because this not only in-

creases the distance that the horse must jump, but when jumping with

companions, serious accidents may result from collisions. The horse

being headed straight for the obstacle and approaching it at a gallop, be-

gins to shorten his steps and adjust his weight until sufficiently near to

take off". This is^called "propping" and is quite similar to a man's
motion when he gathers himself to jump. The horse's hind feet are

Photograph by Paul Thompson

An example of where the rider, in order to avoid hurting the

horses's mouth, leans forward and rests his hands on the horse's

neck

of the horse appear to be acting together. As the

obstacle is crossed the horse becomes nearly horizontal

and the rider's body should assume a more vertical

position in order again to conform to the position of the

horse. The horse now is commencing to thrust out

his head and neck as his forelegs begin to extend preparatory to

landing. At this instant, as the rider begins to lean back and the horse

extends his neck rapidly, the rider is very apt to give a strong pull on the

horse's mouth, and this is especially so with one who has a poor balance.

The result of the application of this power at the end of the long lever

formed by the horse's neck and head is to pull it in, and this in turn

affects the horse's hind quarters, which he draws up in order to retain his

balance, with the result that the hind legs hit the obstacle; even if the

Captain Gibbs on Frederick. Note position of horse and rider. The horse is entirely in hand

and under perfect control while the obstacle is cleared
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An average hunl liclrl. The horse in foreground rushed
Ins lump and is coming down on the obstacle. The rider

ni ci 1 he hedge ih jumping in good form.

David Gray ridden

ample o( an

I M t . ' 1 .' by Ha.!*

Maior Mitchell jumping in a tram event In these great tare

must he taken to set an even puce which the various horses arc

a hie to maintain

the rider should he taken tip proportionally between

the seat and stirrup and not principally on the stirrup,

as is erroneously supposed by many riders. As the

stirrup is in front of the centre of weight, if too much
weight is placed in it a slight unevenness or mistake

on the part of the horse on landing will cause the rider to catapult out

of the saddle. It is very amusing to see a man who has been trained

to ride over the lumps bareback make his first trial with a saddle. At

first he does not understand the necessity for relaxing the pressure on the

stirrups by bending the knees, as of course it is unnecessary to bend the

knee where stirrups are not used. A great many falls are the result, and

tin impression often gains ground that a horse cannot be jumped well in a

saddle. As a matter of fact, so far as good form over jumps alone is

1 1.
. t ;'. by Hi...

by Mr. Arthur White. A fine ex-

expenenced horse and rider

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Prince Frederick Sigrsmund. of Prussia, on Do'.ina at

Magdeburg. The seat is not particularly steady, result-

ing in a strong pull on the horse's mouth

Photograph by Paul Thompson

German riding master. A good example of the German form in jumping. The horse is a

splendid Irish hunter, and the obstacle is being cleared in fine style

concerned, the average young man, if well accustomed to riding bareback,

can do better without than with a saddle, for the reason that he is forced

to conform to the motions of the horse in order to maintain his equilibrium.

Some riders, in order to give their horses "head," allow the reins to slip

through their fingers. This plan involves gathering up the reins again

after the obstacle is crossed, and there is an instant when the horse is very

apt to be out of hand or not under perfect control. As the horse lands,

care should be taken not to pull him up abruptly, as he is very apt to asso-

ciate this w ith punishment for having crossed the obstacle.

Every horse has a certain gait at which he can best negotiate his jumps,

and the rider must be careful to find out what this is and make allowances

accordingly; and if accurate jumping is the thing desired this gait must be

assumed as the obstacle is approached.

Practice is the thing that makes perfect, and no amount of theory will

make up for the actual riding. In order, however, to get the maximum
results from horses, reading and investigation are a decided help, and a

study of a series of jumping photographs is decidedly so. In fact, before

the invention of the instantaneous camera, the exact motions of the horse

at different moments of his stride at the various gaits were not known

at all. A rider by having his photograph taken while jumping is able

to detect his faults very readily.

What has been said above about jumping a horse is applicable particu-

larly to the hunting field or to horse-show jumping. For steeplechasing,

or where, from their extreme speed, hunts take on the character of

races, the position of the rider can often be slightly changed to advantage.

Where speed is desired this can be helped by placing the weight over the

front legs of the horse and leaving the hind legs, or propelling members,

free to carry out their function of impelling the horse forward without

being handicapped by weight. This position is assumed by jockeys on the
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track, and in order to maintain it

the stirrup is abnormally shortened,

the seat lifted clear of the saddle, and

the horse trained to run with a strong

pull on the bit, actually leaning on it.

This of course makes the rider lose

the control lie would have if his legs

and hands could be applied in a

proper manner. It increases the

speed decidedly, however. In steeple-

chases the leap of the horse

is long— an extension of its

regular stride. The pace is so

fast that if he hits a jump hard

there is very little chance for him

to recover and a fall is the re-

sult, with consequent danger to the

rider. Many jockeys when uncer-

tain of their jumpers, and some

habitually, lean way back while their

horses are landing; in fact, so far back

that their heads almost

touch the horse's croup.

This is done so that if

the horse falls the jockey

will be thrown clear. A
steeplechaser always goes

down head first. If his

rider is leaning forward

he will fall under the

horse and almost cer-

tainly be injured. If,

however, he leans back,

the motion of the horse

in falling will throw him

clear, and the faster the

horse is going the farther

it will throw him. Many
experienced jockeys con-

sequently put on speed

at the jumps.

There are very few

horses that jump in the

same way, hence the old saying that

"no two horses jump alike." This

is due to two principal causes, the

first being conformation, or the way
the horse is built, and the second,

the method by which he is trained.

Horses of similar breeding, con-

formation, and training usually

jump in a similar manner. A good

hunter must have a galloping con-

formation, by which is meant that

he must have a large measure of

thoroughbred blood in his make-up

so as to give him the conformation

to maintain the gallop for long

stretches at a time. The thorough-

bred has been raised for centuries

expressly for the purpose of carrying

riders at a run over all sorts of

country. The conformation, while

varying from other breeds of horses

to a greater or less extent, is ex-

emplified particularly in the vertical

humerus bone which gives a long,

sloping shoulder, which in turn

gives a long sweep to the front legs

The hind legs are much like those

of the trotter, and in fact many

A steeplechase at Belmont Park. Note the easy seat and hands

is riding the lead.ng horse

who

Photograph by Edwin Levick

A fall in a steeplechase. The horse has hit the obstacle and will turn a somersault. The rider, as he leaned back

when the horse struck, will fall clear. If he had been leaning forward the horse would fall on top of him

trotters (standard bred) jump very

well, as do the five-gaited, or

American, saddle horses. None,

however, can equal the thorough-

bred, and this breed must also form

the parent stock of the best mili-

tary horses.

A good hunter should be able to

jump obstacles without wings—that

is, short pieces of fence, banks,

or hedges; should go straight and

freely for whatever he is put at,

and should never refuse an ordinary

obstacle. The beginner, if he can,

should commence his jumping on

a seasoned hunter that is able to

take any ordinary country and that

can be ridden on a snaffle bit. In

a short time he will be able to

negotiate the fences and follow

the hounds.

If a beginner has to

train a green horse, the

combination is hopeless.

The horse will certainly

be spoiled and the rider

is very apt to be. There

are many branches of

horsemanship and horse

training that require

especial study and at-

tention, and of these

jumping is one of the

simplest. There are very

few people who study

equitation, or the train-

ins of the horse, from a

scientific standpoint.
Those who do, if they

are able to apply what

they have learned, are

rewarded by results

commensurate with the

time and labor they expend.

Most people, and many who are

considered horsemen, still stick

to the old empirical methods with-

out finding out the why and the

wherefore of the things that go

to make up the training of the

horse.

There is no art which can be

brought to a higher degree of

perfection, and there is probably

no art which brings less intrinsic

return, than the art of equitation

in its larger conception. It is a

hopeful indication for its future

that hunting and jumping are more

than holding their own in the face of

mechanical means of transportation.

In handling creatures of iron and

steel the personal element is en-

tirely lacking, while regard for an-

other living thing, combined with

coo! judgment, quick decision, and

steady nerves, bring out human

virtues which are by no means as

common as they might be and which,

in this mechanical age, are difficult

to develop in any other way.

Photograph by liclwin Lewi-k

Trepidation on the part of the rider, which is reflected in the horse, resulting in a bad jump
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Kor camping is a man's name, blessedly

Ins m i\ own. It is the one real cmancipa-

tion left to him on earth, and a safety valve

for the primitive savage which lurks in the

most subinissiv e. What is the use ol having

hsts and hacks and brawn these days? They

havt no financial value, are unpopular with

the police, and take time and money to

Baintain efficiently in clubs and gymnas-

iums. Let them have their day of glorious

importance in camp before they become

clamorous and interfere with the decorous

works ol civilized man. lie must hit out into space occasionally, stretch

his muscles and spirit and untangle his brain 'way off somewhere

where lie does not have to wear a collar, sit up and beg, or give his paw.

So he makes up an ingenious excuse ( always interesting from a collector's

point ot view 1 and goes camping, kissing his wile goodbye in a dcli-

ciouslv guilty sort of hurry.

Kor years he has been safeguarding himself with stories of his super-

human efforts and hardships, and giving minute details of his unshaven

and unwashed camp life. He has taken great pains to return home look-

ing like a mov ing picture brigand and to exhibit bloody hunting knives,

snake skins, and other horrors. Woman has shivered in a femininely

charming and satisfactory manner and been content to stay behind. Her

usual mental attitude toward hunting and camping trips is illustrated in

the effect produced upon her by the family dog when he proudly lays at

her feet his hard-won trophy of a frazzled, dismembered rat. Her first

impulse is "Kor heaven's sake John, take that disgusting thing away from

him'" and her maternal tolerance prompts her to add, "Well, well, did

he go hunting and catch a fine big rat? Good old dogum!"

Surely woman earns her reputation of being inconsistent. She does

not shudder when she telephones for a

steak or a chop; she has no thought

of grewsome traps when she selects

her winter furs; there is no senti-

mental horror about kid gloves and

calfskin boots; she glories in egrets;

but death on the hunting held, how-

ever mercifully swift the bullet, is

hard for a woman to bear. It is

natural that she should often marvel

at the word "sport" for she has little

chance to taste the joys of the game;

she sees only the sad trophies brought

home as an excuse for the chase.

rortunately for men and game,

there are few women who want to

hunt and shoot, but they are be-

ginning to realize in regard to these ex-

peditions that what is good for the

gander is some fun for the goose too.

A WOMAN
IN THE PARTY

By Elizabeth G While

'I he old oidi i thaiigi-ih. Man h.i>, been

tracked to his last lau tamp, When he

haw been successfully rounded up there and

taught to do h if trick*, there will be no
hunting left to him but shooting stars in the

interstellar spaces.

It is hard on tin men, but iln , Lave one

bright ray of comfort. Only a small per-

centage of women want to go cxploiinj', and

in wilderness travel there are no suffragettes

Primitive society is quickly established,

with man as the leader and woman in a

supplementary part. I lis physical superior-

ity comes in for more consideration and

dmiration than at home. When there is

wood chopping CO be done, water buckets to

be filled, and horses to pack, woman is prone

to speak very politely to man. lit: cannot

be tamed in camp; she must play his game
or stay at home.

Of course there is no sense in trying to

Compete with him in his own world fir in

imitating his herculean pursuits; however

distasteful the idea may be, in camp woman
is generally little more than a man's under-

study. He seems to have a natural aptitude

for the simple life, and few women have,

except in theory.

To be sure the most pampered darlings of

the world often pine for adventure and the

experience of living "in the place where the

lightning's are made, 'twixt the rain and the

sun and the moon, with only the sky for a

roof." It "listens well" as the boys say,

but it takes exceptionally strong will power to

drag a weak, habit-ridden body after a great

Think of the snakes and probable mosquitoes

It is more comfortable to long to go and to

If women would be popular

and ambitious spirit,

and no running water!

take refuge in any perfectly good rummage-sale excuse for jogging along

as usual, leading the same life, meeting the same breeds in some "in-

comparable" summer resort.

Women age sooner than men, not in looks but in spirit, because of their

restricted, sheltered lives, \ears have little to do with age. The really

old person is he whose ideas and habits have come firmly fixed and hard-

ened, who has lost youth's detachment and delight in novelty, and who
is content to go on forever playing in the same role. Camping is no panacea.

It is no more for every woman than is a number five shoe. Heaven forbid

that I should urge some to it, men or women! It is for those who besides

the "business of being a woman" and besides the pleasure of harmonious

surroundings, becoming clothes, and pretty finger nails, have a big, stem,

and hungry side to their natures, an eagerness and avidity for all angles of

life, and the courage to suffer for the sight of them. It is a rather tremb-

ling courage this, a desire to get out of one's shell away from accustomed

situations, extenuating circumstances of friends and position, and to live

up for measurement however unflattering one's proportions.

This is the whole point of life in

the open. It breaks up the crust of

ordinary existence. It is not the

scenery alone that we go for; that

is the reward. It is to shake off the

unessentials that beset all lives, but

especially woman's. Nowhere else

on earth can she be so gloriously free

from them as in camp.

It is the greatest of all sports, for

it not only refreshes physically but

it stings and awakens to a great

zest for life. We play with raw

materials and lose our childish ac-

ceptance of everything achieved by

the sweat of man's brow, from rail-

roads to radiators, but woman is not

a trail breaker herself. She finds her

joy in following where the trail is

amp they must renounce the usual feminine privileges and r . • , , u -i r »u
do their share of ,he work freshly broken. Happ.ly for the race,

23
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The fording of wilderness streams and lakes provides a thrill all its own

the number of women campers is increasing every year. Of course the

word "camping" belongs in the category of undefined nebulous terms like

"informally" and "early in the morning," There are three general kinds

of camping: the luxurious outings which mean only a little more work

than usual for the domestics; the ordinary pleasant vacation where the

farmer or country store keeps one supplied with butter and eggs; and real

wilderness travel.

~^The first kind has at best only the interest of an ordinary picnic. It is

always artistically staged and its main object is the consumption of quan-

tities of food. The women, rustically picturesque, are up betimes,

jauntily eager and professionally cheerful and optimistic even in the face

of such hardships as the loss of the cream. The affair is good fun of

course. They return with three fourths the food supply, reputations for

being good sports, and no painful changes in their brain cells. Such de-

lightfully impressionistic camping is in the class with the week end visits

where our best clothes just last out, and our repertoire is exhausted in our

"crowded hour of glorious life." It has not, however, an enduring charm

for those acquisitive souls who are eager for life face to face.

The second kind of camping, a comfortable butter-and-eggs affair, has

much to be said in its favor if it really means an entire change from ordin-

ary life; it has variety, and it throws a person enough on his own resources.

Its danger is the deadly monotony of some permanent camps where all

one's usual occupations are missing and the slave habit has dulled our

perceptions of new ones. Like many a laborious picnic, it is not always

as much fun as anticipated.

The third and last kind of camping, wilderness travel, in however mild

a form it may be sought, is the true camping. It is the great experience,

the only perfect emancipation, especially jor women. Of course few people

can afford the time to get into a country requiring real exploration, but

it is easily possible to travel in approximately the same kind of country

within a reasonable distance from home. And after all, as one of our most

ardent exponents of camp life has often pointed out, the true value of

camping is not in itself but that it is the only possible method of getting

away into the heart of the big and silent places. It is this kind of adven-

ture that I recommend to women (not all women, however), and it is the

very kind that men have been keeping all to themselves.

The thing that appeals to the dog lover is that she can

take her best friend along

"The true value of camping is that it is the only possible method of getting away into the heart

of the big and silent places"

The greatest compliment that a man can pay a woman is to want to

take her on such a trip or even to submit to the experiment. He usually

h is not tin- courage to nsk spoiling Ins vacation or establishing a dangerous

precedent. If he does, he is either very newly in love with her and inspired

by enthusiasm and inexperience, or else their mutual reactions and tests

are on a known and satisfactory basis. If she really wants to go, she is

probably something besides a clinging vine. It sometimes happens that

the great angel who gives out human destinies takes a whimsical fancy

to put a fretbooting spirit into a small feminine body, and hands out her

proper domestic yearnings to a bold-looking buccaneer.

But as we are considering at present only the definitely limited subject

of woman in camp, let us dispassionately discuss her qualifications, with

the usual preface to dis-

agreeable criticism
—

"I say

it with all affection for I am
really very fond of her, but

" In the first place

her ideas are rather hide-

bound, and it takes more

than one trip to loosen them

up. Once loosened, how-

ever, it is the part of wisdom

to consider some of the

particulars too technical for

general conversation when

one returns home. No one

will heed your glowing ac-

count of the jungle or des-

ert if you happen to men-

tion first that there were

ticks or that the breakfast

hour was fourrthirty.

Another failing of the

woman camper is that she

does not stand firmly on

her own feet. She may not

be a clinging vine, but the

kind of vine that one has to tack up is even more of a nuisance. She should

do her share of the work, understand the outfit, and help maintain it even

if it throws her into a violent and unladylike "glow." If her fancy work

has never consisted of mending moccasins or saddle bags, it is the moment

to begin. She should carry some of her own duds, keep her wits about

her, and develop a few back muscles. Let her get into harness and help

pull a little. Most solemnly and fervently let me beg of any woman would-

be-camper not to stay around camp puttering in a small circle, or sitting

doing fancy work, or even reading a good book. Keep these things for

the hours of heat or rain or when just back from a tramp and cleaned up,

with dry socks.

This brings up a vital point—socks. There should be a law passed and

strictly enforced that no woman be allowed to go camping who refuses to

wear heavy woolen stockings or heavy socks over ordinary stockings. If

she does not wear them she is sure to have blistered feet after walking in

damp shoes, and some one with rage in his heart will have to stay behind

with her.

Let us here give the devil his due and testify that the woman

camper, having made up her mind to go and be a good sport,

generally carries the thing off quite creditably, even though se-

cretly her keenest enjoyment may be in retrospect or when she

draws her dividend at home as an interesting sporting character.

This is a sad way to take one's pleasures. It would be a tire-

some game if it consisted only of being a weak imitation of

lordly man, of trying to keep up with him in everything, and

always scratching gravel just behind.

The whole gist of my plea is for women to find in camp life,

each according to temperament, the best method of breaking

up the crust of ordinary life, of getting outside of ourselves, our

possessions, and our class into a "brand new world. Anything

will do as an excuse for the expedition—fishing, sketching, bot-

anizing, camera hunting, or just plain, open-eyed seeking of

one's fortune. They all help to focus the attention on "the

infinitely curious and painstaking finish of the outer world.

Of course there may be hardships, from sunburned nose to

blistered feet, and sometimes real danger. There will be ex-

posure to the elements, protesting aches from resurrected muscles,

and all the minor discomforts that cannot always be avoided.
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Of elotlus. Cor camp II the

one place on earth where
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rel.it ion to life. They are

inn, h too absorbing (JIMIT-
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Hut this is about as valu-

able as the advice given the

poor girl who wrote to the

p n ifessiona 1 sym path izcrs

of a woman's magazine ask-

ing how to overcome shy-

ness on entering a room.

She was tohl to "assume an

easy, natural deportment."

Let us suppose that every-

thing is prepared for a

camping trip. TOM have

assembled your paraphc-

nalia and looked over your

nunr.:l outfit. It is vitally important to do this in advance, for few of

US act in a becoming fashion when stampeded. It will be easy to assume

a new character w hen you don your miting togs, for trousers must be worn

toorageousl) We picture them as of the well-made riding breeches

variety, loose around the knees and with real pockets, and stout, high

laced boots. You have a compromise skirted coat like a man's frock

MI, perhaps sleeveless, or a Norfolk jacket affair, but with three or four

more |H>ckcts the better. In these pockets are your personal treasures,

always including a gotxl knife, a strong magnifying glass through which to

inspect new worlds, and some man's handkerchiefs—colored ones that will

not show the grime from camp washings. Your hat will stand rain and

has i brim to protect your nose for future use. Anything else ornamental

may be added "to taste," as the cook books say. This costume is a symbol

of freedom. In putting it on, a kind of Jekyll and Hyde transformation

has taken place. You feel mentally bixited and spurred and tiptoe with

eagerness for adventure. Likewise, on returning home and slipping into

a lacy tea gown, you will rind that feminine fastidiousness has descended

upon you again.

Camp make-up is a comfortable automatic arrangement for

establishing platonic relations. The appearance of the average

male in camp attire always convinces me that all men are po-

tential criminals. There is little allurement in the aspect of

the aforesaid unshaven pirate in his beloved hunting trousers

and dark flannel shirt of unmistakable age and experience.

This consideration of course refers more especially to men;

woman, theoretically, is always ornamental.

As you give your final directions before starting out, you may
already be conscious that the charm of your disguise is beginning

to work and that you are crawling out of your old skin. Ordinary

affairs have lost their vital importance. Mixed with an apolo-

getic, guilty feeling, is an overw helming desire to get away quickly

—to run off w ith both hands over your ears. What supermortals

we would be if only we could rind some stimulant that would

take us to work each day w ith the fresh, open-minded receptivity,

the childlike expectation, and joyous awareness of being with

which we start out for a holiday! Abandon yourself to this ting-

ling exultation and enjoy it to the full, that you may retain

some recollection of it next morning when you struggle in the

I.

"The greatest compliment a man can pay a woman is to want to lake her on such a trip"

dawn with your v iciously cold and stiffened boots. The recollection some-

times acquires a slightly cynical cast overnight. All your o'd habits

will be waiting in ambush to capture you in the first moments of reac-

tion. Deliberately defy them during the first days out. Follow any
feeble, half smothered impulse that comes to you; climb a tree; run;

slosh through some oozy meadow unmindful of such absurdities as wet

feet; wade right into the first stream, clothes and all, and fish down it.

It gives such a deliciously naughty and emancipated feeling when one is

in the habit of scuttling to cover at the first rain drops. If the sun is

warm you can find a sheltered spot to dry off without returning to

camp. Meanwhile forget that you are a snobbish human being, and
contemplate the amazingly organized activities and "kultur" in a near-

by ant log.

Any of these things will help to throw off the drug of civilization, to

open the pores, and quicken the senses. Nature does not accept us gush-

ingly. At first on returning to her we feel a little like poachers and

rude outsiders. We must win our way.

It requires something like the whole-hearted, glorious abandon with

which we race a horse, or do anything that so stings us into full physical

life, so mentally intoxicates us that momentarily it is of no importance

whether or not we are killed. It is a sweeping away of every cobweb

from the corners. Also it is worth at least twelve lessons in the scientific

method of eliminating "fear thoughts" and it is more fun than repeating

"Oh, how happy I am! what a glorious day! what powers I have!" etc, etc.

Perhaps you may tell me that all this sounds well, but that you do not

know how to ride or do any of these things, and that you believe in the

old statement that " women and cows should never run." The answer

to this is the secret of perennial youth: Keep on trying to do something

you don't know how to do. It is entirely a matter of will power. Make up

your mind to do it, and it becomes fun to try things you are scared to do.

Remember that you have to die sometime anyway and that you may as

well live gloriously first. When you come to a point where you are timid,

try a little fatalism, make the dive, do not let yourself sidestep and deter-

mine to begin to-morrow or try it next time. F lounder along, however

painfully, until you win out and find the satisfaction of "knowing how."

Some people never seem to acquire any accomplishments beyond school

It is not the scenery alone that we go for; that is the reward. It is to shake off the unessentials

set all lives, but especially women's"
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days because they have nor the courage ro be

a little ridiculous. They are too self-conscious

really to listen to instruct ion.

To sum up a few commandments of a success-

ful camping trip, remember:

1st. Select your companions with all the

wisdom, psychology, and judgment of which

you are capable, and the fewer the better. One
woman is about enough.

;nd. Put plenty of gray matter into the

consideration of your equipment. Don't be an

easy mark for sporting goods stores. Go light;

possessions are a nuisance when you take care of

them yourself.

3rd. Be sure at least to help do your own
work. Learn how to make a good fire even in

the rain and to cook a real meal. Lighten the

burden of such unpopular tasks as dish washing

by taking turns at it, thus establishing a change

of occupation. Understand and maintain your

equipment. Have plenty of good, wholesome,

appetizing food. Prepare it decently but with-

out irksome fuss. If the men are cooking, re-

tire to a distance with your back turned. Don't hang about and watch.

4th. Don't make a habit of sitting around or fussing around camp.

—Play that you are the youngest son who in the stories always sets out one

fine morning in search of adventure.

5th. Don't be snobbish and ignore the native, bird, chipmunk, or

squirrel inhabitants. You are an interloper in country that they may have

been inhabiting for generations. The villagers are probably thinking how
"quaint" and what a "character" you are.

6th. \\ lien things go wrong cling to the idea that it is more than likely

you will live through it and that you generally pay your price for every-

thing worth while in this business-like world.

7th. W hen the men politely try to carry your camera and belongings,

decide, before you accept, whether or not you want to be urged to go on

the next expedition.

8th. This is very important: be a liberal minded good fellow in camp,

but the first day home, when you wear your most feminine clothes, be sure

that the men open doors and fetch and carry for you.

Travel light—possessions are a nuisance when they must be

transported in this way

And what does woman get out of this uncom-

fortable-sounding vacation? Nothing, unless she

is the sort of person to whom the Red Gods call.

But if she is, if she longs for the wide world, then

the experience of a real wilderness trip is a big

possession. It clarifies the vision and enlarges the

understanding of the heart. She brings home a

new standard of proportions and a full mental

store room.

Our pride does grow narrow in our little world!

It is stimulating to be on familiar terms with

sunrises and stars and the solar system. It is

fine to be disciplined now and then by the ele-

ments and to be put in one's place on earth, to

experiment with the raw materials out of which

the ages have been fashioning our present civiliz-

ation.

Have you ever crouched in your blankets on a

night of tempestuous wind in the forest, with great

trees swaying over you, raining pine needles like

star dust from the swirling heavens? Have you

ever shivered and thrilled as the older giants

gave up the struggle and crashed down, exulted

over by the shrieking chorus of the wind? Have you ridden through the

pitiless desert at noon?

Then do not say that there is nothing for women in a real camp-

ing trip. .

It is the greatest of all sports this game with nature. It puts a keen

edge on life, and the zest of it even upholds you on your return when you

contemplate your weather-beaten complexion. The proof of this is that

you are more absorbed in exulting over the miracle of hot water out of a

faucet than in consideration of how rapidly you can repair the sun's dam-

ages. Were you ever, at any other time, at such a concert pitch of appre-

ciation of the most trivial of life's comforts.1

We soon slip back into our old lives. Habit captures us and the vision

fades, but it leaves behind the gift of a magic carpet. When jumpy nerves

play you tricks and criss-cross spirits poison the stream of life, there is the

wishing carpet waiting to take you to the calm of sunset across the desert,

or to the waterfall with big leaved plants and ferns and dripping, swaying

vines.

HYBRIDIZINC AS A WINTER SPORT
THEN the bleak November winds

and the cold frosts sweep down
from the north, the amateur

gardener regretfully gives his

plants the necessary protection

for the winter and, as far as his favorite hobby

is concerned, hibernates until spring. A few

mortals are the owners of greenhouses and

carry on their interest in plants and flowers

through this medium, but as a class the out-

door amateur gardener gives up his horticul-

ture until the growing season has again com-

menced.

Perhaps one reason for this is that some-

how the indoor plants do not usually carry

the interest which the outdoor garden sup-

plies; there is not enough of a contrast to the

work which has already been accomplished,

and not enough diversion, as a rule, to over-

come the fact that the work is all indoors.

The average outdoor enthusiast needs two

things for indoor work: first, something which

contains greater interest; and second, some-

thing which can be done inexpensively. He
feels that the few plants which he will be able

to take care of in a small space will not prove

absorbing enough to be worth while.

It is the object*of this article to bring be-

By George C. Thomas, ]
r

A collection of seed hips pollenized by Father Schoener

fore the outdoor gardener an opportunity for

indoor work which does not require large

greenhouses or great cost of maintenance, but

which will open a field of almost boundless

extent, and an interest even in excess of that

which has been stimulated by outdoor plants.

Instead of choosing plants from the cata-

logue and knowing beforehand the approxi-

mate growth and bloom or fruit which will be

produced, one orders his varieties with the

object of so crossing them by interpolleniza-

tion as to secure an entirely new variety; not

only this, but by careful selection of the

parents, a definite goal is planned for, and by

breeding for this end the same may event-

ually be attained. Of course, it depends

entirely on what one wishes as to whether it

may be secured in a first cross or not. If a

great advance is desired it may take several

generations of careful breeding before the

result is accomplished. It has been proved,

however, by many of the great hybridists of

the present day, that very great changes may

be made in plant life by careful breeding and

selection for several generations.

Some authorities claim that, when breed-

ing varieties but slightly removed from their

original species, the plant resulting from the
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Climber hytiritlircd by Ihr author

rrtw* will mi*'

nt. .1 1 in- between iti

two parent* in habit

|fowth, in color nf

luwrr, in blooming

tutu . hi. I. in Int. in

ill I'll.ll .11 t< l IStll N I t

i«. however, genet .illy

admitted tli.it w In 11

h\ hi i.K w hich .in' far

rrmowd tn'in their

original species arc

v i..nnI«i< (I, tin 11 n

suiting progeny will

differ greatly, and

that thr same ih.in

show characteristics

of w hich their imme-

diate parcnti ha> c no

Mac*. One wnti 1

claims that if 1,000

crosses in made be-

tween \ .mil H. ;ix"" with \ .in .1 m i il patent and H .in .1 pollen parent, and

thr other nOO with B as a seed parent and A as a pollen parent, identical

resiiltN will he secured in the offspring.

In the Vmcncan Rose \nniial foi l<)lo. Dr. Van Fleet, who has done

so much in rose work, n.i\n, "Some of our native species are intractable to

h\ hmli/ation," and gives a list of the ones w hich he lias found adaptable.

ThiN show n how \ n \ important it in foi anv one w ishing to go into hybrid-

ization to Ntudv up the class of plants with which he intends to work, for

should a person take up rose work and select some of the species from w hich

Dr. Van Fleet has found it impossible to secure results, nothing could be

looked for For hybridization on a small scale, one

particular class of plants, and only one class, should

be considered.

Father Schoener, of Portland, Ore., is doing some

wonderful work on a large scale, and concerning the

oft-quoted Mendel theory, he says "It must be

taken into consideration that the Abhor Mendel ex-

perimented only with peas. While his theory is

mathematically correct in the case of many annual

and perennial plants, it is a far different proposition

with woody plants, where no fixation ol seed is the

object."

There are so many different theories advanced as

to just what one may expect from interpolleni/ation

that the gambling element must be largely counted

upon, there being no fixed rule. It may. however,

be stated w ith certainty that any person who is able

properly tc grow plants in the garden may expect to

ha\e success with hybridization.

One who appreciates the fascination of seeing a

foreign novelty bloom for the first time in this

country will certainly have

an intensified thrill at be-

holding the first bloom on

his own seedling, realizing

that this particular seed-

ling, the result of cross

fertilization, is the first

and only plant of its kind

in the world, and is a prod-

uct of his own brain and

handiwork.

In climates where there

is much rain or humid-

ity, outdoor pollenization

is not always successful.

In addition to this, many-

varieties of plants are more
susceptible to their own
pollen than they are to

foreign pollen, and for this

reason the flower selected

as a seed parent must

MmvMtiK variation in plants of the rami' crows YounK plant ready to move

Bud of a new variety, budded on stock for a quick

test, February 11th

The same bud March 1st

be g u a r d e d f 1 o m
interference by in-

vi 1 . and wind, both

of which aie 1 apable

of l< 1 1 Mixing it by un-

<l< sired pollen. I In ic

fore, while outside

bra dung 11 pov.ildc, it

presents many 'lilli

cult ics as compared

with inside work.

My securing potted

plants of the varieties

selected and placing

them in a small green-

house in the fall, it is

surprising how many
crosses may be ef-

fected with a few

plants; for example, a

rose plant will ordin-

arily give, through the

winter, ten blooms as a minimum. If only five of these blooms were used

as the seed parents, and three out of five crosses were successful, the re-

sulting seed would average ten to each seed pod, or thirry seeds.

The number of seeds ro germinate would depend entirely upon the close-

ness of the ( tosses, but a third should mature from the average breeding,

which would mean approximately ten seedlings from each plant—twenty

plant! would therefore give two hundred seedlings. This is a very rough

calculation, but will serve to show yvhat may be accomplished with a few

plants.

The space necessary to take care of twenty rose plants would be un-

questionably small, as would also be the additional

room needed for their output of seed and the result-

ing two hundred seedlings during their first stages.

As the seedlings grow, a number will be discovered

to be deficient in various ways and will be thrown

out; others will die, so that of two hundred seedlings

perhaps only 10 per cent, w ill be found to give enough

promise to be experimented with further. The
actual work required by the care of a batch of

twenty plants during the first winter, and the same

number of plants and the seedlings from the previous

year's work, would not be more than the average

amateur gardener does on outside work. Plants

which show enough individuality to be tested outside

will need their numbers increased by propagation,

and the actual test carried on out of doors, unless, of

course, the variety is intended solely for indoor work.

While, as above stated, outdoor pollenization is

most uncertain in damp climates, nevertheless the

first year that the work is attempted it is advisable

not only to do some outside hybridization for the

practice obtained, but also

to gather hips which have

been fertilized naturally,

and with these seeds ex-

periment during the first

winter as to the best

method of germination, and

as to the care and cul-

tivation which seedlings

of any particular class

will require. This will give

additional zest the first

year, which is the least

interesting period, because

after the actual hybrid-

ization is completed inside,

the seeds resulting from

the crosses will not be

planted until the follow-

ing summer or autumn.

By using naturally fer-

Same bud April 1st. Note the bloom rilized seeds there is not so
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good a chance

for securing new

breaks as when

seeds artificially

hybridized are

planted; but

there is a dis-

tinct variation

in the seeds of

most hybrids,

and in addition

to this, there is

a good chance

for getting some

seeds which the

bees have cross-

bred from some

other variety of

the same spe-

cies; therefore

there will be

considerable in-

terest in such

The three stages: at left a rose ready for work; centre, the pollen anthers and stamens removed preparatory to hybridizing; and at right the rose

hip hybridized and seed ripening

enough to give

the ordinary

flower lover a

chance to ex-

periment at

least with hy-

bridization, and

the prediction is

made that if

any person does

so experiment,

he will become

very much more

interested in

this pastime

than he was be-

fore in the grow-

ing of known

varieties either

under glass or

out of doors.

The general

work beyond the actual ex-

periment of learning the habits of the little

plants raised.

There is one fundamental rule which seems

most important to explain, and that is that orig-

inal species come true from seed, the seedlings

having slight, if any, variation from the parent

plant; but seeds from hybrids, that is, seeds from

varieties which are already the product of other

crosses, do not come true, but produce plants of

infinite variety.

A number of valuable experiments may be

tried with seedlings the first year. If the class to

which they belong is such that cuttings can be

made and the new plants thus increased in num-

ber, cuttings should most certainly be taken and

this method thoroughly tested. If, on the other

hand, the little plants belong to varieties which

grow better by budding or grafting, then this

phase should be gone into. In this particular

regard it may be said that the time so spent will

be most valuable to any outdoor gardener, be-

cause the amateur grower often desires more plants of one particular

variety, and sometimes finds it very hard to procure them. After learn-

ing the proper methods of propagation for his class of plants, it will be

very easy, at little expense, for such a grower to propagate enough of

these plants inside during the winter to fill

his newly proposed beds in the following

spring. It would also be well in this connec-

tion, if the varieties must be propagated by

budding, to plant enough of the best stocks

outside to enable the grower to bud them

during the following summer.

While at first results seem few and far be-

tween, after the work has once gone beyond

the constructive stage it is remarkable how
many things of interest occur; it seems as

though something new or some riddle to be

solved appears every day.

The average person who is interested in out-

door gardening seems to look upon hybridiza-

tion as a very difficult and mysterious art re-

quiring infinite skill, and feels that it must be

carried out on a large scale in order to insure

success. Undoubtedly the larger the scale on

which hybridization is attempted, other

things being equal, the greater will be the re-

sults; nevertheless, it is perfectly feasible for

the average person who is interested in plants

to secure interesting results while working on a

small scale. It would seem that a small con-

servatory attached to the house, or a small

part of a greenhouse already in use, would be

A successfully hybridized Rugosa rose hip

A young plant in bloom less than six weeks after germination,

three months from planting of seed

public does not fully realize how much may be

done in a very small space in such work as this,

nor that nearly all the large greenhouse companies

ofFer inexpensive small greenhouses, so that if a

part of an old greenhouse is not at hand or a con-

servatory is not attached to the house, a very little

space outdoors and a small outlay will enable the

hybridizer to carry on the necessary work.

As a general rule it may be stated that there

are very few men in this country who are special-

izing with one class of plants and spending much

time in the introduction of its new varieties, al-

though, considering their restricted number, very

great progress has been made in many branches

of horticulture during the past few years; but the

field of work and the lack of competition in many
fields make it possible for a greater number of

people to work, and each bring out entirely differ-

ent and separate novelties.

In roses in this country, for example, there are

only a dozen men who are quoted in the American

Rose Annual as having brought out new varieties.

While it is difficult for any one at once to bring forth new seedlings of

great merit, the average person can secure plants which will be sufficiently

different from the varieties now in cultivation to give him extreme pleasure

in their production, and it is perfectly reasonable to expect a few which

may take their places among the sorts in

general cultivation.

It must be understood that there are natur-

ally certain classes of plants which may be

more easily worked with than others. In some

flowers the time of germination takes always

two years, and for this reason any one who

decides to attempt this type of work should

most thoroughly look up the class of plants or

flowers in which he is interested, before doing

anything else.

It is most important that plants be so or-

dered that their bloom will commence at the

proper time. It is admitted by all the best

authorities that the condition of the atmos-

phere has a great deal to do with the action of

the pollen, and that damp, rainy weather is the

most difficult in which to work. It is there-

fore necessary that the blooming season should

not begin until the sun commences to gain in

Strength, which, in the locality of Philadelphia,

would be in February and March.

[The literature on hybridizing is exceedingly scant,

but the following books will be found useful :
"Plant

Breeding," by L. H. Bailey: "Plant Breeding Experi-

ments of Nillson and Burbank," by De Vries; "Plant

Life and Evolution," by Campbell ; and "New Crea-

tions in Plant Life," by Harwood.— The Author.]



SOCIAL LIFE AT
MOUNT VERNON

IN WASHINGTON'S DAY
By lj(iul WistacK

i in .1 lit. .it

J Mount \ i IMM
dunngiht-m.ii-

ixtl lifetime of

I itorgc \N ash-

ington illuatrati « not only Inn

creacrnt mil di.iin.iiic . ucci,

but tin- iuli and ample coun-

(tv life >>l tolomst .mil i n Is

rrpuhh. in

I here was hist <il .ill .1

pcllod ol sixtl .11 \ i lis i"l cs-

•rntt.ilK neighborhood life,

follow >J In llic six vr.it> of

the military hem .it home
aftci tin- sv.ir, attras ting nota-

bles from all parts of the

BMntry. the vagrant visits of

the president during eight

years at the seat of govern-

ment, and the brief final

period x\ In n tin In m of peace

as well .is of war attracted to

his home notables from all

over the world.

Before the Resolution the

bruf call of visitors whose

home base was near by was

practically unknown. Dis-

tances uel. iiff.lt. tl.iselels

came ssith their own coach

and horses and servants, and

an arrival meant .ul.litiou.il

pi.n.s at the master's table

and in the servants' hall, ad-

ditional beds, and stabling

and feed for from six to twelve horses,

social ss stem, and the hospitality and

Every one was welcome; brothers and

cousins to remote degree; triends passing north and south, crossing from

Maryland r<> lower \ irginia, or only on their way to the plantation next

beyond. Not least welcome were strangers, ssith or without letters.

Washington is several times .it .1 loss, in his diary, to recall the names of

visitors in his house. Hut without distinction horses were sent to the

stables, the servants to quarters, and the visitors were welcomed to all

that the big house afforded.

Not less true of this period than a little later was De Chastellux's de-

scription ot the guests' reception at Mount \ ernon : "\our apartments

were sour house; the servants of the house were yours; and, while every

inducement was held out to bring you into the general society of the

Inwing-room , or at the table, it rested with yourself to be served or not

with everything in your own chamber."

The family were so seldom alone that when they were it was a matter of

surprise, comment, and record. Day after day, year after year, the diary

details the seemingly never ending procession of guests. Here are a few

days in August. 1769, which are not unlike similar periods in other years:

10. Mr. Barclay dined with us again as did Mr. Posver, and Mr. Geo. Thornton

—

11. Lord Fairfax & Colo. Geo. Fairfax dined ssith us

—

12. Mr. Barclay dined with us this day also

—

13. We dined with Lord Fairfax

—

14. Colo. Loyd. Mr. Cadwallader Sc Lady, Mrs. Dalton & Daughter & Miss
Terrett dined with us

15. Had my horses brought in to carry Colo. Loyd as far as Hedges on his return

home & rid svith him as far as Sleepy Creek—returnd to Dinner & had Mr.
Barclay & a Mr. Brown to dine svith me

—

16. Horses returnd from carrying Colo. Loyd—Mr. Barclay Mr. Goldsbury
Mr. Hardwick Mr. Jno. Lewis & Mr. Wr. Washington Junr. dined here

—

17. Mr. Jno. Lewis. & Mr. W. Washington Junr. dined here

—

18. Mr. Barclay, Mr. Woodrow £c Mr. Wood dined here—My Lord ye tsso Colo.

Fx's & others drank Tea here

The dining room was not large and one xs-onders how it held them all,

for in addition to those enumerated, there were Colonel and Mrs. Wash-

ington, Jack and Patty Custis, and relatives and house guests. The
period quoted above shows only continual entertainment. The numbers

there given were comparatively small. On one occasion \\ ashington

reached home from Williamsburg and "found Mrs. Bushrod, Mrs. W.
Washington, and their families here—also Mr. Boucher Mr. Addison

Mr. Magosvan & Doctr Rumney." At another time he enters: "The 4

The family iIuiiiik room lit Mount Vernon

It was part of th

pun ision were

flexible, cordial

on a large scale,

sisters, nephews and nieces, and

Mr. Digged came to dinner

also Colo. Fairfax, Colo. But-

well, Mensrs. Tilghman,

Brown, Piper, Adam, Muir,

Herbert, Brake, and Dr.

Rumney all of whom sfayd

all night except Mr. Peake."

When British fillips of war

appeared in the Potomai and

ascended to Mount Veinon

there was a general exchange

ol ( ourti sii s betwi en ship and

house. A characteristic

entry in the diary is that in

July, 1770, when an English

frigate anchored in the stream

:

"Sir Thomas Adams and Mr.

(ilassford his first Lieutt

Breakfasted here—Sir Thos
returned after it; but Mr.

(ilassford dined here as did

the 2d Lieutt. Mr. Sartell

Mr. Johnston of Marines

Mr. Norris & Mr. Rich more

—two Midshipmen."

Mount Vernon was the

centre of a neighborhood life

of much activity. "Neigh-

borhood" is a relative term.

Virginia country gentlemen

of Colonial days called any

man their neighbor if he lived

within a day's ride. Separ-

ated from Washington's home
only by Dogue's Creek was

Belvoir, the seat of his life-

long friends, the Fairfaxes. They were his nearest neighbors, but by water

Belvoir was a barge ride of two miles and on land it was a ride of about

seven miles around the head of the creek. Next beyond Belvoir, and sep-

arated from it only by (iunston Cove, was Gunston Hall, home of George

Mason, an active planter on a large scale and a philosophic statesman of

the first order. I he house of his son I homson Mason, Hollin Hall, was a

few miles to the north of Mount Vernon, beyond the river farm on the

well traveled road to Alexandria. At a somewhat greater distance, but

still in the w-ide Colonial latitude of neighborhood, was Belle Aire (of

which Gunston Hall was in many features a replica), high on the hills of

Neabsco, the home of the Ewells, cousins of the Wr

ashingtons, and a family

connected by marriage with William Grayson, Virginia's first senator;

with Parson Weems, W ashington's first if not most reliable biographer;

and with James Craik, Mount V ernon's family surgeon and later Surgeon

General of the Revolutionary army.

Across the Potomac to the eastward, where now rises Fort W ashington,

was the estate of the Digges family, and their seat, Wrarburton Manor.

Washington and Digges had a code of signals between Mount Vernon and

Warburton, and w hen the signal went up that there were guests on the way,

the handsome barges, which each house maintained, shot out from the

shores, driven by the oars of gaily liveried black men, and met in midstream

to transfer the visitors.

At W arburton, W ashington met not only the extensive connections of the

Digges family, but Governor Eden, Major FTeming, Mr. Boucher who
tutored John Parke Custis, the Calverts, Daniel of St. Thomas, Jenifer,

and other Maryland notables. At times the whole party would cross the

river for a hunt and dinner at Mount Vernon, spend the night there, and

next day press on in a body to Belvoir for further entertainment, and even

to Gunston Hall and Belle Aire, picking up recruits to the merry party en

route, and on their leisurely return dropping them at their own homes

after partaking of renewed hospitality.

The races at Annapolis always drew the family at Mount Vernon.

The visit to the Maryland capital gave an urban touch to country life.

On these occasions the great coach, the horses, the coachman, footmen,

and postilions were sent across the river the day before, to be in readiness

for an early start the next morning, upon the arrival of the master and

mistress. The trip was broken by stops in Marlboro and at Mount Airy,

home of the Calverts, who were later to be connected with the family at

Mount Vernon by the marriage of Miss Eleanor Calvert and Jack Custis.

29
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The banquet room. The mantel was sent Washington by Samuel Vaughan of London. All

articles inside the railing are originals restored to the places in which Washington knew them

Washington's pastor and friends at Pohick Church were frequent and

welcome visitors at his home, among them Dr. Green, the Rev. Lee

Massey, Captain Daniel McCarty of Cedar Grove on Accotink Creek,

Col. Alexander Henderson, Dr. Peter Wagener, Col. William Grayson,

Mr. George Johnson, and Mr. Martin Cockburn of Springfield, near

Gunston Hall.

Two other neighbors within sight of the villa were Thomas Hanson

Marshall of Marshall Hall on the Maryland shore, less than two miles to

the south, and John Posey of Rover's Delight, the sentimental name he

gave his house on the Dogue Creek tract later added to Mount Vernon.

As revealed in their letters to Washington, they were as definitely opposite

types as well could be imagined. Marshall was precise, unyielding, self-

sufficient, and admirable. Dear old Posey was easy-going, dependent,

timid, irresolute, and delightful. Indeed a single passage from one of

Posey's letters sent up to his friend, Colonel Washington, gives his charac-

ter in a paragraph:

"I could (have) been able to (have) satisfied all my Arrears, Some
months AGoe, by marrying (an) old widow woman in this County, She

has Large Soms (of) cash by her, and Prittey good Est.—She is as thick,

as she is high—And gits drunk at Least three or foure (times) a weak

—

which is Disagreable to me—has Yiliant Sperrit when Drunk—its been (a)

Great Dispute in my mind what to Doe,—I believe I shu'd Run all Resk's

—if my Last Wife, had been (an) Even temper'd woman, but her Sperrit,

has Given me such (a) Shock—that I am afraid to Run the Resk Again,

When I see the object before my Ey(e)s (it) is Disagreable."

The Mount Vernon coach and horses were nowhere more familiar than

on the road to Alexandria. The little city eight miles up river was the

background of a large part of Washington's life and some of the most

important events of his career. It was warehouse and market town for

the products of Mount Vernon farms, its physicians attended the family in

illness, and not only did the Washingtons enter fully into its social life,

but their friends there were in an intimate sense their neighbors, and stood

cut conspicuously in the picture of the social life at Mount Vernon.

The Assemblies at Alexandria were a never failing lure to Washington.

One of the first to which he took Mrs. Washington after their marriage

was thus recorded in the diary: "Went to a ball at Alexandria, where

Musick and dancing were the chief Entertainment however in a convenient

room detached for the purpose abounded great plenty of bread and butter,

some biscuits, with tea and coffee, which the drinkers of could not distin-

guish from hot water sweet'ned

—

"Be it remembered that pocket handkerchiefs servd the purposes of

Table cloths & Napkins and that no apologies were made for either. I

shall therefore distinguish this ball by the stile and title of the Bread &
Butter Ball."

One of the great attractions at Mount Vernon for Washington's friends

was the hunting. Though the Potomac has always been famous for duck
and fish, Washington only occasionally went gunning, and less often did he

try his skill with hook and line. The latter sport was little in evidence on
this river, where fishing has always been done on a wholesale scale by
seines and nets and traps.

His prime outdoor diversion was fox hunting. The pursuit of Bre'r

Fox seems sometimes to have been less of an object in itself than an excuse

to be in the saddle %nd to ride afield, for he loved to feel a horse under him

and he rode with famous skill. He loved the yelp of the pack and the

excitement of a galloping group of horsemen, and the hard ride for hours

at a time "across a country that was only for those who dared." They
justified the day whatever its end. It is inevitable that he was "fashion-

ably" dressed for the hunt. His stepson says that he "was always su-

perbly mounted, in true sporting costume, of blue coat, scarlet waistcoat,

buckskin breeches, top boots, velvet cap, and whip with long thong."

Some notion of the out-of-door life at Mount Vernon, as well as the rela-

tive number of days devoted to ducking and fox hunting, may be gathered

from these quotations from the diary for the months of January and Feb-

ruary, 1769:

"Jan. 4, Fox hunting; 10, Fox hunting; 11, Fox hunting; 12, Fox hunt-

ing; 16, Went a ducking; 17, Fox hunting; 18, Fox hunting; 19, Fox hunt-

Pohick Church, the parish church of Mount Vernon, seven miles west of the mansion. Its

vestry was reputed to be the most distinguished in the colony

ing; 20, Fox hunting; 21, Fox hunting; 2$, Hunting below Accotinck;

28, Fox hunting; Feb. 3, Went a gunning up the Creek; 9, Went a Ducking;

10, Went a shooting again; 11, Ducking till Dinner; 14, Fox hunting;

17, Rid out with my hounds; 18, went a hunting with Doctr. Rumney
Started a fox or rather 2 or 3 & catched none—Dogs mostly got after deer

& never joind; 27, Fox hunting." When in pursuit of the fox they not

infrequently started deer or bear.

There was a famous pack of hounds at Mount Vernon, in the kennels

down on the western slope leading to the wharf. Their names ring across

the years fresh and inspiring: Pilot, Musick, Truelove, Lawlor, Forrister,

Singer, Ringwood, Mopsey, Cloe, Dutchess, Chaunter, Drunkard, and,

doubtless his son, Tipsey. From a stable full of thoroughbred mounts the

names of Blueskin, Valiant, Ajax, and Chinkling are preserved.

The races in Fairfax and the neighboring counties in Virginia and Mary-

land were potent in drawing forth the squire of Mount Vernon. He con-

tributed liberally, entered horses from his stables, and occasionally laid a

wager on the result. Washington was a steward of the Alexandria Jockey

Club. Nearer Mount Vernon was Bogg's Race Track in the meadow
below and to the west of Pohick Church, but the reader is left to wonder

A corner of the south porch, with glimpse of the lofty portico which overlooks the broad sweep

of lawn and the Potomac beyond
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ington's .mount hooks indicati ili.it playing cards wcic quickly used up.

The prohl mh\ loss columns recoiil Ins w imtinuN .mil losses which .it rimes
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Hum institutions wire mulct distinguished social .mil even, in one in-

stance, neU-si.istu.il patronage. Anions the m.mv lotteries in which

Washington bought tickets wen tin- Mes.nulri.i Street Lottery. "Colo,

m ids Lottery." Peregrine .mil Fit/hugh's l.otterv, the Mount. 1 in Road
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One of the fashionable customs of the ;igf which was not tolerated at

Mount \ ernon, however, was duelling. lhackcrav was under another

impression, for he hinged the plot of" I he Vkgmnnt" on the challenge

sent to Washington by young \\ arrcnton, and it is implied that Washing-

ton would tight. Thackeray had evidently not read this letter of George

Mason's: "You express a fear that (leneral Lee will challenge our friend.

Indulge in no such apprehensions, for he too well knows the sentiments of

General Washington on the subject of duelling. From his earliest man-

hood I Have heard him express his contempt of the man who sends and

the man who accepts .1 challenge, for he regards such acts as no proof of

moral courage; and the practice he abhors as a relic of old barbarisms,

repugnant alike to sound morality and Christian enlightenment."

Washington and Mrs. Washington were fond of dancing and, for the

sake of Mrs. W ashington's two children. Mount Vernon became one of the

principal rendezvous of the dancing class conducted by Mr. Christian.

This fashionable dancing master had pupils in all the great houses of tide-

water Potomac. In its upper reaches the classes were held at Mount
Vernon and at Gunston Hall in turn, w hen all the children of the neighbor-

hood assembled to be taught the rollicking country dances or the formal

The river shore from the wharf. The high point of land in the distance is Belvoir. The lower

shore line beyond is Gunston

The room occupied by Lafayette whom Mrs WaiihinKton called "I he French boy"- on I he
occasion of his visit* to Washington al Mount Vernon

minuet. When the afternoon had been danced away and candles wer^:

brought, Mr. Christian retired, and the young people romped at "Button
to get I'auns for Rcdcmptibn" or "Break the I'ope's Neck." The fun

was carried on with " sprightliness and Decency," but the "I'auns" were

potent to wring "kisses from the ladies."

Relief that it was, after the war, to sheath his sword and retire to the

quiet of his home, W ashington was no longer wholly free there, and the

character of its life changed. He now belonged to the country, for although

there was no actual national entity, the pride and national aspirations of

all the independent states in the confederation focused on their recent

military leader. Mount Vernon as the residence of such a figure typified

the capital of the embryonic nation.

His exalted position now attracted a constant stream of visitors.

Among them were the recent French and American companions in arms,

and even I'.nglish officers; leaders in political thought from all over the

country; a variety of strangers, distinguished foreigners from European

countries. It is to some of these foreign commentators that the story of

Mount Vernon owes many valuable sketches of the social life there.

With uniform hospitality for all who came under his roof, there was,

however, no one else who received a welcome equal to that of General the

Marquis de LaFayette
—

"the French boy" Mrs. Washington called him

—

who made two visits to Mount Vernon on his return to America in 1784.

Washington's attachment to LaFayette was one of the unique affections

of his life. On the occasion of his second visit Washington traveled all the

way to Richmond to meet his friend and accompany him to Mount Vernon.

And when the precious seven days had passed he was so loath to give him

up that he journeyed on with him to Annapolis.

W henever W ashington was away from Mount Vernon not only a portion

of his mind but all his heart seems to have been there. He had better

control of his emotions in this respect than Mrs. Washington had, with

greater need. She was downright homesick and said so. As the time ap-

proached to relinquish office and return to his plantation, he looked

forward to this last journey with the eagerness of a freed schoolboy.

On his return he found life at Mount Vernon gayer than ever. Among
the most notable public characters he entertained in his home at this time

were the Due d'Orleans, (afterward Louis Philippe) and his brothers, Mont-

pensier and Beaujolais, and George Washington LaFayette, son of General

Marquis de LaFayette. The General and Mrs. Washington defended

themselves from the overrunning visitors, who would have left them no

privacy of their own, by a well understood formality which restricted

certain time for their own. It was at the dinner hour in the middle of the

afternoon, after his ride over his farms, that W ashington's visitors saw him

first. After dinner he spent an interval talking with them, "with a g'ess

of Madeira by his side," and then withdrew to his library again where he

made a hasty7 survey of the newspapers, of which he received a great many,

and retired for the night at nine o'clock, if possible without appearing at

supper. He even called Lawrence Lewis, son of his sister Elisabeth, to re-

side in his house and take from him the burden of entertaining house guests.

A short time before his death Washington wrote: "Mrs. Washington 6c

myrself will do what I believe has not been done within twenty years by

us—that is set down to dinner by ourselves." Earlier he compared his

house to "a well resorted tavern"—and the hospitality of much less con-

spicuous Virginians than he had bankrupted them.
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A Japanese tea Inmm- in the garden, reached by a

path nf •. ••>• stones; these stones form also the

Hour of the tea house

ft

Khing the house from the floral walk one passes along a wooded path and then, upon stepping stones (left), through a laurel path that runs along the edge of the wood. Driveway at right

There are three pools at Kiisheim, located one above another on the slope of the hill. At the left is shown the rock garden of the upper pool; at the right the central pool, which forms the

nucleus of the formal garden. This latter picture shows also the wall of the upper and lower terraces
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FROM A
COUNTKr JV/NDOJV

FRIENDLY AND SEDUCTIVE, the deserted houses of our

countryside invite us to come, take possession, and renew their

former youth. Age with them
THE CHARM y h

,„, is not austere, nor partial

DESERTED HOUSES demolition repellent, for time

deals kindly with lifeless things,

and anoints with the balm of the picturesque that from which it

takes utility. Diffident, unaggressive, the old houses yet implore

us to return them to the uses of man.

Once knowing the ring of happy laughter, they now have the

disconsolate chirping of chimney swifts to bear them company;

once echoing to the patter of feet in and out of slamming doors,

they now know only the rustle of furtive, padded wood dwellers;

once the honored homes of nation builders, now the forlorn refuse

of an occasional outcast. Boys have stopped to stone their w in-

dows, collectors to rob them of their hand-carved mantels, the

winds to detach their moss-grown shingles—and yet their charm

is ineradicable, for there is grace in every softened line, romance

in each cobwebbed room, tradition in every rough-hewn timber.

Character they have, as well, and humor, expressed in the disposi-

tion of the doors and winking dormer windows; a spirit of misfor-

tune broods over one and an air of tranquility pervades another.

And so they stand, awaiting the turn of the tide, hidden from

the road, forgotten of the world. But if you would know the real

delights of home building, seek one out and make yourself its

owner. A little money, a little work, and a little affection will

transfuse the ideal with the actuality, and in gaining a home of

homes you will both benefit yourself and dissolve an obligation

incurred by a bygone city-seeking generation.

THE WOMAN OF THE HOUSE congratulates-—we had almost

said flatters—herself that she understands every whim, mood,

j-jjj;
ar|d trait of that strange male being

CONSTRUCT! I'E
whose privilege it is to tramp mud

SPIRIT lnto ner P ar lor > and she humors with

feminine wile such wild machinations

of his brain as are indeed beyond her comprehension. Of these

is the wellnigh universal masculine delight in knocking together

useless odds and ends into an almost useless whole.

Every woman knows that her husband will prophesy cold and
fever in the first person singular when he is asked to split kindling

under a gentle summer drizzle. She knows too (if she has been

married long enough) that this same husband is entirely immune
from ill effects if he fritter away a rainy afternoon in building a

wooden horse on which to saw a solitary log. The whole proceed-

ing is incapable of plausible explanation and is senseless, rhyme-
less, and unreasonable—we speak now from the woman's point of

view as we understand it.

But man no less than woman has been given intelligence, which
he, perhaps, more than she, is ready to utilize in lightening per-

sonal manual toil. And, calling constructive work play, he spends
hours fashioning trouble-saving devices to conserve minutes of

actual labor. This constructive spirit and its compelling motive
has become with us a national characteristic, and where it has
not been devoted to railways, telephones, and the other practical

inventions, it has found its outlet in the home-made instruments
of a thousand farm yards.

In the main, however, the results of this benignant dementia
are of little value, the care-free, happy state of mind which it

engenders being all-important. We know of a man, who, having
nothing better to do, heats his copper and solders two pieces of tin

together, firm in the belief that the work coordinates his thoughts,

tranquilizes his soul, and quiets his nerves. His wife, come to

think of it, is a partial exception to the general rule, for while

privately contending that his mental processes are those of a

child in the building-block stage, she admits that the constructive

spirit has a wonderfully soothing effect on his temper.

NEVER TO BE FORGOTTEN or forgiven is one item upon the

debit side of the ledger recording what the motor car has given

THE END US an<^ w^zt nas taken away. In being

tOF BUGGY credited with greater luxury and a widely in-

RIDIN' creased radius of travel, the motor must

answer the solemn indictment of having

robbed us of buggy ridin'. Does any one think for a moment
that fifteen inches, of upholstery, twelve cylinders delivering an

oily stream of power, headlights that shame the sleeping woods,

springs, tires, and shock absorbers that iron out any road—does
any one claim that these atone for the loss of buggy ridin'? Can
they even approximate the pulsating joy of driving with one's

steady company under an August moon? The iron shod wheel

strikes sharply against a stone and grinds off", but would we wish

for shock absorbers? The horse, turned away from home, plods

slowly along, clumping softly in the dust, but would we wish for

speed? A soft linen dust robe, well tucked in, binds us closely

together upon a hard seat, but would we question the depth of

the upholstery? And the pure, unadulterated adventure of being

caught in a thunder shower! No fussing with a three-man top

in those days. We drive under a friendly shed and listen to the

music of big drops on a dry shingle roof, the splashing from the

eaves into gravelly puddles along the shed's open front. There is

reassurance to be offered upon the lightning's blinding stroke and

the quickly following thunder clap. The top bows are sprung

into line, the rubber blanket buttoned snugly into place, the best

spring hat covered with a handkerchief to keep off a chance drop,

and if the inside of that buggy in the shelter of its leaky shed isn't

the most delectable spot on earth, we'll give you a motor car.

THE DELVER into American biography is gradually impressed

with a certain point of similarity in the lives of our illustrious fel-

. low citizens. It lies in the fact that these
THE SCHOOL . , ...
OF SELF

great men with remarkable unanimity

RELI 4NCE have taken pains to be born and spend

their early lives on farms or in the open

places. At first one puts this down to accident, changing later

to coincidence, and finally deciding that it is nothing short of

habit.

Analysis of the matter unmistakably indicates the condition

and the result as being cause and effect. The early rural years of

our great men are not merely fortuitous incidents but actual con-

tributing factors to the eminence which follows.

To begin with, the country boy, performing the ordinary tasks of

his kind, stores up a fund of rugged health and solid muscle, upon

whieh he may draw heavily in later years. But more important,

the country boy must largely depend upon his own initiative to

solve the problems of his daily life, which enforces a lesson in self-

reliance rarely achieved by the city lad, the problems of whose shel-

tered existence are decided for him until he reaches man's estate.

So it is that the boy born and reared in the open places has an im-

measurable advantage in the battle of life, in the possession of a

character schooled during the impressionable years in the self-re-

liance entailed by country living.
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Mermaid. A giant almost white Leedsii. having large while
perianth segments and creamy primrose cup becoming lighter

with age. The flower measures 4 inches across

Sirdar. Another Leedsii (i. e., having moderately long trum-
pet) measuring 3\ inches across, with perianth segments 1 i x 1 i

inches Silvery white flower with delicately frilled cream cup

Bedouin. One of the most enormous of the incompara-
h'hs ty|ic. a glorihcd Mora Wilson: <l inches across, with
each segment Ixl! inches, cup ! inch deep and 1 J inches
across ll.iri Tin broad overlapping perianth segments
arc sulphur white, the cup rich orange red

NARCISSUS
/or the

COLLECTOR
Modern varieties that mark the present

day acme of development. Daffodil fanciers

pay very high prices for exclusive novelties,

even hundreds of dollars for a single bulh

Czarina. A real giant (a Leedsii) 5 inches across, and
the segments lj inches wide; creamy segments and can-

ary yellow cup
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Corot. A very light colored large trumpet on the style of

Cleopatra, but with a wider mouth. This flower, though quite
large, has a definite rclincment of appearance which is some-
times lacking in the larger types

Red Beacon. A 3-inch flower of the Poet's Narcissus type,
with the conspicuous open orange-scarlet crown or cup measur-
ing a half inch across

Peter Barr. A remarkably strong and rigid "white" dafTodil.

To be exact, the segments are palest cream, with whiter trum-
pet. Bulbs of tnis novelty sold on introduction for S300 each!



HEARD IN THE LOCKER ROOM
HERBERT R.EED

HHERE are two men in the

polo field—one from New
York, the other from Chic-

ago—who form not merely

a winning forward line, be-

cause they do not always

win, but an interesting, well-mounted

forward line. With the Midwick team,

Drury and Carleton Burke " feeding up,"

they proved that they were practicaljy

unbeatable. There are possibilities in

these two forwards not found elsewhere.

Both Frederic McLaughlin and J. Watson
Webb are well mounted. Webb's string

of ponies will match, I think, almost any
other, and by the time these lines appear,

probably will have been strengthened by
purchase. The two men are faster down
the field than any other pair it has been

my pleasure to see, East or West, with the

exception of genius in the persons of the

two"-\Vaterburys. But this combination,

although not rated so high as the Water-
burys, has the striking—the term is used

advisedly—advantage that Webb is left-

handed, so that an entirely new brand of

generalship can be built around his game,
just as it was built around the work of the

same two men in conjunction with Drury
and Burke and their remarkable mounts
in San Francisco only a year ago. Just
how the season will turn out no one can
tell, of course, but I believe it to be a

certainty that a strong team can at any
time be built around these men and their

mounts.
Polo players are rather uncertain. They

consult their own convenience to a large

extent, save when organizing for battle

against a possible foreign invasion. Now
and then a real team is built up, as in

the case of the Meadowbrook four, or the

Cooperstown contingent that has been

formidable for so many years. As already

told in these pages, the future of Ameri-
can polo lies in the hands of the youngsters, but

the fact remains that from older heads must come
the generalship that is to be used in future cam-
paigns. I believe that both of the men men-
tioned, McLaughlin and Webb, can add materi-

ally at any time to that generalship, and can
even improve upon it.

R. Lindley Murray, one of the California tennis

players who has settled in the East, and who has a dis-

tinctive style of play all his own

In tennis we seem to be always facing
westward. The newest product of the
Pacific Coast form of preparation, Willis

E. Davis, is, like R. Lindley Murray, a

permanent acquisition of the East, since

Murray has settled down to business in

New Jersey, and Davis has become a

student at the University of Pennsylvania.
If they stay here long enough they will

have our own Easterners worried, just as

they have in the past, especially since

Murray has been working up his ground
strokes, and Davis, making a sensational

debut, has already shown an all-round

type of game that may, with a little luck,

take him as far as William M. Johnston.
Davis, as it turns out, has all the speed
of the best of the California marvels,

and a balance unusual and most pro-

mising.

Doubles play, frequently ill done by a

combination of singles stars, has had its

worth-while representatives, in Pell and
Behr for instance, and McLoughlin and
Bundy, but I doubt if it has been better

done, considered as a team game, than by
George M. Church and Dean Mathey.
These men, in combination, seem to have
mastered the court, and, the one short, the

other extremely tall, have worked out a de-

fensive game that is almost impossible

to defeat. They won the Metropolitan

championship by the process of coming
up to half court when the play was
on the net order, lobbing when driven

back, and getting the ball down to

their opponents' feet when the op-

portunity offered. It is a question

whether a combination of a tall man
with tremendous sweep with the

racquet and ability to cover court,
Photograph by anj a short one w"ho is a fine tennis
raui i nompson .

player with a thorough knowledge

of his partner's ability, is not the best arrange-

ment.
It seems possible that men of the tempera-

ment of the Dohertys might make trouble for

the Metropolitan champions, but it is estab-

lished that they have made a study of the

court and that together they have worked out

something that is close to a standard in this

country.

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Dean Mathey. the shorter but none the less effective mem-
ber of the doubles team of Church and Mathey, Metropolitan

champions

Photograph by Edwin Levick

George M. Church, the other member of the Church and

Mathey team which plays the difficult doubles game ad-

mirably.

?6

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Willis E. Davis, the latest Californian to stir the Eastern

tennis world, is probably a permanent addition to Eastern

tennis ranks
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A lowmjj »r.l»oll uihimi.iIU

dith, (ill t" • * • I >.
'< I" > liloi "I

lit, problem* laced h\ .ill t !»•*

Amen, in eoaclu-v h.n gone into

lli, ivtutd book with tlic long

credit null* .ik.unit tin- name*

,,i Robi i ' llernck. o( Harvard,

jiul William Humes, the profes-

sional who assisted bun I hcte

was .ili" tin- ictircnicnt of

Charlea I Courtnej "f Cornell,

wln> Lm« not only towing but

nun indeed, with .ill his rowing

knowledge, he ptobably was .1

better judge of men th.in .mv

coach w hoh.is ever h.nl to handle

collegians. It 1- .1 mistake, I

think, to figure th.it I Irrrick,

who handled the Harvard eight

which two yean mo brought

home the Grand Challenge Cup
from I lenlev On the > •hi se ol

which his eight h.ul to tli-t' n 111

the finals the Union Boat Club,

nude up of Harvard man and

Coached In Herrick'a asaistant),

cm keep on with the work. He
is one of the best coaches the

country has seen, and. even

better than that, an enthusiast.

He would keep on if he could,

1 think, but he has so main other interests to

handle that it is likely he will give way to Haines,

the professional.

Courtney's pictures, pie history is an old story

to rowing men. I wonder, sometimes, however,

how in.my men have made due inquiry into the

cause of ins success. Cornell men seem to feel,

not without reason, that it was largely because ol

his steady connection, from the beginning of his

Coaching career, with the same institution. He-

had developed \merican rowing successfully

long before he went to Henley, but as in the case

of Herrick, the amateur, he came back—as

indeed, does every one n«>t a lirtle the wiser h>r

his trip. I lc w as willing to adopt w hat he thought

w .is good, and he w .is rlu- first to do it but he was

not the first to admit it. However, we are talk-

ing now about his personality. Anil it is well to

remember that that personality has won races —
too many, indeed, to recapitulate here.

I am thinking, now, of the year in which he

had on his hands a very nervous stroke oar—
the type needed, indeed, to drive that very

boatload. He wanted nerves, the crew needed

nerves, and the man he picked to make the pace

for the shell had, perhaps, too much of that

commodity. So Courtney and the young man
went up into the hills one night not long before

the race, and talked things over. It was a talk

between Courtney the man, and his stroke oar

as a person, not as a part of a

machine. Out of the talk came
confidence and victory. And
that is the man who has retired

at Cornell.

There has been another per-

sonality in American rowing in

recent years that has counted
not a little. I mean Guy
Nickalls, who has been in charge
of the ^ ale eights for three years.

Twice he won, and the third time
he went through a disastrous

season that concluded with de-

feat at the hands of boats

coached by Hetrick and Haines.

Since the races there has been a

tendency toward criticism of
Nickalls. There cannot possibly

be any valid criticism of his

method of teaching rowing. The
only criticism that will stand the
test, I think, is that he selected

just a shade too late the men
who should sit in the 'varsity

shell at New London. And yet
that is the English way of doing

IN AMERICA

r of the few left-hander) player* remaining in the game of |X)lo,

fxnt when in combination with Frederic McLaughlin at No. 1
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things—getting man together in

almost any Hporf at tin- hint

moment, li fared well in Amer-
ica loi two year, lot the leason
that the unpolled eoarh had at

hii disposal moat remarkable
material.

We come around naturally

and easily to Yale's prOsp' U s on
the gridiron under the new
coaching regime. If they are

not all gone to war by the time
these notes appi .11 there is pros-

pect of plenty of good material,

which, under the new system,
may be molded into a first-class

eleven. I here is more to be

feared from Princeton, I think,

than from Harvard, since the

Crimson will be short of the high

school stars who were first-class

when they arrived, and since the

Tigers will be old hands under
the coaching of "Speedy" Rush
and his assistants. Not the least

of these is Cruikshank, from
Washington and Jefferson,
where, last year, he was a master

art of forward passing illegal perhaps,

basis of a forward passing game that

it his

of the

but the

ought to be troublesome this year

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Robert Herrick (right). Harvard's amateur rowing coach,

and William Haines, the professional who assisted him

Copyright by Paul Thompson

Charles E. Courtney, of Cornell, the retiring builder of many successful crews, who was a judge of men as

well as of mere oarsmen

Amherst college does not get into the limelight
often enough to be blinded by it, yet none the less

it has its traditions, and, incidentally, it was the
first of the colleges to live up to the motto of "a
sound mind in a sound body," so well known and
so seldom followed. Away back before the Civil
War, President W. F. Stearns wrote that "it is

the custom rather than the exception to find the
health of the students better in college" than
when they came to their work from a home sum-
mer of comparative idleness. He proceeded
promptly to make that health better even while in
college. He interested Nathan Allen, a trustee,
and Elihu Barrett in the matter, the result being
the Barrett Gymnasium, the first of its kind in

the United States. The next step was to enlist

the services of Dr. Edmund Hitchcock, and it was
th is same Dr. Hitchcock who installed physical
exercise as an integral part of the college work.

I he Amherst men really caught their cue from
Dio Lewis, a lecturer on physical culture, who
was at the time making a tour of New England,
and Dr. George R. Winship, who was traveling
the same route lifting weights. Down from the

hills came the Congregational
clergymen to laugh at what Dr.
Hitchcock was doing. They saw
the good doctor's little band of

students working with light

dumbbells, and equally light

barbells, and promptly con-
demned the proceeding. Sawing
wood they could understand, but
so little were they impressed by
the performances of Dr. Hitch-
cock's pupils that they spoke of

them only as "Hitchcock's
hobbies," and so, in a large area

of New England, they are called

to this day, now that the burden
of keeping a sound body around
a sound mind has been turned
over to Dr. Phillips.

There is another curiosity

about Amherst thatimpressesthe

stranger, and that is a faculty,

including President Meiklejohn
(who is an internationalist in

lacrosse) and Dr. Raymond
G. Gettell, formerly the pro-

fessor-coach of Trinity College,

that can play a good game of

tennis, and furthermore is will-

ing to make it three sets out of

five and not two out of three.



THEUPPOSE
that we
call this

the story

of a pim-
ple on the face of na-

BLUEBERRY LADY
(By H-W- COLLINCWOOD

ture which was brought back into a

dimple by theapplication of wild roots

and herbs. When the southern half of

New Jersey rose up out of the water,

many of these sour spots were formed.

The soil was not quite ready for

polite society when the forces under-
neath jumped it into the limelight

and left out the lime. Thus ever

since then the fine, sweet farming
land on the higher ridges has suffered

somewhat in reputation from the

thin, sandy plains and low, sour spots

through which nature still expresses

a little of her disappointment in New
Jersey. Now these spots are coming
back into dimples, a credit to the

state rather than a discredit and a

joke.

Nature abhors a vacuum and
never knew a waste. What men call

w astes are only hard puzzles, which,
when pulled apart by bright, orderly
minds, are found to cover a pot of
gold. Joseph J. White's great cran-
berry bog near New Lisbon illustrates

this. It is about half w ay between the Delaware
and the ocean. At night one may often see the
glare of Philadelphia and Trenton on the sky.

Here was a sour spot of well nigh useless land,

worth perhaps $>io an acre. Mr. White learned
how7 to make it a suitable home for cranberries,
and the sour spot became a dimple. It is the
largest cranberry bog in the world—more than
600 acres—a princely domain of bogs and
lakes and canals and dikes. As a sour spot at

#10 per acre it produced a few cranberries, a few
blueberries, and a good supply of bullfrogs and
mosquitoes. As a dimple, the land is worth
at least $400 per acre, since it produces 50,000
bushels of cranberries annually. Nature smiles
and shows her dimples only to those who learn
the habits of her wild things so well that they
will eat out of the hand, come upon the farm,
forget their freedom, and join the labor union of
orderly culture.

This great feat of spreading cranberry sauce
over the sour spot as though it were roast turkey
is another story. We are more concerned with a
new chapter in history which is now being
worked out by Mr. White's daughter. If we call

Mr. White the cranberry prince, we must call

Miss Elizabeth C. White the blueberry lady, for
she is now doing an important pioneer work
with the wild blueberry. This plant, when
civilized and induced to work in harness, will
make these sour spots and thin soils into the
most profitable fruit gardens of America. Here
at New Lisbon is the foundation of a great indus-
try, based on that surest road to wealth in all

the world, the ability to make nature smile.
Nature has little or no sense of humor, but she
has a great number of unappreciated children,
plants or animals which have never been intro-
duced into society. Nature, like other fond
parents, wants them there, and will pay for their
introduction. Some of them are shy or cranky,
or positively mean, but nature has given each one
a vast fortune for spending money, and she in-
tended that they should pass it all on to humanity
when some one comes who is wise enough to
understand them. Why should she not smile
and heap favors upon a human being who gets
into the confidence of the shy and cranky chil-
dren? You would feel that way toward those
who did the same thing to your own backward
youngsters.

That is just what Miss White has done with
nature's favorite wild .daughter, the blueberry.
Most of us who have any part of a farm in our
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A blueberry plant two years and four months frofn the time the cutting was placed in the

propagating frames at Whitesbog

Section of one of the frames in the shelter, showing root cut-

tings from a selected wild blueberry bush

pedigree have wandered off into the swamps
and wild places after blueberries. The huckle-
berry cake at the old time Sunday school picnic
beat the preacher as an inducement to attend
the services. The child who would not stain his

face from ear to ear with the juice of blueberry
pie would hardly be worth raising.

This is all true, and yet while blackberry,
raspberry, strawberry, and currant have climbed
out of the jungle into the garden, and taken up
the fat, satisfied life of civilization, the best child

of all, Miss Blueberry, has remained a gypsy,
camping in swamps or sour plains, a wild thing
preferring death to man's well meant nursing
and care.

Some years ago a famous nurseryman took me
out into a corner of his garden where stood a

blueberry bush. A great scientist had found it

in a New England pasture, where it grew tall

and strong, with berries half an inch in diameter.
The scientist expected to propagate it as he would
a currant. The nursery man was to distribute
it so that it would be found in a million gardens.
Finally they were to cut up a fine, juicy, financial

pie between them. That bush had the pick of
the garden. The soil had been limed and man-

ured, and treated as for

onions, yet the plant
slowly and steadily

pined away and died.

You may say, and
truly, that it died of a broken heart, a
wild gypsy longing for her old home.

I know a homesick boy who w as
r;:ised in the Cape Cod district, where
each year the trailing arbutus springs

j
out of the thin, sour land, a rare joy

||H after the cold, hard winter. This
boy moved away and carried several
plants of arbutus with him. They
were planted in the garden and cared
for lovingly, but with all the petting
and care they faded aw ay to death.
As with the blueberry, prosperity
only broke their heart, and man could
not mend it.

My children caught a robin, and
put her in a cage. Just like the blue-
berry in the garden, she drooped and
disdained the comforts of civilization.

Suppose some one learned how to
bribe her, so^that she would gladly
exchange her freedom for the chance
of civilized development! She would
increase her size as she became do-
mestic, her half dozen eggs per year
would increase to a hundred or more,
until she became more useful than

some of our present breeds of poultry. It w ould
not be a miracle, only an understanding of her
nature, the trick of making her appreciate all the
comforts of her new home. And this is just
what Miss White has done with the blueberry.
She has learned how to make it drop the stripes

of captivity for the stars which have led so many
other wild things out of the forest into orderly
industry. It is the most interesting and the
most promising taming of a plant gypsy that has
yet been attempted.

Professor F. V. Coville learned by long experi-

ment what was the matter with this plant gypsy,
when you took her from the w7agon and the camp
fire and put her in a palace. The most natural
thing was to assume that if the blueberry was
tough enough to make a living in a swamp, or
in poor, sour soil, she would immediately respond
to a much better living in a finer soil. That
might be true of potatoes. Some farmers prefer

to grow their seed on thin, poor land, believing

that such seed when planted on rich soil will pro-

duce a superior crop. As we have seen, the blue-

berry sickened of prosperity and refused to accept
one of the most polished precepts of society.

Then it occurred to Professor Coville that the
blueberry was an acid loving plant, and from its

very nature as unhappy in a sweet, rich soil as

alfalfa would be in a sour swamp. "Every man
to his taste," and evidently nature has given this

plant a special set of machinery for running an
acid factory. Most agricultural plants which
feed and grow along the lines of polite agricul-

tural society have their roots covered with root

hairs. These absorb moisture and plant food.

They are waiters, conveying food and drink to

the parent plant. The blueberry plant has none
of these root hairs. Like all savages, it waits on
itself. In the place of these root hairs is found a

peculiar fungus, which appears to have the power
of making the unavailable nitrogen in the sour

swamp into a form which the blueberry can use.

See what nature has done here with an acid

machine. If man would feed his cultivated

plants on muck or peat soil, he must haul it out

to dry, mix it with lime and manure, then induce

a hot fermentation to shake up the muck and
put its nitrogen at work. This mycorrhizal

fungus on the blueberry root plays the very part

of the compost heap, and forces the sour swamp
to give soluble food to Miss Blueberry. In its

way this is as wonderful as the work of bacteria

on the roots of alfalfa.

Professor Coville also found that while the
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filing the bluc-

hluchetis wi M. ruhhri hoots, it docs not li k <-

|o «adc m tlit hiook Most nl lit v\ > Ml 111 .is

iliii tlx hrll\ hushes »r find in tin- swamp in

umi ills submerged in water, ll wr c v .inline

tin in closely, however, iluring tin fruiting season,

wr shall tin.
I tli.it thcj stand up tin little moundi

or hummocks, so tli.il tin- .111 can retch their

rooti I ii>l< i cultivation the blueberry is not

to be ttcatcd like 1 tltu L It III. in salt Is pass tin

wintei in .1 bath tul), Imt (luting its growth the

roots must base .111 I bus «r sec tli.it in former

year* the inability to cis ih/c the bluchcirs was

ilue to the Cut tli.il we did nut linilerst.iiul her

Mature 01 natural habits of life.

Profcssoi Cos die, the scientist, worked out the

lift habits of tins gypsy among flints. Miss

White has done tin practical ssoik of gaining the

Confident e "I this w ilil thing, and making it feel at

home I Ins is tin- ua\ such things are generally

nui knl out. foi science is often a giant in thought,

yet as frequently a baby in practice. Miss

White knows tin soil ami the people of the great

pines n gion, for as she says
—

"1 am a 'piney'

ins self." She knew the needs of the eountry

ami its possibilities Many of the inhabitants

make a gixnl share of their living puking s\ 1I1I

bluebel l u s. I hey knosv the plant anil its habits.

If it could be made into .1 cultis ated crop, as the

Cranberrs has bun ileseloped, the entire seetion

and its people would be helped. So Miss White
started Iter rem.ukahle ssoik ol t

berry.

It was like a man starting an apple orchard,

without knosving one variety from another,

tint m th> woods or in old feme corners there

might be red, green, yellow, or striped apples,

seedlings unnamed and untested. W I1.1t should

he plant in the orchard' In like manner there

are hundreds of sanities or seedlings of blue-

berries. I hey vary in their habit of grosvth,

size, color, and ability to stand frost or drought,

vet) more widely than the apple varieties. Miss
White illustrates this by relating how shortly

after a heavy frost she found two blueberry

bushes so close together that the branches min-
gled. The fruit buds and most of the leaves

on one had been completely killed by the frost,

while the others were unhurt. She has one
variety sshich gives a flosser as delicate in color

as arbutus.

In order to start with the finest wild varieties.

Miss White among other ingenious devices ar-

ranged with some of her piney friends to mark
the bushes carrying the finest specimens they
could hnd. These pickers were provided with a

small aluminum plate, with a bole nearly five

eighths of an inch in diameter, and bottles for

holding specimens. When they found bushes

carrying berries so large that they could not pass

through this hole, the bush was marked and
report was made. In this way a few superior

varieties were found for propagation. In 191

1

Professor Coville sent sixty plants for test and
propagation. These were seedlings from wild

plants. All other seedling plants on the place

were produced by artificial crossing very care-

fully done by Professor Coville at W ashington.

Crosses \scre made between the best wild stocks

available, the svork being done with the most
patient and painstaking care.

There are thousands of varieties to be tested

before the most suitable ones can be recom-
mended, and already several kinds
are named and known to be su-

perior. Thus far it has been
largely pioneer work, a task requir-

ing the most glorious faith in the

final outcome, for taking the wild-

ness out of man or beast or plant is

a thankless job until the results be-

come evident.

1 he most difficult part of blue-

berry culture is the propagation,
^ou may if you like handle the
plant just as you would apple trees.

The nurseryman will plant seeds of
Northern Spy and thus produce
little trees. Then he will bud or
graft into them wood of the desired
variety. This may be done with
the blueberry, but it would be too
slow for commercial work, and the

plant would become icilous .md send up new
shoots o| In 1 ossn In loss the supelior wood.
W ild plants may be dug up and planted in an
a. nl soil, hut foi 101111ne1ci.il purposes more
l ipid propagation iniisi he ssoiked out.

I he most interfiling thing about Miss White's
work is the nursery in which the little baby plants
in eive their start, It is ever true that if you
ss.mt to studs nature human or other at its

best, sou should go to the cradle. Ill this blue-
berry nursery sou see little cuttings three or four
in. In s long, and not more than half the diameter
of a h ad pern il, stuck into a mixture of sand and
peal I In si must be protected and shaded like

feeble human babies in an incubator, until

finally they strike out their roots and thus obtain
a firm hold upon life. It seems absurd to put
these little pinches of wild life our in the Bold
eight feet apart each way, yet in time they will

gross into gn at hushes meeting across the rows,
and yielding a peek or more of beautiful berries

nearly three fourths of an inch in diameter.
Men say ir requires faith to plant an apple tree

and waif patiently for returns, yet that faith has
been justified thousands of times. What would
tin s s.i\ o| tin I. nth required by one sslio ssnuld

put these little pencils into the soil and wait for

nature to open her purse and pay the price?

I he easiest ssas of propagation is to let the
bush remain at home in its native haunts and
gi\ i a fair imitation in half an hour of what nature
might do in half a century. In late fall or w inter

the plant is cut off close to the surface. A
rough box or frame is built on the ground around
this stump and filled in two or three inches deep
with a mixture of three parts of sand and one
part of peat. This is what nature might he-

expected to do by blowing sand, leaves, and trash

over the stump. With this covering over of the
root a strange thing happens. Left without
Covering the nei* growth would consist of stems
which would come up, depending on the old roots

for their support. Working up rhrough the sand,

however, these stems are transformed into root

Trial field of blueberries at Whitesbog grown from seed pro-

duced by hand pollination of selected wild stocks by Professor

F. V. Coville of the U. S. Department of Agriculture

An outside view of the blueberry propagating shelter at Whitesbog

Stocks, which when they n a< li the '.uifaie 1 hange
into leafy shoots, each one thus becoming a
true plant with power of self Mippott. We might
compare the original hush to some substantial
citizen, well-to-do and with a large family of hoys.
II these hoys grow up without effort, or without
being forced to fate obstacles, they will never he
anything hut stems, looking to the family for

support. If they an forced to work and fight

through obstacles, they will form roots of then
own, and become independent.

I hese roofed stems are cut away from the
stump and set in pots containing a mixture of two
part mi ml peat, and one of sand. 'I hat is their
nursery, and they go on drawing the bread and
milk of life our of this sour soil until they are
large enough to be transplanted. The credit for

suggesting this method belongs to Professor
Coville. Ir would be in most eases impractical
since the best wild plants are off in inaccessible

p I a i is. 'I he method is described merely to show
the nature and habits of the plant.

Miss White has developed a more rapid method
of propagation, based upon much the same prin-
ciple. Small cuttings are made from outdoor
planrs, and these are put in boxes covered wirh a
thin layer of mixed sand and peat. They are
kept moist, and in time these cuttings throw up
shoots in much the same way that the seed piece
of potato sends up sprouts from its eyes. Just as
is the case with the big parent stump, these shoots
form root stocks in the sand and leafy shoots
above. 'Thus we have a tiny rooted plant from
each shoot. As with the potato seed, the cutting
finally dies, but the little plants root and live.

When the Karly Rose potato was first introduced
at a very high price, a number of nurserymen
bought a few pounds of the seed and propagated
very much as Miss White does these plants of
the blueberry.

Miss White has thousands of the plants grow-
ing, and a good acreage more under field cultiva-
tion. I he soil around the cranberry bogs is

admirably suited to blueberry culture, and there
seems no reason to doubt but that within a few
years the industry will grow into large propor-
tions. It will be what may be called a limited
industry, because of the skill required in propaga-
tion and starting the plants, and the fact that
the blueberry will thrive only on certain sour soils.

It may in time shake off some of its wild tastes

and habits, as asparagus or celery have done,
but for years it will prove a fair companion for the
cranberry and the laurel, and it will bring the
poor piney district of central New Jersey right

on the map in blue ink, as bright as the red of
New England orchards, or the yellow of California

orange groves, or the green of the Kansas alfalfa.

Nature will always pay the price when her
wild children are introduced to polite society and
trimmed and trained to meet its requirements.
Suppose the world were still forced to depend
on the seedy wild raspberries and strawberries as

it was before these fruits got into society! That
will give you an idea of what is coming from
the taming of this plant.

There is one other cultivated blueberry plan-

tation in existence. That is in Indiana, where a

bog was drained and planted with unselected

wild bushes. 1 here are some misses, but in

1915 the plantation averaged 2,214 quarts per

acre. They sold at 14! cents a quart, which
meant $321 income per acre. This
was wild fruit of small size, while

Miss White has varieties which give

fruit nearly or quite three fourths of

an inch in diameter. She will make-

no figures of probable income, but
we may safely do our own figuring.

~7^*»^..^ m ^. Planted eight feet each way, there

— ^^aM w'" ^e about 680 plants to the acre.

.-_]_—3 J At full size they may well average

£j^T~~r^BS one peck each, or 5,440 quarts per

^2Bj2&^ acre. Plenty of vigorous wild plants

yt^gSg^g^g^HI can be found which will do better

t than that, and keep up for fifty

H^B^gV^h^h^HN years or more. Take the price

tf^^fl^^H^I which these Indiana berries

flSHHg^g^g^Hj sold, and you may see the possibili-

Lf»^gS|^e^lV|j ties of this ten-dollar land when
Hfri WwTZ^re .lrilM comes back as a workshop tor these

wild, shy sisters of the swamp.
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THE
LOUD
HOUSE

EDGEWORTH
PA.

Charles Barton Keen,
-Architect

The Lord house is a development of the old Pennsylvania Dutch style of architecture. One can see at a glance how
the great projecting eaves, so suggestive of coolness and comfort, are an outgrowth of their less daring prototype

Plan of the first floor, showing how the garden is included in the scheme
and made a part of the house

The porch is an integral part of

the main structure, obtained by re-

cessing the first story

Detail of the enclosed court,

showing the wall fountain.

Note provision for draining off

the overflow

Vistas through stone archwavs and extending under shady pergolas, and—from the garden housewards—of
patches of white-jointed, old-fashioned stonework half hidden under vines, give the place a sense of complete-
ness that excludes the outside world
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NOW
THE

HOME OF

CI O I SCHMIT1

ESCL
Pholoqta/ihs by

ll,tit\ Tiotlx

The brick walks and the pergolas

are simply continuations of the

front and rear porches

Showing detail of the pergola

construction and planting The
columns are covered with

stucco

Looking across the sun-dial

toward the pergola. The arched

wav to the porch is just be-

hind the right hand column
3 -mm

A generous diameter for the pergola supports was necessary to accord with the air of Dutch substantiality

bout the house, but if these had been crowned by heavy timbers instead of light lattice the effect would have

been ponderous
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BIRD NEIGHBORS

MIGHTY hunter is the

great horned owl.
When his "boom,
boom" sounds through

the dark forest all the

small wood folk shud-

Brains are his chosen

CONDUCTED BY T. GILBERT PEARSON
Secretary of the National Association of Audubon Societies

[Mr. Pearson will be glad to annver any questions relating to birds; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.\

der and lie low.

diet and the "kill" must be large to

satisfy his appetite. While Great

Horn lives high, many another forest

dweller seeks in vain enough food to

keep himself alive.

1 his great owl is a lover of solitude, choosing for

his home wooded districts generally far from civi-

lization. The farmer's hens and ducks, pigeons

and turkeys have an enticing flavor, and of them
all the brains are regarded by him as the choicest

dainty. Visits to outlying farms are frequent.

In the dead of winter Great Horn's fancy turns

to thoughts of love—not lightly by any means,

for courting is a serious business to him. W hen

the lady of his choice has been wooed and won, to-

gether they seek a suitable nesting site, nothing

daunted by the thick blanket of snow which
wraps all »ature. If a hollow tree with an open-

ing large enough to accommodate the owls can be

found, it is thankfully appropriated. If not,

there is perhaps an old nest of crow or hawk, high

in a hemlock, which with a little repairing will an-

swer quite well.

Though Great Horn has faults he also has his

virtues. He is a model husband and father.

While his mate is sitting and he is off on a mid-
night raid, every now and then his wierd "boom,
boom" reaches her, and she signals back that all

is well. He takes his turn in keeping the eggs

warm whenever his spouse wishes to try her

luck at hunting. As the eggs are often laid in

February, it will not do to leave them for a moment
exposed to the biting wind and frigid temperature.

\\ hen the little balls of yellowish-white down
appear there are lively nights in the forest. Great-
Horn is a liberal provider. There is always
variety in plenty for his loved ones. If you pay
a visit to his home you may see ranged about the

edge of the nest a rabbit or two, perhaps a chip-

munk, very likely a skunk—for even wood
pussy's scent bag is no adequate defense against

the swift, silent rush of the owl. There will no
doubt be some birds, a crow, robin, and grouse,

and mice and rats of various species in plenty.

This voracious slayer is reckoned, along with
two of the larger hawks, to be one of the most
destructive birds. But on the other hand we
must remember that besides the
great numbers of rats and mice
which he destroys, in the sum-
mer vast quantities of grasshop-
pers, locusts, and other injurious

insects fall victims to his huge
appetite. When small animals
are plentiful Great Horn seldom
kills song birds.

THE OWLS
HE owls are one of

the most abused
families of wild

birds. Through a

misunderstanding
of their value to

mankind they have few human
friends, for there is a widespread
misconception as to their food
habits. Many and many a
farmer throughout the broad
land will shoot at sight any owl
he encounters, on the supposi-
tion that the owl is an enemy
of the poultry yard.

The facts in the matter are
these: we have in North America
a number of varieties of these
night-flying feathered neighbors.

THE GREAT HORNED OWL
By MARGARET WENTWORTH LEIGHTON

There is, for example, the big snowy owl, which
breeds chiefly on the Barren Ground from the is-

lands of Bering Sea and the Yukon delta, across

the continent to northern Greenland. On the

approach of winter the birds drift southward over
Canada and northern United States, and when the
weather has been particularly severe they have
sometimes been found as far south as Texas.
These birds visit poultry yards occasionally and
are particularly fond of ducks.
Then there is the great horned owl, referred to

by Miss Leighton in her article on this page.

This is a bird of very wide distribution through-

L-'t

V.:

A pair of great horned owlets four weeks old, and still in the

partially downy stage

At seven weeks of age they are pretty well feathered

out the United States and Canada,
and is divided into many sub-species,

or climatic varieties. In fact, no less

than eight kinds of great horned owls
are recognized by ornithologists.

Next in size is the barred owl that
inhabits the deep woods, particularly

in those regions covered by swamps.
Besides the typical representative of
this species, there are two other var-
ieties, one found in Florida and the

other in Texas. This bird occasion-
ally comes to the farmer's hen-coop, but as a
general thing feeds on field mice and other rodents
which infest the farmlands.

Then there is the grotesque barn owl, often
called the monkey-faced owl, because of its weird
countenance. For a nesting site this species

often seeks barns, abandoned dwellings, church-
steeples, and I once found a pair nesting in an
old deserted rice mill in South Carolina. For
many years a pair made their home in the tower
of the Smithsonian Institution building at Wash-
ington, D. C. These owls are among the most
valuable of all our wild-

* species, because of the
numbers of rats and mice which they destroy.
Other varities are the long-eared owl found

in northern United States and Canada; the
short-eared owl which we usually discover in the

marshes; the spotted owl of the deserts of the

Southwest; the great gray owl of Canada and the

West; the little saw-whet owl; and eleven varie-

ties of the common screech owl, which no one
should ever kill under any circumstances. In
fact, there are thirty-seven species and varieties

of owls in North America and it is doubtful
whether a single one of them does more harm than
good. Should any one doubt this, or should any
student of the subject desire more information
along these lines, it would be well to write to the

Lnited States Department of Agriculture at

W ashington, and make request for one of their

bulletins on the food of hawks and owls.

In time I hope that this much persecuted family

of birds may be generally recognized by their hu-

man neighbors as being entirely worth while.

Now owls have another set of enemies whose
good opinion I doubt if we will ever be able to

secure for them. These enemies are not very
dangerous, but at times are exceedingly annoying
to the owl family. I refer to the wild birds, for

no little bird of forest or grove has a good opinion

of any owl that flies.

It is a fact which must be admitted, that many
of them are fond of small birds,

and as they fly about at night

v. hen most well behaved birds

like to sleep, there is, of course,

always a chance that when a

small bird gets drowsy and tucks

its head under its wings, or

among the feathers of its back, it

may awake in the clutches of one

of these yellow-eyed feathered

tigers of the night. Many a bird

in the daylight escapes the feared

hawk by seeing it before it is near

and by remaining concealed until

it passes; even when the hawk
makes a sudden plunge, the noise

of its wings often warns its in-

tended victim and escape is pos-

sible. But all this is changed

when it comes to dealing with the

owl on a dark night.

The little birds know these

things in substance, so when a

bird finds a drowsy owl asleep in

a tree in the bright daylight, it

at once sets up a shout and soon

all the feathered tenants of the

neighboringwoods havegathered

about the unlucky fellow and

their vituperative cries and

screams fill the air.

4^
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machines. I hey
convert tin- farm's

raw tii.irrri.iK into

III. IIUll.lt tlllt J |>|i>

ducts, lir.nn. nay
Nti iw, .intl other growths t>l held

.in. I pasture iif condensed into

beef, mutton, null., huttci, .mil

ejy<\ In these forms theii transportation costs

are RtT.iflv. diminished ami distant markets an-

made available.

Dm manufacturei must watch the efficiency

of his machine) \ . .1 till w hen .i giv en tv| e prov es ,i

losing proposition it must he replaced by a

better r\ pe \l>>-.t farms have animals that

should go to the slaughter house or the fertilizer

factory, anil few ilair\ herds, for example, are

without cows tli.it .ire kept .it a loss.

I here are. ut course, risks in live-stock farming.

Disease max desfrov the capital invested in

animals, tuberculosis m.i\ wipe out a dairy,

cholera may obliterate a herd of hops, liver- or

foot-rot ma\ devastate a flock of sheep Scarci-

ty, too, m.iv pur the price of hay and gram M
figures tli.it spell loss, lot st. n k must he sold

when finished or thev will "eat their heads oft."

But live stock is needed on the business farm to

provide continuous work for the men, to convert

low-grade feed stuffs into high-grade or merchant-
able commodities, and economically maintain the

fertiht\ of the land.

Animals require more care in winter than in

summer. The winter care comes at a time
when the farmer would he hut partly employed
otherwise, therefore it may he considered as

cheap labor. Much of the summer chore time
comes before and after regular hours of work in

cultivating and harvesting the crops, and so

summer care of the dairy docs not come into

timet competition with labor done within the

usual working hours of the day.

Cows will cat hay that would not command a

market price and convert it into milk and cream;
sheep will clean up much that the cows leave, and
goats will nearly live on brush, while grazing
animals of all sorts will live on pasture land that

COuld not profitably be used in any other way-
Pigs and chickens permitted to run at large will

gather much of their living and act as scavengers
in doing it. Grasshoppers, bugs, windfall fruit,

weeds, and deleterious seeds will be transformed
into eggs, broilers, and pork. Skim milk will be
converted by the same means into salable pro-

ducts.

Hens are fed on these growths, wastes, and table

scraps, and are looked after by women and child-

ren; the food costs little or nothing, and the care
is by unpaid labor. Eggs produced at such small
cost are sold at a low price, and when one con-
siders that the main supply of eggs of the country
comes from these

small farm flocks,

the difficulty of the

competition con-
fronting the spe-

cialized egg farm is

apparent. The
specialist must
meet it by im-
proved breeds,
forced egg-laying,

and higher grade
products. Fortu-
nately for him, the
owner of a few-

hens cannot afford

to ship eggs often
enough to meet the
requirements of
the extra fancy
trades.

It is evident
that livestock, un-
der such condi-

lH)NI)UOTKU IIY V . D. COM URN

[Mr, C.nburn will Ac k/iuI to amwer any i/ueilinni relating to farming! for convenience
kindly addre<< Readers' Service, Country I.ipk in Amirica, Harden City, N. Y.

LIVE STOCK ON THE FARM

li

f ions, can be produced at a small margin of profit,

and it is nearly as difficult for the specialist

in beef, pork, or dairy products to compete with
the main supply of the country as it would he
for the manufacturer to attempt to provide
gasolene without taking into account the pro-
ducts tint come off m the same distillation.

I he farmer who is figuring on the cost of fer-

tilizing his land can study with profit the follow-

ing values based on a before-the-war scale of

pi ices for chemicals.

I he value of the fertilizing constituents of the
manure made in a year per thousand pounds of
live weight, if purchased, would he as follows:

cow f>\ \.zo. sheep /16.84, pig, #64. 48, fowls #54.52.
If the farmer is wondering whether it is better
to sell his corn as grain or convert it into pork,
tin matter of #64.48 for each half ton of pork
(the equivalent of 6,000 pounds of corn) would
hi found a decided factor.

W hen he sells a ton of timothy hay for #15, he
sells J56 worth of manure capital in the form of
farm fertility, as it were —ana receives #9 for the
crop. But in selling a ton of pigs worth perhaps
#180, he disposes of only #8.17 worth of fertility,

and receives nearly £172 for the crop.

I he cost in farm fertility to be charged against
the capital account on a 160-acre farm runs as

follows, for three systems of farming:

the profitahh

If the farniei raises only
stock, his animals an competing
with those fed only on low-grade
feeds, while Ins consume both
grades. II he raises only crops, he
is throwing away the low-grade
material which might be produc-
ing low-cost live stock. A proper
balancing of live stock and crops is

farm management. The specialist

All grain farm
Dairy farm
Live stock

Nl TR.M.f N

IN LBS.

5,600
8O0
9OO

PHOSPHORIC
ACID

2,50O

175

150

4,200

85
60

G. F. Warren says: "There is no merit or de-
merit in selling any particular crop. If one sells

everything that grows, including the straw and
hay, and gives no attention to the soil, he is sure

to get into trouble sooner or later. But there

are many ways of keeping up fertility. The ques-
tion is which way pays best."

In a study of the business of farming the one
point for us to consider is, which way pays best

—

not alone in the immediate present, but taking

account of the future and carefully balancing the

demands of to-day and to-morrow.
As a rule it may be stated that the sale of crops

is more directly profitable than the using of them
for feed on the place. In part this is because one
sells the higher grade stuff, and in part because
when selling crops instead of animal products one
draws on the bank account in farm fertility.

' Animals are (arm machines. They convert the farm's raw materials into manufactured products
"

makes money, but he would make more if he could
combine successfully the two types of farming.

Deduction from the foregoing is plain that,
under average conditions, enough live stock
should he kept to utilize the low-grade products.
By transforming these into fertility we are raising
the grade of our output. Moreover, in many
cases the cost of harvesting may be wiped out
by turning the animals into the fields to harvest
their own food. If the cost of harvesting a

bushel of corn is 10 cents, and a pig turned into
the field will do the work, he should be credited
with the value of the labor he thus performs.

Investigation has shown that when the yield

of crops has reached about 150 per cent, of the
average, the curve of profit begins to go down.
No apex has been found to animal production.
I he average hen lays, perhaps, 100 eggs per year;
the 200-egg hen does not cost twice as much in

feed and care as her ordinary sister, and she
yields a correspondingly greater profit. The
300-egg hen will not cost 50 per cent, more to

keep than the producer of 200 eggs. The cow
that fills the pail with rich milk costs more to feed

than the poor type which gives only half as much,
but the cost is not in proportion to the additional
yield. I he calf from the poor cow takes nearly
as much food to grow as the youngster raised by
the good cow, but it is sold, say, for #5 as against a

price in proportion to its mother's worth on the
part of the pedigreed calf.

I he dairy farm which is large enough to war-
rant the manager's taking the time to test pro-

perly the product of each cow has an advantage
over the small farm where a rush of work prevents
the keeping of records. No man on earth can tell

accurately the quantity or quality of the yield of

any cow by simple inspection. Every dairyman
knows which are his best cows, but he often knows
wrong, unless the milk is weighed every day and
the Babcock test used to ascertain the butter fat

content.

The farmer who raises pure-bred stock has a

proposition different from that of the man who
keeps scrubs. It has been carefully figured out

that a #40 cow depreciates 4 per cent, each year,

while the $200 cow loses value at the rate of 12

per cent. This plus 6 per cent, interest on the

cost, makes the #40 cow worth $36 at the end of

the year, while the $200 cow has come down to

$164. To compensate for her increased cost the

higher grade cow
must make a net

return of more
than $32 over that

of her $40 com-
petitor.

The man with
small capital can
best begin with

low-cost cows and
improve his herd

by means of a

good sire. Inci-

dentally it may be
remarked that he

can improve the

offspring from
low-priced regis-

tered stock as rap-

idly as he can that

from grades, and
in the end he will

have good produc-
ing pure breds.
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UTO BIOGRA-
PHIES of some of

the champion sad-

V/^ die horses of our

0|^-^O. national shows
would make fas-

cinating reading for horse lovers.

It would be more than interest-

ing to know at first hand some-
thing of the impressions made
upon the susceptible animal na-

tures by their almost constantly

changing environment. The
most that any of us can do is to

guess, but the strange part is

that many people who actually

own and ride prize winners, not
only do not bother their heads to

do this, but even know little or

nothing of the previous history

of their mounts. Stranger still,

many breeders and dealers lose

all trace of the horses they pro-

duce or sell as soon as theanimals
leave their farms or stables.

This is unfortunate for two
reasons. As a business propo-

sition it is worth a good deal to a

breeder of horses to keep in

touch with their progress, their

successes and failures. Such knowledge applied to

breeding operations is bound to lessen the produc-

tion of animals predestined to failure and to en-

courage the production of animals that are most
likely to makegood. Satisfied owners are excellent

advertisements, and a list of them kept up to date

is an invaluable asset in the hands of the owner of

CONDUCTED BY E. L. D. SEYMOUR
[Mr. Seymour will be glad to answer any questions relating to live stock; for convenience, kindly

address the Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—The Editors.]

THE AMERICAN SADDLE
HORSE IN THE MAKING

By E. A. TROWBRIDGE
Professor of Animal Husbandry, University of Missouri

On the University of Missouri farm. Typical of conditions under which many famous saddle horses begin

and end their eyentful careers

A future contender for saddle horse honors. He has never been

out of the " big pasture
"

the sire of animals that have turned out well.

In the second place, an owner's knowledge of his

horse's past history enhances its value, just as

intimate acquaintance with a friend's past makes
him a closer and truer friend.

About four fifths of the horses in

the United States are owned on
farms; practically all of them were
born and probably spent at least two
years there. The farm is the natural

place for horse production; pasture
and other economical feed is avail-

able, brood mares and even stallions

can do more or less useful work in

addition to producing colts, and foals

can be more economically raised

there than elsewhere. Consequently,
though we may not at first connect
the stylish show horse with simple
rural life, the chances are that he or
she began life on a typical farm in one
of the centres of saddle horse produc-
tion—central Kentucky, eastern Mis-
souri, Virginia, and southern Illinois.

There are a few large establishments that make
a specialty of raising saddle horses, but the great

majority of notable animals come from smaller

farms where from one to half a dozen mares are

kept under the simplest and most ordinary con-

ditions. Where saddle horses abound, as in the

sections already mentioned, they are an impor-
tant part of the lives of their owners; a source of

pride, of pleasure, and of profit; and one of the

strongest factors that tie the people to their

home farms and communities.
Most of the foals are born in the spring, and

at this time much interest attaches to brood
mares whose previous progeny has made them
famous, and predictions are freely made as to the

prospects of the latest offspring. Picture a quiet,

peaceful farm country of green pastures and
beautiful trees, the heavy dew of a spring morning
still sparkling on the foliage, and the fresh, pure
air slightly astir; imagine the matronly pride of

the farm and her much looked-for offspring with
its wobbly legs but bright eyes and erect ears,

approaching from some hidden nook or grove

—

and you have sketched the conditions under
which many a show ring star has had its first view
of this very interesting world.

Less fortunate mares are kept in the harness

until just before their foals are expected, given a

few days of rest after its arrival, and then put
back at work. Really good mares are usually

given extra care and a much longer rest—largely

because it has been proven profitable to do so.

Many good saddle horses, and most successful

brood mares and stallions, not only are produced
in the country, but spend their entire lives there,

frequently taking part in the
farm operations. Of course
there are colts of aristocratic

lineage which are not required to

exhibit their abilityat suchwork,
but unfortunately some so-called

blue bloods among horses, as

among people, ultimately find

their way back to the more
menial tasks after failing to come
up to the requirements of a

real try-out in the world's show
rins-
The possibilities of a saddle

horse have their beginning in

the selection of its parents. Oc-
casionally good individuals are

produced by mediocre matings,
but such cases are exceptional.

The lack of knowledge previ-

ously cited often credits a good
horse to haphazard breeding,

when later, careful investigation

reveals an ancestry of the very
best, temporarily lost sight of
amid frequent sales or changes.
Some of the best brood mares

whose pedigrees are reviewed
with pride have been produced
and reared on the farms where

they now occupy prominent positions among the
matrons, with an idea of stocking those farms
with horses of the best type for the use of the
owner and his family. They have never been
in the hands of professional trainers but have
received their education at the hands of some
member or members of the family. Frequently

The close of his career. Rex McDonald (left), the " greatest saddle horse that ever lived,

exhibited at twenty-two years of age with some of his noble sons and daughters
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Receiving his first instruction. A weanling son of the noted

stallion Royal Chester

this is the best possible training because it most
perfectly fits a horse for the service it is to per-

form. Other mares have been sent to the trainer

at two or three yearsof age,developed,then shown
for some years, and finally returned to

their birthplace and made a member
of the breeding stud. Some mares

are purchased when young, primarily

because of their promise for breeding

purposes. Others are reared, devel-

oped, and sold as pleasure or show
horses, and after an active show ca-

reer or enough hard service to unfit

them for further use, are returned to

the country where, frequently, they

become remarkable matrons. Many
good mares are registered in the

books of the American Saddle Horse

Breeders' Association; others are

registered Thoroughbreds; some are

unregistered but descended from

high-class animals of those two

breeds, carrying also, in some cases,

a dash of trotting blood.
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Thr t-niihl ol hi« cnrrrr The *I1».(H»> saddle stallion, My Mr
wmnt-r o( the Cummin I'milit ihanipiimtihip

As to thr \ircs, high class saddle st.illinns have
got most ol the s.ulille hoises produced m the

IVntt ,i!-\\ estetn sections, hut some Ihorough-
hrcik have produced phenomenal performers. In

nearly every case, however, the Mies h.ive pedi-

grees warranting the confidence placed in them,
usually backed up by excellent show records.

I'ouchinu the chances of any young horse
becoming a champion, it may be said of horses

as o4 men. "Some are born great; some achieve
greatness, some have greatness thrust upon them."
A few, born of exceptional parents, are excep-

tional individuals, and their superiority is

never questioned; others bv virtue of their

.ihtlir \ demand prompt recognition; while still
'

Others, though of average ancestry, have "great-
ness thrust upon them" in the form of unique
Opportunities lor development.
The age at which merit is recognized varus

with individuals and their environment. Some
horses give promise from the day they are born.

Occasionally good foals do not present, to the

average eve. externla evidence of superiority, but
as they grow they show unproved form and abil-

ity that inev itably attract attention. Sometimes
it is as a yearling that a good one is discovered;

again, quality may not become evident until the

colt has passed two or three years. There are

cases in which a horse of real merit has not been
known until four or five years of age.

In this search for meritorious performers,

CBUnty fairs and colt shows are of great impor-

tance. It is there that promising youngsters
make their first public appearance and meet their

first real test; that the previous year's winners

are met and either defeated or again declared

victorious; that sires and dams, as well as brothers

and sisters, of embryonic champions battle to-

gether for supremacy in the eyes of men. With
matters of such importance at stake the interest

that these events arouse in a saddle horse country
may be imagined.

I' vhihitiuiis of saddle foals

and i <>h show n are among the

most interesting events of the

year. A few nu n do not believe

in exhibit mg colts, but thelVI T*

age man who i Inn! . his dial t an
win is not likely to keep him
out of the competition. Con-
sequently he gives his charge
extra good care, feeds il \\< II,

g ms n regularly, and 1 1 auis

tO stand and move to i lu-

best advantage, lie may even
provide fly blankets, shoe the

foal with miniature plates to

show up its way of going, and
teach it tO load with bridle and
bit. It seems tO be the height
of the ambition of exhibitors at

these shows to spring a surprise.

Frequently foals an brought to

the grounds late in the evening
" or early in the morning, and

kept in a secluded stable until

the appointed hour. Other colts are, of course,

shown with less mystery and anxiety, but
to an outsider it is always a sign of favor to

Major's Hilda did credit lo her triumphant Bin; by winnir

futurity at the same Exposition

inling

Greyhurst. son of " old Rex," and first in the middleweight three-gaited

class at San Francisco, pulled a doctor's buggy for two years before he

was " discovered
"

Johnnie Jones, never seen by the public until he was five

years old, has since won many a championship

enjoy the privilege of seeing a foal before the
show. The appointed hour arrives and there

is great hurry and excitement about the stables.

1 he final touches of brushing, braiding, and trim-

ming are given, and the beautiful little creatures

go forth to their first battle with all the con-

fidence and determination to win that character-

ize a contest between youthful athletes of the

human race. A year later many
of these colts appear as yearlings.

A few new ones may have come
to light, but most of those not
shown as foals are still running
in the pastures.

Most saddle horses are broken
to ride and drive the summer after

they are two years old, some at

home and others by professional

trainers, the more farsighted of

whom keep in close touch with the

best mares and stallions and on the

lookout for good prospects.

Horses two years old pr older are

usually shown in harness or under
saddle. By this time some of the

colts seen as weanlings and year-

lings have been discarded and fail

to appear. But others are seen

—

colts that have had comparatively

little attention until they were
broken, but whose subsequent

development has been rapid.

Often these hitherto unknowns

upset the plans of the most crafty and certain ex-
hibitors and cause many changes in the rating of
the more prominent contenders. It is here that
the first information is gained concerning a colt's

ability to wear a saddle, and here the dealers,

though not interested in two- and three-year-olds
as purchases, get a line on colts with which they
wish to keep in touch until the youngsters are
more fully developed.

The successful horse dealer is always on the
alert for such prospects, and not only secures an
intimate knowledge of horses that have been
shown from foalhood, but also keeps an eye on
horses that have never been shown but have been
more or less handled in private. Since most
horse dealers buy almost any kind of a horse
that promises to return a profit, they frequently
make remarkable discoveries. Good feed and
care soon bring out the best that there is in a

horse, and there is at least one case on record of a

Madison Square Garden champion saddle horse

that was hauling wood when purchased by a

farsighted dealer!

Thus it is clear that the saddle horses which
ultimately win success have, in most cases,

passed through a variety of experiences. No one
can tell just when or

t
where a high-class horse is

apt to put in its appearance. '1 he price of suc-

cess in locating such horses is eternal vigilance,

whether on the part of the dealer, the trainer, or

the breeder.

But it is usually found that the really great

achievements are built upon a foundation of

good blood, and that in nearly every case the

ancestry of a conqueror includes the names or

more of less of the famous individuals of saddle

horse annals. And thus it is that a more general

knowledge of horses from birth until late life

by both users and producers must be conducive
to greater success in production and will add
much to the interest which good horses hold

for all concerned.

Gypsy Dare, owned and ridden by Mr. Avery Cronley of Chicago, is a

typical five-gaited saddle mare. "She's more than a good ride— she's a

companion "
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MONG ill-informed lay-

men there appears to

be an extraordinary

mixture of names ap-

plied to the bull ter-

rier, such as brindle

bull, Boston bull, etc.—names that

do not exist in the stud book. Bull

terrier is the proper name for both

the white and the brindle varieties,

as well as the spotted nondescripts,

which are often good dogs in their

way. The name pit bull terrier has

been given to the heavier variety,

and the effort is now being made to

make a distinct breed of this and
classify it as the American bull ter-

rier. Of this variety I expect to have
something to say later on.

To the modern fancier the term
bull terrier always means the pure

white English bull terrier, which has

become so far Americanized that the

word English has been generally

ornitted. Brindles and mixed colors

have sometimes been shown and
classed as "bull terriers of other col-

ors," but the fancy has been generally

strict in adhering to the pure white.

The brindle is surely a good dog, and
there are English authorities who
have advocated his admission along

with the whites, but American fanciers

judges have always been against it.

The modern bull terrier, then, in the accepted

application of the term, is the pure white, long-

headed, clean-cut dog that one sees in the shows.

That it was developed originally from a big,

brindle fellow does not matter.

The breed's origin dates back to the close of

the eighteenth century. It was a made breed,

based on bulldog and terrier blood. The fighting

English terrier had a large part in its make-up,
and probably the black-and-tan and the small

white English terrier, with subsequent dashes

of Dalmatian, and in some cases whippet or grey-

hound to refine the lines.

This early dog was developed around Stafford-

shire and was first recognized as a breed about
1820 or soon after. He was patched white,

brindle, fawn, black-and-tan, almost any old

color in fact, and was heavier and more powerful
than our present-day dog. He was used for pit

fighting and bull baiting by the lower classes and
the young bloods, as a vermin catcher, and pos-

sibly as a thief's accomplice. His breeding and
training made him intelligent, fearless, alert,

and useful, if not sweet-tempered. British uni-

versity men took him up as a sporting dog about
1850 and lifted him out of low life.

Fanciers began to take an interest in the breed,

especially around Birmingham, and
about i860 white became the accepted
color for exhibition. As a show dog,
the bull terrier became quite popular
in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and im-
provements in the breed were contin-

uous, so that he is now no longer a
low-life fighter, but distinctly a gentle-

man's dog.

The bull terrier's salient character-
istic, aside from his color, is his well
developed muscular system combined
with medium size. The skull should
be long and wide between the eyes.

The eyes are small, black, and almond
shaped. The jaw must not be under-
shot. The waist is small, and the
shoulders, back, and loins nearly all

muscle, with the chest deep and the
ribs well sprung. The tail is long,

straight, and tapering. The coat is

stiff, short, and dense, with a good
lustre. The Standtrd does not limit

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Jiff. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—
The Editors.

]

Mr. J. W. Stott's bull terrier, Fort Orange Patroon

THE WHITE CAVALIER

Wyldernere Wideawake A.K.C. 187486, a Western dog owned by

Mr. J. B. Benedict, and a consistent winner, East and West

A successful and consistent winner is Ch. Wyldernere Mediator, owned by Mr. Joseph

C. Crotty. He is two and a half years old and weighs fifty-five pounds
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the weight, but 45 or 50 pounds are
generally preferred.

In England the breed experienced
a severe set-back following the anti-

cropping regulation, but it is gradu-
ally coming back into favor and the
law is generally recognized as bene-
ficial, humanitarian, and wise. In
other words, the English are getting
used to the natural ear, and it no
longer looks strange or ugly to them.
However, in this country, where

cropping is the rule, the breed is far

more popular than in England, and
bull terriers are bred here in far

greater numbers. The breed was
first shown here in 1880, when Tar-
quin and Superbus were exhibited in

New York. Since then white bull

terriers have appeared at our bench
shows in ever increasing numbers.
Forty of them were entered at the
last "New York show. Mr. T. S.

Bellin's Ch. HeamoorTed took first

winners, dogs, with Mr. T. Munroe
Dobbins's Epsom Confidence reserve.

In bitches, Manchester White Rose
(T. D. Smith and R. G. Carpenter)
took first, with Mr. Bellin's Burning
Daylight reserve. The Bull Terrier

Club conducts a well supported spec-

ialty show, also. At the last one
Ch. Heamoor Ted took first dogs, and Manchester
White Rose first bitches.

In character, the bull terrier is a dog of wonder-
ful brain and courage, and companionable withal.

He should make a perfect police dog by reason of
his build, character, and ancestry, and as a watch
dog he is unsurpassed. His appearance of alert

aggressiveness is a sufficient menace to trans-

gressors.

Like all pure white dogs, the bull terrier re-

quires care to keep him presentable. He may be

readily trained to catch vermin and to take to

the water. In purchasing one of this breed, care

should be taken to ascertain if he is sound of hear-

ing, for deafness is a not uncommon defect.

Authorities seem to be divided in their opinions

as to whether this is a weakness common to all

white dogs, or whether it is the result of per-

sistent and close cropping. In England, an
effort is being made to eradicate it, and exhibitors

are required to sign the following: "I, the under-

signed, a member of the Bull Terrier Club, do
undertake not to exhibit for competition a deaf

bull terrier; and, furthermore, that I will support

the Club in every way practicable to stop the ex-

hibiting of deaf dogs whether owned by a mem-
ber or any one else."

That the best friends of the breed may have a

chance to say a word in its favor, I append the

following from Mr. J. B. Benedict of

Denver:

"The bull terrier of correct con-

struction and breeding is nearer to the

classic ideal of 'man's best friend'

than almost any other breed of which

we have knowledge. Observe the old

prints and ancient marbles and note

that the dog is portrayed as a graceful,

muscular, substantial animal. His

pose is one of action and concentra-

tion. He is a suitable figure to group

with a Diana or a Hermes, beautifully

furnished in bone and muscle, alert and

intelligent. Noted for his loyalty and

valor, bred for strength and action,

there is nothing awkward or distorted

in his make-up. He embodies all the

refinements of the canine family.

"Such is the animal which the bull

terrier Standard describes. With this

pure white, short-coated dog one is not

apt to associate any freakish peculiari-
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and rushes th.it .i spaniel could ni\ci penetrate,

and i In \ u tutn the smallest hirds without ruffling

or mangling. I hey work through thickets,

hedges, and underbrush undeterred In ohst.n les.

Thc\ .in- untiring .mil fearless, and pound for

pou ml have tu-.it c i st i ninth than anv other breed

of dog. I hc\ love their masters and their homes

and protect them with their lists. One fault I

will admit: thev are sn.'hs and not ncarh dem-
ocratic enough. ' W« A. I).

THE LONG-HAIRED DACHSHUND
SIPPOSF there is no doc that has
been made more a subject of ridi-

cule than the dachshund, or

tinman badger dog—"the dog
sold by the yard," "horn under a

bureau," etc. In spite of this fact

the queer little dw arf has a host of friends in this

country as well as abroad, and not without rea-

son, fie has many engaging characteristics,

and generally his honest, intelligent, really hand-
some face is enough to make friends for him.

The dachshund's appearance is so striking as

to attract universal attention; everybody knows
what one looks like. But nearly everybody
thinks a dachshund is always a smooth-coated
dog. lie is. usually, but not always.

At the Westminster show last February there

was a long-haired dog among the dachshunds that

a good many people stopped to look at, wonder-
ing why he was there. Upon close inspection

he showed the dachshund conformation, but his

bog hair disguised him. In many respects he
was a handsomer dog than his short-coated

brethren. He was entered as a long-haired

dachshund, and his name was Dirk von der Dune.
At the Mineola show in June he was placed in

competition w ith the rest of the breed, and came
out on top. taking first winners. It appears that

his kind is not to be disregarded in the future.

Regarding this long-haired sort, Leighton, the
English authority, writes as follows: " There are,

strictly speaking, three var-
ieties of dachshund — (a)

the short-haired, (b) the

long-haired, and (,c) the
rough-haired. Of these we
most usually rind the first

named in this country, and
they are no doubt the orig-

inal stock. Of the others,

though fairly numerous in

Germany, very few are to

be seen in this country, and
although one or two have
been imported, the type has
never seemed to appeal to

exhibitors.

"Both the long-haired
and rough-haired varieties

have no doubt been pro-
duced by crosses with other
breeds, such as the spaniel

and probably the Irish ter-

rier, respectively. In the
long-haired variety the hair

should be soft and wavy,
forming lengthy plumes un-
der the throat, lower parts

At thry arc shown in England, with uncrop|ied cars. A group of the Enncrdalc bull terriers owned
by Mr* Bolder

field, furnish water and icsioia

riven, and direct the ambulance
driveis thither. Terriers, too,

have been employed in driving
rats out of the trenches, where
the disease-carrying rodents have
become a pest and a menace.
I here have been rumors, also, of
dogs used in scout work and actual
fighting, but these hardly bear tin-

marks of authenticity. We shall

know some day, and the dog will

wear his share of the bloody laurels.

Pictures of war dogs have been
thrown on the screen in this coun-
try occasionally, and sometimes
there is a newspaper story which
is worth repeating. Here is one
dated from the headquarters of

the First Russian Army:

Oh
Mr T. S Bcllin'»Ch Heamoor Ted A K.C 185100. first win-

ner at New York in I!) Ili. and first at the 19 Hi Bull Terrier Show

of the body, and the backs of the legs, and it is

longest on tlie under side of the tail, where it forms

I regular flag, like that of a setter or spaniel."

Dirk, be it said, is a remarkably good example
of this variety, being genuine dachshund in head
and body, and with a beautiful coat and ears.

W. A. D.

DOGS IN THE WAR
HAT dogs are being used in various

capacities on the battle fronts

of Kurope is a well known fact,

but the accounts of their activities

that have reached us have been

fragmentary. We shall have to

wait until after the war, when its history has

been written, to gain a comprehensive idea of

the remarkable work done by these faithful and
heroic comrades of the soldiers.

Probably the most effective service rendered

by the dogs is in connection with Red Cross and

other work with the wounded. Dogs have been

trained to seek out the wounded on the battle-

The Greentree Kennels' long-haired dachshund Dirk von der Dune, first in the dachshund class at Mineola

English police dogs, of which there are six attached
to the Twenty-first Plying Column of the Russian Red
Cross, have proved their worth in many instances on
Russian battlefields. In one night near the village of
Kutc (vicinity of Lovitch) these wise animals hunted
OUt in grain fields over which the battle 'surged and
brought relief to forty-nine wounded men.

1 he dogs hail been brought from London by author-
ities of the city of Vernaya for use in tracking down
thieves and murderers with which the place was in-

fested. Within a few weeks they enabled the police

to round up these criminals. One dog, who still re-

tains his English name of Jack, slightly Russianized, was
several times sent to Moscow, Kief, and Odessa to

aid the police of those cities similarly.

In times of inactivity of the troops the dogs are

frequently used to convey dispatches from one section

of the column to another, and always perform their

task with unerring fidelity. During battle even under
heavy fire they search out the wounded by scent, and the

sanitars may be certain that the man to whom they are

led is still alive since the dogs instinctively ignore the

dead, (laving found a wounded man, the dog will

carry his cap or a mitten back to the sanitar, who
follows to the spot. Kach animal wears a pair of minia-

ture saddle bags in which he carries flasks of brandy.

In appearance the dogs resemble the Airedale or

the Irish terrier. An exhibition of man hunting was
given for the benefit of the correspondent at Head-
quarters of the First Siberian Corps. A soldier was
directed to hide in a clump of bushes two blocks dis-

tant in a field. The sanitar released the dog and
directed him in the general direction of the spot.

After making several wide circles the animal

caught the scent and made straight for the hiding place

at top speed, returning presently with a glove. The
sanitar tucked a small package in the saddle pocket

and away went the dog on his return journey. The
sanitar, to carry out the deception, followed and ap-

peared to assist the hiding man, while the dog looked

on with apparent interest.

In the days of ancient Greece and Rome great

Molossian dogs, according to Plutarch, were
occasionally taken into battle, provided with

spiked collars. It is known, too, that dogs were
used in the Middle Ages, fully dressed in suits of

armor. Their duty was probably to attack and
disconcert the enemy's horses.

Before the present war
mostof the armiesof Europe
had dog squads trained to

carry messages into the fir-

ing lines and succor to the
wounded. The French
army has favored a cross

with the Pyrenean dog on
account of his strength,

which enables him to carry

as many as 50x3 cartridges.

In Russia, Austria, and
Italy, St. Bernards, sheep
dogs, and spaniels have been
used, while Japan and Tur-
key decided in favor of the

collie. In the British army
the collie has been most
used for ambulance work.
In the present war it has
been necessary to enlist

all sorts of large breeds.

What the casualties have
been may never be known,
but some day monuments
will be erected in honor of

their memories. W. A. D.
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POULTRY

HEN the latest
United States cen-

sus enumerated
poultry, it took no
account of any ex-

cept that kept on
farms, and thereby committed an

egregious blunder. Not only are

large numbers of poultry kept in

towns and villages, and to a lesser

extent, in cities, but some of the

best and most valuable birds are

here found. When it comes to

the largest specialty farm for a

single breed in the midst of a vil-

lage of less than 2,000 souls, it

would appear that not all the bird

values are on the so-called farms.

Such a plant has much of interest

and instruction in the details

which I obtained from Mr. S. V.

R. Martling, the owner and work-
ing manager.

It covers, probably, three or

fojjr acres on high ground with a

westerly slope giving good drain-

age. The long houses facing the

south and extending up and down
the slope are of the familiar shed-

roofed type, but very durably and
substantially constructed, and
stepped to conform to the slope.

1 hey are high enough in front to give ample
head room, and here one passes from pen to

pen. There are no alleys or waste space.

I he roosting platforms and with nests suspended
under them are at the back. The inside is

double boarded up the back and over the roosts,

while under the eaves a narrow, hinged drop board
opens, giving ventilation when needed, with no
drafts.

Practically the whole area is covered with

houses and yards, except the grounds around the

residence, and the basement of the latter houses

the incubators, packing-room, oats sprouters,

and storage room. Houses and yards are on
both sides of a runway extending through the

centre. The plant is run, not as a fad, but solely

as a business proposition, for the production of

the best Campines that long study, hard work,
skill, and years of experience can produce. Yet
the fact is not lost sight of that, back of this,

must be health, vigor, and strong constitutions,

so that those birds lacking in the points necessary
for show birds may have the size and stamina to

make good business layers. Careful records

are kept of the line breeding so that intelligent

selections of birds may
be made at any time for „ . ,J

c r Head of the prize winning
any purpose. Some of

silv£r Campine pen at the
the practices are radl- Panama-Pacific Exposition,

cal, but experience has Bred and owned by Mr. S. V.

proved their value. R. Martling

CONDUCTED BY F. H. VALENTINE
[Mr. Valentine will be glad to answer any questions relating to poultry; for convenience kindly

address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—The Editors.]

A VILLAGE POULTRY PLANT

The front of Mr. Martling's 130-foot breeding house. There is an indirect ventilating system at

the back, and the front windows are placed at different heights to facilitate control of ventilation and
temperature

The packing table is a model of convenience.

Underneath it are two large drawers, one con-

taining bran and the other excelsior. The eggs are

packed in wooden boxes holding fifteen, with
double pasteboard fillers, and with sliding covers.

After the eggs are placed in the compartments,
bran is shaken around them till every egg is com-
pletely imbedded in it. Then this box, surrounded
with excelsior, is placed in a covered, handled
basket, the cover tied on, and the basket care- up as follows:

fully corded so there is no possibility of damage
unless the basket be smashed. Mr. Martling
says that it costs 50 cents per setting to pack
in this thorough way, but that it pays.

Eggs from special matings and others not re-

quired to fill orders are incubated in ordinary
small, gas-heated incubators; sand trays are used,

and the eggs are sprinkled just before the end of

the hatch. Special mating eggs are put into pedi-

gree trays, and every chick is banded so that a re-

cord may be kept of its ancestry. These bands are

changed for larger ones as the chicks grow. The
chicks are raised in outdoor brooders, afterward
being put into colony houses with large yards

closing from the moisture when
frames are in use. The oats are
sprinkled and stirred twice daily,

and the product L a wholesome
mass of tender roots and sprouts
which are all consumed with relish

and benefit. No formaldehyde is

needed on oats treated as these

are. Cabbages are also fed dur-
ing a part of the year.

The floors of the house are all

heavily bedded with pine shavings
and rye straw in which a small
quantity of scratch feed is thrown
twice daily. Automatic feeders

also scatter grain on demand. Mr.
Martling says that some males
are so intent on scratching for

their hens and feeding them, that

they do not get enough them-
selves to keep in condition, and
it is necessary to feed them sep-

arately. This scratch feed is

made up about as follows:

Oats, 320 pounds
Cracked corn, 200 pounds
Kafir corn, 100 pounds
Buckwheat, 55 pounds
Barley, 400 pounds
Wheat, 500 pounds

It will be noticed that the pro-

portions of the fattening grains,

corn and buckwheat, are very small. The quan-
tities given are those purchased for one month for

approximately 900 birds, but really lasting more
than a week into the next month, and this at

the season of heaviest egg production. The
different grains are purchased at the local deal-

ers, and thoroughly inspected and found to be
all right before mixing.

The dry mash for the same period is made

Bran, 150 pounds
Ground oats, 128 pounds
Middlings, 100 pounds
Oil meal, 17 pounds
Alfalfa meal, 50 pounds
Beef scrap, 75 pounds

For the first five or six weeks the chicks are

fed on a special commercial chick feed, and are

not encouraged to scratch. After that, they are

given the mixed grain chick feed in litter. The
chicks are fed every two hours.

Some of the birds in the utility class are housed
in semi-detached colony houses in large yards.

The special breeding pens are in the long houses

with fair-sized yards on each side for each pen of

birds. For every two

yards, a larger grassy
Mr. Marthng's pul et whxh jj 1 • j J

,.,
. Vu u paddock is provided,

wontheWorld sChampionship F ...
award at the Panama-Pacific. 'nt° whlch

,

each P.en °f

Note shape of body, denoting birds IS admitted on

prolific egg production alternate days, thus af-

The little chicks are banded as soon as they are taken

from the incubator

attached, the latter being sowed to rape and
possibly to some other crop. This sweetens
the ground and furnishes succulent feed.

Sprouted oats are fed to all birds once daily.

No patent sprouters are used, but large, flat

boxes such as are used for packing cereals,

each holding about one bushel. These are

mounted in a frame, like drawers, and slide in

and out. The bottoms are of narrow strips

about one quarter inch apart, the cracks nearly

48
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;
pt>fr Silver Csmprnc hen at the 1 y I f» New York Show II

and owned by Mr v.' A I'lupim

ing considerable range I' \ er\ thing .1 1>> >i i

r

Ainu* and yards is kept scrupulously clean,

health in .1 leading consideration. 1 he runs

jll win covered. All the yards and houaei
guarded by an electric circuit through which
volts are passing all night. I Ins service is

pensiv c but effective.

ere I to guess .it the seeret of the success of

his plant that is, if there is any scen t about it

-I should say that it lies in the choice of a single

reed personally pleasing to the owner, close

ipplication of business principles, thorough

ilipervision in every detail, strict cleanliness,

nd the determination to make every customer
pleased customer. K. H. V.

THE CAMPINE FOWLS
WI PINKS have been bred for

centuries as utility fowls, especially

for egg production, in the rigorous

climate of Belgium. In compara-
tively recent times, they were
brought first to England and then

this Country. I'hcv are extremely hardy,
iv c. and alert. The body is deep and long,

k long and rather flat. I hey are closely

thered and are heavier than their appearance
icates. Standard weights are: cock. 6
inds; cockerel. ; pounds; hen. 4 pounds;
let, ; \ pounds. These are the same as Leg-
n weights for females, and a half pound more
males

he Campines were formerly in the American
ndard. but interest in them declined to such
extent that they were dropped. Later they
in attracted attention, and the number of

ir admirers has considerably increased. They
•e been again admitted, and have a class to

mselves. the Continental. They are hand-
le birds when well bred, but some sav that they

lose Comb Black Rhinclander resembles the Leghorn in

shape, but is slightly more compact in build

an h.inlci to brrcd trui than an Ham d

kcuLs, though the utility birds an 1 > il\

tamed. Males and females have the
-.11111 111. likings, and single mating may
he followed. I he pnm.iiv color* of
the plumage .111 black and white, the
hi. i« k W llh .1 lie rile green sheen. The
markings are well shown in the illus-

tratioiis. I hey have single combs, hut
ol medium si/e. The dianks arc leaden
blue 111 color.

\"t only are the Inns prolific layers
of white eggs, but the claim is made
that well-grown, mature birds lay the
largest eugs of any breed of fowls.

Bneden s.iy that the problem in

feeding Campincs is not to overfeed, as

they are easy keepers and small eaters,

and may vcty easily he made too fat to

be in the best laving condition. It is

claimed that Campincs can be kept in
_

the pink of laying condition on two
I thirds the feed required for Leghorns.

If this be proved true in general prac-
tice, it will be .1 strong point in their favor in

these times of high prices.

I he Silver Campine is the variety most largely

kept in this country. The ( iolden has not been
so long and carefully bred, hut is being improved
by its admirers, ft is the same as the Silver

except that it is golden bay where the other is

white. Both varieties offer an inviting held for

the skill of the fancier as well as for the utility

poultrynian. F. H. V.

ROSE COMB BLACK RHINE-
LANDERS

MKilll he inferred, these come
from the land of the Rhine. It is

believed that they were brought
there by the Romans, hut did not

attract particular attention till

toward the end of the last century.

The birds w ere then about the size of the Ham-
burg, and in shape resembled rhe Leghorns, which
they still resenible, but are slightly more com-
pact, the breast being deeper and the legs shorter.

I hey have small rose combs. The color of the
legs ranges from blue slate nearly to black. A
full-grown cock weighs 7 pounds, a hen si pounds.
I o get this increased size and also to improve
the laying qualities, various crosses were used.

I he primary object was fecundity, though an
effort was made to retain the glossy black plum-
age. No hens were selected for breeding pur-

poses which laid less than 170 eggs per year.

Single hens are said to have laid as high as 300
per year. The hens have made good records in

the laying contests at Storrs, Conn. I he eggs

are white, averaging about two ounces each,

and are said to be very uniform in color, weight,

and size.

As table poultry, they are said to be unsur-

passed, "the flesh being delicate, juicy, and of

delicious flavor." It is also claimed that they

are small eaters, hardy, easy to raise, and re-

markably free from attacks of lice. F. H. V.

SINGLE BREED STANDARDS
i]ID some one mention single breed

Standards? The subject has been
discussed for many years. The
idea back of it is the fact that many
breeders have only one breed,

and care nothing for a Standard
except for that one. As it is, and has been, and
apparently will be for many years to come, such
must purchase the Standard containing all recog-

nized breeds and varieties of fowls, turkeys,

ducks, and geese, and now at a price double that

of years ago. The subject has been agitated

in the meetings of the American Poultry Associ-

ation for more than a score of years. The
thought was that a Standard for a single breed

could be sold for 10, or at most 25 cents, a

popular price that almost any one could afford.

Nearly ten years ago action was taken, and for a

half dozen years, a committee has been struggling

with the arduous task of getting out a Standard

for the Plymouth Rocks, the first breed to be

Another of Mr. I'hipps's birds— first prize cockerel ;tl New York in

1915. Note the white hackle and clean barring

thus honored (?), plus a lot of other matter
about the breed. Meanwhile the proposed
price has risen till now #1 or #1.50 is suggested.
What the end will be, or when the first of the
proposed single breed Standards will be issued

remains to be seen. F. H. V.

FALL-HATCHED CHICKS
ANY small poultrymen could raise

a few of these to good advantage.
August or September are good
months for hatching. Chicks prop-
erly fed and cared for will he well

feathered by the time cold weather
arrives. Insects, green stuff, and other grist for

their little mills are plentiful, they can have the
run of the garden to advantage, lice are less liable

to molest them than in the spring, and broody
hens are usually more available at this season.
I here seem to be numerous advantages over
spring hatching.

But it should be remembered that the chicks
must have a comfortable place when cold and
stormy weather comes; they must be given
quarters by themselves, and be especially well

fed and well cared for if they are to thrive.

As to the product, fall-hatched chicks make
good broilers for which the demand is brisk in

winter. But if they are of the large breeds, the
cockerels and poorer pullets may be grown
through the winter, and made into roasters in the
spring at the time of highest prices. The pullets

will begin to lay in spring or late winter, some-
times not so far behind those hatched the previ-

ous spring, and will lay later the following autumn
at the time of the greatest scarcity of eggs. If

a snug place for keeping the chicks in winter is

available, the advantages of fall-hatched chicks

seem to outweigh the disadvantages.

F. H. V.

Rose Comb Black Rhinelander cock bred and owned by Mr.

Schwarz, who also bred the hen at the left



The With the seafaring men of Great

Gold Cup Britain engaged in other pursuits,

Races t 'ie races f° r t 'ie America Cup and
for the British International Trophy

are once more postponed, the chief interest among
yachtsmen thereby reverting to the contests for

the motor boat championship of North America.

This year the Gold Cup races will be held in

September in Detroit, to which city, last summer,
the costly trophy journeyed on its first trip away
from the Atlantic seaboard; and it is confidently

predicted that more speed and greater enthusiasm
will be shown than has attended this classic

contest in the twelve years which have passed

since its inception.

Raced for twice in New York waters in 1914,
this perpetual challenge cup was next carried to

the St. Lawrence, where it stayed, shifting only

from one local club to another, until 1913, when
the famous Ankle Deep won it to Lake George.
During its stay in Northern waters it had caused
the development of the famous and invincible

line of Dixies, and had done much for the advance-
merit of the marine motor industry and sport.

Only one year did it remain in fresh water, for

the swift and skippy hydroplane Baby Speed
Demon II caused its transference to Manhasset
Bay by attaining a speed of nearly fifty-one

miles an hour. That was in 191 4, and in 1915,
Miss Detroit, a newcomer from the West, built

by popular subscription, came East and romped
away from an inferior field, and in less than the

previous year's record captured it for the Watch-
Us-Growites. And this year there is a better

Miss Detroit and a Miss Minneapolis and goodness
knows what all, and the East will have to build

something with a mighty clean pair of heels to

bring the treasured Gold Cup back to its salt-

water heath.

Another One of the theories that we are

Highway fortunately leaving behind us as the

Memorial world progresses, is that any mem-
orial, any expression of sentiment,

may be a thing of beauty, but must be purely
esthetic, with nothing of the utilitarian about it.

No better illustration of our modern broad-
mindedness in this respect exists than the various
interstate and transcontinental highways that are

being projected and constructed in different parts

of the country. Several have already been men-
tioned on this page in the past. Recently a new
one has come into being under the auspices of the
Jackson Highway Association formed at Bir-

mingham, Ala. This roadway, named as a

tribute, after that vigorous statesman and pion-

eer, Andrew Jackson, is to connect Chicago and
New Orleans, passing almost due south through a

country of vast wealth, both in natural resources
and historic associations.

Stop This A favorite justification for main-

Rural taining a garden on the re-

Recklessness stricted area of a village or
suburban home is the claim that

it is "such an economy." Yet of the hundreds
of persons who pride themselves on this form of
thrift, the vast majority practise one of the most
shortsighted and least defensible forms of waste-
fulness that could be imagined, This is the con-
scientious raking up and burning each autumn of
the leaves that fall on lawn and border. It is

wrong, because those leaves are nature's mulch
for the plants and herbage upon which they accu-
mulate—a mulch that man with all his ingenuity
cannot improve upon. And it is wrong further

because, even if the owner insists upon his grounds
being kept neat, in burning the gathered

leaves he is virtually burning wealth! For leaves

are potentially admirable plant food, fertilizer,

and to-day that is synonymous with real value.

Let him rather dig a pit and fill it with the

tramped down and thoroughly wetted leaves; or

let him make a pile of them together with all the

other vegetable waste from his garden, and some
stable manure if he can get it. Then in a year

or so let him go to that compost pile and he will

find it a mass of humus, ready to be plowed into

his soil and worth, according to present day
prices, more than $6.50 a ton! Here is a chance
for a community economy campaign that is worth
while all around.

m —w$ at- a

Eliminating A few years ago there was

The chronicled and deservedly de-

Leopard Moth plored the doom of the Har-
vard elms, whose lives of

dignity and beauty were being brought to an
untimely end by leopard moths and other de-

structive insects. It is a pity that the information
and advice now available from the Department
of Agriculture could not have been invoked at

that time; however, even now enough valued
specimens of elms and other species of shade tree

are in danger of a similar fate to make the De-
partment's recommendations of infinite value.

First, it says, prune off all twigs and small bran-
ches which, by wilting, show the presence of the
leopard moth larvae. Gather these and all wind-
fall fragments and burn them promptly to destroy
the grubs that usually come to earth in their

tissues. The second step is the removal and
destruction of larger, seriously injured branches
and the painting or waxing of the wounds to keep
out other invaders. The third consists of in-

jecting carbon bisulphide into all accessible

burrows in the trunks of the trees, each opening
to be closed immediately with a bit of grafting

wax. The bisulphide, which can be bought at any
drug store, is a colorless liquid harmless to hands
or clothing, but producing fumes which should
not be inhaled and which are highly inflammable.
It is best handled in a long spouted oil can or
squirt gun.

To Conserve Any one who is so fortunate as

Printer's t0 be on the mailing list of the

I nk U. S Department of Agricul-

ture is impressed by the great

annual waste of Government printed matter
which results from imperfect methods of distribu-

tion. The apple grower in Oregon can hardly
make use of a bulletin on cotton, yet the only way
for him to be sure of securing all the publications

of interest to him is to be put on the general

mailing list of the Department and receive the
fat with the lean.

During the last fiscal year 913 separate docu-
ments were printed; 77 of these were new Farmers'
Bulletins, of which 5,870,000 copies were printed.

Including reprints, a total of more than 36,000,000
copies of various documents were printed during
the year, at a necessarily large expense

If some way could be found to place these only
in the hands of those who really need them, a

great waste would be avoided. At present a

large proportion of them undoubtedly find their

way promptly into the waste basket. It has
been sugested that the cooperation of the Post
Office Department might be secured, and lists of

documents posted in every post office. The
postmasters might act as agents, selling the

bulletins to all applicants for a cent or two apiece
to cover a part of the cost and to eliminate the
waste. But the bulletins have been free for so
long that there would doubtless be opposition
to such a plan, and it would involve serious prob-
lems of operation.

The Superintendent of Documents, however,
has been conducting a paying business which
might be extended. He is authorized to reprint
and sell publications the supp y of which for free

distribution has been exhausted. Last year he
sold 335,863 such documents, with receipts

amounting to $23,011.10, which indicates a
willingness on the part of the public to pay for

what they receive. "If some more convenient
means could be adopted," he reports, "the sale of
these publications would be greatly increased."
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The Nucleus At a time when preparedness is

Of a 'n the air (chiefly in it) the ac-

Motor Patrol Pon P1
" Eastern yachtsmen

in forming a volunteer patrol

squadron is of particular interest. These men
who have taken the first step in the direction of
providing our Eastern seaboard with the nucleus
of a despatch fleet commissioned a prominent
boat builder to construct five identical motor
cruisers of a type which showed remarkable speed
in last summer's races. The boats, which are

now completed and have been approved by the

Navy, are forty feet in overall length with the

proportionately narrow beam of torpedo des-

troyers, and have a cruising speed of twenty-four
miles an hour. A six-cylinder motor of 135
horsepower is installed in each, but provision is

made for the equipment of higher power if it

should be deemed necessary. Gasolene tanks to

give a cruising radius of 300 miles are installed,

and the forward and after decks are braced to

receive gun mountings.

The owners of these craft have associated

themselves each with three other motor boat

enthusiasts and all have signed articles to bind

themselves to two or three weeks of summer
cruising in squadron formation. Regular crews

have been engaged, and these, as well as the ''offi-

cers," are subject to a call from the Navy De-

partment in time of need. Closer acquaintance

with the Atlantic coast and a thorough study

of squadron tactics and signalling will be among
the first subjects taken up by the squadron.

New Theories In 1914, when Germany was

A s to st 'H a respected, even if not a

Thread we" beloved, participant in the

world's commerce and trade, its

imports of cotton from this productive land

amounted to 1,442,161,777 pounds. In 1915

they had shrunk to less than 150,000,000 pounds

and presumably the supply from other sources

had decreased in like proportion, rendering the

prospective, if not the immediate, Teuton textile

situation decidedly alarming. Entered then the

resourceful German scientist, whom success has

already crowned to the extent that two substi-

tutes for the cotton plant are reported to have

been discovered among the common plants of the

Empire. One is the lupine, a close relative of

alfalfa and a plant that few farmers will have to

be urged twice to grow, since it is a soil enricher

as well as a source of oil—and now, it seems, of

fibre. The other is the nettle which has been

found to yield a fibre resembling that of hemp,

and an excellent grade of thread and yarn. I Ins

crop, it is said, will be extensively planted on soils

that are not fit for other purposes.
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arid economicalh

They dine best who dine wisely. This implies the best food, the most nutritious

food, the food which in the last analysis costs the least.

The superior and exclusive quality of Franco-American Soups yields not only that

higher enjoyment so prized by a cultivated taste, but also the largest return for the ex-

penditure, measured in terms of sound health and bodily vigor.

For example, our Mock Turde Soup. The spotless white heads of young calves and

finest selected beef from the fore quarter yield the meat stock, blended with a rich, thick

vegetable puree of juicy tomatoes, red-hearted Chantenay carrots, tender little onions, crisp

chopped celery, and parsley— all specially grown for this use. Marjoram, savory, sweet

basil, dry thyme, bay-leaves, nutmeg, and sherry are "touched in" with an artist's fine hand.

Succulent cubes of calf's head meat top this dish to grace the table of an epicure

—

and your menu this evening, if you will but telephone your grocer!

Twenty cents the can

Merely heat before serving At the better stores

Franco -

American
Soups
Selections:

Tomato
Mock Turtle

Ox Tail, thick

Clear Ox Tail

Consomme
Bouillon

Julienne

Mutton Broth

Clear Vegetable

Vegetable, thick

Chicken Consomme'
Chicken Gumbo
Clam Chowder
Clam Broth

Chicken
Beef

Pea
Mulligatawny
Green Turtle thick (45c)

Clear Green Turtle (60c)

Makers of Franco-American Broths for Invalids and Children

Beef— Chicken—Mutton—Clam— 15c the can



General view of Mrs. F. C. Howard's three-acre bee farm, at Wakefield, Mass. She lives here only six months of the year, the camp consisting of two rooms, a living room and a work room where

the honey is extracted and stored

A
WOMAN'S
BEE

F A PvM
^Photographs by^>

George x)akesStoddard
Opening a hive and taking out the frames

Prying the frames apart. Un-
dertaken primarily to occupy

her mind while convalescing,

Mrs. Howard has found bee

keeping a lucrative employment

Placing a queen in the mailing cage

In addition to the honey sold,

an income is derived from tui-

tion fees and the sale of queen

bees, bringing it up to about

$500 a year

Forcing a swarm. Mrs. Howard herself does

all the work in connection with the apiary

5-2
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Preserves Roads
Prevents Dust -

The use of Tarvia

means better roads

and lower taxes

TWENTY-FIVE years ago, smooth and well-kept

roads were thr special pride of Old England, where

they were the product of two centuries of incessant

road improvement

But those fine roads were only macadam and they

were not fitted for the gruelling of automobiles.

Now, with the automobile everywhere, you find in all

sections of America examples of better roads than Old

England's best roads of twenty-five years ago.

Tarvia has been an important factor in this development.

Good roads now don 't require generations of labor nor

immense outlays from the taxpayers.

The use of Tarvia on an ordinary macadam road will

make it the pride of a community; it will give comfort to

all the citizens; it will be a delight to visitors; and

most important perhaps, it will result in reduced taxes.

Recently a town celebrated the completion of a Tarvia

road by having a civic dance on it in the moonlight,

helped by the electric lights. The road was almost

as clean and resilient as a waxed floor.

Do you know what Tarvia is, and what it does ? It is a

special coal tar preparation peculiarly fitted for binding

as well as reinforcing the surface of macadam roads.

What Tarvia does to a road is almost magical.

It makes it smooth, resilient and dustless.

Roadway
at Green

Lake, Wis.

Constructed with

Tarvia-X,
'

' pene-

tration method, In 1913.
Note smooth, dustless surface.

It gives to the automobile a glide that makes a mile

seem like a quarter. It gives to carriage riding a wel-

come comfort and to teaming an easier pull. It abol-

ishes the curse of dust and the messiness of mud.

A Tarvia road brings the farm, the town and the city

closer together. It is an asset to the community.

Tarvia roads often last years without any renewal.

But even renewals of Tarvia are the lowest cost road

improvement that has been invented.

The reduction in maintenance expense, for a Tarvia

road, in most cases more than covers the total cost of

treatment.

There are three kinds of Tarvia. "Tarvia-X" is very

heavy and dense. It is used as a binder in road build-

ing and is the most thorough and permanent of the

Tarvia treatments. "Tarvia-A" is a lighter grade, used

for hot surfacing applications. "Tarvia-B," which is

fluid enough to be applied cold with modern spraying

apparatus, is for dust prevention and road preservation.

Illustrated booklet on request. Address nearest office.

Special Service Department
In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as road
authorities. The Barrett Company has organized a Special
Service Department, which keeps up to the minute on all

road problems. If you will write to nearest office regarding
road conditions or problems in your vicinity, the matter will
have the prompt attention of experienced engineers This
service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this Department can
greatly assist you.

The Company

Kingshighway, St. Louis, Mo. Constructed with "Tarvia-X, " penetration method, in 1915

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston

St. Louis Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh

Detroit Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis

Nashville Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

THE PATERSON MFG. CO., Limited: Montreal Toronto

Winnipeg Vancover St. John, N. B. Halifax. N. S. Sydney. N. S.



Hand-woven American coverlet, early nine-

teenth century

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER

[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to antiques and collect-

ing; for convenience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in

America, Garden City, N. Y.]

HAND-WOVEN COVERLETS 1th century coverlet. In

Metropolitan Museum

R ECENTLY called at the home of

an elderly New England lady and
her daughter to inspect a mahogany
four-poster bedstead, and found
myself in the midst of a collection

of rare treasures. It seems that the

elder woman had been gifted with a discernment
beyond her time, and years before collecting had
become a widespread hobby she had gathered to-

gether a number of pieces of furniture, china, etc.,

of unusual artistic value. They were not the

usual things one sees in such collections, but in-

cluded several beautiful pieces of American crafts-

manship. Exquisitely proportioned tables and
other pieces in pine, apple wood, and cherry told

of the existence, long years ago, of craftsmen of

rare artistic gifts in Conway, Mass., and other
New England towns. Just as I was leaving

my eye was caught by a pair of red and white
portieres hanging between two of the rooms.

terns and colors are a never-ending delight to

the connoisseur.

The word coverlet, or coverlid, comes from the
French couvre lit. In this country it was often

called by the simpler name of "kiver," and the
coverlet was the bedspread of a past generation.

Its weaving was a truly American art, but Ameri-
can with an Old World ancestry as ancient as

cade ><->< h >•••>< ' ""< » >••>< m&s

1
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Middle States, and the Southern mountains all

practised it in much the same way. In parts of
the South the work was taught to the domestic
slaves. It took nearly a year to complete a
"kiver" from the first spinning of flax and wool to

the final touches on the fringe, but in those days
patience was a cultivated virtue. Handweaving
was the only kind practised in this country up to

1785, and the art persisted in the rural districts

long after. In such remete sections as the South-
ern Appalachian Mountains it has never died out.

Let us hope that it never will.

To-day these coverlets are made of cotton
overshot with wool, but in the old days the warp
was made of flax, home-grown, hackled, and spun
into linen thread. The wool was also grown on
the farm, spun into yarn by the women, and col-

ored in the domestic dye-pot.
No modern aniline colors can ever give the soft,

rich, lasting effects produced by the home-made

American hand-woven coverlet, early nineteenth century; prob-

ably the work of a professional. Bolles collection

"Why," I exclaimed,
"these are old coverlets in

splendid condition."

"Yes," replied the younger
woman, "and we have two
blue and white ones, too. I

don't know how old they are."

We talked of the ancient
art of weaving for a few min-
utes, and then I asked her if

she had seen Eliza Calvert
Hall's " Book of Hand-Woven
Coverlets." Her eyes shone
with pleasure.

"Yes," she said, "and our
patterns are illustrated in it."

Miss Hall has done us a
lasting service in calling our
attention to one of the most
fascinating fields open to the
collector. For the lives of
our grandmothers and great-

grandmothers are woven in to

the warp and woof of these

old textiles, and much of

fe n u i n e folk-lore besides,

urthermore, the old pat-

"Made by Peter Leisey, Lancaster Co.." who was one of the

professional weavers

history. The women who first wove them here
had come from the Rhenish Palatinate, from
Huguenot France, from England, Scotland, and
Ireland, from Holland and Switzerland, from
Norway and Sweden, and from all these countries
they had brought the traditional patterns and
their knowledge of the household arts of spinning,

dyeing, weaving, and design.

Weaving on the hand loom was one of the com-
mon household accomplishments, North and
South. The women of New England, the

signed "A. Parsil

; of the professional

s. Millstone. N. J.,

weavers

American-made roundabout in Queen Anne style,

with cabriole legs, Dutch feet, solid splats, and re-

movable upholstered seat. Owned by Mr. W. A. Dyer

An unusual form of roundabout in Chippendale's

Gothic-Chinese style, with upholstered seat. In the

Metropolitan Museum

dyes of an earlier day. Red
was commonly made from
madder and blue from pure

indigo. These and other im-

ported ingredients, such as

turmeric, cochineal, etc., were
kept always on hand in the

family cupboard. But most
of the women knew how to

brew dyes also from the

leaves, roots, and bark of na-

tive trees, shrubs, and herbs,

from which they were able to

get all sorts of beautiful colors

—black, purple, brown, red,

yellow, blue, green, and vari-

ous combinations of these.

When properly concocted,

these home-brewed dyes were

of a quality as lasting as the

wool itself.

Miss Hall gives a number
of recipes for dyes from the

Kentucky mountains and

elsewhere which are most in-

teresting, and of which the

following is a brief example:

54
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Now 55,000 Friends
Experts the World Over, Own Bate-Built Cars

Over 55,000 men are now driv-

ing Mitchells built under John W.
Bate, the efficiency expert.

Most of them, our dealers say,

seem to know mechanics. Many
are noted engineers. Every
Mitchell dealer has a list of

famous owners.
This seems to be so the world

over. Mitchell buyers are largely

experts. Now we wish to argue

that this engineers' favorite is the

car tor laymen too.

A Lifetime Car
What these experts seek is a

lifetime car. And that is what
you should seek.

Five years have proved that this

Light Six type is going to be the

car of the future. Despite all in-

novations, it has constantly gained

popularity. The great majority of

the best engineers consider it the

permanent standard.

So men who buy this type to-day
should buy their cars to keep.

Most such men,when they know the

facts, will choose a Bate-built car.

The Bate Standards
Mr. Bate's standards, employed

in the Mitchell, call for 50 per cent

over-strength. He applies them
to every part. And, by countless

tests and inspections, he sees that

we get them.
There are 440 parts in the

Mitchell which are either drop-
forged or steel-stamped. They are

three times as strong as castings.

All the main strains are met
with Chrome-Vanadium steel. The
steering parts, driving parts, axles

and gears are entirely of that steel.

The Bate cantilever springs, used

in the Mitchell, have a perfect

record. Not one has ever broken.

Think of that.

As a result of those standards,

one Bate-Built Mitchell has run

218,734 miles. It's a good car yet.

Six have averaged 164,372 miles

each, or over 30 years of ordinary

service. We learn of one which
has run 150,000 miles at a cost of

$8.90 for repairs.

Extras Without Cost
You get these standards at the

Mitchell price because of this

wonderful factory. It was built

$-j ^5 J- F. o. b.

J_ *3 jL *3 Racine

For 5=Passenger TouringCar
or 3=Passenger Roadster
7=passenger Touring Body $35 Extra
High-speed economical Six — 48 horsepower

—

127-inch wheelbase. Complete equipment includ-
ing 26 extra features.

Also Five Types of Closed Bodies

and equipped by Mr. Hate to pro-

duce this car at minimum cost.

It has reduced our factory costs by
50 per cent.

You also get in the Mitchell 26
extra features, paid for by factory
savings. They will cost us this

year over #2,000,000. Each is

something you would miss. They
all come in the Mitchell without
extra price.

Lavish Luxury
You find in the Mitchell every

new touch, every new idea that is

popular. This Mid-Year Mitchell
has 73 attractions which even our
Show-time model lacked. It is the

most complete car, the most up-
to-date car you see.

Mitchell bodies are finished in 22
coats. They are upholstered in

French-finished leather. They have
a light in the tonneau, a locked

compartment for valuables—every
dainty appointment known.
The Mitchell is known as "The

Engineers' Car," because of me-
chanical perfections. But these

facts, we argue, should appeal to

every fine-car buyer. When one
car ofTers so much extra value, it

deserves to be your choice.

MITCHELL MOTORS CO., Inc.

Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
(98)
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GET THIS BOOK
derful book of bargains; describes fully and

Gailoway Cream Separators. Manure Spreaders,
Gasoline Engines, Farm Tractors. Saves % to %

on prices usually asked. Also lists and prices
farm implements, fencing, auto supplies;
everything for farm and household.

SAVE MONEY
By asking for this 26o-page book to-day. A
postal will do. First edition exhausted; second
edition this bargain book now ready.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
lit. 364? Waterloo, Iowa

"Mum"
(as easy to use as to say)

prevents all odors

of the body
and keeps the skin and clothing fresh

and sweet all day. Does not check
perspiration—that would be harmful.

"Mum" is economical— little

needed at a time—no waste.

A greaseless cream—harmless to

skin and clothing.

25c—sold by 9 out of 10 drug- and department-stores.

"MUM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

The Angelus Piano
Enables Anyone to Play Like an Artist

COLUMBIA
Graf onolas

$15 to $350
8500 Dealers Everywhere

BOOKLET FREE
"BATH ROOMS OF CHARACTER"

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
The Largest Manufacturers of Sanitary Pottery in the U. S. A.

TRENTON, N. J.

Cyclone ORNAMENTAL
PENCE

for beauty and substantial protection.
Strongly built of heavily galvanized wire.
Different attractive designs. Illustrated

catalog free.

Cyclone Fence Co.,Dept.l88, VTnnkegtui, 111.

Your House Deserves the Most Modern Building Material. Find oat about

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF-ECONOMICAL-SANITARY
National Fireproofing Company, 33S Federal Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

RUUD Instantaneous Hot Water

by Just Turning a Faucet

RUUD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Git brown sage (sedge grass) and bile it and
put in a little alum. It makes the prettiest
yaller that ever was."
A typical recipe from North Carolina, also for

yellow, says to boil the flowers of the black-eyed
Susan and set the color with alum. Think of
owning a coverlet colored with the flowers of the
black-eyed Susan!
The patterns for these coverlets were mostly

conventional in type and were passed down from
generation to generation. The design motifs
may be traced back to ancient, misty, legendary
days. The weaving was done by following
marks and figures on strips of paper, quite unin-
telligible to the uninitiated, known as drafts.

These drafts were carefully preserved and copied
for exchange, so that their circulation became
widespread. Patterns of Scandinavian, Dutch,
or British origin, showing some slight alterations,

perhaps, are to be found in widely separated
sections of the country. Only their names under-
went local changes.

Not a few of the coverlet patterns were named,
many of the names being musical and poetic.

Some of them are more or less obviously descrip-

tive, but many are fanciful and their origin is

obscure. Miss Hall gives about 340 different

names, gathered from various sections of the
country. Several different names are some-
times given to the same pattern. For example,
the Dogwood Blossom of Kentucky and Tennessee
is Dog Tracks in hard-headed New England, and
Sunrise becomes Hen Scratch.

To-day, in the mountains of Kentucky, Vir-
ginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina, the women
are making coverlets in the ancestral manner,
with wheel and loom. They still make their dyes
from roots and bark in accordance with ancient

recipes, and they weave the historic old patterns.

Just as one sometimes hears an old English ballad

in the Cumberlands, so one finds the same cover-

let patterns woven there to-day that the English
women wove in Shakespeare's time.

Berea College in Kentucky, and other educa-
tional institutions in the mountains, have been
making an effort in recent years to revive this

ancient art, or rather to save it from extinction,

and modern coverlets in the old patterns, hand
woven and colored with home-made dyes, may be

purchased through their agency.

Some of the old coverlets were woven by
itinerant, professional weavers, who visited the

farms and villages, took the home-spun and home-
dyed yarns, and wove in somewhat more in-

tricate patterns. These weavers were often

artists in their line, and they flourished from
Colonial days up to fifty years ago. But in spite

of the excellence of their work, the collector's

chief interest, I fancy, will remain with the

quaintly beautiful product of the household loom.

THE ROUNDABOUT CHAIR

THE roundabout, or corner chair, whether
English or American, early or late, is al-

ways of interest to collectors. It is one of

the styles which passed away with the Georg-

ians. It is a square chair, standing cornerwise,

with round back and arms running around two
sides, and the fourth corner and leg in front. Ex-
amples of the roundabout are to be found in

many styles, from the turned chairs of the six-

teenth century down to the Chippendale period,

but it was most popular during the Anglo-Dutch
or Queen Anne period.

One of the earlier types of roundabout showed
the Stuart influence, with straight back, straight,

turned legs and spindles, and rush seats. Later

the solid splat and Dutch foot were added. The
Queen Anne type had usually upright spindles in

the back, or three uprights and two solid, vase-

shaped or fiddle-shaped splats. The legs were

cabriole, sometimes the back one being straight,

and the Dutch feet later gave place to the ball-

and-claw. The seats were generally rush or

wooden, though the finer examples had uphol-

stered seats. Sometimes a head-piece was placed

on top of the back, frequently with spindles and

like a comb in appearance, giving the name of

comb-back. Hayden suggests that this extension

might have been first invented for the conven-

ience of barbers.

Chippendale revived the roundabout and gave

it new beauty. As a rule his roundabouts were

admirably constructed. He used, generally, the

cabriole leg and ball-and-claw foot, with three

turned uprights and two pierced splats in the

back. Occasionally he used straight, square legs,
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GEORGE SYKES
COMPANY -INC.
40 WEST THIRTY- SECOND ST. NEWYORK

SPECIALISTS IN THE BUILDING
OF COUNTRY HOUSES -

gS^HIS Long Island

home is an inter'

esting example of a

small house, finely

built.

A house need not be big to

be impressive. It is possible

to preserve the cosiness and
intimacy of a small house and
at the same time build into it

all of the elegance and fine

ness one associates with costly

mansions.

The difference in cost be
tween commonplace work
and the craftsmanship of our

specialists in masonry, cabinet

work and carpentry is not

staggering. We simply try to

build a house as well as it can

be built—to put into it the

same quality and finish which
give character to your furni'

ture and furnishings.

May we send a Portfolio

showing Country Houses we
have recently built ?
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A HOUSE THAT COMBINES
H-^PERMANENCE WITH BEAUTY

AHOUSE that meets every practical re-

quirement for a real home and at the

same time denotes an independence of

thought in architectural design. These are the

results many home builders have obtained by

using Medusa Waterproofed White Portland

Cement in construction. Medusa White is used

in the same way as ordinary Portland— from

which it differs in no respect except in its pure

white color.

It builds the house for permanence—keeps out

the rain and snow—makes the walls absolutely .

watertight and improves with age. Medusa
White Houses stand out as symbols of practical

foresight and good taste. They blend perfectly

with their natural surroundings. They have

character—distinctiveness— individuality.

If you can't get the Medusa Products in your

town, send us your dealer's name.

"The Medusa White House"—a little book-

let which will show you some of the rich

effects to be obtained by using Medusa White
for exterior and interior decorations' of all sorts.

Write for it today.

[WATERPROOFErJ
WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT
COMPANY

Room M-8, Engineer's Building Cleveland, Ohio

Worctsttr Country Club

Worcester. Mass.

L. W. Briees Co.

Architects

"Why Didn't

Anyone Tell Me-

that Hopkinson Smith's son had in-

herited his father's literary grace
and charm?"

Babette, by F. Berkeley Smith, is a delightful novel
—a story of France—of La Fourche, the little

village in Touraine where Babette, the daughter of the

jailer, grew up in a little garden under the old castle

walls—and of the shadowy sinister life of Montmartre.
It is written by one who dearly loves France, it is full of

the color and speech of that lovely land. Raveau, the
polished crook, whose life is remoulded by his love for

the simple peasant girl, is the hero of a story that lingers

in the mind like an old cognac on the palate.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, New York

or the Chinese forms. He also added an exten-
sion on some of his roundabouts, like a small
Chippendale chair back.

Most of Chippendale's roundabouts were of
mahogany, and those of the Queen Anne period
walnut, mahogany, and other woods. An in-

finite number of variations were produced in

England by local craftsmen, known as "country
chairs," and made of various woods. The style

underwent such changes at their hands that it is

often a puzzle to place them in their proper
periods.

From 1700 to 1750 the roundabout was a pop-
ular chair in America, and home-made chairs are
to be found here in Queen Anne, Dutch, Georgian,

American-made roundabout of the Chippendale type, with

wooden seat, pierced splots, square legs, and extension back

Bolles collection

and turned styles, with many local variations.

It is the variety in types, indeed, which lends the

greatest charm to the collection of roundabouts.

They were particularly in vogue here about

1735-40. Some were made in the cheapest

woods, with rush bottoms, and some in cherry,

black walnut, and mahogany, with seats covered

with leather or cloth. American-made round-

abouts in Chippendale patterns became popular

after the middle of the century.

The present-day value of a roundabout, de-

pends, of course, on its period, style, workman-
ship, and condition, but I have never yet seen one

that wasn't worth owning.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES

We have a mahogany bedstead which we can-

not use and would like to sell, but we have no idea

of its value in terms which would enable us to put

a price on it fair to the buyer and to us. It is six

feet long and four and one-half wide, inside

measurement, and is fitted for springs. The four

posts, carved in acanthus leaves and fluting, are

eight feet four inches high, and thirteen inches in

circumference. The head board, of mahogany,
stands five feet from the floor and is paneled.

The rosettes which cover the screws are also ma-

hogany. We have the boards from which to

hang the valance and the whole thing is in excel-

lent condition. E. T. C, Amherst, Mass.

Old four-poster mahogany bedsteads have sold

in New York for #100 to $500, according to style,

condition, excellence of carving, etc. Owing to

the difficulty of using them in small rooms, how-

ever, the demand for them is rather slack at pres-

ent, and #100 is a fair price to get for even a good

one, though it is doubtless worth much more.
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Tkc beauty of aiamond is but a
parr of its appeal, flic genuineness
or the diamond is also necessary.

c£kwn
[ THE CORRECT WRITING FArER)

like the diamond is something more
than a beautiful writing papcr.Its quality

is as important as its appearance.

EATON, CRANE & PIKE CO.
New"York Pittsfield.Mass.

citoardeJ Grand Prize Panama-Pacific Exposition

Appearance—Strength— Service

are the chief considerations in the selection of a fence.

These are the distinguishing features of

fence. When you surround your property with this fence,

you may he sure that it will enhance the appearance of the

premises and will not be affected by the most severe

weather conditions. Strong and rigid— cannot be pulled

apart. Patent clamped joints prevent slipping and twisting

ot the wires. A coating of molten zinc makes every particle

of the finished fabric defy rust.

Ask your hardware dealer for Excelsior

Rust Proof Fences, Trellises, Trellis

Arches, Bed Guards and Tree Guards

IVrite for beautifully illustrated catalogue A

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

"Close it quickly, dear, you'll get soaked

but the rain can't hurt Valspar."

Rain water would quickly ruin an ordinary
varnish. Hut it has no terrors for Valspar,

the varnish that resists even boiling water,

alcohol, hot coffee or ammonia, without a

suspicion of turning white. Valspar isthe ab-
solutely waterproof and spot-proof varnish.

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
-'/

'N3 The Varnish That Won't Turn White

Wherever you want beautiful woodwork,
use Valspar because it not only makes
woodwork beautiful but keeps it beautiful.

For permanent beauty of finish in front

halls, living room, library, dining or bed
rooms and furniture, choose Valspar.

For long wear—on front doors and porches,

in pantry, kitchen, laundry, or bath room,
Valspar should always be used because
water never harms it. Valspar has been
called "woodwork insurance"—it gives such

splendid protection.

Get some now and put brightness and cheer

in your home. You will know where to

buy Valspar by the posters in the paint and
varnish dealers' windows.

Special Offer

Upon receipt of ioc. in stamps, to cover mailing and
package, we will send you enough Valspar to finish

a small table or chair—in order that you may learn

first hand what a wonderful varnish Valspar is.

VALENTINE & COMPANY, 453 Fourth Ave., N. Y.
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the tfor/d

New York Chicago % /Al FA ITIrJTO Toronto London

Boston ^VArNiSHLO""" Amsterdam
Established 1832

W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco and principal Pacific Coast Cities

white woodwork use

VALENTINE'S

White—Stays

your dealer

Si
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There is a

certain qual-

ity possessed
bysomemen
which we
call vitality.

It is being great-

ly alive—living

each minute in

full and keen
consciousness

—

using the senses
constantly and
to full capacity.

Men of vitality,

living as they do
more fully than
others, exercise
their acute faculties

in choosing the ac-

cessories of their

daily lives and the

means for their plea-

sure and comfort.

It is among such
men as this that
Rameses, "The Aris-

tocrat of Cigarettes,"

finds its greatest and
most constant de-

mand.

Your vitality will

respond instantly to

its distinctive fra-

grance.

And nobody ever
changes from
Rameses.

STEPHANO BROS., Inc.

Philadelphia

RAISING MEDICINAL ROOTS,
SEEDS, AND FLOWERS

HE European war has imposed such
unusual conditions upon the world's

trade that few industries have been
left untouched either for better or
worse. The drug trade has suffered

violent dislocation in parts, with
quinine, carbolic acid, and most of the coal tar

products soaring to unprecedented prices, both
on account of the interruption of trade and the
enormous demand for these medicines made by
the armies and hospitals. In a general way the
demand for nearly all drugs and medicines is

greater than ever before in the history of the
world, and prices for them are uniformly seeking
a higher level.

\\ hile certain drugs, such as those derived from
coal tar, are of synthetic manufacture, the ma-
jority of medicines are compounded from the
roots, bark, leaves, and seeds of plants, and the

collecting of these is an industry of world-wide
importance. A fact not widely appreciated is

that more than one half the raw materials re-

quired for the pharmacopoeia's list of tested

drugs grows wild in the United States or is sus-

ceptible of cultivation here. Not only that, but
we collect for the world's drug trade a greater
variety than any other nation, and yet, this in-

dustry, like others in our country dependent
upon an abundance of raw material, is largely un-
organized. It is left to the haphazard work of a

comparatively few persons who add to their

regular incomes by gathering such of the roots,

barks, and leaves as the trade demands, and as

they can easily obtain and profitably dispose of.

In the Carolinas and along the slopes of the
Alleghenies considerable quantities of medicinal
roots and barks are collected by the mountaineers
and shipped to the large drug firms in the cities.

These include snakeroot, juniper berries, senna
leaves, gentian root, mints of all kinds, wild
cherry bark, sage, dandelion, camomile flowers,

sarsaparilla, henbane, dragon root, mandrake,
fox-glove, monkshood, deadly nightshade, and a

long list of others. For the most part they are

gathered in particular sections, dried, cured, and
sold to buyers without any conception on the

part of the harvesters of their ultimate use and
destination.

In recent years some of these important medic-
inal plants have grown so scarce that prices for

them have doubled and tripled. Constant
robbing of the woods and swamps of the plants

has not tended to increase their supply. The
question of raising many of them commercially
has frequently been agitated by the Department
of Agriculture, and to some extent gratifying re-

sponses have been made; but on the whole the

field has barely been touched. If the present war
has a stimulating effect in turning our attention

more to our undeveloped resources and their

conservation, it will not be without some benefit

to the country. Perhaps the cultivation of

many of our drug plants offers as profitable a

future as any.
In southwestern Michigan, and a few counties

in northern Indiana, the cultivation of mint for

the production of peppermint oil is a fair illus-

tration of what can be done in this direction. In

addition to its medicinal use, mint is of domestic
value for the flavoring of chewing gum and con-

fectionery. The total yearly product of the mint
farms in the sections mentioned now approxi-

mates 450,000 pounds, although not many years

ago dependence for manufacturing peppermint
oil rested largely on wild plants and a few mint
beds in kitchen gardens. The success of this

industry is due chiefly to the discovery that the

plants must have a certain type of soil—namely,
a rich muck wherein decayed vegetable matter
has formed a heavy layer of humus. By re-

planting the mint roots, danger of the supply
ever giving out can be avoided, which cannot be

said of many other of our medicinal plants.

Wintergreen oil is another article of both gen-

eral and medicinal value, of which the methods of

production have undergone great changes with

its increased demand. Originally it was distilled

from the leaves of the wintergreen plant, some-
times called boxberry or checkerberry. But the

supply of these plants long ago become too limited

for the demand, and most of the oil now on the

market is distilled from the bark of the sweet

birch, a tree found all the way from Maine to the

Southern Appalachian mountains, and sold for as

much as #5 a pound, troy. This represents a

STEWART
GARAGEHEATER

A warm garage means a healthy
automobile—no radiator freezing,

no starting trouble on cold morn-
ings, no harm to the engine through
a sudden drop in temperature, no
ice in the batteries, no gumming of

oil, less friction on working parts,

and a longer life to those parts sub-

ject to expansion and contraction in

weather changes.
It saves you too; it supplies warm water

for washing car, and does away with carry-
ing hot water from the kitchen in zero
weather. It makes your garage a pleasant
place to work in and keeps down repair bills.

There are several models. Write to-day
for free descriptive booklet.

The Service Stewart
Combination Gas and Coal range is every-
thing a gas range should be, everything a
coal range should be.

It is positively the last word in stove

architecture and kitchen efficiency. It has
many labor saving, time saving, money
saving devices, such as automatic lighter,

glass oven doors, oven thermometers,
enameled pans, and the renowned Stewart
baking oven, famous for 84 years.

Its capacity is unusually large, yet it re-

quires but little room—its top surface is

only 41 x 28I inches. Assembled largely

without bolts; quickly and easily dis-

mounted for cleaning.

Make a quick acquaintance with this

range, the highest development of the stove

making art, by writing to-day for booklet.

FULLER & WARREN CO.
Makers

1 54 Monroe Street, Troy, N. Y.
Since 1832

256 Water Street New York City

The Stejpart line also includes a complete line of
up-to-date coal ranges, suitable for all requirements
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The "One" Room
thaiThere is always the "One" room in rvrrv BOOM— r he room

dives the most chcrr and comfort.

Make ili.it "( >nc"room in \ our home more cheerful anil comfortable.

Start in h\ rrinovinic tlx i>lil-f.i\lnoncil wood windows suhsl ltut in|4

modern casement windows.

CRITTALL
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

will kivc morr li«ht and hritri li»hr Kc- Thrv idil in thr appraramr of the room
causr thr framr and MM mrmkn oc- ami thr hmdlm*.
cupv \rts littlr apacr Thrv atr rxcvp- Modern home*, offiir ami hankitiK

tuwalU BtlNa. alltmmK thr wimlow to building*— whrrrvcr con vrnicncr,atrr,«c-

br oprnrd antK Ut«r«l wttn rasr.rrKartllr^ii ttvrnrsa ami «l n r ^ Hil it v RC1 jppmufrfi
of wrathrr cnndittoni. Crittill — vou will hml Cnttall Windnwi.
\\ imlimi arr ttrr proof, wrathrr Wrirr IVpt K for complete detail*—no
proof and will la«t a life timr. oblinationi on your patt.

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW COMPANY
DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Manufacturer* of wolid %<••<! and 6rons« window*

You Can Have Velvet Water

In Your Home
Velvet water is simply soft water—water freed from
all the harsh, drying, irritating elements which detract

from the comtort of toilet and hath, act unpleasantly

upon the skin, and impair the processes of cooking
and laundering.

GPiSUtit
The Water Softening Filter

To Zero Hardness

W ill give you an ample and unfailing supply of velvet water
in vour home. And having tried it. you will wonder why you
deprived yourself of its luxury so long. Whether your house

is a bungalow or a mansion, there is a Permutit plant to fill

your needs, at a price that you will willingly pay. W rite for

the booklet, "Velvet Water, Velvet Skin," and the lit-

erature on Permutit.

The PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street New York

Gold medals,
Ghent. 1913
San Francisco
1915

Residence of H. K.
Elston, Santa Bar-
bara. Cal. Equip-
ped with Permutit

la your car tired—
or are you ?

Try BATAVIAS

Including

the Emergency

The emergency in which a safety tread on a tire

is a matter of life or death is not the rule it's the

exception. Steep hills with railroad crossings at the

foot aren't any commoner than unsuspected holes in

the pavement.
Consider only the routine the everyday demands

on your tires.

BATM ftSEMITY TIRES
prove themselves worthy under the stress of

daily conditions

—

including the emergency be-

cause their wearability makes them consistently

give greater mileage than their guarantee de-

mands. Long wear—and speed—that's the

Batavia.

Ask to see Batavia Gray Tubes

THE BATAVIA RUBBER CO., Factory at Batavia, N. Y.

Standard Pumping Units
solve the question of water supply for country
homes, greenhouses, institutions, etc. They fur-

nish an equipment set up and tested before

shipping, and

So complete it requires only to be attached

So reliable it requires little attention

So economical as to be a money saver

So efficient it has preference among engineers

Complete, assembled plants for gasoline or electricity with

direct drive.

Electric lighting plants to be run by the same engine or

motor.

Careful engineering attention given to each installation.

Catalogue on request.

The Standard Pump & Engine Co.

701 Carroll St. Akron, Ohio
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Residence of

W. C. Reed,
Harmon,
N. Y.

Henri pallet

Architect

AGAINST fire? Yes, because these
xa. shingles are J-M Asbestos. They won't
burn. Against time, too, because the longer

they are on the roof,the tougher they become.

This roof is going to last in spite of the elements.

It will retain its beautiful coloring and weather-
tightness. And as long as it lasts, its owner will be
protected against the community fire risk.

So will your home, large or small, if you use

Johns-Manville
Transite Asbestos Shingles
They cost less than tile, they are stronger than slate

and are lighter than either. They make the attic

cooler in summer and the house warmer in winter.

You can have them laid by any roofer in a choice of

several colors, several sizes, rough or smooth edges.

When you invest in J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles, up-keep
charges will never hold a mortgage on your roof. You will

enjoy the base rate of insurance for shingles and you are

further protected by

J=M Roofing Responsibility
Under this plan, you can register your J-M roof. We are then

accountable for its service and your satisfaction.

COVERS
THE CONTINENT'

Serves More People in
More Ways than any
other Institution of its

Kind in the World

J-MTransiteAsbestos
Shingles are exam-
ined, approved and
labeled by the Under-
writers' Laboratories,
Inc., under the direc-
tion of the National
Board of Fire Under-
writers. Laid Amer-
ican Method,they are
given Class 'B" rat-

ing. Laid French
Method, they are
given Class "C"
rating.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Executive Offices, 296 Madison Ave., IN. Y.

Boston New York St. Louis

Chicago Philadelphia

Cleveland Pittsburgh

Toronto

San Francisco
Seattle

Personal
Preparedness

En-

dorsed

by

the

Army
War
Col-

lege

The Soldier's

Catechism
Compiled by

Major F. C. Bolles and
Captains E. C. Jones and

J. S. Upham
With an Introduction by

MAJOR-GENERAL HUGH L SCOTT
Cruef of Staff, U. S. A.

Illustrated Net, $1.00

MAJESTIC Coal Chute
Protects house and grounds and is a cellar window when not in use. Strong,
durable and burglar proof. Every home should have one. Write /or
Catalog.

THE MAJESTIC CO., 600 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

Information for Home Builders
on Stucco Homes, Bungalows and Garages free on request

The Atlas Portland Cement Co.
30 Broad Street New York

"BILLIARDS- The Home Magnet"—FREE

!

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms
prices, etc. Sent Free! Write for it today.
The Brunswick-Balkc-Collender Co. , Dept. 28G, Chicago

C Some of the subjects covered in simple,

non-technical language are:

Rifle Firing

Guard Duty

Use of the Bayonet

Entrenching

Scooting

Signalling

Use and Care of Arms and Equipment

Sanitation

How to Keep Fit on the March

The "Articles of War"
First Aid for Wounds
Strategy

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, New York

We Have the Book
You Want

Long Islanders will

q find convenient

Uhe !T%ooi\shop

Arcade, Pennsylvania

Station. Books of all

publishers up to the

minute. You pass the

door.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Open Evenings

considerable industry, but the number of sweet
birches thus injured, if not ruined, each year in

the process threatens with extinction the supply
of raw material. No attempt has yet been made
to cultivate the trees for oil production, although
under proper control an orchard or forest of them
might well prove profitable.

Many of the most important medicinal plants

are poisonous, and their extirpation in the woods
and swamps would prove a blessing, provided

f unis were established for the cultivation of

enough to supply the drug trade. Numerous
cases of poisoning are reported every summer, due
to the eating of parts of some of these wild plants,

not only by travelers but even occasionally bv
those who gather them for a living.

Thorn apple, for instance, from which stra-

monium is made, is a vigorous annual growing in

rank soil in many parts of the country. All parts

of the plant, but especially the fruits and seeds

which children frequently eat, are poisonous.

The entire aconite plant, commonly known as

monkshood, wolfsbane, or blue-rocket, is poison-

ous, but the root is often mistaken for horse

radish, and eaten with deadly results. Hellebore,

or Indian poke, foxglove, from which digitalis is

made, henbane, Indian turnip or Jack-in-the-

pulpit, mandrake, the deadly nightshade, and
many others are dangerous in various degrees, but

all are of actual and often considerable value.

The list of non-poisonous drug producing plants

is even longer, including among the more common
species, sassafras, snakeroot, gentian, wild cherry,

boneset, juniper, rhubarb, hops, persimmon,
darnel, jessamine, laurel, oleander, pokeweed,
milkweed, etc. Already some of the wild drugs

have doubled and even tripled in price, and the

continued demand raises the question of how
much longer we can get along without raising the

plants on farms. A medicinal drug farm is still

a novelty, almost a rarity, but it is an experiment

worth trying. Under cultivation many of the

plants show great improvement, and the drug

trade is always ready to pay higher prices for

choice material.

George E. Walsh.

PRACTICAL WORMWOOD
CULTURE

ECENT experiments in Connecticut

have shown that wormwood can be

successfully grown on land suited

to corn or potatoes; that a crop can

be harvested from spring-set plants

the following fall; and that, if

properly harvested and distilled, it will yield as

high as thirty-four pounds of essential oil per

acre, worth from #3 to #8 a pound wholesale, or

about #12 retail.

For decades wormwood (Artemisia absinthium)

has been cultivated in a small way in the herb

gardens of the older country homes, where it

Young potted wormwood plant, showing the luxuriant, carrot-

like fol'age from which the oil is obtained by distillation

played an important part in the domestic pharma-

copoeia. It contains an essential oil and a bim-r

principle, both of great strtngth, and, on account

of its stomachic and germicidal properties, it is

also an essential ingred : ent in a number of com-

mercial medicinal compounds. In Germans' it

has been cultivated for years, and German emi-

grants settling in Michigan have grown the plant

on a commercial scale in addition to their other

crops, until at present they provide the chief

source of wormwood oil.

Until a few years ago Mr. W. F. Young of

Springfield, Mass., obtained from Michigan the
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"The Microbe
causes practically all of

the unhapnincss in this

world, anJ the depress-

ing philosophers are

found, on reading their

lite histories to have

been ill men— every one
of them.

€fl A man is only what his

microbes make him.
With a normal propor-

tion of symbiotic bacteria

he is the good citizen ;

with an excess of inimical

bacteria he may become
the criminal, popular es-

sayist, or novelist. Free-

dom of the will is subject

to dictation by the
microbe."

Dr. Robert T. Morris in

Microbes and Men
(To-Morrow's Topics Series^

A book that takes our knowledge of the mi-

crobe into the fields of literature, art. and the

evervdav life of all men

IN THE SAME SERIES

A Surgeon's Philosophy

Doctors versus Folks
Each, net, $2 50 Send for Circular

Ask your bookseller (o let you look them over

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

If your boy shows a taste for engineer-

ing, it may be the promise of a great

future if properly developed by the

right school. His name may be linked

with the building of a great railroad,

a monumental building, a wonderful
new bridge, the master battleship or
giant submarine of the future.

The announcements of the best schools can
be found in Scribner 's \Iuizazine every month.
If detailed information is desired, address

Scribner's Magazine
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 216 - - New York

it

And at night the warm home'

Folks work and play and live in many ways, but the center of their

thought is always the home. Whether cottage or mansion, no house
can be a home unless it is cozily, genially warm from cellar to attic!

There's always a warm home-coming guaranteed where there's an
outfit of

The smallest cottage or largest build-

A„
I inS can be equipped at present attrac-

IU FDIl A\I I l\F A I
tive Prices to su >t anyone's pocket-

r\LI\l\jf\[l Y |1/L/\L book
- These IDEAL outfits heat the

D CA I D whole house with one fire and require
L KADLATORS ^^MOOILERS no more care-taking than to run a

stove for one room. Best of all, they
last a life-time and repair bills are unknown. IDEAL-AMERICAN heating
increases the value of your property to more than its cost.

They pay for themselves in savings
They are noiseless, absolutely safe (a child can run them), and can at any
time be put in old or new houses or other buildings with ease, without
disturbing anything or tearing out walls or partitions. They protect
against fire risk and need no water works supply, as same water is used
for many years.

The IDEAL Boiler may be put in cellar or side room and will burn with
ui nin . i economy any local fuel

A No. 5H-W I

48S It. ul M l

Kadl.ilort. co<
SS70. wereo«
ale. Al thl« pi
be bought ol ic

petent Fitter.

Clad* coat ol la

freight, etc., «

Ing- to climatic
lloas.

hnt, pipe, v.il

h Ic b vary acc<
and other condl

-wood, oil, gas, lignite, hard
or soft coal, pea coal, slack, run
of mine, screenings, etc.

Let us tell you all about it.

Change your house into a
home, by writing today

—

now
—for free booklet "Ideal Heat-
ing." Puts you under no obli-

gation to buy.

$150 Stationary Cleaner

Ash for catalog of ARCO
WAND Vacuum Cleaner.
First genuinely practical
Cleaner on market ; is con-
nected bg iron suction pipe
to alt floors; and will last
as long as your building.

Showrooms in all

large cities
AMERICAN^ADIATQfi COMPANY

Write Department 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

"TRAVEL BY MOTOR
WsW ^^m "A Vacation Trip

"BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES
"One of the Best Mystery Stories

"ONE OF THE BEST LOVE STORIES
"Of the Year"

ffl "Don't think for a minute that this is a humdrum record of
Jl travel by motor, a mere log of a vacation trip. There are,

of course, pictures of beautiful landscapes, rippling brooks
and tumbling torrents. But more than that, you will find

"THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR DISCOVERS AMERICA,"
by C. N. AND A. M. WILLIAMSON, is one of the best
mystery stories, one of the best love stories of the year."—Sew York Evening Mail.

Many full page illustrations like these above

THE HrDSOS

Net, $1.50

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York
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What Would You
Think of a Man—

MJf who broke down with tuberculosis at twenty-two; fought hard for every day
^1 of life he had; lived forty-one years, half of which "contemplating the ceil-

TU ing", as he styled it; and died at sixty-three having saved thousands of lives,

built the most famous sanitarium in the Western world and inaugurated the open
air treatment? This same man preached OPTIMISM and contended that real vic-

tory came only to those who fought with broken swords. The fellow who was fully

equipped, he said, didn't have a fight on his hands but a walk-over.

You'd like to know more about this man.

"AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY"
By EDWARD L. TRUDEAU, M. D.

His Story Has More Real Stuff In It Than
Seven Efficiency Books Rolled Into One

Many intimate and interesting illustrations Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

supply of wormwood required by his manufac
turing business, but in 1913, on account of the
high price of the oil and its uneven quality, he
began to cultivate the plant on a small plot near
his home in Enfield, Conn. His experiments
were so successful that in 191 5 he grew more than
ten acres of wormwood which yielded oil of fine

quality, noticeably free from the oil of weed seeds,

which even though barely traceable in the result-

ing medicine, exerts a counterirritant effect.

The cultivation of the plant is much like that
of any transplanted crop. The ground is given

its usual plowing and top dressing of 1,000 pounds
of a 3-8-4 fertilizer per acre, after which it is

carefully harrowed, leveled, and smoothed with

a harrow or a plank dras;.

1 he selected seed of the wormwood is sprouted
indoors in pans of sifted muck or rotten wood,
then sown in the beds or coldframes in April,

where for eight weeks, or until they are 6 or 8
inches high, they receive a daily watering and

The combination barn, garage, and wormwood distillery on Mr.

Young's farm

frequent weedings. The frames are 60 x 9 feet,

covered with cotton cloth (treated with linseed

oil) which is supported on slightly curved slats

every 6 feet, and which may be stretched tightly

over the frames and hooked to nails around the

sides, or rolled back to permit planting, watering,

etc. At transplanting time the beds are given a

final watering to soften the soil, the plants are

pulled and placed in baskets, and then planted by
machine 18 inches apart in rows 3 feet apart.

With frequent machine and hand cultivation

to keep the ground entirely clear of weeds, the

plants make a growth of 3 to 5 feet by August,

Inside Mr. Young's distillery, showing the steaming vats, the

derrick and chain baskets by means of which the pulp is handled,

the pipes for the conveyance of the oil-laden steam, and in the

far corner, a vessel receiving the oil from the condensing coils

when the small yellow blossoms appear. At the

exact time that the flowers mature, so that the

yellow pollen can be brushed off on the hand, the

plant is cut with a corn harvester drawn by three

horses and operated by a gas engine.

The crop is then carried to the distillery where

an ensilage cutter chops up leaves, stalks, and

flowers, and blows the whole mass up into two

great vats sunk almost out of sight in the floor

of the distillery. The vats are (y]/2 feet in diameter

and 7 feet deep, and when full each holds about a

ton of the finely chopped herb in the three iron

baskets or frames which, to facilitate the later

removal of the mass, are fitted into it as it is

filled, and which are subsequently lifted out with

a crane and swung around to be dumped in the

wagons waiting below.

When both vats are filled and the heavy covers

clamped down, steam at sixty pounds' pressure is

admitted through a series of pipes running under a

false slatted floor or bottom. The steam entering

through \ inch holes, gradually works up through

the mass, and appears at a small petcock in the

cover of the vat. As it comes faster and in

greater volume, the petcock is closed and the
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The Greatest Electric Success Ever Known
The electric is more popular now than ever before

—

and this newest Milburn,—a larger, roomier Milburn—is

sweeping everything before it.

For almost every service now demanded of automo-
biles the Electric serves best.

And the lightness, speed, ease of control and great

mileage per charge, of this newest Milburn, make it pre-

eminently the car to own.

No other Electric is anywhere near so light.

No other car of any kind is anywhere near so easy to

handle.

No other car is so inexpensive to operate.

No other car has such an air of elegance.

And with all its advantages it is by far the lowest
priced Electric—there is nothing to be had within $500 of

its price.

There are Milburn dealers in all principal cities—see

the nearest one.

Write for catalogue—and for nearest dealer's name
and address if desired.

E.t«bii.hed 1848 THE MILBURN WAGON COMPANY
Automobile Division

The Milburn Charger solves the home charging problem—inexpensively—efficiently.

Toledo, Ohio
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North Carolina Pine
"The Wood Universal"

PANELLED walls, bare polished floors, beamed
ceilings— all these features usually found only

in the homes of the very wealthy are yours if you
use North Carolina Pine.

Its grain is so varied and so beautiful, and its

susceptibility to stains and varnishes so marked,
that you can have any desired hardwood effect.

Moreover, enamel paints, such as the popular
white and ivory, will never become discolored.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand
Central Terminal, New York City, contains a
bungalow built throughout of North Carolina
Pine. If opportunity affords, it will pay you to

see this practical demonstration.

Beautiful Free Book. A postal today will

bring you this book, filled with pictures and plans
of attractive homes and many other helpful sug-

gestions. Ask for Book No. 20.

North Carolina Pine Association
Norfolk, Virginia

Build a Hospitable Looking Home
If you intend to build, don't con6ne that desirable atmosphere of hospitality to

the interior of the house. Give the exterior an inviting appearance. Build it of

(lreen3alQ
<

ftu&i'
c

Bricl?
The cordial tones and rug-like surfaces of Greendale have nothing harsh in them,

nothing repellant. Greendale Rug Brick are the only building material that seems to

extend the inner glow of cheerful hominess and comfort even to the outside. Also—and
this is a vital point—they are fadeless, indestructible and impervious to moisture. The per-

fect building material for houses, churches, hospitals, institutions and office buildings.

Avoid inferior texture bricks. Insist on Greerldales.
They have a quality and beauty far superior 10 all imita-
tions. May we send you colot plates, samples and full

descriptions?

HOCKING VALLEY PRODUCTS CO.
182 S. High Street Columbus, Ohio

The onlyp, i/.ue

steam and vapor passes through 5-inch pipes to
coils of copper condensing tubes outside the
building. These tubes vary from 5 inches to 1

inch in diameter, and cold water is constantly
run over the coils to condense the oil-laden steam.

1 he product of condensation comes from the
coil as a thick brown liquid at a temperature of
1 10 degrees, from which the green wormwood oil

that rises to the surface on standing is decanted
off. After two to three hours the steam carries

no more oil and the vats are emptied in readiness

for another load and a repetition of the process.

Harvesting a field of wormwood

The average yield of oil for the ten acres was
twenty-seven pounds, though one run yielded
thirty-four, due probably to the fact that that
part of the crop was harvested at the exact time
when the oil content of the plant was at its height.

As a result of his success, Mr. Young will raise

this season no less than thirty acres of wormwood.
He has also carried on experiments with Jap-

anese peppermint and calendula, which show
that these plants, too, thrive in this latitude.

Probably one of the most unusual and beautiful

sights in the East was the two and a half acre

bed of French calendulas which grew on the Young
farm last season. The seed for the first bed of

these flowers was obtained in 1913 from the drug
plant division of the Department of Agriculture

at Washington. By careful selection and scien-

tific breeding a very large and magnificent flower

was established.

Ten acres of calend 'las, will be planted in 1916
for the sake of the blossoms, which, when dried in

large wooden frames with cloth bottoms, are used

in a process invented and used solely by Mr.
Young for making extract of calendulum.

George D. Bartlett.

THE LOGANBERRY OF THE
NORTHWEST

HE loganberry bids fair to be

crowned the king of the small

fruits of western Oregon and

western Washington. While straw-

berries, raspberries, gooseberries,

and currants all reach perfec-

tion in the Northwest, the latest comer, the

loganberry, will undoubtedly surpass in commer-
cial importance many of the longer established

small fruits. The acreage being set out to logan-

berries is steadily increasing and those who grow

them report a steadily increasing demand for

their product.

Though the loganberry originated in California,

its cultivation in Oregon is being more extensively

carried on than in its native state. Referring to

the origin of the loganberry, Luther Burbank in a

recent letter said: "The loganberry is a seedling

which originated on Judge Logan's place at

Santa Cruz. The cross is not known, as the bees

performed the work, but Judge Logan supposed

it was a cross between the Red Antwerp English

raspberry and a wild blackberry. I saw it

twenty years ago on his place. It is a rather

soft and quite acid berry but, of course, a valuable

new variety."

It is rather interesting to trace the history of

the loganberry in view of its commercial impor-

tance to the fruitgrowers of the West. In 1880,

Judge J. H. Logan of Santa Cruz started a small

fruit and vegetable garden at his place on the

Heights. He planted a large number of varieties

of blackberries and raspberries. Desiring to

secure a cross between the Texas Early, a variety

of the Rubus Villosus and the California blackberry

or Rubus Ursinus, he planted them in adjacent

rows. Near-by he happened to plant some Red

Antwerp raspberries. In August 188 1 he planted

the seed of the California blackberry and secured

several hundred seedling plants. In the spring of

-to prevent infection ofsmall wounds

for purposes ofpersonal hygiene use

LJSTERINE
The Safe Airbi septic
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When We Have Game
In Plenty

THE day is coming when we shall have

game in as great plenty in this country as

we did fifty years ago—when quail, grouse,

ducks, wild turkeys, will be a common and appreciated sight on

the table and in the fields and woods.

Has it ever occurred to you that you can hasten the arrival of

that day! You can—by means of game farming.

Game Farming is Pleasant and Profitable

To anyone who has a small amount The more birds raised the better

of land Kame farming will prove pro- hunting there will be. Already, in

fitable and pleasant— profitable be- some parts of the country, those

cause the demand for birds and eggs
wh.°

,

own lar*e a"eaf are bc'"K
• • paid bv sportsmen tor the game they

•s much greater than the supply and
rajse , |berate

g<x>d prices are paid—pleasant be- . , . . . .ii ji It vou are interested in the subject
cause it is profitable and because you f ' , r '

. . 11 • i from any standpoint write tor our
not only supply your own table with haMeu ,.

( ;ame Farmin(, for profit
an abundance of good food bur also am| Pleasure." It is well worth
in many instances enjoy good sport reading. Sent free on request.

from the birds you raise. Please use the coupon below.

Game Breeding Dept., Room 54

HERCULES POWDER CO.
Wilmington, Delaware

Manufacturers of Explosive* ; Infallible and "E, C." Smokelew Shotrun Powdert:
L4R, Orange Extra Black Sporting Powder: Dynamite for Fannin f.

Game Breeding Department, Room 54
Hercules Powder Company.

Wilmington, Delaware

Gentlemen;— Please »end nc a copy of "Game Farming- for Profit and Pleasure." I am

C TfltKyl*^^ \ Imeimed In pune breedlnf from tbe •(andpoint of.

Addreil

.

Do you realize how many

CRANE
VALVES and FITTINGS

Are used in homes, hotels, clubs,

offices, factories, etc., in piping for

heating, plumbing, gas, ventilating,

refrigerating and vacuum cleaning

systems ?

We make more than 1 6,000
articles for these purposes.

FOUNDED BY R. T. CRANE, 18SS

CRANE CO.
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO
Branches in 51 leading cities.
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GILLETT'S
V^J!^ Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places

Plan NOW to plant native
ferns, plants and bulbs. Early
fall planting brings best re-

sults for early spring flowers.

We will gladly call and advise
you regarding woodland
planting and natural gar-
dens. Our price for this
service is reasonable.

Send for descriptive cata-
logue of over 80 pages. It's
FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
5 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

Hide Your Garage
Why look out on bare walls or your neigh-

bors' wash flapping in the breeze? A row of
Hicks' Hardy Evergreens will screen unsightly
views, improve the landscape and give pleas-

ing color all year 'round.
Splendid trees, dense foliage, strong roots. We

transplant and guarantee to grow. The cost is so
little it will surprise you. Write for boo". >et.

HICKS NURSERIES
Box L, Westbury, L. I. Phone 68 ' ,'

Hidden Decay
may now be ruining your finest trees!

To place your trust in the appearance of your trees is dangerous. The
tree in the picture seemed strong and healthy; its owner thought it was
perfect. But when a Davey Tree Surgeon examined it, he saw at once
that its condition was serious. A moment's work with the only instru-

ment lie had with him (an umbrella), revealed the dangerous stage of
decay shown in picture No. 2. It was so utterly weakened that its de-

struction would have been a matter only of a short time.

What is the real condition of YOUR trees? Are hidden decay and
other insidious agents threatening their destruction? Let

—

Davey Tree Surgeons
find out—let them tell you the real condition and needs of
your trees without charge. Tree surgery as they practice it

is scientifically accurate and mechanically perfect. It is safe
because it saves trees without experiment. It endures. The
U. S. Government after exhaustive investigation, chose
Davey experts only as good enough for work on the Capitol
trees. Every year of neglect adds 10% to 25% to the cost
of saving trees. Have your trees examined now. Write
to-day for free examination and booklet illustrating Davey
Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Co., 180 Elm St., Kent, O.
(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery.) Accredited

representatives between Kansas City and Boston.

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Albany, White Plains. N. Y.,

Stamford. Conn., Jamaica, L. I., Newark, N. J., Philadelphia. Washing-
ton, Buffalo, Pittsburgh. Cleveland. Detroit, Cincinnati. Chicago. Milwau*
kee. Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City. Canadian address, 8i St. Peter

Street, Quebec.

Hqvtt your trees examined NOW !

1883 he happened to notice that one of his seed-
lings resembled a raspberry more than a black-
berry. When the berries ripened he found he had
a distinct variety of berry. In writing of the
loganberry, Judge Logan says: "The loganberry
possesses merits of the highest order for pies,

shortcakes, jam, and jelly. It stands alone as a

fresh fruit. The loganberry, in California Coast
counties usually begins to ripen about May 15th
and the principal crop is gone by July 15th. In
the states of Oregon and Washington, how ever, it

fruits at least a month later, and it is there showing
a vigor and permanancy, size of fruit, and bearing
qualities not found in California."
The discovery that the loganberry can be

evaporated retaining all the good qualities of the
fresh fruit greatly stimulated the loganberry
industry in the Northwest. The further favor-

able reception given by the public to the logan-

berry juice as a summer drink has proved another
favorable factor in increasing the present large

The berries are set eight feet apart each way, about 680 vines

being planted to the acre

acreage in the Willamette Valley and in the Puget
j

Sound country.

Prior to the introduction of evaporation, there

was usually a slump in the prices of the fresh

fruit, as the market was limited to the large cities

in the Northwest such as Portland, Tacoma,
Seattle, and Spokane, but with the introduction

of the dried loganberry the market w as extended

and the cost of transportation reduced so that

it is feasible to ship to any part of the United

States or Europe.

The seedlings from the loganberry plants are as

a rule of no value. The fruit is small and the

berry bright red like a raspberry. The berries are

propagated from cuttings. In the fall the tips of

the new growth are dropped on the ground and

earth is placed on the tip. The following spring,

usually about the first of March, the new- shoots

are cut and set out. Usually the rows are

The picking of the berries furnishes profitable employment for

hundreds of families

planted about eight feet apart and the cutting

are planted eight feet apart in the row. At inter-

vals of about eighteen to twenty feet cedar posts

are set deeply in the ground and three strands of

wire are strung. The top wire is usually No. 11

galvanized. A foot and a half below the top wire

a No. 14 w ire is strung, and another one about the

same distance below- the second wire. Before

planting the berries the field is well worked, and

frequently potash in the form of ashes is scattered

and harrowed in. The berries should be well

cultivated up to the time of bearing. At the end

of the season the vines that produced are cut oft

and burned, and the new growth trained on the

wires. Vetch or alfalfa is planted between the

rows and plowed under in the spring.

If properly cultivated and well cared for the
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Lilium Candidum
M.i. I. him i St. Joseph or Annunciation Lily

I he old fashioned whirr Kjrilrn lily.

prtlniK hardy, blooming • " 'he open
ground in |unr I lie m.im tnn« w hite

Howrrs, hornr on .1 strut 1 to 4 feet

high, nukr this III v most attractive.
Iln- variety should he planted in Sep-
tember

IV each. SI M> per 4m . $12 00 per 100
Monster K..IK. tOi .„ h 13.00 pet dot.,
S\i< (10 pri list I'ihi 01 rsprrsas |mid every-
where In U. S.

I i
. Autumn Bulb Catalogue

w.lh lull inhumation relative In Lilies. l>:tr

svin ami Hrretler Tulips. Narcissus, etc..
mailed Kree on trt|urst

Arthur T. Boddington Co., Inc.
Dept. L 128 Chambers Street. New York

Specialists

The* cost no more from us: and as
then- arc lot s of poor Peonies. » In not
ha>c the benefit of expert ad* ice?

Our fame is nation - wide. Prom
Maine to California the supremacy of
our Peonies is established. It is be-
cause we are specialists in a sense which
possesses a real \alue and significance;
that is.

We Grow Peonies

—Nothing Else

"OUR REPUTATION HAS BEEN BUILT ON
THE QUALITY OF OUR STOCK"

DISTINCTIVE CATALOG NOW READY
Remember that fall ia the ONLY time to plant
Peonica; we ahip at no other aaaaon.

MOHICAN PEONY GARDENS
Box 500, Sinking Springs, Penn'a

Everything for Yard
and Orchard

RIPE, delicious fruit in season!

What gives more pleasure

than an orchard of your own? Our
sure-bearing fruit trees embrace
many varieties and every one of

them is guaranteed good!

Our plan for improving lawns and landscapes is

both unique and effective: With absolutely no
expense to you, we will make, upon request, a
complete design for vour home grounds. In case
you approve, we will immediately send highest
grade shrubbery and flowers in time (or spring
planting. For sixty years our house has stood
lor quality in yard and orchard trees and flowers.

Send for 1016 catalog and see why.

HOOPES. BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. U West Chester. Pa.

H

Farr's HGonies
AR/STOCRA

EV KR YONE lovca the I rony. and yn how few really know the modern Peony. It in the (dory of lunr. surp issine therhododendron when iil.inlr.l in great musses, rivalling the row- in fragrance and delicacy of color I became no infat-
uated with Peonies that I could not Ik- satisfied until I had them all—and yet my collection, large as it is containing

ill iw.i nls oi .1 «
i
v.in. i Irs. in. hull's only I linsr ol known in digri r and of distinct merit

Only those who have seen these varieties can have any conception of rneir beauty They will never become common;
those who obtain a collection of these ran- sorts will In-come the possessor of an asset of distinct worth that will increase in
value from year to year. My peonies were awarded the American Peony Society's gold medal for the largest and best
collection of varieties at Chicago in 1914 and in New York City in 1916.

For the benefit of those who wish to acquire a really fine collection of Peonies. I have made I personal selection ofsome of the very best (regardless of price) which I offer in the following four collections, each containing a wide range of
type and color. *

No. 3 The "Premier" Collection
TweKe tieonlrs of the highest order i.t merit .it moderate juices.

Roale de Mecr. I ..Int. Milt while center flecked crimvm. 75 cts.

Hue ill- Wellington. Cat. White guards with sulphur centre. 50 cts.

IriinJnan. Krl. Hark carmine- amaranth, or claret; distinct. $1,00.
Fells t'riHisan. Cr. Brilliant red, typical tiomh shape; one of the
be« reds. 75 cts.

I.a Tullpe. Cat. Lilac white, outer petals, striped crimson. 75 cts.

Mine. Miirssarl. Very large rose ty|»e: uniform solferino red tip|ieiS
silver; fine lata variety. 75 cts.

Mmc. Moulot. Cr. Tyrian rose, slightly silver tipped; fragrant.

type 1

No. 1 The "Royal" Collection
Twelve of rarest and most beautiful varieties in mv "hole collection

\Uare Lorraine. LasS Oram white, 'leepenlng to iiale yellow;
distinct and beautiful. J4 .,.,

kelwav'a Queen. K.-I Uniform mauve rose, unsurimssed in loveli-
ness ..f form and color |«.oo.

lulu. i ll.'. IK I 1 hi i,,ln. r .-r ..ashr.l ,,hile. r. eedil.gh Ir.i-

Mine. Kaittg Lernolue. I nn Laan gtotMlar milk white. $9.00.
Maud l_ ICI.'hardson. Mollis Pale lilac rose, fsj.oo.

Mlltnn Hill. Kuh lllstliul shade of pure lilac ruse: one of the
SS f. ..

si. Martin Cahuxae. lies. Ilark purple gamel with black reflev.
the darkest of all. fsoo.

IVInsevere. t.em. Cn.ir.ls creamy white, splashed crimson: center,

Krusa Honheur. lies Stoat perfectly formed, with .vide iml.d.ated

siarMhlternhae.lt. LasS I 'nlform mauve rose, silver ti|»|>e.l. fs.oo.
w.Milniigi'. I A delicate lilac white, deepening toward the center to

Theeese. lies Immense bloom. vl..|et rose shading to white In the

The complete Royal Collection, retailing al $53.00 (or $ 1 ;.oc

No. 2 The "Aristocrat" Collection

Mine. Tholivenln. ' r Lar^'e globular txjmb; pure mauve. % 1 00.

Mile. Leonta <'alot- Cal. Delicate rose white; distinct shade. 75 eta.

Mure. -Iinl Vallliint. Cal. I 1 1 1
1

'"
1

1

i,'
1 'ji . ] i I bloom ; -

1 1 r . t '
1 1 1 e"

pink. «pct«
Marie MMMMi Cal. Large twautlful pure white. Very late. 75 cts.
Mom*. JiiN>« Kile, C#. Immense hi^h crown sharped bloom; soft
Mac rose, . ery fragrant. Extra fine. J1.00.

The complete Premier Collection, retailing al 1*),for $?.$o.

No. 4 Fair's "Special" Collection
Twelve beautiful varieties at im

Alcxnndrliinn. Cal. Light \i

Arwnc >li-ti rvU Vend. Clear

cost for the beginner,
t-rose; fragrant: upright. 50 cts.
let-rote, tipped silver. Free bloom-

< «iin?e alfl Paris*. Guards and collar vk>!et-ros«, crown flecked

Candid fn«| ma. Cal. Pure white, with sulphur < enter. 50 ct».
ll>urheMt< de N^ monrn. Cal. Pure white crown, sulphur collar.

Fragrant. ;o cts.

FMiilln Superba. Lemon Bright mauve pink, collar mixed with
lilac, 50 cts.

Fa 11 ft t. Miel. Guard and crown hydrangea-pink, fading to lilac white.

Fentlva Maxima. Miel. White center, flecked crimson. Best va-
riety for cutting. 50 cts.

xvlolrc de ( ht nonresui. Meth. Sfdferino red. tipped si)-, er in

older flowers. $1 00.

I.abolatx. lajeanese. Dark crimson, center petals tipped vellow. 50 cts.
La Coquette. Gr. Guards and crown light pink; collar rose-white.

Twelve beautiful varieties, each an aristocrat among peonies.
Atlidphe Kiiwiu. D. & M. Dark purple garnet; one of the darkest
early peonies. fa.oo.

Alhatre. Crousse. Milk white, shaded ivory; center faintly suffused
lilac rose, globular rose type, fs.oo.

Albert ( rouHW. Cr, Rose white flecked crimson, fragrant, fi.50.
Arniandliie Meehln. M> h I >i' tint t l>rilliant crimson. |l-5°.

taenrico \i nthliitftoii. HolHa. Intense rtrry crimson; flis'inct. S1.50.
I.randltlora. Ki h ir-ls-m. Delicate shell pink, water lily form; very

late; the finest late pink. «_

I.a Tendrewse. Cr. Uniform milk white; fragrant, extra, la.oo.

L'lndeapen«ubles Sold by many as Eugene Verdier. Lilac white
deepening in center to pale violet rose. $1.00.

Mile. HoMeau. Cr. Milk white guar ds, crnter petals splashed lilac

v. lure, fi.to.

Mmc. Forel. Cr. Very large clear violet rose, very fragrant. $1.00.

Mnionne Chevalier. Des. Pale lilac rose; cream white collar; very
fragrant. >

Venus. Kelway. Pale hydrangea pink; estra fragrant, fa.oo. Madame Calot. Miel. Hydrangea-pink. collar tinted silver. 50 cts.

The complete Aristocrat Collection, retailing at $20.00 for JS17.00. The complete Special Collection, retailing at jWi.35 for £5.00.

The "Kojul" and ** \ rl-torrnt" collections. #57.00. The "RoyaL** "ArUtocrat. * nnd "Premier" eolleetlons. 4tA.VOO.
The"l*remler"and Farr'n "Speclul" rolleetlonn, * 1 Si.OO. The lour collect lonn. containing; iH splendid varieties, ii 70.00.

AM the above varieties, and hundreds of others in my complete collection, at Wyomissing, are fully described in

P » U J Pl»\r-f ^rto/>i*alfioa Money cannot buy a treatise on Peonies and Iris so complete and authoritative, because norail 5 nartly rianl specialties ..ther book of this character is in existence—yet I will mail you a copy free if you will send
me your name and address and mention Country Life in America for I w ant you to know- Pennies as I know them.

September and October is the best time to plant Peonies, for then with the strong roots I send, you will obtain a large percentage of bloom the
first season.

BERTRAND H. FARR—WYOMISSING NURSERIES COMPANY, Inc.

103 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Penna.

Burpee'sSeeds (Irow
Send for Illustrated Catalog— Free Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

PERENNIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Plant your gardens with old fashioned hardy flowers. Arrange
your planting so as to have blossoms from May until December.
Come to the Nursery and see the plants in bloom. Then plan your
garden. We also carry a full line of nursery stock which we know
would interest you. Send for our catalogue C.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., INC.

Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

A Distinct Departure-
n Nursery Catalogues

I would like every garden lover to have my 40 page catalog.
"Flowers for the Hardy Garden." It is not a dreary price list, but a
series of descriptions (taken from the growing plants) at once as
vivid and accurate as I can make them. For each class there are sug-
gestive hints on cultivation and color arrangement, which are further
supplemented by a detailed classification of color. It is free for the
asking and will he sent promptly upon request.

TWIN LARCHES NURSERY, F. M. Thomas. West Chester. Pa.

Horsford's It pays

Tnlii to u se^UIU Horsford's cold

Weather ^?
at

l

,er plant
i

in

Plants
all climates where
winters are severe.

His list is the re-
sult of thirty years' experimenting with the
kinds that can stand the coldest weather.
You can't afford to use tender plants in hardy
climates. Even though you don't mind the
cost, you lose much in time and disappoint-
ment. Horsford's lists (spring and fall) offer

Shrubs, Trees. Vines, Bulbs. Wild
Flowers, Hardy Ferns, etc., about
a thousand kinds. Many of these, set in

season, would give better returns next year
than if planting is postponed until spring.

Don't fail to send for these lists before
placing orders. Send now and ask for

Catalogue M.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vermont
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If Your Greenhouse Location Problem
is Difficult, Put it Up to Us

TT happens that we have been particularly

successful in working out location pro-

blems, where it has seemed next to im-
possible to build a greenhouse, save at an

almost prohibitive cost. In such instances,

we have found satisfactory solutions, both
from the side of attractiveness and that

of practicalness.

This one is in a rapidly sloping location,

which condition has been turned to dis-

tinct advantage by utilizing the space

beneath, as a work and storage room:
which need would otherwise have required

a special building. The house itself is

constructed of U-Bars, giving to it that
light, bubble-like result which means so

much to you, in both the quality and
quantity of blooms produced.

Other houses may at passing glimpse,
look like the U-Bar,but that's the onlyway *

they are like it. No other house is con-
structed withU-Bars,or hasthe U-Bar con-
structed curved eave. It is a construction

as indestructible as it is of proven highest
producing efficiency. Look into the U-Bar.
Send for catalogue. Orsend forus. Orboth.

UBAR GREENHOUSES

yourCountryHome
BhrisfmasCard

IB

Prepare for Christmas with these
I individual Christmas cards,

f Orders should be placed now.
Deliveries December first or
sooner. Price $12 per hundred
up. Full particulars with speci
men sent on request with
banking reference.

BUTTON'S
681 Fifth Ave., New York

The Meehan Hand-Book of
Trees and Hardy Plants

is unusual, practical, handy and always useful as a refer-

ence. All undesirables are eliminated. Lists actual sizes

and prices them individually. Mailed free on request.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

DODSON'S SPARROW TRAP
docs the work automatically and humanely. $6.00 F. 0. B. Kankakee, 111.

Sparrows fight and drive out song birds. They are noisy, quarrelsome and
destructive. This trap catches them by the hundreds as soon as set. Rid
your yard of these pests. No other trap like it. Write for booklet describing
this trap and Dodson Bird Houses.

JOSEPH II. OOOSON. 704 Harrison Ave., Kankakee. III.

Mr. Dodson is a director of the Illinois Audubon Society la

The Readers' Service gives informa-
tion about gardening.

Have a Business of YourOwn
Are you secure in your position; do you know your future is

assured, or are you and your family going to suffer if

you are some day replaced hy a younger man?

Prevent this by owning your own business. You do not
need capital to start; only ambition to be independent.
There are several men in our subscription organization,

who are making from $1,000 to $10,000 a year. The
difference in the earnings is the difference in the time and
energy put into the work. We are publishers of four
magazines, some one of which should be in every home.

If you will break away and start in business for yourself, or
if you merely want to lay up a reserve fund for the inevitable
rainy day, write us now for full particulars.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York

average yield should be about five tons to the
acre. The loganberries are sold fresh for local

demand and unless the price is right the larger

growers evaporate their own fruit or dispose of it

through the local fruit-growers' association. The
berries are subjected to a temperature of 140
degrees for twenty-four hours, and it requires a
cord of wood to dry a ton of berries. It requires
approximately five pounds of fresh berries to

make one pound of evaporated fruit.

The average price of good loganberry land in

the Willamette Valley is about #150 an acre. To
this must be added at least $100 more per acre

to pay for the loganberry vines and to prepare the
ground, put in the posts and wire, and cultivate

the ground. About 680 vines are planted to the

acre. About every ten years the posts must be

gone over and any Door ones and some of the

wire replaced.

The picking of the berries furnishes profitable

employment for hundreds of families each sum-
mer when the children are out of school and can
help add to the family income. In good years
the growers have realized from #100 to $250 per

acre from the loganberry crop, so it looks as

though the loganberry had come to stay.

While the loganberry originated in California,

two of the first growers in Oregon were Mr.
Lafollette of Salem and Mr. Aspinwall of Brooks,

Ore. Brit Aspinwall discovered the process of

drying the loganberries and put up the first ones

on the market. C. J. Pugh of Falls City, Ore.,

improvised a press and prepared and marketed
the first loganberry juice. To-day there are two
companies located in the Willamette Valley with

a capacity of 200,000 gallons annually, as well as

several smaller companies. Fred Lockley.

THE LIFE HISTORY OF COMMON
MOTHS

HE average person thinks little and

perhaps knows less of the everyday
round of nature. Such a common
creature as the moth stands for a

tremendously fascinating life his-

tory. We all know some one or

two phases of its life but, its entire and complete

story is not so generally known.
Take such a cocoon as those pictured in May

Country Life in America, and hold it in your

hand. Can you tell whether or not life lies

within its wrappings, what is its sex, what will

happen during the life of the moth, and approxi-

mately how long that life is to be?
The cecropia cocoons, for example, are found

on maple, wild cherry, and willows; to be sure

they may be on any of our common forest trees,

but those mentioned seem to be the favorite ones

for this caterpillar of the cecropia moth to choose

for its work of cocoon making. Hold a cocoon in

your hand, and if it feels heavy and shakes—not

rattles—in its case you may be sure indeed that

,

life exists. But if you hear a dry, hard rattle,

then no life is within. The heaviest of the co-

coons usually are those of the female moths,

while the lighter weight ones enclose the male

forms. This is not surprising since the female

form is heavy with eggs. The cocoon case hold-

ing a male moth is smaller as well as lighter.

During the month of May vigorous, insistent

life throbs within the cocoon; not that life has not
|

existed before, but then the life energy was

expended in those changes which attended that

;

great miracle by which a big green caterpillar

became finally a beautiful brown moth. Think

of the expenditure of latent and potential energy!

During May and into early June moths are com-

ing out, and at first they are weak and weary

from their struggles. It seems incredible that a

moth with a wing spread often six inches in

length could force its way out of the cocoon

through a hole no larger than the head of a pin.

The wings, it is true, are not full-sized when the

moth emerges, but these develop, increasing in

size and strength by exercise. This is an interest-

ing performance; the exercising of the wings is d

by a fanning movement which not only increases

the strength of the wings but dries them as «

For during the struggle which attends the moth 1

entry into the outer world a milky fluid is exuded

and the moth comes forth weak, bedraggled, not

fully formed. It may take hours to dry off

The first instinct of the male moth is to mate

A long time ago I remember seeing a female moth

caught between two window panes. In not more

than fifteen minutes there were at least a dozen

male moths on the outer pane beating their wings
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A Free Service to

Property Owners

Who Wish to

Sell or Rent

It you have a country,

suburban or se ashore home
you wish to sell or rent,

list it without delay, in our

Real Hstate Directory Kile.

All that is necessary for

you to do is to send a com-
plete description, state

price, terms, etc. There

is no charge for this listing

—not even in the event of

a sale or rental.

We do not act as real

estate brokers nor negoti-

ate sales in our office—we
simply co-operate with
owners desirous of selling

and renting, to reach pros-

pective purchasers, by

placing the owner in touch

with the buyer and vice

versa. Send your descrip-

tion to

Manager Real Estate Department,

Country Life in America

The National Real Estate Medium

Garden City. L. L II W. 32nd St. N. Y.

The Amazing Genius

of O. Henry

*n This is the title of an essay in the
jl recently published book by Stephen

Leacock, "Essays and Literary Studies."

tTI Professor Leacock says: "The time is

jl coming, let us hope, when the whole
English speaking world will recognize in

0. Henry one of the great masters of
modern literature."

O.Henry COMPLETE
WORKS

A handsome red limp leather edition. Each
vol.. net $1.65. I2ooh., boxed, net $19.80

Cabbage* and Kings Rolling Stones

Four Million Sixes and Sevens

Gentle Grafter Strictly Business

Heart of the West Trimmed Lamp
Options Voice of the City

Roads of Destiny Whirligigs

Dojbleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

"A Gem Unset"
Virw tl Kiiiik)' of LUTTON (IrrenhouscH huill (or Galen L. BtOlM, Esq.. at Marion, Mass.,

taken just after completion in 19l.'i

Massachusetts' Largest Range
of Greenhouses

WHAT is believed to be the largest pri-

vate range of greenhouses in the State
of Massachusetts was built bv the

WM. H. LI! HON U). for Galen L. Stone,
rs<|., at (treat Hill, Marion, on the shores of
Uii/./..ird's Hay. 1 his state is, of course,

noted for the great area in cultivation under
glass.

There are hundreds of LUTTON Green-
houses of all 3i7.es and types in operation in

all parts of the country. LUTTON Green-
houses are built in sizes to tit any purse, from
the largest range down to the Miniature Glass
Gardens (cold frames of superior construction).

If vou will tell us what and how much you

would like to grow and how much space you
have available, we will be pleased to submit
sketches of several suitable structures to meet
your ideas, together with estimate of cost.

If you would rather inspect a completed
greenhouse, we can arrange for you to visit

one in your locality or perhaps you would
prefer to visit the full size LU ETON Green-
house, with curved caves and rust-proof V-Har
Frame, at' the Country Life Permanent Expo-
sition, Grand Central Terminal, 42nd Street,

New York City. If you wish a LUTTON
representative to meet you there, simply
make an appointment to suit your convenience
by phone or mail.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
261-267 Kearney Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

Greenhouses Conservatories— Sun Parlors - Glass Gardens Cold Frames

"In Nature's Perfect Setting"
Recent View of the Range of LUTTON Greenhouses at Marion, Mass.

Dreer's

Reliable Spring - Blooming

Bulbs

DO NOT miss the joy of having a bed or bor-

der of Bulbs next Spring. Plant them this

Fall as early as you can and success is certain.

We import the very highest grades of the finest

varieties and offer in our Autumn Catalogue
splendid collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-

sus, Crocus, Snowdrops, etc., etc.

The Fall is also the time to set out Hardy
Perennial Plants, Vines, Shrubs, etc. Our Autumn
Catalogue also gives a complete list of seasonable

seeds, plants and bulbs for out-doors, window-gar-
den and conservatory.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this magazine

Henry A. Dreer, KKSSSChestnut St.
Pa.
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"NEVER PUT A CHEAP ROOF ON A GOOD HOUSE"

Worcester, Mush.. Iiesidcncc Roofed with Sinull >!/

MONSON LUSTRE SLATE
We call attention to the beauty of small size slates upon roofs of

moderate or small area. Large and medium size slates on such

roofs look comparatively flat, thin and cheap or commonplace.

Moreover, small slates, being thicker in proportion to length, and

carrying greater proportionate overlap, make a three ply roof

throughout of considerably greater strength and durability. The
additional cost of laying and nails is at present largely offset by

lower prices per square for small slate, though these are bound to

rise as the merit of small slates becomes more generally understood.

At present they are a bargain.

If Interested for sample, picture of other roofs, etc., and literature, address:

Monson Lustre Slate Company
Successor to Maine Slate Co. of Monson

202 Devonshire Street Boston, Mass.

^ The Best Story ^

Harold Bell Wright
Ha

When
Has Yet Written

Over 600,000 Copies Sol

A MAN'S A MAN
Cloth 12mo $1.35

Illustrations and Decorations by the Author

A story of the real heart of the life of the unfenced land of ranch
and ran&e of Northern Arizona. A hi% novel with a big, plot, a
&reat theme—clean, wholesome, uplifting—a story of manhood

Also Just Published—Popular Edition— 1,000,000 Copies
Harold Bell Wright's Great Novel That Broke All Records

The Eyes of the World— Selling at 50 Cents

You should see the Clune Film Producing Co.'s Premier Production of "The Eyes
of the World," visualizing the story in a Cinema-Theatrical Entertainment

Other Novels by the Same Author
That Printer of Udell's—The Shepherd of the Hills—The Calling of Dan Matthews

—The Winning of Barbara Worth—Their Yesterdays

Mr. Wright's Allegory of Life Hfl ^ TT ^ .
1 T7« 5. Cloth 50 cents

"A literarygem that will live" I He UllCrOWIieCl JVlllg Leather $1.00

Seven Million Copies of Harold Bell Wright's Books Have Been Sold

THE BOOK; SUPPLY COMPANY, Publishers^ E. W. REYNOLDS, President 231-233 West Monroe Street, CHICAGO ^7

against it to get to the moth within. Some be-
lieve that a keen sense of smell enables the males
to scent out the female moth and that the an-
tenna; are organs of smell. The antenna- of male
moths are an inch larger than those of the female
of the same kind. The male, while in general
smaller in size, is lighter in coloring than the
female. The general plan of markings is in the
main the same for both sexes, while the differences

lie in color and intensity of color.

The promethea moths of the two sexes differ

greatly. The body of the female moth is inflated

with eggs often to the number of one hundred.
The moth is most uncomfortable until she de-
posits her eggs, which she lays on under surfaces

of leaves, twigs, bark, etc. Moths often do no
feeding at all during their lives, which extend over
periods of from a few hours to several daya in

length. Out of the eggs the caterpillars are

hatched. They eat throughout the summer,
becoming quite enormous in size in late August
and September, when they positively gorge
themselves. Now the fat, overfed, sluggish

caterpillars crawl into some suitable place to

make their cocoons. If you wish to see them do
this work follow these directions: take a box or

jar, covering it with wire screening, for purposes
of observation and air; place a layer of an inch

or two of soil in the prison. Here is to be placed

and confined the unluGky caterpillars. You
should put into the container some of the foliage

upon which you found your victim. If it was
found out in the open and on no foliage, as it

should have been, then try feeding tests with

any tree or weed foliage common to the section.

It is well to add a piece of well-rotted wood, for

some of the caterpillars will weave wood pulp

into their cocoons. I once had the caterpillar of

a polyphemus moth in a quart preserve jar, and in

with it was a bit of wood which the caterpillar

pulled apart and wove neatly and strongly into

its cocoon wall, that is, the outer covering of the

cocoon case. The common hairy caterpillars use

their own hairs with which to make a very loose,

shiftless sort of case. E. E. S.

PROFITABLE PRACTICES WITH
OATS

NY business involving a multitude of

interrelated details is proof of the

wisdom of giving careful attention

to those same insignificant, ap-

parently unimportant, factors. But

none advances more convincing

testimony than the business of farming when put

under the microscope of scientific investigation

and analysis. Consider the comparatively simple

operation of raising oats. One conceives of it as

requiring at most four steps, viz. fitting the soil,

sowing the seed, and harvesting and threshing

the crop. But these are not the cut-and-dned,

empirical operations they sound. The Ohio

Experiment Station has shown, for instance, that

although it is a common practice to sow the seed

on unprepared land so as to get it planted as early

as possible in the spring (which is very desirable),

nevertheless, in spite of the attendant delay,

disking the soil before planting increases the yield

by an average of 6.26 bushels per acre. Plowing,

however, results in an increase of only 1.37 bushels.

Going a step farther, the Station has found that

as the amount of seed sown per acre is increased

above four pecks, the resulting yield of grain

increases, until 11 pounds is reached, when greater

increase gives a lessened yield. The differences

between the yields from 9, io, and 1 1 pounds are,

however, so slight, that it is reasonable to con-

clude that the least of these, or at any rate 10

pounds per acre, is the best all round amount

—

for conditions such as those encountered in Ohio.

One other factor was similarly investigated,

namely the superiority of selected large seed

over selected small and unscreened seed. As

every one familiar with the principles of plant

breeding would expect, the continued selection

and use of large seed gave a noticeably increased

yield over that resulting from the use of small

seed. However, the difference between the result

following the use of large and of unscreened seed

was so slight that the futility of the farmer going

to the trouble of rescreening his seed after buying

it was clearly shown. Yet theoretically, the more

carefully the best is separated away from the

poorer, the better. The point is that the results

must justify and more than balance the added

expense of the extra effort before the work can

be called profitable. E. L. D. S.
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Peoflpcs Make a

Slul Garden
Cromwell Gardens Peonies are

famous for l heir law hlonms and
delightful colors, /'lout them tunv

and there is every reasonable

iiue ilut they will bloom next

spring, 1 tii t the following June is

uh. n (luv will tome forth in all

their tf'ory.

So you will be sure to have
sonn- lYonirs in bloom next spring

we have made up the

Cromwell Gardens Peony Collection
•EX Of OUR LEADING VAJHROtfl

: Am Gray. Attractive |v«lr lilnc. »|innklr<l Willi mimitr (lot* of
I ikr|*-i I'l " V.-.v .IisIhki .mil vnlinl.li- BOctt.
* Couronntd' Or. l"urr white with n rinu o( vi-llow •l.imrm arminil

I a lull «>( centre iwliil* with tarnunc ti|>s (hii-ol 1 In I»m lair

I varirtira 50 eta.
* FelU Crauae. Ijirtv. hall «lia|*il lh>wrr«. very hnuht ml One

i tht* color 50cts.
o Tynon roae; very lar«e Ikwcr 50cts.
11 llri ki-il 1 1 mi urn Itnmciw

51) cts.

ccked crimson Immense

Quean Victoria I aiitc lilooin. i>|x'nmK llr-.li whilr In pun- white 25 cts.

Kntlre Collection lor 92.00

You may luxe any of ihoc singly at. the regular price, hut it is to

vour athantacc to olitain the whole collection.

In aihlilion to the alx>\ c collet lion for $j oo we also have the same
varieties in extra-strong clumps. These arc well-developed plants and
will give immediate effects if set out now.

Entire Col'rtlion of Extra-Strong Plants jSj.oo

The Cromwell Gardens Fall Catalogue
presents in an interesting way" the merits of the leading Peonies, Phloxes,

Poppies, and other perennials I omprehensive lists of Bulbs, Roses,

"Evergreen* and Shrubs are given, together "with many hints on the

cue and cultivation of plants. May we send you a copy?

CROMWELL GARDENS, A. N. Pierson, Inc.
Box It. Cromwell, Conn.

_
TAc

BIRD HOUSE
MAN

hi/ Walter Pricbardjg/oz?

fi Tale qf a New£Dgkmd
Wage.tbe love stories

o/ils Inhabitants and of

T/ie BIRD HOUSE MAN
Matcbroato andMendero/ Hearts

Published Sept. 6th At All Bookstore*

mash-cited Ner*1.35

POUBLEDAYPAGE &CO.

Mnmmnrhutfttx Inntituin of Technology
Slnnn Oh W-hmtnr, Enginaar* William Wmllan Bomworih, Architact

HIS magnificent building, painted
with Bay State Coating, shows how
concrete can be transformed

—

beautified to rival the rarest effects

possible in marble or granite. One
or two coats of

Bay State cw„f Coating
in white or in tint gives a most attractive fin-

ish which neither time nor weather can mar.

Inside and outside, the original Bay State Coating
has proved its merits for years as a lasting, weather-
proof paint. Your new home of concrete or stucco

should be coated with "Bay State" for

beauty and weather protection.

iiplgr-WTTTi'

BAY MMt
MICK fr

Write for this hints- to -home-
builders booklet. Ask for booklet

No. 1. Color card free, too.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makar* Boston, Mas*.
New York Office : Architect*' Building

Bobbink & Atkins

Special

Evergreens
In quality, variety and extent our collection is unrivalled in America.

Hardy Old Fashioned Flowers
All of the most liked varieties. The blossoms that make the garden.

Peonies Introductions Iris

Spring Flowering Bulbs
Daffodils, Tulips, Hyacinths, and a full assortment of the

best miscellaneous bulbs.

300 acres of Nursery, 500,000 feet under glass. We Plan and Plant Grounds

and Gardens Everywhere. Write now for Illustrated Catalogue of Autumn
Plantings No. 35.

Rutherford,New Jersey



HERE are somewhat
more than ten thou-

sand country estates

in America, each of

which could profitably

support a motor truck,

and some of them more than one. At
the present time not a tithe of this

number is so equipped. At first sight the motor
truck does not seem at all essential to the wel-

fare of the country estate as distinguished from
the farm, but analysis fails to confirm the first

impression. The fact that the country estate

is an avocation to its owner, and not a voca-

tion, tends to blind us to the truth that it

must be administered in a purely utilitarian

manner. This may be done, as usually hap-

pens, by a substitute for the owner, who is thus
free to enjoy the delights of his property minus
the cares, but the fact remains that the estate

must be run as a practical business proposition.

If this were not done the owner would shortly

find himself involved in a chaos wherein enjoy-

ment would be out of the question.

We may assume that practically all country
estates have motor equipment of the passenger
carrying type. In addition, the work of the

property—the plowing, seeding, cultivating, the
freight transportation, no inconsiderable item
when much entertaining is done—is carried on
by means of horses, varying in number with the

size of the place and its character. Two horses

will be the fewest that any country estate will

employ, and even this inconsiderable animal
equipment may be profitably replaced by a com-
mercial motor vehicle of the lighter type.

The common idea that motor truck transporta-

tion is applicable only where heavy and contin-

uous loads are to be carried is altogether wrong.
The motor truck will profitably replace horses

in practically any line because when the truck is

idle it ceases to be an expense. The only fixed

charge on the motor vehicle which continues
when said vehicle is not in use is the interest on
the investment; fuel, depreciation, etc., all cease

automatically when the truck stops operating.

On the other hand, friend horse continues to

eat in sickness or in health, in idleness or in labor.

Motor trucks are built in sizes ranging from

500 pounds to five or more tons. Between these

extremes every form of business activity will find

a size and type which it may utilize in place

of horses with eminently satisfactory results from
the financial point of view.

The correct selection in the matter of type and
size of truck is vitally important. We hear

occasionally of firms which have gone back to

horses after having tried out motor transporta-

tion. In every case of this sort the fault has been
with the individual and not with the transporta-

tion method. Wrong types may have been se-

lected, or sizes not adapted to the company's
business. If a dry-goods concern attempted to

deliver its light wares with a coal truck, it

would meet with derision, and yet mistakes

almost as ridiculous are constantly being made
by companies in effecting the

exchange from horse to motor
transportation. We dwell upon
this simply because there is danger
that the country estate may make
similar errors in choosing its motor
truck or trucks.

The casual beholder, seeing

that the country estate is main-
tained primarily for the pleasure

of one person or family, forgets

that behind the outward show,
the luxurious idleness of the per-

sons most in evidence about the

place, there is a very respectable

business organization, ranging
from a farmer and a couple of
hands, to a staff embodying vari-

ous agricultural experts, book-
keepers, and a retinue of lesser

employees. Behind the pleasing

exterior are the practical works
which make it all possible.

THE MOTOR TRUCK ON THE
COUNTRY ESTATE

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

The average owner of a country estate is a

hard-headed business man who has made his

money in the strenuous battle of business life.

He is not the sort of person to maintain a big

place without expecting it to pay its way, at least

in part. Any deficit he probably charges off*

against his enjoyment of a show place, but he
would certainly be glad to make the account
balance if such a thing were possible. He may
utilize his acres for general farming, selling his

produce quite as cannily as the farmer who de-

pends on his place for a living; or he may have
some special hobby which he makes yield a cer-

tain income against the expense of riding it.

One can think of several estates belonging to

wealthy men, where fancy chickens are raised

and sold on an entirely profitable basis. From
the blooded cows of a great Westchester estate

comes quite the finest milk that New York* can
purchase. We know of a Wall Street broker
who raises pedigreed pigs on his Jersey farm ^nd
never allows the place to cost him anything.

Flocks of fancy sheep a're the profitable hobby
of numerous country estate owners, whose
mutton commands equally fancy prices.

We may take it then that the country estate is

fundamentally a commercial proposition, even
though it may not return an actual profit to its

owner. Products are raised for sale and this

means freight haulage, which is most economically
accomplished by motor trucks. Further, the

needs of the household of a country estate are

by no means as simple as those of the ordinary
farm family. To supply the higher standards of

living in the country house means additional

carting, and again the motor truck is indicated.

Lastly the country estate is generally located on a

good road, where the motor truck may be oper-

ated to the best advantage.

From statistics compiled by the United States

Department of Agriculture, we know that it costs

23 cents per ton mile to move, by horse trans-

portation, the billions of tons of farm products
raised year by year in this country. We know
that motor trucks running over improved roads
will move these products at an average cost of

3 or 4 cents per ton mile. These figures ap-

ply just the same whether the origin of the

carted products is a country estate or a plain, un-

varnished farm. And that, in a nutshell, is the

whole case for the motor truck.

But the advantages of the motor truck by no
means end with its reduction of hauling costs.

By reason of its great radius of action, the motor
vehicle opens remarkable possibilities of direct

marketing with consequent elimination of the

cost of double handling of its load. It is entirely

possible, for instance, to send a load of apples to

A truck will move the apple crop in a quarter of the time required by horse drawn vehicles

market twenty miles from the or-

chard in less time than it would take
to haul it to the railway station with
a horse-drawn equipage.
The matter of eliminating inter-

mediate handling of agricultural pro-

duce is an important one. In an or-

dinary shipment from farm to con-

sumer no fewer than ten intermediate handlings
are involved. In an age that prattles of efficiency

this would be ludicrous if it were not serious.

All perishable produce suffers in handling, and
much of it is actually destroyed in passing from
hand to careless hand.

Let us glance briefly at some specific instances

in which the motor truck has been used success-

fully on country estates. I have in mind a far

Western country estate of some 500 acres, owned
by a banker in a coast city. This place has been
placed on a paying basis solely by a motor truck,

a three-ton vehicle of the better class. The
estate is somewhat peculiar in that in addition

to the home place it has two farms, located, one
five miles east and the other ten miles west from
the homestead. The estate proper has as its

commercial factor a hesd of 300 blooded Jerseys,

from which some thousands of quarts of milk are

daily despatched to the coast cities. The rail-

way station is a trifle more than four miles away
from the main house. From the two farms are

drawn the produce necessary to maintain the

extensive establishment.

All this makes a fairly sizeable hauling prob-

lem. The milk from the home place must be

carted every day, and the seasonal moving of

crops from the two farms adds a great amount of

temporary but intense activity. Then, too,

much incidental hauling is inevitable on an es-

tablishment of this sort.

Formerly it took fourteen horses to carry on
the work of the whole estate. With the purchase
of the three-ton truck the horse equipment has

been cut down to a team of horses for each farm
and these are used for purely agricultural pur-

poses—-plowing, cultivating, and harvesting.

The truck absolutely takes care of all the hauling.

Now, to begin with, the price of ten horses

at present day rates would practically pay for

the motor truck. The cost of feeding, shoeing,

and caring for the animals mounts up to a tidy

sum in the course of a year. But the increased

efficiency of the truck is the biggest item in the list.

The manager of this estate recently stated that

it had been impossible fully to cultivate the two

farms before the coming of the truck, while in-

ability promptly to move the crops had pre-

vented any profit from what had been grown.

Aside from furnishing a certain amount of pro-

duce for the consumption of the home estate, the

farms were actually a liability. With the truck

in service the farms had been placed on a self-

supporting basis besides contributing to the main-

tenance of the home place.

It may be argued that this case is peculiarly

favorable to the truck, since the milk business

gives it an unfailing daily task. That is undoubt-

edly true, but on the other hand it

would be an unusual day on any

country estate when no useful

work could be found for the

vehicle—and remember always

that when the truck is idle prac-

tically all expenses cease.

Up in Putnam County, New
York, there is a country estate

comprising between fifty and sixty

acres. A goodly portion of this

acreage is taken up with fancy

apple orchards. Until a year ago

four horses were maintained on

this place to care for the farm

work and hauling. The owner of

the place is a well known New
Yorker; his garage contains a

number of motor cars, and two

years ago, by way of experiment,

a one-ton truck was added.

Before the installation was a

month old it had passed the

72
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YY/HEREVER representative Americans gather

—

for sport or business—Firestone Tires predom-

inate. For originality of design and reliable perfor-

mance, for safety with speed and economical going

—all who demand the highest standards of travel

look for the "Word of Honor," the name "Firestone."

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Branches and Dealers Everywhere

"America's Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers"

Ttrestone Tires
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Flexible Tires,
Saving and Strong

WE are satisfied that Goodyear Cord Tires

are stronger than any others; that they
consume less power; that they increase

fuel efficiency.

These results are the logical outcome of certain defin'

ite differences in design and construction "which we
long ago proved to our satisfaction were bes*: calcu'

lated to secure the practical advantages we sought.

These advantages were, increased cushioning qualities,

through increased flexibility and resilience; increased

aid to the motor, through increased liveliness, speed,

and light'running in the tire; with a corresponding

reduction of power'loss and gasoline consumption.

And motorists everywhere—owning cars of almost

every class—are rapidly learning that these benefits

more than make up for the higher price they pay for

Goodyear Cord Tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Akron, Ohio

All-Weather and Ribbed Treads, both
Double-Thick, for rear and front wheels.

The All-Weather grips, deep and sharp,

resist skidding and give maximum trac-

tion. The Ribbed Tread assists easy steer-

ing. Goodyear Tires, Heavy Tourist Tubes
and Tire Saver Accessories are easy to get

from Goodyear Service Station Dealers

everywhere.

AMO N
CORD TIRES

"If it's red, it's an Empire"

empire
RED i

ures

Boston
Garter
Gives men more service and more comfort for its cost
than any other article they wear. It's put on and taken
off in a jiffy and holds socks neatly and securely.
Silk 50c; Lisle 25c. At your store or by mail postpaid.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY Maker. Boston

Kelly-Springfield Tires and Tubes

are Hand Made from Pure Rubber
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.
57th Street and Broadway, New York

REPUBLIC QUALITY TIRES
For Quality People

The Republic Rubber Co. Youngstown, Ohio.

The Readers' Service

gives advice regarding

schools.

experimental stage. Two of the horses had
been sold. The truck now does all the haul-
ing, and last year it moved the apple crop
in less than a quarter of the time that it had
taken the horse-drawn outfits to do it. The
manager of this estate has used the truck for

spreading manure and even sent it into a fifteen-

acre lot to seed it down. Pulling a disk seeder,

the truck finished the job in a day, which the
horses had always taken two and a half days to

accomplish.

"I had expected to have a good deal of trouble
in keeping the truck busy," said the manager of
this estate, "but even in off seasons there is al-

ways something for the vehicle to do. A run
to the village for freight or trunks from New
York or groceries or other supplies—the truck is

always ready. I get dozens of little jobs done
that would be neglected if we had to rely on horses.

Last fall I mounted my spraying outfit on the
truck and sprayed the orchards with it in a

quarter the time it used to take, and then I used
it for collecting the dead wood after pruning.
That truck has mighty few idle moments; we
manage to keep it going all day long."

In central New Jersey there is a small country
estate of about fifteen acres, much of it in lawns,

wThich has reached a very high state of perfec-

tion. There is not a horse used on this place;

even the lawn mower is driven by motor. In
addition to the pleasure cars, there is a small

motor truck which is used as a general utility

vehicle. All the supplies for the use of the con-
siderable household are brought from the railway,

which is about two miles distant. The estate

is managed by a head gardener, who asserts

that his light truck has abundantly justified

itself in spite of the fact that there is no com-
mercial side to this place at all; nothing is raised

for sale.

We have considered the work of the motor
truck on three widely different types of country
estates, the big fellow of five hundred acres, the

ordinary place of fifty acres and the small place

of fifteen acres of purely ornamental grounds.

On each of them it has justified its employment on
the testimony of those responsible for it.

There is scarcely a country place in America

—

and this includes farms—that would not benefit

by the employment of the truck idea. It is not

always possible for the small farm to employ
truck power, but it may utilize the truck principle

as embodied in the trailer, which will carry re-

markably heavy draw loads behind the abundant
power of the ordinary touring car or runabout, a

million of which, statisticians tell us, are owned by
farmers. Every one of these rural motorists

can use a trailer behind his car to his eternal

profit, solving his transportation problem and
cutting his hauling costs by 75 per cent.

Exact figures on the comparative cost of motor
and horse power on the country estate are not

available. It is possible, however, to arrive at

accurate estimates on the basis of well established

factors.

Let us assume that the motor truck employed
on the country estate costs #1,500. A number of

vehicles adapted to rural service may be had at

that figure. We must charge off #75 per year

as interest on the investment. Secondly we must
debit $300 against the inevitable depreciation.

Running expenses, gasolene, oil, tires, and re-

placements will average another $300 per annum.

It is presumed that the truck will be driven by

an ordinary hand and not by a chauffeur, so that

$300 will be enough to charge off against driver's

wages. This gives us a total yearly bill against

the truck of $975.
On the other hand good farm horses to-day

are selling as high as #250 apiece. Under any

sort of favorable conditions the motor truck will

do the work of six horses, which gives us a #1,500

saving to offset the cost of the truck. It costs

pretty close to #150 a year to keep a work horse,

to which must be added #12.50 interest on the

investment. With six of the animals this gives

us the $975, which we have estimated as the

yearly expense charge against the motor truck.

But the use of the truck will mean a saving of

two drivers at #300 annual wage and this gives

us a #600 credit in favor of the motor vehicle.

No numerical estimates, however, can possibly

show the really vital advantages of the motor

truck over the very best of animal transportation.

In its flexibility, its celerity, its saving of effort

and time and labor, lies its infinite superiority.

On the country estate, the fundamental idea of

which is to give pleasure to its owner, which can
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Kipling At Fifty

t
7n I'.dUorial in the

RCciV )'orl{ ^imes says of his verse:

' II.mils .1 line of .ill his poems hut stiikes ,i free,

vit jI, inspiring "<"*' fur which the wot hi is t lit hct tcr.

II Ills poems, uiteipieteil the soul of the colonies

foi the mother!.mil ;is h.ul nevei heen ilone hefore

.i ml m.ule hoth of them Ireshly .i«.ur of the senti-

ment.il ties th.it hnul them together. Statesmen
decreed the British I'.mnirc. Hut Kipling \\ .i

s

one of the few men who breathed into it the
htr.it h of life.

Collected Verse
of

Rudyard Kipling

Cloth, Net, $2.00. Ooze Leather, Net, $2.50

Illustrated by W. Heath Robinson, Net, $3.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

W E have man in our office who has

a very interesting job.

He receives letters from all over the

world and replies to every one of them,

not with a mere printed form; but with

a personal letter carefully thought out.

Some days he travels over the greater

part of Xew York City looking for the

right answer to a single letter.

This man conducts our Readers' Service

Department.

If you come across anything in any of

our magazines, or anywhere else for that

matter, about which you want more infor-

mation just write him a letter.

He'll answer it—that's his job.

Address

—

Readers
1
Service Department. Doubleday. Pa«e & Company

Garden City New York

National Responsibility

THE service principles which underlie

LEE Tires are as clear, as worthy

and as practical as those that give

base to this government itself.

Both are built to render enduring service

to the people.

Both are built to resist to the fullest

extent forces inimical.

LEE
PNEUMATIC NON-SKIP PUNCTURE - PROOF

GUARANTEE
LEE Puncture-Proof Pneumatic Tires

are Guaranteed Puncture-Proof under a
Cash refund. The ingenious armoring

of the vitals of the tire with three layers of

small impenetrable discs, guard the

carcass and inner tube against puncture

and blow-out.

LEE "REGULAR"
The LEE "Regular" is the best pneumatic tire

in the market. It is impossible to build more
quality and science into an automobile tire

—

we should know as manufacturers of rubber

goods for 33 years. The rubber is treated by

the LEE "vanadium" process which doubles its

toughness, increases its resilience and gives

astounding mileage. Always use LEE "Velvet"

Red Tubes—for wearability and tensile strength

they have no equal.

IVRITE FOR "BOOKLET "K"

LEE TIRE 6C RUBBER CO.
Manufacturers of Rubber Goods Since X&83

CONSHOHOCKEN, PENNA.

Distributors in all Principal Cities

Reg. V. a
Pat. Office

SM Miles
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Your Walls

Will Be Just as

Permanent
Can you put confi-

dence in metal lath that

had to be pounded loose

from the plaster after eight years of service in a Chicago
department store? Then you can be sure that

Expanded Metal Lath
is well worth insisting upon as a base for plaster or stucco walls in

your house. Plaster work is dependent upon the bond between it

and the lath that holds it. The mesh of Kno-Burn completely imbeds
itself in the plaster. It never fails to grip.

We are offering home builders a complete treatise on house con-
struction with floor plans, illustrations and comparative cost figures.

You will find it of vital interest. It is called "Practical Homebuilding."

Send 10c to cover cost of mailing
and ask for booklet 3S9

If You Want
Building Information

Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience

with building problems and the building trades has given us

a valuable fund of information. Advice and help in selecting

materials and equipment, etc., will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, N. Y.

BATH • KITCHEN - LAUNDRY'
|

KEwane£
PRIVATE UTILITIES
Give Water and Light Service Equal to
the Best Public Utility Plants in Cities

The largest or smallest residence, no matter where located, can be equipped
with all the comforts of the city home. The Kewanee is the original air pres-
sure water system. Supplying water under strong pressure for bathroom, kitchen, laundrv,
garden, garage, barns and stock. Excellent fire protection. No elevated tanks. Anybody
can operate. The Kewanee is built as a complete and compact system in our factory and
ready for a life-time of good service as soon as the shipping crate is taken off. Cost from
f^oo up, according to capacity desired. Our dealers are high class mechanics and will
install a Kewanee System, with our guarantee of success. KEWANEE PRIVATE UTIL-
ITIES give daily service and remove the last objections to comfortable country living.

Water Supply Systems—Sewage Disposal Plants—Electric Light Plants
Gasoline Engines—Gasoline Storage Plants—Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Send for illustrated bulletins on any or all the above

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES COMPANY, 130 South Franklin Street, KEWANEE, ILLINOIS I
(Formerly, Keivanee Water Supply Company) Branch Offices—50 Church Street. NEW YORK, and 1112 Marquette Building, CHICAGO |

only be achieved by maximum efficiency, the
motor truck is inevitably indicated.

With the arrival of the small general utility

tractor to plow, cultivate, reap, and furnish the
power for a variety of uses, we may venture the
prophecy that the great proportion of the coun-
try estates of America will become wholly motor-
ized. They will have motor cars for the pleasure
of the owner and his family, motor trucks for

utility transportation, and motor tractors for the
necessary farming operations. In addition they
will have stationary motors for pumping water,
lighting the house, and who knows what else.

We are standing on the threshold of the motor
age of country life in America.

IN BEHALF OF FISHES

NLY a few of the creatures of the
iV''V^ waters have names that do them

* y IG justice. The whale, for example,

J3t may congratulate himself on a

marvelous piece of good fortune.

How did it ever happen that he
was not named elephantfish? The seal played
in rare luck, too, in that he is not called a sea rat.

Probably the only reason why the gar isn't known
as a U-boat fish is that U-boats are comparatively
new. Most fishes are known by mere metaphors,
as "sheepshead," "catfish," or "spade." It is

shocking to reflect upon the haste with which
man must have christened the great majority
of the citizenry of the deep—after animals and
birds, tools and occupations, and even by such
picayune accidents of life as habits (the "sucker,"
the "never-bite"), a habitat (mud!), a sound, a

taste, or an odor. Yes, even a fancied odor.

What right has man to describe a clean, respect-

able moving creature that hath life as a "smelt"?
We sit in childish judgment upon fishes' charac-

ters and slander them without qualms. One we
call an angel fish. Others, whose ethical code,

for all we know, is fully as lofty, we catalogue as

scamps, hellbinders, or hogs. (I share the com-
mon prejudice against the devilfish, and pass

that name without further comment.)
A savage might be justified in speaking of a

fish as a cat, a dog, a lion, a wolf, a squirrel, a

cow, a parrot, or a robin; but one has a right to

expect something a little less primitive in nom-
enclature from races of civilized men. "Red-
winged sea robin" has a touch of poetry in it.

Let that stand. But have we just cause to

impugn a fish's sanity by calling him a squirrel?

Or to slander him with such labels as toad-fish

or red hog? How crassly gastronomic is man's
view of finny creation when he speaks of a mutton
fish or a pork! By what right does he presume to

ascribe occupations to the peoples of the water-

world, writing them down as ale-wives, doctorfish,

sergeant majors, schoolmasters, Beau Gregorys,

or cock-eyed pilots? How disgusting it must
be to a blue-blooded fish to learn that he is named
after one of man's hand-made possessions—a file,

a box, a pin, a ladder, a trunk, a lancet, a drum,

a skate, a pike, a bellows. Were there not

enough good nouns, such as minnow, bass, and

cod, to go around? Or was the christener simply

in a hurry?
We hire bright young women at fabulous sal-

aries to make up names for Pullman sleeping cars,

but the best we can do for a wonderfully dainty

creature that hath life is to call him a ladderfish.

We descend even to the absurdity of describing

a beautiful habitant of the tropic seas as a blue-

striped grunt. Grunt, indeed! Such a fish has

a perfect right to hide himself forever from man's

sight and ken and become an indigo wail or a

blood-red growl.

Such a system of christening is a crying shame.

A fish commission ought to be appointed to set it

right.

Charles Phelps Cushing.
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See the

Duplex-ALCAZAR-
Hi 11 11 l.iit is .1 kitihrti r.inn< - that il

rtull\ modern II is nt.ule in two tvpt-s

oni burning or nwmhI ami g.is, .mil the

01 In 1 living oul, wihhI hi. I ml scn.ir.iti'lv or

.it the same timr. I he Duplex \I (.'\/\R
Km. is complete .ill in one re.ulv to

hum the luel you choosf St any and
•ill tunes.

You i.in make the change for different

fuels with //in r.mge in .1 seioiul's time
and the Duplex- \lA'\/ \K eonforms with

your rrquitenu nt s. It's the "year "round

range" keeps the kitchen cool in summer
— warm m winter suits the seasons in

between and cuts luel hills as well as in-

suring hettei cooking results.

The best sto\c merchant in your town is

now displaying a line of I )uple\- \IA" \/ \ R
Ranges in the type best fitted to the need
of \ oui section.

H'ritf us for Descriptive Litera-

ture. Gladly sent on request.

ALCAZAR RANGE & HEATER CO.

366 Cleveland Are. Milwaukee, Wise.

emii.^j*aii;4kigfci Syst

Of Underground Refute Disposal

Keeps your garbage out of sight in

the ground, away from the cat, dog,
and typhoid fly.

Opens nuh font. Hand* nevrr touch.

Underground Garbage
and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof Receiver (or ashes,
swrepinics and oily waste in bouse or
GARAGE.
Our Underground Earth Closet
means IrwHom from polluted water.

Uok fbr mmr Tree* Hark.

In ate 12 yn. Il eau* to look uj up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

r. 11. sTFrin s»»s. Mfr
Urr.r Hi., I . ..... M .. .

.

K&WANE& Smokeless
Firebox Boilers
Cut Coal Costs

READ THIS

1 it

i

IDENTALLY, as you go along, "We"'

abledav Page, $i. S°) " ^ou 1 pretty I

vervthing under the sun. But hrst, last,

! the time, it is about you and me, singly,

,. anJ multituJinously; and about our re-

I and relations to war and peace-seven

ed and eleven pages of cool-headed under-
^

inc and warm-blooded faith in regard to

n nature. It is a book that no single'

in being (except Gerald Stanley Lee) «n
1

agree with, entire. Which many peo-

consider a good reason for throwing u

waste paper basket. But it is also a

„ sentence and statement of which

thousand human beings w3l

often wU%vor and a passionate thankfulnes

rhat son^has had the ins.ght ^and the

. ^VK»« them to themselves. Ana I
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AMERICAN ^CKJK OF OUR GENERA-

TION.—J- B. Kerfoot in Lije._
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I book

At All Bookstore* Net $1.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

//ouj/ of Uanul fV. Nyt, ttq., Krm Gardttu, Lon& Island, N. Y. Aymar Embury II, ArchiUcl, Ntw York, N. Y.

"WKiU Pin* in Horn* Building;" i< beau-
tifully illustrated and full of valuable
information and suggestions on home-
building. Send today- for this booklet

—

free to all prospective home-builders.

"The Helen Speer Book of Children's

White Pino Tots and FurniturV*—a fas-

cinating children's plan book, from
which a child may build its own toys
and toy furniture. Prepared by Helen
Speer, the toy expert, n there are
children in your home, sent free on
request.

T7IGURING value in terms of service, the

most economical wood for home-building is

White Pine
Lumber men, architects and carpenters have for

generations agreed that no other wood gives

such long and satisfactory service, when exposed
to the weather, as White Pine.

It does not shrink, swell, crack, twist, warp or

rot—and once in place it "stays put," after years

of exposure, even in the closest fitting mitres

and in delicate mouldings and carvings.

These are not mere claims— every one has been proved by
three centuries of building experience in America.

If your lumber dealer is unable to supply White Pine, we
would appreciate the opportunity of being helpful to you in

securing it.

Address, WHITE PINE BUREAU,
1913 Merchants Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers'
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
snd Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturers of Idaho

"Stlma Lagerlof's "Jerusalem' is the

story of us all—of our finenesses and
failings, our faiths and fears and foolish-

ness. And because its author is a child

and a woman and a seer—these three—
in one, a child may read "Jerusalem'
or a sage, and be equally enthralled.

"

—
J. B. Kerfoot in "Everybody's"

Eighth Edition Net, $1.35
DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

Big $2 Offer-KEITH'S
9mmmmmm \ i . . i H 11 _. j » The magazine for home

J builders, the recognized
authority on planning,
building and decorating
Artistic Homes.
Each number contains

; t , i Plans by leading
architects. Subscription $2.
Newsstands. 20c copy.
Twelve big house building
numbers and your choice of

KEITH'S BOOKS for the HOME BUILDER
HO Rnntrulows and Cottages 1 ITS Hans coating below '$6000
HO Plans of MlHM 125 over $6000
125 " coxting below $4000 100 " Cement and Brick
176 '* $5000 I &0 Garages. 40 Duplex and Flat*

Lay on* ofth**e St. 00 Plan Hooks h'r+m with a year' t nbtrxptxon . SZ.00— M L. KEITH, 928 McKnigbt Bldr., Minneapolis. Minn.
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The Newest Addition
to the famous

FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of

Woven Wall Coverings

THIS beautiful new crea-

tion requires but a glance

to establish it as the most
beautiful and most artistic

wall covering. Has all the

qualities of the rest of the

Fab-rik-o-na line. Durable,

color-fast, sanitary, strong,

crack-proof. Stands hard
usage. Will not shrink and
open at seams. Economical.

Fab-rik-o-na Interwovens

appeal to those who want the

daintiest as well as most ser-

viceable wall covering. Every
taste can be satisfied in the

great variety of tones and patr

terns. The richness and beau-
ty cannot be imagined or set

forth in cold type. They must
be seen to be appreciated.

Send for samples. Our service de-
partment will help you with your
decorating problems and put you in

touch with dealers in your own city.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
383 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

East or West
North or South

Large or small, expensive or cheap,

wherever your property may be, you

can reach a probable buyer through

the Real Estate Department in

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
The National Real Estate Medium

1 1 West 32nd Street New York

GALLS AND THE INSECTS WHICH
PRODUCE THEM
ALL-PRODUCING insects are of

many kinds, each having its fa-

vorite tree or plant on which to

work and its peculiar way of pro-

ducing galls. For example, I have
observed that the blackberry cane

gall chooses nothing but the blackberry or similar

plants; the aggregate gall on the black-jack; the

leaf gall on the hickory and other trees. The
most abundant in this country are perhaps the

midges which work on the twigs of the Spanish

oak.

When one begins to search for information on
the subject of galls and gall-producing insects, he

is at once struck by the scarcity of the available

literature. Well known writers on other insects

speak sparingly of the gall midges, and then often

in uncertain sentences. For five years I ha\e
studied galls and still I confess that I know very

little about them. Just about the time I am
quite ready to satisfy my mind on a certain pe-

culiarity, something puzzling again bobs up, and
then I realize the shallowness of my knowledge.

During the last five years, I have hatched and
reared insects from five different species. The

A near view of two galls, on the lower one of which is a woody
growth protruding from the orifice made by the insect

last for the year 1915 was one that we now have
under consideration called Andricus corniginus.

These galls are most abundant in our country on
the Spanish oaks, where they are conspicuous

in winter when the trees are bare. It is interest-

ing to note the various opinions advanced by the

average spectator as to the probable cause of

galls, and what they are.

The galls of the oak are enlarged, distorted

woody cells, first caused by the introduction of the

egg into the cambium layer on the young twig.

The eggs are covered by a stimulus which at once
intercepts the downward flow of sap and proto-

plasm, causing an unnatural and enlarged growth
much resembling a cancer on the human body.

The insect which is responsible, and which is

capable of producing the gall on the Spanish oak,

measures \ of an inch in length, is wasplike

in appearance, and belongs to the Hymenoptera
family. It emerges as a perfect adult about
April 15th. When the brood hatches one is

struck immediately by their great agility. Like
a litter of pigs or chickens, they cannot keep still.

The females are easily distinguished from the

male by their large, ebony colored abdomens,
w hich contain hundreds of eggs and the stimulus.

They keep their antennae constantly in motion
and continually primp, by running the fore legs

over the head. When not primping in this

manner, they busy themselves by dressing their

iridescent wings with their longest legs. Fifteen

of them kept confined among green twigs, when
released in the open made no effort to fly. The
females have an ovipositor 1-32 of an inch in

City Water Service in the Country

ANY one having an available source of supply —from
well, spring or lake—can have a water supply sys-
tem offering to the suburbanite all of the opportu-

nities and advantages which the city family now enjoys.
From the big line of

Water Supply Systems
may be selected an outfit which may be operated by
electricity, gasoline engine, kerosene engine, water pres-
sure or by hand, to supply an adequate
volume of water, and at the desired pres-
sure, to meet all requirements.

If you are not enjoying the many advan-
tages of a good water supply system, or if

you have a system which is not eivine

If you are not enjoying the many advan-
tages of a good water supply system, or if

you have a system which is not giving
proper service, fill in and mail to us the
coupon below, for catalogue^ and sugges-
tions as to the proper kind of system to
meet your needs.

The Bishop-Babcock-

Becker Co.

Manufacturers — General
Offices, CLEVELAND, O.

Branches in Larger Cities

KILL IN, DETACH AM) MAIL THIS (Ot'PON, NOW!
The B. B. B. Co., Cleveland— Please mail complete catalogue of

"Eureka" Water Pumps and Systems, I am interested in a [ ]pump,
[ ]system to be operated by (check which).

L J Electricity [ ]Gas Engine [ )Water Pressure [ ]Hand Power.
Our daily water consumption is about gallons.

Name
Address
C. L. A.

—

q'i6

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the New Forests, England. Beautiful

Landscapes, Sunsets, Moonlight Views.

Gypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

subject you can think of, for advertising

and publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
1 1 West 32nd Street, New York City

r
Could You

Have Handled Daniel?

f|T "Margaret," said Daniel, "I've never quarreled
with anyone in my life, but," he added, a little

icy gleam in his eyes that did chill her for a
moment, "I've always had my own way!"

J]I "Which has of course," was Margaret's reply,

^1) "been dreadfully bad for you. It's well you've
married a wife that is going to be very firm with
you!" How a spirited, high bred Southern girl

came to "take on" an exceedingly thrifty, million-

aire Pennsylvania Dutchman, and his amazing
relations, and what she made of it, is the story
rich in comedy.

Her Husband's Purse
Another Story of the Pennsylvania Dutch

By Helen R. Martin

Author of "Barnabetta, " "Tillie: A Mennonite
Maid, " "Martha of the Mennonite Country, "etc.

Four Illustrations Net $1.35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City, New York
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Real humor and real art are the two great charms Judge has for its

many thousand readers. You find a goodly measure of both in every issue.

Judge is rightly named "The Happy Medium." It is happy, con-

genial, entertaining throughout—no "muckraking," no thundering,

no ridicule, no sensationalism—just a good jolly reading companion

for people who appreciate real humor, well illustrated.

As a jolly companion always does, Judge finds so much that

is pleasant and entertaining going on in the world that it

hasn't any room in its pages for anything else.

You can get this week's Judge at any newsstand

—

1 cents.

If you want to receive it by mail at your home every

week, send $5 (see left-hand coupon) for a full year's

subscription — 52 splendidly illustrated, colorful

numbers.

Or "get acquainted" for three months by

sending the right-hand coupon and $1.

Once we get you acquainted, you will be

with us as a permanent subscriber.

Country Liie \

JUDGE
225 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Enclosed find $5.00.

please send Judge for

one vear to

Address

JUDGE, 225 Fifth Avenue
New York City Country Life

Enclosed find $1.00, please senc.

v Judge for three months to

Name

A ddress
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oftAeJO'tcAezi
THE proud and happu owner of a new 'Standard" one-piece, white enam-

eled Kitchen Sink was so pleased with it that she named it the "Aristocrat

of the Kitchen." Before the new sink was installed, her kitchen was
equipped with an ordinaru sink encased in vermin-inviting, moisture-holding

wood work The old outfit was dull, drearu and unsanitaru. The advent of

the "Aristocrat of the Kitchen" completely changed the appearance of her

kitchen, just as it wdl yours, if uou install a new Standard" Sink.

Standard" KITCHEN SINKS
are made in one-piece, white enameled, without a single crack, joint or crevice.

Theu mean up-to-date kitchens in homes new or old. Theu are made in manu
styles and sizes and are equipped with Standard" Stream Regulating Faucets

which prevent spurting and splashing, assuring steady flow at all pressures.

Legs are adjustable to set sink at any height up to 36 inches.

Why delay securing real kitchen comfort, when your Plumber is willing to

call with his 'Standard"catalogue and submit estimates without obligation. Write

us for attractive new booklet, '"Standard" Plumbing Fixtures for the Home.

Dept. 25 Standard 3anitat!9lDi9. Co. Pittsburgh, Pa.

You ore Invited to see Kitchen Sinks

NEW YORK 35 W. 3 I ST
NEW YORK (EXPORT DEPT.) 50 BROAD
BOSTON I 88 DEVONSHIRE
PHILADELPHIA I 2 I 5 WALNUT
WASHINGTON SOUTHERN BLDO.
PITTSBURGH I 06 SIXTH
CHICAGO 9O0 S. MICHIGAN
CHICAGO 14-30 N. PEORIA
ST. LOUIS IOO N. FOURTH
CLEVELAND 4409 EUCLID
CINCINNATI 633 WALNUT
TOLEDO 311-321 ERIE
COLUMBUS 243-25S S. THIRD
YOUNGSTOWN 219 N. CHAMPION
WHEELING 3120-30 JACOBS

In ant) ol tkese 'Standard* Skowroomt
ERIE 128 W. TWELFTH
LOS ANGELES MESQUIT AT E. 7TH
LOUISVILLE 319 W. MAIN
NASHVILLE 815 S. TENTH
NEW ORLEANS 846 BARONNE
HOUSTON PRESTON fc SMITH
DALLAS 1200-1206 JACKSON
SAN ANTONIO 2I2LOSOYA
FORT WORTH 828-830 MONROE
TORONTO. CAN 59 E. RICHMOND
HAMILTON. CAN 20 W. JACKSON
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE RIALTO BLDG.
DETROIT OFFICE HAMMONO BLDO.
KANSAS CITY OFFICE RESERVE BANK BLDG.

DEANE'S PATENT
FRENCH RANGES

No. 209
Patent French

Coal Range in

Combination with

Gas Range and

Broiler

The Range shown above, designed for the fam-
ily of average size, embodies the best features
of big hotel ranges. Sturdiest construction,
uniform heating assured, platform drop doors,

unsightly smoke pipe eliminated, all parts ac-

cessible, easy to keep bright and clean. We also

manufacture an extensive line of plate warmers,
broilers, steel cook's tables, incinerators, laun-

dry ranges, etc.

Send for Catalogue

BRAMHALL, DEANE COMPANY
261-265 Wat 36th Street New York City

A Free Service to Property Owners

Who Wish to Sell or Rent

If you have a country, suburban or

seashore home you wish to sell or rent,

list it without delay, in our Real Estate

Directory File. All that is necessary

for you to do is to send a complete

description, state price, terms, etc.

There is no charge for this listing —
not even in the event of a sale or

rental.

We do not act as real estate brokers

nor negotiate sales in our office —we
simply cooperate with owners desir-

ous of selling and renting to reach

prospective purchasers, by placing the

owner in touch with the buyer and
vice versa. Send your description to

Manager Real Estate Department,

Country Life in America

77ie NationalReal Estate Medium

Garden City. L. L 11 W. 32nd St., N. Y.

length. The thorax is dark like the abdomen,
head brown, wings double and iridescent. The
males are pale yellow, very lean and slender, and
about half the size of the females.

After these insects had been kept confined for

fifteen days, with ample green twigs at hand, they
began to die. When the number was reduced by
degrees to five they were given freedom on the
twigs of a black-jack. It was interesting to ob-
serve the apparent happiness which their freedom
occasioned them. They frisked over the new
twigs with as much agility as calves do in a field

of green clover. The females had not been re-

leased ten minutes before they began laying eggs
in the new growth. They would rear up their

head and thorax and with the ovipositor gouge a
hole in the twig, depositing their eggs while
reared at the angle of sixty degrees. They lay
anywhere from ten to more than fifty eggs in

each puncture. It is an easy task to count the
incisions, for from every puncture oozes a drop of
sap.

These newly laid eggs soon hatch into minute
larvae which at once begins feeding on the food-
sap which seeps into the cell chamber. Under the
microscope a larva six weeks old seemed to be
licking up the sap as it oozed through the walls of
its cells. In this gritty cell the worm thrives,

while the gall enlarges to sizes ranging from that
of a pecan to a large hen's egg. In the spring the
larva is transformed into a four-winged insect,

when she gnaws her w^y out through the hard
gall, and begins depositing eggs as her mother did.

But there are some mysteries yet to be solved.

The greatest concerns a woody tube which grows
after the insect emerges; these tubes often pro-

truding for more than an eighth of an inch, shoot
upward like pinnacles, following the bores made
by the escaped insects. These woody tubes re-

semble small, smooth horns as they protrude.
Both ends are closed, but when the outer end has
been exposed for any length of time it becomes
very brittle, and for this reason on old galls the
exposed ends are always open.
These wooden tubes become loose and are

easily extracted with the fingers when the gall dies

In these tubes, many other small insects find

shelter. It appears that the embryonic cell after

it has been abandoned by the midge upon reach-

ing maturity, takes on a new impetus and grows at

a rapid rate, following the orifice made by the
emerged insect. It is reasonable to assume that

it is the lining of the egg cell that takes this sudden
growth, since it fits to a nicety the orifice made
by the escaped adult.

These galls will continue to grow as long as the

intercepted flow of sap reaches them and can be

properly distributed by the distorted cells. But
after a few years, the abnormal cells are not able

to perform their function, and death results. In

the meantime, the branch upon which is fixed the

gall often dies from the injury, and if death does

not result, the beauty of the branch is perma-
nently marred.
Knowing the life and habits of this gall-

producing insect, it is reasonable to conclude that

if it ever becomes numerous enough to endanger
the life of the Spanish oak, it will be difficult to

control. The first thought would suggest the

general plan of spraying. But the larva cannot
be reached; his domicile is a formidable barricade

against all intruders and offenders; the adult has

wings, and while we might be spraying, she

might be sitting over on a near-by fence enjoying

the sight of the performance.

It will, however, doubtless be many years be-

fore the lives of Spanish oaks will be much en-

dangered. The midges adhere closely to the

same trees, migrating only as necessity demands.
A large tree affords ample room for their work for

a number of years. They seem to work a single

tree thoroughly before changing to a new one.

THE AGGREGATE GALL

On a black-jack I have observed for the last

five years the workings of another very interest-

ing gall insect. The eggs are laid in a mass near

the end of the twigs in early spring. When they

hatch, immediately each larva and its stimulus,

although laid in a mass, works individually and

separately. The galls grow rapidly, and in a

few days are full grown. The cluster or aggre-

gate mass resembles the arrangement of grapes

on a bunch, or corn on the cob. At the end of

each gall is a depression resembling the blossom

end of a fruit. They easily shell from around the

twig, and when opened, a hard, gritty centre is
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Enclosed cars with handsomely

appointed bodies of aluminum

by Amerua's famous custom

coach builders. Low, luxurious,

distinctive, eleven hundred
pounds lighter. The low appear-

ance is not due to artful lines.

The floorboards are only 25tt

inches from the ground; over-

all height is 81 inches, still

allowing the usual .head room.
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A new Kodak in

a new size

Pictures

2H x4^

The 22 Autographic Kodak Jr.

Just as surely as the 3A (post card size) picture displaced the 4x5,

this 2£ will displace the 3% x 4%. The elongated shape, used hor-

izontally is better for landscapes—it doesn't waste film on sky and

foreground. It is better for portraits when used vertically for it gives

the high, narrow picture. It gives more picture for the area than is

usually possible in a square—and the shape of the picture is far more

pleasing.

And this elongated shape in the picture makes possible a slim, thin, easily pocketed camera.

The 2C Autographic Kodak Junior has a capacity of ten exposures without reloading, it has

the Kodak Ball Bearing shutter with cable release, working at speeds of 1 25, 1 50 and 1/100

of a second and of course the usual "bulb " and time actions. The camera has brilliant revers-

ible finder, two tripod sockets, black leather bellows, is covered with fine grain leather, is well

made and beautifully finished. It is furnished with a choice of lens equipment as listed below.

THE PRICE.

No. 2C Autographic Kodak Jr., meniscus achromatic lens,

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens, ....
Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat lens, f. 7.7, .

$12.00
14.00
19.00

All Dealers'

.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Steinway Piano
The ideal of music lovers of every country

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK

Made from Apollo-Keystone
Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets, $frf

m§&
the most durable

,
rust-repellent k^S^y

sheets manufactured. wisiikm

These sheets are unequaled for Silos, "0"
Culverts, Tanks, Roofing, Siding and **"

all forms of exposed sheet metal work. Look for
the Keystone added below trade-mark. It insures
quality, service and satisfaction at reasonable cost.

Send tonday for our "Better Buildings" booklet
We also manufacture Keystone Copper Steel

Roofing Tin— specially adapted for all high class

buildings, country homes, city residences, etc.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
General Officei: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

found corresponding to a seed in a peach. Around
it is a pulpy mass, corresponding to the flesh of
fruit. This gritty centre on being broken open,
discloses a larva, which seems constantly to feed
oh the sap or juice that seeps into its cell. In a
few days the galls drop to the ground, where they
lie over till spring, when the perfect insects

emerge. This is one of the most interesting galls

I have had under observation, and so far I have
been unable to find any one else who has observed
the same species in the United States.

THE BLACKBERRY GALL

This is a very common gall in the United States
and usually may be observed wherever black-

berries are found growing. It is produced in a
manner similar to the other galls, the eggs how-
ever, producing only one large swelling. The gall

The aggregate gall on a black-jack

does not kill the cane until the second or third

year, and then only that portion above the gall

dies. From one gall I hatched fifteen gall-

producing insects corresponding to the insects

which produced the Andricus corniginus on the

Spanish oak, excepting that the males were more
brightly colored.

To ascertain if the male carried this wonderful

stimulus in his body, an incision was made on a

briar, and his abdomen crushed in it. A cord

was tied around this to identity it from the one

where the female was crushed. The female

body produced an enlargement, but the incision

on the cane where the male's body was crushed,

caused the plant to die.

The blackberry gall insects may be better

studied by transplanting a plant in water in a

large glass jar, and the insects thus confined. It

has been demonstrated that blackberry and simi-

lar plants can be artificially inoculated by trans-

fering the stimulus from living galls. Canes thus

inoculated will grow artificial galls at point of

inoculation.

Besides the galls mentioned, we have dozens of

others not only growing on trees, but on weeds,

which are very common, yet wonderful, and

which are worthy of investigation.

Robert S. Walker.the BestService
PriVateWater [Fot^~^>

Systems CbuntryHomes
CityResidenees

Private Electric Country Clubs
Lighting Systems^SummerCotta|es

Factories^ "

Electric aricv. Private ""^ Public
Power Pumps Institutions

Compressors [For the Factory
ank.Garage Air or Private or
SerViceSystems [Public Garage

MAIN OFFICF.AND rXCTOBY
Dept. MFM FortWayne, bid.
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Sturdy

Evergreens

With Plenty

of

Backbone

And An
Abundance

of Strong

Fibrous

Roots

WHEN we say that "Hay
State stock is dependable,

'

we've summed up the whole
story in five words. Our long, rigor-

ous New England Winters naturally

cullout theweaklingsfrom our stock.

You can absolutely depend upon the

evergreen plants that survive trans-

planting several times here for sure

success in your own transplanting.

Evergreens are coming into their

own nowadays. People are more
and more appreciating the hun-
dred-and-one pleasing possibilities

of this all-year-round planting that

cheers and beautifies, in Winter as

well as Summer.
\\ hen wisely selected and judi-

ciously arranged or grouped, ever-

greens will give a touch of delightful

charm and dignity to the home
grounds that nothing else can quite

supply.

If in need of evergreens send us

your list of requirements,

stating sizes desired, and
we will immediately quote

you attractive prices.

Of narrow leaf ever-

greens—Junipers, Spruces,

Pines, Yews, etc., we have
over seventy-five varieties

with shapely tops and
strong, vigorous root sys-

tems. They range from
the natty little dwarf va-

rieties to the big, tall kinds. Sizes

and shapes aplenty to fill every

conceivable requirement and suit

every taste.

Of the broad leaf evergreens, we
have Rhododendrons in thirty or

more varieties, Andromedas,Euony-
mus, Kalmias, etc.

It has been proven over and
over again that the Fall is a favor-

able time to plant both broad and
narrow leaf evergreens. For one
thing, it gives plants a chance to

get a good, strong root-grip on the

soil; and early next Spring they'll

start right in and make much bet-

ter growth than when planted in

the Spring.

There's also no time like the

Fall for planting Perennials. Plant

in the Fall and throw a light cover-

ing of hay over them the last of

November, and next season they'll

start right in blooming as if they'd

been there on your grounds
for years. We have acres

of Perennials in hundreds
of varieties.

Our illustrated cata-

logue lists and describes

all our varieties of ever-

greens and perennials.
Making your selection

will be an easy matter
with it before you. It's

yours for the asking.

686 Adams Street
North Abington, Mass.

Evergreen Planting in September
ALL through September is a most favorable period for

the successful transplanting of Evergreen Trees and

Shrubs. Our Evergreens are lifted with a large ball of

fine roots and earth which is securely wrapped in burlap

to insure their safe shipment. Catalogue if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

BOX C, CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Around Your Foundations

For Quick, Ail-Year-Round Effects

Do It This Fall

ONE of the distinct advantages of

evergreen foundation planting

is; you can at once produce

a satisfactory, all-year-round greenery

effect for either a high or low wall.

In a carefully stocked nursery like

ours, you can secure trees to meet

your needs, in all sizes and in a sur-

prisingly wide range of varieties in

foliage and gamut of colors.

You can have ones with deep green

fan shaped foliage; feathery ones in

bluish-grey-green; golden hued ones;

low branching kinds; slender, pyra-

midal shapes; low globes; or tall,

wide branched, silvery tipped ones.

In no other form of planting,

whether for foundation, screens or

borders, can you get the wide range

of colors and effects possible with ever-

greens.

Fall is one of the best times to plant

evergreens, and our evergreens are the

ones best to plant. Their fine, vigor-

ous tops and abundant roots argue for

their purchase.

We assure our customers entire

satisfaction. Our catalogue you are

welcome to. We urge you to take

advantage of our Advisory Service.

Julius* t^gekrS* Co
^ Box 12 Rutkerford N.J,

Country Life Experts
Are at Your Service

This magazine aims to be the headquarters for advice and information

concerning every phase of country home living. The more general its

service becomes, the greater success it attains as an institutional periodical.

To retain the services of experts such as those who make Country Life
would be possible to very few. Nevertheless, as a reader of this maga-
zine and a contributor to its success, you enjoy what amounts to the

same privilege. They are all at your service to solve any problem you
may have. And all this without price or obligation.

These men will gladly answer any of your questions about your home,
its grounds and furnishings, if you will write and give them the necessary

details. Wd-will be glad to have you use this Readers' Service just as

often as you desire.

Readers' Service Dep't, Country Life in America

SAWING WOOD
HE first thing to do is to make your

measure. You cut a straight

young hazel, and from the measure
on your axe helve you mark off six-

teen inches or more—whatever
length you may decide to saw. For

the kitchen stove sixteen inches is the usual length,
but for the capacious fireplace, blocks two feet

long are cut for the back logs.

Having made your measure, you lay it care-

fully on top of the log. You lift your long cross-

cut saw. You bring it into position next to your
measure. Back and forth you gently draw a few
inches of its sharp edge to make a cut in the bark
that the saw may run true. Back and forth,

back and forth it goes with a regular rhythm and
a musical sound as its sharp teeth bite into the
fibers of the log.

After a few minutes of this strenuous labor you
stop for a breathing spell. You wipe the perspir-

ation from your damp forehead and strip off your
jacket, for although the morning is still cool, you
feel the effect of your labor in the glow of your
muscles on arms and back. Before you take up
your saw again you look around you. On all

sides are the tall, majestic firs that lift their

feathery heads to the blue sky above. Scattered
among them are dogwoods and hazel trees—for

" Back and forth you gently draw a few inches of its sharp edge,

to make a cut in the bark that the saw may run true
"

such they are in Oregon—with here and there a

small oak, showing its branches almost stripped

of leaves against the dark green of the firs and

cedars. At first you note the stillness of it all.

As you stand looking and meditating on its

beauty, you gradually become conscious of sounds

that had escaped your inattentive ear. There is

no such thing as absolute stillness in the woods.

Your ear may not catch the sounds at first wait-

ing for a keener ear to hear and the more sympa-

thetic heart of a lover to interpret them. There

is a gentle rustle in the tree tops. Somewhere in

the distance is a faint twitter of a bird. There is

a sudden whir of wings, and a native grouse starts

from a thicket where it has been hiding until

frightened out by the noise of your saw.

Then back and forth goes your saw again. It

is sharp and is cutting fast. Only a lazy man or a

dullard uses a saw that needs an "introduction to

a file", as the saying is. To and fro it goes, cut-

ting deeper and deeper into the log. But the old

fellow will not yield without a struggle. As you

push your saw away from you after a time you

become conscious of the fact that it works harder

and harder. It begins to bind. The old log has

seized it in its grip and will not let it go. 1 ry as

hard as you may you cannot push the saw nor

pull it toward you. Now is the time to use your

small wedge. With a few blows of the sledge

you drive it into the kerf of the log. Immediately

the kerf opens, the log releases its grip on

your saw, and you continue your labor. Back

and forth goes your saw. Occasionally you

strike a few more blows on your wedge to drive

it deeper into the log. At length with a slight

splitting sound off rolls the section and the first

part of your task is finished.

You have earned a few moments' rest for a

breathing spell. If you are a true lover of the

woods you will be proud of your task. At your feet

lies a section of what was once a noble fir. It is

sixteen inches thick and more than four feet in di-

ameter, sound and solid except for the ring of soft

wood just under the thick, rough bark. But as

yet it is useless for fuel. With one hand you
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There'sMoney

For You!
I I' IS in "in kink at the

I present time, w .litinjj lor

you to ea in it ; n<»t .1

imaill uninteresting amount,
hut thousands of dollars.

Every year at this time we
place this opportunity be-

fore our men and women
and pn>\ ide an occupation
as .1 side line, a means of

making money in spare

hours, and the possibility

of establishing .1 perma-
nent hu sin ess that will

make you independent for

all time. You owe it to

yourself and those inter-

ested in you to investigate

this advertisement. If you
have a good salary and
some spare time you can

make it larger. If you are

in need of money for some
special purpose, you cannot
secure it in a more interest-

ing and profitable manner.

Send the Coupon

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

tot \ try Life in America,
Garden City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Send me full information and particu-

lars regarding this advertisement.

Name

Address

vAii I «*s*

iil

Catalogue "E-29" show-
ing a series of new de-

signs in

"Pergolas"
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses

and Arbors
When writing enclose 10 cts.

I
in stamps and ask for Cata-

- ^ * logue E-29.

HARTMANN - SANDERS COMPANY
Main Office and Factory:

Elston and Webster Aves.. Chicago, Illinois

Eastern Office: 6 East 39th Street, New York

mmi Greenhouses
As We Build Them

THERE b quiteM uracil importance to

be pill on the preliminaries of green-
house building, as the building itself.

Sometime*, there is more.
l or example, lake the instance of the

house above. How admirably it fits the

ground. It didn't just happen to fit so at-

tractively into its location. Our expert first

studied the location carefully from every
point of view. Then he took into consider-

ation the various things the owner wanted
to grow. The question of possible future

additions was also considered, and how it

could be done without marring the bal-

anced effect. The economies of working and
heating were gone into thoroughly. Then,
and not till then, were the plan and design

laid out and submitted to the final jurors,

our construction experts, who considered it

only from its purely practical side. The de-
signing department then added its touches
here and there to lend charm and interest.

Now it was ready to submit to the owner
for approval. Before him, we laid the plan
and full elevations, with details of the en-
trance design, so that he could easily picture
in his mind how the entire layout would look

when finished. When such contracts are
placed, we generally take care of everything,
leaving nothing for the owner to worry over
or upset other operations. For sixty years,
we have been doing this sort of thing. We
believe we have an exceptional greenhouse
building service to offer you. Surely no one
can build any better greenhouse. Send for

Booklet Number 109.

NEW YORK
42nd Street Building

ROCHESTER
Granite Building

Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

SALES OFFICES
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Trcmont Building Widener Building

CLEVELAND TORONTO

CHICAGO
Rookery Building

MONTREAL
Swetland Building Royal Bank Building Transportation Building

FACTORIES . Irvington. N. Y., Des Plaines, III., St. Catharines, Canada

Plant MOONS' EVERGREENS in Early Autumn
Use them to adorn house foundations ; to screen objectionablebuildings ; todecoratelawnsgenerally.

Moons' have an Evergreen for Every Place and Purpose. This stock has developed a symmetry
of form and vigor of growth that insure attractive plantings.

Send for catalog. Better still describe the planting you have in mind, and get our estimate of

cost for Evergreens that give you enjoyment the year round.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
Philadelphia Office

21 South Twelfth Street

Nurserymen

Morris Heights Morrisville, Pa. White Plains,
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PITCAIRN

AGED
VARNISH

Let in the
Sunshiny Outdoors

How often the walls seem to confine one—and the windows to shut us away from
the sunny outdoors, instead of bringing out-of-doors pleasantness into the home.
Send us the name of your architect so we may send him and you our Portfolio of Enamel Interiors.

These photographs of artistic homes will show you how enamel decoration banishes indoor shadows
—gives greater spaciousness, airiness and cleanliness to every room, to say nothing of producing
stunningly artistic decorative effects.

But to achieve the full beauty of enamel decoration, a high grade enamel must be used, such as

Pitcairn Banzai Enamel
It is the freest flowing enamel, and that is why it is easy for the decorator to secure the flawless,

mirror-smooth surface, unblemished and immaculate. And it is so elastic that the wood may be
dented with a hammer without fracturing the enamel. This means that your enamel work will not
check or crack under severest conditions.

Pitcairn Aged Varnish when applied to floors and woodwork—interiorsor exteriors—stays new-looking.

Send us the name of your architect and also your own so we may send you the Pitcairn Portfolio

of artistic interiors.

PITCAIRN VARNISH COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Distributing stocks in 25 leading jobbing centres of the U. S. Sold by retailers everywhere

Upjohn & Conable, Architects,
New York

The Shingles and Timbering

of this beautiful Old-English residence are

colored and preserved with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
The shingles are warmer than English tiles and
the coloring is much softer and richer, owing to

the texture of the wood and the deep velvety

tints of the stains. The stained timbers, in old

smoky browns and dark grays that bring out the

grain, harmonize perfectly and weather out beau-
tifully. Cabot's ^Stains are artistic, inexpensive,

lasting, and the Creosote preserves the wood.

Volt can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
/or stained "wood samples and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemist,
147 Milk St., Boston Mats. 24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago

523 Market Street, San Francisco

Let Us RegulateYour
Heater this Winter

Let us relieve you of that bother
and worry of watching and fussing

with the dampers. Our MARVEL
TEMPERATURE REGULATOR
will operate the drafts of any heater

so as to produce any temperature
which may suit your fancy, permit-

ting a fluctuation of less than two
degrees.

Reduces the Average
Fuel Bill One-Quarter

By preventing overheating no fuel is wasted
which insures full value from all the fuel that

is used. Another worthy feature is a time
attachment which permits a cool temperature
during sleeping hours if desired and automatic-
ally restores the normal day time temperature

a few minutes before "getting up" time so the

house will be warm to dress in.

Thousands in use and all are giving the great-

est satisfaction. Send for illustrated folder

"C" and price.

AMERICAN THERMOSTAT COMPANY
Newark New Jersey

hold your iron wedge, with the other you taki

your sledge and gently drive the wedge into tb
wood. A few light blows fix it in place. Thei
with a strong swinging blow the wedge is drivei

in and your section cracks ominously. With
few more blows it splits into two parts, falling

asunder at your feet.

How musical is the sound of steel on steel

especially in the cool, frosty air! How it ring-

out and echoes from the hill behind you to th<

valley below! It becomes an "Anvil Chorus,'
running the gamut of sound as you strike blov

after blow when the heart wood resists the firs

few strokes. And what glorious exercise it is fo

the muscles of the arms and chest if you use

sledge weighing ten or twelve pounds! Tall

" With a strong, swinging blow the wedge is driven in
"

about hammer throwing or hurling the discus-

they are not to be compared witb this for de

veloping the biceps and the broad muscles of th

chest.

After splitting your section into two parts with

wedge, and sledge you continue until the pieces

are small enough to be cut up with your double

bladed ax. Then when all is split, you begin to

pile it up in ricks, carefully setting up and bracing

sticks for each end of your pile. At last it i

done, and as you draw off to a distance to admir

your work, you feel that your labor is not in vain,[

for here is fuel enough to warm you and to cool

your meals for several days. And it is all you

own, for you have cut it. By your ingenuity an(

cunning with your puny strength you have

triumphed over the mighty forces of nature.

J. C. Hazzard.

THE DANGER OF WHITE IN THI
FLOWER GARDEN
NE might indeed say the "whit

peril," for the writer ventures to

call attention to a new worry to the

amateur gardener because of the

many assertions that "every gardei

should have masses of white" an<

that "white will always harmonize clashing

colors," whereas it will really do nothing of thi

• Some ten feet behind the rose bush is a perfectly detestable

achillea which makes itself just as prominent as the rose

'
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The Name of Quality

I hr name of TIFFANY is

known throughout the World as

the (Hpiivalont of (|ualit\ ami hon-

esty To sustain this reputation,

only materials of unquestioned de-

pendability can Ik* jH-rmitted to

tnter into their product. The
TitTam studios um

ECCO
Insulated Wire

in the lincst lamps anil fixtures it is |x>s-

siblc to obtain. The utmost in quality

is ttnuiretl

The manufacturers of the wire which is

usexl by Tiffany make every form of

Rubber Covered Wire for the transmis-

sion of electricity from the |K>wer house
to the boudoir lamp. If you desire un-
failing service. \our entire house should
be wired with KCl'O Insulated Wire
The name "ECCO" is stamped on the

« ire e\ er\ three feet —your identification.

Certified copies of tests on each coil are

furnished, upon request.

Remind your architect to specify it and
insist that it is used by your contractor.

A booklet giring rrasons and information will be
sent upon reauest

THE ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY
MoJtm ofECCO WIRE for eoers paf
pom where rubber covered wire is used*

10 L 43d St.

"Why the Average Motorist's
Dollar is Shrinking "

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical

minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card tor a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Syracuse, N. Y.

Rare and Genuine Antiques
Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING EXTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Over 20 \xors established

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock.

Give the Coal Pile a
Chance to Make Good!

Feeding coal to sonic heating boilers is just

like throwing it into the streets— because a big
portion of it goes up the stack unburned. And it

IS the unburned fuel that makes smoke.

A Kewanee Smokeless Boiler burns any soft coal so com-
pletely that none of it is wasted up the stack. So a Kewanee
Smokeless boiler cuts heating costs by eliminating waste fuel.

And it makes an additional saving by permitting the use of soft

C< ul,which contains /zw/r heat^wcX costs less money than anthracite.

KEWANEE
Smokeless Boilers
CUT HEATING COSTS

Building owners all over this

country and Canada are cutting their

heating costs by burning soft coal
smokelessly in Kewanee Smokeless
Boilers.

The building, just erected, at 420 Park
Ave. (from 55th to 56th Sts.) is just one
example. Will you let our nearest office

show you some figures of heating savings?

Kewanee, 59iler Company
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

Steel Heating Boilers, Water Heating Garbage Burners
Chicago New York St. Louis Kansas City

Minneapolis Salt Lake City Pittsburgh

420 Park Avenuo (from 55th to 56th Sts.)

Fullerton Weaver Realty Co., Owners
Warren & Wetmore, Architects

% Kewanee Smokeless Boilers each of 18,000

square feet steam capacity installed by
Bukcr. Smith & Co.

The Pen That Leaves
You Free to Think

Whether your writing be a social duty or a business

necessity you can convert it into a pleasure wirh a

Waterman's Ideal. Every Waterman's Ideal is the acme
of convenience and dependability. It is strong and sturdy

to be carried always and used anywhere. It is the pen of

instant response to every touch—the pen of life long service.

Your hand must be identically suited.

At the Best Stores Everywhere
$2.50 to $150.00 Avoid Substitutes Folder on Request

L. E. Waterman Company, New York, N. Y.

Sell -Fining, Safety & Regular Types

8
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT In this department are printed an-

nouncements of high-grade schools.

Information regarding schools will be gladly furnished to readers upon request. For

school rates address SCHOOL DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, Garden

City, Long Island, and New York.

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home

THE mother is the natural teacher
of her children. She knows their
peculiarities, their tempera-

ments, their weaknesses, but un-
trained as a teacher, the time comes
when she feels her inability alone to
proceed further with their education.
Possibly not within reach of a really

efficient school, she reluctantly gives them up to be taught
with other children.

Now, there has grown up in the City of Baltimore, in connec-
tion with a great private day school a Home Instruction

Department, the high object and purpose of which is the edu-
cation of children from four to twelve years of age, entirely in

their own homes and yet according to the best modern methods
and under the guidance and supervision of educational_experts,
who are specialists in elementary education.

The school was established in 1897, and now has pupils in

every state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

One mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magi-
cal in its results." An-
other previously per-
plexed by educational
problems, voices her
relief in these words:
"A real Godsend."

A"booklet outlining the
plan and courses of
instruction will be sent
on request.

Address Calvert School,

Inc. V. M. Hillyer. A. B.

(Harvard}, Headmaster,
8-W Chase Street,

Baltimore, Md.

MRS. MARSHALL'S School for Little Girl*
A home-like boarding1 and day school for girls under fifteen, affording'

an abundance of healthful recreation, and fitting pupils for the leading
boarding schools of the East.

Brlarcltff Manor Bookletfree on request New York

Miss Hall's
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Holmes Road to Lenox.

Forty-five acres. One thou-

sand feet above the sea level.

Miss MIRA H. HALL, Principal
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

kMissBanOs^MissWhitoivi

| School yar Girls

BACountrySchool inNewYorkCity

ForBoai dino^Day Pupils iiir^.-:v-^^,vr->v'

1890-1916

Spacious recreation grounds,

wooded park, tennis courts;

all the outdoor advantages of the

country withready accessibility

to, and full enjoyment of, the

libraries, museums, lecture courses,

concerts, art exhibitions and all the

cultural influences of New York,

Small enough to be a real home, large

enough to be a "Real School." Ex-
ceptionally strong music department.
Special courses in Dancing, Elocution,

Art.Gymnastics and Household Science.

Pupils enter college
upon its own certificate

Riverdale Avenue. Near 252nd St. West
NEW YORK CITY J

aajpfeeftam Ei0e affla
*j,

n
n
eton '

A Country School for Girls
The regular course of study is arranged to cover preparation for the
matriculation examinations of Bryn Mawr College and all colleges of
good standing. The school certificate is accepted hy all colleges which
allow entrance by certification. Elective courses are offered to students
who do not wish to prepare for college. Great attention is paid to mod-
ern languages. Physical training forms an important part in the life of
the school.

Fanny E. Davles. IX. A., Principal

MV,.,„ in
.

|| .:.„,|
1 ||

l!]l
| |

l|

School of Horticulture for Women
In the
Green

AMBLER. PA.
Theoretical and practical instrUC
tion in all branches of Horticul
ture. Orchards, greenhouses,
egetable and fruit gardens,
"pecial courses in poultry
bees and gardening.
Elizabeth Lelgfatoa Lefl

Director, Box 104

Tennessee, Nashville, Box 35. Belmont Heights.

Ward-Belmont FOR girls and young women.
A school of national patronage and prestige, located in the South. Strong

Faculty and half million dollar equipment, affording superior facilities for

physical, intellectual, social and moral development. Ideal climate and health
record. Open Sept. 20. For catalogue and book of views address as above.

1 BOYS
RldgefleM, Conn. 50 miles from New York, in the high*
lands of the Berkshires. All water sports, athletic fields-

gymnasium. New boat house. One teacher to 6 boys gives

sffl each student individual attention.
Roland J. Mulford, Ph.D., Headmaster.

The Right School for Your Boy or Girl

Two men of wide educational experience are prepared to assist you in

selecting it.

World's Work announces:

Mr. F. Burnham McLeary, A. B., (Harvard). Formerly of the faculties of
Syracuse University and Colby College.

Mr. Guy C. Howard, A. B., (Bowdoin). Principal of several preparatory
schools before assuming charge of Doubleday, Page & Company's Readers'
Service five years ago.

Feel free to write to them, stating your special requirements.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

kind. So far as having masses of white is con-

cerned, they should be carefully avoided, just as a

painter would avoid having masses of white (high

lights) all over his canvas. A painter would never
expect masses of white to make good wrong
values, and the suggestion is offered that white
should be used as sparingly in a garden as in a

picture and with as great caution. Nothing
could be more exquisite than a garden (or a bed)
of all the whites—the yellow whites, the greenish
whites, the bluish whites. But does any gar-

dener feel that a mass of "achillea, the pearl" or

that hard, white seedling phlox, could harmonize
gladiolus, rosella, and a perhaps unexpected and
uninvited nasturtium of the true nasturtium
color?

In the writer's own garden no amount of white
could help clumps of purplish pinks and calendulas

though they were in different beds and separated

"A great mass of blue larkspur, from darkest to palest shades
"

by grass walks. The fact is that white simply

sticks out from every point of view, and may
call attention to an unhappy and mistaken com-

bination. The two photographs illustrate, some-

what, the meaning of the prominence of white.

In the one with the boy there is a great mass

of blue larkspur from darkest to palest shades,

but they all blend softly. In the one with the

little girl, some ten feet behind the great rose

bush is a perfectly detestable achillea which makes

itself just as prominent as the rose. In fact

it was this same achillea scattered all through

the garden, and a phlox, pure white and of un-

known origin, that called the writer's attention

to the very great danger of white. For it will

surely stick out and make any color, no matter

how strong, take a secondary place, because white

is the highest color value we have.

If one plans to have a white corner or bed in

some spot to which one wants to call attention,

or to bring the spot nearer the house, nothing

could be lovelier than white. For example (tried

and found charming) white dwarf sweet alyssum,

gypsophila elegans, white campanula, and a little

white phlox. But the spot insisted upon occupy-

ing the centre of the stage, and it did not "har-

monize" anything. It also weakened the colors

near it.

The only thing to do is to get at the root (or

roots) of the trouble if you want harmony. Seg-

regate the unruly members. Dig up all the

bee balm, pull out all the calendulas, don't let

an Oriental poppy open a bud. Put friendly

colors in juxtaposition, but don't expect white to

help you out of difficulties.

Abby N. Dawes.
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Secret History
REVEALED BY LAN PEGGY O'MALLEY

rC. N. and A. M.

Wil l I VMSON have

w ritten nothing better

than this stirring

rale ol life on the

Mexican bonier ami

in Europe, and no

one has told

their stones quite

so well as little

Lady Peggy

O'Malley."
—Boston Transcript

"Clean, clever and

convincing,

readers have a treat

before them in this

book."
— Troy Record

At All Bookstores. Net, $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

ABURGLAR often misses

the most important things

in his burglaring because

he doesn't look far enough. Lots

of people, not burglars, would

find many important things near

at hand if they only would look

a little bit farther for them.

You, while reading this mag-

azine, are surrounded with all

kinds of valuable information on

many important subjects. The

advertisements in this issue

present many near at hand op-

portunities. Burgle your way
into them. You will find it easy

going and the haul worth while.

—The Ad Man.

{ where
Cantury-Country llfj In Am»no« - Lv^rybody's - Field ft Mream-Harpor'iHnd IIii.iK-Hiwi"* '<! Hr,«/ln wi - fir.c I bnrr'n -7ho 'Jnr\ <i fllun - World IPOM «SI.IA»LI INFORMATION IN « AX V * L. PLANN<N, ( WKITC TO THESE ADVENT If* It PI f&|R TO TM AL WMKME.-TO-OO T>AV 1 1_ CLUl-t BtAtON »TRltT - OiToTirMA »•

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

Till t ARCL57 FIREPROOF

THt SPIRIT Of AMERICA
AT PLAY

MAGNITUDE AND CHEERFULNESS

D.S.WHITt.Prtst. J.W.MOTT.Mqr.

NEW YORK CITY N. Y.

Why Pay Excessive Hotel Rate*?

CLENDENING

'

MMli hnm.ltka. - i I Hulta

4 rmnm, Mnxm, prlnila Valli for
Iw.i tarMM, ll.DO dallt |>«r anlla.

Writ. f. .R «.H-I II Willi nmnnfrllT.

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
THE DISTINCTIVE BOSTON HOUSE

TMOII R. M D I K. EL OPP PUBLIC GARDEN
in. of BOSTONS BEST HOTELS -Sand

i ^l — Llnlitld Damon, Prop.

SEATTLE WA S H.

HOTEL BUTLER
Caf. wllhoutpaar. C.nlar of thlnil. MlnlH,
i. -ii OOup; with hath 12 no.ip II aaomforta
to lha trar.l.r A CIIKMIIRK Mm in l l Mir.

WIIFnr.-TO-OO la Ilia tilfhrat claia. moil
afNctira dlr.clory In Hi. w.-rM of pnhli-

r.li. Fraturrd In 10PAMOI S MAdAZINKS
monthly. M«ra than 1.000.000 conloa
rrarhlnf mora than l'i.OHO.000 beat proa-

pacta. Praclaalj jour kind of paopla.

Only 4 DAYS From
the Mainland

irofovra h hilo .Volcano Kilauca

SAILINGS rBOM SAN FRANCISCO

NOV 7 a 17. 0CC 19: JAN 4 A 23
fee 17. MCH 5 A 23

UNIQUE FEATURES:
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
flanked with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqles.the Forecourt,

Fountain of FateXloister Garden,

Restaurant. Submarine Grill,

Rose Hall.LibraryTower.

Belvedere and Three
Decks lookinqonthe

Boardwalk and
. the Ocean.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

DARK HOTELS*,
r Health a Pleasure Resort with^p

mich
I the famous Mineral Baths
l the relief of Rheumatism.
The fall Months are

tiful-a delightful

lime for taking the

treatment-Hotel 8
Baths under one !

roof-Open all year.JoomTrZ

ATLANTIC CITY

Galen Hall.

N. J.

ATLANTIC CITY, M.J
Hotel ami Sanatorium.

New stone, brick * steel hiilKlliiir. Always
open, ai • av rearly, always liusy. Table
and attendance unsurpassed.

INTERVALE WHITE MT8. N.H.
it Home

or Keniieinent *
Kest. All in, i i flue roads, all
H|,<»rts, orchestra, excellent table. See
mountains in vlorlous autumn foliage.
Write ror booklet to H. S. Mu<li;eit.

WHF.RF.-TO-00 TRAVEL CLUB aollclta
your nionilierahip Lot on plan your ,ari-
ooa outing! and trlpa. We will (ire yon
ahflolutrly reliable information. Don't
ruin your travel, lacking right advice. Aak
"Bcane from Boston," SBeacon St.. for it.

tleCreekSanitarium!
The largest and most elab-

orately equipped health re-

sort in the world -a Mecca
for vacationists.a cool and

"delightful summer resting

place.Outdoor life encouraged

swimminq.qolf.tennis.volley >

ball, motoring and tramping^

fSystematized diet of simple

and delicious foods-expert

bath facilities-and the most
efficient medical service if de-

sired. Accommodations for 2000
quests, Plan your vacation early.

Write for free booklet and rates

now. THE. SANITARIUM
Box 109 Battle Creek.Mich.

You are invited to correspond with our Readers' Service

Department for information regarding the purchasing,

breeding, feeding and care of high class dairy cattle.

A Standard Book of Good Taste

INTERIOR DECORATION
ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

By FRANK ALVAH PARSONS
President of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts

This is the common-sense book of interior decoration which can never

go out of style. Mr. Parsons—one of the best known authorities on

the subject—tells the true principles of art that underlie good

taste in furnishing. What is more, he tells simply how any one, by

applying these principles, can furnish and decorate his house, large

or small, with individuality and yet artistically. He explains the

fundamentals of the period styles and their uses to-day.

MANY ILLUSTRATIONS NET S3.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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DECORATING SERVICE
NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS

JCTED BY JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

SOME NEW DECORATIVE SCHEMES

Either as a sweetmeat box or container for conserves, this

dainty amber Italian dish will prove most satisfactory

Mr. James Collier Marshall'
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America
1 1 West 32nd Street New York The rich blue, red, green, and gold of this interesting inkstand

will lend your writing desk colorful distinction

some and serviceable

IF
THE war period has not proven as

productive of as much original design-

ing in house furnishing as we, who be-

lieve in American cleverness, would have
liked, it must be said in behalf of the

decorators that through their ingeniousness

they have been more than able to abridge

the shortcomings of the producers and
evolve schemes that, in many instances,

will set new standards in the field of interior

decoration and house furnishing.

The remarkable part of it all is that in

most cases a really daring bit of decoration

has been achieved through makeshift.

Perhaps a material was not to be had, or a

paper ordered before the war was not forth-

coming. Such a situation is distressing

.alike to the customer and artist, and if the

orders forrthe accompanying decorations

are already under way, as is frequently the

case, all the resourcefulness of the decorator

is called into play.

One of the most unique schemes in point

of color that I have seen was that for a
bi 1 > 1 • • tl • • 1 Why not have a really decorative waste basket that is sanitary as well. 1 nese
acneior s living room. l ne original charming ones of paper covered papier mache are as inexpensive as they are hand-

scheme called for an imported upholstery
brocade and a linen for hangings to

be used with especially designed
furniture. Long after the furniture

was in the work it was learned that

no more linen was to be had, and
not a sufficient amount of brocade.
This dilemma, which threatened to

disrupt the entire scheme of decora-
tion, was met by the quick substitu-

tion of a new plan. In this the
plain walls were marked off" in

panels by molding and painted blue
gray. A single dark blue rug with
tawny Chinese medallions was used
as a ground for the furniture, which
was finished a midnight blue, with
line decorations of orange yellow,

the heavy easy chairs being uphol-
stered in leather instead of cloth;

the leather, taking a lighter tone
than the wood, achieved a delight-

ful effect. The windows had plain

curtains next the glass of an orange
yellow sun fast material, over which
were hung straight draperies of do-
mestic velour striped deep blue and
orange yellow, this same material
being employed at the wide door-
way and on the great lounging
couch before the fireplace. The
side lights were shaded with plain

orange paper decorated with lines of
blue, while the centre table held a

lamp whose bright base of orange
tinted Ruskin pottery gave life by

Rare indeed are these superb Italian pieces, whose dignity of line equal their splendor of decoration.

Note the chairs, where curve meets curve in absolute perfection, all exquisitely painted. These gems
await and will soon find an appreciative owner

day to the bronze brown silhouette paper
shade that at night glowed warm and clear.

There were two other lamps in this room,
one at either end, a blue Hawthorn table

lamp fitted with a smooth frame of flame-

yellow silk, trimmed with Chinese blue and
green embroidery, and a tall, dark blue

floor lamp shaded with old gold. The
green necessary to relieve these strong

colors was had in the couch pillows and
bric-a-brac. Altogether it was a stunning

bit of work that was remarkable because
unusual and strong. Complementary col-

ors had been so carefully used as to prevent

any feeling of the bizarre.

That this artist-decorator was resource-

ful no one will deny, nor will any depreciate

the good taste of the bachelor occupant
when they learn that he selected for this

setting the tall, wooden, triple-armed

candle stick with yellow candles, to stand

within the doorway, the Italian pen and
inkstand of tinted green, red, blue, and
gold, for the blue table, and the sweetmeat
dish of amber glass for the side table.

These are personal touches that mean much
toward the perfect home making, as

well as give great distinction.

Another decoration that made a

favorable impression on me was one

that was also a makeshift, and

which to my mind, far exceeded in

originality and refinement the

scheme that was perforce discarded.

As in the above described living

room, the linen that was to have

been used for hangings in an other-

wise plain and usual room with

lacquered furniture, was found to

be out of stock and the pattern dis-

continued, after the furniture was

well under way. Immediately the

decorator and her client went into

solemn conclave with the result

that they decided that they must

use that particular piece of linen, or

at least whatever yards there were

to be had of it. As the decorator

expressed it, "The moment I found

I couldn't get more of that pattern,

that moment I knew my future

happiness depended on the use of

that particular linen, and my client

was in the same condition of mind.'

What they did was to hold up the

work on the furniture, which for-

tunately had not yet been decorated,

find out just how many yards of the

linen were to be had in the country

(some eight or nine yards only),

corner the market on it, and then
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This is an illustration of one of our reproductions of a Chinese carpet of the Kien Lung period. The medallions,

containing Fu Dogs. Kylins and Storks, follow faithfully those symbols as woven in the ancient rugs of China. The
two end borders represent the Sacred Mountain rising from the Sea of Eternity. The hatchings on the ground of the

carpet give that pleasing softness of color so characteristic of the old Chinese Rugs. Size 1 8 ft. 3 in. x 1 2 ft.—Price, $840.

An Unequalled Opportunity

THE difficulty of transportation from most of the East'

ern Rug weaving districts has resulted in materially

lower prices for rugs at those places. We have succeeded

in effecting several large shipments, and offer today a
stock which, in excellence, range of size, and variety,

exceeds that of any former season. The prices are as

reasonable as in normal times.

The weaving of Eastern Rugs to required designs is a specialty

which our facilities make unexcelled.

We shall be pleased to give you detailed descriptions of such rugs

as may answer your requirements.

W. &. J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STKEET, NEW YORK

ft
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PARK AVENUE AT 57 Bi STREET

SVetV^orh

THIS ORIGINAL ELIZABETHAN CHIMNEY-PIECE IN OAK. 8 FT. WIDE AND 10 FT. HIGH.

EXTENDING TO THE CEILING. IS PART OF AN ELIZABETHAN PANELED ROOM WHICH
WE ARE SHOWING INTACT. THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 100 FT. OF

PANELING IN THIS ROOM INCLUDING CHIMNEY- PIECE.

IN the Hayden Gal-

leries are many old

carved Chimney-
pieces and Overman-
tels. The present collection of

old English Marble Mantels is

one of the finest in New York.

The Hayden Company also re'

produces Mantels in wood and

marble from original models.

work out another plan. This is what resulted, and in order to give a clear
description of it, let me first describe this all desirable and coveted linen.

The large pattern disclosed a ruminative crane standing ankle deep in a
jungle pool, that is almost surrounded and beautifully shaded by palms and
other tropical growth, through which flit small bright hued birds that ;ire

the only bits of warm color in this cool, green, greenish gray, clear gray,
and deep blue forest. It was, indeed, a remarkably fine design, not only
for its lovely coloring, but for the dignity and calm it expressed, while the
printing was so good that at only a few feet it looked like very ex-
cellent Oriental needlework.

\\ ell, the wall spaces

were paneled and painted

the clear green seen in the

linen, the woodwork and
mantel finishedgreenishgray

also to correspond with it.

On the floor was placed a

moss green rug with a very
dark green border, and the

modern Chinese Chippen-
dale furniture, which was to

have been lacquered, was
painted black and merely
lined with the moss green

tint seen in the linen. But,

as one might guess, the coup
was made with the linen

itself. These precious yards
were cut up most carefully,

and used in greenish gray

frames as lunettes over two
wide doors, four windows,
and for the ove^-mantel
decoration, while at the

doors and windows hung,

straight to the floor, over-

draperies of satin striped

silk damask of moss green

which, like the rug, took its

color from the linen. There
was a glass dome sunk in the

Eminently suited to bachelor use and men's clubs is this
trim looking clock that, governed by a magnet, runs a

thousand days, before its battery must be renewed

ceiling for the overhead light, the main light sources being the wall sconces

that had round shields of black lacquered vellum decorated with floral

patterns in green, red and amber. It will be seen at once that everything
in this room wras subordinated to the linen, though everything had taken
its color from it. The effect was superb, and it was all the more remark-
able because linen had been used where paintings and tapestries are cus-

tomarily employed, with a result that was equally as good from an artist's

standpoint, much less costly than either of these materials, and infinitely

more satisfactory than would have been the first plan for the linen.

Linen is frequently used to cover the

entire wall, or to fill panels, but it is most
unusual to attempt this use of it, and in so

doing this decorator has not only ignored

tradition, but accomplished so well the

end in view that a new mode has been

set for the use of linen prints.

Apropos of new modes, perhaps our

readers will be interested to learn that a

new cult of decorators has gained some
prominence in Paris since the beginning

of the war. Under the leadership of

Ruhlmann, the artist-decorator, they are

aiming to create a new "period" of fur-

nishings to celebrate the close of the war,

which they are calling "Apres la Guerre"
W style. Aside from laying great stress

I on the use of heavy color, it appears to be

I a type where superlative finish constitutes

I the chief decoration of broad surfaces,

I veneering being given especial attention,

I and much inlay and mosaic appear in pre-

I cise geometric patterns. The furniture is

I square and box-like, and leather is used

to a great extent, but color is its main
and, apparently, most attractive char-

I acteristic.

However interesting this new move-
M ment may prove, or, indeed, however

attractive may be any modern furniture,

^^^fc it is questionable if we can hope to

.^^^^^L surpass the splendid productions of the

old artisans of Italy. For example, note

^^^^^^^^^ the lovely commode and exquisite shell

chairs shown on the preceding page.K Aside from their charm of line and design,

their painted decorations after several

centuries are still perfect. The ground

color of the commode is blue black, which

throws in bold relief the painted panels

of soft warm tints and gold. The hardware is perfect in every respect.

The same exquisite patterns and colors are seen in the chairs, whose ivory

ground is charmingly relieved by the gold colored brocade and gilt fringe.

The mirror pictured here is neither of the same period nor of a correct

size for the commode but it is quite interesting and agreeable when

properly used. These gems have just been brought to this country by a

young Italian soldier, on short leave, to be sold as soon as possible and

their purchaser will indeed be rich in their possession.

There is an air of guardianship in this

floor candlestick, that recommends it

highly for living room use
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ARTISTIC AND HOME-LIKE

FURNITURE
In Reproduction of Old Masterpieces

and Designs by best American Cabinet-Makers

THE Lord & Taylor collec-

tions of Furniture and

other Furnishings were

never broader or finer than they

are at this time, in anticipation

of the requirements of the new

season.

Recent arrivals include charm-

ing examples of Queen Anne,

William and Mary, Chippendale

and Heppelwhite dining-room

and bedroom suites, and pleas-

ing designs originated by the

Brothers Adam.
We are also showing examples

of the cabinet making of our

master American designer, Dun-
can Phyfe, which we know will

be admired by artistic fur-

nishers.

The first public appreciation

of the craftsmanship of this great

Colonial furniture maker was
awakened during the Hudson-
Fulton Celebration, when an
exhibition of his work was pre-

sented at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art.

We invite leisurely inspection

of our Furniture and Upholstery

collections, during these early

days of formulating Fall furnish-

ing plans.

Lord & Taylor
38th Street FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
39th Street

w

I

I
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^Jacobean

Ghair

JMahogany
frame with

upholstery, in velours

or tapestry

K&rpei)
CxiArinlfed
Upholstered

Furniture
CHICAGO ^r w YORK

Sentiment and Good Furniture

JT IS impossible to separate sentiment from good furniture.

Furniture tkat is "commercial" in its design and manufac-

ture has none of the heirloom quality) ))ou -will find in

KARPEN furniture, \vkick is the perfect achievement of

artist and artisan working in an ideal environment.

THE KARPEN BOOK of DESIGNS

If the KARPEN trademark is not on the furniture shown

by your dealer, write us for our new hook of designs L-q.

We will he glad to send you this interesting and instructive

book on receipt of fourteen cents in stamps.

S.KARPEN & BROS.
Karpen Building, Chicago

37th Street 6? Broadway. New York

Attract the Birds
to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from J£ to

2 inches deep without risk of drowning. The bath empties itself every
twenty-four hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across, 6 in. high,

weight 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $4.00, F. O. B. New York.
Same bowl on pedestal: total height 39 inches, $10.00 F. O. B. N. Y.
Send for descriptive price-list of window-boxes, flower-pots, jardinieres,

garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, 84 Lexinstoo Are., New York

Marble Mantels, Consoles
Fountains, Sundial

and Hermes Pedestals, etc.

S. KLABER & CO., Importers and Marble Workers

1 26 Wot 34th Street. New York Established 1 649

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

Some New Lamp Shades

IAMP shades can be either an ever present
joy or sorrow, according to their kind

-* and suitability to the decorative scheme,
and since there are numberless shapes, sizes, and
designs seen in the specialty shops, from which
one may choose, there is really no reason to-day
for anything short of perfection in lamp shading.

Like all accessory decorations, in order to be
entirely successful, they must follow very closely

the motives of the scheme. If one is not to be
pleased by the stock shapes, special designs may-
be had at a slightly advanced figure. Indeed,
it is remarkable how clever are the designers of

these dainty articles. They seem to need but a

moment's thought to evolve some really delight-

ful new pattern, and there is an undeniable satis-

faction in having special!}' designed shades.

Among the new patterns to be seen, those
shown here are quite interesting in that they all

shade the light from the eyes yet permit its

general diffusion, a trait that has until recently

been generally disregarded. Thus the modern
shade is so made that it not only shades the light,

but diffuses it, its decorative qualities being
considered of second importance.
The shields pictured at the top are excellent

illustrations of this idea; they are of thin paper,

varnished and backed with white to intensify the

light which glows warmly through their dainty
pattern, thereby seeming to soften thelightthrown
against the wall. Were they of thick paper, or cre-

tonne, however attractive by day, the effect would
be that of a black spot in a reflected glare of light.

The one at the left shows warm-tinted birds

on a tan and brown ground, edged with brown
and gold braid. The right hand one has a bright

blue painted field in which have been cut dainty

flower patterns that, having a white background,

are variously tinted by hand.
This method has been followed in the large,

round shade at the bottom of the page, where the

Japanese medallion idea has been copied most
effectively. Here the tinted patterns show
through a rich light brown.
The two shades of hand painted paper are

really gems of their kind. The larger one is

round and has a soft-toned floral wreath painted

on a deep ivory ground, the strong lines giving

the design finish and strength. The smaller

shade is elliptical and painted ivory on Chinese

red. Rarely does one find such charming ex-

amples of this art, and the cost is low enough to

place them within the reach of all.
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tEljc Hampton &fjops

3nb Mliiat is Jfouub Cfjere

THE Hampton 8hopi offer invalu-

able aid to those who wish to in-

troduce into their homes those

Klggeitionsof romance and history that give

i harm, for instanee, to the lofty rooms of

some old K.nglish Mansions with their oak-

panelled walls and cheery open tire-places.

Not otdy may the famous Hampton
Furniture and the imported masterpieces

of European craftsmanship he there found,

but their harmonious setting he assured

by the assistance of the 1 Iampton Shops

staff of designers and decorators, always

alertly ready to submit suggestive sketches

and careful estimates for the interior dec-

oration of a single room or an entire house.

Ramptnnghops
]

18 6asf 50*screcp-

faring St. PatricKs Catlicdral

ReiuyorH
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Linens at

Reg. Trade Mark

FOR Sixty years McCutcheon's

of New York has been "The
Linen Store of America." It carries

the widest assortment of patterns.

It offers sound value in quality.

You don't have to come to Fifth Avenue
to buy. You can have the McCutcheon's
Linens wherever you are by mail. This

year our stock presents as great a variety as

ever. Our prompt mail service assures you

as much satisfaction as if you stood before

our counters.

Table Cloths and Napkins—every type and quality, in

every size up to the big and unusual.

Fancy Table Linens—Embroidered and lace trimmed Table
Cloths, Luncheon Cloths, Tea Cloths, Doilies of Drawn Work,
Napkins, Scarfs, White or colored, simple or elaborate, low-

priced or costly.

Bed Linens—Sheets and Pillow Cases, hemstitched and em-
broidered in all sizes.

Towels—Hand Towels, Face Towels, Guest Towels, Bath
Towels, fancy or plain, fine or inexpensive.

Mail Orders receive our prompt attention

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Ave., 34th and 33d Streets, New York

Gaumer Guarantee
Lighting Fixtures

4
'Gaumer
lighting

everywhere
follows the

evening
glow**

Unusually beauti-

ful designs with
a finish that does
not tarnish- sub-
stantially built for

life-time service.

ell your dealer you
want the
genuine

Gaumer
Fixtures.
Look for the
Guarantee

Tag
before you buy.

id us an idea of your
rooms and we wall gladly

suggest designs.

Address dept. C.

BIDDLE GAUMER COMPANY
3846-56LANCASTER AVE.. PHILADELPHIA

HANDEL/
clomps

BRIGHTEN your library or living room with a
new lamp. The line of Handel Electric Lamps

offers unusual decorative effects. The lamp shown is

No. 6369. Attractive shade. Moderate price. Handel
Lamps at best dealers. Write for illustrated booklet.

THE HANDEL CO., 382E.Main St.,Meriden,Conn.

Hangings for the Sitting Room

IN WORKING up the decorative scheme
of the house there is frequently experi-

enced some difficulty in finding agreeable
and suitable materials for the above stairs

living room of the simplest houses, and those
intimate sitting rooms en suite of the larger

houses. There is no reason for this bugbear,
since it is in these rooms that one's personal taste

may have its greatest scope. Here one may
simply paint the walls, or have them hung with
paper, in both instances getting needful color

through the hangings.

For the sitting room of a small house dainty
wall paper will be delightful. Either of the two
patterns shown here will be highly satisfactory.

Both have a small black design on a cream white
ground, much after the style of the feathery pat-

terns of the early nineteenth century.

These will prove most effective when used with

hangings and upholstery material having a

medium sized stripe, either in combinations of

old blue and saffron or mauve and green. They
would look well also with woven materials whose

patterns are in self tones, the colors, of course,

being warm and strong. These papers will take

pictures admirably, and particularly those inti-

mate ones we especially want in our sitting rooms.

They cost only 32 cents per roll.

The 60-cents cretonne shown here is one that

will express hominess in a superlative degree,

and should be used with either a plain or striped

yellow paper, as its rich hued flowers and birds

are seen on a creamy striped ground.
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STAIRWAY IN MISS SWIFT'S BUILDING

EL. T*r

ill

Vernav n
OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE, SILVER. PORCELAIN.POTTEFY IfGLASSWARE

Bf^J Mg^i^

Mr. VERNAY takes pleasure in Kfe
announcing the arrival of part

rii !

of the important collection which ^^^^^^^^^jj
he acquired in Europe during the /('

-^ilL
summer. It will be placed on /

-

Exhibition early in September. L_

NEW YORK, 10, 12, 14 East Forty-fifth St. V
BOSTON, 282 Dartmouth St. one of > set of s,x wuium and mj™ walnut

LONDON, W., 217 Piccadilly S'c7,
s

7

™d ,n Pet,t Po,nt Needlework
'
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White or Tint

1
F it's to be a white enamel room, naturally it

should be the whitest white obtainable—Enamolin.

If it's to be a tinted room—ivory, cream or gray—surely

to secure the cleanest, freshest tint the color must be
mixed with the very whitest enamel—Enamolin.

Enamolin is as enduring as it is white. Cleaning it with soap
and water, Sapolio or Pearline merely freshens its porcelain-

like surface.

FLOOR FINISH

the very finest Floor Finish—one which is worthy of use in con-
nection with Enamolin. Waterproof, heel proof, scratch proof.

If you care to try either Enamolin or Namlac, send us ten cents to

cover cost of mailing and we will send you a liberal sample.

The White Spot Booklet and sample panels of Enamolin and Namlac will convince

you. Send for them. Address Suburban Dept.

CALMAN #CO.
Established in 1850

100 William Street, New York

illlililliKHP'

DECORATIVE FURNITURE
Exquisite Reproductions made in beautiful old English Wal-
nut or painted in color harmonies for individual requirements.
Additional pieces may K purchased from time to time and
decorated to correspond with earlier selections.

Write to-day for our complete Catalogue *'Dq,"
or call at Exhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

"

OdiQWAY POTTERY
V J Gives the EssentialTouch

Flower Box No. 609. 9K x 23 in. $7.00

THIS charming Renaissance piece with growing
plants will give delightful touch to any room.

Galloway Pottery is everlasting stony gray
Terra Cotta for use in the garden and home. A pleasing
variety of Vases, Pots, Bird Fonts, Sun-dials, Benches
and other artistic pieces can be offered.

GallowatTerra CoTta Cb.
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

A PORTABLE HOUSE AND RUN
FOR CHICKS

S SOON as our fireless brooder chicks
have passed their first babyhood

—

about the time they have a pretty
fair growth of wing flights—we put
them out on a grass plot. We do
not wait until they get thin and

lanky and weak on their legs, but choose a fair,

mild day on which to make the change and any
succeeding bad weather does not affect them, as
this outside equipment is weather-proof. Each
brood has a house, a scratching box, and a wire
covered yard, each part of the equipment separate
for easy moving.
The chicks' own hover is put in the house on

several inches of straw and they feel at home from
the start. The change is made early in the day
or around noon—never at night.

We make two houses out of one large packing
box, thus: first nail the lid on to the box carefully.

Then measure and mark off the four long sides
of the box into thirds. Using a straight board,
draw a diagonal line on one of the broadest sides

from a two-thirds mark to a one-third mark.
On the opposite side of the box, a diagonal line

{Front of one, house

-Front of other* house.
Diagram illustrating how to get two houses out of a large sized

packing box. The dotted line shows the place for sawing

exactly similar to the first is drawn, and both of

these lines are connected by straight lines drawn
on the other two sides of the box. This pencil

line all around the box is the line of sawing and
when the sawing is done, we have two houses,

each without a roof. Before commencing to saw,

be sure that the lines are right to form two houses.

The bottom of each house is covered on the

outside with linoleum, glazed side out, and over

this a piece of two by four joist is nailed at each

end, so that the house never rests on the ground.

In place of linoleum a good piece of tarred roofing

paper may be used, but not plain tar paper, for the

idea is to provide a damp-proof floor to the house.

The pieces of joist at each end should not be

omitted for it is necessary to have the small air

space under the house.

The front boards are all removed except the

ones at each end. A solid board door is hung on

one half of the front, the other half is covered

with inch mesh netting (inch mesh to keep out

rats). Near the bottom of the door an exit hole

is cut and a slide attached for closing up at night.

The roof boards should extend several inches

over the house all around and be covered with a

good, water-proof roofing felt.

The scratching box is as long as the width of the

house and is 2 feet wide and i foot high; 2x4
joists are nailed on the bottom to keep the box

off the ground. The side adjoining the house

needs no boards, as the feed box is always kept

close up to the house, and it is convenient to have

the scratching box as light in weight as possible.

The opposite long side has a small opening with

a hinged door, leading to the wire yard. The top

of the scratching box is entirely separate; it is a

wire covered frame as large as the top of the box

and is held to the box at both ends by little

swinging hooks. This scratching box contains

the litter in which the grain is scattered, also the

water fountain, elevated on a brick.

The run is the width of the house and scratch-

ing box, 2 feet high and 12 feet long, but these

dimensions could be changed to suit different con-

ditions, of course. The sides and ends are en-

closed with inch mesh netting, the top with 2

inch mesh netting. One end has an opening in

the centre 4 inches wide, provided w-ith a means of

closing when necessary. Each outfit is provided

with a flat cover made of boards, the same in

length as the width of the roof of the house. It

is 3 feet wide and has canvas curtains tacked on

at each side. The cover protects the scratching

box in rainy weather and the side curtains are
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Iron Garden Bench and

Table — Adams Design

Side and Arm Chairs to Match

H. KOOPMAN & SON
OLD FKENCH AND ENGLISH FUKNITUKE,
TAPESTRIES, PORCELAINS, CHINA AND GLASSWARE

16 EAST FORTY-SIXTH STREET, NEW YORK
Opposite Ritz^Carlton Hotel

PARIS

Dr* -11 for RADIATOR
ecorative Grilles enclosures

To karmonize with ever? period of architecture

Special design Registers for Heating and Ventilating

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK

Catalogue of Special Designs sent on request

DREICER&C°
FIFTH AVKNUE at FORTY-SIXTH

-NEW YORK"

DREICER & C°always have

awide selection of pearl

Necklaces assembled in

varying prices -each ar-

ranged by a member of

the firm to assure accur-

ate matching and grading,

the dreicer collection

of Oriental Pearls is

most important

BRANCH AT CHICAGO
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anize
VARNISH

Floor Finish
is made especially for floors and staircases where the

floor finish must stand the hardest kind of wear.

And because it stands this extra severe test better

than any other finish, Kyanize is also the best for

all other interior woodwork— including furniture.

Kyanize simply will not scratch, check, soften, peel,

turn color or stick to the furniture.

It is easy to apply and dries with a beautiful brilliancy

of finish that lasts indefinitely.

It freshens, beautifies, and makes new every object

of furniture—every bit of flooring and woodwork in

the house.

And a Kyanized surface is a sanitary surface. It is so

hard and smooth that it's no trick at all to keep it clean.

For all white work on wood, metal or plaster—inside

or outside the house. Kyanize White Enamel enjoys
the same popularity that Kyanize Floor Finish obtains

among high grade varnishes.

There's a Kyanize Dealer in

your town. Ifyou do not know

him—write us. We Will gladly

give you his name and address.

He is a good man to know.
The Kyanize Line of
Finishes and Enamel

This is the sign of
the Kyanize dealer

Boston Varnish Company
Makers of Fine Varnishes

Everett Station, Boston, U. S. A.

PORTFOLIO OF MODEL ROOMS sent upon
receipt of 20 cents in stamps or coin.

BERKLEYS GAY
FURNITURE COMPANY
180 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Think Now of Autumn
Furnishing

'

|
'his correctly designed

Georgian period light-

ing fixture ^ill enhance

the beaurj> of $our

home. Its cheerful,

healthy light is rest-

ing to the eyes and
nerves.

Ask your dealer, or

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS
Llundrecls of otrter
* * artistic designs in

brackets, fixtures and
portables on displap

in our sKo^3 rooms.
Call to inspect tKem
at ^our convenience.

Ask to see Mo. 2544, finished in

Old Brass, 'ditk delicately tinted

bcrtfl. Ver>> attractively priced.

Catalogue "L" Free
on Request. Write
to-da9-

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
Wa Street Ne?J York City"

The Beautiful Snow White

IRISH LINEN
For Your Dowry Chest

Send for booklet M—"How to Select Linen" and some especially
interesting suggestions

KIMBALL'S TEXTILE SHOP
Norwich, Connecticut

FREE Trial
PIEUHONT RED CEIUR CHESTS

Your choice of 75 styles of the famous
Piedmont genuine Southern Red Cedar
Chests. IS dayn' fri*e trial. We pay
the freight. A Piedmont protects furs,

woolens and plumes from moths, mice,
.

itj dust and damp. Distinctively beautiful,
nirtorj l-riees ^ Finest Xmas or wedding tr'ift. Write
to-day f*>r big new catalogue m'hIi reduced prleea* Balled free to joo.

PIEDMONT RED CEDAR CHEST CO., Dept. 44, Statesville, N. C.

A BIRD BATH

on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds

and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illustrated

is a new design affording a broad, shallow bathing area
which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as much as by older

birds since it is but af inches from the ground. Repro-
duced in frost proof, Pompeian Stone. Diameter 00
26} inches. Price (F. O. B., N. V.) «pO—

.

Send for catalogue illustrating all types of Pompeian Stone
garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
22 1 Lexington Avenue New York

let down or folded back as required. On cold

days often one curtain is let down on the wind-
ward side. The cover always rests on the roof

of the house and is easily pulled forward and
pushed back by one person. When used for

protection in the day time, the lower end of the

cover rests on the wire run, so as to admit light to

the scratching box. When shutting up the

chicks for the night, the end of the cover is let

away down to the edge of the scratching box and
serves to keep the night cold out of the house as

well as to protect the scratching box from damp-
ness.

We like the wire covered runs for they can be

pulled away from the house and feed box as the

chicks get bigger and left on a fresh grass plot

all day long. The runs are so light that one per-

son can easily pull them around from place to

place, the chicks running along inside the cage.

The board cover is usually placed on one end of

the wire run when it is pulled away from the

house and serves as shade in hot weather or

shelter from sudden showers.

Within the little house there are two roosting

poles. The chicks learn to use these poles in the

day time long before the hover is taken out.

We raise very early chicks and find that they

are. quite comfortable and contented with these

houses even in severe weather, for there are many
days when it is pleasant enough to let them out

Two of the box houses with wire runs, each accommodating

thirty chicks. One house has the cover pulled over the scratch-

ing box and the curtains down for bad weather. The other one

has the cover resting on the roof

in the wire runs. We do not use lamps or heat

of any kind in these houses—just a good bed of

dry straw and a fireless hover and plenty of short

straw in the scratching box. Of course we are

particular in building the houses to have each

one tight and free from any draft holes, and we
always are careful to see that the outside curtains

are fastened down tight on severely cold nights.

In localities where hawks, crows, mink, or

weasels prey on the growing poultry, this equip-

ment will be found especially useful and most
satisfactory, for the chicks are perfectly safe in

these houses and runs. It was to safeguard our

chicks from skunks that we first originated this

equipment.
The care of growing chicks is simple and easy

with these houses and there is no chance of

losing them. While the chicks are small they

are not allowed the use of the run in the early

morning until the grass is dry. And if a sudden

shower comes up they are easily chased into the

scratching box and the door leading into the run

is closed.

As they get older and the sex can be distin-

guished, the pullets and cockerels are separated.

When the cockerels have a house and run to

themselves we usually dispense with their scratch-

ing box, drawing the wire run close up to the

house, and feeding from pans placed in the run.

The pullets remain in these houses and runs

until they are large enough to be kept in the

poultry yard and we never have the annoyance

of chicks running loose around the place and

damaging flower beds or garden.

P. B. RUGGLES.
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Imported Cretonnes
and Chintzes

From our abundant stocks may be selected Print

Flbrici for every color requirement. A few choice

pi it terns are illustrated, and we should he glad to send
samples to interested panics if given an idea of re-

quired colors and approximate prices. Other patterns
at from 25 cents to #3.75 per yard.

No. 3001. !i<> in< h Chinese C hipix'wlalr Tuscan Linen, while background,
bright green, lavender and gold per yd. $2.00

No. 3002. .'(2 nch reversible Knglish C retonne. Renaissance [>criod, cream or
white ground, hrighl green and icd Mowers and buds per yd. .65

No. 3003. XI inch Knglish Crelonne in following combinations:
While background, black slri|>eH, bright llowerH and birds

)While background, drab stripes, bright llowers and birds I ,

White background, drab stri|x s. blue llowers and birds (
pKT y° w -BU

Hlack background, drab st ri|>es, bright llowers and birds )
Same design, shadow effect, reversible, black stripes, soft pastel flowers

and birds, wh le background per yd. 1.00
Same design, shadow effect, reversible, drab stripes, pink and blue Color*

ing. while l> i< kground per yd. 1.00
No. 3004. 32-inch reproduction of an English Jacobean Cretonne, white,

cream and Jaspe cream background, with bright colors per yd. .45

No. 3005. Ml Inch hand blocked printed Cretonne in following combinations
on white background:
Green trellis, green leaves, red berries . . . .

)Gray trellis, green leaves, blue berries . . I , . „
Gray trellis, gray leaves, red berries <

p" y

Gray trellis, gray leaves, blue berries .... J

No. 3006. :)2 inch Knghsh Cretonne, white background, green leaves, bright
pink Mowers, green figarcs and green ribbon
Or green leaves, mulberry flowers, green figures and

)
green ribbon ( .

Or green leaves, lavender flowers, green figures and green /Per *a -

ribbon J

CONTRACTS EXECUTED FOR COMPLETE INTERIOR
FURNISHINGS AND DECORATIONS

McGibbon & Co.
1 and 3 West 37 Street New York

1

s

Poultry House

Do you have to keep down your list

of week-end guests because your home
will not accommodate everyone you
want to invite ? Do you always have

enough room for those who come ?

Don't be cramped. There's an easy

way out—erect on your grounds one

or more of the

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

Screen Housa

Play House

Then if you have a young married couple

amonj your guests, you can offer them the

seclusion and convenience of a cottage for them-

selves alone. Or if a family are visiting you,

they can have a jolly party together.

Hodgson Portable Houses are made in sec-

tions which are riridly constructed and easily

bolted together by unskilled workmen. They

are thoroughly comfortable in any season,

weather or climate. The catalogue illustrates

many charming cottages suitable for estates,

as well as numerous other styles of inexpen-

sive adjuncts to your home. For a copy address

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 116 Washington. Si.. Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City

are

urseriru

Illustration shows wardrobe of Princess
Suite finished in a new tint of French
enamel called Baby Gray. This Suite

is executed in the Adam Period design
and includes crib, lamp and other
useful articles, the last word in artistic

nursery furnishings.

To be had only at leading retail shops
throughout the country.

ED. JANSEN
110 West 18th Street

New York
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UNDER THE EYE OF THE MASTER OF THE HUNT

o N THE hunting field a man feels that he
must be up to the mount and a little be-

yond in appearance. He cannot go far

wrong in choosing his riding outfit, for the hunts-

man has followed the same form for centuries;

but it is the finish and detail which denote smart-
ness in the field. A funny story apropos of ap-

pearance has been told of Lord R who
arrived at a morning meet at Melton Morbray with his top hat perched far

back on his head and with a rakish dip to the right. This innovation met
th^eye of every young rider. Lord R ,

being an arbiter of fashion,

it was noticed at the next hunt that the huntsmen all appeared in top hats

perched back and tilted on the right side; when truth to

tell poor Lord R's London hatter had sent a hat

two sizes too large and his Lordship had to resort to this

strategy to keep the hat from falling about his ears.

The pink coat still typifies the formality which besets

the first meet of the season. When perhaps the newly
elected Master of Hounds has let it be whispered abroad

that he means to be a martinet as to form and manners,
it is then that the pink coat and white breeches are grudg-
ingly worn. With this suit may be seen a pair of black

leather boots with plain cuffs, though the younger men
affect patent leather boots.

The waistcoat may be a fancy affair in brown or red or

mustard color, with a smooth finish; it is not in evidence

on the field, as the coat must be buttoned snugly to be

in proper form. "Why bother about the waistcoat?"
one man at the club asked another; no one sees it. "It's

like our ancestors," was the reply, "nice to feel you have
'em."
The new top hat follows the general style of the wider

brim and seems a wee bit taller, which gives it the ap-

pearance of the hat worn by the huntsman of other days.

There is little change in the stock worn with the

formal hunting togs, though the smartest stock is less

stiff than that of last year. The fit is everything; the

stock will remain in place and smooth "if made properly

and made for you and not your neighbor," as a huntsman
growled. Stocks may be had in white pique or madras,
figured or plain, and they have a secret little catch which
makes for security.

The more popular suit for informal meets especially in

the biting cold of the late fall, is the sack suit which comes
in brown, gray, or black. The coat is a bit longer and
cut on lines which follow the figure more closely. Some
of the new coats have large side pockets with welted

reams. The breeches are quite full and reinforced with
a dull leather, the same color as the cloth.

Waistcoats are varied in style and some of the smartest
ones are bound with braid of the same color or in direct contrast. A charm-
ing and effective waistcoat is in a snuff colored cloth with a small black

figure, and bound with black braid. Another waistcoat is in a tan finished

with brown braid.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of Countr? Life in America Advertis-

ing Department's Service Bureau vJill be
glad to furnish further information or

purchase an]? of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

RIDING TO THE HOUNDS

One of the season's newest models in a wool
covert cloth hunting suit in leather color.
The breeches are lined in chamois and rein-
forced with leather colored buckskin. This
suit is effective in coloring and smart in cut

THE wiseacres have accused women of dress-

ing to "run with the hare and hunt with
the hounds as well." Such a thing from

the masculine viewpoint would be impossible,

and from the book of etiquette in the mind of

the master of hounds, a social crime. For a
.—«—... , ».—» —% woman to be a little ahead of the game gives a

zest to the hunt, though she curbs her wish to be
away with the hare. She feels that the crafty little victim is the best

sport in the field; many a sigh of relief goes out from a most scrupulously
got up huntswoman when the little hare or fox slyly doubles on the hound
and reaches cover in safety.

The appearance of both horse and rider should be
faultless. The huntswoman takes in every point in the
condition of her mount before appearing for a silent in-

spection under the eye of the master of hounds, and is

herself carefully turned out
—

"so as not to embarrass a

sensitive thoroughbred" is the reason a young woman
gave for her exquisite appearance in the hunting field.

Then, too, the modern manner of riding cross saddle

makes essential infinite care in neatness and correctness.

Badly cut riding clothes will ruin the appearance of even
the best horsewoman; special care should be taken in the

choice of models, and comfort fitting exacted.

The new models in cross saddle riding togs are fascinat-

ing this season. They are following the trend of fashion

in adopting less sober coloring than in the past, and are

seen in golden brown, wood green, and oxford colored

clothes. Naturally the black cloth appeals to the con-

servative woman; many a famous rider still clings to the

black habit with cutaway coat, red waistcoat, white

stock, and shiny "topper" as the best form when she rides

side saddle as she does on the bridle path.

A wool covert riding suit in a leather color is one of the

stunning new models. The coat is double breasted with

a full skirt reaching half way to the knee; it has a black

velvet collar and cuffs and is lined with a leather colored

silk. The breeches are full and are buttoned snugly

below the knee, they are lined with chamois and are

reinforced on the under knee with a leather colored

buckskin. This suit also comes in the same model in a

golden brown, wood green, or oxford.

The innovation in color gives the present-day meet a

dazzling effect, the varied colored suits offsetting in pic-

turesqueness the pink coats of the huntsman when the

pack is in full cry and the scamper across the field is on.

If she wears leggings and calfskin boots, she wears a

bowler. This new riding derby has a broad brim and is

a much larger hat than any to which we have been ac-

customed on this side of the water. Another new hat for

the hunting season is a silk beaver in the derby shape with a smart crown

and a rather wide brim. The top hat changes little; it is perhaps curved

slightly in the crown and the brim is a trifle wider, but like a man's hat the

variations are noticeable only to those in the know.
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THE illustration shows the conservatories

built for Henry Ford, Esq., on his estate

near Detroit. Each of the three houses

is divided into two sections. There is also a

lean-to against the stone foundation, making
in all seven separate compartments. These
provide the different growing conditions

needed for a wide variety of flowers, plants

and vegetables, such as roses, carnations, vio-

lets, potpknts, palms and ferns, lettuce, cu-

cumbers and grapes.

MONINGER GREENHOUSES are found

on many of the most beautiful estates in

America because of the recognized excellence

of their design and construction. No matter

how modest your plans are, we will be glad to

submit sketches and estimates free of charge.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO

920 Blackhawk St.

CINCINNATI

2312 Union Central Bldg.

NEW YORK
819 Marbridge Bldg.

m

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
MEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 88oo

Ready made Garments for Dress or Sporting Wear

English Hats, Shoes and Furnishings

Riding Suits, Caps and odd Knickers in cotton or silk

Special Equipment for Polo

Norfolk suits or odd Knickers in Shetland Homespuns

Flannel trousers for Golf and Tennis

Light weight Mackintoshes for saddle work,

Motoring or Golf

Motor clothing, Liveries and Kennel Coats

For Young Men and Boys:

Complete School and College Clothing Equipment

Send for "Memo, of Things Taken to School"

a great aid in Autumn Shopping

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON BRANCH
149 Tbemont Street

NEWPORT BRANCH
220 Bellevuc Avenue
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TABLE DELICACIES
Hints for a Southern Supper

ANN REMSEN

'VT'OU will enjoy a cup of Mail-
lard's Breakfast Cocoa at any

time of the day or with any meal
—because it is so refreshing as

well as delicious and nourishing.

At all good stores.

THE lack of formality in entertaining

this season has made the long, heavy
function of the old time hunt break-

fast a thing of the past.

The modern repast after the run is a light

affair in quantity, but still retains the spirit of

hospitality and sport which gave zest to the

meet in the days when the finish of poor

Reynard came near the manor of some
doughty and gouty squire or dame, who pre-

sided over the elaborate spread which bespoke
the idler and the gourmet.
To-day the huntsman is a busy man of

afFairs, but no less keen a sportsman. The
first chill days of autumn find him as alert as

the pack to be off for the exciting cross country
run, but since the rules of good health, and
good looks have become an obsession, he eats

less and more wisely, rides better, and lives

longer than of old. A huntsman added to my
remark, "yes, but the excitement of the run
makes him as savage as any hound in the pack
at the sight of a Duck St. Albans or a cold

pigeon pot pie."

DUCK ST. ALBANS

Roast a fat duck. When cold carve the

breast in thin slices and lay these carefully

aside. Break ofF the breastbone and cover

the carcass smoothly with liver farce. Re-
place the slices using a little of the farce to

A Cook Book for Every Home

Practical Cooking
and Serving

By JANET MACKENZIE HILL
Editor of "The Boston Cooking School Magaiinc

In this book recipes are given
for simple, every-day dishes,

and for such as are in demand
for the most formal occasions.

A special chapter is devoted
to garnishing and serving.

Another to the art of hospi-

tality and the etiquette of

entertaining.

What makes this the most up-
to-date and dependable book
of its kind yet published, is

that each recipe has been
tested and found excellent by
the author.

Illustrated, Net $1.80

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City.N.Y.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

PDMPEIAN DLIVE OIL
ALWAYS FRESH

OLD Olive Oil tastes "oily." Fresh
olive oil tastes "fruity" and makes

a world of difference in the sala
Insist on POMPEIAN and
get strictly fresh olive oil.

FULL MEASURE TINS
Y2 Pint—Pint—Quart

—

Y2 Gallon

you

akes M Um

THE STANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

COLLECTED VERSE
OFRUDY\RD KIPLING

Limp Leather Edition of

COLLECTED VERSE
OF

RUDYARD KIPLING

IT is safe to say that the best verse Mr. Kipling has written

is in this volume, because he has selected for this edition

the poetical works by which he wishes to be represented.

Included are the favorites from "Service Songs," the
" Barrack Room Ballads," etc.

The present edition is designed for a gift book. It is

bound artistically in limp brown leather, and boxed.

After Shopping
—^or any Fatigue ^

^dawqys
lea

MOST DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

Garden City

Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less drudgijying home-making. Every man should read this book and buy-
it for some womaA It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of
the Ladies' Home Journal, and the National Secretary of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net $1.25.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, n W.
3 2ndSt.,N.Y.
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/f II/j *J.^-\ The Semi-Touring Car

v//^//>p asily converted from an open touring car into a fashionable
wOfH'OuUk turnout, completely enclosed. The tonneau then presents the

refined interior of a limousine body, with perfect protection against

weather In quality and design, a custom-built product.

"Upholstery and finish

may be selected to suit the

owner's individual taste.

Jhe WHITE COMPANY*
CLEVELAND, O.
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JAPANESE GARDENING
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T. R. OTSUKA. MO South Michigan A*... Chlc.o, III
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Position Wanted

.in<l

,111.1

nils.

la.rtut. K. •

CCIM M FERGUSON. OM Point Comfort. Virginia

Position Wanted
A» F«nn or Estate Manager, by an American. married.
4t) yrarm of ajtr. Lifr experience twi tht* hrttcr clawt of
Karma and Katalea. aim Agricultural coumr. Thoroughly

America. Garden City. New York.

Situation Wanted
as Superintendent and Estate Manager. Have
a thorough knowledge of all requirements of a

private estate including greenhouses, fruit and
vegetable forcing, landscape and construction

work, orchards and forestry, general farming in all

its m. ..Inn features, the care and handling of all pedigreed

Stock. For the past three years in charge of an estate of ooo
acres. Place in course of construction preferred. Am desirous

of making a change and can furnish excellent references from
past and presenr employers. Married, no children. Bos G90,

care of Coun:ry Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

Situation Wanted
as Superintendent on Country Estate. Long
experience outdoors and under glass, care of

stock. English, age 36, no family. Well

recommended. F. D. Witney, 166 West
23rd Street, New York.

STEWARD
W"anted position in Country Club or Hotel by an
American, age 40, temperate and reliable. At pre-

sent steward in a high-class Berkshire Hills' ho-

tel which closes Nov. 1 st. Address Box 7 70. care

of Country' Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

Estate Manager
Permanent situation wanted by a practical all round man ex-

perienced in all the routine of the profession; greenhouses, gar-

dens, stock, etc.. and a wide experience in landscape construc-

tion, planting and renovating- Twenty-eight years', experience

in this country: fundamental training in Scotland; well recom-
mended. Home address, Geo. C. Smith, Granger St., Canan-
datgua. New York.

Landscape Gardening
Thirty-five years' experience with leading landscape

architects, noblemen and gentlemen's estates, park

systems, public gardens, nurseries, etc., in England
and this country. Developments, road construction,

grading, planting, etc., to any extent. Box 708, Care

of Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.
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Pecky** Cypress Used (is Interior Trim I
on one of the most artintic of America's treat estates.

HO. I In *M»r* SIIOM INU "rn Kt" l.rVHP.SH IN MR. HENRY WHIM NEW RESIDENCE.

PHY ROOM: ESTA TT. OF HENRY FORD. ESQ. . fx ( RBORN. MICHIGAN.
Mr. W. H. Van Tine, Architect. Detroit.

Why should the fact that 'Tecky" Cypress is the Innermost Heart of the larger Cypress
trees (many hundreds of years old) interest you? What is "Pecky" Cypress, anyhow?
Certainly nothing NEW—except perhaps to you. Volume 2 tells you ALL ABOUT IT.

JUST WRITE FOR VOL. 2—1VS A FASCINATOR AS WELL AS A MONET-SAVER.
( ' 'Pecky

'

' Cypress is the Lowest Grade ofCypress, ' 'the WoodEternal" '

—

but it"sfinefor what ifj goodfor. )

Let our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT" help V0U. Our entire resources are at your service with Reliable CounseL

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1 1202 Hibernia Bank Building. New Orleans, La., of 1202 Heard National Bank Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.

INSIST ON CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL LUMBER DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT. LET US KSOW IMMEDIATELY

Country Houses, Gardens and
Service Buildings

The Complete Development of Country Estates is Our Specialty

Comings & Downer, Engineers and Architects

PsiaesTille, Ohio

Located in the heart of the finest residence district of the
Western Reserve.

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through Readers' Service.

O. PERRY SARLE, Consulting Engineer

146 Westminster Street Providence, R. I.

Water Supply, Sewage Disposal, Land Drainage
Piers, Sea Walls, Shore Front Protection

Topographical Surveys. Plans for Drives and Lawns
Planting Plans for Trees and Shrubbery

Conferences on merits of propositions, gratis.

Thirty pears' engineering practice.

THE READERS' SERVICE
gives information about real estate

If you intend to build and wish your new home to be expressive

of your own individuality and different from the commonplace,
you will be interested in my proposition in regard to special

sketches and in the two publications described below.
"COLONIAL HOUSES" containing floor plans, perspectives

and descriptions and estimates, in that everpleasing style. Price
by express prepaid $2.

"STUCCO HOUSES" containing perspectives, s in. scale

floor plans, and showing designs suitable for this imperishable

construction. Price by express prepaid $5.
In ordering give brief description of your requirements and they

will have earnest consideration. Plans furnished for the alteration

of old buildings to the Colonial and Stucco styles. Fireproof

dwellings a specialty. Address

E. S. CHILD, Architect, Room 1017, 29 Broadway, New York City
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Enjoy beau ty f

Ask for samples.

Wish knowledge f

Writefor booklets.

("AMERICA'S FINEST CABINET HOOD")

j£ RedGUWI I^,lbt~ClT"y (N°te the charm °J'"Americas Finest Cabinet'Wood.")

We Americans have been so prone to accept the theoretical

superiorities of foreign products that it is now and then helpful

to our pride to realize that Europe has been ahead of us in con-

ceding superior appreciation to a native American product that

until recently was overlooked by us in our search for beauty and
utility in cabinet woods.

American RED GUM is now admitted to be one of the

world's finest hardwoods, and is in rapidly increasing demand
by the most discriminating architects and owners.

If dandelions were as scarce as orchids people would cheerfully

pay a dollar apiece for them. RED GUM was and is very

plentiful, and therefore can be bought to great advantage.

In European countries the beautyand value of RED GUM have
been accepted for a generation. America is just now awake to its

own. Are you ? If so, you'll soon own some RED GUM Trim.
Sendfor a sample and seeforyourself. (And askfor ourfree literature.

)

Also uorite us a personal letter. Our reply nvill be frank and helpful.

Gum Lumber Manufacturers Association
1306 Bank of Commerce Bldg.

,
Memphis, Tennessee

THE "FINANCIAL CHRONICLE"
says of

COST OF LIVING
A Little Book By

FABIAN FRANKLIN
{Associate Editor New York Evening Post)

Which Tells the Causes Which Underlie the Rise and Ebb of Prices

THIS book is so interesting to any person capable of serious thought, that he
who begins it will not lay it down. . . . The book is popular, not in the

common sense of being frivolous and slipshod, but in the better sense of freedom
from unexplained technicalities, and adaptability to the untrained reader. ... It

is doubtful if in the whole United States there be another man as capable to enlighten
the popular mind on economic and financial problems, as this brilliant writer."

A Valuable Boot for Every Student of Economics. At all Bookstores. Net, $1.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

THE COUNTY AGENT AS MORT-
GAGE BROKER
T IS a characteristic of most of our

county agricultural agents or ad-
visors that they are not satisfied to

solve the obvious problems that
rise up before them in their regular

line of duty, but must needs look

beneath the surface and around corners for hidden
difficulties and opportunities to be of service.

To our knowledge, the most advanced position

in this campaign has been attained by Agricul-

turist J. A. Morrison of Franklin County, Idaho,
who states and justifies his position and self-

imposed task in part as follows:

"I feel that the most essential thing in our
agricultural development is the privilege of
cheaper money for our farmers. They have the

best possible security in the form of first mort-
gages on their lands, and if they could secure
money at from 5 to 6 per cent, it would be the
greatest boon to our agriculture development
that could possibly come to us.

"Throughout a large part of the West there
has long prevailed an exorbitant interest rate

ranging from 8 to 10 per cent., and this still per-

sists in spite of the fact that our development has
of late been such as to leave little or no risk in

mortgage loans. Our securities are as good as
any in the country. We are located in one of the
best agricultural valleys in the inter-mountain
section. It has been settled for practically sixty

years and our farming systems have become per-

manent and stable. A large portion of our lands
are irrigated and grow such crops as alfalfa, po-
tatoes, sugar beets, wheat, oats, barley, apples,

plums, peaches, pears, and berries. We have
two immense sugar-factories and five condensed
milk factories, dairying being one of the important
local industries. Hogs and sheep are abundant
and superior horses are produced here. The very
fact that a good many farmers are prospering in

the face of this exorbitant interest rate is addi-

tional evidence of the profitableness of our
farming and an indication of the widespread
prosperity that might be expected under better

conditions.

"As agricultural agent with the interests of
better agriculture, better home and community
life at heart, and wishing at the same time to

protect the interests of people who have saved a

reasonable amount of money which they are

willing to loan on good security at a legitimate

interest rate, I would be very pleased to spend
a little time each week in bringing together

persons who are hunting avenues for the legiti-

mate use of their money and farmers here who
have valuable, safe farm mortgage securities,

and who need so much the use of money at

a lower rate of interest. My service in this

connection will be free to all parties concerned,

as I feel that there is no other way in which I

could do as much to assist the farmers of our
county."
We see certain advantages in such a plan as he

desires to work out; but we also see hidden dan-

gers. The business of broker—whether of farm
mortgages or "war babies"—is a vocation in

itself and a difficult one to combine with such a

position as that of county agent. It is of course

desirable that an investor have a reliable and
accurate source of information as to the value of

his proposed security, and no professional broker

could hope to have as thorough a knowledge
along this line as an agriculturist whose daily

work carries him inside the bounds that usually

enclose the farmer's business and financial affairs

and prospects. But it is because of just this

intimate relationship between the county adviser

and his farmer patrons—or employers—that

difficulties might arise from his attempts to place

their mortgages. His lack of information and

experience, if any, would be in regard to the

status of the other party in the transaction—the

investor.

However, the idea is a new one and it is hardly

fair to call attention to the disadvantages that

suggest themselves, when in its desire it is so

unselfish and worthy a scheme. There are many
instances in our agricultural industry where

the one most needed feature is a connecting link

between buyer and seller, between producer and

consumer, a medium for the exchange of a com-

modity and its equivalent; it is just such an office

that Mr. Morrison aims to fill. May his success

in doing it be in proportion to the merit of his aim.

E. L. D. S.
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The Lord & Taylor Bookshop
CONDUCTED BY

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

0( HJBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY extend an invitation to book
lovers living in and near New York to visit a Library Bookshop of an
unusual kind which they are conducting in co-operation with the Lord

and Taylor Store, Fifth Avenue and Thirty-Eighth Street.

This bookshop aims to represent the highest ideals ofbook service. It makes
possible that rare pleasure to be found in selecting and buying books under

restful and attractive surroundings. Comfortable chairs, and cozy reading

corners take the place of the usual crowded counters and preserve the

atmosphere of a private library.

There are a number of other unusual and distinctive features including an

expert librarian's services in selecting the best books on any subject. In-

teresting entertainments with speakers of note, and frequent displays of

valuable manuscripts and memorabilia add to the interest of the bookshop.

Doubleday, Page & Company invite the interest and support of "Country
Life" readers in this attempt to solve some of the pressing problems 01

the bookseller, and to make book buying a more popular recreation.
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$4,000,00000
Farming Facts Yours
Information about practical farming that cost the U. S. government #4,000,000 and
more than ten years to collect—the work of hundreds of experts—the best methods
of farming for profit— the experience of America's most successful agriculturists—
every fact worth knowing about agriculture— positive U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
facts. Now yours on a wonderful offer.

Read the free shipment ofFer we are making here. How we put these facts right
into your hands. Yes, and more besides. A book written by America's greatest
Agriculturist, Hon. F. D. Coburn. This mailed to you also.

Farmer's Cyclopedia
These 7 big volumes, containing more than 5,000 pages, 3,000,000 words and hun-
dreds of pictures, give you in condensed but complete form all the most valuable
data which the government has gathered at such an enormous expense. The records

in the department have been studied by a board of practical agri-
culturists who have selected the very best of all this information
and put it into these books.
Verified facts about every branch of farming are given with all

theories cut out. Just the methods which have proved beet i:i

actual practice, are given in clear simple language— and the becks*
are minutely indexed so that every fact and every
method is accessible in an instant.
Whether you have one acre or a thousand acres,
these books will show you how to* make your land pay
more money. They tell how to put farming on a

business basis. They place in your hands
the accumulated experience of thousands
of practical farmers, investigators and
scientists. This great library which will

solve the most perplexing problems of
farming is yours for a trifle

—

less than 7 cents a day for a
year. And if you send the
coupon, you can have it fcr

ten days' FREE examination.

Partial List of
Contents

Feed and Care of Dairy Cows
(This aloneuorth the price.)

Feeds and Feeding for Beef
(A wonderful work.)

Disease* and Insect Pests
(How to protect cattle and crops against

them.)

Profitable Hog Raising
(A complete library on the hog.)

Success with Sheep
(Every question answered.)

Poultry Problems Solved
(No other books on poultry ever ueeo. be read../

Latest Facts and Investigation

on Every Farm Product
(Insures bigger, better crops
with less labor.,)

Every Phase of Farm Manage-
ment
(From Government Experi-
ments and Researches.,)

Soils and Fertilization
( Make your land yield more.)

Farm Buildings

(How to plan and build on
the fai

Domestic Science

Comfortable economical farm
housekeeping.

(Lightens the work of the housekeepers.)

And thousands ofother subjects of vital interest
and value.

Valuable Book, FREE
Hon. F. D. Coburn, America's most famous
agricultural authority, has written a valuable

Manual to use in connection with the Cyclo-
pedia. It gives an exhaustive analysis of the

contents and offers hundreds of suggestions

on how to use the 7 big books to the best advantage.

Mr. Coburn says: "The Farmer's Cyclopedia is the most
valuable collection of agricultural information ever gathered
together." And this master farmer gives you the benefit

of his lifelong experience. He tells you how to utilize this

vast and comprehensive information to make more profits out of the soil. You
pay not a penny for his assistance. The Manual is FREE with the Cyclopedia.

IIIIIIIIIUUIUIUUIIII^

^e.co'X President JVilson w^^^Tdietnl's^uiryl&th:
y, ew or

methods of our farmers must feed upon the scientific information in the State Dcpart-

Donbleday,

Tiethods ot our farmers must feed upon the scientific information in the btate lJcpart-
Sendme. all charges pre- \ ments of Agriculture and tap-room of all, the U. S. Department of Agriculture."

n?erVc'vcior«dirtAbridgedTe- *\ The scientific farming methods to which the President refers are open to you in
cordsofu_ s. Dept. of Agriculture) v tne p ages Qf the Farmer's Cyclopedia. They will help you to make every
in 7big thick volumes — bound inV r

rto
r ,i ». i

strong buckram. If not satisfactory, \ tOOt 01 land pay dividends.
1 will tell you so in 10 dai s and you \.
will tell me where to return thr books at
your exnen ee. Otherwise I srfll

down aitdthen $2.00 monthly for- 7 12 mc
50c -»

lonths. V
C. L. ic-r<\

Send Coupon Without Money
You pay nothing for privilege of examination. Just send the coupon and we will ship
the books prepaid. Keep them 10 days. Examine them closely. If you decide that

^ you want them send us 50 cents—then $2.00 monthly for 12 months. $24.50 in all.

^ Otherwise tell us you will not keep them and we will arrange for their return. Not
\ a penny to send. Only the coupon. Sign and mail it today.

. ... ^
\ DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City,New York

A NEW USE FOR THE COTTON
PLANT

FACTOR of vital importance in

the now widespread conservation
movement is the necessity for dis-

covering a satisfactory substitute
for wood pulp. The demand for

paper—ofwhich pulp has long been
the principal source—grows steadily, not only for
the making of books, magazines, catalogues,
newspapers, etc., but also for the manufacture of
other unrelated objects, ranging from carwheels to
Christmas tree ornaments. Likewise modern
science has found many new uses for the cellulose
of which paper is largely composed, in connection
with such activities as the making of textiles,

celluloid, explosives, etc.

The disastrous effects on our forests and our
farms of this insatiable demand has already be-
come apparent. Not only is the supply of pulp
timber becoming alarmingly small and the cost
of pulp production excessively high, but also the
wholesale depletion of the forests and the extrav-
agant lumbering methods have exacted a pain-
fully heavy toll in the form of eroded hillsides,

lessened fertility of farm lands, destructive floods,

and a definite diminution of the underground
water supply in many sections. It is gradually

The use of the cotton stalk as a substitute for wood pulp

would open up new money-making possibilities for the cotton-

growing states

becoming realized that vigorous tree growth,

especially on rolling and mountainous lands in

humid regions, is the best and most efficient means
for remedying these evils and thereby helping

greatly to maintain our agricultural and, in

general, our entire national welfare.

Meantime the ravaging of the remaining forests

must be checked. As ex-Secretary of Agriculture

Wilson has said, "It is only a question of a

limited number of years until paper fibre must
be grown as a crop, as are practically all other

plant materials entering into the economies of

man." What particular plant will be chosen

for this purpose it is hard to say, but in the realm

of by-products there is already offered in the

cotton stalk a worthy substitute for wood pulp.

That the supply can equal the demand seems

beyond doubt, for by the time the production

(as a by-product) of any one year proves inade-

quate, the status of the material will in all proba-

bility justify the growing of the plant for the

stalk alone and even for applying to its cultiva-

tion the principles of plant breeding toward

developing a larger stemmed, woodier type.

To-day we are actually throwing away this

valuable material, just as in past years we wasted

and destroyed cotton seed, the value of which

now represents more than 13 per cent, of the en-

tire value of the cotton crop of the country.

That such waste must be stopped is obvious; that

it is soon to end is practically certain. A signifi-

cant fact is that the Bureau of Standards of the
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boiler broke down uid
tin- itlunts wi-rr ruined,

toiler would Imvi' prrvcnud
pllf.

You i ui always depend u|hmi a KROK-
RCHEI L. Wo have something of real

interrst to those possessing greenhouses.

Let us also tell you alloul our New Tube-
less Boiler (Hot Water and Steam) for

Collages. Kesidenees,

Garages, etc. Cata-
logues on request.

Kroeschell Bros. Co.

445 We»l Eri* Street

Chicago Illinois

Irises—Lilies
NearlycW variet ies of Irises. Large importers of Japnncse
Lines.
Jaivit

Lilies. J.iixtnese I'ht Pennies. J.ip ,< • M.iplcs and other
; Garden Specialties. Write for special prices and

catalog""".

Rainbow Gardens l9
ft

M
P™Y:rf*"'

DODSOPfS SPARROW TRAP
wok automatically ud humanely •«.0O I O. I Kankakee. III.

i n,rht and dri.e mil wnn birds- Thev are noisy, quarrelsome and
»«. This trap can hes them by the hundred, a. wnn as set. Rid
1 «f these peats No other trap like It. Write for booklet describing

J«»t I'll II. Iltll>»<l\. nil ll.trrl.nn V,... k,,»UL„. III.

KIPLING ON THE WAR
"France at War" and

"Fringes of the Fleet"
"Kipling has magic, ami Kipling has mind. These two little

books ire worth a doien of the more pretentious war k«>k-
"

—N. Y. Globe

Each. Net 60 cents. Doubleday, Page & Co.

C>4 necessity is usually a comfort we have
grown accustomed to. The

Stanley Garage Door Holder
U such a necessity. It is an arm of steel holding
back garage doors against the heaviest gusts ofwind
yet a slight pull on the.chain leaves them free to close.

Host hardware dealers can furnish Stanley Gar-
aue Hardware from stock. Ask for our Garage
Hardware Book "P." It is really interesting.

THE STANLEY*WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

New York : 100 Lafayette St. ^ Chicago : 73 East Lake St.

E-
» mu i e.L RESORT ft TRAVEL DEPARTMENT *
«l»l*lnk)Ni MONTHkV IN TtN fAMCtU* MAMtlNKCantury-Country Llfaa In Amarioji - Lyairy

R • cd BooK-Hsviow of Havlown-Scrlbnnr
worn ni iiAai.k imfommamon in tha v ku planmOR TO THE WHERL-TO'IIO THAVIL CLUB -8

iys- rim Id 8t Btronm-rla rpar'as-Tne Canadian-World's work.N}, WWTC TOTHllI ADVENTIItNlIIACON ITRKKT - SOITON, MAII,

THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA
AT PLAY

MAGNITUDE AND CHtfRrULNtSS

0.S.WI1IU.Pnst.J.W.H0ir,Mqr.

NEW VORK CITV N. V.

CLENDENING '

BOSTON MASS.

'HOTELKW. %THOMNDIKE Wm>H o' NWI1N5 Nit wiOilimmamSSw

Forms for Nov. close September 29.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
UNIQUE FEATURES:
The vast Marble Exchanqe-
flanked with Flowers and
Sheltered Anqlos.the Forecourt,

Fountain of Fate.Cloister Garden,

Restaurant. Submarine Grill,

Rose Hall, Library Tower,

Belvedere and Three
Decks lookinqonthe

Boardwalk and.

the Ocean.

ATLANTIC CITY N. J.

P-il/an Hall ATLANTIC 1 11 V, N..I.

liJlCIl nail. gota] and Sanatorium.
New ston», hrlck * steel Inillflltiif. Always
I ii always ready, always Imsy. Talile
and attendance unsurpassed.

_SOUTHERN PINES N. C.

HIGHLAND PINES INN
Weymouth Heights, Southern I'lnes, N. C.
Home of winter golf. IK holes nasi Inn.
Horseback riding. Tennis. Turlu-y and
Quail shooting. 700 ft. elevation. No mow.
I'ure spring water. Best of everything.
Collage*, llmigalows. Orchestra. Write
Creamer A Turner, Mgin. Inn o|iens Dec. L

WtlERB-TO-flO In thn hls-Vict clani, moat
•ffiictiva directory In tlio world of publi-
city. Peatured in 10 FAMOUS MAUAZI.M-S
Moro than 2,000.000 copioi monthly.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

DARK HOTEL^fc
r Health a Pleasure Resort with ^"wniCH
I the famous Mineral Baths for^\ box
t the relief of Rheumatism.
The fall Months are

tiful-a dellghtfu

time for taking the

Iredlment-Hotel 8-

Baths under one
roof-Open all year. BMisr

8EATTLE WA8H.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Centor of tliinits. Tasi far* 2Se
Rooms!) OOup; with l.nlhIZ OOup Home coniforta
to aim travnl.u-. A < IIK~illftK M IT( II I.I.I.. Ml!

BATTLE CREEK FOR HEALTH

sal l^MUMtf^
cTVrite /or Beautifully Illustrated. Booklet

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM "BOX 109 BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

HOT1L

Reflecting in every phase of its

distinctive service your idea

of what a good hotel should be.

Convenient to everywhere.

Single Room with both—$2.50 to $4.00
DoubleRoon.swilhbath-$3.50to$6.00

L. C. Prior, Managing Director

44 To read Selma Lagerlof's

4Jerusalem' is to look deep

into the folk heart of the Swed-

ish nation* It is as national

as a song by Greig or a play by

TchekhoV. ' '— Walter Trichard Eaton

Now in its Sixth Printing. Net, $1.35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

City Water Service in the Country

ANY one having an available source of supply —from
well, spring or lake—can have a water supply sys-
tem offering to the suburbanite all of the oppor-

tunities and advantages which the city family now
enjoys. From the big line of

Water Supply Systems
may be selected an outfit which may be operated by
electricity, gasoline engine, kerosene engine, water pres-

sure or by hand, to supply an adequate
volume of water, and at the desired pres-
sure, to meet all requirements.

If you are not enjoying the many advan-
tages of a good water supply system, or if

you have a system which is not giving
proper service, fill in and mail to us the
coupon below, for catalogue, and sugges-
tions as to the proper kind of system to
meet your needs.

The Bishop-Babcock-

Becker Co.

Manufacturers — General
Offices, CLEVELAND. O.

Branches in Larger Cities

FILL IN, DLTAl II AND MAIL THIS f01' PON, SOW!

The B. B. B. Co.. Cleveland—Please mail complete catalogue of
"Eureka" Water Pumps an J S> stems, I am interested in a f Jpump,

[ jsvstem to be operaled by (check uhich).

I jElecrricity ( jCas Engine [ ]\Vater Pressure [ ]Hand Power.
Our daily water consumption is about gallons.

Name
Address
C. L. A.—to 16
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Notice the kind of homes where
you see SCRIBNER'S on the

library table. Is it on yours?

Where R. L. S. Lived

and Worked

Copyriyttt by Cliarten .S't

Their bouse in Oakland. Calif., from a puinting by
Mrs. Steveuson

The charm and humor and much of

the pathos of Robert Louis Stevenson's
home life in California is told by Nellie

Van de Grift Sanchez, Mrs. Stevenson's
sister, in

SCRIBNER'S
for Odtober

How they hedged him with furniture

to keep him from exhausting himself by
walking as he dictated, how he listened

respectfully to suggestions from every
one, how he told stories and teased his

womenfolk—it's a bright, cheerful, in-

tensely interesting narrative that she
tells, of brilliant sunshiny days with the
cloud of his illness always just beyond
the horizon.

THE magazines in ahome arean
index to the character of those

who live there. Scribner's is

found in 100,000 American homes
of means and refinement. Why?
Because its fiction has more than
temporary value—because its ar-

ticles interest people of cultivated

tastes—its rich appearance is as ap-

propriate to these homes as a rare

rug orahandsome piece of furniture.

Your own library table should have
Scribner's upon it, for if it is there
it will be picked up by one mem-
ber of the family after another for

a few hours of genuine satisfaction?

and enjoyment each month.

INVITATION OFFER— $1

To let you prove to yourself how
much Scribner's will mean in your
home, we shall be glad to send you
this magazine for four months at

$1. Then you will know why the
great proportion of our readers

subscribe regularly by the year.

Sending in the coupon is

the first step. Now!

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
599 Fifth Avenue, New York

[.Date-

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S PON S

599 Fifth Avenue, New York

Send me the next four numbers cf Scribner's for $1,

for which remittance is attached.

Name .

Address-

Country Life Experts
Are at Your Service

This magazine aims to be the headquarters for advice and information

concerning every phase of country home living. The more general its

service becomes, the greater success it attains as an institutional periodical.

To retain the services of experts such as those who make Country Life

would be possible to very few. Nevertheless, as a reader of this maga-

zine and a contributor to its success, you enjoy what amounts to the

same privilege. They are all at your service to solve any problem you

may have. And all this without price or obligation.

These men will gladly answer any of your questions about your home,

its grounds and furnishings, if you will write and give them the necessary

details. We will be glad to have you use this Readers' Service just as

often as you desire.

Readers' Service Dep't., Country Life in America

Department of Agriculture is now working on this

problem of utilizing the cotton stalk, with
promise of early and considerable success. And
this is independent of the efforts of individual
inventors who have devised satisfactory methods
for converting the raw material, some of which
are already being tested out. A very few years
should produce amazing results in this long
neglected but inviting field.

In addition to this largest aspect of the question
there are other supplementary but highly im-
portant possibilities. The harvesting of the
stalks will remove from the field an excellent
winter breeding place for injurious insects;

moreover, the acquisition by the haulms of a
definite value will absolutely remove the possi-

bility of the crop ever being an absolute loss

despite the effects of drought, the boll worm, etc.

The cotton crop would always be planted with the
assured certainty of some return. Another
attractive factor is the difference in the cost of
harvesting and transporting the stalks to the mill,

as contrasted with the handling of pulp timber.
And while there will be a tremendous saving of
labor here, there will be increased opportunity for

the employment of many individuals in the work-
ing up of the stalks into pulp, cellulose, and its

subsequent products. E. L. May.

A SUCCESSFUL FIRELESS
BROODER

OR more f,han five years we have
been raising our chicks in fireless

brooders, with marked success.

On account of the additional
strength and hardiness displayed
by the chicks and the minimum of

labor attached, we would never go back to the
heated brooder or the mother hen.

The brooders we use are of our own construc-
tion and are made from sugar barrel lids—the old,

familiar ones that may be bought for a quarter at

a hardware store. They are strong and well

made, with two elliptical shaped holes in the
middle to slip the fingers through when raising

the lid. To keep dust and dirt from entering the
barrel through these two holes, there is a circular,

curved piece of tin underneath, held in place by
three or four small tacks.

To make the brooder, first remove the circular

piece of tin by prying up the tacks with a screw
driver or knife. Do not injure the piece of tin

for it is to be used again. From an old broom
handle cut four pieces 3 inches long (these are

the legs that support the hover) and fasten these

pieces to the cover near the edges by means of

screws put in from the top. Lay cotton or wool
batting on the inside of the hover and cover it

with a piece of flannel cut several inches larger

than the top. Tack the flannel around the edges
and at intervals through the centre, like tufted

upholstery, but do not cover the two holes in the

centre (these are for ventilation). Tack a strip

of heavy flannel or felt all around the outside

edge, just wide enough to escape the floor, and
slit this curtain every 2 inches all around.

For the ventilator, cut off a piece of the broom
handle one inch long. This is placed on the out-

side of the top between the two holes and is held

by a screw put in from the under side. The circu-

lar piece of tin is placed concave side down on the

little piece of wood and fastened with a long tack:

This brooder placed over a bed of chaff makes
a nice, warm, comfortable mother for little chicks.

The ventilator carries off the foul air and excess

moisture arising from the warm chicks, and there

is no huddling together in the centre.

The same brooder hovers the chicks from baby-

hood until they are big enough to roost. As the

chicks grow the hover must be raised, and this is

provided for by an additional set of legs an inch

longer than the first set. We have no trouble

training the chicks to go to the hover, and for

this purpose use a little strategy from the start.

Their scratching feed, bits of small grain, is

scattered in the litter under and around the edges

of the hover, and the chicks learn from the start

that the wooden mother not only provides food,

but warmth and shelter as well. It is amusing
to note how plaintive and persistent is their cry

when the hover, temporarily removed for a

thorough cleaning of the pen, is not imme-
diately returned. We usually place from thirty

to forty chicks under each of these brooders,

although experience has proven that they will

hover a much smaller number of chicks equally

well. P. B. Ruggles.
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A Warmer Home in Winte:

A CleaneiSHome in Summe

•3

YOU put in windows for light

and ventilation. Yet you fail

to appreciate their greater

value in preventing draughts, in sav-

ing fuel, in occluding dust, smoke,
soot and noise.

Windows equipped with Chamberlin Metal Weather
Stiip, and there are ten million of them, do these

things .nul more. Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip

is an interlocking device that protect! vour home at

the most exposed points—the whitlows and doors.

(.dance at the illustration opposite. Note how snugly

the Chamberlin Equipment rits the window. No cre-

vice to let the cold air in or the warm air out. It is not

unusual for Chamberlin to save 20% to 40% in fuel

cost. It does it for thousands of enthusiastic owners.

Moreover Chamherlin assures an evenly heated home.

Chamberlin equipment on your windows means free-

dom from \\ uulow trouhles for all time. It is not sold

through dealers. It is made, installed and guaranteed for

ten years by the Chamherlin Metal Weather Strip Co.

Write for a List of Your Neighbors

who have their windows equipped with Chamberlin.

We want to prove why you should equip your home
with Chamberlin. We can prove it from the stand-

point of fuel economy, comfort, cleanliness and

health protection. Write to-day for list and complete

information.

Chamberlin is applied to windows, doors, casement

windows, transoms and French windows, in New or

Old homes.

Architects will always approve of Chamberlin

CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER
STRIP COMPANY

Mmn Office: 113 Dinan Building, Detroit, Michigan

Branch Offices in Principal Cities

of the United States

Mi

y M'ETAL
WEATHER STRIP
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I
RUDYARD KIPLING

THE first six months of 1916 have been a
wonderful season for the sale of Mr.
Kipling's books. For the last ten years

the regular sales have steadily gone up,

but this year the record has been exceptional,

and if you will go in any bookstore anywhere
in the United States, you will find the green

cloth edition and the limp red leather edition

well stocked. If you want a more expensive
edition, Charles Scribner's Sons supply the

"Outward Bound Edition" in complete sets;

or if you aspire to the strictly limited and
signed (with Mr. Kipling's own pen) "Seven
Seas Edition," Doubleday, Page & Company
can still supply a few sets at six dollars a
volume. The value of the few copies which
are left is rising.

If you would like a copy of The Kipling
Index, including the short sketch, "My
First Book," Doubleday, Page & Company,
Garden City, N. Y., will be happy to send a
copy with their compliments.

STEWART EDWARD WHITE

There are a good many people who find the

novels of this writer about the most interest-

ing stories in the world. He has just finished

—

and the book will come from the press October
2nd—a novel which is original in many ways.
The scene is laid in Africa, and the title is

"The Leopard Woman." There may be some
question as to the attractions of this title,

but the reader will not care under what name
so entertaining a story is printed. It has to

do with a maid and a famous explorer, each

—

and quite independently—going into a wild

country in mid-Africa to treat with a savage
king about affairs associated with the great

war. To describe the tale in full would take

from the enjoyment of the reader, but it may
be said that this explorer does not have things

all his own way, and there are clever white
women even in central Africa. Even that re-

markable person, "The Tired Business Man,"
will be thankful to get hold of this book.

HOW SHORT CAN A SHORT STORY BE?

In the attempt to answer this question

Life held last year a very interesting prize

competition. Stories submitted were to be
not longer than 1,500 words. The stories

accepted were to be paid for at the rate

of 10 cents a word for every word under

1500 which the author did not write? In ad-

dition, three leading prizes (aggregating

$1,750) were given to the three stories ad-

judged best. This contest brought 30,000
MSS. from all parts of the world into the

office of Life. Of these eighty-one stories

were printed. The longest was 1,495 words
for which the author received 50 cents.

The shortest was 76 words, and the author
received $142.40. The eighty-one accepted

stories proved so interesting that we have
issued them in book form under the title

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Anlony and Cleopatra

"Shortest Stories from Life" with an in-

troduction by Thomas L. Masson. They
range over every mood and every kind of plot,

some by writers well known and others by
those whose names may some day be famous.
How O. Henry would have revelled in a

contest of this sort!

"casuals of the sea" ,

We have just published a novel of very
unusual calibre, to which we respectfully

call your attention. "Casuals of the Sea," by
William McFee, introduces to discerning

readers a writer of remarkable power and
promise. Mr. McFee has been a steamship
engineer for a dozen years and holds a chief's

certificate in both the British and American
merchant marine. He is now on a British

transport in the ' Mediterranean. "Casuals
of the Sea " has received high praise from dis-

criminating critics. It is not essentially a
sea story: only in the latter part of the book
do we go upon salt water. It describes the

voyage through life of a brother and sister,

born in a poor family in the north of Lon-
don. It is a kindly and absorbing survey
of the lives of the poor who are set adrift on
the great ocean of life with small lore of

navigation to lay a course by.

Later: The first edition has been sold and
the second has been largely consumed.

OUR MOTION PICTURE FILM

We have been very much pleased by the

wide interest shown in our motion picture film

" Making Books and Magazines." Besides the

original film, which has been shown by book-
sellers, clubs, schools, etc., in a number of

large cities, the Pathescope Company have
made three copies of the reels on their non-
inflammable film. These are being shown in

the Pathe Educational circuit. We have also

prepared a little booklet describing in detail

the operations photographed on the film.

We shall be very glad to send this to any one
who is interested enough to write for a copy.

Address the Editorial Department.

SIR HUGH CLIFFORD

Before he was twenty-one, Sir Hugh Clifford

had added 15,000 square miles to the British

Empire. This was one of the extraordinary

achievements of the young civil servant who
was sent to Malaya before he was out of his

teens. In the preface to "The Further Side

of Silence," a remarkable book of stories which
we have just published, Sir Hugh tells some-
thing of his experiences in that strange part of

the world of which both he and Conrad write so

vividly.

Sir Hugh Clifford's previous book of stories,

"Malayan Monochromes," is also well worth
reading for those who are interested in stories

of queer Oriental places consummately told.

A MATE TO "TWLN FIRES

"

Did you read a book by Walter Prichard

Eaton called "The Idyl of Twin Fires"?

About one hundredth part of the inhabitants
of these United States who would have enjoyed
it hugely have had that pleasure. We have not
yet been able to tell the other 99 per cent, about
it, yet the circle is growing. It's a delightful,

tender and quaint country romance. Ask any
book authority in or out of a bookstore if we
are not correct.

But what we started to say was that Mr.
Eaton has written a new book called "The
Bird House Man "; and if you are an advocate
of romance and a lover of the more gentle

aspects of nature, get and read it.

MRS. GENE STRATTON-PORTER's NEW BOOK

Later in the month of October there will be
issued a book made for one child which will

interest all other children. It is called " Morn-
ing Face," and is full of happy stories, verses

and pictures made by the author of "Freckles,"

"A Girl of the Limberlost," etc.

New editions have been made of Mrs.
Porter's books in Europe, Australia, Africa,

and many other places; and the sales are still

extraordinary, especially when we remember
how truly American her books are. The ag-

gregate of these foreign sales is many hundreds
of thousands of copies.

o. henry's birthday

Had O. Henry lived, he would have cele-

brated on last September eleventh his fifty-

fourth birthday. While it is idle to speculate

upon what basis his literary standing would
have been if he were alive, it is nevertheless

interesting to note that with this anniversary
he occupies a unique place in American letters.

True, there are those who have called O. Henry
a pernicious influence upon the art of short

story writing in America, but from the edi-

torial comments upon this statement and from
the difficulty we have in keeping up with the

demand for the books, we believe the reading

public is far from thinking of him in that light.

And now, six years after his dsath, he is

read extensively not only in America, but also

in England and France. In the latter country

his works are being translated slowly, but in

England O. Henry has taken the war-harassed

public by storm. On this anniversary O. Henry
is being brought out in England in a shilling

edition of which the publishers expect to sell

more than a million copies. All of the O. Henry
books have been published in England in the

standard edition, which continues to sell right

along with the popular shilling reprint.

At the same time O. Henry's fifty-fourth

anniversary in this country sees a complete

biographyof him on the eve of publication. For

three years Professor C. Alphonso Smith,

Edgar Allan Poe Professor of English at the

University of Virginia and a boyhood chum of

Sydney Porter's has been engaged in gathering

material for this biography, which Doubleday,

Page & Company will bring out in October.
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The south Ironl of Cogshill and the approach through tin chard. Edmund B. Gilchrist. Architect

flOGSHILL, ST. MAR-
TINS, the home of

Miss Jessie WillcOX

S m i t h. overhanging

the brink of the Cres-

heini Valley near Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, is a house invested

with double interest. In the first

pi.ice. it is the abode and workshop

of one whose notable achievements as a painter of children have made her

name a household word. In the second place it has a vital architectural

interest quite independent of any personal associations attaching to its

ownership and occupancy. The pictorial appeal exerted by its setting

and general aspect seizes firmly upon the popular imagination, but back of

and more important than this pictorial appeal, though not so obvious,

perhaps, at first glance, are two fundamental facts that constitute the

chief architectural claim to consideration. The house is eminently suitable

to the requirements for which it was designed, and it is physically ex-

pressive of its plan and purpose. It is also—and this feature is even more

significant than the foregoing characteristics—indicative of a strong and

steadily increasing trend in the present development of American domestic

architecture, as we shall see by an analysis of its composition and structure.

Cogshill stands so near the edge of the abrupt drop into the Cresheim

Valley that the tops of tall trees a little way down the hill are on a

line with the garden level. To the south, the ground slopes gradually up-

ward to the summit of a rise a few hundred yards distant. East, west, and

COCSHILL. ST MARTINS
TnQ Homo of

Miss
(
Jessie WillcoxSmith

liv I liimid Dmmidson ihoilcin

north the view is uninterrupted.

The approach is from the south by

a straight walk of random laid

stone, through an old apple orchard.

West of the orchard is the vegetable

garden, while west and north of the

house are the flower garden and

lawn, an arrangement of orientation

not altogether ideal, perhaps, but

the best suited to the exigencies of site. The orchard south of the house

is in its pristine condition, save that it has been cleaned up and attention

given the grass, and the branching of the apple trees above the top of the

kitchen yard wall affords just enough of a screen for the service wing at

the southwest corner of the building. For enclosure about the grounds

there is a whitewashed fence of posts with horizontal boards at top and

mid-high. Inside of this is a hedge of cockspur thorn bushes. A lane on

the eastern boundary drops at a steep grade, and at this point begins the

wall of the kitchen yard, built of native quarry-faced stone laid in narrow

courses with raked joints. This wall is continued as the protecting barrier

of the garden and forms the back of the pergola. There the joints are

not raked but are plastered flush with the face of the stone so that the

surface of the wall, though coarse in texture, is even. The round pergola

piers are of stone covered with cement stucco. Both the pergola and the

little formal flower garden beside it, with its stone-curbed pool in the cen-

tre, are in full view of the studio door and are reached thence by crossing a

grass terrace and descending a flight of stone steps. The credit for all

CopyriKht, 1916. by Doubleday. Paee £ Co. 19
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the beauty of the gardens belongs to Miss Cozens, Miss Smith's close

friend and a fellow occupant of Cogshill.

The house measures up to the striking opportunities of the setting, and

the harmonious composition of the structure with its surroundings affords

an impressive example of the wisdom of regarding dwelling and grounds

together as an indivisible whole, a principle that is far too often honored

in the breach rather than in the observance. The close sense of relation

between structure and site is emphasized, to begin with,

by the way in which the house follows the contour of

the ground, apparently clinging to it and growing

naturally from it rather than perching upon it in a de-

tached fashion. This necessitates different floor levels

within, so that one descends into the studio and into

the library, at opposite ends of the house, while the

the wings or uprights of the H. Along the north side of the H horizon-

tal, a long gallery was planned on each floor to give access to the rooms
and insure to them the full advantage of all southern windows. The
space covered by the ground floor made it possible to have all the re-

quisite upstairs rooms on one floor, thus doing away with a third floor

and dormers, and permitting an agreeable long and low-lying com-
position. With all the items of the interior plan the external mass

and detail faithfully conform.

While the sincerity of Cogshill is admirable in point

of correspondence between interior plan and external

treatment, and also in point of suitability to the re-

quirements previously set forth, the chief interest at-

taching to the house, from architectural considerations,

consists in the mode of expression employed and in its

Plot plan of Cogshill. The old or-

chard intervenes between the house and
the highway, while the flower gardens

are at the rear, overlooking Cresheim
Valley

The design of the

studio doorway
and the openings

above it proclaim

Italian inspiration

portion between is

several feet higher

to correspond with

the level of the ap-

proach through the

orchard.

Although Cogs-

hill is rich in the

pictorial quality
previously alluded

to, common-sense

has not been sacri-

ficed to an itching

solicitude for pic-

turesque effect, and

there is an obvious

reason for all the

several features
that contribute to

the general result.

The requirements

that determined the

principal physical

features of the plan were a large studio, a generous sized living room,

a sleeping porch, a porch or loggia on the ground floor, a sufficient num-
ber of bedchambers, and an abundance of light. Lighting necessities

demanded that the studio have a northern or northeastern exposure and

a large window, and practical reasons dictated the possibility of com-

plete seclusion from the rest of the house when there is need. Prefer-

ence required for the living room or library southern and western light,

and common-sense placed the loggia where it would command an outlook

upon the garden, while for the dining room a southern exposure was

especially desirable. As space was not restricted, one obvious solution

that would fulfil all the desiderata, was to adopt an H-plan with a long

horizontal, putting trie two chief rooms, the studio and the library, in

The north or garden front. The close sense ot relation between structure and site is emphasized by the way in which the house

follows the contour of the ground

Looking up the

flagged walk from

the formal garden

directly into the

studio door

relation to the con-

temporary develop-

ment of domestic

styles in America.

The architect, Mr.

Edmund B. Gil-

christ, though fol-

lowing, in a measure,

a general scheme

manifestly inspired

by a modern English

form of treatment

in which certain

Norman influences

are clearly discern-

ible (a form of which

Mr. Lutyens has

been a signally suc-

cessful exponent in

England), has not

confined himself
within the strait

limits of academic

exactitude, but has made a felicitous blending of several widely diverse

modes, drawing from each such features as seemed best fitted to meet the

needs of the moment. The result of this combination the purist may
declare is cong'omerate or even daringly eclectic, but the candid critic

will also recognize that it is full of vitality, healthily elastic, and replete

with living interest.

The general mass of the structure is English and so also are the house

door of late Gothic origin, the roof free of the inquietude of dormers, and

the brick chimney stacks rising from substantial broached bases. 1 he

slope of the roofs, the restrained and shallow moldings of the gable and

cornices, the kick-up at the eaves, the broad, unbroken, white wall spaces,

and the shape of the light heads in the mullioned stair window point to
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Noun in inctatf) I li« treatment "I • l>< irchffd loggia and the terrace

irilKloWl "I 1 1>> north front, .mil Ilk rw lie the design of the st lid ii) doorway

Mid opening* "I * I > « sleeping poich incorporated in tin- same wins
jihoxr thr itiikliu, prodaioi Italian inspiration Inside tin- house, tha

open timbri ronl i»l tin staii lull, tlir iiiaiigcinenl of thr uppri gallery,

.nut (In- haniatefi "I tha it.ur

nlio Britiah traditions the

Ii ill turpi.u<- .mil the studio

fireplace hespc ik, n vpi i ti\ rl\

rrench .iihI It.ill.hi origins,

while the »liMir\\.i\ from thr

studio into thr gallcr\ and t hi-

des^!) of thr o\ rrni.intrl in

tin- lihi ii \ hnJ thru v onnti i

p. ii is in much of tin- ( icorgian

work In hr seen in thr Phila-

delphia neighborhood,

I hr composite charactct of

thr house contains thr very

essence of its .ippr.il to the

imagination and of us claim

to suitability for prrsrnt

needs. I herein In- .it oat <

its modernity .ind its \ it.ilit

\

.ind the originality of its con-

ception Domestic architec-

ture presumably represents

and is the outcome of con-

The studio on the cast balances Ihe library on the west, both
rooms being on a lower level than the central part of the house

and adapting, .is it dots, its ideals fiom a hundred dihVrrnt vnnn--.,

sometimes with true diicriminal ion coupled with a catholic appreciation
of whatc vci is intnnsic ally good, sonic limes with a random disregard of

balance "i i (insistency. It in eminently appropriate-, therefore
, that mod-

ern domestic an Interline should partake of this catholicity of taste in

the adaptations it displays,

so long as the adaptations

are made- in the light of

reason and good judgment.

And Cogshill is an admir-

able example of just such

sane adaptation drawn from

sundry past types.

I he full significance of one

other point in the design of

Cogshill, already referred to,

must not be overlooked. Sun-

dry Italian features were

noted in the cursory analysis

ofcomposition, and it is owing

to the presence of theseltalian

features and their obviously

successful assimilation for

American domestic require-

ments that the treatmenr of

Cogshill is indicative of an-

other vigorous and increasing

trend in the progress of Amer-

The dining room adjoins the studio on the southwest, which
location provides it with the desired southern exposure

View from the studio along the gallery

to the library

temporary ideals, habits, and

conditions of life, growing and

developing concurrently with

the growing and developing

needs of each successive gen-

eration. The best and truest

types of domestic architecture

in the past have always thus

faithfully reflected the condi-

tions out of which they grew

and of which they were a part,

and it is not too much to expect

that veracious domestic archi-

tecture to-da\r should likewise

mirror with equal fidelity the

social habits and ideals of life

characteristic of the present

generation. The present gener-

ation of Americans is nothing

if not eclectic and composite in

its tastes and habits, drawing

One of Miss Smith's favorite rooms is the library—a weakness evidently shared by the household cat.

Jack. He is a veteran of twelve years, and is generally conceded the right of way when it comes to a

choice of cushioned chairs

The reverse view from that shown at

left of page

ican house architecture. We
are coming more and more to

see that similarity of climate,

during part of the year, and our

bias toward outdoor life make
the adoption of certain Italian

forms especially suitable for

our own use, and that their in-

corporation in our homes will

result in more complete com-

fort and consistency than could

in most cases be attained by a

rigid adherence to English pre-

cedents only.

In conclusion one may say

that Cogshill stands as an en-

during witness, a realized re-

sult, of successfully putting into

practice the ideal of systematic

and intelligent collaboration

between architect and client.
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HALLS
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In the vestibule doorway there has been a too radical de-

parture from the spirit and letter of early American work,

on which this hall is evidently based. The larger picture

of this pair, as with each of the pairs, is reproduced from
a drawing in which this doorway detail is improved. The
lighting fixtures arc replaced by others more in harmony
with the period. White painted wainscoting has been
added on the stairway, the corner blocks of doorway trim
removed, and a picture breaks the stairway wall space

This hall has been improved by removing what is evi-

dently some fabric from the dado between baseboard and
chair rail and enameling this space white like the wood-
work. A plain paper has been substituted for the figured

pattern in the interests of restfulness. The sofa covering

has been changed for the better, the table given another
location, and the tall clock put in the corner space that

might have been made purposely for it



THAlMICHl
BE MADE
BETTER^

( 'harks A. Webb

In the Knll »hown hekiw, the tkmewny al Itir liir end in

no! good nnd h.tx hern npl.urd m the drawing (m l he

right) by a donr glajett t hmughout it» height. The ocigi

mtl ceiling light* .ire unsuitable anil have given way to

Mde UjH'kct* a tingle ceiling Imturr winil.l proh.iltly have
hrnughi ilifhtulties ita I he height it not great enough lo

carry it A Irehng o( *|mt' iou«ne-«i liaa been secured hy
•mulling the »tair carpet an<l using a light, plain paper or

lahric on the wall*

: I

The sofa, not in keeping with the other good furniture,

has been replaced by a chair covered with cretonne to add a

bit of strong color to the white walls. Leaded sidelights

should not extend to floor, but have instead a wood panel in

the lower part. Wall paneling moldings, as seen over the

living room doorway, are too heavy. The wainscot cap

molding of mahogany seems too obtrusive a line. Too
great contrast is offered by the dark, solid-color draperies,

which have been changed, say to damask
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fhe FIREPLACE IN A PANELED WALL
By John Taylor Boyd, JT

A homelike fireplace, the large dark mass of whose opening furnishes a background for the flames and
for the white wooden mantel enframing it

IREPLACE and

chimney breast

decoration pre-
sents one of

the most in-

teresting problems that a de-

signer has to solve. Like the

entrances on the exterior, or the

staircase inside, the architecture

of the hearth offers endless op-

portunities for inspiring the art-

ist's imagination and for test-

ing all his taste and skill.

Notwithstanding the remark-

able variety of fireplace types,

the subject seems far from being

exhausted, and often one is sur-

prised at some new turn of fancy,

some pleasing conceit of a keen

mind in giving a new form to

ancient devices.

From a technical pointof view, the design of the fireplace is chiefly difficult

because, in the scheme of decoration of any room, it represents an im-

portant point of interest where different materials must be combined in

providing the necessary transition from the rough, fire-resisting materials

of the fire opening and hearth, to the more finished portion of the room and

its furniture and hangings. This transition must always be made with-

out losing the homely aspect, the expression of the hearth-fire idea so

highly prized. It will be readily seen that in fireplaces are particularly

apparent the chief faults of the design of interiors, namely, the un-

skilful use of materials and surfaces, and especially of colors and tex-

tures. However capable architects have become in the treatment of

exteriors, they have yet to learn much of color and texture indoors,

where they are even more important than they are outside.

It is good that recent

years have witnessed

much improvement in

the treatment of texture,

and to know that there

is a small group of for-

ward-looking designers

who feel that the surfaces

of walls and ceilings, of

masonry, ironwork, and

out the plasterer's screeds),

lines somewhat uneven, and

surfaces broken up by means
of a delicate mottled texture,

which catches minute points of

light and shade, and thus soft-

ens and enriches any color that

is brushed over the walls, and

which further lends to heavy oil

paint the transparent qualities

of water color on paper. This

may seem far-fetched, or an

undue striving for effect, but

really it is not. The purpose

of such work is not a mere

dilettante affectation of the an-

tique—to make things look old

—but rather a sincere effort to

get away from the cold per-

fection of machines, to infuse

instead something of the life,

the interest, and the personality—what Ruskin would call the touch

of love—that only the human hand can impart. The imperfections of

a good freehand sketch are infinitely more beautiful than the accuracies

of a mechanical drawing made by T-square and triangle, and right here

is the motive of the best modern work: to give to wood and plaster and

iron and other materials of construction the beauty and loveliness of an

accomplished freehand drawing.

In applying these ideas to fireplace design, it will be found that the

chief difficulty lies in the treatment of the masonry of hearth and fireplace

opening. If brickwork is used, great care is necessary to avoid strong

variations of color, an appearance of spottiness, or a contrast of bright

white joints, which are exactly the qualities so desirable in exteriors.

The radiating white joints of the arch opening and fireplace jambs that

one often sees seem to

me extremely crude and

disturbing, besides dis-

tracting the eye from

the good proportions of

the mantel enframe-

ment. Where such prom-

inent joints occur in one

or two of the illustra-

tions in these pages,

A consistent example of fine treatment of materials

—

paneled chimneybreast, and fireplace opening outlined by
molding

woodwork, deserve just as much attention as do

the hangings and furniture. These men seek

to avoid hard, cold, shiny surfaces, the glovelike

machine finish characteristic of commonplace
work. To cite just one specific instance of this

new idea—I say new, but it is really a redis-

covery of an old principle of art—some archi-

tects are modifying methods used in plaster-

work. Where usually specifications read that

plaster surfaces shall be "plumb and true"

—

corners precised with steel corner beads, mold-

ings run absolutely even and straight, they

now exact slightly wvy surfaces (made with-

A very unusual and very good fireplace arrangement—one of

the rare cases embodying the successful use of a large mass of

brick in an interior

24

Fine monumental treatment showing an extremely good

use of materials, yet with delicate scale of mantel ; a rich

but broad effect

the architect probably felt that the smoke

of the fire would soon tone down their harsh

effect. On the whole, to achieve that simple,

big unity so essential in good design, the

masonry of the fireplace opening should pre-

sent a large, dark mass that furnishes at once a

background for the flames on the hearth and

for the mantel enframing it. I knowof no better

instance of the proper treatment of masonry

and mantel than the fireplaces in the old stone

houses built by the Holland farmers in New

Jersey a century or more ago. Of all the in-

teriors of structures remaining to us from Col-
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SimiUicity. -niii in -i anil tx.iutihnl t>y

atrxmx homr (ii'lmii. coiiMilulcn the ch.irm of

thi» oiil time lin pl.m

onial times, none .in- more charm-

ingly homelike th.m those of the

Dutch houses. In them the firc-

pl.ues arc a crowning excellence.

tin.it. roomy itructuru they are,

with .1 narrow four- or fiw-inch facing

of brick 01 of -tone which is sur-

rounded by a large expanse of worn!

mantel of most perfect and varied

design. Hoth fire opening and fac-

ing are almost invariably painted

black, and the result is a large, sooty

hide affording a splendid foil for the

play of H.ones, the gleam of coals on

a thick bed of ashes, and the glisten-

ing equipment of old brass andirons,

fenders, pokers, etc., on the stone

hearth, all forming a picture whose

frame is an exquisite wo*>den mantel

painted white or a very light gray.

The w hole effect is a Rcmbrandtesque

play of flickering light against deep

gloom, and highlights of metalwork

against dark shade. More perfect

interior decoration would be difficult

to find anywhere.

This idea of painting the brick-

work usually works well. If blacks

seems too strong, in certain more

delicate interiors a rich gray may be

adopted instead, and I recall a splen-

did old fireplace on the island of

1
8Ljf

H
An effective i-rrangemcnt— the mantel at the end of Ihc room worked in together with the

bookcases which extend along the sides

Illustrating an unusually good use of marble in the chimney breast

An old Colonial fireplace with paneled over-

mantel which fits admirably into the scheme of

the room's woodwork

Nantucket where the brickwork was

painted a deep violet red. In an-

other interesting small room in New
Jersey the facing was painted a

bright orange—a true orange with

much vermilion in it. This partic-

ular room was a cheerful seashore

one of walls painted a gay orange and

ceiling a light blue. A more common
treatment is to use a tan or gray-

firebrick with almost imperceptible

joints for the fireplace opening and

hearth. Where there is stained

woodwork, a stone, marble, or tile

facing and hearth seems generally

preferable to brick. Incidentally, a

too coarse texture and too strong

variations of color in brick hardly

belong in an interior.

Of all the materials for facings and

hearth none is better than tile,

though none has been more thor-

oughly abused; nevertheless, some

tiling made to-day is as beautiful as

any of other times, and designers are

looking with increased favor on this

material for all sorts of interior work,

where it is usually preferable to brick.

Some good facings are made of five-

inch squares of the blue and white

or brown and white picture tiles of

the Delft variety. In most cases

I!

The setting in which a white marble facing is most effective Built-in bookcases would have been more in keeping than these shelves apparently tacked on
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A good example of combining window, and mantel treatment in the scheme of bookcases, giving

great unity of effect in the expanse of wood around the room

Old Italian marble mantel—a treatment

suitable for large and lofty rooms

care should be taken to use

"lazed tile sparingly and to keep

the joints unobtrusive.

Stone and marble facings and

m;mteis are of course desirable,

and fine effects may be had

cheaply by using cement (con-

crete) facings which may be

colored all shades from white to

dark gray. Much might be said

about the use of marbles on

chimney breasts; nowhere are

they displayed more effectively,

the strong, rich colors and gay

veinings affording excellent re-

sults. But whatever the color

of the facing it should be some-

what contrasted with the mantel

that bounds it, otherwise the shape and proportions of the mantel may
not be brought out effectively. For instance, it is a great mistake to use

a snow-white marble facing with a white Colonial wood mantel. Often

with conventional mantel types a good effect is obtained by making the

facing wider at the top than at the sides.

The elements of the design of woodwork of mantels and overmantels

are more obvious, and a detailed description of them is unnecessary. A
few considerations are, however, important enough to deserve brief notice.

Whatever scheme or motive is adopted, color and texture are as essential

as with masonry. Fine scale and delicacy of proportions are desirable,

especially in smaller rooms where there is apt to be much slender wood

furniture. In fact,

most mantels and chim-

neybreast designs in

wood are to be con-

sidered frankly as fur-

niture — furniture on

the walls, freely and

lightly treated with

delicate moldings in

harmony with the fur-

niture in the room.

The necessity for this

harmony of treatment

of movable and fixed

woodwork can hardly

be questioned in a

paneled room contain-

ing much built-in book-

case shelving, etc., yet

until a few years ago

much of the woodwork

of American interiors

An unusual but attractive combination of marble facing
W3S c 'umsv an<

^ con "

with splayed paneled sides ventional, with coarse

The extreme of fireplace simplicity, with

entirely.harmonious surroundings

profiles of heavy cornices, col-

umns, and pilasters, that prop-

erly belong only on the exterior

of a building. If this principle

is carefully observed, a paneled

room will need very little wall

decoration. Nothing is better

than the decoration of good

books in shelves, and these with

an occasional tapestry or hang-

ings, a good painting or two,

and some metalwork such as-

electric light fixtures will effect-

ively complete the scheme.

In securing this harmony of

woodwork surfacing, the mantel

should not stand out too strik-

ingly from the adjacent panel-

ing. Most of the mantels shown on these pages are admirable illus-

trations of this idea of working the motive of the mantel or enframement

into the scheme of shelves, panels, doors, and window openings of the

rest of the room. Often in the plan of a house, a chimney will un-

avoidably pass through some of the lesser rooms, in an awkward

position—a corner, for instance, or as a projection well out in the room.

Such special cases tax the resources of the designer in overcoming their

haphazard character. An admirable example of such a skilful triumph

over circumstances is the little den fireplace in the house of a friend.

The fireplace sticks far out into the room and occurs at a corner of the

low red-oak bookcase. Had the designer used a conventional mantel

type the lack of sym-

metry would have only

been emphasized. In-

stead he cleverly made

the mantel simply an

opening in the book-

cases, and detailed it

with a splayed pan-

eled jamb such as one

sometimes sees in a

deeply recessed win-

dow. Thus what
otherwise might have

seemed a bad accident

became a great success.

Such are some of the

difficulties and intric-

acies met with in fire-

place design, and I

have briefly sketched

only a few of the prin-

ciples involved and the

results to be attained _,, .... ... .11 .u .1.Old Italian library mantel, less imposing than the one
in following them. above, but equally effective in its place
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t part of the tower is a tool room, and the space above
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group of Mr
S. T. Pctcri,

tulip. L I.

The hull is
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low. while the

niorr |x .ii i lul

clove resides

above with

the clock

Mr. F. G. Bowne, Oakdalc, L. I., has his water tower
incorporated in the farm group and surmounts it with a

windmill

Another tower on the SchilT estate, providing a wash room below for

the men. and space for the birds above

THE TOWER-
IN THE

FARM CROUP
Alfred Hopkins, A rchitect

Another circular brick tower

sheltering the bull, birds, and
clockwork. On the estate of Mr.

Percy Pyne. Bernardsville, N. J.

Mr. Louis Tiffany contrived

to place his tower for water

supply and pigeon shelter at the

end of an old lane

Another palatial dwelling for pigeons, on Mr. Charles Steele's estate at Westbury, L. I., with a

tool room on the ground floor

The sturdy belled wall of the Tracey Dows tower at Rhinebeck betokens the bull's quarters at

the angle between the dairy and the young stock barns
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UlNCE most of our lives

are passed in large

boxes called rooms, it

is meet and proper that

we raise our eyes and

consider the under side of the box

lids. The bottom has a literature of

its own, with its various kinds of wood

lining called floors, and the sides, too,

with their holes called doors and windows and

fireplaces; but the lid lacks its full share of atten-

tion.

There are all sorts of lids—flat lids, ornamen-

tal lids, lids showing their slats which are called

beams, lids curved like the covers of old-fashioned

trunks called vaulting, lids with holes in them

called skylights, lids finished in plaster, wood, or

even stone or tiles, and decorated after the manner

of this or that defunct monarch.

The simplest lid is the plain, flat ceiling, whose

aspect is usually determined by the paperhanger.

l ie invariably insists upon a rigid observance of his

formula that floors be darkest, walls next in tone,

and ceilings lightest, a safe scheme but not always

necessary.

Concealed by the plaster lie the beams. If we
plaster between them only, we have a natural and

interesting decoration of dark stripes against the

lighter plaster, but there are structural limitations.

The beams must be close together to support the

modern thin floor boards, for we never use the

THE LID °f the BOX
cA Studym Ceilings

ft ALFRED MORTON C1THENS

Strife

The simplest form of groined vaulting, decor? tive with-

out ornament. In the H. H. Rogers house. Southampton.
Walker & Gillette, architects

Wide boards resting on cleats nailed

to the sides of the beams are effec

tive; the boards must be stained

however, before they are placed,

that when they shrink there will

no raw stripe visible at the edge.

1 he wood coffered or wood pa

neled ceilings are built independent!

of the true floor construction a

should be regarded as a decorative surface over th

beams, just as the plaster is. But what possi-

bilities there are—from slabs with the bark still

on them and rough-sawed boards between, as in

the summer mountain cabins, to the extremely

delicate painted oak or walnut of the high Italian

Renaissance.

The soft gray grain of wood is a natural hack-

ground for fine patterns picked out in strong pri-

mary colors, and painted wood ceilings are so very

old that we can trace them far back in the early

Egyptian civilization; but the painted stone ceilings

are more ancient yet, the oldest great man-made

decorations existing. We must include among our

ceilings those in the Pyrennese caverns near Alta-

mira, carved and painted thousands of years before

Egypt began, with spirited figures of mammoth and

bison and other mammals long extinct. 1 hev

have none of the Egyptian or Mesopotamia!! con-

ventionality; the animals are naturalistic though

truly decorative with their blacks and ochres and

clear brown-reds.

nit it si gjiii m
ijniipi ii

..UK

great planks of the past. We could

not. Our steam or hot-water heat

is very dry, and unless the boards are narrow

they will open wide joints in the winter, partly

close in summer, open the next

winter, and so on, making our at-

tempts to pack and fill the cracks

never quite successful.

The beams shrink in the same

way. If they are exposed beneath,

a molding or strip of board must

cover the edge of the intermediate

plaster lest a crevice show in the

winter. On this account and be-

cause it is so tedious to fit the lath

between the beams and keep from

smearing them with plaster, the

builder prefers methods less direct.

Many of the beams we think we see

are merely thin strips of wood at-

tached to the ceiling after the plas-

tering is done.

Of course it is not really necessary

to plaster between the beams at all.

Suggesting but not imitating beams upon a

ceiling of broken planes—a broad, original

treatment. Frank Lloyd Wright, architect

A decorative ceiling in an informal type of

room—unpeeled slabs with rough boards

forming panels. Tooker & Marsh, architects

Imported old material, cleverly combined as a carved and

modeled ceiling of the early Italian Renaissance, decorated in

color. H. P. Whitney's, town house. New York

ones of a

were alw

So color decoration is as old as

ceilings themselves. Those finest

, the modeled plaster ceilings of Italy,

ays colored, deep tones in the panels,

and rich with gilding on ribs and

moldings. The typical Italian room

is color all over, walls with fresco

painting, and floors of marble or col-

ored tile. Sometimes the vaulted

ceilings were painted in fresco, sucH

as the Sistine Chapel vault or that

Tiepolo ceiling which the raiding

Austrian aeroplanes have recently

destroyed. The beams of the French

medieval chateaux were colored;

everfthe Gothic church-vaulting wal

often painted.

The tendency toward white

ings is comparatively modern and

typically English, for while in the

age of Louis XIV and XV they re-

tained only gilding on part of the

ornament (the rest being white),

the English Stuart and Georgian

28
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tions made to-tlav. In fact the greatest difh-

cult> 111 designing ceilings eerms the keeping of

.ill modeling sufhcicntK fine in scale.

Ornament mtiih i\mm .in hea\y on ceiling as

on \\ ill Ihosc ponderous old fellows, the 1 lassie

Romans, used the nn-st dclu -i r t > eiling decoration

A |virt 1cul.11 ly o"^! c.vimi>le m l lie ).u nl>. 111

mannt'r delicate applied moldings m ^inmrt

rtcal patterns. In the Stuart Duncan house

at Newport. John Russell \\>pc. architect

that are know . Such as remain, in

the tomhs of the Appian Way or on

the Palatine, are all on curved sur-

faces, but there are fragmentsofsim-

ilar Hat decoration in the museums.

I here is no reason for a ceiling

heme Hat. We have had Hat ceil-

ings a.l njus'am. Let the floors he

flat because they have to; why not

arched ceilings for our more impor-

tant rooms?

The first curves were constructed

in brick or stone, and since they

were shaped like the inside of a

barrel, we called them barrel vaults.

Next came the intersecting barrel

shapes called cross vaults or groined

vaults. 1 he purist ridicules a

reproduction of them in lath

and plaster—but away with such

sophistry! Almost all architectural

decoration is an adaptation in stone

m .1 wood form, or of a stone form

in plaster or wood. Our Colonial

Doric entablature, which by the

w ay no one criticizes, is an adapta-

tion in wood of a stone form which

was a previous adaptation in stone

>f an earlier wood form—a "back

to nature" process wirh a ven-

geance! If we curve our ceilings,

we are not trying to make them look

like stone; we are merely assimilat-

ing the suggestion of a pleasing form.

is not much more expensive than a flat one. A
plain beamed ceiling is not very expensive either.

Bill if we would do more than that, wirh carving

mi pl.istei det oration, the cost begins. If we line

only certain patterns, kept in stock by the com-
position ornament makers, we can do much with

a little outlay, and by skilfully combining these

p.uterns, can vary our work considerably.

UlUally, however, the decoration is modeled
anew from the architect's drawings, cast in plas-

ter, and stuck in place on the ceiling; or better,

modeled in the wet plaster in silu, according to

the old method. The Brothers Adam, in their

extremely flat decoration, used a mixture of

glue and fibre, but their formula is lost. Their

codings were almost always decorated in it. It

seems strange that they should have had so little

l> :.nl ol modeled ceiling in one of the I'enn houses in

Philadelphia showing influence of the Brothers Adam

Treatment of skylight as a paneled ceiling—a difficult problem. W. C. Massarene, architect

Showing beams stiffened by side casings,

moldings covering what would in time become
a crevice between plaster and beam. Fair-

acres. Jcnkintown. Pa., Wilson Eyre, architect

influence on contemporary work

here. One of the Penn houses in

Philadelphia is among the few that

have ceilings of the sort, but most

of our Colonial ceilings were per-

fectly plain, except for a cornice

around the edge and perhaps a little

modeling in the centre where the

lamp hung.

But what myriads of possible

decorative subjects there are! A
friend has her library ceiling cov-

ered with the Egyptian map of the

heavens, painted in gold and flat

color. A certain architect in New
York had to have four automatic

sprinkler outlets in his office ceil-

ing, and he surrounded each with

a conventional decoration in plaster

representing one of the Four Rivers

of Paradise! What threatened to

be a blemish became the most

interesting detail of the little room.

A difficult element is a skylight,

and seldom successfully treated.

The classic example is, of course,

the great eye of the Pantheon at

Rome. Our skylights now lack its

great simplicity, for, if they are of

large extent, we must glaze them

and therefore divide them into

small parts. Of course they may
be fitted in with the paneling, if

the ceiling be paneled, but this

As to cost, a curved plaster ceiling Flat color decoration upon a groined vault. Decorations by Chase. Rogers house loggia seems the best that we can do.
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THE
FRIENDLY
FIREPLACE

EVEN IF we were so inclined, we have no place here to discuss

fireplaces in a learned manner, admitting immediately that an open

fire is the most wasteful form of heat, that

chimney swallows flutter thunderously in

the flue and let loose showers of soot, and

that when unlit the open hearth will cool a

room more rapidly than the most efficient steam heating plant can

warm it. Acknowledging all this to be the cold, scientific truth,

we yet assert that the fireplace is the most attractive part of a

room's furnishings, and that by its presence a room is made the

most enticing of the whole house. You can fill your library w ith

sleepy-hollow chairs and take from them deep physical satisfaction;

you can line it with books and from them obtain the utmost in

mental appreciation, but for spiritual enjoyment only the open

fire will suffice. Warmth may be found in the depths of a padded

chair, sparkle in a well-written book, but it is warmth and sparkle

added to a vital friendliness which set the hearth fire above and

beyond the others.

If your open fire of seasoned cherry smokes a little, let it smoke

—

others in the household do it. And if it soots up the under side of

the mantel, what does it matter? We count among our acquain-

tances a benighted city dweller who regrets keenly that his fire-

place is blameless in the matter of smoking; the first time we saw

him remove a smouldering brand from the hearth and wave it in

the room we feared for his sanity, but a little tactful interrogation

revealed that the pungent odor of burning wood was almost as the

breath of life to his nostrils.

If the seductive charms of a dying fire lure you before the hearth

for aught but rest or play you will come to know your weakness,

for the hearth fire is a jealous mistress, weaving her potent spell

over those w ho would work in her presence. You may feast your

eyes on the beauties of her flickering flames and conjure up queer

fancies from her molten embers, but let you try to kindle the fires

of your brain for constructive effort and she will exert her sway

and lull you to an inglorious repose.

SOME MONTHS AGO there appeared on this page an essay on

the sense of possession and its attendant emotions of pride and

„. pleasure. Many of us have known and
THE OTHER v ..... 3

, ,

reveled in this extra sense, but nave you
SIDE OF

i i j II i i_

THE PICTURE ever y°ur thoughts dwell on the antithe-

tical sensation of dispossession—the reverse

side of the masterpiece, the drab canvas on which the artist has

succeeded onlyin portraying a nightmare of blurred impressions?

It must be accepted as positive truth that for every heart made
glad by the acquisition of a country homestead there has been one

saddened by the necessity for disposing of it. Such a necessity need

not imply legal eviction or even unwilling relinquishment, for in

working out the destiny of the former occupants the Fates may
have decided that success and happiness would be better achieved

by a change of habitation and mode of living. But even though

the change was made with the utmost willingness, there was the

deadening, inescapable feeling of dispossession, the wrench of part-

ing forever from things which have seemed a part of one's spiritual

and physical being.

We can imagine the hearty assurances of the men folk that the

new place would be just as good, and the brave efforts of the women
to believe that this would be so

—
" after we get used to it"—but we

know that there was more than one tear shed as this or that routine

duty was done for the last time. The customs and habits of a life-

time cannot be disrupted without a corresponding mental dis-

turbance, nor can one's eyes be bereft of the objects to which they

have grown used without a feeling of irreparable loss. There is in

all of us a fondness for things as they are, a wish to let the old order

endure.

There has been an auction of such items of farm and household

furniture as would not fit in with the new scheme of things, and it

has served to set the vise of regret still tighter. More than one

could bear were the businesslike enthusiasm of the auctioneer and

the amused indifference of the crowd as articles, priceless in asso-

ciation, have gone for a few cents. Yet to these emigres was denied

the solace of a last look around the old place, for the bare rooms, re-

proachfully echoing back their footsteps, drove them forth, and the

empty barnyard rebuked them for their desertion. "*

This, then, is the other side of the picture; bitterness, poignant

regret, which is not easily effaced. It is the sense of dispossession

-—may you never know it.

ONE DAY not long since I was coasting down a hill with the motor

idling and with the brakes set enough to take up the slack. As a

HAVE YOU
oonsec

l
uence tne car was moving with a

El'ER TRIED c
l
met smgu ' arly foreign to its nature, and

SMILING? 'ts descent was unnoticed by a bucolic

gentleman in the act of driving his team

out from a side road. Subconsciously, as one does whose machine

has revealed to him its capabilities as well as its mysteries, I gauged

accurately the clearance distance, and slithered by the then startled

farmer without giving warning. Having no wish to alarm or offend,

my peaceful soul was bruised by the volley of epithets which hurt-

led after me—intermingled with which were the caustic questions,

"Can't you drive?" "Where's your horn?"

Another time—and an occurrence like this, I venture to say, has

happened to all of us— I scraped into a tight situation through no

fault of my own, and was, nevertheless, prepared to meet the storm

of abuse which was tendered me. The dialogue which ensued was

short, sweet, and brutally to the point, and I blush with mingled

feelings to relate that I rode off" a verbal victor, leaving mine im-

promptu enemy fiery, purple, but inarticulate. And why not?

As nothing more than a hypothetical case, this situation had been

rehearsed by me many times in advance, and I was letter perfect in

lunge, parry, riposte and finesse, thus overwhelming the adversary

with the exuberance of my fencing. . . . And yet, there was

that same leaden feeling under my diaphragm, and I drove home
cross, scolded the dog, barely refrained from kicking the cat, and

ate a joyless dinner.

Something was radically wrong with the system, for whether I

came off first or second best I had learned that there was negative

satisfaction to be derived from such contretemps. I forthwith re-

solved upon a new modus operandi and there came, the next morn-

ing, a chance to put it into effect. In gliding along a winding

country road, the car came nose to nose with a team of indignant

horses, and we—the other driver and I—slewed automatically to a

clearance of inches. The passing was done in a flash, but in that

flash I had smiled—cheerily, ruefully, amazedly—some kind of a

smile which yet brought a glimmer of w hite teeth in return. And
the glow of Tightness with the world which, for me at least, suc-

ceeded the exchange of silent greetings lasted throughout the day.

Have you ever tried smiling?
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The- two planti of the wcond Moor,

showing how four h;ilhH and l/he addi-

tional bedrooms have been worked into

the rather awkward layout

At the right (lie lattice sheltered doorway into the living room.

At the left the expanded piazza

construction of

pri

be I

IVF.N a simple farmhouse of the

Ofljl Revolutionary period with low

D stud and a large central chimney,

- ij to svhich bad been added at a later

date a considerable rear extension

with rooms a foot higher than in

the old part, hutted squarely against the main
house, with no lines whatever in common and a

roof which reared itself high in the air in all the

horror of its "Gothic" overhang and jigsawed

brackets, and, to conclude, a side piazza and a

front "stoop on the lines already laid down
—what would you do?
The original house was built before Yorktown,

and with the thrift of the

early builders it was con-

structed largely of second-

hand timbers, which are as

good to-day as any of the

newer material used with

it.

\\ hen the writer first saw
it. he confesses to an over-

powering wish that some-
thing would happen to it at

once, something swift and
DCC1UI C But this would
not have been fair to the
owner and client. Then
the mind became a blank
and lapsed into despair, all

the more hopeless because
the inconsiderate owner in-

sisted on retaining certain

features of bad design but
unquestionably good work-
manship and condition.
After all. the problem was
a problem ana one to be
solved, and we could read-

ily understand why the
owner had called loudly for

help.

However, the secret of
the manipulation of any-
thing generally lies in the

the thing itself. 'I he main
problem seemed to he an em-

rllishment of old forms with details entirely

foreign. I his gave us a clue. We would con-
struct our enlargements anil alterations on blocks
of the old Georgian style and use as an embellish-

ment a modification of the (iothic-Classic hash,
which should be near enough the old form to

tie in with it, and in itself something not entirely

criminal or unarchitectural. Hy consulting and
comparing the sketch plans, one will readily see

what has hcen accomplished in this direction.

I he old kitchen, now used as a living room, has
been little changed. Our only step in this direc-

tion was to replace a bit of wall paper over the
mantel with a wood panel. I he previous owner
had introduced several details of an old house of
about 1700, which, however, did not jar as much
as might he expected. He had also removed the
ceiling and cased in the rough beams, which was
not a feature of the period and the only excuse
for which may be found in the extra air space it

gave at the top of the room. As the room was
16x2 ; feet and only 7 ft. I in. high in the original

finish, it served its purpose.

The parlor we tampered with only to the

extent of introducing bookcases and a window
seat, thus transforming it into a library. In this

room are kept the better books—those one cares

for—while in the long room at the rear, called

the book room, we find the lighter passing fiction.

I'nfortunately for the perfect repose of the ex-

terior of this room, the former owner had added

_ i_

The former dining room was turned into a wide and comfortable reception hall, from which the main stairway springs
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a new window so as to form a mullioned motive.
The intention was transparent enough and the
end attained, but it would have been better

if the two windows had been combined into one
motive in a flat bay.

Upstairs, the ballroom has been (with slight

change) renamed guest chamber. The family
chamber is across the hall and over the living

room. The floors of the bathrooms were raised

one step to avoid certain trouble with the open
ceiling below, as well as to permit an easier adjust-

ment of necessary piping. As this story is 7 ft.

5 in. stud we did this with ease as to head-room.
The old chimney in this part of the house was

in such a condition that we
had to tear it down to the

top of the lower story fire-

places and rebuild new.
The fireplace in the ball-

room was built without a

hearth—just why is a ques-

tion. The former owner
had laid a shell of concrete
on top of the floor, either

to tempt fate or fool the

unwary. By cutting away
the greater portion of the

interfering floor timbers

and injecting a header, we
wrere able to lay a plausible

hearth on tire irons.

The floor in the ell is

1 ft. 8 in. above the level of

the old house, and we had
here a stud of 8 ft. 8 in.

which by contrast seemed
palatial. Such little re-

arrangement as has been
done here can be readily

seen from the plans.

The new extension from
the ell contains one large

sleeping room and bath
for the daughter, and two
small bedrooms for the

boys. The fireplace end of
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outside and saves much scatter-

ing of waste and tedious hand-
ling of material when wanted.

The real problem in brick-

work was the injection of the

hall fireplace into the kitchen

chimney and the addition of tile

flue linings. This last was made
necessary by the uncertain con-

dition of the chimney. To effect

this, the breast in the hall was
taken out and the new fireplace

built on a new foundation and
as far back toward the chimney
as possible. The flue linings

were started from below but
continued from inside the old

masonry by lowering them in

from the top, the mason work-
ing up alternately from one
length of tile to another. As
th?re was plenty of room to

spire, the filling about the lin-

ings gave additional strength

and security.

The exterior was but little

chinged. In fact, the only real

remodeling lay in making the

cornice of the ell conform to the
older structure and extending

and tieing its roof in with that

JusTSnside the front door of the original house
starts the narrow winding stairway of an earlier

generation

the daughter's room is of wood
wainscot and incorporates a book-
case in one end.

On the lower floor, the room next
the old part is retained as a hall, and
the fireplace side is wainscoted and has
the wine closet on one side and the
coat closet on the other. In order to

gather borrowed, light the doors into
the book room and dining room are of
glass.

I he nearest opening to compara-
tive freedom in design lay in the rear
addition. Hence the dining room is

perhaps the best room in the house.
Its ceiling is of wood and beamed.
This beaming is permissible with the
period but not probable for the type
of house. We used it on the author-
ity of the living room ceiling, already
remodeled. 1 he fireplace side is also

of wood, as is the dado which reaches
to the height of the window stools. All details
are quite simple, and the paint, as in the rest of
the house, is white. Our fireplace here has a
5-foot opening, and the heafth is of 9x9 in.

Dutch tile, as are all the new hearths in the
building.

The one innovation of the plan is the fuel

closet next the fireplace, which is filled from the

What was the former parlor is now the library, with bookshelves to the ceiling on two sides

of the latter. In this way the ell became the cen-

tral portion of the completed building. We were
fortunate enough to be allowed the same stud in

the new extension as in the old house, reducing

the height of a considerable roof thereby.

\s an afterthought the porch extension was de-

cided upon. Utilizing the existing piazza as a

guide, and the space between two of its columns

A corner of the slaughter's bedroom—in the

wing last added, but with the simple broad panel-

ing of the earlier work

as two units, the problem was simple.

The flooring of this porch is of concrete.

Over the old kitchen door on the
south end of the old house we essayed

a flat arbor. This motive was made
to fit and belongs to the doorway. In

like manner a new trellis was affixed to

the house wall to carry the climbing
roses where they will be most effective

and least in the way.
We would conclude by stating most

emphatically that we have not in the

foregoing created an architectural

masterpiece which might serve as a

model for new work. The problem was
a problem in the truest sense of the

word, and the result can hardly be

called architectural. Sometimes the

thing is possible, but in the present case

it was not. When we are confronted

with like conditions we invariably fall

back on the methods of the craftsman

builder and try to effect our solution in the light

of his understanding. We have endeavored to

render a plausible account of ourselves, working
under the limitations enforced. Will the reader

be able to see into our methods and agree with

us? We trust so, for it is with the idea of giving

him an insight into a designer's line of reasoning

that the foregoing has been written.

The new dining room. AJthe right of the fireplace is a wood closet, filled from outside The fireplace in the living room. The only change here was the new paneled overmante
,e plastic
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lHHitnlrss there will In- many MM h>Kjs«-s btOi of monolithic concrete const ruction when we have learned some of the many ways in which a concrete surface may be made attractive

THE HOME
OF
ALBERT
MOYEB^
ES'

SOUTH ORANGE
N l~

Showing the Success-
fill Use ofColor irv
Concrete Construction

'Tracy Swartwout,
Architects

Before the concrete was quite hard the forms were removed and the surface scrubbed with

water and stiff brushes, the lifeless color of the cement being thus eliminated and the variety and

sparkle of the pre-selected aggregates revealed

A mixture of one part each cement and three-quarter inch trap rock, and three parts limestone Tile inserts were used sparingly and in low tones, all tiles being handmade, of course. For the

and2^^blescr^nings the size of sand gave the scrubbed surface a pleasing texture and color roof a Japanese pan tile is used, taking the run of the lata m colors from smoky reds to salmon



From a garden of Japan where a

tiny stream of water is piped through

bamboo canes. Overflowing from the

bronze bowl set upon a weathered

stump, squared at sides as well as top,

the water splashes upon a worn stone

below

A sheltered gateway in a 'dobe wall—from Mexico. Two wooden beams
are carried right through the wall to support the framework of rafters.

Roughly made tile, such as the Mission Fathers used in Southern California,

provide an enduring roof

From the porch of an English inn comes this fine old seat with its

wainscot back. The fact that one end did not need an arm provided

an excellent opportunity for the designer to give it a character all its

own

A bird house adapted from

the lanterns of Japan. The wide

overhanging roof is of copper

or some less precious metal,

though the thin upper ends of

shingles could easily be em-
ployed

The lines echo unmistakably the

temple gongs of Japan, but here the

purpose is the sheltering of a bird

family and the house proper is merely

an inverted flower pot

Hastily sketched from a trolley car glimpse of an old-

time settle in Germantown, Pa. It is not infrequent

that we miss a pleasing garden view through sheer lazi-

ness in not turning the bench around. The pivoted

back could hardly be more simply contrived

A bench at the Mission Inn, Riverside, Cal., that

possesses all the straightforward simplicity and

sturdiness of construction that characterizes the work

left by the padres throughout the long line of mis-

sions along the Southern Pacific coast

We strive painfully 'after originality in turned

balusters to grace a railing for a porch or garden

enclosure, ignoring the simplicity and grace in these

sawed out boards from Bulgaria

Stone seats are usually cold and frequently damp,
which stimulated the ingenuity of the man who covered

this Santa Barbara seat with a wooden grille top. A
white painted form in more delicate detail would serve

(
well for a marble seat

IDEAS FROM
ATRAVELER.S

SKETCH BGDK
Another sawed-out balustrade motive, this one from

Hungary. The boards are bound together in bundles of three

or four and sawed out on a jig. The Swiss woodworkers offer

many such forms
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A BIT OF HEAVEN IN MY GARDEN
By kathrvii larboe Bull

\K \ t >U .mil

fair, black
rhumb i cioudi

and cobalt
blur. <tar
(Mr i ml dark-

ness .mil round •i.l. n moon
ill nt these I have, nest lor

m\ sell, m flu ted in tin run
anid deep Mink in tin- lawn.

In leading l>.>oks .uul mag.i-

lincs on the creation of g.ir-

J< n v I h.id sedulously
ivoidrd .ill articles on fish

ponds unl liK ponds I did

not w int to .idd tin- t arc of
pets to m\ other labors, ,md
water lilies appealed to mr
onl\ ut masses, and only in

BMrslies ot lakes Hut, in

m\ search lot blue flowers. I

noon discovered how \erv
linnft d t he range w as Purple,
yes. hut I had enough of
that IVIphiniums occasion-

all) gave me the color I

Wanted, hut c\ en flu v w and
crrd ort into purples, laven-
der, and opalescent pinks.

Bee balsam had the same degenerate habit.
Corn Howers were too fr.iKinent.irv Only the
k) above me was of the right shade and tint;

>nlv In reflecting that skv in my garden could I

obtain a mass of blue
I he discarded articles wire sought out and

studied. A cement pond was. apparently, a

iniple. easy, and economical structure. The
Man for whom I mow mv garden ottered to dig
the hole, and on the dav when we Kt n> work, as

in augury of future success the bluebirds ar-

rived in hordes, and in the trees above us

RCted the sites for their homes and proceeded
with the labor of house building.

I he pond is three feet w ide by eight feet long
and three feet deep, but to allow for the cement
walls the hole had to be dug six inches larger on
very side The framework for the cement the
man and I together constructed out of two-inch
llanks that had been left from the building of the
Muse, ami only now did we have to call in outside
abor. The mixing of the cement seemed, at

hat time, quite impossible. We have since be-

rome adepts in the art. An Italian laborer did
he work in one day. The materials required
were two loads of sand, two of small rocks, and
ight bags of cement. The shaping and the
smoothing of the broad rim at the top of the
wall we did ourselves. Half a week of patient

Biting was required before the pond was dry
enough to remove the boards and let the water in.

bur my reward w as ready for

UK. No sooner was this done
han I had what my heart

rraved- a patch of heavenly
blue; and. from that day to

his. I have had for my very
wn a bit of heaven in my
jarden.

1 he pond is without drain-

»« of anv kind and is kept
illed by n occasional sprink-

ing w ith the hose. 1 he evap-
oration amounts to not more
han two pailfuls oT water a

lay. and only a moment's in-

erruption of watering the
iarden suffices to replace

his. It would be easy, of
xnirse, to supply a drain pipe
it the bottom and a drip

ountain, but for so small a

x>nd this seems to me un-
necessary. We siphon the
irater out with an ordinary
tarden hose when the pond is

rleaned for the winter, and
he sloping sides prevent any

A ilwarf Japanese rruiplr Int left) carries oul the suKKixlion of diminutive landsca|ie Hardening given by lh(

minnluie pool in a mm. lawn

breaks or cracks from snow or rain that may
fail in and freeze. I hese sloping sides are abso-
lutely necessary. Without them the ice would
pack solidly and breaks would surely occur.
One very severe winter, for some reason, our
pond did crack all the way around, about four
inches from the bottom, but we found this easy
to repair by chiseling out the crack, making it

deeper and wider, and plastering it over with a

paste of one part sand and three parts cement.
Water lilies or wafer grasses to keep the pond

clean and sweet are of course essenrial. and here,

again. I found that I could repeat the chromatic
scale of my borders with yellow, pink, and violet

lilies (N\mphaa Marliacta chromalella, .Y..V/. rosea

and ft. Laydtkeri lilacea). Inasmuch as it was for

the reflected sky that I built my pond, I keep the

pads trimmed away, leaving only a few to supply
drinking and bathing facilities for the smaller

birds of my garden which, standing on the edges
of the leaves, drink their fill, or depressing the

centres, bathe in the cups so made. The warb-
lers, finches, wrens, bluebirds, and chipping
sparrows all avail themselves of these privileges.

Goldfish] too, I had to have, to eat the larvx of

mosquitoes, but I found that they added little

to my burdens; an occasional leaf of the commer-
cial fish food, now and then a bit of bread, and
all the angle worms that come to my trowel when
I dig or weed; and assuredly I am amply repaid

for this small amount of work by the tiny darting

The reason for the existence of the pond is the fact that it brings heaven itself into my garden"
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bodies, streaks of lightning
on a dull, lowering day or
gleams of gold in the sum-
mer sun. To add to their

larder, I have hung a light

over the pond, "one of the
small dried fish lanterns from
Japan. I he moths and flies

attracted by the flame fall

into the water and provide
any midnight suppers that
the fish may crave. Kvery
year when the pond is cleaned
for rhe winter, we find a dozen
or more baby hsli, so our
family is sufficiently in-

creased. The children in the

neighborhood bring me frogs

in the spring, but I have not
yet decided whether I am
more charmed by the melli-

fluous "brekex-brekex-bre-
kex," or more distressed by
the knowledge which I try to

conceal even from myself that
these small green monsters
do, occasionally, destroy the
offspring of the legitimate
inhabitants of the pond. The

fish are easily cared for in the winter. At first

we kept them in an ordinary tub in a light corner
of the cellar, but now we have provided for them
a tiny aquarium that is sunk into one of the

benches of my indoor garden.

A miniature lake in a miniature lawn of itself

suggests Japan with its diminutive landscape gar-
dening. So, for one corner of my pond, I sent to

my nurseryman an order for a Japanese maple, the
crookedesr, most dwarfish that he had. Com-
prehension of my ideas being his chief charm, he
selected for me a tiny tree, not more than three

feet high, of the fine, cut-leaved variety that in

its growth had had no heaven-reaching tendency,
but rather a desire to return to earth. Now,
hardly taller than it was when it came, it leans

out over the pond, reflecting in the spring the
brilliant red of its new leaves, and in the autumn
a rich red gold that is nowhere else obtainable,

unless, perhaps, in the scales of the fish that dart
in and out among the mirrored leaves. A couple
of Japanese quinces cuddled on either side of this

try in vain to outrival with their scarlet blossoms
the brilliancy of the maple leaves.

At another corner I have tried—and it is only
fair to record my failures with my triumphs—to

grow Japanese iris, but successive plantings have
given no success although the place would seem
to be ideally suited to them. The variety I

selected was Zama-No-Mori, which, translated

in the catalogue, means Boundless Ocean. Pos-
sibly the roots brought with
them from their former home
the native lack of humor,
and unable to recognize

the joke, refused to lend

themselves to the obvious
absurdity; but, whatever
the cause, they would not
grow and I have been obliged

to substitute a great clump
of German iris which has
proved most successful. I

chose the soft rose and
white Wyomissing, and the
blossoms, on stems three and
four feet tall, are even lovelier

in the depths of the pond
than in the air above.

But all these leaves and
blossoms, on stems in them-
selves or their reflections, and
the darting bits of golden life,

are only superficial pleasures.

The reason for the existence

of the pond is the fact that

it brings heaven itself into

my garden.



One of the chief glories of the place lies in its magnificent elms. This is the side and rear of the house, taken from under an apple tree near the tennis court

The PRESIDENTS HOUSE, WILLIAMS COLLEGE
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS

]

The
Home o/_
President"

HARRY
A

CARFIELD

The front entrance is

one of the most charm-

ing bits of early Ameri-

can architecture in all

New England. General

Sloane built the main
part of the house in

1801 for the home of

his son

The carved wood-

work was beyond the

capabilities of the local

craftsmen, so it was

made in Boston,
brought around to Troy

by water, and thence on

mules up to Williams-

town
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The hvmj room which in » comp i' "im'n nrcnl remodeling of the house was greatly i-nl.irKtt]

by throw

i

mk two rooms logethrr

Thc dining room is :i part of the new portion, but the character of the white paneling has been
kept in close conformity to the ordinal work

The main piazza is on the side of the house opposite the carriage entrance, and from it one

looks down over a wide sweep of lawn to the new college church, itself a splendid example of

the New England meeting-house

Behind the tall and luxuriant screen of clematis lies the tennis court and a small garden of

roses and old-fashioned flowers. Farther off to the right, down the hill, arc the stables and

coachman's quarters



HIS is a story of old-fash-

ioned farming. A plain

farmer came along

and tied a few ribbons

in green to a discour-

aged farm. Then it

got up, looked in the glass, smiled out

the wrinkles, blushed with clover

blooms, and became happier and

more handsome than ever before.

I had something of this in mind as

we stood on the ridge of Ed Dillon's

farm at Montgomery, N. Y. This

farm is shaped somewhat like a

turtle. That is not bad when you
remember that a walker of that

shape won the most quoted race in

all history, and as we shall see, the

turtle shape is ideal for a dairy farm.

A ridge runs through it, with a gentle

slope east and west. To the east the

Wallkill River curves and twists

around the farm, making the feet of

the turtle. If you could take this

mile of frontage like a string and pull

it straight, you would have less than

half a mile, but the water is in no
hurry to reach the Hudson and go to

work, so it loiters and dawdles along

through this pleasant country, about

as straight as the cow path made by
the lazy cows, which pass their

drowsy life along its banks.

Thus a fringe of rich pasture swings around
the farm like the turtle's feet, while the ridge

rising gently up like the shell gives drier

ground for corn and hay and grain. Now and
then the river jumps out of its bed and. fer-

tilizers the pasture with yellow mud, until

the grass comes soft and rich. The cows
travel back to the barn to be milked, and to

pass the winter. The manure they leave

there is hauled to the ridge for the grain and
grass. Should there be any washing of plant

food off the hill, it will be held in the grass

land and pasture below, the feet of the turtle

catching and holding the sheddings from its

back. Travel for miles up and down that

beautiful valley, and you can hardly find a

better location for a dairy farm.

Yet this farm had lost its grip. The turtle

had crawled into the mud for a sleep. The house
is probably a century old, dating back to that
fine old time when Orange County was the leading

butter producing section of the country. They
had such a reputation for butter making in those

days that the world gave them a name, and
handed it out as "Orange County." Then there

came a time when whole milk was demanded.
The churn took a back seat in favor of the tin

can. There may be only one third of an ounce of

plant food in a quart of milk, but if one cow gives

3,000 quarts in a year, and you keep thirty cows
for fifteen years, in the course of that time you
pull out with your fingers and send away from
your farm more than fourteen tons of nitrogen,

phosphorus, and potash. That would mean forty

tons of nitrate of soda, forty-five of acid phos-
phate, and nearly nine tons of muriate of potash.

All of that would have been left at home had
these farms kept on exporting nothing but butter

or cream. Nor is this the worst of it, although
this drain of plant food is bad enough. Mr.
Dillon and his brother stood side by side and
compared notes. One was selling milk from this

farm at an average price of a trifle more than i\
cents a quart. The other in New York, a few
hours distant by car, was paying 10 cents a quart
at retail for practically the same grade of milk.

It is bad enough to lose plant food, but it is worse
to lose this part of the consumer's dollar.

Renters ran the farm for years. A renter

may be at heart a fine farmer, but he cannot
obey the dictates of his own heart. The ruling

force over him is a pocket book, and the emptier

ED DILLON'S PLAIN,
OLD-FASHIONED FARMING

H W COLLINCWOOD

The house is probably a century old, dating bade to that fine old time when Orange County
was a leading butter producing section of the country
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Mr. Dillon's veteran cow, which has had as much to do with the de

velopment of the herd as has Mr. Dillon himself

it becomes the heavier the cross he must carry.

Devise some system of credit by means of which
a poor man or a renter may buy a farm and
safely equip it, and there would at once enter the

profession some of the ablest and most thorough
farmers this nation has ever seen. They would
then be upbuilders. As it is, without fair credit

or capital, they are soil robbers skinning the soil,

and never knowing that priceless thing to a farmer,

real affection for a farm. A long procession

of these men mounted this turtle's back, chipped
away a little of the shell, and then slipped off.

A city man had his chance. It is a toss up
sometimes as to whether a self-respecting farm
has greater dread of a renter or of a city man.
One hasn't enough capital, the other often has too

much. One knows that at best the farm can
hardly pay him a fair living, the other expects

to make a fortune. One has to work so hard

that he cannot listen to science, the other spends

so much time listening that he does not think it

necessary to work.
Then there came Ed Dillon, a plain, natural

farmer. Mr. Dillon had just brought one farm
back, and had sold it to good advantage on the

strength of the spine he had put into it. Now
he was after another farm. Your true artist

has an eye for his model and a hand for his brush.

Mr. Dillon had an eye for a cow, and a hand for

clover seed. Here was a man who could take a

pile of coal ashes and tin cans, and in a few years

turn it into a rich clover field. Put him up on a

platform and ask him to tell how he did it,

and about all you could get out of him would be

that he seeded clover and seeded it

right. Some of these men raised in

the hard school of experience are true
scientists without knowing it. Un-
consciously they have learned the
life habits of plants and animals, and
the behavior of soils, until they know
by instinct what others must toil for

years in order to learn. There is a
sort of modern theory that the world
is fed and clothed through the efforts

of purely scientific farmers or agri-

culturists. It is true that science has

most of the machinery for public

advertising, but the truth is that
humanity still has its back covered
and its stomach filled by the plain,

humble men who farm with common-
sense hitched up with a twelve-hour
day. Science can make more noise,

but horse sense always provides the
powder.

Mr. Dillon knows a cow as Edison
knows a talking machine, or Bell

knows a telephone. If you were to

watch Ins herd walk up from the

pasture into the barn, you would say,

"Here is some wealthy and expert

breeder, who after long years of
breeding has developed a herd with
the cows as nearly^ alike as peas in a

pod. This man must have started

with some of those #10,000 cattle you read

about. He has selected and bred until

the type is fixed." The truth is that Mr.
Dillon did nothing of the sort. He just

picked up those cows here and there among
the dairy herds which came to his notice.

Hut he had an ideal cow in his eye when he

bought, and one in his herd too. There is a

fine old veteran cow in that herd that goes

marching in and out with the rest. Some
people might regard her as merely a bunch of

beef and bone and nerves, tied up inside of

a hide, just eating grass and grain and making
it over into milk. The old cow is more than

that; she is a model, an artistic pace maker,

a picture of what a cow ought to be on that

farm. No pure blooded aristocrat, but a

plain working cow, with a character and in-

stinct for milk-making much like that of her

owner for making clover and grass grow. Very
likely that old cow, standing there day after day
as a living model, has had about as much to do in

developing that herd as has Ed Dillon himself.

The scientific man would look at that beautiful

herd and regret that Mr. Dillon has not studied

all the laws of breeding and heredity, and all

the rest as applied to a cow. I think it doubtful

if he could have produced a better working herd

even with this training, for his is a natural gift.

I once heard a college professor express his regret

that the poet Whittier could not have had the

education and literary training of Longfellow,

or other polished writers. I am glad he never

had it. I think if he had been tied up to the

form and laws of language, that the fire would
have been drilled out of him, and he would have

left the world not the very bread of life which

he did, but a good deal of warmed over and well

cooked mush.
The cow that the poet sings about is a fine,

benevolent creature, leaving her rich pastures at

night to walk home so as to associate with beauti-

ful dairy maids, dressed up in their evening

clothes. There are no milkmaids to greet this

herd at the barn, but a milking machine instead.

The little handful of grain in the cows' manger is

the bait which draws them home, and not any

sense of duty. You will hear all sorts of opinions

about milking machines. They never will fully

substitute for the human hand, neither will the

hay loader entirely substitute for the pitchfork,

or the horse cultivator for the hoe, but in the

future expert man labor will be harder than ever
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mi ill \li Dillon's win h.i\h (li.it Rcvri.il turns

tin- rnlltc woik i>t milking iliul\ iiihi li.is fallen

to him. It would have hrrn in impossible task

without i in. ii lum I doubt il umlci |'ii si in

conditions tlic KM' .it iK>|>\ 1 1 1 <m tins r.inn could

be fed into .1 ciiw lllil lltr milk |>llll«d mil ol Iii I

bv I' mi, I .it .1 piofit

A* the until s .nit! the cit\ in.hi r.mir and
went, this turtle "t .i il.iir\ I.inn came to tliinL

til it iii in il wind i li.nl stalled in. sn In- pulled

in Im In . nl .mil In I, .mil slmt up Ins tough, hard

*hcll just is he wtiuld if a fox li.nl crawled out i»f

tin- slum- wall .mil jumped upon him. \s for

racing against an\ mortgage, this turtle simply

i|u««tril his old ami's tui \s lu> ran against the hare,

and cot futthcl into Ins shell Mut Mr. Dillon

EM
.i mixture on tin- turtle's back which st.iitnl

im up nun kel than a coal of fire. I lr stuck our

Ins head anil feet, took a brace, and said,

"That feds good, let's be on our way. I think

1 can beat it." The mixture was composed of

lime, clovei seed, .mil common m iim

Oh! the turtle has a heart. The rougher the

shell, the sweeter the meat. If you ever have a

chance to dine with one of the old time Creole

families on the (iulf Coast, where a black cook

has lived o\cr from slavery days, jump at that

chance as you would at a great life privilege.

The memon of thai dinner w ill brighten all your
years, ami tin hist of it will come from the turtle

which the cook takes out to the chopping block

and hammers with the ax until the slull is broken.

You can see how touch this farm shell was h\

walking o\cr the last remaining pasture on the

ridge. I'ethaps you know what these pastures

go ti after a term of wars. Moss creeps in ami

sterilizes great patches, or leaves them in coarse

weeds. Jsorrcl starts up ro wave the reil

flag of discontent. Redtop survives, and
there is some bluegrass and clover in

favored spots. You find green uneaten
patches all ov er the held. I hey are mostly

white clover and coarse grass, w hich spring

up around the droppings. The cows will

rarely eat this growth, though it is said

that sheep will do so. It is just a case

where wealth breeds poverty. 1 hese

droppings are rich in nitrogen and potash,

but there is litrle or no phosphorus. Thus
this rank growth has no taste or quality.

Cows are not chemists, but the\ know
when phosphorus is needed. If they

were forced to live on this rank grass,

green or dried, they would in a month's
time be chewing old boards or bones or

fence rails, as an indication of their crav-

ing for bone forming food. Scatter acid

phosphate or fine bone around these green

patches, and before long the cows will

come and gnaw them to the ground, tor

phosphorus will bring them back. And
this is the sort of chemistry which show s

that the greatest fertilizer need on these

dairy farms is phosphoric acid.

Such a pasture might provide for two
cows on three acres, and this would mean
a season's income of £4. What does such

an income indicate as productive value

for the land ; That represents the rurtle

with the shell on. A few feet away is the

same kind of soil on the same ridge, two
years along in the rotation. It will cut

at least tw o and a half tons of clover hay

per acre at the first cutting, and such hay
is worth at least $20 per ton at the farm.

That clover held repre-

sents the turtle with the

shell knocked off.

To hear Mr. Dillon tell

it, this was the simplest

and easiest thing in the

world, yet spend your day
in the fleetest car rushing

through that section, and
see how many such clover

fields you can find. 1 here

was one alfalfa seeding on
the farm to begin with. It

was a fair stand, but last

year the crop was light.

' In \ tBVI it a good coal ol manure, ami il came
back 1 Ins veal with a heavy yield. I here a ie no
blCteril on tin mills, .mil that puts alfalfa right

mi" tin 1 l.i ss with timothy or millet or corn.

I in s hang around ami wait 10 he fed ami pro*
\ nh il for. I hfly take the nitrogen you may give

them ami make good use of it, hut they use it up,
mil thus make the farm that much poorer. I he

bacteria on the rooti of clover or alfalfa ger out
.mil Iteal the mitogen, instead of hanging about
u ailing tm manure 01 fertilizer. Thou thtltsttal

n is tin- command given to the legumes, if

it is tn bring tin farm back.
In make this difference between an acre in-

come of 01.1J with the shell on, and tfijo with the

shell off, Mr. Dillon would first plow that old

paatUn It would all go uildci the tough sod,

the weeds, the droppings, and a good coar of

manure from the barn. After fining ir well,

corn would he drilled in with a fair amount of

fertilizer! mostly phosphoric acid. When the
warm weather came how that con would jump
up and grow .is the old sod mellowed and gave up
its tcrtilitv. ( iood culture scratches its back,
ami sun and air cook the tough shell into a dinner
for that corn. In Seprember rhe corn stands
like a long forest] and ir is cur and packed into

the silo. I hrough the long winter the cows
chew it down and wipe their teeth on clover hay,
wirh a mouthful of feed as a tooth powder. The
manure spreadei shakes anil kicks the rich manure
all over the old corn held in the spring, and it is

plowed and then goes into oats. Personally I

doubt if oats alone pay on the average dairy

farm, but "the grain conies m handy" they all say.

and who would ever attempt a chance in success 5

I should, however, seed alsike clov er in the corn,

and also in the oats as a cover crop.

The oats are cut, and then comes the crowning

When the warm weather comes you can fairly see the corn grow as the old sod

mellows and gives up its fertility

The alfalfa came back this year with a heavy yield, due to a

To see the herd you might think it the result of long years of selection and breeding, but in reality Mr. Dillon picked up

the cows here and there among dairy herds—only he knows how to choose a cow

featliri ol this rotation, the 1 lover. I In oal

stubble is plowed, ami fitted foi wheal 01 |'t.r.\.

.mil 11 1.1 fitted, with .1 hand made cut. I Ins r

w hen the lime goes in, at least one ion ol .none,
biting lime to the acre. Il goes down into the soil

and stirs up the old turtle until he tin , 10 stand
on his hind legs and dame, failing in that he
turns around and expresses his joy in clovei.

Last year, in order to ger going at once, Mi.
Dillon seeded to grass and clover in rhe oats,

thus gaining a year over whear seeding. After

two years of farming he fills rhe barn and a big

silo, and is obliged to organize a great overflow

meeting in outside stacks. The farm has come
back and lapped over.

No man ever brings a farm back even though
he plasters it wirh dollar bills, unless he has that

vision in his brain which enables him ro look in

the face of a cow or a corn or clover planr, and
quickly estimate its capacity. It isn't science, or

book learning, or brute srrength, although all these

rhings can be made ro sharpen or strengthen it.

It is what they call horse sense, but why it should

be named afrer a horse I cannor undersrand.

Some farmers put their besr crop in a narrow
strip along rhe road, bur you will have to go to

rhe back side of the hill, far from rhe highway,
in order ro find Mr. Dillon's firsr clover seeding
on rhis farm. We waded into it, and it seemed
like going in swimming. The clover stood nearly

three feet high, a solid mass of red bloom. If

stood so thick that it seemed as if you could hardly
tie another plant to a knitting needle and drive
it dtnvn in, yet at the bottom of this the young
plants of timothy were coming on rhicker even
rhan the clover, with a new epistle on good
farming. I have seen clover fields all the wav
from Colorado to Maine, but never, anywhere,
thicker or thriftier clover than this. Put this

field down in Iowa or Illinois, the home of
clover, and the County Agent would at

once organize the farmers to take a trip

out to the farm and look it over. With
such a growth as this it is a question
whether alfalfa, out of its natural home, as

it is in this section, would pay better. No
wonder rhe turtle ran our his head and put
his claws far down into the river as this

brilliant patch appeared on his shell.

It is easy enough ro rell how a farmer
takes his drill and puts in the wheat with
eight quarts of timothy or six of clover

seed per acre. Hut in order to read the

answer go out and look at the clover the

year after the .wheat is cut. Then you
will see how impossible it is to tell anv
one how to do it. Unless a man has

clover blossoms in his heart he can never
make the seed grow to the best advantage
in his field.

It is a wonderful come back, and
withal so simple and old fashioned and
rrue that you cannot tell just how it was
done. As a rule the young scientist is

ever ready to talk and explain and crit-

icise and suggest, yet here is a case where
the youngest and most talkative of the

tribe would be silenced by the contrasr

between this clover and its companion
of two years ago, the old pasture. I

hardly think Mr. Dillon realizes what
will follow when after five years every

field on the turtle's back has had its taste

or its bite into clover. The possibilities

of such a come back are beyond belief,

for a farm seventy-five miles from New-

York, three feet deep in clover, is worth
more for productive pur-

poses than the rich three

hundred dollar land in Illi-

nois or Iowa. What shall

we call the plain men who
bring run-down farms
back to that figure simply

by knowing how to seed

clover and grass? And
the beauty of it all is that

this is plain, old-fashioned

farming, with just enough
of the scientific frills to

shine like a necktie in a

new fashioned collar.



THE KITCHEN OF
AN ARCHITECT'S WIFE

By— 'Kathrine L <Sulhvan

DESCRIPTION could do the new
kitchen justice, without first allow-

ing its obligation to the little yellow

house that was the home of the

young architect and his family for

eight short, happy years. Tucked
away under the New England pine trees, it told

its story of a century. Through March wind,
summer humidity, and winter chill, the poor old

house gently complained that it was fashioned for

other times, and that it would be as sensible to

equip a square rigger with steam, or to turn a

carryall into a twin six, as to try to adjust this

old house and its kitchen to to-day's use, planned
as they were for the needs of a century ago.

The woman was young, and the kitchen was
old, and often they quarreled. Bitterly she

charged it with monopolizing all that was good of

the lower floor exposure, and proudly it declared

that in its youth it was the family room and as

such was entitled to a place in the sun. Wisely,

however, it never tried to explain the ancient

need"x>f seven doors, and yet no cross draft, that

boon to summer cooking and ironing.

Then again the old room and the woman were
friends, detesting alike the modern range, or

Royal Rub as they called it, which thrust its

tortured nickel front into the middle of the floor.

It sprang menacingly from a sheet of zinc, whose
edges, sharper than the scriptured serpent's

tooth, cried woe to the finger ends that strayed too

near in washing the floor. To be exact, it sprang
ten inches from the floor and fifteen from the

back wall, harboring in these areas flatirons and
other utensils of nomadic tendencies.

Hard by, a copper boiler rose tall and lower-

ing, which a deal of venturesome climbing and
scouring kept clean. Denied this, it cast revenge

in a powdery dust which settled with particular

malice on the Roy il Rub, or such food as might
be in process of preparation thereon.

The pantry was dark, narrow, deep, and high,

with inaccessible shelves sufficient unto the stor-

ing of supplies for a regiment. Its cavernous

depths were used only by the mice and such traps

as might appertain thereto, as revealed by occa-

sional cleaning. Such slaves to unused areas in

our houses does custom make us, that we take
little thought that these areas must not only be

built and paid for, but must be lighted, heated,

and cleaned while our tenancy shall last. A poor

commentary on economy! Here, one literally

"walked a mile to make a pan of biscuits," for

to convey materials and utensils to the kitchen

table, and to return to their places such as must
abide in the pantry's gloomy
depths, went far toward solv-

ing the problem of perpetual
motion.
The sink was iron, wood en-

cased. It stood between a
window and a door and froze

up on cold nights, but was so

placed that never a ray of
light from either opening
reached it when in use, since

the person standing in front

shaded it successfully.

Well outside the door, the
modern refrigerator, coldly de-
clining to elbow its way into

the old kitchen, stood arro-

gantly aloof at the foot of
three perilous steps.

At length the happy day
came when tentative plans and
specifications told the glad tale

that these two were to build a

house for their average sized

family, where all kitchen
wrongs should be righted.

The new kitchen is on the

northeast side of the house, but the dexterity

of the plan gives it an additional western ex-

posure. It is abundantly lighted by two case-

ment and two double hung windows and its

three doors have uppers of plate glass in small

panes. A word should be said of the value of

the casement window where possible—it ad-

mits twice as much air as the double hung.
The floor is about 125 x 16 ft. and is of rift

sawed Alabama pine, oiled. With ordinary care,

it has not shown a splinter after nine years' use.

The walls are plastered and covered with cream,

white enamel cloth. The junction of the base-

board and floor is fitted with a quarter round,
doing away with dusty corners. There is no
sheathing, simply a chair rail of wood. Walls
and woodwork are painted with a white enamel
paint so hard and dirt resisting that little clean-

ing is necessary, and repainting has been done
only once in nine years.

This is a country place with no gas, and a sec-

tion of a hotel range was the stove selected. It is

set on the floor in a cement hearth and directly

against the wall. It has an advantage ovtr
the built-in range as it requires no special con-

struction and can be installed anywhere. It

has no senseless nickel embellishments. Setting

on a cement hearth, an ash dump into the cellar

was a simple matter of cutting a hole in the stove,

inserting a galvanized pipe and connecting with
the ash barrel in the cellar, thus doing away en-

tirely with the unpleasant and dirty task of

removing ashes daily.

An electric light on an elbow furnishes light

at night directly on top of the stove. A water
feed swings from the back out over the stove and
kettles may be filled without lifting. This device

always proves highly entertaining to visitors.

The bath boiler is hung horizontally, encased
in a ventilating hood over the kitchen range.

While this carries away odors, efficient ventilation

is secured by an opening at the floor into the flue

by the side of the range, carrying out the time-

honored principle of ventilation of the open fire-

place. All of the furniture is stationary but a

chair and table. The controlling idea in the

placing of the stove, dresser (described in detail

on page 68), sink, table, and ice chest, was to

make for economy of steps and to avoid doors
interfering with the worker.

The ice chest has come into its own and stands

proudly on the same floor level, placed in the

back pantry so that ice may be supplied from the

porch. It drains into a dry well through an air

cut-off and trap in no way connected with other

Showing the hood and ventilator, and the relation of the sink and dresser to the stove

sewage. It is raised sixteen inches from the floor,

thus doing away with much stooping. The space
underneath is utilized by a zinc lined, three com-
partment vegetable bin. Here vegetables are
dry, covered, cool, and near at hand.
7 he china pantry serves both dining room and

kitchen with equal convenience and forms the
easiest connection while at the same time effec-

tively separating the two rooms as to noises,

odors, etc., with its two swinging doors. It is a
small room 8x8, amply lighted and aired by a
southeast casement window and two handsome
glass swinging doors. These doors are so placed
that the only possible view from the dining room
discloses a dresser full of interesting dishes, and
the kitchen door at right angles makes a view
from one room to the other impossible. It is

heated by a three-section wall radiator inverted

so as to furnish three shelves for heating plates.

A chute connecting with the laundry provides
for the disposal of soiled linen. The walls are

lined to the ceiling with cabinets with glass doors
affording shelf space for china occasionally used,

for emergency supplies such as crackers, etc., a

closed compartment for extra table leaves, in

short, for everything which is used in the dining
room and has no business in the kitchen.

The china pantry sink has two compartments
of nickel plated copper and is well lighted, being
placed just under the window. Here all dining
room dishes and silver are washed in one com-
partment and rinsed and drained in the other
by the simple process of letting the water run on
and off. One swinging long arm faucet supplies

both hot and cold water and swings back out of

the way leaving the whole space clear, a contrast

indeed, to the four familiar long arm stationary

faucets which lend themselves so readily to the

breaking of one's best dishes. Silver is never put
in the pan; after being taken from the table, it is

placed in an agate pitcher of warm water with a

teaspoonful of soap powder. When the water is

poured off and the pitcher refilled with clean

scalding water, the silver is immaculate and never
shows tarnish even though not polished once in

three months. Dishes may be washed, wiped,

and put away without walking a step because

of the placing of the shelves and sink.

A slide so connects this pantry with the ice

chest that left-overs may be put away without
going through the kitchen and the entire work
of clearing away a meal may be done in this

little room with no waste of energy.

To sum it up: this kitchen is the machine shop

of the house, where with the minimum of effort,

the maximum of housework
I may be done, and it has justi-

fied the best that might have

ts^J been expected of it. But if

the description pictures it a

M cheerless laboratory, planned
with ^scientific skill and so

chemically cleaned as to render

it stripped of every bit of the

homely cheer so dear to all our

hearts, the writer does it

wrong. The aluminum kettle

sings as cheery a song as any
iron ancestor of old. The
brisk little alarm clock ticks

away merrily over the an-

nunciator. Simpkins, the ven-

erable yellow cat, stretches her

comfortable length and dozes

and yawns at the glowing

coals under the grate; a troop

of noisy, hungry country boys

and girls swoop in, intent on

plunder, and the old kitchen

spirit hovers over it all, the

same yesterday, to-day, and

forever.
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Mi in v\ hich he iiinirs

to the defense of that nun It maligned

bud neighbor, tin- English sparrow.

I Ii iv < long li.nl in muni t" nt t«- 1 sonic

mu li protest, anil .1111 isl.nl to ailil my
testimony in the bird's behalf, to the

rnil that mam who have condemned
him thtough hearsay only may give

him tin benefit of a iloubt until they

have proved his misdeeds.

One of the greatest faults cited

against him is th.it he is belligerent

by nature, anil drives away other

m.<i. tmiiil .mil mure useful and de-

sirable binls. 1 wonder how many
who gliblv s.i\ ami write this have

really seen the English sparrow seriously molest

other birds. 1 have been an interested ob-

ser\ i r of birds for many years, and my im-

Htnion of the English iparrow is that he minds
ins own business pretty well. Each winter I at-

tach a feeding ho\ to a tree near our windows, be-

sides spreading crumbs on the ground for those

that prefer to feed there. Needless to say. we have

a great many \isitors each day. Hairy and downy
woodpeckers, blue javs. chickadees, nuthatches,

and brown creepers nibble at the suet, while

flocks of iuncos and free sparrows, and a pair of

song sparrows scratch among the crumbs.

English sparrows are welcome at the feast also

and mingle freely with the other birds, and I have

vet to sec one of them attack another bird. In-

deed, they attend strictly to their own affairs,

presenting quite a contrast to some of the other

birds. 1 be iuncos, for instance, are by no means
the demure. "gra\ -robed monks and nuns" de-

scribed bv the poet, but are veritable little "scrap-

pers," although they confine their quarrels to

theit own family. Hut when the song sparrow

arrives at the feast it is the signal for war; first at

one and then another bird she darts, be it sparrow

or junco, until the table is cleared and she sits

alone at the banquet. If her mate joins her he

shares the fate of the others until her desires are

satisfied. During the summer months the

Knglish sparrows are frequent garden visitors; in-

deed they build in my trees and shrubs with the

robins, song and chipping sparrows, bluebirds,

vireos. catbirds, and orioles, and again I can

honestly say that I have never seen an Knglish

sparrow quarrel with a bird of another species.

There is no getting away from the fact that he

is a noisy bird, and that he does disfigure our

houses when he builds his nest in the eaves or be-

hind a blind. But I do not know that he makes
much more noise than the robin or the blue jay,

and certainly it is not as monotonous as the chip-

pie's constant twitter.

It is also charged against the English sparrow

that he steals grain and spoils crops. But is this

confined to the English sparrow? I have not

found it so. Song and field sparrows as well, and
even robins, riddle my peas, although I have never

noticed that any bird actually pulled my seedlings

from the ground. My neighbor often charged

the birds with doing this until I convinced him
that cut worms were the culprits. If the birds do
bother the seedlings, a few strings stretched above

the rows, with fluttering pieces of cloth attached,

will keep them away, and it is claimed that they

will not rifle the pea pods if the vines are strung

on a trellis of string. But supposing they do take

some of our garden crops, are we not demanding
of the mites too sharp a distinction between

"mine" and "thine," especially when we con-

sider the immense amount of good they do and
how futile our gardening attempts would be with-

out the birds? Surely they are entitled to some
share of the harvest that they have helped to

(JONI)U(JTED BY T. OZLBXBT PEARSON
M«i<rtitury of thu Nulloiiul Amtoelut Ion of Audubon HocIhI.Ioh

\.\tr I'earmn will lit \\lnd In umwer <mv i/ueitinm relating to birds; for convenience,

kindly adder n (trader i' Service, C'oi N lRY I. IKK IN Amkrica, Garden City, N . Y.\

A WORD
ENGLISH

FOR THE
S PA R R O W

For many years no audible voice has
been raised in behalf of the outcast

English sparrow, and feeling against

him has waxed ever stronger; but
" there is so much good in the worst of
us, and so much bad in the best of us,

'

that it seemed there must be something
to be said for him. And there is.

grow. While most people concede the usefulness

of birds in general, they do not give the English

•pMrOW credit for his share in the good work. I

have witched them early in the spring, before

many of the birds were about, busily chasing
across the lawn flies and moths that were looking

for a place to deposit their eggs and breed a new
supply of pests. This spring I saw one English

narrow catch a dozen winged insects inside of
five minutes. When they are not catching in-

sects, they are busy eating seeds of knot grass,

plantain, and other lawn pests, just like the other

members of the sparrow family that are welcomed
in our communities.
Now my experience may be very unusual, but

may it not suggest to bird lovers that they observe
for themselves before they condemn? One so-

called bird lover proudly tells how he lures the

English sparrow to his bird table and then shoots

him! With our constantly increasing army of in-

sect and weed pests, can we afford to exterminate

an ally in fighting them? Anna M. Burke.

WRITER in a recent issue of this

magazine, in summarizing the

points against the English sparrow,

looks in vain for a few favorable

traits in this bird's character. He
says :

" It is almost incredible that a

bird with such prodigious resource, with such an
unflagging spirit under unanimous displeasure, a

bird that goes on increasing in defiance of perse-

cution, that has flocked in our midst, defaced our

dwellings, and cluttered our eaves with its clam-

orous broods, the while a bounty has been put upon

The commissary department of a worm eating warbler's menage,

conducted under friendly human auspices

each straggly head ir seems almost
unbelievable that the humble object

of such ungrudging dislike should not

possess a few redeeming qualifies."

lo be sure, the merits of the Eng-
lish IpanOW are not as evident as its

faults. The evil that it dries lives

after it, while the good is generally

lost to the world. Let me meet a few
of the pessimistic criticisms by some
common-sense.

In the first place, the sparrow is a

very good scavenger in towns and
cities. It is called dirty; but it is no
worse than many other birds. People
breed pigeons purposely, and yet
pigeons are far dirtier than sparrows.

In the bleak winter days, when all the
trees are bare and deserted by other
birds, the sparrow's ever-cheerful

chirping relieves the monotony of a

blank and silent landscape. The sparrow is

blamed for eating grain. Rats and mice eat

more, and they are not more beset than the

little sparrow. Shrikes, certain hawks, and cats,

especially the latter, drive away more wild

birds than does the sparrow. But not many
people think of blaming pussy. Rats are greater
disease carriers than sparrows; so are certain in-

sects, which these birds occasionally eat. An
authoritative writer, James Buckland, of London,
in an admirable pamphlet entitled "The Value
of Birds to Man,' gives the following evidence in

favor of the subject under discussion. He writes:

"Some years ago the agriculturists of Hungary,
moved to the insane step by ignorance and preju-

dice, succeeded in getting the sparrow (Passer
domesticus) doomed to destruction. Within five

years the country was overrun with insects, and
these same men were crying frantically for the
bird to be given back to them, lest they should
perish. The sparrow was brought back, and,
driving out the hordes of devastating insects,

proved the salvation of the country."

In New Zealand, also, the sparrow became a

national savior. When the virgin soil was being
extensively broken, a certain caterpillar attacked
the cultivated areas of the country in such force

that it became a terrible plague. Its vast num-
bers turned whole fields brown; drove live stock

before them as a forest fire; stopped railway

trains from running, owing to the hordes which
crossed the tracks, preventing the engine wheels
from gripping the rails. The plague became a

menace to the agriculture of New Zealand. All

human efforts to stem the tide of oncoming in-

sects were futile. Native birds were looked for,

but were lacking, owing to insufficient protection.

I he English sparrow was introduced from the old

country, and from its extreme fecundity, rapidly

multiplied in numbers. In a very short time the

career of the caterpillars was ended.

Once again, the English sparrow saved a

country—the same land that it saved before, New
Zealand. Again quoting from Mr. Buckland:
"That formidable imported weed, the Scotch

thistle, threatened at one time to overrun the

whole of New Zealand. Much time and money
were spent by the settlers in cutting off the plants

close to the ground, and in pouring turpentine

upon the split stumps, hoping thereby to kill the

roots. Vain labor. The wind-driven clouds of

thistledown, which were planting the weed far

and wide, grew yearly denser and more frequent.

At length the fields became a packed growth of

prickly plants, which nothing could face.

"The sparrows took to eating the seed. In

tens of thousands they fed on it, giving it the pref-

erence of all other hard food, and the weed was
conquered."
Are not these facts sufficient to cause us to

mitigate somewhat our harsh judgment and ill-

feeling toward our commonest neighbor?

Kenneth P. Kirkwood.
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AFIELD WITH A
HOME-BRED

" P FLO
"

Walter Hagen 's Game of Coif
BY HERBERT REED

T IS surprising to find how
unfamiliar the average
amateur is with golf as

played by the best profes-

sionals. Usually at the

open tournaments there is

a large gallery following the winners, but

the gallery that takes an interest in a loser

is made up of personal friends. The time

to follow a champion is when he is in

trouble. It is then that the amateur can

pick up points that will improve his own
game. Walter C. Hagen, the present

Metropolitan Open Champion, is an ex-

cellent example of this. Naturally he is

followed by a large crowd w7hen he is

winning, but I really believe that he is a

more interesting player when he is in

difficulties.

His play is always attractive. He has

a fine, free swing, and practically no
faults. He plays easily, w ith confidence,

and with true sportsmanship, which by
the way is no unusual thing among pro-

fessional golfers. When he won the Nat-
ional Open Championship in 1914 he was
something of a surprise party to most
followers of the game. A home-bred, he

had not been looked upon as dangerous.

Yet there were a few people who had
watched his development at his home club

in Rochester who felt that he was cap-

able of a great deal. At the time a good
many people seemed to think that his victory

was in the nature of an accident. For that

matter, the same thing was said of Robert A.

Gardner when he won the National Amateur
Championship years ago. Since then, as every

one knows, both Hagen and Gardner have
proved that their honors were gained by fine,

consistent golf, and that in each of them there

had always been the making of a champion.
Hagen's first opportunity to prove that he

was no accidental champion came at San Fran-
cisco, where he won the Open Tournament at the

Exposition from a really fine field of profes-

sionals. Those who followed his play in that

tournament were convinced" that even were he

to lose his title he would always remain in the

front ranks of the pro-

fessionals. That he has

done so the records

show. In the Metro-
politan Open Cham-
pionship at Fox Hills a

year ago he made a bad
start and could not

quite catch the leaders,

although playing some
of the most remarkable
golf it has ever been
my good fortune to

witness. In his second
round it was evident at

an early stage that he
was not to win, and as

a result not more than
a score of real enthusi-

asts followed his play.

This little gallery vvas

treated to two of the

finest strokes in the
game, one of which is

shown in one of the ac-

companying photo-
graphs. In this in-

stance Hagen's ball lay

Well out of serious trouble. Hagen was forced to take his position in the sand
trap with his back to the putting green

The last shot in Hagen"s

first championship. He sank

this putt and won. The pic-

ture shows him "rooting" for

the ball

in the sand trap whither the tricky wind
which so often prevails on this course had
carried it. 1 he ball was snugly against

the bank of the trap farthest from the

hole. To stand any chance of getting it

out, Hagen was forced to turn his back
to the hole. Using a heavy headed nib-

lick he swung down into the sand fully

six inches behind the ball, which ran

around the curve of the bank, rose high

in air, and dropped on the green six inches

from the hole. The only other man I

have seen make a stroke exactly like it is

\\ alter J. I ravis.

The other startling stroke in that day's
play was made early in his second round,

and its accomplishment should be a les-

son to the amateur. How many ama-
teurs, I wonder, c*?irry a left-handed club?

For that matter, some even of the very

best professionals are often caught with-

out one. In this instance Hagen's drive

was badly pulled and in being further

carried by the wind, the ball came to rest

in a little gully against a wooden fence.

It seemed unplayable. The average man
would have cast his luck and picked up
the ball. Not so Hagen, to whom noth-

ing seems to be unplayable. L sing the

left-handed club, he picked the bail out

cleanly for a good 125 yards. It is such

strokes as these that the amateur needs

to learn.

This year Hagen played well in the National

Open Championship at Minikahda, finishing

behind Chick Evans, Jack Hutchinson, J. M.
Barnes, George Sargent, Gilbert Nicholls, and
Wilfred Reid. It required splendid golf, how-
ever, even to keep in that company, and as we
all know, Evans, now that he has learned to

putt, is practically golf perfection.

Although any one can learn to play golf, it is

common knowledge that some men enjoycer tain

natural advantages. Hagen is among these in

that he has wrists of steel, and large hands w hich

make most effective the interlocking grip brought

to this country by Harry Vardon. His sump
when using the wooden club does not show the

tendency toward flatness that marks the play of

so many of the professionals. If the reader

will study the accompanying photographs he

will see that the follow

A posed picture of the Hagen drive, valu-

able as an illustration of the over-lapping

grip with left thumb along the shaft

through is not as strain-

ed as in the case of the

famous Saint Andrew';,

method. In fact, I have

found that as a rule the

club head finishes back

over the right shoulder

when the swing is made
purely for purposes of

illustration. It seldom

appears in the snapshot

of actual play. Hagen
is a free, long hitter with

the wood, although not

as long a driver, as a

rule, as Gilbert Nicholls

and a dozen or so other

professionals. Hagen s

driving appears almost

effortless, as indeed
good driving should. It

is when he comes to the

irons, however, that he

appears at his best. In

common with most of
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the l»n»lr»<iH»H.lU. Ii« does not hesitate

111 take lip plenty i'l lull, using .1

Jul wllcll till llll III III Wolllll I III M ISC

i iiiiiliitin Mis si, 111, > win ii using

thr iron would ii p i \ ilit- stud\ "i (In

amateur, lor In nukes tin- vtiokcs

will uN tin- tight lorn While, .is .1

rule, tin .mil ras\ in Ills appio.idling,

Iii ( ill .mil iliics use tin still .Hill

\t\li when necessary. Nrarlv .ill <•!

Ilagrn's siiukis in in. uli- Willi w li.ii

I'm I.n k i>l .i hrttci tit in I sli.ill have
to v . 1

1 >pt ii^K- I* ,s mosl difhcult tn

desctihr. .mil I sli.ill nut attempt it,

hut it is a i|ujlit\ tli.it makes lot

CI.ui .Hill rase .Hill .lll-luimil attrac-

tiveness in lus plav

llagen is among tin- lu st .mil most

daring purtiis in tin- name. He
does not use the pendulum nii'tliotl

idvocated In so in.in \ of the author-

ities, which is seen .it its best, I

think, when Irancis Oumict is on tin- green. In

putting. Haccn crouches soim wli.it .mil his knees
in iltghtl) hi nt I lute is none of the apparent
awkwardness .mil thr lmmph.uk of so many "f
the proft'ssion.ils. especially lames Ha r ties

Damn putts very noticeabl) oft" the right foot.

It is not « hat one would call, perhaps, i distinctive

Kyle, hut remind* one of the old days when the

putting deck was in such great favor. Hagen's
style is as nod as uiy, I think, because of its

freedom lie docs not make so solemn an affair

of it as I leinrich Schmidt, for instance, who has
heen known to take more than three hours for a

single round I he llagen method is one that
makes for confidence.

In this connection it is mtcicstmg to note how
lie prepared himself for his important matches on
the Pacific Coast, for it is characteristic of the
ni. in lie put in his practice da\s on the course
at Del Monte. Many ol those who watched
that practice thought that he
was a much overrated player

because so main of his ap-

proach putts went a foot or

two, and now and then ev en a

vard, beyond the hole. I he

Rochester expert was procced-

\" »<ill' "I >.i ni| tli' ill Hagen's ill ,i>||y approai lung Thr kill appears to l>r traveling l<>

the left of tin- pin. Iiul the po.ilion of the pluyei's body allows that he has put left to right

and under spin on (he hall

mg on the simple theory that it is easier to cur
down the strength behind the hall than to work
it up. It is the old, old story of "never up,
in m i in." The average player, I think, would
do well to give this method a trial.

In another article I suggested that it might be
a good plan for the avenge player when practising
tu Inmn with the putter and gradually back away
from the hole, taking up the wooden clubs last.

I he idea w as not original. I know of instances
in which it has worked our well. There is, how-
ever, a nod criticism of it to be made, and that
is that the most difficult club to handle success-

fully is taken up second. This is the mashie,
in the use of w hich very few amateurs are in the

same class w ith the professionals. Most of these

men, and llagen is among them, began their golf

at a very early age, and the first club that most of
them owned was a mashie. It is a common
experience to find one's caddie swinging a mashie

t hick Evans, present

Open Champion, who
had this shot to tie

Hagen on the day the

hi, won his lirst bin

title, flatten sank his

shot and Evans failed

in eveiv span moment. And most
of the good professionals were .it 0111

BBlf laddies. In the course of turn

flu v ' ami- into possession ol mote of
the iron clubs, getting around to tin

wooden clubs last. Francis Ouimet
is an excellent example, for although
he played for many years as an ama-
teur and has only recently been de
dared a professional by the I nitcd

States (iolf Association, he was al-

ways deadly with both putter and
mashie. llagen himself will tell you
that there is no short cut to success
with any of the iron clubs and that

there is no way in which to attain

the proficiency of rhe professional
save constant practice.

I he average amateur gets more
enjoyment out of a screaming drive
or brassic shot. This is only human,
but those who would follow in the

footsteps of llagen, or for that matter those of

any of the ranking players, must learn to curb
the human impulse, and, like Hagen and the rest

of them, devote themselves whole-hearredly and
patiently to the irons.

The professionals are all loud in their praise

.

of Chick Kvans, our new Open Champion. He is

as popular with them as he is with the amateurs.
The "pros" frankly admit that only Barnes had a

chance to catch up with the Edgewater star.

The. opportunity came in the fourth round.

Barnes started the round three strokes behind,

but when Chick made a hash of the fourth hole,

the latter led the Whifemarsh "pro" by a sing'e

stroke. This was the psychological period of the

tournament, and Kvans rose to it while Barnes
did not. Chick nicked up a stroke at the fifth.

Had Barnes made a J at the 220-yard seventh,

and not found a trap at the ninth, he would have
been only a stroke behind going to the tenth.

Oddly enough, the professional

and not the amateur seemed
to feel the strain. I believe

that we have in Evans an
Open Champion who will win
the title again, largely because
his metier is medal play.

II,,,: i" mm' away
a pretty drive from an

elevated tee dead on the

flag. The finish of the

swing, it will be noted,

is not such as posed

pictures show

A splendid example of the difficult chip shot by

a master of it. and well worth close study



Entrance to the so-called Richard Carvel house in

Shipwright St.. now occupied as a home by the Sisters

of Notre Dame

A doorway in the Harwood house that shows a very much
lighter and more gracious touch in the detail than most of the

classic prototypes Old
Doorways

of
Annapolis

A severely rigid entrance to the house built in 1742 by

Samuel Ogle, proprietary governor of Maryland. The porch

railing is, of course, of a much later date

Photographs byA rthiirGEldredgc^ ana Others ^

Doorway to a house on Duke of

Gloucester Street. The rail is the origi-

nal hand-wrought one and the steps are

great slabs of stone

Front door of the Chase house, begun aoout 1762

by Samuel Chase, a signer of the Declaration, and

finished by Governor Lloyd

By the original charter, the cashier of the Farmer's

National Bank is obliged to dwell in this part of the bank
building, erected early in the settlement of Annapolis

Another doorway to the Ogle house—a very unusual com-

bination of a door and a window

Another example from the richly portaled Ogle house, with

vaulted ceiling—the despair of a modern designer
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[Mr. Cohurn will he glad In answer any t/ueilimn relating In farming;
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sS stem to Ills hhIi-

\ Mini s u r rou ml -

inns Rlllrs .III' III. nil' lot average
Conditions, hilt till' .ISCt.lgC IS I

Ci>llt|X>sltC ol \ .11 l.ltiolls Niotvvo

farms will him- tin- lust icturns
Ih'in rx.H 1 1 % tin- s.iiiu- s\ stem nf farming.

Huttci making on tin- farm is generally .1 loeing

proposition, but it is easy to im.itiiu mans con-
ilitions undci which it would be niotitahlc. I lu-

ll .m \ m.in w lio uses i*\ 1 1 .1 v .in' to keep Ins product
clean is throwing aw as tin- fruit of his labor if he
sells his cream when it is mixed with unclean
supplies .iihI thus brought ilown to a lower grade.

I he man who pays the creamery foi making his

butter, while he spends the equivalent in time on
the road hauling his product to the en amel s , or at

some other unpiodin r i s c work, is gis inn away the

prkc ot the work done at the creamers .

Mutter made from clean cream under sanitary
conditions is Worth more than that from the
average creamers cream I he farmer who sells

such butter receives more mones for a better prod-
net, and does nor simplx ask an additional price

because the product goes out under his natTU

In this sense lie iv not seeking a special market.
Whether or not the farmer's net income will be
increased it lie spends Ins tune working I'M clean-

liness in the dairy and 111 converting his clean

cream into high grade butter is purely a matter of

the indiv idual conditions. The ideal condition, it

Hoes without •-is mg. is the propel kind of co-

5peratk>n among the farmers of the neighborhood.
Climate and soil are the mosr important factors

to consider in determining svhat crops to gross,

freight and express rates to the best markets arc

also important, and the area of land available r<>

compete in production must be considered. Hut
all of these may be overcome if the price received

for the crop pass the added expense. loin a roes

and cucumbers are grown through the svinter

under glass in Ness York and under the sun in

Honda. I he cost of the greenhouse is offset by
the transportation charge, and both are paid for

by the out-of-scason r>rice.

The value of the Connecticut tobacco crop is

surpassed by only four states, and each of the four
has eight times the area of its Ness England com-
petitor. The high quality of the Norrhern grown
tobacco, combined svith the limited area available

for the growing of this particular grade, permits
the expensive culture under cloth. The Oregon
orchardist meets his heavy transportation charge
by additional labor in the orchard, which produces
the maximum percenrage of high grade fruit.

If a larm has soil especially adapted to corn, but
is so remote that the freight rate to a corn market

FITTING SCHEME
CONDITIONS

eats up the profir, this condition can sometimes be
entirely met by feeding the grain to live stock on
the place. I'igs transform turn into pork and ar
tin same time condense it. One pound of pork
represents rive or six pounds of corn, but the
freight rate on pork is approximately only twice
that on corn, so the rate per pound of corn as rep-
resetired in pork is reduced to one third what it

WOUld be if shipped in its original form.
Again, if the corn is sold as grain, rhe fertility

of rhe farm will decrease, and the yield per acre
he less rhan if it is fed to live stock. If a field will

produce thirty bushels of corn without manure,
and this corn is sold at 70 cents, the gross return
will be fai. But if the same field, fertilized by
having the corn fed to live stock and the manure
returned to the ground, can produce eighty bush-
els, this corn can be fed to live stock at a price of
only 40 cents, and yet the gross rerurn will be #32.

Uncle David Enoch svas right svhen he said, "I
get the profit in tsvo ways svhen I feed stock—the
profit on my stock and the enrichment of my
farm." If he thus builds up the fertility of his

land, the farmer is raising the productivity of his

farm and by intensive cultivation increasing rhe
size of his business.

I he American farmer firs his scheme of farming
to Ins conditions by increasing the yield per man.
I he Chinese farmer lives by forcing the produc-
tion per acre. In America there is plenty of land
and in China plenty of labor. It is not uncom-
mon lor a farm of tsvo acres to support a Chinese
family of twelve. Some Western wheat farmers
raise a crop on one half of their land each year and
plosv the other half for the succeeding season,

thus increasing the area which one man can
cultivate by extending the time of plowing over
the whole season. I he Chinese rice farmer
raises the young plants in a seed bed, transplant-

ing them at the latest moment into fields which
have meantime been grosving other crops. He
thus adds thirty to fifty days use of his land at a
heavy cost of labor.

Competition and a desire for the ultimate dol-

lar of profit have forced business men to rigid

economy in details. Leaks that would ruin the
American manufacturer or the Oriental farmer
creep into every farm business in this country.

No manufacturing company could prosper if it

wasted products as the farmers of the corn belt

did svhen they threw away fertility by burning

TO

corn, or if ir permitted the losses

thai the average farrnei dm . in

his handling or neglect of manure.
It is well to realize the different

problems confronting the man who
would plan his farming with rhe
same care employed by the busi-
ness man. The Bureau of Farm
M anagement, before deciding on
the desirability of an enterprise,

takes into consideration the following factors:

(1) Profitableness as determined by general and
local experience.

(2) J'he extent and distribution of the enterprise.
I liis has much to do with the stability of the supply
and demand.

(3; Location with reference to markets.
(4) Conditions existing in the marker centres,

especially combinations of dealers which control prices.

(5) Soil and climatic conditions.

(6) Cost of equipment required.

(7) Amount and character of labor required.
(H) Seasonal distribution of labor.

(<)) Extent and possible market for the product, and
the probable effect on market prices of a considerable
increase in the supply.

(10J1 I'.ffect of the enterprise on the fertility of the
soil.

In studying any particular crop the Hureau
seeks to know:

(I) Kind and number of operations required.

(2) Number of men, horses, and machines that may
or must be used for them.

(3) Dates between which these operations may or
must be performed.

(4) Amount of work each man, horse, or machine can
do in a day.

(5) Proportion of days which will be lost by weather,
condition of soil, etc.

With such data at hand it is possible to work
out a system of cropping which will provide the
maximum of profitable work for men, horses,

tools, and land for the year.

Compared with the selling of grain, the agrono-
mist must consider that only a proportion of the
fertility leaves the place when dairy products such
as butter and cheese are sold. The economist can
easily find that an inexpensive way to purchase
fertilizing material for the farm is to buy it in the

form of feed stuff. Good cattle svill live on the
purchased food, improve the fertility of the farm,
and pay its owner for the privilege.

Horace Greeley displayed true prescience when
he said; "By and by, it will be generally realized

that fesv men live or have lived who cannot find

scope and profitable employment for all their in-

tellect on a 200-acre farm." We must remember
that, "the larger return is svon by the farmer who
is qualitatively more efficient because he shows
greater skill in performing his work. He uses

better judgment in planning his farm operations,

regulating his field system, selecting seed, etc."
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The NEW DAWN OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
By E L D. Seymour

IS perhaps inaccurate to intimate

0L
that in recent years the American

)t dairy industry has ever ap

proached a twilight in its

history; nevertheless, its

entire tissue is to-day

so strongly animated by a new
spirit and energy, and so sur-

charged with enthusiasm and
determination, that instinc-

tively one sees in the ap-

proaching opening of the

National Dairy Show, the

first dazzling rays of the

dawn of a new and glor-

ious era of success.

Four significant phe
nomena impel one to-

ward this conclusion:

First the liberation of

our national agriculture

and especially its dairy

industry, from the toils

of the foot-and-mouth disease epidemic. After

months of warfare and appalling losses, the

organized forces of education, cooperation, and
efficiency stamped out the last vestige of the

pestilence — not without sacrifice and heavy
expenditure, but cheaply enough in view of
the value of what was at stake. Second, the

closely related reincarnation of the National
Dairy Show after a year's seclusion because of

this same plague. Few men realize what the

long quarantine of the 1914 show animals meant
to their owners in terms of hardship, suspense,

and financial sacrifice; or how loath the pro-

moters of the Show were to let 191 5 go by with-

out the occurrence of their magnificent exposi-

tion. Now the Show has arisen Phoenix-like

from the ashes of the past, and New England and
the East are to have the privilege and honor of
sheltering, supporting, and benefiting by it.

Springfield, Mass., from the 12th to the 21st of
October should be

—

will be—the Mecca for all

who have an interest, professional, personal,

pleasurable, or otherwise, in this cornerstone of
successful farming and food production.

I hird, there is the obvious awakening—or

rather rewakening—of the dairy breed organiza-

tions. This is in part expressed in the necessarily

brief resume of their prospects on page 51, but
it has been even more strongly indicated in the
tendencies toward consolidation, greater har-

mony, and increased activity that have char-

acterized the recent meetings and activities of
the associations. It would seem that each breed
is on the threshold of unprecedented popularity,

achievement, and service.

Finally there is the amalgamation of all the
dairy interests in the formation of the National
Dairy Council, whose admirable and tremendous
campaign has opened so auspiciously. However
unfortunate the circumstances that have let

the supply of dairy products catch up with, or

even approach, the demand,
thereby causing considerable

hardship and concern through-
out the business, the outstand-
ing fact now is that this state

of affairs has been observed,
its gravity appreciated, and the
one effective means of better-

ing it decided upon. This is

in brief the cooperation of all

forces and agencies in the pro-

motion of an educational and
advertising propaganda to in-

crease the public appreciation
of the food value of dairy pro-
ducts and their use.

It is practically impossible
to express or to grasp the ex-

tent of the complicated benefits

that will inevitably attend the

progress of the new period of
dairy history. Thev will reach

fications of the industry to every individual and
activity in any way dependent upon or associ-

ated with the dairy cow, her existence, her
improvement, and her products. Perhaps even a

superficial review of the factors that have made
modern dairying what it is will suggest the

nature and relationships of these beneficiaries, as

well as the astounding magnitude and importance
of the industry.

Cleanliness, sanitation, and scientific accuracy and efficiency

are vitally essential in every detail of modern dairying

out through the farthest rami-
Such problems as that of sheltering the dairy herd in buildings that are convenient, sanitary, comfortable, and

architecturally pleasing are being solved more thoroughly and more satisfactorily to-day than ever before

AS

1 of all is, of course, the cow
e producer of milk, generic-ally

m through which the science and
breeding are effecting their won
improvement. The day of rli

ub is past; the modern cow
whether registered or grade, carries

enough of the blood of the pure
bred to make her an efficient

profitable machine.
ehind her stand the breede
d the dairyman; one th

creator or builder, th

other the maintainer o
controller of this ma
chine. The list of men
who can be and are

honored for their wor
in these two lines is

long one; its study is a

source of inspiration for

every American farmer.

The environment and
management of the dairy cow involve a whol
series of factors and industries, such as feeds,

building materials, silos, barn equipment, milk-
ing machines, and the innumerable appliances
that contribute to the health and comfort o
cattle and the enterprises that manufacture and
sell them.
The field of dairy products contains an equally

imposing list. Milk, butter, cream, butter fat,

cheese, ice cream, skim milk, buttermilk, mil

powder, evaporated and condensed milks, casei

for industrial use—every one of these has i

associated industries, machines, markets, and
army of handlers and consumers. Separators,

churns, milk testers, and pasteurizers are merely
the beginnings of a long list of inventions that

carry the crude product over its long and in-

tricate journey through the dairy, the creamery,
the cheese and butter factory, the refrigerator

car lines, the wholesale and retail dealers'establish

ments, and into the homes and on to the tables o
the multitudes.

Transportation and marketing are but two
activities in which organization is all important.

Of late even the producers have organized to

meet and successfully fight the juggernaut o

prohibitively low prices. The breeders are Ion

since organized and with obvious results.

Legislation is still another field in which dairy

ing receives careful consideration. Health meas
ures, quarantines, the standardization of food

and their protection against adulteration, al

these require infinite study, careful judgment
and diplomatic yet decisive action.

Coming finally to the subject of study, investi

gation, and teaching combined, we find one of

the most imposing factors of all. The Federal

Dairy Division at Washington, the departments
and authorities of the State Colleges and Experi-

ment Stations, local cow testing associations, and

the publicity departments of the several breed

associations represent an in-

conceivably large fund of in-

formation upon every phase of

dairying yet referred to, the

bulk of it obtainable by any-

individual merely for the

asking.

Such in the barest, briefes

terms is the dairy industry o

America, an industry that

involves some twenty-two mil-

lion cows worth nearly a bil

lion and quarter of dollars, an

annual output of at least six

hundred million dollars' wortli

of products, an export trad

of more than fourteen million

dollars, and most vital of all,

the feeding of the nation's fam-

ilies and children! Who, that

reads of these things can fail to

see in the National Dairy Show
an t entofmighty significance?
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methods .mil better him

farming i m i .ilK . in i i i t .1111

be\oml .ill .ic mum nt ( )nc

intlii it ion w tlx- l.n t th.it

thi I* astern States .in- wel-

coming the Show with .in

enthusiasm surpassing th.it

aroused hv .in\ protect ever

directed toward tin betterment of thru ptnn.ii\

Hldustn
Since thr hrst announcement th.it thr Kastern

States \gi i» nltural .mil liuliistii.il Exposition

hud convinced thr director* of thr Dairy Show
Association th.it thr Northeastern St.itrs needed

thr intim.itr touch with this foicmost dairy

COIlgfcss, wr h.i\ r rc» cised hundreds i>! expressions

of.ipprus.il .nnl support. m.m\ most imprrssi\<

in theii enthusiasm! tincerityi and spontaneity.
As hi illustration, in thr town whrrr my farm is

Beared is .i farmei w ho m thr past has hrrn of the

typr sometimes called unprogrcssi vr. Ills place

indlC.ltrd It. Mr did not housr Ins implrmrnts,
his buildings wrrr sh.ihhv. his methods in-

Scient Mnt this List spring I noticed th.it he

was apparently trying to reform. He had ch ared

away the rubbish in Ins dooi varil and ahout his

ham. his cultivated hrlds looked better, his horses

and vow s w ere ohv iousl\ getting brttrr care. ( >ne

da\ he stepped me and after a little ordinary con-

vets.ition spoke of the National Dairy Show.
I hat Show," he said, "is the best thing that

ever came into this Kastern country. Do you
know, I'm laving out mv summer's work so that

I can go to that Show r\ erv day. And I'm going

to take m\ bovs with me, and m\ w lie. We'll

soak up all the information we can, and it's not

onlv going 10 be | tine vacation, but it's going to

lake better farmers and dairymen of us. One
If the boys had planned to leave the farm this

spring, but he's changed his mind and. like the

r»sr of us. he's interested m his work. We'vi ill

I ill' "N A I IONAL"COMES r.AS'i

/'

BY JOSHUA L, BROOKS
tidtnt, BtsUtH Sidti t ,l);ri< uliuriil mill Industrial Exposition

1 1 led to do hel trl this season , w e've got

a new set of ideas."

Independently, stimulated not by the
Show itself, but b\ Us promise, this

g^pw / fa run i had madi an analysis of himself
^kv / and his conditions and found a prohabli

retried) foi hii

on \\ hat n lults, thi may we not

position itself^ When we really bronchi about the

migration of the National, tin plan had
been given no publicity whatever. let few
of us anticipated the promptness, extent, and
enthusiasm of the reception accorded the an-
nouncement. In February and March the trus-

tees ol tin Massachusetts Agricultural College
"loaned" us one of its dairy professors who
visited some two icon w inter meetings of dairy*
men and farmers in the Northeastern States and
told them that the biggest thing in the world in

the was of dairy shows was to i nine here for

thru benefit. I he invariable sentiment expressed

was: " This is the biggest and finest thing that
has happened for the dairymen and farmers of
this region in many years.'

I here is no virtue m denying that in this region

agriculture, and especially dairying, had gone
backward. If some extraordinary convulsion of

nature should suddenly w ipe out of existence five

million acres of unproved farm lands, the world,

even in these war-calloused days, would stand
aghast. I his, in effect, is what has happened
in New I ngland, the only difference being that

the disappear anee of that great food producing
area has taken place gradually over the period

between i860 and 1910, instead of all at once.

\s for dairying, the Commissioner of Agriculture

of Maine said last May before the Interstate

Commerce Commission: "As a matter of fact,

during the last ten years, the production (number)
of rows has fallen off by 36,000 in this state

(Maine), ^4,000 in Massachusetts, 27,000 in

New Hampshire, and 37,000 in Vermont."
Moreover many business men feel that as a

result of these and oilier

conditions, the Noillxast-
ern States are facing an in-

dustrial crisis. Now, we
may not hope to h i hum a

large pari of the millions of
ai res of farm lands thai once were iindei cultiva-
tion (much of it is more suited to forestry than
farming), bur something must be dom to make
the most of what is still under the plow to make
the farmers of to-day and to-morrow more effi-

cient, thereby cutting the unit cost of their pro-
due is for the benefit of themselves and the con-
sumers.

< )nc cornerstone of good agriculture is dairying.
In less than a generation it has jumped from an
incidental side-line roan organized business that
ranks among the half dozen largest single indus-
tries in the country. No one agency has had a
greater part in bringing about this change than
the National Dairy Show. As an educational
force it has been unique, but hitherto its useful-
ness as suc h li.is necessarily been MM at reach
of most Kastern farmers because of its location
in Chicago.

W'e therefore felt that if we could transplant it

to the East for a year, our farmers would go a
generous half of the way toward making it a
school of instruction and a source of aspiration
and |. rogress, not only for themselves but for their
children as well.

In one of his letters congratulating the Eastern
States Exposition on its enterprise in bringing
the National to the Kast for 1916, President
Buttcrfield of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College said, "Of course it should be followed up
by a great campaign of education and coopera-
tion." This we have alreadr planned for. If

we cannot have the National Dairy Show in 1917,
we shall have the next best thing to it. But a

once-a-year event will not be enough. The
#750,000 exposition buildings and their grounds,
first utilized to shelter the Dairy Show, will remain
as a permanent reminder of its purpose and
achievement and be the headquarters for a 365-
days-in-the-year movement for the coordination,
on a cooperative programme, of all the various
agencies—national, state, and local—that are
working for a better and fuller country life in the
Northeastern States.

IK AN historian

will some da]
write the
story of the

dairy indus-

try of Amer-
ica, many a patriot whose
name has never been mentioned in

with the work will be found on the

rHE NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW
AND THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

BY WILLIAM E. SKINNER
Crntral Manager, National Dairy Show Atsociation

connection
roll of en-

All historythusiastic supporters of the dairy cow.
shows that there comes a time when the cumula-
tive work of men who have marched before

reaches the stage where it must be brought to-

gether, correlated, and welded into a tangible

foundation for still higher achievements. Men
are always found to rise to such occasions, and in

this case it was a small group of broad-visioned

men— a rery small group, when the vast army of

those interested in dairying in this great country
of ours is considered—who, counseling together,

realized that the methods employed in the care

and use of milk, nature's universal food, must be

elaborated; that because of the tremendous
growth of population it must be treated in a more
scientific manner; that the genius of man must
he invoked toward still greater sanitary and
mechanical knowledge, that the industry so

vital to humanity might prosper and develop

in a manner commensurate with its commercial
standing and importance and its relation to the

family food supply. The result was the launch-
ing of this most liberal school of instruction and
comparison—the National Dairy Show—that

there should be developed advanced knowledge
in breeding, feeding, and care of dairy cattle, and
higher ideals in manufacture and distribution of

milk and its products, and that all of the people

engaged in the many branches of the dairy in-

dustry might be put into close and harmonious

touch and become better informed as to

the magnitude, importance, and dignity

of their industry.

After much labor, the outlay of con-

siderable wealth, and many trials and
vicissitudes, the National Dairy- Show
was developed into what it now is—the

greatest exposition of its kind in the

world. It exerts a tremendous and
powerful influence over the whole indus-

try; and it is going forward by leans and bounds,
illuminating the way for the establishing on the

American continent of the best dairy cattle and
the best dairy products in the world.

The progress of the Show in the decade that is

just closing is largely symbolic of the progress

of the mother industry. Lp to six years ago its

success educationally and inspirationally far

outweighed its financial success, resulting in-

evitably in an unstable condition. Then radical

departures and a new burst of energy and deter-

mination resulted in a new start on a firm and
permanent foundation. Between 191 2 and 1914
the premium money was increased from #6,000

to £1 5,000; machinery exhibits occupied some
30,000 square feet in 1912, 40,000 in 191 3, 42,000

in 1914, and this year will require fully- 60,000.

The exhibits of cattle in 191 2 were 10 per cent,

greater than ever before; 1913 brought a further

increase of 10 per cent., 1914 still another, and,

unless catastrophe occurs, there will be a thousand
of the finest dairy animals in the w-orld at Spring-

9
f

field this fall. The increase

in attendance has been in

proportion; about 100,000
in 191 1, twice that the next
year, nearly300,ooo in 1913,
and fully 360,000 in 1914.
No less than half a million

people, it is estimated, will

witness the Show this year.

I hanks to the splendid

cooperation of the Agricul-

tural Colleges and the Dairy
Division of the Department
ofAgriculture, the Show has
become an exposition ofeach
year's attainments along
lines of dairy knowledge in

these seats of learning, so that there results prac-

tically a ten days' intensive course in better dairy-

ing in a setting impossible elsewhere. Beginning
—as does dairying—-with the cattle, there are ex-

hibited those animals that have passed the acid

test of competition at the fairs and shows through-
out the country—contestantsfor ribbonsand titles

that really represent the year's supremacy. Here,
if ever, comparisons are not odious, but rather the

source of invaluable information and benefit. The
country wide milk, butter, and cheese contests, the

students' judging contests, the Departmental de-

monstrations and exhibits, the machinery displays

—all combine to give the Dairy Show an appeal
and a value td the man, woman, and child of the

country- that it is hard to duplicate elsewhere.

To pick this vast national organization up
bodily and move it East required much courage;
but the faith that the men of the East felt and
expressed so inspired its directors that they con-

sented to a pilgrimage. And already they are

convinced of the wisdom of the decision.
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Findeme Pride Johanna Rue 121083 and King of the Pontiacs 39037, in the eyes of Holstein breeders and enthusiasts, represent the best that their breed can offer. Her production of 1176.47

pounds of butter fat is a world's record for all breeds. He is a sire of 97 proven sons and 184 Advanced Register daughters, including many of the breed's highest performers

Among the Jerseys, Oxford Cocotte 235180 represents a combination of beauty and functional development that is close to perfection. Spermfield Owl 57088 not only exhibits his quality and

vigor in every line of his noble figure, but has impressed them deeply upon a long list of noteworthy sons and daughters

The Ayshires have developed slowly but very surely until now the achievements of such animals as these—Garclaugh May Mischief 37944 and Imp. Hobsland Perfect Piece 16933—are attracting

nation-wide attention and winning enthusiastic champions in the ranks of the best breeders and dairymen

The pride and hope of Guernsey men rest with such types as are represented by Bloomfield Pandora 20760 and Imp. May Rose King 8366, perhaps the greatest individuals of a truly great family

But after all, who shall say what breed is " best "? It is by all these animals and their like that the guerdon of modern dairying is being carried onward and^pward
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f ill rir»t question for the il.iirv

I II Mil I Is. \\ li lt I nil , III ||l 1 III I

requited work most economically,

and efficiently lh.it is. produce
thc lit lu st milk .it the luwrst cost

ol 1.1 hot and feed. Mils, we 1 1.nut,

the Jersey i .111 do I rss 1I1.in trn years ago t he

VmeliiJli Jitsey Cattle Club began tin practice

of living a gold nteil.il to each imv making ••'

least SOO pounds nt is, pel It lit I lull til III .1 \l.ll.

Ii»-,|.i\ it contemplates 1 .using tli.it st.iiiilnil

to l.ixxi pounds, owing the case with which
the prcsrnt-d.iy |crs«-y produces tin- fortnci

imuunt I I1.1t slu is List being recognized .is

th«- must efficMnl economical produce) of buttli

Lit is shown h\ tin- Cut th.it in tin- p. isi mi the

uumhci ot |>im\ breeders in the I nttril States

increased more th in \ \ pi t cent.

Sin- thrives .iiul produces successfully from
northern Albert. 1 to southern New /e.il.md, :nul

no cow produces milk richer in food nutriments.

The Federal Ciovernment h.is found fh.it her

milk contains >> : pet cent ot solids not fat. \\ bile

mote than four thousand Advanced Registet

iims averaged last \i 11 , ; 1 pel cent, buffer fat,

making her average total food solids more than

14.5 per cent. A four months si ties of tests um-
ducteil by the l edet.il Government at the St.

l.ouis Imposition, showed that tor each pound of

food consumed, the Jersey cow produced more
food constituents than any othei breed.

I hat the Jersey of flu future will be an even
greater economical food producer is indicated by
these and other recent achievements. A great

movement is under way to educate the public in

the food value of dairy products. The great-

ist obstacle in their path is the inefficient, para-

sitic, so-called "criminal cow," that consumes,

more in food than she returns in milk. I he

American Jctsev Cattle Club is carrying on a

vigorous campaign to promote the use of pure-

bred Jersey hulls in dairy herds, as well as the

supplanting of these hoarder cows with Jerseys

as far as possible.

Breeding experiments show that the proper

infusion of Jersey blood with the cow of ordinary

breeding, will increase the amount of butter fat

produced by the offspring one hundred pounds
or mors- per y ear. I hat means that if Jersey

sires could be used on the dairy farms now shelter-

ing inefficient cows there would be added an-

nually more than two billion pounds of butter fat

to the present production of our dairies and more
than six hundred millions of dollars to the dairy

industry. This, of course, is impossible in its

entirety, but the work has been started and much
will be accomplished in the next ten years. 1 his

is part of the work the Jersey cow must do, and
Jersey breeders will see to it that she fulfils her

destiny. M. D. Munn.
President, American Jersey Caitle Club

THE HOLSTEIN-FRIESIANS

Y reason of the intelligent effort and
progressive methods of probably
the largest number of high class

breeders that were ever engaged in

raising pure breds, the Holstein-

Friesian cow has, in the last de-

cade, been brought to a marvelous efficiency. Ten
years ago there were registered 7.981 cows and
5.84: bulls; last year 46,549 and 26,116. Ten
years ago the transfers of cows amounted to

g.044. last year to 42.014. Ten years ago our
Association had 1,530 members; the present list

includes more than 9,000 names. In 1905 we
had but one cow with a record of 24 pounds
of fat in seven days; 191 5 showed 196 animals
to have exceeded that amount.

Despite the many demoralizing conditions of
recent years, the breed and its organization have
marched straight onward. At the consignment
sale held after the last annual meeting, the su-

perior quality of stock offered and the prices re-

ceived were without precedent, 140 animals
bringing £155,090— an average of $1,107.78.

A seven months old bull brought $20,000, a

yearling $6,000. a mature cow $4,600, and a heifer

under two years $2,000. The breed records have

now reached 44.4 poundu of buftci (80 pel cent.)
in si s rn day s, l H » . 1 pounds in thirty day*, 1,506.3

I' ids in a yeat lsemi oll111.1l), and of milk 111

• his 1
, 1 1 . ; 1 1 1 pound*.

I ndei tin leadership of its reelected officers, the
\ssoi 1.1 1 ion will 1 out nine to work along its estab-
lished, successful hues. Some of the features
..I tin uoik will be the registration of pure bu ds;
1I1. supervision of the making of their recoids,
and their publication! publicity through the
effort! oi .1 1 1 h i .11 v committee; and the offering of
prizes at the leading fairs for records and exhibits
of these cattle and their products. New lines
ol service wi n- inaugurated when it was voted to
donate fifty bull calves to southern Illinois where
un it interest is being shown in dairying; and to
contribute $5,000 a year for three years to the
campaign of the National Dairy Council.
Other suggestions embodied in the reports of

the officers dealt with: a census of pure bred Hol-
steins, to be repeated at stated intervals to deter-
mine the average life of productiveness of the
breed; the encouraging and aiding of the organiza-
tion of local breeders' clubs; the sending out of a

competent organizer, a corps of speakers, etc.

(in many communities the affiliation of national
and local organizations has already been effected);
the incorporation of cow testing association work
in the Advanced Registry system; and the educa-
tion of the public is to the food value of milk. A
new featim of the A. R. work will be the 305-day
test to be made under the rules for 365-day tests

and allotted a due share of prize money.
I he success of the Holstein-Friesian Associa-

tion is due and will continue to be due to its

sane and conservative methods, its insistence

upon straight forward conduct by its members,
the high moral and intellectual standard of its

membership, anil primarily, of course, to the won-
derful prepotency and productive powers of the
Holstein-r riesian cattle. D. D. Aitkkn.

President, Holstein-Friesian Ats'n of America

THE GUERNSEYS
T IS safe to say that the Guernseys

have only begun their career in

the improvement of the dairy in-

dustry. They stood at the top in

1901, in the Pan-American model
dairy breed test, the only test in

which all dairy breeds competed, and one in which
victory was a significant indication of the char-

acteristics which make Guernseys dairy world
leaders. For it was based on highest net profit in

butter fat and butter production, highest average
butter score, best color and flavor rating, lowest
pound cost of butter produced, and greatest re-

turn for money invested in food. Since then how-

rapid has been the development of the breed in

the achievements of its members and its popu-
larity! The first certificate for a year's record

on the butter fat production basis by a cow of
any breed was written April 30, 1902, by the

American Guernsey Cattle Club, certifying that

Glenwood Girl 6th 9001, had produced 12,187.33
pounds of milk and 572.3 pounds of butter fat.

Recently a Guernsey has produced 24,008 pounds
of milk and 1,098. 18 pounds of butter fat. Within
the last five years the number of registered

Guernseys has increased 130 per cent.

The example that Guernseys have set in making
long period official records has gradually been
followed by all the other breed organizations.

The outstanding characteristic of the Guernsey

—

namely, the ability to produce most economically

dairy products of the highest natural color, flavor

and quality—is a significant and powerful factor

in educating popular taste. Every one realizes

that the market standard of milk is continually

rising, from the standpoint not only of cleanliness,

but- also of quality. As Guernsey milk comes
more and more into use, the demand will be-

come more urgent that its standard should be
approached by all market milk. The 5,000 cows
in the Advanced Register average more than

8,800 pounds of milk and 450 pounds of fat, and
of them 1,500 mature cows average more than

10,000 pounds of milk, and 500 pounds of fat

—

sufficient evidence of quantitative as well as

qualitative production.

In this breed, production and prolificacy go

together. A Maryland cow is now making Ik 1

hltli Advanced Ri-gisiet moid, although neatly
ten years old. I lei hint four records avetagi

10,776.93 pounds of milk and 504.51 pound-, of

butter fat, and her fifth promiiei to exceed 750
pounds, slu having already made 634. 16. Besides,
she has had seven calves, one of which has four
official Advanced Kcgislei recoids, another two,
and a third is now making her second.
The future of the Guernseys, like then past,

will he progress onward and upward with ever
increasing production; their influence, combined
with that of the Othei dairy breeds, is rapidly
bringing the dairy industry to a higher and more
satisfactory basis than the country has ever before
enjoyed. Jamkh Logan Fishi-ir.

I'rtudtnl, American (iuerniey Cattle Club

THE AYRSHIRES
IROM her native Scotland the Ayr-

sliiie cow came to the United States
endowed with a strength of consti-
tution acquked by long battling
with the rigorous climate of that
country and wresting her living

from its bleak moors and highlands, that admir-
ably fitted her for the rocky hills and scant pas-
tures of New England. Here she maintained her
Scottish reputation as a profitable dairy cow
under adverse conditions, anle to give the largest
possible returns for the food consumed. Hut as
she gradually moved westward, pastures grew
better and she found opportunity to establish a

reputation as a wonderfully good dairy animal
under all conditions. Yet not until the Ayrshire
Breeders' Association inaugurated the Advanced
Registry test was her real worth established and
recognition accorded her as the profitable cow for
large working dairies, as well as the ideal animal
for country estates, where pleasure takes preced-
ence over profit.

Her milk is perfect for table use because the
cream is equally distributed, giving it a uniform
and permanent quality. As a food for growing
children and invalids it has no equal, since the
fat and casein are well balanced, the fat globules
small, and the curd friable, making in its natural
state an easily digested whole.
Owners of Ayrshires have done little to bring

them into public notice, leaving them to be known
by their works; but the recent greatly increased
inquiry for information has stimulated us to help
fell the Ayrshire's story, and the Association is

Preparing a campaign of publicity which it is

elieved will shortly see her come into her own in

every branch of commercial dairy work and what
may be called ornamental husbandry.

Perhaps the greatest single step in placing the
Ayrshire cow before the public was the offer by
Mr. John R. Valentine, Byrn Mawr, Pa., of a

$500 silver trophy to be competed for by all

dairy breeds at the National Dairy Show until it

had been won three times by a cow of some one
breed, when it should become the property of that
breed Association. The first year it was won by
the Ayrshire, Oldhall Ladysmith 4th, owned by-

Patrick Ryan, Brewster, N. Y. The next year it

went to a Guernsey owned by W. W. Marsh,
Waterloo, Iowa, and the two following years to

the Ayrshire, Kilnford Bell 3d, owned by Adam
Seitz, Waukesha, Wis.

Up to August, 1916, the highest existing official

Ayrshire records for a year's production were
those of Garclaugh May Mischief of Penn-
sylvania, 25,329 pounds of milk, 895 of fat, and a

profit above cost of food of $529; Auchenbrain
Brown Kate 4th of Pennsylvania, 23,022 pounds
of milk, 917.6 of fat, and a profit of $642; the four-

year-old August Lassie of West Virginia, 17,784
pounds of milk, 720 of fat; the three-year-old

Lessnessock Buntie of Ohio, 15,794 pounds of

milk, 584.4 of fat; the senior two-year-old Hender-
son's Dairy Gem of Ohio, 17,974 pounds of milk

and 738.3 of fat; and the junior two-year-old

Willovvmoor" Etta 3d of Washington, 16,621

pounds of milk, 666 of fat. For a five consecutive

year record including the production of five

calves, Lily of Willovvmoor, also of Washington,
has 84,91 1 pounds of milk and 3,362.35 of fat.

C. M. WlNSLOW.
Secretary, Ayrshire Hreeders' Association
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V FRIEND Charles Liv-

ingston Bull, the ani-

mal artist, is, as the

boys say, "nutty "over
the Russian wolfhound,
and it is to him that I

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER

owe largely my appreciation of that

breed. At the Westminster show he
delights in pointing out to me the

wonderful beauty of the Borzoi's lines, and I

have come at last to view the matter somewhat
with his eyes. I suppose it is natural for us to

like some breeds better than others, and I confess

that I never warmed, up very much to this Rus-
sian, but I can see now how the Borzoi must ap-

peal to an artist, and I am quite willing to admit
that he has other good points as well. Leaving
out all question of personal preference, therefore,

let us see why this breed has become so popular.

In the first place, the Borzoi is perhaps the

most spectacular of all dogs in appearance, and
that goes a long way with many fanciers and dog
owners. He never can fail to attract attention

in the show or on the street, or when sailing over

fences in the open country. When running he is

an epie-of motion.

Major Borman, one of the breed's best friends

in England, says: "The most graceful and ele-

gant of all breeds, combining symmetry with
strength, the wearer of a lovely silky coat

th.it a toy dog might envy, the length of

head, possessed by no other breed—all

go to make the Borzoi the favorite he

has become." Major Borman knows the
breed; we will let his estimate stand.

The Borzoi, or Russian wolfhound as

he is more often called in the United
States, is a dog of ancient lineage, akin

to the long-coated Persian greyhound and
belonging to the greyhound family. For
centuries, probably, he has been bred in

Russia as the sporting dog of the aris-

tocracy. The rest of Europe has known
him for only a few decades.

It was perhaps forty years ago that the
first Borzois were imported into England.
The Czar presented dogs to the royal

family of England, so that his position in

English society was assured from the start.

English fanciers took up the breed about
1880, and the Borzoi Club was founded in

England in 1892. The English, however,
made more of a companion than a hunting dog
of him, wolves being less plentiful in Great
Britain than in Russia, so that our English
importations have differed somewhat in character
from those brought direct from Russia.

The first Borzois were brought to this country
in the early '90's, and were called Siberian wolf-

hounds. Later we adopted the name Russian
wolfhound. Interest here was spasmodic until

Mr. J. B. Thomas, Jr., took hold. He bought
dogs in England, Canada, and the United
States, and then imported some fine dogs from
Russia, including the famous Bistri of Perchina
and Sorva. Bistri was a typical example of

the breed and his stuffed remains are preserved
at the Museum of Natural History in New York.
Mr. Thomas's continued enthusiasm has had
much to do with the ever increasing popularity
of the breed in this country. We now have plenty
of good breeding material here, with several

large kennels doing a good business, and the
future of the breed seems assured. Borzois are

becoming more and more common among dog
owners in all parts of the country, and the show
entries are always large. There were thirty-four
of them at Madison Square Garden last February.

Grace, speed, strength, and beauty are the
Borzoi's physical characteristics—if you concede
the attribute of beauty to so narrow a head.
The Standard calls for a dog built on greyhound
lines, but taller and somewhat leaner than the

[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to dogs; for convenience,

kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.—

]

THE HOUND OF THE CZARS
greyhound. The greyhound's action is quicker

than that of the Borzoi, but the latter is a stronger

runner, with a longer stride and greater staying

powers.

The Borzoi's chest should be deep and narrow,

the body muscular, neck, back, and loins be-

speaking strength, with the back arched over the

loins. Both fore and hind quarters should be

powerful, the thighs well muscled, hind quarters

somewhat straighter than those of the greyhound,
hind legs well set forward and well bent at the

hocks.

The Borzoi's head counts fifteen points in the

judging. The skull should be longer and nar-

rower than that of the greyhound, and there is

usually an angle at the brow, producing a Roman
nose. The eyes are dark and set somewhat
obliquely. The ears are small, thin, and carried

«

down.
The coat is long, fine, and silky, sometimes with

Cyclone, one of Mr. Thomas's Russian

importations. This dog is said to be re-

sponsible for some of the best breeding in

the country

Razloff o' Valley Farm, a solid white dog of wonderful coat,

standing 31 inches at the shoulder. He is a grandson of Ch.

Bistri of Perchina. Owned by Mr. D. C. Davis

a curl. White usually predominates
in the coloring, which may be all

white or with markings of tan,
fawn, blue-gray, brindle, lemon, or
black. Whole colored specimens of
these tints sometimes appear.
The Standard calls for a dog 28 to

31 inches high at the shoulder. In
England the minimum has been

raised to 29 inches. The average weight is 75
to 105 pounds, bitches 15 to 20 pounds lighter.

A desirable height is 31 inches; some dogs have
stood 33 inches or more.
Common faults in the Borzoi are shoulders too

heavy, chest too wide, turned-out elbows, splay
feet, cow hocks, head too short or thick, light

eyes, and lightness of bone.
The Russians are good breeders, as a rule, and

the puppies are not difficult to rear if proper care
is taken. Fairly high prices are the rule, prize

winners being valued up into the thousands oc-

casionally. Good puppies, eight or ten weeks
old, may be had for $35 to #50. The Borzoi is

at his prime when three or four years of age.

Being a somewhat nervous, restless breed, more
than ordinary care should be-exercised in training
the puppy. He should be broken early, if pos-
sible, of a tendency to run away or roam, for the
Borzoi is naturally a great ranger and wants to

use his legs. The puppy should be ac-

customed to the collar and lead when
quite young. It is better, however, not
to try to keep one on a chain. A
good sized fenced-in run is better, and
the fence needs to be pretty high. The
breed does not take kindly to close con-
finement, and some individuals can never
be made into house dogs. In the main,
variety of diet, plenty of exercise, and
patience in training are the requisites in

rearing a puppy.
There appears to be some difference

of opinion as to the Borzoi's disposition.

The breed's stanchest friends claim that he

is naturally affectionate, and a one-man
dog. He seldoms picks a quarrel. I am
inclined to think that individuals differ

rather widely, some being sweet-tempered
and some not. Perhaps they have been

spoiled by their aristocratic training. They
are often snobbish, sometimes wilful.

I knew a Borzoi once that did no end

of damage by breaking loose occasionally and

running wild. In almost every instance the

owner heard of chickens killed or some other

damage done, sometimes ten miles from home.
This Borzoi seemed unable to resist the call of

the wild when it came, though between times she

was docile and affectionate. It was bred in her

to run and kill.

Mr. Bull owned one once that never did be-

come civilized. "She was extremely beautiful,"

he told me, "extremely strong-willed. There
was always a contest whenever I wanted her

to do something she did not care to do. She was

fairly intelligent and could learn the meaning of

almost anything, but she would obey only when
she felt like it. She was very playful and loved

a good romp. She was quick as a flash and

sensitive to a harsh word.

"She was about a year old when we got her

and had never been handled at all. bhe had

been brought up in a big kennel, the runt of the

family, and had to fight for whatever she got to

eat. And the first lame she was handled the

kennel man tried to give her a bath and let her

escape by backing out of her collar. It was her

first bath, first collar, and first handling, and was

a bad start, especially as the man lost his temper

and whipped her for what she did not know.

"I have faith," he added, "that if I could get

a little puppy and bring him up by hand, I might

have a different story to tell."
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that a Borzoi puppy, taken young, mav be made
into as trustworthy a companion as a St. Mernard
or Cireat Dane, .is will as the most striking or-

nament the owner can add to his estate.

Most of these tendencies to wrong doing, in-

deed, may be traced ilirectlv to the fact that bred

deep in the blood and bone of the Mor/oi is the

instinct of the wolf hunter of the broad steppes,

and that is a noble calling. In Russia the Borzoi

has for centuries been used for this purpose. Ib-

can not only run down the fleetest wolf, but kill

his quarry .is well. I his seems almost impossible

when you look at the slender taws, but the

powerful neck and shoulders have to be reckoned
with. The wolf runs .1 str.ughtaw ay course, with

no doubling, but he is no match in speed for the

Borzoi. The dog's method is to come upon him
from behind, seize him back of the ears, and w ith

a lightning-like twist, break the wolf s neck.

In Russia, however, the Borzoi is usually

trained to capture, not to kill the quarry. \\ hen

a wolf is started, a pair of Borzois are unleashed.

Side by side they race afrer their prey, overtaking

him one on each side. Suddenly, often simul-

taneously, they pin him back of the ears, and
hold him until the huntsman comes up to deliver

the coup dt gracs.oT to muzzle the beast and take

him alive. Can you blame a dog, with the spirit

of such a chase in his blood, for

being a bit restless at the end of a

chain, or imprisoned in a suburban
back yard:

sight only.

s I Ik- Kussian wolfhound stands preeminent,

not allowed his pencil to Hatter the breed

THE TOY POODLE
WANT to get one of those little

fluffy white dogs that seem to have
become so popular lately," writes

a correspondent. "Can you tell

me what they are?"
I hey are toy poodles, sometimes

called toy French or toy silk poodles. It is true

that they are becoming fashionable and popular.

During the past year 1 believe I have seen as

many of them in automobiles and in the streets

as Pomeranians or Pekingese. And I have found

a number of people w ho seemed to be puzzled

as to the identity of the breed. I imagine this

is because one usually thinks of a poodle as shaved
and trimmed lion fashion, in the accepted manner
of poodles, w hile many of these toys are not clip-

ped at all, but carry long, fluffy coats all over
head and body.

The shows have not proved to be correct

indicators of the increasing popularity of this

breed. Only four were entered at the West-
minster show this year, and only one at Mineola.

Many of the smaller shows have not benched

any. Yet somehow the little woolly thing has

captured the popular fancy- Perhaps one reason

AllliouKh this is an ideal sketch, Mr. Hull h;

The Borzoi runs by
not by scent. He
is nimble enough to

catch a jack rabbit

or a fox, and power-
ful enough to kill

the big gray timber
wolf. In the West,
Borzois have for

some time been used

with great success

for hunting and
killing coyotes, and
there are indica-

tions that they are

to be employed
even more exten-

sively for this pur-

pose in the near

future. W. A. D.

Mrs. Maude Dick-

enson's Ch. Tiny Boy

(left). Little Miss Fix-

it (above), and Ch.

Kibo

@

Mrs. W. Ward MacLeod and Congo Prince,

the only black toy poodle that has competed

successfully with the whites

in the relative
< In apnehH of flic

pilppifH. (»ood
males may he had
for #10 up, and
females somewhat
lean. It in not a

difficult breed to

real

Like other long-

haired, Noft-skin-

ned toys — and
larger dogs, for

that matter— the
toy poodle is some-
what subject to
skin trouble.
Whether this is

mange, eevx-ma, or

plain itch, some-
thing must be done
if the dog is to re-

rain its crowning
glory— the beauty
of its coat. The
hrst thing to do is

to omit all sweets
and all cornmeal
from the diet, and
give a tonic. If it

doesn't improve
consult a reliable

veterinary.

There are un-
doubtedly manv
more toy poodles

in this country to-

day than large poodles. The big fellow, in fact,

seems to have gone out of fashion. He was
always accounted the smartest of the canine
race, but managed to gain an unenviable repu-
tation for uneven temper. The toy apparently
does not share this fault.

I he large poodle is a dog famous in song and
story. His alertness and intelligence have always
made him a favorite with mountebanks and
animal trainers. The best trick dog is a poodle,
and this undoubtedly developed one side of his

nature to a remarkable degree. He is close kin
to the water spaniel, and probably descended
from the German pudel.

'I he toy variery, which was developed in

France, is merely the larger poodle in miniature,
though the white ones display a striking resem-
blance to the Maltese dog. The points of the
toy are the same as those of the big dog, but the
former should not exceed a height of fifteen

inches at the shoulder. The toy's weight ranges
from two to five pounds, three or four pounds
being commonest. The colors are all black, all

white, all red, or all blue, but only the white ones
are in demand at present. The eyes are dark,
and the nose, lips, and nails are black or very dark
liver.

The toy poodle is perhaps not as striking in

appearance as the Maltese or the Yorkshire
terrier, but for those who favor a fluffy little

w hite ball of a dog, there is none better, for the
toy poodle has inherited some of
the brains of his ancestors.

For exhibition purposes it is cus-
tomary to shave and clip the toy's

coat in a pattern similar to that
long in vogue for

the larger dog, but I

find that among dog
owners this custom
is being more and
more genera'ly dis-

pensed with. A
long-haired white
dog is always a care,

for he is a sight

when dirty and be-

draggled, but own-
ers probably find

that frequent baths

and combings are

less trouble than
occasional trips to

the canine barber.

W. A. D.

Kor exhibition pur-

poses it is customary

to shave and clip the

toy's coat. MacLeod's
Jocko
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houses have changed
considerably in recent

years, though possibly

not so frequently as

those in hats and

CONDUCTED BY F. H. VALENTINE
[Mr. Valentine will be glad to answer any questions relating to poultry; for con-

venience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in America, Garden
City, N. Y.—The Editors.]

gowns, and probably for more util-

itarian reasons. The accepted type

a score or so years back was a long

house divided into pens containing

possibly not more than fifty birds

each, with an alley at the back from which

most of the feeding and work of caring for

the birds was done. This alley was likely to

be dark, damp, objectionable in other ways,

and at best was nearly waste space. Such a

pbn of construction is now entirely out of

stTU;. The nearest approach to it is the long

breeding house where a single pen of birds is

kept in each compartment. But instead of an

alley at the back with its door into each pen,

the pens extend the full width of the house, and

one passes from one to the other through doors

in the partitions between. There isn't a foot

of waste space, no dark alley, and the sunlight

c;fn reach every corner—this last a most import-

ant consideration.

The old-fashioned house usually had plenty

of glass in the south front, was made as tight as

lumber, waterproof roofing, and unhuman in-

genuity could make it, was probably damp, and
kept the owner awake nights devising schemes

for ventilation and relief for his needlessly sick

tow Is. The new style recognizes the value of

indispensable fresh air, does away with most if

not all of the glass, and has the front of the house

largely open.

In detail, the front of such a house, of what-
ever size or plan, is boarded up for say two feet

at the bottom, most of the rest of the front

being covered with wire netting, with possibly

cloth curtains to close it in severe storms. In a

long house, too, some of the partitions would be

made solid part way from the floor, and entirely

so between the roosts. The idea is to prevent

drafts or currents of air.

I once saw several houses on this general plan,

but with somejnodifications. Each was 20 x 400
feet, shed-roof style. The interior was divided

into pens 20 feet long, each holding 100 hens.

Roosting platforms were at the back with nest

boxes underneath, and with a house of that width,

no curtains were needed in front of roosts. The
lower part of the partitions was solid, and a big

dry-mash hopper was built into every alternate

partition, supplying two yards. The house was
higher in front than this type of house usually is,

and along the front was a floored alleyway,

possibly 4 feet wide and 3 feet from the ground.

Through this, a track ran the entire length of

the building, on which a small flat car transported

feed, water, and other supplies to any desired

part of the house, carried out refuse, and saved

all lugging. The only apparent drawback to this

style of house was the three or four steps down
into the pens, but this was more than offset by
the other advantages. This raised alleyway gave
the hens the full floor space.

The front of the house was largely open above
the raised floor, covered with netting, and pro-

vided with cloth covered frames to

be used when necessary. The hen
doors below the floor admitted the

hens to the yards in front. This
lower part was boarded solid. This
is a pretty good style of house,

comfortable for the birds, economi-
cal of space, and easy to work in.

More recent methods of poultry

raising have included the keeping of

hens in much larger flocks. By this

plan, in a long house like this or a

similar type, the partitions are dis-

pensed with, likewise partition fences

outside—a big saving—'and all run

CURRENT FASHIONS IN
POULTRY HOUSES
together, sometimes 1,000 or more birds in one
flock.

On one large egg farm I visited, the hens were
kept in units of 500, a house 100 x 14 feet shelter-

ing that number, each in its separate yard. The
house was of the familiar shed-roof type, con-

crete floor, and entrance doors at each end

—

though in an exposed situation these would
better be located in front; the front is nearly all

open, netting covered. This house cares for

500 hens nicely, all in one flock. In this location

there is little snow, and hens run out practically

all the time.

I have seen some of these long houses, carrying

large flocks, elevated from the ground, furnish-

ing underneath a covered run enclosed on three

sides, a very good place for the birds to take the

air during winter or stormy weather. The floor

of such a house is likely to he cold and needs to

be well made.
Another style of house for a large flock pre-

sents its gable end for a front view, differing

from the others noted in this respect. This is

on the order of the Mapes house illustrated and
described in this Department two years ago.

I have been observing the working of some of

these houses for two years past, and they have
proved so satisfactory that the owner intends

to build more. They are about as economical
in construction as could be imagined. The
bottom is a concrete floored box about two feet

high. The sides of the box may be of concrete

or wood. On this is superimposed a roof with

gable ends, the front being open and wire covered,

the rear close boarded with the exception of a

window in the centre. The entrance door is in

the centre front. The plan includes a room in

the rear with a heater of some kind for raising

a large number of chicks, the cockerels being
removed when of broiler size, and the pullets

Josh to <Swmq Out
Hmcjed at Top J
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being left to mature and live and
lay without leaving the house. A
house say 24 x 36 feet, will raise

approximately 1,000 chicks, and care
for the pullets afterward.

Another style of house quite pop-
ular and with some excellent features

is the semi-monitor. This appears
like a large shed-roofed house with a

similar but smaller and lower one
built against it, front to front. The

front is wiie covered, and that portion of the
house furnishes a scratching shed, the roosting
and laying room being the rear portion. Win-
dows in the front of the high part allow direct

sunlight to reach the roosting platforms in the
rear. One objection I have heard to this house
in a region of heavy snows is the fact that snow-
piles up on the lower roof, covering the windows
and sometimes endangering the roof. But it

possesses several features which are very desir-

able and convenient.
A style of house seen but rarely has an alley

through the centre with pens on each side. It is

objectionable because of difficulty of getting
direct sunlight to the pension one side. It may
do for temporary purposes, penning surplus cock-
erels or exhibition birds, or for fattening stock.

Then there are octagonal houses, with a narrow
passage leading to the centre from which all the
birds in all the pens are fed and watered. Round
houses do away with corners.

When it comes to the smaller houses, there is

no end to the diversity of models. Space for-

bids even a mention of most of the styles. On
the one hand is a small, low, box-like affair,

holding possibly a half dozen hens, and so small

that the attendant must stand outside wThile

caring for the inmates. At the other extreme is

a good sized house, most frequently of the shed-
roof type, a "three-in-one," as one manufacturer
calls it. This is often fitted with a portable

hover, the chicks being put in from the incubator,

the hover removed when no longer needed, and
finally roosts and nests being installed. Thus
the one house is successively a brooder, a colony
house, and a laying house, and is in use practically

the whole year. This is a decided improvement
over the old method of raising the chicks in a

brooder, transferring them to a colony house,

then finally to a laying house.

Portable houses are built in sections to be taken
apart easily when desired. Other portable

houses are built on skids or runners so as to be

easily drawn from place to place. There's a

house for every occasion and every location,

and he must be most exacting indeed who can-

not be suited with some of the many models.

F. H. V.

MICE IN A PIGEON'S NEST

ANY eggs and squabs are lost on
account of the presence of mice in

the pigeon house, but few fanciers

realize the mischief caused by these

tiny creatures. As soon as the

cold weather sets in, the mice hunt
for sheltered places in which to rear their young,

and what could be more suitable for their purpose

than a pigeon's nest, under the straw

or tobacco stems? The food supply

is so handy and abundant, too.

While the family is small, very

little disturbance is made in the nest,

but as it increases in size and num-
ber, the noise and movements under

the nest frighten the pigeons that

are sitting on eggs or youngsters,

and cause them to leave the nest.

They will fly back after a while in the

day time, but after dark they are

afraid to return to the nest or cannot

find their way back, and eggs are

chilled or squabs die of exposure.

54
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Such nr»u <>l mm-
air ullrii difficult to

dist n\ ri before the

h. ii in n done, •!« ilic "lil

lime i 1 1 1 I \ come out in

the il i\ time < ti\in the

funcici in v ri di\co\ fls

th.it there are mice in

tlx- ncM, attributing

its abandonment to

»omc othrr cause. "''I

tlii mice .irr i. ii undit*

tut hid to increase and
multiply in warmth
aiul comlort.

I he*e colonies of

mice arr sometimes
quite large in one nest.

In one particular m-
Itancc I discovered .1 nest containing twenty-nine

mice. ! was w .itching .1 pen of hints shorth aftei

feeding time ami mv attention was attracted by a

hen that flew from her nest to the floor three or

fom times in rattier clos« succession. I lav ing

had previous experience with mice, I divined the

cause at once ami matte careful preparations to

captuie the whole outfit.

On the floor in front of the nest I placed a

wash tub containing five or six inches of water,

anil pnK'iired two short-handled nest scrapers.

The eggs were removed to another nest carefully

so as not to disturb the mice and cause them to

run out. t aking a scraper in each hand, with

om sw ttr stt.>ki I scraped the entire contents

of the nest down into the tub of water. Several

grown mice, in their hastv dash for safety, jumped
from the front edge of the nest hut landed in the

tub of water, and every one was caught in the

trap. I he count showed twenty-nine mice in

irious stages of growth, from full grown to

the tin) pink mites.

I he steadiest pigeon could not he expected

to sit Oil a nest that covered such a colony,

and it is .1 wonder they stand it as long as

they do.

It will be found that nests containing the most
nesting material are the ones selected by the

mict tor their winter quarters. And nests near-

est the fltnir are preferred to higher ones, al-

though the\ are frequently found even in the

top tier of nests. P. B. RuGGLES.

BUILDING BRIEFS

Deeper houses. The modern tend-

ency is to build houses deeper from
front to back, t he deeper the house,

the better protected are the birds

on the roosts at the back, and the

less need for protecting curtains in

front But unless the house faces pro-

>erlv. and is sufficiently open in

ront, the sunshine will not reach

the back so readily.

Anchoring the house. On one farm,

in the concrete foundation were set

long bolts in such a manner that

they would project through the sills.

\\ hen the nuts are screw ed dow n,

there isn't much danger of such a

house blowing away unless it takes

1 section of the foundation with

t.

An overhead loft. In some of the

»ld-climate houses, before the days
>f open fronts when a warm house
meant a close one, dampness was
he great bugbear, and all sorts of

ichemes for ventilation were devised.

\ loft overhead with a loose floor,

ind tilled with dry straw, obviated
he dampness to a considerable

legree. The straw was convenient,

coo. when needed for litter.

Facing which way? The tradi-

ional direction is south. t his

Joesn't allow the early morning
lun's rays to penetrate, which is

most desirable. An eastern exposure
Would accomplish this, but a south-

astern one would do the same, and
eould also get the sunshine till mid-

Mmlrl ivniltiv house il Kitellvu Kit in*. I In- country home o( Mr. Thomas |v Wilson, Wauki'Kiin,

l> |» . .on I is .1 ««nxl rviniph ol 1 list how ,1 1 1 1 .ii ( 1 \ 1 such a huilihni; can hi- made ii orn c.ih .ihoui il

I >n ,| 1 M art hilivl

III. Ii is of thesr-mi monitor

in Ihr ri((hl wiiy. (Icorgo V

.

Dropping Board

j

- 3u<tr<t
~ at Top

J=S

Nests

%
;

"

~Flovr Jjine

Hinge
0/

Cross section o( roosls, etc. in the above house

afternoon. All things considered, a southeast
exposure is most desirable.

Small-mesh wire fronts. The one-inch wire

netting will keep out the Knglish sparrows which
are such a pest to poultrymen. It is surprising,

too. how much snow will be kept out by this

small-mesh wire in a driving storm. It isn't

equal ro a good cloth-covered frame, but is

considerably better than complete openness.

An overhead track. On some accounts, an
overhead track with a suspended car is to be pre-

Front view of brooder house on Mr. Francis Lynde Stetson's Skylands Farm. Sterlinglon.

N. Y. A brooder house may De pleasing to the eye, harmonize with the other buildings, and

still do effective work

Rear view of same brooder house, showing the outside covered yards,

individual brood coops with wire runs. Alfred Hopkins, architect

fcrrcd to one undei
foot, on the hami
principle as tlx- trolley

found in some .1 ,il>li

for transporting (red,

bedding, elf. Some-
thing ol the kind is a

gnat labor saver in a

long house.

Hinged colony houses.

I have seen a long row
of colony houses for

growing chicks, each on
a solid floor foundation
to which it was hinged
at the back. The
whole upper part could

be tipped back, the
floor cleaned without

trouble, and left exposed to the sun and air as

long as desirable; then the house could be
tipped back in place again, and hooked down
all ready for its occupants.

Locating the nests. This puzzles some. Th
nests should be dark. They should be easily

accessible, both to the hens and to the one who
gathers the eggs. Under the roosting platforms
seems a very convenient place, but some object
on the score of cleanliness. They should be
easily removable for cleaning and inspection
wherever they may be located.

Materials for a good house. This refers to a
unit house on a large farm. Sills, frame, and
rafters are 2 x 4 in. hemlock and pine. The roof
is single pitch, which is considered best for

several reasons— it is easiest to build, gives the
highest vertical front exposed to the sun's rays,

and throws all rainwater to the rear. The roof
is sheathed with yellow pine and covered with
roofing felt, pitch, and slag. Doors and roosts

are of yellow pine. Nest boxes are of white
pine because this is easily cleaned. The siding

is of cedar or pine backed by tar roofing paper
to exclude drafts. Sometimes the space back
of the roosting platform is double boarded,
making a dead-air space. Sometimes this

boarding is carried up over the roosts, and an
outside opening at the back of the house gives

excellent ventilation in warm weather. The
floor of this house is of concrete, and the front is

largely open. It is 14 x 100 feet, and accom-
modates 500 hens in one flock.

F. H. V.

OCTOBER POULTRY
HINTS

When housing pullets, have the

houses as open and airy as possible

— but without drafts on the birds.

This is a good time to select next

seasons' breeders. As a general rule,

those maturing most quickly are

most vigorous, and will prove the

best layers.

A good egg yield requires heavy
and intellgent feeding. Not how
little, but how much can you induce

your hens to eat?

Long houses should have frequent

solid partitions to avoid drafts.

Fatten to the limit every bird that

goes to market
Dry leaves make very good litter,

though they wear out quickly. They
may be conveniently stored in bur-

lap bags which may be piled in any

dry, out-of-the-way place.

Overcrowding in coops at night,

thus causing sweating and subse-

quent chilling when coming out into

the cold autumn winds in the morn-

ing, is a fruitful cause of sickness.

Cabbages too poorly headed for

market may be purchased cheaply,

and make an excellent addition to

the poultry ration. They may be set

in trenches, or stored on the north

side of a building or fence, and

covered lightly when freezing weather

comes.
In the foreground are
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A New
Fertilizer

Combine

No, not a trust or a corporation

destined to raise the price of plant

food, but a combination of two
plentiful materials that should

help to lower it, at least as long as the war keeps

potash values out of reach. The substances in-

volved are seaweed, already in the public eye

because of its high potash content, and peat,

also valued because of its nitrogen and humus
constituents. Both have been used separately

to a limited extent, in different sections, but

without thorough and uniform success. Now,
it is reported, a process of mixing and decom-
posing them has been invented, which is ex-

pected to produce a supply of an economical,

easily handled, efficient fertilizer without in any
way endangering our other already overtaxed

and rapidly diminishing natural resources.

necessaries for the pig, and incidentally enough
interest was aroused among the taxpayers, mem-
bers of the school board, and others to insure the

purchase and care of more land and the establish-

ment of a real demonstration farm. Simultane-

ously the membership of the county pig club has

more than trebled and the agricultural welfare of
the district improved correspondingly. Obviously
there was need here for action, the time was ripe,

the opportunity was offered, and the human factor

was clever enough to see that it was not wasted.

Water-Core—

A Tendency
In Apples

A disappointing feature of a few
otherwise desirable varieties of

apple is a tendency to water-core.

This, as its name suggests, is

the development of a condition in which the

centre of the fruit and, to a greater or less extent,

the surrounding tissues, become soft,

watery, and unpalatable. According
to investigations in Ohio, the variety

King David is especially liable

to show this condition. Winesap,
Delicious, Kinnard, and Stayman
exhibited the tendency to a slight

degree, but it was found that in those

varieties during the ripening period

(after picking) the watery condition

greatly if not entirely disappeared.

In King David, however, it increased

with the aging of the fruit, the only

means of preventing it being to pick

the crop rather early, before the

water-coring process commenced.
In the particular investigation re-

viewed this was done on October
1 2th; a little experimentation would
doubtless indicate in any particular

section the best time for picking so

as to insure maximum coloring and
minimum water-coring.

The Multiple In these days of scientific

Purpose efficiency, that apparatus or

Motor Car implement gives only partial

service in the eyes of many,
which accomplishes only the main purpose for

which it was designed. By-products of labor,

like by-products of manufacture, are assuming a

new and increased importance. A recent dis-

covery in this direction finds the automobile a

simple and efficient destroyer of gophers which
constitute a serious pest of Western farms and
ranches. The modus operandi consists mertly
of backing the car up near the opening of a gopher

early twenties moving Westward with the ad
vancing border of civilization, John Chapman—or as he is better and far more widely known,
Johnny Appleseed—spent the remaining forty-

six years of his life preaching two gospels

—

one the religion of brotherly love as taught by
Swedenborg; the other the appreciation and
cultivation of the apple.

Traveling from settlement to settlement on
foot or by canoe, alone, unarmed, often barefoot
and bareheaded, he brightened the monotonous
solitude of hundreds of cabins with his opti-

mistic philosophy and genial presence; and
everywhere he planted apple seeds, collected

at Eastern cider mills, urging the settlers to

follow his example and to care for the trees

that resulted therefrom. Few communities id

Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and adjoining states are
without these visible signs of his industry and
teaching; but it is right and fitting that after

these disappear there shall remain the bronze
tablet and huge granite boulder now standing in

Swinney Park near Fort Wayne to keep green
the memory of one to whom the country owes
much, both for his labors and for the inspiring

example of his simple, noble nature and Chris-

tian life.

.|a

Gophering in Oregon. In a recent experiment there a two-.icre patch of oats that was

badly infected with gophers was treated in the manner described, at an expenditure of one

gallon of gasolene, and not one hole was reopened, showing the effectiveness of the treatment

A Prize Pig

And a Prize

Pedagogue

That genius may display itself

even in teaching a one-room
schoolhouseful of backwoods
youngsters is clearly shown by

some contemporaneous history enacted in the
mountains of North Carolina. When a South-
ern farm paper offered a pure-bred pig as a prize

for securing a certain number of subscriptions,

the teacher in question saw an opportunitv to

add some practical agriculture to her curriculum.
Enlisting the aid of her scholars and their parents,

she managed to win the pig. By the time it

was delivered she had shown the children how
to construct a house and pen for it, and had ar-

ranged for a "reception" of both pupils and old

folks, at which essays were read and discussions

held on the subject of pig raising; then all visited

and inspected the stock upon some neighboring
pig farms. Practical instruction in feeding and
caring for swine was given in the succeeding
weeks, and when it was found that pasture was
needed to balance the ration, a team was lent

by a member of the school committee, land was
fitted, and crops of rye, wheat, rape, etc., were
planted. Then some cabbage plants were raised

and sold for enough to buy grain and other

burrow, fitting one end of a rubber hose over the

exhaust pipe, inserting the other in the burrow,

packing the earth around it with the foot, and
running the engine for a few minutes. In a few

minutes the gas will come out at other holes a few

feet away, and as these in turn are closed up the gas

spreads through the whole system of holes until it is

thoroughly impregnated. Then the hose is removed
and the hole stopped up and left that way. The
result is an asphyxiated gopher or family ofgophers,
with a minimum expenditure of time and trouble.

<*>^ 01 -It

Game Laws There has recently

And Game been written by

Preservation Mr. John W. Tal-

bot 01 Indiana, and
published by the Game Bird Society

of which he is secretary, a scathing

arraignment of existing game laws

and the theory and policy upon
which they are based, together with

a plea for legislative promotion of

wild animal and bird culture in place

of the laws that amount practically

to persecution of the industry. His

well founded and apparently sound

contentions are (i) that the ad-

vance of civilization and increase

of population have been the inevit-

able destroyers of wild life, hunting

and hunters having been but sub-

sidiary and supplementary factors;

(2) that consequently closed seasons

and allied statutes are wholly unable

to bring about any appreciable in-

crease of birds and animals (this is

borne out by the facts); (3) that

To the

Memory of

Johnny Appleseed

Early this past summer
there was erected by the

Indiana Horticultural So-

cietv a monument to

one of the quaintest and most lovable characters

in our horticultural history. So many men to

whom such tribute is paid are heroes of war or

politics or other forms of strife, that it is pleasant

to find recognition given here to one whose every

thought and act and manner of life exemplified

peace and kindliness.

Born in Massachusetts in 1776, and in his

apparently

the only way to insure their multiplication is to

raise desirable species in captivity just as

poultry, horses, cattle, and other formerly wild

forms have been domesticated, both for human
consumption and the stocking of preserves; (4)

that the prevalent systems of licensing such prop-

agation activities constitutes a serious hin-

drance rather than a help; and (5) that freedom

to raise, kill, and market quail, pheasant, etc.,

just as ducks and chickens are raised, would in

no way affect or restrict hunting interests, but

on the other hand would make possible three

beneficial results against which no legitimate

complaint would be raised: first
:
the protection

and increase of our wild life; second, a very ap-

preciable addition to our food supply; and, third,

the development and promotion of a new and

pleasant means of livelihood for dwellers in the

country. Here is a subject worthy of serious

thought. This is an age of conservation; if, in

our efforts to preserve our native birds and

animals, we have been traveling the wrong

road—and it would seem that we have—im-

mediately is none too soon to face about and set

our course for a goal of real accomplishment.
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IS

t(xa soup of
r^ri/xe epicure

economy

ojihe best

Sales speak louder than words.

There can only be one reason why women in such increasing numbers purchase

Franco-American Soups.

That reason is the greater 'valuewhichcomes from the higher quality —the larger return for the

expenditure in social satisfaction, the pleasure of fine eating, and the sense of physical well-being.

The popularity of these soups indicates how many women there are who will pay a

little more to get a great deal more.

We suggest that you try the Tomato Soup—incomparable for nourishment and French

culinary refinement. The base is a pure, body-building, delicious beef "stock." Tomatoes

grown and "nursed" by us in richest soil to just the proper ruddy, juicy ripeness, impart their

piquant aroma and flavor. Just a touch of sugary carrots, baby onions, glistening white celery

and parsley. No unpleasant acids; no fats. Herbs and spices lend their subtle zest.

Just a taste of this rare, fine soup and you will write it into your menu-list once a week at least!

Twenty cents the can- Double size, thirty-Jive cents

Merely heat before serving At the better stores

Franco -

merican
Soups
Selections:

Tomato
Mock Turtle

Ox Tail, thick

Clear Ox Tail

Consomme
Bouillon

Julienne

Mutton Broth
Clear Vegetable
Vegetable, thick

Chicken Consomme
Chicken Gumbo
Clam Chowder
Clam Broth

Chicken
Beef
Pea
Mulligatawny
Green Turtle, thick (45c)

Clear Green Turtle (60c)

Makers of Franco-American Broths for Invalids and Children

Beef—Chicken—Mutton—Clam—15c the can

THE FRANCO-AMERICAN FOOD CO.
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The Hermitage.

HEN, in 1649, King
Charles I of England
stepped through the

fatal window at

Whitehall on his way
to the executioner s

block, there was begun the history

of a Mary land estate called The
Hermitage—a history destined to

continue without a break until this

year of grace 1916. As may easily

be imagined, the late king's closest

associates and most loyal supporters

found scant favor in the eyes of the

ruling party that followed him.

The insecurity of their position in-

creased as the years passed until,

by 1659, one in particular—Dr.

Richard Tilghman, an eminent
surgeon and a direct descendant
of the great Duke, John of Gaunt

—

found London an excellent place to

leave. Obtaining, therefore, from
the first Lord Baltimore a grant
of land in the colony of Maryland, in 1660 he
sailed to the Eastern Shore, where, on the

Chester River he built him Tilghman's Hermit-
age. After the lapse of 255 years a part of the
origirfal building is still in excellent condition,

and in the photograph at the top of the page
can be seen on the right of the newer portion

built to replace that destroyed by lire in 1832.

A rose vine of half a century's luxuriant growth
clings to the original English bricks which ante-

date it by some 200 years. Richard Tilghman,
its builder, dubbed by history The Emigrant,
still lies within sight of its walls; and his grave,

the nucleus of the resting place of seven
generations of those that bore his name,
may be identified at once by the bronze
plate on which is repeated the epitaph
that time and weather are slowly oblit-

erating from the flat grave stone.

The Hermitage is especially interest-

ing in that it has never left the family
of Tilghman, and is now owned by Miss
Susan Williams, a direct descendant of
The Emigrant himself. With loving and
reverent care she has kept the fine old

house with its store of heirlooms, the fam-
ily graveyard, the beautiful grounds, and
the farm land in as perfect condition as

the passage of time allows, adding, some fifteen

years ago, a herd of high class Jersey cattle.

The original grant signed by Charles Calvert,
Lord Baltimore, hangs on the wall of the dining
room to-day. It calls for 400 acres, but the
estate has since been enlarged by purchase to
three times that acreage. A large part of the
area is utilized in producing corn to fill two silos,

and wheat, barley, Canada peas, alfalfa, and
timothy hay, practically all of which are grown
to feed the seventy head of Jerseys, the sleek

Berkshire hogs
—

"next year's hams" Miss* Wil-
liams calls them—the choice, heavily fleeced Dor-
set sheep, the seventeen mules, which under the
local climatic conditions seem more satisfactory"

than draft horses, and the flock of White Hol-
land turkeys. Often the crops are raised in the
face of difficulties that would daunt many a

farmer of other more favored sections. One such

The wing at the right is part of the original boose built in 1660 by Dr. Richard

Tilf^tunaAv 1 tic f-ynigy i*nr

obstacle is the disinclination of help to stay in

what is a rather isolated place; another is the

lack of fresh water, for the Chester is salt, and,

though there are a few springs, there are no fresh

streams or brooks; and a third is a light, sandy soil

which justifies the use thereon of a good share of
the 10,000 gallons of water that are pumped from
the artesian well every daythroughout thesummer.
There are no pretensions about the farm build-

ings, but they are of the most improved modern
type, no expense having been spared to make
every animal on the place comfortable, to supply
eye-pleasing shelters for all crops, stores, and

Jerseys at The Hermitage. Note the i flatness of the country

machinery, and to provide all labor-saving con-

veniences. The interior of the cow barn exem-
plifies simplicity and neatness; the dairy house

might have been lifted bodily out of Spotless

Town, and in the hospital maintained for sick

stock the acme of cleanliness and order prevails.

The house itself has that indefinable, restful

atmosphere always to be found in dwellings which
have been used by one family for generations.

One might fancyr that the spirits of all those who
have passed their years within its walls were still

exercising over it a tender protectorate. The
stately entrance hall extending the full depth of
the house, the generous rooms opening from it,

the broad ascent to the upper floors, with the

"old clock on the stair," the spacious sleep-

ing chambers with wardrobes beloved of our
grandmothers, footstools, rare old pictures anJ
prints, and softly burning lamps—all are eloquent

of a gracious, unhurried time.
Below stairs, one sees portraits
signed "Your Friend, Robert E.
Lee," and " Your Friend, J. E. John-
ston," a certificate of the member-
ship of Otho Holland Williams in
the Order of Cincinnati, signed by
our first and perhaps our greatest
American; a day book, or rather a
sort of diary, in the precise, neat
handwriting of The Emigrant,
penned nearly 300 y ears ago; and
chairs that were once used bv
Matthew Tilghman, the most dis-

tinguished of the name, known as
The Patriarch of Maryland.
A word about the herd of regis-

tered Jerseys will be found not
amiss by some readers. The first

foundation stock, of the Pedro
(3187) line, failing to meet Miss
W illiams's expectations, was shortly
replaced by St. Lambert blood,

with which were later combined
some individuals resulting from a Golden Lad-
Eurotas cross, and a few other representatives of
strong and choice strains. The herd as it stands,
in addition to being a profitable farm feature, is

a splendid object lesson for the consideration of
those who think that Jersey cattle are delicate

and short lived. Golden Bouquet, for instance,

a fine, big, wedge-shaped beauty of real type,
had a round dozen years to her credit in Novem-
ber 1 91 5, when I saw her with a lusty calf a
few days old, and looking as fit as a fiddle.

Sired by probably the best son of Golden Lad
in this country, and out of Royal Bouquet, she

is an instance of what breeders call a

happy "nick" between the blood ofGolden
Lad and the Eurotas blood in the Dar-
lington herd, wherein the first officially

tested Jersey, Bomba, made her record.

Another strikinglv vigorous matron is

the ten-year-old Flying Fox's Brown
Queen, tracing directly back to such
noble sources as the world famous Mary
Anne of St. Lambert, whose record of

36^4 pounds of butter in seven days stands

as one of the milestones in dairy progress.

The herd bulls are Flora's Raleigh and
Jessie's Fairy Lad, both well built, vigor-

ous, snappy, good tempered animals
whose calves are already showing splendid promise,
and whose excellent condition is doubtless due in

large measure to their j udicious sta bling in separate

shelters, each with a long paddock for exercise,

from which they can see what is going on and thus

keep more contented and tractable than if con-

demned to solitary confinement. But then, their

health and thriftiness are duplicated in every

member of the well kept herd.

Altogether an ideal example of country life in

America, this, with its stately home, its broad

acres, and its well bred live stock. In naming it,

The Emigrantof i66omight well have been looking

into the future, for as he came from the stress and
turmoil of a kingdom's upheaval and found here

peace and happiness, so in this age of haste and
unrest, one may with truth say of it,

" Minds innocent and quiet take
'" This for an hermitage."

1

i he i-izd-i-. Queer the Chester River Dr. Tilghman's grave (with bronze tablet about which lie seven generations of his descendants
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COUNTRY HOME in the Berkshire UJl
country, near Chatham, N. Y. We executed

the entire building, including interior work
and cabinet trim.

The character of this home illustrates what we mean by the title, "Specialists

in the building of country houses."

There are few houses as well made.

It is difficult to explain in words why ordinarily good cabinet work, masonry, and carpentry, which conform strictly

to specifications, are not comparable to the artistic craftsmanship of our master workmen. Yet it is the absence of this

subtle quality which can rob even the costliest house of any real distinction.

Mav we send a Pcrtfolio of similar country homes built by us ?



JOST of what has been
written and printed re-

garding American-
made clocks of a

hundred years ago or

more has had to do
with the work of theWillard brothers,

and of the Connecticut group of

clockmakers that began with Thomas
Harland in 1773 and included Daniel

Burnan, Eli Terry, Seth Thomas,
Silas Hoadley, and Chauncey Jerome.
Simon Willard, Eli Terry, and Seth

A Curtis banjo clock with a

painting of Phaeton driving

the chariot of the sun. Owned
hy Mr. George M. Curtis of

Meriden, Conn.

Thomas were undoubt-
edly the most import-

ant of the early Ameri-
can clockmakers, and their clocks have
been most sought after by collectors, but
there were man}* other clockmakers in

this country whose work was nearly if not quite

as interesting.

Of these clockmakers, Mrs. N. Hudson Moore,
in "The Old Clock Book," gives a long list, and
it would be impossible to mention them all within

the limitations of my present space. I can only

touch upon the more interesting or important
of them, and for the rest refer the reader to Mrs.

Moore's book.

The most prominent name found among the

Boston clockmakers of the first half of the eigh-

teenth century is Bagnall. Benjamin Bagnall

made tall eight-day clocks in Charlestown, in

pine and walnut cases, as early as 171 2. He was
succeeded in 1740 by his sons, Samuel and Ben-
jamin, Jr., who did business in Boston. The
latter had a shop on Cornhill, near

the Town House, in 1770.

Newbury was something of a

centre of the industry in Massa-
chusetts in the early days. Here
the Mulliken and Balch families

turned out clocks of various sorts

for a full century. At Newbury-
port, David Wood made clocks be-

tween 1792 and 1824. In Concord,
Munroe was the famous name. In

Boston, Sawin & Dyer made a very
interesting wall clock of a lyre pat-

tern, besides many others, during
the first twenty years of the nine-

teenth century.

But of all the Massachusetts
clockmakers, none produced work
of greater interest or beauty than
Lemuel Curtis, not even excepting

the Willards. It is surprising to me
that so little has been written

about him; Mrs. Moore scarcely

mentions him. For a long time I

thought it must be because his

CONDUCTED BY WALTER A. DYER
[Mr. Dyer will be glad to answer any questions relating to antiques and collect-

ing; for convenience kindly address Readers' Service, Country Life in
America, Garden City, .V. Y.]

MINOR
AMERICAN

CLOCK MAKERS
work is so r:ire in the present day, but within the

past two or three years, I have located eight or

ten Curtis clocks, and no two of them are just

alike. But wherever a Curtis clock is to be found,
it is always treasured as a rare and beautiful ob-

ject—a little elaborate, perhaps, but bearing the

marks of the true craftsman's hand.
Only the most meagre details of the life of Lemuel

Curtis appear to have been recorded. He was born
in Boston in 1790, moved to Concord, Mass., in

1814, and soon after opened a clockmaking estab-

lishment there. In 1816 he took out a patent on
an improvement on the Willard timepiece or banjo
clock. He moved to Burlington, Vt., in 1818 or

1820, and died there in 1857.
Curtis was a follower of Simon Willard if not one

of his apprentices, and he modeled his clocks on the
general lines of the Willard timepiece. But he used
far more ornament than Willard did in even his

finest presentation clocks, and his proportions are
more pleasing. One of the distinguishing features

of the Curtis

clock is the cir-

cular pendulum
box, covered
with a convex
glass on which a

picture is usually

painted. The
cases are richly

ornamented with gilt, with a gilt eagle at the top,

and a gilt finial at the bottom of an acanthus-

leaf pattern. The middle section is brightly

painted, and the hands, if original, are usually

composed of a series of loops or circles. The

accompanying photographs make
further description unnecessary.

1 have an idea that collectors will

soon be looking eagerly for Curtis
clocks, and I would not be surprised
to learn of high prices being paid for

them. I can heartily recommend
them to the attention of any col-

lector of American antiques.
Rhode Island also had its group

of famous clockmakers. Claggett was
perhaps the best known name. Be-
tween 1726 and 1740 H. Claggett

Curtis clock, owned by
Mrs. E. C. Swift of Salem,

Mass. It has one original

and one modern hand. The
picture is an emblematic re-

presentation of Commerce,
painted in gold and bright

colors

Another Curtis banjo

clock, owned by the Red
Lion Inn, Stockbridge,

Mass. The solid hands are

possibly a modern addition.

The picture on the pendu-
lum box represents the

shipwreck of St. Paul

#1

ill

m
mm

Curtis clock with the lyre

form, the property of Mr. L. J.

Wyman. Poston. A distin-

guishing feature of these clocks

is the circular pendulum box

A lyre clock

made by Sawin

& Dyer, 1800-

1820, at Poston.

In the Metro-

politanMuseum

Shelf clock by
David Wood,
Newburyport,
Mass., 1792-

1824. Metro-
politanMuseum

Tall clock by Benj.

Bagnall. Charlestown,

Mass.. 1712-1740. Met-
ropolitan Museum

was making tall clocks

of superior quality in

Newport. Thomas and
William Claggett, presumably his sons,

were engaged in the business between
1730 and 1750. Mr. Luke Vincent

Lockwood shows photographs of several inter-

esting Claggett clocks in his "Colonial Furniture
in America."
Among the minor clockmakers of Connecticut

were the Ives brothers. Joseph Ives lived in

Bristol, Conn., between 181 1 and 1825. In 1818
he invented a metal clock, with plates of iron

and wheels of brass. The large movement re-

quired a case five feet long, and but a small

number were made. Lawson and Chauncey
Ives worked in Bristol between 1827 and 1836.

About 1 83 1 they built a factory for the manu-
facture of eight-day brass clocks after the model
invented by Joseph. In 1832 they advertised

"eight-day patent brass and thirty-hour wooden
clocks." The metal clock sold for about $20. The

brothers retired, wealthy, in 1836.

A short time ago I ran across a

uniquely shaped shelf clock of ma-
hogany veneer, with carriage-spring

works, a striker, and a pewter rim

around the dial, on which appeared

the words, "Joseph Ives, New
York." From this I should judge

that Joseph must have moved his

factory to New York after 1825.

Philadelphia, New York, Balti-

more, and other cities all had their

clockmakers whose work may
sometimes be found. The genius

among the Philadelphia clock-

makers was David Rittenhouse,

who was born in Germantown in

1732, established his trade in Nor-

ristown in 1 75 1, and moved to Phil-

adelphia in 1770, where he made
clocks until about 1777- He was

a famous astronomer and con-

structed a remarkable astronomical

clock which is now in Memorial
Hall, Philadelphia.

60
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—Visualize Your Garden

—

with the

Book of Garden Plans
By Stephen F. Hamblin

Of the School of landscape Architecture, Harvard University

This book shows how prob-

lems similar to yours would be

solved by a landscape architect.

Contains blue-prints, plans

and photographs with directions

and planting lists.

Practical information concern-

ing trees, plants, shrubs, vines,

etc., cost estimates, time for

planting and other details. 20

Blue Print Plans. 32 pages of

illustrations. Net, $2.00.

IS YOURS
A back-yard garden ?

A small country place ?

A large country place ?

An estate ?

The Farm
Mortgage
Handbook
By Kingman Nott Robins
Because of Mr. Robins's many

years' connection with the Asso-
ciated Mortgage Investors,

Rochester, N. Y., and The
Farm Mortgage Bankers' Ass'n

of America, and because of his

profound knowledge of his sub-

ject, this book is of especial

value to investors seeking infor-

mation regarding investments in

farm mortgages.
Questions of rural credits,

methods of standardizing rural

credit conditions, etc., are dis-

cussed. Cloth bound, 204 pages

and appendix. Net, $1.25.

How To
Make Friends

With Birds
By Niel Morrow Ladd

Presid'nt of the Greenwich Bird Protective

Society. Member of the Lxnnaan Socuty

Tells what to do to make one's

home grounds attractive to bird

life. Assists bird-lovers to con-

serve and increase the remnant

of our bird life and at the sarfi

time secure the enjoyment of a

fascinating pastime.

Many black and white illus-

trations and 8 in color. Pocket

size (uniform with the Pocket

Nature Guides series). Cloth,

Net, gi.oo. Leather, Net, $1.25.

(Published Oct. 13th)

iarden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New Yorl

Grants
ounen c&wn

[THE CORRECT"WRITING PAPER ]

is truly an aristocratic writing paper,being

the lineal descendant of a long line of
writing papers, each distinguished in its

time by that rare union of smart up-to-

dateness with good old-fashioned quality.

EATON, CRANE & PIKE CO.
New York fg^MS^k Pittsfield Mass.

cAtxxxrded GrandlhzeRinamaJ&ctjicEx^situm
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EveryRameses
smoker is amag-
net from which
radiate lines of

force.

Himself satis-

fied that he has

found at last the

invariably sat-

isfactory ciga-
la e 1 1 e from
which he need
never change,
his next thought is

to pass it on.

It is a good impulse.

It has spread
Rameses all over
the globe—among
men alike in dis-

crimination and
taste.

This would not be
possible were
Rameses a neutral
cigarette—one which
might easily be confused
with others.

Rameses "The Aristocrat

of Cigarettes," is quite

alone—possessed of an
unusual fragrance, un-
mistakable and not to be
forgotten.

Investigation will show
you why they say "No-
body ever changes from
Rameses."

lavender flowers in relief. An antique dealer

told me they were Meigs ware made in Liverpool

and now worth about #25 a pair. They belonged

to my grandfather and are at least a hundred

years old. I would like to know if you have any
information about the Meigs ware. I have oc-

casionally seen small pitchers exactly like mine

Another of Mr. Elting's desk-boxes, beautituliy inlaid with

various colored woods

An old English strong-box, the predecessor of the desk-box.

In the Metropolitan Museum

here. This is an old community and there are a

good many pieces of the old "flowing blue"
china and old Canton.

L. W. P., University of Virginia.

Meigh made some very good pottery about the

last of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

nineteenth century from the designs of a sculptor

named Giarinelli. Job Meigh took the Old
Hall works at Hanley, England, in 1780, where
the finest work was done. He died in 1817.

The firm was known at one time as Meigh &
Walthall. Records of this firm show that there

was a firm in Staffordshire in 1823 known as J.
Meigh & Sons. Another record shows the same
name in 1829. Irr 1843 the business belonged
to Charles Meigh. The works are now carried

on by the Old Hall Earthenware Co., Ltd.,

headed by Mr. Charles Meigh, grandson of the

first Job Meigh, who was probably the maker of

the pitchers in question.

I have several pieces of old pewter about which
I would like to have some information. I have
tried to copy the letters on one plate with tissue

paper. The large letters S and E are clear, also

the figure of a winged horse and the head of a

wild animal. There are two other stamps; on
one are the letters LON, and the other I cannot
read.

Mrs. S. N. W., New York City.

The letters S and E were probably the initials

of the dealers or former owners. The mark
beginning with the letters LON is the London
Pewterers' mark. The maker was very likely

Dixon, and the date about the latter quarter of

the eighteenth century.

I have an old grandfather's clock the case of

which is walnut lacquered in Oriental fashion.

The front is decorated with Chinese designs in

gold on black. The centre of the face is brass,

and the circle bearing the hour figures is steel.

At the top, in the centre, is the moon face. It

has fancy brass corners, each corner having two
cupids with a torch in one hand and the other

holding up a crown. The weights are brass.

On the face of the clock is printed John Ewer,
London. There is a piece of paper pasted on the

inside of the pendulum door with the following

STJ»T
GARAGEHEATER

A warm home means a healthy

automobile—no radiator freezing,

no starting trouble on cold morn-
ing's, no harm to the engine through

a sudden drop in temperature, no
ice in the batteries, no gumming of

oil, less friction on working parts,

and a longer life to those parts sub-

ject to expansion and contraction in

weather changes.

It saves you, too: it supplies warm
water for washing car, and does away with
carrying hot water from the kitchen in zero

weather, makes your garage a pleasant

place to work in and keeps down repair bills.

There are several models. Write to-day

for free descriptive booklet.

„—-VINT TO HUE

1 II ASM CHUTt
I II TO CELLAR

The Service Stewart
Combination Gas and Coal range is every-

thing a gas range should be, everything a
coal range should be.

It is positively the last word in stove

architecture and kitchen efficiency. It has

many labor saving, time saving, money
saving devices, such as automatic lighter,

glass oven doqrs, oven thermometers,

enameled pans, and the renowned Stewart

baking oven, famous for 84 years.

Its capacity is unusually large, yet it re-

quires but little room—its top surface is

only 41 x 28j inches. Assembled largely

without bolts; quickly and easily dis-

mounted for cleaning.

Make a quick acquaintance with this

the highest development of the stove

making art, by writing to-day for booklet.

FULLER & WARREN CO.
Makers

154 Monroe Street, Troy, N. Y.
Since 1832

256 Water Street New York City

The Ste&art line also include) a complete line of
up-to-date coal ranges, suitable for all requirements
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Albrv *" Lin

We Outside Charm sf

a Home
Somo homo builders sacrifice the charm

of an artistic exterior in order to have
comfort within. It is usually a question

of economy. But the notion is wrong.
Build of concrete and finish it with Bay
State Coating, for beauty, permanence
and economy. The original

Bay State c±4, Coating
weatherproofs and gives concrete or

stucco a lasting artistic effect in white or

tint. "Bay State" has been proved by
architects and home builders everywhere.
It is for all kinds of buildings—for inte-

riors, too.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

A*k for
booklet J. St
will inter*at
you. /r's/ree.

r.unt and Varnish Mammrt Boaton, fAm

On cement floor* Bay State Ag*tex It
dustproot, waterproof and wearproof.

MNOMH
BAY JTATt
•RICX4-

CMM

MILITARY J
andNAVAL w
AMERICA

is one of the first of the

new order of histories of

this country, which

Tell the Truth

The Whole Truth

And Nothing
but the Truth

About the U. S.

Army and Navy

It is by

Captain H. S. Kerrick
U. S. Army

Erery chapter in the book bu bttn prepared at Waihingto» with

the auistence of GoTerment officials

Maps, Diagrams, Illustrations, etc. Net $2.00

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Protection for Trees and
Flower Beds

is as necessary in winter as in summer. Young trees should be
guarded from the ravages of animals and flower beds need protec-
tion even when the flowers are not in bloom.

Lawn and Flower Bed Guards
form an adequate all-year-round protection, set off trees, shrubs
and flowers to advantage and keep leaves used to cover the beds
from blowing about and littering the premises.

Other home-and-lawn beautifiers are Excelsior Rust Proof Trellises,

Trellis Arches, Tree Guards and Fence. Ask your hardware dealer for

the Excelsior line and write us for handsomely illustrated catalogue A.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

Do You Know
"Velvet Water"
It is " zerowater "— the

water for the modern home
of health, comfort and lux-

ury— the water with all

harsh and irritating proper-

ties removed— the water
that makes linens cleaner,

sweeter, softer, whiter —
the water that brings added
delight to the toilet, the

shampoo, the bath— the

water that improves the

flavor and adds to the food

value and digestibilty of

foods. " Velvet water " is

absolutely soft water— and
your home only by installing

you can have it in

The Water Softening Filter

To Zero Hardness

Let us tend the brochure, " Velvet Water, Velvet Skin '

The PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street

New York
Gold medals. Ghent. 1913; San Francisco. 1915
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FIVEBIGBOOKS BEAUTIFULLYDONE

The Dark Tower
By Phyllis Bottome

RICH, well-knit, full-flavored

novel, set in rural England
and snow-capped Switzerland,

and dealing with the wild-

tempered Staines family and
some others who are important through
their relations v/ith it.

The characters are individualized and
made interesting, even when they are

minor figures. The story is primarily

about Major Staines, the woman he
married, the woman he met too late,

and Lionel, the friend. Throughout, the

novel is saturated with humor, lighted

with brilliant satire, and built with an
^expertness that permits no slackening of

the reader's interest until the last page
is turned.

Illustrations by Gardner Soper. Price $1.35 net

Olga Bardel
By Stacy Aumonier

The story of the development and career

of a strange little London slum child who
grows up a beautiful and mysterious woman
and a great musical genius. There are others

in the story, a good many others, conjured up
with an almost uncanny reality; they serve

only to emphasize the fascination of Olga
herself. The theme unfolds itself against a

background of life tapestried with riches col-

lected by a temperament that sees and feels

more of the world than the ordinary man.

Price S1.3S net

The Keys of the City
By Oscar Graeve

An imaginative novel about New
York and about a boyhood's ambi-
tion that fulfils itself, through suf-

fering, effort, and temptation, in the

great metropolis. Sometimes very

far from his dream, sometimes very

close to it, David Wells finds once

more among the men and women
who weave across his life the young
girl chum of his earlier days.

Price $1.35 net

The Curious Case of

Marie Dupont
By Adele Luehrmann

Do you like a baffling mystery
story ?

Do you like a swiftly moving,

easy reading story that is full of

entertaining characters, that seizes

you in the first chapter, and holds

you until the last? -

Then "The Curious Case of Marie
Dupont" is your kind of novel.

* full-page illustrations. Price $1.35 net

Society's Misfits

By Madeleine Z. Doty

The inside story of what goes on
behind prison bars; containing Miss

Doty's account of her own exper-

iences as a voluntary prisoner. Six

chapters, a series of poignant human
documents, deal with the boy and

the reformatory. Introduction by
Thomas Mott Osborne, who says,

"The facts she learned must be told."

Illustrated from photographs
Price $1.25 net

At All Bookstores
Published by The Century Co.

353 Fourth Avenue
New York

The voice is many times more or less

an expression of character. A well-

modulated speaking or singing voice
should belong to every young lady.

It instantly conveys an impression of

refinement. There are many good
schools where voice culture is made
an important part of the year's work.
The announcements of the best schools can
be found in Scribner 's Magazine every month.
If detailed information is desired, address

Scribner's Magazine
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Scribner Building, Fifth Avenue
Room 217 . . New York

The Angelus Piano
Enables Anyone to Play Like an Artist

nchor post
Fences

Lawn Fences,Tennis Fences. Entrance
Gates and Railings. Poultry Fences
and Special Fences for every purpose.
Catalogue on each subject, send for the
one you want.

AVCIIOK WIST IKON WORKS
13 l'ortl»iidt St. Illtli I Ji. ¥.

printing: "John Ewer, London. Admitted to
Clockmakers Company 1703. Celebrated maker
of long case clocks, Chinese lacquer case, new-

eight day hour striking movement, original dial

with calendar and very fine chased metal cor-

ners." This clock keeps good time and is in

good condition. Can you tell me about when
it was made and how much it is worth?

J. B. M., AUenhurst, N. J.

This clock is apparently a very fine one and
should be worth from #150 to $200. John Ewer
was a maker of long-case and bracket chime
clocks in London. He is perhaps the same man
as John Eyre, whose clocks are occasionally to be
seen. He was apprenticed to Luke Breed in

1687 and was admitted to the Clockmakers'
Company in 1703. This clock was probably
made at some time after the latter date.

What would you consider an ordinary Crown
Derby cup and saucer worth? The mark is in

red.

I have a Sheffield plate tray with snuffers. The
bottom is plated with some base metal, probably
zinc. They were brought from the Island of
Malta to a great plantation mansion in Georgia
in 1830.

A. L. B., Le Grand, Iowa.

The Crown Derby cup and saucer would be im-
possible to value without seeing them. Good
ones are worth from #5 to $25.
The Sheffield snuffer and tray, if very simply

made, with a bead edging or pierced gallery, and
having the zinc base, is probably an early speci-

men, but if it has heavy ornaments it is later.

Early ones in good condition are worth about
#25; later ones, about $15.

A MODEL KITCHEN DRESSER
OR those who are interested in

household efficiency we append a

detailed description of the sta-

tionary kitchen dresser mentioned
on page 42:

It is 6 feet, 4 inches long and 2

feet wide, extending from floor to ceiling, and
is built of wood with a counter shelf of marble
covering its full length and width. It is impossi-
ble to overestimate the convenience and durabil-
ity of this marble. All of the cooking for a

family of seven is done here, and nine years of
constant use have proved that it is impervious
to everything but lemon juice.

The upper section of the dresser is divided into
six small cabinets with two shelves each, the
lower tier having glass doors. These lower
shelves hold all of the dry groceries used, where
they are stored in glass jars. As the house is

fifteen miles from Boston, a week's supply is

bought at a time, the space and arrangement
being adequate. In fact, it is the opinion of the
writer that this cabinet might well be standard-
ized, since its arrangement could be of equal
use to a much larger or smaller family. It was
copied for use in the kitchen of a local high school

where lunches are prepared for 200 children, and
meets the requirements equally well. The high
compartments near the ceiling, really placed

there to overcome the bugaboo of dust shelves,

are invaluable for the storing of empty preserve
and jelly jars. Here they are clean and out of

the way. Underneath the marble shelf are a

flour barrel compartment, andazinc-lined,drawer--

shaped, two compartment bin for sugar and
pastry flour, which shape does away with stoop-

ing to a sugar bucket and the consequent
sugary floor so familiar to us all. The lower

middle compartment has shelves for preserving

kettles, bread machine, choppers, and heavy-

utensils not in common use. It seems to this

housekeeper that the utensils should be divided

into groups—those in almost constant use, those

less often used, and those seldom needed, so that

their accessibility would be in proportion to their

use. Over this compartment is a drawer for

kitchen Linen, and two small drawers for knives,

spoons, and all small articles. A row of hooks

just over the marble carries such small utensils

as are used there and can be hung, and rows of

bowls stand upside down on the back of the

marble. The few dishes needed in cooking, and

it is surprising how few really are needed, are in

the middle cabinet, so that far from "walking a

mile," a whole cooking process may be completed
without moving a step. K. L. S
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You can make every cor-

ner of your home a center
of beauty, cleanliness and

light through the wonder work-
ing influences of

es

kyaniza Floor FinUh is the guaranteed
\.um>h for all interior work. Heavy heels
and scraping furniture can't mar the beau-
tiful elastic finish it imparts. Won't crack,
chip or peel.

Kyanize Spar Finish is the guaranteed
waterproof varnish for piazzas, front doors,
porch rails and window sills. Won't turn
color or soften. Impervious to wear, weather
and wet. Use it on your Motor Boat.

Kyanize White Enamel iv the guaranteed white enamel for all

white work on wood, metal or plaster— inside or outside the house,
'lhe whitest, most economical, most durable white enamel made.

If you do not know the Kyanize Dealer in your locality,

tee will send his name and address on request

BOSTON VARNISH COMPANY IS.^s.T
This is the Sign of
the Kyanize Dealer.
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BIG VALUE FOR THE MONEY
Corbin hardware for moderate-priced houses has the same artistic merit, the same

excellence of finish and the same attention to detail as the most expensive. It makes
the use of poor hardware inexcusable. Ask your hardware dealer or write us for particulars.

P. & F. Corbin
The American Hardware Corporation Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

Sandusky Portland Cement Company
Cleveland

Makers rf. Ohio

Medusa Portland Cement (Gray).

Medusa Waterproof Portland Cement (Gray)

Medusa White Portland Cement.
Medusa Waterproof White Portland Cement.
Medusa Waterproofing.

Smoky

Fireplaces
Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Keystone Copper Steel (OpenHearth)

Roof

"rru si*"

Tin—
The most satisfactory roofing

material obtainable for high

class city residences, country homes and city or

suburban properties. Fireproof, clean, durable;

these are highest quality plates manufactured.
Look for the stamp "Keystone CopperSteel" In addition to
brand and weight of coating as indicated by MFtrade-mark.
We also manufacture Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets,
Apollo Kooflng Products, etc. Send for our free booklets.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,

Central Offlett: Friek Building, Pittsburgh, Pi.

end, and walk in this space, but there never seems
to be occasion to do this, everything being within
easy reach from the door.

Before commencing to make the cabinet, the
long boards on the side of the garage should be
removed to a height of 5 feet. One or two of

these boards should be nailed at the bottom
of the scratching yard outside. Some of them
will need to be sawed off to a length of 12 feet

and nailed on again to form the back of the

roosting room. The back should extend a little

below the line where the floor is to come. To
insure the roosting room being warm and free

from draft holes, the entire back should be lined

with tar paper or heavy building paper.

The frame work for the cabinet is put up next,

care being exercised to get it level and plumb so

that the doors will hang straight. Next the floor

of the roosting room is put on, and this should be
of tongued and grooved matched boards put on
good and tight so that no cold air can come up
through the floor. At the open end of the roost-

OARAGE
The second story of the poultry extension

ing room is a door 18 x 20 inches, that is merely

a frame covered with inch mesh wire netting and

with an additional covering of muslin for winter.

This door should fit tightly against its frame. It

is hinged at the top and is opened and closed from

the outside of the cabinet by means of two stout

cords. One cord is attached near the bottom of

the door on its outer side and the other on its

inner side, both cords being run up through a hole

in the top of the cabinet. Each of these cords

has a loop at the end and when the door is let

down for the night, the inner cord is drawn tight

and the loop passed over a nail driven at a

convenient spot, holding the door shut. To
open the door, the right hand cord is loosened

and the left hand or outer cord is pulled up and

looped over its nail, holding the door open firmly.

The floor of the roosting room extends about

8 inches beyond the exit door and serves as a

platform for the hens to reach the ladder leading

down to the scratching yard. The ladder is a

board 8 inches wide and 4 feet long, with narrow

strips nailed on 3 or 4 inches apart for treads.

The ladder is inclined at an angle easy to climb

and is placed parallel with the roosting room.

The bottom of the ladder is nailed to a small

platform consisting of a short board nailed to two

stout stakes driven well into the ground so there

is never any danger of displacing the ladder.

(By using care to make these things strong and

permanent in the first place, there is no future

trouble over annoying little repairs.)

At the extreme inner end of the roosting room

are two nests made by nailing a board 12 inches

long to the centre of a board 26 inches long

(forming a letter T) and fastening this to the

floor or sides. If twelve hens are to occupy these

quarters, another pair of nests should be placed

above these. Make another T like the one just

described and nail to it a board 26 inches long

by 12 inches wide. Use sticky nails for this

purpose and put in plenty so that there will be

no danger of the bottom falling out at some future

time. Nail securely to the side walls. There is

a single roost 6 feet long, set on three stout legs

and braced to the back. It is placed about in the

centre of the floor and is 12 inches high.

With the interior completed, the top is put on.

This should be of matched boards and solid.

The front of the cabinet is also constructed of
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This fall—transform your home
inside and out

The settled weather of fall makes it the ideal time for exterior
painting— it is the logical time, too, to prepare for the indoor months by bright
and cheerful interior decorating.

There is a double sense of satisfaction in the use of Lowe Brothers Paints. Not only
are homes made more attractive and beautiful outside and in, but "High Standard"
quality makes certain that the brightness and harmony of the fresh new colors will be lasting.

High Standard

HIGH STANDARD
LIQUID • PAINT

is the most beautiful and artistic finish for

interior walls and ceilings. Its physical effect

is as noteworthy as its decorative effect.

"Mellotone" relieves eye strain and promotes
restfulness. It is as serviceable as it is artistic.

Not easily marred or scratched— fadeless and
washable. Ideal for stenciling.

will keep your house perfectly protected and
looking bright and fresh for years. It is

scientifically made and of absolutely proven
quality. It holds its color well, fails only by
gradual wear and leaves a good surface for

repainting. Economical in first cost — but
more economical as the years roll by.

Write for our new booklet and portfolio, "The House Outside and Inside

Full of valuable suggestions for beautifying the home. With it come eighteen views in colors of

charming homes. There are both inside and outside scenes, and with each is complete infor-

mation as to just how the various color effects and decorating ideas were obtained.

When writing, ask the name of the nearest "High Standard" dealer who
handles Lowe Brothers Paints, Varnishes, Stains and Enamels.

Jhe £oweBrothers Company
467 East Third Street, Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Jersey City Chicago Kansas City

LOWE BROTHERS, LIMITED, TORONTO, CANADA

Minneapolis
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"She Has Opened the Eyes of Thousands lo the Wonder and Glory

of the JVorld About Them"—London Standard

An English Estimate of
(JCnC S tTa 1 1 It"POT t CT

Below are the nature books and romances which
have won for the author this high praise.

Michael O'Halloran
"A Book With Sunshine on Every Page"—London Referee

"Michael O'Halloran" with his Irish wit and optimism has won thousands of English and
American readers. Now in its 263d thousand. Illustrated. Net, Si.35. Leather, net, $2.00.

FRECKLES
(New Limberlost Edition and 33d Edi-
tion) Illustrated. Net, $1.50 ,

At the Foot ol the Rainbow
12th Edition Illustrated. Net. $1.20

THE HARVESTER
731.506 Copies Sold. Illustrated. Cloth,
net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

LADDIE
576,451st Thousand. Illustrated. Cloth
net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

A Girl ol the Limberlost 37th Edition

Illustrated. Cloth, net, $1.20: Leather, net, $2.00

Mrs. Porter's Unique Nature Work in Field and Swamp is Described in

The Song Ol the Cardinal 7th New and Revised Edition with color plate. Cloth, net, $1.35; Leather, net, $2.00

Music ol the Wild Moths ol the Limberlost Illustrated in

With 120 Photographs of Bird and Insect Life. Net, $3.00 Colors from Rare Photographs of Living Moths. Net, $3.00

bring the farm dwellers themselves to the same
point of realization and appreciation.

Studying along these lines of progress the U.
S. Department of Agriculture has worked out
plans for a one-story, five-room farm or tenant
house for a small family, which, costing only
from $Soo to £1,000 to build, exemplifies all the
best ideas in simple construction and supplies a
really comfortable, convenient, and efficient

home. The building "is a simple, four-cornered
structure, without bay windows, gables, and
dormers, or any projection save the cornice,

which overhangs and protects the walls and
window openings. The house is planned for the
smallest dimensions and the most inexpensive
arrangement consistent with the needs and the
convenience of a small family. It has but one
chimney and but one outside entrance, which
would certainly be insufficient in a town house and
may be in this one; but another door can be gotten
into the plan only by a sacrifice of wall and floor

space, which can not be spared, or by increasing

the size and cost of the house, which in connection
with this problem cannot be done. If a door is

substituted for one of the three windows in the

south end of the living room the best part of the

room will be ruined. Moving the entrance door
to the south side of the porch would not only
restrict the uses of the porch, but necessitate an
outside door in the kitchen which, in turn, would
necessitate a corresponding increase in the floor

and wall space of the kitchen. If the door that

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

Perspective of the model farmhouse fathered by the Department

of Agriculture

opens from living room to porch were moved
farther from the fireplace, valuable floor and
wall space in both room and porch would be
sacrificed.

"These little details affect the size of rooms and
of the building and, therefore, the cost. They
are sometimes, and of necessity, influenced more
by economy than by convenience; but by careful

study they may often be made consistent with
both. It is economical, for instance, to have but
one outside entrance to this house. With this

entrance nearest the barns and the entrance from
the highway, and treated as it is with the simple

and inexpensive pergola and benches, which
separate the lawn and the back yard, it should
serve every purpose of a front door, and as well

also, a kitchen door. In many ten- and twelve-

room farmhouses with three or four outside

doors, only one door is much used and that one
is either in or near the kitchen.

"Very few residences of any size or cost have a

kitchen more pleasantly located, better lighted

and ventilated, and more conveniently arranged
than this little four-room house. It is brightened

by the morning sun, cooled by the southern
breezes, and shielded from the intense heat of

summer afternoons. It commands a view of the

garden, the play grounds, the barns, the lawn,

the gate, and the highway. It opens on to a

screened porch which, in summer, is the most
livable nook in the house. Much of the kitchen

work may be done there away from the fumes
and the heat of the stove which, happily for the

other rooms of the house, blow out through the

north and east windows.
"The stove is well lighted and, with the porch

window closed, it is out of the cross-drafts of air.

It is within six feet of the most distant fixture in

the kitchen and but little farther from the dining

table. All stove utensils are with in reach, and
the work table and the fuel in the box beneath it

are but two steps away. The ashes drop from

the fire box of the stove, through a short pipe to

the ash bin beneath the concrete floor.

"The walls of this under-floor bin are shown on
the plans by dotted lines. The bin is under the

stove and fireplace and extends to the outer

foundation wall of the kitchen where the ashes
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Ancient Zinke and Nakeres, Forerunners of the Military Band

THE exquisite cadences of beautiful female

voices have a matchless expressiveness in

Columbia Double-Disc Records.

The lovely voices of Mary Garden and Alice Nielsen; of

Matzenauer, Fremstad, Gates, Teyte, and Macbeth are as

appealing and full of life as if heard from the stage in reality.

Hear their Columbia Double-Disc Records, or the

records of other stars of the opera who sing for Columbia

exclusively. You will need no other proof to convince you

that Columbia Records are reality. "Hearing is believing!"

New Columbia Records on sale the 20th of every month

Columbia
Double-Disc

Note Records
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'OU won't need this young lady any
longer— our invalid is picking up finely.

"Thanks to you, Doctor—and to you, nurse."

"And to Malt-Nutrine—we couldn't have put
strength in nearly so fast without it. Even with nurse gone
and when you don't need me any longer, faithful OLD Malt-
Nutrine must stay behind with you to complete the good
work of strengthening and building up our friend."

W REG. U.S. PAT. Off. TRADE MARK.

Liquid-Food-Tonic

is warmly recommended by physicians for the convales-

cent, the weak and the anaemic. It is a strengthening

food-tonic— aids digestion and does not overburden.
Should be taken at each meal and before retiring by all

who are tired, overworked or undernourished.

Don't let anyone tell you there's something as good. There are some
cheaper preparations calling themselves malt preparations—they are
beverages, not tonics. Malt-Nutrine is rich in malt—that's what makes
jtcoat more than imitations and what givesiti ts value to you. Insist.

All Druggists—Most Grocers
Malt-Nutrine declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Department to be a
pure malt product, not an alcoholic beverage. Contains 14.60 per cent
maltsolids—1.9 per centalcohol.

Interesting Booklet on Request.

Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis, U. S. A.

WE have a man in our office who has a very inter-

esting job.

He receives letters from all over the world—and re-

plies to every one of them, not with a mere printed

form; but with a personal letter carefully thought out.

Some days he travels over the greater part of New
York City looking for the right answer to a single letter.

This man conducts our Readers' Service Department.

If you come across anything in any of our magazines,

or anywhere else for that matter, about which you want
more information just write him a letter.

He'll answer it—that's his job.

Address—

-

Readers' Service Department, Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

and floor sweepings are removed by means of a
long handled drag. If the building is raised on a
front terrace, the bin will be 26 inches deep w
its floor at ground level. With a cellar under the
kitchen, the bin need be extended only to the
front end of the stove. It will be deep enough to
hold a year's supply of ashes.

"The fuel box, supporting the table top, oc-
cupies space which might otherwise be wasted.
It is filled from the outside of the house and
emptied from the inside through a small door
over the concrete floor.

"A trap or dump, like that in the fireplace, is

provided for floor sweepings and possible dust
from the door of the coal or wood box. It is in

the concrete floor, behind the kitchen door, near
the fuel box opening and over the ash bin. The
carrying of fuel and ashes is thus eliminated from
the woman's work, provided the man or boy fills

the coal or wood box each week, or as may be
necessary, and empties the ash bin two or three
•times a year.

"The water problem also has been carefully

considered in this little plan. Cistern water
may be drawn from the bucket pump on the
porch or, if desired, from a pitcher pump at the
sink. Hot water is heated and stored in the
reservoir of the stove. The sink, with only the
drain pipe to be provided, is too inexpensive to

rAK N TCMANT fl O U 3 t

Floor plan of the one-story five-room farmhouse

omit from any kitchen and space enough has been
saved for it in this one. All such conveniences

more than pay for themselves.

"This little kitchen excels many others in not
being a thoroughfare to other rooms. The men
and boys will wash on the porch, leave their hats

and rain coats there, and enter the living room
without disturbing the kitchen workers.

"The screened porch is as large as the plan will

permit; but too small for all the purposes for

which it will be in demand. Besides the usual

kitchen work, the ironing and perhaps the clothes

washing will be done there. The one screen door

locks up the house, and butter, meat, and milk

put on the porch to cool at night, will be secure

against dogs and cats. The porch will be in

demand also as a dining porch, sitting porch,

sleeping porch, and play room. Its uses and the

comfort of the house in winter may still further

be increased by putting in porch sash and a solid

door.

"The living room is large enough for the longest

dining table that harvest days will ever require

and, with its two routes to the kitchen, it is un-

usually convenient for feeding a large number of

workmen. With triple windows on the south

and two on the north, a screened porch on the

east and an alcove bedroom on the west, it is as

pleasant a dining and sitting-room as a $5,000

house can afford and, with a glowing fire in the

hearth, it may be as comfortable and as cheerful

in winter as a steam-heated mansion."

In one respect only does this plan appear to

fall short of the needs and expectations of the

modern farmer, and that is in its failure to pro-

vide for a supply of running water and a system

for the disposal of sewage. These items will, of

course, add very appreciably to the cost of the

structure—perhaps to the extent of 50 per cent,

of its cost. Yet running water is hardly less of a

necessity in the barns than in the house, so that

the entire cost cannot legitimately be charged to

either. And as regards sewage disposal, modern
science has devised methods of all degrees of

complexity and cost, which though naturally

varying in efficiency are all productive of sanitary

surroundings. Each farmer can meet his own
needs in this direction. E. L. D. S.
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Valspar

v VALENTINE'S

alEname
Starts Whit*~Stay Whit*

Ask yomr dialer

If the white paint on the woodwork is marred and

marked beyond cleaning, use Val-Enamel—it's wash-

able, tougher, smoother, easier to clean and harder to

soil. It has permanent whiteness.

The Kiddies in the Dealer's Window

Go to the nearest Valspar dealer, the man who
shows the above display, and ask him. He knows

how to "make indoors cheerful for winter months."

Don't ask merely for "varnish" or "enamel," but

remember the names and ask for VALSPAR and

VAL-ENAMEL.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar, send ioc. in stamps to

cover mailing and packing and we will send you

enough Valspar to finish a small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY, 453 Fourth Ave., N.Y.

Large* Manufacturer! of High-grade Varnishes in the Worli

New York Chicago

~"VA
L
rNTshES

-
Toronto London

Boston V/-\RM IbHUVJ Amsterdam
Established 1833

W. P. FULLER & CO.. San Francisco and principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright 1916, by Valentine 6 Company

1
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Make Indoors Cheerful

for Winter Months— I

You really spend most of vour time living "inside

your home.' Nothing will do more to make a

cheerful interior than a little attention now to floors

and woodwork varnish and white enamel will do
wonders in any house.

VALENTINES

'ALSPAR
^Th* Viraish Th«t Woi'l Turn White

On the front door, in the vestibule, the front hall,

the living room, the dining room, the bed room, the

kitchen and bath room—in short wherever you
have woodwork you need Valspar.

A Valsparred surface always looks bright and attrac-

tive and it can be kept so by washing with soap and

water, for Valspar is absolutely waterproof.

CONSERVING
the Welfare of Millions

The three supreme features combined in |_EE Puncture-

Proof Pneumatic Tires long safe-guard the motorist

through all weathers and over all roads. Our thirty-

four years as manufacturers of the finest rubber goods

are responsible for the successful performance of LEE
Tires throughout the world.

PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE -PROOF

LEE Puncture-Proof Pneumatic Tires are guaranteed

Puncture-Proof under a cash refund. The carcass and
inner tube are guarded against puncture and blow-out

by three layers of small impenetrable discs.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET "K"

LEE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Manufacturers of Rubber Goods since 1883

CONSHOHOCKEN, PENNA.
Distributors in all the Principal Cities

Look up "Lee Tires" in your Telephone Directory

LEE "REGULAR
LEE "Regular" Tires demon-
strate every day more comfort
and mileage than ever before

claimed for regular tires. The
rubber in LEE Puncture-Proof

Tires and LEE "Regular" Tires,

also LEE "Velvet" Red
Tubes is treated by the
LEE "vanadium" pro-

cess, which doubles
its toughness and in-

creases its tensile

strength.
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ioice of Homebuilders

\r Fifty Years

Home builders are coming to realize more and
more that the permanency of beautiful interiors

depends largely upon the skillful treatment of
woodwork, floors, walls and ceilings.

Liquid Granite Floor Varnish, Luxberry Enamels, Luxe-
berry Wood Finishes and Luxberry Wall Finishes are

but a few of Berry Brothers' celebrated products that

have enjoyed the confidence of architects, decorators

and home builders for over half a century.

No matter what scheme of interior decoration
you ma}' prefer, Berry Brothers' products can
be safely relied on to produce the desired effects

and to supply the enduring quality.

You can insure against disappointment by specifying

Berry Brothers'—for your new home or refinishing

the old one.

Write for homebuilders' booklet, that suggests attractive schemes
of decoration and gives helpful hints on home finishing.

Factories:

Detroit, Mich.
Walkerville, Ont
San Francisco, Cal.

BpRRYBRQTHERC
Grid's Largest\&mishMakersV'

Branches in

principal cities of

the world.

Established i$ (388)

Boston
Garter

Gives men more service and more comfort for its cost
than any other article they wear. It's put on and taken
off in a jiffy and holds socks neatly and securely.
Silk 50c; Lisle 25c. At your store or by mail postpaid.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY Maker* Boston

Ft! KIPLING Ft!
Master War Correspondent
"Few writers are better equipped to write about the war, and not

one of them has his genius. He has made the new conditions of
warfare live so that the man who does not fight shall know all

about it."—London To-Day.

Have you read his only two books on the war?

Fringes of the Fleet
France at War

rri
Each, net 60 cents. All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York ft

Are You Looking for a Country Estate, Model
Farm, Suburban Residence or Bungalow?

There are complete descriptions of very desirable properties that

are not publicly known to be on the market in our Real

Estate Directory File. If you wish to know their location,

acreage, "price, terms, etc., kindly communicate at once with

Mgr. Real Estate Department

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
The National Real Estate Medium

Garden City, Long Island 1 1 West 32nd Street, New York

A BIRD IN THE HAND
HERE is much mothering to be done
on this broad earth of ours, but of
all the varieties that could be
named, mothering a baby bird, a

wee nestling, till it can fly away, is

as tender an occupation as one can
experience. My opportunities in this line,

though many, have been purely accidental, for I

would never take one from its natural environ-
ment at the risk of its life through accident or
ignorance. Nor have I ever caged a bird; they
are free to fly away as soon as they can find their

own food.

My first case was a young blue jay and serious,

indeed, was the situation. How, when, and what
to feed it, must be decided with despatch. I

think that at first he could not see me but felt the
least movement near him, at which his beak
would fly open, clear back to his ears, but before
I could put in a thing, it would snap shut and
stay shut. I soon found that, to save him from
starving, I must pry the soft little beak open.
Gently, very gently it must be done, and then I

must stuff a small quantity of food way down his

throat. No use to leave it in his beak as he

" They swarmed all over me, crazy (o be fed
"

didn't know what to do with it. He was a verit-

able baby. I used a soft little stick for feeding

and another to pry open his beak. For only a

short time was this necessary, as he soon came to

know his adopted mother and would scream for

food every time I came near his perch, on the

edge of a flower pot or chair back. I first tried

the yolk of a hard boiled egg, which succeeded
admirably; later, fine cut raw meat; and last of all

worms! Constant attention and nothing less,

would satisfy him, so that the question of when
to feed him proved no difficulty at all.

Only a few days after his arrival a neighbor
called to us to come and see another little bird

that had fallen from a high nest. Its parents

were greatly distressed and a dark storm cloud

was threatening, so we took it in and it proved to

be a young grosbeak, prettily marked like a

quail, as are all young grosbeaks, resembling the

mother. Our difficulties were not so great this

time, as we had already mastered the art of feed-

ing, and two birds were very little more care than
one.

We kept them pretty well together and soon

they were very friendly, not to say chummy.
If I came into the room where they were, both
immediately called to me. I could locate Jay
at once, but the grosbeak was a ventriloquist and
that elusive voice combined with his quiet colors,

set me searching, often in vain, till he would fly

to my shoulder. We called him Weepy on ac-

count of the sad and melancholy note of his call.

They learned to fly from chair to chair, to the

tops of doors and up and down the stairs, their

sharp eyes peering about, but entirely unafraid.
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"My Electrical Home"
Electricity should be your servant.

Few women realize the uses to which electricity can be put
in their own homes, as a means of simplifying housework.

The same wires that now serve you so well with light are
ready to bring you new comfort, convenience and enjoyment

Next to the easy availability of electricity in most homes
is its low cost You all know of the small cost of burning one

electric lamp. For operat-
ing most of these devices,

the current consumption
is little more than that of

an ordinary Mazda Lamp.

First are those wonder-
ful labor-savers — the
vacuum cleaner and the
dish-washer; and the elec-

tric iron and washing ma-
chine for the laundry.

Then the electric toaster

and the many other heat-

ing devices for the easy
preparation of food, and
the little step-saving inter-

phone for communication
from room to room.

All of these devices are

sold under the Western
Electric name, v/hich is a
quality-guarantee.

Write us for our litera-

ture and the name of our
nearest agent in your local-

ity. AskforbookletNo. 66 B,

"The Electrical Way."

If your house is not wired
for electricity—and if there
is no Electric Company sup-
plying current in your local-

ity, you can have all ofthese
electrical conveniences at
small cost through one of
our Home Electric Lighting
Equipments. Ask us
about it.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
INCORPORATED

New York Atlanta Pittsburgh Chicago Kansas City Denver

Buffalo Richmond Cleveland Indianapolis St. Louis Salt Lake City

Newark Savannah Milwaukee St. Paul Cincinnati Omaha

Philadelphia New Orleans Detroit Minneapolis Dallas Oklahoma City

Boston Birmingham EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

San Francisco

Oakland

Los Angeles

Seattle

Houston Portland

Western Electric
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THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY
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iclude thr .1 1 . trtisrments of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden implements. Each concern
and is painstaking in its service to customers. For full information regarding horticulture and gardening, or to
not advertised here, apply to READERS' SERVICE. COUNTMY LlFB in America. Carden City, N. Y

An
Unusual

Greenhouse
Catalog

WE made our greenhouse catalogue with a
determination to get away from the cut-

and-dried and have it a real help to him who would
know the genuine, joys and advantages of green-

house possession.

It tells interestingly of our every type of green-

house and shows even
r
more than it tells. It con-

tains plenty of plans of practical layouts and is replete

vital information about greenhouses and conservatories. It in

eludes 58 color pages and is handsomely illustrated throughout.

This catalogue will be sent only on request

Hitckitvfifs^ G>
r-
mpany

NEW YORK: 1170 Broadway BOSTON: 49 Federal St. PHILADELPHIA: 40 South 15th St.

General Office* and Factory: Elizabeth, N. J.

EDWARD GILLETT,

ILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark. Shady Places
Plan N©W to plant native ferns, plants and hulbs.

Early fall planting brings 6est results for early spring
flowers. Descriptive catalogue ofoverfio pages. FREE.
We will gladly call and advise you regarding woodland
planting and natural gardens. Price for this service

is reasonable.

5 Main St., Southwick, Mass.

Hardy Phloxes—a Bargain-
These varieties are the finest of their color obtainable to-day.

Anton lJuctaner, the finest large flowered white.

Kofene Oanzan vllllers, exquisite soft lavender.

Rljnntruom. richest rose-pink. A beauty.

S litrid Arnoldftoti, deep glowing cerise-crimson.

Two strong fleld-trown Plants of each (8 plants) for $1
Besides Phloxes, I specialize in Peonies, Iris, Delphiniums, and

other perennials, all of which are described in my unique free catalogue

"Flowers for the Hardy Garden." Don't you want a copy?

TWIN LARCHES NURSERY, F. M. Thomas, West Chester, Peaaa.

FALL PLANTING
Many trees can be planted in the Fall as well as in the Spring,
such as Fruit trees. Ornamental trees and Shrubbery bushes.
Do what you can in the Fall, so the trees will get an early
start in the Spring. Now is the time to plan and order. Vi e
will help you, if you give us the chance. Send for our cata-
logue. Address.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO.
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

The Meehan Hand-Book of
Trees and Hardy Plants

is unusual, practical, handy and always useful as a refer-

ence. All undesirables are eliminated. Lists actual sizes

and prices them individually. Mailed free on request.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6716 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Moons' Shrubbery Makes Homes More Livable
Without this planting the house is bare, angular and uninviting

Just buying shrubbery does not make an attractive home. Thought in the selection and arrange-
ment of varieties is required, and intelligent after care is necessary; much vitally depends upon
the healthfulness and vigor of the stock planted

Moons' Nurseries have for 43 years been raising trees and shrubbery which, for variety in assortment, shapeliness of
form and vigor of growth, are unexcelled anywhere. Send for catalogue. Ask the benefit of our long and wide experi-
ence if you have a planting problem.

THE WM. H- MOON COMPANY ^ Moon Norser, Corporation
Nureerymen m . .. „

Morris Heights MORRISV1XLE, PA.
rmru, n. i.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

21 S. Twelfth Street

1 hey were most appealing and I loved them
dearly. When they could fly perfectly and peck
their food from a flat surface, came the momen-
tous question of putting them out of doors.
Would they fly away and die of neglect, or would
they come to my whistle as they did indoors?
We had done our best to raise them and must
trust somewhat to the test. A grape arbor forms
a continuation of our porch, and thither I took
them, balancing gracefully and confidingly on
my hand. One hop into the vines—ecstatic
freedom! but they did not offer to fly away,
flitting about in the vines all day and coming to
me at my call. We took them indoors for several
nights, but after that we left them out unless it

stormed. At noon, however, they seemed better
satisfied in the house and took long, drowsy naps
on a chandelier or other high place.

We had watered them frequently, at first,

with a drop on the end of a stick, later, in a

" The question of when to feed him proved no difficulty at all
"

spoon so that they would learn to dip in the bill.

Once I offered Jay his drink in a full dipper to

see what he would do, Tipping his head fiom
side to side he studied it and then suddenly
hopped splash into the water. I helped him out
and put him, sprawling, on the floor, but he went
at it again and again. Later, when out of doors
he would hop into a small pool we have for gold

fish, about seven inches in depth, and we had
frequently to rescue him, dripping and looking

like any old tramp. He was too sodden to fly,

so would hop on to the rung of a chair and dry his

feathers with the greatest satisfaction.

Weepy was more esthetic in his tastes; no pool

for him, but in the early morning he would trail

about in the short, wet grass until dripping with
dew. What delicacy, what elegance!

Our friends and neighbors found it hard to
believe the tales we told. Great was the amaze-
ment on many occasions. When Jay would sail

gaily into the porch and light on a peddler's

shoulder, or when both of them would fly directly

to a grocer's boy, one lighting on his hat and the

other on his arm, it would call forth some such
remark as, "Say, what do you keep here?" A
neighbor, digging in the garden, would be paral-

yzed to have Jay sweep toward him and light on
his spade, quite too fearless. A doubting
Thomas, in driving me home one day, could not
believe without seeing; so we drove up to the

garden gate and one whistle brought Jay with a

joyous rush and a scream right to my hand, and
Weepy with a slight swish, settled quietly on my
shoulder. Unconditional capitulation of Thomas!
We taught Jay to find his own food by hunting

with him, digging up loose earth or scratching

aside a bunch of leaves. Close under my hand
he would sit ready to pounce on any wiggling or

crawling thing. His first grasshopper was a
miserable failure. It went down legs and all; a

horrid pause, then he fell upon his back and we
thought him dead, but he was soon up again and
violently evicted the scratchy thing. After that

it was his delight to pull off the legs and wings of

grasshopper or cricket and store it alive in a
crack of the walk or under a stone, and very cruel

he looked during the process.
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ON miw o| America' fin*1 *! raialea the vreenkou*r i» regarded aa ihm chef-d'oeuvre
mon| th«* trntui rm o( the landscape Thrae example* hear out the truth of Cow-

per'a aayiruj "Who lov«a « garden lovea a lernhouse too.''

Unfortunately, on other #»atatr* the greenhouse hold* a degraded rank aometimea it ia

rrfit pei nutird !>• bevome an 'V>r «orr to hr hitMrn from view hy * hedge or wall.

fVrhapa the owner* of urh house* ran echo the remark or Charles Lamb "Sentimentally
I am diapoaeci to harmony; but organically I am incapable of tune.

The LU 1 'I ON COMPANY ia "disputed to harmony" and haa been "making good" for

year*, building greenhouses that harmonize uith their aurroundingi. As a caae in point we

call attention to the view above, a ran«r of greenhouses erected in Germantown, Pa
Surely you cannot imagine a design that would harmonize more perfectly with the ad-
joining garage. Furthermore, an important economy was effected in this case by utiliz-

ing the garage heating plant for heating the greenhouse as well. A year after the first

structure was completed, the owner wan so pleased that he ordered ua to build two addi-
tional greenhouses.

A greenhouse may be pleasing to the rye when built, but to give permanent satisfaction
it must retain its "good looks." Nothing will make you more ashamed of your greenhouse
than a "yellow streak" the work of rust. LUTTON V-Bar Greenhouses are guaranteed
ru$t-proof.

Vast are Invited a* vt*H /Ac full-Bleed curved eave LUTTON Gttenhoute, with ru^t-proof V-Bar Frame, which U on exhibit at the Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Central
J emun.il. \ew York City. H * ftW/f gladly haw a repretentative meet you there by appointment, or we wilt $end \ou full particulars and a sample V-Bar section upon request-

261-267 KEARNEY AVENUE WM. H. LUTTON CO. JERSEY CITY, N. J.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF MODERN GREENHOUSES OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES
Cold Framet Conservatories Sun Parlor* Glass Gardens

Fall Planting Number

THE GARDEN
MAGAZINE

The current issue of The Garden Magazine is one of the most
valuable of the year to the home gardener. Many problems

and perplexities confront the real garden lover during the Fall

months and a vast amount of preparation should be made NOW
for that first crop of extra early vegetables you want next Spring

—get the experts' help in this and every issue.

Special Feature
E. H. WILSON

Geneology of the Rose by E. H. Wilson is a special feature in

this issue. The life story of this refined and exclusive flower,

showing lines of descent and the relationships of Roses of the

present dav is fully told in text and made thoroughly clear by
charts and illustrations. Do not miss reading this delicate

romance.

SEASONABLE FACTS FROM EXPERTS
Flowers from Frost to Frost Camile H. Irvine

Color Combinations with Tulips ... S. R. Duffy

Shrubs for Winter Bloom E. P. Powell /
Shade and Street Trees for Present Planting

C.L.

10-16

/ THE
/ GARDEN

Three Exceptional Shrubs /. Horace MacFarland / Garden city
/ New York

HOW TO GET THE GARDEN /
,

MAGAZINE /
/ twelve numbers of 1 he

You car, buy single copies at all news- / ^A^A^
stands, but the better way is to permit / Attached is $1.50.

our sending you twelve issues for $1.50 /
if we have your order within the next / Name

ten days. Send the coupon. /
' Addrtss

Bobbink & Atkins

Special N
Nature does her planting in the Autumn. Weather, soil and labor

conditions are best at this season. Trees and plants firmly established

now start to grow with the first touch of Spring, You save time and
secure better results

—

Copy Nature. Plant in the Autumn.

Home urown Roses
350,000 bushes, all desirable varieties for every field of planting.

Evergreens

Shade Trees

Flowering Shrubs

Hardy Old-Fashioned Flowers

Peonies and Iris

Spring Flowering Bulbs
Write for Illustrated Catalogue No. 35 and Autumn Bulb Catalogue.

Visit our Nurseries

Rutherford,New Jersey
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Only Three Steps in the

NATCO Wall
Quickly erecting the tile.

Applying attractive stucco outside.
Applying plaster inside.

HOUSE BUILDER! Note the speed and

economy, and above all, the safety of

construction with

NATCO-HOLLOW-TILE
Frank Chouteau Brown, the noted architect, says: "Stucco
houses, the walls of which are built of Natco Hollow Tile, are
the most permanent and satisfactory."

Natco construction is cheaper than brick or concrete, and,
while more expensive than flimsy and dangerous frame, the
resulting economies in maintenance and insurance will in the
course of a few years pay for this initial increased outlay.
Natco should be used not only for walls, but for floors and
partitions—throughout the house.

Natco is cooler in summer and warmer in winter, saving coal

bills, thanks to its blankets of dead air contained in the cells of
the tile. It is vermin-proof, damp-proof, and, most important
of all absolutely fireproof.

Think of Natco as a service, free to all architects, engineers,
contractors, and to you. •

Send ten cents for the interesting 32 page book, "Fireproof
Houses." It will show you how other discriminating people
have erected beautiful houses with Natco—for comfort, econ-
omy and safety. For your protection, look for the imprinted
trade mark "Natco" on every tile.

NATIONAL FIRE •PROOFING

190 Federal Street

COMPANY-
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Natco residence atPlain,

field, N. J. Architects,
Marsh and Cette, New
York.

Make the Garden More Beautiful In Two Ways
They have a special style of construction which, while very strong, does away with heavy shadow

casting supports. This makes every King especially sunny and productive and enables you to give

your garden an earlier start.

Then this special construction, noted for its graceful sweeping lines, can be adapted to suit any
style of architecture or landscape plan. The King is in itself the beauty spot of the garden.

Write for Bulletin No. 47— Send us a picture of your home. Tell us your own
ideas, and let our experts prepare a sketch and plan showing just how a King
can add dignity .and grace to your garden—No obligation on your part of course.

King Construction Company, 323 Kings Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

All The Sunlight All Day Houses

On one occasion we had visiting us a lady
whose quantity of hair was laid in braids all over
her head. She was much interested in the birds
as they hopped about on chairs or soared to the
highest tree. Comes Jay, very important indeed,
and proceeds to divest a poor cricket of his
trimmings, and when it is ready for storage he
hops to the high back of her chair and starts to
tuck it under the luxuriant folds of her hair, and
very indignant he is at the storm of protest it

raises. His mischievous nature was much like

that of a crow or raven, and he would carry off
any small bright thing that attracted him. He
once admired, very greatly, a diamond ring on a
man's hand, so that the unwary one took it off
to see what he would do with it, and I had to
make a lively snatch, indeed, to get it before Jay
did, or he would have carried it out of sight in a
jiffy and would most likely have hidden it in the
crotch of a tree.

It may sound improbable to the uninitiated,
"but birds have a decided facial expression; also,

in spite of any argument to the contrary I say
positively that birds think, I have seen them do it.

Six tiny mites of wrens

From the day when Jay tore his first grasshopper

to pieces his face changed, and my tenderness

waned. He grew from an appealing baby to a

swaggering stripling and finally to an unlovely

pirate, with narrow, cunning eyes and a devil-

may-care manner. He brought, one day, four

other young jays, whom he left sitting on a tele-

phone wire while he came into the porch and we
fed him, and I really think he enjoyed their admir-

ation of his nerve.

When we had tea on the porch the birds had to

be put into the house, they made us so much
trouble; the special attraction seemed to be the

butter. Later in the summer Jay had to be shut

in when any one went down town, as he would
follow, and being so tame we feared that something
might happen to him.

All the summer they stayed with us, even after

they needed no care. Weepy, the sweet one,

stayed so late into the fall that we feared he had
forgotten the emigration laws. Then for three

days he was gone and we thought this the last of

him, but no, he was back again and spent one
whole day in the porch. The next morning,

however, he was gone again and did not return.

Jay was about, off and on, all the winter but did

not visit us at all familiarly the next spring, while

Weepy came back early in the spring and fed in

the porch and, though we could not touch him,

he did not seem much afraid. We soaked some
corn for him, as he liked it best that way and

would turn over every piece till he came to one
soft enough to suit him. The second summer he

came in quite near for his corn, but seemed more
wary, and now he comes no more!

Two robins were our next venture. One fell

from the nest and the other we got from some
boys who had it hidden in a barn. Dear, quiet,

and lovable, easy to feed and clinging to us till

quite late in the fall.

And last, besides least, were six tiny mites of

wrens. It happened this way. Our wren house

(we always have a wren house) was in the porch

so that, with the coming and going of the parent

birds and the constant twittering both within and
without the little house, the porch was very lively

indeed. One morning it ceased, but ever and

anon came little screams from the nest, so that

we soon noticed the absence of the parents.

What happened to them we never knew, but we
found one of them dead by the garden gate.
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VAUGHAN'S SEED STORE
CHICAGO. Jl JJ W R..J.Iph Si. NEW YORK. 43 Bsrtlsy Si.

Everything for Yard
and Orchard

RIPE, (fctfoous fruit in season!

What gives more pleasure

than an orchard of your own? Our
sure-bearing fruit trees embrace
many varieties and every one of

them is guaranteed good!

Our rl m (or improving lawns and landscapes is

U-lh unioue .in.l effective: Willi absolutely no

gr.idr shruM>ery and dowers in lime lor spring
planting., ror sixty years, our house has stood
(or ou.uity in yard and orchard trees and (lowers.

Sena for iqio catalog and see why.

HOOPES. BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. L. West Chester. Pa.
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fourHome Complete
There's health and pleasure in a green-

house and it adds a touch of beauty to

any home. You can have flowers and
fresh vegetables all winter. Whether
you own or rent you can afford a

Callahan Duo-Glazed Greenhouse
Ready built in sections easily put up or

taken down. The double waif of glass

forms a non-conductive air chamber that

keeps the greenhouse warm at low cost.

Callahan greenhouses are all that can

be desired in material, workmanship and
construction. Many sizes and prices

—

some as low as$i 38 Catalogueon request.

Callahan Duo-Glazed Sash Co.

1627 Wyandot St.. Dayton, Ohio

YOU can turn its leaves and sec a snug
little leanto, quite as it might look

against your garage; or the even span
house in different sizes, and their effect when
also garage-linked.

You can see the separate houses with their

several different garden plots, and attractive
work rooms.

You can sec the extensive groups of houses,
with growing room for the fruits and flowers
of the tropics, along with the choice ones of
our climes. W ith its aid you can picture the
joys of a perpetual garden of old fashioned

flowers, under glass. You can begin to appre-
ciate the unlimited pleasurable possibilities

of a greenhouse.
From the general character of the booklet

itself ; and the kind of houses shown; together
with the names of the people who own them;
you can come to a decision concerning who
should best build your greenhouse.
At this point, a letter to us will bring our

heartiest co-operation in planning and sug-
gesting a design for a house that will best
meet your requirements.

Write for Booklet No. 109.

lord^fWnhamfo.

NEW YORK
42nd Street Building
ROCHESTER

Granite Building

Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

SALES OFFICES
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

Trcmont Building Widencr Building Rookery Building
CLEVELAND TORONTO MONTREAL

Swctland Building Royal Bank Building Transportation Building
FACTORIES : Irvington, N. Y., Des Piaines, 111., St. Catherines. Canada

A one compartment glass garden 18 feet wide and 33 feet long. Let us tell you its approximate cost

Dreer's

Reliable Spring - Blooming

Bulbs

DO NOT miss the joy of having a bed or bor-

der of Bulbs next Spring. Plant them this

Fall as early as you can and success is certain.

We import the very highest grades of the finest

varieties and offer in our Autumn Catalogue

splendid collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-

sus, Crocus, Snowdrops, etc., etc.

The Fall is also the time to set out Hardy
Perennial Plants, Vines, Shrubs, etc. Our Autumn
Catalogue also gives a complete list of seasonable

seeds, plants and bulbs for out-doors, window-gar-

den and conservatory.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this magazine

Henry A. Dreer, ZltiiS&£g*£:
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KELSEy
HEALTH
HEAT
It Ventilates While It Heats

Overcomes " Stuffy-Room-Headaches"

^^J

A settle once for all the question

of ventilation—to automatically

end the discussion of "too little" or

"too much air"—to solve for all time

the problem of fresh air without drafts

—to make the home healthful and
comfortable alike for the children and
the old folks; is what the Kelsey
Health Heat accomplishes.

Fresh, comfortably heated air,

straight from the sunshiny outside,

mixed with just the right healthful

amount of moisture, that's what the

Kelsey Health Heat is.

Ample heat in any room and every

room, in any weather, regardless

of the wind's direction. A heat
that's so agreeable, so nature satisfy-

ing, that you feel its comfort, but
you don't feel its heat.

It is noiseless, leakless and dustless.

It is as easy to operate as a kitchen

stove.

Is notably free from repairs.

Burns hard coal, wood, gas or crude
oil.

Can be installed in either old or
new houses.

Facts—proven facts—point to its

being the most economical of all heats.

Send for booklet "Some Saving
Sense on Heating."

New York
103-D Park Avenue

Boston
405-D P. O, Sq. Building

The f^£L5LV
I WARM AIR GENERATOR I

231 James Street

Syracuse, N. Y.

Chicago
2767-D Lincoln Avenue

Detroit

95-D Builders Exchange

DAVEY TREE SURGEONS
Have your trees examined now ! Learn their real con-
ditions and needs from this expert source without charge.
Ask for booklet illustrating Davey Tree Surgery.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO., 190 Elm St., Kent. Ohio

Cromwell Gardens Phlox
in Field-grown Clumps

These plants have been growing in the
field for three years; they are far superior to

the ordinary one-year plants, for they are

sure to bloom next year. Planted in masses
in front of shrubbery, along the walk, or in

a great bed, these clumps will be glorious

next summer. Every variety in our cata-

logue can be furnished for 35 cents each,
or three for $1.

Cromwell Gardens Fall Catalogue

contains lists of the leading hardy plants, Phloxes.
Peonies, Chrysanthemums and Iris, in addition to
Bulbs, Ferns Evergreens. Roses and Shrubs. If you
have a garden or are thinking of making one. you
will find this booklet helpful. A copy will be sent
on receipt of your name and address.

CROMWELL GARDENS
A. N. Pierson, Inc.

Box 11 Cromwell, Conn.

row
Send for INu.t rated Catalog — Free . Addrett

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA

HORSFORD'S
ColdWeather Plants

A NEW Perennial Canterbury
Bell which bears an abundance

of pale lavender-blue flowers; a most
promising novelty on account of

its beauty, hardiness and vigorous

growth. My spring and fall lists

offer the best plants for cold climates.

About a thousand kinds, Old-Fashioned
Flowers, BULBS FOR FALL PLANT-
ING, Lilies, mostly fresh from beds, \Yild

Flowers, Shrubs, Trees, Vines and HARDY
FRUIT STOCK. Write now for cata-

logue M.

F. H. H0RSF0RD, Charlotte, Vermont

\
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A Terra Cotta TILE ROOF
has every point of superiority in its favor: Architectural

beauty, perfect protection from fire, leaks, moisture and
weather changes—wonderful durability without repairs, and

therefore eventual economy. It gives a building character and

increases its selling value. We show in border of this adver-

tisement detail of the Imperial Spanish Tiles used on roof of

this handsome residence of Mr. Sidney, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

designed by Lansing, Bly and Lyman, Architects.

Our illustrated booklet, "The Roof Beautiful," printed
in colors, containing views of many beautiful homes
with roofs of* Terra Cotta Tiles, sent free upon request

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

There was nothing for it but to feed the babies.

They were little, but, it took the entire family to
keep them satisfied. We could not have the
whole bevy loose about the house all the time,
so we put them in a small tin tub with straw in

the bottom and a close wire net over the top.
As they grew and could fly about it was most
amusing to work with them. The moment the
wire was off, out flew the six and they swarmed
over me, crazy to be fed and each insisting on the
next turn, with wide open beak and fluttering

wings. They flew all over the house and we had
to gather them in and put them back into their

tub, a very vulgar looking dwelling for these

Jay would hop into the goldfish pool for a bath, and had
frequently to be rescued when he got beyond his depth

dainty little creatures. We had them out of
doors long before they could care for themselves,
our previous experience having taught us that it

was safe enough since they came to us as to the
parent birds.

Soon, seeming able to care for themselves, we
decided to leave them out. The morning found
them very hungry in their tub. Hurrying to

feed them before turning them out, the anxious
one found no egg or meat bits at hand so thought
to try corn meal, which is so good for little chicks,

and would stop their hungry clamor. They
took it greedily and flew about the house as usual.

In about an hour one was found dead in a rocking
chair, another on the stairs, a third on a dressing

table, and the others in various places, dead, all of

them dead. F. Mayo Seabury.

THE AMERICAN MERGANSER
SPENT considerable time in watch-
ing the many feathered visitors to

the open water glades in the Con-
necticut River last winter, where
the ducks and gulls gather in con-
siderable numbers to feed. About

half an hour before sunrise they came regu-
larly from their night camping waters at Terry's
Island, some of them continuing northward to

the swifter water of the smaller streams, but
many of them stopping just above the Enfield

dam, where the water seldom freezes though it is

deep and of sluggish current.

Here the American mergansers, commonly
called shelldrakes or sawbills, begin their fishing

to satisfy their ravenous appetites, and from sun-

rise to sunset they are seemingly busy every
instant. The adult male and female differ so

widely in appearance that they are generally

taken for different species. The former, one of

our most magnificent birds, is crowned with a

gorgeous, slightly crested, iridescent green head
and neck, white breast, and glossy black back with

white and black markings on wings. Under-
neath he is salmon pink. This color fades after

death to pure white. The female, smaller than
her consort, is slate gray with darker markings on
back shading to grayish white underneath. The
head is reddish brown with a prominent crest

toward back of head and neck. The flesh of these

active birds is blackish, rank, tough, and un-

palatable, but they are nevertheless hunted con-

siderably. To approach them through the open
is impossible. They are wary and timid to an
astonishing degree, the least motion of one's

body, or even one's head, over an intervening

elevation is the signal for the most alert vigilance,

and any unguarded movement of their natural

enemy, man, causes the whole flock to bunch to-

gether and swim off to the centre of the river.

I have dressed in white from head to foot and,

hidden by bushes and snow, braved the freezing

winds to watch these dexterous fishermen and
their remarkable diving and swimming feats.

Feeding is their chief object in life, and they
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The"One"Room
THERE is always the

,,One" room in every home—the room that gives the most

cheer and comfort.
Make that "One" room in your home more cheerful and comfortable.

Start in by removing the old-fashioned wood windows, substituting modern case-

ment windows.

CRITTALL
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

will give more light and better light be-

cause the frame and cross members occupy
very little space. They are exceptionally
strong, allowing the window to be opened
and closed with ease, regardless of weather
conditions. Cnttall Windows are fire

proof.weather proof, and will last a life time.

Modern homes, office and banking build-

ings-wherever convenience, attractiveness

and durability areappreciated-you will find

Crittall Windows. Write Dept. F. for com-
plete details—no obligations on your part.

CRITTALL CASEMENT WINDOW COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Manufacturers of solid steel and bronze windows

Poultry House
11

1

1 «miuiR&

Do you have to keep down your list

of week-end guests because your home
will not accommodate everyone you
want to invite ? Do you always have

enough room for those who come ?

Don't be cramped. There's an easy

way out—erect on your grounds one

or more of the

Portable
HOUSES

Si
Screen House

1B9aWmm

Play House

Then if you have a young married couple

among your guests, you can offer them the

seclusion and convenience of a cottage for them-

selves alone. Or if a family are visiting you,

they can have a jolly party together.

Hodgson Portable Houses are made in sec-

tions which are rijidly constructed and easily

bolted together by unskilled workmen. They

are thoroughly comfortable in any season,

weather or climate. The catalogue illustrates

many charming cottages suitable for estates,

as well as numerous other styles of inexpen-

sive adjuncts to your home. For a copy address

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 116 Washington St.. Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City
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A Satisfactory Home
When you build, make sure of these six important

essentials: beauty, durability, resistance to heat and cold,

resistance to fire, low first cost, low maintenance.

No one material gives all of these advantages to the

fullest possible extent; but stucco offers the highest average.

Atlas-White Stucco
is beautiful—either in the natural white of Atlas-White Portland

Cement, which is used in the final coat, or in the attractive tones

that may be secured by the addition of color aggregates or

pigments. If well-built, an Atlas -White Stucco Home will last

a lifetime, with almost no expense for repairs. It is cool in

summer, easy to heat in winter, and resists fire. The first cost

is almost as low as wood and lower than all the others.

Ask your architect about stucco for the home you want. Also
send for our illustrated books "Information for Home Builders"

and "Choosing the Garage" which tell the essentials of good
homes and garages and how to get them. Use the coupon below.

The Altas Portland Cement Company
Members of the Portiajid Cement Association

30 Broad St., New York Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago
Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Minneapolis Des Moines Dayton

ATLAS
The Atlas Portland Cement Company, 30 Broad Street, New York., or Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago

?_
r .-.,.„.-.,-, »„ K..;i/i

Garaare Portfolio
Send to name and address below Atlas-White J?

oln
^_ ^"^.l? I expect to build

(check the one s
Tou want) 1-G-0-16

.Home

.Garage
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SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS

and Water Supply Systems
Give the Country Home Complete

SANITARY EQUIPMENT
_ and enable you to install in your home

~^Z3J modern plur bing for bathroom, kitchen,
r—' sink and laundry.

The construction of the Kewanee System
trr-. is extremely simple and most of the material

may be bought at home. The Kewanee Cast-
ings are the most necessary and important
parts and are adjusted to give the best
results. Our Bulletin explains alL
You can't go wrong in the installation

of a Kewanee System when the simple
instructions are followed, and the Kewanee
Castings are used.

KEWANEE PRIVATE
UTILITIES

like Public Utilities, give every city comfort to the country
household. We will furnish plan and work with you for best
arrangement of the following:

Water Supply Systems Sewage Disposal Plants

Electric Lighting Plants Gasoline Storage Plants

Home Power Plants Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Send (or Bulletins, mentioning the subject yon are interested in.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
1F0 merij Kewanee Water Supply Co.)

13S 5. Franklin Street, Kewanee, Illinois

BRANCH OFFICES: 60 Church Street. New York
1212 Marquette Building, Chicago

IJOW much do you really know about the
•* personal views and opinions of Wood-

row Wilson?
During the coming Presidential Campaign

do you want your opinions to be based on
authoritative knowledge or on unreliable

newspaper stories?

Wit and Wisdom
of

Woodrow Wilson
Compiled and Edited by RICHARD LINTHICUM

Contains the meat of all the important speeches made
by Woodrow Wilson during the past four years.

Here you have, in his own words, the man's personal

views on all important questions of the time.

PUBLISHED SEPT. 27th NET, $1.00

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Co. New York

do not hesitate to tackle a fish entirely too
large to be swallowed whole. The merganser
possibly swallows small fry at a gulp while under
water, but with anything worth showing, such as

pickerel or perch, he comes to the surface, hold-

ing it by the middle. With a twitch of the head
and neck and subsequent dexterous manipulation,
the fish is always turned about and swallowed
head first. This process is followed, evidently,

out of respect for the sharp dorsal fins which fold

back.

These birds swim incredible distances under
water, using both feet and wings, and soon over-

take any fish in its own element. Their activity

and rapid process of digestion keep them in a

ravenous appetite. I have seen one male mer-
ganser fishing near two females, swallow three

six-inch fish inside of thirty minutes.

One day, after watching for several minutes the

repeated divings of a female merganser, I saw
her appear with an eel, which was, to the best

of my judgment, about thirteen inches long. It

proved to be quite a trick to get the eel headed

The adult male and female mergansers differ so widely in

appearance that they are generally taken for different species

down her throat, and she dropped it twice in t!-.2

effort, only to grab it easily after a short dive, for

another juggling of the slippery customer. After

some five or eight minutes, she demonstrated
her ability by heading the eel toward her gullet,

and with frantic efforts to swallow it, she stretched

her whole body straight upward, darted her head

this way and that, but the eel refused to budge
further, leaving three or four inches of eel tail

twisting about her bill.

She seemed satisfied with her first attempts, and
swam contentedly around a little circle, doubtless

enjoying the tickling of the eel's tail about her

neck. This breathing spell proved to be her

undoing, for a ponderous gray herring gull

swooped down upon her and began a sudden
argument for the possession of the eel. In-

stantly, two more gulls appeared at the battle

front and nothing definite was to be seen except

flapping wings. The conflict was sharp and de-

cisive, the skirmish shifting amongst the gulls,

while the merganser, minus her well earned titbit,

took flight to the opposite shore.

The gulls are often seen in close company with

the mergansers, watching with sharp-eyed interest

everv move of their industrious companions.

Their eyesight is so keen as to be almost uncanny.

One may row out on a bay usually frequented

bv gulls to find not one in sight in any direction.

Throw out a codfish, and before you know it a

speck appears against the sky, which gradually

turns into a gull headed your way. Look around

again and there are other specks, all attracted

from incredible distances by the morsel on the

surface of the water.

I once watched a gull on the mud flats of New
Rochelle harbor try ing its best to swallow some

long, eel-like object, which seemed to resist the

gull's best efforts. To get a better view, I

walked around to where a jutting headland of

rock would place rile near the scene of activity,

but the gull sighting me as I came into close view,

started off with his dinner evidently entirely

swallowed. It seemed that I was not to learn

the nature of his lunch, but as he flew upward

and around toward the beach, he suddenly threw

out the object which he had swallowed with such

pains, and it came down with a flop not far off on

the sand. I walked over and found it to be a

leather strap, which I picked up and carried to

the house. There I found the strap to measure

1 5^ inches in length by i\ inches in width, and

on one end was a heavy iron buckle. The strap,

I surmise, would have proved fairly easy for

digestion, but the buckle, on more intimate

acquaintance, had caused a sudden change in the

dinner arrangement. George D. Bartlett.
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Fair's Hardy Plant Specialties
(EDITION 19 IS -19)

A oft P,lKr Kiii«l«'-lxx>k to |Im world of hnrdy plants.

Yunl .tin! .n i iir.it** ilcsi riptinns of Hanlv Plants, Roses,
Sliruhs, in* hiding l.« nioin» 's new Trent l\ double and
single ilowered Lilacs, the new varieties of Philadelphia,

l>eut/.ias, etc., mak*- this lunik a desirable ac(|uisitioi\ to

any garden lilu.n \

.

In this U»ok are noted the desirable varieties of Phlox,
Delphiniums, Long-spurred Columbines, Peonies, and
other plants always desirable in the hardy garden, and
which should be planted in the fall.

Farr's Hardy Phlos till in thr color scheme in July and
August with lirilli.int st arlet, MihhI n il, s..(t pink, ffeep |>ur-

plr Ami nu t.illu dines.

Fair'* Delphiniums. In the tull, larRc-flowcrctl vari-
tie», whit li I li.i\ r ilc\ elo|Hil, the Moonis are unusually large

often .• im lies ,u ros> with lloucr k *- ^ nearly <> (eet I. ill.

Farr'a Long-Spurred Columbines arc raisetl from seeds
of m\ own selection. I have a splendid collection of the long-

spurn-d sorts, and an excellent assortment of the leading

Knxlish h\ brids.

If you do not have a copy of the l>ook "Farr's Hardy
Plant S|H-cialties," send for it to-day.

Bcrtrand H. Farr Wyomissing Nurseries Company, Inc.,
1 03 GarrUld A**., Wyominin|, Ptniu.

m J1

The Garden in The Home
The Conservatory is one of the greatest joys of

the country home. There the delights of "out-

doors" can be enjoyed with the comforts of "in-

doors." There you may have the year 'round

companionship with plants and flowers which
means so much to those who love country life.

Moninger Conservatories are found in many of

the most beautiful homes in America. Their

excellence of design insures a harmonious effect

with any style of architecture. And Moninger
construction provides the maximum amount of

strength with the minimum of shade.

If you are planning a conservatory or any other

kind of greenhouse work, we will be glad to sub-

mit sketches and estimates without any charge.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
Chicago

920 Blackhawk St.

Cincinnati
2312 Union Central Bldg.

New York
810 Marbridge Bldg.

1-YEAR TREE Planted in 1914; bearing 17 peaches in 1915

The Rochester Peach (New)
I.argp. yellow and Red free-stone; flesh yellow, very highly flavored; stone very small.

To eat out of hand or canned it cannot be equalled an a table delicacy. Will ship as good
as an Elbcrta. The peach comes into ripening the middle of August, when there is no other
yellow and red free-stone of quality on the market, so you can readily see that it will com-
mand the highest price.

The tree is a strong, upright grower, hardv as an oak. Has stood 1€ degree* below
zero and produced a fall crop; while Elberta and Crawford under the same conditions
in the same orchard produced no blossoms and consequently no fruit.

It is seldom known to fruit-growers for young trees planted a little over a year to bear
fruit. The New Rochester peach solves the problem for you.

Sobtr Paragon
Sweet ChestHut
ytctuat Size

(

0k
>

Are

Hardy English

Walnut Orchards

a Commercial Success
this City and County

SOBER PARAGON
Mammoth Sweet Chestnut

BEARS FIRST YEAR
Paxinos Orchard Crop brought

$30,000

Sober Paragon Mammoth Sweet Chest-
nut will thrive anywhere apples, pears and
other fruit trees do. It will withstand ex-

tremes of heat, cold and drouth with less

injury than most trees. It will even grow
in poor soil, cultivation not being necessary,

although careful cultivation will greatly in-

crease the yield. The chief requirement is a
well-drained *oil, kept free from under-

brush. The care and attention that you
would give an apple orchard will pay big

dividends if spent upon an orchard of Sober
Paragon Chestnut trees. Moreover, your or-

chard begins paying you results almost at

once, since you start with BEARING
TREES.

Commercially, fortunes lie 'in raising
English Walnuts. Never before has the Eng-
lish Walnut been so available to everyone as
now. Our Clenwood Grown English
Walnut of to-day, has been bred for its

majestic beauty as well as for the golden
crop it bears. It has likewise been bred for

Health, Hardiness and Resistibility in
Northern Climates.
The Thompson Orchard, near Rochester, 228 trees,

the largest commercial bearing orchard in the East,

produced Fall 1915. 260 bushels Walnut,, 32
lbs. to the bushel, sold at 25c. per
pound. Wholesale $2,080. Thii orchard has

been in bearing many years, with absolutely no frhs-

ter- killing—with occasional temperatares 20 degrees

below zero.

YOU can now grow these wonderful Eng-
lish Walnuts around your own home or in

your orchard just as you have always grown
Peach and Apple trees—Elms and Maples.

Pure Strain Filberts
The Filbert is probably the least un-

derstood of all Nut trees in the East,

and yet it is a Nut tree of great com-

mercial value and bound to be very

important in the future development

of Nut culture.

It is admirably adapted to grow

throughout the North on account of its

hardiness. It comes into bearing early,

often at two years of age and is a steady

cropper. Filberts will do well on almost

any soil but succeed best on clayey loam,

rather moist. It is a rapid grower and

should be trained as a tree.

Fiftieth Year in Business—Our Golden Anniversary Souvenir
Rose Free with every order

Our 1916 Catalogue and Planting Guide—Includes Nut Culture,
Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, Evergreens, etc., mailed FREE on Request.

GLEN BROS., Inc., Clenwood Nursery (Est. 1866) 1732 Main St, Rochester, N.T.
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"HY ARE ALL LAVATORIES WHIT1
Some lavatories are made of china. The rest

made white so they will look like china,

most beautiful, the most durable, the most sanitary lava

tones are those made by the potters.

The Trenton Potteries Company

"Impervio" China Lavatories
Real vitreous china is white through and through. It does not

absorb grease. It cannot rust, stain nor discolor. Its glistening

whiteness is permanent.

A Trenton Potteries Company Lavatory will inspire you with

pride every time you use it. It is more than simply LIKE china.

It IS china.

Such a fixture costs no more to install than the poorest plumb-
ing fixture. Your architect or plumber knows and will

recommend the Trenton Potteries Company fixtures.

Booklet M- 9 "Bathrooms of Character"
shows various designs that will harmonize with the

architecture and furnishings of your home. Write for it.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

Makers of the Silent SI- WEL-CLO Closet

Now is The Time for Gar-

den and House

Improvements

"Pergolas," Lattice

Fences, Garden Houses
and Arbors

"Catalogue E-29" tells

all about 'em. When
writing enclose 10c. and
ask for Catalogue E-29.

HARTMANN - SANDERS COMPANY
Factory and Main Office:

Elston and Webster Avenue, CHICAGO
New York Office: 6 East 39th St., New York City

East or West
North or South

Large or small, expensive or cheap,

wherever your property may be, you
can reach a probable buyer through

the Real Estate Department in

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
The National Real Estate Medium

11 West 32nd Street New York

WHY WAIT lO YEARS FOR
BIG TREES ?
Hicks splendid evergreen and shade trees will

beautify and increase the value of your property
this year. We ship anywhere within iooo miles
and guarantee satisfactory growth. Trees 15 ft.

wide. Fall is the best time
to transplant. Write for

Catalogue L of big trees,

shrubs and hardy Bowers.

Hicks trees save ten years

HICKS
NURSERIES
Westbury,L.I.,'Phone68

THE AMERICAN CHESTNUT OF
THE FUTURE

HEN war or drought. or insects, or
disease threatens the reduction or

destruction of a nation's resources,

two courses lie open. One is to

combat and, if possible, eliminate

the cause; the other is to discover

new sources of the necessary materials and aban-
don the old to the enemy. In fighting the dis-

eases and insect pests that attack our native
plants, the former is the more common and often

the more desirable plan. But in the case of the
chestnut bark disease it will not work, simply

Nuts of wild dwarf chinquapin (left) and hybrid chinquapin ob-

tained by hybridizing the former with the Japanese chestnut

An eight-year-old hybrid chinquapin tree

A four-year-old cross-bred Japanese chestnut bearing its third

successive crop

because no means has yet been discovered for

destroying or weakening the organism by which
the malady is caused and transmitted from tree

to tree. Resource has necessarily been had,

therefore, to a search for forms of chestnut resis-

tant to the disease and in other respects as

satisfactory as the species that is now practically

doomed. It is encouraging to note that in at

least two directions the desired results are being

obtained.

In the first place it has been found that certain

native chestnuts of China and Japan are practi-

cally immune to the disease—presumably owing

to its having existed in those countries for many
years. Secondly, it has been possible to import

specimens of such varieties to this country where

they apparently find conditions entirely congenial-

The additional step of cross breeding Oriental

forms with our native Eastern chinquapin has

now resulted in some very promising types

characterized by immunity to the bark disease,

attractive form, extremely rapid growth, early

and prolific bearing tendencies, and nuts of excel-

lent quality much larger than those of their

American parent. Even the second generation

of this cross, grown from seed, appears to have
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Standard

Pumping Units
An iilc.il water supply for the

country homo, institution and

m cenhousc.

Standard Pumping Units re-

present the utmost in careful en-
gineering design, thorough work-
manship and absolute reliability.

In construction, efficacy and
cost they are more than satisfac-

tory as shown by the statements
ot users in the last fifteen years.

Electrical power or gasoline

engines ol our own manufacture.
W e furnish electric lighting sys-

tems to work, with the same
power.
Get our catalogue, with special

supplement tor greenhouse own-
ers.

The Standard Pump & Engine Co.
702 Carroll Street Akron, Ohio

OLD BOXWOOD BUSHES
For Sale—Eight magnificent old box-
wood bushes, five to six feet in height.

Photos furnished.

MRS. CEO. S. WILLS, FalUton, Md.

Darwin Tulips
This exquisite class of Tulip bears flowers four to six

inches in diameter on 30-inch stems. They bloom and
thrive for years without deterioration such as the
ordinary Tulips are subject to.

Pride of Haarlem. The best old rose color Darwin
Tulip. 25c per doz. $1.75 per 100.

Margaret. Beautiful globular flowersof soft, blush rose.

25c per doz.; $1.35 per 100.
Clara Butt. BlutMHt* shade of soft clear pink. 25c

per doz.; SI.50 per 100.
Baronne De La Tonnaye. Large, rose carmine flowers

superbly formed and retaining their brilliancy to

the last. 25c per doz. ; $1.50 per 100.

Collection of twtln each {43 bulbs), $1.00 postpaid.

Daffodils
Victoria. The variety shown below, yellow trumpet with white

perianth, "double nose" bulbs producing two flowers.

90c per doc: $3.00 per too. Postpaid.
Trumpet Varieties Mixed, aoc perdoz.; $1 « per 100. Postpaid.

Our Autumn Kulb Catalogue, with full information relative to

Dar»in and Breeder Tulips, Narcissus, etc., mailed on
request.

Arthur T. Boddington Co., Inc.

Dept. L 1 1?8 Chambers Street, New York

This charming ncrrrn of many UAv.w color imp*, was planted by the owner of the stucco house. Instead of mar-
ring Ihr neighbor's properly, it has greatly enhanced its value. Such results are happy for all concerned. We can
quickly duplicate tins screen for you.

Did You Ever Think of Fall Planting

From These Angles of Advantage?
RIGHT now before the leaves are all off,

you can tell exactly the shrubs or trees

you require, to fill in the <>|>en places you
have noticed all Summer. The needs are now
still plainly apparent, so you can select with

a certainty, exactly the things best suited to

meet them. In the spring when all is barren,

it's a very difficult matter to tell what you
do require. You have forgotten just how things

really do look when in full leaf; and so you are

apt to buy more than needed, and then crowd
trie planting. Or less than you need and
skimp the effect.

In cither case it is unsatisfactory. In both
cases itmcansadditionalnecdlessexpenditures.

The season now being at an end, the marring

of your grounds, caused by digging them up in

the planting, makes no special difference; while

in the Spring when you are

impatient to have every-

thing look perfect as soon as

possible; such scars arc in-

deed glaring.

It being the dormant time

for most of the trees and
shrubs, there is practically

no planting set-back shock;

which means that next

Spring they will start right off growing vigor-

ously, just as if nothing had happened.
The rush of work of many kinds is now also

over, making it easy to get plenty of help for

your Fall planting, which, as you so well know,
is one of the greatest of Spring's problems.

Having decided then in favor of Fall plant-

ing, your next move is where to buy the shrubs
and trees to plant. If you could, and would,
come to our nursery at Rutherford, N. J.

—

just twelve miles out of New York—and look

at our stock, we are sure you would be con-

vinced of its growthy vigor and general supe-

riority. When we dug down into the roots you
would see a most convincing mass, such as

every planting expert knows goes such a long

way towards insuring success. Our frank and
fair methods of doing business can but ap-

« • 1 nj t peal to you.special [Note We prefer to promptly re-

place any stock that for

reasons due to us, fails to

turn out satisfactorily. If

you can't come to the nur-

sery to make your own
pleasurable selection, send

forour catalogue. Or let us

make planting suggestions.

In the October issue of Garden Maga-
zine, there is an important article on
Fall heeling in of shrubs; or a new-old-
mcthod of getting a running start on
your Spring planting. If you don't
happen to take the Garden Magazine,
drop us a card and we will gladly for-

ward you a copy with the article

marked.

Tuliuy T^ekrS* Co
*J Box 12, Rutherford N.J.

IMPORTED HIGH GRADE
Tulips, Hyacinths,

Daffodils, Crocus, etc.

Upon receipt of one dollar, we will send you, post-
paid, 100 Extra Selected Tulips with planting
instructions.

Our new 1916 Price Lists of bulbs for fall planting
will be mailed to you upon application.

It will pay you to order now for either immediate
or future delivery.

ROOS BROTHERS Milton, Mass.

Bulb Catalogue
CEND.foryourcopy. Our
*J bulbs are full size, true to

name, and very beautiful.
We have a really wonderful assortment of 60

of our choicest bulbs for Sr. 00. You may send
a dollar pinned to your order at our risk.

To those who love flowers and "growing
things," our Bulb Catalogue will be a revelation.
Send for it to-day.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
53G, Barclay St., through to 54 Park Place

New York

Evergreen Planting in September
ALL through September is a most favorable period for

the successful transplanting of Evergreen Trees and

Shrubs. Our Evergreens are lifted with a large ball of

fine roots and earth which is securely wrapped in burlap

to insure their safe shipment. Catalogue if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Win. Warner Harper, Prop.

BOX G, CHESTNUT HILL. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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LET them romp—that is the
joy of childhood—and don't

worry about your floors and wood-
work if you are sure they are fin-

ished with Pitcairn Aged Varnish.
The floor which is finished with

Pitcairn Aged Floor Spar will not
easily mar, nor will it be blem-
ished by the leaking radiator, or
other household accidents.

Woodwork finished with Pit-

cairn Aged Finishing Spar has
enduring elegance.

—and the front door, or yacht
finished with Pitcairn Aged Mast

Spar retains its richness in spite

of the weather's wear.

PITCAIRN
BANZAI ENAMEL
The enamel that is free-flowing,

making it easy for your decorator to
secure a flawless, unblemished surface
—making it sure that your white, or
tinted enamel work will have utmost,
and most enduring beauty.

Send us the name of your architect.

—so we can send him and you our
Portfolio of Interiors, helpfully sug-
gestive photographs ofhome interiors.

PITCAIRN VARNISH COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis.
Distributing Stock* in 25 Leading Jobbing Centre* of the U. S.

Sold by Retailers Everywhere

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home

THE mother is the natural teacher
of her children. She knows their
peculiarities, their tempera-

ments, their weaknesses, but un-
trained as a teacher, the time comes
when she feels her inability alone to
proceed further with their education.
Possibly not within reach of a really

efficient school, she reluctantly gives them up to be taught
with other children.

Now, there has grown up in the City of Baltimore, in connec-
tion with a great private day school a Home Instruction
Department, the high object and purpose of which is the edu-
cation of children from four to twelve years of age, entirely in
their own homes and yet according to the best modern methods
and under the guidance and supervision of educational experts,
who are specialists in elementary education.

The school was established in 1897, and now has pupils in
every state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

One mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magi-
cal in its results." An-
other previously per-
plexed by educational
problems, voices her
relief in these words:
"A real Godsend."

A booklet outlining the
plan and courses of
instruction will be sent
on request.

Address Calvert School,

Inc. V. M. Hillyer. A. B.

(Harvard) , Headmaster,
8-W Chase Street.

Baltimore, Md.

MRS. MARSHALL'S School for Little Girl*
A home-like boarding and day school for girls under fifteen, affording
an abundance of healthful recreation, and fitting pupils for the leading
boarding schools of the East.

Brlarollff Manor Bookletfree on request New York

Tennessee, Nashville, Box 35, Belmont Heights.

Ward-Belmont for girls and young women.
A school of nationat patronage and prestige, located in the South. Strong

Faculty and half million dollar equipment, affording superior facilities for
physical, intellectual, social and moral development. Ideal climate and health
record. OpenSept.20. For catalogue and book of views address as above.

Photography, Good Sport

but the results are not always
satisfactory. Ask practical help
from the photo-man with

The Readers' Service

retained all the desired characteristics. The
second phase of this work is the interbreed-
ing of different Japanese and Chinese varieties

that have already taken kindly to conditions
here, and the careful selection and subsequent
crossing of resulting forms. Herein also not-
able success has been attained, so far as can
be judged by the appearance and performance of
several generations already grown. Indeed,
everything seems to point to the possibility of a
new stand of Americanized chestnuts even in the
desolated North Atlantic States—chestnuts of
such beauty, hardiness, quality, and productivity
that the loss of the noble but defenceless trees of
an earlier day will not even be regretted.

D. Cunningham.

THE PRICE OF A FARM—AND
WHAT IT IS WORTH
WO of the easiest things in the

world for the average man to do
are, first, to view with superior
pity the other fellow who gets
"stung" in buying farm land; and
second, to suffer the same painful

experience himself in making a similar purchase.
Among the many details of preparedness with
which a would-be farm buyer can arm himself to
prevent such a result—but which he usually
overlooks or underestimates—is a simple but
exceedingly valuable method of comparing
the per acre price of land" under consideration
with its actual value. To illustrate:

A farm is offered or advertised thus: "Two
hundred and forty acres, splendidly located,

excellent buildings in good condition; 100 acre-

age of tillage, 50 acres of pasture and mowing,
balance timber. Price $100 an acre." We will

assume that the location is good, the roads,

transportation facilities, markets, schools, and
other items of environment all that could be
desired, and the tillable land in very fair con-
dition. The proposition sounds, therefore, like

a veritable bargain—and is consequently ir-

resistible to the majority of unwary, unpene-
trating minds.

Suppose, however, that we analyze the prop-
erty by divisions. The 100 acres of tillable

land we may find to be really valuable, worth
more, indeed, than the price asked; give it, for

instance, a value of $125 per acre. It will

therefore represent $12,500 of the total price.

Examining the 50 acres of so-called pasture and
mowing, we find it apparently a thick sod of

lush, rich grass, but as we look closer, and inter-

rogate disinterested neighbors, we learn that it

is in many places soft and boggy, that during the
average spring it is under water for several weeks,
and that as a site for drainage operations it is

hopeless. There is nothing to do but value the

piece as a source of coarse hay at, say $20 per

acre, or $1,000.

The remainder or timber land is next found to

be rich in beautiful vistas, bridle paths, and
rippling brooks, but most scantily supplied with

marketable lumber or even young stands of

desirable hard woods. By dint of extensive

planting it might be made to yield returns in a

generation or so, but as it stands it cannot be
said to represent more than $5, or at most $10,

an acre as productive property. This means
$900 more. The buildings, while accurately

described from the practical farm point of view,

we find to be hardly adapted to our particular

needs, but we can value them at $3,000 either

as building material or tenant quarters.

Recapitulating we see that we have given the

farm a value of $12,500 plus $1,000, plus $900,
plus $3,000; that is $18,400 for the 240 acres,

or not quite $77 an acre. Yet, on the basis of a

casual scrutiny of the advertisement and a

superficial examination of the farm, as a whole,

a price of $100 had previously seemed eminently

fair and justifiable! And this is only one simple

phase of the fine art of farm buying.

E. L. D. S.
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Secret History
REVEALED BY LADY PEGGY O MALLEY

"C. N. and A. M.

Willi W1SON have

w nt ten nothing better

than tins stirring;

tale of life on the

Mexican border and

in Europe, and no

one has told

their stories quite

so well as little

I ,ady Peggy

OMalley."
—Boaton Tranmcript

"Clean, clever and

convincing,

readers have a treat

before them in this

book."
—Troy Record

At All Bookstores. Net, $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Company

Garden City New York

Stories of the East
tfjj Of a ship that came within sight of

11 home. The bottom of that ship was
overgrown like a garden. Of 600 ragged

soldiers from Arabia come aboard. Who
was saved? The Turk alone who told

this Odyssey to the American?

flTT Of such things is "The Leopard of
jI the Sea," opening tale of "Stamboul

Nights," and listed as one of the twenty-

one best short stories published in a year.

There ire twelve other tales full of the

color and romance of the East.

Stamboul Nights
By H. G. Dwight

Author of "Constantinople, Old and New"
Frontispiece Net $1.35

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

padlock with us a minute
and see what it is that gives the Yale Pad-
lock its grip—a grip that hangs on unshaken
and unbreakable until you break down the door
or open the lock with its own little key.

Sturdy, durable, enduring—the Yale Padlock is

typical of the security and protection every kind

of Yale lock gives you. Made by the manufac-
turers of Yale house hardware.

Lock for the name Yale on the pad-
lock to make sure you get Yale.

For Sale by Hardware Dealers

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
9 East 40th Street, New York

The style illus-

trated is made in

many sizes, from

\ inch to 3^-inches

wide. A size for

every use. Ask
the dealer to show

you the No. 800

Series.

^^Mffig System

Of Underground Refuse Disposal

Keeps your garbage out of sight in

the ground, away from the cat, dog,

and typhoid fly.

Opens with foot. Hands never touch.

^ .,_ „ '

v

„' Underground Garbage
... and Ketuse Keceivers
A Fireproof Receiver for ashes,
sweepings and oily waste in house or
GARAGE.
Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from polluted water.

Look for our Trade Slarks

In uk 12 vn. It payi to look ui up
Sold direct. Send for catalogue.

O. H. STEPHEHSON, Mfr.
26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
For Home, Factory, Institution

ATEN Sewage Disposal System

Removes all sewage by a simple self-

operating, non-chemical, non-odorous
process of decomposition. Does away
with the harmfully polluted cesspool,

yet costs but little more. Anyone can
easily install it, besides, there's absolutely

nooperating expense. Our
booklet No. 2 tells how
it works.

"~ Aten
Sewage Disposal Co.

286 Fifth Are.. New York City

We have a man in our office who has a very interesting job.

He receives letters from all over the world—and replies to every one of them, not with a mere printed

form; but with a personal letter carefully thought out.

Some days he travels over the greater part of New York looking for the right answer to a single letter.

This man conducts our Readers' Service Department.

If you come across something in any of our magazines or anywhere else for that matter, about which
you want more information, just write him a letter.

He'll answer it—that's his job.

Address

—

Readers' Service Department, Doubleday, Page & Company. Garden City, L. L, N. T.
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DECORATING SERVICE
NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS

CONDUCTED BY JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

OPPORTUNITIES OF THE PRESENT
NOT the

least of the

tragedies
of wars is the fact

that very fre-

quently what is

one family's poig-

nant loss becomes
another's gain.
Deplorable as this

condition may
seem, it is as true

regarding this war
as of all others,

but with the dif-

ference that for the

first time Ameri-

cans arethe

gainers.

This is

p a r t icu-
larly true

as regards

the art
treasures
that are

Mr. James Collier Marshall
Director of the Decorating Service of Country
Life in America's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America
1 1 West 32nd Street New York

It is doubtful if the old glazes sur-
pass that of this Royal Copenhagen

coming in-

to the market for our delectation. Fabu-
lous sums have been dangled before the

eyes of the old world owners without suc-

cess in the past, but the present financial

stringency abroad has caused thesefamilies

to part with many of their fine old things,

and these are being brought over in large

quantities by every steamer. Needless to

say, these lovely old things find ready

buyers, and those of our readers who are

interested in old pieces would do well to

make a round of the shops which import
old furnishings, for what may be there to-

day is likely to be gone to-morrow. Never
before have such lovely specimens of

embroidery and various other forms of

needlework been obtainable as now can be

had. This is especially fortunate, if we
may be forgiven such an expression, as the

American public are just awaking to the

value of these fine old fragments for hang-

ings—not only for over-mantel decora-

able, being very
tall; and it is in

perfect condition,

though of solid

wood; its propor-
tions are unusually
fine. The decora-

tions are to be
especially com-
mended, for while

the various mo-
tives exactly bal-

ance one another,

no two are alike,

and their tints beg-

gar description.

Multicolored flow-

ers, birds,

and people

arerelieved

by an ivory

ground
that is the
despair of

modern
workers in

Lovely colors accentuate the beauty
of this Nathan the Wise, by Jahn

n
Hi

Opportunity is waiting at some art lover's door in the guise of this Chinese
Screen of marvelous lacquer work, and this old William and Mary spinet.

Both are museum pieces

The treasure chests of Italy have yielded nothing better than this splendid embroid-
ery on cream silk, which will prove most satisfactory as an overmantel decoration

tions, but for other purposes as well.

One of the finest of these old

embroideries that I have seen is the
old Italian one pictured here. Of
the most intricate pattern, in which
natural and conventionalized
flowers twine themselves about a

perfectly proportioned scroll, the

work is very fine and the natural

colors mellowed by time are charm-
ing in every light. Fascinating as

is the intricacy of the needlework
of the flowers, the curious solid

basket stitching of the scrolls in-

terests me more. This superb
hanging whose background is of

heavy cream silk measures 55 x 59
inches, a suitable size for the ordi-

nary mantel, and sells at $400. All

things being considered this price is

downright cheap, for it is very fine.

Fully as interesting and equally

fine is the splendid old six-leaf

screen of Chinese lacquer on wood.
This gem is one of a number of rare

old pieces that have just been

brought to this country, and which
are selling like the proverbial hot

cakes. This screen is remarkable in

several respects. In size it is not-

lacquer.
The strong though finely wrought metal
hinges are worthy of mention, as well as

the graceful border design and the plain

pieces of wood, seen between the feet,

painted an old blue, which accentuate the

beauties of the whole decoration. The
screen is priced at $2,500.
Even more to be marveled over is the

old William and Mary spinet pictured be-

fore the screen, though it is to be re-

gretted that the exquisite decorations are

lost in reproduction. This is surely

destined for a museum, as it is a perfect

specimen of its kind. Its price is $5,000.

Lovely as these old things are, it need
not be thought that the new ones are less

desirable, for it is doubtful if any modeled
porcelain of olden times has ever sur-

passed the beauty of the Royal Copen-
hagen figurine, shown here in two posi-

tions. This is a study of Nathan the

Wise, long famed in prose and poetry.

mm

There are some of us who prefer modern things, tho we can appre-

ciate the beautiful antiqued colors in this hand-painted modern
screen of sheepskin that sells for $145
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An original Mahogany Desk by Thomas Chippendale,
which is an exceptionally fine example of the famous cabinet-
maker's skill. This piece of furniture is a part of one of the
most interesting collections of Antique English Furniture in
existence, on sale in our Division of Furniture and Decoration.W (& J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings <& Fabrics

Fifth Avenue and Forty-Seventh Street New York

7*
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£STABLISHtD

1846

PARK AVENUE AT 51^ STREET

SSTetV^ork,

AN EARLY GEORGIAN MANTEL IN WHITE MARBLE; OVER-MIRROR
WITH RED AND GOLD GLASS BORDER. AN OLD POLYCHROME
DELFT MANTEL SET.

HE HAYDEN COMPANY
make the finest Reproductions of

old English Furniture, Paneling and

Chimney-pieces to be found in this

country. The number of Repro'

ductions being limited preserves

exclusiveness. We now have on

exhibition a remarkable collection

of old English Furniture and rare

Decorative Objects assembled with

Hayden Reproductions.

lightness
this lovely domestic
fixture

American Designers of Lighting Fixtures Offer Rare Designs

THERE is every reason for congratulation on the part of Americans
over the tremendous strides made during the past two years by the
designers and manufacturers of lighting fixtures, for in no other

branch of the broad field of decorative accessories has there been such
marked progress made as in this, both as regards sheer beauty and originality

of design and in general excellence of workmanship.
As a matter of fact, the high quality of domestic workmanship in all lines

of hardware has never been questioned. Even the most captious critics have
allowed that, though they have said, and with
some truth, that the designs themselves were
slighted; that is, that not sufficient time was
allowed either the designer to perfect his pat-

tern or the workman to give the most artistic

finish to his work. To this criticism the makers
of lighting fixtures early lent a willing ear, to

the end that they are now turning out designs

that even in the stock patterns compare most
favorably with the best imported fixtures.

And further, these domestic manufacturers
have gone a step beyond mere excellence of

design and workmanship, and have brought all

their wide business experience to bear on the
situation, having sounded the needs of their

field, they have evolved patterns suitable to

the different types of American houses—an
accomplishment of no mean importance. In-

deed, this adaptation of design to type is the
root of their originality and ultimate success.

One cannot examine the lanterns illustrated

here without being immensely impressed by
the fact that here is a new idea—a lantern in

effect without the prepense of glass. Aside
from the commonsense of leaving electric

candles unglazed, there is in them a charming
feeling of freedom that is never felt in glazed
lanterns, however splendid, and this freedom
is the quality that makes them better adapted
to American settings than are the glazed lamps.

Beyond this, as architectural designs they
are very fine. Note in the larger one how the

vertical metal bands that form the frame and
dome are faced with pilaster-like strips whose
crowns are beaten out in leaf designs giving the

effect of Corinthian capitals, which, in turn are

surmounted by flowers that not only give a

suitable finish to the pilaster effect but hide the Graceful simplicity and

plainness of the dome bands. Observe also

the wisdom of placing the twisted arch below
the leaf crowned pilasters, thereby gaining a correctness of proportion not to
be obtained otherwise; the severity of these arches is relieved by the leaf and
flower motives introduced between their bases, these being a part of the
panel design below the arch.

It is impossible to describe the artistry of the colors employed to

break the sombre tones

of the brass and iron of

which the fixture is

made. The full-blown

flowers are painted red

coral, the leaves and
husks a dull, antiqued

green; the crowns hold-

ing the candles and the

crest of acanthus leaves

are very dull old gold,

while the pendant berries

are a brighter shade of

coral red than the flowers.

The smaller fixture,

while much more simple,

is fully as remarkable in

every way, though it is

more dependent on its

charming colorings for

its best effects.

These fixtures, though
so individual, are after

the Italian Renaissance

designs and must be

employed in the proper

setting to be fully ap-

preciated. But the fact

that this, the most diffi-

cult period of all, has

been so cleverly adapted
to modern uses leads us

to expect greater results

in the future.

It is to-day no longer

a matter of guesswork as

to what may be the proper

fixture for your home.
All one has to do is to

have his architect consult

with one of these groups

of art craftsmen and
Note the rare architectural perfection in this iron and brass _„___„„ ooC | lr,>rl

fixture of domestic design after the old Italian patterns butter is assiucu.
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Estey Pipe Organ in

private residence at

Resign, N. T.

Console in room at

left. Organ shown
:>elow\

SeeHow Cleverly an Estey

Pipe Organ Has Been

Installed in this Home

]N ESTET can be as easily placed in yours with a console or key

desk in the room in which, you like to spend most of your

leisure moments. Don't hesitate because you don't understand

a pipe organ. With Estey Annotated Rolls you can render with feel-

ing and expression the music of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Wagner and

the other masters, or the simpler, homey music like Ben Bolt and Old

Folks at Home. Whatever music your ear most delights in, that you

can play at will.

Why don't you decide right now to have your architect provide for an

Este^ Pipe Organ in the home you own or in the one $ou may be

planning to build ? We shall be glad to co-operate with him in building

this organ to harmonize in every waj) with your home.

Write us freely, we shall be glad to give you full details.

Estet Organ Co.
Brattleboro, Vermont

Jin £s(ey 'Pipe Organ may he heard at any of our studios

NEW YORK
25 West 45th Street

BOSTON
120 Boylston Street

PHILADELPHIA
17th and Walnut Streets

a
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FLAT, INCISED AND
raised lacquer is applied to

Berkey & Gay Furniture

by the patient hands of

artists who have come from Japan,

Italy and Scotland to do this marvel-

ous and exacting work.

This fact is testimony to the genuine-

ness of all Berkey 0% Gay produc-

tions, in every style and finish. Our
work is executed by men to whom
their specialty is native.

The Berkey £&, Gay dealer in your

town, holds the key to a treasure-

trove of four thousand designs of fine

furniture—an achievement never

equaled in the world of. .cabinet-

making.

Information regarding furniture "for

3)our children's heirlooms" is

cheerfully and comprehensively sup-

plied at all times.

A Portfolio of Pictures of Model Rooms will

be sent you for twenty cents in stamps.

B E RKEY & GAY
FURNITURE COMPANY

Factories, Executive Offices and Exhibition

180 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Eastern Office and Exhibition

113-119 West 40th Street, New York

Admittance to our Exhibitions at New York
* and Grand Rapids, granted only by letter

of introduction or in company of dealer.

Ill

The lovely ruby pink of this

decanter is most unusual

Decorative Old Glass for Everyday Use

FROM the history of glass making it would appear that at various
periods the blowing of fine glass has almost become a lost art.

Indeed it has been lost and found several times, a condition that seems
incredible when one considers that fine glass has always been held in very
high regard by the luxurious of the earth, in taking rank in their appreciation

with vessels of precious metals. The museum collections of very ancient
specimens as well as the lovely blown glasses and crystals of the Renaissance
that are still extant testify to this.

Now that we are again in the midst of one of the revivals of glass

and crystal, it may interest some to know of
the lovely old pieces that have been brought
to this country from the countries at war.
Most of it is English, though there are some
unusually fine pieces of French, Italian, and
Bohemian glass to be seen. Curiously enough
we Americans show our English lineage more
clearly in our partiality for the English accessory
decorations than in any other manner, and old

English glass is much more popular in this

country than any other variety. But it must be
said, in justice to the Continental glass makers
that generally speaking the English did not
make either as good a quality or as good
looking a product as did the French, Venetians,
or Bohemians.

However, late in the eighteenth century there

appeared some beautiful clear glass in England
known as the Waterford flint glass, and it is this

that is most sought after by collectors to-day.

The candlestick, which is one of a pair, and the
covered cup, shown at the bottom of this column,
are of this splendid flint glass, and are remarkable
in many respects. The cup is particularly fine,

beingalmostidenticalwith the one in the Lennart
collection in the South Kensington Museum.

Note the beautiful, soft, down-curving gadroons that break just above the

square plinth-like base. This 12-inch piece will sell for $175.
The candlesticks are beautifully proportioned and cut, their bases having

charming scalloped bevelled edges that reflect the candle light. As will be

seen the candle sockets have a diamond cut and are of a size to easily

accommodate the ordinary candle, which is an unusual virtue in old sticks.

Also the fact that these have no socket lip adds much to their attractive-

ness and value. They are 8" tall and will sell at $75 each.

Exquisite in form and
cut is the pink decanter

of French glass shown at

the^ top. Such beauty
needs no explanation,

however, its contour is

so unusual as to call for

especial mention— its

bowl having seven deeply
indented round scallops

that spring like a cluster

of lovely pink bubbles

from the slender bottle

neck from which also

descends the feathery cut

designs that show white

upon the pink bowl, this

charming pattern being

thrown into relief by the

two collarlike designs of

white glass at its throat

topped with the round
pink stopper. Altogether

it is most delightful and as a decoration it can hardly be surpassed.

Rich pink in color, it is lo}4" tall and is priced £45.

Not less beautiful are the Bohemian amber colored decanter and glasses

pictured here. Like the pink bottle these are most decorative. A dainty

floral design ornaments the alternate faces of the bottle and climbs to the

very crest of the peaked stopper. The pattern is made the more attractive

by having its pattern ground as well as cut, a process that adds much to

the beauty of the bottle. The glasses are plain except for a group of lines

around their bases and, with the decanter, sell at #49.00. J. C. M.

Aside from its color the cut and ground patterns on this

amber bottle make it a most desirable decoration

England has sent us nothing better than these candlesticks and covered cup of Waterford

flint glass whose splendid cut and contours gives them a museum value
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of rljc Hampton Sentiment

IN those delightful old English Rooms,
whose quiet dignity carries us hack to

the spaeious days of Queen Elizabeth, the

harmony between the centuries-old Fur-

niture' and its surroundings is so intimate

as to be difficult of attainment in our

ow n day.

At the Hampton Shops, however, may
be found not only Furniture of the rarest

charm judiciously gathered from Euro-

pean w orkshops of retagnized distinction,

but also the counsel and suggestion of able

experts in the art of Interior Decoration.

To those who so desire w e will send a

selection from our views of well-arranged

interiors.

ease 50*>SfrceP>

fanna St. Patrick's CaflicOral

llcujyork ;
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With the Ja-Nar' on your radiator, any room in your house can be automatically kept

at any desired temperature. This means perfect comfort and protection against colds.

You also save heat (coal), cover your radiators with this handsome insulated piece

of furniture, protect your walls and curtains and increase your usable space.

This sounds like magic; but it is easy to understand when you know how the Ja-Nar'

works. It does all these things without trouble to you. You just place it over your

radiator—no connections to make, nothing to tear out, no mechanism to keep in

order, no repairs—just perfect comfort and enjoyment of your evenly heated room.

Made in any finish

The Ja-Nar' is made in the finish you order—mahogany,
oak of any sort, pure -white, glossy or dull enamel, or
toned for any scheme of interior decoration. It is adapted
to any room in Residences, Apartments, Hotels, Offices,

Hospitals, with steam or hot water radiators—wherever
automatic uniform control of temperature is desired.

The Ja-Nar' is guaranteed. If it is not found entirely

satisfactory we prefer that you return it and let us refund
the price paid, and all transportation charges.

Send for our Catalogue A
It tells in detail what the Ja-Nar' does, and how it does

it. At the same time give us name and address of your
dealer. Try a Ja-Nar' in one room first. You will want
it for other rooms, but try one first. It will be the most
comfortable room you ever lived in.

THE FULTON COMPANY

Phantom view of Jar-Nar' over radiator

Air at room temperature passes over a sensitive

but very simple and strong thermostat. This opens

or closes the openings in the front, letting out or
keepingintheheatand maintaining the temperature

desired. The Ja-Nar'is perfectly insulated, and
returns to the heating system any heat not needed.

32 Broadway
New York

Knoxville
Tennessee

Insurance Exchange
Chicago, 111.

FIREPLACES
We have an extensive col-

lection of fireplaces repro-
ducing in Pompeian Stone
classic examples of old world
design and offer every facility

for the production of exclu-
sive original specifications.

When in town visit our
warerooms. Our large illus-

trated catalogue of home and
garden ornaments sent free

on request.

The Erkins Studios

Largest Manufacturers of
Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Avenue,[New York

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
N SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

Embroidered Materials for Hangings

IN
THEIR efforts to provide satisfactorily

dyed domestic cretonnes a resourceful firm
of manufacturers has hit upon the delightful

idea of having the designs embroidered in color
upon the sober toned material. While such ma-
terials have long been used in European folk

cottages and in Elizabethan great nouses as
well, this is, so far as I can learn, the first time
such designs have been prepared for general

consumption. Besides, where those old time
embroideries were made by hand these are done
by machine, but the designs are cleverly distrib-

uted and the work so carefully done that the
tightness common to most machine stitching is

not noticeable in these charming designs.

Unquestionably this work will enjoy great
favor because of its difference from the cretonnes,
whose many colors frequently overpower the
furnishings of the room. Also they work up
beautifully with old furniture.

The embroidered linen seen in the middle
illustration will be a most effective living room
hanging. This has several motifs nicely distributed

over pale tan linen. There are two color arrange-

ments, one having bright, warm tints that adapts

it to the modern folk furniture, the other being

done in soft-toned mauve, blue, gray, and green,

more suitable for old-time furnishings. This

material, 36 inches wide, sells at $3.40.

Not less interesting are the other patterns

pictured here. The bottom one shows an orange
and green trellis stitched on pale tan casement
cloth, 33 inches wide. Price $1.50. The other,

on 36 inch Irish linen, shows yellow or mauve
running lines with blue and yellow thistles in a

green vase. Another color scheme shows mauve
and red. Costs $3.40. J. C. M.

35
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DO you enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that you own the finest

product of its kind ? If you do, you will be delighted with

the instrument which is recognized as "The Highest Class

Talking Machine in the World.
THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

0tt0tt
CLEAR AS A SELL

THE sweet, true, appealingly beautiful tone of the Sonora instantly explains its

remarkable superiority. Hear it and you will be convinced. Ten superb

models, each guaranteed for one year.

$40 $60 $75 $100 $150 $175 $190 $225 $350 $1000

Send to-day for illustrated catalogue C-21

SONORA PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
George E. Brightson, President

Executive Offices and Salesrooms
57 Reade Street New York City

Write us direct if there is no Sonora representative in your vicinity

Demonstration Salon
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street
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It Will Pay You to Remember
the Name, Manning - Bowman
You have doubtless wished for a safe rule to follow so that,

when choosing from the many household helps offered to you,
you could select those which you could be certain would give
entirely satisfactory service.

Many housewives have found this rule simply by remembering
the name, Manning-Bowman, which for more than 50 years has
set a high standard for quality, beauty and durability.

anning
* j3owman

Percolators Tea PotsChafing Dishes
Electric—Alcohol Burner—Range Style

Nickel Plat* Silver Plate Solid Copper

The manufacturers of this quality ware developed the percolation principle
of coffee making. Today you can choose from more than 100 styles of
Manning-Bowman percolators. Tea ball tea pots, toasters, etc., bearing this
name possess advanced features of construction, which make them more
economical, as well as more useful. The chafing dishes equipped with the
Alcolite" Burner have the cooking power of a gas stove.

Remember that a complete list of Manning-Bowman Quality Ware
includes any cooking or heating device for use with electricity, alcohol or
on a gas oc coal range. Special booklets describing any special article
will be sent upon request.

Manning-Bowman Quality Ware is sold by jewelers and in hardware,
housefurnishing and department stores.

Forfree book of chafing dish recipes, uvritefor Catalog K-20.

MANNING, BOWMAN & CO
Maker* of Nickel Plate, Solid Copper and

Aluminum Ware

Meriden, Conn.

fffffffi

Sandwich Tray
No. 288

Electric Toaster
No. 1210

Best

No. 12593
Electric Percolator—$13.00

Others $7.00 to $20.00

No. 386 103
Alcohol Gas Stove Chafing

Dish—$16.00
Others $9.00 to $18.50

No. 8293
Pot Percolator for range—$7.00

Others from $2.50 upi

No. 4769
Tea Kettle—$12.25

Others from $2.75 up

"BILLIARDS—The Home Magnet"—FREE!
A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home Carom
and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving easy terms,
prices, etc. Sent Free ! Write for it today.
The Brunswick-Balke Collender Co./ Dept. 28G. Chicago

Ligkting Fixtures Now [J
Now is a good time to

view our newly designed

lighting fixtures on display

at S & A show rooms. Be-

fore you make your next

fixture purchase

—

Visit Our Showrooms
It will pay you. We special-

ize on equipping private dwell-
ings as well as large apartment
houses and can meet the re-

quirements fany dec-
orative scheme. All
our fixtures are at-
tractively priced. Ask
you-, dealer.

Helplful booklet L.
free on request. Write

!51b-E to-day.

SHAPIBO S. AK0NSON
20WAJRREN STREET.NEWYORK
Ofte 37ock West ofarooleJyu fir-idfr.

If 2?ou are interested in good furniture, $ou
should write today for

THE KARPEN BOOK
3f DESIGNS

S. KARPEN & BROS.
Karpen Bldg., Chicago 37tK & BroaoVay, Nn) York Citj)

FAB-RIK-O-NA Interwovens
The newest addition to the famous FAB-RIK-O-NA line

of woven WALL COVERINGS. Durable, economical,

daintiest, most serviceable. Colors and patterns for all tastes

and decorating schemes. Add value and attractiveness to

any house or apartment.
Sample * free, i ' r r. lee .l.-i. in inrni >, ill help yon wll h your
ilrrorathic problem* and put ion in touch with dealers.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO., 3S3 Arch Street, Bloomfield. N. J.

The Readers' Service gives informa-

tion about home decorating

About Olive Tongs

From these tongs no elusive olive can escape. A "swift gift", use-

ful at home and essential at picnics. Comes appropriately packed
in a green b x with hand-painted gift card. 40 rente. From our 72-

page book ol ItHMI Thoughtful Llllle i;lfl*. unusual, interesting,

personal—not measured by cost but by personality. '*

took . > i II . in ilanipi. Write Tor It.

Pohlson Gift Shops. II Bank Uldg.. I'awtuc-ket, It. I.

New Glass Light Distributors

A GOOD deal has been written in the last
few years about indirect and semi-indirect
lighting, and not always has there been

a clear exposition of the merits of these light
sources, nor has it been shown just how these
methods can be employed with] artistic Success

in the decora-

/ •-.=
• tionofthe

^tt^ house. And
comfort-yield-
ing as they are,

these methods
are not inex-

pensive, as a

really decora-
tive fixture is,

of necessity, of
costly material. How-
ever, a new fixture has
made its appearance that
will revolutionize the
lighting of the home and
at a nominal sum.
A glance at the simple

glass globes shown here
will explain the whole
thing. These globes,
which may be affixed to

any electric lamp stand-
ard, are so cut as to dis-

tribute the light rays upward as well as outward and
downward. Furthermore, thegloBe may be reversed
to get different effects. When the fl attened concave
part is on top the light is thrown upward with
such intensity that one seventy-five watt lamp
will give seventeen
times as much light

as three lamps of

the same power.
\\ hile this gives

the indirect lightso

often desired—one
lamp being suffi-

cient for the ordin-

ary room—at the
same time there is

more than the us-

ual amount of light

diffused outward
through the shade,

of whatever ma-
terial, without
spoiling its effec-

tiveness, and the
radius of light
thrown downward
is much greater,

thereby making it

suitable for the
reading table.

On the other
hand, when the

concave portion

forms the lower

part, the greatest

intensity of light

is, ofcourse, turned
downward while the wide diffusion of rays is seen
through the shade.

These gobes, with their holders to fit any lamp
standard, have fittings also to hold any kind of
shade, and come at a very low cost.

The good looking standard shown here comes
in many oak
tints, in white
enamel, and
mahogany.
Th e Empire
shade pictured

obtains the best

reflected effects,

and may be
easily and satis-

factorily ad-

justed, Butother

shaped shades

may also be used and
;inv type of lamp base

can be employed, the

matter of fitting them
with globes being trifling

both in time and cost.

Through its many good
points this lamp is as-

sured of success.

J. C. M.
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Part ol a rare

collection o f

Battersea
E n a m e I I

which is now
on Exhibition

INCLUDED in the col-

* lection of Battersea
enamel are several rare

Patch Boxes, Etuis, etc.

NFAV YORK, 10, 12, 14 East Forty-fifth St

BOSTON, 2S2 Dartmouth St.

LOMX)N, W .. 217 IVcami 1 v

Vernav
OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE. SILVER PORCELAIN. POTTERY li GLASSVWWtt

MISS SWIFT
11 EAST 5Stq STREET

NEW YORK

Fireplace in Miss Swift's entrance hall

:[.v7r:i'n^:( o u

Wl "TRTS'ITT 'Till1

,, IIAXGIXGS
MATERIALS, IVAIi ANl")

FLOOR COVERINGS

ALSO

UNIQUE DECORATIVE
ARTICLES SUITABLE
iFDS-i ALl, IXTJfiEIDKS
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Extraordinary Sale

Linen Towels
at

Reg. Trade Mark

The scarcest com-
modity in the Linen
market to-day is

To w e 1 s of Pure
Linen. That this

would be true be-

came evident a year
ago and we, there-

fore, took advan-
tage of an oppor-
tunity to secure in

January last a most
desirable lot con-

sisting of

many thousand dozens
These are all plain white hemstitched Huckaback without borders—staple

goods such as everyone uses—in substantial, medium and fine qualities.

The prices are far below present day values and lower, we believe, than
it will be possible to secure such goods for many a day to come.

Sizes and prices

15 x 22 in. $4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 per dozen
18 x 34 in. $3.90 4.75 6.00 7.50 8.50 per dozen
20 x 36 in. $5.00 6.75 7.50 8.50 9.00 per dozen
22 x 38 in. $5.75 6.50 7.75 8.50 9.50 10.50 per dozen
24 x 40 in. $6.75 7.50 12.00 per dozen

We will maintain these prices from September 25th to October 14th unless

lots are sold out.

In addition to the above we have thousands of dozens of other Pure Linen
Towels of all kinds, fancy weave or plain Huckaback with Damask
borders, at moderate prices. Our entire stock of the most desired House-
hold Linens is full to overflowing.

Mail Orders receive our prompt attention

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Ave., 34th and 33d Streets, New York

HANDE
ampsTHIS English brown

shade, with its etched

pattern and matt copper but, shows the great dec-

orative beauty of Handel electric lamps. Ask
your dealer for No. 6330 or write for booklet.

THE HANDEL CO.
382 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock.

Rare and Genuine Antiques
Choice specimens of old Period Furniture, &c.

Photos, description and prices on request

IRVING ELTING Saugerties, N. Y.
Over 20 years established

Attract the Birds
to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking
in a

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from V% to

2 inches deep without risk of drowning. The bath empties itself every
twenty-four Hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across. 6 in. high,

weight 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $4.00. F. O. B. New York.
Same bowl on pedestal: total height 39 inches, $10.00 F. O. B. N. Y.
Send for descriptive price-list of window-boxes, flower-pots, jardinieres,
garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, 82 Lexington Ave., New York

Suggestions for Early Christmas Shopping

IT
MAY be interesting to those who do their

Christmas shopping early in the fall to know
of some of the new ideas in gifts that are

being proposed for this fast approaching holiday,
and to be reminded of some of the old things that,

packed in new and attractive forms, will prove
acceptable and sensible gifts.

Indeed everything in the gift line to-day comes
daintily packed
and labeled, and
usually is ac-

companied by
an artistic card
bearing an ap-
propriate—and
directing

—

verse. However
like doggerel it

may be, it in-

variably carries

a lilt of holiday
feeling that
makes the me-
mento more
sympathetic
and satisfying.

Among the

many practical

articles that
claim attention

none will re-

commend itself

to the house-

keeper so surely

as the caps for

curtain rods pictured at the bottom of this column
for only the housekeeper knows how nerve rack-
ing is the work of running brass rods through
fine meshed curtains. This discomfort as well as

the destruction of the curtain heading itself will be
obviated by the use of these metal rod caps
which, mounted on a decorated and inscribed card
and packed in a

box, come at 20
cents only.

Nor is the in-

door clothes
line, 36 feet long

with metal reel,

less interesting

because of its

homely quali-

ties. This is a

veritable boon
for those who
occupy their
cottages but a

short season

each year. In

such houses the

long collected
dust ruins
everything not
carefully cov-

ered. This
clever device
will make the

family clothes

line last many
years and keep it clean meanwhile. Packed in a

pretty box with a suitable card it costs 40 cts.

Apropos of things for household use, the rubber

stopper shown here is one of the best; though this

is intended primarily for liquor bottles, since it is

really a bottle opener, it may be used in sauce

bottles whose corks have been lost. As may be

ike inpm.f'*' ^fff,
paringthwfr\

( .Mt ikii curia* foJ >«» P1** *"*
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The return to your City

Home always Suggests

Changes or Improvements

^i>A*«i
t

N artistic lamp, carefully chosen and

SJJflJ&w rightly placed, will add more beauty and
,N

' Jvcoi ,\uw ,vlue than any other single

article of furnishing. The collection presented

now for your inspection contains many most

unusual and interesting lamps and shades, in all

the lovely color blendings that only the master

Chinese colorist has produced. There is an artistic

lamp and shade for every room in your home.

K
/i lighted lamp is the most conspicuous

object in a room ; it should be a thing of beauty

in complete harmony) rvith its surroundings

EDWAKD I. FAKMEK
CHINESE ARTS AND DECOK ATIONS
5 West F.f.y^sixth Street. NEW YORK

9 ursery

IN CHINESE CHIPPENDALE,refined
and adapted to the dainty requirements

of the nursery de luxe, this suite expresses

luxury and exclusiveness,with a hint of the

Orient. There is a crib,wardrobe,bath,lamp

and every necessary piece, richly finished

in gray and gold, upholstered with satin.

To be had only at leading retail shops.

ED. J
A N S E N

HOW. l8ihSt..NewYork

S,T,R;EE,T

fiiWill
///•/////////.'/

mffm

mmmm
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FOUNDERS IMPORTERS DESIGNERS AND MAKERS
OF LIGHTING FIXTURES GRILLES ANDIRONS AND
FIRE PLACE FITTINGS

MANTLE ORNAMENTS,
ALL OCCASIONS,
INVITE CORRESPONDENCE

CLOCKS. DESK TABLE AND
EXCLUSIVE GIFTS FOR AL
WE COURT INQUIRY AND II

f iWi , ...IUI llliii t/;iii! nurn itiii'iiii
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i847 ROGERS BROS.
SILVERWARE

THE "HERALDIC" IS THE
NEWEST PATTERN IN
1847 ROGERS BROS. SILVER
PLATE.

IT has the charm of the early hand-
hammered silver, and a touch of individ-

uality is given by the crest. The
"Heraldic" pattern is made not only in

spoons, knives and forks, but also in com-
plete table services, tea and coffee sets,

bowls, trays, etc., etc. Now on sale at

leading dealers.

EVERY PIECE OF 1847 ROGERS BROS. PLATE IS

BACKED BY AN UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE
MADE POSSIBLE BY THE ACTUAL TEST OF
OVER SIXTY-FIVE YEARS.

Write for illustrated catalogue "X-l-f. "

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
Successor to Mehiden Britannia Co.

MERIDEN, CONN.
New York San Francisco Chicago Hamilton, Canada

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS
OF STERLING SILVER AND PLATE.

i

LION OF TU NIS US£ TUNIS TILES
This beautiful hand painted sun
dried product is admirably adapted
for mantels, panels, lamps, tables,

window boxes, fountains, floors

and roofs. See practical exhibit

at studio.

TRADE MARK
AFRICAN TILE CO.

18 E. 37th St.

of Tunis
New York

Hit*

Individuality in each Room
Your choice makes up each set in harmony with any color
scheme. The finish proven its unity. We are the makers from log
to complete ! object. ( That is why our designs are so distinct ).

We do not have to sacrifice line to commonality because w-e

make for those who know.

Write to-day f^r our complete Catalogue "D-IO,"
or call at Exhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

FREE Trial
PIEDMONT RED CEDAR CM STS

Your choice of 75 styles of the famous
PiedmbDt genuine Southern Red Cedar
Chests. 13 days' free trial. We pay
the freight. A Piedmont protects furs,

woolens and plumes from moths, mice,
dust and damp. Distinctively beautiful.
Finest Xmas or wedding gift. Write

to-ilay for hi:: new catalogue with reduced prices. Wailed tree to you.

PIEDMONT RED CEDAR CHEST CO., Dept. 15, Statesville, N. C.

CAedwayPoitery
j Gives the EssentialTouch

Vase
No. 685

21-in.
Wide
$7.50

DESIGN " DONATELLO " IN STONY GRAY FINISH
One ofmany artistic pieces in our collection of pottery
that will give your garden charm and enhance the
beauty of plants in the house.

Galloway Pottery iocverlaslinghardburnedTerraCotta,
made in a variety offorms,includingVases, Pots, Boxes,
Bird Fonts, Sun-dials, Gazing Globes and Benches.

GaliowatTerra CoTta Ga
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

guessed, by pushing down on the handle the
rubber is elongated and when the spring is re-

leased the rubber contracts and fills the bottle
neck compactly; by reversing this operation the
cork is as easily removed. Here is a stopper that
Stops. Packed in a neat box, it comes at the
absurd price of 40 cents.

The postage scale shown here is another thing
that will find favor with many people, and par-
ticularly those who travel and must pack fre-

quently—a proceeding that would soon put a

more delicately constructed scale out of com-
mission. 1 his sensible and correct little judge
of weight is strong and well balanced. It will

weigh up to four pounds and shows the cost of all

kinds of mail matter. This also comes packed
in a pretty box with a verse and inscribed card
•andcosts 50cents.

Pottery bulb
dishes are always
timely and ap-

preciated gifts.

The Fulperglazes
are so well known
as to need no de-

scription, but
even these are

being put up in

attractive gift

forms that will

win them new
friends. Among
these new designs

the bowl shown
here with strap

effect to form two compartments is one of the

best I have seen. This may be had in either

mustard, matte and green flambe or blue

wistaria and white flambe packed in a decorated

box at $1.50.

Note the pot pourri jar at the bottom of the

column. This in warm mulberry flambe or

violet wistaria comes with its delicious contents

and box at #2.25. It is \\ inches tall.

The censer at the top of the column comes in

mustard matte and, with a package of incense in

the box, costs #1.50. These are a few of the many
things that will give delight, and your orders

should be sent in early. J. C. M.
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Fall Exhibit of

Furniture

Now that our FALL EXHIBIT is

complete, each department on our
t wclvc spacious floors presents a wealth

of practical and artistic suggestions to

those contemplating the furnishing or

replenishing of one or more rooms.

Whether the furnishings desired arc

for the mansion or the most unpreten-

tious apartment, the magnitude of our
comprehensive stock assures satis-

factory selections at moderate prices.

Oriental and Domestic
Rugs and Draperies

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.
20-26 WEST 3fcth STREET

NEW YORK

AN Artistic Chinese Bird Cage is

the new sensation for lovers of pet

birds. Wide range of cages under display.

YAMANAKA & COMPANY
254 Fifth Ave., NeW York

LONDON! KIOTO OSAKA BOSTON

DREICEIUCO
/t'f/t />

rirni avkniik «/ pohty sixth
- NtW YOIIK -

s@tecioub SioneA

dreicer & c° maintain a large
stock of Precious Stones^
Emeralds, Diamonds. Rubies,

Sapphires, the collection con-

tains NUMEROUS OEMS OF MARKED
INDIVIDUALITY HY REASON OF THEIR

RARE QUALITY. SUPERB CUTTING.
LARGE SIZE OR UNUSUAL SHAPES.

MANY ARE PURCHASED IN THE
ROUGH AND CUT UNDER THE SU-

PERVISION ok the House

BRANOt AT CHICAGO

she £hrich (Batteries
Dealers in "Old Masters" Exclusively

707 FIFTH AVENUE at 55th Street NEW YORK
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Andirons—Wroucht-iron in ar-

mor finish—26 inches high, price

$15. Others in cast iron, wrought-
iron and brass, from $6 to $100.

Four-Fold Fire Screen—Dull
black screening with brass fittings— 30 inches high. Price, $12.
Five-fold screens, $15.

Wood Basket—20 inches long.

Natural wicker, $3.38. Oak, Ma-
hogany or green, $4.38

Cape Cod Fire Lighter—Price,

$3.50. With tray, £4.

NOW that fireplaces are found in an in-

creasing number of modern homes, the

imagination of designers has been stirred to

produce the unusual and useful articles that

you find at Lewis & Conger's. The choice is

as broad in these articles as in the countless

other household utilities upon which this

house has built its name.

May we sendyou a booklet describing a

great number of the articles we sell?

45th St.

&6th Ave.
New York

City

INCENSE
BURNERS

—
'will dispel the musty closed-house

odors arising from the summer's

dampness.

Fulper Pottery

VASEKRAFT
received tke Kighest avJard—medal of

honor—at tke Panama-Pacific Exposition,

San Francisco. Send foi illustrated

booklet of gifts and prizes, bowls, inserts,

-Oases, book block sets, candle sticks and

otker novelties.

FULPER POTTERY COMPANY
—founded 1805

—

Studio, 11 Fulper Place, Flemington, N. J.

Exhibition

333 Fourth _ - ^

ALFRED VILLORESI
Accepts commissions for Interior Decorating

of e-Oery period. He specializes in me Italian

Renaissance—and for this work commands
the talent of a number of Italian Artists,

expert in the execution of Earl;? Renaissance

mural and ceiling decorations.

IN THE GALLERIES
No. 15 East 47&\ Street maj be seen a

comprekensive assortment of unusual

antique Italian Furniture, i/fK century

•Oel^ets in a -Oariet? of colors; also Vene-
tian Brocades, Embroideries and Tapes-

tries. The collection of Brocades
is one of me largest e^er exhibited—fhey

comprise me choicest examples, large and
small, ranging from $50.00 to $2,000.00.

Estimates and suggestions
for decoration furnished.

Your inspection is invited

ALFRED VILLORESI

ITALIAN - ART - GALLERY
ANTIQUES & DECORATIONS

1 5 East 47th Street New York
Telephone 6698 Murray Hill

If You Want
Building Information

Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience

with building problems and the building trades has given us

a valuable fund of information. Advice and help in selecting

materials and equipment, etc., will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, N. Y.

REWINDING AND RE-FINISHING
TROUT RODS

IRST of all, if the rod has acquired
a "set," or a bend at the tip, the
thing to do is to remove it. I

would suggest that the rod first be
stripped of its windings.after which
the old varnish should be scraped

off, preferably with some dulled instrument like a

knife, being careful not to go so deep, as to
injure the outer fibre of the rod, for in bamboo it

is the tenacious outer fibre that is its principal

feature of supremacy over other materials.

Having scraped the rod, rub it down with de-
natured alcohol to remove all particles, and wash
it clean in cold water. Then to remove the set

in the tip, attach a flatiron to the handgrasp, tie

a cord to the tip and fasten the cord to the ceiling

of your shop; let it hang so for three days and the
set in the rod should be removed. You will now
be "ready to get at the windings.

The silk thread to be used for windings, or
whippings, is not the common embroidery silk

of the drygoods stores, but is a superior grade,

far thinner, especially made for this purpose, to

be purchased in any large sporting goods estab-

lishment at 15 cents the spool. This thread is

exceptionally strong and durable, and outlasts

all other brands.

There is a chance now to make a very fancy
thing out of your rod by using various colored

threads for the windings. Green and black har-

monize well together; so do green and crimson;

or black and orange and green. You have your
choice of course. Now you must decide whether
you are going to replace the windings as they

originally were, or arrange them differently and
in greater numbers. Remember, however, that

too many whippings on a rod have a tendency to

stiffen it. Measure off on your rod how far apart

you want them, and how wide each shall be,

mark with a soft lead pencil and you are ready to

bsgin.

Windings on a rod are made with what is

known as the "invisible ending"—that is, when
you finally get through, the end of your thread

is, by one method or another, pulled under part

of the main windings thus completing the work.

There is really nothing difficult about it, but it

takes a little care. The end of the thread is laid

on the bamboo, and the main thread whipped
over it, binding it tight; then you carefully pro-

ceed to make your windings. When near the

end a needle of small calibre is laid on the bamboo
and the windings are continued over it. When you
have as many windings as you think you need on

the place in question, you thread the silk through

the eye of the needle, and pull the needle through

from under the windings. This done, you clip

the thread down close to the main windings, and

you will find it perfectly clean and successful as

to termination.

Having finished a winding, cover it with a good

grade of white shellac, and without allowing it

time to dry, wipe it off, pressing the windings

tighter with your fingers. The silk will now be

protected by the shellac and it will retain its

bright shade when the varnish covers it. The
mistake most anglers make is that they apply

the varnish direct to the silk, turning it dark.

But here the shellac which has soaked into the

thread guards against this, and the colors remain

as bright as ever.

Continue thus over the rod's length with your

windings, being exceptionally careful with the

tip joint. Here the wood is very slender, and

poor work will result if you are not careful. I

would especially suggest that the needle be used

in this difficult tip work, and the work should

be done beside a windowjn a good light.

When the windings are completed, the rod is

ready for a coating of thinned out white shellac.

This can be made more fluid by heating it a little.

Take a small brush, preferably of camel's hair,

and go over each section of the rod carefully.

When this is done put the rod away to dry for

two days, when it will be ready to yarish, after

it has been carefully rubbed off with an oiled

woolen cloth to remave any particles of dust.

Spar varnish is the best sort for this work.

Poor varnish has a tendency to chip, check, and

whiten, but spar varnish will not do this. The
varnish should be thinned out by heat, and

should be applied carefully to the rod, going over

each section, using as little as possible, yet cover-

ing every inch of surface. When the rod is thus
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PARIS

Kare Chippendale Chaise

'

Longue of the Period

H. KOOPMAN & SON
OLD FRENCH AND ENGLISH FURNITURE
TAPESTKIES, PORCELAINS, CHINA AND GLASSWARE

16 EAST FOKTY-SIXTH STKEET, NEW YOKK
Opposite Ritz Carlton Hotel

MOUNT VERNON
'Washington's 7/ome md the

/vatioris Shrine

THE STORY of the best-beloved home in

the United States from the first deed of

gift to the land lying on the Potomac down
through the days of the Revolution and after-

ward when it became the veritable capital of

the Nation. A number of new and hitherto

unpublished facts are included.

CMr. Wilstach has been closely associated with Mr.
Dodge, custodian of the mansion for the Ladies'

Mount Vernon Association, and with Mr. Lawrence Wash-
ington, now connected with the Congressional Library.

Handsomely Illustrated. Net $2.00

Edition de Luxe, limited to 203 copies, now in

preparation. Nst $10.00. Orders taken now%

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

DC- -11 for RADIATOR
ecorative onlles enclosures

To harmonize with ever? period of architecture

Special design Registers for Heating and Ventilating

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co*
52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK

Catalogue of Special "Designs sent on request
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The Rare

Charm of

Olden-Time

Cabinetry

The most stimulating food for

thought quite often may be found in

reflections of the past.

Mindful of this, we can well take

uJ counsel from the masters of long

ago in the selection of the furnishment

of our houses of to-day

—

^TJ We may, for example, delve into

Ji Florentine lore and find the great

Table with its robust carving of deep-

hued Italian Walnut, the low Banquette

with its carved stretcher in polychrome,

and kindred pieces—each one graciously

lending itself to the chosen scheme for

our Living Room or Reception Hall.

JIT And, quite comforting to know,

Ji the quest for these silent compan-
ions of our daily life may be brought

to successful conclusion by recourse to

our replicas of Olden-time Cabinetry for

the formal rooms or the Chambers.

€T The collection includes many specially

designed pieces and importations not

elsewhere retailed.

CT Half-tone Plates, giving views of inter-

esting interiors, sent gratis and without

obligation, upon request.

Grand Rapids furniture Company
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32^ Street

New\brk City

completed it is again set away, and three days

after, when it should be thoroughly dry, it is

ready for the second coat.

Before putting on the second coat it is a good

idea to go over the first coat very lightly, with

powdered rottenstone, or pumice, and water,

being careful not to rub through the varnish.

'The rod should be carefully dried, and when dry,

the second coat is brushed on, after which it is

again set away. This is the finishing coat,

though some believe in adding a third one. I wo
coats should be quite sufficient, however.

It is during the winding process, of course, that

you replace the guides of the rod, and these have

to be carefully whipped in. There is a chance

here to substitute agate lined guides for the metal

reel guide and the off-set tip guide, which is

advisable, as it improves casting ability and

saves the line, for the common metal guides

have a tendency to eat into the best of en-

ameled lines.

Lastly, give your rods, the split-bamboo sort,

either bait-rod or fly-rod, a coat of varnish now
and then. During the winter when you have

them stored away, two thin coats of varnish will

repay you.
Robert Page Lincoln.

A NEW KIND OF NEST
NEW kind of nest has been installed

in the long laying house of Rev.

Samuel Knowles, a prominent Mas-
sachusetts poultry keeper, and is

considered a great improvement
over the nests generally used. It

is simple in construction and consists of a large,

narrow box fastened to the waif. A drop door

extends the whole length of the front except for a

square opening at each end large enough for a

hen to pass through easily. This door is opened

The nest with drop door closed, as it is when in use

The door open, showing hens on the nest

only when the eggs are gathered. The peculiar

feature of the whole arrangement is that the box
contains no divisions, be it five feet long or fifteen.

A hen entering at one end is able to walk through
the entire length and emerge at the other end.

In practice, it is found that the different hens
make their own nests in the straw or hay with
which the bottom of the box is covered, and that

there is never any quarreling. When nests of

the common type are used, there are constant

bickerings and several hens often crowd into one
small box, with the result that eggs are broken
and nests soiled. All this trouble is done away
with in the new type of nest box, and while the

eggs may be gathered quickly and easily, the

nests are dark enough to satisfy the hens and
preclude the danger of egg-eating habits being
formed. Moreover a nest of this sort is quickly
cleaned and protected against vermin, and can
be constructed by almost anybody who is at all

handy with tools.

E. I. Farrington.
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The Suit for

allOutdoors

For Sports,StreetWear,

Shopping,Walking,

Lounging .

GOLFbEX
a flexible

knit fabric, soft and
supple with a fuzzy,

moisture-defiant finish

—the sort of cloth

that's used for men's
English golf coats.

Golflex Suits are tail-

ored with a trim hang to

the skirt that tops
the walking shoe. The
belted, patched and but-
toned coats are tailored

to give the "outdoor
silhouette" — essentially

smart, essentially easy.

There's a style for every
outdoor function—in greens,
grays, blues, browns, reds,

rose, gold, yellow, purple,

navy, black, white and
blended heather mixtures.

Golflex Suits range in

price from$25.oo to$ioo.oo.

At all leading stores and
specialty shops. Look for

the Golflex label in every
Golflex Suit.

FREE—"The Golflex Book-
let" illustrates with front and
back views the authoritative
outdoor styles for the Fall

and Winter of igi6-ioi7.
It will save you many a weary
shopping trip if you first

select your styles from this

book and then see the actual

style at your favorite shop.

Send for your copy to-day

—it's free.

DESIGAlEO
BY

Wilkin & Adler
47 West 36th St., New York City
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Fadeless
fabrics can still be had
by insisting upon

Orinoka
SUNFAST

DRAPERIES and
UPHOLSTERIES

Wonderful weaves and colors in

manv patterns and grades—every one

absolutely color-fast.

Ask (of them by name at leading

retailers and decorators. Write for

booklet.

ORINOKA MILLS, ,SJ
SL'\tV

BM'

/•-( on /'':> Guarantee

:

Th*s* goods ar« uara.ntvrd absolutely
fadeless. It color changes from oaposure to

the sunlight or from washing, the merchant is

hereby authorised to replace them with new
goods or refund the purchase price.

GRAHAM & LITTLE
Decorators

Announce their removal to

36 East 57th Street. New York
formerly 8 East 37th Street

Highest Award Gold Medal. San Francisco Expo

Your Washing Done for 2c a Week
Electric or Water Power Will Do the Work

I have built a new "iqoo" power washing machine. I con-
sider this machine the most wonderful washer ever put on the
market. Tub built entirely of huh Quality sheet copper, it

is the strongest and most durable machine made. It is con-
structed on a brand new principle and I will guarantee that
this machine will not tear clothes, break buttons or fray the
edges of the most delicate fabric. It will wash everything from
heavy blankets to the finest lace without damage to the goods.

This new "1000" washing machine can be connected with
any electric socket instantly and is started and stopped by a
"little twist of the wrist" and it will do your washing for 2

cents a week.

I also make a lighter power machine which can be run by
water or electric power. On most of these machines the mo-
tor will run the wringer too. Just feed in the clothes and this

power wringer will squeeze the water out so quickly and
tastly you will be astonished. It will save 50^ time, money
and labor every week. The outfit consists of washer and
wringer and either electric or water motor,' as you prefer, and
I guarantee the perfect working of each.

I will send my machine on 30 days' free trial. You do
not need to pay a penny until you are satisfied this

washer will do what I say it will. Write to-day for illus-

trated catalogue. Address H. L. Barker, 6298 Court St.,

Binghamton, K. Y., or if you live in Canada, write to the

Canadian "1000" Washer Co., 35s Yonge St., Toronto,

Canada.

Clean, safe, freshly-filtered Water

One of the many
beautiful home*
equipped with
Loom in-Manning

filter*

Loomis-Manning Filters
have become an essential part of every residence.

Why not have beautiful, clean water in your home?
Bathe in sparkling, refreshing water.

Have your dishes washed and your food prepared in water
you know to be clean and safe.

Use filtered water in your laundry and the linen will be free
from that yellow stain.

Clean, Safe Water an Essential
It is as important as pure food. You arc only

taking partial precaution if you pay little atten-

tion to the water used for household purposes.

Almost all waters can he improved by efficient

filtration; and for those "perfect" waters, a filter

provides a safeguard against possible accidental

pollution -a condition which has so often occurred.

People have told us, "I put in your filter as a
precaution hut am amazed to see the dirt and other

matters it takes from our water supply which we
considered practically perfect."

You can have attractive, dependable freshly-

filtered water for every purpose in your home be-

cause discoloration, odor, taste, iron stain, danger
from water-borne disease can all be removed from
every drop of water entering your home by a
Loomis-Manning Miter.

The Filter Is Easy to Install

and Care For
Tt can be easily installed in any house either

built or building. The largest part will go through
any ordinary doorway. Attached to the water
main, every drop of water passes through the filter

with no appreciable loss in flow or pressure. The
water system is not disturbed in any way. The
filter operates splendidly under city pressure,

pressure from elevated or pneumatic tank or any
system of water supply.

A Loomis-Manning Filter is free from compli-
cations and the simple care can be given by any-
one. Docs not require expert attention.

The finest construction — most durable and
efficient. Several sizes to meet large or small
requirements.
Send for Catalogue and Booklet

The best solution for Water Troubles—Hot or Cold

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co.
Established 1880 1441 South 37th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TO PARENTS
Qlf you wish your children to have

wider opportunities and a more val-

uable school training than you your-

self enjoyed, you will be interested

in "THE AMERICAN SCHOOL" by
Walter S. Hinchman, a master in

Groton School. A lucid and high-

minded discussion of the problems

that confront parents and teachers.

A line to your bookseller or to the publishers

wilt brine a copy with bill. Net, gi.oo.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y.

Brass or Bronze Work
of a Special Nature

Be it a Nameplate, Sun Dial, a Bronze of your favorite Dog,
or anything of a metal nature, we will make it, carrying out
your ideas or those of your architect or builder.

We are called upon to execute this sort of work for the most
prominent hardware concerns in the country, and have ex-
ecuted work for the Henry C. Frick residence, the Frank A.
Vanderlip Estate, and others.

We will be pleased to advise with you and would
suggest that you send for our booklet outlining our
service and work.

Hunt Metal Specialties Co.. Inc.

121 East 27th Street New York City

Artistic, Cozy Shingled Houses
No other outside finish is as artistic, as adaptable or

as warm as shingles, or is susceptible of such varied

and picturesque coloring. Shingles cover the surface

with three air-spaced layers that keep out the cold,

and when colored with the rich, velvety tints of

Cabot's Creosote Stains
they have a beauty of tone and texture that no other finish can
rival. Thirty years' use has demonstrated their lasting qualities,

and the creosote thoroughly preserves the wood.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.. Manff. Chemists. 147 Milk St., Boston. Mats.

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 525 Market St., San Francisco
r M. Hart. Arch
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rp,(HE inconsistencies of the present day

amaze and amuse even the feminine

A world. No sooner do we read in the

daily papers that "dye-stuffs will be dear and

scarce; leather will advance two-fold in price,"

than we are confronted by a blaze of brilliancy in

color in woman's apparel—not thought of last

season—and a prodigal display in the use of

leather.

Despite these predictions, leather is to be used

in many of the smartest sports suits, coats, and

hats this fall. The winter coats and hats are in a fine flexible kid, most

attractive and becoming.

A double-faced material, new and effective, is being used by a well

known firm. It is soft kid outside, while the lining is a fine cravanette,

which makes the pontine cloth waterproof.

The combination of colors is bewildering in

its variety—a startling, deep purple kid facing

has a brilliant canary colored cloth lining; a

bivouac red has a black lining. There are

many other combinations, such as brown and

green and blue and black. A stunning gray

leather coat is lined with black, with black

leather collar and cuffs. With this coat is

worn a gray and black plaited skirt, quite full,

and as short as the liberal-minded arbiter of

fashion can make it, despite the cry from Paris

of longer skirts. High gray leather boots and

a toque in gray leather, trimmed with a

fantasy of brilliant scarlet embroidery on the

crown, finished this smart costume.

Another effective coat is in invisible green

glazed leather, lined in a golden brown satin,

with a high rolling collar and cuff's of the

golden brown kid. The coat is cut in smart

lines and is loosely fitted.

A skirt in a soft green cloth is worn with

this coat; and the hat, of the same green kid,

has a band of the brown kid and a smartly

made bowknot of the same just in the centre

of the crown. The shapeof thehatis amodern-
ized Tarn o' Shanter, most comfortable for

motoring, and snappy in appearance. High
laced tan boots complete the costume.

A black kid coat is also alluring. It is

more elaborate than the foregoing and is

trimmed with bands of the same leather,

with double stitched seams. It is lined with

white satin and has a white leather collar

and cuffs.

With this coat is seen a white serge skirt.

A close fitting white velvet toque with black

leather trimmings. White leather shoes with
low flat heels. Heavy, white, washable kid gloves. This suit may be
worn for trap shooting which is a fad of country club life to-day.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of Countn? Life in America Advertis-

ing Department's Service Bureau xOill be

glad to furnish furtker information or

purchase an^ of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

E

Sports coat in green glazed leather—Collar and cufTs in brown kid-
smart and effective for motoring or hiking

\ ER since the Dark Ages, man has
looked upon the use of leather in the con-
struction or adornment of his wearing

apparal as a prerogative of his own. Fashion
may decree the use of some newer material, or

pur forth various models to tempt him to change
the lines and cut of his sports clothes, but it is a

waste of time unless some more appealing point

than mere appearance is brought forth.

The manufacturers know this obstinacy and,
in producing the motor coat for this season, have

followed the edict which pronounces leather the desirable material for

sports coats and caps, y^t have made a coat which is serviceable and
comfortable. This new model may be termed two coats in one, being a

leather reversible with gabardine. It can be worn with either side out. The
coat is full and comfortable and is double-

breasted, with a collar which may be used

high or low, as desired. It comes in a soft

brown leather, the reverse side in a mixed
black and gray gabardine, with ample military

pockets, and coat belted in the back. It

combines a handsome appearance with

comfort and iron wear, as it is dust and rain

proof.

Another coat in leather is a short sports

coat, made to put on after a game of golf, for

the spin home over the country roads in the

chill of the fall evenings. The cut is good, the

lines being straight, with great width across

the shoulders and upper sleeve to give freedom
to the arms should the wearer desire to drive

the car.

Leather vests too are seen, lined with flannel

for warmth. These are worn under the sports

coat when an overcoat is not desired. These
vests come in brown leather bound with silk

braid, and have small fancy buttons.

HATS AND CAPS

A new cap for motoring is in Persian Iamb-
skin, finished on the flesh side of the pelt,

which gives it a peculiarly fine appearance.

The cap has a wide visor and a narrow flap

which, when turned down, fits closely over the

neck and ears. This cap is in the same shade
of brown as the reversible leather coat men-
tioned above, and is made to be worn with it.

A soft felt hat, in brown, is the most
serviceable unless the run be long enough to

admit of the hat box, which fits in the extra

tire rim and has a compartment for a hat for a

man, and one for a woman—the solitude of a

motor run a deux permits the use of a cap

for comfort and is seldom decorative— this makes a decent hat for

"de training" at some wayside inn for a "bite" an absolute necessity.

A glorified Tarn o' Shanter in brown leather trimmed in dark green kid—to be
worn with coat in illustration

Motor cap in Persian lamb, finished on the flesh side of the pelt—firm and flexible kid in a soft brown
color—and sports hat in brown felt, new fall model

•
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H Attmatt & Ola

Maiirny off tBue Advance Styles ffor tlhe AMtummra Costume Ihave

Ibeeo received. Selections may be jnraatde from choke assort=

meets off garments that represent everything new in the

world off fashion*

Qowns, Wraps, Hats and Fimrs; TaMor=made Seits and Blouses;

Misses', Juniors' and Children's Wear; Men's and Boys'

Furnishings, and Complete Outfits ffor School and College,

3FtftJy Kxtmm-MnbxBBti Attain?, 53>w fork

QKririg-fimrtfj &tvttt TELEPHONE 7000 MURRAY HILL SHjtrtg-fiftit Btnet

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing Ready made or to Measure for Autumn

Imported Furnishings and Dressing Gowns

Hats from England and the Continent

Imported and Domestic Shoes for Dress

Street or Sport

Hand Bags, Suit Cases, Portmanteaux, Trunks, etc.

Motor Clothing, Liveries and Furs

All Garments for Riding, Driving, Hunting

Golf, Tennis, Polo

Our New Illustrated Catalogue, containing more

than One Hundred Photographic Plates, is now
ready. A copy will be mailed to you on request

BOSTON BRANCH
149 Themont Street

NEWPORT BRANCH
220 Bellevuc Avenue

Interior Furnishings and Decorations

The illustration shows a section from our Decorative
Department, which is replete with ideas for those

desiring correct treatments for interiors.

Ritz Day Bed enameled in any desired color with contrasting stripe to harmon-
ize with decorative requirements, price without spring or mattress $30.00

Upholstered Box Spring to fit 15.00
Hair Mattress, well tutted . . 25.00

Spring and Mattress made up in any decorative fabric desired at an
extra cost dependent upon material selected

Round, hard filled Boss rolls, diameter 7 inches to fit bed. each 2.25
Cretonne covering extra according to material used

Kidney Table colored to match Day Bed 15.00
Martha Washington Sewing Table covered with imported cretonne, glass knobs 17.50
Ladies Solid Mahogany Writing Desk 48.00
Mahoganv Desk or Dressing Table Chair, rush seat 18*00
Natural Willow Side Chair, without cushion 6.75
Natural Willow Arm Chair, without cushion 7.25
Round French Pillows, diameter 17 inches, soft silk coverings, silk floss filling;

rose, green, light blue, gold, yellow, tan, brown, pink and cream, each. .. . 3.50
Cretonne Waste Paper Basket, strongly made, trimmed with metal galloon. . . . . 3.50
Glass Flower Vase, cretonne bottom finished with metal galloon, II niches high. .75

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET OS REQUEST

McGibbon & Co.
3 West 37th Street New York
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TABLE DELICACIES
A Novel Wedding Gift

ANN REMSEN

"A/TAILLARD'S tastes
* entirely different and

I like it very much," writes
one of our customers.

CHATTING over the joys of a new
country home with a young bride of a

few weeks, she enthusiastically spoke
of a gift from a charming housekeeper, and
one quite in the know of country house
needs, in this age when invasion by air, sea,

or land cannot be timed as in the day when two
trains a day were alone to be counted on.

1 his gift was the stocking of the store room
with a complete, well selected, and luxurious

list of homely but useful necessities—but
after all the only difference between a neces-

sity and a luxury is the getting used to it.

This is the "raison d'etre for the appealing
sauces, pickles, and condiments which give a

fillip to the flavor of plain dishes.

1 he store room itself was done in white,

with a hygienic concrete floor. The shelves

were covered with glass which made cleanli-

ness a simple matter. In neat little rows
stood the jars and tins of strange luxuries

and plain necessities, which made the un-
heralded guest a pleasure and never inop-
portune.

Among the glass jars the eye caught one of

chicken roasted in aspic, one of sweet breads
a la financiere, ox tongue, boned game for

cold dishes stuffed with the foie de gras, and
truffles in jelly, pates de volatile for luncheon
for the aviator or automobile guest and a

small row of soups for emergencies, imported
in glass. Consomme Julienne and potage

A Cook Book for Every Home

Practical Cooking
and Serving

By JANET MACKENZIE HILL
Editor of "The Boston Cooking School Magazine

In this book recipes are given
for simple, every-day dishes,

and for such as are in demand
for the most formal occasions.

A special chapter is devoted
to garnishing and setying.

Another to the art of hospi-

tality and the etiquette of

entertaining.

What makes this the most up-
to-date and dependable book
of its kind yet published, is

that each recipe has been
tested and found excellent by
the author.

Illustrated, Net $1.80

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, N.Y.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

PDMPEIAN DLIVE OIL
ALWAYS FRESH

OLD Olive Oil tastes "oily." Fresh
olive oil tastes "fruity" and makes

a world of difference in the salad.
Insist on POMPEIAN and you will

get strictly fresh olive oil.

FULL MEASURE TINS
Y2 Pint—Pint—Quart—y2 Gallon

THE STANDARD IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

After Shopping a

—^or any fatigue ^ A

4 MOST DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING C£>V*SAFE TEA A
£>) FIRST" ML

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader
and less drudgifying home-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman. It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, Consulting Household Editor of

the Ladies' Home Journal, and the National Secretary of the Associated
Clubs of Domestic Science. Illustrated. Net $1.25.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

Country Life in America, 11 W.
32nd St.,N. Y.
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k'Huk u U Kuxr wrrr provided lot tin* ilnru i

in. u'li . nitl I i i I it "I In 1 1 Mir. hlil . in ml,

tunny h»h in tomato viikt. a i.ir or two of

caviar, one 01 two linn ul Krrrwh pc.in, and unc
01 t\\<> tui\ "I iiiusliiiMiin-.

\notl\n \lu If hail a gallant arav of it lliri, jams,

marm.il.iilfv, anil |>u U< whilr .1 frvv hottlrs of

vauvri writ- Jihlt'tl to the sin If, lot iiist the

touch of a sauce often iIimuiiim-i a plain hotnc

vliih. It Hives a foreign flavor as well .is a

foreign name \ heef roulette I istance

mmiihK more appeahnK to a ilirhcillt appetite

than a plain heel toll.

II 1 1 F ROULKTTK

1 1 ,iv ( two pounds of the upper parr of the round
cut very thin. Mi\ together one cupful of

finely chopped ham. two eggs, one tcaspoonlnl

ot mixed mustard, a dash of cayenne, anil three

tahles|>oonfuls ot stock or wafer. Spread upon
the beef, which rt>ll up firmly anil tie with soft

twine, heing careful not to draw too tightly, foi

that would cut the meat .is -.'ion .is it he:.;. in to

cook. I'ovci tin toll with Hour, and fry hrown
in four tablcspoonfuls of ham ot pork fat. I'ut

it m as small a s.iuci pan is will hold it. Into the

fat remaining in the pan pur two finely chopped
onions, and o>ok until they are a pale yellow;

then add two tahlespoonfuls of Hour, and stir

three minutes longer. Pour upon this one and
one hall pints ol boiling water, noil up once, and
pour over the roulette; then add two cloves,

one fourth of a teaspoonful of pepper, and one
heaping te.i spoonful of salt, (.'over rhe saucepan

and set where ir will simmer slowly for three-

hours. After the hrst hour and a half, turn the

roulette over. Serve hot with the gravy strained

over it. It is also nice to serve cold for lunch or

supper. Ham force-meat halls and parsley

make a pretty garnish.

i ll I Ul PRESSING

One quarter of a round of Roquefort cheese

and two tablespiKinfuls of thick cream mixed to a

smooth paste; stir in hrrle by little, enough olive

oil to give the consistency of mayonnaise; season

with tarragon vinegar, salt, and pepper. This is

especially good for vegetable salads.

Salt Mackerel
CODFISH, FRESH LOBSTER

'2.3

FOR THE
CONSUMER

FOR YOUR OWN TABLE

FAMILIES who'are fond of FISH can be supplied DIRECT
from GLOUCESTER. MASS.. by the FRANK E. DAVIS
COMPANY, with newly caught. KEEFABLE OCEAN FISH,
choicer lhan any inland dealer could possibly furnish.

We se'J ONLY TO THE CONSUMER DIRECT sending

by EXPRESS RIGHT TO YOUR HOME. We PREPAY
express on all orders east of Kansas. Our fish are pure, appe-
tizing and economical and we want YOU to try some, payment
subject to your approval.

SALT MACKEREL, fat. meaty, juicy fish, arc delicious for

breakfast. They are freshly packed in brine and wi.l not spoil

on your hands.

CODFISH, as we salt it. is white, boneless and ready for

instant use. It makes a substantial meal, a fine change from
meat, at a much lower cost.

FRESH LOBSTER is the best thing known for salads.

Right fresh from the water, our lobsters simply are boiled and
packed m PARCHMENT-LINED CANS. They come to you
as the purest and safest lobsters you can buy and the meat is as

ensp and natural as if you took it from the shell yourself.

FRIED CLAMS is a relishable, hearty dish, that your whole
family will enjoy. No other flavor is just like that of clams,

whether fried or in a chowder.

FRESH MACKEREL, perfect for frying. SHRIMP to

cream on toast. CRABMEAT for Newburg or deviled. SAL-
MON ready to serve. SARDINES of all kinds. TUNNY for

salad. SANDWICH FILLINGS and every good thing packed

here or abroad you can get direct from us and keep right on
your pantry shelf for regular or emergency use.

With every order we send BOOK OF RECIPES
for preparing aU 001 products. Write for tt. Our
list tells how each kind of fish is put up. with the

delivered price, so you can choose just what
you will enjoy most. Send the coupon JwXVr
for it now. , '

FRANK E. DAVIS CO. Gloucester. Mass.
56 Central Wharf piease send me your latest

Gloucester, Fuh price |jst .

Mas*.
,'' Name

Street.

City.

When the Whistle Blows
The healthy toiler who is prop-

erty nourished is not trying to

see how little he can do for his

wages. He drops his work
when the whistle blows with
the satisfaction and pride of

having put in a full day's work.
I lealth for the toiler with hand
or brain comes from an easily

digested food that is rich in

muscle-building, brain-making
material.

Shredded Wheat
\ is the most perfect ration ever devised for men

and women who do things, because it cont'ins
rhe greatest amount of body building nutriment in smallest bulk, with the least tax upon
the digestive organs. It contains all the body building material in the wholewheat
grain, including the bran-coat which is so useful in keep-
ing the alimentary tract clean and healthy. It is the
favorite food of the outdoor man and the indoor man.

Two (hredded wheat biscuit* with milk or cream for
breakfast will supply all the nutriment needed for a
half day's work or play. Also deliciously nourishing
for any meal when served with sliced bananas, baked
apples or other fresh or preserved fruits.

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
.

:

If You Want
Building Information

Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience with
building problems and the building trades has given us a valuable fund of

information. Advice and help in selecting materials and equipment, etc.,

will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

SH, HOT OR COLD MEATS,! Beech-Nut
Oscars Sauce
THE same piquant sauce served by

Oscar at the Waldorf, with fish, oys-

ters, lobsters, crabs, hot and cold meats.

BEECH-NUT PACKING CO.
CANAJOHARIE, NEW YORK Makers of
Beech-Nut Bacon Beech-Nut Peanut Butter

Beech-Nut Tomato Catsup Beech-Nut ChUi Sauce
Beech-Nut Mustard

Beech-Nut Strawberry, Red Raspberry. Blackberry, Peach and
Damson Plum Jams Grape, Red Currant and Crabapple Jellies

Orange and Grapefruit Marmalades Cherry Preserve
Beech-Nut Confections: Chewing Gum Mints

Cloves and Wintergreens

ASK YOUR DEALER
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Keep the "Upkeep Page" Blank!

The care with which you select the materials that go into your new
house is the protection that you have against a long column of figures

on the upkeep side of your ledger — and upkeep means dead loss.

The most expensive part of your house to keep in repair is the
walls — inside and out — they must be built right to stay right and
walls of permanence are laid over a base of

TRADE MARK

Expanded Metal Lath
Kno-Burn Expanded Metal Lath is made with a strong mesh that
embeds itself in the plaster and grips unfailingly and forever. It

produces a wall surface of perfect smoothness — no ribs or hum-
mocks — no cracks that disfigure and that cannot be repaired. You
can paper over a Kno-Burn lathed wall as soon as the plaster is dry.

"Practical Homebuilding" tells just why Kno-Burn Expanded
Metal Lath is the most economical material you can use.

Send ten cents to cover cost of mailing and ask for Booklet 359

NorthWestern Expanded Metal Company
Manufacturers of all types of Expanded Metal

935 Old Colony Building, Chicago, Illinois

The Readers' Service gives informa-
tion about real estate

The Reader's Service gives informa-

tion about gardening.

READY-CUT Greenhouses
x^MMMP^^v. SaveYou *

\50%t
Send for our free illustrated book giving

sizes, prices and specifications of Gordon-
Van Tine's new greenhouses. The better

greenhouse that will cost you half as much.
Satisfaction and *afedell\ery guaranteed or your

money cheerfully refunded. Price is the result o« our sys-

1 of selling direct from the factory. All woodwork of clear se-
lected red cypress, "the wood eternal." Sash and doors are

y glazed, all hard* are is furnished—even paint and nails.

All parts are numbered and full instructions accompany shipment. You can
bu»ld it yourself.

Save architect's fees—and get your materials at mill prices. Write to-day for complete

Gordon-VanTine Co.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back^

6098 ra&e Street, Davenport, Iowa In Business Half a Century

KAFIR AND MILO FOR CHICKENS
|HE chicken raiser to-day is face to

face with high-priced grains. It is

a time when cost is especially con-
sidered. Any feed of proved value
whose cost is even slightly less, is

being eagerly sought. Kafir and
milo have been called to the attention of most poul-
trymen, buteven in sections where those grains can
be had regularly there is a strong tendency on the
part of poultry raisers not to use them. A poui-
tryman who lives near a leading Southwestern
poultry market—just on the border of the king-
dom of kafir and milo—remarked: "No, I don't
use kafir and milo. I stick to standard grains
and don't try out any new-fangled ideas of feed-

ing." This man certainly was behind the times
when he placed kafir and milo in the list of
Unproved grains for poultry feeds. They long
ago passed the experimental stage. Even com
and wheat have been largely retired in their favor
in' the Southwest for feeding poultry, by growers
who have once tried them.

Let us look further into the case of the doubting
poultryman. At the time he made his statement,
he was paying 16 per cent, more for corn than
kafir was selling for in his market. Thus, if he
had used kafir and milo he would have saved that
amount unless, of course, it should be true that
the latter grains have a lower feeding value for

chickens than has corn. Kafir and milo are not
deficient, as attested by the demand f°r them.

Jn the leading large markets, in the East as well

Kafir long ago passed the experimental stage as a chicken feed.

The acreage of it in the Southwest has at least doubled during

the past five years

as in the Middle West, every ounce of No. 2 and
No. 3 kafir and milo offered is scrambled for by
the poultry feed manufacturers and others, and
even the No. 4 grade and the rejected grain

generally finds ready sale. Why such a demand?
Because the manufacturers have learned the

value of those grains for growing chi-.cens as well

as for laying hens. They consider kafir and milo

as standard ingredients of poultry feed and often

pay higher prices foe them than for com. An
excellent illustration of the high repute in which

these grains are held was afforded in the years of

short kafir and milo crops in 1909 and 1913.

Many poultry feed manufacturers imported from

China and India similar crops because they had

to have them! In chick feeds many manufac-

turers are displacing com as fast as kaffr and milo

are available for use in its place.

Also, many poultrymen who mix their own
feeds for their laying and breeding flocks consider

kafir and milo more desirable grains than com.

As an example we may consider those of the

Eastern part of the United States, especially

New England, where poultry farms are more

common than are cotton fields in the South.

Many feeders there pay as high as $2.35 per 100

pounds for kafir and milo, even when those

grains are selling for much lower prices in the

Southwest. But, why do they feed them?

Simply because experience has taught them that

kafir and milo are excellent egg producers, su-

perior to com in this respect; and, furthermore,

that the birds remain healthier than when fed

com. It is the chicken raiser who has high egg

production in his flocks, who insists upon having

kafir or milo; he is willing to pay any price within

reason for these grams.

It is true that hitherto there has been but a

relatively small production of kafir and of milo,

and that the supply in the larger markets during

most of the year has been unsteady. This supply

has generally been greatest in December and

January. Purchases made in the former month

have generally been much cheaper. By Febru-

arv, kafir and milo have generally been procurable

but the prices have been extremely high. During

other months buyers have found it difficult if not

impossible to purchase these grains.
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